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BENGAL (1750-1800) 

Hrmendba Prasad Ghosh 

CHAPTER Vn 

SocM Condition 

Society m Bengal during the second half of the eighteenth 

century is to be divided into two parts—The European and the Indian. 

Tho Indian society again must be divided into the society in Calcutta 

and that in tlie mofussil. 

The European society really meant the society of the English 

practically centered in Calcutta—though the English had business 

centres scattered all over the Province. 

Social Life of the E^iglish 

The soci&l life of the English was thus described by Hamilton ;— 

“ Most gentlemen and ladies in Bengal live both splendidly and 

pleasantly, the forenoons being dedicated to business, and after dinner 

to rest, and the evening to recreate themselves in chaises and palanhins 

in the fields, or to gardens, or by water in their budgeroes which is a 

convenient boat that goes swiftly with the force of oars. On the rivers 

sometimes there is the diversion of fishing or fowling, or both; and 

before night they make friendly visits to one another when pride and 

ermlention do not spoil society, which too often they do among the 

ladies, as discord and faction do among the men. And although the 

'Conscript Eathers’ of the colony disagreQ in many points among 

themselves, yet they all agree in oppressing strangers who are consigned* 

to them, not suffering them to buy or sell their goods at ^the 

advWtageons market, but of the Governor and his Council, who fik 
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their own jprices, high or low, as seemeth best to their wisdom a^d/ 

discretion; and it is a crime hardly pardonable for a private merchant 

to go to Hngbly, to inform himself of the current prices of goods, 

although the liberty of buying and selling is entirely taken from him 

before/’ 

The English in Bengal were prone to eat too freely even dming 

tlie summer months. Mrs. Eliza Fay wrote from Calcutta on the 29th 

August, 1780 

"We were very frequently told in England, you know, that the 

heat in Bengal destroyed appetite. I must own that 1 never yet saw 

any proof of that; on the contrary, I cannot help thinking that I 

never saw an equal quantity of victuals ctmsumcd. We dine too at 

two o’clock in the very heat of the day. At this moment Mr. Fay is 

looking out with a hawk’s eye for his dinner: and, though still much 

of an invalid, I have no doubt of being able to pick a bit myself. I 

will give you our bill of fare and the general prices ol^things. A soup, 

a roast fowl, curry and rice, a mutton pie, a fore-quarter of lamb, a rice 

pudding, tarts, very good cheese, fresh churned butler, fine bread, 

excellent Madeira (that is expensive, but eatables are very cheap). A 

whole sheep costs but 2 rupees, a lamb one rupee, six good fowls or 

ducks ditto, twelve pigeons ditto, twelve pounds of bread ditto, tw^o 

pounds of butter ditto, and a joint of veal ditto. 

It was customary to keep Mussalchef^^ on torcli-bearers lo accom¬ 

pany the palankins after nightfall. Tlie custom had not died out wlien 

Valentia visited Calcutta in 1803. In his account of Calcutta we 

find — 

" The usual mode of travelling is by p:ilan<|uiTis but mrtst gentle¬ 

men have carriages adapted to the climate, and horses, of whicli the 

breed is much improved in late years. It is universally the custom 

to drive ofit between sun-set and dinner. The mussalchceSf when it 

grows dark, go out to meet their masters on their return, and run 

before them, at the rate of full eight miles an hour, and the numerous 

lights moving along Ibe Esplanade producer a singular and pleasing 

effect/'* 

Then Valentia mentioned facts about the dress worn bv and the 

hqtises occupied by his countrymen in Calcutta :— 

“It was formerly the fashion for gentlemen to dress in white 

jackets on all occasions, which were well suited to the country ; but 

being thought too much an^undress for public occasions, they are now 

Ipid aside for English cloth. The architecture of all the houses is 

' Mrs.*Fay*6, India (* new etlition, 1908). 
« Oeorge, Viscount Velentia—Veiffoges and Travels^ Vol. I, 



Gh^ian, wbich 1 think by no means the best oiapteA to the eonntoy, 
' as the pillars which are genefhily used in the verandahs, require too 

great an elevation to keep out the sun, during the greater part of the 

morning and evening, although the heat is excessive at both those 

periods. In the rainy season it is still worse, as the wet beats in, and 

Venders them totally tiseless. The nmre confined Hindoo or Gothic 

architecture would surely be preferable.”* 

In the midst of pleasure, pomp and eagerness to become rich 

religion was at a low ebb and morality uncared for. 

Forbes wrote thus :— 

” These people (the Indians) in their own artless expressive style 

often asked me this important question—Master, tchen an Englishtnan 

dies, docs he think that he shall go to his God? My answer in the 

aflirniative generally produced a reply to this effect—Your countrynien, 

master, seem to take very little trouble about that business; they choose 

a smootlf path and scatter roses on every side. Other nations are 

guided by strict rules and solemn injunctions, in those serious 

engagements, where the English seem thoughtless and unconcerned. 

The Hindi)os constantly perform the ceremonies and sacrifices at the 

Dwal; the Mahamedana go through their stated prayers and ablution, 

at the mosques; the Parsees suffer not the sacred fires t-o be extinguished, 

nor neglect to worship in their temple. You call yourselves Christians, 

so do the Roman Catholics who abound in India. They daily frequent 

their churches, fast and pray and do many penances; the English 

alone appear unconcerned about an event of the greatest importance.*’* 

In 1772 Mr. Shore (Lord Teignmouth) wrote from Calcutta to 

his mother—”1 believe I before mentioned to you the too great 

prevalence of immorality in this settlement.” In 1775 he observed, 

in another letter,/’Dancing, riding, hunting, shooting are now our 

emidoyments. In proportion as the inhabitants of this 'settlement 

have increased, we are become much less sociable and hospitable 

than formerly.” To this list of amusements he might have added 

gambling and horsc-racing, drinking and fighting duels. 

A society which boasted of men like Clive and Hastings as its 

shining lights could not but be ill-equipped for decency and morality. 

In his elaborate article on the English in India Sir John Kaye wrote 

as fol|ow8 :— 

” It would indeed be difficult to imagine anything much worse 

than the state of Society, during the administration of Warren 

Hastings. The earlier adventurers may have committed more heinou^ 

• Ihid, 
^ ^otbea^-Orienlal Memoirs, 
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ctwdt and bem participators in soones of more ofEensive d^nchezy; 

but in those^more remote times, the English in India were too few and 

too scattered—their liabits were too migratory a character—^to admit of 

the formation of anything worthy to be spoken of as Society. At a 

lato: period, afiSairs were so much in a transition-state; there was so 

much of the turmoil and excitement of war, that the English might' 

be {ooperly described as living in a great encampment; their manners 

were more the manners of the camp, than of the drawing-room and 

of the boudoir; and some time necessarily elapsed befbre affairs settled 

themselves down permanently into a state of social quiescence; if that 

can.be called settlement, where the days appear, with nauseous 

obslarusiveness, on the surface. There was certainly Society in the 

chief presidency, during the administration of Warren Hastings; but 

in candom: we must acknowledge it to have been most offensively bad 

Society. Hastings himself, whatever may have been his character as 

a political ruler, had no title to our admiration as a moral m'an. He 

was living, for years, with the wife of another, who lacking the spirit 
of a cock-chafer, connived with all imaginable sang-froid at the 

transfer of his wife's person to the poBsession of the Nabob; and when 

the convenient laws of a foreign land, deriving no sanction from 

Christianity, formally severed the bond, which had long been practical¬ 

ly disregarded, the Governor-General had the execrably bad taste to 

celebrate his marriage with the elegant adulteress in a style of the 

utmost magnificence, attended with open display and festival 

rejoicing. What was to be expected from the body of Society, when 

the head was thus morally diseased? Francis was a hundred-fold 

worse than Hastings. The latter was weak under a pressure of 

temptation; he was not disposed to 'pay homage to virtue’, by throwing 

a cloak over his vice; and did not sufiiciently consider the-bad influence 

which his Conduct was calculated to exercise over Society at large. In 

him, it is true there was a sad want of principle; but in Francis an 

evil principle was ever at work. His vices were all active vices— 
delib^^rate, ingenious, laborious. His lust was like his malice, 

un-impulsive, studious, given to subtle contrivances, demanding the 

e^EerciBe of high intellectual ability. When he addressed himself to 

the deliberate seduction of Madame Grand, he brought all the mental 

enetgy and subtlety of matured manhood to bear upon the unsusp^ting 

virtue of an unexperienced girl of sixteen. Here indeed were leaders 

of Society not only corrupting the morals, but disturbing the peace of 

the presidency. The very members of the Supreme Council, in thoso 

could not refrain from shooting at each other. Barwell and 

Glivering M^ent out. The latter had accused the former of dicdionesty; 



atid the former in return had called his associate a *liar\ They met; 

'but the contest was a bloodleae one/ Not so that betweeb Hastings 

and Francis. The Qovemor-General shot the Coulicillcnr through the 

body, and thus wound up, in this country, to be renewed in another, 

the long struggle between the two antagonists. Such was the Council. 

The Supreme Court exercised no more benign influence over the morals 

of Society. Sir Elijah Impey, the Chief Justice, was a model of 

rapacity and injustice—corrupt as he was cruel—and others not far 
below him in rank^ were equally near him in infamy. Viewing the 

whole picture, with an unprejudiced eye, it is assuredly a most, 

disliearteniug one. In 1780 was published the first Indian newspaper— 

Hickey's Gazette. If any one desire to satisfy himself, beyond the 

reach of all inward questionings, that what we have stated in general 

tenuc> of the low moral tone of Society, at that period, is unexaggerated 

truth, let him turn over the pages of that same Hickey's Gazette, 

Society must have been very bad to have tolerated such a paper. It 

is full of infamous scandal—in some places, so disguised as to be 

almost unintelligible to the reader of the present day, but in others 

set forth broadly and unmistakably; and with a relish not to be 

concealed. We find it difficult to bring forward illustrative 

extracts . . . The most significant passages are too coarse for 
quotation.^ 

In the English society of Calcutta of the time we are confronted 

either by perilous and importunate courtesans with an expression 

either vile or coarse, incapable of shame or of remorse or by another set 

“ skilled ill artifices and whimpering, voluptuous and coquette, with 

neither the nobleness of virtue nor the greatness of crime. *'* 

The history of the career of Mrs. Hastings is well known. Yet 

because she Jiad become the Governor’s wife she was treated with 
respect. In 1780 Mrs. Fay wrote in a letter:— 

“ I have delivered my letter of introduction to Mrs. Hastings 

.She resides at Belvedere house, about, I believe, five miles 

^ M. Grand (cIIb us that Barwell would not return Glivering's fire . . .. " His 
autagouist suspecting this delicacy arose from a growing attaohment which he observed 
to prevail between Mr. Harwell and Miss Chaverins G^dy Napier) called out loudly 
to him to take the chance of hitting him, Tor, in whatever manner their contest might 
terminate, the General added, Mr. Harwell could rest impressed that he had no chance 
of ever being allied to his family." Hr. Harwell, however, was resolute, and the seconds 
interfq^..: 

* Hunter in bis The Thackeraye m India describes the contents of the paper as 
" naiiseoiiB mixtures of dullness and indecency " and comments—" Scurrility and 
servility, indeed, long seemed the only two notes known to Calcutta joumaUsmf Who 
could have foreseen that those cat'callings of bugle-beys, practising tbeir prentice wind¬ 
pipes in some out-of-the-way angle of the ramparts, were destine to grow into 
tniinpot notes which should arouse slewing camps to great constitutional stmgglee, and 
sound tho charge of political parties in battle?^' 

^ The Calcutta Review, 1844. 
* Taino—of English LUerature, 
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froi^ Cah^ftrta ....«* The lady was fortuni^t^y at biWA, and had 

three of hir most intimate friends wi^ her on a visit.Mrs. 

Hastings herseUi it*^B easy to perceive at the first glance, is far superior 

to the generality of her sex, though her appearance is rather eccentric, 

owing to the circumstance of her beautiful auburn hair being disposed 

in ringlets throwing an air of elegance, nay almost infantine simplicity* 

over the countenance, most admirably adapted to heighten the effect 

intended to be produced. Her whole dress too, though studiously 

becoming, being at variance with our present modes, which are 

certainly not so, perhaps, for that reason, she has chosen to depart 

from them. As a foreigner, you know she may be excused for not 

strictly conforming to our fashions; besides her rank in the settlement 

sets her above the necessity of studying anything but the whim of the 

moment. It is easy to perceive how fully sensible she is of her own 

consequence. She is indeed raised to a ‘ giddy height ’ and expects 

to be treated with the most profound respect and deference.’'®# 

The romance of M. Grand “ the fair daughter ^of the Capitaine 

du Port at Chandernagar, whose seduction cost Sir Philip Francis fifty 

thousands ru[>ees in 1779, and who ended her <'he(|uored career in 

as Princesse de Talleyrand ” exhibits the sordidness of the Society. 

It reminds one of the remark of Taine—“ When W(? scrat.clj the 

covering of an Englishman’s morality, the brute appears in its violence 

and its deformity. One of the English statesmen said that with the 

French an unchained mob could be led by words of humanity and 

honour, but that in England it was necessary, in order to appease 

them, to throw to them raw flesh.** 

Coel Catherine Werlee was brought to Chandernagar by her 

father. Her bewitching beauty—even when she was a girl, attracted 

attention. Mr. George Francois Grand arrived at Calcutta and was 

kindly received by Warren Hastings. Hastings was in the habit of 

paying visits to Sukhsagar, the sugar-cane plantation of his friend, 

Mr, Crofts, and to Chandernagar where he used to stay with the 

French Governor. It was at the latter p^ace tliat Grand met Miss 

.Weriee and became enamoured of her. They were married in July, 

1777 when the bride was " about three months short of fifteen vears 

of age, having been born in the Danish Settlement of Tranquabar 

on the Coromondel Coast, on November 21, 1761.” “ 

The Gnmds removed to Calcutta. The course of events Vent 

smoothly for some time. On the 23rd November, 1778 there was a ball 

• Mrs* Ftty^’s L^lUn horn MUti 
Tain#—Hiftofff n/ Shtglish Litemiuft, 
Bosteed—B6hoei from Old 
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in the house Philip Francis, a member of the Connoii.« Here Mrs. 

Grand attracted the attention of the host, to wh(^ nature bad been 

prodigal in her gifts. " In addition to his rare mental endowments 

he was remarkable for an exterior described as * strikingly handsome 

His contemporaries speak of his tall, erect, well-proportioned figure; 

his classical features; his small delicately moulded ears and shapely 

hands etc/'“ 

He had come to Calcutta alone—leaving his wife in England. 

He tried every means to gain Mrs. Grand's heart; but found it difficult 

to get access to her. The Garden House in wliich the Grands lived 

was well guarded. At last an opportunity presented itself on the Hth 

December, 1778 when there was a gathering at Barwell’s house at 

wliich it was absolutely necessary that Mr, Grand should be present. 

So he left for Barwell’s house at about 9 P,M. What happened is 

thus narrated by Mr. Grand himself :— 

“ (5n the 8tli of December, 1778, I went out of my house, about 

9 o'clock, the happiest, as I thought myself, of men, and between 11 

and 12 o'clock returned the same night to it, as miserable as any being 

could well feel. I left it, prepossessed with a sense that I was blessed 

with the most beautiful as well as the most virtuous of wives, ourselves 

honoured and respected, moving in the first circles, and having every 

pniepect of speedy advancement. Scarcely had I sat down to supper 

at my benefactor, Mr. Barwell's society,.I was suddenly 

struck with the deepest anguish and pain. A servant who was in the 

habit of attending Mrs. Grand came and whispered to me that Mr. 

Francis was caught in my house and secured by my* ]emmader (an 

upper servant exercising a certain authority over other servants). I 

rose up from table, ran to the terrace, where grief, by a flood of tears, 

relieved itself*for a moment. I then sent for a friend out, whom I 

requested to accompany me, but the rank of the parry, and the knowm 

attachment which I was w^ell aware, he held to him however, he 

execrated his guilty action, pleaded his excuse with me. I collected 

myself, so much as circumstances would admit, and dispatched the 

servant to acquaint the jemmader I was coming. In my way I tliought 

proper to call on my friend Major Palmer and, request the use of In's 

sword, and to attend me as a friend, the purpose which I had in view 

being*to have released Mr. Francis, and seeing him out of my premises, 

compelled him to have measured himself with me, until one of us fell. 

Palmer approved of my determination, and we repaired to the spot. 

The porter hearing my voice, opened the gate, and in my lower aparti^ 

li Ibid, 
lAffi of « Qtnileman Vong R€9idmt m India, 
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tay and I beheld with astonishment the present Sir Oeot^' 

Shee, bound to a chair and endeavourmg to obtain from my seryanta 

his release, with Mr. Shore, now Lord Teignmouth, and the late Mr. 

Arohdekin, companions to him, joining in the same prayer, and entreaty. 

He complained of having been cruelly treated by them. My jemmader,, 

on the contrary, told a plain tale. It was, that he bad secured Mr. 

Francis to meet the vengeance of his master, until Mr. Shee, assisted 

by the other gentlemen, upon a loud whistle, sounded by Mr. Francis, 

had scaled the walls of my compound, rushed furiously on him, and 

in the scuffle, occasioned Mr. Francis to escape.’* 

Mr. Grand then sought “ the satisfaction which the laws of 

honour prescribe, as a poor relief to the injury committed ”-wrote 

to Mr. Francis to meet him for a duel. But when Francis would not 

take up the gauntlet thrown down by him Mr. Grand sought redress 

in the Supreme Court which ordered tliat Francis should pay as ^damages 

fifty thousand Sicca Rupees—with costs of suit. « 

Later events and the metamorphosis of Mrs. Grand into Princess 

Talleyrand need not detain us. 

The incident as stated above shows the depth of degradation to 

which the leaders of the English Society of Calcutta of the time had 

sunk. It appears that even Lord Teignmouth who had deplored “the 

too great prevalence of immorality in this setllement “ helped Francis in 

his nefarious attempt to corrupt another man’s wedded wife! The work 

of the greatest among its members was, in most cases, tarnished by 

greed and crime. No wonder “in the fierce struggles of the pent-up 

stifling settlement, no reputation was too high, no fate too tragic to 

escape the revening tusk of slander.” Even on the tombs the 

reptiles of the time did not fear to spill their slaver. They had no 

scruples. 

(To be eoniimed). 

14 ^onter^Th« Thaekerays in India ^ 



RESEARCH ON PERSONALITY AND THE 
PROBLEMS OF ASSESSMENT 

PfiOF. Sbtnzbas Bhattaoharta, M.A. (Edn.), M.A. (Lord.) 

T.D. (Lord.). 

It ia perhaps the experience of many, engaged in the field of 

education, that difference in attainments is not only due to intelligence 

factor. The majority of the population possesBing almost the same 

average level, shows wide divergence in their attainments in examina¬ 

tions. 

Bat why? The scope of the present thesis lies within the field of 

query mentioned above. The writer here has started with few 

assumptions for*carrying on Ihe investigation :— 

1. Personality factors—viz.^ interests, are effective determinants 
to success, 

2. That some interest patterns are formed at a certain age level 

inspite of the possibility of interfusion. 

il. That other factors of personality—uix., persistence, etc., are 

also connected with attainments. 

4. That there is a factor of general persistence besides their 

specific manifestations. 

The aim of the present investigation is, therefore, being limited 

to the study of interrelation between interest, persistence and attain¬ 

ments. 

With the hope that the said investigation will throw much light 

on the procedure for educational guidance, the following programme 

has been drawn up;—- 

1. To classify interest into six general patterns, in the first 

instance, for convenience of investigation : {%) Academic, (it) Scientific 

(m) Technical, (io) Clommercia], (o) Artistic, (vi) Agricultural. 

2. To establish certain criteria for the validation of the test 

materials, 

• 3. To construct suitable testa and techniques for the assessment 

of interests and persistence. 
4. To compare the test results with the actual attainments in 

diflereat examinations. 
6. To find out the correlation between the different sets of aoofes 
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Tip[i« ift chaogiftg and the need for asseasment of individual ‘differ¬ 

ences is being felt more and more. It is also the experience of many 

tbat attainments differ mostly owing to the difference in interests, t.e., 
: eii6*B preference for one's activity or subject. 

In the present investigation, the writer is more concerned with 

the expressed interests than in the potential ones. Because of too 

much overlapping of aptitude with other emotional factors—ability, 
training, etc., the investigation has been conffned within the men¬ 

tioned area. 

The scope for such an investigation lies iu the held of education 

as well as psychology because of the tutiiaai relationships with one 
another. 

Besides, bow for the guidance programme should be influenced 

by the research finding partly falls within the scope of the^present 

enquiry. 

The Experimental Design 

For the practical execution of the experiment, it is perhaps wise 

to design the same in the following ways ;— 

(a) Population, {b) Techniques and Tests, (c) Scoring and 

Administration. 

Population:— 

The population will mainly consist of the students reading in 

different educational institutions. The age range of the population 

being 14 to 17 bears a significance in the field of guidance. 

Six types of institutions have been selected for the administration 

of the tests designed to measure six types of interests—academic, 

technical, scientific, commercial, artistic and agricultural. The popu- 
latioa will, in the first instance, be handy, for making the enquiry 

thorough and intensive and be drawn from different sooio-eqonomic 
VsvelB, 

Techniques and Tests:— 

As the proposed study demands a knowledge of interest, persis¬ 
tence, and attainments and as there is hardly any instrument for 

aiweMitig these qualities in this country, effective techniques fofthe 

aseessmeht of the qualities have been evolved in the first instance. 

^ests and Techniques for tfie assessment of interesis^A brief outline: 

. , QuesHonmireNo. 1, The writer was fully conscious of the 

limitations of the inventory or questionnaire as techniques for r-rintft 
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nient of wbat refers to ^'inaer states of the ia^itridaar’Jiis likes of 

dislikes, ioterests and pierereoces. The greates* limitation of tbia 

technique lies in the scope for subjectiTity and dish(westy of the 

testees* Bat while on the one band the qaestionnaire is not free from 

sobjeotmty, it is also observed that the questionnaires measure some¬ 
thing quite eonaistently. 

^estfonnotre No, 1—has been designed to assess the six types of 
intmiests and it includes 84 items. 

Que^ionnaire< No» 2—has been designed to assess the general 

persistence and it includes—16 items. In this connection, it may be 

mentioned that this is a Bengali adaptation of the English Question¬ 

naire which has been validated on school students in England. 

Questionnaire 3. Another disguised qaeslionnaire, in story form, 

has been constructed for assessing persistence as it was felt that this 

tecbmqne might minimise test consciousness, facilitate projection 

through identifi&ation of the self with the characters depicted in the 

story. 

Questionnaires 4 Sc 5 :—(for ihe assessment of confidence)—are 

similar to questionnaire Nos. 2 and 3. 

Other Techniques:—The writer, while trying to attack the 

problems of interest assessment from all sides, has evolved certain 

other techniques as follows ;— 

1, Information Test. 

2. Three situation tests (I and II). 

Similarly, for the assessment of persistence, situation teals have 

been evolved :— 

1. The same situation test I with a different direction and 

scoring principle. 

2, Another situation test for assessing general persistence in 

particular. 
Besides the above, ratings of the teachers and parents, interviews 

will be taken for a thorough enquiry, where necessary, 

I. Information Test:—With a view to comparing the test results 

and making different approaches, this technique was devised with the 

assumption that a person, specially instructed in a particular field, 

naturally keeps more information about that than others. 
With this fundamental hypothesis, the test was constructed 

including 36 items, to measure the six types of interest. In other 

woris, there ate six items for measuring each type of interest. The 

items demanded specific information about specific field an* wre 

lore expected to have high discriminating values. 
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Situatit^ :-^(for interest assessment). 

There are two Situation teste devised for the aseessment of interest, 

eis.j S.T. No. I and S.T. No. II. 

' Situation Test No, 1—This is a deviation from the common invent 
tory type as it tries to draw out one relevant interest by means of 

presentation of certain pictures and diagrams. The sabjects are 

required to choose the activity he likes and perform them. There is a 

eeries of such diagrams with necessary directions. There are, on the 

whole, 36 such diagrams—6 for measuring ea'jh type of interest. 

The test demands activity, not so much dependent on intelligence. 

On the contrary, they demand specific information and knowledge of 

specific fields of interest. 

Situation Test No. 2—This forms a new technique consisting of a 

number of news-items of varied interests. The items are designed so 

as to cater to the varied interests and one may choose going through the 

lines in which he is interested. The interest of a person will, there¬ 

fore, be revealed by the choice of items which one makes for perusal, 

and deriving information. 
Situation Test No. 8 (Flash Cards)—A number of Cards contain¬ 

ing different pictures pertaning to different fields of interest will be 

perseoted for a short time and scoring will be guided by the nature 

and number of the objects retained. 

Situation Test No. 4 (fbr the assessment of persistence). 

This is the same Test S.T, No. I but with different direction. 

Among the series of activities, the subjects may continue to per¬ 

form one type of activity according to Lis choice or change from one 

to others. There will be a definite direction that one can stick to one 

type of activity if he likes and this will not effect his attainment in 

any way. In other words, the test was designed to find out his 

normal persistence in intelligent activities, involving the question of 

motivation. 
/ 

* Situation Test No, 5 : (for the assessment of general persistence). 

The test is rather boring because there is little scope for activity 

demanding intelligence. 
f 4* ^ 

Booghly speaking, the test provides scope for different types of 

1, Dotting with pencU and pricking with pins, 

c 2. WcHIng namericsi and making circles round odd and sanaraa 

xcvind even numbers. 

3. Dotting the.i's and cutting 4be t*B; etc. 



POWER AND CULTURE 

Feukb Gboss 

Brooklyn ColUgo 

Power 08 a value 

Power is oue of the key issues of politics.. It is a goal in itself 

for those obsessed by the will to power, but only a means for idealists; 

it is a supreme good for some, but an extreme evil for others. As a 

value it always remains a key issue, a touchstone of politics and 
political personalities. As a value-attitude or an urge, it is paramount 

in the social psychology of politics. It is a fundamental problem of 

political ideologies and political movements.^ 

The problem of power is also a problem of freedom. The 

relationship between freedom and power is a basic dilema of a 

democratic constitution. Does the increase of the power of the state 

necessarily imply limitations on personal freedom? Or does increase 

of individual freedom impose restraints and limitations on the power of 

the state? These two are among the perennial questions that have 

been debated for centuries, questions which are not merely academic. 

The concept, the philosophy, of power and force is a part of the 
whole culture, a part of the historical development. It is a result of 

social, economic, and political conditions quite as much as it is a result 

of personality factors. Within every nation, every culture, we may 

find a number of political ideologies but every one of these ideologies is 

in some way or another influenced by the culture of the nation. An 

Englishman may choose among conservatism, liberalism, and socialism 

yet each will have a common tinge of British culture. British, French, 

or Spanish s<KMalists have nnniy values, ideas and views in common but 

certain elements of their ideology are different as a result of differences 

in national culture and in social, economic, and political conditions. 

In consequence the concepts of jwwer, force and violence are 

different values in different nations. Different attitudes toward force, 

violence, and power are developed through different political and social 
experiences. 

A different philosophy of power developed among the AmericaiiXBi* 

British, and Swiss than .that which obtained in Russia, German^.,, 

SQihe other continental states. / 
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Philosophj^ of force and power 

In Bussia political theory developed in fascinating extremes : 

powe: and the use of force came to be oonstdered as either the supreme 

good or the supreme evil. For the tsar, as well as for Lenin and 

Stalin, power and force were supremriy “good**. Konstantin E. 

Pobiedonostsev was a defender and philosopher of the 19th century 

Bussian theocratic autocracy® for whom autocracy, orthodoxy, and 

dogmatism were positive values. Contrariwise, he coaasidered parlia¬ 
ment, democracy, and liberalism to be “the great lie of our age.“ 

When political reforms were intended al the beginning of this century, 

Pobiedonostsev, in the name of religion, argued that the tsar had no 

right to limit his own powers which were given to him by the deity.® 

In contrast to Pobiedonostsev, Tolstoi argued power, force, and 
violence were evils : 

But however power has been gained, those who posses* it are in 

no way different from other men, and therefore no more disposed than 

others to subordinate their own interests to those of 80cieh\ On the 

contrary, having the power to do so at their disposal, they are more 

disposed than others to subordinate the public interests to their own. 

On the otherliand, tlie true of C’hiistiaii doctriiie, making of the 

law of love a rule without exceptions, in the same way abolishes the 

possibility of any violence, and cannot, in consequence, help but 

condemn every state founded on violence.* 

Pobiedonostsev was on the extreme right. At the extreme left 

were the anarchists (Berdiaieff called anarchism a Itussian ideology) who 

considered power to be the father and mother of all social evils. The 

state as a focus of power w’as their chief villain and mortal foe. Tlie 

goal was a stateless society, a federation of communes^ without any 

instruments of compulsion, without jxdice or aiuiy. Mk*hael Bakunin, 

the Karl Marx of anarchism, said : 

If there is a devil in history, it is this power fH-incipIe. It is this 

principle, together with the stnpiditj- and ignorance of the masses, 

upon which it is ever based and witlnnit which it never could exist, it is 

this prixMfiple alone tliat has produced all the misfortunes, all the crimes 

and the most shameful facts of history. And inevitably this cursed 

element is to be found, as a natural instinct, in every man, the best o! 

them iK>t excepted. Everyone carries within himself the germs of this 

lust for power.® 
Every logical and sincere theory of the State is essentially founded 

the ^>rinciple of authority—that is to say on the eminently 

theological, mataphysical atid political idea that the masses, duiays 

Incapable of governing themselves, must submit at all times to the 



{MBfievolent ydce of a vifiadom and a which in one way or 

aiiolher, is imposed on them from above.* 

Bakuniu was here facing tlie age-old dileiua of means and ends. 

iWer and the state were evils, so lie justified force and violence as 

ir^ans for destroying tlie state. Consequently, the use of force and 

power as means were good and useful. 

Even a more pi'ofound contjoadictiou was entertained by the 

Kussian populists, "narodniks’*, under the last tsars. The populist 

movement dated from the second half of the century and it is not easy 

to digest in a few sentences tlie political ends of the various groups which 

were identified w’itli the populists. In certain periods anarcliists were 

among them, but geneially they \vei*e closest to deuKicraUc socialists. 

Their goal was the transformation of Hussia into a democratic and 

socialist republic. 

How^*er, Eussian autocracy provided no instrumentality' for a 

legitimate and legal struggle in behalf of democracy and social change. 

Force in the form of revolution was left as the sole alternative of such 

a stiuggle. In consequence violence and terror were used as means to 

achieve democracy. In this connecticm it is helpM to distingoiafa 

value-goals from attitudes. Populist democracy was a value-goal; 

however the every day revolutionary druggie shaped their attitudes 

toward power and violence. A faction of the populists applied videnoRy 

in spite of the fact that the desired goal was limitatimi of power and 

abolition of vioienoe. 

In sharp cantrast lienin, Stalin, and the other communists w^ere 

no Hamlets caught by an ethical dilemma. They approved of unlimited 

power and violence as a way to seize, to consolidate, and to maintain 

power. Freedofn was shifted to the very end of the milienium to those 

happy days when the state would disappear. For the coming genera¬ 

tion the promise was dictatorship. The populists and later social 

revolutionaries approved the use of force in the absence of democracy, 

but once democracy were achieved, they argued, violence must be 

abolished and power limited. Lenin and Stalin took the opposed 

position, holding that at precisely this moment unrestrained power 

should rale/ 

The fascist and nazi ideologies presented the idea of unlimited 

power in the hands of a dictator, a "leader” who personified the state, 

as the desired value. Force and violence were approved and were an 

essential part of the program, while terror was a method of govepaaent* 

In short, force in the hands of the privileged to be used against<6ie noB^ 

privileged was elevated to a guiding principle.* 
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personified more than anybody the political philosophy of 

a substantial partcof India. Contrary to the authoritarians, force and 

power in his philosophy is an evil—not a value-goal, not a “good”. 

He rejected force as a means of struggle. The result of his philosophy 

was the stategy of non-violence. Gandhi’s approach to problems of 

power and politics was essentially moral. Strong influence of Tolstoi 
and Thoreau gave universality to his ideas. 

I must not deceive the country. For me, there is no politics 
without religion . . . not the religion of the superstitious and the blind, 

the religion that hates and fights, but the universal religion of toleration. 
Politics without morality is a thing to be avoided.® 

There is then a state of enlightened anarchy. In such a state 

every one is his own ruler. He rules himself in such a manner tliat he 

is never a hindrance to his neighbour.But the ideal is never 

fully realized in life. Hence tlie classical statement of Thoreau that 

that Government is best which governs the least.” 

Turning now to the Anglo-Americans we find yet a third set of 

values and atttitudes toward power. In the philosophy of Locke, Mills, 

Jefferson, Madison, Adams and Acton, power is evil but an evil that 

man has to use since living in a society and In a state requires 

enforcement of laws and defense of country. A progressive change 

requires power—so does the exercise of civil rights. Tyranny was 

abolished by force. But power, being an evil, should be used with 

restraint and should be limited once democracy is established. 

Leaders and ideologists of the American Bevolution have made 

philosophical and practical contributions in their study of power. Since 

they believed power to be a dangerous proposition, they held it should 

be checked and balanced. Their approach to the prol>lem of power 

was rationalistic and empirical. Their efforts represented a kind of 

enginemng in that they tried to solve the problem of a complex 

i mechanism. Their emotions were controlled. There is little in them 

' of Gandhi, Bakunin, Lenin, or Machiavelli. The Continental 

theoreticians—and their contribution was of course fundamental—were 

interested in ideas of freedom. The Continental Europeans liked and 

knew how to develop ideas, and were less interested in the problems of 

Hlfitiff ap|di(Mion. The hiatus between promise and reality was the 

etemti weidmess of European political visions. The American political 

pfailosopHets were i^ve *aU interested in methods of s^plieation, so 

that the gmeirBl principles could pass from the realm of ideas to that 

'of reidily* Siime powea: was force, the problem was to create a 

inechanism which woidd control and humanize this dangerous 
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The probloxxu of limitatiojxs of power eod of the relation b^ween 

‘freedom and authority were es^ntial in British ^itioal *philo80]^y, 

Ab in the case of the Americans (who were Briwh revolutioneriea), 
approach to freedom was through the limitation of power. Such was 

the Tiew of John Stuart Mill in his essay On Liberty, Similaiiy, Lord 
"Acton’s diBcussion of freedom is an exposition of the danger of power 
rather than of the blessings of freedom. Harold Laski, one time 

leader of the British Labor Party and a noted political scientist, also 

recognized the need of a coercive quality of power in an empirical, 
pragmatic way.” 

In the last analysis, says Xiaski, the State '*iH built upon the 
ability of its government to operate successfully its supreme coercive 
power 

The writings of Lenin and Stalin are largely devoted to the 

problem of how to get power—unlimited power—as the means to 
establish *a state, founded on violence and terror. Jefferson, Adams, 

Madison, Acton, and Mills had an entirely different interest. Their 

cc^^cern was how to limit power, how to protect an individual against 
the power of the state—against the potentialities such a power might 

contain. Gandhi faced a dilemma—how to reconcile non-violence with 

the need to use power. With him, non-violence became a technique 
for seizing power witliout the use of force. Once India was free, 

however, the same problem emerged again—^how to administer power 

without force. And force was used by Indian government, the same, 

wlhcli won independence by non-violence. A statesman who used 

unlimited power was a political villaui to Acton; the same man was an 
astute politician for Hitler. A statesman who hesitated to use force to 

attain power was a political fool in the eyes of Lenin and Mussolini. 

This suggests, that the same symbol—iK)wer—was a different concept 

for each of them. It held different meanings, mirrored different 

personalities, and reflected different social, economic conditions. 

The individual and society 

The explanation of this fact cannot be given in terms of one single 

cause. National values obviously are an important element in shaping 

attitudes toward power but those attitudes may change with changing 

social, economic conditions. In like fashion attitudes toward power 

also yary with ideologies and personality types. Such attitudes, like 

all attitudes, are a result both of the impact of society on an individual, 
and of the impact of individuals on socie^. Within the framework 

provided by this broad concept of interaction between individuals 

■Oeiety, we shall undertake to analyze the causes of varying attitu^ 

toUwd poweir in terms of diffeionces in the ! (1) values of naitioMi 

B IMOF-I 
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oultore; ^2). political ideologies; (8) djnwnie sodal/ eooaoime and ' 

poUlioal relations; a^i (4) person^ties. These Tariables are impbrtaaV 
because power is not only a part of the spectrum of poUtics; it is also 

a part of man’s personality and ethics. A man’s attitude towmrd 

power, toward the use of violence, toward the use of force, provide the 

basis for understanding his ethics, his moral judgements, and his value 
system. 

Similar to natural sciences, in social sciences the distance between 

an observer and the observed facts has its influence on perception and 

inference. Various levels of magniflcations and distance unravel 

different configurations of details, different aspects of integration and 

also lead to various levels of abstraction. 

The power concepts of an individual give us a picture of his 

'ipdlitical personality”, i.e., his relation to society and "toother 

individuals. Erom this vantage point we can see in detail his 

authoritarian personality, although we may lose the picture of the whole 

phenomenon. We may see an evident psychopath like Hitler, who 

probably had strong psychopathological tendencies. From other 

vaijtage points from a farther distance, we might see less detail but 

more of the context, more of the interactions of various forces, 

interaction between individual and society. We might see, for example, 

how the inborn potentialities of future dictators in Germany and 

Eussia Were shaped by national values and society, or a rebellion against 

those values and society. We might see how authoritarian individuals 

act, and under what definite social, economic, and political conditions 

they are successful. We might see how they influenced ideologies and 

were influenced by them in the use of power. 

Power and national values 

The problem of national culture, especially of national values, is 

of long and controversial standing. It is not easy to pin down the 

national characteristics and similarities. An opponent of the hypothesis ^ 

of common national values will always find a group of people with 

' ^afferent values than those identified as typically national. However, 

with all its limitations the concept of a national cultural pattern cannot 

I19 disposed of. There is ample evidence that it corresponds to social 

vdalitiy i|i i^ite of all difficulties of definitions, due to the phenomena of 

mnltivalence. The concept is certainly important iu the 

analyijiis'of attitudes toward power. The prophet of fascist autocracy’ 

nev^ such mass support in Great Britain as they did in 

^emutny, never rallied really strong cohorts. The screams of 

Bi^isb Hackshirts at Oxford Circle and Trafalgar Square neVAf- 

changed, a r^imented, uniformed maas, marching thznalh' 
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streets in heayy-booted rhytbn^ ysspouae to the comnwnd of hrer 
''fhhrer^'. British tradition, national values, an^ education in the 

democratic process might be a part of any explanation of the difference. 

The German nation had strong emphasis on the values of discijdine, of 

strong govenuuent, of attitudes of submission to '' befehl ”, and of 

patterns of behavior which had developed in Germany during the long 

years of strong rule by the emperors, Iron Chancellors, and the military 

caste. Those traditions favored acceptance of a more authoritarian 

system of power. 

Tolstoi's ideas of non-violence did not change tlie course of Bussian 

history. He had a great many admirers in Russia but his concepts 

changed neither the conduct of the autocracy nor the tactics of revolution. 

Tolstoi-Gandhi, however, were successful in India. Here the idea of 

non-violence had an appeal to the national values of the masses and was 

effective against a non-autocratic colonial authority. It is important to 

note that the British in India were much more reluctant to use violence 

than were their Russian counterparts. Neither the tsar nor Stalin 
spared cartridges in their dealings with their “ subjects 

These examples, true as tliey are, present a simplified picture. 

Tlie national values are not solid, unyielding. There are differences 

and contradictions within every culture precisely because there are 
opposed groups in every society. 

Perliaps Professor Allport’s*’ concept of the J curve might help 

in this connection. In his discussion of ethnic-cultural differencesi 

recognition of behavior typical of different ethnic groups is paramount. 

At the same time differences within the ethnic group are also recognized. 

For isntance, he points out that the generally used language in America 

is English; however, a certain percentage of the immigrant population 

k^eps to the language of the “old country”. Again the Catholics are 

supposed to attend Sunday mass but some do not. Yet again, in the 

tjnitod.States theatres commence on time and trains run on schedule; 

the emphasis on punctuality is strong, yet some people are not putictual. 

On these grounds Allport suggests that ethnic patterns could be plotted 

in a J shaped histogram. The long.arm of the histogram J indicates 

those who conform while the short arm, or the curve, indicates those 

who 4o not. 

The J curve may be illuminating when applied to the \’alues shared 

by people in the same nation-culture. For t^xample the concept of the 

value of freedom in Great Britain has the form of a histogram. 

Labor, Conservative, and Liberal 'parties agree in principle an 

but net all, limits of power. They share this valufe, vdjite' 
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Biinmty of iotalitarians still forms a rather short left arm of the J. 

carve. t 
We may» however, extend Ailport's concept to other shapes of 

histograms, the J curve might be complemented by a U curve or a V 

cfttrve. Germany after the first World War, was a Germany of divergent 

and often extreme views. The value of power, and the attitude toward 

poWei of the democratic parties from the Social-Democrats Democrats, 

Catholic-Center was different from that of the monarchistic and nation¬ 

alistic Stahlhelm, the Nazis, or the Communists. It was a U or V 

curve rather than a J curve, with the partisans of authoritarianism 

balancing those of democracy. Can we speak about characteristically 

national attitudes toward power where such a division obtains? Of course 

we can. The concept of democratic i30wer in Gennaiiy was forged 

into a pragmatic tool in an actual experience. The democrats had to face 

tolalitarians. They applied power in a society torn by those contradic¬ 

tions, and their concept of jwwer was tested against the opposition of 

German, not French, Nazis. The totalitarians and democrats were 

tied together by their contradictions. The Nazis, in their struggle for 

totalitarian power, precipitated the developrOent of methods of defense 

by the democratic German government which, unfortunately, were 

destined to fail. The methods were related to German conditions. 

The abstract values of power were thus translated into the patterns of 

behaviour, and the patterns of behaviour were expressed in conflicts. 

This social inter-action shaped the concepts of power held by both the 

friends and foes of democracy and, in consequence, the dialectical 

opposition of those two opposed values of power were a result of a 

Germw experience. 

A tradition in favor of the resolution of differences through 

compromise is also influential in determining the quality of the struggle 

resulting from such contradictions. For example, in certain periods 

the Democrats in America may favor an increase of federal power while 

the Eepublicants favor stronger state governments to counterbalance 

federal power. But, such difference in views cannot be compared with 

the contradiction between the Nazis and Democrats on the issue of 

power. The Democrats and Republicans agree on Civil Rights, on 

the fundamental notion of limitations on power. The disagreement 

floes not destroy the basic political values, while a compromise" with 
floes. 

Through, political power is not the only type of power, the 

lldhriinant national values usually find expression in other social 

iilistitutionflH-ih the church, the school and the family. As for instanee 

it may be pointed out that the German family is mam autoc^tiC, 



wUHe &e Ameriean famil]^ tends to be more democratic and permmit^: 

In 4CsonsequeDce, in a German family the positionf of the father and 

his power are strong and his almost absolute authority over his 

children is widely accepted. Again, in an Italian family, hierarchy 

^ia significant, with the father holding power and privilege. Similarly 

the oldest son has more power and authority than the yoonger diildren. 

In this situation the position of the mother is specific—she supplies the 

element of warmth and love, thus serving to counterbalance the 

father’s authority. In an American family, husband and wife share 
the family power. Children have power, too, and participate in making 

decisions through family conferences. The family is also permissive, 

younger children enjoying more privileges tlian the older ones. 

However, once they mature, their position is equal. Thus do the 

conc(*pts of power found in any given culture pervade the entire society 

and find expression in all the basic institutions. It is noteworthy that 

within these institutions the distribution of power corresponds to the 

J curve—e.g., in not all German families is the father in a strong 
ptisition. Nor are all American families equalitarian and permissive. 

The values imder discussion are not mere abstract concepts. 

They are expressed in social actions and form overt patterns of 

behaviour. They are to be seen, for example, in a policy of a 

government or in a father’s disciplinary and educational actions. Such 

editions can be observed, and hypothesis about them can be verified. 

Nor are national values the only values. There are some values that 

are shared by larger cultural aggregates, such as the countries of the 

Western tradition, for example. Moreover, some values appear to be 

universal, Herbert Spencer in his ''Ethics” argued that altruism, 

expressed in a mother's attitude toward children, is universal. But 

universal valuhs are expressed in a variety of ways in various cultures. 

Thus both the universality and the variability of culture are reflected in 

the values of any given culture. 

Freedom is an especially good example of a general, universal 

value, although this urge is expressed in a variety of ways, both within 

and as between societies. No one desires chains on bis hands; no one 

likes to be a victim of exploitation and abuse. Even the drive for 

autocratic power is only an urge for unlimited freedom for one man, 

the ahtocrat, at the expense of the freedom of the others. It is a 

selfish, anti-social, and egoistic expression of this urge. In such a 

way, the contest of power and freedom, both concepts being universal 

{dkenomena, are expressed as different types of attitudes and^vduSS M 

different nationalities and personalities. Those values ate 

the trttiversal urges. v 
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Idepiogiet Md tootal, economic condition . ; 

The Batbnal]^ held conceptions of power under discusskin-^ 

including whatever contradictions there naay be—^find expression in 

political ideologies. However, the appeal of these ideologies depends 

on the dynamic economic, political, and social conditions of those to^ 

whom they are addressed. Change in these conditions may produce 

change in view® on power, as well as changes in other values. This is 

so because all these elements are not separate blocs but are interrelated 
and in continuous interaction. They cannot be separated and any 

attempt to analyze their complex iterrelations is beyond the scope of 

this book. 
This section must not be closed without a word of warning against 

an}' tendency to assume that the concept of national values is a 

sufficient answer to the whole problem of cultural influence. Such an 

error would overlook the fact tliat religion plays a very signiflcant role 

in shaping our attitudes and values tow'ard power and violence. Beligioii 

also influences the social, economic, and political conditions, and 

in turn, is influenced by them. For example, national concepts of 

power influence the concepts of power held by religious leadership and 

such influence is reflected in the diflering power structure of 

Catholicism and Protestantism. 
Another word of caution is ia order. The significant role of the 

irrational element in political behavior niust not be overlooked. The 

Nazi movement in Germany and the adoration of unlimited power by 

many educated Germans cannot be explained solely in terms of the 

factors we have just mentioned. Human reactions are not rarely 

unexpected and the emotional tensions which sometimes appear in 

history are not easily traced to their origins. 

Personality 

Xhfferent ideologies of power attract different types of persons. 

For example, a philosophy of non-violence, attracted Gandhi, but repelled 

Ijenin'. It would seem that such differences, at least in part, stem 

ff&txX differences in personality structure. Such an assumption could 

ix^ptain ^y Tolstoi and Bakunin—^the former a Christian anarchist 

\prophet of non-violence, the latter as anarchist and a partisan of 

(as means toward his stateless ideal), living through similar 

SCM^l 9phteavals, members of the same aristocratic class, nurtured in 

the same orthodox religion—^responded to divergent ideologies. 

' > Terror and non-Tlolenee attract and require different personalities, 

tiiffeient skiUs^ and diffident values. A change in the ideology cd 

I^wer of a political movement, even a change in tactics may have its 

impact on the isrooess by which members are drawn into the movemeht. 
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'Whetr p&p^st^ in Btisw dbiffiai|dd their taeties hecatUH^f 

thair-hc^ft of a cbi^e trough mats xsaovememt 'Wtre frustrated, the 

heW taotiea of individual terror attracted and required different 

persoaiJities. Peter Laror, one of the leading spirits of the populist 

movement wrote about this change as follows:— 

..The year 1878 introduced into the Bevolulionaxy 

movement a criais that led to a complete change, both in the division 

of the party into various sections and in their respective relations. The 

modes of action were changed; the revolutionary type was changed* 

Tbe defrcts and the virtues so characteristic of the most prominent 

persons in the movement a few years ago gave place to totally different 

defects and virtues which characterize the Bussian Bevolutionary 

movement of modem days.*^ 

Change in attitude toward violence and force was reflected in 

cliange of^a revolutionary type, in changes of concepts and values. 

A quiet, democratic leader in France, however, might have joined 

an underground and changed his values of non-violence to force against 

the German conquers. If France would have remained free, he would 

live the whole life of a quiet, peaceful citizen, afraid of any violent 

action. Change of political conditions may produce such strong impact 

on personality that he would change attitudes and values and, in 

consequence, his personality. Precisely this happened during World 

War IT under the impact of the occupation. For instance, Kataj, the 

speaker of tlie Polish Parliament, was one of the organizers of the 

Polish democratic armed resistance. More frequently, however, new 

types of struggle attract and require different personalities. Under 

these circumstances not all change their values. Some retire, some 

wear down, others die as martyrs, and still others are imprisoned. 

Ethics must not be overlooked; it remains a strong social force and 

guide of decision. The straggle against oppression was mostly a 

revolutiona^ straggle. The feudal system yielded to force and 

revolutionary forces and similarly with colonial rule. Many of those 

who undertook this struggle belonged to the privileged classes—^to the 

nobility. Ethical motivation rather than economic interest promoted 

their choices. Force in history so often serves to break the walls 

of oppressive and exploitative systems. 
Psychological theory suggests that childhood experiences may 

have something to do with these different responses in terms of verifica¬ 

tion v It is difficult, if at all possible, to prove that a given experience 

wae'<me of the causes of an attitude to power. Peter KropotHn waa 

ate an^hlBt ^ho exposed any authority, especially the authority tJste* 

' Be believed that man by nature is good and HlaA 
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iafititottoxis dfia^iroy his good nature. Ae a diild £r<^>otkin loved 
« 

motiier wlio wae (VAnn and affectionate. In contrast he opposed^ h!s 

hUiher'e authority and had rather a dislike for him. His mother died 

when Eorpotkin was quite young (still in formative years), and hie 

father's remarriage resulted in the severance of ties with many of 

Peter's relatives. These facts-—quoted from Kropotkin's memoirs— 

auggest that the traumatic experiences of Peter Kropotkin's early 

childhood may have shaped his attitudes and his views on human 

nature. Similarly, his rebellion against his father served to shape the 

potentialities reflected later in his rebellion against the tsar and 

autocracy. Lenin's childhood experiences provide another case in 

point. His brother, a revolutionary populist, was executed in Lenin’s 

early youth and young Lenin knew that he had been hanged in a 

tsarist prison. This traumatic experience might have been a factor in 

the development of his unmerciful and revengeful attitude toward all 

he regarded as "ruling class". Both suggestions are plausible 

hypotheses as far as the inference is concerned. The facts of 

Kropotkin's and Lenin's infancy and youth are true—but can we prove 

that they influenced personality formation? It might have been another 

traumatic experience, or none at all. An hypothesis of this kind is 

useful so long as we remember that at present it must be used very 

tentatively 

Though some personality characteristics are inborn, personality 

is largely shaped by early childhood experiences. The family, the 

play group, and unique experiences (such as witnessing a battle, a 

strike, or an accident) may have paramount significance in personality 

formation. Some of the potentialities thus developed may never be 

activated unless they are released by the impact of social realities, by 

the social environment. May be potential Hitlers and Stalins were 

born in America only to have their potentialities diverted into other 

channels by the peaceful political and economic conditions of American 

8ooie?y. May be they became frustrated neurotics, or directed ikheir 

desire for power into different avenues. Perhaps driving an automobile 

of 350 horsepower—one of those you use below 10% of power while 

driving 50 miles per hour—gave them the feeling of power over the 

machine, over the road, over speed which they craved. 

MfUUvalenee 
' Tbongb personality has to adjust to changing conditions, this 

adjusteiant to changing realities is not the only problem. Many men 

and vt^men are inconsistent; they operate not on one, but on many, 

cottbraffictory vdue aystema. Multivalence is characteristio of 
many pefsonalitieg. oscillate among a number oonbMidting 
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.value BystemB and yield easily to the value system of the group. They 

may belong to a number of groups. For example, may imagine a 

German who was a member of a trade union and of a veteran’s 

organization. The trade union was based on different values than the 

P^erman imperial veteran’s organization. In consequence our imaginary 

German played one social role in the union and a different one again 

among the former imperial soldiers. Sometimes he followed one and 

sometimes another value system and pattern of political behavior. To 

begin with, he bad inconsistent values, and faced difficulty in reconcil- 
ling both systems. Under pressure, our imagincry German would be 

likely to swing toward the authoritarian, Nazi pattern. Only strong 

personalities have the ability to cope courageously with such differences, 

deciding for themselves what is right, and choosing from among different 

values and patterns of l>ehavior which are often a result of tlie different 

and conflicting roles one has to play in contemporary society. 

Nations, like individuals, are ambivalent because they are 

composed of individuals, many of whom are also ambivalent. The 

Germans were far more ambivalent, as a nation, than the British, 

Therefore, even a Germany under a democratic majority is still feared 

by its neighbours because it may reverse itself. However, Britain 

under a socialist majority may swing to the conservatives, but this 

change does not involve any change in basic concepts of freedom and 
power. 

The position of an individual within a class may also influence 

his attitudes toward power. A member of the nobility in a medieval 

society, or a member of the bureaucracy in a Prussian state had an 

interest in the increase of power by virtue of the groups to which he 

belonged. In a German officer’a caste there was a caste interest in the 

power of the Army in the German state. These examples show how 

social and economic relations influence individual attitudes and values 

toward power.” 

Interfdations 

In spite of all the difficulties involved in the study of the 

interrelations of the individual and. society, such an analysis does help 

us to understand the difference in attitudes toward power. Tn the 

Grea^ Britain of 1917, Lenin at best would have played a role of an 

hysterical crank in the British House of Commons, In the America of 

1918 Trotsky would have been listened to by a select crowd of mavericks 

in a Greenwich Village cold-water flat. In the United States of 1850^ 

Tolstoi would have been another Thoreau, but in 1950 be would 

been listened to only by small Quaker groups and other pa^ifistB, ilh 

India, however, be would have-been another Gandhi,. Thete; 
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Lenins and Hitiers before these men emerged. But only in certain 

historical moments>in certain societies, could they play the roles they 

did. If I^enin had been born fifty years before he would have played a 

minor role as a subordinate to Bakunin, may he he would have been a 

Tkachev or a Nechayev. By the same token there were great revolution¬ 

ary moments in the histoiy of Europe, as in 1945, the moment of 

European liberation, when there was no great European leader to 

capture the imagination of masses with the idea of European union. 

Only certain types of men, only certain personalities are 

manipulators of a military coup or leaders of an historic revolution. 

The seizure of power does not happen everywhere—there must be a 

personality in a society where attitudes toward power and violence 
favor such actions, in a critical moment of social change—in a moment 

of political, social and economic tensions. Oppressive and exploitative 

political and economic systems fend to create conditions jn which 

violence is a sole alternative of change. Under such conditions of 

oppression and tensions, the attitude to violence may change, and 

violence may be approved by an individual or a people who previously 

had abhorred it. 
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EAST INDIA COMPANY'S CONCERN 
FOR RECORDS 

Peofulla Chandra Boy, M.A, 

^‘Aset^Ieis the man, so government are the Reoirdd’*—Saya 

Galbraith in his ‘Introduction to the use of the Public Becords’ \ 

Even those, who have scant regard for this maxim, must have viewed 

with dismay the photo in the Statesman of July 25, 1954 with the 

following caption : 

“Part of the burnt legal records at the High Court building of 

Indore, which was set on fire by a crowd, which stoned the building 

last week. Damage to the records is stated to be likely to impede 

the judicial investigation of many pending cases’*.® 

It does not, of course, require calamities like fire, flood or war 

to emphasize the value of records as indispensable tools of adminis¬ 

tration. Equally understandable is the utilitarian motive, which 

actuates the administrator to win back what has been lost. Yet 

every attempt to salvage from wreck, tend the damaged and preserve 

the sanctity of evidence must be regarded as a heroic endeavour. The 

reason, though not far to seek, may best be given in the words of 

Waldo Gifford Leeland: 

“The ultimate purpose of the preservation and efficient adminis¬ 

tration of Public records goes for beyond the improvement of adminis¬ 

trative processes and the facilitation of public business. The ultimate 

purpose is to make possible for our present generation to have endur¬ 

ing and dependable knowledge of their past and for future generations 

to have such knowledge of their past, of which our present is a 

past’*.® 

' Truly speaking, growing years bring about a revolutiomry trans¬ 

formation in the character of records. With passage of time their 

intrinsic value begins to increase, whatever may be the dismal mark 

of age on the fragile body. The graduil accretion of qualities, far 

guessing the exclusive needs of the administration at the cunrency 

stage, makes the body of records more attractive, productive and fruit- 

bearing to tbe discerning eyes of the researcher, who make most 

profitable UQe of it at the stage of non-currency. The records of the 

'East Tn^a Company's government in India, described by James 

Grant Duff in bis 'History of the Marhattas’ as ' probably the best 
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bistoripftl roateri&U in the world ” ^ offer a case in point. Insfate 

at a rift in the late William Foster has the aa|ae complimentary 

nog: 
**.bad the orchivea of the East India House eurTired in 

their entirety^ we should now be in possession of fall information 

regarding the transactions both at home and abroad. But during 

the greater part of the Company’s existence iittle heed was paid to 

the value of its records for bistorieil purposes auJ the preservation of 

any particular series depended chiefly in its practical utility iu relation 

to current work. Fortuuately, in most cases this was sufficiently 

great to ensure the retention of those on which the student is likely 

to set chief store” 
Whatever charge may be laid at the door of the East India 

Company for its onawareness of the pos-^ible use of the records for 

researchj)iirposeB, this Company, trading in the East from its distant, 

headquarter in London, came to own a rich accumulation of records 

throufh its desire to control effectively the action of its servants in 

India. The sudden turns, swift changes and unforeseen developments 

in the relations with country powers might have left the initiative 

entirely into the hands on the men of the spot. But this was purely 

temporary. The grip of the Court of Directors always retnaind firm, 

even when the sceptre was wielded by towering personalities like 

Wellesley or Dalhousie. The distance separating the Directors from 

their servants who were not readily available for consultation, 

placed the supreme control necessarily at the record level. It was, 

indeed, a government of records par excellence. The Court watched 

the march of events in India with jealous care, regularly sent 

instructions on every matter of moment, studied the despatches from 

India to see how far the directives from Tjondon had been faithfully 

implemented and chalked out new lines of advance in the light of 

communications received. As a result the flow of correspondences 

was both continuous and voluminous. The Court insisted on having 

the detailed account of the proceedings of the Government of India in 

various departments. Foster writes : 

“In its final development, proposals were largely made in written 

minutes, which often, in controverted questions, provoked equally 

argumentative minutes of dissent : and these were entered at fall 

length upon the records of tbs Council meeting (termed “Consul¬ 

tations” or “Proceedings”), transcripts of which were regularly w&nt 

home* In early days these were aooompsuied by separate volumel,, 

(^ntaining copies of all letters received or sent; in later *tun>es e£^ 



correspondence was either entered on thei CoDSultatioD, or in gems 

ot special important, transmitted as enclosnree to dispvtobeB.’** 

This method of sending lengthy transcripts in b'indwritiog of 

the minntest administrative detail was expensive and time-con earning, 

occasionally made worse by the additional duty 6f supplying extra 

copies to the Directors. The Public letter to the Court of April 5, 

1783 carries the groan of a piteous appeal fro n the Governor-General 

and Council at Fort William in Bengal ; 

'^As we already transmit copies of our proceedings to you in 

triplicate and the additional duty of supplying the place of any which 

may be lost as well as of preparing the particular copies of our 

advices to you for the use of his Majesty's Ministers cannot be 

performed but at a very considerable expense to the Company, the 

salaries of clerks being much higher in his country than in Europe 

and as so much increase of their duty amidst the hurry of a despatch 

tends to tlirow the business of the Public Offices into confusion, we 

humbly submit to you the propriety and advantage of having such 
copies prepared in England."' 

This appeal to get rid of the onerous task of supplying extra 

copies of official transaction in India, when this could be 

done in England at a Jess expense without throwing the normal 

public business out of gear, loses, of course, much of its force when 

pitted against the Court's desire to have transcripts of official proceed¬ 

ings, which were lost on their way to England as a result of enemy 

action. When surrender to superior might of the enemy was inevit¬ 

able, the Captain of the English vessel, carrying the packets of 

records, usually considered it wise to throw them in the watery grave 

of the blue or destroy on board the valuable load instead of allowing 

the enemy to possess the covetable bJoty. This could neither be 

recovered nor could it be transcribed by the London addresses in the 

absence of any copy for the same. A few documents are reproduced 

b^low to show a record deal between the Directors and the Govern¬ 

ment at Fort William, Calcutta, which took place after the loss of 
packet of records as a result of the capture of vessel called the Admiral 

Hughes on March 6, 1782 by a French Frigate, Egretton. 

(1) Letier from Court of ApbiIi 30, 1782 

. , i' . . we have been informed by Captain Greenway the 

Coinmahd<yr of the vessel called the Admiral Hughes and Mr. Oakes 

late a passebger thereon charged with the dispatches from Madrase 
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. that the said vessel was taken by a French Frigate named the 
Egretton the 6th March last near the Westerif Islands and that 
several of the packets were thrown overboard and if the Captain's 
declaration is to be confided in the act were destroyed on board 

(2) Letter from Court op June 18, 1782 

** We have alri-ady advised you in our before jnentioued letter, 

of the unfortunate capture on the 6th March last, near the Western 

Islands, of the Admiral Hughes Pocket, coinmauded by Captain 

Greenway, and of the loss of all her packets. We therefore hereby 

direct, that you send us by the first conveyance, Duplicates of such 

letters, consultations aod other papers as were on Board that vessel 
from your Presidency 

(3) Letter to Court of April 5, 1783 

“ Vfe have ordered copies of all the pa^rs lost in our packet by 

the Admiral Hughes to be prepared and they shall be transmitted you 

as sOon as ready, but from their bulk it will require a considerable 

time to make transcripts of them not-withstanding the additional 

number of clerks who will be employed for that purpose."** 

(4) Letter to Court op October 23, 1783 

" Captain Alexander Wynch of the Madras establishment being 

desirous of returning to Europe by the Nurbudda and having solicited 

to be entrusted with the charge of our dispatchee, which he is willing 

to take upon him without any expense to the Company. We have 

agreed to place them under his care and he will have the honour of 

delivering this letter to you." 

Board of Ordnance 

Conformable to your desire conveyed to us by the Governor- 

General and Council directing that you be furnished with Duplicates 

of all Letters, Consultations, Acqoants and other Papers, transmitted 

from* hence by the ship Neptube in May, 1761 and by the Kockford 

in September of that year, whose packets were forwarded from 

Madras in the Admiral Hughea’s packet^ that was unfortunately 

captured by tbe enemy near the Western Islands. We have the • 

honour of farnishing you with coides of such of those psperj*as 

haVe not acknowledged to have received, vi«. 
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of our wocecdingB . from tho Ist SoptembBr, 1780 to tbo . 

let April, 1781 wiro Index. 

Qeneral Ledger Ordnance Department for 1779-^0. 

General return of Ordnauce and Stoves remaining at this Presi¬ 

dency and its subordinates the 80th Aptil, 1780. 

Indent of articles wanted for the Powder works, dated the 27lh 

November, 1780. 

Indent of Military Stoves for the garrison of Fort William, 

dated the 28th March, 1781 ” 

One more docurneni in the Public Department deserves special 

noenlicn in this connection. It gives the name of the writers, who 

were specially employed to make copies of the rerords lost on their 

way to England. Both Europeans and Country men were employed 

on a purely temporary basis, through discriirination was'made in 

wage rates between the two To quote the statement as embodied 

in the documents: 

** The following are casual and will be discharged when the 

occasion is over. 

Europeans employed in copying the proceedings ordered by the 

Court of Directors to replace those lost in the Admiral Hughes Packet 

and paid at 1 gold Mohur per section 

I. Stapleton 

G. Watts 

W. Brant 

Natives. 

Paid at 15 Sa’ Bs. pr. Section 

A. Morse 

L. de Corta 

L. Argotty 

I. Faria 

L. Peirara 

fl. Pinnetz.” ” 

The entire transaction bears eloquent testimony to the eagerness 

ci the CoDipany to replace wbai was lost so that it might have a 

foitliful record of the official business in India in its totality. Tlie 

qoe8ti<m of time» labouf, expenditure or any oih&c adminieirative 

difficulty did not matter in the least to the Court of Directors to long 

^ as their* records remained in unbroken continnity. It is easy to 
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' criticize them for having looked at the record p^blem from purely 

administrative or atiiitarian point of view. But criticism is silence 

into adminstioD by a little reflection that they were unconsciously 

lying the inasaave foundation for the archival dictum, so ably expoun¬ 

ded by Bolen J, Back. 

record group is something more than the sum of its own 

parts. It has an integrity, a meaning in itself. No part can be lost 

or neglected without affecting other parts and the group as a whole".** 
9 

The meticulous care taken by the East India Company for reten¬ 

tion of records also produced beneficial results both at home and 

abroad. The servants in the East could not be indifferent to the 

-lecords when they knew that they will largely be judged by their 

actions, as reflected on the body of the records. Separated by an 

unending' mass of water, the only means of comiDunication between 

them and the Directors was the records which alone could offer them 

a good defence, when their actions in the official capacity were sub¬ 

jected to unwarranted criticism and their good faith was called into 

question. The net result on either side was a rich accumulation of 

records which gives within a reasonable coiopass a rapid and effective 

survey of the records in each class, generally distinguishing each 

volume and giving idea of the date it covers. 

The rule of the CJompany now belongs to the past, but the unique 

legacy of recordsi which it has bequelhed to posterity, remains living 

and operative in the repositories of National Archives of India and the 

CommooweaUh Eelations Office Library (former India Office Library). 

This will continue to offer to the unceasing stream of researchers "the 

subtle delight of working with manuscripts—that delight which is a 

compound of many simples : the faint slightly acrid scent of old papers 

parchment and leather, the poignant appeal of the faded brown ink, 

the realisation that the little bundle of paper or parchment before is a 

symbol of hopes and fears, the ambitionR and disillusioaB, the loyal¬ 

ties and hatreds of the actors, who once played a passionate part 

on what is now a deserted and forlorn stage; the reflection at once 

inspiring and sobering that to advance thus for is to lay oneself open 

to challenge to recreate the past, to restore the vanished scene, to 

revetfl to a world, that has long forgotten them, the actors in the long 

vanished drama and to set before the readers of to-day a colierent and 

convincing account of the ambitions and the activities of those who^ 

played the leading part in a great movement that was widenix^g out ^ 

bqyond our oouventional conceptions".** 
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. ENGLISH IN INDIAN UNiVERSItlES 

Tabakkath Ssn 

Pf o/e«4or 0/ Pr0tid€W^ Colleg$, Calcutta 

Four simple conmderstions will show that English must continae 

to have a place of importance in university courses in India. First: 

if we have to stand in the modern world as a nation worth the name, 

we cannot afford to lore touch with western knowledge. Of the 

three European languages that hold the key to western knowledge, 

etz. English, French & German, the first is the easiest for us to 

learn since it is being learnt in India for the last hundred and fifty 

years. Moreover, the world-importance of English is still greater 

than tbr^ of the other two languages or, indeed, than that of any 

other language. Second : English is bound to remain one of the 

official languages of the Bepublic of India and of most, if not all, of 

its constituent states, far longer than the period prescribed in the 

Constitution. However it may hurt our national pride, sheer necessity 

will have it so. Third: English is bound to remain for years to 

come the chief medium of intercourse between the different parts of 

India, especially between the north and the south. Fourth : English 

has long served and will long serve yet as a unifying force in India 

loo precious to be thrown away. 

It is no use, however, merely asserting what the place of English 

in university courses in India ought to be. It is far more important 

to ensure, if it is to be of any value, that English is studied on the 

right lines; otherwise, it had better not be studied at all. The lines 

on which English is studied at present in Indian universities are far 

from being the right ones. 

B.A. & B.Sc. Pass Courses : English as a 

CoMPOLSonv Subject 

English is at present a compulsory subject for the B.A. Pass 

degree in all Indian universities, and in many of them, for the B.Sc. 

Fasa 'degree as well. The considerations enumerated above prove 

beyond doubt that this is just what it should be, and that those Indian 

universities which do not have English as i compulsory subject for 

the B.Sc. Pass degree should make it so at the earliest .possihte^ 

mojnent. But it is one thing saying that English sbdhld he 
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coiEpulsory subjeo^; ftootber, if by English is meant English literature. 

The latter is what Indian universities mean by compulsmry English 
at present, and that is exactly where they have been going wrong for 

years. All that may be urged regarding the importance of English 

for India does not necessarily call for a course consisting of 

Shakespeare or Shelley, Milton or T. 8. Eliot. It is time that we 

gave up our conventional ideas in this matter, which are so hide- 

bonnd that as soon as it is said that English should be a compulsory 

subject for the Bachelor’s degree, we begin to think of a course in 

literary terms. The result is that the average graduate of an Indian 

university, though be has been made to read Shakespeare and Shelley, 

is unable to write an ordinary letter in correct Englisb. We must 

get out of this fantastic situation. It is time that it was clearly 

recognised that, so far as the average student is concerned, the 

educative value of literature should be made available for him entire!}* 

through his mother-tongue, Indian universities should accordiogiy 

take early steps to enlarge and enhance the standards of their courses 

in Indian languages and literatures. As for a foreign language 

(which English is, after all, for Indians), if it is learnt of choice, its 

literary application may come uppermost. If, however, it is learnt 

of necessity because it happens to be a State language or the medium 

of intercommunication between different parts of a country or among 

different sections of its population, it is the language and not the 

literature, its practical application and not the literary, that is of 

more immediate concern for the learner. The compulsory course in 

English for the Bachelor’s degree of Indian universities must there¬ 

fore be predominantly a language course with a pronounced practical 

bias. The suggested practical bias is justified by the further con¬ 

sideration that a language is not really mastered so long as it remains 

a remote, bookish entity (as English unfortunately does for most 

learners in this country). Beal mastery of a language comes only 

when it grows to be a living reality for the learner, and it becomes a 

living reality only when the learner is able to apply it with ease to 

the varied needs and affairs of practical life. It is surely a strange 

lop-sided education that makes one write learnedly on Shakespeare 

and flounder when it comes to the writing of an ordinary letter in 
* i 

Eoglisb. 

Accordingly I propose the following syllabus for Gompolsory 

English for the B.A. & B.Sc. (Pass) Examinations:—(0 Practical 

EngUsli.- 100 marks; (ii) Prdcis-writiug; 60 marks; (Hi) Prescribed 

Texts for Rapid Reading : 100 marks. 
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In (i), the questions will alt be conoero^ ww the application 

of tbe English langnage to topics of practical l4e. A wide variety 

of such qoeBtionB is possible <a.g,, letter-writing on topics of practical 

life, dialogne-writing in conversational English on matters of work¬ 

aday life, etc. etc. Boom may also be found in this paper for passages 

relating to workaday life being set for translation from the candidate's 

mother-tongue into English, alternative questons being provided for 

those whose mother-tongue is not any of the Indian langnages 

recognised by the university concerned). 

In {Hi), not less than ten texts should be prescribed for ra(id 

reading. It is important, however, to lay down in the examination 

regulations what kind of questions should bo set on these texts. If 

the questions are designed merely to test generally the candidate's 

acquaintance with the conteots of tbe prescribed texts, they may be 

easily asiswered by cramming 'note-books’ instead of reading tbe texts 

themselves. As ic is not possible to ban 'note-books’ by legislation 

or otherwise, such an eventuality will have to be reckoned with 

and guarded against. Since this compulsory course in English 

is primarily a language course, I suggest that questions on tbe texts 

prescribed for rapid reading should consist mtirely of passages taken 

from them and set for translation into the candidate’s luother-tongne, 

tbe object being to test his understanding of tbe English language. 

(Alternative arrangements will of course have to be made for those 

whose mother-tongue is not any of tbe Indian languages recognised 

by tbe university concerned). 

The selection of the texts prescribed for rapid reading should 

be made on the following principles (all of which should be duly 

incorporated into the examination regulations) :— 

(a) Since, from the point of view of practical life, it is extremely 

important that students should acquire some knowledge of conversa¬ 

tional English, at least one of tbe texts shall be a modern prose 

drama (but not in dialect) and at least one, a modern novel contain- 

ing plenty of dialogue (but not in dialect). 

(b) One of tbe texts, but not more than one, sfaaJI be an an¬ 

thology of Englitii verse. 

(c) At least two of the prose texts lU'esctibed for B.A. students 

shall deal with serious non-literary topics in good prose (e,g., AHen’a 

DMiocracy d the Individuah Fred Hoyle’s The Nature of 

fjniveree)^ etc.. 
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. <d) At Idftfit UM of the ptoee texts preacri^ for B.So. steden|0 

shall deal with . m^me topic of literary interest in good pro9& (| 

Day Ii6wia*8 Poetry For You). 

(a) Since it is important that young learners should not be 

misled into taking archaic, semi-archaic or old-fashioned Engllsb 

for the norm of the langpage as spoken and written today, none of 

the prow texts prescribed for rapid reading should be earlier than the 

twentieth century. 

B.A. Pass Course : English as a Subsidiary Subject 

There should also be an optional course in English as a subsidi- 

ary subject for the B.A. (Pass) Examination. This would be more 

or less a literary course meant for those who have acquired sufficient 

prodciency in the English language to be able to undertake with 

profit a study of English literature, I propose the following .syllabus 

for this course (t) Poetry and Verse Drama : selected texts; (it) 

Prose and Prose Drama; selected texts; (tti) Composition, Bh^tpric, 

and Prosody. ., . 

It IB important, however, that there should be provision in the 

University Begulations for an admission test of proficiency in the 

English language for students who want to take English as a subsidiary 

subject for the B.A. (Pass) Examination (as well as for those who 

want to go in for the Honours course in English proposed below). 

This is important, for we must do all that we can to avoid the grievous 

waste resulting from students with insufficient knowledge of English 

doing or being made to do English literature—a common and dis¬ 

tressing phenomenon now-a-days in colleges and universities all over 

India. 
T 

Honours Course in English 

Not all Indian universities have got Honours courses at present, 

pvery Indian university should have a three-year Honours course in 

a Variety of subjects including at least one foreign language and litera¬ 

ture. So far as a foreign language and literature is concerned, English 

would of oohrse be the first choice for the same reason as stated 

earli^, vit. that it is being cultivated in India for the last 160 years 

(pot to epeek of the intrinsic merits and importance of the English 

language and literature). The Honours Examination in English 

should consist of not less than eight papers, each of four hours* dura- 

tipD, and the syllabus and questions slionld be so framed as to compel 

first-hand study of original texts and discourage second-hand atuc^ 
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thi^ugh criticisme aod hisctories of literfttare. Tips la&t is a great : 

eril spoUiog Eogtish studies in oniversities all over India, and we 

must do all that we can to put it down if we mean business and desire 

to give English studies an honoured place in our universities. 

The Honours course in English must include both literature 

and philology (including phonetics), and there i^ould be room for 

rhetoric and prosody in one of the eight papers. Needless to say, 

standards of teaching, study and examination in Honours courses 

must be pitched fairly high; an Honours course must be worth its 

name. At present we would come across in our country hundreds 

of young men and women flaunting Honours and M.A. degrees in 

English of Indian universiiieK and yet unable to write ten correct 

English sentences together. English studies in Indian universities 

are bound to come to a dead end if we allow this sorry state of things 

to continue. Let there be a rule that answers written in bad English 

at the Honours Examination in English would be summarily rejected. 

Only two classes should be awarded in Honours examinations; 

first and second. The written examination should be followed by a 

viva voce test. In order that it might not be misused as a lever for 

moving up candidates from a lower to a higher class, only negative 

awards should be made at the viva for gross deficiencies, if any, of 

knowledge, understanding and equipment shown by candidates. In 

the case of candidates for the Honours degree in English, glaring 

defects of pronunciation shonid be regarded as a gross deficiency of 

equipment. 

M.A. CoxjRSB IN English 

For the same reasons as stated under * Honours Course in 

English', all Indian universities should attempt to provide for au M.A. 

course in English. Needless to say, standards of teaching, study 

and examinatioo in M.A./M.Sc. courses should be high enough to be 

fully worthy of their name: mark the word Master. The standards 

should be such that whenever and wherever we come across a person 

possessing a Master’s degree of an Indian university, we may without 

hesitation take it for granted that he or she really knows something. 

Unfortunately, as things go now, this is far from being the case. It 

is imperative that Indian universities should, at the earliest possible 

moment, enhance the staudards of their Master’s degree. Let there 

bo at least one examination-degree of Indian universities that carriet* 

with it the hall-mark of unquestioned distinction. I woukl 

suggest as follows; 
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(1) TheM«i^./M.Se. coQj^Bbould be a it^o-ifcar course fonow<- 
iog a ihceeojear Honours oourse. Cwtain Indian universities 

have a one-jear M.A./S^-Sc. course following a three-year Honours 
course. This is hardly a sound practice. Even if we have a welK 

organised Honours course of high standards, how much of post¬ 

graduate study worth the name is possible in one year? A possible 
objection to my proposal may be that its adoption will unduly prolong 

the academic career of our youths. This objection, however, has 
no real validity. An M.A./M.Sc. degree is by no means a ^inogua 

non for entry even into the higher branches of Government service 

(barring a certain number of specialise.! posts), nor is it indispensable 

for entry into any of the higher professions (excepting the higher 

levels of the teaching profession) or for admission into foreign 

universities. Students who want to go out to earn or to go abroad 

for further studies may easily do BO after obtaining their 

degrees with or without Honours. The M.A./M.Sc. course is 

primarily meant for those who would be college or university teachers 

and those who want to pursue knowledge and research for their own 

Bake. There is, therefore, no reason why we should shorten the 

duration of the M.A./M.Sc. course, even for those who have done 
a three-year Honours course. 

(2) Admission to the M.A./M.Sc. course in any subject should 

be restricted to those who have obtained an Honoura degree in that 

or an analogous subject. The Regulations of Indian Universities 

should explicitly prescribe an Honours degree as an essentia] pre¬ 
requisite for the M.A./M.Sc. degree. 

(3) Only two classes should be awarded in the M.A./M.Sc. 

' Examination: first and second. The Examination should ooosiet 
of not less than teu papers (each of four hours* duration) plus a 

dissertation plus a viva. For reasons already stated, only negative 

awards ^ould be made at the viva. It abould be permissible tar 

' roaodidates to submit their dissertations in the same year as they 

the written papers or earlier or later. There need be no 

m^ence jtbat the dissertation must embody the results of out- 

«B4^t original research or thinking. All that the dissertation 

shOtU bd meant to teat would be the candidate*8 ability to organise 

(he«#4tdte of detuled first-hand investigation into a selected snbjei^, 
on wldnh iie would be expected to say one or two new things. 

Tb^ Ml A. oourse in English should cover the entira range of 

Engikh *iiiteratute from the beginnings to the, twentieth century. 

Old and Middto Engli^ most be compulsory; there is no point in 
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. dHautiiig so M.A. degxes in ESngUiib witbonl ui4kiiowledg» of Old 
»ad Middlo English. In addition to oompolsory ps^rs, the syllsbos 

sboold also iod room for a few optional papers on the following 

among other subjects(i) English and Oermanic Philology; (ii) 

jEloglish Ifetrico; (iii) BnglUh Oritica* Theory; (iv) Detailed atudy 

of a prescribed period of EogUsh Liieratiire in relation to the sooialg 

political9 and inteUectoal history of that period. Syllabos and 

questions must be framed in such a way as to compel first-hand 

study of original texts. Glaring defects of pronanciatioo on tha part 

of candidates should be punishable by negative awards at the viva. 

Bad English in the written papers should lead to a summary rejection 

of the answers cjnoerned. All this should be expressly provided for 

in Ihe University Kegulations. 

The M.A./M.Sc. degree of Indian Universities (particularly 

in EngiiE^) is regarded even in this country itself as inferior to 

the Honours degree of western universities, and for good reasons too. 

For instance, in making a teaching appointment, an Indian University 

would ordinarily prefer a candidate possessing a first or even second- 

class Honours degree of, say, London to one possessing a first-class 

M.A, degree awarded by itself. This is a strange commentary indeed 

on the worth of our M.A./M Sc. degrees. We cannot get out of this 

shameful state of affairs and remove the stigma of inferiority from 

our M.A./M.Sc. degree unless we raise the standards on the lines I 

have suggested. The matter, I should think, is serious enough to 

engage the immediate attention of all Indian Universities and other 

bodies concerned with higher education in India. 

English as a Sobjbot for Rbsbarcb Dbqrbbs 

English is certainly an important and worthy subject of research 

for Indian Universities. But the way research in English is being 

carried on at present in Indian Universities culls for drastic amend- 

mmit. Besesrch in English in Indian Uuiversites, whether done 

by persons holding research scholaifships or by candidates for research 

degreesi is usually of the nature of critical and historical studies that 

break bat little new ground^ and the theses produced are glorified 

essays rather than research-Rrork properly so called. On analysis 

these tlieseB are mostly found to he rehashes of or embroideries on 

things already known anA stated, and the authors appear to bo fll- 

informed about the work already done on ’or around the subjects 

concerhed in Fmgland and^ America. Such repetitive work passing 

for igasearch can only be regarded as a deplorable waste of mteQei^; 
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i|tU eeergyi Uk4> «er?«a only' brings En^idi fitodias io /buiifta 
{Jniv^BiUes into ridicaia and coetra^pt. I( tbay caimot 6ui id 

thiR cnofaaa ol fruitleaa re-it<tt'ation, {ndian Universities had better 

not encourage research in English. 

The fact of the matter is that the field of English Literature* 

has been so thoroughly ploughed by English, American and German 

scholars in course of the last hundred years that little scope is now 

left for original work unless one is prepared to delve into the minutiae 

of a period or movement. Research work in English in Indian 

Universities, if it means to be research in the proper sense of the 

term, must turn its attention to these luinatiae. But how can a 

research worker delve into these unless liis University provides 

him with the necessary appliances for doing so? If, then, an Indian 

University desires that fruitful research in English should be done 

under its auspices (and thei:e is every reason that it should b9 desire), 

it must have its library well-stocked with the following : — 

(1) Micro-films of as many issues as possible of old defunct 

periodicals like, say, The Gentleman's Magazine (a veritable store¬ 

house of researeh mateiial). There are organizations now-a-days 

in England and America which undertuke the supply of such micro¬ 

films on request (see Unesco Library Bulletin), 

(2) Photostats or micro-films of a large number of early 

manuscripts and early printed texts, and all modern reprints or 

facsimiles of these that have been published so far. 

(3) All definitive modern editions that have been published so far 

of English texts, major and minor, of all periods (the minor ones being 

as important for research purposes as the major ones). (For out-of- 

print items, contact should be made with suppliers like Messrs. 

Blackwell of Oxford). 

(4) Current numbers of at least a dozen of the learned journals, 

, English and American, that specialise in English studies 

Modem Language Review, Review of English Studies, Journal of 

SngUsh and Germanic Philology, Modem Philology, Studies in 

l^ohgy, Ph^logical Quarterly, Modem Language Notes, Shakes- 

pMf$- Quarterly. PM LA, etc. Notes and Queries must also be 

snbsciib^ to). These are indispensable for research workers in 

EngHli^ _ 
* » i ' 

*r , , 

^ of back'll ambers (aa many as possible) of sacb 
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' (6> Esraftys studies published from time/to time bj the 

Engli^ Departments of Western UniTersities, particularly American 

Universities (recent as well as earlier issues). 

(7) Correspondence^ autobiographies, diaries, journals, memoirs, 

feminisoences, and the like of Euglish writers, major and 

of all periodR, and of their friends and associates. (These contain 

valuable research material). 

In addition, a Uuiversity must be prepared to supply at its own 

cost micro-hlms of any manuscript, rare book, periodica! or document 

that may be required by a research-worker in English. 

To avoid useless duplication, a research-worker must keep 

himself well-posted with information concerning the work already 

done on or around bis subject. His University should, therefore, 

subscribe to and cpllect back-numbers of at least these five publica¬ 

tions :—T)ie Years Work in English Studies (English Assoco., 

London), Annual Bibliography of English Language and Literature 

(Modern Humanities Research Association, Cambridge), Work in 

Progress (id.), Shakespeare Survey (Cambridge University Press), 

and Subject-Index to Periodicals (Library Association, LouJrm). It 

should also have a complete stock of such valuable modern bibliogra¬ 

phies as the Cambridge Bibliography of English Language and 

Literatufe, Landa's bibliography of Restoration and Eighteenth- 

Century Literature (compiled for the Philological Quarterly), etc., 

along with ail bibliographies published so far of individual writers 

and t^xts, e.g., Ebisch and Schucking's Shakespeare Bibliography 

(with Supplement), Raven's Hamlet Bibliography, Stevens's 

Reference Guide to Milton, Keynes’s bibliography of Donne, and the 

like. Such bibliographies are indispensable for research-workers in 
English. 

Fundamental research in English ^Literature—e.g,, determining 

the canon of an early writer, preparing definitive editions (complete 

with apparatus criticus) of hitherto unedited writers and texts, dating 

or deciphering old manuscripts and early printed texts, and the like— 

is practioally unknown in India. This is where Indian Universities 

that desire to promote genuine research in English Literature, should 

turn their attention. It will be necessary for this purpose to depute 

a member of the university ^acbing staff to either the U.K. or the 

U.S.A. to learn Euglidi palaeography and* bibliography, which it 

will be.hiaduty on return to teach to all research'workers in Eogikh 

at hk university. The latter should provide him with all mftterials 

that may be needed by him to do this duty, and rikould utiakbf ^ 
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obUgatory iix aH^esearcfa-sdsolarB and candidates for reBearcb degrees * 

in Engliflfai whatever their subject, to take a course of traiuing at 

the uniTersity in Etigiisb palaeography and bibliography. It should 

also be made obligatory for them to acquire, if they do not have it 

already, a working knowledge of a major European language (ancient 

or modern) other than English. 

Unless Indian universities are prepared to do and provide all 

these, they had better stop awarding research scholarships and research 

degrees in English. 

Those who guide researcb-ii^ork in English at Indian universities 

have a special responsibility in tbe matter. They must not allow 

those working under them to choose such themes for their research 

as would lead merely to large-scale essay-writing around things already 

known and understood. Mere secretaryship to existing kpowledge, 

dotting its i*8 and crossing its t*B, is hardly a profitable occupation for 

the human mind. 

English As a Medium of Instruction In Other Subjects 

Whatever has been said or implied above about the value of 

English as a subject in university courses in India does not necessarily 

prove its suitability as a medium of teaching and study in subjects 

other than English—not even in the highest stages of university 

education in India. Whatever the merits and advantages of English 

SB a language, we in India must now prepare ourselves for a gradual 

replacement of English by regional languages as medium of instruction 

in subjects other than English in all stages of university education. 

This is not merely a matter*of national sentiment—it is a question 

of sound educational practice. The reasons why a foreign language 

ought not to be the medium of instruction are well summed up in a 

^ memorable remark made by the late Dr. Stresemann, famous 

Chancellor of the Weimar Republic, at a meeting of the League of 

Nations: ‘‘ The mother-tongue is the innermost sanctuary of the 

soul ”* Once the implications of the remark are clearly grasped, 

there can be no question that in subjects other than itself English 

must by easy stages give place to regional languages as medidm of 

university education in India. The necessity of this change is further 

proved bj the stagnatiob of thought in medieval Europe, which no 

less an ifOthority than Dr. Coulton attributes to, among other things, 

the universal use of Latin {ic., a language other than the moftm* 
Umgue).iii scbdasiic circles. 
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The odI; difficulty in the way of the propoffied^^change » lack ^ 

euiUble textrbooks in the regional languages of India. This> 

however, is not an insuperable difficulty, and there is no reason why 

it cannot be removed, in, say, ten years if Indian UniversitieB set 

about the task of removing it in earnest. As for technical terms 

we need not wait till Indian equivalents have been found for all of 

them; whatever the purist might say, most of these should be taken 

over bodily in transliteration into the various regional languages. 

Meanwhile, as a preparation for the change-over, candidates for all 

university examinations in subjects other than English may be given 

the option of writing their answers in the regional language of the 

area concerned; with permission to use technical and semi-technical 

terms in transliteration or in Roman script. The existence of snch 

an option will gradually create a demand for suitable text-books in 

the regional languages, and the demand in its turn will call forth the 

first supplies. This particular experiment has succeeded in West 

Bengal where the Calcutta University has been for the last few years 

allowing this option to candidates for the Intermediate and B.A./ 

B.Sj. (Pass) Examinations in subjects other than English. This has 

gradually brought into existence a considerable number of books in 

Bengali on different subjects for the two examinations (including a 

number of science subjects). Although most of the books smack too 

much of examination requirements, they have none the less made a 

beginning by way of filling in a void in the language, and have 

evolved a suitable terminology in Bengali for each of the subjects 

concerned. Personally I am in favour of this option being extended 

right up to the M.A/M.Sc. examinations as an interim measure 

pending the final replacement of English by the regional languages 

of India as the medium of university education in ail its stages in all 

subjects other than English. 

A suggestion has been made in recent years that the regional 

language should be the medium of instruction and examination in 

English as well. On principle there is not much to object to in the 

proposal. Western universities teach and hold examinations in 

foreign languages and literatures through the medium not of those 

languages but of the native language of the country or area concerned, 

and they are none the worse for that. 1 have found from personal 

experience that English Ltiterature can be, taught with great success 

in .Bengali even in M.A. classes provided one is allowed Qxt 

occasioDal use of English expressions not susceptible of a bapfly 

fion. I should have found the proposal not altc^etber 
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bit lot oM It Jb well koowti that one can obtain 

m Bpooiri or M.A."’degree of an Indian nniversity. in language- 

anbjecbB Ulee, say, Sanskrit or French without knowing very mnch 

of those languages, simply because answers can be given mostly in 

KngHeh. It is the frightful Iprospert of English coming to thare tbe 

aamo fate if the medium of instruction and examination is a language 

other than English that reconciles me to tbe existing practice in 

le^ect of that subject in university courses in India; and I would 

eoncinde by re-emphasizing a particular suggestion I have made above^ 

m. that in the English papers in Honours and M.A. examinations 

latawers written in bad English should be summarily rejected. 
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CAPE TOWN—SUCCESS {1927^) 
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Tbe Pegging Act was put into operation before long. The 
Minister of the Interior refused to grant permits to Indians in many 
cases to occaply pDperties' they had already purchased in the 
predominantly European areas of Durban. The ‘Illegar occnpiera of 
Stands were hauled up before the Court for the contravention of tbe 
Act. I^cal autbo'ities all over South Africa were inspired to 
inaugurate housing schemes for tbe segregation of Indians and other 
races”. A section of tbe Indian population in Natal began to be 

steadily ousted from its e(K)nomic footholds by tbe penetration of 
Europeans into Indian areas. That was the real problem in Durban. 

The penetration by Indians into European areas was no problem at 
all. Tbe Indian market-gardeners began to be turned out of their 

little holdings by Europeans, who wanted sites for house-building 
or by indubtrialists, who were spreading along the coast, it was 
apprehended that Indiana thus dispossessed would be driven into 
Durban's unskilled labour market. 

Tbe Natal Indian Congress met at Durban in February, 1944. 

Tbe Congress expressed its indignation at tbe Pegging Act, which in 
its opinion was ” the negation of the most elementary human right 
and a violation of the principles of democracy and (also) those under* 
lying tbe Cape Town Agreement of 1927 ”. The Congress resolved 

to oppose the Act, and 
fi) to organise mass meeting of protest against the Act all over 

Natal; 
(») to sponsor the signing of a mass petition to be presented to 

tbe Union Government; 
iiii) to seek the co-operation of Indian and other organisationB ki 

the Transvaal and the Cape Province ; 
(to) to avcakeu world ojdnion in general and opinion in India and' 

Great Britain in particular against the Act. * 
t The Government of India was requested by the 

xocall Uie Indies High Commissioner in Sooth Ahrioa as.n pnrteit 
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^ainet the pft66i4j^ of the Peggiog Act, Copies of the above reBolu- 

tioQS ^ere to be forwarded to ihe Qovernment of India, the In^n 

High Coinmissioer in South Africa and the national leadere of fiidia, 

among others.^* 
Prime Minister Smuts had suggested in his message to the 1944 

session of the Congress the appointment of a commission to investigate 

the important issues affecting the Indian community. Tbe latter was 

asked to participate in tbe commission's work. The Congress after 

a heated discussion, gave its verdict in favour of co-operation with 

the proposed commission with certain reservations. Senator Clarkson, 

the Minister of the Interior, announced the appointment of tbe Third 

Broome Commission a fortnight later. It was composed of Mr. 

Justice F. N. Broome (Chairman), Mr. W. M. Power, Senator D. G. 

Sbepstone, Mr. S. B. Naidoo, Mr. A. I. Kajee and Mr. I. A. de 

Orochy (Secretary), 

Tbe Commission was '‘to inquire into and to report upon matters 

affecting the Indian community of tbe Province of Natal, with special 

reference to housing and health needs, civic amenities, civic status 

and provision of adequate residential, educational, religious and 

recreational facilities and to make recommendations generally as to 

what steps are necessary further to implement the uplift clauses of 

the Cape Town Agreement of 1927 and as to all matters affecting tbe 

well-being and advancement of tbe permanent Indian population of 

Natal" 

The appointment of ihe Third Broome Commission was followed 

by tbe Pretoria Agreement (April 19, 1944). The Agreement was the 

That this Coaferenre cxpreases its itrong^indignation at the paiaing of Act 85 of 1948, 
commonly known as the Pegging Act which it consideri to be the negation cf the 
moat. elemental^ human right and a viclatioa of the principles of democracy and thoae 
andtrlying the Cape Town Agreement of 1027. 

** Tbe Pegging Act has been sponsored by Anti-Asiatica with a view to atrangliog the 
Indian oominunity economically, and this Conference ia firmly of the opinion that there 
exiated no inatifiable ground for the Union Covemment to pass tbia most obnoxioua l»ia!a-> 

j Eon and hence demands the immediate repeal of the Pegging Act, and to gife eifect to 
Elia demand, reaolTea to carry on a mass campaign on the following lines, namely 

**{«; Hold maaa meetings of protest in every part of Natal, 

*'9) ^ponaor the signing of a mass petition and preaent tbe ume to tbe Unlott 

Seek the Oo-operation of Indian and other organiaationa in the Tranivaal and tha 

Awefcea world opinion particnlarly in India and Gnat Britain agidnst tbe Aot.*^ 
Tbk Ootafenmee msolves to request the Government of Indie to recall tbe Sgb 

ConiinieEeiafE. ui fiontb Afrioa as a protest against tbe peeaing and tbe perpetnatioo of tha 
Pea^g Act fifl9i8i(ad that Sipiea of tbia veaolotioD be forwarded to the GovemmeBt of 
Indu, the Htgb OmnobiaaSoDer, national leadera in India and to other quarters. 

^ E Bavie^oflmpomBtEfasWE^tsn^ or Affecting Indiana in diional parts of 
EieBriUA ^pire^i^ tbe llfr 1948-44, ^ . 
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outcome of negotiatioilB between the Government of South Africa and 

the Natal Indian Congrees. Under the Agreement^ the Pegging Act 

was to be' allowed to lapse on the expiry of its original term on 

Jdafch 81, 1946, and an Ordinance of the Natal Provincial Govern¬ 

ment was to take the place thereof. The Ordinance was to provide 
for the establishment of a Licensing Board of five—three Europeans 

and two Indians—to control the occupation of dwellings by licensing. 

Of the thee European members of the Board one was to act as the 
Chairman.*' 

The Pretoria Agreement recognised the right of Indians to own 

and occupy property anywhere in Natal—a right denied by the 

Pegging Act.—save and except in the case of occupation of dwellings 

for residential purposes in urban areas which was likely to engender 

racial bickering due to juxtapositional living 

The control of the occupation of dwellings by Indians contem¬ 

plated in the Pretoria Agreement was in respect of residential occopa- 

tion only. Mr. G. Heaton Nicholls, the Administrator of Natal, 

told a correspondent of the Star (Johannesburg) after the signature of 

the Agreement, Areas will be set up in wbicb one race may not 

take the place of another in any dwellings. The Board will determine 

these ai'eas and will issue occupation licenses The spirit behind 

the agreement was that Indians would accept statutory-voluntary— 

not statutory-segregation in Durban provided civic amenities of the 

same standard and on the same scale were available in Indian as well 

as European quarters. The acceptance was not to jeopardise in any 

way the inherent right to the ownership and occupation of property 

throughout the rest of Natal. 

New Delhi re-acted favourably to the Pretoria Agreement as it 

accepted the principle of “no statutory se^gre^ation of Indians 
The Government of India pointed out at the same time that some¬ 

thing more positive than the mere withdrawal of a threat was 

necessary for the improvement of the position of the Indians in the 

Union of South Africa. 

Not a few in South Africa—Indians and Europeans alike—con¬ 

demned the Pretoria Agreement with vehemence. It was condemned 

wti agreed that iht eitastioD would beet be met bj^ tbe iotrcductioo of eo 
ordmsoce info the Natal Provinoial CoaneiU Tfaia Ordioanee would provide for the ereaiioo 
of a board rooiietiog of two Earopeaoe and two Indian members under the cbairajanahip 
of a third European, who will be a man of legal training The object of the legulatien 
will be. to create roachiocry for tbo board to control occupation By the Iicenamg of dwallinga 
in mtain aroae; and the apmteation of tbe Pegging Act in Durban in to be wUbctrawn ^ 
a proolamation on the passing of ibis ordinaoee." Official statement waned an Aptii 
1944 eby Ooveroment of ffontb Afrioa. ' i '- 

** Indiana Overseas, 1988-40, by C. E^ndapi, p. fldO. 
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as an ** unpardonable crime a sltwaafuj betrayal of "tba inSi^: 

people'* and a “ virluul Bell-out the Indtan wminanity 

Colonial Born and Settlers' Indian Aseociaiion, the NjitionMiM 

Group of the Tran?vaai Indian Congress^ the Libera! Study Group,., 
the Communist Party, the Anti-Segregation Council and sohie l>ad« 

Unione branded the Agreement as a stigma on India's national honour. 

On the European eide, the Durban City Council, among others, ex¬ 

pressed its disapproval of the Agreement od the ground that it was 

hostile to the best interests of the city of Durban and the country 

as a whole. 
The Provincial Goveroinent of Natal took steps for the imple¬ 

mentation of the Pretoria Agreement before long and published the 
Draft Occupation Control Ordinance on June 2, 1944, to replace the 

Pegging Act. The Ordinance, generally acceptable to the Natal 

Indian Congress, was not so to the Natal Europeans. It was the 

hostile attitude of the latter that forced the Administrator to refer 

the Ordinance after ihe first reading to a Select Committee, though 

ckccording to the South African Constitution, an Ordinance can be 

referred to a Select Committee only after the second reading. 

The Select Committee modified the Ordiance radically and sub¬ 

mitted the same to the Provincial Council as the Residential Property 

Regulation Ordinance together with its report on the original Ordinance. 

The modifications were all against Indian interests. While the 

Pretoria Agreement was concerned only with the occupation of 

individual dwellings, the new Ordinance provided for the control of 

acquisition as well occupation of residential properties. The agree¬ 

ment envisaged the control of occupation in the city of Durban alone 

in the first instance and in other boroughs and townships only after 

ah enquiry by the board to be set up according to the terms of the 

Agreement and. the provisions of the Draft Occupation Control 

r ‘Ordinance. The Residential Property R'='gulation Ordinance, on the 

^ other band, envisaged the immediate control of occupation in boroughs 

and townships all over Natal. The Pretoria Agreement proposed 

to set up a machinery of a temporary nature to control the occupation 

orproperties, whereas the new Ordinance provided for the establish* 
xneni of a machinery of a permanent character. 

The Natal Post-war Re-construction Commission—an all 

(. Europeiah in the meanwhile recom mended racial zoning 

^in Durfean. The Natal Provincial Council accepted the recommeada^ 

tion anS promulgated the Natal Housing Board Ordinance andihe 

Pr<^ncial and Local Athhortties Expropriation Ordinance idoi^ with 
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Pto^w^y: ^»si«fe06n Ordinaoce <Nlvembor 3'1944). 

fllie^ret'proyafsd Cot the establiahnoeiifc of a Housing Board with 

ffXWttk to Acquire aijdl sell property and the second empowered the 

Lpcal aotborities to elr^cq^te land. These Ordinances violated 

tbe Pretofii^ Agreement in mo^ respects than one. They sought 

to impose'racial segregatloo. The Indians raised theit voice of 

protest against them. Prime Minister Smuts was approached by the 

Indians with a request to veto the Residential P^iperty Regulation 

Ordinance as it did not conform to the Pretoria Agreement. The 

Govwnmeni of India too shook ofi their indifference an J imposed 

reciprocal restriclions on South African nutlonals in India in terms of 

Sec. 2 of the (Indian) Reciprocity Act, 1943. The restrictions 

were to be effective on and from November 3, 1944, j.c., the day on 

which the Natal Housing Board Ordinance, the Provincial and Local 

Autfaoriti|s Expropriation Ordinance and the Residential Property 

Regulation Ordinance were promulgated. The Indian legislature 

demanded at the same time the imposition of economic sanctions on 

South Africa and the recall of tbe Indian High t'^ommissioner there¬ 
from. 

Prime Minister Smuts admitted in hi-^ reply to Indian representa¬ 

tions that the Residential Property Regulation Ordinance violated 

the Pretoria Agreement. He however thought ihat it (The Pretoria 

Agreement) had already lapsed “as tbe Agreement specifically provided 

for proceeding by way of an Ordin-iuce and ma le no further provision 

for its implementation’* Ho siid further that the Pegging Act 

stood unrepealed and was in force and that he would advise the 

Natal Provincial Government lo reserve the Residential Property 

Regulation Ordinance for Isis Majesty’s ap|jroval. The Natal Housing 

Board Ordinance and the IjOC.iI Authorities Expropriation Ordinance 

were however lo become laws htraiglit-way. 

The passing of the Residential Propeity Regulation Ordinance 

before the Third Broome Commission completed its labours was 

irregular. It meant in reality the prejudging of matters which were 

subjodice to all intends and purposes. The Indian members of the 

Commission Mr, S. R. Naidoo and Mr, A I. Kajee, therefore resigned 

from the Coinmis^sion on December 7, 1944. 

The Natal Housing Board Ordinance, the Provincial and IjocuI 

Authorities Expropriation Ordinance and the Residential Property 

Regnlatiou Ordinance were finally declared/dfra of the powers 

of tbe Natal Provincial Council, The situation created by the declaru- 

• 18 TmTUriff Ovorseat. 1988-11)49, by 0. Kondapi, p. 970. 
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tjon was mat byttbe South Afrlcau Housing (Enjergency Powders) ^ 

Act passed by the Union Parliament in 1946 (June 11). The* Act 

conferred on the Natal Provincial Administration practically ait the 

powers they had sought to assume by the Ordinances under reference. 

It empowered the Governor-General to issue regulelions in respect^ , 

of the powers of the Natal Housing Board to be set up by the 

Provincial Council. Local bodies were authorised at the same lime 

to construct dwellings, expropriate property and “carry out other 

incidental purposes’*. The regulations, which were to be limited 

to a period of three years in the first instance, might be renewed by 

a resolution of botli Houses of the Union ratliainent. The Minister 

of the Interior retained the powers of expropriation. Section 4 of 

the Act empowered the Natal Provincial Council to set up a Housing 

Board by Ordinance. 

The Government of India and the Natal Indian Congress were 

assured' on behalf of the Union Government that they would be con¬ 

sulted at the time the Governor-General framed regulations under the 

South African (Emergency Powers) Housing Act. The Union 

Government said further that they had no knowledge of Natal's policy 

of racial zoning and that tliey did not contemplate introducing such 

a policy. The Natal Provincial Administration, they assured, could 

not inaugurate a policy of racial zoning without their (Tlie Union 

Government’s) approval, and that the Natal Indian Congress would 

be consulted before the enforcement of the same. The congress was 

satisfied by these assurances. 

The Natal Housing Ordinance was passed by the Natal Provincial 

Council in September, 1945. The Natal Housing Board, to be set up 

under the Ordinance, could appropriate land and prescribe conditions 

limiting ownership or occupation of land appropriated to persons 

of a specified class and prohibiting ownership or occupation of 

the same by persons of any other class. The Indians rightly feared 

that the expropriatory iwwers conferred on the Government 

by the Natal Housiug Ordinance might be used for purposes of 

racial discrimination and protested against the Ordinance. Prime 

Minister Smuts however sought to allay the fears of the Indians. 

Explaining the policy of the Ciovernment, he “pointed to" the 

salegnards provided in the fornj of stipulation for prior ministerial 

consent and for the same^ ministerial approval, in accordance with 

*tbe regulation promulgated under the South African Housing 

\Emergency Powers) Act, 1945, for prescription by the Boaad 
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of any conditioss referred to above.** The Prim^ Miniafer aeanted 

further that these safeguards would be used to ensure reasooeble 

and equitable exercise of tbe powers atid protection to every 

section of the community." 

The Interim Beport of the Third Broome Commission had been 

published in the meanwhile on June 11, 1915. The Commission 

had made one, and only one,, recommendation.*Mhe only 

way out of tbe present impasse lies in the direction^ of a full and 

frank exchange of views between the Government of the Union and 

the Government of India and that the Union Government should 

invite the Government of India to send to the Union a delegation 

composed substantially of Indians, for the purpose of discussion 

with the Union Government and with such representatives as 

the Union Government may appoint, with such other persons as tbe 

delegatipn may invite, (of) all matters affecting Indians in South 

Africa." 

The Union Government had been thinking at this time of 

enfranchising the Indian Community. The Minister of the Interior, 

Mr. Clarkson, made a very important policy statement in the Union 

Parliament in 1944. He emphasized tbe need of Indian representa¬ 

tions in tbe Parliament and said . . "tbe first Indians came to Natal 

at the request of the Natal Government and tbe people of Natal, and 

the great bulk of tbe present Indian population are their descendants. 

They are South Africans: this is their home. They are not 

foreigners; they are Union nationals. We have an obligation to 

play tbe game. As Minister, I intend to see that justice shall 

prevail. If we could only get the small opposing minorities of 

both sections to agree, I arn sure this question could be settled 

to tbe satisfaction of tbe Indians and the Europeans without any loss 

of self-respect for either." 

Mr. Clarkson's speech infuriated many. There was a flutter 

in tbe South African dovecote. The champions of racialism and 

'baaskap* went into Tantrums by Mr. Clarkson was bitterly 

attacked in the Parliament by Mr. F. H. Acutt, among others . - . 

"Since the passing of the Pegging Act a new Minister had taken 

over«Indian afairs and had been making speeches that had disturbed 

tbe minds of the European population. He had tried at Maritzburg, 

on December d, last year, (o persuade municipalities to grant the^ 

vote to Indians. The history of tbe Indian question in South Afdoa 

« M iD^ians oveneas, lOSS-lMO, by G. KoDdabii p. 373. 
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was 086 long Hat cooceMions to the Indiaus tbe 

were iutrodoced into the country. If things developed as they 

it will only be a question of time, before tbe ludiaos swallow op 

the whole of South Africa." More lies have hardly been s^ in 

fewer words. Brazenfacedness could not perhaps go farther. 

The Third Broome CommisBion, as noted above, recommended 

a Bound Table Conference between tbe Glovernmeuts of India and 

the Union of South Africa, Tbe recommendation was ignored, • 

Brime Minister Smuts declared on January 21* 1946, that bis 

Government would introduce a Bill with the object of prohibiting 

the acquisition and occupation of immovable property by Indians 

in Natal except in certain exempted areas. The Government of 

India and the Indian Community in Natal were not a little surprised 

as they bad been given to understand that the Natal Housing 

Ordinance passed in September, 1943, was a solution of Indian 

problem and that the Pegging Act would not be renewed on tbe 

expiry of its term on March 31, 1946. The Government of India 

instructed their High Commisioner in South Africa to request the 

Union Government to postpone the introduction of tbe proposed Bill 

.and to arrange a Bound Table Conference between the two Govern¬ 

ments as recommended by tbe Third Broome Commission to find 

out an alternative solution. The request was turned down by Prime 

Minister Smuts on the ground that "it was a matter of essentially 

domestic policy for tbe Union". 

The South African House of Assembly (Tjower House) passed 

tbe Asiatic Land Tenure and Indian Representatioa Act of June 3, 

1946. The Act better known as the Ghetto Act, replaced the 

Pegging Act of 1943 and divided Natal into two zones—(a) Controlled 

Areas and (b) Exempted Areas. The former were reserved exclusively 

for acquisition and occupation by the European Community. Any 

one—European, Indian or Malay—could, on the other hand, purchase 

and occupy land in the exempted areas. Only 350 acres of land 

wmre allotted to Indians aud other rion-Europeans in tbe Old Borough 

,ol though the Indians alone numbered 25,000 in the district. 

5!ta es.ooo Ftrong European Community of the Old Borough, on the 

lutiid, already occupied 2,910 acres of land in the district. ^ The 

proy»kn» of the Pegging Act, which were of a temporary nature, 

were exfenJ<4 to the whole of Natal on a permanent basis. Tbe 

Ghetto Act ia f«ft 4id a greater mischief. The provision for separate 

areas envisaged' in the Act introduced the prinoipie of racial segtegt- 

tion ia Natal for th$ first time. Fixed property in the Exempted 
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Areas coDld be freely transferred by non-Asians to Asians and 

viee tersB. In other areas, any such transfer—both for acqnisition 

and occupation—could take place only if the Minister of the Interior 

, granted a permit to-tbe effect. The Act further provided for a Joint 

Land Tenure Advisory Board of two Indian and two E iropean 

members. A third Europeon was to Act as the Chairman of the 

Board. The Board was authorised to grant permits in certain 

Controlled areas. The Orange Free State and the Cape Province 

were excluded from the operation of Qhetto Act. But in 1946 

there were barely a dozen Indians in the Orange Free State and 

Indians are barred by immigration laws from entering atd living 

therein. The exclusion of the Orange Free State from the operation of 

the Act therefore meant nothing. As to the Cape Province, it may 

be noted^tbat it has a comparatively small Indian population*'^ and 

immigrational prohibition against their entry into the Province keeps 

down their number effectively. 

The Act granted communal franchise to Indians. Indians, 
who— 

(a) were Uniou nationals and over 21 years, 

ib) bad passed the sixth standard or Its equivalent and 

(c) bad an annnal income of £84 or more or owned immovable 

property of the miuimnm value of £250 

were to elect two Eurpean members to the Senate (Upper House) 

and three Eurpean members to the House of Assembly of the Union 

Parliament. Indians in Natal, who fulfilled the above conditions, 

were to return two Indian members to the Natal Provincial Council. 

The Indians were, however, given no representation in the Transvaal 

Provincial Council. 

The Ghetto Act marked''the culmination of the discriminatory 

pjlicy of the Union of South Africa against Indians and other Asians 

which has been practised over the last half a century or so. It (gave) 

permanent recognition to the principle of segregation of Asians, which 

has been opposed by the Indian Community and the Indian Govern¬ 

ment'' ** for more than a quarter of a century. 

The Ghetto Act was in many respects more objectionable than 

tbe Pegging Act (1943) which it replaced. Let us illustrate. In 

the first place, the Pegging Act was ayplicable only to Uurban^ 

•* w«r. 333,M9 loditn. in Sonth Afrio. la X9IG. They w.r* duKrtfetited *• ; 
Wlowi—(•) N*t«l—898419. (6) The TrinitMl—87.606. (c) Th« C.pe 
uiA (8) Th. Otu,. Pm. ante-lL , .. ' 

*• S^oili^hi on Sontb Afrio. ^blirfied by the OoTernnwni of Iitdia),|^. 
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w^eas the Gbetlo Act was to apply not only to the whole of Natal, 

bnrto the" Transvaal aa well. Secondly, the Pegging Act was ap- 

plicable only «o residential land in urban areas; but the GheUo Act 

was to apply to all kinds of land including agricultural land in rural , 

as well as urban areas. Legislation before 1946 had aimed at 

controlling occupation of land by Indians; but the Ghetto Act went 

farther and sought to regulate acquisition as well as occupation of 

land by the Indians. Kondapi sums up the effects of the Ghetto 

Act in the following words : “By thus laying the axe on the elemen¬ 

tary right of Indians to inherit, acquire and occupy property any¬ 

where they l.ke, the Act annihilated the basic rights enjoyed by 

Indians for over 80 years and condemned them to economic servitude. 

As re-ards the franchise provisions, the Act offered communal fran¬ 

chise’’ after infliction on them (Indians) a statutory racial stigma 

(Indians to be repiesented by Europeans in both houses of the Union 

Parliament) which no franchise could alter” 

The land tenure provisions of the Ghetto Act laid down that 

all transfers of land between Asians and non-Asians except in the 

‘Exempted Areas’ of Natal and the Tiansvaal were illegal. No 

Asian could borrow on his property iu a ‘Controlled Area’ more 

than 60 per cent of its value. Mortgage bonds in force at the time 

'of the passing of the Act were however not to be affected by this 

'provision. It was apprehended—and the apprehension was only 

natural—that in the long run Asians would have to sell their proper¬ 

ties in the “Controlled Areas’ to Europeans. 

The Cape Town Agreements of 1927 and 1932 were treated as 

mere scraps of paper by the authors of the Ghetto Act, which was a 

negation of the basic principles of the Agreements. It was, in short, 

“the culmination of the South African European lacial aggression 

against Indians and Asians.” 
' Feelings ran high on both shores of the Indian ocean. Events 

moved fa®*- Government of India terminated the Indo-South 

A^iesn Trade Agreement. Trade relations between the two conn- 

tries tsere severed. The Indian High Commissioner in South Africa 

W*8 recited. On June 13,1946, Indians in South Africa began 

ng^ve reistance against the Ghetto Act and a batch of Indian 

trtmj &e Transvaal entered Natal without permits. The 

‘Indian c^jectioR to the Ghetto Act was based on the following grouuds, 

apinng 0tlHtrB->~ 

« Ujiiui Ovarseat, IWetUMS, p. 914.. 
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. It ftbrogftted ibe Cape Town. Agreement ^ 3.927 lubituily 
and nnilat^ally. 

• » * 

(n) It extended anii-Asian eegregation laws for the first tunb 

throDgboat Natal and the Old Transvaal Bepublic. 

(iii) It threatened to reduce the Indian community to economic 
serfdom. 

(fv) It would destroy ‘Whatever incentive there might have 

been in Natal to improve the living conditions of Indians, especially 

in Urban areas*' as it had already done in the Transvaal; because 

of the neglect of non-European Interests by municipal authorities. 

(e) It reduced the Indians to a position of racial inferiority 

and . subordination to the Europeans in all respects and for all time to 

come. India was on the verge of independence in 1946. Hence 

the Act was regarded as "a humiliation and a cause of provocatiim 
to India", 

(rt) It closed to the Indians all avenues of advancement that 

had been gradually opening to them and was, therefore, sure to deprive 

the younger generation of Indians of all hopes for the future. 

(vit) The limited and staall communal franchise representation 

granted to the Indians under the Act would serve no useful purpose 

whatever. 

(viii) The Act was self-contradictory—it did not recognise the 

right of India to intervene formally on behalf of Indians in the Union 

of South Africa; but the right of equal citizenship was denied to 

them on the ground that they were Indians. 

(ix) The Act emphasized the colour bar, intensified race hatred, 

tbreatended internal security and endangered world-peace "by aligning 

peoples in terms of white and non white—the one differentiation 

that can never be altered". 

The Government of India lodged a formal oomplaint to the 

United Nations against the Ghetto Act on the ground that it (the 

Act) was the "culmination of racial discrimination against Indians 

in South Africa". The situation created by the Act, the Government 

of India contended, was likely to impair friendly relations between 

two piember^-^India and the Union of South Africa—of the United 

Nations* The Secretary-General of the United Nations was requested 

to place' the compalint of India before the General Assembly, which 

was scheduled to meet on October 23, 1946. 
♦ 

* W : Spotlight on South Afric* (piiblishH by th« GovU of India), pp. 16-.W* 

a-letep-^i 
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rdsiBtaDoe by the ladians, laanobed in 7tme» oontinned in 

tisa mean while. The mo^emeot took the fortii of peaoefni oooup^iion 

of land in hon-Exempted areaa by Indians in violation of the G-hatto 

Act. The resisters were arrested under the Riotous Assembly Act. 

In all, nearly 3,300 Indians—men sad wotnen~Earopeans and* 

Africans, courted imprisonment. Eminent Indians like Dr. Ynsuf 

Mahomed Dadoo, President of the Transvaal Indian Congress, Dr. 

G. M. Naicker, President of the Natal Indian Congress, Shorabjee 

Bustomjee, an ex-President of the South African Indian Congress, 

Dr Eaisbal Gooraan, a leader of the Indian Women's Association, 

among others, were sentenced to various terms of imprisonment. The 

Europeans had recourse to hooliganism to crush the movement. The 

camps of the ‘Satyagrahis* were raided during the night, ropes of 

tents were cut and tents removed or set dre to, camps were palled 

down, blankets, taken away and women 'satyagrahis', kicked. An 

Indian Police Constable of Durban Krishnaswamy Pillay was brutally 

assaulted in the public street by a gang of European hooligans. 

Pillay was removed to the hospital where he succmobed to his 

injuries*®, Eepression and hooliganism notwithstanding, the Indians 

remained firm in their resolve to resist the Ghetto Act. 

The Europeans were furious. They thought of breaking the 

morale of Indians with economic weapons. An organised campaign 

to boycott Indian traders and to refuse employment to Indians in 

European firms was launched by the Europeans. Confined in the 

beginning to the Transvaal in the main, the movement spread before 

long to certain areas of Natal as well. Boycott Committees were 

formed in many places. A meeting of the Europeans at P&t&rsburg 

on February 10th, 1947, resolved to boycott Indian traders. Euro¬ 

pean customers of Indian stores and European girls working in Indian 

establishments were to be ''tarred and feathered.*' Similar meetings 

were organised in other places. The First Indian Boycott Congress 

met at Vereeniging in March, 1947. A boycott meeting of Europeans 

in Ermelo (Transvaal) Town Hall issued an appeal to European parents 

io'defini it a personal duty "to instil anti-Asiatic sentiments into (their) 

ohildren and to emphasize to them that it is a downright disgrace to 

tniSe with, or to be 5;een in or near an Indian Store". A systematic 

boj^tt of Indian trade in the Western Transvaal began at the same 

time.'^ European patrons of Indian stores were waylaid, 'fined'and 

‘intimidated. Two months later, in May, 1947, a Congress of the 

SftifMErsbs in Beotti Afrioa—Article by Bwami Bbrnreni Dayct la the Modcia 
Review (Cidoatta), September, 1946. 
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• Booth African Protection Movement {Indian Boycott Movement) 
adopted a Constitation, which aimed at: 

(o) Protecting “Western Civilization in Sooth Africa a^inat 

Oriental undermining and domination"; 

(b) ending “al! Indian immigration into South Africa" and 

(cj elimination of “ludians from the economic life of South 

Africa". 

Betaliatory action was proposed against the European cuBtometa 

and employees of Indian Stores. Many contributed liberally to the 

funds collected for conducting the boycott campaign. The boycott 

proved very effective at one stage. Intimidation, blackmail and 

coercion were freely resorted to to make the boycott a success. A 

European farmer, who had voted in a meeting against the boycott, 

was waylaid and manhandled. 

Some responsible commercial and political organisations and 

individual Europeans condemned the anti-Indian boycott movement 

in strong terms. They requested the Government to take counter¬ 

measures. The boycotters took the law in their o^n hands in not a 

few cases. The Government, however, remained a passive, if not 

sympathetic, spectator. In reply to a question in the Union Parlia¬ 

ment, the Minister of Economic Development said that the boycott 

of Indian traders in South Africa was not a matter with which the 

Government was concerned^®. Mr. H. G. Lawrence, Minister of the 

Interior, characterised "the (Indian) passive resieters as dupes and 

pawns and their leaders as foreign ideoiogi8t&"*\ 

Heavy odds notwithstanding, the Indian resistance campaign 

continued till June, 1948, when the Joint Passive Kesistance Council 

of the Natal and the Transvaal Indian Congresses decided to suspend 

passive resistance temporarily pending an interview with Dr. D, P. 

Malan, who had just stepped into the shoes of Field-Marshal Smuts 

as the Prime Minister of the Union of South Africa. P. S. Joshi 

observes that a new phase of the Passive Bessistance Campaign had 

begun in January with the crossing of borders in violation of the 1913 

Immigrants Begulation Act®'. This however was no new develop¬ 

ment.^ The struggle had in fact begun with the violation of the said 

Act when on June 13, 1946, a batch of Indian women from the 

Transvaal had entered Natal without permits. 

Onr Countrymen Abroad by Kumsri Mttkui Mukberjee, pp. 203-209. 

3* Tha Btragglo for Equality by P. 9. Joabi, pp. 292-293. 

u Ibid, p. 992. 
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The United Nations bad in the mean while taken into considera- * 

tion Indian complaint against the Union of South Africa and given its 

verdict thereon. The Joint Legal and Political Committee of the 

United Nations Assembly adopted by 24 votes to V3 a French-Mexican 

proposal asking the Governments concerned to report at the nexV 

session of the Assembly on the measures adopted by them to settle 

their dispute about the treatment of Indians in the Union of South 

Africa. The General Assembly accepted the proposal by the requisite 

two thirds majority. 32 voted for and 15, against the proposal. 

The Union Government have, however, refused to listen to the 

counsels of reason and moderation so far. Of this more anon. 

(Concluded) 



A STUDY ON THE ETERNITY OF SOUND 

Gopika Mohan Bhattachabta 

Speculation on the eternal nature ur otberwiBe of worda are highly 

important in view of the fact that they are directly related to the 

problem pf God. The MimamsakaB who are generally known to be 

atheists ^ have elaborately dealt with the eternal nature of words and 

sought to establish the intrinsic validity of the Vedas. The implica¬ 

tion of the Mimamsa theory of the eternality of sound leads to the 

denial of God as the author of the Vedas. The Naiyayikas on the 

oth r hand have fully demonstrated the transient nature of worda and 

the Vedas have been regarded by them as the creation of the Supreme 

Lord along with the creation of other ephemeral objects. The 

Grammarians have also declared in unequivocal terms that the words 

are of eternal nature^. Now all the philosophers agree on the point 

that the Vedas are nothing but the collection of words.* Acarya 

Udiiyana furnishes us with a logical and clear definition of the Vedas. 

He says that each and every word cannot be called *Vedic’ because 

words used by common people are not Vedic. So also Manusaihhita 

and Yajnavalkya-sambitas are not regarded as the Vedas though 

they point to transcendent objects and direct the path leading to 

virtue. Thus Udayana declares that the Vedas are the collection 

of words the source of which lies always beyond the range 

of valid cognition and which have been accepted as authority by the 

wise.* It is apparent, therefore, that all the contesting partier agree 

on the point that the Vedas partake of the nature of sound. liis; 

therefcHTe, expected that the exact nature of a word should be first 

determined before we advert to the problem of the authorship of the 

Vedas. 

^ Dr. P. dftfltri in his Introduction to PurTcmlmStUsS refutes the popaUr belief. 

Vid9 also Prekersoapafioika hr dAltkanitha and FaidfAeieara^ paramak&rui^ikai^ 
punafoifn&kam anuguifa tva Mftnama^odaTa, p. 171. 

* It should be however noted that the position of the Mimiihsistd is entirtlj different 
from* that of the arammarians. The former believe in the eternity of sound ^varnanityatS- 
vSdin) while the latter agree with the Nalyftjikas in regarding sound as an epheiner^ntity. 
The Grammarians hold that Sphofs an eternal and transoendental entity must he postulated, 
since t word which consists of fleeting sounds can nevM convey ,ts 
grammarian Patafijaki in hit Vyhkaraptmfthibhg^yft desenbas word as eternal and noa^ 
etcm«l (liabdonityah K&iyadca-Padpaa Abxuka). 

» Veda, tobdena evMan Ubdariiir vivak^itab-fl^flk*^** Commwteiy vn 
ttdfidsk^nifat. 

i Susamftfilali, Obap. H. ' 
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The Mlcnaihsakafi emphaticalJy refute the theory of Cosmic 

evolution. The Universe has no beginning in time^ no^origin can 

be.traced of the currency of language. People have been acquainted 

with meanings of words through usage of senior experienced persons. 

Conversation and social intercourse strengthen one’s knowledge 

about the meaning of a word. Carrying the process further backward 

the Mlmamsakas are led to conclude that these words are beginning- 

less in time ever since the objects which are signified by words have 

come to light. Consequently words and their denotative potency can¬ 

not but be regarded as eternal entity. 

Words reveal their meaning to us through conventions. A body 

is ignorant of the meaning of the woid ‘Cow*. The senior person 

commands the junior one to fetch the cow and also to bind the horse. 

The boy notices the course of action of fetching and binding and 

thereby comes to understand the sense of the term. The Mlnrlmsakas 

think that unless words are eternal it would have disappeared and 

consequently could not communicate its meaning. A word consists 

of so many letters. If the first letter be transient, so also the second, 

the combination of the first word with the second would not have 

been possible and thus the ascertainment of meaning would have 

beeaan impossibility. 

Moreover, the Mlmamsakas contend, words would cease to be a 

valid source of knowledge. Validity of knowledge cousists in conative 

satisfaction (prav|:ttisamartbya).‘ If the word would disappear 

immediately after its utterance it would have lost all pragmatic effi- 

cieccy and rendered itself barren. 

But a question may pertinently arise in this connexion. If the 

words are eternal why are not they always present to our conscious¬ 

ness? The question can be answered by an analysis of the Mimamsa 

view of verval cognition. To them, all words are eternally existent. 

But they need the help of certain auxiliary agency that presents them 

to our consciousness. This agency inheres in the person who 

pots forth the effort. Prabhakara says that the mental activity 

of the speaker stirs up the internal organs, air comes out and 

manifestation of sound possible which is already existent. 

!E^e Xioft^ians would rather hold that this effort on the part of the 

/ 

a 

. ' tbe knowledge of aa uukoowii aai nal 
obieet-' iPrsna ea a^atataltv&rtbajfiftDatD—Manamoyodaya. p.2). Bal tht Pribfaakataf tidw 
liunfatinn aad prefer to dUpense with it. Biace aoeording to tbem 
there is ao Also eogiiitiso. Tbe fibSttaa boweTer» ioclade the term **tattv&rtba’* to esolndo 
iav^id eog&ilioo irom defin^oii of Prajnft/ 
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, tpeftkar u the cause of the word whereas the Mimaihsakas luaikitam 

that it is only manifestive agency of an ever existing'word. 

The Mim&ihBskaB maintain that sounds are eternal since 

its locus is eternal. It is co-extensive with ak&da and is thus 

*ubiquitou8. But sound is not appre!)ended everywhere, for the reason 

that its perceptibility depends upon the presence of an agent which 

serves the purpose of revealing the sound. Impact of two tangible 

bodies or wind on the vocal organ thrown by the internal organic 

pressure or sometimes disjunction serves as the condition of revealing 

of fiound.^ 

The revealing theory of sound has not infrequently been illustra¬ 

ted from the facts of onr daily life. Budden flash of lightning 

reveals the object nearby which did not come under the ken of 

perception in the past nor would it come in future. The object 

remains merged in deep darkness so that it is not cognisable by the 

sense organ. The Mlmamsaka posits that sound also remains covered 

by the etheric plane. Like the lamp dhvani also disperses the 

obstacle and thereby reveals the sound and gives incentive to the 

sound receiving faculty of the ear-cavity. As soon as dhvani recedes 

perception of sound comes to a stand-still.^ 

The MimarhEakas further urge that elernality of sound is 

established by presumptiou (artbapatti) which, according to them 

constitutes the instrument of valid cognition. Presumption is an 

independent source of knowledge. That rather should be assumed 

which does not hinder the smooth understanding of the meaning of 

a word or sentence.* The main objective to which a word is meant 

for, is the proper understanding of its meaning. But if the word is 

transitory it cannot yield any meaning. Proper understanding of 

the meaning follows from the cognition of syntactical relation between 

words and their meaning. But if they are regarded as momentary 

or vanish away after two moments then they fail to reveal the sense. 

And if even on hearing a word its meaning remains non-apprehended 

then the word loses its potency, why then any attempt for using the 

word wonld be made? It is thus proper to assume that all words 

ai'e eternally existent, 

^ dftbd»i|i bodbayitaqii vayavlyftSftipjofla-vibhlgftT&rabbxata 
tayoiiea ^rotraiarpskiraov&rft iabd&bbiTyafijakata- • 
Ksfavivaka* p. (Madras UnWeraity PabUeatina\ 
Vide alter—fiabarabhftyya on MfooiiiiM SOtra 1.1.18. 

* ICliniihM Sfltia 1.1.13. 
* 8a dbanoo* bbynpagaatayya yab pradbanm na tadbate ete. 

^tokaTatMika**8abaaiii^tadhibaranai 01* 840. 
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it a locus different from that of the revealed. It is no good saying 

that inutaal contact in these cases, is not at all essential mr in that 

case all sound of harp far and near would have been predominated 

by that of the drum. But such an assumption is opposed to the 

verdict of our experience. That sound of harp which has come *to 

be closely associated with the sound of drum has the cbanee of being 

predominated and none else.^ The Mimaihsakas may however 

contend that each sound is not co-existent with its revealer. Sound 

is an ubiquitous entity. So not s single instance of the absence of 

contact can be detected. Bat to this we may reply that then each 

and every sound is liable to be manifested by any and every agent. 

No hard and fast rule could be promulgated with regard to such 

agency. 
We have already discussed the view that diversity in apprehen¬ 

sion gurantees diversity in object. Acuteness and dullness cf sound 

are not fortuitous, they are not accidental properties but constitute 

the real essence of the object.^ 

The Mlmamsakas, as we have already seen, bold that sound is 

eternal and is made manifested by the impact of at least two tangible 

bodies. Now the Mimamsakas have to admit that sound occupies 

the space ever prior to its manifestation But no such pre-existing 

sound is apprehended by means of an instrument of cognition. The 

opponent may reply that such non-perception results from the presence 

of the obstructing agent. But, in fact, we find no obstructing agent 

which renders the apprebension of sound impossible. Thus non¬ 

cognition informs us of the absence of that object. Anupalabdhi 

informs us the absence of a thing which if it were present, could be 

perceived. So the non-existence of sound prior to its manifestation 

could be proved by this negative judgment. Utterance serves as the 

manifesting agent and sound is heard only when it is uttered leads 

us to conclude that sound was non-existent prior to its utterance 

and also ceases to exist when it does not come under the ken of 

olfactory perception *. 

Uddyotakara's dialectics remind us of the process adopted 

the Neologiciana. He puts his syllogistic arguments in the following 

-Sound is non-eternal since it is a quality and is perceived 

by 'OUr , senses like cognition (buddbivat). Secondly non pervasiveness 

and/Qon^^^ernity are ooycomitant* Pleasure inheres in soul wd is 

i ^fSyairatttAai pp. fi04-S. 
isSdstovt^i os bhsktUqrtS'—K.V. on 9.2.17. 

s »ayaS%l«TSsne.9.ia. 
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iiself juui-pervasive in character. Socnd inheres in non-pervasive. 

BUbsianoe <.a. Thus it is noo-eternah Pervasiveness is 

oo-eztensivd with eternity. Bat no sane man can assert the pervasive 
character of sound \ 

As regards the contention that no cause of the destruction of 

sound is seen to exists it only betrays hasty assucnption and slipshod 

thinking* Does the Mlmathsaka mean by such contention that 

non*-perception informs us of the absence of any such cause of des- 

tmction? Or does he mean by anupalabdhi non-cognition in 

general ? But the Bha^as mean by anupalabdhi non-cognition 

in general. We agree with the Mlmamsaka in bolding that 

perception does not guarantee the existence of such cause but 

we fail to understand how the absence of inference can be posited.^ 

Syllogistic reasoning becomes possible only when we assert the theory 

of sound Hgries. The sound series is based upon a prior assumption 

that sound is an effect. The first sound produces the second, the 

second produces the third and so on, the last sound instance meets 

decay by its antecedent sound. A product is subject to destruction. 

Sound is such an entity. So it must have a destroyer. 

The objection of the Mimamsukas to the transient nature of sound 

as advocated by the Nyaya-Vai^sika, the Sankhya, the Jaina and 

the Buddhist, is that it does not satisfactorily explain the phenomenon 

of recognition (pratyabhijna). liecoguition would turn into a myth 

in a doctrine of non-eternity of sound. The Mimamsakas have made 

capital out of this phenomenon. The Grammarian also seeks to 

prove the eternity of sound on the same principle,’ Were it really 

the case Mimamsaka's objection would be unanswerable. But 

Jayanta shows that recognition arises due to the sameness {Sddriya) 

of its objects t liecoguition does not always guarantee the identity 

of object in question. Sometimes recognition arises erroneously 

and this error is due to the non-discrimination of diversity in their 

nature. We overlook the diversity and take into account the resem* 

blanoe which appears vivid. The cognition of silver in a nacre pearl 

is a piece of erroneous knowledge. So also in the case of recognition 

* Tks Sftnkhya, however, holds thst sound Inheres in its material oaasa t.e. bell and not 
in 

^ Kj&ya VSrttlha on 3 3.21. 
* PethsM s seoUoQ of thinkers of the Nj&ya-VairSe^ika School * - * 

view that Uw eanse of the destrnciion vownd comes ^nder the kenof our pw^pU^. 
Ddeysne in kii KssttnaMjeH (Chap. II) presents • smashing onslaagnt on the logic bout 
hj Ws MoOoa of Philosophers with hia penetreting logieal insight. ^ 

’ Khgeie-^Vsiylkerwiasiddliftms mafiju^. 
t JstWS also hold the same view. Vide AkalaAka.Njfayavinitoa^a-KaJt^^^ v 
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of aoood (6.g., this ia tliat *ga') we have a phenomenon of reet^ition. 

entirely based on the non-discernment of the intrinsic diversity in 
real words. So doubt may arise as to the nature of this entmbcus 

knowledge in the form whether it arises due to semblance or identity. 
SloreoTer, the Mlmamsakas in order to satisfy a critic must have*to 

prove definitely that recognition unaccompanied by any means of 

knowledge is alone able to prove the eternality of sound. Criterion 

of truth consists in the capacity to bring to light the real nature of 
things (aithaprakaiakaiva). The older Naiyayika holds the pragmatic 

theory of truth. A valid cognition is that which leads to successful 

action.* Reasoning (farfca) can only remove doubt. The obstacle 

which stands in the way of manifestation of the object can only be 

removed with the help of reasoning. Reasoning facilitate the know¬ 

ledge of the probandum. But the Mimamsakas have not succeeded 

in adducing a reasoning in order to remove this doubt. 

It is interesting to note that the neologicians obeerue that re¬ 

cognition does not come in conflict with eternal and identical nature 

of its object. Identity of the object and the appearance of recognition 

are not even diametrically opposed. One does not exclude other. 

They trace diversity of objects in the absence of knowledge of diversity 

in the object recognition to the identity of the object. But when 

both diversity and recognition are true, similarity serves as the object 

(piBaya) of recognition * Uddyotakara and [other old logicians assert 

the falsity of recognition in such cases. But do we find any sufficient 

ground to discard the validity of such instances of recognition? 

Perhaps Vardbamana realises the weakness of his predecessors and 

therefore does not subscribe to the view, as be declares in an un¬ 

mistakable language that recognition in such cases are not invalid.* 

Thus Ganged and bis illustrious son Vardbamana carry the arguments 

of Uddyotakara and Jayanta to more logical precision. 

The Mimamsakas further contend that if semblance serves as 

the object of recognition, the recognition would have been in the 

form~“Tbis word resembles that word”. To this Gangers replies 

Ibat in common parlance we often make such identical statements 

though we have the knowledge of diversity.* But Dinakara Bbaffa 

^ Keo-logiciani however, do not subBcribe to the view. They poeit the (Theory 
of AoooidaBoo. 

> ovitfeas hhode hblmt.&De pratyabbijfiSj&^ saiStiyotvtin vitoyo oa vyoiityabhodiib-^ 
TatCvioiiiftBisiii, p. * 

t»tyoUiilW o»t*ji4tiyot4viijtyinAi—BinkhyoprovocanabbSfyoon Sfttrs, #,Tni. 
*3Atlvif9y#takilpaftftt’’<^Up3ftkirs on and November, 1987 

B mb ossssjorekflib bbrsms eto.,—Ku>Pnkaie p. 284. 
4 Tittvsch^MWlift ^7. 
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in bU NylgFMiddhio(amiikt4vali^|mklite offerB a more piau^ia eoto- 
tiofi. He amrB that when the piece of Jcoowledge in reoogmtioii te 
detcrmioai by the relating naifereal (i.e,, *ga* gua '*ga*'DeB6) recogui* 
(bn arbes out of eenrfilance. But arhen no such universal flashes in 
our aund, we oom^etely identify the two objects of cognilbn and 

recognition/ 
Eanada has pointed out that sound is characterised by an initial 

difference with eternal entity. When we have an auditory perception 

of sound but the speaker remains out of our sight, we infer the 

preaenoe of the speaker from the apeech-sound. But this inference 

becomes in explicable on the Mlm&msa theory. Light serves as the 

manifesting agent of the agent of the jar. But Uie perceptba of jar 

does not guarantee the existence of light. The existence of jar is inde¬ 

pendent of manifesting agent i e. the light. The jar is not concomitant 

with light. But the existence of the speaker logically follows 

from the perception of audible speech-sound. The Mlmamsakas fail 

to explain ibis phenomenon of logical association. The Nyaya 

theory transpires to be more logical and conforming to reason when 

he bolds sound as the product of the contact of vocal organs.* 
The Mimaxpsakas have sought to justify the identity of the object 

by means of recognition. To them, the act of recognition involves 

the identity of the objec^. But when we say ** These are those 

paddies " we are certainly aware of the fact that these paddies differ 

from those. Inspite of this difference the act of recognition takes 

place. The logicians realized this situation and therefore posited that 

their nature of being under the same class serves as the condition of 

recognition.^ 

To snm up We have seen that Jayanta's arguments have been 

directed into the channels carved out by Vatsayana and Uddyotakara. 

Bnt TJdayana’s dissertation on the problem abounds in original 

reflections strictly logical and technical. In adjudging bis contribu¬ 

tion a restatement of the same arguments, we are afraid, may incur. 

So it seems better to refrain from adverting on those subtle technical¬ 

ities. 

Tbb SajSikeva view 

The Sfiflkbya also does not subscribe to the view of eternality of 

BOdtid Btod the manifeetation theory. But the trend of argument^ 

^ l>m»karSpp. lOO-lOl. 
* Vsiitsiks BMrs S. 9 37, ^ ^ 
* Msthiiyllittki TabsvaglA •Mss»pbskkikS p. 446 

Altai KjSytmtfliari, p 90#. 
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goes to tiiat they repadiaie the then^ry os the ground ^ ihdt 

I^a'.ef aBSumption of the theory of Satkfiryayftda. I^us Vilftan Tik^e 

in hie comcaeutary on the S. Shtra (8. P. Bb.) asserts that what the 

Mimamsakas adyerts to is nothing but the assumption of Batkarya- 

vgda (theory of the pte existence of the effect-staff in the cause-staff) 

Mvhat the Mimfiipsakas call * manifestation* (abbiyyakti) is nothing bat 

a mere transformation which coincides with the Safikbya theory of 

Farin&ma. Thus the Mimaiiisakas, the Sankhya contends, does not add 

anything new/ The Sankhya seems to haye entirely missed the point 

when he charged the Mimaxpsaka^s conception with flagrant Siddha- 

sudhana (establishment of that which has been already established). 

What the Mimamsaka is seeking to impress upon is based on their 

own metaphysics. He never advocates the theory of Satkaryavada. To 

him every object is not a transformation of its piror stage. So the 

charge of tbe Sadkhya, so far as this point is concerned, does not 

necessarily relate to the Mimamsaka’s position. Such a taxation has 

got little or no bearing on the Mimamsakas. Again Sankhya theory 

of Satkaryavada proposes to establish the pre-existence of the effect 

in the cause and the cause is transformed into the state of effect. 

Thus the propounders of the theory of Parinamavada believe in 

evolution as the substantial mutation. Jar is the transformation of 

clay. But when the MfmamBakas declare sound which comes iu 

contact with our ear-cavity to be manifested, he does not necessarily 

mean that effect-sound is the substantial mutated form of its causes. 

Ether (dkdSa) and other factors is the cause of sound, certainly they 

are not the rause transmuted. Thus the two views substantially 

differ. Thus it is probable that the Mimamsa theory has run tb0 

risk of misrepresentation at the bauds of the Sankhya. We hesitate 

to ascribe the Sankhya interpretation to the Mimarhsaka'a theory of 

manifestation of sound. It is a great misfortune indeed that such a 

misrepresentation should originate from the pen of a great advocate 

of a school of thought with a view to imposing his own pet thesis on a 

great thinker like Sahara or Kumarila. The Dialectic should always be 

kejpt free from any initial bias or preconceived opinion. Hence the 

aigtiments of the Mimamsaka should be viewed from proper perspec** 

tiye« Aod we have shown that the Naiyayikas have untiringly 

^examiia^ the aame outlocdt which befits a philosophic enquirer. 

th^ theory of jihe Mlmaipsakas are not without any other 

adbermite. This moch-deliberated question has found favour with 

^ tftSris as •smkirjrBsSm evdti i^ddbsiSdbaoim, BbUys oo FM^by* 
Batvft 62 60. •i 
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the QnmmBtiBm also, whose ooatribotion ia the domain of philo- 

BOi^cal speculation is no less worth <{[uurdiug. The Philosopher. 

Grammarian Kiartrbarim bis Vakyapadlya has made out that the 

world has evolved out of the eternal Logos ^ (Sabdaiattva). But the 

Grammarians proceed in a different way from the Mimatpsakas and 

the Vedantins. The Vedantins are no less adherent of the eteroality 

of sound. But the difference lies in the very root. The Grammarian 

boldly asserts that the phenomenal world has sprung out not from the 

articulate sound but from Sphota, the eternal unit of speech. This 

trancendental sound is manifested by Dhvani or audible sound. 

Sadkara* and the Sankbya* (though they do not uphold the eternality 

of sound) declare this sphoto of the Grammarians as unwarranted 

assumptions. 

Patafijali the author of Mababbasya has made a strong plea in 

favour #of the eternality of sound (nityasca &bdah) and uses almost 

the same epithets which are used by the Vedantins to signify 

Brahman e.g. Eutastha (Subtle), avikari (without modification) etc. 

He justifies his position dialectically and from the facts of our every 
day life.* 

Punyaraja in bis commentary on the Vakyapadiya observes that 

inability to trace the origin of sound forces one to come to the conclu¬ 

sion that non-eternalily of sound is a creation of one's fancy. 

Thus, in fine, it may be observed that we have shown bow the 

problem of eternity of sound has provoked energetic discossions and 

bow the ancient Indian thinkers were enthusiast in logical specula¬ 

tion and a proper evaluation of the problem is an indispensable 

propedeutic in setting up the firm citadel of Nyaya-Vai&^ika theism. 

« Vik-l. 1. 
' ^ 8aakar»bh&97ft cn B.S. 1. 3 98. 

* SaakbyA SAtrs Chap. 6. SAtra 57-58. 
* See M«hftbb&^ya—Pe4psH Abnikt. 
* Com. OQ VSk. 1. 3. 3. 



KEATS’ VIEW OF BEAUTY 

Peavas Jivan Chaudhury, M.A., M.Sc., .D.Phil. 

Professor of PHi/oso/j/iy, Presidency College, Calcutta 

1, Beauty and Truth : 

Instead of taking the rhetorical trope of Keats, “Beauty is 

Truth, Troth Beauty’’ at its face value and declaring it as a gem of 

wisdom we would do well if we enquired into the j)oints of similarity 

between these two concepts which (iwints) impressed the ix)et so much 

that he fused them (the concepts) in his imagination and broke into 

that excellent equation much as Shakespeare's “Frailty, thy name is 

woman”. The vision of tilings under the aspect of eternity, is the 

principal motive of the poem (Ode to the Grecian Urn) ending with 

that moral. This vision is beautiful in the sense of apjiealing to the 

mind that resents and loves to escape the change and haste of ravaging 

time and to brood in quiet amongst the essential forms of things, of 

objects of perception and feelings, that do not change. It is only they 

that resist time and change and the portrayals on the Grecian Urn 

represent them. The um is beautiful to Keats not because of the 

sensuous qualities, w^hich only serve as signs for the essences they point 

to or mean, but because of the latter meanings. This quality of art 

to defy temporarlity is a condition of its beauty as it is exquisitely 

restful to the mind that seeks quiescence in aesthetic contemplation. 

But here beauty is akin to truth for the latter also gives us the essences 

of things and quietens the mind. But they are not identical, for truth 

is conceptual or intellectuahto be approached in a rational maoner, 

even for Keats, as we shall presently see, while beauty is intuitive. 

What Keats really means by that rhetorical piece is, therefore, that 

beauty and truth have much that is cMnmon between them, so much so 

that beauty may be a criterion of truth. But a criterion for a thing is 

distinct from its'essence. When Keats says on another occasion that 

‘‘what imagination seizes as Beauty must be truth,^ or again, I never 

can feel certain of any truth but from a clear perception of its 

beauty'* / he holds beauty to be a test of truth, not its meaning, seeing 

here ih beauty its quality of seizing the imagination by its power of 

liamiony and of giving it af feeling of certainty regarding the object, 

l^rutli also has this characteristic and it is orIv YIC ous 

intellecttMllBm ifliftt denws this and that is implicitly criticised by 

I Keats in these passages, B^t troth for that reason is not intuitive in ^ 
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the aenfle. that it comes as a flash ai34 is self-evident* A tnie idea or 
principle is a ccmcrete one^ formed through ohservation and reasoning 

(the forma: yielding data and the latter relating Ihem). and its percepr 
tual and rational elements form its body making it a harmoxuoua whole 

jwhile we think of it clearly and adequately, and the mind naturally 
accepts it. It does not exist as an abstraction, nor as neutral with 

respect to our belief. But to grant this is not to allow that troth 

consists in harmony and self-evidence, for these are not the only or 

sufiBcient criteria of truth, and certainly truth does not mean this. The 
appearance of beauty in any ostensibly known object by virtue of its 

harmony is a sign of its truth but from this it does not follow that 

beauty is truth. When Eeats wonders “how anything can be known 
for truth by consecutive reasoning" and yearns for "a life of sensations 

rather than of Thought * ", he merely wonders and does not positively 

assert that conceptual knowledge, that implies patient observation and 
reasoning, is false.* 

That he had a notion of truth as intellectual and more valuable 
than the experience of beauty is seen from many of his utterances in 

prose and verse. He regrets that "the prize, high reason" will never 

be his award and consoles himself by the thought tliat beauty is simple 

and satisfying while philosopliy "spoils the singing of the 
Nightingale"/' and that tliough he has no knowledge "yet the evening 

'listens".* Beauty for Keats was not so easy an affair later on when it 

was bom of pain, as that of Moneta’s face (in the second Hyperiony and 

as a dying companion of melancholy (Ode to Melancholy).* Yet if was 

not beyond his powers of comprehension like philosophical truth. 
Again, poetiy is " not so fine a thing as philosophy—^for the same reason 

that an eagle is not as fine a thing as truth", poetry is instinctive and 

does not care either for truth or mortality.Ijto a a street-fight, is 
appealing, so also are our reasonings, "though erroneous", to an 

angel.* No, Keats must not (he says) neglect philosophy though it is 

hard to master and though poetry is his principal love and vocation; 

he will ask Hazlitt : "in about a year’s time the best metaphysical 

road" he can take;” he has been "hovering for some years between an 

exquisite sense of loxuriousness and a love for philoso|diy" and he 

must turn all his soul to the latter.” Of course, this philosophy, must 

not be dogmatic, "the only means of strengthening one’s intellect as 

to make up one’s mind about nothing, to let the mind be a thorough¬ 
fare of all thoughts".” And it must not be abstract and external but 

diould be "proved upon our pulses"^* for "nothing can become real* 

tiU it is experienoed".” fn^ese are but sound maxims •whkl;i if. 
^iloBopher will oo^t, but this does not nmem 

ia^l946P-T 
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philosophy as a ratkmal discipline shoaid liquidate itsdf and naibh , 

truths through Tisiona and flashes, or through an tmrefleetivo 

suhmisaion of the mind to the heart like poetry as some people think. 

Philosophy to be based on experience need not be wholly an apprehen¬ 

sion as ol the particular sense-qualities or of the visions in a mystical. 

trance, neither of which apprehensions constitute, knowledge, where 

concepts unifying a mass of sensible data are involved. Philosophy to 

be experientially based requires that it must not be mere airy speculation 

but raised on the data of direct apprehension, and, so, its general 

concepts, instead of being abstract or empty, have a solid background 

of sensuous particulars represented and held together by them. The 

concepts of love and war, for instance, are adequately known so far as 

they bring before the mind all the experiences iihat they severally 

represent, and no concept, that does not have a referential basis in 

experience, is to be allowed in philosophy that means business. But 

philosophy caimot afford to do away with concepts or some abstraction 

and generalisation that they involve, and Keats never demands this. 

He gives a high status to poetic imagination yielding him poetic truth, 

his Eniyniion “was a regular stepping of the Imagination towards Truth^* 

and “Imagination may be compared to Adam’s dream—he awoke and 

found it true“,” yet, as we saw’, philosophy and philosophical truth 

are finer things for him. He yearns for them, takes to hard study and 

thinking,“ holds that an “ extreme knowledge is needful to thinking 

people—^it takes away the heat and fever,This knowledge, again, 

is not poetic knowledge as Middleton-Murry would have us believe,” 
foi* it rPQnir^fl, hftsidp.R, of oonpRR, dirert. evp^rieneo and Rome anflFp.ring, 

hard thinking and, as Keats believed, some training in metaphysics.*^ 

So that there is no confusion in Keat’s mind between knowledge 

proper, which is conceptual though based on experience, and poetic 

knowledge, that is but intuitive or visionary. Thus Truth** and 

Beauty are distinct for him though they have some common characteris¬ 

tics, such as harmony and, an immediate appeal to the mind and the 

power of convincing it, and tliough essentially a matter of thought, 

has its basis in experience which characterises beauty. 

2. Beauty and Goodness ; 

’ Just as Keats appreciated the close kinship of beauty with truth 

while k^ping them quite distinct as any clear thinking person ^ould 

do, BO did he with respect to the relation beauty and goodness. 

Disintet^ted contemplatioif of beauty is a good and Keats dedicated 

himself to i|, nevertheless he felt that it is not the good or the highest 

good. He wu' convinced that “(excepting the toman firiend 
philosopher) a’ftae writer was the most genuine Being in the 
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wiiiiDg, next Ibo fine doing. Hi tiie top thing in the 

Ha believed he would do good by creating beauty through the poeMc 

medium, but sometimes be would think of a different means; which 

consisted of giving true knowledge of things and of good and evil to 

Jtiis people and which required of him “application study and 

thought/Bo he held goodness distinct from beauty and above it, 

the philosopher distinct from the poet and above the latter. Philosophy 

is a finer thing than poetry because the latter is neutral in its attitude 

to good and evil, it enjoys a street-fight, *' a thing to be hated “ 

and “has as much delight in conceiving an lago as an Imogen. 

The poet has no self, no character, for this reason, which feature 

Keats, no doubt, appreciates, as he is a poet himself, but his mind is 

clear enough to place the philosopher above the “chameleon poet“ in 

his esteem. 

3. Beau^ of mture and of art ; 

Keats held that beauty has two modes of existence, natural and 

artistic, and the latter is a higher one in excellence. He would write 

poetiy to add to “that mans of beauty which is harvested from the 

grand materials, bv the finest spirits and put into ethereal existence, 

for the relish of one’s fellows”.*® These artistic things, by virtue of 

their ethereal mode of being, are greater things than their materials.*** 

The reason for this is not stated by Keats though we can surmise his 

view. It is because the ideal mode of being is light and free and, so, 

finer than the material one which is comparatively rigid, and then there 

is scope here for heightening and sublimating one’s natural experience, 

for the display of “intensity” and “fine excess” which Keats values 

so much in poetry.*® The artist gathers the things of beauty round 

him in nature and life and lifts them into a rarefied atmosphere, so 

that we are more impressed by these artistic products than by their 

original materials. Now it is human nature, more than the outer 

(t.c., vegetable, animal and physical) one, that provides the poet with 

rich materials for creating beauty. “Scenerj* is fine, but human 

nature finer” and Keats must bid the joys of beautiful nature of 

flora and fauna farewell to meet “the agonies, the strife of human 

hearts”,** He knows that the highest place of fame and immortality 

can be reached only by those “to whom the miseries of the world are 

miseritfs and will not let them rest.”** Keats, in search of beauty, 

was steadily moving towards the centre of life itself, he was becoming 

tnenre ‘*at home amongst men and women”*and “would rather read , 

Chaucer than Ariosto ” and write a few plays.*® He was feeling hi^ i^ 

Way to human poetry, this phase in his poetic career is charactSriae^'J^yt 

Micfilrton-Murry as Keats’ return tp Shakespeare.** Thus Keats 
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artistic beauty distinct from and finer than natural beauty urhidi mcvw 

as the material for the former, the human nature much richer than the 

outer one in this respect. 

4. Naiute of arUsUc Beauty : Beal or Illusory, 
* 

If artistic beauty consists of lifting up our natural experiences 

into a sphere of ideality and greater intensity, does this process confer 

more reality to the experiences or takes away some of their reality? 

In other words, does transmutation of nature and life in art give a 

product more real than the original material or not? Keats speaks 

of artistic beauty as truth itself but he means here by truth, as we 

have seen, poetic truth and not truth proper which is intellectual. 

Now Keats recognises the value of each kind of truth, and, so, of 
reality for us in a sense. But he was not like Shelley who held the 

ideal forms created by imagination out of the given materials in nature 

to be more real than the latter, “forms more real than living men.**** 

Though Keats too wrote of “the soul as a world in itself'**^ and that 

“any man may like the spider spin from his own inwards his own airy 

citadel,**** yet he was aware of the unsubstantial character of the ideal 

and its dependence on the material world of sense and understanding 

for its meaning and existence.** “Poetry itself*’, he says, is “a mere 

Jack O' lantern to amuse whoever may chance to be struck with its 

brilliance" and “every mental pursuit takes its reality and worth from 

the ardour of the pursuer—being in itself nothing.***® Imagination is 

like Adam’s dream giving us a truth which is but “a shadow of a 

reality to come.***^ However, when he says that philosophy is “a 

finer thing ** than poetry he is only making a valuational judgment and 

we know he also spoke of the ethereal artistic objects as “greater 

things" than the natural ones. So that these statements * prove 

nothing regarding Keats’ view of the relative reality of artistic beauty 

and truth. But that he was no Shelleyan idealist is more or less clear 

from the previous statements and from the general movement of his 

thought towards an idea of a more concrete and serious poetry, that 

is more objective and nearer to life. Beauty, at least as poetry seizes 

it> has an ideal mode of existence that is parasitic on the actualities of 

faiitnan life and external nature and, so, its reality is derived from this 

ACtoaiity which is the standard of reality. Imagination builds up 

forme out of the materials found in nature and the former products 

afford us jiiore exquisite aesthetic delight than the latter originals,** 

yet tl&y are not mere, but less, real than them. The world df physical, 

‘vegat^l^, anuniJ and human nature which is idealised in art by 

imagination is what our thought, working upon the sensuous matt^ 

given to the senses, makes out of it and takes for reality. This is 
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,wfaat W6 ordinarily know as real and we indge the redity of oUi^ 

things by a comparison with it. This is the healthy realistic attitude 
of all commonaensicri people and "Keats was very human and common* 

seusical. And oertaixily he was incapable of the sophistication that 

jBUspects thought to be creative like imagination and, so, possibly 
making reality instead of discovering it. All that we can gather fnnn 

his letters is that he took thought to be objective and necessary giving 

ua truth or reality while constructive imagination gives us ideal objects, 

real only so far as they derive their materials from this reality of 

thought (and sensibility) and as they often are shadows of reality like 

prophetic dreams. 

BEFEBEMCE8 

All citations in this essay from Keats* letters are from H. B. Fwinsii^s edition 
(1931) and those from Keats' verse from H. B. Forman*s edition (1^1). 

> Xietter to Baiiy, 29nd November, 1617, 
3 Letter to George and Georgians Keats, November, 1818. 
* Letter to Baiiy, 22ud November, 1817. 
* He writes, " I have never yet been able to perceive how anything can be known 

for truth by consecutive reasoning and yet it tnuti be. Can it be that even the greatest 
philoBophcr ever arrived at hts goal without putting aside numerous objectionst 
However it may be, 0 for a Life of sensations rather than of thought Mark the 
expressions under italics which is ours. 

A Verso letter to BeynoUls, 25 March, 1818. 
^ Letter to Bcytiolds, 19 February, 1818. 
^ The Fall of Hyperion: a dream, 11. 256-68. 
B " She dwells with Beauty, Beauty that must die." 
* lietter to George ond Georgians Keats, 18 March, 1819. 
MiUdle-Murry says of this passage that it means *' that one kind of poeiiy is 

not BO fine as another kind of poetry." that philosophy is for Keats contra* 
hension of the mystery of life " and it is poeiio comprehension the truth of which it 
to bo measured by its harmony (see his Keate end Shakeapeare, 1st editioa, p, Ifll, 
and p. 185). C. L. Finney also interprets this passage in a manner to save poetry 
against philosophy. (See his Evolution of Keaia^ postfV, Vol, IT, p, But aU 
such moves appear uncalled for and otiose. 

Letter to Beynolds, 27 April, 1818. 
Letter to John Taylor, 24 April, 1818, 
A. C. Bradley and MidfUeton-Murry take this exquisite sense of loxoiiouasess 

to mean a lower kind of beauty while pUlosophy to mean a higher and complex kind 
of beauty conquering all ugliness and pain. (Sm Bradley; Oxford Leeturee on Poetry 
(1st edition), p. 2m, and Murry: Keats and Shakespeare (1st edition), pp. 60-61). 
But this is artificial for though Keats was moving towards a more aerious kind of poetry, 
more objective and concrete, depicting '* the agonies, the strife of human hearts ** yiU 
there is no reason to believe that he would call this kind of poetry philosq^y. Poetio 
realisation or beauty is always for him, as it is for us, a vision, ^ough mu^ thought 
and life's raw experience may go before it, while philosophy or truth is intellectual 
though it may have also an appeal to oar intuition and sense of beauty. Poetry may be 
philoMphical and philosophy poetical but ^y do not lose their identities. Keats, 
as his letters amply show, was against vicious intellectualism in philosophy but not 
against intellectuausm or rational pursuit after truth. He was not as roiMDtic a 
pEilosopher, reducing ^ilosophy to poetry and truth to poetic vision, and his inter- 
pretera. e.g., A. C. Bra^ey and Middleton-Murry believe him to be. He was no 
Novalis or Bergson. 

lietter to George and Georgians Keats, 21 September, 1819. 
Letter to Beynolds, 8 May, 1818. 
Letter to Geme and Georgians Keats, 19 March, 1819. 

IS Am Midduton-Murry, op. eit., p. 139. 
Letter to Taylor, 80 January, 1618, 
Letter to Bally, 22 November, 1817. a Pa. 

>• Lettw to Woo&»Me, 81 B^ptemUr, 1819, tad to Bhydon. 8 lUiUi, Ul% 
Letter to lU^ncdds, 8 Mhy, 1616. 
See Murry, pp. eti., p.. 
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>> See sbofe and b» ktt^ to Eenuldst 97 AptS, ISIS. lofemd to la note 10. 
e’l Eoftts moans bv truth true knowledge (or reality and not a character of* 

knowledge dtitinct f^m the latter. Knowledge, in the strict sense, is true and false 
knowledi^ is a contradiction in terms and a loose exprossioc for a mere belief or 
opinion. 

Latter to Baily, 24 August, 1810. 
S4 Letter to Beynolds, 25 August, 1810. 
** Letter to Taylor, 24 J^ril, 1618. ” . 

Letter to Qeorge and Qeorgiana Keats, 19 March, 1819, (already referred to 
before). 

Letter to Woodhouse, 27 October, 1818. 
" Letter to Thomas Keats. 26 June, 1818. * 
** Letter to Haydon, 11 May, 1817. 

See letter to George and Georgiana Keuts, 28 December, 1617, and to Taylor, 
2T February, 1616. 

Letter to Baily, Id March, 1816. 
^ Sleep and Poetry, 11. 122-25. 

Hyperion: a dream, 11. 147-49. 
s* Letter to Taylor, 17 November, 1819, 

See Middleton-Murry, op. cit., p. 200. 
Promet/ieue Unbound, Act I, 11. 746-49. 

sr Letter to Beynolds, 28 August, 1819. 
ss Letter to Reynolds, 19 February, 1818. 

He adds after comparing the soul to a spider, self-sufficiently a uorld of its 
ovnSi “Now I am sensible all this is a mere sopbUticatiou (however it may neighbour 
to any truth) to excuse my indolence. • 

ee Letter to Baily, 13 Man;b, 1818. 
Letter to Baily, 22 November, 1817. 

4a It may be noted that this distinction botwet^n natural and artistic beauty 
does not exist for many thinkers for whom beauty is an cxp(^ricncc and always involves 
projection and construction oa the part of (he mind no mutter whether the materials 
are there in nature before it or imagined. Thai is to suy. beuuty is itleal for these 
Ihihkers, be it of nature or art. However, for Keats, as for cominonseusc, beauty of 
nature is a natural characteristic more or less like shape or colour while that of art is 
ideal in mode of being (bough reaembliog natural beauty inasmuch as the former is 
distilled from the latter by imagination. 
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CHAPTER II 

PaNTHSISM and THB18M 

PaDtheiflin: Fan~all, and theossGod, i.&.f all is God* Him 

doctrine states that the world is God and Gk>d is the world, Itia# 

reaction against deism wbioh states an absolute separation between 

God and the world. Spinoza is the fatnoas author of pantheistie 

doctrine in modern philosophy. His pantheism asserts true ideoti* 

fication of God with the world. It further bolds that the nature ^ 

the absolute is completely exhausted by the course of the world. 

According to it all finite things are merely modifications of the iofiait# 

substance. All paiticular minds and material objects are necessarily 

derived from a single infinite principle. It has no faith in a transean- 

dental absolute Being, because it conceives that God completely 

manifests Himself in the form of the universe. It identifies God with 

the sum total of all finite things and denies His transcendence• 

Spinoza's aim is to show that things live and move and have 

their being in the all-comprehensive reality, that may indifferently be 

named either God or nature"\ Spinoza was an ardent religious 

believer to whom God is all in all, because he holds that 

“whatever ia, is in God** and “only through God/’ everything, **can 

be conceived*'. He assigns no independent existence to the particular 

finite things (the world of material objects). At one time he speaks 

of Bupressing the finite things by infinite substance; at another be 

teaches in the language of science the universality of natural law. 

When as a result of the first tendency in him, he aupraaset the finite, 

the finite, which ia neither self-active nor self-explanatory in his 

system, thus becomes illusory and vague. 

Aomding to Spinoaa individnid finite things are merely creations 

of false imagination. But when he maintaiiw the universaility of 

naturaklaw be either consciously or unconsoioudy assigns independent 

reality to every individual finite thing. In nature everything is real 

and everythuif is the part of the one real organised whole. In tbfi 

apSttoaistio systnn Nature is “resolved upwards into the uaiv^^ 

Powar*\ Thwft H is very difienlt to assest whether 
I ' 

> Hamwi Th. CwUri.. PWloMi*,, pp-V 
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iwmtikilt to:»tbeiit. The oonfliot begins with the pantheistic nega-. 
tire interpr^tion that '^beyond the nataral order of'thiogs and prior 
to it no divine life or agency can be’*. This statement indicates" the 

Umitaidon of Uie sapreme existence and denies a supramendana cause 

with which alone the theists are concerned. Bat Spinoza’s pantbeiim 
has some special merit also. Pantheism'whose watch*word is'ibe 
vindication of the reality of things and minds, of personality and 

freedom of the individual, baa made pantheism an easy target of its 
criticism. Bat apart from the metaphysical, ethical and epistemolo- 

gioal diffionlties which are generally thought to vitiate pantheism, it at 
least has the unique merit of bringing God into an intimate relation 

with man and of giving to bis religious consciousness that spirit of 

reugnation and self-surrender which man in bis deepest communion 

with the Divine necessarily feels, even when the whole world is flung 
into destruction (H. M. Bbattacharjee: Principles of Philosophy, 

p. 885.) 
^^Theism undertakes to formulate a view of God and the world 

which is between the extremes of deism and pantheism. The theist 

is not willing to go the whole way with either the paotheist or the 
deist. With the deist he denies that God can without remainder be 
identified with the space-time order; and with the pantheist he denies 

that God can be wholly external to that order. He agrees that the 

deist is right in bis insistence that God is in some sense more than 

the world; and on the other hand, be agrees that the pantheist is right 

in his insisteBce that God is found within the world-order or nowhere* 

In diort, he holds that God is both immanent within the world and 

transcendent to it” (G. Watts Cunningham : Problems of Philosophy, 

p* 404-5. 
Theism asserts two distinct lines of thought—the principle of 

causality and the absolute transcendental reality or God. The natural 

world is derived as an effect under the 'guidance of one wise and 

faaighty personality. The nataral world is created by God who is prior 

to His creation. God as a cause of the universe exists^from eternity 

the world in Him. Everything which has a beginning is 

lituinble. The world has. a beginning, becanse it is created, tbera- 

But the Divine eaneeoftbe world will exiet 

evjBli iim its (world’eT destruction for ever. Hie creator is perfect and 
^ile Hie creation is imperfect and perishable. Accord- 

ittg to Ibeiim, the world comes into existence by tiie will of Ood bnt 

Gbd difM sot ewhrei into or manifeat Himself in the form of the 
naiverae. 
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Some theifttfl assert that the Creator willed, created and art into 

motion, this world once for all. and has not oared for it after that. 

The created things blindly follow the wish of the Creator spontane* 

onsly, but the creator himself does not feel the necessity of his looking 

' to it again. Once the duty is done, it is done for ever. The world 

goes on of itself, though the creator is as if asleep. Thus we see that 

some kind of theism bolds the arbitrary will and design in GoJ. 

The creation of the Divine is finite while the Divine itself is 

infinite. The Divine is looked upon as an author or a maker. Theism 

asserts that the author is perfect but the creation which comes out of 

the hand of the author is imperfect. The relationship between the 

author and his work is not from eternity. The author suddenly wills 

and the work is create 1. These statements of theis n either knowingly 

or unknowingly hold that there is «*ome imperfection in God, other¬ 

wise how ran His creation, which He ravde by BTis free will, be full 

of imperfection^? Theism includes polythMsin, pantheism, and 
monotheism, and so on. The complete opposite of theism is atheism, 

which denies the existence of the Divine. Monotheism maintains one 

absolute infinite transcendental reality wliereas pantheism does away 

with the conception of transcendence. 

Whether Spinoza is a pantheist or a theis^ is a mitter of great 

dispute. Some critics even go so far to declare him an atheist. 

His philosophy is the amalgamation of all religious doctrines. The 

philosophy of Spinoza incorporates every religious doctrine in the 

development of its own system. It can be safely said that Spinoza 

wants to reconcile every religion but he fails to make sure of his own 

religion. The conflicting tendencies of Spinozistic philosophy will 

be more and more clear to us as we try to realise the relation of 

substance to finite modes. ‘‘There is. however, a curious conflict 

of tendencies in Spinoza's philosophy. Though he maintains that 

we mast view things in the concrete setting of their constitutive re¬ 

lations, he was yet himself driven to deny the 'Xisteoce of the finite, 

the knowledge of which he thus sought to complete ; and though he 

denounces any attempt to explain the concrete through general and 

abstract, he himself in the end hypostatises, as the sole reality, a few 

merely absiract conceptions**.' The strung* contradiction between 

the results at which he aims and tiie conclusion at which he 

arrives, lies in his Latin culture and in the rationalistic principles of , 

Oarieaian philosophy, 

^ Kwmui Smith: The Cartoiian Philoeoplij, p. 

ll-49«6P-^ 
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knowledge of the finite, be^anse withont the irne oonceprlaoiiH of tibe* 

latter, the former, which even denies any kind of description, cannot 

bo known in the least. Spinoza's definition of the finite is this: 

^'Tbat thing is called finite in its own kind which oan be limited by 

another thing of the same nature* For example, a body is called* 

finite, because we can always conceive of another body which is greater. 

So a thought is limited by another thought; but a body is not limited 

by a thought, nor a thought by a body" (Def. 11;. Everything that 

suffers description is finite in its own kind because without reference 

to that particular class which contains and limits it, it cannot be 

described. "A finite is thus something that is similar in some respect 

to something else of its own kind with which it may be compared 

and be found greater or smaller, longer or shorter, more important 

or less important",' It comes to this, that to be finite is to be 

limited and comparable, and further it asserts that to* be finite 

is to be included under a class of like things. The infinite is absolute 

negation of the finite. 

Spinoza's substance or God is necessarily infinite and absolutely 

infinite. Infinite means that which surpasses all other things of the 

same kind. But "absolutely infinite" means an absolute negation 

of finitude, determination and description. The infinite is unique, 

incomparable and it does not belong to any class. It is generis. 

The number of its attributes is also infinite. So Spinoza says: "But 

to the essence of that which is absolutely infinite pertains whatever 

expresses essence and involves no negation" (Def. VI Ezpl .), 

In SpihozUtic philosophy the term "infinite" stands for the 

following terms; "unique" "incomparable," "indeterminate,'' 

"indefinable," "incomprehensible" and "unknowable", etc. Aristotle 

says that "the infinite so far as it is infinite is unknown".* And 

a similar meaning can be fouud in Spinoza who repeats in connection 

with his argument, that by an infinite number of methods "we can 

never arrive at any knowledge whatever".* The world is finite 

and God is absolute infinite ; therefore, there can be no relation and 

comparison between the infinite substance and the finite world. The 

above statement bolds good in the case of Spinoza who says: "This 
♦ 

I know, that between the finite and the infinite there is no comparison 

(p^porii0J^M) y so that the difference between the greatest and 

most creature*and God is the same ae tbe difference between 

^ Spinoza," Vol p. 185. 

&bcrdea> 1* 5,187b, 7. 

'Ti^dtatna da Intellectna ]Sm«tidati<HU» 18i {Qptta XJ, pp. 18, U, lt-981. 
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lowest d^toio**/ Urns we can conclade that b^e 

Spinoza accepts tfae tbeistic position and definitely holds that QcA 

who is nocessuily infinite is a tranaoendental reality. The pantheistic 

fortificatkxn of Spinoza falls down by bis acceptance of this theiaiic 

position. It Beetns that at the beginning Spinoza was a pantheist 

but at the end he was driven to accept the tfaeistio view which main¬ 

tains that God is transcendental, abaolnte and infinite Being. The 

necessarily infinite substance of Spinoza is not exhausted by the 

conrse of the production of the finite world because his God 

or substance is necessarily indivisible and indeterminate. The 

determinate finite world cannot say anything about the indetermi¬ 

nate infinite substance. The ‘absolutely infinite* substance or God 

excludes all forms of the universe of finitude from it. Though 

Spinoza’s God is indeterminate and unknowable yet Spinoza never 

says ttflat he is wanting in essence and perfection. Spinoza's God 

is the essence or indwelling cause of the universe and He is the most 

perfect Being. According to Spinoza, everything can be vague 

and illusory but there cannot be any question about the validity of 

the most perfect Being. Thus regarding the infinitude of God 

Spinoza was led to accept the tbeistic conception of God. The conflict 

of Spinoza's philosophy lies in the opposition between ‘All-inaraanency 

and some-transcendency*. Immanency is the notion that the intelli¬ 

gent and creative principle of the universe pervades the universe 

itself. Immanency is a fundamental conception of pantheism. Though 

Spinoza tries his best to do away with the conception of transcendence 

yet he is forced to accept some transcendency when the question of 

‘infinitude of God* comes before him. According to the pantheist 

God manifests himself in the form of the universe and God is nothing 

but the sum total of the universe. 

But tfae theists are found possessed by the conception of an indwelling 

God whose living spirit moves in the unsleeping order of nature to 

act and behave. When “ a i»ntbeist-like Spinoza has to go beyond 

the nafura naturaia, and concede a natura naturans related to it as 

cause to effect, it is in vain for him to set them forth as identical by 
covering them together with the label * cauw sutand pretend that 

be^has not trespassed upon any ‘transcendent* ground ” * Now it is 

quite clear that it becomes very difficult for Spinoza to escape from 

the transcendent idea of God. The conflict between pantheism and. 

theism ends in the tbeistic interpretation of God or substance. 

^ E^stoU 6i. 
^ liarfiaMB s A Study of Holi^^on, p. 148. 
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God is the antithesis and reversal of all our ordinary modes of 

thought- God is ^infinite* and therefore, He is ooapproachable by 

the 'finite*. He is altogether of a different kind from the created 

things. "We say that he is 'one', but all that that means is that 

he is not what in the world of our experience we know as *inany'. 

We say that he is 'good’ but all that that means is that he is not 

what in the world of our experience we know as 'evil'. We eay that 

he is 'living', but all that that means is that be is not what in the 

world of our experience we know as 'dead*'.* The above statements 

show that Spinoza inclines somewhat towards theism. God is an 

'infinite’ and all-inclusive Being which has no limits. The all- 

inclusive Being is only limited by its own nature and " that nature 

inevitably transcends human categories".® The finite can only 

know ‘finite’. Thus God being ‘infiuile’ transcends all things of 

human experience and He is unapproachable by the ‘finite*. This 

enlightened, though somewhat chilling theism, which combines a 

profound sense of the existence of God with a profound distrust of 

our ability to know him, is fully represented on what might be called 

the theistic side of Spinoza ".® The theistic side of Spinoza has 

taught us that we cannot exbauct the nature of the ‘infinite’ substance 

by the use of the ‘finite’ categories. Here Spinoza treats God as 

transcendent. Again when he says that God is all in all and all 

things are in God, he gradually goes far away from his theistic 

position and accepts the pantheistic doctrine by aseerling the 

following : “ Everything which exists, exists in God and without God 

nothing could either exist or be conceived" (Etb. 1, 15). Thus the 

conflict between the pantheism and theism is quite clear in Spinozistic 

philosophy. When Spinoza conceives God or substance as‘infinite’ 

and transcendent be is a theist and when he identifies God with the 

universe or with nature be is a pantheist. The true cause of the 

conflict between pantheism and theism in Spinoza’s philosophy lies 

in the three words, God, Nature and Substance which are used by 

him to designate the all-inclnsive reality. ** Beginning with the 

primordial causality itself, the * Jons et origo i&rum**—be uses 

several terms to denote it,—^Nature, God, Substance,—the two former 

preponderating in his earlier writings, the last in the Ethics. Though 

identical in their application, they differ somewhat in their inner 

meaning: Under "Nature"^ve are expected to think of the cootinu- 

1 

^ ^ Leon B^b ; fipioosat p. 65. 
> Jbid : BpiuttSf p* 64. 
* ibid t Bpinoia, p. 
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008 sooroo of birth; onder ''Gtod", of the oniTergal oaose of 

created things; under ‘'Sobatance”, of the permanent reality behind 

phenomena.” ’ Spinoza holds pantheistic position when he identifies 

God with the universe. But it must be borne in mind that Spinoza's 
* 

conception of the universe is far more than the physical world of 

ours. Spinoza's Qod or Substance is the falluess of all being, the 

supreme reality, God has not been reduced to Nature, but Nature 

exalted to God'*.’ Some critics declare Spinoza to be a naturalist. 

By the above statement it is shown that Spinoza is justified even to 

be a naturalist and his system is thus called the system of one pure 

naturaliFm. 

The conflict of Spinozistic philosophy, therefore, is between 

pantheism and theism or between naturalism and theism. The con¬ 

flicting tendencies have their origin more in Spinoza's profuse use 

of the tfriu God than its meaning Avenarious, who has stratified 

the writings of Spinoza on the basis of the use of the term Nature, 

God, and Substance .... has discovered three phases in the develop¬ 

ment of Spinoza's pantheism, which he designates by the following 

terms: Naturalist All-in-one, Theistic All-in-one, and Substantive 

All-in-one".^ Windelband brushes aside all these and declares that 

Spinoza’s system is “ complete aud unreserved pantheismThe 

problem before us is the problem whether Spinoza’s God is absolutely 

identical with the sum total of particular things or whether God does 

transcend them in some way. When we accept the former position 

Spinoza is a pantheist to us and as soon as we agree with the latter 

conception be becomes a theist. 

Infinitu Modes 

So far as we have discussed Spinoza's system, it leaves us as yet 

without any principle of mediation between the absolute Infinite 

substance and the world of the finite things. The conflicting tendency 

of Spinozistic philosophy is still in the process of development. The 

relationship between the infinite and the finite is not yet established 

and as he (Spinoza) advances to liuk the finite with the infinite the 

real conflict begins. The long and deep line of demarcation between 

the hifinite and the finite has not vanished. Though Spinoza tries 

his best to do away with this yet he cannot do so. " The gap 
• 

* Dr. Martiaen’s study of Spinoza, p. 169. 

* Pollock, Spinoza (1913), p. 881. 

* WolfioD ; The Philoaopliy of Spinoza, Vd. 1, p. 398. 

* Ibid : The Philoiophy of Spinoza, Vol. I, p. 399. 
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between the infinite and finite remains unbridged.^ The mediaeTal^a 

conception of the infinite denies any finitade in it. Spinoza being 

born and brought up under the influence of the transcendental con¬ 

ception of the infinite met with difficulties in his philosophical investi¬ 

gation of the absolute reality and in no way could set aside the 

mediaeval philosophers' and Aristotle's conception of the infinite. 

According to the mediaevals, that which is infinite cannot be finite 

because finitude indicates some limitation and that which is limited 

must be perishable. The infinite is imperishable, therefore the infinite 

cannot be finite at all. By accepting this statement Spinoza is still 

in the domain of Natura Naturans” or “that which is in itself, 

is conceived through itself".* Spinoza, being a pantheist, is con¬ 

fronted with difficulties and wants to erect a bridge over the gap 

between ** Natura Naixirans'* and “ iVafwm Naiuraia'' or the 

world of the finite things. 

In order to fill up the gap Spinoza introduces the conception of 

“Infinite Modes". Infinite Modes have a double aspect. They are the 

connecting links between the two different worlds—the world of 

infinitude and the world of finitude. “As "Modes", they belong to 

the sphere of the finite ; as ‘Infinite modes’, to that of the infinite".* 

Here we can notice that the ideas of the finite things and of the 

infinite substance have come under one Lead—“Infinite Modes’*. 

Though according to Spinoza the finite can only follow from the 

finite and the infinite from the infinite, yet despite that assertion 

he combines the ideas of infinite and of finite in order to overcome 

the peculiar contradictions and difficulties of his philosophy. The 

following passages contain Spinoza’s doctrines of infinite modes: 

“Whatever follows from any attribute of God, in so far as it is modified 

by a modification, which exists necessarily and infinitely and infinite 

through the said attribute, must also exist necessarily and as 

infinite",* or in other words, “Every mole which exists both nece¬ 

ssarily and as infinite, must necessarily follow either from the absolute 

nature of some attribute of God, or from an attribute modified by 

a modification, which exists necessarily and as infinite".* The 

difference between the attributes and modes is this; the former az!6 

conceived through themselves and the latter through the attributes. 

^ Gaird “Spiooza", p. 176. * 
* lod Hib attributeB. 

Ca^d Spinoza, p. 176. 

4 Bth.» 1. 22. 
3 *' Bth., I.t8. 

1 
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There are twa kinds of indnite modes. The drst kind is (i) 

immediate infinite and eternal inodes and the second is (ii) mediate 

infinite and eternal modes. Immediate infinite m)des follow imme¬ 

diately from the attributes and the mediate modes follow from the 

attribute, already modified by modifications. But both the immediate 

and mediate infinite modes are combined under the head of ‘‘Infinite 

Modes’*. It is stated that the absolutely infinite intellect or “the 

intellect in thought” and motion and rest in extension belong to 

the class of immediate infinite and eternal inodes. The immediate 

infinite modes are the direct modification of the attributes 

of thought and extension. The two (infinite intellect and 

motion and rest) constitute the face of thi whole universe, “The 

face of the whole universe always remains the same although its parts 

undergo constant change or modification. 

In • Spinozislic pliilosophy we meet with two irreconcilable 

elements. The first is the subordination of the infinite inodes to God 

and the second is the equality of the infinite modes with God.' The 

conception of infinite modes involves contradiction. On the one band, 

it is related to God through His attributes and thereby remains in 

the sphere of infinitude, and on the other hand it is related to finite 

individuals which are thu^ modifications of modifications and so on, 

of God. The double aspect of the Spinozistic infinite modes gives 

rise to conflicting tendencies. 

The conflict which has its origin in Spinoza’s conception of 

infinite substance and finite individuals is really insoluble; yet we find 

in Spinozistic philosophy an attempt to solve it by introducing the 

conception of “infinite modes”. If Spinoza had been true to bis logical 

construction his philosophical investigation might have ended here. 

But throwing logic to the winds, he tries bis best to cross over the 

gulf by making ‘infinite modes’ a via-media between God and the 

finite world. “Infinite and finite individuality express ideas which, 

as Spinoza defines them, are reciprocally exclusive ; but when we 

examine what is meant by the phrase “infinite modes”, we find that 

it involves, in opposite directions, an endeavour so to modify these 

ideas as to bring them into coherence”.* Previously we have seen 

that God or substance as infinite and eternal, transcends all phono- 

inenal objects and thereby it is barren, because “all determination 

is negation”. But with the appearance pf “infinite modes” in 

* Caird : Spinoza, p. 178. 

* Ihid i Spiooza, p. 179. 

13—1946P-I 
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SpiBoziBti^! pliiloBopby the tbeistic poeition of his God is shaken and 

the barren God becomes ferMle. We have also examined that all 

particular things are nothing but the creations of false imagination, 

and that which is the creation of false imagination is vague and 

illusory. The theists conceive the world of particular things or objects 

as imperfect and transient. The only reality is God or Divine. Once 

Spinoza wag a theist when he did conceive God as the pure infinite 

and absolute reality. But sometimes he is no more a theist because 

the finite things can claim for th'^m an infinite origin and that which 

has the infinite origin is imperishable. Therefore, the finite indivi¬ 

duals are also imperishable, as they are nothing but true manifesta¬ 

tions of God. Thus Spinoza holds apain the pantheistic position. 

Finite Modes 

The conflict between pantheism and theism will be more clear 

to us when we discuss Spinoza’s notion of finite modes. The question 

which naturally arises in this connection is this : "If individual 

things follow from God, then since God is infinite, where does their 

finiteness come from"? (Wolfson : The Philosophy of Spinoza, Vol. 

I, p, 388). This is a very imjxirtant topic which requires clear 

explanation in Spinoza’s system and in connection with this problem 

we are going to discuss Spinoza’s conception of finite modes in the 

following paragraphs. 

The problem can be restated thus: How can the finite come 

out of the infinite or in other words, how can the infinite be the 

cause of the finite? The infinite is unique and unlimited, and that 

which is unlimited is imperishable. The infinite is eternal and 

perfect Being. But our notion of finite implies that it is limited 

and perishable. If infinite manifests itself in the form of finite bow 

ifl it at all possible for the finite to go out of existence for good? That 

which necessarily comes out from tlie absolute nature of God or 

Substance must have the right of existing for ever and 

there must be self-maintaining impulse in it. Spinoza does assign 

self-maintaining impulse to them when he says that Nature is equal 

to God. But again be does not assign any independent reality to 

them by asserting that the substance (God) is indivisible* Now 

the problem is this; If God is infinite and absolutely indivisible, 

from where does the finitude come? In order to answer this question 

Spinoa^ introduces the conception of modes in his system of philosophy. 

Modes ^re both infinite and finite. Modes as infinite are eternal 

and modes eg finite are temporal. The answer of the above mentioned 
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problem becomes clear if we read the following lines from Professor 

Thilly's History of Philosophy. ‘‘In one sense, modes are infinite 

and necessary, in another sense they are finite and teiut;oral.The 

.eternal infinite substance expresses itself for ever in definite ways, 

in an eternal and necessary system of physical and mental forms, 

in a system of ideas and in a system of bodies. Such an infinite 

and necessary sysLein of ideas, the totality of all ideas, Spinoza calls 

the absolute infinite intellect; the system of modes of extension he 

calls motion and rest; the two together constitute the face of the 

universe. The face of the whole universe always remains the same, 

although its parts undergo constant change. Nature, as a whole, 

may here be compared to an individual organism, the elements of 

which come and go, but whose form (face) remains the same.'* 

(Tbilly : pistory of Philosophy, p. 298). 

His definition of modes is this; “By mode”, he means the 

modifications or affectations of Substance, or that which exists in and 

is conceived through, something other than itself. This definition 

of modes shows that the one unique and simple Substance or God 

consists of a multiplicity of inodes. The modes are self-dependent 

and are conceived through God. They have a conditioned existence 

and they are conditioned by God to act. In proposition NXVIll of 

Ethics I, Spinoza says: “Every individual thing or everything which 

is finite and has a conditioned existence, cannot exist or be condi¬ 

tioned to act, unless it be conditioned for existence and action by a 

cause other than itself, which aho is finite and has a conditioned 

existence, and likewise this cause cannot, in its turn, exist, or be 

conditioned to ai-t, unles'i it be conditioned for existence and action 

by another cause, which aho is finite and has a conditioned existence 

and so on to infinite*'. The ultimate cause is God or Substance. The 

highest cause is self-caused or -sin and it is the cause of every¬ 

thing else. When Spinoza maintains that God is the highest cause 

or self-caused and the most perfect Being he leans towards the 

theistic interpretation of God Theism also asserts that God is 

infinite and most perfect and He is the ultimate cause of this finite 

world. ,It also says that the finite individuals are imperfect and 

there is nothing in them to maintain their independent reality. 

Spinoza’s definition of modes and bis proposition XXVIII in Ethics 

I assert exactly the same thing as the thejstic conception does. 

Again Spinoza says that finite follows from the finite and infinite > 

from the infinite. Modes, being finite, implies that God, being 
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infinite,, cannot be the I a'Jse of them. 8o it may be asked: where 

do they come from? and how do they come? Modes, being modifica- 

tioDfi of God, assert the fact of divine origin for their permanent 

existence. But every particular thing taken by itself is a part which 

is incomplete in power and essence, is finite in nati7re, and is transi¬ 

tory in existence. The power, whereby each particular thing, and 

consequently man, preserves his being, is the power of God or of 

Nature. (Eth.l.XXIV Coroll.). On the one hand, if we assign to 

the particular things independent existence the model system of 

Spinoza vanishes and he no more remains a pantheist or a ^Gk)d- 

intoxicated man*. His conceplion of Qotl as equal to ‘Nature’ shows 

him to be a full-fledg&d pantheist. On the other hand, when Spinoza 

maintains that “God is the eiBcient can.se not only of the existence 
of things, but also of their essence” (Prop. XXV, Ethics 1> his at¬ 

titude is that of a theist. God is not only the cause of particular 

things (coming into existence) but also of their continuing into ex¬ 

istence, or in other words, He is the cause and effect both. We 

thus see in Spinoza a continuous oscillation between pantheism and 

theism. 

In order to reconcile these conflicting tendencies Spinoza gives 

a general scheme of deriving modes from substance. The finite 

follows from finite causes. These causes are infinite in number. 

They again form an infinite series of causes and effects. That in¬ 

finite series owes its origin to the mediate infinite modes. Then 

mediate infinite modes follow directly from God. Thus the series is 

complete and we can conclude that strictly speaking they (modes) 

are not finite but infinite in essence and existence. So far as the 

modes are treated as being of the same estence as God, Spinoza’s 

philosophy must be pronounced to be distinctly pantheistic. So far, 

however, as he gives them finite or relative stability, his philosophy is 

tbeistic. 

Again, another dilBculty arises when we come across 

proposition XXVIII of Ethics 1, wliere Spinoza says : That which 

is finite and which has determinate existence could not be produced 

by the absolute nature of any attribute of God for whatever foJlows 

from the absolute nature of any attribute of God is infinite and 

eternal/' This statement of Spinoza shows that finite modifications 

are quite impossible. The gap between the finite and infinite remains 

unbridged. Though Spinoza tries to overcome this conflict yet he 

has not succeeded in doing so. When he sees the difficulty that the 
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finite cannot come out of the absolute infinite and indivUible substance • 
he introdaces the conception of infinite-finite modes in his system. 
By introducing this notion he remains no longer strict to his own 

logic. First of all he tries to prove everything mathematically or 

eay, logically, but as soon as hi advances to erect a bridge over the 
gap between the infinite God and the finite world bis mathematical 

or logical conclusion shows its absolute barrenness. 

So far as we have realised that Spinozj^’s doctrine is not cent 

per cent pantheistic. We have also tried to show that Spinoza is 

a qualified pantheist, because at one time he conceives the finite 

world as a modification of God and at another time he reduces the 

finite individuals to unreality and illusion. His philosophy gives 

birth to many a confiicting tendency and in order to reconcile them, 

be becomes once a pantheist and at another time a theist and so on. 

Thus we chnnot conclude that his doctrine is, strictly speaking, pantheis¬ 

tic, His general tendency is towards pantheism but being confronted 

with difficulties he is led to accept the theistic position as we have 

already pointed out. 

Is THE DoOI'UINE PANTHEISTIC ? 

In the above Chapter we tried to show that Spinoza can¬ 

not be called either a true pantheist or a tbcist. The confiict with 

which we are now acquainted is due to his manifold conception of 

the relations of the finite world to God. Principal Gaird has rightly 

observed as follows : "In the one case the world is nothing and God 

is all; in the other the world is the manifold expression of the nature 

of God, and God the Being who-e nature unfolds, without losing 

itself in the innurnerablfi individualities of the finite world. If 

'jSpinozaism contained no ctlier conception of the relation of God to 

the world than the first, we should be compelled to pronounce it a 

purely pantheistic system. Perhaps the second conception is in¬ 

troduced in order to correct the inadequacy of the first. Therefore, 

the conflict am^e between the first and the second conceptions of the 

relation of God to the world.” ‘ This shows clearly that Spinoza's 

general tendency towards philosophy is pantheistic but being con¬ 

fronted with difficulties and inadequacies of this pantheistic doctrine 

he (Spinoza) leans towards naturalism and theism. Thus we can 

maintain that Spinoza is not a true pantheist. Either he is a qualified 

pantheist or a theist; either he is a naturalist or a supernaturalist aild 

Cftird "Bpiooit'*, p, 176 
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60 on. Therefore, it .annot be said that Spinozistic doctrine la cen 

per cent pantbeietic. If it were so there wmild have been no conflict 

iu Spinoza’s system and Spinoza would have been freed from the 

charge that the gap between the finite world and God remains unbri- 

dged. 

(To be continued) 



Eeti<etD£( mh of 9ooko 
Existentialism—By Jean-Paul Sartre. Transfated by Bernard 

Frechtman. Philosopbicol Library, New York. Pp. 92. 

Existentialism has obtained an important footing among thinkers 

and intellectuals on the continent of Europe. At the moment its position 

seems to resemble that of Freudian Psychology, struggling for recognition 

during the period preceding the First World War, In England, however, 

there is a tendency to disregard it, or treat it with contempt, well voiced 

by Bcitrand Ilusseil, who, in a recent broadcast comment, dismissed it 

as fiODSense. 

Although Existentialism has come into increasing prominence in 

recent years, its ancestry goes back to St Augustine’s 'Confessions*, con¬ 

taining elements like the individual's encounter with destiny, and anguish, 

dread and despair, which are now basic to the Existentialist attitude. 

We can even go further back in the past, and see in the words of Socrates, 

in the Apology, the Existentialist position on death clearly stated: I do 

not know what lies in the beyond, but I go forward with courage and hope, 

and I shall find out in good time I’ 

The term Existentialist is connected with scholastic philosophy and 

is based upon a distinction between essence and existence. ‘Essence 

is what a being is. Existence is the act by which a being is*. The words 

are said by Thomas Aquinas, and this frame work of reference is necessary 

to dehne things which exist as marked o£E from those that are merely 

objects of thought, such as a unicorn, possessing an essence but no exis¬ 

tence. 

In recent years Kierkegaard is the first in the new line of ihinkiDg. 

Sartre is perhaps the most popular. The reas >n seems to be that the 

latter has, in his novels and dramas, tried to come to grips with the 

human situation in the existential manner, and has thus given a wider 

currency to bis ideas. The fundamental idea in this philosophy is the 

freedom of choice. 'We do not merely choose between this course of 

action and that, we choose and make ourselves*. (Exisienlialism from 

Within by E. Allen, p. 66), 

This point is of great significance and the following words quoted 

from Jhe book under review will clarify the position still further: ‘When 

the existentialist writes about a coward, he says that this coward is 

responsible for his cowardice. He's not like that because he has a cow¬ 

ardly heart or lung or brain; he's not like that on account of his physiolo- 

gioal make-up; but he*s like that because he has made himself^a cow|ur4* 

by his acts’, (p. 40). 
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In Sartre’s novels ilie choice mode is often inauthentic. It will be 

difficult for any one to grasp bis attitude with )ut a knowledge of his 
philosophy. Unlike hVoud the Existentinlist docs not regard ' man ns a 

victim of circumstance beyond his control. The Psycho-analyst holds 
some pboebia or complex as responsible for conduct but the new thinkei^ 
will not thus shift ihe responsibility on to something outside gnesolf. 
Sartre thinks this circumstance the source of the peculiar strength and 
greatness of his philosophy: 'You see that it can not be taken for a 
philosophy of quietism, since it defines man in terms of action; nor for 
a pessimistic description of man—there is no doctrine more opbimi8tio> 

since man’s destiny is within himself; nor for an attempt to discourage 
man from acting, since it tells him the only hope is in his acting and 
that action is the only thing that enables a man to live.’ (p. 42). 

The ultimate test is, of course not ihe cheerful message which the 
philosophy carries with it but its basic truth, and its future acceptance 
or rejection will depend upon how far it satisfies the criterion. Ab an 

initial advantage we can see in it a mode of escape from the gloomy 

determinism preached by Freudians, and Behaviourists under Pavlov. 

Sri C. Sen. 

Family and Kin in Indo-European Culture—By G. S. Ghurye, 
University of Bombay Publications, Sociology Series, No. 4. George 
Cumberlcge. Oxford University Press, 1955. Pp, 254. Bupces Twelve. 

Professor Ghurye has tried to present in this book a description of 

the kinship pattern and familial organization of the Indo-European peoples. 
After some amount of preliminary discussion, be has discussed in detail 
the structure of the family in ancient and medieval times in northern 
India; and then proceeded to do the same thiug with regard to Greek 

and Latin cultures. In a final chapter, there is some account of material 
from Scandinavian and other European cultures. This is followed by 

a not very elaborate, but pointed discussion of the theory of economic 
determinism of family structure as propounded by Engels. The last 
section of the book therefore gains some amount of topical interest. In 
the last sentence of the book, Professor Ghurye says, "Thus is the primacy 
of beliefs and ideas over economic factors substantiated by ihe social 
history of the Indo-Europeans " 

"When Professor Ghurye differs from anybody, he hits hard. But, 
we believe, this is unbecoming in a scientific atmosphere. A sentence 
like the following one could have been toned down considerably without 
any lo^s in the strength* of one's views: "It can be easily seen that the 

so-called particular discrimination of marriage relationships in this line 
shows pot Only Morgan’s mental confusion but also a travesty of disc 

crimmatton.** (P-^, 
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Professor Oburjo goes throu^ a subtle chain of reasoning to prove 

that the original Indo-Aryan family consisted of four generations. 

Families became extended, kinship began to be recorded in personal names, 

until it could no longer be actually traced. Then clans came into being, 

.and bore the names of great heroes or otherwise distinguished persons. 

Professor Ghurye has tried successfully to combat the view that matri¬ 

archy was a universal antecedent of patriarchal organization. While 

doing so, he has incidentally examined ctitically some of the uses to which 

kinship terms have subjected for purposes of historical reconstruction. 

In this section. Professor Ghurye brushes aside such attempts, unless 

the existence of the reconstructed forms of marriage can be attested to 

by other forms of evidence. It is- curious however that he says little 

about Dr, Rivers's attempts in this respect. Perhaps the abstention has 

been out of respect. But then one has to account for the existence of 

such things as joking relationships, privileged familinritios, avoidances, 

etc. by seme alternate hypothesis, instead of merely brushing them aside 

OB accidental curiosities. 

One observation has to be made with regard to the kind of evidence 

employed in the chapters dealing with Greek culture. From references 

in epic liorature, Professor Ghurye shows how the Greek family life was 

corrupted by sexual licence, and unworthy relations between different 

generations of men and women. But these were, even then, looked upon 

as deviations rather than as approved customs. In our epic literature 

too, we find tales of licence or of practices, which are however not to be 

taken as representing the norm. If cultures have to be compared with 

one another, we believe, it is right to compare on the basis of compa¬ 

rables. The ideals of one and the actualities of another, perhaps picked 

up from a particular class in society^ are undoubtedly not. In any case, 

we believe that an account of aberrations does not help us in understand¬ 

ing any better either Greek or Hindu social structure. 

Professor Qburye’s summary dismissal of the view of Engels does 

not seem to us to be justified. Engels may have been wrong in discover¬ 

ing in economic determinism a universal solvent. One need only point 

out that hu theory does not help in explaining the details of a particular 

situation. But how can one say that economic forces do not have anything 

to do with social structure, and it is only beliefs and notions that do? 

If polyandry arises in a place where there is female infanticide, and where 

people also do not wish to squander a limited property by division and 

subdivision, then are not the concepts which eventually arise out of 

polyandry ultimately referable to 'material' causes? It is true that the 

beliefs which led to the practice of infanticide are inadequately known 

as far as their origin is conoemed. But they have to be looked for 

carnally, before we brush aside such a helpful hypothesis as Marx <3^ 
^ngpla suggested as completely unwarranted. 

ia-1946P—I. ^ ^ 
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Professor Ghurye's book is> oh the whole, provocative in many ways. 

It contains a wealth of information, and logical reconstructions which 

are on the whole sound. But they are presented with a kind of hardnessi 

and an utter disregard of alternate views which seem to hurt in a scien¬ 

tific atmosphere. No one has, we believe, the right to claim that alt 

truth is on his side. All of us can do no more than pursue our own view 

of truth to the best of our ability without denying the same right to other 

people. It la only when we try to find out the truth in the other man’s 

point of view that, in the process of that humble admission, perhaps we 

come one Step nearer to our final objective. 

Nirmal Kuhab Bose. 
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Thb Late PBOFBSSoa Jasqopal Banerjbe 



Death of Pbofsssor Jayoofal Banebjes 

Death occurred in Calcutta on 25th December, 1956, of Professor 

Jaygopal Banerjee at the ripe old age of eighty#5Ve. We must say 

that both the country and the University of Calcutta are the poo^ 

by his death, Bengal has lost in him a man of letters, who 

throughout bis life did his best to unlock to Bengali students the vast 

treasure-house of English literature. Generations of earnest and eager 

pupils at Coocb-Behar in North Bengal and in the Post-graduate 

classes in the University of Calcutta sat at bis feet and were captu 

vated by bis profound learning and the charm of bis personality. 

In a sense, he was one of the last survivors of our heroic age in 

Bengal—an age which was adorned by a galaxy of bright and in¬ 

spiring teachers. Professor Jaygopal, after a highly successful career 

at Cooch-Bebar and Banaras, joined the Post-graduale Department of 

the University of Calcutta where he rose to first Indian Professor and 

Head of the Department of English Literature. Teaching was the 

passion of his life. No man of our time can be more truly said to 

have lived for the sake of his work, A great teacher is one of the 

rarest of human beings. Be has to fill a subject with his personality. 

Professor Jaygopal had this power in a pre-eminent measure. He 

was always able to tread even well-worn paths with a sense of vigour 

and freshness peculiarly his own. It has been said that a great 

teacher knows, like Moses, how to strike living water from the rock. 

Jaygopal Lad this wonderful gift, and thousands of his graieful and 

devoted pupils will testify to the truth of this statement. 

With the Calcutta Ileview his relations were intiinate and sus¬ 

tained. He acted as the Editor-in chief of this Keview from 1927 

to 1933, and the pages of the Review, for a number of years, bear the 

impress of his learning and scholarship. His essays on Adwaita Philo¬ 

sophy, Contemporary English Poetry, W. B. Yeats, the Philosophy 

of Shelley, Robert Bridges, and Red Oleanders of Rabindranath Tagore 

ate strikingly original, and they open out new vistas of thought. 

He founded the Calcutta branch of Poetry Society where his discourses 

and brilliant talks eiCited the. wonder and admiration of all the_ 

members who listened. But perhaps more than his intellectual powws^^ 

and aesthetic gifts, the' thing most to be valued m bis 
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was. the moral earnestnees and integrity of the man. The really inter¬ 

esting and striking thing in bis life was not what be actually producedi 

but himself, that is to say, his transparent sincerity, his Biuoplicity 

and disinterestedness, bis sweet and lovely example, his courage and 

fearlessness, and above all, bis unlikeness to anybody else. He had ' 

no stereotyped opinions, but he was always making progress in the 

path of apprehending truth either through intellect or through intui¬ 

tion. We convey our condolence to the members of the bereaved 

family. 
• • « 

Dkath of Professor Suhash Chandra Hox 

Death has also snatched away from our midst Suhash Chandra 

Roy who was a Lecturer in the Department of English for more than 

thirty-five years. Suhash Chandra was a very popular teacher. He 

was popular with the students and teachers alike. His clean conduct 

and personal charm endeared him in every circle where he moved. 

He had just retired from service in the University, and it might be 

expected that he would live for a few years more to enjoy his well- 

earned rest. But Providence decreed otherwise. We convey our 

condolence to the members of the bereaved family. 
» w « 

Centenary Celebra’iions 

The University has made arrangements to celebrate its centenary 

in a befitting manner. The programme has already been pablished 

in the press and in the pages of this Review. The celebration will 

reach their climax in the programme of activities from the 19th to 

24th of January. It may be recalled in this connection that the 

University of Calcutta was created by an Act of the Indian Legislative 

Council on 24th January, 1857. It is therefore, in the fitness of 

things that the final celebrations of the Centenary should take place 

on 24tb January, 1957. We are glad to announce in this connection, 

again, that a fairly big volume giving the history of the University 

of Calcutta during the last one hundred years is being published on 

ibis occasion. This volume will convey some idea of the different 

aspects and activities of University life during one hundred yeErrs of 

its existence. The past one hundred years have been fruitful indeed 
f 

. in the life of tbe University and the nation in different branches. 

^ Let, ps hopa that in the century that lies ahead^ the record of the 

Dabrersity will he still more fruitful and gloriouse Let there be an 

earnest dedication for this purpose. 



'grotificatlotts 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

NotificAtioD No. C/1714/109 (Affl.), dated 38,19,56. 

Ifc Js hereby notified for geoerftl iaformation that the Vice-Ohazioellor and Syodioate 

have been pleased to recogniee the School of Tropical Medicine, Cilcntta as an iostitatioD 

affiliated to tliis UoUeraity for training of the stadents for the D T.M. A H.Conrae. 

D. CHAEBAVARTI, 

Regitifar, 

Notificaiions; Other Universities. 

THE MAHARAJA 6AYAJIEAO UNIVERSITY OP BABODA 

Notification 

No. SR (EX) 66-VI-73 

It is hereby notified under the direction of the Syndicate that the results of the follow¬ 

ing candidates, who have been found guilty of having practised onfair means at the 

University Examinations mentioned against each of them, held in March-April 1966, are 

hereby cancelled. Further, all of them exceit Sr. Ko, 4, Kami Ko/ni Pariramt are 

debarred from appearing at any University Examination before Slat December, 1957. 

81. 
No. 

Examination Seat 
No. 

Name Facolty/ 
Institution 

1 Intermediate Arts 21 Shah Raroanlal Chbotalal Intermediate College 

3 Intermediate ArU 165 Bbah Vioaykaat Bhikhalal Intermediate College 

d Intermediate Arts 166 Vazirani Nanik Dbaramdas^ Intermediate College 

4 Intermediate Arts 167 Kama Sajni Partram Intermediate College 

6 Intermediate Commerce 73 Shah Thakorlal Bbailalbbai Intermediate College 

6 B.Gom. 33 Mehta Msnojknmar Ghandrakant Facnlt} of Commerce 

7 Diploma in Arohiteotnrs 17 Maltiok Gian Chand Facolty of Technology 
and Bogineeringi 

8 F«B. 80 Golani Parahottam Pribhdaz Facolty of Technology 
A Engineering. 

B. K. BUNTRl, 
Regfstmr. 
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BENGAL (1750-1800) 

Hrmendra Prasad Ghosh 

CHAPTER Vll 

The moral condition of a society which paid respect to Mrs. • 

Hastings and idolised Francis can be easily imagined. Many of the men 

indulged in what may be called profligate concubinage which was no^ 

considered to be “deviation from propriety"—and was never condemned. 

Then was fashionable dissipation in abundance and no small ^ount of 

secret vice. No wonder Lord Valentia who visited Calcutta in 1803 

wrote as follows :— 

“The most rapidly accumulating evil of Bengal is the increase of 

half-scaste children. They are forming the first step to colonisatioBf 

by creating a link of union between the English and the natives. In 

every country where this intermediate caste has been permitted to rise, 

it has ultimately tended to the ruin of that country.. Their 
increase in India is beyond calculation; and though possibly there may 

be nothing to fear from the sloth of the Hindoos and the rapidly dedin* 

ing consequence of the Mussulmans, yet it may be jusMy apprdi^ded^ 

that this tribe may hereafter become too powerful to control. Although 

they are not permitted to hold ofBces under the Company, yet they act 

as clerks in almost every mercantile house, and many of them annually 

sent to England to receive the benefit of an European education- With 

numibers in their favour, with'ia close relationship to the natives, and 
without an equal amount of that pusillanimity and indolence which is 

natural to them, what may not in time bd da^ied from them? I 

no hesitation in saying that the evil ought to be stopped, and I know 

other way of effecting this ohje^, than by obliging every fothtf 

cast children to send them to Europe , prohibiting their 
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^ iapac^ity whatsoever. The expense' thaj wcs^ thus attend upon children, 

W'ould certainly operate as a check to ^ extension of xenanas,^ which 

^are, how but too common among the Europeans; and this would: be a 

benefit to the country, no less in a moral, than in a political view.”“ 
The following advertisements in contemporary newspapers demons¬ 

trate the extension of this evil—. . 
(1) neat, compact and new built garden-house’' is advertised 

for .^ivate sale at 1,300 sicca rupees. It was '^pleasantly situated at 
Chowringhy, and from its contiguity to Fort William peculiarly well 

calculated for an officer; it would/’ continues the advertisement, “like- 

wrifie be a handsome provision for a native lady or child”. (1792 A.D.;^“ 

(2) Advertisement from a paper of 1794—Wants a Place—To 

wait upon a lady, either lierc or on a voyage to Europe, a native 
woman, the daughter of nn European, who speaks English, can dress 

and attend on a lady, and lias already attended one to England.” ” 

(B) “To be let or sold by private sale—a lower-roomed house 

situated immediately facing Mr. Derozio’s house on the Boytaconali 
Eoad,.There are Hootich shops belonging to the premises, 

to be sold with tiie house, wliicli are let to good and constant tenants; 

which shops alone bring in sufficient interest : the premises would he a 

desirable gift to a woman, and a permanent living.” '** 
In 1810 was published Captain Williamson’s East India 

Vade-macun in which the autlior suppoi ts concubinage and shamelessly 

remarks—”it is impossible for the generality of European inhabitants 

to act in exact conformity with those excellent doctrines which teach 
us to avoid.There are certain situations and times, in which 

the law must be suffered to sleep; since its enforcement would neither 

be easy nor wise; such is the instance now' before us”. This book gave 

a detailed account of the expenses attending the keeping of a mistress. 
The book was dedicated to the Court of Directors of the East India 

Company as one—“professedly undertaken with the view to ptomoic 

iho welfare, mid to faciliiate the progress of those youfig gentlemen who 

fnay, from time to time, be appointed to situations under your several 

JPriCffldencies”. Wrote the writer of an article on “The English in 

ittdiia-rOur social morality”—iVogress!—indeed, ‘the Ituke’s 
5rdgres8‘ " 

I The mode in which European ladies, some of rank and education, 

^ustomed to dispose themselves at Calcutta would be apparent 

Viftooant VAUmtiar—Voyages and Travels, 
fiood Old Oajfs of HonMirnblc John Company. 
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. from the following extract of a letter from a young, lady,, who—iii 

ignorance of. the prevailing practice—had been indnced to go out to 

India in one of the Company’s fleets. The letter is taken from 

Macintosh’s Travels, and was addressed by the lady to her cousin m 
.1779 

*‘My dearest Maria—With respect to your request that I shouU 

tell you plainly what 1 think of these matrimonial schemes (for snch 

they are, lei people disguise them as they will) I never can impress upon 

you tcxy strongly the folly and imjmipriety of your making such an 

attempt. Certainly, the very project itself is one of the utmost delicacy; 

for what is it but running counter to all the dictates of that diffidence 

and native modesty for which English women have been so long held 

up as tlie perfect models? 

“True it is 1 am married; J have obtained that for which I came 

out to Inc^a—a husband ; but 1 have lost what I left behind me in my 

I'iilive country—happiness. Yet my husband is rich, as rich, or richer 

than 1 could desire; but his health is ruined, as well as his temper, 

and he has taken rnc rather as a convenience than as a companion ; 

and he plays the tyrant over me with as much severity as if I were 

one of the slaves tliat carry Ins palanquin. I will just give you a hasty 

sketch of the manner in which I came h\ him. What a stale of 

things is that where the )»appiness of a wife depends upon the death of 

that man who sliould be the chief not the onlv source of felicitv. 

However such is the fact in India; the wives are looking out with 

gratitude for the next mortalitv which mav carry off their husbands, 

in order that they may return to England to live uinm tlieir jointures: 

the\ live a married life, an absolute misery, that they may enjoy a 

widow’hood of affluence and independence. This is no exaggeration, 

1 assure vou. 

“You know that independent of otliers, there were thirty of us 

females on board the H—who sailed upon the same speculation; we were 

of all ages, complexions, and sizes, wdth little or nothing in common, 

but that we were single, and wished to get married. Some were 

absolutely old maids of the shrivelled and dry description, most of them 

above the age of fifty; while others were mere girls just freed from tlie 

tyranny of the dancing, music and drawing masters at boarding school, 

ignorant of almost everything that was useful, and educated merely to 

cover the surface of their mental deformity. I promise you, to me it 

was no slight penance to be exposed during the'whole voyage to the half 

sneering, satirical looks of the mates and guinea pigs (so the midshipi»^|i^;;, 

on board Indiamen were called), and it would have been 

but for the good conduirf and politeness of Captain 8—.. He was & 
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most genitemiinly deportment, but the involuntary compassion.!. 

likioiM I sometimes discovered in him was extremely irksome, 

Upwever, we will suppose our voyage ended for nothing at all material 

happened/and that we are now safely landed at Calcutta. 

“This place has many houses of entertainment of all descriptions,' 

and the gaity that prevails after the arrival of a fleet from England is 

astonishing. The town is filled w'ith military and civil officers of all 

classes; and the first thing done after we have recovered our looks, is 

for the captains to give an entertainment, to which they issue general 

invitations; and everybody, with the look and attendance of a 

gentleman, is at liberty to make his appearance. The speculative ladies, 

who have.come out in the different ships, dress themselves with all the 

splendour they can assume exhausting upon finery all the little stock 

of money they have brought out with them from Europe. This is in 

truth their last, or nearly their last stake, and they are all determined 

to look and dance as divinely as possible. 

“Such are the majority of the ladies, while the gentlemen are 

principally composed of those who have for sometime resided in the 

country, and having realised fortunes, are determined to obtain wives 

with as little delay as possible; They are, as I have said, of all ranks, 

but generally of pale and squalid complexions, and suffering under the 

grievous infliction of liver complaints. A pretty prospect this for 

matrimonial happiness! Not a few are old and infirm, leaning upon 

sticks and crutches, and even supported about the apartment by their 

gorgeously dressed servants, for a display of all kinds of splendour on 

their part is no less attempted and accomplished. These old decrepit 

gentlemen address themselves to the youngest and prettiest and the 

youngest and prettiest if properly instructed in their parts, betray no 

sort of coyness or reluctance. In fact, this is the mode in which matches 

are generally made; and if now and then one happy couple come 

together, thousands are married with no hope of comfort, and with the 

pwospect merely of splendid misery. Generally speaking, in India, the 

officers make the best husbands, for they are frequently young and 

utiinjured by the climate, and are the best disposed to attend to the 

wishes of their wives. 

“This is called the Captain’s Ball, and most frequently the greater 

pBttt of the expectant ladies are dis])osed of there; it is really curious» 

biRt most melancholy, tq see them ranged round the room waiting with 

^ utmost;'ftnxiety tar offers, and looking with envy upon all who are 

■/f 

moi^ lortuBate than themselves. 
however, as iS smnetimes the case, a considerable numh^ 

to on hand, after the lapse of throe months, they unite to 

t 



Hn estertauunent at their owd expense, to which all gentlemen are at 

liberty to go; and if they fail in this denuer ressort, this forlorn hc^* 
they must give up the attempt, and return to England.'* *® 

This is a tocsin of alarm loudly sounded for those who wanted 

»to know if they should try the experiment of husband-hunting in far 

India. 
On a young lad)* landing at Calcutta,! she was actually “exhibited 

before those in search of wives. For the first three or four nights the 

house where she resided was beset wMth visitors, and probably, the 

greater part of the night was spent in receiving such". It was the rule to 

“strike the iron while hot", and marriages were concluded as quickly 

as possible. But the Governor-Geiierars license to be married was 

necessary to constitute it a legal one. 

In the "Hartlv House" we read the following from a lady at 

Calcutta who sadly remarks "we must all submit to our destiny : 

"An old fellow, with an incredible fortune ogles me, and professes 

liis life depends on his obtaining the honour of my hand—my father 

smiles—and I, with an air of indr»lent complacence (the air of the 

country) receive his devoirs as the just tribute of riiy transcendent 

charms; which charms (it is already got into circulation) are held by 

me above all price (for the fetter of my vow' has not yet transpired); 

which may possibly tend to a diminution in the train of my adorers, 

at least on the arrival of the next ships; for, as the life of a butterfly 

is but an hour, so the ladies, who wish to see themselves advantageously 

disposed of, must reprobate the antediluvian practice, and be careful 

not to let the iron grow’ cold on the anvil; w'hich with few exceptions, 

is tlie universal conduct; so that I doubt not, T shall soon behold this 

love-stricken greybeard at the feet of some more yielding damsel; 

and may she make him as happy as she will flatter herself his wealth 

can render her; nf)r once experience the common fate of such expecta¬ 

tions—finding she has been self-deceived." 

In the lettet quoted before mention has been made of prospective 

husbands for female adventurers from England come to India in search 

of hu^anda as "generally of pale and. squalid complexions, and 

Buffering under the grievous infliction of liver complaints". 

The reason for this is not far to seek. Drinking had long been 

one of the "rational" amusements with which the early Englishmen in^. 

Bengal sought to beguile their time. "Arrack punch would seen^ 

have been the first beverage to which the^ English in India ad^ted^ 

themselves—and it often proved to be the last". There wa^wiother 

*9 Til 9 (7ood Old Dayi of HowtUrable John Com^nyk 
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which was called “bhrnt wine*'. It was ‘‘hot wine ^il^d 

w^ ‘idovea^ cinnamon and other spices*’ which the English used to 

vdiinik frequently in the morning. Punch and serbet, being always 

cheap, were the common drinks of the young military men, and pretty 

freely were they consumed, at all hours, from morning to night. To 

ihis slow poison a very large proportion of the heavy annual mortality 

be attributed. 

The hookah was the grand whilei' away of time in old C*alcutta 

European society. Ladies w^ere much addicted to it while gentlemen 

were not less fond of it. In the letters of a gentleman who visited 

Calcutta in 1779, is given a copy of a card of invitation iji which Mr. 

and Mrs. Hastings "request the favour of liis coTnpany at a concert and 

supper at Mrs. Hastings’ house in town”—a postscript requests him 

to bring only his “huccabardar”.** 

Besides the “huccabardar” (the man witli the hucca\ and the 

"chhatabardar” (the umbrellaman) there were other servants. As 

fortunes were easily made—money was lavishly spent. The establish¬ 

ment of Philip Francis in Calcutta consisted of sixty servants! The 

following list of Indian servants’, wages which [orevailed in Calcutta 

in 1759 two years after Plassey, and the increase which took place in 

the following quarter of a century would exhibit tlie extravagant system 

of house keeping at Calcutta :— 

Consumah 

In 

... Bs. 

1759 

5-0 Rs. 

In 1785 

10 to 25 

Chobdar ... Rb. 5-0 Rb. 6 to 8 

Head Cook ... Rs. 5-0 Rs. 15 to 30 

Coachman ... Rs. 5-0 Rs. ]0 to 20 

Head Female Servant ... Rs. 5-0 Rs. 

J emadar ... Rs. 4-0 Rs. 8 to 15 

Ehidmutgar ... Rs. 3-0 Rs. 6 to 8 

Cook’s First Mate ... Rs. 3-0 Rs. 6 to 12 

Head Bearer Rs. 3-0 Rs. 6 to 10 

Second Female Servant ... Rs. 3-0 Bb. 
Peon ... Rs. 2-8 Rs. 4 to 6 
Bearer ... Rs. 2-8 Bs. 4 

Washerman ... Rs. 3-0 Bs. 15 to 20 
Ditto to a Single 

Gentleman ... Rs. 1-8 Es. 6 to 8 

Syce * ... Rs. 2 Rs. 6 to 6 

Mofalchee 
1 

... Rb. 2-0 Bs. 4 

n Basterd—£ohoe« fiwrt OW Calcutta. 
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Shaving Barber Bb. 1 Ea. 2 to 4 
Hair Dresser Be. 1-8 Bs. 8 to 16 

Khurtch harder Bs. 2-0 Bs. 4 

House Mally Bs. 2-0 Bs. • « 

Grass Cutter Bfi. 1-4 Be. 4 

Harry woman to family Bb. 2-0 
\ 

Bs. 4 to 6 

Do. to Single Gentleman ... Bs. 1-0 Do 

Wet nurse Bs. 4-0 Bs. 12 to 16 

Dry nurse Bs. 4-0 Bs. 12 to 16 

When Valentia paid a visit to Calcutta the condition he observed 

must have been one described by Heber in is hymn—“only man is 

vile**. To the Europeans eager to amass wealth—by fair means or 

ioul—and addicted to indolence, luxur\' and vice religion was an object 

of neglect. Wrote Valentia ;— 

“It will hardly be believed that in this splendid city, the 

head of a miglity Christian empire, there is only one chuich of the 

esTahlishinent of the mother country, and that by no means conspicuous, 

eilher for si/e or ornament. It is also remarkable, that all British 

India does not afford one Epicopal See, while that advantage has been 

granted to the province of Canada; yet it is certain that from the 

remoteness of the country, and the peculiar temptations to which the 

freedom of manners expose the clergy, immediate Episcopal superinten¬ 

dence can nowhere be more requisite. For the want of this is painful 

io observe, that the characters of too many of that order, are by no 

means creditable to the doctrine they profess, which, together with the 

unedifying contests that prevail among them even on the pulpit, tend 

to lower the religion, and its followers, in the eyes of the natives of 

every description.”*" It is a case of “ if the salt have lost his savour 

wherewith shall it be salted?” But Valentia’s concern seems to be 

about the effect of such conduct on the part of the missionaries on 

I?idians! It reminds one of the injunction—“tell it not in Gath; 

publish it not in the streets of Askelon.” 

“ On occasion of marriages the ofliciatiiig minister was accustomed 

to receive as bed fees from sixteen to twenty gold mohurs and five gold 

moJiurs for a baptism. No wonder that the chaplains were able to make 

splendid foitunes in a short time.” . It was certainly a case of 

“ imssing rich with forty pounds a year,”** ^ 

Doctors and lawyers were fortunate. '* Physic, as w'ell as law^ 

is a gold mine to its professors, to work it at will. Thp 

George Viscount Volentia—Vopuffet and TrdveUw Vol, ,1,'. 
The Old Days of HonottrahU John 
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>^s|]£3eta^ lift Oftlcutta.make their visits ia palanqume) «i)3 

xeceit!^ a gold mohur each patient, for every common attendance—extras 

-Jaire mormoxiB, 
’* Medicines are also rated so high, that it is shocking to think of ; 

in order to soften which public evil as much as possible, an apotheoery's' 

shop is opened at the Old Fort, by the Company, in the nature of your 

I«ondpn dispensaries, where drugs are vended upon reasonable terms. 

The following charges are a specimen of the expenses those Europeans 

incur, who sacrifice to appearances. 

** An ounce of bark, three rupees, seven and six pence—an ounce 

of salts, one rupee, half a crown—a bolus, one rupee—a blister, two 

rupees, five shillings—and so on in proportoin ; so that literally speaking 

you may ruin your fortune to preserve your life.’**® 

The summary made in which the police in Calcutta dealt with 

domestic servants and others when brought up as offenders was 

interesting. Busteed ** has given a number of extracts to show this 

from {he charge sheet of the Superintendent of Police in 1778, C.S. 

Playdell. Some extracts are given below :— 

(1) John Bingwell, against his cook named Fun^ney, for running 

away from him and beating another servant who had been engaged in 

his place. It appears that he had one of his ears cut off for some offence. 

The present complaint being fully proved—ordered him to receive ten 

rattans and be dismissed. 

(2) A slave girl of Mr. Anderson, Piggy, having again run away 

from her master and being apprehended by the Chowkedar—ordered 

her five rattans, and be sent to her master. 

(3) Mooleah, a boy, was apprehended by the Pyke of the 8th 

Division. The boy has been frequently punished in the cutcherry for 

robbery, and but a few days since received twenty rattans and was sent 

over the water never to return, notwithstanding which he has thought 

f proper to come back. Ordered him to receive fifteen rattans, and to be 

again sent over the water (i.e., across to the Howrah side of the river). 

(4) Captian Scott complains against Banybub for not complying 

vtrith his promise to repair bis carriage. Ordered ten slippers. 

(5) Colonel Watson against Eamsing, as an impostor receiving 

pdy as a carpenter when actually nothing more than a barber. Ordered 

fifteen, rattans, and to be drummed through the Cooly Bazar to Colonel 

Wattian'a gate^ (His garden house was situate in what is known as 

WSiSiguBge 
* * . 

(1769 A.D,). 
. .ffom 014 
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(6) Jacob Jose^di against Tithol, cook, for robbing him of a bran 

pbt tind a postle and mortar. Ordered him to be confined in Hurting 

Barree till he makes good the things. 

(7) Mr. Nottby against Caloo for putting a split bamboo and 

ia}'iiig there in wait purposely to throw passengers down and apparently 

to rob them. Ten rattans. 

(8) Coja Janoose against Sareh, the slave girl of Coja OfFan, for 

running away, it appears she has frequently done it. Ordered her 

fifteen rattans, and to be kept in the thannah Ist division, till her 

master returns. 

(9) Mr. Levitt against Nursing for inducing one of his slave girls 

named Polly to rob him of a quantity of linen of sorts, the above girl 

Polh' giving evidence against him. Five rattans. 

(10) Birnarold Pinto against his slave girl Pekeytase for running 

away; this being the second time of her being guilty of the like offence, to 

prevent her doing the same in future. Ordered her to receive five rattans 

and be returned to her master. 

(11^ Pamhurry Jugee against Hamgopal for stealing a toolsey 

dannah off a child’s neck; he says he was running along, and his hands 

caught in it by accident. Ordered him twelve rattans. 

(12) Banker Mahamed against Bamjanny complaining that the 

wife of the latter abused his wife. It appearing, on examination, they 

were both equally culpable ordered each to be fined Rs. 5 for giving 

trouble to the Court by making trifling litigious complaints. 

(13) Mr. Cantwell against his Matraney for stealing empty 

bottles. This she has practised some time, and constantly sold them to 

a shop-keeper Bucktaram, which he himself confesses. To deter others 

from following so pernicious an example—ordered Bucktaram twenty 

raltans, the Matraney ten rattans and both to be carried in a cart round 

the Town, and their crime published by beat of tom-tom. 

Tlie publicity with which men and women were punished was a 

notable feature of old Calcutta. Miss Gladbome describes the machine 

ill which those convicted w'ere conveyed to prison—** The wheels of this 

machine are fourteen feet high, and under the axle is suspended a 

wooden cage (sufficiently large to contain a couple of culprits) perforated 

with air-holes, and in this miserable plight, guarded by Sepoys they are 

exhibited to the eyes of the populace.’**' 

The Supreme Court later introduced also the use of the pillory. 

Busteed remarks :— # 
“How difficult it now seems to realise the state of things whis^ - 

we have got a glimpse of here. Slavery in full bloom; the 

ST Quoted in tifcie Sehoet from Old Colttufit- 
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under it, being eo recognised tbAt its mere plea was sufficictnt 

tq. jsjstify (in law) an English Magistrate in ordering a poor girl, who* 

ih running away had presumably acted in self-defence, to be ‘beaten 

^ith rods* and sent back to the fangs of her master.” 
4 , 

Brutality roamed rampant. Holwell, ” in interests of Justice and 
« 

lixercy”, brought before the Council in Calcutta the following case of 

flogging an Indian. In the ‘Proceedings’ of the 2nd June, 1760 it is 

noted—“Mr, Barton, laying in wait seized Benautram Chatterjee 

opposite to the door of Council, and with the assistance of his bearers 

and two peons, tied his hands and feet, swung him upon a bamboo 

like a hog, carried him to his own house, there with his own hands 

chawbooked him in the most cruel manner, almost to the deprivation 

of life, endeavoured to force beaf into his mouth, to the irreparable loss 

of his Brahmin’s caste; and all this without giving ear to, or suffering 

the man to speak in his own defence, or clear up his innocence to him.” 

Then it is said—“The parly flogged is represented to have given 

valuable information to Government of the frauds committed in the 

new works of Foi-t William. Mr. Barton suspected liim of bringing a 

enlarge against his father. When Holwell denounced Mr. Barton of 

having taken the rod of justice in his own hands, he replied, he bad 

only punished a profligate sj)y, wlio had aspersed the memory of his 

father. There is no record of any punishment having been awarded 

to .Mr. Barton for his wanton ill-treatment of the native noticed 
ilbbVe".”” 

During the seventeenth century of the Cliristian era slavery was 

^ recognised institution in Calcutta and the generality of Europeans in 

the. town kept slave boys to serve them. “The most numerous class 

of slaves, were Bengalees, who had been sold in childhood by their 

parents in time of scarcity.” Sir William Jones in a charge to the 

Grand Jury at Calcutta, in 1785, described the miseries of slavery 

existing at that period even in the metropolis of British India :— 

^ “I am assured from evidence which, though not all judicially 

taken, has the strongest hold on my belief, that the condition of slaves 

within our jurisdiction, is beyond imagination deplorable; and that 

cruelties are daily practised on them, chiefly on those of the tenderest 

age and the weaker sex, which, if it would not give me pain to repeat 

and you to hear, yet for the honour of Imman nature I should forbear 

to particularize. If I except the English from this censure, it is not 

thi’ough partial affection to my own countrymen, but because my 

information relates chiefly to people of other nations, who likewise Call 

itiiemseilves,, Christians, Hardly a man or a woman exists in a corner 

. The Good Old Days of HonovrMe John Company, 
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xd this populous town, ^who hath not at least one slave-child'either 

purchased at a trifling price, or saved perhaps from a death that might 

have been fortunate, for a life that seldom fails of being miserable. 

Many of you, I presume, have seen large boats filled tmth such childrent 

^coming down the river for open sale at Calcutia, Nor can you be 

ignorant that most of them were stolen from their ijarents, or brought, 

perhaps, for a measure of rice in a time of scarcity.*’ ** 

Selling Indians and exporting tlu*m from the country as slaves to 

other parts of India not within Ihitisli dominions, seem to have been 

common, as it was deemed necessary to issue a stringent order by the 

Coverniuent prohibiting such traffic in future. 

Proclamation, Klated the 21fh duly, 17H9”—“whereas informa¬ 

tion, the Irutli of which ciiiinot be doubted, has been received 

by the Governor-ticuenil in Council, that many natives, and 

some FiUfo|)eans, in oj)positi(ui to the laws and ordinances of this 

country, and tlie dictates of humanity, have been for a long time in 

the practice of purchasing or collecting natives of both sexes, children 

as well as adults, for the ])urpose of exporting them for sale as slaves 

in cliti'erent ])ai*ts of Indin (jr elsewhere; and whereas the Oovemor- 

General in Council is determined to exert to the utmost extent of the 

jwnver and autliority vested in him, in order to prevent sucli practices 

in future nnd to deter, by tire most exemplary frunishment, those persons 

who are not to be otherwise restrained fr-om committing tlie offence; 

His Lordship b(*rel>y declares that all and every person or persons 

subject to the jurisdiction of the Supreme (\)urt, or in any respect to 

the authority of tJiis Government, wlio shall, in future, be concerned 

directly or indirectly in tlie above-mentioned inhuman and detestable 

traffic, shall be prosecuted vrith the utmost rigour of the Supreme 

Court at the expense of the Company etc. etc.’^ . 

The following advertisement appeared in a local newspaper in 1780 : 

''Wayit€d...A Coffree slave boy; any person desirous of disposing 

of such a boy, and can warrant him a faithful and honest servant, will 

please apply to the printer.” 

This proves that slavery Avaw winked at by the authorities. 

A strange advertisement for the recovery of a slave boy, named 

iJindarah, aged about fifteen years, appeared in a newspaper. It 

shows the ill-treatment that was meted out to these unfortunate human 

beings. The missing boy had been “marke^ on the back and arms 

with the scars of a number of small burns” and hath at the time of 

his escape ”an iron ring on one leg.” A reward of fifty sicca-rupOea 

was offered for the recovery of the missing boy. i/ '-roi 

» Quoiod ia The Good Old Bays of Honouralle John Company, 
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the indignation of the British Parliament was directed 

agwhat dftTery in the West Indies (1788 A.D.) the Calcutta newspapers 

d^-Uuped thAt ^'barbarous and wanton acts of more than savage cruelty 

daily exercised upon slaves, of both sexes in and about Calcutta, by the 

native Portuguese*' made it most desirable that the system of bondage 

in the East also should be brought under the restraints of the 

legislature. 

Drunkenness, gambling and profane swearing were almost 

universally practised. The public journals testify to the absence of 

"decency and propriety of behaviour** in the social life of Europeans 

in Calcutta. 

In December, 1780, one of them complained that " Europeans of 

all ranks" ordinarily made Christmas festivities a "plea for absolute 

drunkenness and obscenity of conversation, that is, while tbev wure 

able to articulate at all; and urged that respectable men ought not to 

subject their wives fo such impure and injurious associations.*’ Another 

paper, in 1788, complained of "a very general depravity of conversation 

and manners, both in mixed and male societies", such as he "hoped 

for the honour of human nature, was not the case in other countries". 

To what extent depravity could be indulged in would be apparent 

from the following advertisement in the columns of the CalcvUa 

Gazette of 23rd February, 1797 :— 

"A certain person who made her appearance among the company 

in the auditory on the first night of performance, is desired to take 

notice that in future she will not be permitted to remain in the house 

should she be ill advised to repeat her visit—Theatre, Whaler Place." 

Such was the condition of European society in Calcutta at the 

time. Corruption, drunkenness, immorality of all sori.s—were the 

order of the day. It could not be otherwise in a society which had for 

its shining lights men like Clive. Warren Hastings and Philip Francis 

apd women like Mrs. Hastings, and Madame Grand. The members 

of the society were hardened criminals who shamelessly disregarded 

decency and trensgressed its bounds. 

The writer in the Calcutta Review (1844 A.D.) quoted the 

following from a biography of Clive published in the eighteenth century 

tthder the assumed name of " Charles Carracioli Gent " 

^^Soon after the noble president’s arrival at Calcutta, a gentleman 

in ttie cavil service of the Company, who felt for his fellow creatures 

amidst tlie^ opotent wretches, insensible to the cries of distressed, 

was hoi^oiued wi& an invitation of the supreme governor. He made 

an honourable mention ijt Mr. Yansitart, Lord Clive’s predecessor, s^d 

highly commended bis ; ziitmificence and benefactions; be .c^ie^^ 
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before Lord Clive, while at his table, that Mr. Vansitart’s benevolence 

abroad was adequate to his hospitality at home; that he never distributed 

less in charitable uses during his govermneni than 4,000 rupees per 

month, and that several widows and young ladies, friendless and 

destitute, had been the worthy objects of his spontaneous relief, till 

they were happily married or otherwise released from their troubles and 

difficulties. This intimation which should have stimulated the noble 

governor to the same inentorious acts, could not even influence him to 

bestow a praise on Mr. Vansitart’s extensive donations. His lordship 

replied with a deliberate insenHibility, and a shameless sneer, that 

])ctrayed Ins principles; ‘ What Mr. Viinsitart did in this particular, 

shall be no precedent to me, as I am determined not to follow it; but 

were the ladies inclined to iepa\ the favour in bestowing theirs, I do 

not know how far this motive miglit prevail on my sensation.* This 

declaration'showed fjord C’live in his true colours, and was followed by 

a contemptuous silence and indignation 

Of Warren Hastings so much has alieady been '■aid that more 

need not be stated. 

What a gentleirian who had accompanied Sir Thomab Roe to the 

Court of the Oreat Moghul wrote in 1665 wab aggravated in his 

buccessors in India :— 

“ It is a most sad and horrible lliiiig to consider what scandal is 

brought upon the Christian Ilehgioii. by tlie looseness and remissness, 

by tlie exorbitances of main , which come amongst tlieni, who profess 

themsclveH Christians, and of whom T have often heard the natives, 

who live here near the {M»rt wliere our ships arrive say thus, in broken 

Englisli, wliicli they have gotten, ('hrtsiian religion; devil religion, 

Chriatian much drnnl:, Christian much do wrong; much beat, much 

abuse others,** 

The Europeans W'ho lived in the inofussil, i.e,, away from 

Calcutta w'ere even w’orse. ** Tlie more isolated the iKisition of the 

European exile, the more probable becomes the decay of all high 

principle in his breast.” Hurke and Adam Smith both referred to the 

official morality of tlie English in India—but their remarks wore e<iually 

applicable to their social morality which was staggering. 

In this condition of the European society in Calcutta—depi*aved, 

dissipated and degraded—^Warren Hastings one of the aich offenders 

responsible for its creation, left India making ever charge on February 1, 

1786 to Mr. John Maepherson who had been his colleague second in 

Council. Mr. Maepherson had a bad record. “ Originally a ship e 

purser, he fcad been employed as a secret agent for the Nawab d tkQ 

Carnatic, whose aflbirs were a mass of corruption. He got 
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flflirsfce of tiie C<Miipany by backstairs influence, was deservedly, though 

irregularly, dismiesed by Lord Pigot, Governor of Madras; was 

reinstated by the Directors, and sent out to replace Barwell on the 

}3engal Council. John Mucpherson etVected sonie financial economies, 

chiefly by the reduction of salaries, but deserves Tky coinniendation. 

Hi's successor, Lord Cornwallis, a thoi-oughly honest man, would neither 

believe a word he wrote, nor touch the corrupt jobs which he recom¬ 

mended. His goveiTirneiit was described as * a system of the dirtiest 

jobbing \ and the man is justly held up to sc-orn as ‘ weak and false to 

a degree * and he certainly was the most contemptible and the most 

contemned governo)* that ever pretended to g(^veni 

For twenty months John Macplierson acted as Governor of Bengal 

and then laid down the reins of otfice to be succeeded by Cliarles, second 

Earl Cornwallis in 1786. 

When Warren .Hastings had to leave office the choice of the 

Directors of the East India Company had at first fallen on Lord 

Macartney. ]3ut the directors could not agree to the stipulation made 

by him. And Lord Cornwallis was appointed Governor-General in 

February, 1786. 

Marsbman who was enamoured of “ the transcendent ability of 

Hastings ** remarked—by a singular caprice of circiunslances» the 

man who had lost America was sent out to govern India, and tlie man 

who had saved India was subjected to a prosecution for high crimes and 

misdemeanours 

The corrupt society was reflected in the administration. Clive 

who landed in Calcutta for the second time on 8rd May, 1765 had to 

encounter alarming perils. " Vast fortunes had bt^en amassed by ‘ the 

most nefarious and oppressive conduct ever known in any age or count^^^* 

The power of the Company’s servants had been employed in levying 

contributions on every class, from the Nabob down to the lowest 

Reminder. Even the exaction of twenty lacs of rupees from the young 

Nabob on his elevation in defiance of the express orders of the Court of 

Directors, was openly avowed without a blush. Luxury, corruption and 

debauchery pervaded every rank of the service and threatened the 

dissolution of all government. Clive found Spencer the governor, ' as 

deep in the mire as any other * and he felt himself justified in affirming 

that * there were not five men of principle left in the Presidency 

In England the attitude towards India was deplorable. In 1784 

the Bill of Pox was defeated. “ The motives of Mr. Pox, in the 

^ ViiKSiii Ostford Hiitory of India^ 
JiUtofu of India, Vol. I, 

»* iUd, 
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introduction of this bill were pure and benevolent. He really believed 

that his mission was * to rescue the greatest number of the human race 

that ever were so grievously oppressed, from the greatest tyranny that 

ever was exercised.’ But the bill was considered dangerous to the 

liberties of the (English) natiou. The patronage of India was estimated 

to be worth two crores of rupees a year, and as the principle of competi¬ 

tive appointments had not then been discovered, it was believd that the 

transfer of it to the Crown, or to the minister would destroy the balance 

of the constitution. It was. therefore, opposed by many from the 

most patriotic motives. The Court of Directors, threatened with 

extinction, filled the country w’ith their complaints, and asserted 

that after sucli a violation of chartered rights, no institution in England 

was secure. Tlie cry was echoed in Parliament by thirty or forty of 

those whom the spoils of the cast or the jobs of the India-house, had 

lifted into the senate, and wlio presented a firm phalanx of opposition 

to a bill wdncli cut off their cliildren and connections from the prospects 

of similar fortunes. Eveiy engine was set in motion to defeat this 

measure, yet it passed the lower House by a triumphant majority of 

’i()8 to 10*2. But the King liad been alarmed by the assurance, that it 

would take the diadem from his head and place it on the brows of 

Mr. Fox. Ho, therefore, adopted the unconstitutional course of 

authorising Tjord Tcm])le to inform the peers that he should consider 

anyone who voted fi)r it us no friend of his. The House of Lords, 

therefore, threw' out the bill.’*^^ 

William Pin then twentv-foui- years of age was placed at the head 

of the new ministrv :— 

“ A sight to make neighbouring nations stare. 

An enij)ire entrust’d to a school-boy’s care.” 

The East India Company assisted liim at the elections and he did 

not forget them and ignore their interest. 

Lord Cornw^allis came to the heritage of a scandalous society and 

Government and strove hard to get rid of corruption. But it was up- 

Jiill work. Yet it is refresliing to escape from the turbid politics and 

corrupt society of the time of Clive, Hastings and Maepherson and to 

pass into the wholesome atmosphere of the Cornwallis regime. He 

had the courage to defy the Prince Regent, w^heu the latter sought to 

effect a scandalous job. He tried hard to effect reforms in the society 

and the administration by his example and infegrity. And his efforts 

Were effective. 

Marsbioftn—History of India, Vol. I. 
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The English were fond of theatres and amusements. The first 

play-house known as the “ Old Play House *’ was established in 

Cfldcutta about the middle of the eighteenth century. A dancing hall 

was attached to it (shown in the old map of Calcutta, 1753). It stood 

on the site of the present Martin and Bums Buildings. The great 

English actor Garrick helped its organisers with advice and instructions. 

The building was badly damaged by Shiraj-ed Bowla’s army during the 

seize of Calcutta, 1766 A.D., and the theatre was closed down. The 

following note from the Board of Directors may prove interesting : 

** We are told that the Building formerly made use of as a 

Theatre may with a little expense be converted into a Church or Public 

Place of Worship. As it was built by the voluntary contributions of 

the inhabitants of Calcutta, we think there can be no difficulty in getting 

it freely applied to tlic before-mentioned purpose especialfy wlien we 

authorise you to fit it up at the Company’s expense as we hereby do.”'*'* 
Thus it appears that the (European) inhabitants of Calcutta 

collected funds for the play-house. But the suggestion thrown out by 

the Directors was not accepted. The building w^as used as an auction 

room. 

The second play-house—The New Play-house or the Calcutta 

Theatre ” was opened in 1775 A.D. at the north-west corner of Lyon's 

Bange behind the Writers’ Building. It w^as patronised by the then 

Governor-General (i.e., Warren Hastings) and other well-known 

persons of the time. Subscriptions were raised for it. Hastings, 

Monson, Barwell, Eliza Irnpey, Hyde, Chambers, etc. contributed 

Ks, 100 each. 

The very first number of the Bengal Gazette published this 

Theatre’s advertisement on the front page. Mrs. Fay mentions this 

play-house in a letter (1781 A.D.) after witnessing the performance (of 
■ , 

* The Venice Preserved ’) there. It soon fell on evil days. Liabilities 

mounted up and the theatre had to be closed in 1808. It was turned 

into an auction room and was sold to Babu Gopimohan Tagore. 

In 1787 Mrs. Bristow established her ** Private Theatre ” in her 

Chovrringhee residence where she and her husband entertained their 

wide circle of friends.*® " She is credited with the honour of being 

the first in Calcutta who brought lady actors into fashion—^female 

character having previously been taken by beardless youths.” And the 

Calcutta ^Gaxette, Ist November, 1808. 
, Bnetrafl—jErflofs from Old Calcutta, 



lady asaateors, once sifarted, soon become more ambiiioas, and tcn^ 

to tom occasionally as some of the male characters. A Ca^lcatta paper, 

in 1790, was enthusiastic about one of these performances and came 

out with an ode portions of which were not " quotable This betra}'B 

t]ie taste of Anglo-India of the time. Referring to one of Mrs. 

^Bristow’s performances a highly gratified critic wrote—“ She 

went through the whole of her humerous part, of ‘ the English Slave in 

the Ottoman Seraglio ’ with a justness of conception and success of 

execution most admirable. Magnificently decorated by Art, and more 

beautifully adorned by Nature, the extravagances of the amorous 

Sultan seemed justified by her charms.** 

“ Whaler place Theatre* * was opened in 1797. It was a short¬ 

lived play-house with selected audience. A notice in the Calcutta 

Gazette of 23rd February, 1797 quoted before ran as follows :— 

• A CAUTION 

A certain person who made her appearance amongst the company 

in the auditory on the 15th night of performance is desired to take 

notice that in future she will not be permitted to remain in the house 

should she be so ill advised as to repeat her visit. 

Dances were very popular. Both the first and the second play¬ 

house had Dance Halls attached. Lord Valentia remarked - 

** Consumptions are very frequent among the ladies, which 1 attribute 

in a great measure to the incessant dancing, even during the hottest 

weather. After such violent exercise they go into the varandahs and 

expose themselves to a cool breeze and damp atmosphere." ** 

The example of these theatres enthused the opulent Bengalis 

in Calcutta to take to acting and to the gradual growth of the theatre 

in Bengal. 

Dining and Wining 

Clubs like the "Bengal**, the “United Seiwice ** etc. which 

had so to say " shaped the whispers ’* of the Government were, 

naturally non-existent in Calcutta during the second half of the 

eighteenth century A.D. But there were taverns galore. Margaret 

Martyn in an interesting article has truly said:— 

" Calcutta eighteenth century taverns—the Harmonic Tavern, the 

New Tavern and the Bread and Cheese Bungalow near the Boytacanna 

Tree, Entally—are now no more than nametf in dusty tomes. Theii; 

hard-living patrons who ate gargantuan meals washed down with two,,: 

•• Voyage* and Trae^t, Vol. I. 
The 28rd, IQ47v 

i-iMp-n;, 
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'tfar^ bottieis df port or shmy, itftd intrigUM and royrteted l?y 

cftiiSleligbt are not more. Many of them now lie in Park Street 

'Giififlrfcry, Cjilcutta, the victims of * flux ’ and other strange diseases, of 

the Bast.” 
► * v • 

^ ' The Harmonic Tavern stood on the site of the Police headquarters 

m Lai Bazar and was '' the handsomest house in Calcutta." It was 

able to accommodate "five or six hundred persons with ease". 
s 

During the trial of Nandkumar its proprietor provided meals of the 

counsels and attorneys at the trial. 

In 1784 the Harmonic came under new management. The new 

manager, Edward Crighton " late cook to the Hon’ble Sir Thomas 

Hhmbold, Governor of Madras and who served bis apprenticeship at the 

London Tavern in Bisliopsgate Street " with Jolin Nicolls " late 

Steward to the Hon'ble Sir Elijah Impey " had run a tavern in the 

house which was Captain Hicks ’ on the south-east side of the China 

Bazar. 

Mr. Crighton erected his " large Hindostany Tent on the Calcutta 

Course for public brekfasts (twice a week) at two Gold Mohurs each for 

the season ", 

The London Tavern, also in Lai Bazar, w^as a rival establishment 

to the Harmonic. 

Though the Harmonic and the London Tavern were the best 

known clubs in eighteenth centuiy Calcutta there were also several 

other similar places in 1778. 

One of these was " Vauxhall and Fireworks at Cossinaut Baboo's 

Gardens in Dhurumtoilah At 44, Cossitoolah Street Angus Gun 

took boarders and lodgers, " laid in a stock of good Wines and Liquors " 

and offered " a Billiard Table, Coach House and Stabling for six horses." 

Conveyance 

Hamilton who visited Bengal during the first half of the eighteenth 

century wrote—" Most gentlemen and ladies in Bengal live both 

splendidly and pleasantly, the forenoons being dedicated to business, 

and after dinner to rest, and in the evening to recreate themselves 

in chases or palanklns in the fields, or to gardens, or by water in their 

jbpdojeroee, which is a convenient boat that goes swiftly with the force 

qJ cans.’' 
. t Val^tia who visked Calcutta in 1803 A.D. wrote as foltowa:-^ 

* t . • 

: " The, usu^ mode of , travelling is by palanquins, but most gentle- 

nim have carriages adapted to the climate-, and horses, of which the 
’4 • « * 

bre^ ig much improved of late years. It is universally the custom ^ ] 



drive put between suneet and ^ixxsxex. The musealchi^.r it grows 

dark, go cot tp meet their xnasters on their return, and run before th^, 

at the rate of full eight miles an hour, and the numerous lights mov)i^; 

along the esplanade produce a singular and pleasing effect." 

That the palankin was in general use till 1628 will be evident 

From what Grant has recorded in his—" Ijefcter from an Artist in 

India;" " In the year 1828 there was a general Urike " of the Palankeen 

or Palkee Oria bearers,- a large body of men, natives of Orissa, 

who may be called the porters, sedan chair or liackney-coachnien 

of India. Now if you can imagine the impositions to which the people 

of London would be sulijected, were there no laws to regulate hackney- 

coach, or omnibus affairs, you will also be enabled to form an idea of 

the greater extent of inconvenience suffered by the inhabitants here, 

up to the period I liave mentioned, for there were no regulations what¬ 

ever. The grievances at length occasioned public complaints-police 

cases, and magistrates ’ meetings, when it was resolved that certain 

restrictions should be placed upon the bearers, - the palkees be 

numbered, and men compelled to wear a small brass ticket on the 

arm. To this innovation, as they asumed it, they were as desperately 

averse as the unfortunate Highlanders were to the lowland garb. 

Wearing the ticket, the bearers declared, would oc-casion the loss of 

their caste. They found the magistrates, however, not so young upon 

such points as to be deceived,—so, negociations proving fruitless, the 

malcontents drew' off—assembled in a body on Chowi'inghee plain— 

refused to work, and talked of marching rn masse to their own 

country .... Upon the (■howringhee plain they remained for several 

days. In the mean time, other, commonly termed Hindoo$tancc—Up- 

Country, or Rouwanee bearers, made their appearance in Calcutta, and 

carriages and buggies were brought more into requisition. 

Amongst others w'ho suffered the general inconvenience was a 

Mr. Brownlow, who. having, like many more, no other conveyance 

than a palkee, which was his own property, clapped a pair of shafts and 

four wheels to it, and with a poney and running groom, went to o/Bce 

in this new vehicle. The idea was cought like an epidemic,—acted 

upon like a universal cure, and the little machine became denominated 

a Brownberry. As the history goes, this struck a final blow at the 

independence of the Oriah bearers, who, finding that tlieir services 

were thus becoming of diminished importance,,were not so difficult of 

being brought to terms. A meeting was held,—^rates were fixed— 

palkees numbered, and the bearers, ticketed, returned to their 

** VoyAges and Travels, Vol. 1. 
** Colfliworfcby OTttntf-^AngU^^Jnd%an Domestic lAfe, 
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A pteadu tnvdkr osmed M. Grandpre came to Cakut1» ndiu tKe 

eighteenth century and wrote in 1790 that Calcutta, exclusive 

of pahmquihs " abounded with all sorts of carriages, chariots, whiskies 

woid photons, which occasion in the evening as great bustle as in one 

bf the principal towns in Europe. There are also a great number of 

saddle-horses, some of the Persian breed of exquisite beauty, but no 

Arabians except a small sort called poonis, which ore very much in 

vogue for phaetons 

To he- continueil 
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Janaki Vallabha Bhattaoharyya, M.A., Ph.D., Sarnkhyatirtha 

We have already said what we should say now with regard to 

this subject-matter. We have stated that an impression does not 

produce the knowledge of the meaning of a word. It simply revives 

our memory. This is what our experience teaches. Now, a question 

arises in our mind, r/2: , "‘Is it a royal mandate that an impresnon 

shall produce memory only?*’ An answer to this question is this 

that it i» the mandate of logic bnt not that of a king. An impression 

is not a distinct substratum. When we carefully know an object 

and repeat its knowledge with all seriousness what conditions its 

memory of the knower is calleJ an impression. It is only inferred 

from its effect, viz,, recollection. It is not perceived. It is a kind 

of faculty. It is not po.ssible for an impression which itself is a 

faculty to be capable of generating the new knowledge of an object. 

Can it produce an effect other than that for which it has been 

postulated? An impression which efifectuates memory owes its origin 

to the appreliension of an object. If one holds that an impression 

generates the apprehension of an object, he speaks of a novel type 

of impression. It is very difficult on our part to find out the cause 

of such an impression. Really speaking, we find none. Therefore, 

an impression cannot be the cause of the apprehension of an object. 

The above argument is not sound. A person who possesses the 

impression of a letter arising from apprehension is seen to apprehend 

an object. Thus a samskara (impression) is not merely such a faculty 

as exclusively generates recollection. It is an attribute of the bouL 

It is called vasana; [It is the residuum of an apprehension like the 

fragrance of a flower which has been taken away]. It is capable of 

producing the apprehension of an object just as it generates memory. 

In every cas5, we say whatever is in accordance with experience. Our 

experience is the source of true knowledge. On the strength of our 

experience we admit that an impressioor is competent to produce;^ 

"memory. Our experience also teaches that the knowledge of an objop^ 

springs from impression. Letters and their epprehensjou 

almost wnrmitaneonsly taken place. No other sound is 
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16^ our consoiousneSB. We shell ask our opponents to consider this 

aspect of the above problem. The knowledge of an object takes 

pl^ in our mind. We cannot say that such an event occurs 

without any cause. As it cannot happen without any cause so it 

necessarily implies its cause. An impression is the ^ 

excellance of such knowledge. Thus, the knowledge of an object, 

being an effect of impression like memory, implies impression only. 

Now. a question arises, uw.. “What is the cause of an impres¬ 

sion?" This is a foolish question since it is well-known that an 

impression owes its origin to the apprehension of an object. Some 

logicians say “It is natural law that the vivid apprehension of an 

object produces impression which is the cause of memory. 

Now, a fresh question arises in our mind. How does an impres¬ 

sion which generates memory effectuate the apprehension of an 

object? The sense of the question is that the apprehension o an 

object is presentative in its character. Hence, how can an impres 

Sion bring it about? If it is effectuated by an impression then it 

will be representative. There is no hard and fast rule that an 

impression shall produce memory only. The apprehension of an 

object produces a special kind of impression. When the apprehen¬ 

sion of an object of a particular type comis into being and no 

adequate cause is found out to account for its existence it is said 

that such an apprehension owes its existence to this type of impres¬ 

sion. Various types of effects are explained only on the assumption 

of diverse types of causes. This hypothesis is based on the solid 

rock of experience. 

We are not wedded to an opinion that an impression is the direct 

cause pf the knowledge of the meauiug of a word. It is a remote 

cause. It will produce such knowledge through the medium o 

memory. Let us explain the second hypothesis. A word generally 

consists of a few letters. All its constituent letters are not siinultane- 

ously pronounced. When the last letter is pronounced almost all 

autecedent letters have passed away. When the last letter is beard 

’ the memory of the past ones is recalled by their impressions. Thus. 

«« may havp the knowledge of the meaning of the said word through 

the instrumentality pf letters which are yemembered and of the letter 

which is apprehended. Thus we see that this hypothesis suffers 

* no . 
'■ the Sphola-vidins raise • Thetetteraof 

./■ It BOW past lieTP not beep simuHeneonely 
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to oar consoiousnesB. They have been gtadoally beard t>y as. 

the impreesion of each letter has been generated by the experretiee 

of each letter. As memory depends upon the efficacy of an iniprech 

sion so each letter should be separately remembered. Thus all letter^ 

shall be consecutively but not simuUaneously remembered. This 

being the possible coaree of events, all letters are not simultaneously 

recollected. Thus as the combination of letters is not possible so all 

defects, stated before, visit the hypothesis in question. 

The Naiyayikas meet the above objection thus. They hold that 

the above defects do not vitiate the said hypothesis. As letters 

successively appear so they are consecutively experienced These 

successive experiences gain strength and produce such an impression 

(i.e. work out such a qualitative change in the soul) as simuUaneously 

recalls all letters whicli have been previously experienced in memory. 

Let a parallel case be cited to bring home the point in question. 

Gold is kept in a closed vessel. It is repeatedly heated. Repeated 

heatings bring about a qualitative change in gold. Thus several acts 

which gradually take place joinljy produce an effect. Thus, an impress¬ 

ion (a new type comes into being). The logical conclusion of the above 

hypothesis is that impression brings forth another well-developed impre¬ 

ssion. If the Naiyayikas subscribe to this hypothesis then they assuiae 

something transcendental i.e., something which cannot be corroborated 

by visible facts. The Naiyayikas join issue with their critics and 

emphatically assert that it is not transcendental. The very study 

of the Vedas presupposes such an impression. The reading of the 

Vedas is an act. As such it is short-lived. If the critics do not 

subscribe to the hypothesis that an imprefsion begets another impres¬ 

sion then as the first reading of the Vedas is not distinct from 

the last one so a student cannot be able to get an Anuvaka of the 

Vedas by heart in spite of his life-long study. 

Now, the Sphota-vadins sum up the arguments of the Naiyayikas 

and say, “There are two alternatives before us. We are to accept 

any one of them. Either we are to admit that an impression elTect- 

uates another impression or we are to admit that an impression is 

lespoDBibie for the knowledge of the meaning of a word. Any way 

we are to assume transcendental causality. Now, may we ask why 

do you take an interest in the hypothesis of impression and why do 

you take an aversion to the hypothesis ol spho^? Please state tl^e 

reasons for your partiality and aversion*'. The Naiyayikas say 

reply that the proper answer has been given by the 

<»>zh03eQtatcr mentioned before (t e.,, Sahara). He has 
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fWikfi a epbofa is asBumMtiiei] one ia to make two asaamptionSj ti$*, 

a and an impression^ 

Now, the 8pho{a-vMinB contend thus. "We are not required 

tojEDldte doable assamptiona. An impression of the ordinary type 

ik not a novel object. It is a well-known object which is admitted 

by all. Therefore, we make no new assumption. We have not 

allowed an impression to go beyond its normal activity. We firmly 

stick to the hypothesis that an impression exclusively produces 

memory. But you, the Naiyayikas, have allowed an impression to 

transgress its normal law. We have not followed }*our foot steps*'. 

The Naiyayikas give an answer to the above cliarge They say 

to the Sphota-vadius, "How is that you have not allowed an impres¬ 

sion to go beyond its normal activity? You also admit that there is 

an impression that revives the memory of all letters at a time. The 

very same path which is adopted by letters to reveal the moaning of 

a word is also followed by them for the manifestation of a sphota. 

You assume the hypothesis of an impression but over and above it you 

postulate the hypothesis of a peculiar sound. Thus, both of us agree 

to accept the hypothesis of impression. But we do not subscribe to 

the view that the only function of an impression is to revive memory. 

Bat we have only allowed an impression to transgress its limit and 

to produce the knowledge of the meaning of a word. But you have 

ab initio put forward the hypothesis of the world of a new pattern. 

You have postulated sphota—a class of transcendental sound. You 

also assume that the said sphoU is disiinct from letters and it is 

partless. How ia it that your assumption does not suiler from 

cumbrousness?" 

Kumarila has also subjected the said hypothesis to a severe 

criticism :—He says, "The Bpbota-vadins assume that a sphota exists 

and distinguishes itself from letters. A word consists of parts. 

Hence, they should also postulate that a sphota is partless. Hence, 

the assumption of impression which plays a necessary part in the 

. prodaction of the knowledge of the meaning of a word has no part 

- ^ play in the manifestation"of a sphota." (Spbota-vada, 81. 94). 

,!^miri]a's criticism in a nut-shell ia this that the assumption of 

-'-iliipression. on the part of the Spbota-vS^dins, is superfluous. 

The NkiySyikas press the Spho^-vadins hard. They review the 

argtiuae^ts ^ the Spho^-fadins. The Spbok-v^iDs have held that 

^ Avhen the ibitiai letter is presented to our consciousness has 

becoB)ei«Qtoifett and when the subsequent letters are known to Us 

^be s^warenesa becomes distinctly vivid. They also’Uite 
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of g9m« The said etample is not appropriate. Tiem <K>Oj|ielf i| 

parts. Hence all mingte parts are not discovered b; its first 

tion. Subseqaent acts of perception reveal them. In tiue <Miee 

subsequent acts of perception have some important part to plaFi 

• But a spho^a is partless like a letter. Hence, the initial letter 

reveah it in its entirety. What part will the eabsequeot letters 

play? A letter being partless, the partial manifestation of a letter 

is not possible. Similarly, a sphota is not partially manifested vnce 

it is partless. 

Eumarila has also said to this effect:—'*lf a letter is pronounoed 

in a low voice, it is not heard at all. If it is loudly pronounced, it 

is distinctly heard. The whole of a letter is heard and noAing remuina 

to be heaid afterwards. The same rule applies to a spbo^a. Either 

it IS entirely known or it is not known at all." (Spbofa-vada al. 17). 

The Sphota-vadms have cited a second example in order to 

establish their hypothesis. They hold that though a group of Vedie 

hymns or a verse is presented to consciousness on its being beard 

for the first time }et it is very clearly and vividly known when it is 

repeatedly heard. Similarly, though a spboia is manifested by the 

first letter of a word yet it will be more vividly revealed by the other 

letteis. The example, cited by them, bears no resemblance to a 
sphota since it is absurd to think that a group of hymns or a verse 

consists of no parts. Some parts are letters and some other parts are 

words. The first awareness fails to grasp them all. When they are 

heard again and again they are retained and are clearly and distinctly 

known to us. Thus the distinct knowledge of a group of hymns or a 
verse refers to its parts. But a spboia is partless like an individual 

letter. Hence the awareness of a sphota knows no different degrees 

vividness. It remains always tbe same. Therefore the example m 

question is not appropriate. 

The refutation of the hypothesis that e sphota is 

manifested by a dhavani. 

Those who bold that dbvanis manifest 5p^o(as but not letters are 

not sound judges. They prefer this view because they think that they 

can avoid the very dilemma which besets tbe hypothesis that Mtera 

maiufest a apbota. The dilemma in question has been referred 

the last section. Tboufib dbvanis wbiab are very «iow give 

audible letteys yet they fail to menifeet sphotaa. AgfiA wbeg 

4-1946P—II 
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^nmiooe words very quickly wtwds thus pronounced, convey oe 

ftiniid letters^ contaihed in each word, are not distinctly 

gra6]ped. The drive of this criticism is this that if dhvanis had mani¬ 

fested sphotas then both slow and fast dhvanis would have alike 

manifested spbotas. 

Now, the upholders of this hypothesis may contend that dhvanis, 

ih order to manifest sphotas, hold up to view false letters with the help 

of organs of speech and the air just as a sword, a dirty mirror etc. 

exhibit the unreal properties of a face such as the dark complexion, the 

unusual length etc. The above contention is not tenable. There is no 

justifiable cause for the falsehood of letters since these letters are 

ftteaented to our uncontradicted experience. But a sphota which is 

distinot from letters is never presented to our consciousness. If one 

holds that an object which is not experienced exists and an object 

which is experienced does not exist then he talks like on^ who says 

that horns exist but a hare does not exist. The new path which lias 

been adopted by you is DO less combrous. Sahara, the commentator 

on the Mimansa sutras, has rightly remarked that if sphotas are 

assumed then two assumptions are to be made viz., dhvanis 

and sphotes are to be postulated. Thus we see that the very 

way which letters follow to manifest a pphota will also be followed 

by them to communicate the meaning of a word. In other words, 

the hypothesis of a sphota has in no way an advantage over the 

hypothesis that words communicate meanings. Hence there is no 

need of such a hypothesis as postulates a sphota. 

The other ihiukers i.e., the Mimansakas, hold that as letters sur¬ 

vive even after their presentation to consciousness so they communi¬ 

cate meanings without requiring the help of impressions. But we 

do ilifot subscribe to this hypothesis since letters are transient. It is 

illogical to think that letters persist to exist even after their presenta- 

hiou to consciousness. According to our training we know that letters 

communicate meanings. They do their function as they have been 

observed before to do it. Kumarila has also said to this effect: — 

“As many letters, arranged in a particular order etc.*' 

' ' This hypothesis has been viewed with disfavour by the Sphota- 

riMins’.' They ask “How many letters, being arranged in which 

pariioular order, do convey meanings?” We are poor fellows. We 

^ shaR ndt be bble to give the right answer. Please ask your own 

odneoiou^hees. It is a'very trifling objection. We should not think 

mlMA dt it.' Tdo^harve also said that either letters may communicate 



meminge eveti if they violate i&k^ iemfc^rf order of 4ibeir arrsogeoaeaft 

or, if the said order of letters is Qeoesfiariiy*':required then a^ s^otiBk 

sbodld be the temporary order of letters. Such a sui^estioD if oot 

sound* A temporary order is^ notbiz^ but; the different strokes of 

time. A'sphota cannot be identical with the different strokes of titoe* 

The temporary order of letters does not independently communicate 

a meaning. Again, the temporary order of objects other than, letters 

docs not also communicate a meauing. But such an order, belonging 

only to letters, coramunicates a meaning. , Kumarila bas^aleo discussed 

the problem thus;— 

There are two alternative suggestions viz, (i) Does the mere order 

of letters O'.c. not the letters themselves) convey the said sense? Or, 

(•2) do the letters arranged in an order of succession convey it? Though 

these two alternative suggestions are possible yet the second one iathe 

true hypothesis. In other words, the letters arranged in an order of 

succession hut not the mere order of succession convey the sense of ^ 

word. The order of succession which belongs to the letters thus 

arranged renders its assistance to them to communicate meaning. 

There is no need of logical demonstration to establish it since the said 

order of succession is nothing but the property of the said letters. 

Hence the very letters which have been noticed to convey a particular 

meaning, being arranged in a particular order of successioD, will also 

convey the same meaning, being arranged in the same order. Thus, 

a sphota is not an inference. We do not infer it as we do a cause 

from an effect. It is not also a presumption. We do not presume 

the hypothesis of a sphota in order to explain the knowledge of meftn* 

ing. So we establish our jwint- 

The> refutation of the hypothesis that a sphoia is perceptible 

The Sphota-vadins have also argued that as it is generally admitt« 

ed by usage that a meaning has been communicated by a single ^bda so 

the usage in question points to the hypothesis of sphota. Such a|i 

argument is not sound. If letters communicate a meaning in accor¬ 

dance with the law stated before then the above usage bolds good. 

Now,' the sphota-vadins take an exception to the above solutioj). 

The ward 'iabda’ does not denote an impression (samskara). In 

this world it is not well-known _ that the wqrd '^abda' denotes; eu 

impresaion.' No body can prove by means of any moUjod; 

the aaid word denotes an impression. ,, A personi 

meaning of a w<»d, learps the meaning of a word when M ^ 
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ifl gpaa»iDg> If the word '&bda’ aignifies an 

j<(0|WHMikm tilea it » oaver aotieed that the impreisioD, belonging 

He a pamm^ generates the knowiedge of another person. No body 

MBjdetoet eatba oansal relation since an impression is a transcendental 

•object* Now, the critics of the Sphota*vadins may hold that the 

word *dabda* stands for letters. Now, a question arises in oiir mind.* 

Does the word *dabda' mean each individual letter or an aggregate 

of letters? If it signifies each individual letter then the word *^abda' 

sbonld commuoioate no meaning since an individual letter conveys 

no meaning. Moreover, it should not denote an aggregate of letters 

smoe the word '^abda* is a class name, i e. a common noun. If we 

nee proper names in the dual or plural number then a common noun 

in the eiogular number cannot be used as a case in apposition with 

nither of them. Verbal usage like the following is never seen. 

Vorhal usage ^‘Yajiia datta and Deva datta are a nian’S *'Dhava, 

£badira and Fala^ are a tree" etc. is conspicuous by its absence in 

the literature. Similarly, the verbal usage that 'g', *an* and *b* is 

a liabda is never seen. 

NoWy the critics may contend that as the word 'forest' denotes 

A collection of trees so the word 'sabda* signifies a collection of letters. 

As the verbal usage that a forest is trees is seen so the usage that a 

sabda is ^g’, *aa’ and 's’will be appropriate. Such a contention is 

not tenable. The above example illustrates the relation of identity 

jn difference, holding between the subject and the predicate. In 

certain cases we notice identity. But there are also cases which clearly 

indicate difference. A collection is held to be identical with the 

objects collected under it. Some verbal usages point to this 

direction. But there are some other usages wh cli point to the fact 

that there is difference between a collection and the objects collected. 

The examples, ct2;.,the forest of mangoes and the forest of wood- 

I apples, clearly indicate their difference. But there is no single 

iDitance which refers to the difference of a ^abda from letters. The 

verbal asage, viz.* this is a ^bda of *g* 'au*, etc. is conspicuous by 

its absence. 

Again, you may contend that the word ‘forest’ points to the 

•idafiftitjr of the aggregate of objects with the objects included in the 

aggregate sinoe a verbal usage that the mango trees are nothing but 

a fctasi U isotioed. A. sentence that the letters *g’ etc. are nothing 

bot a MMNt win also be put to use. But such a verba) usage is nut 

notkM- Agahi, we distiagui^ the mango trees etc. from a forest 

We^l.Mt am^sgr'lM wwi 'forest' if we intend to convey a patfoMlit 



mango tree. It. h well-inown that y^orda 'foreet* etc; are 00^^ 

m^titade. If this ie eo tbeo one may in a %nratlVe aenae f&^k 

the identity of the meaning of the word *foreat*i t an aggregate 

of treea with the pcnrtioolar trees each a mango tree etc. Thus, ^ 

Sentence that mango and other trees are a forest may be employed. 

But, in the above case, the letters etc. cannot be distinguished 

from a ^bda. Bo we never use a sentence that this is a &bda of 

letters etc. Tberefere nobody can even in a secondary sense Ihink 

of the identity of the particular letters etc. with 'dabda* which 

denotes the muliittide of all letters. Thus, those who hold those letters 

are ^abda cannot fairly justify the usage that sabda communicates a 

meaning. 

Now, the critics of sphota-vadins give a reply to the above criti- 

cisitn. They hold that they should not bother to discuss the problem 

whether the word *^abda’ may be appropriately or inappropriately 

employed to denote the individual letters ‘g* etc. It matters little 

if it exactly denotes such letters. It is also of little importance if it 

does not exactly denote such letters. The reason behind our remark 

is this that mere verbal usages current in the world do not establish 

the existence of things. Oh rival thinkers Sphota-vadins! the authors 

of sciences also corroborate our thesis. The grammarians hold that 

a verb denotes an action. But they do not hold that a spbota, re¬ 

presented by a verb, denotes an action. Even if we take into con¬ 

sideration the practice of the authors of several sciences then the 

existence of a spbota which is not based upon sound proof cannot be 

admitted. Can we identify popular usage with any proof? We have 

already refuted the thesis that a spbota is an influence. We shall 

also prove that a spbota is not perceived. A spbota lies beyond the 

range of other proofs. Therefore the Sphota-vadins take vain pride 

in citing the popular usage “A &bda communicates meaning to ue*^. 

They should forget it. 

If we uphold the thesis that a letter communicates a meaning 

then the said popular usage stands justified. The reason is as follows. 

The last letter accompained by the impressions of the preceding letters 

conveys meaning. If this is the thesiB then the use of singular 

number in the word 'iSabda* is logically tenable since the letter 

in question is a <abda and has singular number. The thesis 

that letters, referred to by a reco^itive > judgment, communicate 

meaning suffers from no defect stnee the word ‘^ibda* is ftetv 

Employed here to denote uxteh ietteiis as are iodividually* 

itste'<bobsidnra^M/ Ziet us'take'‘a eetotrete example 
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The tojleetion of fettefB *f ', ‘aq* And 's’ which as' ooi fttber- 

' mkn tbe word 'gaofa* commonicateB a meaniDg. A word wbicb denote^ 

fr^lbction baa Biogular number. It tpaj be used aa a predicate of 

& enbjeet which has plural number. [In Sanskrit grammar there is 

no bard and fast rule that the subject and the predicate of a proposi-i 

tion should have tbe same number. So, tbe proposition that such 

and such letters are ^oabda* is quite appropriate. Here, tbe word 

*&bda’ denotes a collection of letters. It has singular number. It 

may be predicated of the subject, such and such letters. Moreover 

we come across verbal usages like the following, “The vedas are the 

authority on this matter” etc.]. Moreover the mention of the 

statement, “We make out a meaning from sabda” is highly illogical 

on the part of the Sphota-vadins. The word ‘sabda* does not denote 

*ephote\ In other words, sphota does not constitute the primary 

meaning of the word 'sabda*. No linguists are seen to employ tbe 

word *^abda' to denote a sphota as they are noticed to use it in the 

sense of a letter. The Spbota-vadins may contend that sabda is 

defined as the indicator of an object. This contention is hardly 

tenable since the definition is too wide. Smoke which points to fire 

should also be denoted by the word 'sabda*. 

Now, the Sphota-vadins, having reflected on tbe problem from 

its initial stage, may revise the said definition and hold that 4abda 

is such as being audible indicates an object. (This definition shows 

an improvement upon the previous one since it does not apply to 

smoke and similar other indicators. None of these objects is 

audible. Hence, the defect of being too wide is overcome). But 

this definition is not applicable to a sphota since a sphota is not 

audible. Moreover, some portion of the definition is superfluous. 

The definition should be like this “What is audible is sabda’*. This 

amended definition is competent enough to distinguish ^abda from 

)ia11 other objects. Hence, the shorter definition is logically sound. 

The definition in question should not consist of two elements neces¬ 

sary and superfluous. Letters are only audible but no other objects. 

Therefore letters are only ^abda. A sphota is not i^abda. Eumarila 

has also directed his criticism against the sphota theory thus. 

.Letters independent of one another are distinctly grasped by our 

auditory ^nse-organ. Neither the constituent factor of a letter 

nor a sphot^r ie presented to auditory sense-perception”. 

Now/aa obj^ion may be raised against the above definition. 
II d^mtioQ of ^bda is this “What is audible is i^bda** 
it ajhto iiecoxnes too wide aifioe it applies to tbe universal of 
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fte^Dt \ The above objectioa ie iiot tenable. The intended de^eitioQ 

is thia *^What is only audible is tebda**. The adverb 'only* whibh 

denotes eKclusion has not been appropriately given since ^bdaia 

not exclusively heard by means of ears. Ears require the co-operation 

*of manas (the internal organ) to hear ^abda. Hence, no purpose is 

served by the above exclusion. Such an objectiou is not tenable. 

The intention of the said exclusion is to distinguish the instrument 

of this sense-perception from all other such homogeneous instruments. 

Thus, the definition implies that the sense-perception of sabda is 

produced only by ears but not by such other sense-organs. HencOj, 

eyes etc. are only excluded but not the internal organ viz , manas. 

Even if the amended definition is accepted then it remains still too 

wide since it is applicable to the universal of ^bda. Such an objection 

does not hold good. This defect will be easily mended if the clause 

‘is possessed of a uuiversar is added to the definition. Thus, the 

complete definition of sabda is as follows :— 

‘*Wbat is audible and is possessed of a universal is ^bda". 

[This is the correct definition of sabda. It suffers from no defects. 

The universal of sabda possesses no universal. Hence^ the definition 

does not apply to it]. The trend of this discussion from its very 

beginning requires the further qualification as has been proposed just 

now. This definition will not be too wide even if it applies to the 

thundering of clouds or to other inarticulate sounds since they all 

belong to the class of sound. 'Vatsyayana, the author of Nyaya-bhasya, 

has stated that sound admits of two kinds viz,, letters and inarticulate 

sound. The definition, “'AVhat is the indicator of an object is sound’* 

is not a correct one. JWe have stated it before. We shall now 

controvert it and assign our reasons. Suppose an articulate sound 

reaches our ears. We are still iguorant of the relation of diuotation. 

Hence, the above souad curies no sense. As it comm micates no 

sense, it ceases to be sound since according to the said definition 

every sound points to an object. When the relation of denotation 

has been known to us after some time the same thiog again becomes 

sound Bince it conveys now a sense to us. Therefore the above 

definition is not universal. 

Again, we do not follow your intention behind the procedure of 

determining the true character of sound. Why do you imagine the 

identity of Sabda with universals, attributes,Actions etc. ».e., objects 

denoted by words? Why does Ibis misgiving arise in your 

Why do you refute.the imaginary identity? We fail to appredlate^^^ 

vatoe of your usoleai attempt. (Why dp yon raise absurd pt^po^pj^ 
' > • *1 ) • . 



We jbfVf) well pod^stood (bat words are djefiftot. 

iij|g^%teaniog«. Therefore wWMs audible is eed>da (sopqd). 

a spbola is . sot aadible. Heuce, ihoifo, svbo boldHbat ietfoin 

' ^stitute words, seateu<!^ etc- aod cooeey a maaniog cao only justUy 

f Igegi!^ Teiw “We make out a sense from a spund (^bdar’.' 

.Gb^e, ilie popular view goes iu favour of the varpa-vidins but does 

favour ibe sphota-vadins. This is our conclusion, 

tnxe Spho^-v&dins join issue wiib the Varna-vsdins. They raise 

an objection “Why do not you admit that a sphota is audible?*' They 
I \ 

^ate tbat every boiy is aWare of the fact that sound produces 

* $n awareoesa of common element which finds expression in the verbal 

'a word, « sentence etc’. But they also point out tbat the 

auditory sense-perception produced by a sound, does not refer to 

letter^;. Such a hypothesis is not logically sound. The reason 

’"bebiod our criticism is as follows. Whenever we perceivefindividual 

cows viz.t Sabaleya, Bihuleya etc. we recognise a common property 

in c&ch of them and name it as the universal of cowness. Similarly, 

ifrWfi bad recognised a word or a sentence in every letter then we 

would have admitted that a word or a sentence is a type of common 

property which belongs to every letter. But, as a matter of fact 

each an awareness does not occur to our mind. Let us illustrate 

another type of common property which belongs to each of its 

constituents. A piece of cloth is made up of threads. It inheres 

in each thread that constitutes it. When we have the first 

perception of a piece of cloth we perceive the whole without haviijg 

^ discriminative knowledge of itjs constituent factors. Similany, do 

.we hear a w<M:-d or sentence without attending to each constituent 
, • , f 

li^'er one after another? If we had heard a word or a sentence as 

a distinct whole without having the distinct auditory perception of 

ekeh of its constituent letters then we would have ^adly accepted 

thiiiMs word ora sentence stands on the' same footing with-! a 

pace fOf cloth’*. As a piece of cloth is constituted by parts 1$ 
•» 

4or a senteuce is not framed by its parts. A word or a Bentence 

'|^^lM^:.kibere in letters. It is not a common whole which is shared 

by ail letters. We do never grasp it as a whole at a time. - 

(To be continued} 
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.'7^ this paper I propose to expound the feaching of Bama- 

krinbna on the relation between spiritual and worldly Hfe. There le, 

however, an ambiguity about ilie phrase " worldly life**. Details 

apart, T can say without fear of contradiction that aeoording 4o him, 

as according to its usage, ‘‘worldly life*' means the life of a honse*. 

holder as against the life of a sannyasin.’ Now the question is 

whether, in Bamakrishna’s view, worldly life is antUbetioal to spiritual 

life. 

Tlamakrishna repeatedly points out that the realization of God 

is the end of human life and that sex and wealth stand between hflt 

and our possible union with God,* The mind of a worldly man U 

like a mirror cov^^red with dust. The sensuous desires are the dirt 

that prevents the light of truth from penetrating such a mind.* Those 

who are drowned in worldly life think only of worldly things. When 

they have ample leisure, they find time hanging heavy on their 

hands, and they kill time by idle talk or playing at cards. They 

cannot realize their plight, however. But one may ask: Why 

so if the world is the creation of a good God? 

God, we are told, covers men's minds with the illusion of sex 

and sensuous desires just to keep the world going. That is His way,-^ 

inscrutable w^y, indeed/ God has the power of m4yd wherewith 

He creates and" sustams^ the univorse. But His mdyd is a twofold 

power ; it is the power of ignorance as well as the power of knowledge. 

on the one hand, keeps men in ignorance and, on the other, 

plants in them the principle of light, «.e., knowledge, which is calcu¬ 

lated to lift them ont of the rut of sense-life and to lead them ^od« 

lually to the life of Spirit. But what is spiritual life like? 

To be brief, spiritual life is life lived for God or Self. And one 

ives spiritual life if one, unswayed by sensaohs desires, ever aepiref 

* Pz«sSiitea to tbo SMond ConfereiKe of the Unioo for the Sta-dy of the Greet 
leld in Hidrae dorlagr theCbiietmag veek, 1956., * 

* (tti BengsU) by “M”. m, v, 1. 
X. V,«; «; niiiH, 9; IV, ti, 4. 

Op. 
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.i^viMklise '€k)d 1XC Self. It ' esenn, «nd wme aotiudly 

' life is apart and that it cannot be lived in society and (be 

; . fnipy are, indeed, of tbe opinion that,one cannot 
1^' lor bod or Spirit except by renonncing the world. ’ Sncdi an idea 

■jU :0eem8 to convey to us when Bataakrisbna saya, ^*Why 

oaiB have a vision of God? Because one's mind is covered with aex 

and wealth." ’ Does he then mean that spiritual life begins with 

the absolute rejection of worldly life? 

dn one occasion, two disciples of Ramakrishna were disohseing 
the ilhestion of renunciation just before him. One of them said, 

*^Witbout overall renunciation none can attain God." Thereupon 

the other snapped out, "The moment one's mind is fixed upon Him 

the world (saihsar) ceases for one." On hearing all this, Bama- 

krishna appeared rather upset. He then said to them, "You say 

that the world would go. Where, then, will it go? For nay part, 

however, wherever I am I feel I am in Barn's Ayodhya." * 

On another occasion, a certain person asked Ramakrisfaoa, 

/‘Well, Sir, is the world illusory? Thereupon with a fiare of genius 

he replied, "The world is illusory so long as He is not realized." * 

This view is very original indeed. We have so long been taught 

that on realization of Brahman, the aspirant reaches perfection and 

rejects the world as illusory. Ramakrishna, however, points out that 

on realization the world appears very real to the sddhaka, in the 

seiiSQ that he now finds that God manifests Himself in the things 

and beings of the world. According to Ramakrishna, we, in onr 

ordinary way, take the world as existing by itself and such a world 

is obvionsly false as it in fact does not exist in its own right. A 

twbblem nevertheless remains, namely, how could one with a yearn¬ 

ing for Gk)d rise out of the false and reach the real world? In short, 

is life in society an obstacle to one's spiritual progress? 

t ^Society is a living whole and has its history. From a small 

begmning society by stages has come to its present state of existence. 

Ahd the process of development is stil continuing. Traditions of 

kinds—economic, political, juridical, religion^ sn4 the 

form our heritage, are the accumulated experiences of the past 

8. We are, indeed, under a deep debt to all those adio in 

contributed to social development in its manifold a^^peotS' 

is no gainsayiftg the fact that we wem to, a sew^^and 
•* 



noHUMd tfu ilM ioeial in6li1ratk)T». We are trbai we arb 
oertaioly beeause of tociety* It is little wonderi tbeiif thai Kami- 

lobAma emiiiiaiizeB Booia] life and inidstB on the etriot performing 

of cme'a dntiei. 
He makes an approach to worldly life from yet another side/ 

He avers that everyone should perform his her proper fanctions 
in life; nobody can avoid activity. One acts and has to act even 

when one goes oni of society. 6o the aspirant should not think that 
he would progress in spiritual life only if he gets oni of worldly life. 
That way, says Bamakrishna, the aspirant would only shirk his duties 
and the neglect of his duties would assuredly weigh upon him aud 
retard bis advance towards bis goal. 

Now, if one is to live in, and not to renounce, the world, what 
becomes of spiritual life? The difficulty is that worldly life, involving 

as it does sex and wealth, appears to be opposed to spiritual 
life. Bamakrishna, however, points out that there is no short cut 

to the spiritual goal. Therefore, the aspirant shonld not be in a 
hurry or do anything at haphazard. He can proceed towards the 

realization of his ideal only by some stages, which are lo be worked 
out of worldly life itself. But bow? 

Bamakrishna tells us lhat there are iuhnite paths to God. There 
are nevertheless three broad kinds of yoga, namely, the yoga of 
knowledge, the yoga of action, aud the yoga of love or devotion.^ 
According to Bamakrishna, the yoga of knowledge is far too difficult 
for anybody to follow, and the yoga of action or karmayoga, though 

theoretically all right, is not quite practicable in ordinary life. Karma- 

yoga, as expounded in the Bhagavadgltd, is the spiritual disclidine in 

which the aspirant is to perform all necessary actions and duties and to 
offer them as au oblation to God. In this yoga the aspirant is to put 

himself forth to the best of bis capacities without any attachment to 
the fruits or results of bis actions. As Sri Krishna puts it, **In 
karmayoga the aspirant has a right to action, but not to its tesult 
or results.* He, indeed, appears very original when Kamakririina 

says that although karmayoga fixes upon God. it posits the ego as 
the agent or doer and as offering tbe doings as an oblation to Ood. 
He meant to say that in this yoga, more often than not, self-interest 
or selfishness creeps into the mind of the aspirant and renders the 

yogaa way of insinoerily. Bamakrishna seeks to bring it home to 
our minds that one can become a karmayogi. in the strict sense 

^ (jA Beagsli), ^ 
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the term, only after the realization of God in His twofold aspect— 

the determinate and the indeterminate, when one is transformed and 

beQOznes only a channel of divine activity. After this realization, 

the retains only the form of the *1\ the substance of the 

gross having been destroyed, and thus becomes best fitted for 

the practice of karmayoga. 

Ramakriflhna is all for the yoga of love or bhakti. It is narrated 

of the Enlightened One : ‘‘ ‘Full of hindrances is this household life, 

the haunt of passion. Free as the air is the hotuelesK state*. Thus he 

considered and went forth.’* * Ratnakrishna, however, does not 

dievalue worldly life, although he says that it is difficult for a man in 

worldly life to practise sadhana, to follow a strict spiritual discipline. 

There is nevertheless a way out, according to him. This way is 

bhaktiyoga or the yoga of love, which consists in thinking God 

as the Creator and Ordainer, and praying to Him for love and faith, 

and singing His naraes. This is the way for a householder who 

has a yearning for God.® 

But bow could he divide his mind between God and worldly 

things? There is doubtless no question of thus dividing his mind. 

Batnakrishna insists that the aspirant, though he lives in society, 

has to withdraw his mind gradually from worldly desires and fix it 

upon God. With the help of homely examples, Ramakrishna explains 

the procedure a person, enmeshed in mundane life, should follow in 

bis attempt to achieve liberation. A tortoise, as we know, lays its 

eggs on land ; but, as it moves about in water, its mind ever remains 

fixed on the place where the eggs were laid and left behind.® Con¬ 

sider, again, the servants and maid-servants of rich people. The 

former do all their duties and look after the sons and daughters of 

their masters. In reference to the sons and daughters they even say, 

‘‘This is my Ram”, “This is my Gouri”, and so on, though they 

know in the heart of their hearts that the boys and girls are none 

of their own. The servants and rnaid-servants work just for money 

and^they always think of their homes and their near and dear ones. 

Similar should be the attitude, Ramakrishna tells us, of a householder 

in bis spiritual life. The point is that he is not to reject life ; he is 

to accept life by transcending it, t.e., by doing the duties appropriate 

to hifl station of life and concentrating at the same time upon God, 

And when his being is saturated with the thought of the Supreme 

1 JElbys Davids ! Early Buddhism, P. 81, Loodon. 1910. 
S Kathdmrita, I, zi, 4. 
» Op. ci^, IV, zii, a, 
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Being, be becomes detached from empirical things. This is verily 

bis way to the supreme goal—union with God. 

Bamakrishna, however, points out that no rules are binding upon 

thoEe who are sei^^ed with divine frenzy. From those who have 

become mad for God all duties drop ofT.^ Still, as Bamakrishna avers, 

it ultimately depends upon the grace of God whether one attains faith 

and love and union with 
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The problem of education in a country like India where the 

majority of the people are even now steeped in ignorance, illiteracy, 

squalor and poverty, and where education has long been regarded 

merely as a means to getting a job for earning a pittance for liveli¬ 

hood, is not only complex but also serious, ft should engage the 

immediate attention of those who care for the country’s gwd. If 

we want to live and thrive as a democratic nation, we must not only 

expand our education to cover the entire population but also remodel 

it on proper lines without any loss of time. 

No« that we are free people of a sovereign democratic republic, 

we can no longer remain complacent about the existing state of affairs 

by putting the blame at others’ doors only. We are now the masters 

of our destinies, and whatever problem we are to face has got to be 

solved not only by our diligent and intelligent endeavours but also 

by our sincere and correct approach to it. However difficult and 

baffling a problem may be, a true and proper appreciation of it goes 

half the way to solve it. The tisk of improving the educational 

system in the country brooks no delay if we are not to perish and 

if we are to prevent the nation from going into chaos and disaster. 

But improvement of the educational standard at any stage—primary, 

secondary or university—will remain a pious hope unless and until 

the society and the state are prepared to appreciate the importance of 

teachers who are the builders of the nation and ‘torch-bearers’ in the 

life of the people. 
The sooner the need for suitably trained teachers to man oar 

educational institutions is widely and truly recognized, the better is 

it for India of today and for India of tomorrow, as without properly 

qualified teachers no state can afford to recognize and improve the 

• educational system to suit* the objectives it aspires to achieve by 

^ education^ For imparting a proper kind of education, a well-qualified 

* PresidaBtUil Addreii delWered at the Teacher Training Section of (he Thirty^Sret 

AU-lnUa Edacetional Conference held at Jaipur. 
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IIDd properly trained teacher •incerely devoted to bis imsk 6r {mfeesiM 
ie absolntely necessary. 

During the First Five Year Plan, little progress could be made 

towards the improvement of Secondary Education. Daring the 

Second Flan, some of the recornmendations of the Secondary Educa¬ 

tion CommiEsion are proposed to bs implemented. A percentage 

of the existing high schools will be upgraded, and some will be con¬ 

verted into multi-lateral schools so as to provide the pupils at the 

secondary stage of education with training in different vocations 

according to their interests, aptitudes and inclinations. This will 

mean an increasing diversification of courses and will involve the 

introduction of craft courses, better facilities for science teaching, 

establishment of commercial, technical, industrial, agricultural and 

other vocational branches, and so on. If the suggestions of the 

Planning Commission are implemented, secondary education will, no 

doubt, be more or less complete and self-sufficient and will succeed 

in checking, to a great extent, the wasteful rush of students to 

universities. 

But the question is ; *How are the lecommendations to be 

carried out?’ Obviously, there must be adequately trained hande 

to put into effect the much promising programme, because no scheme* 

however well-planned, can work of itself. Dr. John Mathai, in his 

biiiliant Convocation Address to the University of Calcutta in 1956, 

has rightly observed, “No educational institution can rise in quality 

and usefulness above the level of its teachers*'. Hence arises the 

pressing problem in India today in the field of education—the problem 

of Teacher Education, In any educational organization, anywhere- 

the teacher has always been and will always remain the most im¬ 

portant factor. In some modern plana of teaching, for instance, 

the Dalton Plan or the Montessori System, it may seem that the 

teacher’s position as the hub of the educative process is not recognized. 

But on second thoughts it would be realized that the demand from 

him as regards qualities of head and heart has, on the contrary, 

become more, much more exacting. In fact, the modern ideas of 

education cannot be effectively carried into practice without hard 

and sound professional preparation on the part of the teacher. 

In India, we had hardly ample opportunities before Independence 

to pay heed to the great problem of Teaches Training. In educational : 

organization w© witnessed, during our bondage, only some flirtiog ^ 

with tie idea of universal education—an idea which long aga beoami 

a reality in almost every other part of the civilized world. ■ Aa Hoeta- 
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as iodependefice was won, we proclaimed in our Oonstitution that 

we are going to do our utmost to make up leeway ; and the two note¬ 

worthy Commissions that we set up on University Education and 

Secondary Education, have both contemplated vast educational re* 

construction programmes. Both these Commissions have, however, 

stressed the greater importance of the middle part of the educational 

ladder, that is, secondary education. And both these Commissions 

have very rif*htly laid their fingers on the teacher as the sore spot in 

our educational set up. 
There is no denying the fact that the profession of teaching in 

India is not at present very attractive, except to a very small number 

of people who are born with, or who gradually grow and develop an 

inclination for the job. The ‘World Organization of the Teaching 

Profession' has reported thus : 

^'Information from our member organizations throughout the 

world indicates clearly that the shortage of competent teachers is 

growing in scope and severity. Among the many reasons for this 

growing and ominous shortage of teachers, one reason stares out so 

prominently that all others seem relatively inconsequential, namely, 

the notoriously unsatisfactory conditions of the teacher's compensa¬ 

tion.” 
We see, therefore, that the ‘World Organization of the Teaching 

Profession’ has pointed out the dearth of good trained teachers all 

over the world. One reason for this is that the task of the teacher 

is not only an arduous one, he is also denied the social rank and 

emoluments befitting his position and the importance and gravity of 

his work. Another reason for this unsatisfactory state of affairs is 

that care is not taken to recruit teachers from an early stage of their 

educational career. In Russia, an adtlitional scbcol Llass is organized 

at the close of the school career to prepare those interested in the 

teaching profession. We hope that in the not very distant future 

the teacher will not have any social or economic grievance. But, in 

tbati case, the problem of selecting the right kind of teaching 

peruonnel will assume the greatest importance in educational organi- 

zation. In fact, research work on the personality traits of good and 

bad teachers is in progress everywhere. 

Good teachers are both born and made and, by far, the greater 

number of good teachers >is more made today than born. By the 

phrase ‘being made* is meant ‘being professionally trained’. Most 

of the teachers are now dragged to the teaching frofession and not 

actually draton to it. As the Father of the nation has tacitly put it, 
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''Tfaeyonly oome to the teaching profeasion, who cannot find *1.117 

other employment". Hence it is essential that oar teachers shauld 
be professionally trained to be able to make their teaching roatfy 
effective and useful. The progress that has been made 10 the goi^hde 
of Pedagogy would now surely delight the heart of Pesfealozzi, and 
st is very much reassuring that training is recognized today as an 
essentia] preparation for those who intend to join the teaching 
profession. 

The Secondary Education Commission is, therefore, right ,in 
laying the greatest stress on the problem of organizing the teaching 
profession. The problem has, however, two aspects—one of rapidly 
enhancing the social and economic status of teachers, and the other 
of (raining up a vast army of efi&cient teaching personnel to meet the 
growing demands of the necessary educational expansion. The 
proportion pf untrained teachers in our schools, at present, is quite 
alarming, f^erhapa, the largest in the world. We have to arrange for 
the training of the existing uutrained teachers first. But at the same 
time we have to attend to the problem of providing training facilities 
for the fresh recruits to the profession. 

The number of Teachers Colleges and Teacher Training Depart¬ 

ments of universities that we have at present in India is utterly 
inadequate for taking up this twofold task. And it is also a fact 

that it may not be possible for us to start the requisite number of 
Teacher Training Colleges in the near future. The crying need of 
the hotn is, therefore, to have recoiuse to some make-shift arrange¬ 
ments fcT teacher training that can <‘0(ie with the existing emergency. 
In Great Britain, the British Emergency Teacher Training Scheme, 
after the Second World War, allowed a great degree of experimenta¬ 
tion in this respect. Under the Scheme, teint)orary colleges for 
training up 10,000 women teachers were set up. In Russia, the 
situation after the Revolution wa?. mn:*!i the same obtains in India 

today. So in that country Short Coursos of Training for a few weeks 
were instituted in 1J20, and the stheine continues even today. The 
teachers who were (bus trained were treated as equals to regular- 
trained teachers in every respect, subject to certain conditions. One 
of the main conditions was that the Short Training must be followed 
op by a CoiTeepondence Course and end in a qualifying examination. 
In view pf the acute situation in India, thes^two schemes ot setting 
up temporary colleges or camps during vacations and Correspondence 

Courses in Pedagogics should at once be launched. • 
It is gratifying that some of the State Governments have already 

6—194eP—II 
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been expoTimenting on the scheme of running Short Course Training 

Camps for untrained Graduate and Undergraduate teachers aged 

more than 45 years. The writer has had the fortune to have visited 

some such training centres in West Bengal and has found the work 

quite useful and salisfaotory, 

A few concrete suggestions may be made in this connection. 

With a view to imparting the benefit of training at least partially 

to as large a number of existing teachers as possible, the following 

measures might be adopted : 

(i) Teachers with an experience of ten years or more may be 

exempted from the theoretical part of the training course. But 

arrangement must be made to provide such teachers with practical 

frammfjf in class teaching, school administration, class management 

and discipline, preparation of Notes of Lessons, etc. A short training 

in the theoretical course, say, covering for a month, may Jbe imparted 

to them, if practicable. But the practical course should cover a period 

of at least two months, at the end of which tlie trainees will have to 

undergo an examination in practical leaching. What we want, after 

all, is a good practical teacher, and not a mere theorist. 

(it) For teachers having less than ten years* experience, how¬ 

ever, the fall course of training lasting for a period oi one academic 

year should be insisted upon, and facilitieH should be thrown open to 

all such teachers. 

(m) For purposes of giving a short term training to the teachers 

with ten years* experience, a mobile staff of instructors appointed by 

the State Department of Education should be maintained in every 

district. This staff will move flora place to ])lace and organize short 

course training centres in suitable BcboolH where trainees from speci¬ 

fied msttuiions in the areas should assemble to take their three- 

month's training. After tlie training course in a particular area is 

completed, the said staff will move on to another suitable school in 

the district an 1 star! a new centre there. In this way all the un¬ 

trained teachers of ten years standing in a district may easily get 

training facilities witiiin a year or two. 

(iv) The seivices of the mobile staff of instructors may be 

retained even after this period. The staff should be made permanent, 

and its business will be to organize Refresher and Reorientation 

Courses of training for the already-trained teachers in the district ni 

suitable centres throughout the year. 

(v) The Extension Services Departments sponsored by the 
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All Indift Council for Secondary Education, Ministry of Education, 

Government of India, may come to our aid in organizing such Camp 

Courses for Teachers. And in fact they have been helping the cause 

of Teacher Education in India by providing Refresher and Reorienta¬ 

tion courses. It is hoped that the All India Council for Secondary 

Education would see their way in expanding their existing programme 

of activities in this direction to provide for greater facilities for In- 

Service Training of Teachers. 

The Mudaliar Corntnission ha-3 also recommended that part-time 

courses for meeting the acute shortage of wo:aen teachers vis-a-vis 

the schemes of educational expansion, should be started. This 

recommendation also siiould l)e implemented witliout delay. 

In order to organize Correspondence Courses as well as to co¬ 

ordinate the work of Training (^-olieges, we require a good number 

of Educatio^ial Institutes as envisaged by the McNair Committeo’s 

Report in England. Such Institutes have ooaie into existence in 

considerable numbers in England and Russia. We have to keep in 

mind that education without research stagnates and fails to meet the 

needs of the community. And research, to be of real value, must 

be coordinated by a central body. For this purpose, also, we need 

an adequate number of Central Educational Institutes or Research 

Bureaus. In February, lO'jf), the Ail India Council for Secondary 

Education organized a Seminar on 'Examinations* at Bhopal. The 

writer was one of the participants to that seminar. One of the 

recommendations of the Seminar was the establishment of Research 

Bureaus under the State Board of Education, the funclion of which 

would be to promote and encourage researches aud original investi¬ 

gations in the domain of E.Kamiuations and Evaluations. We feel 

that such Bureaus or Institutes may also concern themselves with the 

task of organizing from time to time Refresher and Reorientation 

Courses of Training for the teachers trained in the past, because a good 

teacher must always maintain contact with the latest developments 

in educational theory and practice. A teacher is to train himself all 

his life. As Findlay observes, “The teacher is ever a'learner.*' In 

the words of Tagore, “A teacher can never truly teach unless he is 

still learning himself. A lamp can never light another lamp unless 

it continues to burn its own flame. The teacher who has come to 

the end of his subject, who has no living traffic with bis knowledge^ 

but merely repeats his les^^ons to his students, can only load their 

niinds : he cannot quicken them.” 
It is, therefore, implied that in the Teachers Colleges th^ 
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sliould be provision for exparimsnkatioa and research into 'fee fields of 

Psychology, Experimental Peda-^ogy, Educational Measurements and 

Statistics, Metboiology in the teaching of school subjects, and so on. 

In India there exir^ts at preieafc little scope for research activities 

in Graduate Training Colleges. In Germany every student-teacher 

has to study and investigate into an original problem an! submit a* 

thesis in part fulfilment of the requirements of the final examination. 

In Buesia, too, such researches aie l ighly encouragod. It is true 

that in the Master of Education courses of some of the Indian Uni¬ 

versities, there is provision for research work and submission of theses 

in lieu of some theoretical papers. Tn all Teachers’ Colleges, however, 

it is highly desirable that a spirit of research and original thinking 

and investigations should bs encouraged among the trainee-teachers 

instead of merely getting them to loirn some stereotyped methods. 

Such work has the gi'eat virtue of intusing enthusiasm into the hearts 

of teachers-in-training and also of making them conversant with the 

current problems of education. 

So far as the curricula and syllabi of Teacliers’ Training 

Colleges are concerned, we must be conscious of the urgent need 

of introducing certain vital changes. The Secondary Elucation 

Commission has made a number of valuable recommendations 

in this respect. One is the necessity of the compulsory study 

of Mental Hygiene for all teachers. The problem of dclii.quent and 

backward children in our scliool and society is assuming alarming 

proportions in many states, and no teacher can, therefore, afford to 

neglect these vital problems in the field of education. In Kussia, 

special schools have been set up for the mentally defective (backward, 

neurotic and delinquent) children, and a separate subject known as 

Defectology has been introduced in the training courses. Monumen¬ 

tal studies on this problem have been made by Sir Cyril Burt in 

England and by Makarenko in Kussia. It is high time that in India 

some work"on these lines should be immediately initiated. 

Next, much more stress in the training programme is required 

to, be laid on the knowledge of the con tents of the school subjects. 

It js desirable that the Irainees should study the contenis and methods 

of teaching not more than two school subjects of the same group, 

such as, historical, linguistic, mathematical, scientific, and so on. 

Our teachers must hav^ the knowledge of the contents of school • 

subjects up to the Honours standard. With a view to improving 

the gegeral level of the knowledge of subject-matter on tho part of 

our esdfiting band of teachers, the following scheme may be recom- 

tnended: 
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It is a facfc that a large majority of our young graduates, trained 

or untrained, who are now recruited to the teaching profession, are 

pass course graduates generally without any remarkable resuHs ie.g.^ 

First Division) in the Matriculation and Intermediate Examinations. 

* Steps should therefore be taken to give them an im]>etu8 to improve 

the standard of their knowledge of different school subjects. It might 

be suggested that there should be an examination held by the Depart¬ 

ment of Education every year iu all school subjects, and the pass 

course graduates who pass this examination should be encouraged 

by a suitable increment in their salaries. This examination should 

insist on a high standard of knowledge of each subject, corresponding 

to the Honours Course (suitably simplified or modified) of an Indian 

University. The syllabi for these examinations should be framed by 

the Depaituieni of Education. This system will certainly encourage 
private studies on the part of the teachers, and the result will be 

an improvement of their intellectual attainment and at the same 

time incTeased efiBciency. Tlie pass marks and distinction marks, 

if necessary, may be kept at a very high level 

Lastly, it is very necessary to see. that there is less of general 

and theoretical T.'^ychology iu the training course and much more of 

Educational Sociology, that is, study of the current trends in social 

and educational organization ; becau-^e, in our age the teacher is not a 

mere inslriictor but a social leader. It would be helpful, for this 

purpose, 'if the teacher, as recommended by the Mudaliar Commission, 

specializes in at least one extra-curricular activity. 

It is a happy sign that a Committee has recently been apjjointed 

by the Ministry of Education, Government of India to examine the 

syllabi prescribed for courses at the B. Ed. level. It is understood 

that this bodj’ might also consider, if time pern Jtted, a reorganization 

of the M. Ed. Course as well. The Committee already met twice 

At its inaugural meeting held sometime in August, 1956» Shri K.G. 

Saiyidain, Secretary and Educational Adviser to the Government of 

India, stressed the urgent need for revision of the Training College 

syllabi in view of the fact that they were mostly drawn up several 

decades ago. He observed that such syllabi ‘contained elements 

which had no relevance to our present-day educational problems. 

This prevented the trainees from developing a proper understanding 

of the Indian educational scene’. 

Now, it may be concluded by pointing out that the desired im.. 

provement in the standard of instruction and education cannot be 

effected merely by providing the teachers with necessary focil^iee 
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for training and by equipping the schools with requisite aids and 

appliances. Suitable remunerations and attractive service conditions 

must be guaranteed to all members of the teaching profession so that 

they may remain above want and above misery without having to 

dissipate their energy in private tutorships. We should see that 

teachers are. enabled to dedicate themselves heart and soul to the 

task of bringing up the members ot the rising generation, who are 

placed under their charge and who shall be the citizens of tomorrow. 

Let us hope that the time is not very far when the teacher will not 

have any great social or economic grievance, and we shall be able to 

attract a satisfactory number of well-qualified persons to the profes¬ 

sion, by enhancing their salaries and by improving their status in 

society—by making life less difficult and less unattractive for them. 

It is then and then alone that we can really benefit by 'reorientation of 

teacher education* in India. 



LAND REVENUE AND ALLIED CHARGES. 
IN ANCIENT INDIA 

(From the 10th to the 12th century A.D ) 

(Miss) Puspa Niyogi, M.A. 
He carch Scholar, University of Calcutta 

It is not easy to obtain from inscriptional sources a clear picture 

of taxation in India, from the lOih to the r2th century A D. Names 

of a few taxes are no doubt available ; but they are repeated in most 

records in a conventional style : these are rarely accompanied with 

details which would have made their meaning belter understood. 

Nevertbjlees, the material, lliough insufficicant in many respects, has 

some utility in as much as it throws some light at least on certain 

Bourcefl of revenue which can be recognised with reasonable certainty. 

It also provides an opportunity for the study of the form in which 

the earlier system of taxation was carried down in this period and 

also for assessing the difference between taxation in actual practice 

and taxation as it is portrayed in the Binritis and other relevant 

branches of ancient literature. 

We may, at tirst, turn our attention to that branch of taxation 

that is related to land, i.e., land revenue and allied charges. Land 

formed one of the main heads of revenue as shown by the Dbarma- 

sastras, the Smritis and the Ariha^astra literature. The question 

whether there was any kind of compulsory taxation of land or land 

produce in the early Vedic period is a controversial one,* but the 

system of compulsory taxation was not slow to appear, as the evidence 

of the later V^edic texts shows." The Jalakas make it clear that the 

king had the right to a portion of the produce of the land.* This 

is aho the view of Kautilya.* Taxation of land had been known for 

* In hymn VII 6.5 of the Rig Vedi, kini( N ihu®lia ii Slid to have forced his people 
to pay taxes (b tli) und in hytiiii X 178.1 we are tdd that the king is instslied oo the throne 
of the kingdom. HU i then ill X, 173.G. IndrAis invoked t i iuak& the commonuKy 
pay tribute to him ; but there is do evidimoe to show that this .tax )ev:ed on laud. 

* In the Atliatvavfds—IV, 23,2 Indra n invoked to give him "shore .n viiJages, 
kine und horses, aud to h ave the euemy with-iit a p .rtiou". leinum bhoja giaiue asvesu 
gosQ nistham bhaja yo aiuitro a^ya—A V., IV. 4 22.*.^). 

* In tb« Knru Ihamma Jatikn we read ibat a person, having car.-IesBlj plucked a 
handful of paddy from his own field regiets : “Freni pus field I h^ve yet tj give the king 
his duf, and I hav«* iaktn a handful of iice, from an unuihed field ’* ^ImanihS ktd&rS ^ 
ma}& rsfifio bl.&gn databbo adionabhft^^ato yeva che me keJaroto balialsauiutthi gabapaU ^ 
(Vol. 11. p 318). In annlher place we are told that the 'Douamapako MahamStta meaaniaa 
the king ■ share of the produce silting at the door of the gisnary, (Vol. 11. p. 818f 

* ArthsiSastra, stt&'prodiice (.i.e, revenue) from the crowu land, bhaga*pomoD of 
the produce payable to the government, ^ 
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ceDtorieB*, before our period, as shown by ioBcriptions and 

otb^ BonreoB available. 
liaiid continued to be an important source of revenue also during 

the period under review. First this is shown by the frequent mention 

of the fiscal expression *bhagabhogakara’ in most of the inscriptions 

of the period.^ It may be noted that the compound ‘bhagabhogakara’ 

is not known in this form in the literature of the Sinritis nor is it 

used as a single revenue term in the Arthasastra, although the consti¬ 

tuent elements of the compound, ‘bhaga, bhoga, and kara’ separately 

were quite well known. 'Bhaga' is translated by Kielhorn as ‘share 

of the produce*.' ‘Bhoga* is interpreted as the ‘periodical supplies 

of fruits, flowers, fire-wood and the like, which the villagers had to 

furnish to the king.“ But as ‘kara’ may be taken as a name of a general 

property-tax levied periodically, besides tribute paid by dependent 

states, it cannot be regarded as a distinctive agricultural tax, * 

In the liajor inscription of Mathanadeva, dated V S. 1016,^ the 

term ‘ bhaga and bhoga* are, however, separately used. 

Other expressions arc sometimes used which appear to be as 

substitutes for ‘bhaga and bhoga*. Thus in the Prabandhachinta- 

mani’,* we come across the expression *dani', which may mean the 

king’s share of the produce. In a grant of Dharanivaraha of Vadhvan 

(Saka samvat 839) * both the terras ‘ dani and Bhoga ’ occur. A 

land grant of the Chaulukya dynasty' where the expression 

A. It is used in the inscriplions of the followiDg dynasties of Northern India: the 
P&laa and Senas of Bengal; the Ghandellae of Jejahhukti; the Chalukyaa of Analiilapataka ; 
the Faxam&ras of Malwa and the €ftc. 

^ B. I, Vol. VII, p. 100. It is often taken to m^an 3 diafciDCt terma 'bh&ga, bhoga, 
and kara', which are Lransluted renpectively as 'shares, right eaBemeat, taxes* (R.D. 
Banerjee. E.I. Vnl. XV. r'p Vogfl,'Share and u^e tax in kind* (Antiquities of the 
Chamba State, pp. I67-0'J). Dr Gh-shal proposes to identify bhaga and bhoga* in the 
compound, with the usual gram share? of ihr> king, caih d'bhoga'in the Arrhaaaatra and 
'hali* in the Smtilis. This id according to Gim^hal supported by a passage of the Artha- 
d&flira (ni), where persons occupying fields and embanked reservoirs (sent) from priv«te 
owneta on the csndiliod of 'bbu^a. bhoga* as distinguished from those who hold the same 
CD the condition of'avakarya, prakarya, adhi (mortage) and so forth. Bhagabhoga in thU 

'BbAgadugba 
and hhXga aa synonyinous. Hist, of Dh. B., Vul. 111. p. 184(7. 

s„ * C/. Bhh] r'a nolein E.I., Vol. I. p. 75u. 'Pratibhoga has been interpreted into 
'dii0e Id th® fr'ii's. flowers and vegoublt-s presented every day, (See, Kane, Hist. 
<crfXJb. Vol. III. p 39d). According to AI ekar, ‘hh.-gakars* is a petty Ux in kind. 
(BAahtnkutas, p. 352 fn. 4 ) and the officer called Bhogapati* collected this tax, (ibid.). 

» Ket. of Bengal (Dacca university^ p. 277; Dr. Ghoshal, *an abbreviation cf the 
mm lieual bhBgabbogskaraURS p. 344; Vardhsmana explains kara as the dne# 
recovered ev«»y month from villaljers and city dwellers. Kane. Hist, of Dh. 8. vol HI* 
p 11^, ‘Kaze* ainparantly a tax ia mony.K. Gupta, Laud Systsin, p. 301* 

* B L. Vdl.m P- 268. 
» P, r7n. 

» VI,> 2W, 
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'danTbhaga* occurs may be incidentally referred to here. Gboshal ^ 

identifies the terra Manibbaga' with ^danibhogabhAga mentioned in 

a 8ur&shfra landgrant, dated Saka 839 (»9l7-8 A.D.) which has been 

t£|keu to denote ^ the periodical supplies of fruits, firewood and the 

like by the villagers* as meant by the word ‘bhoga*. The expression 

‘mayuta’ occurring in the Eajor inscription of Mathanadeva/ is 

probably a contribution of the same kind as held by tUo scholar* 

But is not clear wliy the affix ^dani* is used in some cases as mention¬ 

ed above. 

An indication of the rates at which the king's share—was to be 

collected is given in the SukrauUi'' where it is laid down that the king 

should take one-third, one-fifth, one-seventh, one4enlh, or oue- 

twentielh from the “ collectors of grasses and woods ”, 

As regards the king’s share of the produce of the agricultural 

laud* denoted usually by tlie word ‘bhaga*, we find that there was a 

difference of opinion among the ancient authorities as lo the specific 

share lo which he was entitled. The king’s sliare of the produce 

varies from 1 to in the Smritis, and the Dhanuasiistras,* This 

variation must have been due to the difference in the quality of land 

as well as regional and chronological factors. It is, clear, that the 

Manava Dharrna Sastra in its present form could not have contem¬ 

plated different rates unless they w^ere known to I ave prevailed nnder 

different conditions. Sukra'"‘ mentions different rates for the different 

classes of soils and also the net outturn of crops as the basis for 

assessment of land revenue. It lays down the rates of the king's 

grain share as follows : — 

J from land irrigated by river; 

J „ ,, ,, „ tanks and wells; 

1 ,, ,, ,, rain water; 

J ,, barren and rocky lands. 

Kullottunga Chola of South India is known to have divided land into 

8 classes for the purpose of taxation based on classification of soiJs. 

Allekar believes that the non-agreement among the Smritis must be 

partly due to the varying practices of the different states or ;o the 

different times to meet its varying needs.® It is doubtful if the rates 

of taxes could be so uncertain in normal times. 

> HRS. p. 266. * E-I., VoJ. Ill, p *2^. 
*1V. 2. 110; faiaua-oidani-bhuta-dani-Bainbftiidha). , j i ^ *w 
* Gautama (X. 211, Mnn.i,(Vll. 130). V!»hau. Dh.S. (lU. 23 33) declare that the 

Itm? may crdinarily take a sixth part of the errftin crop^ of 
Kautilya(V.2.), ManuvX. 2), Siiantiparva (87). Sukr* (IV 2.9 10) permit the iMOg ta 
take eyeo one^third or one-fourtb part of the crops io times of distress laD t 

^ IV. 3, p. 130ff. ^ State and Oovernmeot in Aneient inaia^ ^ , 

T—1946P—ir 
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^ In this ponnection we may note the maxim laid dotvn in the 

dnkraniti^ that 'the ruler ahould realise bis share of the produce 

&om land according to Frajapati's system; but in times of danger and 

difficulty^ according to Manu's system, not otherwise.’ The differenpe 

between the two sysiems was about the measurement of land 

the kings share being presumed to be the same. According to Praja- 

pati 2500 cubits made one parivartana of land, whereas 3125 

cubits made one such plot according to Manu.^ Consequeoliy when 

Manu's system of measurement being greater, the king’s share of the 

produce, would be less under Frajapati’s system. This may explain 

the v£iriatioo in rates to some extent. 

The traditional rate of 1 as the king’s share must have been 

normally current over a wide area and for a long period. Thus we 

find the title of the officer-in-charge of the grain-share, ‘ijhashthadhi- 

krita’ in one of the grants of Dharmapala,* the Pala king of Bengal, 

early in the 9th century A.D, This shows that the rate i was the 

normal rate in his kingdom. The South Indian inscriptions soraetimes 

refer to the king's sixth part of the produce, as for example, earlier in 

an inscription of the Kadamba king Sivarnrigesavarman, dated about 

450 A.D. the kings share is found fixed at -J. It is further recorded 

in an inscription of the Ohola dynasty, dated 1040 A.D., that the 

monarch gave away as gifts to BrahiuanavS one-sixth of the produce 

of the land, that he used to get as revenue.® But the Raiwan plate 

of Govindrachandra of the Gahadavala dynasty dated 11’23 A.D.^ 

shows that the king’s share of the produce in Ids time was fixed at 

one-tenth. This is also found to be the rate mentioned in another 

inscription of the same king,® (bhaga.kutaka-dasa) (which means 

the share (bhaga) for the plough-share kutaka to be dasa, i,a. ten). 

The figure ‘ten’ meaning either ten-hundredths or one tenth. Kalhana 

refers to the impost of (dvadasibhaga) during the reign of King 

Ananta of Kashmir.* Thus we find that there was no uniform rate 

fixed throughout the land ; it was subject to changes, depending very 

much on variable factors including temperaments and policies of kings. 

A I. d09. ObaturbbCjaib samam proUtam kasbtabbdparivartanatii 
PrSj&patyeoa m&Daaa bhQbboga hart yam ofipab- 

2 L 206-206. 
* E.I. IV, p. 243. 

lo the time of Hiaen Tsapg tbe laod reTeaue was assessed on the basis of a uniform 
rate cf i cf the produce. 

s Epigrtphio Oanoatioa, p. 64. tDevanballi Talaq. No. 76). 

t '^SB. Vol. LNl, Pt 1. p. 106. 

* Ibid, VoL'XLII. Pt. n, p. 314. 
* ‘RSlatsrahglnT, ed. SteiQ, VII. 903. 
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li may be presamed that the king’tf share of the produce . was in 

some regions, at least paid in kind. In the Bajatara^gip!' there is a 

reference to rice, collected as revenue during the reign of Bussala. In : 

Kashmir the greatest portion of land revenue was assessed and collect*'. 

e4 in Kharis of grain.^ It may be noted that in several inscriptions 

of Assam the revenue of land is found to have been estimated in 

measures of rice. This evidently points to the prevalence in some 

places,of the^ystem of payment of land revenue in kind. 

The custom of paying taxes in cash was also current. The 

occurrence of the term ‘hiranya’ in most of the inscriptions belonging 

to the major dynasties of northern * India, during the period under 

review, is significant. It is generally explained as *a contribution in 

casb’.'^ But this view is opposed by some scholars who simply 

translate *hiranya* as ineaing gold."* There is also a divergence of 

opinion as to the particular item that was taxed to collect hiranya. 

N. G. Bandyopadhyay suggests that ‘hiranya' is a tax 'on the board 

or capital or on the annual income’, i.e. a sort of income-tax.® Beni 

Prasad explains it as symbolising *lbo right of the state to the gold 

and probably other mines as well’.’ Dr. Ghoshal holds that “in the 

mediaeval period of Indian liistory while payments of the land revenue 

reform of Todar Mail were made in kind, certain classes of crops 

(called by the title zabit) were always assessed in cash on the ground 

that it was very difncult to divide them into shares.^Hiranya* 

was a tax of this nature, levied in cash upon certain special kinde 

> vni 120C. 
* Bee, Hajataraogmt. Vol. IF. p. 328. The Lokapraka^a fully eopports this 

rnnclusion. Khoiis of rice (dhauvn-kh&ri) ore staled there in fixed quautities payuaentB 
of reubfi floes, iDterests, e^c The sysleiu of reckoning revenue in grain is widely ■pre«<t 
throughout Asia, and is naturally well adopted to the econoniic conditions of amainfj 
agricultural country. 

^ Hiranya is usc’d as a fiscal term in the fuscriptiuns of the Gur’ira-Pratibgras, 
(he P&las and Senas of Bengal, (he Cband»llas. the Chaulukyas, the Param&ras, eie. 

^ Senarti *tax in money' (E. 1., Vol VII p. Gl<62> ; Kielhcroi 'Payment in money, 
E. 1,, VII. P. 160): Vogel, 'tax in rash*, (Antiquities in the Chamba State* p 167>9i, etc. 

® Trans, by Buhler, B. B.E, II, p. 227 ; ibid XXV, p. 237; Jolly, ibid. VIIj p. 16.; 
^hamsastry. Artha^astra, p. 378; Meyer, Artbasastra, p. 226; Fleet, Gupta Inscriptions, 
p. 124; R. D. Banerjee, E. T.i Vol. XIV. p 324; ibid. XV, p. 298: D. R. Bbandarkar, 
ibid. VII., p. 46; N. G. Majumdar, Inscriptions of Bengal, Vol* HI. pp« 8, 24, 67, 79, etc. 
The interpretation of 'hlra^ya* as 'gold' is shown untenable on the following grounde t—■ • 

(at In the Bmriti testa biranya is combined with pasu (domestic animals), and listed 
along with the crops, trees fruits, flowers, leaves, grass, etc. as some of the recognised source 
of the king's revenue. Therefore, biraqiya must have been one of those allied taxes which 
were imposed on the agricultural and industrial products of the village. 

(b) In the land-grants 'hiraijya* is sometimes joined with'bh&ga-bhogn-kan* which 
is to be taken in the sense of the king's customary grain-share. It is also found together 
with dbanya or the king's share of the crops. Hirapya, therefore, was a similar tax. 

(o) For state as contemplated in the Sn-fitis it may hardly be possible to draw 
a revsnue from gold or ou the accumalated hoard of the metal or a tax on the income 
estimated in gold currency. See, HKS, p. 61. 

* Kautilya, Vol. I, p. 183*40, 
^ The State in Ancient India, p. 802. ,. .. m. • -oi 
* Bee, BadsD*Powell» Land system, Vol. I, p. 273 4. Cf. Aium*Akben, Bloohn 

Jarett's trsns, Vol. 11, p. 66; Fcgbya Bas Malai ed. Bawlinson# p. o7I, 
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of as distfiigtiished from the tax in kind ^bioh wa^ charged upon 

the ordinary crops. ^ But no reason has been advanced to show why 

the Smiitis which specify other agricultural or industrial products 

does not do so in respect of the items subject to the levy of hiranya. 

Most scholars agree however, that hiranya was some kind of ta^ 

which was collected in cash. 

From the interpretations offered by different scholars it appears 

that the meaning of the term ^hiranya’ is not definitely - established. 

There is no doubt that land revenue was sometimes collected in cash. 

In the Sukrambi^ we are told, that if the king receives a'tax (rajabhaga) 

of 100 silver karsas from the cultivators he should make over twenty 

kar8bft^ to him. Unfortunately this text fails to mention what unit of 

land or what amount of crops was assessed to the tax of 100 silver- 

kareas. A 10th century Gurjara Pratihararecord from U.P.® assigns 500 

drammas for a temple out of the revenue of a certain village. It may 

be noted that in the inscriptions belonging to the Sena dynasty 

of Bengal the revenue of the land is estimated in each case in terms of 

current silver coins. This evidently points to the general prevalence 

of payment of land revenue in cash in the Sena territory.* 

Apparently taking in the sense of a tax in cash some scholars 

interpret 'Sarvarajabhogakurahiranyapi’atya3'a* * occurring in inscrip¬ 

tions as meaning ‘with all revenues consisting of the king’s grain 

share and the taxes in cash.* This interpretation is not accepted 

by Majumdar who thinks that the phrare quoted means “with all 

the income such as taxes and gold enjoyed by the king”. But the 

point whether the taxes are in cash or kind is overlooked. Hiranya 

means gold, but why it is included as the name of a lax has not been 

clearly indicated by the scholar. 

The Mallasarul grant (6th century A.D.) mentions, as the 

designation of an officer Hiranya-samudayika apparently connected 

with Vardhamana-Bhukti,* Altekar thinks that he was an officer 

entrusted with the work of collecting tax in cash in Bengal.* 

The. Sen, is however, of the opinion, that he was an officer-in-charge of 

all taxes, both in money and in kind.^* 

^ HRS. p* 62. 
^ Bd. by Benny Sarkar, Chap. IV Sec. TI. p. 261-82. 
3 T.A.. Vol. XVI. p. 174. 
3 See, N.0. Majamdar, loBcrlptioDs of Beag&l, Vol. HI. 

dynasty. 
* Il>«. No. l.P.l. 

Inscriptions of the Sena 

3 A HRS.p. 246H.4. 
3 E.I., VoT. XXIII. p. 169ff. 

D 0. Sircar, Select Inaoriptiona, p.360. Head of the royal treasury or collector of 
rawniM. 

3 State and UoremmAnt in Ancient India, p. 
^3 B. C. Sen, Some Historical Aapeets of the Incriptiona of Bengal, p. 499. 

» 



tAittJ BBYSirgk 

The‘vietorioas Arabs after the coaqaest of Sind, early in th'^ 

8tb. century, levied taxes on land at varying rates depending on the 

nature of irrigation used. The land-tax was usually rated at two* ‘ 

fifths of the produce of wheat and barley, if the fields watered by 

• public canals; 3/Id if irrigated by wheels or oth^r artificial means; 

and i if altogether unirrigated. If arable an I were left uncultivatei 

probably it still had t:^ pay one dirham p3r jarib and J /lO of the 

produce which would have been collected if the land were actually 

cultivated* Of grapes, dates and garden produce, } was taken, 

either in kind or in money; and 5 (khums) of the tax were levied 

on wines, fishing pearls and generally of any products not derived 

fi'ora cultivation were paid in kind or their equivalent value. These 

taxes were to be paid even before the expenses had been defrayed. 

That shows that the cost was not considered in fixing the taxes in 

question,’ 

In course of time ihese taxes further increased even to half of 

the produce of the land. The ability of the people to pay was some¬ 

times taken into consideration.“ But much more was actually coUec* 

ted than the revenue fixed at the above rates. In many cases under 

the land Rystern tliat was in vogue in this part of India, farmers not 

only covered their contracts but also to satisfy their greed they took 

much more from the cultivators at their expense.® 

Besides the ‘Bhagabhogakara’, i.c. the usual grain-share and 

the periodical supplies of fruits, flowers and the like the people in 

some pai*ts of the country had also to pay some additional taxes on 

land. These are incidentally mentioned in some inscriptions belong¬ 

ing to different dynasties. Thus in one of the landgrants of 

Mathanadeva, a feudatory chief, of the Gurjara Pratihara dynasty, 

dated A.D. 960, * a reference to a tax called ‘khalabhiksha’ is found. 

This means ‘begging from the threshing floor I ® and consequently may 

have denoted an additional impost in kind from the grain brought to 

the threshing floor.® There may not have been any fixed rate of 

• Elliot, Hist, of Cndid, Vol. I, p. 474n!. 

• See, Elliot, new edition, op. cit., p. 59. Here wo .are told that Qatbuddin Aiybek 

raieod fhe rcTcnoc from jr to ^ 

» Elliot, Hist, of iDdia, Vol. T, p. 47.5 nl. jTUAS. Vol I, p. 240. 

« EL, Vol. lit, p. 263. 

» HE9, p. 237. 
• Ghoshal <sompare9 it with'khalepanji* i.tf. the email heaps of grain taken from omW 

larger pile at the time of nieaeurement and ondcr Maratha rule'considered ae a perquiait# 

of the stale.’ (Wilson’s GloHeary. q,v.). HBS, p. 207 fn. 2. 
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Bitch a«iDGi^6st 18 pot gpecified. Whatever coold be spared was 

accept-to^ips^ any emergency that might arise, such ae a famine 

or any ascQ^ar calamity or due to war other such cause. In this 

oonneetioii it may be noted that Kautilya * requires the king to beg 

(yaohete) 6C 4;be people to offer additional contributions, he employs 

the word 'pranaya* (request) for such demands, such taxation was 

not to be levied on inferior lands and he expressly says that an ex¬ 

traordinary demand of this nature is to be made only once and not 

twice on the same occasion. The Santiparva* contains a specimen 

of a long address to be given to the people when a king demands 

higher taxation in an emergency.* The word 'pranaya* occurs in 

the' Junagadh inscription of Rudradaman * in connection with an 

emergent situation requiring an embankment to be repaired. 

B’roin the Mangalana stone inscription of Jayatrasimha of the 

Paramara dynasty, dated V.S. 1275,* we learn that a stepwell 

was constructed, and for the sake of charity, the king levied a cess 

of one sei (=15 seers) of korada* corn on each plough, worked 

within the limits of the village Mangalana. In the Patanarayana 

stone inscription of the Paramara Pratapsiihha, dated V.S. 

1344 * it is stated that for the maintenance of a temple the 

villagers of Kalbanavada were required to pay one seer of grain at 
each plough. 

Prom the Mathura Prasasti of the reign of Vijayapala of Kanauj, 

dated V. S. 1207,® we learn that the fourth part of a mapaka was 

taken for the endowment of a temple. The literal meaning of the 

word *mspaka’ is a ‘measurer’. It must have had a technical mean¬ 

ing. Possibly the ‘mapri* may be meant here, j.c. the official who 

had to measure the grain brought into the market, the rates of which 

were fixed by the Government. Probably the ‘mapaka’ was entrusted 

to levy a small tax on the dealers in grain. 

It appears from the above that besides the king’s share of the 

produce and other usual taxes, the villagers concerued had to pay 

^ Tl^w view IS put forward by Dr. B. C. Sen. It has bIho been pointed out by him 
the word ‘khalabhiksi* used in the land grant of Mathanadeva, means Ihe e^me thing 

I# the word ^pnpaya* mentioned by Kaotiiya. 

* , Arthasftstra, 

t 87, 36-dd. IHs said :*If the enemy invades you yon will lose all including your 
»Wii wives# the enemy will not restore to you what he robs vou of: etc 

< B-l.. Vol. VTir, p. 38, j » • 

» I.A.# Vol. XliT, p. 86. (1912). 

♦ The term is borrowed from loctfl dUlect. In Marwar munga, moths ohana, sad 
pavafe are oaUeetively colled korada. 

^ I.A., VidiXm 77. 0916). 

• B. Z. m I, p. 887. 
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sometimes an additional tax on each ploogh worked in the TiUage. 

These taxes were paid in kind. These did not go to the coffers of the 

state but were local collections for religious or charitable purposes. 

Othfr Taxes on Land 

In addition to the above, mention may be made of some taxes 

which seem to have been closely related to the land-tax. These taxes 

bad no wide application and were not levied throughout the land. In 

fact they were occasionally levied by some kings in some places. 

Pmdaha : In some of the land grants, belonging to the Pala 

dynasty of Bengal' and Nepal* we come across the name of a tax 

called 'pindaka'. Its exact nature is not known. It has been identi** 

fied by Ifielhorn with ‘bhagabhogakara’* and by Ghoshal with 'bira- 

nya’*. Another scholar suggests pindaka to be the same as 'pindakara* 

of the Artliafausira, which according to the commentator Bha^^a, means 

taxes levied upon whole villages. Pandit Bhagvanlal Indrajil and 

Dr. Buhlei® interpret the term ‘pindaka’ to be found in the inscriptions 

of Nepal in the sense of ‘assessment’. 

> 1 A.,p. 1C3. 

* See, moii of th' inscriptions of the Uchchak^lpa Maharajiss of Buodelkhand io <il.» 

GX. No. 31, p. 135 *tbe villages are (granted with me udrau^a and the uparikara, with 
t]ie exemptioD for entrance by irre^:ulbr and regular troops....with immunity from the 
police tax'; inacriptioiis of the Maitrakaa of Valabbi GT. No 39 p. 171. The iiatial classes 
of the landgrantd are as follows: *wi.h iidraogs and up'trikara, With the cootribu*ion in 
grain (dh&pyal and in cash Unrap^m with tho revenue from Ihcelmeuts aod the winds 
(bbutavAtaJ, nitb forced labour as it btconie** due, and in a ftw case with the t.n offences.* 

'With the lidraAga with the upniikarhs, with the ten offeneos.Se.', the Deo*Bara- 
natk inscriplion of Jivitigupta, IT, of the Later Gupta dynasty. (GI, No. 46, p. 213). 

Bee, J. ol Bohm. Br. R.A.S.. Vol. XX. No. 9; I A.. XIV, p. 186 ff. etc. 

* E.i., Vol. IX, p. 1 bhagahhogah ta-hira^ya dcuah sa>dapdsdssi>par&Jha^ 
sB>8imAparyaLtal^ B*odrangat^ sa^vriksbaiualikulsl^ ^a-parikaral;^....* 

< Tbe term 'udraf^ga' la mrotiourd in few' infcriptinna, e.?. GI. p. 177, in (his ins¬ 
cription we are told that King Kharagrahs II of the Maitraks dynasty made liberal grants 
of 'ucraAga' and other gifts. 

Pee, E.I. IV. p. 74 ; VIII, p. In both tleae inscriptions of Esrsbs ‘udiaAga* occur 
together with bb&gabhugakara. birapya, etc, *L1drauga' ia mentioned with ocher fiscal 
terms in the Ra^or luscriplion of Matbaiiadtva, a feudatory of tbe Gurjara PraUhfira 
dyuasty. (E.T.'.IIT, p. 263). 

The term 'upaiikara' may be traced in the lol'owing :— 

(a, The Gaya giant of Samudragupta, 01. No, 60, p. 351 (Generally regarded as 

Ipiuious). 

(b) The iand-giants of the PAla kings of Bengal. 

fa) Some of the land grants of tbe kings of Aaaam? c.ff, a copper plat© grant of Idspf .; 
Balayarmau and two grauta of Ratn«pals, JA8B, 1897,1898. 

(d) Tbe Isod-granta of tbe Paiam&ras usually contain tbe clausa Hbat Uie 
granted with the tox in cash and io kind, with ^ tbe uparikara and with all 1^4 
todayabrete. . 

« E.I. Vol. IX, p. 1, also see. EX VoU III, p. 363* ■■ 
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USRAKdA ANP UPA^I&ABA 

The t^rnis 'udranga* and 'uparikara^ in some' ca^s occur 

t<^etherS and sometimes along wiih bbaga, bhoga, etc^ but not 

always’. The terms are also noticed separately*. 

*Ddrahga’ is mentioned along with other fiscal termSi in a few 

inscriptions belonging to the Gurjara Pratiliara dynasty*. The use of 

this revenue term may be traced in eai lier inscriptions also*. Buhler 

explains it with the help of the words 'uddbara’ and 'udgrantha* 

<? udgraha) as meaning ‘the share of the produce collected usuaJlyf 

from the king®. Dr. Ghoshal suggests that this word ‘udranga* can 

be explained by its Marathi prototype. In Marathi, ‘udhar* means 

in the gross and ‘udbarjamabandr assessing the total revenue of a 

village upon the chief proprietor, leaving it to him to distribute the 

proportion’. In the end be concludes that ‘udradga* means the 

revenue imposed upon the permanent teDants^ This interpretation 

does not specify the revenue, thus imposed, nor is it clear how this 

meaning can be derived from the evidence used by him. 

It may not be impossibie that the term ‘udranga’ was con¬ 

nected with ‘dranga’ which means a watch-station or military station'*. 

The particular tax in that event may have been collected from places 

which were close to draiigas or from drangas ihemselves. In case 

this interpretation is held as probable, it is not to be regarded as an 

agricultural tax, like ‘bhaga’ although it may have been collected from 

people residing in villages. It may further be noted, that the element 

*rafiga’ in the term is not devoid of meaning in which it is generally 

understood. If so, 'udranga’ may Lave alternatively meant some 

kind of tax raised to meet the cost of some local festival periodically 

held.* 
Upatikara :—As pointed out in the above this term can be 

graced in inscriptions of some of the dynasties of Northern India.’® 

i Ibid Vol. IV, p. 216. 264. 

» T.A., p. 163. (1880). 

» E.I., Vol.lV,p. 254a, 

* HKB, p. 246. 

Fiobsbly they were used by the Satavahanas, see. E 1. VII. p. No. 7 & 14; HRS. 
p. 1S9; the iascriptions of the feudatoriei of the Gnotss of Buadelkhnnd GI. No. 21, 22, 23, 
&,aDd R.l, VIJI. No. 28, p. 284 ; Guptas E.l XIX. No. 21, p. 127; Maitrakas of ValaKhi, 
OP. eit. and by the Later Guptas. 

’ ® I.A, Vol. XU, p. iSrtn. 3.* 
^ HBS. pp, 210-211. Accordiog to K. Gupla 'udridga* is the share of the prodaoa 

aolUeUd asuahy for the king. (Laud System, p. 160). 
* 8m, below, 
* Extract from a Lote by Dr. B. C. Sen. 
W B.I..V0I IX. p. 1; I.A„ Vol.XIV.np. 159,196flf;.TBBRVS, Vol. XX.p. No, 9*,' 

JABB, 1897 and 1698, 



tifitMi!'though there » no eeid^oe. ^jF its extennec nse.^'FlWr 
soggest* ttui.t it wftR B t«x, lefie^ 90 cultivators who had ne^ 

proprietary rigbtt in the soil.* JDr* Obosal regards it as a rent; peid 

by temporary tenaots as distinguisbed from permanent tenants/ 

from whom the tax called ^odrahga’ was collected. Dr. Barnett* 

thinks that uparikara is eqoivalent to the Tamil expression 'melvar- 

man* meaning a tax representing the crown's share of the prodnee.- 

But where the king’s share as a tax ie mentioned along with udrahga, 

the latter cannot have the meaning as attributed to it above. 

It is not clear why the same tax should be called by different- 

names in the Sanskrit inscriptions of north India and why the more, 

fainilar terms should have been discarded. 

Dr AUeikar suggests that ‘uparikara* is identical with. 

‘ bhagabhogakara ’. * 

Dr. Dikshitar, in criticising the former theories states, ^*It ie* 

undoubtedly clear that both (udranga and uj)arikara) stand for charges 

imposed by the State on the produce of the land and to venture 

beyond this seems to be audacious. The attempted explanations are 

far from satisfactory and cannot therefore be generally, accepted. It 

must be noted that on the same land are levied both taxes ‘udraAga 

and uparikara*. It does not stand to reason that one and the same 

land was both under (be permanent and temporary tenants at the 

same time.**.• 

Dikshitar may be criticised. Though the two terms may occur 

together, it may mean that the tax was to be either ‘uparikara or 

udranga* as the case might be. It need not necessarily mean that 

the two taxes were collected from the same people and at the same 

lime. 

That both udranga and uparikara were taxes levied on land is a 

view generally accepted. 

Tn attempting to explain the fiscal terms used in inscriptions one 

feels that available evidence in many cases may furnish little or 

inadequate help in coming to definite conclusions. The suggestions 

offered are more or less in the nature of a guess and can hardly be 

regarded having settled the disputed points in a final or conclusive 

* S^fl Above 
* Qopta Inr rli tions» p. 98n. 
’ HH8. pp. lai'SlO.^Aooording to K. Gopts, aperikera is a 'oers*. (bad ayslem» 9. 

* JRAS.p. 165. (1913). 
* Tbe RaabtrskattH. and Ibeir titnesi p. S16. 
* OoptA polity»pu i68ff 



THB tJAiCtJWA MVIBW [iTOi 

Thas the meanings attribnted to sueh terms as nparikava, 
lidradga, biranya, etc. are obvioniiily based on ibsufficient data. Th^e 

ifi a tendency among scholars to take some of the terma^ although 

mentioned together, ae bearing the same meaning. It is donbtfnl 

that two or three terms would be used in tbe same passage in the 

same sense. Of course, it is quite possible that the lists of such 

terb^s, often met with in inscriptions, do not strictly conform to 

realities. The idea sometimes was to make those lists as comprehen¬ 

sive as possible collecting the terms from different sources. It is 

not necessary to hold that every item of taxation mentioned was 

actually current in respect of the land specified in a record concerned 

alienation of rights. This has inevitably ied to some confusion 

and accentuated the difficulty of ascertaining the meaning of tbe 
different terms incorporated. 

Like the rice-producing areas, land producing bef;pl-nuts and 

betel-leaves were also regarded as revenue yielding. From one of 

the inscriptions of the Sena dynasty of Bengal we come to learn that 

the king derived an income from betel-leaf plantations (barajas). 

Lafid Revenue^ Organisation as laid dovm in the Sukr^niti 

-In Sukra’s polity there was to be an officer designated Sumantra, 

who had to prepare records containing statiscial information regarding 

land cultivated, tbe amount of the revenue realised in the form of 

faxes and fines, amounts realised from cultivators, the products from 

forests, etc. The records were also required to show who received 

the rent, and who received the remainder after paying of th^ rent. 

Sukra refers to a system under which the revenue due from a village 

was to be paid to the kmg by a rich man in advance either in monthly 

or periodical insialments. He was not a royal officer who must have 

received certain share of the revenue as his fee to cover the cost of 

collection and also as remuneration for the work done under his 

supervision. In every way he was to be responsible for the collec¬ 

tion and presumably,(^if the expected amount was not realised, he 

had to be responsible for it and make up for the loss. It is impossible 

to Say whether the system mentioned by Sukra was one of fanning 

of taxes, whether it permitted licences on the part of the rich man, 

who had to stand as a guarantee for the due realisation of the taxes 

doe, to make profits at the cost of tbe people, collecting more than 

what was due to tbe government. The other system under which 

taxes might be callected was that of appointing officers for this work, 

who were to be paid fees at different rates out of these collections 

such as -^th, ^th, ^th. Tbe taxes due to the king were 6xedi > 

Miitivfttor was to be provided with a deed of rent. ’ 



DYNAMICS OF RATNA 

Slu Satahal Kumar Kar, M.A. 

Paht I 

In ancient Indian authoritative texts, such as the sacred Veda8» 

Upanishads, and Puranas, Gems are called ‘*Ratna’' ; \ The word 

is derived from the root “Ram**,-meaning 'pleasure giver*- This 

word in (he neuter gender was used to signify in the opinion of 

Kasyapa and Yaska, the best of all wealth (dhana), which has a 

positive' force to bestow peace and happiness to mortals on Earth.* 

The famous lexicographist Ainara Singha held that because people 

who crav^ for wealth in this world, become perfectly happy by 

possessing and keeping a keen attachment (ram) to jewels, the best 

of all treasures,* it is known as “Ratna**. 

“dhanarthino-jauuh sarve ramantehasininnntiva yat 1 

Tatorntnamitiproktlain snbda^astra vi^aradaih H " 

In the Vedas *Ratna* has been synonymously used with “Mam**; 

This word(inani} represents both masculine and feminine gender* 

The Vedas assert that “Mani** or precious stone is the praiseworthy 

material emblem of God, whicli by wearing in our physical body we 

may always without inflicting injury to anyone be able to win war 

easily, enhance the span of longivity and ward of! evils and sins: 

*'dlrghuyutvayti vrliate raijiriy ariayanto daksamai^ab sadaiva I 

mavim viskandha dusunaih jangidam vibhrimo vayam II “ * 

In the trend of Vedic seers the famous medico-surgeon of ancient 

India, sage Susrula, emphatically admits that by using gems, stones 

and jewels, one is able to have sacred feeling, by keeping off disease 

(which is a resultant effect of sinful acts of three kinds, e.g. papsja, 

misraja and karmaja,- done either in previous birth or in the life¬ 

time),- misfortune and twelvefold waste elements^ of the body, 

execreted through the sense organs, e.g , ear, nose, eye etc. : 

“Pavitra dharaniyasca papna-lakgml roalapahah'^ I ** 

^ Higvfda, 1.1. 1.1; Samaveda. 4. 6 3.4.; Chandogya Upaniaat 2.9.8; Brilia* 
daracyak upaniaab 4.4; Gita 17. 7.Cf : Hiat. of lod. Lit,—WioternitE,,—T, pp 077. 

^ ^^irghantot^i, 8. 3. 9. 

* Atbarva : 2.1. 4 1; CfJJj(*Veda, 10.18. 7. 6. 

* Of ^'VatS dukra maarinmajift mAlra bi( gbrA^akarpabit I 
tleaboiUradApka ivedo d?ftda4aite Dyii^&fs I -~*Ma9Q SAmbit<i^*6*105. 

^ Snlrota Sambita, 2.22; Cf> Carakaamhita, Ob. IX, (dAnia 



THE CAiiCtJtTA REVIbW 

According to the injnnctionB of Manu, there are two prindples 

of using jewels: 

(1) Ordinary (samanya) 

(2) Particular (Vifie^a) 

The first one serves the purpose of mere fashion, while the latter 
4 

stands out to counteract evil astral influences ; this obviously informa 

us that the ancient experts and seers in this field of science, could 

only select nine particular precious stones (Graha-Batna), in addition 

to a variety of semi-precious gems (Upa-Batna) as substitutes. 

From the days of yore in Europe, it has almost become an 

exhibited truth, that precious stones devoid of any flaw act as bless¬ 

ings on suffering persons who are supposed to use them/ Pliny, 

tjie famous Boman historian is said to have craved to specialise in 

'Stone-Lore* with the intention to serve snffering humanity at large. 

In his own archaic language he desired to: 

"advance the knowledge of posterity in those things that may 

profit this life, and I mean eftsoones to have a fling at Magicians 

for their abhominable lies and monstrous vanities, for in nothing so 

much have they overpassed themselves as in the reports of gems 

*and precious stones, exceeding the terms and limits of physick, whiles 

mnder Color of faire and pleasing medicines they hold us with a tale 

of their prodigious effects and incredible.® 

Orpheus, the Greek poet and musician of Circa 7tli. Cent B. C. 

observed that "The earth produces every good and evil to man, but 

she also provides a remedy for every ill. These are to be found 

chiefly in stones ; every virtue is hidden within tbeni”.* 

In Visnudharmottara Purana, * gems are classed in two categories, 

Precious stones (maha-ratna) and semi-precious stones (upa- 

^jcatna). 

Nine jewels out of a large variety of precious stones have been 

eelecied by experts in ancient India, as representatives of nine major 

.plMdls (including Sun and Moon,—which are as a matter of fact 

and sub-planet respectively),—-viz. Pearl, Diamond, Cat's eye, 

Buby, Topaz, Zircon, Sapphire, Emerald and Coral: 

"Muktaphalath Hirakam Ga Vaidurynrh Padmaragakotn 

Poeparagatri Ca Gomedarh Nilam Gurutmatam tatlia i 

■ ' . ftavtla Muktanyctiini Mahoratnani vui Navab li *" 

1 Of > A popolar Tmafige on Gams ic reference to thek scitntiflo value''—bv Dr. I/' 
Pruobtvanfer (New Totrfc, 1859) 

^Q^ed in Seni-PiVGioiit etonaa by N. Wooater tPengoioe Book#, 196%) ps, 6. 
. .^il)aoted is HaeimM;, II. pp. 1082. 
w'A* Seetieo HI; 1m sho mentioaed lueb oategoruAtion of Vimiidliarffiottera 

i^aijjjibia; U lewieMiMibieAlH^lie^Moal^ this Paadna as ** ViaQu^iartBa«^'*^^.t udlao 
XIX, 1890. OPiW. A—. 
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7he precioQB stones are deposited in mon&taitiB» banks of xivs^ 

and sand-bed of seas, Varahamihira sntamarised thafc ibe preeioas 

jewels, e.g., Diamonds etc., are but mioeralB(iba tfipalaratnauam* 

adhikaro vajrapurv&^am) ; Quoting bis predecessors Yarabsmibira said 

tbat to some one these jewels owe Ibeir origin to the demou named 

to somebody they are produced from the dedicated bones 

of Sage Dadhici and to others a break in the earth's soil has given 

birth to the varieties of these precious jewels(Eecid bbuvah svabhavad 

vaicilryaiii prahurupalanam)."* 

In western countries, a parallel thought to the above is found 

to have existed in early days. Boetius de Boot, a physician of 17th 

Cent, attributted the formation of jewels to the mystic intervention 

of the Deity ; Aristotle believed that the jewels are shaped out of 

•‘Viscouh mud",- a sap that condensed and is conjealed by cold, in 

which eafthly-water predominates. To this caaserted Carden that "they 

are engendered between the rocks by means of a sap, which is distilled 

through their concavity even as the babe in the maternal blood",* 

Present day geologists from laboratory teste hold the view that 

the properties of jewels arc generally minerals that are deposited 

with the unorganised i)orti>ms of the eaitli. The jewels are unor¬ 

ganised substances in as much a.^ they represent in one piece the very 

same proi)erties as in another, when they are broken asunder. Broadly 

speaking, precions gems or jewels ai'e crystallized hard minerals, 

having effulging lu.slre, beautiful colour or purely colourless, electrical 

or optical diaphaneity, weight and are rarely available. 

Half-pure or semi-precious stones or jewels possess most of the 

above characteristics but in comparatively lees degree. 

Amongst the great variety of so.mi-precious stones, ancients in 

India frequently referred to the followings :— 

Bock crystal (Kacah), Aquamarines (Earpuramanih), mukta^ukti) 

Sun stone (Suryakanta), Moon Slone fCandra-kanta) Heliotrope 

(Jyotirasa) Garnet (Pulaka) Chryecberyl (Earkketan), Lapisiazuli 

(Rajavarlta), Carnelian (Rudiraksya) etc., etc. 

"Uparatnani KarpurS^ma tathaivaca | 

mukta-sukti stalba^ankha ityadini bahunyapi j 

gui^ayathaiva ratnanamuparatneftu te tatha i 

kintu kiQcit tato bins vi&soh amudabritah" || 

These semi-precious stones possess though not same potency 

like the precious gems, yet they are worthwhile, in as much as 

J Bribst Ssiiiiiits, 0*** 80/3-6. 
* QtoM ia Hanixosist It 89. 
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aiee used as sebstitutes of precious stones to ward off evil astral effects 

OQ'the destiny of human beings. The great majority of these stones 

are minerals having high medicinal and chemical properties in tt^oui. 

Amongst these, a few are obtained from animals or pi mats ;. Aqua*, 

marines are the linings of oyster shells; coral is the hard stony skeleton 

of colonies of small animals growing in shallow sea-water ; Amber 

is a fossil resin of vegitable origin. Besides, serving the purpose of 

substitutes of planetary jewels both the semi-precious stones are 

largely used for fashion’s sake as jewellery and as i*aw materials for 

seals,—statuettes, and vases or bowls ; for inlaying furniture or the 

walla of buildings ; The popularity of these stones have drawn attrac¬ 

tions of many modern civilized nations. In Russia, we therefore 

witness the application of a great Variety of serai-precious stones in 

a huge wall map in the Hermitage at Leningrad, the lakes and rivers 

are set with—Lapizl aznli, the forests and mountains with green and 

brown Jaspers, etc., ; 

During the renai'^sance period no European gentleman of elegant 

taste and fashion, besides the Egyptians and Persians in the middle 

and far eastern countries, would be found without a ring beset with 

“Turquoise”. 

Julius Caesar and Cleopatra are said to have met in a ball of 

tortoise-shell, studded with Emeralds and Topaz. 

Onomacritus (6th. Cent. B.C.), a priest and founder of Hellenic 

Sorcerism, is said to have iroateJ patients with precious stones. 

During the Directoire in France, the ladies revived the classical 

custom of walking in the gardens with a display of their jewelled 

toes; A certain class of Roman ladies, termed ‘'Libertinin”, on 

account of their affected independence of approved fashion, were 

accustomed to orniinent their ankles with gold rings set with precious 

stones. Gold rings set with jewels have, in all countries been freelv 

used as souvenirs, passports and tokens of recognition. They are 

said to have played an important part in the life of Queen Mary and 

Elizabeth of England; During Queen Mary's reigu, a criminal 

, #as saved from the very scaffold for possessing mysteriously the 

queen’s jewelled-ring; Similar stories are current in oriental countries 

too; In the work of Kalidasa it is narrated that Sakuntala, the 

hermit-girl, after suffering hell of a trouble and in.>!ultB, was at long 

last recognised by her husband, on a sight of his recovered jewelled— 

ring, which he presented her on the eve of his marriage and which 

was lorti subsequently at hermit’s place ; The story of Lord Krishna’s 

shcoog desire to possess the most covetable jewel “Syamantaka” which 
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belonged k» king Baftajit, ie well known; Satrajili knowing 

Krishna's each desire transferred the same to his brother Pmseua, 

who due to the unbearable influence of the jewel met hU end in the 

forest by a lion; to the lion as well the jewel's influence was so un- 

’ suitable tliat he was subsequently killed by the forest-king Jainbuvan 

who then possessed the stone: Lord Krishna on such information 

attacked Jambuvan and after severe dual that raged coniinuously for 

twentyone days took over the gem with great satisfaction. 

Now a days, jewels set in gold rings and used in particular finger 

indicate a matrimonial barometer; The piince of Wales, on his 

marriage with the princess Alexandra, presented her a ring with 

particular jewels that lepreecnted bis name “Bertie";—The stones 

that were sot in the ring were: Beryl, Emerald, Itoby Turquoise, 

Idocrase (or Jacinlli?) Emerald. Ur. Carl Gustav Jung, the still 

Jiving old Viennese world-famous Pschy.’o-Analist, a supposed experi¬ 

menter on the influence of planetaiy forces on marriages, possesses 

a queer attachment for his coiled serpent like (kulakundalini?) gold 

ring, beset with nine planetary jewel.s".* 

The splendid array of experiments made for a—considerable 

length of time by Von Heichenbach under rigid conditions proved 

that magnetic emanations, streamed from shells, jewels, stones, 

crystals etc., elc., displaying different degrees of force, shades, colour, 

form and radiance, supplement the opinions of tlie most aulhorJtative 

writers* of different ages with regard to the belief that jewels react 

over human disposition in‘ as much as “It will confer strength, 

lianish disease and when worn constantly about the person, ward off 

epidemics and plagues". In Indian medical authorities like Caraka, 

we find a same vievv that by wearing gems, a person is moulded in 

his activity in accordance with the characteristic and specific influence 

of infinite potency accumulated upon him from each type of the 

varieties of gems. 

“Maninaiii dhnraniyanam karma yad vividhatmakam I 

Tatprabbavakiilnin tcflaih prabhavohacintya uoyate II 

In order to illustrate, tlte influence which gems exercise over 

destiny of individuals, the epic iiari'ative of the matchless “Syamanta- 

* For furllier liffl't OB the fliibjeet, t)i® reader is reVerred to the following interestiBg 
works i Msni Malft, Vol. II, Dr. Raja S, M, Ti?<*re /Ififll); The science of Gems, Jawela * 
Coins and Medals, ADcir>Bi Slid Mode*D bv Dr. Arbibild Billiog, M.D., Kobert Diostf[y*S .F 
paper in pbiloaopluosl TrsosAction*, Vul. IX. pp. 3(5*’ on Gems and precious stspea part|&^v'' ' 
laMv Si the Aneients used B^nrrave on*', 

^ Ct Maoi Mala< H, pp, loSO ff. 
* Caraka SamMta, dh. XXVI* 
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which bad such coloured effulgence of light that it became 
the source of everyone's envy for poBsession and as such could be taken 
as an ideal example. In thie epic it is exemplified that the same 
gem could act differently with different persons'; To king Prasena 

the Syainantaka jewel was the cause of Ins destruction, while tbe< 

same jewel was source of infinite power and happiness to Lord 

Krishna* who himself being an Oinnip)tent, could not even discard 

his craving for owning by force this jewel from Jainvaban.* 

Modern researches in colour therapy has established one fact 

beyond doubt that the colour plays a dominant part in altering man's 

mood. It is true that man's endeavour to mould his destiny 

altogether is trifling attempt in the hands of Nature, yet his knowledge 

and experiments since the dawn of civilisation has opened a new 

yieta before us to conclude that the physical behaviour and mental 

make up of an individual could be changed to great extent by change 

of colour before bis vision. Mi. Baneijee from his experimented 

researches on the subject could make eulogy as under : ‘ 

*’My past went off, my pigmy self T 

Space and time it left II 

Caught by wonder I met thy help I 

In colour thou has kept TI 

A seal of conquest, a crown I saw 

calling miseries and I 

AH the needed strength I draw 

Through colour's Magic Blend IT 

My research and my labour mot 

The cosmic Ray and Colour 

Casting Heaven’s Blue wide net 

Hold the Titan power 

Modern Aalronomers® have already placed before us, that the 

‘ Cosmic Ray ’ is mainly divisible into seven clear parts, called 

** VIBGYOR representing respectively Violet, Indigo, Blue, Green* 

Yellow, Orange and Red. Piof. Horton Sheldon notes that ** Newton 

firat placed a glass pr ism in fiont of a beam of sunlight and split 

it up into its component parts. This led to the extensive work of 

Franofadfer* and later of Rowland, who definitely tabulated the 

^ Sriiasdbliagsvatfti Skaodba X, ch. 664 

< Omio Bay A Ooloar by Rri P. Biinerjee (O4I. 1952) Preftee. 
> Of. Varahamihira'a Bybat Sambita. Ch. 31, b1. I. 
4 Fifdl the learned pape^ra how "Vib^yor" slenda I'a relation to istroloey pabliahod 

■nipily by Sri Bama Nanda Brabmaeban, M.Sc. etc. in the **Jyotlrveda"» ao ailcoltfieal 
publiibed from Salighat (Calcutta)* Sept. Oct., Ho?., 1956. 
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exact position in the San's specirom of On enormons nntnbM* of 

distinct colonrs. These colours are referred to technically as ** lines 

of forces.” * 

Id the event of editing *' Uttara Kalamplta by Kalidasa/’ Prof. 

Ramkrishna Bhat, summed up that ‘*The seven colours of the 

Rainbow represent the seven planets who by various combinations 

produce the seven kinds of energy or seven modes of motions that are 

found common in the universe”.* Every being on this earth is 

subjected to these composite energies; Astrologer’^ aim is to assess 

the effect of each of these light on the destiny of the being. Kalyana- 

varina, the author of Saravali held that each planet, which has effect 

on human life, absorbs seven rays when in exalted sign (Tungasthana) 

of the birth-nativity (Jamna-kundali); Similarly each planet loses 

one ray each time in the downward course (neecabhilasT) from the 

sign of exaltation and becomes completely void of ray when reaches 

the debilitated sign (neccastha)/ Ft is tentative here to mention the 

Astionomico-Theosophical synthesis of this planetary light with matter 

by the Scientist Sutcliffe in hia “ studies in Occult Chemistry and 

Physics ” * He regarded the curvature of the space of the Universe * 

as the conformation of our Mundane Egg,*—and obviously conjectores 

that, ” At the end of human evolution, humanity, as it were, batches 

out of (bis Mundane Egg, and experiences the same expansion of 

consciousnet^s as that of a chicken issuing from its shell to the light 

of its farm-3ard. This process is known in occultism as Initiation. 

Then man’s Ray becomes seven rays, his sun seven suns, and bis 

system of stars seven systems. Thus man is the embryo of a God, 

and awaits kis birth into divinity.” 

From these it is obvious that each planet possesses a particular 

colour of light, with the respective characteristic effect on the 

mundane course of events. The jewels in Ancient India, wae 

naturally selected in accordance with the colours of the planets ; 

” Grahanaifa Varnakramena ratnanarii Varnakramah I” * 

This was done by the ancients to match between the particular 

jewel and the ill-aspect of the specific planet, just as specific medicine 

I Outline of Bcjence fPoriri>g Vol. ITI of Pocket Library of the World’s Rw n'ial 

knowMge,—New Toik 1929) pp. 12ff. 
* Prefsce. 
S The Aeliological Magazine Vol. 41, pp. 726 -Oct. 1954). 
4 pp 136. ' * 
« (fi j—8ps<Se, Time and Matter, Weyl, pp. SOOff. 
• C/r^Eddiagton wmerked. Whenever there U matter there ib action and therefore 

cur\*tpre **;—Bpeoe, Time end Grevitalion, pp. 148, 
^ Hatoa Somikisat P* t58. 

9— 
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ii intended for particular diaeaae ; 

Vifagbnaai ca ratoaui niyato etb&payet sadi I ^ 

These diverse aspects of the gems boil down to a central point 

that colour is an essential quality of consideration in the identification 

and categorisation of the jevels in relation to their individual value; 
• 

The colour of a jewel often changes its commercial name. The red 

Sapphire is a Ruby; the yellow one a Topaz; the Green is a Cbrysolate 
etc.; Some jewels emanate more than two or three colours in the 

same specimen,—c.g., the Tourmaline; this speciality of gem is 
known as “Polychroism".*,— 

To distinguish between a real gem from spurious one, a knowledge 

of its specific gravity is essential. Now-a-days, hydrometer and other 

scientific instruments have been devised for the purpose of ascertain¬ 

ing specific gravity in jewels.® 

In Eastern as well as Western countries, it is almost an axiomatic 

truth since ancient times that a ring beset with the jewels representing 

respective planetary forces, safeguard a person from ominous and 

disadvantageous circumstances. If these jewels are made as gifts 

to brahmins and as well worn by a person with an intention to fortify 

his well-being, he is expected then for such act to derive favour from 

the desired planet: 

“Ittharaetani ratnani tattadudJe^atah kramat I 

To dadyadvibhriyadvapi tasinin sanugraha grahah® || 

It is imperative to make due oblation, worship and charity for 

drawing the favour of particular planet on the respective jewel to be 

worn for reaction on existing fortune; When these are done with 

proper ceremony, the person shall be able to banish the malefic aspects 

and instead shall be endowed with beneficial effects of the particular 
planet:— 

*'Suddhanam maritananca te^m s'rinu guuanapi I 

manayo viryyatah ^ita madhuraetu vara raeat I 

Caksusya lekbauaik^api saraka visabarakah t 

dharanante tu mangalya graha'drstibara api || ® " 

1 Mian 7/S18. 
^ Tbia taobsical term is aRpIained iu a succeediriK article. 
* In tba appendix tf tbU article, a table is shown to indicate tba different aoientifle 

analfati of jeweU. 
) Raica Samikaa by Pandit Baiendra Naib Saatri (1863 B.B.) p. 99. . 

Cf 1-^Mann fiambiU 11/972 Cbandogyopaniaat 2/98, Bribadvanyaka Upanitatd/i; 
Gitaa7/97: 18/5. 

* B«toa SanikseiP. 81, 



It has iberdfore b^eo streak upon that a planetary jewel when 

is worn without proper purification of the same as per prescribed rtfies 

of oblation, and worship the jewel instead of rediating dynamic bene¬ 

ficial energy reacts over the person like poison 
I 

Yat Sathskaravihfue^u hi bhaved yaccanyatba Samskrtab 

tanmartam vi^va^nihantitadiha jneyabudhaih 11' 

When planetary jewels are to be worn, they should be first exa¬ 

mined as to their flawless condition, otberwiFe they might react 

ominously. Varahamihira obviously opined that for the purpose of 

wearing jewel which might bring in both auspicious and inauspicious 

happenings (Subha^ubha) on the person, it is advised to get them 

prescribed and selected under rigid tests, by the expert (Yasmadatah 

parlksyom daivam ratnasritam tajajfiaib).* 

Dr. U. Bhaltacharyya, ex-director, Oriental Institute, Baroda, 

narrates his experience that if a mistake is made in the 

selection of the jewel quite the reverse result may be expected. 

I know of a case where a businessman by wearing a Ruby became 

paralyzed and suffered from continuous fever for years. I asked biro 

to remove the Ruby, and within a few days be made complete 

recovery. My friend Mr. B. H. 6hab related to me a case where 

a Coral which wrongly worn, was responsible for his arrest by the 

police for no reason or fault. When later, the Coral was removed 

the person got release and the Criminal Case against him was 

dropped”.* In this connection Dr. Bhatlacharyya, on the opinions 

of authoritative texts (Sastra) mentions that “for increasing psychic 

power by means of planetary jewels, they should not be resorted to by 

sinful persons who indulge in bad actions, bad thoughts and bad 

habits, and are swayed by greed, hatred and injury.” * 

In western countries a similar belief is current that a ring beset 

with the planetaiy jewels, protect in various ways the person who 

wears it. The difference that lies with Indian idea on this point, is in 

recognising seven jewels for seven pianets;—to be more clear, in 

western countries Rahu and Ketu are omitted from the list of nine 

planets conceived of in Indian Texts. The sayings of Pbiladelphus 

quoted by the French Spiritualist M. Nostradamus in his “The Temple 

of Uramia”, cited as below would^ show as aq instance that fcbe creed 

^ BsIbs SaxnikM, pp. 184. 
8 Brihtt Btabits, 80/1. 
8 Tbs Attrslogicsl Idagulne tBafigloreK 1961, p. 28. 
4 itW, p. 84. . . 
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was ft faeci^^ beaidea the ftncienta In Indiib of eru'* 

that iohabited other parts of the world^:— 

“Let ft ring be formed of virgin gold 

on the day of the Sun * and in the hour of 

Jupiter ” in the moon's increase * when thou 

sbalt place seven precious stones, 

the diamond, the Ruby, the Emerald, the 

Jacynth, the Sapphire, the Beryl and the 

Topaz. Wear it about thee, and 

fear no man, for thou wilt be as 

invincible as Achilles”. 

In Western countries, the gems are generally prescribed lo be 

worn in accordance with the birth month as below 

Janaary Hyacinth or Garnet February Amethyst 
March Blood stone cr Jasper April Sapphire 
May Agate June Emerald 
Jnly Onyx Angast Carneliin 

September Chrysolite October Aquamnitne or Beryl 
,, Kovernber Topaz December Kuby 

t 

Tablk I 
4 

A chart of commonly used jewels arranged according to their 
shades and colours is given as below.* 

White Bine Bed Yellow 

Diamond Diamond Diamond Diamond 
Beryl Sapphire Buby Topaz 
Sapphire Spinel Spinel Olivine 
Bock-Crystal Topaz Jacinth Spinel 

Beryl 
Spinel 

Toarmalioe 

Tourmalj ne Tourmaline Garnet 

Jargortn 

Topae 

Beryl Agate Jacinth 

Tourmaline 

Sapphire 

O^irgaoise Holio^rope Cbrysoberyl 

Quartz 

* irautatala. If, p 107.' 
* BxmdaT 

**• * Co, of I VivokwMnda tiood, C#I- 
ni»wl»Bt bai wtj kindly helped ms by bU espect eeaiMef is pre- 
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Qrmxn muA Pink Bmwn 

Piamoad Diamond Diamond Diamond 

Emmld Sa^bire Spinel Jaciatb 

Peridot Spine! Buby Garnet 

Sapphire Garnet Alaraandine Tourmaline 

Cbryaoberyl 

Cbrptoberyl Tourmaline Chryaot>eryl Quartz 

Jaaper QaarU Topaz Gfaryaobeiyt 

Olirioe Pieooaate Beryl Carbuncle 

Toarmaline 

or 

CeyUnito Agate 

Violet Opaleaceot Orang6 and allied 
rediah brown. 

Miac. Colours 

Ametbyat Diamond Diamond Blood Stone 

Sapphire Sapphire Coral Mocha Stone 

Buby Opal CiDDilUOD Onyx 

Garnet Cat's e>e Topaz Sardonyx 

flpiuel Quartz Zircon Cbalcopyrite 

Pyrope 

Qaroet 

Buby 

Moon Stone 

Baby Lapia-lazuli 

Jade Pearl Tourmaline 

The value of all gems are ascertained from their lustre and colour; 

Those that are devoid of these principal qualities, besides others, are 

regarded of saiall worth: When doubts arise with regard to the 

genuineness of the gem, the universal and common test is to rub it 

with another gem of tested quality; A false gem will peel off into 

fragments under the process. The artificial gems generally appear to 

be softer brittle inferior in weight and in some cases air bubbles in 

-the interior^ In the ancient Indian medical science and in the texts 

on the subject, prescription to test the gems are detailed in various 

ways; We give below few such processes to test the genuineness of 

jewels; Generally, excepting the diamond all other planetary jewels 

are refined and applied for test in the solution of the juice of a kind of 

bread-fruit (madara) and powders of red-arsenic (manah-sila), sulpher 

(gandhak), and the calx of yellow orpiment (harital); the particular 

gem to be purjed out of harmful ingredients, and to add a lasting 

lustre to its genuine character, it should be dipped in the solvent 

of above mentioned preparation, kept in a crucible made of 

cow-dtfng; the pot should get some heat from fire giveii from 

underneath of it and the particular genj should remain in the 

boiling solvent for a considerable time. This process of refinement 

and test is called ^'Putpaka". 

^ Of MftDimsISi Ii pp* 



According to others, all gems are porified and tested of their 

genuine character, by steeping and boiling them separately for seven 

times in each of the juice of the Aloc(ghriiakumari) Creeping Aroaran- 

thu6(kbudranatiya) and in the milk from Human TeatHi(siana-dugdha).’ 

Besides these universal methods, each of the nine planetary' 

jewels, could be tested in (he following manner :— 

!• Bttb^fManikyaor Suryakantamani):—The Rubies are imitated 

by expert traders ; The Persian traders have devised a novel process 

by which they bring up the pale valueless Bubies the glammour and 

colour of a costly one,* When the Sun’s ray is reflected upon a grass 

through the genuine Ruby, the grass is subjected to burn : 

“Yab-suryaiiisu spar^anistbayuta vnnhirjatayali 
sohayarh jayate sfiryakantah" * 

II. P<MW(Mukta) : Although some of the false pearlaare made 

solid and of fish scales and do not break easily, yet they are generally 

brittle and much lighter in weight than the genuine pearls. To 

test a real pearl, it should be dipped in a pot filled with cow’s urine 

and salt, then taking the pearl out, it should be rubbed with the 

chaff {crust of some paddy) ; The real one will give more brilliance, 

whereas the false one will become pale, and may break into fragments: 

^*Lavanak|araki^din! putre gomutra puriteksitaih I 

marditamapi salitussair-yada-vikrtam tattumauktikarh Jatyam 11*' * 

III. CoraUVidruma): The Coral is often imitated by bone 

ivory stained with Cinabar and by a compound of gypsum, gum and 

cinabar. The genuine coral is always born in the vast oceans. If 

they are rubbed in touch-BtonetkaRthiprastar), they never loose their 
lustre : 

“Ya na tyajati nijarucim nikase 
ghrsfcahapi sa smrta jatya.'* ® 

IV. EmeraldiMaralcata): Any gem excepting an Emerald should 

toot be worn if found to be broken. A real Emerald when is scratched 

with a styloflauhabhringa,—iron pen to write on palm leaves) and 

then is dipped in lime water*, it will bring-in a dear lustre of eight 

1 MaounaU, III pp. 659. 
^ Muiiroala, I, pp. 243. 
I Batna^BaiDika, pp. 68. 

* ; Atsa-Baniiksai pp, 66. 
^ Mai^tla» 1,3W. 
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coioDTfl like Ibose of greea-tii088(foiTalain), peacock(^kha^di^), |^S8 

(afidvala), greenish*glasaCharitkacab), fruit of the exnblic znyrobaian 

the tail of a f^re-flyCkbadyotah) a giow-worm(balakih) and the 

flower of glue tree(^Iri^).^ Practically there is no other gem which 

MB affected more with deformily colour, transparency, clouds and 

specks than the Emerald. Due to this inherent nature of generally 

containing defect, the phrase ‘‘an Emerald without flaws*’ has become 

a dictum to mean 'Unattainable perfection*. 

V. Topaz(Pusparag): A yellow Tariety of quartz is sometimes 

sold in the market for the real Topaz; Imitators sometime demand 

a fanciful price for the fine pink-shade in the Topaz ; This should 

bd carefully borne in mind that the hue is artificially done by wrap¬ 

ping up the yellow quartz in German tinder strapped in thin icon 

wire, and then is subjected to heat by fire or blow pipe. The real 

Topaz always be of a bright citron, and occasionally of a brilliant 

gold colour. 

The genuine Topaz could be scratched only by Diauiond and 

can easily cut Quartz ; It is infusible in charcoal before the blow 

pipe ; It cannot stand strong heat which immediately casts blister 

like crackings on the surface ; With borax it fuses into clear 

glass and the yellowish hue is transformed into blue with cobalt 

solution. It is never affected by muriatic acid. 

The ancientB in India have specified that the best way to test the 

genuiennesB of Topaz is to rub it in touch-stone (ghristam nikasapatte) 

whence the original colour will extremely multiply hrilliance(Pusyati 

ragamadhikamatmlyam).'' 

VI. Diamond(V(ijra or Hirak) ; Imitators sometime falsely sell 

the “Novas Mina” or the white Topaz of Brazil which ie other- 

wisely known as the “Slaves'* Diamond as a real one ; Colourless 

Corundums aho are passed fraudulently for the real Diamond. Per¬ 

fect Dian onds as a matter of fact are like due-dropefsis^ira-vinduh) ; 

There are coloured Diamouds of rare variety which are sold at fancy 

prices. 

The conservative way of testing the Diamond is by applying a 

varnish, made of i vory-black and masticb, at the back of the gem; 

If it is genuine. Diamond shall radiate more brilliance, if it is spurious, 

the false diamond then becomes more dull and dark. 

Experts in ancient India devised the following measure to test 

the genuineness of the Diamond ; 

1 Bfttos‘8smiksat PP< « Batna Samikta, pp« 77. 
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'' im a .|^6 oz diamond inside the roo( nf a silk cotton tree 

(V;%gfa]^Ddagata£h)' then wrap it well with a cloth ; the wrapped 

packet should then be bung in a stick which should be transversely 

placed on the Bwing-pot(dolayantra)* filled with the extracts of allied 

beantkulittha”,—Latin, I^lichos biflorus) and bitter paddy(kodrava) ; 

the diamond concerned sliould then be dipped iu this solution *for 

seven days consecutively ; The real JJianiond on such treatment, shall' 
got an increased lustre 

‘‘Vyaghrikandagataih vojrarii dolaynntro vipucayet I 

saptubaih kodrnva kkdthe koulatthe vimalarh bhavet 11 

VIL Sapphire. (Nilam) : There are practically four varieties of 

Sapphires nia., While (Sita), Ked (Sona), Yellow (Pita), and dark 

blue (Krishnacchaya);* These four varieties are generally endowed 

with any of the following five qualities :— ^ 

(i) Heaviness {gvrutva) : This sapphire within a small and com- 

pact quantity, possesses comparatively a greater weight; ''Such a 

gem conduces to increase of family *'.* 

(ii) Soothing (snigdhatva) : The soothing sapphire always emits 

a moderate degree of wetness; It energises to the accession of wealth. 

(iii) Chromatic {varnddhya) : This sapphire glows a blue chromo* 

sphere on being exposed to the rising sun; when worn it brings all¬ 

round well-being to the person. 

(iv) Partial Radiance (parsvavarttJ): This sapphire emits from 

some of ita portion a crystal (kacah) silver (raiipya) or gold (hema) 

hue. It is said to have power in bestowing fame. 

(v) Colourful (raiijaha) : Thi.s sap2)hire covers the pot with its 

beautiful dark effulgence when it is being put therein (yah patram 

rahjayety’asu sajatyo nila ucyate).* It is considered to have power to 

increase wealth and peace. 

The sapphire which is devoid of any of the above qualities, may 

be taken to be a spurious gem. The spurious gem may contain any 

of the following flaws 

^ It is otberwisly known as **Kaulikafi’* herb. 
,1 ''Dulayaotra** is an earthen pot fiiUd up with certain liquids for the puriBeatioo 

of medicines; On the pot, a stick shaU b? placed accross ficin wbcie tbe medicine to bo 
purified is to be bung by a thread so tbst it teacher the snifar'e of tbe liqnil; when tbe 
pot ia heated by fire from underneaSh, the banging medici.ne then begins to swing in the 
boilinX liquid, for ft dmutdersble period, 

r Batua Samiksa, pp. 138. 
* iWt PP' 39' 
^ Uauunalfti 1» pp> d41, 
^ Jbtd, pp. 498; Of Sezniksa, pp 0± 
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(i) Diica*like aorface (abbraka); (i^ sift-like made (tr&sa); 
(w) aemi-coloured (oitraka); (tt?) permanently dirty surface (mirid- 

garbha); (u) gritty-fragments (aBmagarbba) and (vi) rough and up. 

even shape (rauksa). 

* Generally the common way to test the genuine sapphire is by 

holding the same in a forcep or corn-tODgs,—an inch below the surface 

of clean water (nira) or milk (k^irapuriiam) kept in a pot; The liquid 
then appears to be entirely coloured. 

Counterfeit stones are composed of blue glass or crystals cut into 

facets or artistically peated with a garnet top. 

VJIL Zircon (Gomeda) :—Intelligent traders sometime sell to 

the layman Essonite or Cinnamon stone and spinel as Zircons 

owing to similarity of colour; In Ceylon it is known as ** Maturian 

Diamond *' owing to its lustre. Mioarologists generally test the 

geouinenes's of Zircon by chemical analysis; besides when this gem 

is placed under microscopic observation it emits a cottony or nappy 

texture ( = Frencb, Ratine, i.e-, the appearance of water when inter¬ 

mixed with spirit). 

In Sanskrit texts it is stated that to test the real zircon the 
following method should be applied ;— 

Put the gem in an earthen pot filled with milk (Yatranyaste 

puyah), whereupon if it is real one, the milk shall reflect the colour 

of the zircon. There is another method to test the gem; If it is 

rubbed in touch-stone, instead of becoming dull, the lustre shall 

increase. 

The spurious qualities are found in those zizcons which possess 

the following flaws:— 

** Arangaiu i^vetakrsnangaiii rekha trasayutam lagbti i 

Vicchayaiii ^arkaragariiui gomedalii vivudhastyajet” ’ || 

Obviously, the zircons which exhibit the following flaws should 

not be u.sed : 

(i) Whitish-tinge (ti) Blackish tint, (Hi) Fissures (it?) rift marks 

and (c) light in comparison with size (r/) dull and multi-coloured and 

(cii) gritty fragments. 
IX. Cat's Eye-(Vaidfirya) :—Fahe GaVb eye could be made of 

mountain slab fgirikacah), fruit of a particular tree (b^isupala), glass 

(kacah) Quartz (spha^ika). 

^ Batas BanikMi pp. 06. 

J0-1946P—U 
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• !tfa6 ttat it i« Mratched^ OBly by 

Qe&uiB^ cat’s' £ye is alWayfi free from cotiflicting cdlotrr (kalaAktt)!. 
iLij 

Toe' Common defats 6t spurious cat's eye are as follows:— 

(I) Karkara—The gem which is very stifiF and hard 

(TI) Sarkara—Gritty fragments 

(III) Trasa—Bift marks 

(IV) Ealauka—Conflicting colours 

(V) Deha—bearing dirt within. 

There are five genuine varieties of Cat’s-eye as below (ete paiica 
•mabagupah) 

(а) Sutara—The cat's eye that sparkles alluring hue. 

(б) Ghana—Heavy in proportion to size and shape, 

(c) Atyaccha—Without conflicliiig colours. 

(d) Ealila—When placed in light twinkles like the moon-beam. 

(^) Byanga—manifests variety of parts and sides. 

It has been stressed upon that experts well-versed in the Science 

of Gem ** can verify, detect and decifer a mendacious from the real 

one by its lightness softness, gloss etc., etc.,: 

“ hyayaih prabhedo vidusa narena I 

snehaprabhedo lagbuta mrituivaiii I 

vijatilingam khalu sarvajanyam II 

[Continued] 

1 M»nicD&]a I. 256. 
t MaaiiDala. 1, pp. 262. 



INSTABILI rY THROUGH INFLATION IN 
INDIA’S ECONOMIC GROWTH UNDER 

PLANNED ECONOMY 

SosHiL Chandba Saha 

Vitva-Bharaii 

Introduction 

One of the most strikin" economic phenomena of the capitalist 

world is the alternation of prosperity and depression known as basiness 

cycle which is associated with rise and fall in the capitaliat’s profit, 

investment^, eniploynient, income and prices. The entire constellation 

is governed by a unique mecluinism—money, whose periodic mis¬ 

behaviour under its irrational master man, is responsible for so mudi 

loss of economic welfare of man himself. So economists bave always 

busied themselves to devise means so that it does not go off tlie rail®. 

They have christened the sharply rising prices and a progrosBive 

diminution in the value of monetary unit through the expansion of 
money supply either due to war finance or development finance a® 

inflation and its opposite as deflation. Its various type® are ^open 

and repressed*, mild and hyperinflation, ‘price inflation*, and monetary 

inflation, tax-induced, wage-induced and deficit-induced inflation, 

etc., varying with their origin, intensity and duration and the problem 

for the economist is how to control them and maintain a reasonable 

degree of economic stability even through inflation and deflation. 

The piobleiii ie extremely significant for India, for the success of 

her Second Five year Plan depends on it® ‘stability* coupled with 

growth. India can never afford to risk an ‘open inflation' in financing 

her plan. Inflation will jeopardise the economic stability. 

For a clear understanding of the subject, it i® helpful to be r 

little familiar with the fundamentala of some analytical concepts and 

relationships integated for the first time in Keynes' General Theory. 

These are the basic tools with which the non-Keynesian® and post- 

Keynesians have built their own incdels and extended Keynesian 

analysis and who, though differing, could noUget far away from him. 

So Keynesian theory of money and prices would be stated in the first 

section of the article. 
Since inflation is worl^-wi<J® to-day and Britain herself i® chm 

of it® major victims* the British case of inflation wOl be refetrafl^^ 
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very briefly, as a mode], so that India, though having a different 

eetting of her problems, can benefit by her experienoes and the 

measures she has adopted to control inflation. After that out main 

issue^ the problem of inflation in the context of India's planned 

economy, would be discussed. 

Kbynbsian Theory of Money and Prices 

Lord Keynes made large and lasting contribution to economics. 

**To find an economist of comparable influence one would have to go 

back to Adam Smith.” Keynes** influence dominates economic think¬ 

ing and public policy even to-day. Here we are mainly concerned 

with his theory of money and prices. Prior to the publication of the 

Gen&ral Theory of Employment, Interest and Money Keynes did not 

altogether refuse to accept the traditional and static 'quantity theory 

of money' which was offered as an explanation of the* iaflalionary 

pressures in the First World Wari when inflation was of an enormous 

magnitude and was not preceded by a deflationary epoch as it was in 

the second world war. The Cambridge variant of the quantity 

equation emphasised the cash balances, held by the public^ as an 

important factor, which affected the value of money via change in the 

velocity of circulation. The ‘fundamental equations’ were laid down 

in A Treatise on Money, Vol. I, in the same classical tradition, tliough 

they indicated a progressive development of Keynes* ihcoretical 

analysis of money and prices which culminated in the more ‘realistic 

income analysis ot the General Theory.^ 

In A Treatise on Money, Vol. I, Keynes mentioned four different 

types of inflation—(I) Profit inflation to measure the inequality 

between saving and investment (the value of investment being more 

than the cost of investment), (2) Commodity inflation to measure 

the change in the price of liquid consumption goods, (3) Income infla¬ 

tion to measure the change in the rale of eflBciency earning, i.e., 

wages, (4) Capital inflation to measure the change in the price of 

capital goods relatively to their cost of production.* 

Here he tried to explain the change in t*ie' value of money and 

floctuati^m in the value of consumption goods and investment goods 

eepaiaiely, in terms of his Bavings-Investment equations known as 

the ^Fundamental eguations of the value of money' where any 

' OBITUARY ! The Timei (London), April, 22,1916, 

< 'Tbootjof Money and Prioea’.jin article by John Lintner in the New Economics- 

Ed* by fieaiQiar B. Hftrrie» 1962, P. 604. 

» hMp BeywM s A ^beetise on Money, Vol, I (1980), p. 166, 
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diaorepancy between S in I results in tbe 'Windfall Profits or Windfall 

Loss. So tlie correct monetary and banking policy would be to main* 

tain equilibrium between S Sc I and to eliminate Q (Profit) by appro¬ 

priately infinencing tbe rate of interest bo that the'Market rate of 

•Interest* may not depart from tbe ‘Natural rate' and throw the 

economic systetn out of balance. Here Keynes followed closely the 

Swedish economist Knnt Wicksell and bis analysis was Neo-classicaK 

Id the General Theory Keynes laid down his most radical theory 

of employment interest and money. Since tbe classical economic 

theory was inadequate to explain the 'involuntary unemployment* 

of the thirties*, he introduced his concept of the effective demand,^ 

and explained unemployment as the consequence of deficiency of 

demand. He sought to explain the relation of money supply to 

employment, wage-unit (money-wage of a labour unit), effective 

demand and prices in terms of such economic aggregates as aggregate 

demand, aggregate saving, aggregate investment, aggregate income, 

and some psychological functions such as consumption function, i.e.j 

marginal propensity to consume less than unity, and Liquidity function, 

i e.f the propensity to board cash, the marginal efficiency of capital, 

and the rate of interest. These are all interdependent variables in the 

Keynesian system and money supply affects the price level through its 

effect on each of these variables. 

In terms of Keynesian analysis, what is primarily needed to 

secure full employment is to raise tbe effective demand through the 

stimulation of private and public investmeiu and the consumption 

expenditure of the community. In this respect Keynes now had 

greater reliance on the fiscal policy and less on the monetary policy 

of his earlier siand. The analysis a.ssumes a pre-existeut volume of 

unused capacities in the economy. Therefore, increase in the volume 

of money supply through public or private investment will not at 

first raise the wage-unit but will increase employment and effective 

demand, and, as output increases real income will rise. With every 

increase in real income, savings increase at a constant S/Y ratio (at 

least in the short period), and equality between savings and invest- 

liient is effected through change in the level of income. As these 

Income-Consumption and Savings-Investment adjustments are in¬ 

stantaneous and the variables are al' economic aggregates, Keynesian 

^ 'Bff^tive demand'luetnmi poaiiicm in scheiiule of demand where ag^cregat e 

demand price (inv^atment demand and consumption demand together) is equal to tikS' 

uggregata to aopplj price (aggregate coat of output) that maximisei the profit ez^gpotatioa et 

the antreprenenra. .; i -' ' 
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soilyticai model has been described as Idacro-Static or Macro- 

ComparatiTe-Statio rather than as Macro-Dynamic. 

This process of income creation goes on increasing through a 
'multiplier effect’ until aggregate savings become equal to aggregate 

investment at the full employment level. 

But as the economy approaches a condition of fall employment 
inelasticities of factor supply appear and labour-productivity diminishes 

BO that wage-unit begins to rise through competitive wage bargains 

resulting in Ihe vicious wage-price spiral called inflation. 

This full employment marks the saturation point of the economy 

where increased money supply refuses to be absorbed in the economic 

system and exerts direct and proportionate effect on the price level, 

Thus Keynes discounts the possibility of inflation in the short period 

in an underemployed advanced economy. There may be a gentle 

rise in prices and a ‘discontinuous’ increase in the wage rate but the 

situation can hardly be called inflationary. Keynes restricts the 

term ' true inflation ’ to a state when the ‘ final critical point of fall 

employment ’ is crossed and the situation is one of ‘ overfull employ¬ 

ment ’. In his own words, “ when a further increase in the quantity 

of effective demand produces no further increase in the output and 

and entirely spends itself on an increase in the cost-unit fully pro¬ 

portionate to the increase in effective demand, we have reached a 

condition which might appropriately be designated as one of true 

inflation. Up to this point the effect of monetary expansion is entirely 

a question of degree and there is no previous point at which we can 

draw a definite line and declare that conditions of inflation have 
set in 

But Keynes took cognizance of the possibility of what may be 

called ‘bottleneck’ inflation, so characteristic of the under-developed 

economies of the Kast. He says, “ It is probable that the general 

level of prices will not rise very much as output increases so long as 

there are available efificient unemployed resources of every type. But 

as soon as output has increased sufficiently to begin to reach the 

‘bottlenecks’ there is likely to be a sharp rise in prices of certain 

commodities’, ‘whilst in other directions there is still a substantial 
surplus of resources without employment 

It appears that Keynes’ ‘ theory of true inflation ’ in Fisherian 

aaose, as a possibility ifl the long period, is a theory of economic 

statics. Keynes was, however, mainly concerned with the short-period 

* J. It. K^yne*. Osnersl Theory of Employoient, Interest * Kon«« Ob. 9l,p. 
•ftM.,p.800. 
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cyclical obangea in the vaiae of money and did not concern himself 

at ail with the long-period growth of the economy/ To him long 

period was one ' Secular stagnation ' in the economy and hence 

increase in the money supply would exercise a proportionate effect 

*on the price level in such a long-period stationary economy. 

In the under-developed economies, however, there is no deflationary 

unemployment in the Keynes-ian sense and therefore the shortage of 

demand is not the key problem. The problem in these countries is 

one of underutilisatim of potential resources and under-employment of 

labour. Its solution lies in the creation of employment opportunity 

and raising the productivity of labour for which, the primary re'juisite 

is capital creation^. In the advanced unemployed economies, the 

problem would be one of ‘full capacity’ capital utilisation in face of a 

declining investment opportunity. 

To augment the supply of capita] resources, increase in the rate 

of investment is necessary. Given the required rate of capital 

creation, the required rate of investment will necessitate exactly the 

equal amount of saving to offset any inflationary |)otential generated 

by the investment. The state of under-developed economies is not 

like that of the advanced economies of the West. The former are 

said to be in a situation where the classical Say*s Law ‘ Supply creates 

its demand ” applies. Here demand deficiency and superabundance 

of capital are no problem. On the contrary, the problems here are 

the excessive propensity to consume the low-aggregate Income, 

Savings and Investment, the scarcity of capital and ‘ disguised un¬ 

employmentTheir solution lies in the stimulation of private, 

public and cor[>orate savings, through the control of consumption and 

non-priority investment by taxation and canalisation of those savings 

along autonomous public investment and desirable private investment. 

The tools of analysis forged in Keynes’ 'General Theory written 

primarily for meeting the problems of deflationary unemployment 

' Too aoalyiiU of the problem of Ion«-run growth under dyiiamio condition has been 
attomptoJ by Keyoea'able lolloweis like Hatrod Ti cks and Joan Robinson m England 
and other growth economists like Doiuar, Hamhorg, Bautnoi. etc. 

« I prefer thia term to the conventional phrasing like 'capital 
accumulation’ iu order to emphasise that in the developed countues. 
the name capital exists. Fveryfbing has to bo created anew. Special creation (not evolution; 

see the Concise Oxford Dictionary. , . . , » u 
• Disgolsed onemDiotraent refers to a state where the marginal ® 

Is rero or negative so that the withdrawal of surplus labour from Ua p^eaen 
dia.lni.h,r^octIvH7 e.?.. Indian .gricaUur, 

Formation in Onder-daveloped Countries flwSi say* tbaiina b *..,ned to pr'duetita tlih 
» disguised saving potential. Tbe waUed labour 

by the iltaiWble surplus would lead to capital formation, , 
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are ve^ powerful and they are used effectively in the ^'National 

Income Analysts' of American Economy to day. The same tooU 
when flexibly u^ed can analyse the situation of inflation and appro¬ 

priate monetary-cuin-flscat remedies and even direct physical control 

can be applied to control inflation. Keynes* last book ‘ How to pay 

for the War * refutes the charges that he is inconsistent in his 

analysis and that his theory does not apply to the post-war inflation 

in the West. Even the post-war inflation in Britain and the very 

acnte ' overfull eiuployment' inflation of the post-devaluation period 

and the unbalanced budgetary inflation of the labour-administration 

days are fully explicable in terms of Keynesian analysis and the 

remedies applied to control inflation were what Keynes himself would 

suggest. 

II 

Inflation in the U. K. 

In the United Kingdom, inflationaiy forces were kept under 

control during the Second World War by the adoption of successful 

administrative measures. But throughout the post-war boom, 1946-48, 

devaluation crisis, 1949-50, and the Korean boom, 1 50-51 and 

particularly during the last two years, inflationary pressures have been 

asserting themselves due to the unusual increase in industrial activity 

and personal consumption, relating to resources. Unemployment 

virtually became nil and near full and ‘overfull employment' took 

place. Consequently, wage claims increased in excess of productivity 

increases. Increase in domestic consumption resulted in the decline 

of exportable surplus and increased cost of raw materials raised the 

production cost while fierce competition from Western Germany and 

Japan led to imbalance in foreign trade and precarious position of the 

foreign exchange reserve. 

Hence ‘monetary disciplines* and various fiscal techniques came 

into operation to arrest the inflationary forces. For the last two years 

the U.K. has been engaged in a continued battle against inflation 

and her dwindling dollar-reserve. Bank rate was raised several times 

indicating a revival of faith in the ctassical monetary policy but by 

and large it failed to discipline the banking system. Speculative 

increase in prices went on fed by the bank credit expansion. The 

industrial companies having large war-accumulated reserves at their 

dis^(^ were virtually independent of the banking system. Hence 

isarfie the attempts to control excessive credit expansion through 
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reqaeiiis and 'directives* by the Cbancelior of Exchequer to the Govern 
odr of the Bank of Eogland to urge upon the banks a 'positive and 

significant reduction in bank advances, and along with that in the 

U.K. there was the Migblening of the hire purcbase credit* on the 
one side and direct control of investment on the other. 

"The fiscal measures which were pressed into useintheU.K. 

included additional taxation, withdrawal or reduction of earlier tax- 

coDcessious to stimulate investment through special depreciation 

allowance etc., reduction in Government expenditure including the 

withdrawal of food and other subsidies, a cut in public investment 

and provision of incentives to stimulate saving. Excessive private 

investment was sought to be restrained through the tightening of 

capital issues control.’* 

Thus when inflation in the U.K. was well under control and 

there was a ^zeable increase in her dollar reserve so much so that 

even the general convertibility of sterling was being contemplated and 

discussed, Britain plunged into the Suez operations and faced a serious 

industrial and financial crisis. A serious ‘oil bottleneck* developed 

and raised the production cost of her manufactures. And in two 

months’ time sterling area’s dollar reserve touched the danger level 

of 2,000 million. Further devaluation of sterling is being discussed 

and Britain is looking for external financial apsisiance to relieve the 
£ in crisis. 

Ill 

Recent Putce-kise and the Phospect op Inflation in India 

Under the Second Plan 

While the above economic developments were going on in the 

U.K. and abroad, India achieved economic growth with remarkable 

stability during the First Five-year Plan (1951-56) and only towards 

the close of 1955-56 some symptoms of inflation w’ere noticeable. The 

main economic indicators of progress under the first plan are:— 

18% rise in the national income, 25/o0% rise in industrial production, 

about 20% rise in agricultural output and 10% rise in the money 

supply with the public. The wholesale prices declined by 13% aod 

the working class cost of living index declined by 5%. The balance 

of payment deficit was modest resulting in the*decIino of Rs. J21 cr. 

in foreign exchange reserves. 

** BaterTfi Bank of XadU, Report on Cnrrency and Finance, 1955 6Q, p Q. 

“ Wd,p.7. 

u-i94ep—n 
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tsamanB beliiAfl fioan^iftl stability are that thd actaal atnotint 

of oaoiMy spent under the first piau fell short of the estimated outlay 

of Bfl. S|856 crores by Ks, 356 crores. The total expenditure during 

the first three years of the plan were only Rs. 856 crores and in the 

fourth year about Rs. 600 crores were spent. Total deficit financing 

dating the first plan according to a recent estimate of the Planning 

Commission would most probably amount to Rs. 300 crores. The 

amount was moderate compared with the unused capacities the 

economy harboured as a shock-absorber. There was considerable 

increase in the supply of food and industrial materials, partly due to 

the improved technique and largely due to the favour of the climatOi 

to match the primary and secondary increase in money income gene¬ 

rated by D.P. Moreover, the drawing down of sterling balances to 

the extent of Rs. 140 crores also safeguarded the economy against the 
r 

infiationary effects of D.F. 

But if the first plan was moderate and cautious in its approach, 

the second plan is one of adventure. The prospect of inflation in 

the second plan has to be considered in the context of its various 

aspects. This plan has been undertaken to accelerate India's economic 

growth without putting the economy under undue strain. For the 

sake of a fair appraisal of the prospects of inflation, one should 

remember certain basic features of the plan and some strategic 

national income data. These are the objectives, the size and the 

technique of the plan, the rate of economic growth desired, the income'* 

consumption and the savings-investment ratio and the capital-output 

ratio assumed, the volume of new employment to be created, the 

technique of financing the development plan, the size of the countries’ 

accumulated foreign exchange reserve and its requirement during 

the plan and the shortfall estimated, the taxable capacity and the tax 

structure of the country, the amount of external aid grant or borrowing 

And finally the limit of deficit financing which can be resorted to 

without endangering the overall ^economic stability' through inflation. 

^ In the light of the information under each of the above aspects, which 

given in the final version of the second plan, we shall be able to 

estimate the possibilities of inflation under it. 

> 1, The Objective, Size and Technique of Planning 

fundamental objectives of the plan are (1) a sizeable increase 

of the wder of 26% of the national income in five vears; 
AD*** • ■ ^ ^ ' 

‘'ItepW indostnalisation with particular emphasis Gn the 
b«atvy indostries*' 
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(3) Reduction of ioeqaalitles in income end wealth and the 

building up of a socialistic pattern of society, and a more even dis¬ 

tribution of economic power.'* 

(4) A large expansion of employment opportunity. 

To realise the above objectives 

^a) The plan aims at an outlay of Rs. 4,800 crores in the pnblio 

sector and Rs. 2,400 crores in the private sector; 

(b) It aims at securing 5% annual growth on the average for a 

period of five years; 

(c) Though it professes to be a balanced one, the plan is a heavy 

capital goods industry-biassed plan though not neglecting altogether 

the consumption sector, as Ju the case of the Soviet technique of 

Planning with 'unbalanced growth* (In Indian plan, industry, trans¬ 

port and conimunication account for 47% of the total outlay); 

(d) As ip the first five year plan, food and agriculture receive 

considerable emphasis in this plan as well. 

(^) The plan aims at the creation of 9 million new jobs of which 

8 millions would be in the non-agriculturat sector. This is only to 

cope with the employment need for the new entrauts to work force 

during the plan period with the existing backlog of unemployment 

of 5 million men remaining the same. Due to the scarcity of capital 

resources and the vagi uuskilled manpower and considerable 'disguised 

unemploymeut’ the Plan favours labour-intensive technique rather 

than a capital-intensive one for the supply of consumer goods. So the 

village household industries are preferred to the mechanised industries. 

Capital-intensive investments with high capital-output ratio but with 

low employment potential are made for capital goods industries which 

prepare the ground for industrialisation. The problem of consump¬ 

tion and employment is sought to be met by the village industries. 

2. National Income, CoNsuMmoN, Saving and Investment 

Indian national income at the end of 1955-56 stands at Rs. 10,800 

crores of which consumption expenditure is as large as Rs. 10,044 

crores, leaving a net domestic savings, Rs. 756 crores only 7% of the 

national income. To achieve 25% increase in national income in 

1956-61, it can be calculated that approximately 30% of the marginal 

increment of income must have to be saved Ay the Indian public 

anonally so that aggregate domestic sayings may rise from 7%-^ 

9*72% and the aggregate net investment (taking into considi 

the inflow of foreign resources of Es. 130 crores) may he 10*r‘ 
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of the expected national income in 1960-61. ^ 
i.e^,18|4^ crores.** ' 

3. Capital Output Eatio.^* 

From the above national income data, the growth rate, the capi- 

tal-ontput ratio or income-saving ratio can all be calculated by the * 

application of the familiar Harrod Domar formula G — iSt/Yt) (0/C) 

where 0 represents the growth rate desired, (5*) = Savings in a given 

time period, (y^)= income in a given time and OjG^ output-capital 
ratio. 

This capital-output ratio should be determined by breaking up 

the economy into sectors and on the basis of the financial cost data 

and on the engineering data of the specific plants. 

The amount of savings necessary to ensure a desired growth rate 

is calculated thus. If the desired rate is 5% annual and'the capital- 

output ratio is assumed to be 3:1 then S would bo 5x3-15%, t.e. 

the community must make effort to save 15% of N.I. to ensure the 

required growth rate. In the second plan average capital-output 

ratio has been assumed to be 2*3 : 1 compared with the C : 0 assumed 

under the first plan as 3: 1 but the actual being 1:8:1. 

4. Tax Revenue and National Income 

The proportion of tax revenue to N.I. is 7*5% constant over 

several years. In this connexion one may remember Mr. T. T. 

Erishnamachari's remarks: “the Indian tax system has got into a 

settled groove. It does not bring into the public exchequer even a 

constant proportion of national income.*’ ** In view of the future 

increase in the taxable capacity during the plan, 25% of the total 

plan outlay is expected to be raised by taxation. 

5. Foreign Exchange Requirement 

Though the foreign exchange requirement under the plan cannot 

'’be exactly estimated, the likely deficit has been estimated at Rs. 1,100 

crores during the five years assuming that the terms of trade will 
remain unaltered. 

** Statistical Tabic No. 4 in the Summary of the Second Five Year Plan in the Beserve 
Bank ivpoifc on Ouirency and Fioanoe, 1966-56, p. 87. 

■H latiocf net produclfvity to a fixed amount of oapitaPstcok during a given time 

is ^paHed:'Produotivity ratio’ or output: capital raUo. The reciprooal of the productivity 

ratio ia^llad capUat^otpai ratio. 

, H^J^BHnanea Miaiftet’a'Mid-seMion Budget Speech in the Loksaabha, published in tha 
atitswlaeail^ov 
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The problem of dnetability Ibroogh ioflation depends oa eacb 

of the above basic featores of the economy and on whether the 

assumptions are realised or not* For instance*: 

(1) We can make nse of the Harrod-Domar formula if during 

' the plan period, the income-saTinga ratio and the capital-output ratio 

remain conBlant. But in Ibe case of a dynamic plan with 'unbalanced 

growth’ Buch a constant ratio cannot be aesumed. It is very difficult 

to gauge accurately, in the absence of reliable statistics how the con- 

sumption-behaviour-pattern of the community will shape itself parti¬ 

cularly in an underdeveloped economy which will no doubt experience 

a dynamic upsurge for the first time that may change radically her 

social and institutional framework. Here, savings co-efficient is 

likely to be low due to the famous '"Duesenberry-demonstration 

Effects”/" especially so where savings-consumption ratio is left largely 

to the voluntary choice of the community in a democratic plan. Then 

in the case of a rapid change in technology a change in the inter¬ 

dependent structure of investment and probable alteration in the 

price trend both domestic and foreign, the inter-sectoral 'capital-output 

ratios’ and 'the technical coefficients' over a wide range of 

heterogeneous industries are bound to change. This renders 

the average capital-output ratio otiose and calculation of 

growtli rate imposBible.^*^ The danger of using a Macro-Dynamic 

economic model suitable for tlie mature capitalist economy to explain 

the Micro-Dynamic situation in an undeveloped economy lies here. 

In mature economies growth of income is a matter of course and the 

problem is to maintain an even rate of development. In undeveloped 

economies investment does not necessarily lend to income and income 

to saving. Hence if the plan expenditure cannot be reduced and 

the community is not prepared to make efforts in terms of thrift and 

productivity to ensure the required rate of growth, increasing resort 

to deficit financing will create instability through inflation. Bo a 

This Btitee that tbe lower income groups accept the ooDsaraption pattern set by Ibe 

biffber income groups and develop taste tor better and costlier type of goods and higher 

standard of living. Tucome Saving and the Theory of Consumer Bebavioar, J.S. 

Duesenberry. 

For example according to the national income data cited before, tbe growth rate of 

d’6% for ibe first plan was calculated to be on tbe aasutned average C : 0 3 ; 1 which would 

bate required 10‘8% of N.l. as saving. But, in fact 7% actual saving, secured the same 

growth rate proving higher productivity and lower 0»:0 ratio whiob comes to 3:1. 

According to Prof. S. K. Muranjan it is 1'8 11. This is partly due to the adoption of gaiok* 

yielding capUalaaviog technique utilisation of idle capacity and partly to increased, 

labour productivity, 10*8% saving could have secured a higher growth rate. ^ 



detD^alric fiia% hu a to turn ono a wholly ootM!tol)04 or 
a partiii^y oontroll^ plan* 

{2> Deliberate preference for the labour-intensive backward 

teebnology beoanee of its employnsent potential renders production 

inefficient and cost!}'. If the output of consumer goods is insufficient 

to meet the ptcbMe rise in demand or be qualitatively unacceptable 

due to free consumer's preference there arises the danger of instability 

through indation. 
(3) The objective of the socialistic pattern of society and even 

distribution of economic power calls for reduction of inequality in income 

and wealth and a decentralised economy based on viliuge industries. 

The fiscal and production technique adopted transfers wealth and 

income from the group that saves to the group whose ‘ propensity to 

consume ’ is high. The danger of inflation is there. 

<4) Capital goods industry-biassed plan allocates more resources 

for sectors whose production of the ' bill of final goods ’ is time- 

consuming. Besides, there is a large allocation for non-investment 

welfare expenditure and basic expenditure known as ‘ social overhead ’ 

the results of which are not immediately available. So in the absenco 

of a successful wiping up of part of the income during the time-lag, 

dangerous inflationary potential exists. 

(5) The extension of the public sector might shake the private 

sector's confidence in the government policy and a very high rate of 

siphoning of the common saving-pool by borrowing and taxation by 

the former, may leave inadequate finance for the private sector, 

compelling it to dissave and reduce investment. Again in case of 

rising prices, any attempt to control it by indirect taxes will lead to 

the shifting of the tax to the consumers through price-rise. Then 

there will arise the problem of under-production inflation and 

' taxaiion inflation *. 

(6) The plan assumes a certain amount of shortfall in our foreign 

exchange resources on the assumption that terms of trade in the next 

fiw years will remain the same and a certain amount of foreign aid# 

and loan will be available. But the former can be upset by any 

onfavourable turn in the interuatioDal situation or inflation in the 

wogt and the latter by a change in the international political and 

inmatmont .<dimate. The non-availabiiity of the required foreign 

resourcaa witt demand a more energetic stepping up of the export 

surplus wd economising in imports This again is fraught with the 

danger export-initxced inflation in the domestic market, e,g, that 

Suez-crisia and the inflatmn in the West have already raised the cost 
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0f otir plsttning. Hence the banning Commianon said, **both^e 

growth in conanmption end in national income will be conditional 

on a number of aasumptiona aucb ae availability of foreign resources 

of tbe required order, co-ordination of planning, avoidance of waste 

and the degree of co operation from the people in taking to improved 

methods of production and for creating a favourable climate for 

development/^ 

6. Plan-financb and Poubign Exchange 

To come to the plan-hnance, tolal expenditure under tha second 

plan is taken to be Rs. 7,200 cioree of which the share of the private 

seclor is Rs. 2,400 crores. Leaving aside the private sector, the 

development programme of tbe central and the state governments 

together would require an outlay of Rs. 4800 crores. Of this, Rs. 2400 

crores will come from the budgetary sources. Of this, taxation at 

the current late of 7'5% of N.I. will yield Rs. 850 croies. New 

taxation after change of tbe tax-stiucture, according to the recom¬ 

mendation of the Taxation Inquiry Commission, will yield Rs. 450 

crores. Borrowings from tbe public would bring Rs. 3,200 crores. 

Of this, market loan and small savings would account for Rs. 700 

crores and Rs. 500 crores respectively. Other budgetary sources 

would bring Rs. 400 crores (Railway contribution would amount to 

Rs. 150 crores and Provident fund and other deposits would yield 

Rs. 250 crores). 

Of the remaining Rs. 2,400 crores the amount from external 

assistance Las been put at Rs. 800 crores. It is extremely difficult 

to forecast the foreign exchange requirement and the exchange earning 

over a period of five years. On the best possible assumptions, the 

aggregate balance of payment deficit on current account has been put 

at Rs. 1,100 croies Part of this deficit Rs. 200 crores will be covered 

by the drawing down of sterling balances. Rs, 100 crores worth of 

foreign exchange will be utilised for the investment programme of 

the private sector. The gap of Rs. 800 crores will have to be covered 

by floatation of loans in foreign market, by borrowing from the 

World Bank and grants from other international institutions, through 

private foreign investment and Anally through loans and grants from 

the friendly governments. Of late the foreign exchange position of 

India has proved far from satisfactory. During the first nine months 

of the plan, India has drawn down Rs, 200 crores worth of sterling 

balances which was to be her total plan period withdrawal. diboordhp||(. 

Biunmsry of tbs Becood Fivo Yest FIab in R,B»C J** 1965*56, p. S7. 

198? j 
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to ft ftpokesman of the Indian High CominiHBioxi* India has been 

dcftveitug £B million a week. Tbe sterling balances now (Dec. 19, 

.}966) stand at about £ 400 million (Bs. 5/200 crores) of which j£30(j[M. 

3^900 crores) would have to be earmarked as the minimum reserve 

for backing for Indian currency (after the revalution of the gold stock 

of the Reserve Bank of India at Rh. 61-3-0 per tola).** So India 

was looking to other sources such as International Bank for help in 

her development plant and the bank was now adopting a co-oerative 

attitude.** Indian Prime Minister’s recent talk with the President, 

U.S.A. also reflects a favourable altitude from the U.S. Government, 

7. Thb Role of Deficit Financing anu the Possible 

Inflationari Reaction 

The outside limit to deficit financing is placed at Ra. l,20j) crores. 

Deficit financing is a kind of advanced borrowing by the government 

from the public in the hope that the community would save an 

equal amount out of the real income generated by the public invest¬ 

ment financed by this novel technique of developmental finance. If, 

however the income in real terms cannot be produced due to the 

emergence of bottlenecks, it creates an * inflationary gap * leaving 

Burplns money income in the form of windfall profits and inflated 

wage-income which unless reduced successfully by taxation or borrow¬ 

ing causes economic instability and jeopardises the Plan. In India 

deficit finance means the addition to the net circulation of money 

which has its secondary effects on credit. But as the liquidity 

preference of the Indian public may be large and the banks are in 

the habit of keeping large reserve and maintaining current account 

deposits of the public, the inflationary effects of deficit financing on 

account of credit expansion are to that extent minimised. Again to 

the extent, the sterling imports are made it acts as a safeguard 

against inflation. But sterling reserve would soon be drawn down 

to the limit of its withdrawal. Deficit financing and mild Inflation 

act as a leading string to economic progress as long as the economy 

ift in a state of deflation ; the system is resilient and its dose is 

moderate. If however the price incentive fails to work, output- 

response is small or negative and is followed by incremental self- 

consumption or withdrawal of marketable surplus and speculative 

ll-'Sve report in tbe Siatesmarit Dec. 21, I<J5S. 

w World Bank ba* Ranted 20 million dolJer loan to 1 he Indian Iron Md Steel 

Componr And ia ready to 0xiAneo transport dcTelopment io Xodia, 
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hoarding of atoola» quan&ity theory ot mcHoey works wilh 

idei^baee Md dedcit fiaaociog isstead of a boon proyes a bu:iO« So^ 

tbo ge^omeat should cry a halt to the expaDsioii ot tuoney supply 

1^ eooQ as the price-wage system is put on an upward spiral and 

take to direct control measures. It appears that the symptoms of' 

incipient inflation are now visible. Introducing two finance biUs ib' 

tile Farliament on Nov. 30» 1956, the Finance Minister said, "The 

general economic situation has also altered somewhat since the plan 

was formulated. Prices have registered almost a continuous upward 

trrad« The index is now 430 (1939-100; and the danger of inflation* 

ary pressure getting the upper hand bafi to be safeguarded against 

by taking steps to mop op a part of the purchasing power with the 

public. This is evident from the fact that the demand for food, 

cloth, steely and cement has been rising rapidly.one part of 

the economic policy for the plan period is to increase production and 

especially of articles of general consumption like food and cloth and 

the other part is un appropriate tax policy aimed at regulating the 

flow of purchasing power so as to ensure that development proceeds 

under conditions of economic stability.” Further as the Planning 

Commission suggested ; ^any adverse repercussion of deficit financing 

will have to be dealt with in all possible ways by appropriate Central 

Banking policy through judicious recourse to qualitative and quantita¬ 

tive controls on credit including variation in reserve ratios by the 

building up of adequate stocks of essential goods like food and cloth, 

through taxes on profits, windfall gains and on excess consumptiop 

in certain lines and physical controls including allocations and ration¬ 

ing of scarce resources.” 

The government of India have become watchful of the inflation¬ 

ary situation to-day and have given effect to some of the anti-iuflation- 

sry fiscal and monetary measures suggested by the Planning Commis¬ 

sion. Some munitions still remain to be fired in appropriate time. 

(Recent credit* squeeze by the commercial banks initiated by the 

Reserve Bank of India, the introduction of variable reserve ratio and 

recent direct and indirect taxation measures and lastly the passing 

of the Bank Control Dill on Dec. 21 are all instances to the point.) 

8. Taxation Policx 

The taxaiitm policy of the Government of India has been oriented 

*• T, T. Kriihn»noach»ri*B Mid-«eBiion Budget Speech in the liokasahlie, pnblubtfl 

in ibe StateemsD, Nov. SO, 1966. 
** Summary of the Second Five Ymr Plan by the B.R.O.Fm 1956*56i, p. 90, 

ia-1940P-IX 
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4o the nM lor: plan-fiBacee and ibe control of tfae^nerar 

6C<KDom]c situation.. Even after an ambitious scheme of deficit: finance 

of Bb. 1,200 crores, there exists a gapof Bs« 400 erores in the 

Blanning bndget. On the Tvbole, even on a moderate estiinata* 

Be. 850 crores will have to be raised by the additional taxation* ^ 

^6 fear of deficit financing and the refusal to have a cnt-backon the 

{dab wonld raise the amount to a still higher level. Hence the spate 

of recent taxes like the Capital Gains Tax (imposed in 1946 and with¬ 

drawn in 1948), Dividend Tax, higher Super Tax and customs and 

excises etc. The fax net will probably be spread more widely to cover 

all classes, the rich, the middle class and even the poor in future and 

this is what it should be. But the incidence of taxation should be 

equitable. That is why at the annual meeting of the Associated 

Chambers of Commerce of India, the Finance Minister spid, “The 

direct tax system must be broad-based if the revenue was to increase 

with as fair an incidence as possible. The taxation policy had to be 

linked to the broader investment policy which in turn had to be geared 

to the fulfilment of the plan. This was the rational behind the 

taxation measures.' 

Conclusion 

There can be no retrenchment in the plan expenditure. For 

rapid industrialisation is the aim. “ ‘If it was a question of Plan being 

given up or belts being tightened', said Mr. Krishnamachari, he would 

prefer the latter. So long as inflation did not permeate the field 

of necessities, such as food and cloth he would not be very much 
concerned." ■■ 

So in the final analysis we have to turn to dou^estic financing 

of development. The government and the people of India need not 

be diffident about it. There are still good many stones in the govern- 

tnents sling. Hidden wealth and the evaded income tax can be 

unearthed and people’s savings mobilised by an energetic tax-collection 

and savings-collection drive. The accumulated gold hoards can be 

mobilised by devising some suitable monetary method. Annual wealth 

tax with high exemption limit may be imposed. ‘Expenditure 

Tax*, with high exemption limit suggested by Prof. N. Kaldor 

« T. T. KriihDftmtchari’i addreu before the AOCA pnbliahed In the Butesman. 
Dee. U, 1956. 

•4 ia ^09^ K..E«ldQr, Qeorge Allpn A Unwin, Iitd, 
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recently, can be imposed with the dual aim to induce saving and 
curtain the 'conspicuous consumption* of the rich. India can well 
be pioneer in Uua respect though Britain herself has not given effect 
to Prof. Kaldor*s recmnmendation. Profits from the public enterpris¬ 
er can be increased with suitable pricing policy and their more efficient 
operation and the sphere of 'fiscal monopolies* might be extOuded. 
All ostentatious consumptions of the middle class and even the poor 
beyond what is needed for life and efficiency will have to be reduced 
and all inessential non-plan and conspicuous consumption expenditure 
of the government like luxury hotels, air-conditioned transport and 
costly foreign travels will have to be drastically curtailed. The 
surplus company profits not meant to be reinvested but kept liquid 

for trading for windfall profits will have to be directed to channels of 
productive investment.*' This, however, does not imply any fall in 
the level of existing consumption. It only means that a large 
part of the rise in income siiould be prevented from dissipation 

and be devoted to capital formation, i.c., be directed to channels 
of productive investment.*' But all care must be taken that 

the private enterprise is not left higli and dry but can play its 
compleoieniary role in the planned economy. While trying all such 
measures the overall economic stability and democratic features of 
the planning (in the sense of something short of a complete regementa* 
tion under an absolutely authoritarian economic system) must not be 
lightly jettisoned. These are apparently coufiicting ideals but given 
the judicious and balanced approach on the part of the governmeot 
with the necessary degree of enthusiasm and co-operation on the part 
of the people, these ideals can be translated into reality. It has been 

rightly said by Mr. Krishnatnachari, ‘‘It will not be an exaggeration 

to say that if the plan failed, the prospects of democracy in large 

part of the World would perhaps be dimmed.” ** For India is the 
greatest stabilising infiuence in the Asian politics to-day. It will 

then be an irreparable loss to the free world. 

** This bas been secured partially by a reo«iit legiaUt-inn. 

^ , T. T. Kriahntmacbari'a apeech before tha XCCI. already refemd to. 
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1. Jl. E. Housman—By Ian Scott-Kilvert. Prioe Two Shillings, 

^blisbed for the British Council and the National Book League by 

tiongmans, Green & Co. Writora and Their Work:No, 69. 

2. John Dryden—By Bonamy Dobree, Price I'wo Shillings. Same 

Publiehers. Writers and Their Work : No. 70. 

A. E. Houaman died twenty years ago at the age of 77, Ho shot 

into fame with a thin book of verse *A Shropshire Lad/ published in ISM. 

Its greatest influence seemed to extend from 1910 to 1925. The poems 

were then eagerly read by the young, and thousands could repeat them 

from memory. George Orwell, writing some 3 or 4 years ago, put on 

record his own passionate admiration for the verses, at the age of 17. 

In his retrospect he finds their enormous influence '*not at all easy to 

uderstand". The verse he once recited in a kind of ecstasy had no more 

any special charm for him. ‘It just tinkles. But it did not seem to 

tinkle in 1920’. 

Housman is a poet whose mood seemed to synchronise with a mood 

of the moment. His fame was thus fortuitous. In literature such 

things have happened before. Swinburne is a parallel. Like him, too. 

BEougman excelled in craftsmanship but unlike him bis pr'>duction was 

meagre, his total poetic output being represented by ‘Last Poems’ (1922), 

besides the otker little volume already mentioned. 

Soott-KjJvert’s survey, in just under 40 pages, combines biography 

whh criticism. Wc have many interesting details about this aloof and 

solitary poet and classical scholar. His talk, to which only a very few 

people were admitted, was marked by an extraordinary aptness and pane* 

tration of the phrases he used. In his profound knowledge of the clas- 

eics hia reputation vyed with that of Porson. When invited to deliver 

the Clark Lectures on English Literature, he declined the offer with 

words which at once showed bis great modesty and his understanding of 

the rdle the critic of literature is called upon to play: *I do regard myself 

as a connoisseur: I think I can tell good from bad literature. But 

literary criticism, referring opinions to principles and setting them forth 

so as to command assent, is a high and rare accomplishment and quite 

beyond me'. But here there may be a sting to the tail of his observation. 

He cannot produce tbp genuiue article and will not be content with 

producing a substitute. But others will. And shame to them for in* 
oon^t^noe and the practice of deception 1 

'Sbott*Kilv6rt has wondered why a man so much in love with poetry 

as Housman should choose l^for his life’s work an author so little rewarding 
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a« MeeaUiw. Manlius it s Boman poet hi the time of Auguatue, who 

wrote an aatrologteal poem ia five books, entitled 'Astronomlea'. AUbeugh 

not remarkable as poet, ha is so for the power of bis thought, and his 

Terse-teefafiique possessed great skill and ingenuity. These accomplish¬ 

ments are wbat Honsman himself sought to cultivate. And his prefer, 

ence is, therefore, perfectly intelligible. 

Another incident links up with the one already noted above. He 

declined the Order of Merit 'on the ground that it was not always given 

to those who deserved it’. In this refusal, too, perhaps the same ironical 

attitude comes into play. He will not associate himself with organiza¬ 

tions and individuals responsible for bestowal of honours and offices 

because their judgements are often astray and in consequence the wrong 

men nre chosen. 

Scott-KHvert’s attempt at the rehabilitation of Housman is worthy 

of note. He notices in the most faultless of his poems an element of 

wit, wb;c^ the poet professed to abhor. "There are echoes of them in a 

contemporniy, whose work bears traces of Housman’s influence, Mr. 

Auden”. Wit may be found also in T, S. Eliot but the source of the 

influence is French Poetry, and chiefly the work of Laforgue. But if 

Housman can be described as a pioneer, bis continued vogue is assured for a 

considerable time to come. 

The little pamphlet is packed with information and valuable comment. 

Those who read it will find ample guidance in it for a just appreciation 
of the poetry of Housman, 

Bonamy Dobree’s John Dryden bears evidence of a masterly knowl¬ 

edge of seveuteenth century and a profound insight into the poet who 

since the Eestoration enjoyed for a period of 40 years a fame far trans¬ 

cending that of Milton, whose death in 1674 almost passed unnoticed. 

Basil Willey, Dobree, and Sutherland arc the leading authorities of our 

time on 17th and 18fh centuries. Bobree’s work, as every advanced 

student knows, offers the most authoritative interpretation of seventeenth 

century drama. Even outside this chosen field, his studies have a 

marked value. For be is no narrow specialist and, his 'Modem Prose 

Style' is perhaps the most careful and clear analysis of prose with refer* 

ence to subject matter, the period in which it is produced, and its defects 
of kicompetence, verbosity and indirectness. 

pamphlet is in forty pages* followed by a select bibliography. 

Professor Bonamy has written earlier- on Dryden, in his two works on 

B^itcvation drama and also in his introduction to M. Van Doren's 'The 

Poetry of John Dryden’, The latter is a gem of criticism and although 

it runs to only 5 or 6 pages, it very noticeably'enhances the value of Van 

Brnn's important work. 

Professor Dobree’s short study is original and suggestive, 9e 

an explanation of Dryden’s conversion to Boman Catholic'iBmf 
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p09t, wi&out appearing to -be: a, apeaml pieaciiog in J^ia 

faypHTi agob as for eaampiet characterizes ^e attitude of Christopher 

^Mlis on the same subject. His change of religion was dictated by the 

desire for ‘a creed with authority enough to appease the sectarian feuds 

that bedevilled politics' He was not carried on the crest of an emtional 

wave to abandon the Anglican Church, such as some critics have implied, 

onthe. evidence of'Keligio liaioi/ but the sober truth in the matter is 

now told by Professor Dobree : *It was his'mingled scepticism and love of 

order which more than anything brought about his change of faith, from 

near Dissent, to Catholicism, by way of the Church of England’. 

Dobree remarks on a feature in Dryden’s character which gives a 

rich complexity to the poet’s outlook. He belonged to bis age when we 

judge him superficially but, in an important sense, he stood outside his 

own time by reason of a detachment; one con notice in his work. ^'Involved 

by the nature of things in the affairs of his time, he to some extent shared 

its moral and intellectual fashions: but within him there lay a deep-rooted 

scepticism as to the value, even the virtue of human effort, a sense that 

the gratification of ordinary everyday impulses, ambitions, or desires, 

was hardly worth while”. Befiecting on the Civil Wars, which a for a 

time concluded the Stuart dynasty, and the bloodshed and the expense 

of spirit to which they led, Dryden saw no justification for this outburst 

of violence: 'For things are as they were’ The following couplet which 

Dobree quotes anticipates the pessimism of Dr. Johnson: 

For all the happiness mankind can gain, 

Is not in pleasure, but in rest from pain. 

The new standpoint implied by the criticism will provide the basis 

for a reasBessment of Dryden. 

The little book contains many indications that the view often expressed 

of the poet being a turncoat in religion and politics was based upon a 

complete misunderstanding of the poet’s genius and personality. 

Frofeesor Bonamy draws attention to a number of passages from 

Dryden’s prose and verse which had hitherto been little noticed. We 

shall refer to two of these. They reveal a grasp of the essentials of the 

human situation, particularly in so far as they are concerned with the orga¬ 

nization and functioning of public bodies, and the fiippant attitude to mais 

riage,fashionable in the court circle and reflected and exposed in the critical 

'.comedy of the age. In ’Dedication of Examen Foeticum* 1692, Dryden 

wrote: 'Eo government has ever been, or ever can be, wherein timeservers 

and blookheada will not be uppermost. The persons only are chang’d, 

but the aame juggling in state, the same hypocrisy in religion, the same 

sell-intereet and mismanagement, will remain for ever*. In 'Marriage 

a-la*Mode* 1072 he depicts in 18 lines of verse the gay, irrespbxisible, 

philandering spirit of the time,- which in liamb’s words, gets out of 

*Obrietw>d<gn into, the lend-what shall I call it-of ouokoldry—the utopia 
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of gallantr^t where pleasure is duty, and the manners perfect freedom’, 

The first eight lines of these verses are given below: 

Why shduld a foolish Marriage Yow, 

Which long ago was made, 

Oblige us to each other now, 

When Passion is decay'd ? 

We lov’d, and we lov'd, as long as we could. 

Till our love was lov’d out in us both: 

But our Marriage is dead, when the Pleasure is fied: 

‘Twas Pleasure first made it an Oath. 

Professor Dobree’s little pamphlet contains a new point of view in 

relation to some of the most disputed facts about Dryden's career, and 

offers helpful guidance, not by special pleas and partial representations 

but by calling attention to relevant passages out of his works and pointing 

out their bearing upon his attitude as a whole. This unobtrusive method 

of conveying information greatly adds to the value of the booklet, which 

presents a masterly exposition of Dry den as a writer in prose and verse 

in a simple and attractive form. 

Sbichahdba Sen 



Gbntbnaby Celebrations 

The Centenary celebrations of the Dniversifcy are now over. 
Thoughtful and inspiring convocation addresses were delivered during 
the centenary week by Sbri C. D. Deslimukh, the Chairman of the 
University Grants Commission, and Shii Satvapalli Badhakrishnan, 
the Vice-President of India. A fairly big volarae narrating the history 
of the University during the last one hundred years (185T-1956) has 

been published on this occasion. This volume gives some idea of 
the different aspects and activities of the University during one 

hundred years of its existence. The history of the foundation of the 
University of Calcutta is interesting. It is sometimea wrongly 

supposed that the University of Calcutta was bi'ougbt into existence 
in the tumult and anarchy of the Indian Mutiny. The fact is that 

throughout India all was quiet and peaceful when the University was 
founded in the first mouth of 1657, and everything appeared to promise 

a prosperous course to the new University. The Mutiny which broke 

out in May, 1657, had nothing to do with the creation of the Calcutta 

University, nor were the newly started Universities at Calcutta, 
Bombay and Madras in any way responsible for the outbreak of the 

Indian Mutiny. But powerful minds in BuglanJ got alarmed, and 
mistaking the causes of the fearful outbreak, they had misgivings 
about the success of the plan of Universities, and thought that it 
would be prudent and expedient to retrace the steps taken. 

Lord EHenborough, the President of the Board of Control in the 

Derby Ministry, in a letter to the Court of Directors, dated 26th April, 
1858, and Sir George Clerk, Secretary to the India Board, in a memo¬ 

randum, dated 29th March, 1858, sounded the tocsim of alarm as to 

education, and authoritatively announced **that the promised good had' 
not been derived from the system of 1854. It was erroneously believed 

is some quarters in England that the rising of 1857 was a popular up* 

beaval against foreign ru^p. But as a matter of fact, as Sir Charles 

Trevelyan, whose persistent advocacy of the popular cause and strenuoas 

oppo^tion to Mr. Wilson's budget proposals in 1860 led to bis reoall 

teom the office of the Governor of Madras, put it, ^'it was not the 
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people, but tbe army which troujbied ua ; and the remedy is to reduce 

the army and to put it upon a proper footing/* Mr. Halliday, the 

Lieutenant-Oovernor of Bengal, rendered a very important service to 

tbe cause of education in Bengal at that time by his elaborate and 

* masterly reply to the Despatch and Minute of Lord Ellenborough 

and Sir George Clerk. He took considerable pains to show that there 

was not one purpose enumerated in whicli the plans of 1851, or the 

establishment of Universities could be proved to have failed of effect. 

In no respect, according to him, did the scheme of education fail 

of its “expected good.’* The Hon’ule Sir James William Colvile, 

the first Vice-Chancellor of the University, in his first convocation 

address on the 11th December, 1858, dwelt, in forcible language, upon 

the hurl and peril to the cause of education which the publication of 

that Despatch and Minute caused, and eloquently pleaded for a 

“definite policy,” in Indian education which no ministerial changes 

could disturb. For, it seemed that vvliai Sir Charles Wood planned 

as the President of the Board of Control in 1854 was going to be 

rudely disturbed by his successor Lord K lenborough at- tbe same office. 

“The ship that was freighted with the enlightenment of millions,** 

as Sir Jcines Col vile put it, “ought to have a definite course—she ought 

never to be allowed to drift at the caprice of the helmsman of tbe 

hour amidst the shifting saiidh and shoals of party politics.** The 

second Vice-Chancellor of the University, the Hon’ble Mr. William 

Ritchie, who was also a member of the Supreme Council of India, 

was a tliorough believer in the plan of 1854 and walked in the steps 

of his honoured predecessor, Sir James Colvile. In his convocation 

address on 6tb March, 1860, he expressed himself in the following 

terms : “Of all the defences of a state, the surest, the best, and the 

cheapest is the education of its people. Educate your people from 

Cape Comorim to the Himalayas ; and a second Mutiny of 1857 

will be impossible.’* 

Fourtunately for the cause of education in India, Lord Ellen- 

borough was compelled to resign his office of the President of the 

Board of Control. His place at the Board was taken by Lord Stanley, 

the Bon of the Prime Minister, Lord Derby, and Lord Stanley lost 

no time in turning his attention to the subject of education. But 

Lis terna of office was short ; in June, 1859, Stanley was succeeded by 

Sir Charles Wood, the chief author of the policy and the Despatch 

of 1854, With the arrival of Wood at ti e India Office, as the ^ecne^ , 

tary of State for India, education in this country, and Univars^^ ■' 
education in particular, was deJiverel from (he peril, which tbreatei»i3 
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it at its inception. Since then it has passed through different phases 

vith nps and downs and with varying success. But on the whole, 

progress and advancement of learning which is the motto of the Uni¬ 

versity, have been well maintained. The history of this progress and 

advancement of learning is to be found in the Centenary Volume' 

which has been published by the University of Calcutta. 



‘Notifications 

ANDHIU UNIVEBSITY 

No. 62-2415/56. Waltiir, 25.7-1056. 

Proceedings of the Vice-Chancellor. 

Sub ; Misconduct at University Esamioj^ions, March-April 105G. 

The result of P. Adinarayina, candidate ■with Tlc.g. No, 561S for the Tntorraediate 
E xaminaiton held in March-April 1956 is canceilrd and i;e is debarred frotn apptariniZ for 
a ny of the University Examinations for a period of two years, i.r., he will he permitted to 
sil for the University Examinutioos to be iieUl m Marrh-April 1958 or thereafter.'. 

(By Order! 

University Office. V- SIMHADRl RAO 
(Dy. Itepistrari. 

ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

No. S2'21J5/5P. Waltair, 17tb July, 195C. 

rroctedings of the Vice-ChanceUor. 

Sub :—Misconduct at University Bxammatioos—March-.April 1956. 
Read Syndicate Resolution dated 30 6.'56 and 1.7.'56. 

Order. 

The results of the following Candidates for tl.o Ksaminations noted agntust ea^h, are 
cancelled and they are debarred fr«'ifi npp.Mriug for «ny uf Mu* Uuiver-ity Exiniination» for 
a period of two years, t c., they will be [ler.nitwd to sit for ibe University Exam.uitions 
to be held in March-April, 195B or thereafter. 

Name of the Candidate Esainiuation 

Mr. K. 8. Ramalcriahnayya B.A. 
Mr. A. Ragbavnehari Intcjmediate 
Mr. C. Virabrahuinmurli Do. 
Mr. N. Hadhakrisbnaruurti Do. 

(By Order) 

Reg No. 

1174 
14UI5 
T'j'ir 

50. M 

V. SlMIIAniU RAO, 
Dy, Rog strar. 

ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

No. S2/2115/56. Waltair, I2ih July, 1956. 

Proceedings of the Syndicate. 

Sub :>-Misconduct at March-April, 1966 Examination. 
Ref r—Syndicate Resolution dated 30tb June, 1950. 

The result of N. Purusholtama Rao, Candidate with Regidercd No. 2r29fortho 
Matricnlation Examination of March-April, 1956 is cancelled and hr is debarred from 
appearing for any of the University Ezaminatiors for h period of two years, i.c., he will be 
permitted to sit for the University Examination to bo held in Wurch-April, 1958, or 
thereafter. 

fBy Order) » 

V. eiMHADRI 1^0; 
Dy. itegiat^. • 
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ACBA UNIVERSITY 

Notification No. Of. 29,19C6-57. 

In pattial modification of this office Nolificatiou No. OF. 52 dated SO.6.66 il is hereby 
notified that onfff the examiustiou far 1056 of Sri .Mahabir Bahadur &iiih« (Roll No, 60 
B.So. Part If Agra College, Agra) baa now been caticcllcd. 

L. P. M-VTHUR, U.Pc,, 
Registrar.* 

AGRA UNIVERSITY 

Notifieaticn No, OF 37—*1956. 

The following candidatca have been d<»barred from appearing at any Examination of 
tbo University during the years 1956 and 1957, as thej' attempted to u^e unfair means at the 
Supplemr ntary Examinations of 1956 :— 

S. No. Roll No. Enrolment Name of the Caudi Into 
A Exam. No. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

P04 
B.Sc Pt. 1 

941 
B Pc. Pt. II 

6308 
BA. PI. I 

9937 
B.A. Pt. i 

A65559 Durjan Pal Singh 
(D S. C'illege. Aligarh) 

A5492.10 Preni >1:^8111 Verina 
(D A. V. Col., Kanpur) 

A542995 Muhd. ZaliPt-r Khan No/- 
(Holkar Coll gc, Indore) 

A554D23 (Kr.) Mahendra Pal 
Singh (iQulam 

(D. A. V, Col., Kanpur) 

Examination Centre 

Senate House, Agra 
« 

D. A. V. C«d., Kanpur 

Holkur Col., Indore 

D. V. Co!., Kanpur 

The derision cn the cases of the .'ollowing candidate? is under consideration and will 
be announced later on 
1 Roll No. 3311 Eorotinent No. A5t530/ of B.A. Pari 11 Supplementary Examination '50 
2 Roll No. 3661 ,, ,, A54127 of B A. Part IT Supplementary Examination *56 
8 Roll No. 8770 ,, ,, A64170 rf B.A. Part JI Supplementary Examination *66 
4 Roll No. 8617 ,, „ A545J'5 of B.A. Part II Supplementary Examination *66 

Senate House, Agra. h P. MATHUR, D.Sc.. 
Registrar. 

AGRA IINIVFRSITY 

Notificaiion No. CP 43, 1056. 

In con inuflHon of Ibis Office Notification No. 52 rf 30-5 56 it is hereby notified Iha*^ 
Raj Kumar Gn:ran, a candidate for the B.Sc. Part I Kxsiminuth n of J*^56 with Boll. No* 
1702 Enrolmen*; No. A6513308 has been dthaned from appealing nt any Examiralion of ihe 
University before 1966, as he atttnipied to use ui fairmcan.-* at ihe ll;56 Examinaticn. 

Senate House, Agra. L, MATHUR, D.Pc. 

( (Capt.) Registrar. 

AGRA UNIVERSITY 

NoUfication No. CF7,1966'57 

... a ?** F**^.’"* ft “’V* NotiBcalion No. CF. 82 dtied 80.6.T966, fbo re«U 
of 8n Preel.iD Dai Gandhi who appeared at B 8c. <Enee) Pier Part T ..r loan 
froB En«. Conepe. ^ya^lbagh, ifira w^ Boll No. 83. Enrol. No! AM34965 Ky 
release^and be la declared to have failed at flie eaid exaininalion. nerroy 

Senate IHoad. Agra. 
li. P. MATHDB, D.8o., 

BagUtiar. 
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AGBA UKIVBBSTTY 

Notii^ration Ko CF/08, 1965-56. 

Tbe resolfcs of the following (wo caodidfttei have been csQC.'lled ai they attempted to 
use unfairrt eaoe at fhe Examination oP 1956 !~- 

). Boabit Kumar B:>I1 No. 663, Earolraent No A511I305 P.So Pt. I St. Joba'a 
OoJJege, Agra Centre. 

2. (Km) Suahma Aathana ttoU No. 2i)7, Earolmeut No A65l2m B.Sj. Pt. I St. 
Jobn^B College, Agra Centre. 

Senate House, Agra. Ii. p. MATHTIR, D.Sc.. 
Registrar. 

BANARA8 HINDU UNIVERSITY 

OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 

Dated August 23,1956 

Sbri J. D. Gode. 
c/o Prof. K. D. Gode, 
6 Bbushau Dodge, Lanka. 
VARANASI. 

Dear Sir, 

I bave to inform that you have been rusticated by the Standing Committee of the 
Academic Council of the Utiiversily for two years and are not allcwed to appear at any of (be 
University exoininaticns befote 105S for UMng unfair means at the Ist Professional Supple* 
rnentary Examination of 1950, vide Standing Committee Resolution No, 77, dated (be 
4(h August, 1956. 

Yours faitbfiilly. 
Registrar 

UNIVERSITY op MYSORE 

No. Ex 3-323/55-56 

OlBce of the University of Mysore, 
Administrative Biiildiugs, 

CrnwPord Hail, Mysore 
Dated 20tb July, 1956. 

Notification. 

References:—(It This Ofllee Notifications No. FjX. 3-/56-5G dated 27-6 1955, No. Ex 
3-469/55 56 dated 14-11-55, and No. Ex 3 243/p6-67 dated 19-5-1956 rusticating certain 
candidates who had committed malpractice at tlie University Examinations of April 1955, 
September lO'iS and March 1956 respectively. 

(2) University Council resolution passed ut the meeting held on 29/30t.h June 1966, 
that in cases of rualpiac^tc*. candidates wilt loose only the exainifiation a*:: which they bave 
been found guilty of malpractice aud that the result, if any, of previous examinations be 
retained* 

Ord.'r No. Ex 3-323/55 56 dated 20tb July 1956 

Pursuai t to the resolution of the university Council piased at the meeting held on 
29th-30th June 1956 and in partial ntodification of this office Notifications dated 27 6*1955 
14*11-1055, and 19-5 1066 referred to above, the candidates who are rusticated for commit- 
ing malpractice at the University Examinations of April 1955, September 1955, and March 
1956 will lose only (he examination at wtiicb (bey have been found goilty of mafpractico 
and they retain the rssuUi if any, of previous examioatioos. The other oonditions imposed, 
however, will stand. 

By Order, 
M. R. Bhiinasena Rao 

for Registrar 

NOTIFICATION OP THE UNIVERSITY OP POONA 

NO. EX/BAR/30 OP 1956-57. 

It i# bereby notified that the reanlta of the undermentioned candidaloa who havd 
fomd guilty it having reiorted to unfair means at tbe University EaamiMtaoikt bn^^ 



MfiiGh/ApiU10$6| have been cmcelied aad (bat they have further been debarred from 
app^riog at any exatainatiocs of tliis Uoiversity before 1st January of Ihe year mentioned 
against their nan es. 

University Beat 
Number. 

Candidate's name. College. Date till which tbs 
candidate is 

debarred. 

1 2 3 4 

INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE 

888 Bhri Kbot, Datlo Gopala Sir Paraaburambhan 
College, Poon(t-2 

lat January. 1968. 

1035 Bliri Pavongadkar, 
Prabhakar Narayan 

Nowrosjee Wadia 
College, Poonu-J 

Ist Jannar}', 1969 

FIRST YEAR ENGINEERING 

162 Bhri Salgarkar, Vushavant 
Narayan rao 

College of Engineer¬ 
ing, Pocna-6 

1st January, 1958 

B.Sc (GENERAL) 

250 Bhri Josbi. Ram Sb-inkar Nowresfee Wadia 
College, Preno-I 

Ist "January 1858 

INTERMEDIATE ARTS 

492 Miss Wad, Nalini Sadashiv Sir Pa rashurambhau 
College, Poci«a-2 

lit January, 1959 

626 Bhri Kuldarni, Laxman 
Moreshwar. 

Sir ParashuramUiau 
College. Poova-2 

Ist January, 1959 

1811 Miss Padekar. Kamal 
Sakharam. 

H. P. T. College, 
Nasil' 

let January, 1959 

1821 Bhri Patil, Vishwasrao 
Tukaram. 

External let January, 1958 

2086 Bhri Bhnsle, JanarJan 
Ganapat. 

D. A. V. CoMegA. 
Sholapur, 

lat January, 1958 

It is further notified that ^he resulU of the following persons who have been found 
guilty of practising unfair means at the Intermediate Science Exatnination held in March 
1956 bare been cancelled 

< 

University Seat 
Number. 

Name. Cullcgc. 

2815 ^ Sbri Bbaskar, Cbangdeo Muralidhar A)n?dnagar CePege, Amednagar 

2878 Bhri Shiode, Ealuram Vitbal do. do* 

2924 Sbri Pendbhaie. BADganath Raina- 
chandra. 

do. do. 

2928 Bhri Ramavat, Laxman Oovindrorn do. do. 

Ganaihkbindt Poona-7 
Angnai 11,1056. 

Y. D. KHAN, 
Registrar 

Notification No. Ex/67/56 

rNivEnsTTy of saugar 

Notification 

Dated Bagar, tbe 26tb July, 1056. 

1, It fa notified for information that the following candidates who appeared at the 
varieut Bxaminataone of ^ Dniwrsity of Sangar held in Marcb-April, 1956, have bees 
found gnitty of iiiing or attempting to use unfair means at these Examinations and have, 



tbexef<.r«, been Aebsrred from ftppfarmg at tUe Uoiverahy Examination doting tbe peiiud 
mentioned againab ibeir names :— 

Boll 
No. 

Enrol¬ 
ment No. 

Name of candidate Extmina' 
tiOD. 

Institution Tear for which 
debarred. 

.114 B/8667 Vijay Kumar Rawat S/o Slui 
Karo Bhaios Bawat, Uawut 
Bros. Eatsi. 

Pce-Oniv. 
(Sc.) 

U. T. D. 1966 Supp. 
Sagar. 

38 B/10506 Piem Chandra Jain S/o Sbri 
Hazarilsl Jain C/o Smt* Dcoka 
Bai Jain, 133, Subadar ka 
Honse, Parkoia, Sagar. 

Prc-XIniv. 
tArls) 

do. 1956 Supp. 

671 B/oni3 A. G. Mabajan C/o Shri K. P. 
Mahajan Sioghpur Tab : Nar- 
aingbpur Dist. Hodiaii^abad. 

I.A. Hitkarui Aoy future 
Mabavidya- Examination 
lava, Jabal- of (he Di iver- 
pur. eity, 

1001 B/7516 Imam S/o Sbri Hussain, Padawa 
Gaiilipura* Near Normal Hindi 
School, Kbandwa. 

I A. Sbri Nil- 1967 
kanthesbwar 
College, 
Kfaandwa. 

1117 B/llTGl Vijay Prasad Shiikla S/o Shri 
Barn Prasad Sbiikla, Rnjpura, 
Durban pur. 

I.A. do. 1957 

371 B/H031 Kailasb Jaio H/o Shri Natbuolal 
Jain, Kiraua Meicbani, Sukra* 
wiiri Bazar, Sroni, ) isit. 
Chhindwara. 

I.Sc. Mabnkoslia! 1957 
Mahavidya- 
kiya. Jabal¬ 
pur. 

Sole: The Betnli.b of Examinalions held in 1056 have bean oancelird in all these 

2. The results of Kxatn'nations held 10 1956 of tbe following candiialfe hare been 
cancelled for breach of exaininatitn rnVs : — 

163 Mahenclra Kumar Jain S/o Shri I A. 
D«ep Cband Jain. C/o Sliri 
Suinteah Kumar Vijay Kumar 
Jaioi Cloih MorcbAiit Ouieral 
Lane. Kymoio St. Jukehi 
Eistt.. Jabalpur. 

063 B^993r) Jewaliar I-al Mishra’C/o Shri I A, 
Bhairav Prasad Mishra, Andhi- 
yarkbor. iVet Kavgarh Dist. 
Dujg. 

U. T. D. Sagar 

0 h li a 1 i i igarb Col lege, 
Raipur. 

322 B/7181 Malay Cb Chakravorty C/o Shri 
Manuianjan Citakravorty, 729* 
West Gbamapur, Baika 
Bagicha. Jabalpur. 

48 B/6C'44 Kranti Kumar Rai S/o Dr. B. B. 
Kail Gopalgdoj, Sagar. 

l.Sc. Kz sludeuf: 

B.8g. U. T. D. (Sagar. 
(Pass) 

176 B/7686 Dinkar Ganegh Gokhale C/o Shri 
G, K. Qokhale, Kariganj, 
GokhalewadBi Kbaodwa. 

B.Com. Shri Nilkanthesbtrar 
Pt. I. College, Kba ndws 

12 B/11702 Dwarka Prasad Tamrakar R/o First Dip> Govt. Polyiccb. Jabal* 
Sbri Laxmi Prasad Tamrakar, in Engg ; pur. 
Purani Baeti. Katni. 

By Order > 

isHWAR chandba>;, h; 
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OSMANU UNIVBR8ITY 

Hyderabad—Deccan 

Notification 

Iq continuation of the Noiificaticoi, dated 19th Jane, 195G> Shri B. CbennakeabaTla 
' Kaidn, Pen of M. Hangaswamy Naidu, candidate Boll No. 564, B.Hc. Examinatiofi, 

March/April, 1966, jp informed that he fs debarred permanently from appearing for any 
of the Examinations of Ibe Osmania University, as the Vice'Cbancellor on further aciuUny 
of the caae baa found him guilty of grave miaconduct inasmuch as 

(i) he bad assaulted one of the Lecturers, 

and (ii)« be bad suppressed this information in a representation made to the Vice- 
Chancellor Bubsequently. 

Sd. llUgible 

D/27tb July, 105'. Controller of Examinations, 

PUNJAB UNIVERSITY tSOLANl 

Notification 
It ia I ereby notified that:— 

I. (a) Shri Krishaa Kumar, son of Shri Pyare Lul, B Coy 519 Comd. MVShip, 
Kirkee (Pcona*d), who tried to obtain a duplicate copy of the Matriculation certificate on 
the bapia of a false atatenicnt of having passed the eaid examination in^ltiffi, baa been 
declared as not a fit an 1 proper person to be admitted to any future examination of this 
University, for having deliberately cheated the Univcraily, 

(h) Shri Guidip Singh, son of S. Gnrbax Singh, village Hiinalpur, Post Office Dhona, 
Tebsil Dasuya sbUrpur), Roll No. 33360, Matriculation Exarninatiun, March, 1956, 
has been disqualified for four years for iuipcrsouatioo under regulation 13, at page 80 of (he 
Calendar, Volume 1, 1964. 

(c) Sbr! Sohan Singh, son rf S. Naranjan Singh, Village and Post Office KotU Nohd. 
Singh, Via Hariana, Di’^trict Eoshiarpur (Rcgd. No. 60'dli-78), who imperaonated Gurdip 
Singh, has been disqualified for five years under regu'ation 13, at page 90 of the Calendar, 
Volume 1,1964. 

id) The disquo.lificRticn for five yenrs imposed on Raj Paul Bhatia. S/o Shri Ram 
Satan Bbat-a, who appeared in B.A. Examination, September, 1U64, under Roll No, 6358, 
has beoD removed. 

U' The conressiou to displaced personi to appear in certain exarolnationa of this 
University as private candidates has been exlcn fed up to the exami. at ions to be held in 
1063. (This is Bub.’ecf to the sanction of the Govt.). 

Solan (Simla Hillab 

Dated July 1,, 1966. 

PANJAB UNIVERSITY (SOLAN) 

Notification 
It is hereby notified that 

1, A late college student appealing in the B.A. or B.Sc. Examination, can change 
additional optional subject also in addition to an elective subject, in one academic year, 
under Regulation 4, at page 17 of tlie Calendar, 1951, Volume II. 

2. (fl) Harbhajan Sineh, S/o il^lbir Singh, V. & P.O. Gimachaur (JuHundur) Roll 
No 40324, Matriculation Examination, March. 1956, has been disqualified for lour years 
for impersonation, under regulation 18 at page 80 of the Calendar, Volume 1,1954. 

(6) Madan Mohan Singh, S/o Shri Shiv Ram V. & P.O. Gunaebaur (Jullundur), 
Begd- No. 66-b.64 (Ist year studeni Sikh National College, Banca), who impersonated 
Harbbfjan Singh has been disqualified for five years under regulation Id, st page 80 of ibe 

Vclnme 1,1964. 

.8. CandHates for tl;e Intermediate Science Examination have been allowed to write 
to ^noitjon papers ig tiie subject of Geography in English or Urdu or Hindi or 

Panjabi (This is subject to approval of the Senate and Government). 

i. Honours examination in Urdu has been inslituted at the B.A. Examination like 
HcfiBec* subjects. (This is subject to approval cf the Senate and Goverument). 

paled A^ust ! 1956, 

J. R. AGNIHOTRI, 

Jtegiilrar. 

J. R. AGNIHOTBI, 
HeffMfW 



CEKXEAti BOABD 07'SSCONBABT ^UOATION, AJICBR. 

Th« f^lowisig f^^tndidate wboM puiitfalazi m giTea agaioBt him; bfttiog ftttamptdd'; 
OA^mioeani At the Inter. Arte S^inl Sopplementarg BxnBunuioii of ttw Ronrd for: 

19o0, OM Dcen tw^ed ibcTponUiiBMit noted ngtinot him 

BqH Kune of oudidete Fetber^e nemo Kg, ' ' • * . 
1067 Ehareg Singh Sfari Banje^t 

Biogb 

Ajmeri 
October 6,1956. 

Beaidenoe Paniehm^ awarded. '[ 

Ajmer DiequaBfied from the Inter. Arte 
Special Sopplefneotory Biatni* 
nation of 1966, and debarred ' 
from the loter. Examination of 
1967. 

(O. D. WIDHANI), 
Secretary. 

THE UNIVERSITY OP JAMMU AND KASHMIR, SRINAGAR. - 

Notification. 

The Syndicate in its meeting bOid on 14th Angoat, 1956, considered the reports of the 
Snperiniendents of Examiiiatioa Centres on the walk-out staged by tbestodents in the last 
Intermediate Exauiiiialion in Gbemistry and Physics Paper B together with the explanations 
•ubmitted by the students repotted to have taken a leading part in the walk>0Qt and other* 
wise loisbt-haved and took the following decision 

(a) that tl) Chaman Ual, Boll No. 300. Intermediate Bxstniaati'm, 1966; 
(2) Bansi Lai, Koil No. 278, Inteimediate Kxamioatiwn, 1956; and 
(8) Jawabar Lai, Roil No. 280. Intcrinedrste Examination, 1956; 

be disqualified from passing any Ui)iTer«ity examination for two years (f.a., 1956 and. 
1967); 

(h) that 1. Obulam Haasan Sufi, Roll No. Sod. Iniermediafe Examination, 1956; 
2. Piem Fraksbh tBsru), Roll No, 771, luteruiediate Examination, 1956; 

3. Duskvant Kumar, Bull No. 1C42, Intermediate Examination, 1956; 
4. Hakuuiat Singh, Roll No. 229, Infe.mediate Examination, 1956; A 
6. K. L. Haul, Roll No. 3^13 of the Intermediate Examination, 1956; 

he disqualified from passing any University examination for one year (i.c., 1956), 

GHULAM MOHAMMAD, 
liegiilrar, 

GUJARAT UNIVERSITY 

No. £xam/A/50S39 of 1956. Office of the Gujarat University 

Ahmelubad—9. Dated 1 August, 1956. 

It is hereby notified that the undermentioned esndidates who have been found guilty 
of having practised unfair means at Mie University Examinations held in Marcb>April, L'56, 
are declared to have failed at tbe respective examination, have forfeited their claims to 
exemptions, if any. earni'd hy them at the examination held this year or in any previous 
year and that they are further debarred frote appearing at any University or Collegs-exami* 
nation before the dates mentioned against their respective asmes : 

Name College Debarred ap to 

INTER. ARTS 

104 Bhatt Arunbhai Manubhni 
1016 Shah Ghandrakant Maniial 
1069 Shah Jayendrakuznar Keshavlal 

1180 Shah Pravinchaodra Jayantilal 
2569 Paul Ambalal Hiralal 
2611 FaneboU Mahendrakumax Babahliai 
2765 Joihi Ntranjan Kautilal 

External slodent 
Do. 

L. D. Arts College A M. G. 
Science Institute, Ahiuedabad 

Do. 
M. N. College, Visnagar 

Do. 
Dbarmendiasiuhji College, 

Rajkot. 

B.A, 

174 Patel Kanjibfaai Manohharam 

129S Bate! C&aadrakant Mohanlal 

Ii. D. Arte. College A M. O. 
Science loatitute, Abmedabad 

Dbarmendrasiahii College, 
Rajkot. 

30.6.1967 
30.6.1057 
31.12.1956 

3L 12.1956 
31.12 19 6 
31.12.1956 
31.12 1966 

30,6.1953 

30.3.1959 r 
. ■ V 

|4-1946F-n 



iirraa. scaaKoa 

W ilM itetilif Bft^M 
JliMsI^amne^eiMMdrft DinfcBCbkad 

tfl pAtliAQ Baralkhau HaB«Dkb»D 
1]]|9 QmitSM Sfaftivikililt ChimaDlal 

iMt P4t<A Bbufttinunttr Mftcibbii 
iwi Pitel BsiiKlfbUiil MAgAnbbai 

Collagft, Abroedabad 9|.tS.19M 
L. D. Arto Oolkga A M. B. 01.111990 

Science InKitote* Abmadabtd 
Do. 81.19.1959 

V. F. MabavidyaUya, ValUbh- 8I.19.19M 
Vidyanagar * 

Do. 81.191956 
Do. 81.12.1966 

B.Su. 

1018 FaUI NaviuiUl KAaAoji M. T. B. College, Surat 83.6.1958 

F.E. 

S68 Parikh Subboaobandra Ramanlai P. V. MabaTidjalaya. Vallabb* 80.6.1967 
VidyaDsgar 

S. E. (CIVIL) 

999 Jobaopotra Lazmidaa Hanaraj Lokbdbtrji Engg. ColIegOi 80.6.1967 
Horvi. 

FIRST LL.B. 

519 Paodya Bameabobandra Gaaiiabaokcr A.fif.P. Law College, Rajkot, 

B. COM. 

116 Patel Kavincbandra JetVabbai H. L. College of Commerce. 
Abmedabad. 

81.12.1956 

81.12.1956 

PATNA UNIVEBSTTY 

K. C. PANKLT, 
Brgiatrar. 

PatOAi the 27ib July, 1956. 

Tbe QDdermeDtioned candidates are debarred from appearing at any Uoiveraity Exami- 
nation tor Che period noted egaiost their names as they were found guilty of using unfair 
Dica&a at the Annual Intermediate, Baobelor and Maater's Examination in Arts, Science 
and Engineering Examinations of 1956. 

81. Centre Roll No. liegiatration Candidates Period of Punishment. 
No. Examination No. A College Name 

1 Tri-Chandra 
College. 
Xatbxnandu, 
Nepal. 

Boll Nep 1204-55 
No. 155,1.Be. Tri-Chandra 

College. 
Eathmanda, 
Nepal. 

2 Bibar College Boll Pet. No. 708-54 
Engineering, 38,1.8c. Bihar College Praaad 

Paine* (Sng.) Part 11 of Engineering, 
Patna. 

Ved Vyas 
Ksbairi 

Paras Nath 

Debarred from appearing 
at any University Exa¬ 
mination prior to the 
Supplementary Exami¬ 
nation of 1967. 

Do. 

8 B. Ns College, Boll Pat. 7869-51 
Patna* No. 68, B.So. B. N. College, 

Patna 
4 Senate Hall, Boll Pat. 8735-61, 

P4€na Uniter- No. 126, B A. B. N« College, 
•ify, Fates 6. Patna. 

5 Sci^Oe College, Boll Pat. 4061-48 
Patna* No. 42, M.Sc. Deptt. of 

Chemistry 
Patna Uni- 
veraity. 

6 College, Roll Pat 72M 51 
Peine* No* 20, M.Sc* Deptt. of 

Physics, 
Patna Uniyer- 
■ity. 

Bagbubanab Do. 
Singh 

Amar Singh Do. 

Keabav Kumar Debarred from appearing 
Dass at^ any University Exa¬ 

mination prior to the 
M.So. Examination of 
1959. 

Ram Narayan . Do. 
Sinba. 

6. Y. HUSSAIN, 
Deputy Begiitritr* 
Patna Uoiesriity^ 



BXBASt, trmVBBSIT? 

CirenUr No. 6. PatOft. tbe 80tb Tnly, iM6. 

To Directors of Pablic I stracUon of all States, Frineipals of all Colleges ooder tbe 
Bibar DBiTerai^. Inspectors A Oisiriet Tospectors of Schools in Bibar. Deputy Direotmia 
of Kdocationf Bihar, Bepistrars of all Indian Universities. Secretaries. Secondary School 
Kaftmination Board of all Srates, Secretary, Union Public Service Commission, Delhi and 
Secretary, Bibnr» Bibar Pnbl.c Service (Commission. Bailey Bosd. Patna. 

The undermcntiooed candidsies are debarred from appearing at any University Bxami- 
nation prior to tbe examination noted against their names aa they were found guilty of nsing 
unfair means at the Aunual Intermediate aod'Baohelor Bxamiostiona of 11166 of thia 
University : 

61 Nameol Nams of Exams. Reg. No. Name of tbe candidate 
No. Centres h ft HoU No of 

College the candidate 

1 a 3 4 $ 

PoniahmeBi 

6 

1 Arrab, B A Arr. 165 
R. D. Jain, 
College. 

a Do. B A. Arr. 40(H) 

3 Aurangabad, 
B. Sinbo 
College. 

I.A. Aur. 47 

4 Bbagalpur, 
Marwari 
College. 

B.Com. Bhag. 3 

6 Begusarai, 
G. D. Ollege. 

I.A. Beg 66 

6 Do. I.A. Beg 414 

7 Do. B.A Beg. 4(H) 

R Chapra, I.Sc. Chap. 147 
Bajeodra 
College. 

0 Do. 

10 Daibbanga, 
CM College, 

11 Do. 

12 Do. 

13 Do. 

U Do. 

15 Daltongan], 
O. D. A. 
College. 

16 Do. 

17 Dumka 
B. P. College 

38 Do. 

W Do. 

T.Com. Chip. 66 

I.A. Bar. 146 

I.Com. Dar. 126 

B.A. Dar. 141 

B.Com. Dar, 110 

B.Com. Dar, 136 

I.A. Dal. 7a 

I.A. Dal S3 

I.A. Dum. a 

T.A. Dam 50 

I.A. Dnm. 84 

454-62 Alakh Narayan 
Prasad 

Debarred from epposring 
at any IT Diversity Exa¬ 
mination prior to tbe 
Annual Examination 
of 1956. 

14338-66 Ham Ban Bikat 
Prasad 

Do 

12486 65 Dukbkban Prasad Do. 

3968-56 Amiya Kumar Daa Do. 

6714-56 Ghhotten Bingb Do. 

9126-54 lisla Kriiyanand 
Prasad 

Do. 

4465-63 Baidya Natb Singh Debarred from a^peftring 
at any Univeraity Sia> 
minatioD prior to the 
Annual Examination 
of 1967, 

8172-66 Hanumant Pratsp Debarred from appearing 
Singh at any University Exa* 

mination prior to the 
Annual Eia«ioa|ton 
of 1956. 

7096-64 Ram Prebesh Sharma Do. 

5505-65 Nityanand Singh Do. 

8242-54 MithiU Bihari Thakur Do. 

8830-51 Abdul Baquib Kban Do. 

8655-61 Tej Narayan Jha Do. 

2979-48 Yoga Nand Singh Do. 

13488*65 Sheikh Md. (}aaim- 
uddin 

Do. 

18606-66 Satya Pal Verma Do. 

4299-66 Antdi Naib Chakra- 
varty 

Do. 

6969-65 Man Mcdren Prasad 
Singli 

Do. 

CS)61-65 Shobb. K»nt Jb» Debarred from appeamg 
at any University Exa* 
m'nation prior titbo 
Supplementary Exas^ 
nstion of 1967. 



m. 
Bt. BoMCf Name of Exams. 
lio. Centre * ft Boll No. of 

CoUego. the oandidato 
1 9 8 

so ' IJI. Oay. 693 

r Caya College, 

21 Do. LPc. Gay. 178 
29 Do. I.Com. Gay 48 
28 Do. fi A. Gay. 7 
24 Do. B.A. Gay. 11 
25 Do. B A. Gay. 12 
20 Do. B.Com. Gay 61 

97 Ebagaria I A. Ebag. 36 
Eosbi College. 

98 Do. LA. Kbag. 126 

PaouhneDi 

4831-64 Bamatbrtj Miihn Debarred from 
At Aoy tJniTeni^'Exav 
mination prior to ^ 
Annoal Etatniftfttiott 
of 1958. 

Do. 
Do 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

4776 64 Madan Moban Mtabra 
7614-66 Jagat Ki«bor Prasad 

13983-58 Ishwar Chandra Ojha 
18910 63 S Wall Imam 
18997-58 8. Bazi 

Hassan 
6340-66 Vidya Bhuaban Praaad Do. 

6294-64 Baidja Nath Jha 

29 MoERffarpuri 
L.S. College 

80 Do. 

I.A. 64uz. 95 

I. Sc. Mo^. 69 

8822-65 Bam Nath Baitba 

Debarred from appearing 
at any UnWerriiy Exa¬ 
mination prior to the 
Annual Examinaticn 
of 1957. 

Do. 

8664-55 Deo Prija Gbaudbary Debafred from appearing 
at any Uoiveraity Exa¬ 
mination prior to the 
Annual BxamiiiatioD 
of 1968. 

81 Do. B.A. Muz. 1441H) 6866-63 Bam Bilas Sinba Do. 

82 Hoxaffarpnr I Com. Muz. 160 6656-49 Shoo Shankar Prasad Do* 

88 

fi. D. 8. 
College. 

Snvastava 

Do. B A. Muz. 117 16944-53 Upendra Prasad Sinph Do, 
84 Motibaii LA. Mot. 29 11603 55 Chandra Sckhar Singh Do. 

M,8 College. 
86 “ Do. I A. Mot. 44 10609 55 Naiendra Singb Do 
86 IfoDgbyr LA. Mong. 241 2821-61 Janardan Prasad Do. 

87 

H.D. ft D.J. 
College. 

Singh 

Do. LA. Mong. 290 9088-61 Baipati Paswan Do. 
86 Do. LA Mong. S75 6646-64 Hira Lai Singh Do. 
89 ^ Do. B Com. Mong. 15 12214-61 Janardan Jha Do, 
40 Do. B.Cotn. Mong. 48 6^68 63 Budbir Chandra Do. 

41 Nalanda 
College. 

LA. Nai 460 
Prasad 

8088-52 Baja Bam Muban 
Boy 

43 Do. I.A. Nal. 491 8117-58 Shaiikat Baza 

48 Do. 

44 Fiaiiia 
Coflii&eree 
College. 

48 Do. 

46 Do. 

B.A. Nal. 43 

1 A. Pat, 38 

LA. Pat. 18, 

I.A. Pot. 78' 

1284-62 Balraik Narayan 
Praaad 

201-66 Nagendra Prasad 
Matbur 

1126-66 Bra] Eisbora Praaad 

1118*56 Bamanind Singh 

Debarred from appearing 
at any University Eza- 
minatioD prior' to the 
Annual Examination 
of 1969. 

Debarred from appearing 
at any University Exa¬ 
mination prior to the 
Annual Examination 
of 1968. 

Do. 

Do. (Sup.) 

Do. (Attaotl) 

Debarred from appearing 
at any Dniveiol^ Exa* 
minatioD priw to the 
Sopplemontary Bzami* 

saticQ of 1967, 



tttt] i* 
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81. Kama of 
Ko. Oaniia A 

Name ol Bsama. 
t Boll K«. of 

Bag. Ko. Kama of tbe candidata PnnishmaBt 

Otflgga. tbaeasdidata . ‘ t 

1 41 
u 

8 4 6 . 6 

47 Da. 
h 

1 

I.A. Pat. 106 1680.65 Bbu Prand c D^arred from ai^eariDg 
at any Unlnrsity Exa¬ 
mination prior to tba 
Aannal Examination 
of, 1958. 

48 Do. I.Com. Fat, 164 16644-66 Ham Pyarn Sharma Do. 

49 Pumea, ' 
Puinea 
College. 

1.A, Pum, 69 6616-65 Biihwanath Bnn Debarred from appearing 
at any University Exa¬ 
mination prior to the 
Bnpplementory Exami¬ 
nation of 1967. 

60 Banchi, 
Banchi 

B.A. Ban. 67(H) 670-52 Prabbakar Binoy 
Kachahap 

Do. 

College. 

61 Sasaram, I.A. Sai. 81 4880-56 Dasrath Upadhaya Do. 
8. P. Jam 
College. 

62 Do. I.A. Sas. 8 16093 65 Amir Chand Ram Do. 
63 Do. J.A. Baa. 110 4906-66 Laimi Karayan Debarred from appearing 

at any Univeraity Exa¬ 
mination prior to the 
Annual Examination 
of 1968. 

64 Do. I.A. Sas. 48. 4880-55 Nand Gopal Maitra Do. 
65 Do. I.A. Sas. 65 4664-66 Murli dhar Prasad Do. 
66 Do. I.A. Saa. 183 4881-66 Byed Muataq Ahmad 

Bizri 
Do. 

67 Baharaa, 
Babaraa 

I.A. Sab. 19) 6728-65 Deep Narayan Prasad 
Mandai 

Do. 

College. 

66 Do. I.A. Sab. 196 8921-66 Bbupendra Praaad 
Yadav 

Do. 

69 Do, I.A. Sab, 99 

d 

26ir-65 Hirdaya Karain Babu Debarred from appearing 
at any UniTeraity Exa¬ 
mination prior to the 
Annual Examination 
of 1967. 

60 Do. I.A. Bab. 122' 1266 64 Bbailcndra Naraysn 
Jba '*Bhai>haT'* 

Debarred from appearing 
at any Univeraity Exa¬ 
mination prior to the 
Anmial Examination 
of 1963. 

61 Sitamarbit 
8. B. K. 
Goenka 
College. 

I.A. Bit. 70 12687 66 Bam Bahador Bai Debarred from appearing 
at any Uoiveruty Exa¬ 
mination prior to the 
Supplementary Exa¬ 

mination of 1957. 
62 Do. B.A. Bit. 1 7953-58 Gfaanabayam Jba Debarred from appearing 

at any University Exa¬ 
mination prior to tbe 
Annual Examination 

68 Barfa.A.N.S. 
Oolleg*. 

I.A. Barh. 806 

ol 106S. 

2160-54 Bftia Cbaadra Biaaad Debarred from appearing 
* at any University Eza* 

mioatioD prior to tba 
Anonal Bsamination 
of 1669. • 

A. NABATAHf 
CcftttaUtt^ Ssax^iiAloia* 
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T H E 

CALCUTTA REVIEW 

Vol. 142] MARCH, 1957 [No. 3 

IS THE U.N.O. RESHAPING ? 

Atindranato Bosb 

Article 1 of the Charter of the United Nations begins with the 

assertion of the following purpose : 

“To maintain international peace and security and to that end : 

to take effective collective measures for the prevention and 

removal of threats to the peace and for the suppression of 

acts of aggression or other breaches of the peace,—*’ 
% 

Jn pursuance of this objective the General Assembly of the 

Unifed Nations took up the issues of Egypt and Hungary and came 

to decisions, the full implications of which are yet to be seen. These 

decisions, apart from their bearing on the future of international law, 

involve constitutional questions of great significance. It seems that 

the international body is passing through a strbotural transformation 

without any amendment of the Charter in the manner prescribed under 

Articles 308 and 109. 

On October 31, France and the U.E, started offensive against 

Egypt/ Neist day, the U.S.A. and the U.S.S.R. brought two resolu- 

rtions before tlie Security Council asking the parties to stop hostilities 

and to submit to an armistice immediately. These resolutions were 

in ficcordance with Articles 39 end 40 which run thus : 

39. '^The Security Council shall determine* the existence of 

/ any "threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act bf 

aggression and^ shall make recommendations, or decide 

*^^'w£»t measures shall be taken in accordajice with Articles 

41' and 4‘2, tp maintain or restore inieruational poa<jp find^ 
* 

security*’. 



CALCtriTA »SVIBW 

iiiH. driier to prevent an aggravation of the sitnation, the 

Seenrity Council may« before making the recommendations 

or deciding upon the measures provided for in Article 39, 

call upon the parlies concerned to comply with such pro¬ 

visional measures as it deemg necessary or desirable.— 

Both the resolations.were vetoed by Prance and the U.K. 'which 

arit'permanmt members of the Security Council and were thrown 

.6dt, On November 4, after Soviet troops had started suppressing 

the insurgents in Hungary, a similar resolution was brought before 

She Security Council. This also was vetoed by the U.S.S.R. which 

is another permanent member of the Security Council. 

])id the exercise of veto power in these two cases conform to the 

Charter? Tho relevant clause, i.c., Article 27, paragraph 3 goes 

like this: 

^‘Decisions of the Security Council on all other matters shall be 

made by an afSrmative vote of seven members including the 

concurring votes of the permanent members ; provided that, 

in decisions under Chapter VI and under paragraph 8 of 

Article‘52, a party to a dispute shall abstain from voting.*’ 

Tbfc restrictions imposed upon the exercise of veto power are 

with respect to the pacific settlement of disputes. When the Security 

Council wants to settle a dispute by such peaceful means as negotia¬ 

tion, enquiry, mediation, conciliation, arbitration, etc., as specified in 

(Chapter VI, or through regional arrangements or agencies, as specified 

in Article 52, paragraph 3, a party to the dispute shall not vote. 

The Egyptian and Hungarian issues did not come under these 

categories* Because here the question was not one of ‘‘pacific settle- 

meht 6f disputes” asunder Chapter VT but one of ‘‘action with respect 

to threats to the peace, breaches of the peace and acts of aggression” 

which come under Chapter Vll. Tlie proviso to Article 27, paragraph 

8 does not apply to this situation. So it comes to this: when the 

Security Council is considering appropriate measures for peaceful 

settlement of a dispute which has not yet caused a breach of peace, a 

party to the dispbte cannot exercise veto power and block the dicision ; 

Ibtt when the Security Council is considering more drastic measures 

to stop an act of aggression or to repair an actual breach of peace, the 

tr^gresabr or peace-breaker, if it is a permanent member of the Security 

^an exercise veto power and block a decision. Is this 

stregge anolbaly in the Charter due to oversight? Or was it made 

delStorately considering that action against an aggressor state, when 

it is f^^permanent t&&xabfr, i e , a great power, is just impossible? 
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Assainiug that the veto exercieed by France and tiia, on tbA . 

Egyptian resolution and by the D.S.S.R. on the Hungarian resokition 

was not barred by the proviso to Article‘27, paragrapl^ ,3 and was 

quite legal» the matter ought to liave ended there. For the Security 

Council is the only organ vested with any power of action- The 

functions of the General Assembly are only deliberative and recom¬ 

mendatory Under Article 11, paragraph 2, 

“The General Assembly may discuss any question relating to 

the mainteiumce of international peace and security—may 

make recommendations with regard to the state or states 

concerned or to the Security Council or to both. Any such 

question, on which action is necessary, shall be referred 

to the Security Council by the General Assembly either 

before or after discussion*’. 

So, the General Assembly is not the competent body to take 

action for restoration of peace or for cessation of hostilities. Thus, 

the United Nations is brought into a dangerous impasse when the 

Security Council, in the face of a grave crisis is paralysed by the 

exercise of veto power by a permanent member. To meet this situa¬ 

tion a resolution was passed -in the General Assembly on November 

3, 1950 by which it claimed to assume the functions of the Security 

Council when the latter was immobilised. It runs as follows : 

“If the Security Council, because of lack of unanimity of 

the permanent members, fails to exercise its primary 

responsibility for the maintenance of international peace 

and security in any case where there appears to be a threat 

to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression, the 

General Assembly shall consider the matter immediately 

with a view to making appropriale recommendations to 

members for collective measures, including in the case 

of a breach of the peace or act of aggression the use of 

armed force when necessary, to maintain or restore interna¬ 

tional peace and security. If not in se&bion at the time, 

the General Assembly may meet in special session within 

24 hours of the request therefor. Such emergency special 

session" shall be called if requested by the Security Council 

on the vote of any seven members pr by a majority of tbe 

Members of the Uniten Nations”, 

This amounted to a revision of the Charter, secured without going 

roQ^i tbe formal process of amendment. In accordance with ' 
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atoul&dd tioder this resolation, the General Ase^mbly, on 

^|loWmb» 4 la^, a&ked the Secretary General to submit, within 48 

a plan for seeing up an emergency force of the Ifnited Nations 

io “secure and supervise an end of hostilities in Egypt**. On 

■'ioveniber 6, the Assembly voted the international force into existence 

and the force was sent into Egypt to “secure and supervise an e)^d 

of hostilities’*. Such action is clearly reserved for the Security 

Council under Article 42. 

Almost at the same time another resolution was passed in the 

-General Assembly calling upon the U.S.S.R. to halt armed attack on 

Hungary and to “withdraw all its forces without delay”. This step 

.‘is covered by Article 11, paragraph 2, under which the General 

"Assembly is entitle! to make recommendations with regard to the 

maintenance of peace to the state or states concerned. But the 

Assembly did not stop at that. It instructed the Secretary General 

to investigate into and report on the affairs of Hungary, thereby 

Undertaking an action which is not assigned to it under the Charter. 

It may seem strange that none of the vetoing states challenged 

the competence of the Assembly and the legality of its resolutions. 

In the case of Egypt, Prance and the II.K. at least formally acclaimed 

.the United Nations emergency force. In Hungary, the Kadar 

Government and the U.S.S.R. objected to the intervention of the 

United Nations in what they described as within the domestic juris¬ 

diction of the states. They did not question the jurisdiction of the 

General Assembly as such. The legal question was not raised for 

obvious reasons. The General Assembly is the widest representative 

body of states and a forum of world opinion on governmental level. 

This opinion had asserted itself in unequivocal terras. Constitutional 

propriety and- legal quibbles would have been a weak shelter against 

the mounting pressure for collective action exerted through the central 

‘or£[an of the international body. Thus, the Security Council, with 

the stultifying veto power of its permanent members was shunted 

'a^ide and the General Assembly, with its universal and democratic 

composition came to the fore. A new precedent has been created 

'which bids fair to change the basic structure of the United Nations, 
% 

It will be rash, however, to be too optimistic about its future. 

While iatemational law and justice have won the first round in Egypt, 

In Hungary they have been knocked out at the beginning. It is the 

military success of the aggressor states which makes the difference. 

and the U.E. could not present the United Nations with a 

•^eotnpli M tbe U.SwS.B. had done. Had this former succeeded 



to paralyse Egyptian reBiitance at the first stroke, to set up a puppet 

government in Cairo and to get their actions supported by it, t^ 

emergency force might not have been in Egypt today; and the United 

Nations might have ended its efforts pleading for a postmortem 

• examination of the Egyptian affairs as it has been doing in the case 

of TTuncarv. 



THE ROLES OF CONFLICT AND COOPERA- 
TION IN SOCIETY 

M. C. Ghosb 

Lecturer, Teachers* Training Department, Calcutta University* 

The history of human civilization is largely a history of the 

appearance of countless interests in man’s social life. We can 

classify these interests, into several groups by making a basis on the 

nature of the attitude developed in social groups. Interests which 

lead to the formation of the spirit of cooperation among individuals 

have been termed common interests, while interesls which develop 

a belligerent attitude among individuals are known us Conflicting in~ 

terests. It is easy to see that conflicting interests generate social 

conflicts, but they are not the only factors which stimulate these 

conflicts. The ways in which human desires in connection with in¬ 

terests are gratifled may also develop social conflicts. In the case 

of religion, it may be argued» there should not appear any conflict 

because nobody by being religious stands in the way of somebody 

else for being religious. But ihe bitterest conflicts have appeared 

in the sphere of religion because the ways of expressing its senti¬ 

ments have been diverse; and diverse doctrines and dogmas of religion 

have appeared in spite of the fact that all religions are basically one- 

interferences which lead to conflicts may appear in different 

ways and in different fields. All conflicts that take place (1) between 

an individual and his society, (2) between two individuals, (3) between 

two social groups and (4) between two different interests of the same 

individual have been termed ‘'elementary" because the number of 

antagonists who start these conflicts is always the lowest. Conflicts 

in which more than two or groups of two antagonists take part may 

be termed Compound conflicts. For various reasons these terms 

are highly suitable for use In the field of social studies. 

Darwin was conscious of the presence of conflicts in social life, 

which he tried to justify with the aid of his doctrine of the survival 

of the fittest. But our concept of the development of the spirit of 

manifesting itself due to the presence of interests in social 

.^^ptie more basic than this doctrine* Conflicts in the form of 

appear in societies in various shapes; and war^ competition 
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and diacusaion ate the u3o&t important of these.* A war is, 

undoabtedly, the moat savage and brutal of all kinds of condicts. The 

appearance of conflicts Is natural in society but that does not mean 

that a war should come alvva^s as a natuial answer to conflicts. 

Conflicts may develop traits that have high social values but wars 

are extremely antisocial. There are many v^bo think that wars lead, 

subsequently, to social good of some kind or other but the idea is 

distinctly erroneous. 

It is a mistake to think that only imitation in social groups 

calms down and haimcnises conflicts.* Imitation does establish a 

sort of equilibrium in social mediums when conflicts are there but 

its main purpose is something else. Imitation is always present in 

society; it is present even when there is no conflict. Gabriel Tarde 

was precisely correct when be asserted—'* Society is imitation/* * 

The force that leads lo unification in society is imitation; it is, there¬ 

fore, an effective factor of coordination. Bat the process of coordina¬ 

tion is not limited to a particular phase of hie; it is naturally extended 

to the different fields of thoughts, feelings and actions. Opposition* 

and imitationfl lead to inventions which are of supreme importance 

to the healthy crowth of society, Oppis'tiona are necessary for 

inveniions for they bring individuals to new situations, and imitations 

are necessary for they extend the advantage of the cumulative records 

of knowledge. Inveniions in the form of artificial inslruments and 

human social life are intimately connected.* The use e-f tools by 

primates is, by no means, rare. Baboons often use pieces of stones 

as weapons and Capuchin monkeys crack nuts with slabs of stones.® 
And Gorillas have been noticed drawing lines on walls with pieces 

of charcoal thrown to them for teasing them. 

Human society keeps up its continuity through imitation. Tradi¬ 

tions which are vital for society owe their existence to imitation. 

Traditions signify a new mechanism of evolution for they often serve 

to offer periods of consolidation to social groups. Primitive man 

labours under the disadvantage of having unkempt thinking processes 

but he has the advantage of being able to work under the pressure 

of blind and purblind impulses which, are in keeping with his tradi 

tions. It is the mind of man that coordinates to form traditions 

for they tend to conserve things that are already there. Social 

* Tb^ L»W9 of Imitation—G. Tordo, P. 80. 
* Vide PriDciplcB of Sociology—F H. Glddings; Pjge 109. 
* The Law* of JmiUlion—0 Tarde; V. 74. 
4 Creative Evolution—H. Bergs'^n; p, 148. 
t ADlmeU and Men—D Katz; P. 178. 
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heritage evidently, sigxiifieB tfae working of the urge of eoordina- 

Ups in,fiocia! groups of man. It is the social mind of man that 

<Kmtdmate6 and conserves bodies of knowledge and informatioD fot; 
1 ■ 'I ’ ^ 

ao^al nse. But mere imitation is not enough; for an extreme form 

' ^^Pl jpiitation in the absence of elements of opposition is destined to 

:iead society to stagnation. Imitation in suchlike sitnations mayi 

in fact, develop a state of social somnambulism.* 

In spite of the fact that conflicts seem to be detrimental to the 

interest of society and in spite of the strong assertions by many 

profound thinkers like Comte and Darwin who suggest that comfliots 

are independent identies, they are significant in social life for they 

seek to develop the spirit of cooperation in groups. Conflicts are 

deliberately avoided in primitive societies by all means, mainly, with 

the aid of conservatism bat they are not disallowed to appear in 

advanced societies. These conflicts, above all, are of distinct social 

values for they incubate the spirit of cooperation and mark the 

beginning of the formation of conscious ideals for the social life of man. 

The slightest departure from the beaten path is considered social 

outlawry in primitive societies but oppositions in the form of freethink- 

ing are not unwelcome in advanced societies. 

Conflicts contribute to socialization in an indirect way by opening 

up chances of positive interactions' and by awakening and directing 

human attention.* But ultimately they generate the social instinct 

of cooperation * which works as an agent for social consolidation. 

Conflicts, if taken isolatedly, seem to be breakers of social bonds and 

as such inimical to social currents that bring individuals or smaller 

groups together under the pressure of social solidarity. But when 

viewed in their total perspective they palpably show the origin of 

certain social tendencies which ultimately join hands to develop 

ettoperatioD. Conflicts, then, are not what they seem to be; they 

i&e neither brutal nor wasteful. They are of immense social values 

for they, in an indirect way, mean to develop a spirit which is indis- 

pknsftble for social progress. The development of reason in social 

groups naturally does away with the cruel and savage elements from 

conflicts^ But a total lack of conflicts may bring about a state of 

the structure of society. For the proper operation of the 

p;?ogtessiV'6 trend of a living society the spirits of conflicts and 

The Tj«w9 of Tinitataon—G. Tsrde; P. 87. 
> Pociiil Thcorr fif U. N. Spykmio; P. 112. 

Sacinl Pxocew-f-C. H, Cociey; P. 88. ' ^ 
* Hlba of Sccial satins—M; 0. Gbos^—t'be Oafoatta Seview, lifAreh Im. 
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oo^praation must bo^h be abiding ; but there elMHoid aaitft a ao^ af 
a 

blUanCd of these spirits. An absence of conflicts mews stagniMjcm 

and a maximum of cooperation brings about social solidiflcation wbidu 

is also a special form of stagnation/*' Again, a profound charactwistic 

* of conflicts is that they awaken and stimulate.“ How can a society; 

continue to liv^ progressively without ever getting stimulatiaQS? 

Conflict and cooperation are correlative forces that spring from the 

basic urge of coordination of life and their function is simply to effect 

social coordinations. Life becomes the richer by their presence. 

Societies of insectsi such as ants and bees are highly ordered 

but stereotyped whereas human societies are plastic and full of strifes 

blit open to progress. An ideal society should be destitute of o«m- 

flicts, yet full of promises of progress bat these traits are hopelessly 

incompatible/* The tenor of our argument goes to suggest that 

society requires both the spirit of conflict and the spirit of cooperation 

for its healthy development. 

A complete lack of couQicts in a social group, as we have already 

seen, may make social life absolutely rigid and static, A society 

after all, is a manifestation of life ; and as such if it reaches a state 

of equilibrium akin to that in the physical world, life loses all its 

freshness and society all its vitality. And various forms of social 

atrophy are known to grow as a result, Ross speaks of an extreme 

form of social atrophy which is termed ^'Ossification.** ** This hard¬ 

ening, he suggests, may be broken down and a social group may be 

made normally supple by the process of individualization. The idea 

is significant for the preliminary process of disintegration for effecting 

new coordinations is a fundamental method in nature. The formation 

of physical bodies of plants and animals, which is a brilliant outcome 

of the process of coordination, starts and continues its work by the 

process of division and juxtaposition of cells. Division, in this process 

takes place as the preliminary part of the process of coordination. 

Disintegration here, produces a condition which favours subsequent 

integration. 

Spinoza was of opinion that cooperation was not a natural trait 

in human life and that it could be produced consciously by perceiving 

the advantages of cooperative living. Many, even today, share bis 

opinion. But it is difficult to be at one with them because our modetn 

General Bociolosy—A. W. Small; 
** Principles of 8oi*iok)gy—-B. A. Boss; P. 167. 
1® Creative BvoUttion—H. Bergion; P. 106. 

Pcinciplea of Sociology—B. A. Boss; Cbip^^r XLII. 
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^ 6oeiology» which are based cd obBerraitioos do not taUy 

WltbiBf^cma'a idea. Vico laid great stress upon the common nature 

atid the natural sociability of man ; be oouldi therefore, work out 

the idea of the development of cooperation as a natural process in 

eocSal life. He conceived social process as a gradual unfolding of 

ipoicnid infititutioDB under the pressure of common tibeds of individual^. 

modern Sociologists Vico is not so popularly known as he should 

ha^ been. He was a pioneer in the field of social studies, who bad 

a clear concept of the nature of the gradual development of society. 

When we turn to Vico we are astonished to find the boldness of bis 

• writings regarding certain fundamental concepts that are at once 

modern and scientific. 
Kropotkin considered cooperation as a natural trait that evolved 

in social life. He suggested that although there was always the spirit 

of the struggle for existence in the animal world, it was never keen 

among animals belonging to the same species.'* Kropotkin's vigorous 

way of developing the idea of the importance of cooperation in human 

life will encourage us to take to activities that will foster international 

peace and solidarity. 

Hobhouse suggested that the presence of a particular trait— 

mutual interest—was responsible for keeping individuals together and 

for generating the spirit of cooperation in human society.'^ Hobhouse 

conceived social processes as the development of certain human traits 

of which cooperation was one. Giddings depended upon his concept 

of the ^'consciousDess of kind” as the basic factor for the development 

of the social trait of cooperation in life.^* 

The impetus for the development of cooperation which is a factor 

of evolution comes from the basic urge of coordination of life. The 

growth of cooperation in social life is as natural as the appearance 

of a useful organ in a species. Cooperation is a trait in social life, 

which manifests itself at'a particular stage of the evolution of society. 

, Its survival value is palpable for we find that even animals that 

depend upon cooperative living in their social life are the most euccess- 

fol fighters against extinction. 

. Thp sociological phase of evolution is not generally, properly 

uoders^d. The idea that the spirit of evolution finds a congenial 

field in society for its elaboration and manifestations becomes clear 

if we teaoe the rise of complexity in hnman societies. And as a 

UBtosl Aid; a Isotw in BvohitloB—P. &mtkiii—>Fsg6 
Goeiarl BndWIto sadPoUtiotl Tbeozy-^. T. Bobkoate—^e l97» 

ifPr|nc uf Giddiogs. 



mattfir of fact it is possible to accept the idea that ib the highest ftxctxk 

of life-^in the life of man—evolution concerns itself mainly with 

his social, and not with his structural, changes. Conditions of 
emancipation are the goals which evolution proposes to establish in 

life. Social evolution tends to produce freedom in the lives of in* 

dividuals much as biological evolution aims to produce liberty in the 

bodies of organisms. 

Evolution is not mechanical; it is not teleological either, asserts 

Bergson. Teleology suggests that finality is fixed an.1 that it can 

be foreseen ; but if no room is left for the appearance of the new, 

time becomes useless and finalism turns to be nothing but inverted 

mechanism.Life continues to go on elaborating and complicating 

itself more and more dangerously in many cases, even when it has 

adopted itself successfully. In the plan of Nature the future is always 

open and the vital urge always initiates creations. Evolution is 

creative.’* It is true that Bergson has brilliantly established bis 

idea to the effect that evolution is really creative but he has failed 

utterly to suggest why it is so. 

Evolution seeks to convert rigidity into freedom ; and it effects 

that in gradual stages, in all the different phases of life. But it is 

the basically vital urge of coordination which is responsible for tbe 

appearance of evolution as we know it. Tbe urge of coordination 

is tbe basic force which causes life to move and evolution is the effect 

of this force. There is no reason why tbe process of coordination 

should stop with the establishment of the state of security in the life 

of the organism and this is exactly what we find in Nature. Freedom 

is the ideal of life and the spirit of coordination which works as the 

primemover of this ideal is like its inspiration. The ideal recedes 

along with the continuation of progress and lives as an eternal ideal 

of life ; and the inspiration grows keener, deeper and more extensive 

in its expressiveness as life advances. The working of tbe vital 

process of coordination causes the precipitation of the general result 

which we call evolution, to be creative. 

Conflict and cooperation are the expressioDs of tbe two basic 

but contradictory tendencies of social life. And it is the balance 

of these two diametrically opposite inclinations, which goes to build 

up the stability of social groups. Conditions favourable for this 

social equilibrium are brought about with the aid of various forms of 

adaptations. 

P Onative Bvolationr-H. Beissoa; P. 4i 



i^aptatign loom^ laxge in tbe min^s of Bocidogists 

bifeoaoas the principle of adaptation lies at tbe back of all forms 

$DcidisatioQ« DescriptionB of various forms of adaptations such as, 

ACtiVe and passive, passive-physical, passive-spiritual, aotive- 

matsffial and active-spiritual are now found in literature. These* 

aiotnenclatures are neither correct from the point of view of the 

nature of their processes nor suitable from the point of view of any 

basic organization. It is not proper to call adaptations passive; they 

are all active. Some of them may appear as passive only when we 

look at a particular phase of these processes of adaptation. Social 

adaptations are processes of coordination that are natural in social 

groups. The basic urge of coordination of life manifests itself in 

many forms even in social life and adaptation is one of these forms. 

In one type of this coordination man effects changes in Nature so 

'that his environment becomes suitable for being coordinated to him 

and in another type be brings about changes in his ownself so that 

he himself becomes suitable for being coordinated to Nature. Copious 

examples of these two types of coordinations are found in various 

stages of human culture, both primitive and advanced. Again, the 

evolution of the processes of social control eiihcr for perpetuating 

a society or for directing its progress is interesting from the point of 

view of the concept of coordination.** 

Social ideals which are precious possessions of man grow out of 

the social inclinations of conflict and cooperation. Ideals at the 

beginning tend to establish compromises only, but soon they develop 

certain spiritual and inepiratiopal elements for which they are always 

bold in high esteem. 

Ideals are as important for individuals a.s they are for societies. 

Just as individuals are destined to shape their lives with their ideals 

so are societies destined to reform their structures with social ideals. 

Social ideals can serve as directives because (hey have got intimate 

connections with the greatest scutimentai force of life—Jove. Our 

(ideas become our ideals when we Jove them. It is the element of 

|o*ie which causes individuals to move towards ideals. All human 

:«aici6t^s have ideals ; sometimes these ideals are conscious but often 

nooonsciouB. It is well-nigh impossible to do without ideals 

'.Off; Rfo ; these may, of course, be worthy or unworthy. The presence 

of idaale in societi* has been the source of all human ills. 

^ Sodologyand Social I^roceaa—T. K. Carver; P. 9 
** Soaial Adaptatiofi-^Ii. N. Bristol 
a Pneetum 4>1 Mciil eontrol-M. C. Ghose; The Teachera’ Mf 
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«re f&aify idf^lis eren in advanced eocietiea, Inhere is hardly ' 

any society which does oOt look upon wars as activKies that indicate 

heroism. The idea is as savage as savagery can be. Class superiority 

is another wrong ideal that is present in some form or other almost in 

evwy society. This idea too is not short of barbarism. Bat History 

speaks eloquently of instances of various countries where lofty ideals 

have elevated whole groups of people to higher levels of cultures. 

Fichte inspired the German nation with ideals that continued to make 

the people of the country eminently great. But then a false ideal 

promising the nation a greater prominence came to rule the German 

nation during the Hitlarian regime. Germany rose as surely as it 

fell with the moving forces of these two ideals. Individuals who 

inspire great groups of human beings and lead‘them on to achieve 

social and cultural progresses are social architects who help humanity 

to march towards perfection. Social ideals, and not alterations 

of racial types, are responsible for effecting social progress. 

Ideas are ruling forces in life; and they, certainly, are forms of 

ideals. Ideas then are enduring realities in human life. Plato's 

concept of the unchangeable reality created by making a basis upon 

ideas opened a new line of thought in the field of human speculation. 

Ideas, he argued, were the only permanent entities in the universe, 

which man muse seek to know. 

Various forms of forces have worked in human societies for keep¬ 

ing the continuity of groups either by total conservation or by con¬ 

servation and modification. Toe form of power which appeared first 

in human society was physical force which sought to control individuals 

in groups by tyrannizing them. Then appeared the power of wealth 

which became respectable in societies. Wealth and riches and their 

possessors then, cuine to be held in high esteem by individuals. 

Ultimately appeared the tiiird form of power—the power of ideas and 

ideals in societies. These different forms of power in various shapes 

are all present, perhaps, even today; but the strength of the power 

of ideas and ideals is gradually gaining ground with the pogress of 

human society. Ideas and ideals are destined to rule human lives. 

Sumner, however, considers ideals unscientific and unnecessary 
for social use for he thinks they are deviled either for pacifying the 

restlMS or for avoiding the tioable of settling difficult problems 

inuasediately.** Although all social ideals do not perform 

^ Sooial Bvolstion sad dj. T. Kobhonu; p, 
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indicated by Snicner, it i$ true tbat ideals and prsotioes 

^onaetijoles rtoiain polee apart. Individuals in a social gxnup may 

Iftlk glibly of lofty ideals while remaining low in practical life. All 

this may be true but even then it is idle to brand ideals as a class of 

iR^mrthlees slull. If certain social ideals remain far away from the 

realities of practical life it is generally because they are too lofty. 

Such ideals are useless for they cannot influence human lives; they 

;* may easily enter our literature but not our mores. Only such ideals 

as, though remote from us, are still within our reacli can affect our 

lives. Ideals then, must have some characteristics to become effective. 

But an ideal ceases to be au ideal if it is reached; and as such at 

tbat stage another ideal or at least another pliase of' the already 

realized ideal should appear for further inspiration. Ultimate or 

supremely lofty goals may be reached only through simpler and inter- 

mediate ideals arranged in order of growing complexity so that one 

ideal may lead to the next, and the next to the next and so on till 

the ultimate goal is attained. A lofty ideal which is remote may be 

realized conveniently through various proximate ideals. Tlie praclic* 

ability of this technique speaks of ihe possibility of its sure application 

in the field of Education, for Education after all rests upon ideals. 

And aims of Education and ideals of life are in a sense identical. 

Ideals which are special forms of ideas are effective factors ot 

coordination for they evidently help to form consolidated social groups. 

Plato could conceive of au unchangeable world of ideas because of the 

presence of coordinating elements in ideas. Also, ideals are human 

creations which owe their origin to the coordinating urge of the 

highest form of life—man. Only mao can form ideals; no other 
animal can form them. 

Organization is a social concept but its spirit ip virtually present 

in every phase of life. It signifies a condition where plurality is the 

. basic factor. In the world of life organizations either simplify con- 

ft^sions and complexities or facilitate the smooth, harmonious and 

efficient working of actions and processes. From this point of view 

|it& organism also is an organization. And nor is that all; man’s 

wpremacy over animals lies in his superior power of organization. 

Bnt this power of org^iization in him has grown out of biological 

organizations of his body and mind. Even in his conscious life man 

bnil^g/^p memberless organizatiorfs which may be grouped under 

thrw types of organizations. They are—(a) physiol, (b) mental 

and social oigafaizations.' The discuBsions pn the oopoe|»tB of 
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jtltonght orgaisssationsv ipill orgasiKtf^ns and happiness otganiza* 

tipns ,of, GrahatQ Wallas are high); nseful and ioteresting from the 

point of view of Sociology bat these concepts do not oonstitate the 

basic groups of organizations that man tends to make. 

Our delineation of the concept of organization makes it quite 

clear that it is a useful process in life. Even our concepts of cate* 

gories, groups, systems, plans etc. have grown out of our life's inclina* 

tion to organize. But the tendency to organize is a manifestation 

of the fundamental urge of coordination of life. Organization, after 

all, is a phase of coordination. 

Human civilization lias two broad phases ; one is external and 

the other/nfe?n/if. The external phase signifies the material condi¬ 

tion of a particular type of civilization ; it gives a photographic den- 

cription of all the material objects created and constructed by a social 

group. Dwelling houses, wearing apparels, fighting weapons, 

countless articles for cveryda}^ use, objects of luxury and all belong to 

the external phase. In the modern world, such objects as electric 

lights, radios, televisions, refrigerators, gramophones, aeroplanes, 

etc., fall under this phase. Only in an indirect way do these material 

objects indicate the inner nature of a type of civilization. They are 

not suie indicators because the factors of imitation and chance may 

play their roles in the creation of these material objects. A primitive 

tribe living near a highly advanced community may take to all the 

civilized ways of living by imitation alone, without an adequate 

development of its social charact^'r. Again, a nation may chance to 

invent certain objects without preliminary preparations. Conscious 

preparations and struggles for achievements are elevating in social 

lives : when they are absent the mere |)osse?sion of the technique of 

preparation and utilization of modern impliraents does not indicate that 

the possessor is really advanced. In the modern world factors of imi¬ 

tation and chance have helped modern man to put on a garb of 

civilization, although in his lieart of hearts he is not so advanced 

as he poses to be. 

The other phase which is really important from the point of view 

of Sociology is the internal phase. It indicates the sources of the 

origin of alt social activities and the motives of their extension. The 

condition of internal activities alone of a community can truly speak 

of the nature of its advaucement from point of vie ^ of social 

evolution. Modern Sociologists are begiuning to uuderstaod as to 

The Gre^t Soctely- Q. Wetlas, 
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CHAPTER in 

Metaphysics and Ethics 

Metaphysics is a predvda to ^hics* Mei^aphysical truth is the 

ideal of ethical or moral Ufa, 

MetaphyeicB is the science of immaterial and immovable tbinga 

or in other words* it is the science which deals with God and His 

attributes. Aristotle defines metaphysics as the science of something 

eternal and immovable. He also asserts that metaphysics is the 

science of something ‘separable*. The term ^separable' indicates that 

the sonl is separable from the body. According to Spinoza soul is 

not separable from the body. He strongly bolds that they are 

inseparable and they are the rnodiScatious of His two attributes—* 

thought and extension. Spinozistic philosophy does not say that 

(lod is pure thought. It holds that God is both thought and exten* 

sion or in other words, God is both mind and matter. In Spinozaism 

the old contrast between God and the world disappears and in its 

place the new contrast between infinite and finite takes place. In 

our previous chapter we have dealt with that and have showed that 

tlie gap between the two remains nnbridged. In this chapter we are 

concerned specially with Spinoza’s God and His attributes and we 

are to show that Spinoza's intention towards metaphysical topics is 

ethical or inoraU The inadequacy with which we may come \n 

contact in this chapter is due to Spinoza’s ethical outlook in writing 

out metaphysical work. Philosophy for Spinoza is a system of 
A I 

necessary truth or in other words* it is a science of demonstrated 

knowledge. Its aim is to understand completely ourselves and our 

place in the universe. Metaphysics for Spinoza, is the standard of 

ideal human life. The complete uDderstajD^ing of our ideal alone 

can give permanent satisfaction of our natnre. Pernmanent happiness 

can only flow from the thing which is in itself'permanent and eternal* 

The ethical outlook in philosophical or metaphysical work is developed 

in his work called *The Tractatus*. Joathimlin his work ‘The Hthics. 

of SjuUDza*, speaks of the conce^ioh contained in the/The,Tfm<^<|^ 
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in Hid following words : ''Expearisnce—^hs tells os—hsa taught hini 

that none of the objects which men usually ,set before .themselves c|n 

yield complete satisfaction of desire. Pleasure, power, wealth—-all 

fai^I to serve as a source of*,permanent unbroken enjoyment. And 

they fail because of their nature. It is their nature to be perishable 

and finite;-but permanent happiness can flow only from what is itself 

permanent and unchangeable. To set one’s heart on something 

eternal and infinite—this feeds the mind with unmixed joy : an obje^••fc 

of this kind can never be the source of sorrow and disappointment”.* 

The complete satisfaction of human nature is the necessary end of 

human life. The realization of God who is permanent, unchangea¬ 

ble, eternal and iuhnite alone can yield the supreme Batisfaction of 

life. The highest realisation of truth is only possible from the 

intellectual love of God. The love for something completely good or 

supreme good is “the sole remedy for the fatal disease of unsatisfied 

desire”.* The supreme good is that which completely brings to an 

end those desires of pleasure, power and riches etc. and sets free the 
• 

human .mind from those evils. The pursuit of any of those objects 

as an end of our life will certainly lead us to despair and destruction, 
« 

But the intellectual love for God or the ultimate reality as an end 

of bur life will surely enable us to enjoy the highes': and permanent 

satisfaction of human nature, and thereby we will come to realise 

that we are one with the whole of nature. As soon as our intellect 

is freed from error we are in a position to realise the ultimate end of 

our life. According to Spinoza metaphysical truth can only be known 

through ethical or moral life. Thus wo see that Spinoza approaches 

philosophy from the standpoint of conduct. His metaphysical 

discussions are nothing but a prelude to his ethical notion of life. 

He was a true moralist® for whom the intellectual love of God is the 

necessary remedy for his moral dise:»se. Spinoza speaks of intellec¬ 

tual love of God because our very notion of that kind of love demands 

^the necessary correct knowledge of God. Unless we know Him and 

’His nature intellectually we are not freed from evils of life and unless 

we are so freed, we cannot love Him. To love Him is to know or to 

‘realise Him and by realisation we come to know the ultimate nature 

of God and of ourselves. Therefore, Spinoza in his ethical work 

^eals with God, the pature of God and His attributes. Ethics for 
/ 

' > Joftehim : .Tbe Stbici of Spiooza, p. 

^ Xieon Both’# following view supporU this ^-eraent ''altimafee for 
in *»rqe’; foe Spiooze in the •good.’ See Spinoza by U 
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him is tb« science of reatisiog or amlerfitatiding the sapreoie good df 

bamsn life through moral coudoct and metaphysics is the science 

which deals with the ultimate nature of reality. The necessary 

intimate connection of the former with the latter compels Spinoaa 

to deal with the metaphysical truth in his work ‘Ethics’. 

Definition of Substance or God 

There is only one substance and this is infinite (I. prop. 10, 

Bchol; prop. 14. Cor, 1). With Spinoza as well as with Descartes 

independence is the essence cf suhsiantiality. Spinoza says: By 

substance I understand that whicli is in itself and is conceived by 

means of itself, t.e., that llie conception of which can be formed 

without the aid of the conception of any other thing.” “ Substance 

is the being which is dependent on nothing and on which every thing 

depends: which, itself uncaused, effects all else; which presupposes 

nothing, but itself constitutes the presupposition of all that is: 't is 

pure being, primal being, the cause ot itself and of all ” (Richard 

Falckenberg: History of Modern PIniosophy, p. J2:3.) 

" Everything which is, is oiiher iu itself or in another (Ethics 

I. Axiom I). The mediaeval definition ol substance is that ‘ which 

is in itself t.c., not in a subject.' * Spinoza's definition of substanse 

contains a new additional element to that of the mediaeval definition^ 

Spinoza's substance is ihat ' winch is in itself, and is conceived 

through itself.’ According to the inediaevuls there are four or five 

kinds of substances—njatier, form, concrete objects, boo! and the 

separate intelligence. The difference between the mediaeval's 

substance and accident is that of the thing in itself and the tiling 

which is not iu itself, i.c., which is in another thing. The accident 

of the mediaevals coriespouds to Spinoza’s mode which is not in itself 

and is conceived through Fomethiug other than itself. The conflict 

with which Spinoza is now confronted is tiiis : If substance is that 

which is in itself (self-deiienuent Being) how can there be many 

substances? If there are many substances how can they be caiied 

in itself? To Spinoza, only the self-eauscd being can be in itself and 

conceived through itself. That which is the cause of everything, is 

the necessary cause of itself and the necessary and uliimate cause 

cannot be many. Thus there is but oner "substance according to 

SpinoEa and that * substance is by nature prior to its modifications *. 

(iEthica I, Proji. I). Spinoza says: 

whicti ». in^itself, and Is conceived 
. ..a • ■ ' ‘ 

“By subsiance I mean^ibu 

throTig'h itself; in 



ibil o( which a conception can be formed independently of any other 

^Otiception.” (Ethics I, Def. III). He further goes and identifies 

ettbstanoe with God. Substance is the being in (not above) things, 

that in them which conslitutes their reality, which supports and 

produces them. As the cause of all things Spinoza calls it God, 

although he is conscious that he understands by the term something 
quite different from the Christians. God does not mean for him a 

transcendent, personal spirit but only the ens absolute infinitum 

(def sexta), the essential heart of things: Deussivc substantia. 

How do things 2>roceed from God? Neither by creation nor by 

v ernauation. He does not put them forth from himself, they do 

not tear themselves free from him, but they follow out of the 

necessary nature of God, as it follows from the nature of the triangle 

that the sum of its angles is equal to two right angles ’* (I prop. 17, 

Bchol) and see Palckenberg p. V24. “ They do not come out from him, 

but remains in him; just this fact that they are in another, in God, 

constitntes their lack of self-dependence Ibid, p. 124. 

He (Spinoza) again says: “ By G(»d, I mean a being absolutely 

infinite that is, a substance consisting of infinite attributes of which 

each expresses eternal and infinite es&entialily.*’ (Ethics I, Def. VI). 

Spinoza arrives at this conclusion on the basis of his logical (or 

metaphysical) reasoning, Spinoza ciiticisos the mediaeval’s theory 

of many substances and lie declares boldly that there is only one 

substance which he identifies with God. Here w'e reach 'the climax of 

flpinozistic logic. Some beautiful passages from Will Durant’s ‘ The 

story of Philosophy ’ will give us clear ideas of Spinoza's Substance 

Or God. One error we should guard against : substance does not 

mean the constituent material of anything as when we speak of wood 

as the substance of a chair ... If we go back to the Scholastic Pbilo- 

fiopfaers from whom Spinoza took the term, we find that they used 

it as a translation of the Greek Ousuif which is the present participle 

of einai, to be, and indicates the inner being on essence. Substance 

then is that which is (Spinoza had not forgotten the impressive 

I am who am of Genesis); that which eternally and unchangeably 

w, and of which every thing else must be a transient form or mode.*' 

Will Durant: The story of Phiiosopliy, p. 173. 

But further Spinoza identifies substance with nature and God. 
Aftg|r the Scholastics, he conceives nature under a doable aspect • 

as active and vital process, which Spinoza calls tiatura i/uAuwiS'^ 

nature begetting, the ehia vital and creative evolutmo of Bergson; ^ 
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and an ihe pasnve ^dud of ibi$ procesfti naiuta naiutata naiuw^ 

begotten, tbe material and contents of natorei Us woods and winda 

and waters, its bills and fields and myriad external forma. It is in 

^ the latter sense thufc be denies and in the former sensd that be affirms, 

the identify of nature and substance and God ** ibtd, p, 172« 

A passage from Spinoza's corsespoadence may help us t I 

take a totally different view of God and Nature from that which 

the later Christians usually entertain, for I hold that God is tiie 

immanent, and not the extraneous, cause of all things. 1 say All is 

in God; all lives and moves in God. And this I maintain with the 

Apostle Paul, and perhaps with every cne of the Philosophers of 

antiquity, although in a way other than theirs. I might even ventord 

to say that my view is the same as that entertained by the Hebrews 

of old, if so much may be inferred from certain traditions, greatly 

altered or falsifisd though they say that rny purpose ... is to show 

that God and Nature, under which last term they understand a 

certain mass of cor{X)real matter, are one and the same. I had no 

such intention " (Epistle 21). 

*'What attracted him (Spinoza) was Descarte's Conception of a 

homogeneous substance’* underlying all forms of matter, and another 

homogeneous substance underlying all forms of mind; this separation 

of reality into two ultimate substance was a challenge to the uni* 

fying passion of Spinoza, and acted like a fertiUzing sperm upon 

the accumulations of bis thought” Will Durant : The Story of 

Philosophy p. 151. 

” Spinoza boldly rejects the distinction between absolute subs* 

tance and conditional substance and uses the term substance in a more 

restricted sense. By substance Spinoza always understands that 

which is in itself, i.e. the absolute substance. The conditional sub¬ 

stance or the world, Spinoza calls mode. The mediaeval philosophers 

conceive God as a creator and the world as created object. But 

Spinoza brushes that view aside and conceives God as a necessary 

universal cause to particular objects.^ So Spinoza is in a position 

to describe substance in all those terms which the mediaerals make 

use of in describing their God,* According to the mediaevals, God 

is the highest kind of ens because He exists necessarily. He is abso¬ 
lutely infinite and soon* Like mediaeval^* God, Spinoza's substance 

^ Ktlikf X. Prop. 1, azkMcn. 1. 
* Wolfaoa: •*ThsPWIoSoi^>yirf VolI piW. 
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18 tbe hipest kind of ens <Prop« Vll*) it is also absolufeiy infiaUe 

(Prop.ViII^)> and it consists of inlinite attributes which express 

eternal and infinite essence (Prop.IX-X*). Tims Spinoza brackets 

together the terms God and substance.’ So far we see that Spinoza 

is strict to bis logical position. 

Spinoza never identifies God with passive nature. In his philc- 

sopby God is identified with active Nature. A passage from 

Spinoza’s correspondence will help us to understand his views more 

clearly. It is however a complete mistake on the part of those who 

say that my purpose.is to show that God and Nature, under 

which last term they understand a certain mass of corporeal matter, 

are one and the same. I had no such intention * (Epistle. 21). 

Spinoza's ethical conception oor.ouus the metaphysical 

(on logical) tekm—God on substance 

We have seen that Spinoza is confronted with the conflict 

between many sabslanoes and one substance. It is Spinoza and 

Spinoza alone, who, firstly, meets with this kind of conflict and boldly 

asserts that there is one and only one substance, namely, God. To 

him substance is one and unique. But in mediaeval philosophy there 

is a classification of substances. AH these substances are called "the 

possible of existence", and God is known as "the Necessary of Ex¬ 

istence’*. The relation between ‘the possible existence* and the 

‘necessary existence’ is that of effect and cause, Spinoza’s objection 

against this conception is this ; If the relation between God and 

substances is that of cause and effect how can effect be other than 

cause. According to him true cause manifests itself in the form of 

effect. 

Spinoza rejects the mediaeval distinction between substance and 

accident and says that which is in something else, cannot be a subs* 

tance. To him there is nothing like a finite substance. The finite 

is that which is not in-itself and is conceived through something other 

tl^an itself. His argument is this: If substance is indtself, it must 

be conceived through itself; that which is conceived through itself 

must be self-caused and that which is self-caused must be a single 

and unique Being. Spinozistic Philosophy denies the application of 

the term ^substance* to finite things of the universe and it also says 

that there is only one substance which is a simple and unique entity. 

*‘Tbai there is no such thing as a finite substance**’ is the starting*’ 

In Btlite* I. 
I W«^(«on PMlo«opliy of Spinoct, P. 71, Vol. 1. 
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point bl S^D0tft*6 p&itoabpfajr* Ih tbo medibbTftU there 
enhgtanees «ad to Spinoza there is one and only one eabetanee. 

There ie only one substance which is in itself and which is balled the 

Necessary of Existence or God. Thus God alone can ba truly called 
* substance. Spinoza’s partial departure from the mediaeval definition 

of substance is also due to his ethical conception of life. He thinks 

that the pursuit of a multitude of things which are not in themselves 

cannot yield eternal satisfaction in life. Eternal bbes flows from 

the pursuit of only one thing which exists by itself, and which is in- 

itself. This is the ideal of human life. 

Some cntics say that Spinoza is a hard-beaded and clear minded 

empiricist. He is so called because he never accepts the idea of 

transcendental God or substance. We have cune to learn that he 

had a horror for such a term. S^me cntics even go to the length 

of declaring him a materialist or an atheist. He is called an atheist 

because he says that God is material. Spinoza was forced by his 

logic to come to the conclusion that God is natural. In our 

previous chapter we pointed out that in Spinozistic philosophy 

the gap between the infinite and finite is left unbiidged. Spinoza’s 

logical reasoning cannot prove properly the process or method 

through which the infinite is modified. According to him, the 

absolute infinite Being is simple and unique. If it is simple 

how can it be made of parts? When Spinoza says that the finite is 

the modification of modifications of God, does be not mean that God 

IS made of parts? Indeed he does! God is looked upon as a whole 

in which finite individuals are parts. There are many inconsistencies 

in Spinoza’s philosophy from the logical point of view. But from the 

moral or ethical point of view Spinoza must not be blamed for that. 

God is infinite and we (he humnu beings are finite. If it beco nes an 

established rule that the finite can never realise its ultimate nature 

because it is finite, then the finite can never enjoy the permanent 

satisfaction of its being. Though Spinoza fails to give a satisfactory 

explanation of the relation between the infinite and finite yet he 

maintains that ‘'the mind’s highest good is the knowledge of God, and 

mind’s highest virtue is to know God” ’ (Ethics V. Prop. XXVIll) 

To know God is to become one with God is his most hopeful declara¬ 

tion, The first thing, which the finite must do is to get rid of errors 

and the next thing is to strive for the realisation of its nature. 

Spinoza repeatedly says that every individual must realise bis supreme 

good from which everything springs. The realisation of uRi 

good leads to purroenent satisfaction in life. Spino^ta 



, towudv Sfiito iladividual being ib this: Every mdividml is a bqd. of 

Cted* Am father cacoot bear the pang of separation from his dear soQi 

ao <3od, being father of all individuals, cannot neoeBsariiy exist apart' 

from His modifications. *'God is prior to His modifications". The 
creator and the things created are not two different entities in Spioo-' 

zaism. The creator necessarily manifests bimself in the form of 

creations, as the properties of a triangle necessarily follow from the 

definition of a triangle. By this statement we mast not think that 

Spinoza conceives God as a creator. It may be a case that Spinoza is 

found guilty when he is put to the logical test. But his firm moral 

belief shines over all difficulties and he strongly asserts that human 

beings are in a position to enjoy the full bliss in life. He lays tress 

upon realisation rather than upon logical understanding. Thus he is 

a moralist and not a logician. He requests every finite individual to 

concentrate his attention not upon riches, power and fame but 

upon the attainment of the highest good, His last teaching is this : 

only the permanent can yield permanent satisfaction. That which 

is in itself can alone ever-lastingly fill the life-long hankering 

of human mind because "the love towards God must hold chief 

place iu mind" (Ethics V. Prop, XVI). Only the supreme 

Good or the highest good can bring unalloyed happiness to a tortured 

life. The ethical conclusion which is found in pure metaphysical 

disouBsions is the necessary outcome of Spinoza's moral basis in life. 

Spinoza wants ever lasting happiness in his diseased life. First of all, 

he tries to arrive at the conclusion of metaphysical topics through 

logical argument. But, being unable to achieve the satisfactory 

answer, he puts aside his logic and begins a fresh start with a faithful 

heart looking towards God, This time he becomes hopeful and writes, 

"I at length determined to inquire if there were anything which was 

a true good, capable of imparting itself.^ joy continuous and 

supreme to all eternity". The statement which he gives in his book 

"On the Improvement of Understanding" shows that bis main interest 

in life is ethical or moral. Pre-eminently, he is a 'man stricken with 

^oral disease’. So he finds his remedy in acquisition of supreme 

good. Thus we see that the conflict is between his logical under- 

lending and moral nature. Substance or God is (he centre of meta- 

pbyeicaT discussion. Spinoza treats substance purely' metaphysically 

in the beginning. But latter on he identifies the supreme good with 

Bubatance (God) and says that the ultimate satisfaction flows from the 

' 1. , I. 
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reftliti^ion Gk)^. Thas tie kftneiiebdetitftl m Qii^er 

category of realisation. When he mainteins that (}od is infinite, be 

is one with the mediaeval metaphysicians^ As soon as he ateerts that 

God is the highest good and through intellectual love He is realised 

be ranks with the moral philosophers. 

Now we can assert that Spinoza's philosophy in not puiwly 

logical but it is moral which sets before it the metaphysical qaes* 

tions for its ideal. The above statement is supported by Spinoza 

himself also when he says that ‘substance is outside the intellect*. If 

substance is outside the logical reasoning, can we not maintain that 

ideal (substance) is always unapproachable? It may be unapproach¬ 

able by intellect but it is realisable by intuition or faith.* Professor 

Wolfson writes: “He* may indeed, in Spinoza's view, ba immediately 

perceived by intuition as a clear and distinct idea, but He is not 

subject to knowledge that defines its object in terms broader and more 

gcnoral”, (Wolfoon : Philosophy of Spinoza, Vol. I, p. 14*2), Being 

dissatisfied with the mediaoval's logical argument Spinoza begins 

bis pliilosophical investigation after his own way. At first, he is 

guided by his own logic but at length he is forced to brush aside his 

intehecfual argument in knowing God and says: “Of His essence 

\vc. can form no general idea***. His logic does not allow him to 

know the nature of that ultimate reality but his faith’ unfolds the 

way of immediate realisation of Him (God). In Spinoza's Philo¬ 

sophy the term faith stands for intellectual love of God. So we can 

aay that Spinoza’s ethics is intellectualistic. According to Spinoza 

virtue is based on knowledge. He says that the virtue which springs 

from knowledge is alone genuine and the action from insight is alone 

(rue morality. The following passage from Professor Falckenberg's 

History of Modern Philosophy will give us a clear idea of Spinoza’s 

intellecfenalistic standpoint in ethics. “Spinoza’s ethics is inteilec- 

tualistic, virtue is based on knowledge. It is, moreover, naturalistic- 

morality is a necessary sequence from human nature; it is a physical 

product, not a pi'oduct of freedom; for the acts of the will are 

tletermined by ideas, which in their term are the effects of earlier 

^ In SpinoeUito Pbiiosopby iat^iition and faith are ideutical terms. 

♦God. 

’ Kpjgtola. 60 
* As soon at "the mind it capable of intelleofual love, it in not only ciernal hut a 

part of Goi Himseir* (Btbioi o( Banadiot Be Spinoie hf WhiM anr! Fti Unp preface 

nj. That tirlue which epHnga from knowledge it abne g enuine. Action from 

*8 alone irae-morality. 

4-iwep*iu 
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The of virtue is effort elter e9lf-*,pr^rviytiafl. 

;lt0V cea a man desire to act rightly unless he desires to bo (IV 

21» 23)? Since reason never enjoins that which is contrary to 

nature, it of necessity requires every man to love himself, to seek 

that which is truely useful to him and to desire all that makes him 

more perfect. Accodiog to the law of nature all that is useful is 

allowable. The useful is that which increases our power, activity or 

perfection, or that which further knowledge, for the life of the soul 

consists in thought {IV. Prop. 26: app. cap. 5). That alone is evil 

which restrains them from perfecting the reason and leading a 

rational life. Virtuous action is equivalent to following the guidance 

of the reason in self-preservation (TV, Prop. 24). Nowhere in Spinoza 

are fallacies more frequent than in his moral philosophy .... He 

relieves the inconsistency by clothing bis injunctions under the 

ancient ideal of the free wise man .... He renews the Platonic 

idea of a Philosophical virtue, and the opinion of Socrates, that right 

action will result of itself from true insight. Aligning from himself, 

from his own pure and strong desire for knowledge, to mankind in 

genera], he makes reason the essence of the soul, thought the essence 

of reason, and holds the direction of the impulse of self preservation 

to the perfection of knowledge, which is the better part of us "to be 

the natural one" \ 

God's ATTRinrxKS—thocght and Extension 

We do not know substance as it is in itself. Only through its 

attributes substance atTects us or in other words, tlie human mind 

knows only those attributes of substance which it finds in itself, 

thought and extension. Each of the two attributes is conceived 

without the other, hence in itself (perse), they are distinct from each 

other and indejjendent. (Quod intvUcHus de substantia pcrcipd, 

tanqmm ejusvem e>ssentiam consUtuens), The more reality a 

substance contains, the more attributes it has. Therefore, the 

infinite substance (reality) possesses an infinite number of attributes 

of which two only fall within our human knowledge. "The Reality 

26 not merely extended (material), nor merely spiritual (ideal), nor 

merely both; it is all forms of positive being”. (Joachim: The 

Etbica of Spinoza, p. 103). Tiie nature of the reality (olfcirnate 

reality)" is i^ever exhausted by one or two attributes of which we are 

oonscious. The Reality consists of an infinite number of attributes. 

Aodbrding to Spinoza, the realtly is nnknowble (indeterminate) 

1 IPii^onberg: BiUtorj of Modern Pbiloiopliy, i)p. 188-89. 
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Qfiity 18 aiibrckfib. STow ihe problem tbat arisies in'^nnec^ibii 
» 

Fith tfae nature of reality, is tfals : How can the indeterminate poasess 

properties? Are the attributes merely ascribed to substahce by the 

intellect (understanding), or do they possess reality apart from the 

perceiTing mind (knowing sabject)? This question has given rise 

to much debated contradiction. Professor Richard Falckenberg in 

his History of Modern Philosophy has given a suitable answer of the 

aforesaid problem in the following manner. According to Hegel and 

Ed. Erdmann the attributes are something external to substance, 

Bometfaing brought into it by the understanding, forms of knowledge 

present in the beholder alone; substance itself is neither extended 

nor cogitative, but merely appears to the understanding under these 

determinationB, without which the latter would be unable to 

cognise it. This *‘formulistic** interpretation, which, relying on a 

passage in a letter to De Vries (Epist. 27), explains the 

attributes as mere inodes of intellectual apprehensions, number 

Kudo Fischer among its opponents. As the one places the 

emphasis on the second half ('Hhat which the understanding 

perceives—as constituting the essence of substance*’). The attributes 

are more than mere modes of representation—they^are real properties 

which substance possesses even apart from an observer, nay, in 

which it consistfi : in Spinoza, moreover, must be conceived ** is 

equivalent of "to be”. Although his latter "realistic'* party un¬ 

doubtedly has the advantage over the former, which reads into 

Spinoza a subjectivism foreign to lus system, they ought noi to forget 

(hat tlie difference in interpretation has for its b.isis a conflict among 

llie motives which control Spinoza’s thinking. The reference of the 

attributes to the understanding, given in the definition, is not without 

significance. It sprang from the wish not to ma':e the indetenninate- 

ness of the absolute by the opposition of the attributes, while, on 

the other hand, an equally pressing need for the conservation of the 

immanence of substance forbade a bold transfer of the attributes to the 

observer. The real opinion of Spinoza is neither .so clear and free 

Irom contradiction, nor BO one-sided, as that which his interpreters 

ascribe to him. Fischer’s further interpretation of the atlribmcs of 

God as bis "powers” is tenable, so long as by caus.i and potentia 

we understand nothing more than irresislablejiut non-Jvinctic, force 

with which an original truth establishes or effects tliose which follow 

from it ” {Ibid, pp. 127-23). 
" As the dualism of extension and thought is reducad from 

wbstaotial to an attributive distinction, so individual bodies 
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iibtitdiB, naptioDs and i|ibughi8« degraded a atage farther. Individuti 
thiiTga iack independence of every sort. The individual is, aa a 

determinate finite thing, burdened with negation and limitation* ^for 

every determination includes a negation ; that which is truly real in 

the individual is G-od. Finite things are modi of the infinite sub* 

stance, mere slates, variable states, of God. By themselves they 

are nothing, since out of God nothing exists. They possess existence 

only in so far as they are conceived in their connection with the 

infinite, that is, as transitory forms of the unchangeable substance. 

They are not in themselves, but in another, in God, are conceived 

only in God. They are mere affections of the divine attributes, and 
must be considered as such Ibid, p. 128. 

“ By attributes Spinoza means that which the intellect perceives 

as constituting the essence of substance. Some interpreters (Hegel, 

Erdmann) understand by this that attributes are forms of our 

knowledge, not really belonging to God, but attributed to him by 

human thought. Others (K. Fischer) regard them as real expressions 

of God's nature, not merely as human modes of thought, but actual 

properties of God. The latter view is probably the correct one; 

Spinoza, the rationalist, accepted necessaiy forms of thought as 

having objective validity: what reason compels us to think this more 

than noental reality. Ajid yet he felt a certain hesitancy in applying 

definite qualities to the infinite ground of things, all determination 

being negalkm. But he tried to avoid this ditliculty by predicting 

of the infinite substance an infinite number of infinite attributes: 

every one of them, that is, infinite and eternal in its essence. God 
is so great that he is conceived as possessing infinite qualities in an 

infinite degree.” (Tliilly—History of Philosophy—pp. 296-07). 

** Of these infinite attributes, (he mind of man can grasp but two, 

extension and thought ... as he himself is a physical and mental 

being. Extension and tbouglit are eacli infinite in its own kind, but 

not absolute infinite, that is neitiier thought nor extension is the sole 

attribute, since then many otlier attribidos of God, none of them can 
be called absolute infinite ” {Ibid. p. 297). 

These attributes are absolutely independent of one another and 

cannot influence each other: mind cannot produce changes in body 

tiortbe body changes in mind. Spinoza here accepts the doctrine of 

the occasianists and Malebranche, that only like can produce like that 

jnind cannot produce motion nor motion mind.” (Tbilly—History of 
PbTlospj^^p, 297), 

8|in<Ma6tio philosc^hy, being unable to solve the cocdiradiction 
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wlucbit ghe« rise assigmto tbd Ettfibotev of ^Isonghi m exeej^^ 
tional place/ The attribate of Thought baa a quite exception) 
fuoctioDi viz,, that it 'kDows'*—and for Spinoza this rea?ly meana 

‘reproduces* or'copies'—the contents of the other attributes; it has, 
'thus a double status, it exists on its own account and it knows the 
other attributes "/ 

This doable function of the attribute of ‘Thought* helps to 
conceal the contradictioDH with which we come in contact. If one 
is wholly exclusive of the other the relation between idea and ideatum 
cannot be established. So, Spinoza is forced to assign the double 
status to the attribute of ‘Thought’ and thereby tries to reconcile 
an inner contradiction in connection wiih the conception of God. 

Later critics find another difficulty in Spinoza's conception of 
the infinite plurality of attributes in God. How can totally different 
attributes reside in God ? Thus Joachim says (P.104) in bis 'The 

Ethics of Spinoza': “The unity of substance which seemed so 
absolute . • . resolves itself into a mere ‘logetherness* of an infinite 
multiplicity ’*. 

Spinoza's logic fails to reconcile the contradictory ideas. The 

only way to save the situation is to abandon the doctrine of the 
infinite number of infinite attributes. It shows clearly that Spinoza 
is caught by bis own net which be spreads to find out the solution. 

He tries his best to overcome the Cartesian dualism but his doctrine 

of infinitely many attributes merely repeats tlm dualism. 
Spinoza no doubt asserts that in the case of a true idea the 

essentia objccctira* brings with it a guarantee of knowing the essentia 

fonnala. Here we are confronted with another difficulty. The essen¬ 

tia forniala exists as a mode of the attribute of ‘Thought'. If attri¬ 
butes are independent of each other how can there be a coimnuniun 

of one with the other? 
Thus we realise that Spinoza's absolute separation of the 

attributes of thought and extension or in other words, of knowledge 
and reality makes knowledge impossible. “If knowledge is to be 
possible.there must be direct apprehension of leality from 

the very beginning, e,g. we know extended things by directly jwceiv- 

ingthem’**. Though Spinoza fails to give satisfactory answer in 
support of his conflicting tendencies yet he maintains his boundless 

confidence in his apriori reasoning. The Experience shows us two 

^ Ctirdit of Ui» opinion. 
* Mind, Vol« XhV», p, m, 
* TbemuHa* object Is a partioulor things 
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bn];. But Spinoss assertB infinit; of attributes due to liie 

blibd belief in his self-imposed apriori reasoning. *‘But when Spinoisa 

comes to apply bis apriori reasonings within the field of experience 

itself the case is very dilTerent, for his reasonings may then conflict 

with experiencei and yet his confidence in them may be so great as 

apparently to blind him to the most evident facts*Thus we see 

that the metaphysical conflict ends in blind belief or say in 

faith. 

Grades op knowledge 

In Spinozistic philosophy there are grades of knowledge or in 

other words, there are stages of knowledge namely, imagination, 

scientific reasoning and intuition. Previously we have seen that 

Spinoza’s philosophical doctrine is baaed on moral philosophy. The 

conflict which we noted in the present chapter is also found in Spino¬ 

za’s‘grades of knowledge*. Firstly, the conflict is between the false 

and right knowledge and secondly the conflicting tendencies find their 

expression in ths contrast between rational and adequate knowledge. 

Adequate knowledge is nothing but the knowledge of the absolute 

reality or Ood. The chain of conflict is running through the first two 

grades of knowledge, but it comes to an end in the knowledge of the 

third kind. The first stage of knowledge, naineiy, imagination or 

knowledge of opinion, is false or inadequate knowledge, because it 

gives not even empirical truth. The second kind of knowledge- 

rational knowledge gives empirical truth and in that stage we have 

knowledge of common properties or notions of the actually existing 

world and of our soul. Here we come from the stage of illusioa to 

the first step or stage of true knowledge and our vague experience 

gives place to ‘reason* or in the language of Principal Caird here 

begins “the rational contemplation of the world*’. In the language 

of Spinoza it is “that in which we contemplate things not as accidental 

M necessary things**, and again Spinoza defines it as “that in 

'which we know things under a certain form of eternity”. The second 

kind of knowledge is not also the highest kind of knowledge. In this 

eii^e we ere rescued from the hand of accidental or false knowledge 

and we find ourselves on the way to the highest kind of knowledge. 

So we can coiH^ade that thts kind of knowledge is a mediator between 

first and ttte Bfghest kind of knowledge. Rational knowledge is not 

false bemuse it has got necessity and universality in its application 

> Mina, 298. 
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birt it it Qot the highett kiod icnowleSge owing to it« tacit dT iiiii$» 

tire character. But at any rate it enables baman beioge to tube them** 

selveB from abritary relations of time mi place and it gives ifaem the 
^neoesBary connection between cause and effect, so that they can think 

of themaeivea as being parts of that totality (Cosmos)* Spinosa^s 

main interest in defining the rational knowledge is this: It 

is neither false as imagination nor highest kind of knowledge as scfan- 

tia intuitiva. It is a via-roedia between the two kinds of knowledge* 

Spinoza’s ethical outlook p«*evcnt8 him from accepting that the 

absolute is known by rational knowledge. Ha says that ratijfial 

knowledge is useful in giving empirical truth but not the highest truth 

because of its nature. 

The conflict of ethics with metaphysics compels him (Spinoza) to 

confess that rational knowledge is not in a position to know reality. 

Metaphysics likes to explain the absolute through abstract logic but 

Spinoza says that through a rigid logical scheme the nature of reality 

cannot be known. The absolute is known through practice which is 

based on intuition. The only gateway open to realise the uitimate 

reality is the gateway of intuition. Thus we see that the logical or 

metaphysical truth is not known through rational knowledge but 

through intuition. But this third kind of knowledge comes over us 

immediately and we conceive that we are one with reality. Tbe 

conflict among the grades of knowledge is for the realisation of tbe 

nature of substance or Ood or in other words, we can maintain that 

the conflict is between inadequate and adequate knowledge and that 

contradiction comes to an end on the attainment of the true knowledge 

of God from whom ail adequate knowledge of everything must follow. 

Besides these two kinds of knowledge there is a third kind of 

knowledge, which Spino/.a calls intuitive knowledge or scientific 

intuition. This is the knowledge which proceeds from an adequate 

idea of the formal essence of a certain attribute of God to the adequate 

knowldge of the essence of things. 

In order to have adequate idea of anything we must see it in 

God because adequate knowledge of anylhiflg can only be posaible 

through God. The last stage of Spinoza’s theory of knowledge ex¬ 

presses a very important feature of bis philosophy. This is nothing 

else than the ethical standpoint of his doctrine. According to him, 

all adequate knowledge necessarily proceeds from God. Therefore, 
we can safely conclude that it (scientific intuition) is really a kq^wJ* , 

edge of the things as it is in God. Spinoza's scientiu 

that in which we ''proceed frona an adequate idea of a 
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tribute of God to the adequate knowledge of the nature of tbiogs/* 

Caitd says about Spinoza’s last grade of knowledge in the foltowiog 

manner: "This stage of knowledge is that in which we no longer 

reason about things, but know them in their essence, no longer 
% 

proceed inferentially, from premisses to conclusion, from cause to 

effects, but as by immediate vision penetrate to the heart and life, 

the inmost reality of the world."* In this stage the finite has arisen 

above the finitude; it conceives instead of its individuality, unity in 

all and thereby becomes one with God. Here the finite intuitively 

perceives the absolute law of necessity which is the abiding principle 

of unity and finds itself free. To Spinoza the bondage of sense and 

the bondage of inadequate idea are one and the same. Only the 

adequate knowledge of God and ourselves enables us to get rid of the 

bondage. Freedom is the highest ethical achievement for a moral 

person and freedom is achieved only through intuition. To be free 

is to know ourselves "under the forms of eternity" and that alone 

can be had in onr ethical or moral life. Now we see that Spinoza 

even through his discussion of stages of knowledge draws the ethical 

conclusion of life. Therefore, Professor Leon Roth has rightly 

remarked that Spinoza’s philosophy deals not with the ‘true’ but 

with the ‘Good’. Professor Leon Roth’s statement also supports our 

view that the conflict between the metaphysical ‘truth* and ethical 

‘good’ ends in complete freodoin from bondage or in moral freedom. 

Hence we also see that logic* (or metaphysics) fails to draw the 

conclusion of Spinozistic philosophy and in its place intuition is 

brought forward to solve the problem of life. Spinoza says, "Love 

of God as the highest good—this alone can lead to salvation. Whether 

I love God of my own free choice or whether from the necessity of 

the divine nature, I shall nevertheless love God and be saved". 

(Bpistola 43). Thus we see that ethics wins the field against 

metaphysics (or logic), because liia "inlellectuai love" for God is the 

highest goal of his moral endeavour and aspiration.* "The ‘intellec* 

^loalloveof God’ is, hr Spinoza’s view, the culminating point of 

buman excellence into which Fortitude becomes sublimed, and where 

it reached its repose’’.’ Then Spinoza advances his steps to deal 

with the properly ethical subjects, namely, virtue and vice, good and 

y Cihd, ^ieoz4, P, 67. 
d'Beeftuw Tsiional kn-'iwledge or Bcieatifia raadonia;; does not enable us know tbt 

SBieiaof Qod as the highett and most perfect Bjing. 

* ,Caiid,.)9|»iaoza, p. 50 
’ Martial : 3^pes of Ethical Theory, Vol, T, p, %4, 
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bsd, Ihe Btftndard 6( owr^Uy, love, immorelity sod blesabdoess, ote*; 
In bie discoBsion with them be showe hU true and einoere love for 
ethical outlook and that is why he is a moralist. In the next 

Chapter we shall discuss Spinoza’s conceptioo of freedom and try 
to find out his confiicting attitude regarding the question of free¬ 

dom and bondage. 

(To bo Continued). 
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THE FIUVl AND FILM ARTISTE • 

Abindba Chabdhtjry 
• • * 4 

It has fallen in my lot to open the discussion on the topic which 

Sri David Abraham has introduced. The title of the subject to be 

discussed is ‘The film artiste is an all im]>ortant facet of the film 

industry*. We must not lose sight of the significance of the phrase 

‘all iinix)rlant facet*. In this connection I will ju4 now relate to you 

what I have felt and experience! as an actor, having closest connections 

with the stage and st-reen for a long time. 

A film artiste or the actors who appear in films are not only the 

offspring of a great theatrical tradition imbibing the cultural heritage 

of their ancestors in the remote past, but are the natural outcome and 

modern transfiguration of that great school of unknown actors who 

flourished in the dawn of early human civilization centuries an I centu¬ 

ries back. They belong to the same Band of nameless warriors who 

fought for their primitive art-forms in tlie banks of the Nile. 

According to the recent estimate and disco\ery of the great 

Egyptologist, Professor Mespero, they display’d tlieir devotional art 

forms in the temples of the Nile Valley alxxit 11,C. From 

Egypt it tr.nelled to 8\ria in about 1,'2()0 BC. whence to Greece, 

who shafjod an! re shaped it in the traditional Hellenic garb and 

presented it in the Athenian amphitheatres five centuries before the 

birth of Christ. 

In its triumphal inarch, the primitive theatre then moved to Latin 

Rome in all its pagan splendour from where it infiltrated into all 

European countries during the Reniassance—centuries later. 

This dramatic tradition entered England during the reign of 

Queen Elizabeth and nearly readied perfection in the hands of 

Shakespeare evolving ultimately into the “Tennis Court’’ stage of 

17th century France and finally in the Ibsenian “picture frame” 
theatre of modern times. 

The century we live in is a century of mechanical and Bcientific 

revolutions. This is an era of quicker communications, of which the 

ie *the glorious resultant. It weilds tremendous power in mass 

c^wimt^nications in the quicke.si ix>8sible time and at different zones 

, on Srd Mftroh, 1955, at Delhi Film Seminar in reply to David Abraham'* 

iubject. 
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i^imiiltaneously. In tbe hands of deiwocracy it is the T«*k>st 
ageocy in forming public opinion. In this ("rama of life, the cinema 

artistes play the most important roles and will have to ipake the gr^^at* 

est contribution as their predecessors used to do several thousand • 
years back. 

Sri David Abraham says thui the film artists are the offsiTing of 

a great theatrical tradition. Of c*onr'?e tliey are so They have inheri¬ 

ted tliis cult oral heritage from their primitive ance'^tors, but to be moi^e 

intimate about the idea of its progiess through ages. I intend to put 
# 

it tlius—that they belong to the same School of actors who flared 

up the torch of acting thonsanls of years ago--only their ircthods and 

manners have ctianged wjth the <;hango of time and place. Their 

external form and body have been rr.etam.orphosed into more matured 

and more refined ones to look not only better but u’crc dignified. 

The drama with stage and acting, follows the saute j»roce=s of evolutions 

as the origin of the sptM'ie'. I’here is oneness of the spirit whicit can 

not he Pcpcruted info different indentities. It tlierefore need not be 

difitingnished into a progenitor or an ijihcriinr. From the litneof the 

primitive cave-dwellers in their liunling dances to the lime of Egyptian 

civilisation down to the silver .'-croon of to-day, the spirit lemainB the 

same 

It is trm* that thi‘oii;jh the medimo ilu* artiste, the story of ilte 

film is unfolded, be'‘aii‘'C ho is the !Homh])Io’e {»f tin* auti'.or and the 

Inteif tctor of his ideas. He iluis cargos out such a positiun in the 

entire film body that every limb perambulates round this figr:re. 

While fully endor.-ing the opinion, I am tetnplol to fiuo.-tion why 

they do so ? Why do ivll of them, the entire filin body, jo.siie round 

him ? Is it for tlie sake of duty that they aic Ihn.*. coiupelled or 

for love of the work iltey have undertaken No. I’heiv miglu be s-oiue 

such reasons but it is more for the sake of tlieir own interoiit that ih.ey 

do so. Thus they help him to erjuip him more—assist him to assume 

ibe character imagined hv tlto scertarist or author, to reflect the mood 

created by the technical collaborators and finally to project them to the 

audience. Thus the film actor is the bridge between the col Liberators 

and the audience. Bo the co-workers of the artist are not truly pcrain- 

buluting round him but all of them including the film at toi'ierani- 

bulales round the theme of the story. This hSs been done all ilirough 

the ages of the theatrical development from the plaifonn to the 

auditorium and is now being done from the screen to the w'orld ^ 

audience* ' 
J.'Si'V 
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The film actor is loved» adored and honoured by his fans, 

baoaupe he reflects tlieir feelings and emotions moves them to sympathy 

and antipathy, tears and laughters, and sways them as he likes to 

human pathos. Because, they identify themselves with the liero 

(Mr. Sidney Bernstein in the ''Footnotes to the Film" says 

his approach to the film is one of identiBcation. For him, the 

hero is the answer to his own daydreams and the picture, a world of 

^hich causes the realities around him to dissolve for a while. The 

films are his release from the frustrations of a dull day.") The artiste 

is, therefore, naturally transfigured as their friend, ideal and sometimes 

idol whom they closely imitate. As such he creates new manners and 

fashions amongst his followers which actors in the earliest era also 

did, but in a crude manner. He served as their model from the day 

he had done away with the mask and buskins and emerged out in 

full-bloomed personality before the public. In his artistic endeavour 

he set fashions for the young Patricians in the days of Imperial Rome. 

To-day, he is still doing so amongst his more cosmopolitan votaries. 

He is the only human factor whose presence is felt by the audience in 

the vast cinematographic creation manned by machines and mechanics. 

Some School of critics are of opinion that films could he made 

without a film artiste, such as the cartoons and puppet films. Such 

cinematographic presentations come as diversions and their creation 

is needed for depicting social satires an 1 fairy tales and somotiines 

children’s films. It should, however, be kept in mind that even for 

80TP6 kinds of children’s films, where depiction of some sort of human 

emotion is the prime object we cannot do away with an actor. 

There was a tendency amongst docunientarians and makers of the 

Avant Garde films in France to oust the actors completely from the 

films or to use them as plastic materials in the hands of the Directors. 

But now the Avant Garde is dead and the documentaries have changed 

their faces. Every body familiar with the filmcraft knows well the 

famous story of Pudovkin who in his Heir to Jenghiz Khan utilised a 

few Mongols of the Central Asian Step£)es as plastic materials and 

fully utilised these raw liuman elements in the film to do away with 

trained actors. But in direct contradiction of such practices, Mr. 

Roger Manvell, comparatively of the recent school of film criticism, 

holda "Russia soon learned ... to have some actors who know their 

job around the set. For as soon as it comes to acting which requires 

eiflotion/continuously and carefully developed, the theory of an actor 

as plastic material in the bands of the director breaks down. The 
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but with a different cutting tempo and calling the result a cine-study of 

hunger or sorrow or mother love, ends where the emotion begins 

to develop, where the face itself has to move with feelings and 

mean it/* 

It is neelless to say that people whose life history is being deple¬ 

te 1 in a documentary being strangers not only to (iliiis but to the art 

of acting are incapable of simulating an eTDotion as well as any 

dramatic or sustained acting. It becomes awfully difficult for them 

to recapture the same mood and intere^ a second time. This difficulty 

was actually faced by Mr. Halph Keene, Director of “Ramdas and 

Mangri** a documentary on Assam Tea Gardens for the Greenpark Pro¬ 

ductions. Thus writes Mr. Keene “they could not stimulate an 

emotion. If we wanted Ramdas to look startled w’e had to startle 

him. If drunkenness was required, they liad to be made drunk/* 

Mr. Keene further goes on to say “Ramdas w^as splendid, always 

quick to understand and respond to whatever was asked of him. 

And I don’t think Mangri even made a cliunsy or an awkward gesture. 

But they were not capable of any dramatic or sustained acting and 

our story had to be lold in the simplest terms/’ 

So he is to-day not only an im|)erative need in Features and 

Children's films hut is also in great demand even for the documen¬ 

taries where the main object is to depict pictorially an accurate and 

more authentic mole of behaviour of the {)eopIe, their homes, fac¬ 

tories and fields. He is to day not only an entertainer but a teacher. 

Hence at first sight the actor looms large before our eyes, and 

creates the illusion that he is the all-important facet of the film 

industry. But at the second thought, we find he is not so tall or big 

as he appears to be but his collaborators make him taller and bigger 

than what he himt-elf really is. They give him voice, a co-ordinated 

orchestration of various movement patterns, light, habitation and 

dress, all go to make him look magnificent. Without their help, 

undrapped and unadorned, dumb and in the dark, standing on a 

bare platform, he is no more a [)ersonality than a walker on of the 

world at large. Mr. Thomas Taig of the Department of English 

Studies, University of Bristol, WTitea in “The Anatomy of Film**— 

**Cinema de{)end8 for its production on the combined efforts of a whole 

team of artists and technicians/* Therefore, it will not be a basty 

generalisation if .we say that the film artiste is no doubt an unportflml. 

factor of the film industry though not an all-important facet of 



film. 
iiJide*; lie ^the 4t!fe is a oo op^tive 

astbe other. From the direciof' te tfae osabi;^ 
j^^aO each B^d‘ever}’oti^ heips t1 e artiste with all their ceeatiwe 

Wrottb, to speak their lang:uage to the world at large. 

.As regards the cpntribiitions of the film artiste towards the social 

life of the country, opinions are divided. Tt is ho doubt very difficult 

(b gauze their actual contributions towards society' in general, for 

thieib is no connect statistical data bated on scientific observation and 

sociological re-^earch obtainable on the subject. It can well be etpce- 

ted that this difficulty w^ill be removed if there conies up a body to 

uhderteke this responsibility in the immediate future. Meanwhile 

It 18 satisfying to note that the film in India has re created in vivid 

Colours different aspects of Indian life from the past as W’ell as 6f 

^the jjresenfc, which have opened up hew vistas before the eye* of the 

commoU man with a tremendous iinpiibe which he can hardly ignore. 

As'a result of thi^, the iivenue of ignorance is gradually recedhig 

■from him. The impact will be irresistible as time marclies on. 

If, however, we try to ajipraise of what contributions the actors 

have made towards the betterment of society in general, it would 

seem very satisfactory in comparison with wliat they did in the past, 

even if we take into consideration the very poorer background, the 

absence of adequate training facilities and almost im|K)ssibie working 

conditions under which they work. It would not bo out of place 

here if 1 compare the status and conditions of the actors in the past 

with those of the present. There was a lijue when in every country 

the actors were subjected to ^ever^ maltreatment and insult. In the 

days of Imperial Rome, they were denied the rights of citizenship ; 

they were in infamy, sociilly an outcast. But in the same Borne 

in the Republican days, there arose the great actor Roscius, wl»o wa.‘^ 

a friend of Cicero and a honoured citizen. Then in Enroj:)e of Middle 

ages, we see that aclors were treatel like thieves, vagabonds and 

ti^mps. Then there appeared in France the perfect actor, Talma, who 

was Napoleon's constant companion, according to whom, he was the 

ideal airtiste. Even in England in the days 6f (jueen Elizabeth the 

«oitopanjr of actors were looked on with inert asiog disfavour by the 

authorities and vrere finally included in the famous Statute of ]57‘2 

as->f ^maste^less men’* and therefore, "rogues and vagsbotfda." To 

esbape the j^oalties denounced against such uudestrebles the actors 

aou^K'^ sheltejr thetnfeelves under the protet^ion of aiwble tD*” 

by beotwq^g at teest, nwmbers of his 'faousehoid.' Ifi the 
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England, wnnl oentnrias hereafter, -we «ee i |(!rt&at actcl/ 

Wr Henry Trying," boooured hy^ <^eii VIeidriiaf ffxv^ hy ihil 
feopie and adored by the then Prime Minister, Mr. 01ada^di|f ^ Ip 

dnt nwQ time, we see a great artirte, Mr. Charles Oba{dai&| who s# 

ii6t only worshipped a« a oonimedian of the highest order bqt- e reaj 

representative of the people. He will even remain faqnous for his 

solid oontributionH to the store of human values which he ha^ effected. 

From the beginning to the last of hi:* pictures, a strong underetitirep^ 

of socialistic outlook run4 through all of them. But then Chaplain 

is npt only an actor but the director of hie films and ajiitbor of bis 

stories. We can cite hundreds of such exauiples where truly magni* 

ficent artists rose bead and shoulder above their average contemporaries 
but at a great co^t of perscveranca. erudition and knowledge. 

Actors in our country bad also had tbs same misfortune to suffer 

from such ignominy, even lately. They have also salvaged the good 

name of the actors from a sea of degradation, social ostracism and 

vaga!)ondage of yore to that of a gentleman. Thanks to the grace of 

Providence they do now weild a great power and influence over the 

minds cf their fans who highly extcl them. He is now a potent 

force in moulding puhl'c opinion even to a great extent. He can 

perpetrate evil just as lie dees g vd to society. If he is not cautious, 

ony fal e move and unauthentiented gesture on his pari, any mal- 

digested expression in rec eating a character and environment and 

in proving the premise of the thematic materials of the story might 

generate in a common peop’e ai inaccurate notion and false impres¬ 

sion regarding the authenticity of the time, place and action of the 

film. For, this is a common mistake w'hich an actor is apt to commit 

unles.s he is intimately taught in the hislriocily of the subject. 

Since the maunev and customs of our forefathers are little known 
to us to-day, \vc possibly cannot reproduce properly an actual port¬ 

rayal of u life or scene from the past. In this connection it will not 

be out of place if I incidentally refer to some of them. Those who are 

interested, can have a fuller knowlelge of the .sub'ect from ancient 

texts. The mode of reclining of our forefathers, their methods of 

sitting, landing and even of moving about were made ni ilie beauti¬ 

ful classical graces and [Xjses Our rhetorics mention tJiem as Ashana, 

Bhaogi, Helq, Mqdraa and others. There are various classifications 

of them all.. When modern actors depict classical and epic characters , 

they completely ignore them and move around the sets built 

art derigner with meticulous care to represent the period, 



ol Wbi(^% <:oi)apletely k>st by the moat sophistioftted mode of movemetit 

isnd l)ehaviour by the actors Iheinselves inspite of their doonicg 

^ period coBtumes. In order to acquire an intimate knowledge of 

this aspect of the ^t of acting an actor mast need a rigorous trainings 

It is for this reason that in the WeH they have so deeply felt the need 

of an extensive dim education. 

In eve^y dramatic academy of the Western countries there 

is a class to teach period deportment and handling of the stage 

properties. From duelling, to moving on with doublet cape and hood 

crinolin and lace, handling of such stage properties as a snuff-box, 

a long stuff walking stick, a fan, a rapier, a handled eye glass etc. 

Elegant manners and graceful demeanour are all taught with as impor¬ 

tance as the art of miming and posing. Unfortunately, there is no such 

academy in our country as yet. 

It is needless to point out here that a successful artiste should 

possess a rich backgrounl in the body of traditions, theories, techni¬ 

ques and aesthetic principles that govern his knowlelge of the alliel 

arts. This will develop in him the basis of an intelligent artistic 

julgement. Inspire] by such ideals, a Motion Picture Foundation 

for college and Dniver^ity students has recently been established in 

New York University where such talents as Orson Wells, Paulette 

Goddard, Merle Oberon, Buth Gordon and Burgess Meredith were the 

sponsors. Laboratory training is annually held in the Amherst College 

for them. 

So we deeply feel to-day the necessity of an Academy to teach the 

art of acting to our young aspirants. It is an imjierative need in our 

country to-day. It is sad that apprentices of every profession are 

taught in their own vocations save and except the profession of acting. 

It is equally strange that actors are criticized for their shortcomings, 
yet are denied the right to learn their art and thus frame a sound 

professional career. Whatever little they have learnt, by the trial and 

error method in the midst of greatest hazards by imitating the per¬ 

formance of actors or actresses who have already established name 

and fame. Sometimes they learn in the self-taught method of looking 

into a iore-gn film. It is a happy augury that a National Film Board 

for India is soon going to t>e started in which there will be an Institute 

foiP'lhe training of artists and technicians. It is expected that much 

ibdse diflSonlties and inconveniences will thus be temov^ 

young enthusiasts will no longer have to suffer as we bad to do 

in the past. 
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If W9 le&ye amde the queation of tlieir tr»miag« tbeic^ical or 

practical, one will have to (ladder to think of the working conditions 

in which they work. In our State of West Bengal, a young popular 

artist is generally bound down by ten or more contracts at a time. 

Shifts of two to four hours even are allotted to each produce and he 

is to dy whether in the day or in the night like a shuttlecock in great 

speed from one studio to another in order to fulfil his obligations I 

He has no leave during tlie week and rolls on like a reluctant machine. 

He is to appear in diverte characters—a hero, villain, a lover, a cheat 

or a vagabond and even a king. The actor appears in the role of aher o 

in the morning, a villain in the afternoon and near about mid-night 

—when everyone repoies in balmy slumber—and he is tried, exhausted 

and drowsy, he is to apjwar a.s a lover! He has practically no relax¬ 

ation and recreation so needed for a hard worker like him. Thus be 

has little tune to study, think and observe. It is really gratifying 

to note that inspite of such hard.-hips and inconveniences he has 

civditahly contributed his quota towards the cultural advancement of 

the country. Once again we deefdy feel the need of an institution 

under whose fostering care he might well take shelter. He being such 

an init)orlHnt facet of the film trade, can also rightly claim tuch 

protection and anienities from the ludusirt as well as from the 

(lovernrnent. 

We have already discussed about the imix>rtant role a film artist 

plays in the aestlietic and artistic life of India's culture. The sura 

total of a country's social past and the reality of its present is expressed 

in tliat country's culture It it* how we behave with each other, how 

ue express ourselves in sjieecli, how we work, liow we create the 

onviromneut in which we eat and re.st, how love and how we 

dress. The film artiste has tried to depict them as sincerely and 

faithfully ns is possible under the prewMit conditions of his workings 

and training. Whatever has been achieved by some talented ones 

have been acquired by their own individual efforts. But- their number 

is very few. In order to achieve this in a wider scale there ought to 

hf nun^B efforts bv the artists t-licmselves. 

Post-independent India, as other j>art8 of the world, is now facing 

a new horizon with strange and new changes. Civilization is now 

<^<>nfronted with great political and ec'onornic issues. We are troubled 

hy constant repititions of strikes, disasters, protrrammes and plannings 

iiiid every form of crisea, W'hich have crowded our social liorizon 

rttent years and the individual is now tempted to take increasutft/^ 
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Film actors as a profcsaion cannot ignore 

Wcse vital problems of sociaiism in which we are all involved to<^day. 

Artiste cannot ignore these issaes. Bo Paul Hotha writes in his 

“Documentary Film*’—'Politics, for example, are daily becoming of 

increasing interest to millions of people who only few years ago regarded 

their di-cussion as abliorrent. Not politics in the old meaning of the' 

word but politics embracing economics, sociology, culture and in many 

cases, religion.* So we are confronted not only with the political 

ideologies to-day but alwj with tlie disturbing thoughts o! the inevitable 

future. ICvery thinking person is now presented with a complexity of 

political and social i)rob!enis, M'hioh he will have to face. The film 

professionals cannot ignore them. None is calculated to bring about 

a greater efficiency in ilie pr)jmlace or inspire in them an urge for social 

advance tlian the film artiste. In order to have a first-hand knowledge 

of the life and workings of a farmer and his family, of a labourer, of a 

man working in a factory or in a mine, an artiste .should pass eometiines 

in a year in their midst so that l»e might faithfully present, \vl»at 

he has learnt by stich a contact, the traits of their character, Mdiicli 

alone will be authentic and accurate. 

Camp training in thefieiclHwilhactuali)eopleismorenei‘eKHarv 

than training in the Studio or academy. Unless ihe\ do so no s<K*io- 

logical contribution of any worth can be ex[HH*ied I'roin ihenn 

Thus for a medium to achieve its liighost expression and ilie 

widest appeal, there must exist a social atmosphere of a fertiliziiii; 

kind, a strong hoinogenity, an intimate contact with the people. Tliis 

is true of every cultural medium but it is a thousand times more 

necessary for the cinema. 



THE SOCIAL CONTRACT rfHEORV 
AND DEMOCRACY 

PaOPBSSOE RaQHUBIR Ctt/^KaAVARTI 

The term *'Sociar* implies something counecied with society, 

while ^'Contract" meaus an agreement between two or more people. 

Usually, such an agreement creates new obligations. Contract in* 

volves surrender of some, and the creation of new rights. As Hobbes 

points out ‘"Tlie mutual transferring of right is that which men 

call Contract’ * ’*, In short, contract implies a kind of reciprocal 

obligation and duties that originate out of Uie free consent of the 

parties. 

The phrase “Social Contract” may mean either a contract which 

is social in nature or h contract entered into by society. But neither 

of these interpretations is valid for the present purpose. As a term 

of Political Theory, “Social Contract” implies a contract for, not by, 

society. It is a contract which makes society possible. Contract 

becomes distinctly social in that aspect. 

Such a contract for society may take either of the two forms. It 

might be just a contract of “every one with every one” for the 

egtablishinent of a civil society or cornmonwcalctt or the State. 

Hobbes uses this term in this specific sense. Secondly, in addition 

to a contract for ‘‘community ’, social contract might mean a contract 

between the people and their rulers. In this sphere, it means 

governmental contract. Both Languet ® and Pufendorf * have 

developed this aspect of the social contract, Kven Locke seems to 

suggest it.* In history, social contract appeared first as governmental 

coutract and then as social coniiMct proper. In fact, as Mr. Gough 

Buggests, social contract proper “was largely a development from the 

earlier governmental contract”/ However, both these fcurms became 

current by seventeenth century. 

1 

t 
Hobbei, T.: “Lftiristhtitt'*, liindon (1661), p. 6»j. ^ . 
^'Viiidiofto Ooatra X^rsDnos** Wfti a famous Hugeaoot publicstioo (The <5ij)onJs m 

liighti Agsinst TjrsnU) of 167«(. Ik w«i published under th.^ pseudonanie “s^«phenos 
Junius Drains*'. There wet e dispate sbout its sutborsbip. The contesUnU wars 
Hubert Immjoet end Duplessis-Moroey. According to Profeisor Barker, it waJ denaifcly 
written by aubert Lsngnet. • , . « r i i..- n* 

Pufendorf : ••The liiw of Nntaro And Nations’*—T.an:iltted luto Eo«iisb !*> Dr. 
Kennett, 6th Bdn., Iioodoo (1740), p. G36. , 

. * Pollock, F. : "An lairodootioo to The History t>f tb< Science of I olitics , London 
'W23). p. 76. „ 

‘ Qough, y.W.: ’*Th. Bopi»l Contr»et", Oxford (1980), p. »■ 
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Tbe idea of 'Sociai Contract* is slinost as old as political 

pltUoBophy itself/ Langoet brought; out the two sources of this 

dootrlne-old Testatudjat history and Boman Law/ 

Although the rudimentary ideas of this theory can be traced back' 

to Plato/ Epicurns* and Cicero/ the doctrine was developed by 

Buchanon Richard Hooker Althusius Grotius and Pnfendort ” 

in the Middle Ages. It was fully supported by feudalism. Feudalism 

instituted a system of reciprocal rights and duties on a contractual 

tie. Naturally it helped the development of the contract theory/” 

However, the doctrine was given a complete shape by Hobbes in 

1651,’* Locke in 1690^* and Rousseau in 1762.’® For over three 

centuries, it bad an undisputed hold over the mind of serious thinkers. 

This study is not so much concerned with the analysis of the 

doctrine of Social Contract itself as with its relationslnp to democratic 

ideals. 

The term democracy is indeed an elusive , one. It has come .to 

mean almost anything/* It may mean a political organisation or a 

^ Liaski. H. “Sxial Cootract** ia ‘Encyclopaed.a of the Social Sciences’, Vol. 14, p 127, 
* Danniog, W ‘*A History of Poliiicsl Theories’*. From Lntber to Montesquieu, 

Kew Yoik (6th Print, 1253), pp. 49*53. 

* Majority of tbe Indian writers tend to refer to Kaurilya as the pioneer of fbe Socia! 
OoOtraet Theory. But none of them give any precis^ reference to the source. I could not 
find any trace of it in Sharnasatry’s ’‘Eantilya's Arthasastra**, 4tli Kdn., Mysore (1951). 
It ia true that in Chapter 19 (The Duties uf a Ki'<g) Kautilya says : **In tbe happineai of 
bis subjests lies his happiuesi. in iheir weifirs his welfare.....” (p. 3d). It means tbac 
King ia to pleaae (raoj) his subjects. But certainly it does not mean any social contract. 
That Ksutilya 19 not the source is proved by K.P. Jayaswai’s omission of bis name in 
reference to Social Contract in ‘‘Hindu Polifv’*. Bangalore (1955) He refers to “Sanli Parva 
Verse” to show tbe origin of Stitc on mutual contract (pp. 165 6C). Certainly the ides 
of Kingship in ancient India meant service of tbe pe p'c. (Nehru, J. “Glimpses of World 
History", 4t.b Bdn., London, 1049, p. 51). But tint is not enough to concludo that he is the 
prodnet of Social Contract. 

t Plato; "Tbe Republic" Tiand.jteJ by AD. Lindsay. Londen fld33), Book II. 
369, p* 42. 

4* Barker, E "Greek Poli'ical Theory. Plato And Kis Predecessors". Xx>Ddoa (1918), 
p. 70. 

• Sabine, G.H, "A History of I’oiitical Theory,’* London., 1931, Rfprint, p. 166. 
f Bac.hnho , G“On the 8ove''eigo Power Among The Scots" (18791—•See Dnnninj;, 

ihid.t pp 60 60, 
• Hnok'^r, It. "Laws of E^M^lesiasli il Polity*’ (1694) -See Coker. F.W. " Readings In 

Political Philosophy", New Yoik (I960), p 387. 
4 ‘ Politica Metbodice Dlgesta of Johannes Althusius’* io Harvard Political Classics 

Series. Harvard Univerdity Press (1032) Sec the discassion by Dr. C. J. Friedrich in 
pp. Ixxxviidxxxviir. 

Grotiot, H. "The Law of War And Peace" (1626)—See Ooker. ibid. pp.4l6-16, Dunning 
ibid., p. 181; Hearosbaw, F.J 0. on "Hugo Grotius" in (Cb 6) "Tbe Social Political Idens of 
Some Great Thinkers of tbe Sixteenth and Seveoteentb Centuries", London (1026), p. 140. 

R Piifecdorf, ibid. It was published first in 1672. 

U Figgis, J.N "Studies of Political Thought from Gerson to Grotius 1414-1625" 
CaWbddge (1028 Reprint), pp lO k 180. 
> n "Laviathsn" was published. 

II / Two Treatises of Civil (Government" was publiabed. 
PnbVeatim rf "Social Contract*'. 

■V^^ Bkown, 1 **Tfae Meaoiug of Democracy". New ft Revised Bdn, London (1026)»1'P' 
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■ooial attAoq»hera \ all aoonomic stmetoitr * or an eihieal prinoipla.* 

Like other terms an Political Science, it lacks sadly an exact «id 

precise connotation. Naturally as an ideal it is ngne^ 

However for the present purpose, democracy would be accepted 

as an ideal, which stands for ultimate supremacy of the people, takes 

consent as the basis of the State, and recognises liberty and equality of 

all individuals. Democracy appears, in this context, not as a theory 

but as a number of principles/ On this interpretation atone 

‘^Social Contract’* and ''Democracy** became integrally related. 

Contract, as indicated before, is an agreement between two or 

more people. It means that those who are parties to the contract are 

necesRarily supreiue. If they are not bO, they cannot create new 

voluntary obligations for themselves. Tlie supreniacy of the people 

is implicit in the Social Contract Theory. Whether it is a case of 

social contract proper or of governmental contract, it recognises this 

supremacy. 

The supremacy of people is implicit in Hobbes’s nature of the 

contract itself, Locke’s reservation of supreme authority in the 

community of which government is but a moral friut, and in Rous¬ 

seau’s equation of the sovereignty with the General Will. 

Even Hobbes agrees that people arc naturally supreme. But 

they give up this supreme power once the civil society is established. 

Since then, power of the people is exercised, by virtue of the contract, 

by the Sovereign. People delegate their auti ority to one man or 

one assembly of men * for their own self-interest. They like to 

preserve themselves and to lead a more contented life.' Free people 

of state of nature become ''subjects** ** to a sovereign who is their 

own creation. Henceforth, it is no longer a question of the exercise 

of jwpular sovereignly but one of solely passive obedience. They 

must obey their new ruler. Tliey have no right of resistance even 

if he docs not rule well. According to Hobbes then,’whatsoever he 

I Burns, C D. "Poluicsl IdctU*’ Ith Rdn.. Lund'-n (1943), p. 978. 

* Sjilnr; & Bentriro W.bh : **lDdustrUl Dimrcracy** Niitth Imprcsmon, Tjtndoo (19261. 
Cols, O.D.H. **8ociil Theory*' London (19^1. Cole Q D H. **8elf Oovernment in Industiy**! 
London '1922). 

* Willey, A4 M. me Becent Critics And Exponents of The Tlnoryof Deinocrscy" 
in (ch. 2) ** A History of Politics! Theories m Recent Times** ed by Merrism A Bsroess, 
New York 0982), pp. 46 47. 

* Csrpenter. V, “Toxesrds Democricy”. • 

* Joed, C.E.M.'*Gaidelo The Philosophy of Morels And I’olitics*' 7th ImpressKii. * 
London tI94B), p. 770. 

* Hobbse, thid.. p. 87. 
’ Hobbes, ihtd., p. 85. 
* Hobbes, fbtd., p. 68. 
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iothit ^ be fid ifijur; df ^ia aobjeota aor^^gM k»^ to Iw ^ 
fifiy of tibein accused of inju^ice*.' Transfiar of the eupremacy of ^ 

pec^le to the sovereign is thus completely absolute aad irrevocablo. 

Bat JjQcke had a different attitude altogether. Like Hobbes, 

the key to bis political society is security. But it is not security for 

i!ba own sake. It is security for better enjoyment of life, liberty and 

possession.’ So the contract is made for a specific purpose. The 

power that is created is 'limited to the public good of the society.* 

Even the legislative power which is supreme in every commonwealth, 

can never be absolute or arbitrary/ Power should better be dissolved 

than used as an instrument of absolutism. As Professor Laski com* 

raents “Absolute government” is no government at all since it 

proceeds by caprice instead of reason. It is wanting in the essential 

and continuing element of consent without which no law imposes 

obligation/ In more than one place, Locke speciBcally remarks that 

Government is a moral trust/ Once the end is forgotten *Hhe trust 

must necessarily be forfeited and the power devolve into the hands 

of those that gave it.” Thus the community perpetually retains the 

supreme power of saving themselves from designs of anybody, even 

of their legislators, against the liberties and properties of the subject.^ 

So the rulers can be removed if they govern tyrannically/ Revolu¬ 

tion is the reserve power of the people. But such revolution should 

be an act of majority/ As contract is the act of majority, their 

consent alone can dissolve it. 

This aspect of Locke's theory greatly influenced constitutions 

of certain states in America. Both the Constitution of Maryland of 

14th August, 1776,’“ and the Constitution of De Laware, September, 

1776," declared specifically that “all government .. is instituted 

solely for the good of the whole.” The Virginia Bill of Rights of 

June 12,1776, goes even further. It declares “ . magistrates are 

their (people's) trustees and servants, and at all times amenable to 

them.” It holds that if the government forfeits the trust, ;“a majority 

1 Hobbes, ibid., p, 90. 
* lioeke, J. “Two Treatises of Cml Goveromeot," SverymaD's liibrary, London 

aUS Beniaft), p. 164. 
* Locke, ibid., p. 185. 

>bid.,p. 1S4. 
^ "The Bise of Liberalism," in Encyclopaedia of the Bociti Scieoeee, 

vCl. 1« P- It®. 
4 fjOOlBS, ibid., pp. 166,192,204 A 229. 
4 sjioeke, ibtd., 192. * 

^ 229- 
Lodco, ibid. 

'^BoonmentoOnFnndamenU] Homan Bigbte**,Vol. I, Emud (296J), 

Cftifce, tbid., p. 194. 
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ot tb0 community hAtb an indubitable, unalienable and indefeaaible 
right to reform I alter <Hr aboliab it/'' Exactly aimilar proviaiona we 
incorporated in the ConatitotioD of rencaylvania of September, 1790/ 

Bonaaean goes farther than Locke in safeguarding the supremacy 

of the people. People do not transfer their sopreme power to anyone. 

They reserve it to themselves, organised as ''a pabtie person—a body 

politic."* Ronsseau provides the means for expressing the popular 

opinion. Professor Cole remarks: "For Locke's theory of tacit 

consent, he Bubstitutes an aciive agreement, periodically renewed." ^ 

People express ibeir sovereignty through General Will.^ This aspect 

of Bousaeau’s theory has been fully endorsed by the constitution of 

revolutionary rmnee. The Constitutions of 1791,* 1793' and 1795* 

specified that "Law is the expression of the general will, expressed 

by the majority of citi/ens or their representatives." To Rousseau, 

government is no moie than an agent of the sovereign people, who 

CRD revoke it in case of breach of that agency. 

So the right to control the destinies of the states both in Locke 

and in Rousseau, belongs to the people. Such a right is a basic 

element of democratic creed. 

Next to the emphasis upon ultimate supremacy of the people, 

social contract theory becomes fundamentally democratic by its insis¬ 

tence that "will, and not force, is the basis of the stale."* In fact, 

consent is the basis of political obligation. Dr. Friedmann points out 

"What links all protagonists of the social contract theory is that they 

find the source of political power in the people. In that sense, the 

whole theory of social contract is a forerunner of deUiOcratic theory."'* 

Although this principle appears to us as a commonplace, in the 

days of absolutism and new monarchies, it was itself a revolutionary 

claim. "The heart of the social Contract doctrine," remarks Catlin, 

"is.that all civil order and a fortiori all government rests on 

' CoDmtSeT. H. R. '^njcnmenU of Amerteao HUtory,'* Vol. T, Vorfc >1919), 
p. 103. 

* Cbftfeei , p. 283. 
* Dunaing, W. A. '*A Hiiitory of Politicsl Theories/' From Rousseiu Bpeooer. 

Neir York (198Gi. p. 76. 
* Cole, O. D. H. Jotrodiiolioo to HoutsoouV'*Tbo Sociii CoQtrt<t And Oisroar^as*' 

in Bverymsn's Library. London 11247 Reprint), pp. ax—x^l. 
J Ronueau, J.J. "ftncial Contract,** Bude If, Chapters 1 end 4, j)j> 30, 24, 
* Stewart, J. H. "A Docaiuentxry Survey d French Revo.uuon,* New York 

*1261), n, 1X4. 
' Stewart. J.H,tbfd.,p. 456. 
* Stewart, J. H., ibjtf., p. 673. m 

. • TbU wae a heading of a Seoiion iO) of Professor T. H, Oreen’s "Lectnta^^ 
tbe FHiifiptes of PoUtioal Obligation," London (Wll). P IJ*• 

” Friedmann, W. "Legal Theory/'Thiid Rdition, London (1953), p 82, 
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THE CALCUTTA BBVIEW 
■f.'4 

^ So Use relfttum of ooe with th« other in polUieal e^oie^ 
if one of reciprocal doties and oI>Ugationa» not of paseiTe obedience. 

For Bobbee* eov^eign aothcurity derives itself originally from tbo' 
I 

consent of the people. The ruler is in fact an agent. But he is an < 
ag^Qt with unlimited discretion and an authority. Such authority is 

irrevocable, Locke's supreme power is set up for a specific purpose 

and is consequently limited by it. For Bouaseau, there is no such 

external power. It is the people and the people alone who exercise 

the sovereign power. Government is no more than an office clerk. 

This aspect of social contract has exercised tremendous influence 

upon political developments in America^ Britain, France, and in 

other parts of the world. And this influence is still dominant in 

contemporary democratic developments. 

The Pilgrim Fathers drew up the famous May Flower Compact 

on November 11, 1620. It was to bs the basis of a government in the 

new American Colony. They declared : *‘We.doe , .. solemnly 

and mutually in the presence of God, and one another covenant and 

combine ourselves together into a civill body politick.” ' In the 

''Fundamental Orders of Connecticut*' of January 14, 1638, which 

was the first written constitution known ^ history that created a 

government, the inhabitants of three towns ® declared we .. . 

doe .... associate and conjoyne ourselves to be as one iPublike State 

or. Commonwealth. * * 

The connection of social contract with democratic theory of 

government is made plain by the Constitution of New Jersey of 

July 3, ]776. The Preamble pointed out " . , . . allegiance and 

protection are.reciprocal ties, each equally depending upon the 

other, and liable to be dissolved by the other’s being refused or 

withdrawn,” ® 

Both the Conatitation of Maryland of August 14, 1776, and 

Constitution of Delaware of September 21, 1776, recorded “all govern- 

zofUt of right originates from the people, is founded in compact 

oilly/'* Theory of social contract was given a specific and clear 

reeogdStioQ by the Massachusetts Bill of Rights of 1780. This Bill 

delated''The body politic is formed by a voluntary association of 

*' *'A History of The Political PhiLospheri** London (1950), p. 97S. 
I <ihalee« 2.1 PP> 89 00 

>-• 9 Wetheiweld and Hartford 
■ iW.,p.79. 

9 2.. ihfi.,p. 189, 
• 2., ibid, p. 166 aod p.l9l. 
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lodMridaals ; it i« a sooial eompad by wlriah the whole peofile 
cownaota with oacb eitisen aod each citiaen wHh the whole people 
that all ahall be governed by certain laws for the common good/^ ‘ 

In Britain»the contract theory inflnencad the thoughts of the 

levellers movement. Their basic document ** The Agreement of the 
people '* * was an entrance certificate into the State to which 

every one bad to subscribe before admission It was really a social 

contract. It was thoroughly debated by the General Council of the 

Army at Putney in October 1617. On October 29, the licveller 

Kainborouph declared ** every man that is to hve under a government 

ought first by his own consent to put himself under that govern- 

nient'*.^ Another Leveller Wildman likewise maintained;** 

all government is in the free consent of the people”.^ 

John Milton pointed out in his “Tenure of Kings And Magis¬ 

trates'’ (1649)'* . the power of the kings and Magistrates ia 

nothing else but what is only derivative, transferred and comaiitted 

to them in trust from the people to tlie common gcod of them all “/ 
So authority is a trust meant to serve general wslfare. 

Even the Whig theory of Pevolution of J68S’ wns biassed by 

hccial contract. When James II left the throne vacant, a controversy 

arose as how to characterise the event/ Then the Convention 

Parliament * of 1G89 retolved “that King James II,. having en¬ 

deavoured to subvert the constitution of.the kingdom by breaking the 

original coniraci between king and people .... violated.the. funda¬ 

mental lawa and witiidrawo himself out of the EingdQm,.ha8 abdicated 

the government and that the throne is thereby vacant’’/®. But the 

idea waa not developed any turther in any of the constitutional texts 

The French Leclaraticn of Bights of Man and Citizen of 27 

August, 1789/' and the decree on the Fundamental Princrples of 

Government of October 1,1769/^ maintained “All powers emanate 

essentially liom the nation and may em.inaie only therefrom That 

* Ccmmfta*-r. H.B , tbid , p 107 
* It WftB publiithid OD N tenib t S. 1047. 
> HU . C. a Peli. E. * Tne Gi-od Old C«lw " 1040-IgSO. Ij odoo jlSlO) p. 149. * 
^ Bill a Dc I, ibid , P S55. 
9 Hill a De 1. ibid., p. 8;iG. 
b ** iiio Woiki of Jcbo MfltOD,** ad by Patlotton. F.A., Kew Verb 41932), Vol. 5, 

p. 10. 
’ T«onor, J. H * EMgliob CoiuiitutioDsl ConSic's lbs 16th Centuiy 100316S9/' 

CaznbrMgo <1059 B^prinl I, 1* 994. „ 
■ Bwhop Bnrmf'a'* History cf HUOwD '*• SeoMd Rdn. Oxf rd (IWj \ol fl, 

* ConviDliiD radisfrent met on JanuM> 9i, 168D ead rem* ned in actife work till 
Anyott 90. 

Adams G. B s ‘ C ottitotloaal Hi*tory cf Biglnad L^udoa 1931), p 356 
aiewsrtt ...fw M 

» 8te«iKt.J.H.,<M.,p 115. 
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ibf CQtieezil of the people was Ibe source of authority and civU Order 

was impHcH in the French Bevolutioo. 

In some sense, the adoption of a constitution may be regarded as 

a contract entered into by the People. The Preamble ot the Consti¬ 

tution of India of 26ih January, 1950, modelled on the Preamble to 

the Constitution of the United States of September, 17, 1787, stales, 

inter alia, “ We the people .... do hereby aaopt, enact and give 

to ourselves this Constitution . . . So it may be taken as the 

example of the impact of social contract on modem democratic 

Gonstitutions. 
All leading philosophers of social contract—Hobbes to Kuu&teau— 

naake consent, rather than coercion the moral basis of political older 

and obedience. In fact, JLocke asserted like Col. Rainborough 

Men being by nature all free, equal and independent, no one ran 

be put out of this estate and subjected to the political power of 

another v^itbout his own consent”.** This ideal of consent is Jhe 

greatest contribution of the theory of social contract to democracy. 

The ideal of natural lights of man is rIfo an important 

element of the social contract fheoiy. In Locke, for example, 

men preserve ihe natural rights of ]*fe, liberty and property even in 

a civil society. Even “the supreme power cannot take iioni any man 

any part of his properly without Ins own consent.”’ The very 

object of a political society is protection of these rights. The American 

Declaiation of Independence of 4 July 1776 virtually repeats the 

principles of Locke.* Locke influenced the ideas of \arioub American 

Bill of Rights.* The Fiencb Constitution of 24 June 1798, declared 

‘'Government is instituted to guraniee man the enjoyment of his 

natural and inalienable rights.”® ‘ What Locke has sought to do,” 

remarks Laski, “was the elTort also of libeialh in America and 

France.**' Government thus becdiies a defender of “inalienable** 

tights of man. 

It is the batic creed of social contract that man are by nature free 

and independent, and that they have certain inherent rights from tbcir 

births This creed is the ideological forerunner of fundamental rights 

1 See Supts, p. 7. 
* l«ekN J * t6id..p. 164. 
’ Xiocke, /. p 187. 
4 Bitobie* G. *'Netural higbt^,*' 6th Impiewou. Lon ton p. 6. 
6 For example (he Viiginia Bill of Rights of June 12,17.6 deeiirc t **That all mou 

art by aSlnre e^nally free tod indepe^deot and bavtr n^ritm (uhi^rent righte, of which, when 
enter into a at«re of • cieft>, Ifaty cauDot bv any compact <Uprive or divMt tbeU p<>*’ 

ferity J oamely, the eajo.»me >( of life aod liberty.property.beppioeas and esfety**' 
^ i fltewsn. y. B. (hid, p. 4h6. 

7 lisa)u, H* fh/d , p.'H4. 
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in modern coiietilutioafi and the present international movement for 

the protection of human rights. 

Finally, social contract theory asBiimes the natural equality of 

human' beings. Even Hobbes admits that nature has made man 

equal, in the faculties of body and miml/ Locke is always emphatic 

on this that men nre equal by natuie ^ The fundamental idea^ in 

Rousseau is that of human equality.'* Hie society is based on equality 

and biotherhood. Both Jjocke and Rousseau maintain that all rights 

and piivileues arc equally shared by all men in civil society. Accor¬ 

ding to Rousseau, every act of soveieighty binds or favours alt the 

citizens equally. The sovereign does not make any distinction 

between citizens ^ The Fiencli Revolution abolished all distinctions 

and privileges They established the principle that .all ‘*inen 

aie.oqimi in nghis ” * These ideals are the basis of democratic 

jirmciple ol “equality of status and op[xirtunU\ ^ 

Social Contiact is nside In people who aie equal Equality is 

then central to this iheou. U is exactl> *-0 in the case of democracy,* 

As Piofessor Jjaski points out “The notion ol eqnaht\ |x>mt8 the way 

to the essence <»f tiie dfunocr.itic idea—the effort of men to nfBnn 

their own e'^'S^nce and to remove all hiirierb to that affiimation . 

The basis ol (lemoLiatie develup’iieiit is .the demand for equality.* 

In this a^pec liieii the contnbiitiou ot tvicia) contract to democracy is 

no less Significant. 

Thu*-, Mi'ial cuiitiaet theoix eiiiphasiNas ultimate supremacy of 

the people, takes coiiseiil as the bisis ol obedience, and recognises 

lights and hbeities ot the individual and the basic equality of huuiau 

l>eings DeiiuH'iacy CMst's to be deinoeracv it il ih deprived of these 

lour fold uleaN. Natuiall\ the lelation between tlie social contract 

tiieoiy and d^*mocta(ic piuieiples ip, moie clov* than it appears at 
fust sight. 

^ Hoble*, T., t6t</ p 60 
* lifKrke* <1 p tOt 
* Unttertley, a: * \ sho't H*A*uiy <f l>Mn vr^cy,** CUm'm Ige ISSO), p lU, 
* Itoui’MfUU, J, J. '*rhti Soriai C ntraci,"' p 26 
^ Alt 1. of tlie DeeUrati ti of U of Mro A Cim^co anti Decree of 19 June, 1700 
* D ctarsitoQ of Uulit. M^ii an>i Oiti/eo, <37 Atiiliui, 17H| 
' Vreaioble (be GuDvlUtiu.n uf Iniu 
* BroHD. 1. pp I70*l7l, Liodaay. A.D * Tbd Btieolialdof Deim^nc^ * Sero&d 

I tin London (U*35) p 10 
* Lftdki, H : **Oeiuacracy in Encyelopa die of t> t boi'iil Soientot. VqI S. p 7o 



TRACES OF “NAKKHATTA-VIJJA** IN 
BUDDHISM 

Sri Satadal Kar Gckta 

Prologue 

To-day we have stepped into 2500 years, since the day of “Maha- 
parinibbana” of the Buddha. People of all nationalities—irrespective 

of caste, creed and religion, on the eve of such occasion, besides 
realizing his spiritual force, are obliged to acknowledge his versatile 

erudition and towering personality. He is accepted as one of those 
few “Great Masters” who have come to this planet of omV to guide 

and show an everlasting p ath of peace and progress to the suffering 

millions. 

Buddha did appear at a period when aucienl India was entirely 

pervaded with the influence of Brahmanic culture ; The Church which 

the Buddha founded on the model of Indo-Aryan tribal assembly, was 

naturally based on the fundamental traits of Vedic principles. 

The sciences of ‘Astronomy’ iganita-jyotisa) and 'Astrology* 

(phalita-jyotisa) ^ were prior to his time not only regarded as eyes of 

the Veda (veda-caksuh) but they formed as one of the six (sad)— 

essential component parts of the vedic stud ies. Reiterating the 
opanisadic enumeration,° the Paniniya 6ik^^ describes the Vedas in 

the human form (Veda-Purusa) ; The limbs of the Veda-Puru^ con¬ 

sist of five sense organs and the mind, as the sixth. They are 

Sik^ (Phonetics), Ealpa (Ritual) Jyoti^a (Astronomy-Astrology) 

Kirukta (Etymology), Vyakara^a (Grammar), and Chanda (Metrics) 

"Chandah padau tu vedasya bas^au kalpo’tba pa^yate | 

Jyotifamayanam caksur-nirruktam ^rotramucyate I 

Sik^a gbrapam in vedasya mukbam vyakarapadi amirtam n ^ 

t A in tbe trigoDotP'efnctl poiiticDB of tbo celeitlal bodies it knows » 
AstroBoniy; WbereM so Msesunent of the influeDces, pooied from ibb plsnsts. the 
the moon and tbo sstsrltms, peiieiolns to onr solsr eytieto in respect to ibeir trig oonx* 
irioet poeitioot in ibo bortsoo, upon tbit eirtfa inrlnding indivldoAl life,—is callsd 
1^ :.-.8tiidisi la Ocoalt Cbemiitry tsd Phyiics*' by O. £. Boteiif (A^tr IW 

^ a, Mundska, 1.1,6, 
. * Qnotod in Hist, of 6kt 14t., by C. V, Vsidy (Poods ItfSO) I, Section iiB,jip« 5* 
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Aiaougsl these six supplementary scieoces of the Ve4a, 

fuiiction of the '‘Jyotifa** is understood to lead '^‘ooe to gaze beyond * 

ibis limited world as it explains the relation of this world with the 

whole universe.* As a matter of fact both these blenches of science 

originated from the Vedas for the performance of Vedic rituals ; The 

Vedfidga-Jyotisa of the Yajurveda thus reads:—* 

'*Ved&bi yajfi&rtham abbipravrttah 
EalaDupi!irv& vibita^a yajhah | 
TasmAdidam kalavijhana ^straib yo 

Jyotisam Veda sa veda yajiiam f} * 

This verse of the ' Jyoti^-Vedahga/'clearly indicates that the 

study ofin Vedic time covered both caicniative (ganita) 

and predictive fphalita) aspects of the science. It has been remarked 

by Max Muller in his History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature that 

the purpose of the study of *'Jyollsa** in vedic period was not an 

''object of the small tract tc teach astronomy. It has a practical 

object, wbit-h is to convey such knowledge of the heavenly bodies as 

is necessary for fixing the days, and hours of the vedic sacrificies/* * 

With the advent of the Buddha, jd the Vedic field to preach bis 

"Law of Righteousness'* (Dbamma-Cakkapavattana),—-it is evident 

that he was far more well vemed brahmin than his Vedic-brabmin 

opponent.^ In the Brabmajala Hntta and in other places of Buddhist 

Literature, we find ample instances of his profound erudition on the 

science of “Nakkhatta-Vijja (A6tronomy.A8trology>. 

In this monograph we shall see (bat the Buddha, though was 

not very muck wilful, could not discard the idea of incorporating the 

study of *'Jyoti^" in his Sangha. 

Background op Buddhist Period 

With the emergence of the Vedas in India, Jyotisa has become 

the last word of science in antiquity. The Vedas are of greatest 

historical importance with regard to their ''influence upon later 

thinking whether Brahmauic, Jaina or Buddhist/’ ^ It is evidently 

Been that the seed of Jyoti^ sown in Vedic time grew up steadily 

* C|'yyotii*—Vedsnffs s« Eye of lroowl#dfe*** by Dr. P. K. Acbarya, PhD, 
D. Lit, sn Tbo Astrological MMffssioe (Bangslors 1069), pp. 57. 

* Sarya-^Aabiota,—Bdito4 by Swomt Vi'SlolBsiiift ‘Csl.—D.) pp. 
» Qoolerl in "Oor Astrooomy and Astrooomers'* byTrof. Jogosh Chandra Hoy Vidyt- 

oidbi, (Cal.<^1908 A DO. pp. SO. . 
* Cl! Slodies id ihc or*gias of Boddbisw by Dt- . v*mU« 

, » A Hi4. of Pro-Buddbistle ludian Ph'loscpby-Dr. a M. PP* 7 
JyoUia ia J & A. 8. B. Wow Ssrwa) VoK XXvni. 
Jlolisasaaba (In Marat^—Pandit BalkrUhna Dikwl, ”7?^ 
of Bnddbiam ^ Dr. 0.0 Pande (Alhhabad 1957), pp. 966*9781 pp* 8168. 
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Dlider Afferent periodti with diverse experimenie tiil Jt dei^Jopsd into 
a full bloomed stage 'in Buddhist India. In Buddhist India wa 
witness the appearance of famous astionomers and astrologers like 
Asita Devala,' Brahma Gupta, Aiyabhatta, Varaliamihira, Prithuyasa^ 
Bhaittotpala and a host of innumerable others.‘ In Bu idhist liters* 
lure, mention of specialists in this science are as well frequently 

found.^ It is tentative to mention here that Parasara, the doyen of 
astrology in ancient India, opened a new system of predictive com¬ 

putation, deviating from his predecessors ; His uiethud is known as 
Fara^aiiya or Paras itln which even in the present day, stands out 

as the authoritative and believed to b2 successful guide for a^rtrologers.'* 
That in Buddha's time tliis school gained a strong foothold for its 
expansion is evident when in the Indriyaldiavani sutta of Majjtuina 
Nikaya * the opinion*^ of a certain parasariya, a Brahmin teacher, 
are discussed by the Ma.'iter. Dr. R'n’.s Davids holds that thU 

Para^ra “was either the founder or an adlierent of the second of these 
schools.’* ® Incidentally it may be mentioned that in Theragatha 

commentary a Brahniin of Rajagaha, expert in three vedis, is railed 

as Para^ariya Thera^ ; Dr. Malalasekera thinks'^ that this Para4ariya 

Thera is identical with Padamakutagariya of tiie Apadana" and 
Parapariya Tiiera of Theragatha.*® The Bodhisuitva is said to have 
been once boin as a bruhuiin teacher with the title pard^ariyu, at 

Takkasila.^^ 

The word “Jyotisi** covers the study of the trigonometrical 
positions of the heavenly luminaries (Ganita Jyotisa-Asirononiy) and 

their influence on the course of mandan? events (Phalita-Jyotisa,- 

Afllrology) which according to Narada (one of the eighteen original 
promoters of this science, “astaclasa* hyete jyotihyastra pravartakah*’)** 

is an essential subject to ascertain both the prospective and ominous 

aspects of the world : 

^ According to P.ipjnca Sudani tbi9 sage ho p^oS/iont iit thia science that he 
couM predict ibr " cxtti.t of time without the help of an (Vatnayanta- 

. of Pali proper ujqioa by M^lalisekera. Vol. I pp 657. 
* Vide our Aulronoimra and Astronomy'* (In Prof. Jos:o*U Ch.iioy 261; 

Mahftvamsa (ikui pp ‘J72; Diet. Pali pro{>tir nameii 1, pp. 73 ); HnJdhist Legends, E. D. 
BailfUgame. Vol 28. pp 250, 256; Vol, 30. pp. 132, ■ ; - 

* jHtaka. II, No 289; V, No. 537; VI, No. 516; Siimarushvilaitni, pp. 22(>. 
< Cf s—Studies :d -JaioriDi Astrology by Dr. B. V. Hnuian iBaiigulorc 1950), pp. 17* 
* Vol. lit pp 298. 
^ Bud ihist India (lOtb «ditioa), pp. 144 
» I.pp 23911. 
* Diet, Pali Proper Nemca* II, pp. 190 
» l,S36ff 

W Veraea 726 if. 
il» Jetaks TII. pp 160; IT, pp. 203 
15 ^neaiual eatalopne of Mss* 1910-11 to 1912-13 fur the 0oat. Orieilteri Mr** 

Library, Medraa, Vo!. I# 1^* ‘If B. pp. 585 
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ObvipuBly it Baggdslfl that to comprehend the trend of cyor^^ 
^ % 

and to forsee the all encocnpassiag nspectg of the world, no other 

mundane acieoce, excepting *'Phalita Jyotiaa", or astrdogy, come 

to the forefront". 

Bbaakaiacarya, the genius of this science in Buddhist India to 

show the natural interlink between the 'Ganita and Pbalita Jyosifa*’ 

thus says thaif or astrological predictions knowledge in ^Lagna' or 'As¬ 

cendant' ‘ is essential in as much as the same is involved in a clear 

understanding of astronomy*. 

Futile ANTAdoniSM 

Hmooih progress since vedic time in the study of this science 

met with un antagonism as soon as the Buddha appeared to preach 

his‘'Dhamma”. He found that the entire atmosphere long before 

his advent is pervaded with a strong bent ufon this science (nakkhat- 

(avijja); * people were so inclined that many important projects and 

works of emeigency in society were done untimely and irregularly 

owing to the advice of the soothsayers who were used to propound 

that the specified time of work was inauspicious and disadvantageous 

or so and so for proper fulfilment of the proposed work.* According 

to Buddh blind leliance on the ^opl>isticafed sciences (uihabbana) 

of astrology, divinaiion, miracles etc, not only befooled and paralysed 

the energetic habits of ti»e lay people (puthnjjana) but these were 

regarded by the Master to be hin lrances to a me litacing mendicant.* 

The Buddha us siK-h called the practitioners of these sciences as 

Athabbiuiika " or people who have indulged in the science of sorcerisui, 

in accordance with the principles laid down in tlie *Atharvaveda\ 

the loiirili and the last The fJiddha <*hvijusiy declared tliat 

the practice of such sciences and rairale^ is foibidden to the tiDoks 

* Jat ikaballttldmEdued b> Pjudn BadhibaiUbab preface 
* Cf The learnal p-p-j s ul Dr. Naga It ij' ^^biriiia. D La. aid Dr. V. G »rc D.^c , 

ii) the Astiologicul Magaziius -L>u n.y ID >6 pp. 17 a d January 105i pp. 33 ieisi><cL:Tet> ; Of: 
- alic, Astrology & M idiTo Tboi«h by Dr B V. Hima>. 

^ An endaot i^i the {otcioa c<tl uated ciii of birth momeat iu ibj na'iviiy 
(lUiit.'LakrA) frcin wh«re effects of planet ry cooriijiuraiioni ore judged. 

1 S)d<}*tauia*8)ron'.aiii, Gi Udhya^a, Sl>'kas» 6-a 
* 8.BE. Vol. XX. pp ‘20l;JaUka II. pp, 21. 33,217,430; V-pp. 163 476; Jataka 

N^ob. 23?,687 ; SuniaDgaU»ila«ui pp,22).‘23l ff: CfBud-ihist Ligeadt by Burlingiinc, 
Vol SB, I p aso, pp. V6JJ XqK 30. pp. 132. 

^ Cf :- Jat8ka Noa. 40 ;97:19^1 ;15$ 
^ Cf Jauka Ko. 40 (i, pp 2^) 

('? t — KaoHIjri*** ‘VArtba-istra** Ch. IX, 6J. H2 
* Butta Nil Ata. uar * . , n j 
® Snita Nipffta 027; These praclitii.n r^ ware loos ly brabmtoioaHtjftchers wall ters^'d 

in vedas and other auaiLiary aoieocea (voja vediffga kuviln) cf : --E it 
la the Buddhist Uleraturci this «ork is disregard.d u be a veda Cr! . 

m suttaaipSta; B B E ,X pp «8,I8J; H'St of lodian Lderalu*^-'' loternit*, I, pp 140 
" ViM„.I,775 lV,J99. , 
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In spite of socb ruling of the BuMha oarioosly eae«|^ ift^nlgenee 

in the study as well io the practice of ^rogoostiesfion were more 

gaining ground. Thus the Gulavathsa ' mentions ' that jinder the 
order of king of cej'loui a building veiled'‘Vijj&mandapa*’was Coo- 

structed at Dlpuyyaua to demonstrate to the lay people tbe various 

branches of science including Dakkhatta-vijj&. In the words of Dr. 

Copleston’i it could be reiterated that “the presence of Brahmin 

minister and astrologers became, as it bad been before Buddhist 

arose, a necessity of the royal court; and the references are increasingly 
frequent to magic and astrology. These had never been successfully 

discountenanced by Buddhist, but they came more and more to the 

front.** Some European scholars are even goaded to tbink^ (hat the 

religions of tbe Siamese and the Buddhists have been founded upon 

Astrology. They interpret the twelve “nidanas" (spokes or links) of 

“Pa|icasamuppada*' (Law of causal Genesis) invented by the Buddha, 

with those of tbe twelve divisions of the zodiac This impression 

is perhapa based on the affinity of the symbols of animals of tbe zodiac 
with Dr. WaddelFs find ” of a Buddhist diagram of the wheel of life 

(Bbavacakram) from the frescoes of Ajanta and whose counter copy 

was brought to Tibet by the Indian monk Bandc-Yeshe’in the 8th. 

Cent A D * This wheel (cakram) represent the Buddhistic concep¬ 

tion of life that continually rotates on ‘death to re-birth’ and ‘fresh- 

deatha to fresh re-births in constant succession of changing states 

j^issolving and evolving". Buddha therefore set himself the task of 

solving tbe mystery of life in order io find the way of escape from 

continual ‘Becomings’ (bhavatanh^) which were all misery (dukkhat 

as explained by the Master in the formulation of 'ariys saccae* or 

'Noble Truths*.’ 

In tbe Buddhist literature ^ the zodiac (rasi) is understood to 

serve tbe purpose of a barometer to read "wrong doing eutailing 

immutable good results, and that of everything not to determined*' 

(micchatta ni3'ato rasi, saminatta niyato rasi aniyato rasi). In the 

brabmanical astrological treatihes of Varabamihira, a parallel idea 

runs that the day and night (ahorStram) make tbe twelve zodiacal 

J Edifioiii Oeiger —Xsx'ii 115. 
* BaddfaliH»i priinitiTe and pr#8^ot (1908) pp. 229 
3 To ^udge k Kiiiiviiy" hv Atan ^tb. Edittoo.*prifacc rp. X 
4 JoQYDsl of Modern Aaiinlcgy (pabtiahed from London-Kow dafuDct) vol. xlv (oM 

aatietl 1904 po ?; Vol. xth 1902, pp. lO; Tbe zodiac ia an imaginary circle of 360 degrees, 
divided ioto II e<)Dal parta of 90 degree* each; Tbe qnalitj of each part or aign is ooi equall/ 
spread, bnt every degree in a aign baa ita own pecohsr qualitie*. ' 

» J.B.A 8 1694 pp. 870 
* orJ.B T.8. f&ngtl) 189$, III, pt. I, pp. 16 

W# Of :^Mai*bii»a.—8uUa Ko. 141 
8' XMalxgoPaof tbe Bnddba. ID, 210; Mablvastu (Seoart’a Bdpoaiton) I 1751 

ItatenpatpaUi (BibUptbgoa Boddbiot ziii) pp. 60 « ' 
/ 
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gigfi« faUy ^siijr)# 4f> tta. ihii represent the ;tsfttt)red ^te of i^l gow 

and bad actions done in previonb exisCenoea and ti»w ready to yield 

their fraits ' - 
^‘Earmarjirtam purvabbava ^dadi yattasya paktidi samabbivy- 

anakti*' ‘ 
These twelve signs of the zodiacal wheel (rasi-cakra) represent 

twelve animal symbols in a serial order as below :—The Ram, the 

Ball, The Twin, The Crab, The Lion, The Virgin, The Balance, 

The Scorpio, The Saggitarius, The Capricorn, The Aquarius, and 

The Pisces : — 

Mesha Vrisha mitbuna karkata siihha kanya tulatha vriscikabham | 

dlianuratha makarah kumbha mina itica rasayah katbit^i ** 11 

The signs of the zodiac, the Ram etc., arc represented successively 

by the twenty seven ‘itara, commencing with Asvini:* these zodiacal 

signs are imagined to be the different limbs of the body of the zodiacal 

Man, called “ Time-person " (Kalapurushal: The Ram, etc,, are 

orderly represented by the head, lace chest, heart, waist, pelvis, the 

generative organ, the thighs, the knees, the legv, and the feet; The 

Pisces (mina) is represented by a pair of fislies, the tail of each in 

the n.onth^of the other; The Aquarius (Kumbha) by a man carrying 

water-jar the (lemini bv a couple,—man with a staff and woman with 

a harp, the Sagittarius, by an archer whose lower part is like a horse; 

the capricorn is represented with the face like an elephant (or deer) 

and body like that of the shark or cro<odiie: The Libra is represented 

by a man with a balance in his hand: The Virgo by a virgin in a 

boat with eais of corn in one hand and fire in the other. The 

rest, i.e. the Ram, the Bull, the Crab, the Leo, the Scorpio, resemble 

animais that are signified by their own names respectively :* 

** Vu^antalilaka mat&au gball nrimithunam sagadain sabmam \ 
Capi uato’ svajagbano makaro inrigasyah li 
taull sasasyadahana plavaga ca kanya { 

be^ah Bvanama sadrii^ah svacaru:k'a sarve ii 

The Abhidbaitappadipika * of the Buddhists contain the same 

description of the zodaic, as has been referred to above. 

In the Divyiivadana * the Buddha hipiself ordered Aiunda to 

draw a wheel (Cnkram Karayitavyam) for the purpose of leaebiiig the 

Bnliajjatakau) Etlitei by Sw»mi Vija&n&DaDda (Allal/abaJ. I'Jlii Hi. J. at.3. 
The xjditc ia an iustginary fircte of light end olwioiislj h wi hour, any bt-glnoing 

or ertd ; for the oi'ni|>reh>‘i39ioQ of ojeaflureiueot of diatancd, arhitranly Ati.i \Ths:e 
Mu' sstehsms Advii>i te imegiDedi is regarded a^ tho starting int. 

® Wd.cb.T.al 6. 
* Cli Bdited by Suhhnti, Colombo, ISSO. 
^ pp. 299 ff. 
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i&ttk^es of life to Mftti^lgalyayana and^o^ers like who obtained 

powers of prediction (iddhi) and who tried to popularise the. Master's 

^^'Dhamma** by applying such magical formulas, known aa “iddhipadaB**,' 

Tbe wheel was constituted of five spokes (gapdikam) between which 

were to be depicted tbe hells, animals, pretas, gods and men. In the 

middle a dove, a serpent and a hog vrere to be set to represent lust, 

hatred and ignorance. All round the lire was to show the twelve 

linked causation in the regular (anuloma) and inverse order fpratiloma); 

Beings were to be represented “ as being born in a supernatural way 

(aupapadukah) as by the machinery of a water wheel failing from one 

state and being produced in another." This the Buddha did perhaps 

to mould psycbologioally the people of his time who were captivated 

by the soothsayers. Surprisingly the Buddha himself at times had 

to play the role of a soothsayer and predict future events.® In certain 

place the Buddha is even led to deliver utterance in favour of these 

soothsayers and their idols of worship:^ Besides, the predictive side, 

the Buddha was thoroughly convei^iant with tbe astronomical side of 

Jyotisa as a whole is evident from his discourses on the subject io 

AggaMaSutta^ and in other places.® Buddhughosa, while comment¬ 

ing upon the ‘Brahmajala Sutia,' elucidates and differentiates between 

yariouB heavenly luminaries in the light of astronomico ineteriological 

sciences. It is imperetive to mention that in Buddhist literalure 

uptil now only one fragment of a manuscript on Buddhist astrology 

has been discovered at Eestern Turkistan.® In this manuscript of 

corrupt reading, sage Kharusta” similar to the astronomico^astrologicai 

topics in the Agahna Suttauta. professes bis knowledge in heavenly 

luminaries and their respective effects on mundane affairs. In thi^ 

connection it may be mentioned that a couple of years ago Capt. Bower, 

discovered a palm leaf manuscript supposed to have been a copy from 

certain lost original by some anonymous Buddbist Sanskrit Versatile 

Scholar (?) in 3rd, Cent A.D. Captain Bower handed over the manus¬ 

cript to Dr. Hoernle, w’ho with great difficulty edited the same with 

^ Sainyutta NikSya, V. pp. 28S. Cf :~Mcj;b:ina U, 166 ff 

* As noted by Prof, aud quuted io MAtae'a ** Uisiertution oa Uarly hi'v acd 
CnstoiD "•PP< tSO. 

* B. B. H IV, pp. 786; S. B. E. XI, pp. 19 ff. Jutaka IJ, pp. 31 

^ Cf i Buddbism, primitive and preat^nf-^pp. 42. 
» Di|rU,ni.pp 85 ff. 

/6id I. pp. 10 ff. • 
. ^ B. K. E. Xn, pp. 73. 

. ** Mas. Ramaina of Boddbiar lireiaiure in Eastern TiirkeAlap, Edited by Dr. A- ^ 
I, I. pp. 221, 

^ ^rof Sylvan 2>vi bat made extensive researches about tins aa jt ia the Bulletio 
I/B cole.Branajise d* Extreme Orient, IV, pp ... 
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ftiiziotationi^ Mn 189B. Tbia oompiiation ia ap e&cyclopaadiac 

'yporJf cooBisting of seven cbapters. The fourth and fifth chapters of 

the work deal on ** Pasakakevali ’* which is a complicated branch of 

Hindu astrology in developed stage.* In a manuscript of South India, 

it is stated that the system of ^'Pasakakevali'* astrology was introduced 

in ancient India by the sage Garga : 

Yo babhuva jagadbundyo Garganama niah&muuih | 

Tenu Bvayani vinirniid eatya pasakakevali II " 

The system of “Pasakakevali” is known io the West as Cubo* 

luancy’ which prognosticates iininediste future ^muhurtta) by throwing 

dice (pusa); This system incorporates various other methods such as 

Tajaka and Ilamala etc.; These branch systems are prima facie* 

Cubomancy oi Pasakakevali (otherwisely called “Parsnlganana) that 

are mixed up with Hindu progressed astrology. Balabbadra in bis 

Hayanaratna lias stated that certain Yavanacarya wrote a novel 

treatise on predictive astrology called “TajakV in persian language, 

primarily on the basis of Hindu progressed astrology that deals iu 

prognosticating future event year by year or even by minute 

divisions of time (muhurtta Jydtisa): This novel method was later on 

adopted and foilowed by famous brahmin astrologers like Samaraaingha 

and others;^ Ganesh the son of Dhundhiruj of Piirthapura, has said 

in his Tajaka Bhusana-Paddhati (written in looO A.D.) that the 

Tajaka astrology developed out of the uticnincee of ancient Indian 

experts, such aa Garga, Yavanacarya, Romaka etc :— 

“ Gargadyairyavanuifca romaka'unkhaih satyadibhih kirttitam 

sdslram Tajikasamjuakuiii ”. * 

Ranialaparsnl, otberwisely called as Geoinaucy, has two principles 

of prognostications; one is by puttiug “Zero** digit in conformity with 

eighteen sacred letters which make certain significant correspondence 

with the Stellar todies and the Zodiac; The other principle is by 

throwing an inscribed dice. Patricius Tneassus in bis “Chiromancy” 

has treated the subject ami “would cooviiuc the reader that Geooiancy 

can do no justice to the subject wiihout basic principles of Hindu 

Astrology/ 

^ Keferred to >D VaidfakA-\*fUaDfa, edited hy So l-itirnpaila lUIdar (Calcutta 1954) 
PP. 269. 

Cf : Hi«l of lud. iiit —winternity. I py. '27 ff ; 303. * 
* Veid;«ka-vru&DU pp. 369. .. „ 
J Quoted io History of Aetrononiy (in Marethii t»y S. 0. Dixit, pp. *"'*“• . „ 
^ Quoted in our AtUUQOiDcr* and Astronomy (io UenpalO by Prtf- JoSc '»*• 

/ P*1mi!Sro.*phy2?;gn'oBj^’And by U*,ik Moh»D Ch»ttop»dayay4 (Omo** . 
120O B.8.1 pp, h. 
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AJ Hakim or &o called» Gjamaspis, the Court Astrologer of 

Persia, iu bis Jadicia Gjamaspis'* is said to have given a doe of 

calculating method of Tajaka and Bamala the two braocbes of 

Pasakakevali aslroiogy ; With the help of these two systems, be could 

predict ^ “ that Jesus should appyear; that Mahamined should bo born; 

that the Magain religion should be abolished etc.'* AI Beruni^s 

remarks in his treatise on the subject, also confirms “ the belief of 

Al-Hakim. 

Reviewing these distracted facts, the i)robable synthesis may be 

summed up that the Muhurlta Jyotisa (Electional Astrology) whose 

earliest trace is found in the Alharva Veda," found a further iinprove- 

luent in Buddhist India.’ The Arabian and Persian travellers in 

India in course of time received this improved pasakakevali astrology 

from Buddhist India and worked them out to a more advanced stage 

and termed the mctliod as Tajaka and Jtarnala astrology *’ (Rhabdo- 

mancy) that covered all the branches of Pasakakevali; * from thence 

this method of prognostication was perhaps transmitted to Rome, as 

“Sortes” or “Sors** meaning, weird or destiuy ^ 

The Buddhist literature refer to the fact that the custodian of 

this science in Buddhist India, were mostly brahmins with far 

advanced knowledge iu both astronomy and astrology than that in 

pre-Buddhist India.'* 

SlMK.lTimE 

Strong inclination of the people on the science of ‘'Jyotisa * 

might have impelled the Buddha and the Buddists to preach the 

doctrine to lay people as well to the monks hy frequent nee of com¬ 

parisons with planetary or heavenly luminaries.'* Moon tCanda) 

^ Xetrabiblotf of ptoiciuy (Eog. Trans^aiion fioui ori^ijKi] Greok l)y J. I^f. AubiusijU»'' 
CblcA^io. lOdG), preface. 

* C/:—AbPeroiii'jj India—Dr. K. Sachau (Kiig. Trauslatiou—London 19J0) Vol, IK 
pp, 211 

9 Of, Aibarvaua Jyoti^am Edited by Bbagvad Dutth (Laboru 1924,‘~rnujab Sanal^u* 
•erica No. 60; C/;—Juge^b Vidy Hnidhi, pp. 142 ; The Hbidu progresaod Horoscope by Dr- 
B. V. ItaxxMU (Bangalore)—5th Rd'fioti, pp. 2 ff. 

< Cf :—Sutta Nipata (P. T. S.) 927; Cj The Bnddba and ibc liieraturo of his achwl 
**kowever, prc'Buppoaee net only the Veda but the vedanyaa alto and rodeed brabcDADtcal 
literature and science in a highly d^velo^ed sUtc*',—Hist, of IndiaD literature by Dr. 
Winteroitz. 1, pp 27-29 and 303. 

^ Tajaka is from the paraiao word Taiji (T.iusik) tbut represent tlie Arabo-Persiaii 
s ave race of Af^&uistbon (C/The Kacyclopasdia Bntaiiiiica, Cambridge 1911, XXV h 
pp. 866); ^^Bamala" ia alec a word that cuoie froru Arsbian **Katuai'* (C/ 
VidyDaidbj» pp. 493k • 

• Vf H. B- Dixit, pp, 461.568, ff; Prof. Jogesh Vidyanidbi pp. 49. 
7 C^pus iniicriptioUtirD Latinarum, X, 6808. 

, 5- Of :r- pTe*Biiddfawt India by Ratital Mebta, pp. 307, * 
^ ^ Cf :—Tbe Bomantic Legend of Sakya Buddlia from ofainese ikt« sonrees by Rev. 

64, Jaiaks, V. pp. 66, 458. SniU Nipata (V. T. 8.) verse 455; Jataka L 168, 974, 
864, 3771V, 8PO; Dhammafadattbakaibfi (P. T. 8.) IV, 19 etc. 
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tK svbimiBU 

wbicb is regarded to be the kiiig of f^laoeta (nakkhattar^a)' ie fotrtrf 

to be in frequent use of similes and comparisons* e.g. that king 

gradually began to grow up like tbe moon* in the bright fortnight 

(Sokka pekkha va candinia). Next to moon is the planet 

tbe Dragon's head (ascending node of tbe moon) is found very often 

to have been used in simile. In the Apudana commentary it is 

narrated that the Buddha himself apprehending his newly born son 

as an obstruction for bis great renunciation named him **Rahula’*/ 

In other pali texts ' the word “Bahula" has been explained to naean 

bond (bandhana); with the birth of a son, the Buddha naturally 

then found in him (eod) a new tie attaching him to household life 

(Bahulojato batidhanam jatam). in Samyutta Nikaja* we find the 

planet ‘Bahu’ to devour on one occasion tbe Moon (Candima) and 

another time the Sun (Suriya) eauaing eclipse on earth; When the 

Buddha was approached, the Master ordered'Bahu' to clear off from 

their path and subsequently'Bahu* being frightened at this carder ran 

away to Vepacitti lioU. 

In Buddhist literature, the astrological role of Babu is mainly 

understood as a cause of bar in the way of smooth progress; Ti is 

regarded as one of the four ‘*stains" (opakkiiesa) of tbe Sun and tbe 

Moon, obstructing them from shining in all their glory;' He is even 

regarded • as one of the five causes of draught and lack of 

rain (Vassassa antaraya): with the legendary descripti on of 

a dragon's head, the Buddhists have used the word ‘‘Babu- 

inukba" to speak of a kind of punishment which is inflicted upon 

the person by a btick to open bis mouth forcibly and then to push 

fin or spikes through the orifice of the ear into the mouth, which 

evidently is filled with blood.* The Master is seen to cite occasionally 

tbe example of (he effulgence of the sun to explain the metaphysical 

intricacies of his discourses.'" i:k>metimes the planet Venus (Sukra) 

is used in similes to typify constancy,—to wit, like the star Osadhi, 

which in all reasons, keeps to tbe same path and never deviates'^ 

* ilL pp* 
* For s libt of tlif ttiiine ciJc J, P. T. S. 1907 pp. b5 
’ JauU V. 66 
* Diet, of Pali proper names ll# pp. 730. 
^ Jilakft I* pp GO, DlmmuiapftduUhokHtbtt 1, pp. 70. 
* I, pp. 40 ff; ('/:—AnfsMittara Nikara IF, pp. 17; Suiinuigulavilaszni il, pi>. .i<0, JaUka 

1, pp 183, 274, pp. aC4, 877. ’ 
* AspitiPars Nikaya 11. 53; Vinaya II, 395 Cf :~at«o Jataka III, 36‘». 
* Auguttaca 711, 243. 
* Manojratbapuraiul,2021. . • xu , ' 

AnguUara IV, pp. 100 ff; Sainyutta V, pp. 44, 442. Siinya is otbarxviaely c&\j^ 
Adtcca (patiaarobhidamagga commentary pp* 253). 

Boddhavamaa comuieotary pp. 89. 
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(sabba utusu attano gamabavlthitn Tijabitva afiSaya vitblyi 

sa gacc^bati sakavlthiya va gacchati); On the day of great renunciation 

tbe light eSulged out of the Buddha and flooded all the dwelling 

places of the gods like the planet Venus (osadhiviya taraka) which 

ilumines all directions (obbasenti disa sabba).' 

CoMpn.soHY Course 

. Tbe Buddhist religious rites are strictly followed in accordance 

with the right momeut (ksana) calculated from tbe planetary con¬ 

figurations. The Fatiniokklm codes and Vinya rules inculcated by 

the Master speak of such references in profuse. In one place the 

Buddha makes ihe study of ‘Jyotisa’ as a compulsory course; the monk 

who dwells in the forest is to learn the positions of the lunar mansion 

and their import either in whole (uakkhatta padfini jananti) or one 

section only with reference to the cardinal points.* Besides evidences 

in canonical literature, '‘Jyotisa’* was incorporated in the Buddhistic 

studies is evident from archaeological finds, has reliefs, carvings in 

sandstone pillars etc.,—at Nalanda, Badh-(raya“ etc. Havel! 

is of opinion * that in addition to tbe classes in Jvotisa lessons, the 

Nalanda University maintained a well equipped ro\aI observatory.’ 

Mah.\yAna and Hinay.'Ina Scnooi.s 

The chronicle of ceylon testify to the lact that just after the reign 

of Dutthagair.ani and VatUgamani fist & ‘ind Cimi, B.C.) and down 

to the time of Aggabodhi (780 A.D.) there wa^ serious alterations in 

Buddhism owing to the intermixture with it of Hinduism. The 

south Indian Hindus who were mostly Brahmins and well versed in 

astrology and talismanism, became well tolerated/ 

In the Mahavamsa, it is stated that in the succeeding r^tages after 

Sena I (84G A.D.) Birabahu, the father of Parakramabahu I, very 

frequently consulted astrologers to ascertain his well-being and per¬ 

formed rituals to apj^ease the wrath or displeasure of planets,* 

It is even noticed that on the occasion of ceremony at borne, c.;/., 

during'‘annaprasana" (the day when rice-gruel is first allowed to 

be touched in the mouth of the baby) the bliikkhus (monks) are invited 

1 Vimfiaaviittha pp. 7. 
* 6. B. E. XX. pp. 294. 
t 0«y& Slid Buddha Gaya i'y Dn B. M. Bama, TCal. IJ. Bk. V, pp. S4-92. 
4 Tha anvieot and Media vat Arcbiteetnrc of India (1916) pp. 141. 
^ In Support cf euefa olaervation Hevell liav crroucouely meotioned the iiime of 

whiob sbivla he a record of Haen*Tain^ 0/ The tIoiver«(ity of NaUnda by H. D. Sankalia 
(ItttOifr ff ■ T B. A. 8. XII (New 8erk>t») pp. 571. 

d Copleitoxi pp. 228. 
f WU 83. d8; Ivii, 46; Ida. 84. 
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to diKsbaot sntrag from leleeted "Buddhist BcriptoreB, Jay|umst4 

galagatbfi etc., in addition to the casting of a horoscope to see sKbether 

any OEOinous incident awaits (be baby in life. Needless to say the 

bhikkhas are found to do this practice at borne in the Panasalfi. ^ 

Such preparation of horoscopes or encliantment of hymns to 

counteract evil aspects of planets, by the monks, obviously are used 

to bring in a “considerable income'* to the fund of the monasteries * 

This necessarily leaves the impreBsion that ‘'Astrology is ihe more 

reputable form of divination practised by orthodox Buddhist nmnks/ 

In the liberal school the monks in matters of almost everyday 

busineBs as well as in the great epochs of life, are found to seek divi¬ 

nation or astrological predictions. In Tibetan Buddhism tbe nativity 

(horoscope) of every individual is most carefully preserved by himself 

to consult his life events at times of need. Thus Rockhiil experienced 

from his long stay at Til)et that the Buddhist monks apply various 

methods of astrological calculations akin to “Shen Chen’* process of 

Chinese Buddhism which are “surprisingly accurate,” * 

Very recently Dr. Carl Grosser, whose stay in Tibet for thirty 

six years has convinced him of his new find of a ready made diagram 

with astrol«)gicaI predictions ' about a political incident which according 

to him would come to practical truth in due time.® ip this diagram 

discovered in a cave at Jjanha, it is engraved that in the ‘Iron-Horse ’ 

year U e,, 1950 A.D.) Tibet shall undergo invasion by foreigners but 

in tbe ‘Earth-Tiger year (1950 A.D ) the Tibetans shall again become 

independent. It may be mentioned in this connection that similar 

discoveries of old inscriptions in a pillar of pyiamid have been made 

by arcbaeologistfl at Egypt * where it is stated that king Foroiik shall 

be banished and the administration shall go to an able military 

personnel in 1954 A.D. In tbe Northern Buddhism, Bodhisattva 

MafijusrI ie the presiding deity of the astrologers.*' At the time of 

* Dr. CooU-»lon pp 
* K.R. K ,lV,pp. 7S6, 
» Ibut 
■* J. U. A. S. pp. 23j ff. r'/ The BinlJhism of Tibet pp. iSOif* 
^ Iq ItiJta etiil to-day this (y^te of ready made predictions cf naiivibes ^Janma* 

Kupjali^ are Available fro'ii * Bbrijtu Ssiuhitri*' of Northern India and "Narl CIranlhaiu’* of 
South India. The pr-^aent writer ba« already cnrnpleied in ediiinfr a of Bhriifu 
^atnbita on the ba-ti& cf a mis , prc.tervo 1 with India Omce Library tnf Lendool: cerrain 
hooks behnviug lo the ha^je collojtioo of Nadt Liteiatore have already h?cii edited by Dr. 
Khunban Kkja and oUior fiuinent seho'ars and bave b^ra pnblislicd fr ni Uort. O'rieatai 
Mis. Library, Madras 

^ Himadri (A BenaaU wwskly nowtpaperl of *27/S 1^)61 pp I. 
^ Tibetan Buddliiati hke. tb® Hindu istrolo^fors a of bO Cf •'-N&ai 

dyotisa by MeeDA (Banfialorp 1945 X pp H sod Dr. Wadil.-irs !hiJdb»»i» cf Til>et, pp 452. 
® HiinaJHof 16/7/1954 pp. I T/t-Asirooon.v and 'Ae cuo^orm 

t«tB and fraDac»ipti0Dt*‘ bv Dr. A H. Sayce in (TSBA Scriesl JTI. pp HSff. ... 
* Cf. Tha OtfAn of the Northern Buddfaiam by Alin* Geify, pp. 97. ,, 
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oattiog hOEosoope ihe Buddhist astrologers ore sappoaed to i&voke 
drst ^16 deity in a Buddhist manner keeping in eonforraity with the 

sense like ‘^Svasti Sree Gane^ya Namah*' in the horoscopes of Hi^de 

astrology. 

Irbegolab Mbthod 

In Buddhism there is no such systematised work on Jyotisa. 

Buddha's strict disapproval might be the cause for it. Iiispite of this 

fact here and there, in Buddhist literature references to cursory dis¬ 

cussions on both astronomy and astrology are available. 

Hoboscopio Principle 

It is almost an established fact that from the primitive stage 

improvement and more systematic investigations in arts and sciences, 

especially in astronomy and astrology were sponsored in Buddhist 

India, As there was no proper instructions from the Master, separate 

treaties on the subject by the Buddhist.^ are not encouraged to be 

' written. The information on the subject are thus found to be in 

scattered way in the wide i-anj^e of Buddhist literature.' 

Buddhists follow the fundamental principle of Hindu astrology. 

The horoscope is cast hy placing the planetary configurations in 

accordance with the nautical almanac that usually contained nakkhatta 

yoga,* tithi, karana'Vtc., besides 11 diurnal table of the sun rise and 

sun set.'' On a judgment of the positions of ssterisuis tNakkhutlaii 

oloketi) “ aspects of the planets {nakkhatta caiam/ and on compu¬ 

tation of them (nakkbattan ugganhati)" which have hold over human 

destiny,* the astrologer (Horapathaka/ Nakkhattaputbaka,’ Nakkbat- 

tajanaka)is accustomed to predict (nakkhattan adisati)." 

To follow the customery principle, the Buddhist astrologers 

during Buddha's time used to predict oti the* basis of fixing up 

''Lagna” which was like vedic method always done from canda 

(moon) ; whatever they wanted to j>re(lict, it was prima facie on the 

* C/;—Pre Buddhigt India-Raiilil Mrbta, pp Jaiaku, H pp. 49S: V pp 47(1. 
» Jatakal,pp.82fr. 
) Dbammgpada cotouieotarj. pp. I7<1. 
4 /6idl,pp. 165 
8 Jbid, 16C. 
* Pfi^avatthn. 111*4. 
^ Sainyutitt Nikaja, I, 208. 
8 UabATtiBaa. pp. 65.71. 
8 Mat4 Kiddsia, pp m. 

» Jafeaka V. pp. 476. 
B MftbS Niddaia, pp. 382. • 
8* It may bb poiated oot that iLc aygiem cf computing “Laaoa'* (Agoaodanti from tlie 

kktb moBeat aa a forthar advancemfofi oTor earlier gygtens vaa introduo^ io lodta, perbipsi 
ahtf the Greek iovaaioo (Cf j- O^t Aal roDoinem and Aanonomy” by Prof. Joaeab Ch, 
VidjVaidbi; Mi»dri»fUk9««a, <UDto IV. 38 ; e/ : Prof. Jaeobi*a '*Oa antralogiae Zadkal *Hor* 
appelUU6 0fifioibaa(l673:>; laibiadiatertaiion Erv-'f. baa ahowo tba4 tba admi^ 
lore afparely Indian aatrolcgy with ihe Greek principle, tixk pkwe, befow <lh cent. A.D- 
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cafcuiatiou of moon’s movement (csndsyoga vasena) in relation to 

parficnlar asterism (nakkhatta) ’ constellation or zodiacal sign (gbara, 
nisi): 

Nakkhattapatliaka nakkhattaib adisanti, at^havisati 

iiakkhaitani iinina nakkbattena gharapaveso kattabbo, 

imina nakkbattena vareyyam karetabbam, iniina nakkliatiena 

vijaniharo kattabbo, imina nakkbattena gharavuso kaitabbotii 1* 

The astrologer also considers various other features viz , ascens¬ 

ion tnakkhattanao patbagamaran) and retrogression (uppathaga- 

inanam) ” conrees of the planets (nakkhatapntha)^ and their transit 

(nakkhattagaha) * etc. 

For cat-ting horoscojte the Buddliists base their calculations on 

numerical expressions, *' space/ (on tlie basis of which Altiludei 

f jatitude and Tjongitude could he understood) and time (Kala); * 

*‘Time’' is split up into smaller periods eac!i of which is an unit 

iKsaria): Each unit is supposed to be ^H)th part of the duration of a 

ihoiiglit. or the 4..‘>0(Ub. part of a minute. According to Maliavibhasa 

d.40.>, OOy/JHO moments 'ksana) make a full day.“ In the Abhidarma 

kosa, the uunute divisions of Ksana is given as below :— 

V.IO K‘^ana~l tarksana V * 

OO tatksana8 = l lava 

'^0 lavas=l muhruta ( — 48 European Minutes) 

r> naihurtae —1 Kala (Buddhist hour) 

0 T\rilas=l day (24 European hours) 

ZoDiA- 

In Buddhism like Vedic conception, the zodiac is conceived of 

twelve signs (rasi) with 26 lunar mansions (atthavisati naUkhaitani” 

'rimtigh Abbidbanapadika dot^s not moniion “Abhijii” and speaks 

^ .Uuka 111, pp. 
' Mabauidaesa. pp 
^ l>ifiha,n pp. 259. lit, pp. 9o 
* Dimmu'Uipidtt. pp. 
* Dighh T, pp. 10 
* La'itavislara (tAs^YurD’a editionl pp. HO; tor otbt'i autaihiiA \v.Lcii'jkj aii«i 

^addbarina; un'.Brikii.iiMOUddiii Me IT Govern, pp. 396. . . i ko 
' M&nnal of lintidhiat pliilosnphy, by Me Govern, I, «;»• H- 

It: Kulbrivatl-u I 3; II, 7 ; AngtUtara ir. 140; IT. . , lo- 
'* Owmu of centroveray. pp. 394 ; Milindapai^ht, pp. ; Kathav iitbu v . I.i.., 
* For dotwila vide waiter* • on Yuan Cbuang*' ^rction oi Indjnn .rouble- 

'« nr :»Bodbgaya pt. H. by Dr. B.M. Barin. .n 175 Mihav^fir 
:-\bhMhftnapnad(pibft under the beading : Cf I. Mibft'JufF 

*•01, pp 30 

Mahfiuidiieaa II pp. 332; Jutaka VI, pp. 470 

9 loior nr 
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of 27 eoastellatioQS, the Buddhist kuew of this asteristn ^ i« evident 

from the use of the saoae as proper name like the planet '‘Bahu*’;* 

In Chinese Buddhist literature 28 constoBations are mentioned.” 

Dr. Bhys Davids under uiisconception ignoring “Abhijit” perhaps 

in the foot-steps of Abhidhanappadipka, supported IMunket's view 

that altogether there are 27 constellations of which Mj'ga^ira and 

Agrabayaui are but one nakkhatta, repeated twice in different names/ 

The Buddhist literature frequently refer to tiie use of lunar zodiac ; 

This is evident when the astrologer (nakkhattakovido) calculates the 

zodiacal signs (taraka rupani) and finds out the day's particular 

‘Nakkhatta* in relation to moon (candayogavasena) and concludes 

that to day is Kattika (skt. krittika^-Ijatia, Alc^'one) or Rohiiii (Latin, 

Aldebaram) or so and so. 

Planets and Constellations 

The Buddhists like the Jainas^ regard the heavenly lumina¬ 

ries as vehicles of gods, who are re-born in accordance with their 

performed meritorious deeds in a region just below in rank to the 

gods of Tavatimsa world/ In Buddhist cosmogony it is often— 

mentioned that the sun, moon, planets like Kahu and other heavenly 

bodies, constellations etc., as accompanying gods in the retinue of 

Sakka* (Indra) used to pay visits to the Buddha/ The Dhainma- 

saihgaha of Dbammakltti informs us that the moon, the sun, the Rabn 

(Dragon’s head or ascending node of the moon) are amongst other 

guardians and protectors of the world/ Bev. Hardy says that the 

Sarasamgaba of Siddbadatta and Dhammasamgani of DhammakiUi, 

are the two Buddhist works that have attempted to systematise the 

scattered aspects of Buddhist “JyotiM*'. ' In the canonical literatme, 

planets, stars, constellations and other luminaries in the firmameot 

have been need under one common term "nakkhatta**,—occasion&Ih 

"taraka** as a synonym of the same. 

^ Ancient Calf’odar pp. ff 
* Scm^cbla Kik&>a, II, pp. 201; Cf The name Bikkbu in Boner Msso 

Ob VI—•<)aoted iu Vaidyaka-^Vruiuta, pp. 2til; The .Sviti aateriam (LatiOi Bo^tis) is che 
Itltli in order of posiiion^i in the iisi of 28 natcrum^ 5. 

S MeUogda poatbnmuB d> biat el de Litt Orienfatea (1848) by A. Rctnutdt pp. 85; 
Cf :—7be generally arceptcd theory u tbai the oakBatiaa were 28 or 28 con^tetUtions ibat 
rougbty mapped oat the ecliptic" Indian Anfitjuary Vot L pp, 44 : Cf t Mal &vyB>{^' 
pttr, 168; N'ddeaa, pp 882; Lalitaviatura (Mura's cdiiion pp. 502 ff; Divyivaadnn. pp. 63-1: 

* Pali—£og. Uici.. pp.*180; Cf **doflagune:ioitnm aaiiialtba nakiifaatatibavis’ 
tiyi D* kottaaeau —Jataka, VI. pp, 476 

, 4 Cf The Heart of Jainism b Mrs. SiD'*lair, H. 268 ff. 
* Cf B!|arikcsiya Jataka IV, pp 03 ff ; Manual of Tiuddhiat philos'fby bv M« 

dApvern, Vol, 1. pp. 65 
^ Digba IL pp. 260 
* 10; Cfr.egenda 6 Theoriea of the Baddbtsis by fiev. 8. Hardy, pp. 283. 
» /fid. 
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These bodies have been differeotiated and caiegorised by 

dbaghosa in 6umangala Vilasini,^ t 

In the range oC Baddhist literatnre, nine planets ‘ are regarded 

as the basis of boroscopiC; computation. Amongst these frequent 

mention of the following planets are found in a scattered way. 

C'anda (moon) Budha (Mercury) Osadhi taraka (skt. iukra-venns) 

Eabu, Suriya, etc. 

The Moon is called at the king of ail heavenly bodies-(nakkbat- 

taraja) ^ and all planets transit of move in proportion to her tmoon) 

attraction/* 

Next to Mtxni, the orb of the Sun (Suriyamandala) is mentioned 

frequently '; specific references to the eclipse of the sun (suriyaggaba)' 

in addition to his motion and size are as well available. In this 

connection it may he noted that in the matter of planetary computa* 

lions the Buddhist literature invariably mention first the name of the 

moon and then the siin ‘ c.f/., 
1 

(a) "Candiina Suriyanain patlia gamanani bliavissati" * 

(/)) ‘Tandima Siiriyiinam abba *’* 

Kahn is the next macli spoken of planet in Buddhist literature, 

he is described as a best possessor of personality latiabhava); ** Ketu 

is uiiderstocd to be a beam of light that dazzles with effulgence.^’ 

The Osadhi tarakil, is a synonym of ''Sukra” or Venus whose 

“odata, odiitavanna’* or radiant whiteness and glow '* have been 

typically described in Buddhist literature as "'obbasenti dtsa sabbg 

osadhi viya taraka**'^; IiV brightness is understood to symbolize 

purity—(parisuddha-Osadbitaraka viya) Besides a description of it*8 

brightness, the Majjhima Nikaya as well mentions of its visibility 

in tlie early morning (vigata valaliake). In the fragment’* of corrupt 

reading of the only traceable supposed (ext on Buddhist Astrology, 

» 
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Vide comnit nUn un Brehmajaia Sutlanta of Digbs Nikaya. 
Vide under **Gaba’' iu MabaTvutpani and abbidhanappadifika. 
Jataka III, pp. 
Theragatba 11. 4H; vioeya T. 246. 
AAgutrara I, 28 ; Cf :»The Ikdhiaatlva Dociriue by Dr. Harda>%l pp. S9 
AtthftsSlini. pp. 
Jttaka 1.183 274, 111,52,361. 377, IV. .‘130; V. 453; Obammapada coaimenUrT 

Diglia Nikayi, I, pp. 10 
MefibiM a II, pp. 35 
Aoguttnra IT, pp. 17 
Tberegatba I, pp. 61 
Bigba NiUyalT.lll. 
VlraAnsvettuba.pp. 7 Tr.Aio 
ItivQttaka. SO; Papaocaaudani II, 638,772; ▼iaiublbimagg* H* ■ 
II, pp. ^ (ruleaakulidayi autU). ^ i nn la 

Mee. femsim Bnddhiet Lit. found in Kaetem 1, pp. 13. 
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th«re is the mention of **ausatayogftvi**, i,c., in coojnnction with the 

planet “Osadhi”, 

In the Mahavyulpatti * osadhi taraka is called "upanastaraka'* 

and '‘Usasistaraka” ; It may be pointed out here that in Sarskrit 

*‘Sukra** is synonymously .known as '‘Usauas” * Dr. Kern is of 

opinion that “Osadhi** is a corrupt form from Osani^Skt., AusanK 

(waupasi,—‘ star of the dawn*) a derivative of usanas." To some 

ancient* lexicographists the word “Usana” originated from “Kavi- 

nam ** and representeJ the meaning, ‘ one who shows from one end 

to the other’ (Krantadarsiiiam): Thus the v^Vot. (meaning, exertion 

of will) being associated with the atfix ‘anas’ b ecomes “Dsana” in 

the active voice. It may be mentioned her© that iu Ifae astrological 

treaties of Ganesb Daivajna (1520 A.D.) it is said that wiien “Kavya** 

(anotlier synonym of “Sukra**) occupies the eleventh house from 

Lagna in a particular nativity, the person becomes ijroficient in 

medicine (osadhi).'^ In the opinion of parasara when Sukra occupies 

the fifth bouse from "Lagna” the person gets proficiency in education 

(suiadhisasya vidyasukham): ® In the Sriniad Bhiigavat Gita, it is 

obviously mentioned that "Ui^ana** ( = Siikra/is the l>e>l of all [loels 

(Kavinamusanah kavih)/ Dr. Hoenile remarks, " T.'^aua, with the 

patronymic kavya, was an ancient sage who was the preceptor of the 

Asuras—the opponents of Devas. As such he is always represented 

in antagonism to Indra. It is curious that. . . the conipo>i*ion of a 

remedy which was a favourite with Indra is ascribed to him".' 

Buddbaghosa says® that the planet "Sukra” is called “Osadhi" 

because, when it appears in the sky people collect medicine .ind drink 

them by its sign (eukka taraka tassa udayato patlhaya tena safmfinona 

osadhani ganhanti pi pivauti : pi tasnia Onadhi taraka ti vucc ati); It 

may be mentioned here that the Itivuttaka commentary furnishes u5 

a different interpretation; According to it'® that because the planet 

sukra'a illuminating and effuJging rays are efficacioua to varieties of 

3 71 
3 Aiterejia BraUmnna ill, 33, i^alapatha 1, 7, i, 1. 
* VerapieideGie-'htifieD, The Haiino (1913j II, pp. -lot). 
4 For « detail dtflci'Sifum on the wcrd. rt/ie vaidjakH-v^Uaiista (ill Bengali) couipiM 

StiGorUfWda Haider.—and published from 47, Halderpara Kobd, Kalighat,—(OiMitta 
^9B4h PP- 937. 

: * JAUkaUihkAra, Edited by Paudit Digiudra Nath Pathak*lS50 Sakabda). 
^ Paraeeri Hora,—Edited by Sri Bimalakanta Ijsbiri, M.A.B L. (Cal. 1862 B-Sk 

pp. 4S5. 
^ 10. 87; In the Srituad Bhagavat parana, the g«iieoii>py is given (hat *‘C4aui" 

aon rf Kavi, whose father ii Kaviitcabhargavo yasya bbagavAnu4atiA iiUah*’ ^* 
4.1.44. ' 

^ Bower Afanusedpt, II, pp. 167. 
** Papafioa sudaDi H, 714, 

72. 
Hi 
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inedidoes, it is called ^'Osadhi^^ (usanna pabha et^ya dhiyiti osadbi*^ 

naxn va anDba]appad&jlkatt§ osadbl). This naiorally sugge^s that 

the BuddhiRts knew the characteristic effects of Venas, as a planet 
ruling over medicine. 

Another notable feature in Buddhist astrology is that they knew 

the immeasurable brightness of Venus as sacli similes for referring to 

brightness were used in terms of * Osadlii taraka; The first telescopic 

observation of Venus by Galelio in 1010 A.D.. revealed that amongst 

all planets tlie brightness of \‘enus is next to the silvery beams of 

the moon.* 

The other planets in Buddhist astrology, are found to be same in 

description with these in Brabinanic and Hindu astrology. 

The list of twenty-eight constellations (attbavisatinakkhattam) * 

iti Buddhist literature are also like those found in Brabmamc and 

Hindu Astrology: Thus the Sanskrit Asvini (Latin, Arieties) oaksatra 

((;*>n8teliationJ whose symbol lepreseuts “Horse,'*—is known in Pali 

'literature ns “Assayuja”: The Roliini naksatru (Latin, Aldebaruu), 

whose symbol is **Carl“ in mediaeval Indian Jyoti^* is called in 

Ibiddhist lileiature as “Sakata*'/ Abhijil in Pali literature is 

Ahbijik.* Of tbese twenty-eight constellations frequent mention of 

Ssfilba'’ and rttarasajha^ iTiatin, Sagittari). Kattikfi (Latin,—^Tauri 

AlcyoniM and I^oliini “ Ojatin—Tawri AUyoni etc., etc., are evident in 

liuddbist literature. 

l^liorilEClBS 

On an i^Naminatiun of the prophecies and divinations found in 

Buddhist literature, we are reminded of their close affinity with the 

astrological predictions of Nadi literature of South " and Bhrigu 

Ssnibita of Northern India. 

These astrological works are found to contain ready-made pro¬ 

phecies about persons who are yet unborn, who are already living 

obsorvc‘l ''C’rnihiie fiRtrrtifl .•^ riiulauir Mator Anioram”—* iho mother cf the 
Mio iiovos (Vfiins) the pha4t« </ the tnoon.^quorod in LifiMm Other nor)<U hy 
Or. H. Hpeucer Joiiott (Mentor series), pp. 90. 

• AhbidbaiiapptdipiVu, pp. Maha&idJii«a. II, pp. 08*2; Lalita visUra (MilraU 
(‘>litioin pp. ff: CivyHvadaiia pp. ti39 ff. 

* Uribat Saihhi^u i'f Vftr«h«mibirfl,ol'. IX, 81. 2D. 
< Dijiha Nika?». 11. pp. VUl, ( f t J.P T.8, 1909, pp. IM. 
''Stiii^utta pi. J!, pp. 2u4, 
^ Jatttks 1. pp. DU 
I fhiti I. pp. 63, 82. 

Butta Nipataoomim'iitarv, pp. 456. 
Kor aii ioforiuatioi) of thfae literature vidr, Tbe Astrological Magaaioe (BaiiAaloitiO) 

W»i.pp.99. 
Vide my ariielo Hiatorioa) Evolution of Bhrigu SadihitS raad at tb« Gidtk > 
vf tlie Indian Biot. Congress, and pubjiabed in The Astrological Magiaioe 

1964, Beptomher. 
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These prophecies laainly are made on 

, the lin# of foretelUog ftitore events in the person’s life including a 
* 

mention of hifl ZMme; his parent's and wife’s names etc.i etc. The 

coDolnsioD of these prophecies, is drawn by giving a clear indication 

of the nature of the peison's future birth. Obviously these fascinat¬ 

ing works, that have bewildered ail reasonings ’ for their accuracies 

and correctness of happenings, have drawn attraction of many eminent 

researchers; ‘ Besides. Govt, of Madras have already published few 

volumes out of a huge stor.* house of such collections that are in 

possession of Oriental Mss, Library (Madras). 

In tbe wide range of Buddhist literature, we encounter similar 

predictions which apparently appeared to the tradition as spiritual 

prophecies.* We call it as predictions in view of the fact that we 

have seen in anterior pages that study of Astronomy and Astrology 

had a strong allurement to the votaries and meditating mendicants of 

the religion of the Buddha. Besides, the vast literature of Buddhist 

Tantra informs us that to attain perfection and to make frequent 

spiritual prophecies after acquiring powers in sorceric practices 

(iddhipaccays) are very difficult as well injurious to the person who 

wants to indulge in such practices * ; whereas to predict future events 
t, 

from acquiring a scientific knowledge in the heavenly luminaries 

(nakkhatta-Vijja) are easily practicable to even a lay devotee, not to 

speak of devout monks.^ In the Milinda-paiiha, we witness the 

prediction of the Buddha with regard to the exact name and nature of 

the future births of bbikkbu and a samanero ” ; The Buddha 

could predict that these two in accordance with their services in 

present life, shall be born after five hundred years of his (Buddha’s) 

Mahaparinibbana as Nagasena and King Milinda; 

*'mama parinibbananto pancavassasate atikkante etc. uppajjissanti” ° 

In the same work, another startling prediction is made suggesting 

the name and date of composition of the ‘Kathavatthu." ' 

Colonel Olcott, the founder—Predideut of the TheosopbicaI Society ie so moved with 
tfaatperfect readings of thrse literature, thit he coujectnred them to be clairvoyance of the 
Aattologer who reads them out from the Calm leaf Mss,Old Diary Leave*, (London 
edition'. ISOit, pp 238,211. 

9 The Astrotugical Magaxiuc (Bangalore) IQul A.D., pp. 582; )956 A.D.,~ 
t^C90etfl 

5 Vla||^dbi-Magg—Edition, Mrs. Rhys David* il, 411 ff.; Cf :—W'arren'a Bnddbisiu 
in TrsAshlpp* 8^5 ff; Jataka I, 283 ff; rati*»nibbidamaffga edition, A. C. Taylor, Sec. Ill • 
C/: Also wintemits; Hiat of Ind. Lit., IJ, pp. 50, 51, 215. 

» 4 Digba I 214; 111, 112ff; Vinaya declares it as a iDukka^a offence for a monk to 
pefform aofceric paaotieet. 

a Cf t—^eLakkbaoa Sutta (No. SOj of Dfgba. 
CyV&birakatiil. 

\ ■ 
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Tq the Theragatha, we notice that in reply to the ^o^tion as to 

what the monks of the future will be like, Pbassa prophecies a* picture 

which seems to indicate a period of the complete decay of Daddhiscn.' 

With regard to the origin and spread of PrajDa-paratnlla litera* 

ture, a likewise prophecy of the Buddha is evident in the Af^a- 

eahasrika.’ 

Prophecies^ frequently made by the Buddha aud bis disciples^ 

besides lay devotees are abundantly available in Buddhist literature****-^ 

but all of them are not to be taken as from spiritual powerSf—rather 

we could assume them to be from the knowledge of the science of 

celestial bodies (iiakkhatta vijpi in view of the fact that the Buddha 

expressed his strong dislike in the Kevadha Sutta * and in other 

places that no prophecies and likewise miracles (iddhi) should be 

demonstrated through sorcenc practices, *Vather than by means of 

teaching and persuasions.” ^ 

lAUhMANISM 

The Buddhists believe that the planetary foices can hurie down 

■4 ufferings to moiials on earth ; Such sufferings due to malefic efiects 

of planetary bodies aie called “Nakkhatta-Pilana.” ^ The destiny 

pattern of a person thus changed or curbed due to planetary effects, 

according to Buddhibt a'^trolosers could be stopped* checked or 

mended." 

Tiie above claim ot the Buddhists could be taken as rational, 

provided modern views on latest scientilic inventions are taken into 

consideration.' 

In Buddhist hteraluie, thus we find remedies generally of three 

types against malefic planetary efiects. These are as follows :— 

(a) To wear in person planetarj jewels (gaha ralaua'* 

* Vcraea 94U 980; ( j Angattani, Sutta Ko. 80. 
^ Edition,—lta;6U(naiHla Mitia (1888), p 
3 Avad&oa datajca, ^08 SB, 34, S6, t4, 100; LaAk&vat&ra (Naiipo edition), Gb. X, 

784ff : H&9trapaia-pariprccli& (Fmot oditioo) pp. ff; SSff. etc. 
< Digha, 1 pp SU 
^ JM , III, pp. 112ff; VmBya, culU V, S 2, 
** C/:—W loiernifz—Hist of ltd. Literature, Tli p. 42 
^ Dhammapada C tniii* utary, L p li6. 
^ Ehuddakapatba-Geimin TrHual by K. S idenaiucker Bie<*Iau. 1910, p. 8; C/ 

Paper on the subject by M. GninbJcc aud Leon Peer In Jo iinal AatBtuiu<% 1871, a 6, i 
XV III. 

9 (f •—Pesliny and Coamio Factora by Prof. V, Grroi V Sc . (Banfaloie 1968) 
p 72ff; Studies in OccuU Chrmiatiy aod Phyaica t^ 0. E. Sutcliffe (Madras, 19i3)^ 
p. 137; Buddbiau) and Science by Paul Dhaike tEosr. Tran&l. from Oi*gioal Geroitn by*^ 
Bbikkhu Silacara.^Londoo 1918), pp IBff: Thought vibiation or the Law cl Attractien in 
the ^oupbt woild by W W. AiUnaon, pp 2; sounds wo can not hear, by Prof. B. 
Eudiayavtsev, (Motcow 19661 pp ItJff. Aa this matter »a noi witbin the acope of this ^pe9, 
Ipropoae to take up the same aa separate article for future pnblicaMon under thT tlt^ 
''science cf Bnddhiat Talismaniam in relation to Modern Tbougbi*" a ^ 
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(b) To wear in person amulets (dhSiranl) 

‘ (c^ To perform ‘Shftnti* Ceremony (Paritta) 

MAB«^ 

f Mr. Cyras Abayakoon in his learned paper has already presented 

them in a different way ; To him these purely Buddhistic remedies 

are systematically recorded in an Ola by the High Priest of Pindi- 

kassa £rama of the Jetavana of Anuradbapur at Ceylon, overAa 

thousand years Among the planetary jewels (Maiii/ ^ the 

Buddhist literature speak frequently of Nllakanta (Sapphire), Canda- 

kanta (Moon Stone), Suriyakanta (Ruby\ Mutta (tVarl), Vaidujja 

(Cat’s eye), Vajra (Diamond), Pucchi (Emerald) etc. A complete list 

of planetary jewels known to the ancient Buddhists are preserved in 

detail in Sinhalese texts.” 

The Buddhist literature, speak as well of amulets or DharanL 

These are like "Kavaca” that contain protective spells. These 

Dharanis are to be worn *‘for the protection, safety and slielter of the 

preachers.”* Dr. Winternitz, in this connection conjectnreh, ”The 

protective and salutary magical power of a Dhrirnni is primarily due 

to its containing some piece of Wisdom in ntfce, and not to any occult 

mystical signiheance of the words and syllables, thonqh it is true 

that the Dhlranls do also include ‘magic words’(inantrapadani) of 

this kind.”” 

In the Mahayiina Buddhist texts we find the grand picture of 

the glorification and eflicacios of varied nature of thes(* Dlifiranis.* 

In the section on Shsnti ceremony (Santi Prakiiruna) of ancient Indian 

astrological works, it has been said on the basis of rulings of vedic 

literature ^ that if due oblation and performance of worship are done 

to appease the displeasure of particular planet or planets, according 

to one’s birth nativity or progressed horoscope (gocara),—the person 

is supposed to get a relief in his trouble.” 

‘*gocare va vilagne va ye grahah ristasucakah | 

pujayettan prayatnena pujitah’ syuh subhapradah” 11 

^ Tbo Astmlogical M^gaziDe (BaogRlorc) 1040, Septembe),p 377 ; Cf • IliodtiiHin 
by Mo&ier Williams, pp. 127: Buddhism in Tibet by Waddell—pp i'b7ff. 

* Miliudapafiba. pp. 118; C/:—A popular Treatise ou Gems in ntor^Sce to tbeir 
soieottfic value by Dr. Ij. Fru htvauger iNew S'ork 1H591. 

* Manitimia,—Kdited by llaja 8. M. Tagore (Ca!. 18S1), IT. pp. OriTfT; Waddeili, 
pp. 301. 

4 Baddharmapiigduriks pp. 310; Div^avadaDa, pp. 013. 
” A Hist, of lod. Lit. iKug Trausl from otigmal German), J T, p^. 881. 
4 C/Mss. Remains in Eastern Turkestan--BJ. by Hoernle.—Aparimiioyub SQlia, 

X> pp* ^9» 829; Hoefnlo in JilAS) 10U>, pp. 881ft d : -nUo, Beodall in J HA.8..*1901, 
• pp. 122(1. 

^ daiapatba Biftbmaaa 17.10; Aitt^reya BrShma^a. 4lh pir^ 3 4>S. Cf •. R4ijia< 
vidbSoa Br&hmapa; Cf Keith in J U.A S , 1010. pp 93lff; Cf i^alaoMhe poHitnn of the 
VaitilVb $atra m the Atharaaveda literature by W. Caland m Wiener ZetUovirt fur die 
Icaoddtdqi^ergeAlendes. iM, 1904 A D , pp. lS5ff; Cf r—Wtnterni^z in Jhid 26, 1012 A D. 
pp.ttSff. ^ 
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Inte Baddha, was not genarally ia favour of ii)da^nf 

performaocos iatrodoced by vedio seers ; He regarded these as me 

mancy, sorcery or magic (iddhi)' but nevertheless he is credited with^ 

having imparted lessons on these prj^'tides^-^ommonly know^ 

Tantric rituals ; The Buddha did give his consent to perform chese 

Santi practices with a view *Hhat prosperity in this world by virtue 

of these could be attained by bis lens advanced disciples who seemed 

to care more for this world than for the Nirvana preached by him *’ * 

Obviously a supreme personality as the Buddha was,—he even could 

not ignore the importance of incorporating talisman’c practices 

in his religion from all possible sources to popularise and to expand 

his monastic scheme. This is clearly manifest, besides a few meagre, 

references in Pali literature. In Sontaraksita and his disciple 

Kamalae^ila’s discussions at full length in Tattvasamgraha and its 

commentary, it clearly testihes to such novel measure taken up by the 

Buddha.* As a matter of fact, we could reiterate that these talismanic 

practices out of which evolved the Buddhist Tantric literature,—^have 

“ contributed a great deal to such pseudo-sciences as Astronomy, 

Astrology, Medicine, Alcemy, Chiromancy.* Horoscopy, Divination and 

prognostics*’.® It is interesting to note that these sorceric practices 

gained such a wide-spread appeal in Buddhist India, that itninediately 

after the Buddha's period in 4th. Cent. 5.C. diplomatic-politician 

like Kautilya is found to have been tempted to recommend to the 

king to seek the help of magicians to avert calamities to the state 

• The various modes of Shanti performances are found in scattered 

Way in the canonical literature of the Buddhists. They have been 

systematised in post Buddha era and grouped in a separate collection 

called ^'Paritta*',—a work on * Exorcism Formula”. The Cull vvagga’^ 

and the Milindapahha * mention that ibe Buddha allowed to recite 

”Parittas” as a watch, a guard, a protection for oneself; The occasion 

of the delivery of such injunction was the death of a monk from snake 

bile.” According to Mabel Bode * during the reign of E!lng Anorflta 

of Barm4r, intriguing monks nsed to recite the Parittas as an easy 

means of clearing ” man’s guilty conscience from all wrong doing 

^ DiKlia T. pp. 9lf; Th'^ae vijjft (sciences) %ccordtnf( to the Buddfae were crookatt 
(tirscebAna); 0/:--the legend of S&rdulii KarnAvadSoa io Divydrad&oa, pp. 611.* Haj* 
Mkra.--X«p. Buddh Lit. pp. 228ff. 

■* 6f: Sidbauam&l&.^'Edilion Dr. B. Bbittacbaryya*, TC, Intro.i pp. x-vi. 
* TativsBaingrabA » 905; 0/r^S&dhaoam&la, 11, Tnlro> pp. svii. 
* i.c. Palmiatry.> V 
^ 8&dh«naini!A, IT. Intro, pp. .xiv 

* * /bid, Xntre. pp. xii. 
^. Vinar« Hf i». 110 

* pp. 'If0 ff.. ' 
* Bnrma, p. 4. 
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Ib 'Ce^OQ King £as6apa V, is foandl to have perforjnaed the Padita* 

ceiBihOPy to protect bis subjects from pestilence and bad harvest.’ 

The Paritta-ceremony is performed by the Buddhists mainly, on 

occasions like those which have express sanction in the astrological 

works of the vedic Brahmins ; * Thus on the eve of construction of a 

new bouse, * disease, apprehended danger, hostility etc.—Buddhist 

monks recite the Parittas with the firm conviction that they will bo 

protected from al! the evils.^ The Buddhist Parittas are said to have 

power to counteract the evil effects of the eclipses due to the moon 

and the sun.® The Mora Jataka records that the Buddha in his 

previous birth as a golden peacock used to recite (imam so parittaih 

Icalva nioro carati) a sun prayer daily in the morning and evening to 

win over his expected dangers (attano jivitam rakkhanto), espe<nally 

against serpent bites.® Incidentally a typical example could be cited' 

with regard to saving the life of a monk with tlie help of enchantment 

of Parittas and mystic hymns (of Buddhist Tantric practices). It is 

taid while the Lord was staging in the garden of Anatha-pindika at 

Sravastl,—at that lime, the Svatl Bikshu, was bitten by a black snake 

on the finger of the right feet (Krsna sarpena daksine padaugusthe 

daB^ab) and consequently he fell a swoon on the ground (sa klanta- 

kayah bhumau patituh). Stianda, on a sight of such incident asked 

some advice from a fellow Biksu who thereupm said, ‘Take refuge 

under the Triad and then bind the bitten portion with ligature 

(rajjuvetstana); on doing this, utter the hymns of ‘ Mohamayurl 

vidyarajnl*. By a faithful follow of the procedure Xnanda ccnld 

save the life of the Svatl Biksu. The hymns which Ananda en¬ 

chanted are some unintelligible mystic so md vibrations 

^ The P»'i Lit. € f Ceylon,-edition, Malfllaaeke a pp 76 ff. 
i Cj t-xBiihot Sathl.ita of Varal.amibira; Bnliat .lyctiiiha.Siddbanta —c mniled by Sd 

Kibaran Ci owclbiiry (Cal 13*^9 B B.l, Cb I-If. 
S Cf Bribat Suiiibila cf Varabnn.ihira, Ch 53 

C/:—TheBcVv'bpnent <f Hindu Tconrprapty by Dr. J. N. Bancrjee, pp. 15. 
< Germ n Triindl. if Khudd«kaj atha by K. Srideratucker, Breslau, 1910. pp. 8; M. 

Grimblot and Leon F^er,—Exirails du paritta in Journal Asiatinue 1871, i.O. t xvhi. 
p# 225 ff. 

» E. B. E..IY.pr. 73. 
* Jatska II, pp. t^4. 
^ Bower Mannecripla.—“diiion Dr Hoeinle (1893s Ch. VI. 

, ® Qa..ted in Vaidyaka-Vrttanla, c mpiled by Sri Qnrijpida Haider, (Cal. 1951) pp 981; 
C/Sad*anamai& I pp-217, 249 ff The reminde tie the fact tia*: Lord Rutberfurd, 
tl^e facboM excerimenUl phyaiciet, proved that the pattern or arrangement of the protons, 
electro^r lu?d neutrons can be changed by an outside agency; Tsiis diange in the number 
of fiii;|daBQ0^tal units crates new eiemenle and thus curb (r change the ddstiny of the preient 
eleiD^ (C/, j—Dcatioy and C-winic Factors by Dr. V. God, D.Sc.—Bangalore 19(9,— 

m oc ult cbenJetry and physi s by G E. SotclKh. pp. jS7)5 Dr. Gore 
i'iMsesd^qoy as interpretation of re& Energy Quaula. with which a buman being ia botn 
' aa^s o^lyij.b'e in terms cf phyaio-ohemi^al as well as physiological properties: SybtheU* 

sieg tbeMtwbaapecfeof solence, we find a proper explanation of the aonnd vimtions 
. end their Jtowlrn over bunran deit'ny. The Sovirt ^ientiits claim tbailievnpanomo 
,^‘«nd nKuaonic waves proditv^ed from edand rihrat ons. are now ueed tn wl^ appISeittioa 
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Idi bidi bibldt xMe add y&de drli^a^e bari 
ft ' 

vegudi dpathsnpi^acinl arohani orohane ete 

mele tile kile file mele mile,'* efc», etc. 

It may be pointed out that these practices such as the enebaot- 

ment of mystic mantras, performance of charm for protection (arak^* 

piritta) etc., are generally indulged in the school of Vajrayaua 

Buddhism.* 

In the light of modern science when the tali3tnanic practices of 

the Buidhist soothsayers are considered, it readily leaves room for us 

to conclude that the Buddhist astrologers were much proficient in 

using scientifically these tantric or sorccric means to ward off onhnoua 

astral inflnences,—technically cal'ed by the Buddha as ^'iddhipada*' 

or miracle work, in which the Buddha at one time took part * to 

compete with other ascetics, wiih a view to boast gradiloqnently of 

his marvellous spiritual powers that iepresen*ed a later stage of the 

tradition. 

“in v*»U‘»d braiichce of hunmn acti\iiy. So bngc: d) (nly plivdirisi's osej iMii their 
practical work, but aUo che nista, bicln^istH, onjr’n ors, phyHicans.Tb<y have 
decidedly found that theac; sound vibntiuna ba\e “ e mtroi «>ver the course of chemical 
changes" (Sonn Is wo cannot Hear by Piif. H KuJryavlsev—M. acjw, IJjG, p 141). 

^ C7 :--Advaya Vajra,—Kditid by M. M. Dr. IJaraprosaJ Shastri; SadhanttmSIa,-- 
by Dr. B. BbtUacharvya. 

* Cf TLe Balika fc^uita (Nc. 21? cf Diglri; Cf Welirr in Asia Major 1, pp. 620 ff. 



THE SEPOY MUTINY AND THE HINDU- 
MUSLIM REACTION 

HARAPBASAD CnAITOPADHYAYA, M.A. 

P'cfettor of Hhtoryt Aauioah Colhgo 

The socio-religious policy of the GoTernment of India during 

the year preceding the Muliny and tha introduction of greased 

cartridg* s towards the close of 1856 reacted adversely on both the 

Hindrs and Muslims of the country. When, through the initiative 

of the sepoys, the Mutiny broke out in 1357, both the Hindus and 

Muslims joined it in protest against the attitude of Government 

towards their religious feelings and social prejudices. It is not, 

however, a fact that all the Hindus and Muslims of the country rose 

in revolt. As the Mutiny progressed, Government found its support¬ 

ers among both the communities of the Indian society. Sometimes 

in the course of the Mutiny they renewed their old feuds and fell foul 

of each other. But such Hindu-Muslim feuds were sporadic and 

were confined to ceitain districts of the then North-western provinces 

only. Those Hindus and Muslims, who arrayel themselves against 

Government, stood, on the whole, united in common opposition to 

Government during the Mutiny. 

The Mutiny thrived on the disaffection of both the Hindus and 

Muslims. Both of them had grievances against the British Govern¬ 

ment before the outbreak of 1857. Bo far as the Muslims were 

concerned, they could not forget that not long ago the political destiny 

of India was in their hands. Tliey still sighed for their lost Empire 

and longed fer its restoration on the ruin.s of the British power in 

India. The Muslims of tliose areas, where Muslim fanaticism ran 

high, swelled the ranks of the mutineers wdth f>o!iticaI motives. 

Consequently they came into hostility with the British Government 

BO much 80 that they had to suffer much at the hands of the British 

Government for some years after the sky of India was cleared of the 

cloud of the Mutiny. In fact, the failure of the revolt was much 

more disastrous to the Muslims than to the Hindus. The spread 

of higher education through the medium of English, though much 

appreciated by the Hindus, did not find favour with the Muslims who 

bed prejudices against learning English. The 'mollas* used to forbid 

it on reUgious grounds. Status in society then depended nanch on 
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the knowledge of Snglt&h/ Biit ihe evmion of the Me^UaH lo ^ 

olofled to them every avenue of prosperity ia public life and arrested 

ihe growth of the Muelina middle-class in the pre-Mutiuy days. The 

eagerness of the Hindus for iinbibiag western culture, on the other 

hand, raised their social prestige and decidedly gave them a primacy 

over the followers of Islam in India. Most of the appointments in 

the executive and judicial departments of Government were then meant 

not for the Muslims but for the Hindus, as the latter adapted them¬ 

selves to the western culture, and tlie former were loud and strident in 

their opposition to it. Though the Muslims were thus themselves 

responsible for being debarred from Government service and for having 

to face a grave economic hardship consequently, still <hey entertained 

ill feeling against Government for their hard economic lot and low 

status before the Mutiny. The annexation of Oudh in 1856 alse 

wounded their feelings and left them meditating a revenge on the 

British Government on the eve of the Mutiny. 

It was, therefore, natuial for the Muslims of India to remain 

hostile to the British Government during the Mutiny. This Muslim 

hostility was fomented largely by certain Muslim leaders like tha 

Maulavi of Faizabad, Prince Mirza Muhammad Firoze Shah, Khan 

Bahadur Khan and others and by the revolutionary Wahabi movement 

in the country. The Wahabi ‘ mov^'ment had for its ultimate aim 

*ihe resuscitation of the {>olitical supremacy of Islam in the 

world by a return to the original purity of the faith and by a 

revival of the spirit of its followers. Wahabism was anti-British 

and anti-Sikh. As the Wahabs in India plotted to overthrow 

^ The term *Wababi* is properly applicibte to a body of Arabian MuhammadaDs and 
ie derived from the name of the foundiT of the sect, Shaikh Abdul Wah hah, who was a 
BCD of n petty chief of Nejd, a province in central Arabia. h-’- ffrew into a young Arab 
pilgrim, 'be was deeply a(rn h with (h.> profligacy of h.'s felic.w pilgiims and witb the endless 
niunuiieries which profaned the Holy cities. He first rais.-d his voice of protest against the 
corrtptiona and practices forbtddi-o. in (he Qiioraii. His views crys'allieed infcn a theological 
eystent, which came to be Known to the posterity under (he natie of Wahabism, lu 
(he beginning of the 19(h Century the Wahabi mov<'xneut wus carried to India by (he 
pilgrinift, visiting Macca. Wahabism spread to Bengal. Doctiit es fimilar to thoaa of 
Wahabism were known about this time to have been promulgated in (he lower Bengal by 
a native of Faridpur, Hazi Shatiyatullah. His followers called them«eives Ferazis. A 
Muslim leader, called Saiyad Ahmad, who was a native of Uai Bareilly in Oudh, inspired 
the Muhammadans of India with the ideal if fighting for Islam and incited them to declare 
*)eh8(l* or religious war against the Sikhs and (he B.itish Goveinmnit who favoured the 
Sikhs, Ho weut to Patna, where be appointed Muhammad Hosain, Wilayat Ali and 
Inayat Ali as his Caliphs or lieutenants. Followers of Saiyad Ahmad increased in number 
and an anti-British feeling wont on gathering momentum nnder an organised leadership. 
Saiyad Ahmad exhorted on his followers the neceaslty and desirability of carrring on hostility 
towarda the Britiab Oovernment till the day of judgment, Patna was fixed aa the centre 
of eoaapiracy and Mohammad Hoaain was recognUtd as (he chief Caliph there. The 
followers of Saiyad Ahmad were also commonly known as the Wahabis. But they i^ored 
the appellotlon and held tl^mselvee to be 'Henfie*. They were closely allied to the Feraai - 
sect who were perhaps more orthodox Henfia. After the death of Saiyad Ahmad hit '^ 
principle of *jebad' against the British' Government was fought to be carried 
disciples in varicna plaoea of India. 



tke rule, they did mt ^and completely divorced from Hie 

sympathy of the fanatic pectiou of. the Mudini community iil the 

country. Some of the principles of Wahabism might not have found 

favour with the orthodox Muslims ; still the bond of common religion 

kept the Wabab and non-Wahab Muslims united together. Above 

all, the political programme of the Wahabs was appealing to those 

Muhammadans, who sighed for their lost political supremacy and 

dreamed of rebuilding the Muslim empire in Tndia. It was a belief 

of the Wahabs that a prophet (Imam) would be l^orn to lead the true 

believers to victory over the ^infidels*. It was also their belief that 

they were under an obligation to wage war against the'infidels’. 

Since the Wahabs were anti-British, the term ‘infidel* was evidently 

taken by them to refer to the English. The Wahabs had their own 

literature which abounded in prophecies about the fall of the British 

power.’ The Anti-British activities of the Wahabs in India thus 

contributed to inflame the feelings of the Maslims against the British 
Government. 

In spite of the grievances of the Muslims of India against the 

British Government the Mutiny did not find favour with the entire 

Muslim community. Muslims from several parts of the country wete 

reported to have openly sympathised with Government during the 

Mutiny. The Muhammadans of Calcutta reposed their entire faith 

in the policy of the British Government and pledged themselves to 

support Government during the crisis of 1857-59 On May 27, 1857, 

the members of the Muhammadan Association of Calcutta held a 

special meeting at 9/1, Maulavi Iindad All Lane, Taltalah and passed 

resolutions, expressing their loyalty to Government and promising 

their entire aid and support to the suppression of the Mutiny. Some 

of the resolutions, which were passed by them, arc cited below :— 

“ The meeting having heard of the havoc and devastation, lately 

committed in some towns of the North-western provinces, and of the 

sacrifice of life and property, caused by the disaffection and Mutiny 

of a small portion of the native soldiery of the British Government, 

hereby express their sincere regret and heartfelt sorrow at these 

lamentable and disastrous proceedings.*' 

" The Committee learn . . . that the cause of the present Mutiny 

may be' traced to an unfounded report, maliciously spread by ill- 

diepoaed men» of a contemplated interference on the part of the 

Government with the religious rites, ceremonies and persuasions ol 

ihe natives of this country . . .** 
f 

^ &9!Bt«r^Iodisa Mnsfalmani, pages 58 C0'foci DoU). 
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. • Tbk CoxkkiiiHt^i relying npoD the pledge, lepeetedly giran 
by tfae Government, 6( their determioatioa never to interfere with 
the religious principles and practices of the natives, are prepared .. • 
to prevent the dissemination of such an unTounded impression or its 
taking root in the minds of their native brethren." 

" Though tbe Committee are convinced that only a slight eflfort 
on the part of Government is sufficient to slide the rebellion . . , and 

to prevent it from causing more damage; yet should the rebellion 
spread further and endanger ihe lives and properties of more of their 
subjects, they are persuaded that it is incumbent upon all, who have 

experienced (he beneSts of the mild and beneficent rule of the British 
Government, to enlist their energies in the preservation of the lives 
and properties of their fellow-subjects and cordially and vigorously to 
co-operate with the Government in the restoration of peace and 
order. ’ ' A copy of the above resoliuions was sent to Government. 

Similar instances of Muslim fidelity weie brought to the notice 
of the Secretary to the Govern nent of Bengal by the Commissioner 
of Patna in a correspondence, dated Patna, October 6, 1S57.® A 

Muslim gentleman, Monai Amir All, who was appointed a special 
assistant to the Commissioner of Patna, helped the Commissioner by 
furnishing him with the information on the slate of feelings among 
the natives in different parts of the Commissioner's jurisdiction. The 

Muhammadan villages of Southern Bihar generally remained qu'et, 
while the Bajput and Brahmin villages rose around In 
Southern Bihar the Muhammadans were repute 1 to be the foremost 
in acts of devotion to Government.* Tbe attitude of the Nizam of 
Hyderabad towards Government was friendly. While the so-called 

Bengal Army was carrying fire and sword from one station to another, 

Hyderabad wais in a fer0>ent. Still Hyderabad remained immune 
from mutinous outbreaks, tiianks mainly to the endeavours of the 

faithful Nizam, Afzul-oo-Dowlah ond of his faithful minister, Salar 
.Tung, Wherever in Hyderabad disturbances were apprehended, the 
Nizam and his minister took prompt action to nip them in the bui. 

Both of them received thanks from Government in recognition of 
tlie serviceH, reodered by them during the disturbances of IS57-58, 

* Home Pab. Cini. June 5,1867, Ko. 30, vtde ala t, Pari. Pap'r (Houe<‘ of Coramons) 
Vo!.44, phttr for 1857-68 Paper No. 854, pia*s 304-301. The abov; reiJIiittoDi bore 
the rgaatore of Paalur Bah^ean fPrsi'laot), Abdul Bati, Md. Weyeoh, Vice Prrudenla, 
M'l. Abdor B'iuf and oLbara Md. Woyeeh waa ihe then Hoad MaiNvi cf the Calootta 
Madraaba. 

* Par". Pepar (Homs of Com none'. Vol 41, Part III, pages 99-100. 

‘ Jhm. 
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If the NiKam turned against Government, ^utWil India wouifl* have 

been in a blaze of insurrection. Again, when the regimeuts at Chitta¬ 

gong and Dacca mutinied, tlie Muhammadans of Eastern Bengal 

treated the mutinous sepoys with much hostility and hunted them 

out with much pluck.^ 

Burely then, the entire Muhammadan civil population did not 

rise in revolt in 1857. The Mutiny, in oiher words, did not thrive 

on the support of the entire Muslim civil community. 

It is pleaded by some writers on Mutiny that the movement of 

1857 was the fruit of Muslim conspiracy on an all India basis. The 

contemporary Calcutta Press described it as a Mnlmmniadan revolt.* 

Such a view of the Mutiny is not, however, justified by facts. In 

the first place, the entire Muslim community of India was not com¬ 

mitted to hostility towards the BritJsh Government during the Mutiny, 

as has been substantiated above. Secondly, of the tliree main divi¬ 

sions of the Indian Army, the Bombay and Madras Armies niam- 

tained, on the whole, a peaceful front. But the s'-called Bengal 

Army revolted against Government. All the ten regiments of the 

Native Cavalry and bixty-one out of seventy-four regiments of the 

Native Infantry of the Bengal Army (thirteen remaining staunch) 

rose in arms. In 1857 the strength of the Bengal Native Ftegular 

Cavalry was 5136, wdiile that of the Bengal Regular Infantry was 

84,516.* The cavalry of the Bengal Army was composed chiefly of 

Muhammadans, while the bulk of the Infantry w’as comp)sed of the 

Hindus. As would be evident from the above figures, the Muslim 

sepoys were far outnumbered by the Hindu or rather non-Muslim 

sepoys in the Bengal Army In other v/orJs, in the mutinous Bengal 

Army the non-Musliin mutineers commanded majority over the 

Muslim ones. That is to say, the mutinous Muslim sep )ys were 

nuraeiically inferior to the mutinous non-Muslim ones. Thirdly, 

first syiniitoms of disaffection n'unifested themselves in Murshidabad 

and Barrackpur, where the Hindus formed the bulk of the population, 

but not in Delhi, Agra, Patna and Lucknow, which were the foci 

of Muhammadanism in India. The Muslims around Peshawar 

rroiflified faithful to Government. The Punjabi Muhammadans were, 

^ 8ir OeuTge CampbeU—'Memoirs of m; ladiao Career'Vol. I, page 294. No bettei 
Mtnar cottld be given, according to Campbell, to tbose abo snppo^ed that tbs MubammsdaQ' 
wera all bDitlle to tLo Biitiab. Jbtd. 

» i‘«rl. Paper Vol. 44. part HI, for UB7 68, p. 101. 
<^1 Pairl. Paier (HouMOfCoromonsl.Vd.XLIlcf 1857-66, pages 4-5, paper Ko. SOI' 

jkVAbM relating to the armies cf India as submitttd by Philip MelvUI, Seorttiiry to tli* 
Mtttauy April 19, 1668. Thr figOM« ciied ibove, stand inetuded in 
flgors 168767 being, aoeordirg to Philip Melvili, the tot4l ctrength of BeDgal 69stir* 
Araay In 1857« aide page 146 ante. 
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on th§ whole, The Mnelimft of the Booth were afbo, od tiitie 

^fholc) toyal fo GoveJi;^^dto^ht. Though a fanatic section of the Muslims 

of Delhi joined the mutineers, the m’afjority of the Muslim population 

of tlie district appeared to have kept aloof from the Mutiny, During 

the siege of Delhi in May, 1857, the mutineers wanted to have king 

Bahadur Shah 11 as their leader. But the titular Padshah was then 

loo old to assume the leadership of the mutineers. The court, that 

was formed at Delhi under the presidentship of Lieutenant Colonel 

M. Dawes for the trial of Bahadur Shah, found him guilty not only 

of open sympathy with the mutineers but also of fcrnentiog sedition 

by assuming active leadersliip of the mutineers/ But the statement 

^ Tbe allegations laid by the coutt at the door of the kmg were m my and varied. 
The Meenit miitioeere on reaching the palacu of BxUadur Sbab io Delhi killed matty Euro* 
peans incbiding the corntnandaol of the palace guards, Mr. Fraser. The court held that 
these imirders had been previously nanctioned hv Bahadur Shsh. The king's servanU. who 
were alleged to have been accoinpUct-s in the orime. were neithf^r di'UnUB‘‘d nor waa Uia 
Blifihtest investigation of »uquiry ♦ven insiitnted. In fael, (he Court held that th® king 
lolained those murderers both in his pay sod eiiiplojincnt. As per the findings of tbe Court, 
the contemporary newspapers leferred to the appointment as coinmander-in-chitf by Bahadur 
Shah ot his son, Mirza Mughal who was regarded as tbe leading chief of tbe rebels in 
Delhi. It was this Mirza Mughal who under written ordera of Bahadur Shah, sent military 
ii«^ip to Maulavi Muhainiuad Z-ihiir Ali, Police Officer of Na;aCgarh to fight against tkiM 
British. Bahadur Shah receivod many a petition from Muslim enthuaiasta, w'ho addressed 
him 83 ‘Shelter of the World* aud aciight hia military aid to exteMninate the English. 
Bahadur Shah used to conai'ler those petilioas sympathetically and to issue w’rivten orderi 
to bis BuhordinaleH for necessary help to he rendered. Again, as tbe court held, on tbo 
afternoon of the very day of owihreak at Delhi Bahadur Shah re-.^eived in the ball of apeeiel 
audience the obeisaoce of tlie revolted sepoys and wished them aucceas in tt'Oir crusado 
iigaioet the ‘infidel* British. Bnhadnr Bbah was then declared the Sovereign of India on 
May II, 18.^7. Again, Bahadur Shah was alleged by the Court to have iaaued ordeit 
in September C, isr*? to the Chief Police Officer of tbe Delhi city to proclaim by tbe beat 
(f d:uni that the war against tbe British was a religious war and that Hindus and Muaaal* 
maoa alike should conjointly join the crusade against tbe British. It was further rrdsred 
to be proctoinied that the crusaders fightiOL' against the Eoglish w iiid be allow'ed to remain 
in pnasession of whatever property thfy would plunder from the K.ngUsh and that they would 
besides receive addition)I rewards from the king. The con't held that tbe piper containing 
(he above oidcra was found among other dcctioieate io the office of the king's chief police 
btaliou, that it bore the sigoature of Bhao Singh, Assistant to the Kings* Chief Police 
Officer, and that a mnre truatwunhy and conviociog document could hardly be laid m proof 
of the king's open hostility to the British Government It was also alleged by tbe Court 
that) Bihadur Shah aent Sidi Kambar, Chief of tbe AbyssiniaiiB in the palace of Delhi, 
to Persia aod Constantinople as an aiubasaador with letters to the kings of those conntriee, 
snlieiting their help in tbe restoration of Muslim sovereignty in India. Tbe court 
fiLaily beM that in ita considered opinion Bobedur 8hah w’aa an abctior of conspiracy 
against the Britiab Government during the Mutiny. 

Thotigh found guilty by the court, Bahadur Shah pleaded that he w'as not guilty. Be 
made a statement in aeif-defcnce to (be IcUowicg effort: The appearsnee ot the Meerut 
m otioeera, who were t ever in previous correspondence with him, sprang anrprtae cn him. 
^0 keep them off he ordered fur closing tbe gates cf tbe palace and stOi immediate intmiation 
to the commandant of the palace guards, Mr. Fraser for taking necessary preontionory 
mraatires. He dissuaded Mr. Fraser from approaching tbe mutineers and supplied in com- 
plisneo with FraS'^r'a raqiiest two guns and two palanqnins for the rescue of so*'ip European 
•■dies. When the rnutiDee'"a broke into the imiaoe, he was made a prisoner ar their hands, 

*Qd be had never given orders fur the murder of Fraser and other Europeans, j'* 
the appointment of Mirza Mughal as the Comniander-in cmef of the army. Bahadur Shah 
JJhI in the coQit that at first he rejected the request if the army for the appointment o. 
Mijza Mughal is the commander-in-chief, hut that aubserueotly circ«m'»taiices fon^ him 
^0 give bit consent to the above appointment. As r'*gard8 the orders under the kmg a 
•nd over Kia own tiaoalure. Bahadur 8hab stated that from the day the motinoua wdiW '. 
wcame maafcors of the palace and treated him sa a prisoner, they theinaelvei 

own aeol ioeb-papers and documania eontaining ordera and inatroction* as were 

ll-l946F-in 
Vi';) 
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by the King in the Court in ftelf-defence indicates that he was 

A.^iaoner in the hands of the matineers and that he bad do genuine 

qrmpathy with them. If be supplied his leadership to the mntineersy 

he did it most reluctantly. 

to tbeir purpose. Sometimes they brought ;ouffh drafts of orders aod compelled his 
8eeretai7 to ruake fair copies of them. At other times they brought the originalletters, 
inieoded for despstcb. and loft copies of them in the office Frequently they bad his seal 
impressed on empty uoaddressed envelopes. Bahadur Shah could not know what papera 
were ■« nt in those envelopes or to whom these were sent. Any member of the Army could 
have orders written, as he chose, without the king*a authority, without even acquainting 
him with tbeir purport. Babndor Shah and bis secretary could not oppose the Army in 
any way for fear ol life. As regards the petit-ioos over bis own signature, Bahadur Shah 
■Old that these were forced to be signed by hiiu. Incise of tiOQ*C)mpIiancA with its orders 
the Army threatened to depose him and to make Mirza Mugbol King in his place. The 
Sing denied tiiat be evers participsted in the deliberations of tlio court, set up by the Army. 
Tir^ of the mutineers, the king desired to go to Moccs. but vas not allowed by them to go 
on a pilgrimage to the holy city To evade them he had once escaped to Humayun*a mauso- 
I'enm from where be was hrmght back on an assurance of tbe safety of his llfs. Bahadur 
Bhab denied the allegation that he had sent the Abyssinian Kambar as au ambassadar to 
the court of the King of Persia. Be also dtnied that the rebellious sepoys I ad ever saluted 
him or showed him any other u ark of respect. They made bim a prisoner and used hi# 
noma as a aanction for their acts. Bebadur Shah couciuded tt.at bis statements were true 
to fact and that be pleaded not guilty. 

Vide Selections from the Records of the Government of the Punjab and its depen¬ 
dencies, No. Vn, Trial of Muhammail Shah, pages 20{l-24r>. 

Bahadur Shah appears to have played a double game during the Mutiny. He had 
his own grievances against the British Government. He felt the pioob of indignity in 
being reduced to a mere titular 6nurehcad. So. be should have a natural incUnation to 
Joan the mutineers. But the king was too old to psrtiripste actively in the Mutiny. At 
the aame time, the mutineers wanted his leadersnip. lo the circumstances, he bowed to 
destiny or the force of oircumstances. He became their leader, tbough with much reluctance 
and disinclination The rebel Court was formed at Delhi with him at the head. As 
ttatad above, jltbe Court, formed for his trial, found him a supporter of the mutineers and 
ohamed bim with conspiracy against the British Government on more grounds than one. 
But it is also true that tbo king lacked the real spirit of nationalism or paiiiotiem m bim. 
He bad DO genuine sympathy wUb the mutineers was were struggling against the British 
Government. The Meerut mutineers on their first arrival at Delhi leceivo i no encourage* 
m'Bt from him. The palace gates were ordered to be shut against them. He pleaded bis 
inability to come to tbeir help, as he had neither troops nor msgaziues nor treasury. At 
this oriiiN be depended much on his personal advisers of whom the chief were the Hakim 
AbsannUah Khan and Mwhbub Ali ICban (Mukbtar oi agent) both of whom were suspected 
by the Army as having been in sympathy with the British. In a letter dated August 9, 
1667, Col. Keith Tonng wrote to his wif,* about Ahssnullab thus : 'T.ic sepoys suspect 
Hakeem Hassen OoHah (Hakim Ahsanullab) of being in treacherous correspondence with ua; 
and, between ourselves,! believe, they am not far wrong'. {Vide Delhi, 1667, page 186). 
In another letter dated August 10, 1667, Keith Young wr. to to bis wile about the Hakim 
thus : ‘Hasoen OolUb is i*n.ipected by the sepovs, and not without resaon, of being in 
oairespondence with us*. /Vide/bid , page 190). It was tbn Ahsanullab who was one of 
the trusted advisers of Bahadur Bbah. It was on b:a advice that Bahadur Sbab sent a 
letter tbrougb a camel driver to the Lieutenant Governor at Agra* informing Mm of 
the crisia* d'lveloiung with the appr ioeb of the routineers from Meerut (vide Two Native 
Nsrrotives,page 63). Delhi was in great tumiiU. Bahadur Shah yielded for the time being 
to the force of oirc m^tances. He assured the soldiers that he would be associated with 
them in a common <auBe against the Biitiah Government but that he would desire than to 
place tbeir confidence in Abeanullah Khsn, Mahbub Ali Khan and Queen Zinat Mahal. 
The relations between the King and the insurgent forces »t Delhi became bitter before long* 
The Army demanded more and more of money of Bahadur Bhab, but the Utter was quite 
at a loss es to bow to meet tbeir demand for more gold. The Army aecused him of shelter* 
ing European ladies and gentlemen inside the Fort aod demanded tbeir surrender. On 
this point Munsbi Jiwanlal recofded as follows: 

**I learnt to-day (Moy 16» that nearly forty Europeans were concealed in 
the king*! palace. The sepoys went into the Palace in great anger, se they said* 
AImj h«4 seized a meesenger vrith a letter cursing the mutineers. The eepeys 

, wmotefied to kill Ashanoltah Khan end Mahbub Ali Efasn and also threatened U> 
efray Zinat Mahal* Begum Ssbiba and to keep her as a hostage for the EioB** 

Idialty. There WAS a greet uproar in the palace, the sepoye on the one hand end the 
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So, theo, the Mutiny ehould not be ascribed solely to the disaffeo* i 
iion of the Muslim community. The entire Muhammadan civil 

4 

population did not rebel, though many from the Muslim civil society 

Joined the movement; the Muslim mulinous sepoys were numerically 

inferior to non-Muslim mutinous sepoys ; and the Mutiny did not 

start in the Muslim-dominated areas of the country, as the foregoing 

paragraphs would show. In the circumstances the Mutiny should 

not be treated as an exclusively Muhammadan rising on an alJ-India 

basis. The Muslim character of the revolt was prominent only in 

certain parts of the country. In Foxne districts of the North-western 

provinces, for instance, the Mutiny assumed a Muslim colour. In 

such districts the hostility of the Muslims towards Government during 

the Mutiny wa^s quite conspicuous. In Patna also the Muslims stood 

opposed to Government. 

It is as extreme and untenable a view that the Mutiny was due 

exclusively to the Muslim conspiracy as the one held by -Sir 

Saiyad Ahmad Khan, founder of the Alighar University, that 

the Muslims weie loyal to Government whether before or 

(luring the Mutiny. Sir Saiyad Ahmad, who was a loyal British 

subject, sought to convince the British Government of the basic 

fidelity of the Muslim Community to it. In his “Review on 

Dr. Hunter’s Indian MiiBsalmans’ he repudiated the allegations, 

brought against the members of his community, that they were a 

source of chronic danger to 1 he British Government of India, denied 

kmg*8 bou^ebold on the otber* contending with violent language aod harsh veciferatioos. 
To appeSBO tbs mulineers Mabbub Ali Kban toi*k an caih that he was not the author of 
tint Tetter, nor hud it been written with bis knowledge. (It woe on this date that tbe 
Eatopeane in tbo Palace weio butchered in a manner that deOea dtacnpiion). The King 
aud bie aeeembled councillors etcod like dumb puppets The King ordered tbe aepojo to 
eeparate tbemeelves ioto two particsi MtibammadaDH and Hindus, and be appealed to eaeh 
to cunauU their reiigioue advisers to see, if there were any anthoritj for the slaughter of 
helpless men, women ar>d children. But wh s» word will a frenzied murderer obey? . .. ** 
{Vide Two Native Narratives pages 93*94). The bitterness between tbo King and tbe 
Army was gradually on the increase. Jiwanlal uritea that native regimental officers 
experiencing difficulties in getting rations approached ibe king on May T2 and addiestfed 
him, with such disrespectful te.ma as ‘ I soy. you Kiuv'; '1 sa?, yon old fallow, (Ari« 
Badafaab, Aci, Buddba). Borne one caught him by hand, another touched tbe old i[ing*s 
beard. Vide two Native Narratives page 87). Tbe army even threatened to replace 
Bahadur Shah by Abu Bokr as their king and leader. A sense of security naturaJiy 
prompted Bahadur 9hab to depend more and more on toe British Government. Beferring to 
Bahadur Shah's conspiracy with Government during the Mutiny, H. H. Greatbed. the then 
comuiiaeioner and Political Agent of Delhi writes thus : T went to tbe Tnbseel office this 
mormog (May 30,1857); and tbe man who had been acting for the king of Delhi made 
over to me the money be bad in tbe cheat, and tbe sealed order he had received from tbe 
king : Sol have good proof of Royal complicity.' {Vide hie letter written during the 
liege of Delhi.* Page 5.) As, however. Bahadur Shah attempted to sail in two boats, 
•ometimea with the rouLineere in the one, and sometirooa with Government in tlw other, 
ke failed in fine either to eniUt the confidence of the mutinecra or to earn thefavtmr of • 
QovaiameDt. He waa tried by Government was declared guilty, and transported tp 
Biagooa where to pass the rest of bis life^ 
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t%e'- charge that Chiisiiaoitj was iocompatible with Islam/ and 

^deay-onred to draw the Muslims and the Government closer to • 
each other. He even went to the length of asserting that even the 

Wahabs were not anti-British but only auti-Sikh." Sir Ahmad 

disavowed, in fact, any design of ‘jehad* on the part of the Muslim 

community against the British Government of India. Heheld*that' 

the thinking and responsible section of the Muslim community was 

never anti-Bi*itish and that those who pleaded for a ‘jehad* ‘ were 

vagabonds and ill-conditioned men. They were wine-drinkers and 

men who spent their time in debauchery and dissipation. They were 

men floating without profession or occupation on the surface of 

society 

In spite of Sir Saiyad Ahmad's pleadings that the Muslims of 

India were loyal to Government both during and before the Mutiny 

the fact remains tliat the mulineers were composed not only of tie 

Hindus but also of the Muslims. It was then geueraily believed that 

the British sovereignty in India would terminate one hundred years 

after the battle of Plassey of 1757. The outbreak of the Mutiny 

was accordingly hailed by the disaffected Muslims as the golden 

opportunity to render a coMp f/c grace, to the British rule in India 

and to make a last desperate attempt at reviving the Empire of the 

great Mugbals. 

The reaction of the Mutiny on the Hindus may now be studied 

here. The Hindus also, like the Muslims, had grievances, many and 

varied, against the Government. The attempt at wcstc^rnising the 

Indian society caused much initation and discojitent among the caste¬ 

conscious Hindus of the country. The Brahmins and other upper 

class Hindus stood seething with thou.-and a!id one complaints against 

the governmental encroachment on their sacred doinaijis of caste and 

prejudices. The spread of English education, systematic policy of 

Christianising the native population, legal protection, afforded io 

widows and converts produced a serious Biahmaiiic reaction in the 

country. Government was alleged to have violated the sanctity of 

caste by bringing the highest and the lowest castes together in schools, 

in the ranks of the Army and in the railway carriages. The sati 

1 Sir Saiyad Ahmnd Khan supported his statemtnt by the couteats of (he S5th Verie 
o£ Chapter V of the Holy Quorau. The Terse ruuu an foflo\v8 : 

Thoti shah surely find the uiuat violenl of all icen in eumity ngaioat the true believers 
to be tbe Jewy aud the idolatora : and tbou ahalt snn-ly 6ud those amoii*; them to be the 
moat inoiiuable to eotartain fnendebip for true believers who say, we are Cbristians. Vide 
$«iyad Ahmad Kban*a * Beview on Dr. Hunter's Indian MusaaliuauB pat^e 46. 

* > Vide Beview oD Dr* Hunter's India Muasalmana, page 31. 

4 Saiyad Ahmad Bban—The Causes of the Indian Revolt, page 8. 
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system was abolished and with it was abolished a source of income of 

the priestly class. The remarriage of widows was encouraged the 

use of common utensils in gaols was insisted on. All such steps 

proved revolting to the caste-ridden and superstitious Hindu popula¬ 

tion of the country. 

The British Government was looked upon by tbe Brahmins as a 

menace to Hinduism, us they believed in the current prophecies that 

Brahmanism would he abolished and that a new doctrine, namely 

Christianity would come to prevail. Such prophecies about the end 

of Brnhmanical religion excited among the Hindus the apprehension 

of a mighty change in religious systems. Among tbe Brahmins of 

the pre-Mutiny period there was a superstitious belief that in the 

existing *kali ynga’ all distinctions of caste would be obli¬ 

terated, and that ali men should be of one faith, forsaking tbe idolatry 

and wors]ii[)|iing oiu; Supreme Being. Such a sui>erstitious belief 

cast a gloom on the Hindu society and cuused much uneasiness 

in it. Wlieii, iiowever, the Mutiny broke out, it did not find favour 

with the entire Hindu community. The Hindu inhabitants of the 

Bhowanipur area in Calcutta remained loyal to Government. On 

May 23, 1857, a meeting was held by them at the premises of 

Guru Charaii De of the Cliakraberia locality of Bhowanipur to con¬ 

sider the best means maintaining peace in the Bhowanipur area. 

A committee v\as formed with such men a^ Guru Charan De, 

Tsan Chandra Mailick, Ihiiesh Chandra Milra, Chandra Kumar Bose, 

Prasaima Kumar Cliatterjee, and others and the following propositions 

were carried ont : 

“The Committee being apprehensive of tlie most deplorable state 

of things, created by the disiifFec*ted fie|ioys in some parts of the 

country, consider it as a duty of every loyal subject of Her Majesty's 

empire to be true to lier Government. 

“As false apprehensions and unfounded tales regarding the exag¬ 

gerated affairs of Mutiny have prevailed in and about the town through 

the maliciously dist)08ed persons, the committee feels it as a necessity 

to remove them from tlie minds of peaceful subjects. 

“The committee after mature deliberation comes to the conclusioji 

that some of the members . . . will by every means in tlieir |)ower 

impress upon the minds of the timid and credulous people ilie idea of 

tlie mightiness of the tx)wer of the British Government to repel the 

aggressions of any foreign enemy, however powerful and indouuta^l^/^^- 

Gt to pot down any internal disturbance of order. 
.yjf 
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*'The committee determine Ibat these noble feelings of loyalty 

and attachment to the beneficial British rule that bad actuated them 

to meet (here) be most respectfully communicated to the Governor- 

Oeneral in Couwil.” * 

The inhabitants of the town and district of Barasat in Bengal 

submitted to the Governor-General in Council an address, in whidh 

they recorded their high appreciation of tlie tolerant attitude of 

Government towards the people of country of India, and conveyed 

their assurance that they would be unsparing in their efforts to main¬ 

tain order and discipline amongst themselves during the Mutiny/ 

There were besides many Hindu princes and landlords such as 

Jaya Krishna Mookerjee, Zemindar of Uttarpara, Maharaja Srisli 

Chandra Boy, Bishnu Prasad Narayan Singh, Zemindar of Tirhut, 

Raja Man Singh of Oudh and the Raja of Hutwa all of whom re¬ 

mained loyal to Government througlioiit the Mutiny- The Eindu 

population of several districts of the then North-western provinces also 

maintained friendly attitude towards Government during the Mutiny. 

The entire Hindu comuiunity thus refrained from rising in arms 

in 1857. There is, liow^ever, no gainsaying the fact that a large 

portion of the Hindu society then stood in opposition to Government. 

The Mutiny, in fact, fattened on the hostility of both the Hindus 

and Muslims of the country. Though both of theni participated in 

the Mutiny, it was neither the fruit of the conspiracj of the Hindus 

only nor the result of the hostility of the Muslims exclusively. The 

Mutiny was a jouit movement of both the Hindus and Muslims of 

the country. 

1 Home Pub. Cods. C. 99th May, 1867, >io. iiT. 
* Home Pub. Cons. 5th June, 1867, No. 22. The address wa< sifrned by Mohan Lai 

Pandi^, Munsuit and Dy. Magistrate, Nabin Chandra Dass, Head Master, OoTerofflent 
School,.Baj Krishna Mitra and others. 
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VoL. II (23) 

Janakivallabha Bhattacharyia, M.A., Ph.D., Sankhyatiftha 

Now, the Nai3^ayikaB lefute the thesis of the Sphota-vadins. 

They state that the thesis of the Sphota-vadins that if the word 'gauh* 

(a cow) is repeatedly heard then a i>ersistiug same element is perceived. 

They now criticise it and |X)int out that the perception of a insisting 

same element owes its origin to an adjunct, viz., a singIe*vowel. But if 

words consist of many vowels, r.g., Devadatta etc- then many letters 

are but slowly perceived by us. Thus, when a peace of cloth is 

presented to our consciousness its parts are not cognised as separate 

from its whole. Hence, \vhen a word or a .sentence is presented to 

our consciousness a same identical object is not grasped like a 

universal or a whole. 

Now, the Sphota-vadins contend that consciousness which arises 

from the generic form of a word but not from its specific form is 

called the awareness of Sphota. Now, tlie Naiyayikas ask, "Do you 

Iiold that the universal of sound (soundness) is same as Sphoia ? They 

|)oint out, you cannot answer in the affirmative: A Sphota has a 

distinct entity. It is not identical with the universal of sound. A 

universal is called common property (AdmdHj/a) because when a parti¬ 

cular is perceived another particular of the same class is remembered. 

When we see a particular cow^ called Sabaleya we remember another 

particular cow, named Bahuleya. But, in the present case, if the 

letter 'g* is presented to oui' consciousness, the letter 'au* is not 

remembered. Hence, sabdatva is not a universal. It is also to be 

noted that w’hen letters, words and sentences are presented to our 

consciousness they all produce similar consciousness. This conscious¬ 

ness ix)int8 to the same object, viz., the fact of being a sound- 

Therefore, a sphota is nothing but a sound in general. 

The critics of the Sphota-hypothesis join issue wiih the Sphota- 

vadins and subject the above suggestion to a severe criticism. They 

point out that some thinkers of the spliota-schooi, being apprehensive 

of the existence of a sphota, have hesitated w identify a sound infiti%^^:c 

generic character wdth the universal of sound. They have concealed^ - 
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xeal thing and mystified it. But their apprehension has been inispJaced. 

It is a truism that the universal of sound is not n sphota. When each 

letter is cognised it is presented to our consciousness as a sound. 

A letter is not a sphota. The consciousness of .each letter refers to two 

elementfi-universal and particular. The universal element is constituted 

by the universal of sound, i\e,, soundness. The above consciousfiess 

refers to no other common element. The piece of consciousness which 

is expressed in the verbal form ‘sound’, refers to the universal of 

sound but not to a sphota. Jayaiita lias also conclusively proved 

the hollowness of the thesis that when u particular of a class is grasped 

by one another particular of the same class is necessarily remembered. 

Therefore, a sphota is not referred to by such consciousness as is 

expressed by the term *a sound'. Similarly, tlie awareness of a word 

and a sentence does not involve a reference to a sphota. It has been 

rightly said that the knowledge of words and sentences hears tlie 

stamp of sameness because they conjointly produce one and the same 

effect. It resembles the knowledge of a forest or an army. It is 

a piece of knowledge which simultaneously refers to many objects. A 

sphota does not bear a resemblance to a universal. Their distinction 

has been noted before. 

The Sphota-vadins hold that a word is presented to consciousness 

as identical with a sentence because they conjointly produc e the same 

effect, viz., the communication of the same meaning. Such a hypo¬ 

thesis involves the fallacy of a vicious circle. The communication of 

the same meaning is at the root of the awareness of the identity 

of a word with a sentence. Again, the awareness of the identity 

of a word with a sentence is the source of the communication of the 

same meaning. It is not fair to overlook the above fallacy. It has 

been stated before that the aggregate of letters remembered and 

perceived helps to communicate the meaning of a word. It is not 

a universal rule that the knowledge of identity of a word with a 

sentence brings about the communication of a meaning. Therefore, 

how does the hypothesis of the critics involve the fallacy of a vicious 

circle ? 
The Spho^a-vadins may now contend that if a word is not identi¬ 

cal with a sentence then how is it that the consciousness of an object, 

denoted by a word, forms an integral pait of a judgment, expressed by 

a sentence? The assumption that a word and a sentence are identical 

is a foolish one. If objects are identical or different then and tbeu 

only their correspondi&g acts of cooeclouBoess are identical ur different, 

Iftwofabjects are different, the coixesponding acts of consciousness 
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are identical but if the former two are identical then the latter two 

are also identical. It is a long-standing hypothesis ihat the acts of 

consciousness which refer to the same object are identical. It is not 

a law of Epistemology that if the conditions of iwsts of consciousness 

are different then the acts of consciousness are distinct from ode 

another and if the said conditions are the same th .n the acts of conscious¬ 

ness are identical. Let us take an example. The conditions of 

the acts of perception of one and the same object, viz,, the eyes, 

light and inner organ are different but they, inspite of their differencOi 

generate such acta of perception as refer to tlie same object. If 

acts of consciousness are same then the objects referred to by them 

should be the same. But one cannot subscribe to the view that 

several acts of consciousness are same because one and the same 

word has produced ail of them. If different judgments are similar 

then the object referred to by them is one and the same. But we 

sliouid not think tiuit they all are similar bejause they have been 

produced by one and the satoe sentence. Many consecutive letters 

convey an object as their meaning. But they do not point to the 

identity of a word with a senrence. Tlie grammarians who are under 

the sway of illusion tliink of the identity of a word with a sentence 

as a current view. Their illusion lies in their assumption that a word 

and its meaning are identical. We have established with strong 

argument that a word is absolutely different from its object. Our very 

experience contradicts the attributed identity of u word with its 

meaning. H'.nce, we do not accept such a theory. Tlierefore, we 

do not feel the necessity of discussing this subject. In fine, we say that 

a pphota is not established bv perception. 

The Refutation of the Hypothesis that a Wokd or a 

Sentence is Partless 

A judgment refers to a unified whole of objects which are mutually 

related to one another. Two judgments will differ if their objects are 

different ; and two judgments are identical if they refer to the same 

object. As these two epistemological rules arc honoured, there is no 

inner difference in the nieaoing of a sentence. The object, referred 

to by a sentence, should have its abstract identity. The critics admit 

that the relational object which constitutes the meaning of a sentence 

is a unified whole. But tliey point out at the same lime (hat though 

the said object is a unified wliole yet it admits of parls. But those 

who hold that a sentence conveys a parHes.s whole have no soun^, 

theory of knowledge. - 

W—104CP . Ill ■> 
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Tb'd quefitioQ whether a pait exists or not is highly imp^tinent. 

fiut sound thinkers should discuss the problem whether the meaning 

of a sentence consists of parts or of no parts. 

In every sentence a word is distinguished froui the sentence itself 

and the meaning of a word is ditferentiated from that of a sentence. 

If in a sentence its parts and their meanings are not distinctly grasped 

then the sentence remains unintelligible to us. Hence, in every 

sentence its parts and their meanings are presented to consciousness 

with their distinctive features. Now, the Sphola-vadiiis may contend 

that a sentence and its meaning are partless and if they are grasped by 

us as having parts then this knowledge is illusory. Such a contention 

does not hold good since a judgment which is contradicted is illusory 

but if it does not- meet with contradiction, it is not illusory. One can¬ 

not pass his judgment on a piece of knowledge as illusory at bis own 

sweet will. An illusion is not baseless. There must be some ground 

for its falsehood. The Sphota-vadins should mention some ground for 

its falsity. They may say that the knowledge of a- sentence having 

parts is false because it bears resemblnnce to an illusory judgment. 

The critics point out that they fail to detect a false judgment which 

it resembles. If a sentence is well known as having parts and if 

another sentence,, having no parts, appears as consisting of paits 

owing to its resemblance to the first one then the knowledge of the 

second sentence may be called illusory, Now, the sentence in 

question is partless It appears to be possessed of parts owing to its 

likeness to a sentence having parts. If the Sphola-vadins a'gue in 

this way then they must admit that there is a sentence which has 

parts. But they do not make such an admission since they hold that 

all sentences are partlcss Even in the body of a man-lion the two parts 

maintain their distinction and are presented to consciousness as 

distinct. Hence, a man-lion is not the instance of a partless whole. 

H'-nce, it must be admitte I that there are parts in a sentence. In a 

picture the colour of red .4rsenic is distinguished from that of 

Vermillion. In a drink the taste of each ingredient such as Nfiga- 

keiSara etc is distinctly felt. In different forms'of music the different 

notes of a scale are distinctly heard. Therefore, there are not 

illustrations of partless w’holes. Now, the Sphota-vadins may cite a 

new type o** iUustrations, the awareness of a picture etc. The 

critics admit that such awareness is part-less. They also point out that 

the knowledge of the meaning of a sentence is also partless since every 

form of consciousness is partless. But an object which is referred to 

by our consciousness and which is either an illustration or is illustrated 
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konlj' piftses^eJ of parts. Hence, a sentence and its meaning tee 
not part less. 

Let the second tlie&is of the Spliota-vadiiis be examined. FiX)m 

the usa^'e of the evcperienced persons the relation of denotation 

obtainiuf^ between a. sentence and its meiuiin^^ is learnt but not that 

holding between a word and its nieanin^^ We cannot express an idea 

by means of a word. The above thesis is not tenable since in order 

to know the relation of deiiotatioii holdin^^ between a sentence and 

its Jiieaning tlie nieaiiinp' of a word cannot be disfXJDsed with. If u 

man is acquainted with words and their meanings then he can even 

make out the meaning of a sentence newly constructed. If by means 

of insejfion and climijiation ihe meaning of a Word is not grasped 

then each sentence being an indivisible unit tJie number of sentences 

win know no limit. In that case one is to know the meaning of 

each semence. As Muh it will l)e absurd to know the meaning of a 

sentence. In order to know the meaning of a sentence we must admit 

that a sentence is divisible into wwds and each word has its meaning. 

The Spliota-vadiiis lia\e also stated that mere words are never 

employed and words, for this reason, enjoy no real existence. Such 

a thesis is not tenable. Let us cite a concrete case in support of our 

criticism. Wlien a big complex sentence is employed, subordinate 

clauses are not independeiiliy used. Hence these clauses which cons¬ 

titute the said complex sentence turn out to be unreal. Now, the 

Sphota-vadins may contend that these clautees are real in order to 

render the said complex sentence signidcant. Such a contention 

does not hold water. The Nai}ayikas will also hold that words are 

invariably employed in order to do the same function, t.c., to make 

the said sentence expressive. There are a few sentences the meaning 

of which is obtained through the context. Even, in these cases, 

words play an important part since they are uttered to convey such 

matters as are beyond the reach of a context. [The text is very 

corrupt in this paragraph. In order to have a consistent meaning 

we have made necessary corrections. We ask our readers to be care¬ 

ful and request them to examine our corrections ] Now, the Sphofa- 

vadins make another suggestion in favour of their thesis. When a 

boy gets by heart a book he does not realise the result of his study. 

Similarly, when a sentence is read out one may not realise the distinct 

individuality of letters or words. In the face of this suggestion the 

Naiyayikas strongly assert that letters and words must have a nece*. 

sarj place in a sentence just as parts of a. chariot occupy a necessa^f 
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m the chariot thcwgh they cannot discharge its function. Now, 

it may be contended that parts of a chariot are necessary because 

they render some other service which a chariot cannot do. The 

Naiyayikas say in reply that letters and words will also be capable 

of doing something which a sentence cannot do. The parts of a 

chariot make a partial contribution towards the function of a ch&riot. 

Do letters or words make any such contribution? Yes, letters or 

words also make a partial contribution towards the function of a 

sentence. Some letters of a sentence are significant by themselves. 

Therefore, letters and words are not creatures of our imagination. 

They enjoy reality. 

The Sphota-vadins have also raised an objection that as words 

constitute parts of a sentence and letters are elements of a word, so 

letters should have also parts. Such an objection expresses the un¬ 

precedented scholarship of the said objectors. A jar is a whole 

consisting of parts. On that ground one cannot hold that an atom 

should consist of parts. One determineB the nature of an object 

through cognition and non-cognition. An object possesses only such 

nature as is revealed through cognition. An object does not possess 

such nature as is not presented to our consciousness. Parts of 

a sentence and a word are cognised but those of a letter are not 

presented to our consciousness. Kumarila has also said to this effect. 

If a letter is slowly uttered, it is not at all grasped. If it is 

distinctly uttered then it is grasped in its entirety. Kumarila means 

to say that if a letter had been a whole consisting of parts then some 

of its parts would have been grasped sometimes. He also states 

that nobody should {wslulate a whole having parts if its parts are 

never cognised. Therefore, letters are partleas wholes. Therefore, 

it is a foolish statement that a letter should have aUo parts like a 

word or a sentence. Letters have no parts. 

A sentence and its meaning are relational wholes because if the 

constituent words are present then the sentence in question is signi¬ 

ficant and if such words are absent then the sentence in question 

conveys no sense. Tf the same logic is applied then the conclusion 

that a word consists of parts is arrived at. It is also understood that 

the stem of a word and its suffix are real. These parts of a word are 

not merely imaginary. In the infiectional words ‘vrksam,' ‘vrksena* 

etc. the stem has the same meaning but the case-endings are difl'erent. 

In the inflectional words ^v^ksam*, ‘ghatam* etc. the stems have 

meanings though the case-ending has the same meaning. 

In cases the meaning which a particular word denotes is 
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expressed by it (the wcHrd). The above cocclusioii has been un¬ 

mistakably established* How can one say that these parts are 

unreal? 

The Bphota-vadinb have argued in favour of the reality of a spho^ 

that though the words ‘kupa’, ‘supa’, *yupa’ etc. contain many 

similar letters yet they do not convey the same meaning. They 

draw the conclusion from the above premiss that the possession of 

the same letters does not help to communicale the meaning of a 

word. The drift of this argument is that the letters, contained in a 

word, do in no way contribute towards the communication of the 

meaning of the word. Such a conclusion is contrary to reasons. 

Every word has its fixed meaning. The mere presence or absence of 

similar letters does not help to convey a meaning which a word 

does not denote. If only similar letters had determined the mean¬ 

ing of a word then the words ‘kupa’ etc. would have conveyed 

the same meaning. But a word conveys only the same meaning 

as is denoted by it. A word which is not denotative of a mean¬ 

ing does not convey it. Our experience points to the conclusion 

referred to just now. Now, by the joint method of agreement and 

difference we determine that this word denotes this meaning. If, in 

a particular case, the constituent letters of a word are similar then 

it will not be reasonable to enforce the conclusion that in other cases 

all constituent letters are similar though some of them are not so. 

[Jayanta means to say that in words ‘kupa’, ‘supa’ and ‘yupa’ the 

letter 'u*, ‘p’ and ‘a* i.e., the ‘2nd, the iird and the last one are similar 

but the initial one of each word is different. Hence, one cannot 

hold that all letters are similar. Therefore, the above words do not 

convey the same meaning.] If a heap of dust moves along with a 

row of ants then the latter is not the cause of the former. Wilh 

this remark the Spho^a-vadlns take an exception to the hypothesis of 

the Naiyayikas. [They mean to say that though a meaning is 

related to a word yet the constituent letters of the word do not 

contribute towards the communication of the same meaning.] Such 

an objection is pointless. Sometimes a heap of dust is raised by the 

hoofs of horses. It is also noticed that a row of ants is rendered 

motionless by such a heap of dust. Hence one cannot arrive at the 

conclusion that a group of letters does not condition tlie communica¬ 

tion of the meaning of a word. We do nol definitely know the exact 

cause of the above heap of dust since it may be raised by horses or 

by young camels or by elephants. If a condition is wrongly stated 

of th^ above effect, viz,, the heap of dust then the critic may ftad 
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fault with the above sugge&tioii. But still it is unmistakably true 

that the said heap of dust has been raised by many animals since 

heaps of dust which have been raised either by horses or by camels or 

by elephants are similar. Therefore, auirauls have raised the above 

heap of dust . 

The Sphota-vadins have argued that as the words like ^a^va- 

karna*, etc., have lost the sciise of iheir constituent words (asva and 

karua), so the other compound words may also imitate them. In 

other words, they suggest that the formation of compound words is 

futile. They hijit at the hypothesis that words have no parts. [The 

word ‘ai^va* means a horse and the word ‘karna’ denotes an ear. But 

the word ‘asva karna' denotes a species of tree. Thus, the meaning 

of the constituent words ‘a^va' and ‘karna* do not contribute towards 

the meaning of the compound word ‘abva-kunui’. They generalise 

that all words are partless.] Such a hypothesis does not stand to 

reason. The word in question finds a place in the list of such words 

as convey conventional meaning only. The constituent words do 

not express their true meaning. A compound word in the above 

context expresses a distinct meaning. This is the law which governs 

the meaning of a word. According to this law the meanings of the 

components of a compound word have gone to the ba-ckground. 

Accordingly, the meanings of the constituent words have been given 

up. If, in a particular context, the meanings of the constituent 

words have no part to play then it does not follow that the compo¬ 

nent terms of words like usva-karna, etc., will never convey their 

meanings. The word ‘asva* and ‘karna’ convey their sense when 

they remain either compounded or uncompounded. But if the com¬ 

pound word formed by them expresses a conventional meaning then 

its constituent words lose all their significance. Jjet us illustrate 

the point that the components of the compound word ‘asva-karna’ 

are significant when they do not form a compound word. Ride a 

horse (a^vamarobaK There is an ear-ring on the ear (karne 

kundalam). The words ‘asva* and ‘karna* are also expressive of 

meaning when they are compounded. The compound word 'ativa- 

karnah* is expressive of its meaning, viz., the ear of a horse. Thus, 

we see that contpouent words which constitute a compound word are 

not absolutely meaninglesa. 

The Spbo^vadins have also stated that the analysis of a word into 

ite elements is not logical since the interpreters agree to differ from 

cme imotber with regard to the said analysis of a word. Hence, the 

division of a word into a stem and a sufiSx does not hold good. This 
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oritioism is not sound. Afl a person plaoes bis confidence in the 

statement of the authoritative persons, so the illustration “ Tri-muni 

Vyskaranam" admits of an analysis. This analysis gets the 

approval of Panini. So it is true but not imaginary In many 

details of analysis the interpreters agree. They only differ from one 

another in vikaranas (signs of the different classes of verbs), etc. 

Such differences are insigniffcant. Therefoie, the analysis of a word 

into its stem and suffix is realy true. One cannot suggest a novel 

analysis by mere imagination. 

The Sphota-vadins have also offered another criticism which 

points to tlie difficulty of analysing a sentence. They cite an example 

“kalenadantiiiagah” in support of their criticism. There are two 

sentences “ kalena dantina agah “ and “kale nadanti nagah But 

it is very difficult to find out the constituent words of these two 

sentences since letters which compose these words are the same. 

Such n criticism does not stand to reason since difference between 

the two words constituled by tli3 same letters is detected by their 

varying accents. A section of grammar deals with accents. So, it is 

not difficult to learn words with their proper accents. Let us take 

an example ‘sarainah’. It may be a verb or two distinct words (a 

pronoun and a noun) or a compound wwd. If it is a verb (saramah==- 

we go) then its accent is different from that of a noun. If the 

word ‘saramal/ stands for two words, viz,, *sah’ and ‘Ramah’ then 

words and their accents are different. If it is a- compound word 

denoting one co-existing wdlh Rama then the word itself and its 

accent are also different. The contending party will also be able 

to note these differences. Hence, it is easy to understand the 

analysis of a sentence. 

The Sphota-vddiub have also stated in continuation of their 

criticism that in the examples “Dadhyatra**, “Madhvatra**, etc. the 

original words have undergone euphonic changes and do not retain 

their original forms. How is it that they convey their meaning 

though they are not perceptible in their original forms? Such a 

deviation from their original form is not open to a serious defect. 

These two words have only undergone partial changes since they are 

recognised. The above defence has been offered by n sectioii of 

logicians. 

The other logicians hold th.3t the words “Dadhi’* and “Madhu” 

respectively end in vowels 'i' and ‘u'. Though they respectively endjn 

‘y’ and *v’ yet they will convey the same sense as is denoted by 
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original words. Thin in the teaching of the science of gramiDar that 

tJie words ‘dadhy* and ‘madhv’ will respectively convey the same 

meaning as is respectively expressed by the words *dadhi* and 

'madhu*. Hence, the words, in spite of their euphonic changes, 

will convey their meaning. No defect will arise from the said 

euphonic change. Let us stop here since it is fruitless to ptolong 

such discussion. 

We, the Naiyayikas, have got sometliing more to add in this 

connection. If words are niprely imaginary then why do the ancient 

savants take so mu:'h pain to explain the growth of the conscious¬ 

ness of words? The critics think that imaginary objects are also 

means to the real things. They cite examples in order to prove their 

hypothesis. They bold tliat false tnake-bite and similar imaginary 

objects bring about real swoon and such events. If the examples 

are critically examined then we see that, truly speaking, false snake¬ 

bite is not the cause of swoon. It is the apprehension of taking 

foison that is the cause of such swoon An apprehension is a form of 

consciousness. It is not true that consciousness does not produce an 

effect. Moreover, an act of consciousness is not. an imaginary object. 

Thus, a real cause produces a real effect. The drift of this aigiiment 

is this that words are real. 

The Sphota-vadins also state that scripts are false but produce 

the consciousness of the real objects. It is a foolish statement. 

Written lettera are nothing but lines drawn on writing materials. 

These lines in themselves are not false. When they are taught 

by the trustworthy teachej*s sucli as khandika, a I'ejnited teacher 

mentioned in the ancient literature, the diecipies receive proper 

training and have deep-rooted impression of these scripts. When 

they see these lines they infer letters. They have been initiated 

into the relation of invariable concomitan(‘e holding between 

scripts and letters. Hence, whenever they see scripts they infer 

letters. When a boy, thus initiated, reads written scripts he at 

first infers letters and later on grasps the meaning of words. 

Therefore, imaginary objects ar^ not means to real ends. Why does 

one mistake a line for a letter? The reason behind this mistake is 

this that one sees probans but takes it to be probandum in a figurative 

sense. Examples in support of this view may be cited. We measure 

a quantity of fried barley i)owder with a certain weight. We say 

t^at this ib such and such weight (say prastba). The letter ‘g* is 

inferred from a particular line. We hold that ihe particular line is 
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ap ignorant person who is innocent of scriptj^ should oxaheouta 

sense out of lines, a written word since lines which pass under 

the name of unreal letters exist. But, as a matter of fact, such, 

a person gathers no sense from the above lines. Therefore, one grasps 

the meaning of a word after having inferred letters from lines. One 

is habituated to such inference. The different processes of inference 

are not observed since they take place very quickly. The intervening 

time-ga2)s between these processes are too subtle to appreliend. If 

one does not subscribe to this hypothesis then oue cannot explain how 

a sense is gathered from a few lines. As words and their meanings 

are leal so a sentence and its meaning are not partless wholes. This 

is our final conclusion. Yon have embraced the path of concealing 

parts of a sentence, viz., words and letters and tried to point to Sabda 

Brahman as the only reality. We shall discuss tliis topic in a 

detailed manner biter on. 

You have admitted the three broad divisions of a sentence- We 

agree to differ from you in this point. We admit the existence of 

Vaikharl vak only since Vaikhati vak is well known as a sentence 

(Vaikhari—artienJate). 

The vak which has been designated by you as madhyama is 

nothing but the mental resolution. It is a form of consciousness. 

It is not a division of a sentence. An act of consciousness 

which is expressed in language and refers to its corresponding 

obje>ct does not give up its own character, i.c., the characteristic 

feature of consciousness. 

The form of vak which is called Pasyanti bears the title 

‘ Indeterminate Perception The Naiyayikas consider it to be so. 

All forms of consciousness are not invariably associated wuth words. 

In other words, all sorts of consciousness are not necessarily verbalised. 

When i n act of consciousness which reveals an object comes into 

being, it may be or may not be verbalised. But an act of conscious¬ 

ness which is not verbalised does never fail to reveal its object like 

a material object. 

The CoNCiiUDiNG Portion of the Befutation of the 

Hypothesis of Spho*ta 

Let us now refrain from the discussion about the Absolute and 
^ , 

discuss the point at issue. 

i3-i946p-nT 
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The letters which sre objects of our distinct awareness are not 

imsginaiTy. They constitute words. They also make up a sentence. 

They are the conditions of the communication of meaning. A sphota 

which is distinct from letters is not presented to our auditory percep¬ 

tion. A spho^ which has been undermined by ill luck cannot convey 

a sense. 

(To be continued) 



JUSTICE AND POLICE IN BENGAL IN 1765 

Niharkana Majumdab, M.A., D.Phil, 

The object of this article is to examiae tbe framework and 

functioning of tbe indigenous system of criminal administration of 

Bengal about 1765. At the outset, it is desirable to refer to the 

circumstances that went to produce the system as it then obtained 

in Bengal. 

After the defeat of D^ud Karrani on March 3, 1575, at the battle¬ 

field of Tukaroi, Bengal became a subah of the Mughal Empire and 

the regular subah administration was introduced there by Akbar some 

years later in 1586-87. The Mughal Government was, however, 

primarily military in nature and did not basically undertake such wide 

functions as modern Governments do. Justice and police were two 

weak points in the Mughal system. 

With the death of Auraiigzeb the imperial authority began to 

decline. Lawless elements thrived on all sides. Distant provinces 

began to assert independence. Murshid Quli Khan, who was 

appointed in 1700 as Diwan of Bengal, soon became tlie Diwan of 

Bihar and Orissa^ and also Naib Nazim of Bengal and Orissa. On 

the death of Azim-ush-Shan and the accession of his sou Farrukh 

Siyar as Emperor (1713), he gained for himself tbe combined offices 

of Nazim and Diwan of the three provinces, owing only a nominal 

allegiance to the Emperor. During the administration of Murshid 

Quli Khan and his son-in-law and successor, Shuja-ud-diu Khan 

(1725-39), the country flourished. 

Thereafter, the marauding activities of the Marathas during the 

role of Alivardi Khan and the successive revolutions in the Nizamat 

of Bengal, which followed in the wake of the battle of Plassey (1767), 

produced a state of instability. In consequence many abuses crept 

into all branches of Government. The criminal administration with 

every other department of state fell into a state of disorder. The 

process of deterioration was also accelerated by the irrespousibJe way 

in which the Company’s servants exercised power. 

During the first administration of Mir Jafar (1767-CO), whom 

the English bayonet raised to tlie Masuad, there was no apparent 

change in the criminal administration. But the Company s servantaf 

their agents and free merchants who were engaged in inland trade 
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^ the couBirj' often tended to interfere with the judicature and the 

Obyernxnent. Mir SaBim wiu) stepped into Mir Jafar's pJace on his 

de^sitihn iii 1760, hitd no ieisure to check the encroachments of <h,e 

English on llie judicial administration. Mir Ja far’s restoration 

(1769) added to the power and influence of the English and rendered 

the administration of justice very liable to be swayed by* the 

Company’s servants and tlieir hanyajis wlio played the role of petty 

tyrants. The common people groaned under tlieir oppression. For 

instance, in March, l764]^Senior, the Chief of Kasinibazar, reported 

the numerous complaints that daily came to liini of tlieir extravagance. 

These agents walked in rags in Calcutta, but wIkmi sent out on ♦ 
Gomastahships they lorded it over the country-side, imprisoned ryots 

and merchants and behaved in the most insolent manner witli Faujdars 

and other officers of the Nazim. Wherever they went, they entirely 
, t ■ t 

governed the local courts and fn'quently sat there as judges.' 

Tlie diversity, corruption and tlie usurped power of individuals- 

that characterised the administration of this period should be judged 

in the light of the aforesaid factors. The old machinery v)f criminal 

udministraiion was still operating but only as a spent force. 

1 Justice 

it appears from a Report of the Committee of Secrecy of 1773 

that the judicial stiucture of t^e indigenous system, both in the 

capital and in the interior of Bengal, comprised different branches 

for the exercise of criminal, civil, religious and revenue jurisdictions.® 

Mojusail CaurU 
"* * 

The Criminal Court in the mofussil was known as the Faujdari 

Adalat. The local zamindar," says the Seventh Report, was the 

^ (fl) Secret ConsaltationB, 7 May, 1764 : 
(6) Letter to Gmrfi, I LyS., 1766; 

* (c) Select Comuiiltfe Proceedings, 19 May, 1760; 
(d) VereUt’s View, p. 49; 

" tej Lelttr froin Court. 10 Apiil, 1771; 
: ' if) Keir^s Evidence, Seventh Report, 1773, pp a25»26. 

^ Seventh llepoit, 1773, pp. 324 25. 
Thivlteport is also known ns Sixth Report. In the edition of Ihe Committee of Secrecy** 

j^eports. Itubhshed by the House of Couimons, this pariijuiar Report cotuci eeveoth io 
Mnai order. The First Report of this series is omitted in the poblu-ation sold by T. Bvnbs 
of No. 64, Pater-Nooter Row, London in 1773. As such in Evans’s publication, the Seventh 
Report cornea ceriaily to bo the sixth. 

^ The ^amiodar is a gene/al term which was applied to landholders and tenare- 
boldexB of^ several kinds and represented dUferent degrees of Hiatus. Generally speaking, 
the Khmii^ara of Mahomelsn Bengal were contractors for laod-reveDue, though la point 
of fact, ue interual administration of tbeir zamindaris wr.8 left largely in tbeir hands and 
^Mg^as tbeyvvere regular id their payments they we;« hqt interfered with. They bad 
4o pay revenue, e^so and trade duties to the Nawab's officers. They vrere also bel^ 
reipratibU fortlre niaintenaiiebdf'law' ind’ctfder wtibi|44be pr«%i&cts of tbetr za4atad(triti * 
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jtkdg6 in tbiB Coott. His jtifiBdicUoD 6xteDd6d to all crimiboal 'CauMOV 

In C&B6 of- a capita) offonce, however, the eentence prooouneed by 

him could not be eisiecuted until a report of the case bad been eeot 

to the Murshidabad Government and Hs orders received thereon* 

The procedure of the Criminal Court was summary. The impositioii 

of fine was the most frequent punishment, specially in the case of 

an opulent person. Every fine was appropriated by the zainindat 

as his perquisile. 

The mofussil Court ol civil jurisdiction went by the name of the 

Adalat. The local zamindar or the liaja appears to have presided 

over this Couit also. He took cognizance of “ all causes between 

party and party**. He was entitled to a Chaulh or share which 

amounted to one-fourth or one-lifth of whatever was recovered in 

his Court. 

Matters relating to revenue were under the cognizance of a 

sepal ate Court which also used to be formerly presided over by the 

local zamindar or Raja. But, lor some years before the gi^ant of 

Diwani, the zainiudar's place is this Court was taken by the Naib 

Diwan, appointed in every distiict by the Diwan at Murshidabad. 

Appeals from the Naib Diwan's decisions lay to the Diwan. 

Causes resjiectiDg religion, however, were dealt with in a different 

manner. Question.^ of this nature were not to be trusted to the sole 

discretion of any temporal judge whosoever he might be. Tt is 

mentioned by the Committee of Secrecy that in a case respecting 

Islamic religion, the judge before whom the question stood was 

required to call in the assistance of a local Qazi and even to submit 

to his authority in the decision of that cause. Similarly in the case 

of Hindus the judge was assisted by a Brahmin particularly where 

the cause involved forfeiture of caste. The peculiar punishment of 

excommunication rendering the offender an outcast from society was 

considered to be a very serious infliction. The English found it 

often being inflicted for private pique and personal resentment among 

Hindus, without a regular process and clear proof of the offence.^ 

The existence of a separate institution called the Caste Cuteberry 

is traceable as functioning in Calcutta even in Verelst’s time.’ At 

that time Maharaja Nabakrishna, banyan to the Select Committee, 

held charge of this Cutcherry* This Court held jurisdiction over all 

matters relative to the caste observances of the Hindus. Tbe punish- 

* (a) Seventh Keport, 1773, p. 3*24. 
lb) Select Committee Proceedioge, August 16, 1769. 

^ <«) Bolts—^otuiiieraffons on Indinn Aff^irst p. 63. 
(h) VerelsPs Vioto,pp 37-99*.^ 
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A man v^ce made oatcast could not, obserres Verelst, bo restored 

' except ** by the general suffrage of bis own tribe^ the sanction 

^ the; Brahmins (who are the bead tribe; and the superadded con* 

c^rrence of the supreme civil power Verelst cites an interesting 

caw of a Hindu, He had been bribed to procure some papers 

b^onging to a deceased servant of the Company but was caught red- 

handed by the son of the deceased and was forced, by way of retalia¬ 

tion, to swallow a spoonful of broth. As a result of this pollution 

be was degraded from his caste, lost all the benefits of society and 

was avoided as a “ leper by his tribe 

A letter fom Verelst supplies a graphic account of the local 

Courts of Burdwan as they were in 1765/ 

Pauzdary "—The jurisdiction of this Court was wholly confined 

to criminal matters and the judgement of capital offences. 

•^'Bazee Jumma Duftore ”—This C^ourt took cognizance of 

adulteries, abortions and other crimes affecting the peace and happi¬ 

ness of the people. Grants for lands and public works were issued 

from this court, 

** Burrah Adalut ''—This was a court of “ meuin and tuum *’ for 

all demands above fifty rupees, 

Chootah Adalut " disposed of all suits for debts not exceeding 

fifty rupees. 

“ Bazee Zemeeii Duftore ”—settled all disputes relative to charity 

lands and other public aids. 

Karidge Duftore*’—It dealt with payments of landholders* 

accounts after settlement and compromise of debts. 

“ Sudder Cutcherry ” received the land-rents and revenues, 

issued orders and adjusted all accounts thereof, confirmed purchases 

and sales of laud and property and determined all disputes between 

the landlord and tenants. 

Ameen Duftore*’ was concerned entirely with the revenues 

and the revenue collectors. It was in a great measure subordinated 

to the Sudder Cutcherry ” which served as a court of appellate 

jurisdiction to all complaints which first came to the ** Araeen 

Duftore*’. 

Verelst mentions another Court which in [)oint of fact cannot be 

regarded as a Court of Justice, This was “ Buxey Duftore”. This 

* 'Verelst's VietOf p. 142. 

** T Qee VeraUt'i tetter, dftted 18 Sept., 1766 in Verel«t*s View, Appendu, pp, aiQ*30. 
Vmtit was the Chief of Ohittigong and later on, of Bnrdwan, beh>re be Deeame the 

ef Bengal (1767*69). ^ ^ 
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Court superintended the conduct of and made payments to alt ^ 

forces, guards apd other persona employed for the protection ill general:;, 

and preventbn of thefts and disturbances of peace, 

Verelst's categorical statement that similar Courts existed idt 

over Bengal does not bear scrutiny. In the insular pargaina of 9aad“ 

wip in the south-east of Bengal, justice was at this period adminis¬ 

tered by the Daroga. From about the year 1760, this Daroga acted 

entirely under the authority of the Naib Ahad-dar who used to sit 

in the Adalat on fixed days of the week- The Daroga and *his 

assistants made the causes ready for hearing. Assisted by the Daroga > 

qanuiigo and zaniindar, the Naib Ahad-dar determined all cases, 

civil and criminal. The cognizance of revenue matters rested with 

the Ahad-dar. In matters of debt this Court retained one-fourth of 

the sum at issue and exacted discretionary fines for theft, dacoity, 

fornication, assault and the like. Until 1764, it was customai*y to 

exact from the parties a fee (Itlakl of one anna and a half per day 

for the emolument of the Ahad-dar, together with one anna for the 

peon." Besides, in a vast area like Purnea there was no regular 

Court of justice before 1765." Tliere was not a single Paujdari Court 

until 1776 in the large liill tracts of West Bengal and Bihar known 

as the J ungleteiTv districts. These districts were never brought to 

any regular subjection by the Mughal Government. The Ziuniudars 

of Jungleterry always considered themselves as supreme judges in 

all criminal cases. Their procedure of trials, observes Captain James 

Browne, was "exactly the same as those of the nations of Kurope 

in their state of barbarism’*. The accused were confronted by their 

accusers. If the accusei's persisted in making allegations and the 

accused continued to deny them, the latter were put to the trial of 

fire and if they escaped unhurt, they ’ were declared to be innocent. 

This mode of adjudication was practised by every zamindar there 

over his subjects.*® Thus, forms of justice in the interior of Bengal 

were characterised by diversity. 

There was a difference of opinion among the witnesses w’ho gave 

evidence before tlie Committee of Secrecy in 1773 on the question i)f 

the right of appeal from the mofussil Courts of the first instance to 

* Duncan's Beport on Sandwip, 1778, Bor relevant eibracts, see 1 f* . 
Gazetteer, pp. 27-28. Ahad-dar waa an officer of fhe provincial government and 
contractor for the revenue of a disfriet. , , ,or\ lerti 

• Proceedings of the Controlling Council of Beveane at Miirshi^bad, ‘3 pec * • 
Revenue Coosolfatione, India Copies, 20 Feb., 177fi . ee the leWer , 

vAt eent to occupy and later on waa in charge of the Junt^eterry ^stricts. ^ ^ ^ V' - 
Court-was Srst estabKshed in 1776 after Browne's reduction of Curriickdeah and Knatasi^, -.v 
in Jungleterry {Calendar of PereiaittJorrespondeoce, Vol. Vi No. 4?. ^ 
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appeal at iixe capital. Most of ^them heW 

A|)|>dt^s from xuofutail Courtb lay at Miirshidabad.'^ Ail of tliaui, 

however, ooncijiTed in the view tliat tlje Mnrshidadad Governmeni 

e3C6rci6ed a discretionary {lower over the proceedings of (he Courtb 

of jtistice and frequently nuti»ated or inflicted punishinenlR ‘‘witjtout 

the interposition ot any judicature''. In de'K'ribiiif^ the indifrerlous 

judicial system, Eeza Khan stated that an appeal from hath Adalat 

arAHa (Cpurt of criminal causes) and Khalba* (Court ol civil causes) 

lay to the Sadr “where tlie cause was nltiinately determined*'. ** It 

appears that the process of appeal in tho«e da\s deteated its ow^n 

jrarpose and could really be ot little to a party unable to 

purchase the (5o\eminent's tavour and protection, Tlie interposition 

of Government from motives of favoiu oi displeasinc was “a frequent 

caiT'e of the perversion of justice". 

It IS also pointed [out by the rarhamentarv ('ominitti'o ol 177;l, 

tlxat the custom of levying jicrquisite as cominission «>icath affected 

the confidence ot the people m llio justice ol tlic Civil Comt (Adalat) 

and that parties were verv reluctant to lesort to li .uid also tliat it 

had lonj*, therefoie, l)een a provailui" practice in Beiifial to refer civil 

disputes to arbitrators chosen b\ the pnilies concerned. Tn the 

opinion ol Reza Khan, matters ol debt and coinmeicial disputes only 

were proper subjects of arbittation.“ 

The fact that the people of the intoiioi Mill conimned to settle 

their disputes locally b> lesort to such indioenons institutions as aibi- 

Iration, caste courts aud the lilce, is jiai tlv attributable to the tenoi 

of the life of villape communities and the respect of the Muf»lialfi for 

the same. Little scope was left to Goveinment lot interposition in 

matters of justice due to (a) the relimoiis character ol Hindu and 

M'ahomedan Laws, (b) village organisations which often settled dis¬ 

putes themselves and (c) the close coutact with each other amon^ 

individuals, established by the peculiar nature and needs of society. 

During the lone rule of the Mnghals, no further scope was created for 

greater Government control over the admmistiation of jUBtice. 

Fflventli Beport, 1778, p. 324, 

^^ia) Secret Con9ulbatioD4, Id March, 1775 (5) Calendai of Persian Corresroodeoce. 
Voh IV, No. 1668. 

Seveath Heport, 1773, p. ^24. 

ProoeedingB of the Oontrollmg Oonnoil of Kevenue at Murahidabad. 6 April, 1772* 
It wae further obierved foy Beza Khao (hat atbitrat.on could not satiify the geaoiftl body of 
fXlhaUtefits sod it wea not umveieUly adopLed; *'otherwi»u even now,'* wrote he, "ail 
OMijNb Ifhioh oan be decided bj this moie, if the pattiop consent, are referteJ to Arbitra*Qra, 
and many who ate oot Utigaonsly disposed, without prelerro? any complaints, or repairing 
to the eoart of AdaWint, appoint Arhitratort theiuselvee (to) decide tbetr diapute.'* 
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But the good old days .of village Gommnnities <l»veT«‘' 

vigour of fch'e Mnghal empire had'been irrevocably weaken^. “ Tbfl 

Nawab being unable to maintain the authority of bis tribunals beyond 

the bounds of the city of'Murshidabad, regular course of justice in 

the interior fell into a state of suspension. And naturally this cir¬ 

cumstance gave scope to rural pefsonages like Qa^is and Brahmins 

to act as judges without any lawful authority,'* 

lOH L76^^ V 
a 

Bole oj the zamindar 

The role of the zamindar in the indigenous system of justice has 

been the subject of some controversy. The Seventh Report describes 

the zamindar as adjudicating in both Civil and Criminal Courts in 

the mofussil. It also bints that the zainindar’s jnriRdiction in the 

Courts of justice hal a legal basis in the very tenure of his lands. 

This statement actually represents the Company’s earliest conception 

of the zainindar’s duties. It is confirmed by the description of zamin- 

dar’p Cutcherr> at Calcutta by Hoiwell and Bolts. 

Holwell says that the zamindar acted in two distinct capaci¬ 

ties—as collector of revenue and as judge of the Court of cutcherry 

which was a tribunal constituted for trial and determination of all 

matters both civil and criminal, ‘'wherein the natives only, the 

subjects of the Mogul, are concerned”.’* 

According to Bolls also, the Zamindari Cutcherry *'or Fowzdary 

court” tried criminal offences among "black inbabitants”.” The 

Zamindar! Cutcherry at Calcutta was presided over by a member of 

the Council or sometimes by a servant of the Council. Both Holwell 

and Bolts record that the zamindar tried in a summary way and bad 

the power of inflicting stripes, fine and imprisonment and of condemn¬ 

ing culprits to work in chains upon the roads for any spice of time, 

even for life. Only in capital cases, the zamindar was required to 

obtain the President’s permission before the sentence was executed. 

Select Commiitee Proccediogs, 16 Augnet, 1769. It was to ebeok this edi that the 
Select Committee at Fort WilIiaiD directed the Superyisoia to require all officers of justice as 
alao Qazia eod Brehmms edmibisteriog jnatice in every viliuga and town, to produce 
and register their aaoeda. 

Aa Dow puts it. "every Mshoinmedan who can mutter over the Coran raiaee himself 
to a judge, without either Icenae or appointmeut; and every Brahmin, at the nean of a 
tribe diatributea jaalice according to hi« fancy.’* (Dow : T/n* History of Hirnlostan^ a ol. il , 
p. oiv.) • 

Holwell and frienda—Indio TrooUt pp. 177-78. 

Bolta—Cmuiderationr, pp, 80-81. 
Bolt.’ deioriptloD of the CelouW. Outoberrie, m.ke. an ioteresting .tady, 

work, io gen.nl, most be bundled with oention t. eomiog from an exceedingly biaeNd 
aouree. * 

14-1946P—in 
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As zamindar of tHe three towns of Sotanuti, Calcutta and 

GoYradapur, the Company acquired criminai, civil and religious 

jurisdiction over them. This they exercised thiough a number of 

Courts,'* namely, the Paujdari Court forjirial of crimes, the Court of 

Cutcbarry for civil causes, the Collector’s Court for malters of re- 

venue, and a Casta Cutcherry for taking coguisance of all luntters 

relative to castes of the Hindus. 

Nevertheless, the accuracy of the Committee of Secrecy’s state¬ 

ment as to the zamindar’s judicial authority came to be seriously 

disputed by no less a person than Hastings. Speaking on the authori¬ 

ty of the Seventh Eeport, the three Councillors—Francis, Clavering 

and Monson contended that the zamindar’s jurisdiction in the Faujdari 
at 

Court formed “an essential part of the Constitution" of Bengal and 

that the zamindar presided over the local Ciiminal Ccurt, pronounced 

and executed sentences on all offences less than capital.’® 

On the other hand, Hastings asserted “I venture to pronounce 

with confidence that by the constitution of Bengal the zemindar 

neither presided in the criminal court of his district, nor pronounced 

nor executed sentence on all offences less than capital."*® A zamindar 

held his official title by a Sanad or Charter which set forth the charac¬ 

ter and responsibilities of his position. Only one zamindar, Raja of 

Burdwan, was, as Hastings pointed out, allowed to exercise judicial 

authority by a special Sanad from the Nazim. If, argued Hastings, 

judicial authority were inherent in the institution of zamindars, this 

special Sanad would have been unnecessary.®^ He also referred to a 

Tberewere &1bo other Courts id Ca'cuttA, estnblishrd by tha Charter of Justice 
granted by the English Crown in 1758. These were t>i>* Mayor's Court, Court of Appaals, 
Court of Bequests, Court of Quarter Sessions. 

Secret Consultaticma. 18 Oct., 1775. 
Another source of their observation was a minute of Hostini^s ao'l Barwell which they 

misconstrued. **lt might possibly,’* they arpued, *‘be supposed that the ttiateridls on which 
the Commiliee (of Secrecy) formed this part of their report were defective if we did not 
find their representation confirmed hy that of Mr. Hastings bim«elf. We beg le^ve to 
refer (he Court of Directors to hU minute entered on the coDsul alion of the 220 ) of tpril 
last, containing a proposal for a new settlement.'* Jo the 15th article of the aforeasid 
plan, Hastings and Birwell actu^ilJy affirmed that the Fau;dari juriidiclion was inherent 
ID the semiodar'’agreeable (o the cld constitution of th.^ Empire * (Secret Consnltations, 
7Feb., 1776J. 

In clarification, Hastings said that the Faujdari jurisdiction which was recorded by 
himself to be inheient in the zimindsr bad ’*no affinity with ihe judicial authority, but 
meant only the authority vested in the zernin *ar, to guard and tnaiutain the peao^ of tbe 
country** (Secret Consultations, 29 May, 1776). 

W fteoret Consultations, 7 Dee., 1776. 
« /hid. 

Thus Hastings put it at a Oater date, "tbe Z^^mindar of Burdwan bad the entire 
management of the Bevenaes and the whole civil and criminal ju''isdlieiioQ within the 
limits of his Zemindary and as I am informed, an exemption from tho Fougedarry authority 
or rather tba right of exeentioff that- antbority himsf^lf wai purchased at different times 
da(N|Mba Goverument*' IKtvenue Coosultatioos, 29 May. 1776). 

k Pat another reference to the Burdwan zamindar*s judicial authority, see Ijoog. 
JeJwffOTW, p. 611. No. 966. 
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letter of the Committee of Circuit of 1772, which contaioed in his 

opinion “a just accurate description of the modes of administering 

justice which had been e&tabUsbed under the Mogul Goveinment’*/* 

This letter enumerated among other prevailing evils the usurpation 

of judicial power by zamindars and farmers/^ 

It is to be noted that while the Committee of Secrecy recorded 

the information which was sent to them, the Committee of Circuit’s 

statement was based on direct observation of the actual conditions 

in Bengal. Moreover, Hastings in his early career in this country as 

the Resident at the Durbar happened to acquire a better knowledge 

of the Bengal Government than his opponents. 

His views were perfectly correct so far as the position of the 

zamindar in the Mughal Constitution was theoretically concerned. 

If the Sanad is to be considered the warrant of exact authority, as 

it should be, the texts of zamindarl Sanads hardly support Francis's 

contention that the zamindar was the judge of the Criminal Court. 

Yet the zamindar being required by his Sanad “to employ himself 

diligently in expelling and punishing the refractory”,it may be 

argued that this authority to punish is impliedly a judicial authority. 

In fact, the distinction between the two is so very nice as might be 

easily ignored in actual practice. It should also be remembered that 

in times of general uncertainty and confusion, theory and practice are 

frequently at odds with each other.** 

Hence, whatever might have been the de jure position of 

zamindars, factual data are not wanting which depict them as 

really exercising judicial functions on the disruption of the Mughal 

Government.*® Francis himself revised his opinion later on. When 

Secret Oonsulistiuos, 29 May, 1776. 
^ PrcceedmgB of tba Coniroitt^e of Circuit At Kasimbasari 15 August, 1772. 

Id tbeu revie^v of tbe different officers of justice formerly instituted in tbe«e proviucfes, 
the Committee of Circuit mentioned INazim, Diwaa, DarogbA«i*Adaiat ai Alia, &arogha«i* 
Adalht-Diwani, Faujdsr, Qozi, Muhtasib, Mufti, Qaoaogo, Eotwal. But tbe omidsion of 
samiodar is sigDificaut. 

^ Translation of a Sanad under tlie seal of Serfraz Khan, Di^an of tbe Subah of 
Bengal, dated the 27th of Ramzan in the 17th year of tbe reign of His Majesty Mobummad 

Sbeb or A.D. 1786-86, (Firminger’s lotroduclion to *‘the Fifth Report**, pp. xlvi-siviii). 
W •‘In the general absence of laV and order**, says Monckton Jones, ‘'vagueness 

gave prospect to the imbitious or dexterous wbicb rften proved more valuable than tbe pro¬ 
blematical protection which rigid deQnitioa might afford** \Wufftn Hattings in Bengal, 
p. 12). 

For instance in Sandwip, the Naib Ahad-dar was •assisted by the **** 
judicial businesa (Duncan's Report nuoted in Koakhali District Gazetteer, pp. 

Zamindars of Jungletcrry used to try criminal offences in a crude process (Revenue 
Oonsttltations, India Omoe Copies, 20 Feb., 1776). 

At Nitor, the remains of. iaiI»nd*.pol where the Ribbet -had stcod wrve to •WV,.: 
the szercisf of criminal iurisdiotion by tbe n# 

(Th. OoietiMa Neefiio. Vol. 66. 1878, p. 19: “The Ibrntori.I Ariitoaac, ol 
by ^ssoty Chuud Mitra.) 
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asked by the Select Coiniiuttee of the House of Couiinons in 1782, 

he admitted that the result of later enquiries had '‘in some degree, 

satisfied him that whatever criminal jurisdiction was exercised by 

the zemindars, it did not go much beyond petty offences*'. He 

believed that it did not extend to life or limb. On this subject, 

however, he did not presume to speak positively.*^ 

The zamindars were first and foremost Collectors of revenue 

and additionally Police Magistrates. For good or for evil, they were 

intimately linked up with the rural folk. Many of them appear to 

have been defaclo heads of villages provided that they paid their 

revenue. With the weakening of the Murshidabad Government, 

the power of Faujdars who used to formerly exercise check on 

zamindars deteriorated and zamindars came to be very much left 

to themselves. On their part they were ever ready to take advantage 

of any weakness or relaxation of the bonds of authority. 

It is in this background that we actually find the zainindar as 

the single person adjudicating in matters civil, crimi* al or otherwise. 

Thus, in the interior, complaints were frequently prefcjred before the 

zamindai’s courts and a sharp and summary justice was adminisiered 

there. Zamindars, farmers, shikdars and other officers of revenue 

are, therefore, rightly described by the Committee of Circuit as 

“assuming that power for which no provision is made by the Laws 

of the land, but which, in whatever manner it is exercised, is prefer¬ 

able to a total anarchy”,-* 

{To he ronihiued) 

^ Sixth 6«porl from tbs Select Cooimittee, 1782, p. ll, 
Pfogi. Committee of Oireoit, Eaaimbasar, 15 Aog., 1772, Vole. MII» p, 120. 



att6 Notices of ^oo^s 

Kalikata VlswaYldyalaya.—Satabdir Alekbya by Sri Bimalendu Koyal, 

M.A., Koynl Pustak-Pralcashnni, ^1/1/M Dr. Suresh Sarkar Boad, 

Entally, Calcutta—14. Price Ks. 3. pp. 104 + 40 (appendix) 

The volume, which gives an intereating survey of the history and 

achievements of the Dniversity of Calcutta on the eve of the centenary 

celebrations held last Junuaiy, is well-planned and well-written. 

It proceeds to the task of setting down a large variety of facts relating 

to the era imnjodiately preceding the Sepoy Mutiny, when the question 

of establishing the University was under discussion, by an apt quotation 

from the convocation address of Dr. Pruniathanath Danerjee, delivered 

as \ ice-Chuncellor in 1947. Here the great educationist pays an eloquent 

tribute to a largo number of teachers, thinkers, and public men who had 

advanced the cause of learning by their disinterested labours in the field. 

The comprehensiveness of the list and the nature of the homage paid 

reveal the Vice-Chancellor’s identification wdth a noble cause and his 

power to serve it worthily. 

Taking tlie speech ns the starting point of the book, Mr. Koyid in 

his first chapter tells us tl;at the University incorporation bill was adopted 

by the legislature on 24fch January, 1857, the morrow after the flames of 

mutiny were lighted, in the army barracks at Dum-Dum. The birth of our 

University was thus heralded by the most dramatic events in the country, 

aiming at political liberation. The University by the spread of enlighteu- 

raent was to secure liberation on the iateliectual plane. But the history 

of English Education goes further back, and the year 1823, stands out 

as a landmark when the General Committee of Public Instruction was 

organised at the initiative of Mr. Adam, the acting Governor-General. 

When the dispute arose whether to give preference to Oriental or to 

Western learning under the system of education sponsored by the British, 

Baja Bammohun Boy fought as the protagonist of the latter. Macaulay’s 

famous Minute of 1835 (2 February) was important for the final decision 

arrived at. In 1844 when under Lord Hardinge acquaintance with 

English was stressed as a qualification for employment under government, 

the policy proved a great impetus for the spread «f EngJish. At this time 

there were 161 sohools and the total number of the students who attended 

was 18163. The educational budget for the year 1854 was Bs. 504428. ^ 

The Council of Education had adopted the proposal for the establish-„ 

Xneat of the University in 1845. Yet more than a decade was to , 
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befcoB it receired a praotical form. The next item of interest in the survey 

13 an account of medical education, which was started on a modest soalo in 

1822, and four years later the Stinskrit College and the Calcutta Madrassuh 

undertook the instruction of medicine. In 1830 it was debated whether 

the medium of medical instruction should be English. The Calcutta' 

Medical College was established in June, 1835. Ten years later in 1845 

Dr. Fred J. Mouat, M.D., Secretary of the Cjuncil of Education speaking 

of the graduates of the Medieu) Cullege, observed that the examinations 

they passsd were "in extent and difficulty much greater than those of the 

Colleges of Surgeons in G-reat Britain’*. Tiiie is very high praise indeed. 

Heferences are also made to Engincoring and Legal Education. Interest* 

ing accounts are given of the valuable work done by missionaries for the 

expansion of education. The details of the functioning of the University 

from the time of the app jintm-int of Sit* James VViiliam O.jlville as the 

first Vice-Chancellor give a satisfactory picture of the progress made fa' 

the field of higher education for a century. The University seal, the 

University examinations and their results, the University's affiliating 

responaibilies, the coii-iruction of tiic University Buildings, and finally 

the organization of Post-Graduate studies and u suitable library, are all 

reviowr'd briefly bub without omis3i)n of any important detail. Oae 

chapter describes the programme for the centenary cc’ebratious including 

the award of the doctorate degree to 20 scholars honoria caaaa. The part 

played by women’s education also gets due notice, fn the appendix is 

included Itabindra Natli Tagore's address at the annual convocation of the 

University, held in 1037. 

The book is written in a simple and attraelive style. TJie value of 

the work the University is doing has been assessed w:tb sympathy and 

understanding. The view that emerges from the reading of the book is 

that of one who has known the University intimately for years and has 

acquired an insight into its workings. Every one interested in the Univer¬ 

sity and in the education it is giving will find the book useful and 

informative. 

Th6 Green and Red Planet—By Hubortus Strugbold, Sidgwick and 

Jackson London. Tg, 6d, net. pp. 90. 

The book is written to examine the possibility of life on Mars, the 

green and red planet, find the author has shown scientifically the various 

factors needed to support life, the complex as well as the simple forms. 

His oonoluBioa is that Mars has an atmosphere which suffers from oxyzen 

l^ficiency or hypoxia and cannot, therefore, meet the essential physiological 

needs of human and animal life. Green plants are possible because they 

produce os^gen for tlieroselves. Bacteria of various kiuds like ohemoau- , 
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totropha, which produce their o\<ti organic substance, are possible in the 

Martian atmosphere in spite of its low content of oxygen. The conclusion 

in the author’s own words, based upon a physiological study, runs as 

follows: “The lack of oxygen precludes any high order of living things, 

either animal or vegetable. There is good evidence for a primitive type 

of plant life, similar to the lichens that grow on our desert rocks and 

Arctic tundras, and we find that biological principles—as we observe them 

on earth—favour the liklihood of some such elemental species... the odds 

against any intelligent beings existing on the planet are so great as to 

place the idea of ‘visitors from Mars’ in the realm of fantasy/’ 

In 1077 the Milanese astronomer, Giovanni V. Schiaparelli first spoke 

of the possibility of life on Mars. Percivnl Lowell followed up the discussion 

by his own observations made from his Observatory at Arizona in 1907. 

Until Mr. Slrughold’s book, the study of the subject had been made almost 

'entirely from the asironotnical point of view. There was, therefore, scope 

for such a work, bringing the question under examination from a different 

angle. 

Speaking as a layman it is possible to doubt, if the planet does not 

produce some substance, serving to restore the balance of nature, and 

providing the basic conditions for higher forms of life. There must be 

unknown factors which may completely change the picture. It is, there¬ 

fore, unjustifiable in the present state of our knowledge, to speak on the 

subject iu a tone of finality. Meanwhile, we shall await friendly contacts 

with the travellers who are ranging tJirough the earth’s atmosphere in the 

inuch-talked-about flying saucers, and learn from them, when the time 

comes, how life can flourish in spite of oxygen deficiency and evolve new 

standards in knowledge and virtue still unnttainod in our altitudes. 

India Democracy and Education—By Jossleyn Hennessy—With a 

foreword by S. Kadhakrishnan, Vice-President of the Indian Union. Orient 

Longmans Ltd., pp. 338. price Hs. 15. 

Handsomely bound and printed in clear type on excellent paper, the 

book has over one hundred illustrations, ail of them being concerned with 

a study of the work of the Birla Education Trust at Pilani. 

The author spent many ycar^n India and made a-apepial study of 

our educational problems. In doing this, he collected a large mass of facts 

from newspapers, showing that sport and social occasions, which in 

England and America, were the only reasons for student publicity, do not 

provide even a cingle item of new’s in India. The papers report, on the 

other hand, students for murder, beating up, violence, strikes, hunger 

strikes, prooessiens and demonstrations, lending zo Mhi charges, tear-ga&^ 

firing and casualties. 
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MrSb Hennessy'fl comment upon this i^ngiilar situation in India is that 

the educational system must be reorganized, ii democracy is to survivet 
>4 

in a suitable manner. For this more money is required and a re-defina* 

tion of the aims of education. She is aware of n lot of hypocrisy adding 

to the difficulty of the tosk. 'The trouble about education is that* Mrs, 

Hennessy observes with penetration, Svliilo everyone pays lip sarvjce to 

its importance, only a handful of people understand why it is important*. 

Sbe has found the recommendations of the University Commission satis¬ 

factory, The reforms proposed by it could secure the ends of stability 

and progress. ^If the Cominissiun’s financial and other recommendations 

were carried out, one could look with confid nice to India*s future*. 

The author carefully examines the educational life in this country 

over a number of years and by the help of the data she is able to gatb&ij 

she is convinced of tbe urgency of a complete overhaul ot tiie system. The 

students live under unhygienic conditions, they suffer from lack of nour¬ 

ishment, their day-toduy life is a burden. The result is that they easily 

succumb to unwholesome influences of all sorts, Tbo Pilani Experiment 

nae proved a great success. Students there have lessons at school, sports 

and social life. Their many-sided activities help them to develop charac¬ 

ter and personality. They become efficient workers and good citizens. 

The author has a sincere enthusiasm for the work being done at Pilnni. 

But this is not the only attempt made iu India for building up a 

system of education which adequately meets iLe needs of students. The 

Deccan Education Trust is another example. And there are a number of 

others. A comparative study would have been valuable. But the author 

does not refer to the sister organizations. Nevertheless the book makes 

a very useful enquiry and tries to answer some questions, affectiug the 

country's welfare and progress, to which due attention should bo given. 



Threb year Degree Coursr 

The UniverBity Senate is at the present monaent engaged in ihd 

discussion of the proposal for the introduction of a three year Degree 

Course in this University. This will involve the creation and im¬ 

plementation of a Higher Secondary Course in the Schools and the 

abolition of the Intermediate stage in the University. On the 6th 

December, 1956, the Academic Council adopted the report of a sub¬ 

committee appointed to consider the question in all its aspects. The 

report of this sub-committee was placed before the Senate at its 

meeting held on the 22nd December, J956. The Senate, however, 

after much discussion postponed decision till a later date. The Senate 

met again on the 25th February, 1957, to consider the matter. A* 
* ^ 0 m f • 

this meeting, again, a committee of 21 members has been appointed 

to consider the rejjort of the sub-coraraiitee as well as to make further 

recommendations or suggestions regarding the proposed three year 

Degree Course. The report of this Committee of 21 members of the 

Senate is now awaited. 

There is dilleronco of opinion with regard to the introduction of 

a three 3 ear Degree Course in colleges and abolition of the present 

Intermediate Course. Some educationists, after considering the 

Blvnctnre of collegiate education in the different parts of ih© world, 

are not in favour of the introduction of a three year course in colleges. 

They, however, feel that the scheme can be given a trial, and it, 

should stand or fall by its own results. Others are of opinion that 

the future scheme for the improvement of education in the different 

States of India should follow the outlines of the scheme as adumbrated 

by the Central Government. Without entering into the controversy, 

it can be stated, however, that time-honoured and well-tr.ecl institutions 

should not be abandoned without sufficient thinking and that in the 

planning of re-orgauieation that we contemplate, it is necessary that 

an integrated picture of the whole system of education should be 

formulated. 

Lecture on Bajput History 

Sri Subimal Dutt, M.A., Rai Baliadnr Bissessurlal Matilal 

Halwadya Lecturer of the University for 1955, delivered a courMj^i 

IS-lUSF-irc 
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three lectures on ^'BeginningB of Bej put History" on Monday, the 
25tb, Tnesday, the 26tb and Wednesday, the 27th March, 19S7, each 
day at 4 P.H., in the Darbhitnga Hall, Darbhanga Baildings, Calcutta. 

Prof. Pramathanath Banerjee, M.A., B.L., D Litt., LL.D., 
Barrister-at-Law, Vidyavachaspati, Ex-Vice-Cbaucellor, Calcutta 
University, Member, Senate and Syndicate of the University aud 
Principal, University Law College presided at the first lectors. 

H. E. Basd Memorial Lectures 

Sri Jagadisb Chandra Bbattacharyya, M.A., Hiran Komar Baan 
Memorial Lecturer of the Univerrity for 1U54, delivered his last 
lecture in Bengali on ’Sonnet in Bengali Literature’ (Bangla Sabitye 
Sonnet), on Thursday, the 7th March 1957, at 4 p.m., in the 
Darbhanga Ball, Darbhanga Buildings, Calcutta. 

Prof. Sashibhusan Dasgupta, M.A. Ph D , Eamtanu Lahiri 
Professor of Bengali Language and Literature, Calcutta University 
presided. 



'^otificaftons 

, CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Notification No. CSB/ll/8t/67 

1| is notified for geoerAl iuforniatioD t^at the foUowiag atatutea r^^rding conatitutioD^ 
powCca and duties of the S*;oatej Syndicata and Academic Council as paaaed bj tba Senat 
on S5. 2. 67 Lave received the aasent of tne Chancellor 

(а) The following be inserted on p. 45 at the end of the lat paragraph of Statute Stl) 

'* Graduates reeistered under the Indian University Act, 1001, who compounded for 
all aubaeqotnt paymenta of annual fee for retention of their aamea in the register by 
paying the aiim preacribed in tbAt behalf by the regulations under the provtao to aub* 
section fS) of section 7 of that Act shall have their names entered and retained in the 
register without payment of any fee.’* 

(б) Tbe following new Clause nr. clause (8) be inserted after clause (7) on page 46 

** (8) NotwitbsUnding anything contained in any other atatutea, tbe Vice-Chancellor 
aliall have the power to direct at any time before tbe issue of his order fixing the dates of 
taking polls that only those gradnates may be enrollfd as voters for tbe Registered 
Graduates Constituency, wboae names are entered in (he Electoral Roll before tbe iaaue of 
tbe aforesaid order.” 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVABTI, 
The 12tfa March, 1257. Registrar 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Notification No. GSR/1/57 

Itia notified for general information that the changes in tbe M.Sc. (Ag.) Regulations 
■a shown in Notification No. CSR/17/66, dated the Ctb April, 1956, will take eMCt from 
tbe Examination of 1957. 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVARTI, 

The 13lh March, 1957. Regisirar 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Notification No. C8R/lS/St./57 

It ia notified for general informafioD that the following Statutes regarding Register of 
Graduates as passed by tbe Senate on 26. 3. 57 have received tbe assent of tbe Cbanoellor 

Register of Graduates 

(Ij Any person who— 
(a) bolds tbe degree of a Matter or a higher degree of the Universily 

Or 
« 

(M iaa graduate in any Faeulty of this University of at least three yeais* standing, 
the period being counted from the date of graduanon, 

will be entitled to have hi« name, registered on pavment rf the fee of Bs. 3 to^etber with 
an application made to the Registrar on or before tbe 30th June in any year snd such 
registration ahall remain valid during tbe year in which (he fee is paid and (he year 
fol lowing. 

Explanation (1^ Tbe date of graduation ahall be the date of tbe pnbUeaiion of the _ 
remit of the relevant ITniveraitv Examination, except that in tbe i?am of a graduate in 
Medicine, it shall be the date on which he is admitted to the degree by the Syodioate. 

(1) la these Statutes, the term 'year' shall mean 'the financial year* el 
nnlveceityv^ - -s 
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(2) A graduate wlioae name bad bera regiatored on pibyineDl of Ka. 8 oaly« 
may enjoy the rights, and privUrges !pf tsgutteted graduate for Ufopayment of a 
compouudiog fee of Ha. 60 at any lima before toe ej^fry of tlie period of itegistrstioD. 

Provided th^ a graduate whose naips baa already beea entered on the register may 
on paymeot of Hs« 3 at any lime the expiry of the period of the registration fw*e 
have bis name continued on the register for a further period of 2 years, counting from ttie 
expiry of his period of registration. 

Senate House, 

The 12th March, 1967. 
I). CHAKRAVAKTI, 

Registrar 

CALCCTTA UNIVERPITY 

NotiBcation No. 0/2061/98 (Affl.). 

It is lierebv notified for general informat'OQ that in extenHioii of the iiffilintion already 
granted the Jhargram Kej College has been aflBliated in Logic if the 1 A. standard wiili 
effect from the session 3967*68, t.e., with p'^rmis'^ion to present canjid-ites in the subject at 
the I.A. Examination from 1969 and t.ot eaiiier. 

Senate House, 
The 8tfa March, 1057. 

D. CHAKRAVARTI, 
Hcgtsl rur 

CALCOTTA rNlVEItSITV 

Notification No. C.'3045/131/(AfflK 

It is notified for goueral inforraalioD that the Japaniialh KHhote Colleae, Pninlif., h-is 
heen aflBliated to this U.iiverpity as a 8(»ecial case, from the Ijt Novf'miicr, 19nfi, in the 
subjects and to the standard in which it is u iw affiliated to ths Bihar (Tniveiaitv. 

The students admiUad to the college from Iho scsiion 1957-58 in tlit- firpi year I.A. 
sod 1.8c claepcs and the third venr BA. cinsa \m1I tc tanglU in arcudance with the 
Calcutta University Svilahns for the I.A . 18c. and BA. PAnmimtions in the fo'Ioaiijg 
8U..jects with permission to present its first hatch of ptiidciits I nmlit under the C.lcuJla 
Un'versity Syllabus at the I.A., 18c. and B.A. pAamioalh.ns in 1959 end tioi 
earlier 

ffll I.A. English, Bencali (Vo'D.), Hindi tAVrn ), Civicn, Logic, History, Sanshrit. 
Additional Bengali, Adfitior.al Hindi, and Mathematics. 

(b) I 8c. English, Bengali (Vern.), Hindi (Vern }, Physics, Chetnisiry, MatlHinatiea 
and Biology. 

fc) B.A. (Passl English, Bengali (Vern), Hindi (Vern.), Econoinies, Philosophv, 
History, Sanskrit, Hindi, Bengali, and Mathematics. 

The present students of the collpg-'* will continue to he tauaht in the subjects in which 
it Ji ab present affiliated, in accordanco with tl e Bibar University Syllabus and that for 
Borulia students special arrangements will be mA-le for holding JA, T 8^ . and B.A. 
Examioations in 1957 and 1068 in accordance with the Bihar University Syllabus! 

Senate House, 
Tbe6tb March, 1957. 

D. CHAKKAVARTT, 
Registrar 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Notification No, C/1903/118/Aflfl. 

It is noti6ed for ioformotioD of the general public that, in extension of the affiliation 
alresdjr granted, the Seth Soorajmiill Jalan Girls-College, Calcutta, has been affiliated in 
Commercial Geography to the I.A, standard, with effect from the session 1967*58 with 
permission to prespiit rundidales in the subject at the exouiination from 1959 and not 
aarliar. 

Senate House, 
CalautU, 

■ Febwary, 1967. 

D. CHAKRAVARTI, 
Registrar 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

. Notification No. 0/l897/68(Affl.l 

It is hwhy notified % iWormation of the general pnblio that the Sbri Sik.hayatan 
Ctdlag,. C»l«iUa, haa brtia afilrtted IB Geography and Uotany to tha 1 A standard and in 
EnglUb. Bengali (Vein.), Hindi tVorn.), Hiatory, Bconomica, Philosophy mS*Hindi to 
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tbe B.A. pias sUndfrd with effect from the oerameaf’ement of the eeMion 1957-58. f.a., with 
perroUeion to pieaetit oaodidetee- in the ■hbjecte at the examlnaiioDt from 1959 nni BOl'^ 
earlier. 

Senate House, D. CHAKBAVABTI, 
Calcutta. .. f , Aeotefrar 

The 2drd Bebruery, 1957. 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Notification No. C/2089/28/Afa. 

It it notified for the information of the public that in extension of affiliation already 
granted, the Institute of Education for Women has been granted affiliation in CoDten*a and 
Method of Tearhing (t) Phyaical Sciences aud (if) Biological Hciencea for the B.T. Conrse 
from the seaKion 1957^58. 

Senate House, 
The nth March, 19o7. 

D. CHAKRAVABTI. 
Jiegiitrar 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Kotifioation Ko. CSR/3/57 

It is notifi’^d for general inforruation that Anaesthegiology hat been inclcded in tbe 
Hat of aubjeclb for tbe U. Phil. (Medical) dogrec bv tbe Academic Conncil OD 6th 
March, 1957. 

Senate House. D. CHAKRAVARTI. 
1 he 2aih March, 1057. Eegufrar. 

CALCUTTA UNlVERSm 

Notification No. CS)U'5/57 

It is notifird for gecieiul luforcLotiou tl ut the folloaring resolution of the Board of Post- 
Graduate studies in History has been adopted by the Academic Council at their meeting held 
on Gth M uch, 1957 : — 

** Reso/oed—That studciits who parsed the B.A. Exouiination of Calcutta Univeraiiy 
in 1954 or earlier he given tbe option of tbe old syllabus for tbe M..4. Examination in 
History in 1967”. 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVABTI, 
Q'he 28lh March, 1957. HegistroT, 

CALCUTTA ITNIVERSITY 

Notification No. CSR/9/57 

It is notified for general information that the following change in role 9 of Chapter 
LV (I. Muft.) or the RcgulatiouH u as made by the Senate at their meeting held on 11th 
March, 1957 

“That the following proviso be inserted at the end of rule 9 :— 
'Provided that a candidate taking tip subjects included under papers III & IV of rulo 

7 aforesaid, must obtain 3>)% of the marks in each of (he language pa^iera*. 
Tbe obange will take eSiect from the l.Mus. Examination of 1957. 

Senate House. D. CHAKRAVARTI, 
The 29th March, 1957. Begiitrarf 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Notification No. CSR/12/57 

It is notified for general information that the Senate at their meeting bpJd on lltb 
March, 1957, adopted the following changes in Chapter XXXIV-A of the ReguIaMooa reiafcing 
to B Com. Exaniin'ithm :— 

(t) In Rule 6 : Delete the first sentence and substitute tbe foliowing 
“As soon ar> possible after the exattioatien, the SyodjCite shall publish a list of the 

candidates who have passed arranged in tbe following manner :— 
(a) First CNas Tn order rf merit 
(h) Second Class In order of merit, and 
(cl Pass Arranged Blpbabeiicaliy’* 

(•U In ruie 10 : Delete the Section and substitute * 
“In order to pass, a candidate must obtsio 80 per cent, of the marka in each 

group of aubiecta aed 66 per cant, of marks in the aggregate, provided that a candadate 
tal^ up 4a Indian Language must obtain 40% of the marhs in ^le lub^Mts rtoaotiiM 
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eM^idalM obiMung 60p«r«ait. ot mors-biuIc* in tb« aggrnir*to b* 4wlavd to litye 
<»tftin«a Piwt Claei; and (hose obtainiog 40% or more markt but Ions than toarlM in 
t deolarod to have obtained Second Claes'; other sooeestftfl caodi latea 

■^l,be declared a^having paaacd and ahaU not be placed under any Olaes.** 

.. :Tbe above changea are effective from the B.Oom. Examination oT 19S7. 

Senate Houaos " . D. CHAEBAVARTI, 
The 6tb April, 1967. ♦ . Eepia^rar. 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Notidcation No. CSB/16/6t/67 

It is notified for general information that under Sub^aection (6) of Section 81 of the 
Calcutta Uaiversity Act, 1951, the Chancellor in consultation with the Education Minialer 
haa been pleased to assent to the following changes in the Statutes relating to the powers, 
dutieaand oonditions of service of the Registrar and other officers providing for the Secretary, 
Uniyeriity College of Medicine and his duties * 

(it Tn rule 1 (1) of the Statutes (p. 101> the w'orda—*'(xiiii Secretary, University College 
of Medjrine'* be inserted after **(xu) Law Officer" and "(xiii)" be replarad by (xiv). 

(ft) In role 1 '2) tbe word‘and* in line 10 be deleted, a 'aemicolon' 1m put after the 
word ‘Councils' in line It^ and the following be added in the same line 

"and the Secretary to the University College cf Medicine shall be under the dirret 
adminiBtrative control of the Vice*President of (be Coiucil". 

(m) The*fonowing be inserted after rule 17 (er: Law Officer) : 
'*18 (1) The 8»-cretary to the University College of Medicine aball be a Medical 

Graduate having adequate experience and shall be appointed by the Syndicate, in the Brat 
iostanoe, for one year, on the expiry of which he will be conBrmed on the report of satis¬ 
factory service. He shall be paid a salary of Ks. 50i)-50/2*800 per mensem, provided that 
in exceptional cases the Syndicate shall be competent to*'give him a higher initial salary 
within the grade. 

(2) He shall be a wboletime officer and shall perform such duties as may he sss'gned 
to him by the College Council subject to the approval of the President of the Council". 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVAPTl, 
The 4th April, 1957. /iegrstror, 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Notification No. C8E/17/St/67 

Ibis notified for general information that under Snb-Seebion (5) of Section 84 of the 
Calcutta University Act, 1951, the Chancellor in con^iultation with the Education Minister, 
baa been pleased to assent to the following changes in the First Statutes relating to the Cons¬ 
titution and function of Faculties for the cresti^n of the Faculty of Journalism :— 

**1. In Cols. land II under Table I of tb** Schedule attached to the Statutes regarding 
Faculties insert the following after *6 Faculty of Fine Arts and Music* (page 78) :— 

'*6A Faculty of Journalism 16" 
‘*2. Under Table II of the asms Schedule insert the following after 'Faculty of Fine 

Art! and Music (page 75) 
"Faculty of Jouroaiism (a) Dept, of Undergraduate Teaching. 

(11 Journalism. 
(5) Dept, of Poat-Gioduate Teaching. 

(1) Jonrnaliam". 
“6. Ineert "(P) Faculty of Journalism" after *a Faculty of Fine Arts and Musi ' in 

rule 18 (1) of the Statutes regarding constitution of the Senate, Syndicate and Academi; 
Council (p. 67)". 

Senate House, D. OHAEBAVABTI. 
Tba 4lh April, 1957. Eegtstrar. 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Notification No. GSB/fi/Ord.67 

tb hi notified for general information that the following new Ordinance in place of 
Ordinance 34 (p. 118) relating to “Powers and duties of the Council of the Univeraiiy College 
of Xiaw"as noade hy the Syndicate on 14tb July, 1966, was adopted by the Senate on 
lith Mainb, 1967 

The Teaching Staff (of the University College of Law) shall consist df— 
' fThe Principal who will be a Professor (whole-time) 

{hi Vjcf-Principal who will be a Reader (whole-time) 
L^turers (Part-time) 
Awb le-tirpe Leotnrqr .with the salary, emotoments and status of a Reader in iht 

(Mulf ude for Beadera", 

Senate Honse* OHAKRAVABTIt 
■Xbf Harobt 19i7, Rgglttraft. 
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Mil ANTHROPOLOGY IN THE SERVICE tOF THE 
EDUCATION OF THE ABORIGINES’^* 

Dr. Minbndranath Basu 

In India we are passing through a stage iu our national life when 

ia clep etatement of how anthropology can help u5 >o build ou^ future 

India 16 essential. 

Anthropology, the Science of Man, is divided into two broad 

sections. One is concerned with the Physical aspect of man and th^ 
• I 

other with his behaviour: these being known respectively ,a8 Physical 

arid Cultural Anthropology. The place for physical science is the 
• ' ' 

laboratory room, whereas for Biological Science, particularly in for 

Arithropology, the laboratory is the field. Hence it is that the latter 

kre called Field Sciences. 
■ 'j 

An anihropologist studies the people among whom he lives and 

works, because from them he catj gather data that will throw light 

dh the main problems of his science. . , . 

Anthropology is till recently usually believed to be a border, line 

■febifciHde' which hd'B 'nd application iii the practical field. Bnt recent 

tpsddd'ehow definite change in the angle of vision. Today I intend 

Id^coufine myself to tfcat part of anthropology which will be of pracfJcai 

haJpof education aspect'of the aborigines. 

■ i^Tbe’Proto-Australoid and the Mongoloid constitute the luaip 

aborij^nat: ^Sphlatloh in The aboriginal population iu India 

fraicfcion of tbe whole population, frem approximately 25, to. 

WfbeM ^ixipVitat AH Tndi«' tWuo^ilionil OoHferedceVlaipnV, 
Bducatloa Sectirn, 
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30 iniltions out of nearly 400 millionB^ The ecDnomio occopations 

of the aboriginal people of India are various ; hunting, food gathering, 

cattle-breeding, agriculture, etc. 

Education of the aborigines has an important role to play in Free 

India. Dr. Kalju on the occasion of the Annual,Convocation addreea 

of the University of Calcutta in 1953 empliasised that in the ^lational 

interest of the security and unity of a Free India efforts must be made 

for the upliftment of the aborigines. 

Education among the aboriginals is usually imparted in the 

family group in the nature of imitation and association, some get 

through initiation rites and subsequent discipline. But in the adoles¬ 

cent stage education was imparted llirough an organised institution 

even recently their existence is found in Aspain, Chotanagpur and 

^Tadhya l^radesh. The names of Abors—Mollsup, Garos—Nokpanti, 

Kukis—Zwalbiik, Nagas- Morung, Mikhs—Terang, Oraons—Dhum- 

kuria, Birhors—Gitiora, (4onds—Ghotui, are well known. Admission 

to these institutions are sought by a ccr-^mony. Education is imparted 

to the beginners by the more experienced and senior members of the 

institution. The members work in many cases in a co-operative 

system. During festivals in the villages all render service according 

to their ability by which they learn and acquire experience. An old 

man when wants to thatch his house or till the soil, ho requires 

help. This is done by an organised group for which payment in kind 

is given instead of cash. The young batch learn by the guidance 

of the elder ones. Hunting, collection of food, digging and tilling 

the soil, weeding, harvesting and thresliing, singing, dancing and also 

entertaining guests all come under the term of their "‘Education”. 

These show that the community feeling is too mucli c'lnscious anaong 

the groups. We find in the roodern schooling sysiein there is exami¬ 

nation but among them no such system is fonnalisecL They have 

standard of their skills with the different processes. Discipline is also 
maintained in them. 

The linking of education at every stage of human life is admitted 

by all educationists. It can be imparted in the educational institntion 

only if the education of both the children and the adolescents is 

centered round the main occupational work of the life. The aborigin- 

Ak are accustomed to this type of education so it should be the duty 

ttie educationists to give proper facilities, by way of their culture- 

l^it, in an institution where their education can be set up. Bo the. 
0P9.- of education imparted to the aboriginals should not encourage 

th^ fi5Paa being alienated from their native soil and environment, 
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but sliotild rather help them in improving their Bocia! and community 

life. In the Report of the Centra! Advisory Board of Education in 

1944 stress has beep given merely to learning 'through activity’. 

Imparting education to the aboriginal population in India is an 

onerous task it is beset with many dilBculties which can hardly be 

realised by any one excepting the unthropologi&t. Some suggest that 

these aboriginal folk should be left to themselves to remain in it-olation. 

Others hold that they should be grouped along with the backward 

or depressed class Hindus. They also think that their language 

should be abolished. But anthropologists encouiage to assimilate the 

aboriginal folk with tlie culture of the advanced neighbours, retaining 

the good elements of their ciiltuie. The best means of acculturation 

is through education. The R^’port of the Educational Conference of 

the Pacific Countries in 1938 shows how efficiently it gives shape to 

'native institutions, standards of living, moral codes and inherent 

values’. The conference also admits that 'when we institute a system 

of education we do not know precisely what wo are doing’. It shows 

clearly how the anthripologist can help the educationist with the 

results of his investigations, lii Africa we aNo find liarping of the 

same string. In India the educational problem of the aboriginals is 

rather a complicated one. The aboriginal people of India have come 

in contact with the advanced groups of Indian population as well as 

with the Europeans. The aboriginal children are being educated by 

the Government and also by the philanthropic individuals and institu¬ 

tions like the Ramkrishna Mission, the Bharat Sevasram, Christian 

Missionaries, etc. 

The experience gathered from different paths of life is passed 

on to generation ihrough traditions. This process of experience is 

termed 'Education*. We u.sualiy distinguish belweeu three types 

of education:— 

(1) Which uplifts the individual both mentally and intellectual¬ 

ly and fits him for the struggle for existence. 

(2) Which is meant for the exploitation of the so-called 

educated. 

(3) Which the enthusiasts impose upon the poor and the ill- 

fated conditions by ameliorating them without coDsidering 

their necessity or capacity. 

The fio-called education now being imparted to the aboriginals 

by taking them out of their homes to a town and allowing .■ 
them tp reside in big palatial buildings or mansions, is 

^ real or suitable education for them* I have gathered 
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thfe * region^^^ of ' lodia^'^/iiat those 

who have been brought to the hobtels for, their ^edupa,ti<^Q^,jimver,,) 

de1f^l6^^d fatoiWti6ti mainly for luxury. They da nol .uaualjy want 

to^go ‘bWkMo their villages even Boinetiraes during the vacation 

months. They have frankly admitted of their poor, ngly and miser- 

ab^e^’conditiOnrs of their villdges. The diet in the village is no.more 

liked,’ The majority of the students feel and declare that they would 

be Police Officers, Depuiy Magistrates, etc. in their fiiiure life, but 

I wonder to note that not a single soul 1 did find during my contact 

with them for the last few years, who would like to go back to the 

village to educate their villagers. The education which was once 

intended to create a group of clerks for the East India Company, has 

no justification for its continuation in Free India today. Instead 

of copying what has been forced upon India the aboriginals in India 

could evolve a type of education suitable for themselves with a view 

to improving their occupations—agriculture, cattle-rearing, cottage 

industry, etc. 

In Assam and Manipur every girl has to learn the art of weaving 

if she wants to marry. Originally Ibo men preferred an uneducated 

wife who was less expensive and more efficient. Both men and 

women laboured equally for the solution of their food. But the 

present system introduced by odiication has trained the girls to adopt 

the fine arts of the >oiing ladies giving to their husbands an uncom¬ 

fortable life. The same condition can be noticed among the abori¬ 

ginals of Chotanagpiir particularly in the district of Ranchi as well 

as in the Khasi Hills of Assam by the missionary influence. 

Friends, I would now crave your indulgence by placing before 

you a few suggestions for tlie education plan of the aboriginal people 

of India ; 

Books should be written on the topics like human need for food, 

shelter and clothing ; early man’s ignorance of food growing and 

cattle-rearing, in the regional or local script. If possible the script 

of the national language may be introduced. The legends, folk-tales 

and songs of the aboriginals should be included in the text books. 

Their children will take more interests in them as these would tell 

their own stories. The heroic tales of their lives should always be 

given priwty so that they get full impetus for this. If foreign 

elementfi of culture are to be introduced, introduce them thr)Ugh 

their own. 

y. The medium of inetraction should be at the elementary stage 

through their a other tongue. It is seen jaot only in the aboriginals* 
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cases bet also among the advanced group of people that children 

can learn better and smoothly through the language spoken at home 

than a foreign language. In some areas like Assim, Bihar and 

Madhya Pradesh the States are insisting on their state languages. 

But this system of introduction of language on these people U disas¬ 

trous and results in useless expenditure of money. In this connection 

I would like to point out that the teachers from the aboriginal groups 

should be recruited to educate their children I have some practical 

experiences about the teaching of the advanced groups of people 

in a Bengali village school, where the teacher is one who speaks 

Hindi only. The students what I have observed could not follow. 

The similar thing I have also noticed io several schools in Bengal— 

that the teachers qualifying themselves wiih M. A. degrees could not 

make the students understand. Bo if the teacher could not feel and 

realise the difficulty of the students tbe teaching wilt be a failure. 

For this I advocate tbe idea of selecting teachers from the aborigiual 

community. What I believe is that by special methods and creation 

of interests their children can be given quick training. 

My second view is not to arrange big buildings for schools at a 

long distance from their homes, as the children do not have full 

faith in such schools. Our main effort should be to educate them 

for their economic usefulness as far as possible. The teaching of 

arts and crafts should always be encouraged. Wo know that some 

groups do not like or even touch spinning machine—the loom—this 

is almost their sccio-reJigions taboo. But our Basic Piducation Scheme 

has forced to accept it. Training in horticulture, agriculture, cattle- 

rearing, carpentry work, etc., can be given with much success. 

Collection of vocabularies of the aboriginal children on the scien¬ 

tific basis has not been worked out in India. In Africa among the 

aboriginal areas the syllabic and the whole word method has been 

found to be useful. It makes learning very easy for Us readers. 

Details should be worked out by engagiug research enthusiasts in 

this direction. 

Due to culture contact with the advanced groups of people these 

people are gradually improving their technical competence through 

the schools. This is also admitted by the Santals and other neigh¬ 

bouring aboriginal people and also by the Khasis of A.^saiu. Modern 

education and contact through social welfare workers they have 

adopted the device and applied to their way of life for working. This 

should be encouraged. 
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SdioolB in th« primat^ stage ahouid be ;vithin the village. But 

as the deueity of population lu their areas is low, a full fledged school 

with 8 or 4 villages combined together should run. If £X>ssible one 

teacher alone from llieir community can run a school. In larger 

settlements full fledge 1 primary schools with teachers should be run. 

At the next stage, t.e., in a large institution the children iu the higher 

classes (after taking their education in the villages) sliould come 

where hostel accommodation should be made. The children must have 

to go to their villages not only during the vacation months but also 

in short holidays. The idea of giving jobs should be completely 

abandoned. They must be given education in such a way so that 

they might utilise their education to train op Iheir villagers in their 

environmental setting. 

Education of the aboriginals should be subjected to well planning 

and supervision by a board of scholars who have done actual field¬ 

work. The sorting out process is crucial to success in field-work. 

The field-worker must have the full knowledge and interests in 

educational methods and practices. Field-workers specially the 

scholars of anthropology are well equipped to understand the under¬ 

lying principles of the indigeneous system to the moral standards 

and they can interpret the culture of the aboriginals in a neat and 

planned way. They can offer the basis of this on their concrete ex¬ 

perience and not on vague sympathy. The mistakes committed by 

the advanced groups in the treatment of the aboriginal people of 

America, Oceania, Africa and parts of India should not be repeated 

in Free India. Here in India we have no legacy of past errors but 

the field is open for a policy based on scientific principles and experi¬ 

ences of Cultural Anthropology. The Science of Man—Anthropology 

has earned results in other parts of the world. It can play a special 

role in Free India today for the einergence of a new and integrated 

society provided it is given proper opportunity and incentive. 

To find out the proper type of education to be given to the abo¬ 
riginal people anthropology will be of great help in creating right 

teachers. A child’s mind is soft like clay, it can be moulded into 

any shape. Sincere and honest sympathy attract it most. A success- 

inl teacher will be one who will be able to attract students. If a 

teacher comes from a higher culture or class he shows a patronising 

attitude end behaviour towards the aboriginal students and often 

found to look down upon them. Sometimes this may not find 

any ^rtEjiression oatwardly but every student can feel it in a very 

rfiort ti^ instinctively. This results automatically an apathetic 
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conditioD towsrdfl the teacher. A teacber’e important asset is the 

love and respect of the students. His success depends on them. 

Besides, if a teacher is not well acquainted with the home-atmosphere 

of his student, it is very difficult for him to realise their defects and 

wants. Character and knowledge are the vital points which make up 

a good teacher. A student will always follow instinctively a good 

teacher as his ideal. So to select an ideal teacher for imparting 

education to the children of the aboriginal I do always emphasise 

for one of their community. Thus we find that the activity of an 

anthropologist is not only to serve the State and bis society but also 

is an adjunct indispensible to tlic educational life of the abnigiuals. 

This is really the vision of the study ol Man. 

Education of the aboriginals in India is the hardest problem 

which the educationist and also the antbropilogist have to solve. 

Gould the problem be solved by steering these people to real education 

Free India today will have the real national assets They are the 

Ditionalh of Free India with us and we shall have the voice One India. 
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■ ^ ’’It le tefitlly strange that China anci tl.S.A. cannot lindWatand 

i>efl<!h'oth^r in spite of having much ih'comnion (The making of modern 

; A Short History—OWen and Eleanor Lattimore)- But the 

Cdilrse of events that gathered round Sino-American relations sin^e 

the late 40*r are but reflections of a bigger issue at stakei the 

base for and against Coranitniism as the disputiiig parties often cliiim 

fef t^^ke their stand on. Now, what India, standing geographically 

btlly liextdoor and sharing two-thousands years of peaceful ^ouinjerc^ 

ih ideas arid culture with China, and a democratic system witl^ 

Athe^ica^i can do to bring to a close the unhappy factor.s that set 

these two great nations apart Napoleon once described China as a 

giant asleep, who on awakening would shake the world. All other 

questions apart, if only population is taken into account, one will 

agree with Mao-Tse-Tung in whnt he eupliemistically said : If all 

the Chinese breathe together, there will be storm. So, if not for 

anything else, at least for the overwhelming number by which the 

Chinese people this world of ours, let us ponder a little. 

The Case fob China as She sees it 

China’s first and foremost aim is territorial unification, r.e., 

logically return of Formosa (' Every three years a disorder, every 

five years a rebellion’*—A Chinese proverb), Quemoy, Malsu and 

Pescadores to China, which according to all canons of international 

law form integral parts of the main land (Bef. Yalia Agreement),— 

even at the proposed price of offering Chiang-Kai-Shek a high post 

in the Chinese Government. China traces her distrust of the West, 

specially America to past history, and she reminds with contempt 

that the whole history of past Sino-West relations is being repeated 
;% rtgar3 to Formosa. Historically, Hay’s Open Door Policy (1899) 

waea policy of ^’bicbhiking” imperialism in preference to active 

^EDpfriaHsmA And the Chinese opposition to foreign missionary 

is not a persecution of the freedom of conscience, bat is 

the interest v They note like Lattimore: '^In fact^ 
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itardly to6 xobch lo^ eay that the whole of the Frotostaot mkaioBi^: 

OBOTOtbest in C^ina was more of a subverting force than a oonveriii^ . 

Ittoselytism (p. 112, The Making of Modern China). That Ibet 

XiaDsing-ilBhi Agreement (X917) was . a stab at her back> that the 

Chinese have still fresh in their memory the Asian Mnnicb, the 

Manchurian Episode (1931; which ‘'cannot be explained by referrii^. 

to the diplomatic documents of the time. The problems involved 

were of the kind known in diplomatic language as 'delicate*, so 

delicate that the world's best diplomatic brains were employed in 

drawing up documents that would get around the real issue without 

mentioning them’* (p. 147, The Making of Modern China). In 1943, 

Pearl S. Buck noted with regret American silence on making the 

war-aims clear. The high-sounding words of the Atlantic Charter 

were drowned in the roar of Churchill to preserve the Empire. 

Coupled with the reluctance to pronounce - on the Cripps-Crisis over 

India, it closed the door to a solution in Asia, of which China was 

one of the storm-centres. And the Chinese think, the presence of 

the U.S. 7th Fleet in the Fonuosan waters is a clear sign-post of 

America's imperialistic designs. 

Thr Casr for Ameuioa as Her Statesmen see it 

Now, what piompts x\merica to place her 7th Fleet in the 

Formosan waters, many thousand miles off her own coast for an 

alleged line of Pacific defence when she herself will oppose, and 

naturally enough, the presence of a Communist navy near Long 

Island? Here are some interesting highlights. 

Presenting the case for America before the Conference of 

South and S.E. Asia (Convened by the School of Advanced Interna¬ 

tional Studies of the Johns Hopkins University, Aug. 8, 1955), Mr, 

Walter S. Robertson, U.S., Assistant Secretary of State for Far 

Eastern Affairs, asked : Is the present season of sweetness and light, 

through we are passing, a phase only, or the Soviets and their 

Communist allies suffered some change of heart as well as tactic? 

And he believed, they have not. As evidence, later he attached 

particular significance to a statement by Mr. Ehruscliev, Sept. 17, 

1955, at a State-dinner in Moscow in honour of ihe East German 

Premier: “Anyone who mistakes our smiles for withdrawal from 

the teachings of Karl Marx and Lenin is making a mistake. Those 

who expect this will have to wait until Easter Monday falls on 

Tuesday'* (Quoted in the address by Mr. Robertson to the Virgima:^^^ 

Bar' Association at White Sulphur Springs. West Virginia, 
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■ t9S^> Stm, what tuns teacbiogs of ]>Bnia, to wltieh Mr. 

IQunsdioT givsB frash allegience? Loom wrote;'“We aM Ihiog 

not mereljr in a state but in a system of states, and the existence ot 

the Soviet Republic side by side with imperialist states for a long 
time is unthinkable. One or the other must triumph in the end. 

And before that end supervenes, a series of frightful oollisions 

between the Soviet Republic and bourgeois states will be inevitable”. 

Lenin depicted the Communist Party as a man ascending a steep, 

unexplored mountain, who reaches an obstacle impossible to forward 

progress. “The man then must turn back, descend, seek another 

path, longer perhaps, but one which will enable him to reach tiie 

summit”. And Lenin’s summit wai clearly dehued : “First, we will 

take Eastern Europe, then the rr.asses of Asia, and then we’ll 

surround America, that last ciladel of Capitalism. We won’t have 

to attack; it will fall into our laps like an over-ripe fruit”. Following 

this, Mr. Robertson thinks, “Communist objectives in Asia have long 

been recognised and clearly defined : the manpower of China, the 

industrial capacity of Japan, the raw-matei'ials and excess food of 

S.B. Asia .. If the three objectives are ever realised, our Pacific 

frontiers might well be pushed back to the west Coast, an I Lenin’s 
dream of surrounding America woulJ be well on its way to fulfi'mert. 

...Objective No. I already has been ncliieved—China's man power. 

The war in Indo-China spaiked and supplied by the Red-Chine:e 

makes for Communist bid for S.E. Asia. The attack on Korea in 

1950 was in the opinion of many the first step towards Japan’s 

industrial resources”, (cf. “Korea has been a bleising. There had 

to be a Korea either here or some peace in the world”—General Van 

Fleet, quoted in l.F. Stone’s book: The Hidden History of the 

Korean War). And so, following the red-light of Korea, America 

is np in arms and ready to resist Communism. And as Mr. William 

Randloph Hearst, Jr. writing in the Patrika (Danger Aheadl Asia) 

said : “The luxury of further retreat in Asia is not open to the U.S. 

because of our exposed geographic frontiers in the Pacific basin”. 

India’s Forbiqn Pouox 

What are the implications of American policy? They are 
-. briefly : support to discredited regimes of Cbiang, Dr. Rhee, etc 

f^^lit^y bases in the face of popular Asian opposition, even in the 

^.B.A.T.O. coBOtiies, and the suspicion of neutral countries lilf« 

Ceylon and Indonesia. Let us analyse and exapiioe 
Im^*sfforeign Policy in this background, 



CEtfNA'ikli^ ffOSBratl POLICT 

Idkct lU wjiB6 foreigo pQiicieB, India'^ foreign policy is / 
primarily by lier geographic ailuation, strategic imtwrtaooe (in 

NcH'lh) lier frontier touches the frontierE of four coontries-^FakistaQ^ 
Xfgbanistao. Soviet Union and China, and across the North East 
Frontier Agency touches the Tibet region of China), ideological 
connections, economic interests, and a boat of other conflicting 

forces. Now, what is behind India’s insistance on the Fancb 
Shilla? Observers like Dr. K. L. Sridharani think that India's 

philosopher Vice-President Dr. Badhakrisbnan supplied the 
philosophical and historical basis of India’s Foreign Policy 

(See; Inside Delhi, columns by Dr. Sridharani in the Patrika, 
1954-56). According to this thesis, ideas lose their nascent stings 

and rigours as time passes. As the endless Crusades of Islam and 
Christianity have finally settled down, leaving the Muslims and 
Christians of the Arab countries in peace (and transforming the 
relations between the Arab countries and the h'uropeans to a newer 

basis), as the Catholic-Protestant antagonisms of the past (of which 
the Massacre of St. Bartholomew is a brutal record) have settled down, 
so too, given time and peace, the issue of Communism and Western 

democracy will not seem to be as incapable of compromise as it is 
to-day. And that both. Communism and Western democracy will 
give up their militant attitudes towards world problems. India's 
foreign policy is partly the result of this synthetic trend of thought. 

Now, the diplomatic basis is supplied by Dr. K. M. Panikkar, 
India's ace diplomat in his books; ^Tbe Basis of An Indo-British 
Treaty,’ ‘The Future of 8. E. Asia,* and ‘Asia and Western Domi¬ 
nance' ; (a) ''The Bussian and the American expansion both had 

the result of shifting the balance of power from the colonising nations 
of Europe. New ages of history are growing side by side, not one 
after another," 

ib) ‘^Bussia in Asia is a geographical fact—the influence of 
which will become increasingly apparent as time goes on—since its 
power is continental, not maritime." 

(cT America and the Far East are neighbours through increased 

air-communication. 

(d) India is a peninsula in Asia. Compared to the Soviet Union* 
^nd Chipa, together, she bad smaller land-mass and population. |f. 

she leans too great in favour of Bussis and China, she becomea ap- . 

appi^age to their body. 
{len^rful, India must 

of which Central Asia is the 
ally (but not to the extent of 
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Baeeia aod C^ma) a ^p&ritisie Power. Itidia’e obvioOf dHiice 

is Britain {through the Con3in>nweaUh) ou whom muoh of her military' 

eMablidimente and the protection of her long coast line depetrd. 

There are some other factors, to be reckoned with for a basio 

understanding of India's foreign policy which seems to so^ many 

friendly observers, to be perplexing, if not a bundle of contradictious, 

Nehru believes that much of the Eist-West antagonism could have 

been avoided, if the Russian Revolution was allowed to be stabilised 

and her relations with countries normalised : ‘^The Communist 

lievolution should be viewed in the correct perspective. When the 

French Revolution came it shook Europe terribly and many people 

thought it was the end of the world. A’’ter a number of years, the 
• _ 

French Revolution underwent variouK changes and ihings stabilised 

tfaemselves. Normally speaking. Russia would have stabilised itself 

after the 1917 Revolution, but it was not allowel to become normal. 

An important Russian leader said to me, when I said something to 

him in criticism of his policy : 'You must realise that we have lived 

for the last 40 years in a slate of siege * Tint remark of his im¬ 

pressed me. Unfortunately in dealing with China, rr.any great 

countries have not proSfced by the Russian example.'* (Speech before 

the German Foreign Policy Association, Bonn, July I";, 1.156). His 

thesis was re-echoed in the speech of Dr. Radhakrishnan on July 

19, 1956. Nehru's Foreign Policy stems from these fundamental 

prenuBOB, ei.g., the evidence of Prof. Lattimore, the world-famous 

American Sinologist; “That many of the harsh and cruel aspects of 

the Soviet order are in fact scars inflicted on it in its youth by the 

intolerence and active hostility against which it had to straggle to 

survive. For this part of the environment of the early years of Soviet 

history, it was the rest of the world that was responsible. Similarly, 

the future of China, i.e., the growth of democracy will be favoured 

if the rest of the world takes it for granted that China is capable of 

democracy” (The Making of Modern China, p. 197). 

The problem of normalising relations with China is signifleant 

in the background of her vast landmass. At present, “space is China's 

,chief asset, not her wealth,” Given 30 years of peaceful indus- 

iftalisation, China will emerge as t!?e most powerful nation on earth, 

beeMds U.S.A. and U.S.S.R., because of her manpower. But 

untes8*heriand-problein is solved, uqJesa the advance of the Gobi 

^ ^ these objectives cannot be fulfill^ in a sti^e of 

industrialisation will compel her to be ii^pwriarii^ 

Ittb Japan. India too needs peace for the success of her 
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l^n^'ao l^at Sowa peaceful competitiofi iia^^e 
<of tbeir respective differences of outlook on world affairs, which will 

ultimately decide Ihe fature of Asia and the world. And tttat it 

why the Sino-IndUn relations are a factor for democracy and, what 

the ChoU'Nehru Agreement on Tibet records (as Nehru himself has 

several times said) is this historic change in inter-state relaticms 

(Bat misplaced critics like Sri Jay Prokash Narayan would regard 

Pancb Shilla as born of sin). Thus the American assistance to 

Chiang-Kai-Shek is ultimately having the effect of resisting the emer¬ 

gence of China as a first'Class Asiatic power, as predicted by obser¬ 

vers during the War. The experience of the resistance against Japan 

has already led the Chinese to change from the position of a country 

with her face towards the Pacih.'* to that of facing the vast inland 

area, to her trade communications with the Soviet Union via land 

route. And the modern Moscow-Peiking Railway has more than 

broken China’s technologicalisolation. Bo it is futile that a conti- 

nnalion of Ainericin embargo against China can for long bear fruit. 

Further, it has the effect of imposing on China an isolation more 

and more within the Russian orbit. But as Nehru has said time 

and aga’n (and as Mr. George V, Allan, former American Ambassador 

to India (estihed from '*his experience in Korea) that in Korea China 

acted independently, that China is primarily Asiatic, in spite of her 

ideological alliance with the Soviet Union, and that we can help 

matters if we help her to come to her own from her long seclusion, 

(which is explained partly by her size and homogenity of culture, as 

well as by foreign domination); she was previously more of a world, 

self sufficing, self-contained than a nation. 

Lei us DOW examine the problems of democracy in China : "The 

typical Chinese is naturally democratic and in this he is as much as 

like moot Americans as he is unlike most Japanese" .Lattimore), 

For instance, the Chinese talk to mule-cart drivers in the same 

friendly way as average Americans do to taxi drivers, and think that 

the act of getting work from a man is made delightful with some 

friendly words, unlike iu India, where manual labour is still looked 

down upon by a vast majority of educated people, and that too in spite 

of a formal democracy. Further, the way of address iu the Chinese 
spoken language is democratic as iu English, unlike in many Indian 

languages (eg., the Bengali equivalent of the English word *you' 

is ‘Tomi’ while addressing men of the so-called lower professione. 

Mid *Apai’ for others; cf. Hindi equivalents, ‘Turn’ and 

/Bot #hy is it that a modern visitor in China finds her to be e 
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Qi^Hcaloiuly gtiaz'dii^ li« aecreta^ ta^tributed ^ely te CoEomiiiiiat 

more fmrmal than free* compared the .brotal 

Iraiikiiess of Americans. The.reasons^ onc) again, are tra3eab}e to 

Iwr history : “The typical Chinese is in many ways more ^ctvilt^d* 

than we are. He does not admire frankness the wky we do In fact, 

be thinks these characteristics are rather barbarian and unsuitable. 

He is more tactful, his chief connern being to make the other felh>w 

feel comfortable, to give him face, rather than to tell the truth. 

This comes from thousands of years of having to got along with 

rach other often in crowded and uncomfortable surroundings'* (p. 28, 
The Making of Modern China). 

An old missionary student of China once remarked that Chinese 

history is remote, monotonous, obscure, and worst of all, there is too 
much of it (China has the most coutinuous and authentic history for 

more than two thousani years). This may be describe 1 as one of the 

major reasons of the Western inability to understand the Chinese, 

least her foreign relation. But this requires a lot of explaining away 

that a rational judgement can permit. Historically, the Chiang- 

regime (which America presents as a teat case for democracy) was 

essentially a confociao state, far from democ*ratic with ‘Pater familias* 

centering round the doctrine of‘filial piety', in wh*ch power is con¬ 

centrated in the hands of the father or the head of the family, and the 

scope of individual action for an individual member of the society is 

limited. The War-years hav^ done sofificiently to break down the 

rigours of‘Pater familias', as many contemporary observers have 

noted. 

Further, “one of the most striking things about the culture of 

China is the intricacy and difficulty of the Chinese written language" 

(Lattiroores) with a host of 20 mala dialects and 200 lesser known 

dialects, and a plethora of characters, of which it is said of criticism 

by Chinese who have studied in Europe, that 80 per oent of a 

Chinese student's school life is taken up with the task of memo* 

rising characters and even then he is far from written fluency. “It 

probable that Chinese writing (like Egyptian writing) was 

imrpofiely developed from a very early period in a way to make it as 

aa possible, because writing guarded the secret wealth of 

ih controlling the allotments of water, and the opportunity of 

takea. Even if this opinion may be called speculative, we do 

*fl^iP^ !kinow that in working pr Qnnese written langnago 

'*)^ji3waye been so difficult that to acquire a good education demanded 

4Q£d|il^ ttsi^ and hard wcork tlwi in any western culture"* And Modern 
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’n FOSEIOK POtICY 

Cfaixift IS di9S3occfttising hw writtBii and spokan Saugaag^ ;by roducdliig 

ten tbonaasd and inor& odd cbaractere to an workable 4)y 

populsrieing the Mandarin dialect of Peiking among all sections of 

Chinese (as (he standard spoken language of China) preceding their 

decision to Eomanise the script, and thus ending the Chapter of 

Chinese history when the 3 R’s were the exclusive monopoly of a few. 

These are the stages through which democracy will work itself out in 

China. Adult-suffrage in England was introduced only since 1S28 

and she had lier reasons dep?nding on her traditions, genius and en¬ 

vironment. What is there to call in question in the gradual introduc¬ 

tion of democracy in China? The Aiuritn Bazar Patrika wrote 

editorially on the Draft Constitution of China ; "A Country like China 

with an ancient civilisation and social order, which survived centuries 

of clash and strife can hardly imitate the drastic policy of the Soviet 

leaders. After all, Russia is a new-born child of the West; it emerged 

from the 17tb century barbarism of Peter the Great. Russian society 

assumed its new shape in the 18th and 19th centuries Such a society 

may be changed far more easily than a society which has not3'et been 

able to cut its mocrings from its Confucian roots**. Further, the 

present virlua! one pjirf\-rule is nothing new. It is in a way a conti¬ 

nuation of the Kuoinintung system in which “only the Kuomintang 

can decide whether such a party is to be recognised as legal and to 

what extent its members a»‘e allowed to sp ak in public and circulate 

printed matter’* (p. 182, Lattimoic), and “two tradition.s have always 

existed in China that the man of education has the right to speak out 

and that the authorities have the right and the duty to pass final 

judgement on anything that appears in print. The Press in China 

to-day shows the continuation of both traditions (p. 185, Lattimores). 

What has here been said of the mid forties in China, holds good partly 

regarding modern China. Thus, in China to day, a government of 

Communist and “other democratic parties, though questionable by the 

standard of western democracy, is a natural reflection of her tradition 

coined in Sun Yat Sen’s Sun-Men* Chu-1* Culture (Nationalism, 

Democracy and Peoples* Livelihood). And the Mao-regime is a 

continuation in another form of the unification of Chinn that began 

^ ' 4 I * 
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under the Suid^masty. 
Further, is China as dogmatic and totalitarian as she is made out 

to be? There are evidences contrary to it. For instance, Mr. A, G. 

Ayer, Professor of Philosophy, University College, London, not^ : 

‘‘their Marxism is still pretty elastic. Marxism seems to be a symf 

lical framework rather than which hampers their freedom to can'y 
* - ' ' 
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:;|iic^ TMe&rch”. AndtheFnkl&g UniverBity teaches pbiloso^hiM, of 

JCao ^«ze, Marxism and Western philosophies. Let ns now take 

the case of the Orarseas Chinese who traditionally over the centuries 

were iilways sons of the yellow soil, although they might have never 

seen the fatherland and their family might have settled in ^another 

country for generations. This was an article of faith, transcending 

political loyalty. In view of this tradition, B.E. Asian countries 

having a large number of Chinese settlers had started to look with 

suspicion and fear on their Chinese minorities as the political control 

in China passed to Communists. Now, in her frank and categorical 

declaration regarding the Overseas Chinese that their primary alle¬ 

giance should be to the countries of their settlement, the Communist 

Oovemment of China struck a note different from her predecessor. 

It has been proved again in her positive approach to the Communist 

rebels of Burma (that "revolution cannot be exported") and in her 

most recent settlement of frontiers with Burma. 

And as Dr. Lin Yutang wrote long ago in "The vigil of a 

Nation" : "There is a bout going now inside China between Master 

Kung and Earl Marx, and my bet is that Master Kung will win. 

Time will settle that, not words; and lean imagine that in twenty 

years from now, the ardent CommuniT^t advocate will become as pro- 

confucian as desirous of having roots in 0Qe‘*s own racial and histori¬ 

cal traditions". Tliere is a Chinese proverb, it is in the form of a 

question and answer: "What is the cure for muddy water? The 

question goes. "Time", is the answer. Yes, time is on our side as 

it always is on the side of the rational; time will prove the truth of 

India’s Foreign Policy, 



HOBHOUSE ON THE NATURE 
OF THE STATE 

PbOPESSOE RAOHaBIQ Chakbavaeti 

II 

Hobhouse’s criticism of idealist theory is a wartime production. 

War should be an eye-opener to Itie implications of the Philosophical 

Theory of the State. German militarism mirrors its ultimate effect. 

In the bombing of London, the visible and tangible outcome of 

a false and wicked doctrine became evident to Professor Hobbouse, 

The whole conception of the idealist is deeply interwoven with the 
sinister developments in Ei.ropean politics. 

That Hobhouse is not alone who reacts like this wilt be 

evident to us if we consult Willoughby and Bryce. Willoughby 
in his ** Prussian Political Philosophy" has pointed out that 

German militarism owes its inspiration to a long line of tradition. 

The exaltation of the State lias a baneful effect on future. 

Professor Bryce in his introductory lecture on International 

CriBis ; The Theory of the State *’ has also found in idealist political 

philosophy the real seeds of World War T. Like Hobhouse, he has 

also given a clarion call to all responsible thinkers to expose this 

aspect of idealism with brutal frankness. 

Thus it is apparent that Hobhouse writes in a spirit of a crusader 

with a view to freeing the world from deadly doctrines. 

“ In substance what Hobhouse did ”, says one commentator, 

“under the stimulus of the War, was to throw into relief some of 

the anti-liberal implications of Hegelianism that English and American 

Hegelians had considered to be of only passing importance. The 
issues between Bo&anquet and Hobhouse turned chiefly upon two 

points, both obscure in Green: the ethical I’clationship between the 

individual and the coniumnily, and the lelutionship of society to 

the State.” * 

Hegelianism is viewed as the enemy of nuinkind. It has been 
fought on humanitarian ground, Bosanquet is the main target of 

' Sabine ; *'A History of PoHtieal TIu'ory *’ W?!. 8rcl EaHioii 
PtWT. ■ 
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attack. It> is as acute a ctitidem as is extant in recent political 

theory.* 

The capital blunder of idealism lies in the fact that instead of 

seeking to realize the ideal it idealizes the real. There is no question 

of improvement. We are already living in the ideal. 

In the context of our social life to-day, faith in such assumptions 

will atrophy our power of revolt, hypnotize our reason and will and 

paralyse our efforts to improve onr present lot. 

Though it is commonly known as idealism, Hobhouse characterize 

it as the subtle and dangerous enemy to the ideal than any brute 

denial of idealism emanating from an one-sided science/’ ^ 

This theory starts with the idea that the whole is something more 

than its parts. It is quite obvious. Out of every assemblage, a new 

entity emerges. But that should not imply that this new entity is 

distinct from its parts and can live without ibem. 

Its idea of freedom is equally fantastic. It is said that where 

will wills itself, freedom emerges. It is said moreover that will is 

determined by its object. Is it not natural to think them that the 

object is something external? Over and above it is said that the 

object of the will ia determined by the will itself. Here we move in 

a circle. How can the will be determined by its object and yet 

determine the object? 

Hobhouse points out truly : “ The end of object then is always 

other than the will as it is when acimg for the end. Will has rela¬ 

tion to an object, and things that arii related are not the same. The 

identification of subject and object fails here as elsewhere and with it 

the whole scheme of self-determination breaks down.” ® 

This theory declares that obedience to impulses is slavery and 

that the life of reason is only free. It is quite true. But why do 

we forget the fact that the life of a narrow principle is not also free 

because it necessitates subordination of other parts? 

It is proclaimed that in obeying law, we obey the will. But, aa 

Hobhouse remarks, ” in society there are many wills and in obedience 

tb law we conform to the will of anotlier. How then can we talk of 

the will as if there were only one?” * 

? ' ' Ijewiji Rojkow : ** C.)n‘-emporary Political Thought ia Bogland ” (1925), p. 71. 

i S Xi T. Hobhotwa : The U«taphysical Theory of The State *' (1916), p, 18. 

< * >Ii. T. BobboMo ; ” Metaphysical Theory ol The State *' (1918), p. 85. 
• Xi. T, Hobhouse ; Ibid : p. 3J, 
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JETfoai this we ootne to another aspect of freedom* Freedpoor ia 

self-determination. Yet it is realized in complete submission to law 

and the State. Is it not a gross contradiction in terms? 

The concept of the “real will” is equally untenable. Strictly 

speaking there is no pnil in me which is more real than any other 
part. My less permanent desiies and impulses are as real to my 

present self a,% my rational will, is to nay reformed seif. A thing is 

either real or not real. And the actual will is jusi as real as the 

“real” will, ‘ 

The people in general are not guided by dictates ot higher self. 

Beason plays a minor part. Our emotions ani iiiipuises determine 

our political behaviour. What is termed as real good is not real in 

the average man nor even in its compieteiie^s in I'je best of men.® 

The term “real will” is a source of confusion. 

The “ real will ” is ulejitified with the General Will. But 

it requires a harmony with other wills, which is untrue to facts. 

The permanent wills of most individuals are far fami harmonious 

unities governed by rational principles.^ ”Lf the real self means that 

which goes deep, we Cdimot deny that it contains possibilities of 

contradiction lur moie serious than the collision between peruianeut 

interest and pabsmg desire.” ^ That is, such an identihcation negates 

the possibility of a clash of rational wills. 

Such an identification seems to rest on a confusion between 

content and existence; and breaks down utterly if we insist on 

keeping that distinction clearly before our minds. 

The State is definitely not the ontcome of a single puipose alone. 

It has evolved out of clash of wills, not of a unified will. 

Thus we see that the (reneral Will becomes an empty phrase. 

Even if such a conception exists, there are us many “general wills” 

as there ate social groups. 

In so far as it is will it is not general, aud in so far as it is 

general it is not will. “The common good,” says Prolessor Hobhouse, 

“is explicitly willed by a minority of thinking and public spirited 

individnale. What is general is more undefined and perhaps mde- 

finable^ a participation in the variegated mass of psychoIogicoJ forces 

out of which the actions and development of the community emerge. 

1 
I 
8 

4 
I 

Ifcrns Qiisberg : ** Ibe Pajchclc^y of Pccidy ” 
L, T. Bebbeuse : *' Ibe Melap'iybieal Theoiy c f The Stale 
Morris Giosbeiy : Jbid. P. 79. 
1a.!L Aoblcnse: 2hid. P.48. 
L. T. HebboMe : Ihtd» P. 128, 

p &2. (1921). 
’ (1918), p. 47. 
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Whatever may be the nature of the will, the mai|tlnal popsii- 

bility of conflict mast be admitted. And in such a ceuie, the real 

court of appeal will be individual conscience. Hobliouse is perfectly 

right when he declares ; ^‘Moral action is action in conformity with 

an inward principle, an action that the agent considers to be right 

and performs because he believes it to be right. If people are required 

to give up what they consider to be right, morality is annulled." * 

To look at social institutions as objective reason is to annul the 

function of reason in human society. Moreover, such a conception 

necesaitates the idea of a common self, which is also untrue to fact. 

Underlying Bosanquet’s account there is a serious confusion 

between the State and Society. The State is not society. 

It is necessary to society. But we must remember that it is one of 

its conditions. The State cannot be called as "operative criticism 

of institutions." The entire life of society is a whole, of which the 

parts act and react upon another. The entire fabric carries out its 

own self-criticism. 

Hobhouse remarks emphatically : "To confuse the State with 

society and political with moral obligation is the central fallacy of the 

metaphysical theory of the State," ' 

Truly speaking, various factors—rational and irrational—play 

their part in the making of the State. It has evolved out of clash of 

purposes. There is nothing sacrosanct in it. 

To magnify the State is, according to Hobhouse, to sacrifice indi¬ 
viduals to institutionalism.” 

We are once more tempted to quote Dr. Ginsberg when he 

concludes: "Men do indeed share in a common life and contribute 

to a collective achievement, yet nothing but confusion can result from 

hypostalizing this life and ascribing to it a reality, over and above 

the reality of the lives which individuals live in relation with one 
another." ^ 

Bosanquet’s view of the State in relation to the external world 

has received a hot reception from Hobhouse. It is condemned as 

ruinous. 

Boeanquet had magnified the morality of the State and does not 

find occasions when the State can commit crimes. Our public morals 

1 tii T. Hobbouie t Ibid, V, 92. 
1 >Xi'. T. Hobhoti86 : Ihid. V* 77. 
> Lewis Bockow: **CofitecDporery Political Thought In Englend** (1926)) P. 14. 
< MorrU Gicslergr : *‘Thi» Psychology ct Pocioty” 7lh £dn. P. 94. 
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the state M 
nmsfi be brought «p to the level of private morals* Hobboqse ik clear 

on the point that ‘'if « higher international morality is to be achieved^ 
it is piecifiiely by reversing (he argument of the idealist.” V 

The States are interrelated in various ways. The economic, 
spiritual, cultural and social contacts are daily on the increase. Days 

of isolationism are over. Mutual interdependence has been ultimately 

proved to be the very categorical imperative of everybody's eristence. 

Because of all these the organised moral world is in the making. 

Yet the idealist does not recognise the need and even the possibility 

of such transcendence of State limits. 

The fundamental fallacy of the idealist lies in the conception that 

morality depends upon the legal organization which ib the distinctive 

mark of the State. Yet tlie world trend proves that moral relations 

can exist without legal relations. 

Bosanquet’s analysis sets the State above moral criticism, consti¬ 

tutes war a ne< essary incident in its existence, condemns humanity 

and repudiates a Federation or League of Nations.' 

Let us conclude with two extracts from Hobhouse. 

“Wiiat has paralysed the development of international law and 

morality is, on the side of theory, just that doctrine of State absolu¬ 

tism of winch the idealistic theory of the State is the most subtle 

justification.” 

“International anarchy is not due to philosophy but to the 

passions of men, but the restraint wliich humanitarian philosophy 

has sought to impose has been fatally loosened by the sophistications 

of idealism.” * 

Thus Bosanquet’s stand point is thoroughly disproved. His 

concept of freedom involves contradiction and paralysis of will. His 

concept of the “real will” is discredited as u source of confusion. The 

identification of “real will—” with the General Will is fantastic. 

The claim to base the State on reason is equally untrue to fact. The 

confusion between the State and society is clearly exposed. His 

idea of the State, “as the guardian of the moral world,” is condemned 

as poisonous and reactionary. 

* L, T. Hobhoaae : “The Metapbyiicil Theory of The Stite'* (1918) P. 110. 

■ li. T. Hobbouee : Ibid. P. 26. 

^ L. T. Hobhoaee : Ibid* P. US. 
L, T. Hobhovie i Ibid, P. 115. 
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Wbftt ^rges'^is tito odnoe|>t of th« StaUi as to Miootktiutt of 
, , ' . t* . 

■Aonielft cbrnged with distinct fuoctions—positive and iiegative->-ijo be 
limited within its own jurisdiction so that every individual can realise 
his best self. 

What we need to remember is the fact that the Stato is not an 

end in itself. It is a means to good life. Therefore, it should be 

.kKdoBd upon as convenience, not as an object of worship.' 

* Bettrud Russell: “New Hoiws fur A Clisuging World'* (1951). 



Ml;31C SEMINAR 

SUKABi NIBUACiA JOSBI 

Th« Sangeet Natak Akadami held a Seminar of ouiaUnditif 

mumciana and disUngoiahed authorHies on music in Delhi froai 

April Jsi to 6th at Vigyan Bhavan. 

The present Seminar is third in the aeries, the preriona ones 

having been on Film and Drama. 

The Music Seminar will bring together for diacusbion and 

den^onatration eminent artists. Among the artists and authorities 

who will discuss and demonstrate music aie Sent. Eesar Bai of 

Bombay, Mushtaq Husain Khan of Hampur, Vilayet Khan of 

Bombay, Smt. Jayammal and Balasaraawathy of Madras, Alatbtur 

Brothers and Palghat Mani Iyer of Tanjore, T. Cbowdiidi of Myemo 

and Smt. Suchitra Mitra and Fankaj Mallick of Calcutta. The 

emineni authorities participating in the Seminar include Prof, P. 

Sambanioorthy of Madras, Prof. B. K. Deodhar and Prof. A. Ixibo 

of Bombay, Sliri T. N. Bamuebandran, Joint DireotcB-Oeneral of 

Archaeology, Shri Sailaja Banjao Mazumdar and Sbri Sbantidev 

Gbo&h of Vishwa Bharati and Shri C. Ghandrashekhariah of Mysore. 

The distinctive feature of this Seminar, as contrasted wi^ the 

two previous Seminars of the Akadami, is that the countryfore* 

most authorities on music and its authoritative performers will be 

brought together in the same study group. 

The discussionB and papers of the Seminar will be illustrated by 

spot'performances of the attending-artists. 
All styles {Gayakis) of music will be presented, including 

Dbropad, Khayal, Thumari of the North and Baga Aiapana, Pallavi, 

Javli and Padams of the South. The various schools or gharanas of 

the same style will be preeented in such a way as to turing mi their 

individual flavour and distinctive features. Along with the classical 

styles other musical forms will also be illustrated including iiabindra 

Sangeet, film music, devotional music, Ghazals, Qawwalis, Pabaris 

and other folkforms. 
Papers being presented to the Seminar will discuss such m^jor 

quef^ione, as grpwtb of a genuine popular music, relationship betwe^ 

Wk and clgreical music, character and musical education, the 

or orchestration in Indian music. Separate papers will 
* v • 
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{O^iems 6f traio^^i notation and voice culture. Beeidea tecbnioal 

t>^erB, there will be informative,p^rs on ti:en^s in classical music 

in different parte of the coubtryV^^tiea of fianduBtani and Earnatak 

compoaitions^ contribution of devotional music, etc. 

From the papers, performances and interchanges among the 

artiste and authorities, recommendations will emerge for implementa¬ 

tion bj the Sangeet Natak Akadami. It may be noted here that 

the Akadami has already established committees to implement the 

recommendations of the earlier Film and Drama Seminars. 

Conferences of musicians have a long and honourable tradition in 

our country. With the growth of uatjonalism and the subsequent 

cultural awakening during the twenties of this century, pioneers in 

the revival of North Indian music, like Pt. V. N. Bhatkbande and 

V. D. Paluskar began to organise music conferences and demonstra- 

tkms in various cities. At there conferences eminent exponents and 

patrobe participated. They helped to extend the wealth of our great 

musical tradition. These early conferences combined demonstration 

with discussion on various problems of music. There is no doubt 

that these early gatheringa played an imporlaut part in the popularisa* 

tiou of classical music and in the inculcation of genuine taste for it. 

These conferences were, therefore, popular with the listeners, 

because they provided, at small expense, unique opportunities to 

listen to unrivalled masters. They were also popular with the artists 

tbemgelves, who not only beard other fellow artists, and thus educated 

themselves better, but also exchanged opinion on various aspects of 

their art. Gradually however the educative and more serious character 

of these, conferences became more and more eubordinated to the 

idea of entertainment and the conferences turned into mere fesliv^als. 

Eminent artists came to such festivals simply to perform for a fee. 

Some did not e\en stay to hear other renowned artists. This general 

n^lect of their own problems by the artists has not been a very 

happy chapter in the history of our music. 

After Independence, when our Government turned its atteuiion 

tb the Cultural needs of the people, and eventluilly established the 

Natak Akadamt, it was considered one of the main 

the Akadami to hold conferences and seniinara in eminent 

•kpertfl/^olars and exiwnents would gather together, take s^jcck of 

Kthb UxiKliBg Bitnktion, exchange opinions and experiences on ^ariou^ 

aipecti’^f their art and try to evolve helpful recomm'ehdafionB ^ 

their 
• 1 'vf' 



JUSTICE AND POLICE IN BEN^L 
IN 1765--II 

Nihakkana Majumdab, M.A., D.Phii, 

Murshidahad 

The judicature at Mursbidabad bad a more specific framework 

and as surveyed by the Coramitlee of Circuit in AiigUht 1772, a good 

many judicial officers were in existence there to perform varied 

functions. They were the Nazim, Faujdar, Kotwal, Darogha4-Adalat- 

al Alia, Diwan, Daroglia-i-Adalat-Diwani, Qazi, Muhtasib, Mufti 

and Qanungo.** 

A close examination of tbeir functions will show that their 

occupations pertained more to general administratian than to the 

administration of justice in the modern sense of the term. The 

Committee undertook the survey cn the plain principles of experience 

and observation without making an intimate study of the judicial 

framework of the Mughals and the theory of their law. 
At the top was the Nazim, also styled as Sipah Salar or Subabdar. 

He was in the words of Abul Pazl, the vicegerent of His 
Majesty*'. The troops and people of the province are under his 

orders and their welfare depends upon his just administration.** It 

was his duty to administer criminal justice and maintain law and 
order. In his judicial capacity, he was required first and foremost 

to be most expeditious and not to afflict the people by dilatoriness. 

He was not to rely on witnesses and oaths but to investigate the 
matter personally and to treat the parties with courtesy.®® In award¬ 

ing punishments, he was to be forgiving and mild and to discriminate 

between persons of different status. 
This is to be considered as an ideal from which deviations were 

frequent even when the Mughal administration was most solidly 

A (ai Letter frai the Committee OircoU at Keeimbazar to the Council at Frrt 
WiUitm ia Progs., Committee cf Citcnit, Ktsimbizar, 16 Aug., 1773, Vol. 1171, 

'"fit' Sacret Coos lUationi, 21 Aug. 1772, 

(e) Let^ to Court, 8 Nov. 1772. 

id) BevenlU BepoH,1778, p. 826, 

•• Jarrett, Am-Mftbari, Vol, II,^pp. 37-S3. 

Beware lest iusii e to that judge belong, 
Whole own iU>dee8 bsth wrought the suppliant s wrong . 
UMd,p.38). 
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26 THB CAMiUtTA BBVIBW . « 

/estftblisbed in Bengal. The Mnghal Emperor loved to pose as the 

fotmtain ol justice and followed tlie imutemorial iradilion of doing 

justice personally aod in the open Ckiurt. That form was preserved 

by the Nawab Nazim of Bengal as the executive bead of the subsK 

But for some years before the grant of Diwani, the Murshidabad 

power had been considerably weakened. Formerly, the Nawab’s 

deputy on the civil side, the Darogha-i-Adalat-al Alia used to function 

as the judge over property, real or personal, but his Court was now 

reduced fo a dumb show. The Nawab Nazira still held on every 

Sunday a Court called the Roz^* Adalat and personolly presided over 

it. Bui he now sat there only to preside in the trials of capital 

crimes.Over other matters be did not practically exercise any 

jurisdiction at all. The Naib Nazim of Dacca took cognizance of 

criminal cases there. 

As a subordinate and assistant" of ibe Nazim, tbe Faujdar 

held tbe first place. Tbe duties enjoined on him in the Ain-i-Akbari 

related broadly to three branches of ndrainislration : revenue, police 

and army. His main function was to guard the countryside and 

put down robberies and small rebellions. He was expected to keep 

tbe local militia well equipped and in good trim. Another duty of 

his was to assist tbe Amalguzars in tlie realisation of revenue by 

making demonstrations of force to overawe all opposition to them.** 

It is worthy of note that Mughal historians do not attribute any 

judicial function to the Faujdar, It appears, however, from a letter 

of the Committee of Circuit that crimes, not capital, were “tried 

before tbe Faujdar, but reported to the Nazim for his judgment and 

sentence”.*^ Th*8 statement as quoted by the Parliamentary Com- 

11 ** Boy " Id the SevfD^b Report, but ** Roz ' in the Coromittca of Circuit Proceediofs 
cf 16 August, 1772. 

In^mi'inoriai Htza Kbao too stated that trial of capital crimes beloogad to the 
Kizatnat. 

See (a) Ptoceediogs of the Cuotrolling CjuqoiI of Revenue at Murahiiabad, 8 Dee. 1770, 
Vol. II. pp. 8-9 

{b) Ibid, 11 Kfib., 1771. Vol. HE, pp. 160-61 

(c) Secret Consultatioos, 17 Jany, 1771. 

Jarrett, Ain-t-Ahbari, Vol. II. pp. 40-41 
,Fanjdar, as bis uanie suggests, was esseulially s Commander of Military Police. 

Progi, Committee of Circuit, Kasimbazar, 15 Aug., 1772. 
V 

.-This fpecificatioo calls for some explanation, It has led. maoy persons to believe that 
tHbe^eujdar exercised judicial authority. But at a time when a feeble Neciei held a 

ooee % ueek only to try capital offencei aod bis deputy Dirogba-ioAdeUi*al Alia 
.existed but iu same, bow could a direct subordinate of tfao Mszim, like tbe Faajdar, poeslbly 

power? 

, /IL, fiv ihme plaaaible e&pUnabioD of the Committee's atatemeob is that in tboee days 
Faujlar was loe^y used to mean also judge of tbe Faujdari Adalat. tbo«^'tbe 

twift'/ywi •diisiipot eofities it ebould be noted that tbe withdrawal of Feejdari in 1770 
mad to 1781 did not in any way iotermpt tbe operatic of Faujdar! Adslats and tbe 
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mitted of Socreoy of 1773 has since then fntrignej many persons 

inclnding the gentlemen in the majority in Hastings’ Council. The 

similarity of the two terms—Faujdar and Faujdnri Adalat further 

confused these gentlemen. In course of a controversy in the Council, 

Hastings made it clear that Faujdari Adalats were Courts iustituled 
for trial of all crimeg and inisdeuieanonrs, while Faujdars were police 

officers appointed to maintain the public peace. They arrested ail 

disturbers of peace, but instead of trying aud punishing them, 

committed them to the Faujdari Adalats for trial. This transfer was 

in his opinion, the only connection between the Faujdars and Faujdari 

Adalats, their proceedings and their authority being totally distinct 

and independent”.’' Properly speaking, the Faujdari Adalat was the 

single judicature for the trial of criminal matters. 

Subordinate to the Faujdar, the Kotwal was ranked as a peace 
officer of night. P. Saran's statement that he was a Magistrate, 

Prefect of Police and Municipal Officer rolled into one and that as 

Magistrate, he took cognizance of criminal causes of ti e whole Sarkar 
is not corroborated by facts. In Bengal at least, Kotwal was essen¬ 

tially an officer of city Police and not a Judge.** Describing a Bengali 

Kotwal towards tbe middle of the IStli Century, Robert Orme states 

that the Kotwal’s duty was to punish all such crimes and misdemean¬ 

ours as were too insignificant to be admitted before ‘*lbe more solemn 

tribunal of the Durbar”.*' 

By virtue of local influence *nd police powers, the Kotwal could 

easily wield coercive authority. It may be conceded also that he 

dealt with trifling offences. Bui in those cases, his role might have 

been of the nature of an informal mediation often exercised by the 

term Fau](Ur alflj did ool go into disuse, for the Daroga of the Fauidari Adalat often used 
to pass by that name. Not to speak of others, even Hastings was misled by t'e simililude 
of the two terms when he wrote, 

** For ease the harassed Fau]dar prays, 
Vfhin crowded conrta asd sultry day^ 

Exhale tbenoxiooa fume. 
While poring o'er the caaso be 1 cais 
The lengthened lie and doubts and feara 

Tbe culprit's finsl doom '' 

(Monoktozi*~JoD08, Warren Haeiings in Bengal, p SIO, footnote). 

^ Secret Consultationa, 7 December, 1775. 
P. Saran wrongly saye that towarda tbe close of the 18lh ceiUnry tho Faiijdar 

to have judioUl autbority over all cases less than lapiUl crimes aud rtfers to (he oevenui 
Deport in support of bis statement. 

Optemment of the MughaU—p. 3^3, footnote). 
*• P. Satan (P. 363) holds thU Kotwal and Qaai in the main >har^d «»most the whole 

bu^ees o! the Beiker between them. J. N. Sarkai's opinion is that the Kotwal was an 
urban cf&cet, being the Chief of City Police. 

(j. N. Sarkar, Mughal Adminutration p. 67). 
W Orme— Hiitoriaal Fragementi of tte Mughal Empire, p. 462. 
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Ideally important pereonfl. It cannot be satisfactorily proved from tbe 

contemporary records that the Eoiwal in Bengal hod any judicial 

power. 

The*e were three Courts at Mursbidabad for the decision of civil 

causes, namely the Adalat-al-Alia, Adalat Diwaui and the Qjzi's 

Office. The highest authority in the branch of civil justice was the 

Diwan, the bead of the Bnance department. He was supposed to be 

the Chief Judge of all causes relating to real estates or property in 

land.®* In practice, however he used to delegate his powers to his 

deputy, the Daroga®' of the Oiwanl Adalat to whose jurisdiction, 

therefore, appertained the disputes over property in land. 

For many years past, the Oarogas of the Adalat-aKAlia and the 

Oiwani Adalat were considered ns judges of the same causer. The 

Daroga of the Adalat al-Alia, who was the deputy of the Nazim, 

was the judge not only of quarrels, frays aud abusive names but also 

of all matters of property, except claims relating to land and inheri¬ 

tance. His jurisdiction was thus hopelcs’^ly confounded with that 

of the DJwani Adalat and the parties *^nade their application as 

chance, caprice, interest, or superior weight and authority of either, 

directed their choice’*.“ But the Committee's remark that '‘the 

general principles of all deRjwtic Governments that every degree of 

power shall be simple and undivided, seems necessarily to have intro¬ 

duced itself into the Courts of Justice” is difficult to accept without 

some modihoation. 

It was in conformity with the traditions of the Mughal system 

of administration that there were two co-ordinate channels of justice 

in the eubab with the Nazmi at the head of the adrniaisirution of 

criminal justice and the Diwan as the highest judge in all civil and 

revenue matters. Both of them were appointed independently by the 

Emperor. But bince Murshid Quli Khan’s days, the office of Diwan 

became directly subordinate to the Nazim, who used to Bpj;x)int the 

Diwan, Naib Nazim and Naib Diwan according to the needs of ad¬ 
ministration and these offices were constantly filled by the nominees 

of the reigning Nazim with the result that the distinct line between 

H In B'ffi KbanU opiaiou «U quostions of inheritau*»6 of lands or rolatiog to rii^bts 
tod boondiriea of lands, all cases of oppression and illegal demand upon the rjota and in 
g'ttie.al, caufe) of misdemeanour loiethor NV4<h all toa'len re'aHng to Ihe adminiitration cf 
revenue fe'i under tlie jurisdiction of tb<- Diwani. 

gee (a) Pco>e.i)ingd of tb''ControlUog Oouueil of Bevemue at Murshidibad. 3 Pe^eiu- 
ber 1770? Vol. H, pp. 8-9. 

(6) iWd..UFobioary. 1771,VoI HI, pp 100-61. 
(0) SicretCoasnlladon^, 17 Jonuaiy, 1771. 

W Tbe term Darogha it generally wri.ten iu lodie with the simple «.e . ai PatoM'. 
(8W WiWs Ofoworp, p 126). • b # -a 
^ Pnfai OommHtee of Oireait, Kpslmbsstr, 16 Angoat, 1772* 

9 
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ibo NijUkiCftt and Diwani taoded to be lost aud their fuections irerged. 

The Qazi was a judge for claims of inheritance atid succession 

aod a dignitary performing weddings, funerals and other rites—thus 

combining in bis person the temporal and the bpiritual, atonce a 

layman and a i^eligious personage. In theory, the (jazi must be a 

Muslim scholar of blaneless life thoroughly conversant with the 

Quranic law. His judgment was decisive for the parties, tliere being 

no appeal from it.^^ Appointment of Qazis was not restiicted to tbe 

capital only; a net work of Qazis was bpread over the Parganas. 

Every towm and even a large village had i*s local Qazi appointed by 

the Chief Qazi.*^ 

Qaziship was often recognised as a heieditary source of sub¬ 

sistence rather than a public post of responsibility. It appears that 

Abdul Peza Khan who had been appointed during the regime of 

Emperor Aurangzeb as the Qazi of Murbhidabad was succeeded by 

his relative Zaid Mohamed who died in the time of Mu Kasun. In 

the absence of any heir for tbe time being, tbe lelatives of the late 

Qazi deputed Mullah Wofa, one ot their dependants, to act as Qazi 

“ till heirs shoald arrive But the latter usurped the oflBce of 

Qazi in his own name. The daughterb of Abdul Reza Khan made 

a petition in January, 1771 so that Mirza Abdullah, the nephew and 

lawful heir of the late Qazi Zaid Mohamed might be appointed 

Qazi. The Naib Subali corioborated ibis statement and the Murshida- 

bad Council accordingly recognised ** the right of Mirza Abdullah to 

succeed to the Cazeeship 

The Qazi was assisted by the Mufti and Muhtahib in his Court. 

The procedure in hie couit was as followsAfter bearing the 

parties and witnesses, tbe Mufti used to write tbe Fatwa oi the 

Law applicable to the case in question and the Qazi pronounced 

The Erujfclopacdta of Islam, ]1, p. S()G. 

Tbe QaKt ^as an iodispeasable pot*«oiialur in Mii Imi bfo en aibiter be settled 
disputes between persons wbo appealed to liioi He bid porsonally no power to esrr? out 
e sentence. He was conipieteut to decide any of tlu unesuons affeaiog the life ot the com* 
monUy that might ha\o been d*al6 with by tbe Canon law, i.e.* ma*nsgc. dtS’ioiuriou of 
marriage, caie of orphftns, suxe*«ioa contracts of \&iioqs crimes and pontshm nt of 
onm*naIs 

See itfttibm/nsfitfUioni by Mauiioe Gaudefory^De Mombyme, trails, by Maegregor, 
p. 148. 

While reviewiag the condition of Qazis before tbe coming of Hastiugsp * 
uhquiat of ^ngftl stated that tbe Nazim of Bengal appointed a f 
deputies on his part into each district. Tbe latter were appointed and removed by tn 
Qasl. It was alai narrated bow in course of time per«o%s from the low nt . 
common labourers and other ignorant parsons weie oppoinfeH to (hiee omces ^ 
not know even how to writ© and read and had no other object than the ijaceip 
paid at burials and luarriagea (Br venue 'ndicial Consiiltaiions, 26 Mayt ■ 

« pRlceediQgii of tbe Controlling Council of Ueveiiuo at Murshjd.tbad, XO Jan., 2X ^ 
177l,VolH,pp.87,S0, 
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jndgesoetit. They vrere to be unanimouB tu their judgetneni*, If 

either the Qaei or Muhtasib disapproved of the Fatwa, the cause 

Vifaa referred to the Nazim, who summoned the Ijtass or General' 

Assembly oonsisting of the Qazi, Mufti, Muhtasib, Darogas of the 

Adalats, Maulavis and all the learned in the Law, to meet to decide 

upon it. Their decision was final. This provision shows that the 

Qazi'a Court was formed on more liberal “ ideas oi justice and civil 

liberty than are common *' in despotic governments.** 

In reality, however, the intention of thiw reference was defeated 

by the over-emphasis laid on it and the insurmountable difficulties 

attending the use of it. Very few were tlje occasions when the 

decisions of the Qazi and his colleagues were found to concur; there 

was, therefore, a standing necessity either that one should over-rule 

the other two, which was undesiiable, or that daily oppeals must be 

made to the Nazim and his warrant issued to summon all learned in 

the law from their homes, their studies, and normal occupations “to 

form a tumultuous assembly to bear and give judgment." The 

consequence was that the General Assembly was held rarely and 

only on occasions which acquired “ their imjjortance from that of 

the parties, rather than from the nicety of the case itself Hence, 

the usual practice was that the Qazi eitbet consulted with bis 

colleagues in his own particular Court and gave judgement according 

to his own opinion, or moie frequently decided without their assist¬ 

ance or presence.*' 

As an assistant of the Qazi, the Mufti expouuded and applied 

the law to cases. Originally he was a sort of unofficial Legal 

Eeinembiancer of Canon law. Probably his was never a regular 

post in the judicial department ihough references to Muftia are of 

frequent occurrence in connection with judicial administration.*** 

The Mnlitasib had cognisance of drunkenness, the vending of 

spirituous liquors and intoxicating drug.s and the exannination of false 

weights and measures He also figured in the Committee of Circuit's 

'list as an assistant of the Qazi. But piopcrly speaking, he cannot 

be held as a judicial personage nor does bis original counterpart in 

' the Muslim world, even from the days of the Khilafot, claim that 

M ^xogfl, Commilt€»ol Ciieuit, Katimbftzar, 16 August, 1772. 
46 IM. 
^ bj Giudefroy—De Moinbynas, p. 168^ 
4* As Islamio stale iooluded Mubtaaib or consor of public morals origfnaUjr for religtoos 

astflhpl' Lst^r on, bs used to^ perform tbc police duties of examining weights, 
mgasnnn and pfoviiioos end prevsniiog gambling and draDHenoeni. fn addition to b;s 

aeligions fusction. 
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'Anbttter officer meotiosed by the Committee of {SretiU ^as the 
QftfiDfigo* He wee the Begietrar^f lende. Althoogb be waaoot 
vested with any jadioial eathorityt be was often made arbitrator in 
matters of land disputes by reference from the court of the Nazim 
or Diwan. 

Obvioualy, the judicial officers at Murahidobad, as listed by the 

Committee of Circuit, ranged from the equivalent of the modem 

Chief Justice to that of the Registrar of lands and marriages and 

included the Police Chief, Justice of the Peace, Legal Remembrancer 

and Judges or Magistrates in civil, criminal and municipal matters. 

Three of them at least, the Paujdar, Kotwal and Qanungo had no 

regular judicial power. 

Defects 

Both Civil and Criminal Courts frequently took cognisance 

of tbo same causes. Overlapping of functions in the same 

officer was a cardinal feature of the criminal administration of 

Murshidabad. 

The Qazi*s Court seems to have been formed on wise and liberal 

principles, but the way in which it was then actually conducted 

destroyed all hopes of fair justice The Q»7/i was to enforce the 

ordinances ol law without partiality or pity He was forbidden by the 

law to take presents from the iieople who appealed in his Court; 

“but now”, writes the contemporary author Ghulam Husain, 

” since from a length of time, it is become customary to put up 

everything to sale, the office of Cazy is leased out and underleased”/* 

The fees of the Qazi and Mufti proved always a heavy grievance to the 

l)Oor and an impediment to marriage. On receiving a suitable fee, 

the Qazi used to “turn right into wrong and injustice into justice.” “ 

Judges were not paid auy Axed salaiies. They derived their 

emoluments from fines and the recognised perquisites as commisBion 

for adjudication. The autboiised exaction of the Faujdari Bazijama 

or Anes for petty oiTences and the commission of cue-fourth called 

the Chauth levied on the amount of all debts and on the value of 

all pioperty recovered by the deciee of the Court were not only 

obnoxious practices in theuibelves, but coustituied an additional 
• 

** 5£tr JMutagHfln'n, Vot. Ill, p. 16S. 
lee eveiy day,'* adds Ubulsm Hn*ai i '*faikblei9Gb2iei A^boare igiioraiit even 

of the priDciplescf Musulmsnisin, take leases of vhat they C|U the Csiiey’s rights, ind 
uoder*less6 them openly lo others, aUbougli 111 .o nghti are no more than so uimIU nosr 
inventions to lorment the MuaiulnieD of this ism a 11 to ei‘oit money fiom them unter a 

“variety ^ pretences.” 
A Sitir Mulaqhertn, Vol. Ill, p. ISC. 
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moentite to bribery and oppression/*’ Tbe wealthy cnlpritSi even if 

guilty of capital ofPences, ooald always escape due puniBhiuent through 

agreement by fine and the decision of the jud^jes was in most oases 

**a corrupt bargain with the highest bidder.*’ 

Here is an instance of tbe corrupt ways of these Comts. One 
day, Muralidhar, an agent of Raja Shitab Roy. was trying in his 

Court, a case of dispute between two iren, while the author of Seir 

Mutaqherin and Rumbold, Chief of Patna, happened to be present 

there. The sentence was pronounced and both the parties were 

ordered to pay some money : the guilty person was to pay by way 

of fine and the innocent by way of llianks-giving Rumbold was 

astonished and asked why fine should be levied also on one who had 

right on his side. Muralidhar'and his ilatlerers had a ready reply 

to this query. They declared that the decision had been taken accord¬ 

ing to (he rule and cnstoirs of the country and tliat this was no 

innovation of their own.*'^ 
One material circumstance that greatly contributed to the mal¬ 

administration of justice was the absence of register of the proceedings 

of the mofussil Courts. This encouraged the natural propensity of 

the judge to bribery and fraud, "by making him easy with respect 

to any future prosecution” by a superior authoiity on a review or 

re-hearing of the cases determined by him/* 

But tbe greatest defect of the existing Courts was tbe want of 

a substitute or subordinate jurisdiction for the dispensation of justice 

in such parts of the piovince as lay out of iheir reach. In conse¬ 

quence, the operation of the Murshidabad Courts was limited to a 

circle, comprising a very small area just round tbe capital. In tha 

interior, only those who lived in the neighbourhood of the zamindari 

headquarters could avail themselves of tbe Zamindari Courts, Even 

in their case, the expenses attending suits in these Courts served to 

destroy their hopes of legal redress. As for tbe people of the remote 

interior, it was only the lich and the vagabond who could (ravel far for 

justice. Tf perchance a poor person was brought from a distant 

» (a) Jhid,p 169. 
(h) Progi, Ooinmia«e of Circuit, Kasimbazir. 15 Aug. 1779. 
io) Dow, Tho History of Hind'tstan, Vol. Ill, p. cit. 
fa) Belt!—Consideraiifms p. 160. 
(a) VereUt's Ktaio, p 136, footnote. 

‘Ttn Bsagsl", observe# Veielat‘*thi people are so far from sapposiag iaitioe due fmm 
Msfiftrsre that one <ifisrterof tbe property m d^pato bebugs to the judge h s reward 

forbid treebie.*' 
■1 Seleofc Ofitomitfee Proesedings, Aug ist 16,1769. 
M Seir Mutoiherin, Vol. Til, pp. 97-28. 

(a) Sklcet Committee Froo^inas, August lO, 1769. 
{b) Seventh Beport, 1173, p. 324. , 
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«ttia§^ to Mtirer onj oomploiDt and wait tbe tedioa* procasa of tbe 

Oouxt, be WM liable to be ruined by the expeoeea of 4be journey and 

the prolonged stay near the Adalat and the neglect of bis oQtiaai 

occupation during bis absence. The consequence would certainly 
ba more oppressive than an arbitrary decision could be, if passed 

fbgabist him, without any legal process whatsoever. ''Much tbesie 

poor wtetcbcs will bear," remarked Becher, "rather than quit theii 

habitations to come here to complain." On the other band, tbe 

principal delinquents could seldom be brought under the authority oJ 

these Courts. If at all they bubniilted to them, it was only to defeat 

the ends of justice by means of their influence with the Government 

-oflBcers/® 

The majority of the inhabitaats, the non-Musliius, were excluded 

from ail share in tbe public administration of justice which wae 

jealously guarded by tbe Muslim Croveniment.'* 

*2. IjAw 

Since the occupation of the country by the Muslims, the Quranic 

Law had been tbe "standard of judicial determination" in both Civil 

and Criminal Courts. No deviation from the Quranic law was 

allowed except in cases where it afforded no rule of decision. In 

that case, tbe ancient customs and usage.s, if applicable, were resorted 

to.’’’ But if the Hindus without repairing to regular Courts obtained 

an adjustment of their difference among themselves in accordance 

with their own particular laws and custoinsp it was not tbe "businesg 

of the Magistrate to interfere." 

^ 8«lect Gommitt«6 ProoMdioga. July 8.1709. 
^ Seventh Report, 1773, p. 824. 
^ In rein<in»t*noe agftinat the English Government's directions that all matters 

regarding ifiheritacoe and parficnlaroustonns and laws of the Hindus should be decided by 
**tbe esfablishod Msgistrates" asnsted by the Brahmins and heads cashes according to 
the Hindu Iaw, this being in their opinimi, "the invariable practice oC all tbe Mabomedan 
^Ternrnents cf ladostan,’* it was sharply pointed out by Resa Khan that none of the 
Muslim Emperors had ever appoioted a Brahmin to assJet a magiatrate. 

*'To order a magistrate of the faitb," added he, '*to decide in conjunction with a 
Brahmin would be repngnant to the rulee of the faith and in a oonntiy nudar the deminioB 
of e Mussolman Emperor, it is improper that any order <*boDld be issued inconsistent with 
Uie rules of his faith, that ionovaiions should be introduced in the administratioa of 
ieaUoe." Moreover, if the Brahmins were admitted to the jndieiri service, tbe decision 
of disputes wonld, in his opinion, be delayed by cdotinual contentione between the Judges, 
owiu to the difference of their laws and castoma. (Proceedings of the ControlliDg C^ynnoii 
of Bevenns at Mnrshidabad, 20 April, 4 May, 1772) 

tf **Xhe lules,** obssrves Lbe Seveatb Report (p. 834K ''derived from tbcM eooraes 
were in general very loose and nneertain; and the necessary oonsequeuees of sj imperfect 
4 syetem of law, rendered the exercise of criminal and civil judicature in Bengal, in a great 
meaanre discretionary.** . , . ^ 

*4 Proosedinga of the Controlling Connch of Revenue at Mursfanabad, 4 May, 1772. 
Xu the wtfdt of Grady, "In iDattera of prhpecry,... and In ah oihes temporal ooncems 

(bdff Son antelalJiy in the e^imlnal jurivdielioD) tbe Massolmao Law gave the mb ef 
dsobtef exjplraof where both partiee were Hisdues, in which case tl»e point eras reiMMtik 
le ihajiilffmMt m lbs PwdRs or ^deo lawyeif 

BUrhe Hsdaptf, p. xlv, . 
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Aooordiiig to Idamio'IiftW,crimefi are*of three desses: hiSeiioas 

egftitist (1) Qod« (2) the State and (3) private individaais. Paniab- 

tnents for crimes may be classified under three beads» namely (1) 

Bftidd, (2) Qisas with its appendage Diyat and (3)' Tazir and Siasat/* 

Hudd (plural: Hudud) or prescribed penalty means a punishmeflt 

specified by the Quranic Law. It is considered as the right of God, 

which no man can alter. Its original purpose is to deter people from 

commission of certain offences. These offences are highway robbery, 

theft, drinking wine, adultery or fornication, apostasy, slander of 

adultery and robbery with naurder. 
Qisas or retaliation is due as a right of man. This is the personal 

right of the victim or his next; of kin to determine the form of punish* 

ment in the cases of certain heinous offences against the person, 

including homicide, maiming and wounding. The judge is bound to 

inflict the legal punishment if the injured party so desires. Diyat 

(Arabic Diya) or price of blood is a penalty prescribed for mitigated 

forms of homicide and wounding. In certain circumstances, the 

injured party can pardon the offender unconditionally or can be 

satisfied with the compensation or price of blood paid by ibe latter. 

In that case, the judge of the Canon law and even the executive head 

of the State cannot take any other action. Curiously enough manslau¬ 

ghter is not a violation of God’s Law or King’s peace, but only an 
injury to the victim’s family. 

The extreme rigour of the law of evidence and many scrupulous 

distinctions frequently bar the conviction of an offender deserving 

Hudd or Qisas. The Mabomedan Law meets this difficulty by vesting 

in the Sovereign or his delegate the power of sentencing criminals to 

Tazir and Siasat or discretionary correction and punishment. 

Tazir in its primitive sense means prohibition or restriction. It 

IB legally defined to be a punishment (Akubat) not prescribed by any 

fixed rules of law, but left to the discretion of the judge for the ends 

of public as well as private justice. It is incurred by any offence, in 

words or deed, not snbject to a specific legal penalty. Though allowed 

as a private right also, it cannot be inflicted without a jndicial een- 

Tazir includes admonition, public exposure (Tashhir), 

.tottporaiy sequestration of property, scourging, imprisonment and 
g 

M The Hedt^a, pp. 177-S06. 
b) 3«riDgtoD*t diMli/Mte,, Vol. I, pp 293*320. 

I* sflior at of 0ijAt Vsriea with the snvity of thp HicHOiiUDMt sttendfna the 
crim«« Tw for tbs mordsr of s man wm ftjuS by tbo Soaps si s livSaisd 
rsmsls or saaivalsaf. ** Tho Diys for s orioie committed sgsiniit s woflisa !■ 
half Ihst jlv a Isr s lasoi lbs diya of s Jsv orOfariatisa is ons*tlMi’d that of s Ko|iUBtf7 ^ 

(Osaitftoy-PoinOaibyMi, MmUm InpMntton, p. 15l]b 
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eir«u o»pi{»1 pnaishmsot. Ta«iibir WM «^ljr Allied. The oolprii’e 
bead it abaaed. He ie beimeared with lime or daet with his faoe, 

o 

btMk«n«d aod tban seated on an ass to be paraded roood tbe afreets. 

Siasat Hterally means protection. This word is need to denote 

exemplary punishment extending even to death* which may be 

considered necessary for the protection of the community from the 

atrocious and incorrigible criminals. Both Tazir and Siasat can be 

inflicted in all cases where the presumption of guilt is strong. 

Of the pel nlcious pracfices which sanctioned by the Islamic Iiaw 

defeated the ends of justice in the judicial system of Bsugal^ the most 

remarkable were (a) the privilege granted to the next of kin of tbe 

murdered to pardon a murderer unconditionally or to compose the 

injury by receiving money damages, (b) the barbarous piinishmeots 

like mutilation or impalement and (c) the infliction of fine, instead of 

capital punishment, for murder with an instrument not formed for 

shedding blood.*'* 

It also frequently happened that the profession of Law was in 

the hands of men who derived '*their knowledge by inheritance" 

or possessed it "by intuition, without any previous study or applica- 

tion." " 

:i. Police 

Ii has alieady been noticed that among the officers mentioned 

by the (kiminittee of Circuit, only two—tbe Faujdar and Kotwai were 

responsible for the policing of the capital. 

In the organisation of Police* tbe Faujdar was next in rank 

to the Nazim. In describing the constitutional powers of tbe 

indigenous Faujdari system, Hastings stated that the preservation of 

peace first and foremost belonged to the Faujdar who was the 

representative of the Nazim. To him the people looked up for 

protection. He served as a check even upon the zamindars/* He 

held jurisdiction over a large area sometimes comprehending many 

xamindaris^ This area was divided into Thanas or inferior stations 

which were under the charge of officers called Thanadars. His force 

consisted of a contingent of armed police and a part of the "land 

■ervants*’ of each zamindar. Its number varied according to the 

exigonoy of each place.** The provinces of Bengal and Bihar were 

The MAhomedin Xiaw or iu di-^peiiiotioo by the exieting Oonrti of judiretnre 
la tbs words of Heriagton, ’‘repagoent the priaciplet or ioedequefce to the eade of 
iaitke**. Xdn ifaolftk, Vol 1, p. 801), 

• OU»e‘ioNsrvati«aiaIjOBg*egWect*oiii#p. xxxl. , tti .. 
*• Fcf Ohaltin HoMio’s obeSrfatioai. eae SHr Mitta0kenn, ||p vol. III. pp 175*177, 
•* Beoret OoneoltsUooi, 7 Dee, 1775. It wes eeserted by Heetinge 

ooMtitutioMl iK>wm of the g«Mnl PoUw of Boagol ««i« rwHf m he b id deMnbed -.OmIII.. 
’ k 
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divided into ten and eight Fanjdari districts respectively, In^ each of ^ 
these distncts a Faojdar was stationed at the head of a body of 600 to' 
1600 sepoys and a proportional number of the staff. The Faujdsri 
districts of Bengal were Islamabad (Chittagong)i Sylhefc, Rangpur; 
Rahgamati, Jalalgarb-Purnea, Rajmahal-Akbarnagar, Rajshahi, 
Bnrdwan, Midnapore and Hugh. Jahangirnagar—Daoci had a 
Naib Nazim of its own, with a suitable number of a officers. The 
eight districts of Bibar were Shahabad, Rhotas. Monghyr, Behar, 
Chauiparan, Sarun, Tirhut and Hajipur.^ 

The Eotwa] was the Faujdar’s Chief executive assistant in the 
town. The Ain gives a full account of the police functions of the 
Kotwal. Through his watchfulness and night patrolling, the citizens 
were expected to enjoy the repose of security. He was to keep register 

of roads and liouaes. It was his duty to receive with the aid of 
intelligent dete<*-tive8 a daily report about those who arrived at or left 
the city. He was enjoined to forbid anyone from forcible intrusion 
into anotlier’fi house and to find out the thieves and the stolen goods 
and was answerable for the loss. When night was a iittle advanced, 

he was required to prohibit people from entering or leaving the city."® 
The Committee of Circuit noticed the Kotwal as discharging police 

functions at night only.®^ 
In the rural areas, there was another powerful functionary for law 

and order under the Mughal system of Police, which was built on the 
basic principle of local responsibility. Every zamindar was respon¬ 
sible to the Government for the security of person and property within 
the extent of his zamindari. This was an essential condiiion of his 
tenure. To quote a Sanad, he was bound to '*exert his utmost 

endeavours that no trace of thieves, robbers and disorderly persons 
may remain within his boundaries: ... take special cate of the high 
roads, so that travellers and passengers may pass and repass in perfect 
confidence and, if at any time the property of any person shall be 
stolen or plundered, that he produce the thieves and robbers together 
with the property; and delivering the latter to the owner, consign the 

“Another businesB of the Pudjdar, ‘*8ay8 Ih-i author of Seir-Mntaqherin, was to 
I^ve chase to banditti and highwaymen,... ho was to hunt them down wbereter be ooold 
discover soy of their fo:>ts»ep8 and to put them to the sword as soon sb he bad seen them. 
Ik ehore, wherever he coold perceive a malefactor, he was to pursue him inoessaatiy, nntR 
]^ .had tome np by the roots the hairs of hie existence and power.*' iSeir MulcaheTtn 
vol. nX, p. 177). Also see Ain-i-Akhari^ Vol. II, p. 40. 

at 
St 

8^f Hutffqherin, Vol. lll^p. 178-179. 
Jarett, Ain^i^Akbarit Vol, 71, pp. 41-42. 

S'*® “.1 el.borat^ de^ription of bis nrenioip.1 doKea alao. It bu been 
uggesfeed by P. Saran that Kotwal oombmsd nearly all the functions of the Mahtaeibs of 

Western Afis vHth ^ose of the Slhaaika of the Hindu period. .. ---— Hindu period. 
‘<J^Offfcyel Geventment of the MughuU^ p. 997) 

Committee of Ctrenii, Kastmbazar, 16 Aug. 1779. 
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forciier to pui^shmont; that In esse he do slot prodooe thedi; 

hifnsetf become reepoDBihle for the proptetty'*.*^ - 

Tlius the zamindar wae responsible for the prevention of tfabft 

and robbery, apprehension of criminals and restoi'ation of etolen 

prop *rty. In case he failed to restore the stolen effects, fae was 

himself to make good the loss.** 

In the exercise of his police fonctions, the zamindar acted only 

as the subordinate instrnment of a larger system. His duty was to 

give constant intelligence to the Nawab through the Rai Bayan and 

to assist the Faujdar with all his resources in the apprehension of 

robbers and in executing the orders given by the Faujdar for main¬ 

taining law and order. His “land-servants’* were distributed 

Ihroughoiit his zamindari. A part of them was always employed to 

assist the Faujdar. The rest enabled the zamindar not only to make 

collections, but also to guard the villages.'" 

The zimiiulnri servants, employed wholly or in part, on police 

dures lurtv 1)0 divided into four categories as follows :— 

(1) the \illiige sialT including the village watchmen, 

(2) the frontier Police of a Tnilitar\ character, 

{.)) the regular Police force for internal disorders, 

(4) the personal guards. 

The village staff consisted of officers of different grades. The 

double character of the zamindar as the Collector of revenue imd 

Police Magistrate applied to them also. Their main business was the 

collection of rents. The (wlice duties were subsidiary and generally 

neglected. They passed under different names in different parts of 

the country. For example, the village watchmen were variously 

^ TraublaiioD of a Sanad under the eeal of the Xawab St'rfraa Khan. Diwan of Bengal 
in the 17th year of the rcigu of the Emperor M'lbumma t Shah or I7a5>da A.D 

(FtrinJoger'a Introduction to the Fifth B^port, 1^12, p xWii.) 
^ In a memorial in December 1771, Reza Khan ramarked thal **tfarougbout Hindcatan, 

in Bengal aa veil at in every other province, in caae of ibeft, robbery or reorder, the 
Zemindar in wheae territory it is committed, . is bound to surrender or produce the 
nrnrderer with the effects^wberp the Zemindar poesrases the sole power, he alone ie reapon- 
sib^a and where the authority ia jointly vestrd in the Zemindar and the aumil, they are 
both answerable. If they coold not produce theui, tl.ey were made toarrount for them. 
If they on the other baud did pr'dnce them, they were held free eud clear. the robl>er8 
were not under their joriedictiop, be from whose jur'ediction they came waa cslJed upon." 

(Proceedinga of the Controlling Conncil of Revenue at Mnrehidabad, 90 Dec. 1771, 
Yol, Vm, pp. 103-8). 

For inatanee iu November* 1764 the English Governor requested the Nawab to compel 
tba acraindar of Sitaram to restore the plundered effeote of an Engliefa Oentlcman, Mr. Boee, 
who waa murdered naar Bakarganj by eomo boat people who took shelter in his zammdari. 

(Long—9elecftoftr, pp no. 776). 
< ^ SiMret Conaoltationa, 18 O t, 7 Dec. 1776; 29 May 1776. . 

^ McNeile’a **Report ew (he YWage Waich of iho Loirer Prattnees of Bemtlf' 
PP. 6«9. Thii Report oontaine valuable inforiDation on the subject of village pom*e '41, 
Bengal. ' . ^ J. 
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imbwn as Eotais^ Goraito, Barahiis, Paiks, Nigahbans md" 
80 In Bengalf as in most parts of Iidia, village comtnanitiei 

we^ hell in ancient times responsible for offences committed .within 

tjbeir limits. The village Police started as an organ of the village 

community and the watchman was, therefore, originally respibsible 

to and maintained by the village community to which he belonged. 

He was generally supported by an asugoment of land, coin[)osed of 

small parcels and made over to him free of rent. In the organisation 

of the Mughal Police it was the zamindar who was held responsible 

for crimes within his iurisdictiou and the village watchmen also 

merged in the zamindari establishment. 

Besides this BtandarJ establishment, zainindars of the frontier 

districts of West Bengal had at their disposal large bands of servants 

of a military character, mainly for purposes of agression and defence 

and only incidentally for the suppression of internal disturbances. 

These were the Gbatwuls of Ramghur, Birbhum and the Jungle 

mahals, the Sowars and Paiks (horse and foot) of Midnupore and 

Cuttack and the Nugdeesof Biirdwan. 

The zamindars of Nadia, Burdwan, Birbhum and Mtirshidabad 

maintained also a regular Police force, known us the Thandari Police. 

Lastly, there were the Barkandazes kept up by zamindars as personal 

guards. 

It was on the harmonious working of (he two organs of law and 

order—Paujdar and zamtndir—that the solidarity of (he police system 

of ihe Nawabs rested. In times of stable Givernment the Nawabs 

of Bengal had often effectively controlled the police functions of 

zamindars by means of Faujdars and punished the delinquents. As 

the hold of the Nawabs upon the country became relaxed, the power 

of the Faujdars naturally deteriorated and it came to be well nigh 

impossible to co-ordinate the functions of the Faujdars and zamindars. 

Zamindars of this period appear to have performed their police func- 

Hods most indifferently. By collusion with those very dacoite and 

other criminals whom it was their special duty to apprehend, the 

powerful zamindars exploited the helplessness of the Nizamat and 

^ It Wftfl aeaerelly eippjsed that the village watch iti Bengal Wis an inaniamiria! 
iostTtaticii—a remnant of the aosieot vUlaga •I'etem. Me Nailers rea^ar^bes showed that 
4b tte weetarn divtaiona of Bengal^in Burdwan. Cuttack Bhagalpu", Patna and a part of 
lis’^dddabad, the aneient village ayatem waa not eotir-ly swept away, the gederil araign- 

of to the intlage watebznan in t'^rvioe ten ire b ing one of its eurvivtog faatnrea! 
Bat ^ the reet of Bengal in Chittagong, Dacca, Ri*ahabt and the remaining portion of 
IfBr^dabad, all traoea of the village syatem had diaappeared. Ae tegarde Nadia and 
ieteoee, MoNeBe waa not very sure. In all these areas the yihage watch had been 
iHdtMed by Oovernment in tbe 19tb Century. 

(McNeiJe’a Heportf pp, 8-d>. , 
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ibe Idseer^ zammdars purcbaaei their safety. Thas, practice was far 
from tbecMry and the official sanads entrasting the zamindars with police 

respcfiaibility lost all relation to facts/* ' [ "I I . . ; 
For centuries the peoples in the Junglemahals of West Bengal 

and Bihar and in the riverine districts of East and South Bengal lived 

under copditions in which the Mughal Government failed to enforce 

general obedience to the law. Far from the capital city they frequently 

repudiated their allegiance to the Government and their Chiefs set 

up themselves as independent rulers. In particular, the Junglemahals 

never acknowledged the authority of the Mahomedan Qorernmeol. 

Baving for vears carried their depredations with impunity, the in- 

babitants thereof Ubed to regard robbery and murder scarcely criminal. 

The waterways of Bengal always afforded dacoits easy means of 

escape from the bands of justice. During the rainy season, much of 

the country was a sheet of water. On land, the crimiDal could be 

easily tracked down but amidst the innumerable rivers with their net 

work of chaonelfl and swamps, a dacoit had only to step into a boat 

with bis plunder and vanish at a moment's notice leaving no trace of 

his movements. 

Now with the weakening of the Nizamat, the situation was 

further worsened. The persistent non co-operation of the zamindars 

with the official machinery and their alliaucs with notorious criminals 

paralysed the Police organisation of Bengal and encouraged the 

lawless elements of the State. The Maghs raiding the coastal districts 

of Chittagong and Noakhali, boats full of kidnapped girls and boys 

sailing towards ibe slave markets of Sandwip and Chittagong, the 

turbulent Chiefs of Junglemahals and their tenants ever in arms, 

and professional dacoils going about all over the country in large 

organised gangs—this was Bengal when Najm-ud-dau1ah became the 

Nazim and the East India Company the Diwan. 

^ Hftttinga aUo admitted that lh> castona by which (b: zamindtira ware oootpeliabla 
to iiulca restitution for atoleu goods bad baoume ob'ioleto. 

(Societ Consultations, 7 December, 1776), 
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There was a time when ordinary workers in an industry wero* 

not recognised as human beings. They were treated as breathing. 

machine parts. But, to-day the mechanical outlook is considerably 

changed. is now believed that the productivity of a man is deter^ 

mined very largely by the way he feels about his job and the other 

employees with whom be works and by his attitude toward the 

company that employs him. If these facts about men are ignored 

or remain unnoticed in any plant, inducement of any mechanical 

improvement will fail to further its future progress. Consequently, 

in the more recent years considerable attention has been given to 

such factors as the motivation, feelings, sentiments and satisfaction 

of people. *' This newer approach seeks to understand why people 

in organised work groups act the way they do under stated conditions 

and to use this understanding in securing better colluboration tlirough- 

out the organisation." 

' . The Case in India 

^ 'Mosiof the western countries are now prone to recognise human 

factors in industry. In India, at the present time, the indnstriaiists 

are becoming conscious of them. Even the government is taking 

■steps'to eradicate the difficulties and gri*wances of the workers as 

far as possible. But the problem is that neither the industrialists 

por the government feel, any need of studying the human factors in 

industry systematically to diagnose the real causes of their difficulties 

and grievances. On the contrary, they try to postulate the reasons 

and thus they ultimately help themselves to nip most of their sincere 

attempts of promoting industrial welfare in the 1)ud, 

In spite of the inability of the present government to apprehend 

the need of conducting studies on human factors in industry, a few 

such etadies have already been done by some distinguisiud Psycho* 

leasts of India* Pioneer in this field are two notable psychologists, 

Prof.. B* S* Bose of Indian Institute of Science at Bangalore and 

H. 0, Gangnli of Indian Institute of Technology at Khargpur. 
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Both of th^ oondocted some vsloable stadies on the probloms Of 
human factors in industry. Becantly the department of siq^lied 
psychology of Calcutta University, has undertaken a study on Indus¬ 
trial tenfions under the guidance of Prof. S. C. Milra. Apart from 
these studies a study on the “ Supervisory Boles in a Government 
Factory ” is being conducted at Indian lustitute of Technology. 
The present author is connected with this study. All these studies 

reveal and will reveal valuable information regarding the exact nature 

of human factors in Indian industries. 

Thr Concept of Indostbial Gboups 

Studies on liuuian factors in industry show that in iniustrial 
society the individual as a rule, belongs to a multiplicity of groups. 
One of tlieso is the union to which he belongs; another is the body 
of workers with whom he works. Both these groups exert consider¬ 
able influence on him and stand as the important factors in the 
determination of industrial relations. Moreover they play a big role 
in maintaining the morale of the people comprising them. In order 

to appreciate their preci.se significance we must first of all understand 
some of the phenomena characteristics of social groups. 

A social group is not a mere aggregate of individuals. When 
an individual is a member of a social group his impulses feelings, and 
behaviour may be modified in various ways and degrees, dependent 
on the nature of tlie group in question. He becomes part of a larger 
whole which possesses a certain degree of unity and in consequence 
ho thinks, feels and acts in a way different from that in which he 
would feel and act in isolation. Thus it is obvious that integrity 
of social group is an essential factor in luainiaining industrial 

tranquility. 
An industrial rocial group may be called a ‘community’ type of 

group. It is characterised on the one hand by the complexity of the 
aims and purposes that bind its members together, on the other baud 
by the wide range and scope of its activities. Certain factors are, 
however, necessary to make such a group integiaiil. Firstly, some 
continuity of existence of the group, both formal and material is 

needed. Material continuity is the more important. “ That is to 
say, the labour turnover must be relatively small, the great body of 
the members of tbe group remaining unchanged from month to month 
and from year to year..” Secondly, there must be definite group 
self-consciousneBS. The individual workers must be conscious o|, 

' * -k*/. 
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UiemseW^s as members of the group and have a pi*ide in the group as 

such. The third and most important factor is the right type, of group 

organisation which depends mostly ou the inclusion of the persons 

who are more or less identical in their natare^ habit, custom and 

tradition. 

According to Sherif, social behavious springs largely from the 

way in which the individual perceives the world. In fact, the society 

moulds the individual into membership in the group and insists upon 
his learning to see the world in one way rather than in another. 

Same is the case with industrial society. Frames of reference and 

habits of group perception of the members of an industrial group 

determine its adequate nature. Thus we observe that, analysis of 

individual perception is necessary to gain familiarity with any such 

group either within or without the plant. 

Some Factors Belated to Group Productivity 

Beliable studies show that tlie dominant reason for a gi’oup’s pro¬ 

ductivity depends on the extent to which the members can get along 

together—their‘‘Compatibility*'. The more energy a group expends 

on the interpersonal problems arising from lack of comjiatibility the 

less energy they devote to llie ta.sk at hand. 

But what makes people compatible ? “People will be compatible 

if they agree on the bases for making interpersonal behaviour decisions,'* 

The bases are, of two kinds: (1) the relations existing between 

the individuals involved in making the decisions and (2) the love 

relations or personal closeness and liking, existing between the per¬ 

sons involved in making the decision. If (he workers working together 

have in general the same attitude toward the relative importance of 

these two bases, they should be able to work satisfactorily. If they 

sharply diverge on the relative importance of these bases, they will 

have great diflSculty working together. These differing orientations 

will be manifested mo.st acutely when there is pressure and when 

co-operation is required. 

Next we should discuss two other important factors,—peraonal- 

ness and dependence, related to group productivity. An individual, 

wboB6 orientation is primarily personal tends to emphasise close 

personal relations. He likes to know people well, to discuss personal 

affairs, to form strong likes. He wants to be like by other person and 

much of his behaviour is oriented toward that end. A counter per¬ 

sonal individual avoids close personal relation and personal contacts. 
Ha tends to treat everyone alike. 
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An individual who emphasises the dependence dimension expresses 

it behaviourly in two ways : fl) either he strongly abides by the laws 

and regulations and follows very closely the expectancies of authority 

figures by complying with any request of the leaders, (2) or he rebels 

against any authority figure and rule^ by being iiiilitantly independent. 

It has been found that those individual whose orientation is primarily 

personal tend to like each other more than they like non*personal 

people. Moreover, two people who are personal prefer to work with 

each other rather than with non-personal people. If. however, 

in a group llie members are of mixed type, they will evidently show 

minimum effort to maintain the ‘‘group-spirit** properly. This will 

ultimately cause diminution of efficiency and productivity of the group 

in question. 

Genesis of Conflict between Management & Union 

It has been oI)servod by Dr. H. C. Ganguli, that the membership 

of a union increases a simiso of grievance in the workers and augments 

his dissatisfaction with bis wages and conditions of service. This sense 

of grievance develops the altitud*; of restricting normal output. Such 

an attitude goes against management’s deep concern with production. 

The industrial warfare is an outcome of a conflict between the two 

rights. It grows out* of the conflict of interests between union and 

management. Bakke believes that nianagoment and union each want 

something which the other can not give and “still survive in the way 

they think they have to survive.” Management is chiefly production- 

oriented. It regards worker's interests and his altitude and satisfactions 

as irrelevant or secondary. But the union is preoccupied with 

some things which the nianagemeut thinks to be irrelevant. Because 

its members and officials are all workcj's. Consequently, the conflict 

grows out of these differing orientations and is further sharpened by 

])ersonal dislikes and annoyances that usually exist between manage* 

meat union leaders. 

In order to minimise these conflicts, a sound knowledge of the 

conflicting motives of iudividuals and groups is essential. Moreover 

we are to investigate the “Managerial philosophies and company 

goals on tho one hand and labour philosophies and union goals on the 

other baud and the discrepancies between these”. Such au investiga¬ 

tion may afford ns an opportunity to develop a “a psychological atmos¬ 

phere following a change in the attitude of the parties involved and 

finally to establish effective co-operation between union and manage* 

mentt 
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Conclusion : 

In conclusion we must emphasise that good human relation is 

desirable everywhere, whether in industry or in business, in the home 

or in the shop. As a matter of fact, human factors overshadow 

technical achievements. The application of the knowledge of huyoan 

behaviour to the understanding of individuals and groups will serve 

to reduce many of the tragic conflicts in modejn industry. It is a fact 

that, the great advances in employee-morale and production of the 

future will come through better understanding of the human side. 
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The Meanings of Wouds Condition the Meaning of a Sentenob 

Thue tlie hypothesis of a sphota being refuted the hypothesis that 

letters convey the ineaiiing of a sentence comes to the forefront. 

Some critics take an exception to it. They say, “Let letters convey 

the meaning of a word. But they are incapable of conveying the 

meaning of a sentence.’* Now, an objection arises in our mind. It is 

this “How is the meaning of a sentence conveyed? In order to meet 

Ibis objection liioy suggest tiial the meanings of words which consti¬ 

tute a sentence help to convey the meaning of the said sentence. They 

explain the raison d’etre of their hypothesis thus. Letters exhaust 

ail their powers when they convey the meaning of a word constituted by 

them. No power is left to ihcjo to convey the meaning of a sentence. 

But the power of woj d-meanings remains unexhausted to communicate 

the meaning of a sentence. Hence, they convey the sense of a sen¬ 

tence. The potential energy of letters is assumed by us by means of 

implications. As vve cannot otherwise explain the communication of 

the ineaniugriol words so we assume that letters have potential energy 

to convey the meanings of words. But the communication of the 

meaning of a sentence does not necessarily require letters as its condi¬ 

tion. Hence we should not assume the hypothesis that letters have 

potential energy to convey the meaning of a sentence. 

Another peunt of critieipm flashes in our mind in this context. 

Do letters bring about one and the same impression in order to convey 

the meaning of a word and that of a sentence? Or, do they produce 

the two different sets of impressions in order to perform the above two 

effects? A verse which contains the above point rune thus :—How 

can one and the same impression bring about two diverse effects? It 

is well understood that letters produce no new impression other than 

the old one. 

As we can explain the communication of the meaning of a sen¬ 

tence in a different manner so there is no justification for the aesump- 

tion tbati and the same letter produces the different typee ^ 
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iiD{ift^6ft8iOQ6* Id the case of words when tbe last letter is perceived 

\>j us it is not very difficult for us to recollect its antecedent letters in 

their proper order since they have not passed away long ago. But 

in the case of a sentence, as some of tbe antecedent letters ceased 

to esist long before so it is very difficult to remember them in their 

due order. Hence, it is impossible and unprecedented to hold that 

such letiers are recalled in memory and combined to form a sentence^ 

Moreover, though words which compose a sentence are uttered at 

intervals yet they are seen to convey the sense of the said sentence. 

In this case there is no trace of the recollection of the antecedent 

letters. For this reason, letters do not contribute towards the com- 

munnication of the meaning of a sentence. Another point may be 

added to the criticism in question. If letters are to convey both the 

meanings of words and sentences then do they do it simultaneously or 

successively? Now, if these letters are uttered only once then it will 

be unreasonable to hold that they simultaneously discharge both 

functions since they are incapable of doing tliem (functions). If it is 

held that they successively convey the above two meanings then it 

will be unreasonable to hold that they convey the meaning of a 

sentence at first since the meaning of a sentence is never observed to 

be conveyed if the meanings of its constituent words are not known. 

Now, the upholders of the above hypothesis may contend that 

letters convey the meanings of words at first and then convey the 

meaning of a sentence. But it is a matter of great regret that 

letters unnecessarily redouble their efforts to convey the meaning 

of a sentence since the meaning of a sentence is communicated as 

soon as the meanings of its constituent words are conveyed. Words 

fully exhaust their capacities in order to convey their meanings. 

Therefore, it is established that the meanings of words communicate 

tbe meaning of a sentence. 

Moreover, it is leaimi by the joint method of agreement and 

difference that the meanings of words precede the meaning of a sen¬ 

tence. A {lerson who inattentively listens io words and fails to grasp 

their upcftoings does never comprehend the meaning of a sentence. 

But though a person does not listen towords yet be is acquainted with 

tbe meaning of a sentence provided that he is in a position to know 

tbe meanings of words through some other sources of knowledge. 

One who sees the white colour of an object and hears sounds of 

neighing and trots knows that a white horse is running But if a 



person is not acquainted with the meanings of words then he is 

observed to comprehend the meaning of a sentence. 

The above view has been presented by Eumarila in 31oka*varttika 

(Chapter on a sentence verse No. 358). He intends to convey that a 

person beholds from a long distance the white colour of an object. He 

fails to identify it. 

Then he hears its neighing. He infers from the sound that it is 

a horse. He also hears the sound of its trots. He also infers i^ 

motion. The said white colour is an attribute. Horseness is a uni¬ 

versal. The said motion is an action. They cannot float in the air. 

They require a locus i,e. a substance to stand upon. The co-ordination 

of an attribute, a universal and motion is possible since they are 

capable of being mutually related. Their mutual relation is well- 

indicated by the sentence, “A white horse is running*'. Words 

which constitute the above sentence are not presented to his conscious¬ 

ness. But the meanings of such words have been gathered by sources 

of knowledge other than auditory perception. Tbe knowledge of the 

meanings of words contributes towards that of the meaning of a 

sentence. But the meaning of a sentence is never grasped without 

comprehending the meanings of words. 

The knowledge of the meaning of a sentence invariably pre¬ 

supposes that of the meanings of words but does not necessarily pre¬ 

suppose that of words. Therefore, the knowledge of the meaning of 

a sentence cannot be effectuated by that of words. 

The critics raise another objection against the above hypothesis. 

The awareness of the meaning of a single word fails to condition the 

knowledge of the meaning of a sentence. Moreover, the totality of 

the awarenesses of all words which constitute a sentence does not invari¬ 

ably precede tbe knowledge of the meaning of a sentence. In some 

cases, such conditions assemble. Therefore, the relation between 

the said condition and the conditioned is not univerBal. The ante¬ 

cedence of the said condition is accidental and hence peculiar. Its 

uncommonness i.c., non-universality is a defect which prevents the 

awareness of the totality of meanings of all constituent words from 

being the condition of the knowledge of the meaning of a sentence. 

Such an objection is not sound. The first part of tbe said 

objection is pointless since the upholders of the above hypothesis donot 

contribute to the hypothesis that the consciousness of the meaning 

of any siDgIb''conBtituent word conditions the Vnowledge of the 

ing of « sentence. On^ihe other hand, they take share in 
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I they deny the causality of such a condition. Tbou^ the 

condition viz,, the totality of the awarenesses of all meanings of 

constituent words is uncommon, i.c., iion-universal yet the causal 

relation which has been pointed out to 1)6 defective is not really so. 

The reason behind this defence is this that tbe meanings of woids 

donot require the help of the knowledge of universal concoraitanca^ 

to indicate the meaning of a sentence, lienee, the said defect of 

uncommonness which invalidates a mark takes no effect on it. The 

knowledge of the meaning of a sentence is not an inference. The 
canons which govern sound pioccsscb of reasoning donot apply to it. 

Though the meanings of all constituent words are not armed with 

the knowledge of universal concoimtance yet tliey become combined 
with one another, taking into consideration mutual requirement, 

proximity and material non-contradiction (yog^atah The mutual 

combinatiou of tbe meanings of aJl woids constitutes the meaning 

of a sentence. The meaning of a woid, being related to those of 
other wards, is equivalent to the meaning of a sentence. Thus, as 

the meaning ot a sentence is comejed thiongli the agency t)f (he 

meanings of constituent wards so tlic knowledge ol iLe meaning of 

a sentence is not a piece of ^elbal knowledge. Sudi a conclusion 

may be anticipated but does not (urn out to be tiue. Woids play an 

important part in bunging ahoiil such knowledge al the out-pet. 

Hence, the knowledge ol the meaning of a sentenco is vcibal. Words 

communicate their meanings. Tlie coiuciousness of such meanings 

18 followed by the knowledge of llio meaumg cl a sentence. Therefore, 

tbe conclusion that the knowledge of the lueanutg ol a sentence is 

verbal is free from all defects, l^abara has also said to this effect. 

He holds lliat woids complete this task by communicaling tiioir 

meanings. As soon as the meanings ot wuiihs are presented to con¬ 

sciousness, they generate the knowli'dge oi the meaning of a penlence. 

TiiK Refutation ok the fliPoriiKsis that Me wings of Words 

COMiUUNIOATPD THE MeANINCi OF A SENTENCE 

Let US now examine the hyjKithesis proposed in the precedent 

ileGtiou. Meanings of woids do notcon\cy the meaning of a sentence. 
But a sentence conveys iis own meaning. The reason behind tlie 

above remark is as follows. It is well-known that ibis is tbe rueaiiing 

of a sentence. Nobody says that this is Ibe meaning of meanings of 

worda. It is imagined that a word is a collection of leliera, such a 

yrord which is no better than tbe collection of letters conveys its 
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pwaoing. Similartyv a> seatenee wbicK l« »q ; iinagicMey 
words will also commaoicate its meaning. . . . ^ 

Now, tbe upliolders of the hypotheaU under criticisra may contend 

that there is no auch aentence as is a collection of words and is distinct 

from the so-colled constituent words. These words themselves 

equivalent to a sentence. And they satisfy an obligation wben titey 

communicate their own meaning. It baa been stated before that 

they exhaust all their power by fulfilling the above duty, 'and become 

absolutely impotent to convey the meaning of a sentence. This' 

argument does not stand to reason since the meanings of words have 

also completed their task and have nothing to do. How do they fulfil 

an obligation? They have completed their task by producing theft 

own knowledge. 
Now, the upholders of the hypothesis in question may contend 

thus;—“Words have fulfilled their obligation as they completely 

convey their own meaning. It has been stated that tliey convey the 

meaning of a sentence over and above their normal duty. To convey 

the meaning of a word is one tiling and to convey the meaning of sf 

sentence is another thing. How can a word discharge twofold duties 

which are distinct by ibeir nature? But our hypothesis does not 

suffer from this defect since the meaning of a word, having produced 

its own consciousness, does not engage itself in discharging some other 

duty. Hence, the meanings of words should convey the meaning of a 

sentence.” The critics point out that the above contention is not 

logically tenable. The reason behind their critiolbni is as follows. The 

last word of a sentence has not fulfilled its mission as it has not done 

some other task. The last word of a sentence, being benefited by tbe 

recollection of its antecedent words, is called a sentence. Some say 

that the raeanmg of the last word, being mutually related to those of 

its antecedent words, is known as the meaning of a sentenco. liance, 

the meaning of a sentence is conveyed only by a sentence. 

Now, the contenders have taken an exception to the above 

suggestion. They put a few questions to the critics. Let us discuss 

some of them. Do words discharge double duties, the com¬ 

munication of its own meaning and that of the meaniug of a sentence 
on the strength of recollection which i$.due to a single impression? 

Or, do they do these two duties by means of different impressions? 

Let us clarify the purport of the questions. The konwiodge of the 

meaning of each word produces an impression. Ouo type of ioi- 

pressions is represented by it. Anollier type of impression jb produ^^ 

by such knowledge as refers the aggregate of all words, cooslitatw^^ 

. f-.l94i8P~rV' 
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;Pe^te]30e. The ^ell-known accepted principle ig this that 

diverdty of effects points to the heterogeneity of their causes. In 

order to explain a particular effect a transcendental impression is 

assnmed. If effects are different in their nature then many diverse 

transcendental impressions will be assumed in order to explain them. 

[Thus we see that the above questions are not hard nuts to crack. 

No gratuitous assumptions are made. The assumption of the two types 

of impressions is necessary. Such an assumption offers an answer to 

the above questions]. 

The defenders of the hypothesis in question have also stated that 

it is impossible to recollect letters, passed away long ago. Such a 

statement is not logically sound. We may soinebow imagine that as 

letters are contents of the knowledge of a word so words may be 

contents of the knowledge of a sentence. We shall immediately 

diacass this supposition. 

Let us now turn our attention to another problem viz. "Do 

letters convey the meaning of a word and that of a sentence simul¬ 

taneously or successively ? We answer this problem thus. Letters 

discharge their duty in this order. They convey the meaning of a 

word at first, Afterwards they convey the meaning of a sentence. 

Now, the upholders of the hypothesis under discussion may contend 

that the solution, offered by the critics, amounts to this that the 

meanings of words point to the meaning of a sentence. The above 

remark of the defenders in question is not logically tenable. The 

meaning of a word is an object of knowledge. It cannot be included 

in the source of knowledge. Moreover, the difference of the meaning 

of a word from that of a sentence is not absolute. Hence, the rela¬ 

tion between an indicator and the indicated, which holds between 

smoke, accompanied by the relation of universal concomitance, and 

fire and between a lamp, unaccompanied by the relation of universal 

Concomitance and the colour, does not obtain between the meaning of 

a word and that of a sentence. If the defenders of the above hypo* 

thesis look their body through then they will realise that a body cannot 

be both the illuminator and the illumined. Hence, their verbal 

statement that the meanings of words point to the meaning of a sen* 

is empty but not founded upon the rock of solid facts. If they 

ttiat nature divides them into such two halves than they behave 

^ho hold that one and the same 
phenomenon by its very intrinsic nature plays the part of a mark 

object marked. 
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th« defenders oC tlie hy^gdSxemH in quettMon may contend 

thus Words denotes universal a. A sentence points to a particolsr* 

There is a great gulf fixed between a particular and a universal. As a 

universal is not cognised without the medium of a particular so a 

uaiversai points to a particular. Hence, a universal plays the part of 

an illumiuator and a particular is illumined by it. As there is a 
real differeuce between an illuminator and the illumined so a universal 

differs from a particular. The implication of the above contention is 

this that their suggestion is logically sound and they do not follow the 

foot-steps of the Buddhists in order to defend the above hypothesis. 

Let us examine the above solution. We all accept the condlasion 

that there is a real difference between the meaning of a word and that 

of a sentence. But we also submit the following by way of criticism 

in this connection. If words which constitute a sentence cease to 

function then no meaning is conveyed by them. Just as the eyes do 

not reveal an object when they cease to function. Hence, the sugges¬ 

tion of the defenders, ''As smoke and such other objects which are 

knowable objects point to fire and other objects so the meanings of 

words which are knowable objects point to the meaning of a sentence'* 

does not hold good. Words, conveying their own meaning, are capa¬ 

ble of communicating the meaning of a sentence. Why do yon not 

follow the text of your own school. Kumarila has said to this effect. 

When words function to communicate the meaning of a sentence 

as their main task they also convey their own sense which invariably 

precedes the final meaning just as a bundle of faggots emits flame in 

order to boil some articles of food. The sense of this statement is that 

words, having communicated their own meaning, convey the sense of 

a sentence. 
The secondary operation of a cause does not interfere with its 

main operation. Words have two kinds of power to convey their 

meaning viz,, (1) the power to convey the primary (etymological) 

meaning and (2) the power to express the inner meaning. Words 

exhaust theii first type of power to communicate their own meaning. 

The second type of power is fully applied to express the meaning of a 

sentence. 
Though words have fulfilled their mission, to some extent, com¬ 

municating their own ineaniug yet they have not as yet completed 

their main task for which they have assembled. Thus, the knowledge 

of the sense of a sentence will not fall outside the scope of verbal 

knowledge. If words do not operate at all in order to convey Ihd 

meaning of a sentence then the knowledge of such meaning does, 
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fltirely come under the jurisdiction of yerbal knowledge. If it is 

admitted ibat the knowledge of the meaning of a sentence is verbal 

beeanse of its causal connection with the knowledge of words then one 

should also hold that it is also a piece of auditory sense-perception since 

it is indirectly connected with ilie auditory sense-orgau. Let us now 

examine the critical remark of the defpndoih of the hypothesis under 

discUHSioD. If the) hold that tho meaning of a sentence is couimuni- 

cated when words have completely ceased to opeiate then we fail to 

understand which kind oi jiroof wiJl effectuate the knowledge the 

meaning of a sentence. The knowledge of the meaning of words is 

not perceptual since the meaning of a sentence is supersenenous. 

The knowledge of the meaning of a sentence is not inferential 

since the propounders of the paid hypothesis thoinselves have said 

that it is not an inference and elaborately refuted the afOrinative 

view. Again, this knowledge is not verbal since words have com¬ 
pletely ceased to operate. Universals are not known without 

particulars. Hence, a univeibal points to a particular. The drift 

of this line of argument is that the meaning of a sentence is known 

through presumption. J)o the iipholdeis of the said hypothesis say 

it in the affirmative? If they say so then the very meaning looks 

like duty which is revealed only through presumption. Such a 

conclusion is neither bound nor acceptable to you. Thus, the 

meaning of a word turns out to be the seventh source of true 

knowledge. Such a conclusion is not acceptable to you. Therefore 

the meanings of words do not condition the knowledge of the meaning 

of a sentence. 

The defenders of the said thesis havo stated that the joint 

method of agreement and difference reveals that the meanings of 

words are the source of the meaning of a sentence. Something may 

be said on this point. The meaning of a sentence is not an indepen- 

dant reality. It is nothing but the meanings of words in their 

relational character. The meaning of a sentence is possible only 

when the meanings of words constitute it. There is no doubt about 

it. But the knowledge of the meaning of a sentence cannot be 

causally traced to the meanings of words. Words communicate the 

fiaMOing of a seDlence since words have not ceased to operate. 

When a man remains inattentive be does not listen to words since 

he, being attentive, says shortly after. ‘*1 have not beard your 

words as my mind was otherwise engaged. Please repeat them." 

words had not conveyed sense then he would have made out the 

llieailing of words, having recollected the words but would not have 
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made a tequest to repeat them for bis hearittg. Therefore, tl^e 

knowledge of the meanings of words lies at the root of that of the 

meaning of a sentence. But the meanings of words do not convey 

that of a sentence. 

The defenders of the said thesis have said **One, seeing the 

white colour and hearing the neighing sound, comes to know that a 

white horse is running." They have made an observation in this 

connection that the said judgment is derived iroin the meaning of 

words but not from woids. Such a conclusion is not convincing. 

Do we not see a white cow move? Does no sentence convey the 

sense that a white cow moves. When we perceive her to move the 

resulting judgment that a white cow moves is a percept. The judg¬ 

ment II) question is nut the meaning of the sentence that a white cow 

moves 'Hie judgment that a white horse is running is deductive in 

Its chaructor just like the syllogiMi) ihat there is Qre on the hill. If a 

judgment flashes in our iiuud hut a sentence is not heard before then 

we cannot say that the said judgment js the meaning of a sentence. 

There is no need of prolonging this discussion. 

The concludino portion ok tub above topic is that a sbmtbncb 

CONVEYS ITS OWN MEANING 

By lueunh of an imaginative synthesis letters are combined into 

words and a sentence. Thus letters, having assumed the forms of 

words and a sentence, convey the meaning of words and a senlence. 

Therefore, the knowledge of the meaning of a sentence is not 

piodiaed by the meaning of words. Such knowledge owes its 

existence to a sentence which Jias not ceased to operate. 

How do letters constitute a word and a sentence? 

What is the hyjKithesis according to which letters constitute 

a word and a sentence by an imaginative synthesis and convey their 

sense? Juyauta refers to it iu order to solve the problem thus :— 

The ancient teachers of the Nyaya school have framed the 

following hypothesis. At the out-set the initial letter is presented to 

our consciousnesh. When this consciousness passes away an 

impression which is produced by it survives. Then the second letter 

18 grasped. The awareness of the second letter coupled with the 

impression of the firsl letter produces a more effective second 

impression. Afterwards the third letter flashes on the mind. The 

awamess of the third letter accompanied by the two previous impltMi 

sioos produces a more powerful impression of the third letter^ 



loi^^ aa tbe component letter a word is not cognised, the inner 

^ocesfi of training impression will go on in this way. When the 

last letter is apprehended a strong impressiou is generated. An act 

of recollection recalls all antecedent letters in uieinory. The 

apprehension of the last letter passes away at the third moment of 

duration of the said recollection. Hence, the apprehension of the 

last letter is on the point of destruction at tlie second moment of 

duration of the said remembrance. The last letter which is an 

object of apprehension is on the verge of destruction and the group of 

letters which are recalled in uientoiy coustiluce a word. Then the 

knowledge of the initial word produces an iinpressjou. Afterwards 

in accordance with the procedure of letters the knowledge of the 

second word arises in the miod. The knowledge of the second word 

coupled with the impression of the first word produces a very strong 

impression of the second word. Then, according to the order of 

apprehension, inripression uud recollection, the knowledge of the 

third word takes place. All the impressions previously born and 

the knowledge of the third word co-operate to produce a more 

powerful impression. Thus, the modus operand! will continue unless 

and until the knowledge of the last letter flashes iu our mind. The 

very powerful impression which comes into being immediatly before 

the knowledge of the last word revives the memory of all antecedent 

words since the impression which is born immediately before the 

knowledge of the last word is exceptionally strong. The collection 

of words which consist of letters and one of which is known and the 

remaining ones are recalled in memory passes under the name of a 

sentence. 

A sentence, having thus come into being, communicates its own 

meaning. One must admit that an impression produces another 

impression and an impression has skill in producing such impression. 

If one does not subscribe to this hypothesis then in all cases, the 

repetition of an act will become futile. 

The Refutation of the above Hypothesis rbgaudinc. the 

Constitution of Words and Sentences by Leitehr, 

: The critics take an exception to the above hypothesis and point 

iimt' the following defects in it. They hold that the said solution is 
' * 

eatiefaclory since if it is admitted then the simultaneity of the 

acts of consoionsDeBB should be accepted. They, now, substan- 

tj^ir cbarge. As antecedent words are recalled in memory just 

Tfii CAtCtJttA ftfeVlEW 
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relation of deootatioD bolding between a word and its meaning *wiU 

alfo be at that very point of time recalled in memory aince the 

meaning of a word will not be cognised if the relation of denotation 

]8 not remembered. Again, if the meaning of constituent words is 

not grasped then the meaning of a sentence will not flash in our 

mind. And without the remembrance of tbe relation of denotation 

the meaning of a word is not presented to conscionsnesa. When we 

employ words to convey objects of every day occurrence the listener 

follows US without being consciously aware of remembering the 

relation of denotation holding between words and tbeir meanings. 

Memory also subconsciously or unconsciously helps us when we 

infer an accustomed object. Tbe inference of such an object is not 

preceded by the conscious process of recollecting the relation of uni¬ 

versal concomitance. But one is compelled to admit that the relation 

of universal concomitance is somehow remembered. Similarly, we 

should also assume ihat the relation of denotation is subconsciously 

or unconsciously recalled in memory. The reason behind this assump¬ 

tion is this. An inhabitant of the cocoanut island who is absolutely 

innocent of the relation of denotation obtaining between a word and 

its meaning cannot make cut tbe meaning of a word. As the appre¬ 

hension of Ibe relation of denotation has happened before so the 

recollection of the said relation renders the useful service. Therefore, 

the recollection of words antecedent to the last one and that of tbe 

relation of denotation simultaneously take place just after the presen¬ 

tation of the last word to consciousness. Thus, the simultaneity 

of the two acts of consciousness unavoidably occurs. 

Now, the defenders of the above hypothesis may contend that 

the remembrance of the antecedent words follows that of the relation 

of denotation. Thus, they try to evade tbe charge of simultaneity. 

Tbe critics point out a fresh defect in the present solution. If this 

is tbeir contention then they will admit that at the time of the re¬ 

collection of the antecedent words the meaning of words flashes in 

their mind. Thus, the simultaneity of tbe two acts of consciousness 

takes place in another form. They cannot say ** The meaning of 

words does not flash in the mind." 

The reason is this that if all the conditions of an effect really 

assemble and the obstructive element is conspicuous by its absence 

then the appearance of the said effect cannot be prevented. Nowj 

in order to oppose the charge of the simultaneity of the two acta^'; 

conscionsnesa the defenders may suggest that the remembrance of 
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«P!t00flu90oi will succeed the knowledge of the meaaing^R 
: |l this h tbek contention then the sef^teooe in question will 
;be bereft of the last word since the auditory perceptiott of tlie 

rlast Word has passed away at that time Ijet the point in question 
;b6<dearly stated. When the relation of denotation obtaining between 
^nt^^ent words and their meanings is recalled in memory ttw 
j)erception of the last word is on the point of destruction. And when 
the meaning of words is presented to consciousness the said percep¬ 
tion of the last word has passed away. 

(To be cortfinutjd) 



CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY CENTENAR\ 
STUDENTS’ FESTIVAL 

Centenary Festival of one of the oldest aniversities of modem 
India, Calcutta Umversityi was observed very pompously^ The 

students organised the festival from the 24th to Slst January^ 1957. A 

century ago on that very date (the 241;h January, 1857) this University 

was boiD. The Centenary Students* Festival was inaugurated by 

Prof. Satyen Bose, the Vice-Chancellor of Visva-Bbarati University. 

The function was presided over by Prof. Nirmalkumar Sidbanta^ 

the Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University. * West Bengal 

Students’ Calcutta University Centenary Celebration Committee/- 

which was formed on the 16tb September, 1956, consists of the 

representatives from 128 College Students’ Unions, gave the total 

shape of the Festival. 

Twenty-four representatives came from abroad. The lUS dele-, 

gation consisted of three—Mr. Kurt Vogel (East Germany), Mr» 

M. Smidak (Czechoslovakia), Mr. Yan Scutoicky (Poland). COSEC 

was represented by Mr. Isaac Omelo (Africa). And the rest nineteen 

students came from Dacca University (East Pakistan) headed by Prof. 

Mrs. Eulsum Huda. They staged here a drama *’Maachitra” (the 

Mftp) which describes the story of a village teacher. On behalf of 

the lUS delegation Mr. Vogel presented an lUS banner to the 

WBSCUCCC. 

Sports 

Under the guidance of Sports Council different athletic competi¬ 

tions were held on the 23rd. During Festival-week Mr. .Monohar 

Aich (Mr. Universe) and hie party A Srimati Labauya Palit and her 

party showed their physical feats. The athletic competitions included : 

(men) 5. miles road race, 3,000 m walking race, 5,000 m cycling race, 
1,500 m Bun and (women) 100 m flat r.ace, shot put, javelin throw, 

balance race, high jump. Friendly matches were arranged between 

Studente* Sports Council team ps Professors* team (cricket), Jadavpor 

UhiYersity ue. Calcutta University (Hockey), Convenors' team vs Joint 

Seerefuxes team (basket ball). 

SXHiBisnoN. 

' We we acctiBtotued-to visit many sorts of exhibitioas in the 

But this one was of some typical character. The total exMi^^ 

e-ll»46P-IV 
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coMld be divided is seven part8--(t) Engineering and Teohnical, («•)' 

Arts and Crafts, (m) Public Health, (t») fltudenta’ Health Home, 

(p) Veterinaryi tei) Oomiaerce and (efil Exhibition organised by the 

Girl-Students. In absrt, it conld be said that this exhibition was a 

true representation of modern scientific developments (in a minia- 

ttneionn), 

Guij^ubal Pboqrammb 

It is not possible to go through the details of the vast programme. 

Fourteen dramas were staged, out of which seven were eompoBed 

by the students and all, the fourteen were directed and produced by 

students. In vocal music Eabindra sangeet (songs of Tagore), Classi- 

eal songs. Modern songs, and folk songs were included. There were 

also airangements of different Instrumental musics. During these 

mnsie and dance programmes the reputed participants were either 

^wsent or ex-students of the University of Calcutta The main 

items of the cultural competition organised by the WBSCUCCC 

included music, debate (in English and Bengali), recitation, short 

stories, etc. The 27th Jannary was totally observed as Girls' Day 

where all the items were staged by the girl students. 

I may name some of the plays and dances which took place on 

that decorated platform for eight days. Musical Debate (Kabir Larai), 

by Medical students, “Espar-ospar” open-air drama (Yatra) by Law 

students, "Eitu Utsava" (ballet of Tagore) by Visva Vidyal&ya 

Sauskriti Parisad, “Kabaya", “Sargiya Prahasan” and “Eata-rati" 

dramas by Girl students of Bethune College, City College South, and 

South Calcutta Girls* College respectively, “Bedin College-e" drama 

by St. Paul’s College, "Nazrul-Geeti-Parikrama” ballet by Basanti 

Vidya Bitbi, “Abol-Tabol" children’s fantasy, "Mamar Deeh” one- 

act play by Maitree, etc., were highly applauded by the large audience. 

The vast pandel of Ballygunge Science, where this Festival was held, 

used to be engaged by the visitors of seven thousands daily. The 

hast debatora of the University Were able to please the people through 

the Exhibition Debates. 

Tbou^ it is true that there were some drawbacks in the works 

Of the Festival committee yet it is also true that the unity which is 

.^fcbieved by the students of Bengal will be able to wash away these 

hardies. This solidarity, like a bouquet, will be the champion of 

FEIENOSHIP and will blossom in the history of student movement. 



J^inemK anil at ilaete 
Stadias In tha Origins af Buddhism—By Govind Chandra 

Pande» M.A., I).Phil. University of Allahabad Publication,—^Anoiant 
History llesearch Series No. I (Departmeut of Ancient Historyr Cultiira 
and Archaelogy). The Indian Press Private Ltd., Allahabad* 1957, 

pp. 600. Price not stated. 

Dr. Pande has made studies in the origins of Buddhism under three 

heade^—(I) Early Buddhist Sources (II) The Historical and Cultural Baak- 

grouud of Buddhism,—and (111) Early Buddhist Doctrines. 

Seven Chapters under part I contain a historical delineation of 

ancient Buddhism. In these seven chapters the author has made a most 

rational stratification of the Nikayas and Agamae in order to trace a oon« 

nected link in the historicity of the "canon of the Hinayana." Under Part 
II, the author, has concentrated his studies in three chapters; they eonoMrn 

pre-Vedic and Vedic influence*; before the advent of the Buddha in the 

field of Indian religion and culture. Chapters VIII and IX obviously 

contain exhaustive treatment of the Vedic background and religious ooxidi- 

tions in thi age of Buddha. In Chapter VIII, tlio author has mode a 
statement that the recent discoveries and findings in tho Indus Valley have 

completely revolutionized the perspective of the foundations' of Indian 

Culture and Eeligiou. These finds have establiahed a fact that is 

Vedic time in India there was an existence of a well-organised olvUisaticoi. 
This fact naturally invalidates the comm on assumptios that all ostal* 

lectual and metaphysical thought "in India existing before Buddha, must 

neoessarily have had a Vedic origin." In Chapt. IX. it has been attempted 

to show that numerous clans and different cultural bodies had reoiprocal 

endeavours that merged in the long history of Indian oivilicatKm and 

ultimately culminated in the synthesis of diverse oonfliota. The autbar* 

Uierefore, has made in this chapter a review from this standpoint oi tfte 

evolution of Vedic culture and religion and of the social and inteUetotual 
tendenoies of the Age of Buddha and Mabavira. As a supplementary to 

these two chapters, the author lias in Chapt. X. laid down different nar« 

rataves of Buddha. This has well grounded tho author’s fiadingeto cor¬ 
relate hie life and quest, experience and mission with' Buddha^s tesohingi* 

Under part III, the sumum bonum of Buddhist metaphysical ooaoapts 

such as the Noble Truths (Ariyasaocas) Law of Causal Genews (Ptatt* 
tyaesmutpada) Noble Eight fold path (AjifrhaAgjko Maggo) and NirvSii^ 

the way to Awakening, etc, are treated. The author has tried-. 
the controversies over ‘'correot*’ ifiterprotations of stwdk 
Buddhist doctrines by analysing these ideas with refereneO' te'BleSs . 
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The systematio preseotation of these elaborations is made 

in Chapteis XI and XU. 
Obept:. .XIV, treats Early Buddhism iu relation to its rivals and Fore¬ 

runners. 
As rivals, Jainism, Sankhya, Yoga and Vedlc traditions have been 

compared on the points of agreements and disagreements with Early 

^ Buddhism. 
Because of a common cultural stock (as has been shown in ohapt. 

VIII & IX) at the back there is hardly any ground to assume that the 
Jainism and Early Buddhism had any interdependence. The differences 

between Jainism and Buddhism are partly due to the personality of the 

* Buddtia and partly due to Vedic Influence. 
With regard to Sankhya,—it has no distinct influence on Early Bud¬ 

dhism. Sarvastivada Abhidharmn, though shows traces of SAiikhya 

influences, the matter remains yet hisiorioally a desideratum. 
Nothing is known as yet to us as a decided age of Y'oga-SutrS. 

Though there is close resemblance between the two systems with regard 
to meditations, in the present state of our knowledge it is fut'le to assert 

■ which one is prior to the other. 
With regard to Vedic traditions, it is clear that Buddha was much 

*. influenced by the Sramana and Brabamai.ia thought that fortified his 

**idea8 of Samsara, of the non-selfhood of body and mind, and of the 
''absolute and ineffable nature of the ultimate principles." 

With this Vedic influence Buddha could naturally add a step further 
’ to the stock of ancient Indian religion and culture by his original and 
, profound contribution of the Law of Causal Genesis (Pratitya Samutpada). 

* Besides the influence of this Vedic Sramana thought. Early Buddhism 
Was fundamentally influenced by the Upanisads which gave to it its early 

. tendencies towards Idealism and Absolutism (pp.‘ 55(3). The forerunners 
of Buddhist influence, were many in post Buddha Era ; Prominent 

' axQongsi them are Saukarucharya and Gaudapuda. The author thus con¬ 
cluded "it is undeniable that he (Sankara) was deeply influenced by 
Buddhism. The Buddhist influence probably reached him via O ludapada 

whose dependence on Buddhism is beyond question" (pp. 556). 
In Chapt. XVI, developments in Buddhism in the posfc-Nikaya period 

*have been pursued, to wit,—the origin of schism in the order (Baiisgha) 
-nnd as a-consequence to which the lines of development on Buddfaalogioal 
sp'lks'ulations that sprung up in the MahasaAghika Schools and later in 

^Ji^lyAne » ”A natural instinct led to the glorification of the Buddha and 

<3i mythical fancies were woven around his personality. He was 
^^yested with auperhuznan qualities" (pp. 564); Besides ibis the author 

hMr^bowp other developments such as Fudgalevada among the vajji- 
puttaha ftdlmls, SarvAotivada "and Bharma theory in the Abhidbeurm as 
ot and S^ayhravAda. 1 f ’ 



In tbfl Appendix I oi &e work under tevi^w, the author bee ; 

monograph of the early Jaina Sources for the better imderetandiog of the 

poaition of Early Buddhism. 
H • « 

Appendix is devoted to the same oJd complex problem dealing 

on the Home of Pali. 

In the Appendix III, the author has dealt in nutshell about the 

Maitruyani Upaniaad with an assertiou that the same being pre-Buddhistlo 

had some influence in the origins of Buddhism. , 

lO^j itiiVaWs Atri} Noriciis ot sdoil 

The work under review, as a matter of fact is basically a historical 

study in the origins of Buddhism. But the author seems at the same 

time to have not ignored to treat the iasticutional aspects and religiQ- 

philosophic character of Buddhism. Dr. Pande has mainly for this work 

utilised Indian sources, with occasional citations of Chinese and Tibetan 

works. Although the errata contains most of the misprints there are seen 

some omissions in the diacritical and punctuation marks, which of course 

do net hinder the sense. Dr, Pande has laid the Buddhist scholars under 

a deep debt of obligation by this comprehensive work. A study in this 

Subject was made piecemeal by earlier scholars like Bu-ston, Dr. Barua, 

Dr. Rhys Davids, Prof. S. Dutt, Dr. N. Dutt, Dr. B. C. Law and others, 

but Dr. Pande*B “Studies in the Origins of Buddhism” is a thorough and 

exhaustive work. It has undoubtedly added a step further to our infor¬ 

mation of Ancieut India, laudable and readable. 
V 

M. L. BorCHOWDHUHY. 



“THB FAMltT OF MAN” : AN UNUSUAL PHOTOGRAPHIC BSHIBITION . 

A mpe success occurs when a coJlacfcioa of photiographs turns <h^ 

to be a single unified work of real art. ”Tfae Family of Mao” photo* 

graphic exhibition, recently presented by USIS at Hanji StadiuiOji 

Caleuttai achieved that high goal. It provided a significant aesthetic 

experience to many of its observers due to its thematic impact as well 

as the artistic value of the individual photographs. 

Created originally for the Museum of Modern Art in Now York by 

its director of photography, Edward Steichen, tliis exhibition came to 

India, after visiting 40 U.S. cities, Mexico, South America, Europe 

and Japan. Acknowledged as the greatest photographer in the world, 

Steichen took over three years to finalize his selection of 503 photo* 

graphs from more than two million submitted from all over the world, 

representing the work of 278 photographers from 68 countries. 

With a view to emphasizing the essentia] oneness of man, ”The 

Family of Man” has been created in ”a passionate spirit of devoted 

love and faith in man.” After the symbolic representations of the 

triune elements of earth’s land, sea and air; the trilogy of life, fertility 

and sustenance; the link between the past and present in the prologue 

the first section of the exhibition depicts lovers with James Joyce’s 

lines : 

*‘...and then I asked him with my eyes to ask again yes 

and then he asked me would I yes... 

and first I put my arms around him yes 

and drew him down to me so he could feel my breasts all perfume 
yes 

and bis heart was going like mad 

and yes I said yes I will yes.” 

This love blossoms into marriage, pregnancy and childbirth, each 

providing a separate section of photographs. Then 

*^he little ones leaped, and shouted and laugh'd 

And all the hills echoed...” (William Blake) 

How the children grow, play and gradually become members of 

,4l^hamaD family has been successively shown. 

i ' “The world of man dances in laughter and tears.” (Kabir) 
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cr/4itiv'e imagination and one it MUiuM Montaigoe’a pithy remark 

that “every man beareth the tfemp of the human condition.” 

The superficial differences of language and country, class and creed 

yield to a living sense of human unity. It may constitute a definite 

step for man to identify himself with the spirit as opposed to the 

phenomenal ego. 

Spiritual aspirants are also fehoWp in this exhibition, headed with 

lines by Albert Einstein: 

I'.t 

*'...To know what ifl impenetrable to us really exista, 

manifesting itself as the highest wisdom and the most 

radiant beauty,..*’ 

Divided into 40 sections, "The Family of Man" may be described 

in the words of Carl Sandburg "a camera testament, a drama of the 

grand canyon of humanity, an epic woven of fun, mystery and 
holiness." 

In his characteristic language Sandburg says: “You travel and see 

what the camera saw. The wonder of human mind, heart, Wit and 

instinct, is here. You might catch yourself saying, “I’m not a stran¬ 

ger here." Maybe one may find oneself redecte 1 in this patisnnial 

story of common man in the simple direct terms of pbotoghtpliy. 

The theme photograph reveals the identical harmody of mankind 

by the gay tune ot the iustrument and piper’s carefree look. Recur¬ 

ring throughout the exhibition, it heightens this accordant feeling. 

It is striking that this unique exhibition starts with love and 

concludes with faith. 

“All passes. Art alone 

Ebduring stays to us," 



'Notifications 

UNIVERSITY OF CAIjCUTT>^ 

NotifioatioDt 

No. C/2390/50 (Afla.) 

It !*• hereby notified for geoeral infaraiation that in extension of the affiliation already 
granted the Uttarpara Baja Peary Mohan College baa been affiliated m alternaMve Bengali 
and additional; Paper in Alternative Beogali to the 1.A. stbudard and in Additional Paper 
in Alternative Bengali and in Bengali to the B.A. Pass Stand^ird with effect from tba 
aesaion X967*58 i.c. with permission tn present candidates in the abovenamed sabjecta at 
the examinations mentioned, from 1959 aud not earlier. 

Senate House, Calontta, D. CHAKRAVABTl 
The I5th April, 1957 Begisirar. 

UNIVERSITY OP OALCUITA 

Notification. 

No. C/2404/101 (Affl.l 

It it berebj notified for geoeral information that in extension of the affiliation already 
granted, the Eandi Baj College, Mnrshidabad has been affiliated to the B A. pass atandard 
in Bngliah, Bengali (Vernj, Sanskrit, Bengali, History, Economics, Philosophy, Mathe> 
lUatica and Additional paper in Alternative Bengali with effect from the neasion 1957-68 
i.t. with permission to present candidates in the al)ovenamed subjecta at the exaniina* 
tiona mentioned# from 1959 and not earlier. 

Senate House," IX CHAKRAVABTl, 
Calcutta, Begistrau 

The 16th April, 1057. 

UNWERSITY OP CALCUTTA 

Notification. 

No. C/2410/99 (Affl.) 

It ii hereby notified for general information that in extension of the affiliation already 
granted, the Rana^bat College, Dt. Nadia has been affiliated to the B.A. pass standard, 
in English, Bengali (Vernacular), Hiatory, Sanskrit, Philosophy and E'onomics with 
effect from the session 1957-68 t.e. with permission to present candidates in the above* 
named subjects at the exaininati^ ns mentioned, from 1950 and not earlier. 

Senate House, U, CHAKRAVABTl, 
Calcutta. Regiitrar, 

The 16th April, 1067. 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Notification^ 

No. C/2377/62 (AIR,). 

.^It it hereby notified for general iuformation that ia extension of affiliation already 
the Nabadwip Vidyasagar College has been affiliated in Sanskrit to the B«A, 

^.^^Miours etandard with effeot from the commencement of the aeasion 1957-59, t.e. with 
^^^miaaibu to present candidates in the subject for the examination from 1959 and not 
'^•arUor. 

Senate Houae 
April, 1967. 

B, CHAKRAVABTl 
Begietror. 
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OmVBeBITSr .0» CAIiCqTTA 

No4j6e»tioii*- 
« 

No. c/9410/6 (AA.) 

It is hereby ootlBed for generel loformation tbet in exteneion of the effliietioa alreedy 
grantedt the (^okbale Momortel Q'lrU’ College, Calcutta haa been affiliated in Peydiologjr 
to the I.A. and l»Be. etandarda and in EoglUh (Pae3)i Bengali (Vem.), HindHyenk*)# 
Additional paper in Alreruative Bengali, Alternative Bngluh, Saaekrit (Paat), Beooomiea 
(Pasi). Philoaophy ^Panj, History (Passl, Mathematioa <Pa8s)» Geography iPaM) and 
Psychology fPass) to tbo B.A. standard with effect from the session 1957-58 «,e. with per 
mission to present candidates m the abovenamed subjects at the ex im'Daiions mentioned, 
from 1669 and not earlier. 

D. OHAKEAVARTI 
Begtitrax* 

UNIVERSITY OF CAIiCUTTA 

Notification, 

No. C/2425/98 (Affl.) 

It is hereby notified for general information that in extenaion of the affiliation already 
granted, the Jhargram Raj Gallege, Midnapore, his been affiliated to the BA. Paae 
standard, in Engltsb, Bengali (Aernacular), Sanskrit, History, Economics and Matbematios 
with eflect from the session 1957 58 i.c- with permission to present candidates in tbe 
sboveosmed subjf^cta at tbe examination Dientiooud, from 1959 and not earl er. 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVARTI 
Calculia. Registrar, 

The 17tb April, 1967. 

UNIVERBITV OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. 2285/19 (Affi.) 

It is beteby notified fer general lofonnalion that in extension of tba affiliation" already 
granted, the Lady Brabourne Ccllege, Calcutta, has been affiliated in Pali to the LA. 
standaid with effect from the sensioii 1057*58 t.e, with petmission to presetit candidates in 
the subject at the exa«uioatioo from 1959 and not earlier. 

Senate House. D. CHAEKAVARTl. 
The 12tb April, 1967. Registrar, 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification. 

No. C/2869/14 (Affl.J 

It is hereby notified for general information (hat in extension uf the affiliation already 
granted, the Asutosh College, Calcutta, has been affiliated in French, to tbe B.Cotn. with 
effect from the session 1957*^ t.r» with permission to present candidates in the above* 
named subject at tbe examination mentioned, from 1959 and not earlier. 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVARTI, 
Calcutta, Registrar, 

The 12tb April, 1967. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notificatiou. 

No. C/2368/105 (Affl.) 

It is hereby notified for general information that in extension of the affiliation already 
granted, the Bolpur College, Birbhutn, has been affiliated to the B A. Pom stsndm, 
in Hogiitb, Bengali (Vernacular), Additional paper m Alternative Bengali Vernacular, 
History, Bconoraica and BeogaU with efiecl from the session 1957*58 f.e. 
to present candidates in the abovenamed snbjtots at the examiniUon mentioned, from 19oB 
and not earlier. 

Senate House. I>* 
Calcutta. FegwtWs 

The 19th April, 1967, 

9-1948P—IV 



vas CAm&ru jumsv 

VNiVBBsrrr OF CAiiCorrA. 

Noti6o»ttoa% 

Ko. 0/9857/90 (Affl.) 

It U h§nby aobifi^d for goooral mformfttiOB tbot lo exkatum of the sffilMUoo alreodj 
l^oatodf 4b« BftaoimaU QirU* College, AsoomI has b«>eD affiiiaM to the B.A. (FMa 
•taiadordi xn Boghsh, Bengali (Veroaeular), Huiory, Ecoaoioics ood Philosophy wilt 
•tet from the aeiaioa 1857-58 f.<* with penuiABion to present candidates in the above 
named subjeots at the examinalioos mestioDed, from 1059 and sot earlier 

Senate House, D. CHARBAVARTl, 
Calcutta. Ifeautrai 

The 19th April, 1957 

UNIVERSITY OP CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/2878/6 (Affl; 

It Is hereby notified for general informatioQ that, in extcnsioo of the affiliation already 
granted, the Bangabasi College, Calcaita has been afiihattd lu History to the B A. 
t&noara) eteodard with effect from the session 1957-56, t e , with permission to present 
eandidatss in the above-named subject at tbe examination mentioned from 1969, and not 
earlier. 

Smiata House, D. CHAKRA! ABTI 
Caiontta * I^egtstrar, 

Tbe 16tb Apnl, 1967, 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/2397/96 (Affi.) 

It is hereby notified for general informaficm that, m extension of the affiliation already 
granted, tbe Tahi Qouernm’^nt College has been affiliated in Biology to tbe I Sc. standan 
and in English, Bengali (Vornacuiar), Sanskrit, HistorY and Pbik»sophv to the B A (Pass 
•tandnrd, with effect from the session 1957-58, t e„ with permission to prescat candidates ic 
tbe above-named subjects at the examinations mentioned irom 1959, and not earlier. 

Senate House, D. CHAKBAVABTl 
Calcutta * lietjistrar 

I%el6ih April, 1957 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Nolificstion 

No, C/2884/22 (Affl.) 

It is hereby notified for general information tha^ in extension of the affiliation already 
granted, the Surendranath College, Calcutta has been uffibaled in French to the B Com. 
standard wtih effect from the session, 1957-58, t e*, with permission ^o present csniidates in 
the above-named subject at the examination mentioned from 1969, and not earlier 

Senate House, 
Colcutta ' 

The 15th Apnl, 1957 

D. CHAKRAVARTI 
Registrar. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No C/945S/103 (Affi.) 

Uia hereby notified for general information that, in extension of tbe affiliation already 
mninii the Bampurtiat Collegei Birbhum has been affiliated to tbe B A. (Pass) nandard, 

BofUeh, Beogeli (Vernacular), History. Bcomomicj, Philosophy, Sanskrit and Maths- 
Witb affeot fron the eession, 1957-58, i c , with permission to present oandidatea in 

tbe above-named subjeote at the examination mentioned from 1959, and not earlier. 

fiesta Gom, 
rr^ I ^teoUa: 

V. CHAKBAVABTl, 
JS^istfer. 



1W3 X 

UKXVBBBZTt OV OUiOUXOTA 

yotffiortten 

Ko. Q/M9nw iAm.) 

I( IS bef«b> notified for geneml mformntioD thtt, lo extension of tbo nt&lintte nlrondy 
granted, the Bsrasnt Got, OollsM bss been nffilintod to the LSe. sUndnrdi in Btokgf 
wiib effect from the eeseion, 1967-58, t e,, with permission to present oendidetes In the abovo- 
Dsmed subject at the ezsmmation mentioned from 1699, and not earlier. 

Senate Honse. D. CHAKBAVABTI, 
Galcntta: Bsgtstror. 

The Sfind April, 1967 

UNIVERSITY OP MADRAS 

Notification 

It la hereby notified tbit the undermentioned candidates have been debarred from 
appearing for any examination of this University for the period noted below, aa they 
leaorted to un/dir^iueaiia during tbs rxsniinations of September, 1955. 

Then examloatiooe of September, 1955 he\e been cancelled, 
detailed information regarding these candideto? ie enclosed. 

A statement with 

Lzaniination Register Nuinbei and 
name of candidate. 

Period of 
liuatication. 

The month and year 
in which permitted 

to appear for Um 
Examination. 

1. Intermediate 1924. K Prabliakaian 
Filial 

Two yeaia Till September, 1957 

2. Do 2116 T. Oanesan Do Do* 

8. Do. <)0t)8. N. AlaginHwami Three years Till September, 1968 

4 Do. 2902. S Sonai Two years Till September, 1997 

6. Do. 4795 P. Dorairaj Do. Do. 

6. Do 5 Cl M layaiaman Due year Till September, 1966 

7. BA 1674. Selvara) John Two }ears Till September, 1967 

8. Do 27K4. R Raroaohandran Do Do. 

0. B Sc. b7*» D« Kiiaboan One year Till September, 1956 

UMA ERSITY OP MADRAS 

Notification 

It IS hereby noiified that the undennentioned candidates have been debarred from 
appeariug for any Kxsmioaiion of this University for the period noted belowi as they 
resorted to unfair nicsns during the Examinations of Jauuary-March, 1956 

Their Ezaunnations of Jannaiy^Maroh, 1956 have been cancelled A etatement with 
detailed lufcricetioD regarding these candidates is enclosed. 

UxamiDation 

1. Matncnlaticn 

2. Do. 

8. Do, 

f* Totermediate 

Register Number and 
name of candidate. 

Period of 
Rustication. 

The month and year 
in which permitted 
lo appear for the 
Examioatioa 

419. M. A. Baby Two yeaiB Till March. 1968 

1219. C. ll. Bolaguni 
•wauii 

Do. Do, 

1886. V. G. Puiualio- 
ibaman 

Do* Do. 

144. A. Narayana Reddy Do. Do. 



■' 5 

8* . Do, 841. V. Dakibinaiia 
Naidn 

uo. U9* 

6. Do. 812. P. Nagendra 'Vaima Do. Do. 

7. Do. 405. K. Siddaiah Naidn Do. Do. 

8. Do. 970. A. Tbirumurtbi Do. Do, 

9, Do. 1080. 0. fifuectla Do. Do. 

10. Do. 2790. I, Bamalingam Do. Do. 

11. Do. 2791. M. Baiualingam Do. Do. 

12. Do. 4106. N. Joy Do. Do. 

18. Do. 4166. .K. Taranalha Kini D-. Do. 
14. Do. 6597. M. Venogopalan Do. Do. 

16. Do. 6273 A. SrinivaaHXD One year Till March, 1967 

16. Do. 6478. 6. Doraiswamy Two years Tin March, 1968 

17. Do. 9273. V. AraTindakan Do. Do. 

IS¬ Do. 12061. K. V. Balaganga- 
dbarao. 

Do. Do. 

IS. Do. 19713, T. S. Balakriehnan Do. Do. 

20, Do. 12863. V. Venkataratnani Do. Do. 

21. Do. 13681. f^noj lymcn Do. Do. 

22. Do. 16939. A. Arutpragasaui Do. Do. 
23. Do. 16930. V .Balakridboan Do* Do. 
24. De. 17847. G. Manjunath Hegde Do. Do. 

26, Do. 19116. V. V. Ramamoorthy Do. Do. 

26. Do. 19327. M. R. Mutburama- 
cbsndrau. 

Do. Do. 

27. Do. 9173. P. D. Vasudevan 
Namboodinpad. 

Examination cancolled. 

28. Do. 18562. V Rflghavau Examination cancelled. 

29. Second Eximina- 
tion in Agricnl- 
tare, January, 
1966. 

15. F. Daaaratba 
Bsoqb Rajn. 

Three years Till January, 1969 

80. First Examina¬ 
tion In Agricol- 

9:t, D. Decasundari Bai Two years Till March, 1958 

lure, March, 
1966. 

SI. Sccood B.IS., 
March, 1966. 

89. B.A Degree 
Sxamioation, 
March. 1956. 

33. Do. 

34. Do. 

86. Do. 

88. Do. 

87. . Do. 

88. B^Sc. Degree 
Btaniiiiatioo, 
Maieb. 1956. 

89. OrieoUl 
Vidwao D— 

. Tanu). 
B, 17982 

DnhrenitT BoiMinga, 
ObMak, Madraa—9, 
])ated Ifte 80th NoTembigr 1966, 

1005. K. A. Murugeaan Three years Till March, 1969 

43. K. Venkata Keddi Two years Tilll March. 1958 

105. N. V. KrUbnaswami. Do. Do. 

106. C. Eupparamaiah Do. Do. 
1693. Josephine Roy Do. Do. 
3061. G. Narayana 

Kurnp 
Do. Do. 

4067. E. Premaobandran Examination cancelled. 
1365. S. Eamanujam Two years Till March 1968 

1868. B. A. Ssotbauani Do. Do. 

n. 8IVA8UBBAHMAK1A MODALUB 
Deputy Regiitror 
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CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY CENTENARY 

Appendix I 

PRESIDENTS SPEECH* 

I feel veiT happy todays in being able to associate 

myself with the Centenary Celebrations of the Calcutta 

University, whose history is largely the history of the 

beginning of western education (»■ modern higher education 

in this country, particularly in Kastern India. 1 say so 

because in the beginning the jurisdiction of the Calcutta 

University cxtt'nded from the Punjal) in the West to Burma 

in the Kast aTul from Nepal in the Noith to (‘tvlon in the 

South, witli tlio universities of Madras and B 'inbay thrown 

in between so far as the Western Deccan and liie Southern 

regions were <*oncerncd. (Iradually as 11)o (hirst for tiiiiver- 

sity education develo])ed, otlier universities also caino into 

being in the inevilaldc i>roee“S of ex^rinsion. 

For nearly 50 years l^efort^ the three universities of « « 
Calcutta, Madras and Bombay were established, ])ionoer8 of 

Indian renaissance like Bam Mohan Roy had been in the 

vanguard of an active movement that sought to introduce 

Western science and thought througl) the tnediuni of Fnglish 

in our counlry. The views of the protagonisls of Anglicism 

and Orientalism are too well-known to require lecapitulation 

here. But it was significant that the arena where this battle 

was fought was predominantly Bengal, more ])articularly 

Calcutta. In this conflict of ideas the Anglicists got the 

better of their opponents, and this fact was reflected in the 

ushcj-ing in of these three universities. The Calcutta 

Universit3^ it may be said, was associated with the Indian 

renaissance and the awakening of nationalism through its 

alumni in a special wajL While it is not ])03aible to under¬ 

rate the importance of the other universities, I might say 

that the fountain-head of this nationalism was largely opened 

up by the products of this university. 

It is interesting to see how this University developed 

into a training ground of nationalism almost in spite of the 

* Presidant's inaugural speecii at llie Calcutta HniversHy Cefitenaa'y 
CalpbratioQB, ddliveied on January 20, 1967. 
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mtentiouB of the BritiBh authorities iii India. Ijord 

Canumg, the first Chancellor of this Uiuvei-iity, expressed 

hiiijself Mt\ clearly that Calcutta IJniver&itj rcseuibl' 

Englifah uni^eisjties like Oxfoid and Cambridge ol his days 

in which tJjc nobility and the upper classes of India would 

be educated But in less than 10 \eais Ku iliMu\ Maine 

the then Vice-dmucellor found that instead of becoming an 

institution loi the atislocidls, llie Calcutta I nivc/tiU was 

fast beconimg a ])opular in'-titution The cdu<d.tion given 

here began tt> juepaie tlie soil in whicJi llie ickaK ol 

inodtJii Indun lilo weie to lake roct and o dowel l^he 

Mi\ fust and second gtnerations ol Indian^' wU) weie the 

products ol this and the otlici two uni^eisiiies nl ^ladia 

and Bolill)a^ , htcaiue the toiih-bcuieis (>l l'b(H\ Vet ni a 

\ri\ deo]i sense, licit was the gicat consuninu lion of the 

nil-.Sion the We^t a as dtstmed to fulfil it I Ik h-ist and also 

of the nu>su)n whuli the I'lad Itad to take to 'h * Wf^i m the 

messagts ot Swaini Vnekanaiul. a student ol thi-. unndsiC 

and (jmu(k\ T,n*t)ie wlio w‘s ilso connected willi it, 

though not a student hnnself 

^ on will paidon me li I .iin in a irininw**^'11 uio< d t(n a 

^vlnl^ and i<( ipiluKit* tlu* moinonuni d.ns w'lcn I had the 

1,00(1 loitunt oi hfine a siudcnt lu this uiu\ci^''\ Dniing 

those d.ns we found, on the one hind, the patsinur of the 

T"n(\tMsitus \( t of I'tOI giving tlo'^ Fni\ti-^il\ the authoiitv 

to oigani'-c (I'uliing and lea^mch on tin o'hd hand there 

wa^' !ieti\t‘expiessKtn of n.itiloii^.m on a vtt\ laige ^calc 

among student'- Tht paitdion of Ihnigal n C * whole of 

Indiii 111 icMiiunt Tlio luh <»l betanw i < leed witli 

ilie (Hhualed p(‘o|tU» who took >t t(» the in ’h (untiv- 

"idc wliile thi iina< i-cities wei<' ( spiindii'g tleni wok 

Need foi 1 idical lefoim was ielt in llie s\stem ol education 

and non-ofticial institutions having a ditTeient (d>|eetive and 

curricula and uniecognised bv (5oveminent gicw up in 

different jmrts of the countrv, laving cinplu-'is on rationalism 

and Indian culture and way of life. In Bengal *^lie pi otest 

against the prevalent set-up took shape in ^he establishment 

of the National Council of "Education, which wa^ piesided 

over by Sir Gurudas Banerji, an ex-Vicc-Ch mcelloi of the 

Calcutta University, with a large uunibei <» 

most distinguished alumni of the Calcutta T mversity as 

teachers and students. On account of its independent 
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outlook, the jKmitiou of the Calcutte University remained 

uneasy for an appreciable time. These difficulties and 

occasional crises notwithstanding, the University continued 

to progress and soon became a people’s university. 

The motto of the Calcutta University is “Advancement 

of L/earning” and I take it that those wlio have been respon¬ 

sible for guiding and controlling the Univejsity have 

understood bv it, advancement both vertical and lateral. 

Thus there has been vast expansion of the sy^tejn of educa¬ 

tion which the University stands for and people have been 

busy enthusiastically all these l)undrecl years establishing 

new institutions all over the country. The territorial juris¬ 

diction of the Calcutla University has undergone tremendous 

changes and as against what it covered at tlie lime of its 

establisliment, todav its activities are confined the State 

of West Bengal alone, all the adjoining and distant areas 

outside Bengal having been cut away from it. That has 

happened not on account of any lack of interest in the form 

of education but because of the intense desire to provide 

larger and ever larger facilities to our voung people by 

establishing new universities. On the other band, the 

university has not neglected advancement of learning 

vertically and iindei* the dynamic pcrsonaliiv of Rhri 

Asutosh Mookerjee, bas l)uilt u]) a system of post-graduate 

studies and jesearch in all departments of knowledge. There 

is a tendency today to establish more and more residential 

universities both for liumaiiities and sciences and sp.ecializing 

in particular subjecU. ’riiiougli tlie ini})etiis given to post¬ 

graduate studies and research, the Calcutta University has 

been in the vanguard of educational progress. Its alumni 

have to their credit not only a large volume of original wwk 

in humanities and sciences, bat they are also engaged in 

technical and technological pursuits all over the country. 

The University therefore deserves congratulatii»ns on its 

achievements. 

I have mentioned above that in the first quarter of the 

last century before the establishment of the University, 

t^ere was prolonged controversy regarding the kind of 

education and the medium of instruction and that Anglicists 

.had won the day. But it was not long before it began to 

on those who were educated in this system that educa- 

. . true and genuine and to be capable (^' bringing odt 



Uie best tlia^ wa» in man, a foreign language as uiedium of 

instruction imposes a heavy burden and the result not 

unnaturally has been a certain amount of buperficiality 

among the largest number of those who have benefited from 

this kind of education, it is true that even w tii a foreign 

luedmui India has produced great litterateurs, gieat scientists, 

great physicians, great lawyers, gieat engineers—in fact men 

oi higlj statuie xa all walks ui hie. But their number is 

rather siuall when you think of the vast nunibors who have 

gone thiough the null; and it \vould be an 'nteiestiug study 

to find out conipuiative figutes showing Jie percentage of 

those who have made original contributions Inin amongst 

pet sons educ'uled thiough their own language and those edu¬ 

cated thiough a foreign medium. 1 have a feeling that tins 

investigation, iJ it can be held, w'ill gue no indefimte answer 

in favour ol the mother-tongue being the medium of 

instiuctiou. 

Vs 1 hd^o said, this aspect ot the nuestion began to be 

(Mn\U'>sed not main ^c^lls alter the estahhshinent oi univer- 

sitics arid some ol the experiments in the field ol what is 

known as national education were the result. The cycle 

soeinod to lia\c been almost completed in ^he ‘-econd decade 

the f>rosonl centnu when the Saddler (.'oinruibsion came 

to tht‘ conclusion that the \H*<t medium ril education would 

1)0 the motliei-iooguo ol the student, and although this 

recommendation ol that (Commission lias ind been fuUv 

con'^ldeled, much less implemented, in the various universi¬ 

ties and other educational Instltutlon'^, tlicre ts no doubt that 

there is, geneiMlU sjieaking, strong public opinion in favour 

of Indiani/ing education. Vnhke then pIedece'^■•ols m the 

fiist qu'irloi oi the IHIh eentur\, the protagonists of English 

arc now on the defensive and wntli tlie national upsurge and 

the establisluuent of an Indejiendent Kepubhc, there is no 

doubt that it is only a matter of time—and that too not a 

long time—when our languages will come into their own and 

be accepted as media not only of instruction but also for all 

work, literary and scientific, administrative and political. 

It was therefore in the fitness of things lliat our Consti¬ 

tuent Assembly devoted a part of the Constitution to the 

question of Language. While it recognized Huidi as the 

language for all affairs of an all-India character, it also gave 
fall freedom to each Btate to develop its regional langtisfH 
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or Idugoages. Tbe States Beorgauization CoumvisBion gave 

ex] ression to the longing that mub in the luiuds ot the people 

to have a division o£ tlie country into States on the basis of 

language; and today, with the exception of twD States, all 

the others have only one language prevalent within their 

territory. Tlub ojienb up a vast visla for tbe improvement 

and progie'ss oj the saiious regional languages. 

It IB somctiiueu uiged that out languages aio not 

developed enough to serve as ^ehleles for the expression of 

all bcientific anti teeh'iologieal knowledge ind therefore it is 

suggested that wo nuist eouUnuc to liave a loi^ign language 

as medium of Jiistiuetion d not in all, at duy rale in those 

branches ol knowledge. !NecesMl> is the uiotlier td invention 

and T ha^e no doubt tliat when the dtinand uuide on these 

languages to fulfil tins function, tliey will in course of time 

develop and ae(|Uit theiusehes erechlably. It is futile to 

expect a language to glow v\!iile shutting tt oil tuna the holy 

pieeniet'' ot Inghei ami paitieulaiU leclm'i'dl knowledge. 

I aui tliereloie hoping that in llie next f(wv >(mis llieie is 

going to he a lieniendous lesuigom-e in mn Ijiguages and 

the da\ is not dtstuiil when tlu \ will Iv able (o ch-.elj.ug(* the 

fiiiicljons whuh other languages in other eountries, witli 

mueh less lesouioes in human m.iteiial iiiul tnhnie, do. It 

is not a political question but rather a (piestion whieb touches 

the veiv roots oi oui hie and eultuic and \ e ( inuol ailord 
t 

to ignoie it. I am hoping tliat the (’alculta [University 

wdneh has j)la\(*d such an impoitanl p.irt m I'u* past will \et 

be in the \anguaid ol this losiirgenee 

Tlie expansion ol cduc.itioii ha'^ been so j;ip,d and vast 

that it has not Iieen possible either Jor the cnmniinity or 

for the univeisities to kecj) pace with it, with liie result that 

there is a big gap between our sticial requirements and the 

serrvice wdncli our educated people <aii rend'»r. I'niversities 

were o^iginall^ examuiiiig bodies and in spite <»!' the fact 

that greater and greater ciujdiasia lias been laid in course 

of time on teaching and formation of cliaracter of the pupils, 

the fundamental notion persists that an educated person is 
he alone who has passed a university examination and 

obtained its diploma. Apart from deterioration in the 
fltendard of education which has happened and which is 
admitted, the purpose of giving the hall-mark of educational 
efficienoy as the result of these tests has itself been very 
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largely defeated. It in therefore not surprising that for a 

small job the duties attached to which do not require any 

high academic qualifications acquired at a university, there 

are hundreds jf not thousands of applicants with the hall¬ 

mark of a university. The universities have 11111*5 ceased to 

be even screening agencies for weeding out the unfit. And 

today the greatest problem before all educ.ition'scs and also 

governments is what to do with the vast numbers of degi*ee- 

holders in tlie country. Having given up the c.ld habits of 

their jjiirents and grandjiarent'i and also their modes of life 

and having acquired a smattering oi learning wh.di wrongly 

hut nonetheless truh ereules an aversion to manual work, 

Ihe^ feel disU])ponitt*d and tru'^tratt'd vhen toes cannot get 

jobs wliK'li me not iuaila])le. .\nd Vi‘t (lie fiahit of 

associating unneisiiA ilegrees uilh knowledge and eilicicncy 

pcisNts and e\er\ |Mreiit. who can atlord the eeans has the 

ambition ot ^mding his ward lo a '■chool f>i college affiliated 

to a university. Tlioic is always a iuikuig 1 pe m the mind 

of sncli a pareni that afl<*i obtu inoi.^ lli* dt*gieo, !jo would 

be able to make g<KHl the investment which Ir* s making. 

It has l)ecome therofoie necossaiv to .•oU'.idtr bow best 

thi*. waste of effitri in ol)tanMng nmvcixilv digie*'-' *uul the 

subsequent disa|>pomtuienl and IruNiialion ca i i>o avoided. 

It IS ahsolnteh neee.ssa'v th.if the universities should devote 

more and nioie of their tune and energv to tliC advancement 

of learning vertically and some other agency should be 

devised for testing the capacity of candidates for jobs of 

various kinds. This will naturally require deeenMalization of 

instruction and a shiti more and more to .scnuitific and 

teehnologieal subjects and at the same time those vvlio are 

keen and fitted by their aptitude to advancement of learning 

should be given greater and grt*ater Incilities m the univer¬ 

sities to grow to their full stature. 

It IS not an easy question which csrf be answered 

offhand and I know that all thinker'^ are trying to think out 

a solution to the problem. I liave ventured to dmw ntteiitiou 

to this because T feel that the problem of edncited nnemjiloy- 

ment is fast approaching the saturation point vtlneh ir need 

not do if only’ we do this screening at .1 Miit.ihle stage and 

divert those aiming at jobs in one direction and those with a ^ 

genuine interest in learning and research, in the direction 

universities. 
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I would like to conclude on a note of optimism and 

express the fervent hope that the active forces which this 

University set in motion during a comparatively dark period 

of our life, will continue to be generated in a still larger 

measure for the fulfilment of the noble destiny of independent 

India. 
On this happy occasion of the Centenary of the Calcutta 

University, which has given us an opportunity of meeting 

together and reviewing the stages through which the 

Calcutta University and higlier education in lodli in general 

have pas‘>ci], 1 would like, as an old student of thi'4 

University, to offer my greetings to all those connected with 

it in any way. Let me end this address with the hope that 

the Calcutta University would make stdl greater contribution 

to the advancement of learning and the huildiug up of the 

India of our dreams. 
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CENTENARY CELEBRATION ADDRESS* 

Taesident^ Cuakcejlloa akd Friends : 

Today we are celebrating the Centenary of the CalcuttA 

University, the oldest of the modem instituttous for the 

propagation of higher education in India. This institution 

was esfahlislicd wliefi India under alie?i domination was 

dreaming tlie first dream of independence; today when we are 

celebrating the completion of hundred years of existence our 

country is free and strong and the people of our land are fired 

uith hopes of building a new life. For hundred years ideas 

and ideals have flown from this institution to fertilise the 

iiilellectb of all Indians; they have hel^ied to enrich human 

life. We have had 1u surmount many )bstacles, proceed 

through numerous conflicts, advance through many doubts 

and disputes to reach the golden gate at which we have 

arrived today. We have now the glow i»f. satisfaction at 

having successfully completed this journey Lnd at the same 

time wc l<K)k forward to the liorisson towards which the path 

is leading us. In this new’ awakening we find the essence of 

our festival, in this synthesis of the joy of achievement and 

of the plans of aspiration. The past, present and future of 

Calcutta University, calls us today to engage in our 

celebrations and to extend a welcome to all ^-'f jou who have 

responded to our invitation and assembled here this afternoon. 

It is through yoiu blessings, affection and .^ood wishes that 

our festival can be vitalised. 

Today we lecall with deep humility our predecessors in 

this land and outside who through the synthesis of our 

heritage and Western thought sowed the first seeds of a new 

India, tended the seedling with care and nurtured Ihe tree 

with love and devotion to attain to its full s'aiure. We do 

not have the good fortune to have them wifi', us: but 

believers in our heritage as we are, we recall them w'ifeh 

gratitude and reverence. The seedling which they planted 

* Calcutta University Centenary C^'lebralion A«1.1re«s iletivcrcd by 
Sri Nirmalkumar Sidhanta. M.A. (Cal. A Cantab.), Vice Chancel.**, CaUsulfca 

Uidvsirai^,. on SOth January, lOfiT; 
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is now a mighty tree ^ the torch which they l.indled is now 

iltaminating all directions. In the plenitude rf out efforts, 

in the success of our endeavours, they will have a glow of 

dstisfaction. 

Of the countless children of this great institution one of . 

the greatest and seniormost we have as our leader in the 

celebration of this Centeliary. He has accep:;ed out invita¬ 

tion to guide UR and thereby ensured ilie success of the 

fimetion. He is with us today not as the President of India 

but in the glory of his individuality, enshrining the memory 

of the days of his youth as a student and as a teacher. We 

t^dte pride in the fame he has gained, in the st.ilure to which 

hfe has risen, in the glory he has brought to Die ntotherland. 

We welcome him from the innermost core v)f our hearts vnth 

OUT humble love. 

Many of those who ai-e assembled here todav are alumni 

of this University, still connected with tl»e Univtrsily in some 

way or other; many of them have reached the pinnacle of 

snccess, they have extended the bounds of knowledge, beauti¬ 

fied the world with their creation, made history their life. 

There are others who have worked within a iiauouor field, 

spent their days in humbler vocations, and made good within 

their own sphere. Then again there arc thousands nho are 

fltill our faithful disciples engaged in preparing themselves 

for the wider life to follow. All of you are cur guests today 

and we extend our heart-felt welcome to you. It is through 

you that this University is discovering itself and it is 

through your help that it will realise its ideals. 

Many have come from all parts of tne world with 

messages of goodwill and blessings. We appreciate their 

kindness and courtesy and our heart is full of gratitude. A 

centre of learning works in one country for u particular 

environment, but its glory is not circumscribed hecaube the 

knowledge that is acquired and the truths which arc discovered 

transcend time and space. Through the congregation of our 

gfuests we realise the unity of rniversily ideals, the oneness 

in all efforts. To the representatives of those institutions 

from India and abroad, w^e convey our deepest good wishes 

and pray that they will be the bearers of our ;joodwill to tlieir 

respective institutions. 

We have crossed one landmark through oompletion of 

himdrsd years of life. The history of the world, of humanity,, 
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of our country recorda hundred years. What imprint this 

institution of ours will leave on the sands of time, it is for 
the future to judge. We are unable to assess the worth of 
our achievements tp the ftdiest extent: we only look forward 
to the future with added strength and courage. In this work 
we seek the blessings of our ancestors and il.e goodwill of 

our fellow-men : we request you all to join in pra\er for the 

8ucce.ss of our mighty endeavour. 
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AppeKdiX it 

A. convcx:ation address 

Sni C. JD. Deskmueh 

Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor, ladies and CIentirmbn : 

The Calcutta Uuiversity has doue me a great honour by 

iuviting me to address the Convocation, wliich is being held 

On the eve of its Centenarv celebrations, and which 3 deem 

it, therefore, a real privilege to be called upon to atldress. 1 

do not tliis^ in any formal Heiiee but out **i‘ a c'-nsciousnes8 

of the special significance of the occasion. 

This solemn cereinonv of (lie Centenarv Convocation 

serves to remind us of the noble Iraditiuii of liie Calcutta 

University, which has done pioiieerijig woj*k in awakening 

the complacent spirit of the Kust to tlie technoh»gical advances 

of the West. The tireless efforts of Kaja Hinitinolian lioy 

and Iswarchandra VMdyasagar were directed to a reorien¬ 

tation of our ancient civilizutioji in the bght of modern 

advances in human knowledge. Asutosh Mookerjee, wlio was 

an embodiment of self-re.spect and self-confidence, carried 

on a relentless struggle for protecting tlie itoadejuic freedom 

of the University from tlie inteifereiicc of an alien (lovern- 

ineut, and bis successors have carried on t:ie work of the 

Uuiversity in increasingly constricted and (iiificult circums¬ 

tances. Among the teachers and aJiimni ojie comes across 

the names of JBankijiicliandra Chatterjee and Surendranath 

Banerjee, of Hwaini Vivekananda, Bandit Malaviya and 

3>eshbaiidhu Chittaranjan Das, of Tej i^ahadur Sapru, 

Sir Abdur llabim and 1>3‘. Kasbbebary Ciliose, of Jagadis- 

chaiidra Bose and Acharyya ]?rafullacliaiidra Kay, of Byama- 

prasad Mookerjee and Dr. Meghnad Baba and last but not 

least of Netaji Subhushchandra Bose. These are names such 

as should make any successor to the tradition of this 

University x^roud of his heritage. When in my mind 1 run 

over tlie illustrious names of persons who have been ushered 

through the Convocations of the University and who are 

enhancing its prestige today, I remind ii'yself that our 

^ l>eliver»a on Baturday, the Ulth Jsnoary, 1967. 
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revered Bashtrapati, X>t. Uajendia Prasad* who is 

inaugurating the celebratioiw to-morrow is himself among 

these distinguished individuals. And then* *iinong those 

associated with the University as teachers at time or 

another are world famous such as Dr. B. Kadha- 

krishnan, SrJ,\utK Jadunuth Sarkar, (*. V. Baman and 

S. N. Bose. 

My sense of j)rivileg(' is weighed down by an awareness 

of h<*uv> resitonbibilil^. Until latel\ 1 have had n< special 

concern \Mth tht* academic world, aUhuugh \ have been 

generally luleicsted iii, and Bynix>athetic to, ‘nstilutions of 

higher learning. While 1 liave tried lo i>c a good student of 

every subject tlial I have been called upon to learn, I can 

la\ no claim to scholaibhip, or profound learning. Moreover, 

addresrsing convocation^ is an art which 1 have not cultivated* 

Ncvertncle?s, as an (»rsfwhile odmiiiifitrator and xiohtician 

I mav perliap^ he able tt> make n feu useful ebservations, 

and in .un case there k another capacity in which J am 

ex|>ecteJ to sa\ something to a gatliering of University 

.dudents. teachers ami administrators. That capacity is the 

Chainnan-hij) ol tlic UmverMtv Grants Co.mnis.sion. Since 

the main 1 unction of that body to promote and co-ordinate 

Universitv ec1iu*ution and to determine and maintain standards 

«f teaching, examination and research in Tmiversities, my 

words are likelv lo I)c interpreted as i exu’esenlative views, 

indicating the mind of tJie Commibsion. I v-'nould, therefore, 

make it clear that the viewb that I eliall be voicing would be 

iny personal views, although I hope that they would be such 

as would, at least in a general wa\, be jeceptablc to the 

rommission. 

It has not been jHissible for me to ponder much the 

])hiloBoph> of Convocation Addresses or to conduct a research 

into the ground covered by generations of ]*Q3;t Convocation 

Addresses, altliough 1 eonfess 1 have often wanted to do so. 

1 expect to find that they generally draw* attention to matter? 

of topical interest concerning Universities and illuminate 

man\ a moral maxim for Iho citizens of the morrow. Over 

the vista of vears the topics of interest wdll vary, even as the 

idea or pui^pose itself of various Universities a-* coutemporane- 

oualy understood, in the light of the cultural, social, economic 

and x)olitical background, wbetlier in this otuntry or 

elsewhere. My understanding of what the content of mjf 
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, addreBB should be will be found influenoed by these ^oc^hts ^ 
and at the back of niy mind will be an awareness of the 
special significance that most people will be deposed to 

attach to my observations because of the oCdclal position 1 
hold. 

In making uiy observations, I shall remind myself that 
the Vice-Chancellor of the Calcutta University was one of 
the Members of tliai very distinguished body, the University 
Education Couimissiou, which presented the monumental 

re]K>rt on higher learning in India in 1949, tliai in his capacity 
as Member of the Union Public Service Commission, he has 

had very special opportunities of adjudging Uie attainments 
and standards of the young men passing out from Universities 
and higher professional or technological institutions, and that 
finallv lie has been and continues to be a MeniDer of the 

University Grants Commission. I shall recall that his 

predecessor, an eminent scientist and educationtst, is now 
Member of the Planning Commission and in special charge 

of the subject of Education. 1 need not go finther back into 
the history of the long line of administrators who have been 

responsible for the affairs of the University, anjl inay safely 
conclude that if many improvements liave yet to be made 

in the affairs of the University, and much reh>nn has to be 

carried out, tlie reasons cannot be lack of realization or 

guidance in regard lo the desiderata, but diffictilties, the 
removal of which does not lie within the power of any single 
academic authority or, within the sliort iern», indeed, of any 

authority in India. 

The celebration of a Centenary is un appiopriate occasion 

in human affairs for both heart-felt felicitation and earnest 
retrospect. But the legitimate feeling of satisfaction 

that a century of existence is behind one should be tempered, 
in the case of Universities, by the reflection that even by 
modem standards a University which is a hundred years 

old is a relatively young University. Then again, India had 

mts of learning even more ancient than the modern type of 

Un^ersities. SufiScient is known about these without its 

being necessary for me to enter into details. I need only 
point put that all the ancient Indian institutions were 

I residential in character; which made possible the closest 
' ' ' I 

pbmi^union between the teacher and the biuglit. Also, 
I ‘' 

':&e edpca^jioiti was free, thanks to the patro):^ge of 

CAlCUtTA ^VlBW 
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^Wnoes and bountiful endowments. The scholars, who ware 

admitted after rigoroun oral tests, were even provided with 

free board and lodging. Lastly, as a matter (if topical interest 

I should mention that the Nalanda ITniversity (6th 

Century B.C. to the 33th Century A.D.) at the height of 

its glory had a thousand teachers and ten tbousaud students, 

a teacher-student ratio of 1 to 10 against 1 io 35 and upwards 

at present in the colleges in Calcutta city. 

It is against this background that one should reflect on 

the significance of the Centenary of a University in India. 

Our modem Universities are not heirs to an sncient heritage, 

but weie innovations introduced by the British in an age when 

the organisation of all types of indigenous system of education, 

including higlier education, had been di'slo'Mted owing to 

unsettled political conditions. The precursors of our modern 

Universities uere the Sanskrit colleges and tlu* Madrashas 

founded towards the end of the Iftth century for the avowed 

purpose of encouraging the study of onenul languages, 

literature and laws, but in reality for training legal assistants 

to English judges ^lany colleges and Mahavidyalayas 

pieceded the Univorsilies as seats of higher education of the 

Western t>pe in the first halt of the 10th C'^ntury, to l>e 

followed a little latei b> a few juofessioual institutions like 

tJie Medical College, Calcutta, and the Bonibn Engineering 

School 

The histoiN ol how the first UiuveisiU in India came to 

be established would be found in the literature on the subject, 

esj)ecMlh , Chapter 1 of the leiKut of the Unive^sav Education 

Coniuiission The Commission refers to (he hnnous Despatch 

ol Sir Charles Wood, to the Court of Directors of 1854, 

which has been described as the Magna Chai a of Enghsh 

Education in India The aim of education ^>‘^s enunciated 

as the diftusion of the Arts, Science, Plnlosophy and 

Tjilerature of Euiope. The study of Indian languages was 

to be encouraged and the English language was to be taught 

wherevei there was a demand for it, lH)th lieing regarded 

as the media for the diffusion of the European ki'owledge. 

Universities were to be ostablmhed (o enconnge a jegular and 

liberal course of education h\ confeiiing dcadnnic degiees 

as evidence of attainment in the different nnmclies of Arts 

and Science. The syllabuses w’ere, it may be noticed, to 

exclude all subjects connected with I’chgious hel.efs. A efStif 
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jof hcmourftble rivalry was,^tf> be promoted asnong different 

Buoh institutions and the division of University degi'ees and 

distinctions into diffei'ent branches was intended to direct the 

efforts of the highly educated men to the studies which were 

nepessary to success in the various active professions of life. 

The Bill to establish a Universitv of Cahmlta received* 

the assent of the Governor-General on the *i4th January, 

1857. Universities were also established at Bombay and 

Madras immediately afterwards. While the Cfovernors of 

their provinces were the Cliancellors of the latter Universities, 

the Governor-General himself was for many long years the 

Chancellor of the Calcutta University, Significantly enough, 

the first Indian Governor-General, Sri C. Kajagopalachari 

became the first Indian Chancellor of the Calcutta University. 

The jurisdiction of the Calcutta Universify was not 

originally circumscribed by provincial limits. Colleges from 

Bihar, Orissa, Assam, U.P., C.P., Burma and Ceylon were 

also affiliated to the University. The gradual establishment 

of new Universities restricted its sphere of x’ork, but has not 

retarded the growth in the iminher of its students. The 

progressively complete conversion of the Univcrhtty from an 

examining to a teacliing University, so far as l\»st-Graduate 

instruction is concerned, was largely dne to the Msion and 

drive of Asutosh Mookerjee. 

The inexorable pressure of numbers has resuHed in Indian 

Universities losing ground in rc«pect of basic cfpiijmient in 

the broadest sense of the term quality ar.d number of 

teachers, accommodation, especially laboratorj’-space, 

apparatus, libraries, Imstels, etc.) and therelore, in the 

standards attained. There was a time when xvithin their 

circumscribed limits of responsibility, the old Universities of 

India produced alumni of as high a standard as nuyv^here else 

in the world. Competent critics spoke well <»f the standard 

of examination and of the quality of the degree conferred. 

Writing in 1891, E. W. Thomas, in the Bevew of the 

History and Prospects of British Education in India said 

about them : ' On the whole they (f.c., the degrees) denote 

much the same standard of attainment us do those conferred 

by the University of London.’ The increase in numbers 

has probably affected standards adversely even in wealthier 

V countries. The ' Universities Quarterly * of the United 

Kingdom has stated editorially that although optiMons among 



Univemty people ejre varied, the mejonty iioid ilut tiie beak 
stttdenta are as good a« ever and the worse xko worse than 
before, bat the average quality is lower on account ot a greater 
mcrease in the lower ranges. A similar, but probably more 
emphatic judgment will undoubtedly be >aljd in lespect of the 

standards of present-day Indian Univerbiiies. In the ultimate 

analysis the mam reasons will be found to b3 three, ete., 

msufficient expenditure on University i£ducat>on, the 

confusion prevailing m regard to the medium ol instruction; 

and undue emphasis on the system ol year-end cxaimnations. 

This IS not an appropiiate occasion tor me to expatiale 

on any ot these inattei'*, althougli 1 cannot lefiain from 

drawing attention once again to the uttei muleqnacy uC the 

funds devoted h\ the country to the nnpio^ement and 

deAtlopnieiit of highei education as ttanpaicd with othti 

countiU‘s Win leas in tlu* United Kingdom and (he USA, 

the annual avei<igc expenditure per student undergoing higher 

education is tlie <^lUl^dle^lt of Ks 5,()U0, m India it is below 

Ks W) Out ol oui intioni] iiuome Iieie in India we aie 

probabU devoting to lugbei education a peicentage wlmh is 

one quaitei ot wliat it is in U K Giave as they are, these 

disparities vvdl be s< eii to he imiih moic seiious when it is 

lealj/ed that our wastage b\ failun ^ in examinations is about 

5 times that, sav, in UK Tjastl>, wheieas in U K., the 

incnaso in the nuinhei educated is matched h\ proportionate 

inoioaso m graiiU, with us tlie mcieaso in grants is disprojor- 

tionatelv sin ill, with Hie result that theie is progreesiM* 

diteiioiation in all diiections. 

Fioiii the point of view of studemis within the juiisdiction 

of the CakutU Univerhity, the picture is more dismal still. 

It is not peiliaps geneiall> leah/ed that today this l^niveisitv 

has to look aftci the higher educaticm of luaily 90,ft00 

students, a number winch exceeds the total nuuibei of btude ntii 

in all the seven British Universities One citv college has 

over 13,000 students and five otheis have an a'^erage of 0,000 

The colleges of Howiah across the nvei jimvidt* foi anc'tlvi 

18,000, making a total of nearly 60,000 foi what inav be* 

called the metropolitan area of Bcmgal 

The number of students who haie received then degre*"^, 

diplomas and ceitificaies todax is 8,822, about most ot vvhoni 

will be leaving the University tc* face the tdi/en s Ide and 

its problems. To those who wdl piosecule their studies 

18-*1046F—IV 
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fttrilier T need day very little. T ^’ngrat'Qlaie them OH Vt^it 
good foHunc and can nf>ifture them that mnoh is Ming done 

out of the funds at the di8po‘ial of the University (j-rants 

Commission to improve the apparatus of post-graduate 

education, I doubt if lack of employment or a suitable 

vocation will be a serious problem for them when thej 

hnish their chosen courses. They will probablj’ find that their 

emoluments or earnings will be, at least for a long time to 

come, disappointingly or distressingly low: hut that state 

of affairs is onlv a reflection of the still backward stale of 

economy of the country. 

Those who have received professional or post-graduate 

degrees or diplomas will, also, I expect, fare reasonably well. 

But for the bulk of tlio graduat(»s, especially in this part of 

the country, I fear employment opi>ortunities wnll be poor and 

uninspiring. 1 have spoken elsewhere about tlie Second Five 

Year Plan and the proposals it contains in regard to 

improvement of einplovment opportunities for the edn^'nted, 

and T do not intend to traverse the same ground again. 1 

should, however, like to take this opportunity of supplementing 

what I said reeenth with special lefeience to conditions in 

Bengal, which are somewliat special. 

In Bengal the middle classes have alw’ays been a more 

important component of the community than olsew'here, the 

reasons being largely, but not entirely, historical. Altliough 

its metropolis and its environs hum with commercial and 

industrial activitv, the conntrv-side has no other ti^wm 

important m the modern sense. The resuH is that prospects 

of gainful employment draw young men to Palcntia, young 

men often desirous ol bettering their prospects by acquiring 

higher academic qualifications w^hile earning some sort of a 

livelihood. In a milieu of large-scale industi'y and commerce 

small-scale industry and self-employment has till lately been 

neglected, and there is excessive reliance on the part of those 

undergoing higher education on professional careei’s or 

clerical and adniini-*trative avocations. The dead-end 

character of secondary education, only now sciught to be 

remedied by proliferation and extension, as recommended by 

the Secondary Education Commission, has left hardly any 

choice to the young person of sixteen who has passed the 

school leaving examination other than proceeding to seek 

I admission to an institution of higher education for a belief 
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chance in life, especially aa for many categories of joha the 

luininiuni educational qualification prescribed is Intermediate 

pass or a degi-ee. Hince many a college m the country-side 

lacks the full complement of facilities, especially for 

honours or in sci<»nce, young persons gravilate inevitably to 

Calcutta. 

'rius riiiis^ luigratuu) jii the past was eiu-oui’aged. by the 

educational authorities, inspite of strained resources, under a 

public pressure difficult to resist and often out of a genuine 

con\iction that il was a public duty to accommodate \ >ung 

people seeking the blessings of higher education, ho im|Hirtant 

to an ecunoiiiicall> hardpressed community. To this already 

difficult complex of academic ciremnstanee, liave been added 

the trials and tnliulations of the events that resulted ir the 

partition of India, events which have affected Bengal more 

adverseh than an' otlior State in India. While its area and 

resources have contracted, the burdenw on it have increased 

on tlie contrary owing to the influx of waves of displaced 

per^ms fioni Eii'^teni Pakistan, a movement \\hich \va^ noi 

ceased to this da\ and ot which no one can foresee the 

end with an^ degi-ee of confidence. The phenomenal 

stnMigths (tf collis in (’alcutta and Howrah to wlii-h 1 

referred a short while ago arc the end results of the^e diverse 

influences. 

The Government of Bengal, tJie T'^niversity anthor'ties 

and college managements arc well seized of the problem, and 

with a conc<»rted elTort, guided and assisted by the ^ni^el.sil/ 

Graiit*- ('ouniiissioM, it should he possible to do something 

progressively etTocti\e to relieve the congestion *n Calcutta 

colleges. 

T refer to thc'-e matters, not e\ulenll\ relevant in the 
t 

context of a (’oiniH-ation Address, firstly, hecauso 1 want tJio 

fresh graduate'- before me to know that when 1 address a few 

words ot advice to them T do so wdth some awareness of the 

unsatisfactory nature of the armiigemcnts society has nirdc 

for imparting liigher education to them; secondly, liecau^e 

I feel that society, that is the State, owes a special measure 

of guidance and assistance to the educated vouth of Bengal, 

on the lines indicated by tlie Planning Couimis'siou with 

reference to the problem of educated aneniployed in 

paragraphs 22 to 29 of Chapter V of their Eeporl on the 

Second Five Tear Plan. Bengsd wiU have to have 
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3onsiderab!e portion of the pilot schemes which they have 

recommended and for which they have promised larger 

provisions should the reb]>ouBe be ade(pate. 

There is another aspect of cniploymeut which should 

bring some comfort to those seeking it. Experience had 

shown in regard to developing oconoinies that eHtiiiiaUM of 

educated manpower are apt to prove to be under-estimates 

in the gross and in detail. I'his should be jmrliculurlv true 

of India, where tliore were no e^thnates worth sj)eakiiig abtmi 

in regard to the Plan and where for the Second the> 

have been at best soctioiiiil, es])ec*i.illy confined to the 

professional or technological fields. Even in those fields, it 

is now conceded, there will be shortages. But in other 

technical fields, c,g., sociological or statisticnl, ns fur instance, 

for community development and national extension nork, 

there exist pronounced .shortag<*s (d‘ tiu‘ rigJjt t}pe of educ'ded 

people. The countrv-side’s iifu'ds will soon be clamant and 

the conditions of work there are steadily iiiipjovuig. What 

is needed, Ibeivfore, is a readjustniv'nt of attitudes on the ]Mrt 

of th<‘ citv educated >oulh, a-s well as a cou^^e of reori(‘nint^)n 

for them by prt)speciive emjdovcrs. On the part of ibe 

Universities also, a continuous atlju.dnienl of educaliona’ 

sights is called for so tlial tlie c-urnuit Me<*(K of the nation are 

adequately met. Tn the nature of things, Universities, even 

when* tliey are slightly ahead of society at largi* in discerning 

the evcj'-uioving *-()cial piirpfwe of (‘du(‘ation, are nearly aHvays 

behind tin* urgency of actual rc(|uiicuienis. It is for Planning 

anthorilies or iiuplcnicnting agencit's of the Plan to alert 

them hotiines. At the instance of the Community Develop¬ 

ment ^linisM’v T have, (»m bcbnlf of I1h» ITjiiversilv Orants 

ronuuission. already drawn the aliention (>f tin* Inler- 

IJniversity Board to tlie very large r<»quircLnents of educated 

personnel of this important executive agency of the fitate 

operating in the country-side. 

Even where for tlie moment, prospects of employment 

are dim or uninspiring, the great evil to be on guard against 

is frustration. Employment opportunities reveal themselves 

to the sanguine and not to the faint-hearted. Frustration is 

like that bogey of the Himalayan climber, lassitude at the 

high altitudes, a desire for peace and rest, to give up the 

•tro^lOp a surrender to wlych means sure annihilation. 
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1 do m)t believe i^bet tlie young person of today in India 

needs much exliortation about tine dignity of labour. More*^ 

over, dignity attaelios not to labour ao much as to a 

realization that no one is entitled to ask another to undergc’ 

manual or physical labour for him which, in certain 

circumstances, he would not be j)repared, if able, to undergo 

for hiiiiHelf. When a politician friend of Abmham Lincoln, 

astunished at finding him poliKliing iiis own shoes m liis 

country-houNt* gasped : WIi\ ! Mr. President, \ou are cleaning 

your own slioos! Jj.iicoln c<K)li\ eount''red : “Yts. who e shoea 

do you clean ? 

1 would now turn to matters of fundamental and 

jieriiianent ini|>ort, viz,, the duties and rcspon^ihilitif-s 

of the ('dnciJted, the due discimrge of wliich is aU the inoie 

necessary in a country where employment oj>portunities for 

the highly edui'ated are not siiti';fdctory and where iinprove- 

rueiit in economic and social conditions hang? in the final 

anal\sis on the more privileged members of tlie community, 

sn<*h a*^ llie edu<*iited, giving ol their ver\ best. To j'Ul it 

briefly, tlie more depressing tlie environment the greater is 

tlio need of specialh hard effort on the part of everyone, 

I»arti(‘nlarl\ the in^tnit'led. In sucli a situation the short¬ 

comings of the instructions received should, in->tead of 

discouraging, act as a spur *o further etforls, if the vicious 

cinde of poor rcsour(*es, imperfect instnvtion and continued 

poverty of resources is to he broken. It should he remembered 

that I'"niveixi(\ education is only a jireparalion for enlightened 

cifi/enship and that such a citizenship is a life-long ousmese 

and challenge. 

The new graduate will l>e entering on his cavt'cr in a 

dynamic society, wliudi no doubt needs competent scieutist- 

and technologists and professional men of all sorts, hut needs 

still more basically p.'rsoiis of judgment, sincerity, integri(\ 

and ddigence who can play their part wfll in a modern 

democraev. ft 

As I understand it the functions of parliameninn 

democracy such as is practised in this coui^try and elsewhere 

are two : firstly, what might be called a floating sense of right 

and wrong in the community by whicli at intervals tb® 

verdict of society is brought to bear conclusively and 

definitively on the actions of those who ore entrusted ^ 

Tesponsibility for the govenMnnoe of the oountry; and S6Qp(w|^* 
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Ibjl this verdict is made up of the personal judgments of all 

the adult individnals who make U]) the ccMuniunity* IT this 

is correct the importance of individual freedom of opinion, 

which is sought to be safeguarded by our Clonslitution, at once 

becouies evident. It should, therefore, be the parti';ular* 

concern of tlie \ounger genemtiun to ensure that their 

intellectual indej)endeuce is fully inuinLained and developed 

and is not permit tod to Kuecumb to aii\ I'orni, open iir disgu sed, 

*if authorihirianista or dictatorship. 

1 Im\e iihciidx rehTred tt> the d\ nainism of the society into 
V % I 

wliieli tile Me\\ giudiiate will l>e moving. I’liis is all the 

more noticeable in a country like ours which has achieved 
• 

independence after centuries of subjugation to alien anlhonty 

and inflneiicPH. Whatever the fortunes of life may bring to 

the individual, there is no doubt whatsoever that generations 

which have the privilege of living in and working for the 

India of today are aiOviiig the most fortuiiates. I'lien* i'> 

undoubtedly a sense of satisfaction in aclueveinents in a 

country already in tlie vanguard of jiiogi-ess. There is also 

ail exhilarating feeling of manhood m waging ,t wai* against 

alien rule, but this cannot compare willi excitement and 

fascination of lielping to build up tlu^ economy ftf a Imckvvard 

countiy w'hich lias only lalelv acliieved ils indejiendence and 

which is siraining every nerve and sinew fo make up foi lost 

time and oppf)rlunities in work of recon^trncli<n) and develo]»- 

ment, a process which in a ihickiv populated couutrv like 

onis iiH ails 11 inch iii t 'rm-. of advancement of Imiirm welfare 

and maintenance of peace in this world. 

In a recent thought-provoking article on Mie paradox 

of progress Aldous Huxley has put forward certain important 

propositions. These are : H) individnal life is not neccS'^Rrily 

progressive; (2) human ]»cings have an amazing capacity for 

taking things for granted; tHl tlie progress which can be 

observed takes place in w'hat may be called the public domain, 

but for all children and adolescents and for tlie vast majority 

of adults it is private life alone tlmt has value or indeed any 

rfeal existence; (4) that men and women responsible for 

progress have always been a minority; (5) that while public 

life is perpetually changing private life remains enduringly 

the same; and (6) that althoixgh progiess can take place all 

the time it is never completely gratuitous and has always 

in iSn 'naid for. Bi develdpiug Shese ideas be writes: jEf ^ i 
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life k not; tod bnit^lf interfered wiilt cmd it ^ 

envitimmant k sa&otitmed by eostotAft, jufitij^ by reltgkm 

and rationalised in terms of the prevailing pbikMophy, men 

will tolerate the untolerahle and will go on tolerating it for 

years, even for generations and centuries/' It is this apathy, 

this pathetic contentment, which it sbould be the duty of the 

new generation to be aware of and to make strenuous and 

continuous efforts to shake off. 

In looking around the new world of active citizenship 

into which the fresh graduates will have entered, the first 

shock that they will probably rc<*eive is in finding that in the 

university <»f liff* w'hat is preflched is not alwa;vs practised. 

1 have great syinjialh} foi the University graduate who after 

an iiulifferenf coiii'ic of in'^tnndjon tlii'ough In*^ most 

impressionable age stejis into the world of a citizen's life, 

hir hehmd life in other (ountnes m mimmum 

comforts and adequate opjMirtunilie'.; a world wliere in 

addition to lack of the apparatus (»f material well-being, and 

in part liecaiise of it, he is IikeU to eneoimler undesiiaVde 

]»ressures on moral valu(*s. Concretely, (lie \oung graduate 

faced w'lth lack of gainful oeenpaiion ma> also encounl**r in 

addition a !o\v eodt* of ethics encouraged hy the scramble 

for advantage. Unlo'^s he i-s exceptionally lucky he may meet 

unedifying spectacles < f greed for jielf or power, hypocrisy 

and double-dealing and disregard of the rule of the law. 

Whatever innate foundation of goodness there may be in him 

and w’hate^cr the e\lei\t to winch it has been fo.stere<l in the 

case of higher education (unfortunately that extent i.s not 

likely to be great on account of motlern instruction being 

etifirely void of ao\ element <jf rehgions or nuiral te.n h'iig\ 

all that will stand in imminent danger of being erodi'd \ v a 

tainhd eiuironmcnt unless he is especially on Iiis guard. 

He may lie driven hy penury tf> a despondent laxiie^'S iii the 

disednuge of diitv. He may he encouraged bv the enveloping 

atmospliere of business or politics or profession or administra¬ 

tion to deviate from the high and narrow path of re<‘tmide, 

tempted by bad example to detd unfairly f)r ’ncnn-.idomte]v 

wdth others even less fortunate than he is, in otluM* <*> 

exploit; persuaded hy subtle inflnenres to regard right nic'ins 

as unimportant in securing desired ends. It .s in such 

circumstances that the educated youth of the coimlrv must 

by his internal individual sense of discipline, reinforce 
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of his higher edeoatioa aod maSiB a stand icx the preservation 

of the sense of right and wrong. Apart from this sense l^eing 

the foundation of denioeratic societyt it is the natural heritage 

of the young and it should have been developed, be it by ever 

so little, by his University education. 

It is for the new generation particularly to resist the 

sway of bad enviromueiit to discharge thcjr moral obligations 

as the elite of the community, which iii a sense they are. 

It is not given to everyone to rise to high ^lositious or to 

sway the course of eventh, but it is possible ior everyone to 

safeguard his moral values if only In* means to do ho, jn-.pite 

of every handicap and disadvantage lu material nense. 

Indeed, it is often found lliat the less advantaged a person 

is the more acute is Ins sense of right and wrong. CoiiHCunce 

is a flame which oltcn burns brightest in the hearts of the 

poor. 

Apart from moral values, }oung men at the commence¬ 

ment of their careers m life should endeavour desperately 

to retain or cultivate certain qualities. Of *Jiese 1 place 

intellectual curiosit} at a ver^ high level. Indeed, since that 

is the outstanding characteristic ot a student, the ideal would 

be to remain a student all one's life. It is then only that 

the full flavour of life can be savoured, no matter what the 

surrounding material circumstances may be. 

Another quality to be cherislied and fostered is aesthetic 

sensibility. I have always lamented the almost universal 

sway that slovenliness and lack of all sense of order seem to« 

have established over the modern Indian scene. Whatever 

the cause ma}^ be, no eilort should be spared to combat this 

trend; and tlie best instrument for the purpose is a carelully 

cultivated and jealously guarded aesthetic senhibility. 

The educated youth of today may lack the opportunities 

for fruitful use of knowledge and even skill acqumed at the 

University. But no wisdom that he may have garnered need 

ever go waste. In the ultimate analysis, wisdom stems from 

the conscience and we have the aiitlionty of many great men 

for believirig that conscience may be the voice of God. 

, IhCAHATMA Gandhi said : 

* ** Too have to believe no one but yourselves. You 

most try to listen to the inner voice, but j;£ you won't 
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have the expresaion ‘ inner voice ' you may uae the 
expression * dictates of reason \ which you should 
obey^ and if you Urill not parade Qoi, I have no doubt 
you will parade something else which in the end will 
prove to be God, for, fortunately, there is no one 
and nothing else but God in this universe." 



B. CONVOCATION ADDRESS* 

3ri N. K. Sidhanta, Vice-Chancellort 
Calcutta University 

Yoitr Excellency, Mh. Deshmijkh, Ladies and Gentlemen 

As it is only four months since we had our last Convocation 

there is not the same volume of material to report. We can 

now claim to be up to date with our Convocations as we are 

distributing the degrees and diplomas awarded on the exami¬ 

nations of 1956. Tlie examinations for the M.A. and M.Sc. 

degrees had, however, to be postponed on account of the 

unprecedented floods in the State and the suc^’essful students 

will have to wait another vcar fr>r their formal Convocation. 

Tills (‘onvocation is a special one as wo are holding it in the 

midst of our Centenary Celebmtions whicli should be an 

occasion for stock-taking and for assessment of our work during 

the first hundred years of existence. This we have attempted 

to do in a fairlv hulkv volume which will bo a\.iliable to the 
• • 

public tomorrow. Today wo ran indulge m some henit- 

searching as we are going over the happenings of a short 

period and think more of the future that lies ahead. 

Condoi.ence 

As usual T begin with the losses suffered recently. 

Tiate Pannalal Bose, ex-Minister of Education, took up tins 

respoiisibh^ office after retirement from the Judicial Service 

and ablv se^^’ed the cause of education in the State for seveial 
4 

years. liate Joygopal Banorjee, a profound scholar in 

English literature, held the chair of Professor of English of 

this University from 1927 to 19B6. He died at the age 

of 84 full of yeai’R and honours. Late Suhaschandra Kay, 

Lecturer in the Department of English, was a teacher in this 

University for more than thirty years. Late Manindranath 

Bose, formerly Principal, R. G. Kar Medical College, served 

the University from 1929 till the coming of the new Act, as a 

* OoQvocRtion Address delivered by Bri Nirmelkumar Bidhanta, M.A. 
(Oil. A Cantab.), Vice-Cbaocellor, Calcutta University, on BatnrAay, the 
MHh Janmwy, 1S57, 



memh» of tbe Senate, Synd[ioai>e, Dean of the J*ac»lt> of 
Medicine and on varions other Committees* Late ^Titeudra- 

moltan Sen was a member of the Senate, and dltfetent 

Facnltles and Committees of the University from 1935 to 1955. 

He was tlje Head of the Department of Teaching in this 
University for about six years. He made over to this 

University his own ancestral home with the object of creatir^r 

an endowment for higher studies In Education in memory of 

his parents, Jnanendramohan Sen and Sarala Sen. in the 
death of Iiidubhushan Banerjee, formerly Asutosh Profe^soi 

of History, the University has lost a well-known historian. 

We deeply mourn the loss of these eminent persons and 

offer our condolence to the bereaved families. 

Felicitations 

We o£F(t our felicitations to Sri Heraendraprasad Ghosh, 

on Ills attainiiig the mature age of eighty-one years. We 

are also glad to leain that Bn Amulyakumar Saha, Pr^fessoi 

of Burger}, N. It. Sircar Medical College, has been elected 

Hunfaiian Profi‘^sor of Surgery at the Eoyal College of 

Surgeons, England 

\0TrVITIE8 AbHOAD 

Prol. S. P. Chatterjee, University Professor of 

Geography, has been invited by the Moscow Universilv to 

deliver a senes of lectures at the Geographical Faculty of the 

University. 

Spect\l Lecturehs Appointed 

Dr. C. G. Pandit, M.B.B.S., Ph.D., D.P.H., D.T.M., 
P.N.I., Director, Indian Council of Medical Eesearch, has 

been appointed Brahmachari Header in Medicine for 1957. 

Swami Tejasananda was appointed Sister Nivedita 

Lecturer for 1056 to deliver at least two lectures on the life 

and activities of Sister Nivedita. 

Mr. A. A. A. Fyzee wae appointed Sir Abdulla 

Sohrawardy Lecturer for 1966 to deliver a course of at least 

leotutes in Bengali, Urdu or English, on some a^ct 

of Islatnic Thought and Culture. 
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Sri Appadorai, Frmoipal, International Institute of 

Studies, New Delhi, was appointed Taraprasad Khsilau 

Lecturer for 1956. 

Dr. Subodbchandra Bengupta has been appointed 

Saratchandra Chatteijee Memorial Lecturer for 1956. 

Sri Binialchandra Sinha has been appointed Yidyasngar 

Ijecturer for 1957. 

VisiTOHs AND Extension Lectorers 

We ortoied lionpitalitx to F'lench rrui *''Sor Jean Wald, 

and the Italian plulosopher Prof. Franco Lfimbardi, who was 

visiting India under the sponsoihlnp of the Indian Philo¬ 

sophical Congress. 

Prot. C. D. Darlington, Head of the Department of 

Botany, University of Oxford, ha*^ been jn\ited to deli^e^ 

lectures at the Botany Department of the University. 

Important Chwoer in STATrTEs \nd Krot'lxtions 

1. Statute'* liave been framed legarding the constitiilion 

of the Facultv of Jr)urnidism aiul are pending hefor** the 

(’hancellor for her assent 

2. A sc‘]>arate integrated eoursi* of Conmunw, Piz , 

I.Com., B.Com., tPass and Honours), and M.Com , has been 

adopted and is going to he introduced slnirtly. 

1). The following new subjects. O') TTouhehold Science. 

ill) Honsclio'd \i(, {III) Child Care and Training and 

(it)) Social Science, have been added to the snhjiN'ts for t!i0 

I.A., 1 Sc.. li.A. and IVSc. Examinatajtis for the benc'fit 

of women students 

4. A new diploma course m Dermatolugv lias been 

instituted to enable the medical graduates to have iraining 

in Dermatology. 

5. Biochemistry lias been included in the list of aubjectn 

for the M.Sc. Examination. 

6. A new diploma course in Museology has been 

mtroduced. 

Mttsemn metdiods were being taught in the Anthropology 

DiqmrtttMct since 1986. Now a full diploma oonrsa has been 

introduced. 



7. The Begi^ttoae f<w the Hxaiain»tk«tt hesw 
beeu revised* 

Eni>owmbnts and Gifts 

An offer of Bs. 10,000 from Sm. Sucharu Devi, for 

making an endowment in order to coiumemoraie her father, 

Brahmauanda Keshabchandra Sen, was accepted lAith 

thanks. G. P. Notes of the face value of Ha. 5 000 

were received from the General Secretary, Hamkrialina 

Mission, on heha'f of the Nivedita School, for ^he 

creation of a lecturebliip in the Unnersity in uiemoiy 

of Sister Nivedita. A grant of Ks. 00,000 was sanctioned 

foi lt)50-57 by liic Deput\ Secretaiy, Governuienc of 

West Bengal, Medical and J^ublic Health Department, for 

adding to the corpus of the Bangabala Mookerjee Endowment 

Fund for higher training of nurses. An offer of Ks. 3,000 

fiouj I)r, Jadnnath Smlia for an endowment Tor the 

award ot a gold medal in coinnicmoration ol his deceased 

wiie Suiiila Manjari Hinha to the best female student, 

who pass the B.\. (I'as.t Examinatinn of the t*al<*utta 

rnneisjtx was accepted with thanks. An offer of 

Conversion Ijoan ot the la(‘e value ol Rs. 1,000 from 

Sn Satiscliaiidta Ghosh, for the cieatum ot an endowment 

tor tin* annual award ol a silver medal to he called 

’* \V. C Ghosh Medal *’ foi the girl Mudenl, securing the 

highest number oi murks in i*higlish Honouin n the B.A 

Kxainmation, was iicce]»led with thanks, A sum ot Hs. V2 ‘200 

lias l>pen loccivcd Iroiii Mis A. Basu to found a scludarship 

in me»uoi\ of her deceased huslmiul J>r. Brcmsiindei Basu. 

A sum of Rs. oAKK) in G. P. Notes and als<i .i sum oi Rs. 150 

11) cash for this vear’s awaid lm\<' bt*en received from 

Sn Nareschandra Gbofili of Badliana Ousadhalavu it»r the 

creation of an cnd<iwinent entitled “ Dr. Haren Mookerjee 

Memorial Debate 

Mrs. N. K. Ghosh presented a challenge rthield wortli 

Rs. 300 in memory of her father late Mamnalhanath Ro'ie 

to be awarded to the winner of the Inter-Collegiate Midnapore- 

Bankura Zonal Football Final. A sum of Ks. 7.000 lias been 

received from Howrah Motor Co., for instituting a scholarship 

of Ba. 16 per month for a year and a book prize to the best 

etudent in B.A. and B.So. Honours in Mathematics. Aa 



dffer has been received from Prof. Nalinakslia Datta, Head 

of the Department of Pali, for donating Hs. 1,0U0 (or the 

University Centenary Fund. He has also requested the 

University to deduct Ks. 800 every month from his salary 

from Januaiy to November, 1957, for the creation of a fund 

out of the accuinulatioji of such deduction, in order to provide * 

for a monthly stq>eiul for a student taking up Pali in the 

Post-Graduate classes. 

Donations from j)r)vate sources amounting to about 

Ks. 1,80,000 ha\e been received as Centenary conlributums 

The total contributions from these 8om*ces do noi ctune 

up to our expectations and we are hoping that otlicr sources 

which have been approached will be coming forward with 

donations within the next few weeks. 

In planning for tiie next decade or two we have to 

depend mainly on State help. The University GrsTits 

Commission has made a generous contribution of one crore 

on the occasion of the Centenary Celebrations and this will 

help us with our immediate building plans. The (lovcrnmeut 

of West Bengal lias made a special conlributioii of about 

lakhs which also will he extremely useful. We are grateful 

to the Universilv Grants Commission and to the Slate 

Governiiienl for these contributions, 

VtH\RTI.AL CoiXICCJK FOR HOMR AND SOCIAL SCIENCE 

It was decided ])y tlie Calcutta University m 1054 to 

e^and and develop the existing Viharilal Mitra Institute 

into a full-fledged degive college to be called the Viharilal 

College for Koine and Social Science. 

The college, as planned, would provide a 4-Aear degree 

course with special emphasis on Home and Social Science. 

The final, i.e., the 5th-year would be devoted to a Post- 

Graduate Teachers’ Training Courfle leading to a Teachern* 

Diploma in the subject. 

The subjects tha^ would be specially taught in this college 

are t— 
1, Household Art with special reference to Art in 

everyday life and living, centered on home aotivitiea 

and relationship. 

S. Child Care and Training including menial health of 

the and Child Guidance. 
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8. Hbofldbold Sdmce witib vpeobi axti^bftifs cm food 
ood nutrition, retetion of food to individual and 
family wellobeing, to national and social security* 

4. Social Science including Social Service and Public 

Health and other allied subjects. 

The construction work of the new college building is 
almost complete. The complete construction of the entire 

college building would cost a sum of Bs. 5,S8,884. The 

Government of India has very kindly agreed to bear 66% -^f 

the total cost of the building construction, /./»., a grant to the 

extent of Bs. 3,88,600 has been sanctioned for the purpose. 

Also we have approached the Government of India for sanc¬ 

tioning a vet'urnng grant of Bs. 80,155 \earl;v for a perii>d 

of five >ears. We have aNo approached tlie Government of 

West Bengal for according sane lion to a non-recumng grant 

ot Bs. 4,65,220 (Rs*. 2,65,fKX) for equipment and Rs. 2,00,220 

for meeting 31% cost of buildings^. 

Tlie new Vihari^al College will be opened on 22nd instant 

by Dr. J. <\ Ghosh, Member, Planning (Vmuuission. 

roi.iiEorATE KnrcATioN 

I think it necessary to dwell here on the stare cf 

collegiate education on the completion of a hundred yeiirs of 

the life of the University. The number of colleges affiliated 

to this University w'as 60 in 1947 after the partition of Bengal. 

Today the total number of colleges affiliated to this University 

is 124. Of these 105 are .\rts and Science Colleges, 32 in 

Calcutta and 73 in the Mofussil. The remaining 19 are 

Professional Colleges of which 9 are institulions imparting 

teaching m Medicine, 4 are for the training of teacher-., 2 aie 

for Legal Studies, 1 for Engineering, 1 for Tanning, 1 for 

Agriculture and 1 exclusively for Commerce. The total 

number of students in the undergraduate classes of the pro¬ 

fessional and non-professional colleges of the University is 

82,400. Of this number roughly 50% have taken up the 

study of humanities, about 37% rend pure science and only 

13% are students of professional courses. Tins coinpurnmc 

paucity in the number of students in the prolessirinal conree*^ 

is not due to the absence of demand for such r^ourses but is 

doe to the limited facilities for taking up such course?. 

Professional Colleges are not increasing in the same pro} (rtio»}i 
» -'iS 
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as Arts and Science Cdlegen and there is obvioaily a need 

for increase in their uumberfl. If we add lo the number of 

undergraduate atudentn, students in the Post-Graduate classes 

in Arts, Science, Technology and Law, we have a total 

87,632 students whom it is the responsibility of this Un versily 

today to look after. 

As the University is about to enter the Mecond c-entun 

of its life, it is faced with the task of introducing a coiopletc 

change in the structure of collegiate education. 1 refer lo 

the introduction of the Three-year Degree Course. The 

scheme ha^ l>een adopted hv tlie Academic Council and lln* 

matter is now ]>endmg before the Senate. Recently Statutes 

relating to the conditions to be fulfilled colleges sc^eking 

recognition as (’onstituent Colleges ha\e been drawn up and 

they have been passed by the Senate. 

The problem of hostel accommodation for -.tudents 

remains as acute as before. For Post-Graduate stud'^n's, we 

have two hostels under construction, one for l)oys on TIazra 

Eoad, south of the University Science College at Balh gunge, 

and another for girls in the Hastings House. The latter is 

nearing completion and should be ready for occupation by 

next July, wdiile w'ork on the former is being expedited 

For undergraduate students too,—especially for girls,— 

there is great need for new hostels. 1 elaborated the need 

at some length in my last report and 1 shall he content with 

just refeiTing to it again. 

Board of Health 

Social Sermce Camps : 

During the l^uja Vacation the Board of Health organised 

four Social Service Camps. B50 students and teaidier^ from 

different colleges participated. One of these, a camp at 

Dhamua (24-Parganas), about 22 miles from Calcutta, was 

exclusively meant for women '■tudents. Sri Tarakchamlra 

Das, a University teacher of the Anthropology Department, 

was in charge. He was assisted by some lady teachers from 

our colleges. 

The students established contact with the village 

fifebnaien-folk and taught them the broad principles of First«aHi» 
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HoiAfr-wlrvi&g^ AUd ^vt <>t the siek, Child pi^iiieipkMF 
of health and hygiene, newiag, etc. 

An illustrated bixxihore—** The liole ot University 

Students in Village Development Work describing Hm 
work dune by tbe students during the years 1955 and 1956* 

was published and distributed to persons interested in rural 

reconstruction work. The brochure contains a survey of 

the socio-economic condition of some villages in West Bengal 

not covered by the Community Development and National 

Extension Service programmes. 

The Jvttr-UuiveTsity Youth Fe^fitsai: 

The Calcutta University Contingent has been taking 

j)art creditably in tlie Inter-University Youth Festival 

organised by the Union Ministry of Education, Like 

otJier Youth Welfare activities, particiimtion in the Festival 

was arranged under the supervision of the Board of Health. 

In 1056 the Calcutta University Contingent was formed on 

the basis of an Inter-College Youth Festival held in Calcutta. 

About 400 students from 25 colleges participated. The 

contingent to the Delhi Festival was composed of 45 students 

and 5 teachers. Tlie contingent participated ni nearly ull 

llie items of the Festival at Delhi with satisfactory results, 

winning awards in the largest muuber of items amidst a very 

keen competition among 31 Universities. The Calcutta 

University Contingent won awards in the following items : 

Painting, Handicrafts, Instrumental Music (Men), 

Instrumental lilusio (Women), Group singing, Drama 

and Radio Pla>. 

Thu Asutosh Museum 

In the months under review the Aautosh Museum of 

Indian Art of the Calcutta University canned on extensive 

explorations in different parts of Bengal which resulted in 

the discovery of rare objects of ai’t .and antiquity throwing 

new light on the yet unknown history of Bengal. In this 

brief period four new ancient sites Were discovered in Bengal, 

at Bahiri in Midnapore District, Atghara in 24-Pargana^ and 

Deriyapur-Boro Balarampur and Deulia in Burdwan District- 

The antiquities from Bahiri suggest that the site conceiils 

mini o( Kushan and Pala periods, while the numismatic and 
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inmo&tbBk Anda hrooti Atghara and Deifyapaa^^Boro Bala^^imfKtr 
show that tlie places had habitations more than two 

thousand years ago. Atghara, near Baruipnr on the C^akrutta- 

Diamond Harbour Railway line, hes only a dozen inile-i away 

from Ballygunge, and therebi it is the nearegl archae^dogical 

site to Calcutta. Both Bahin and Atghaia have been 

explored by Sn Paresohandra Dasgupta, Assistant Cuiotor. 

The three silver-punoh-marked coins which have been 

discovered at Denapur-Boro Balaraiu]>ur represent the early 

coinage of India, which circulated more than two thouKund 

years ago. Several stone sculptures discovered at Deuba a*e 

fine examples of the late Gupta and early Pala periods. 

Numerous early teiiacottas and coins and other object*! have 

also been collected from the ancient sites oi ('handraketu- 

garh and Harmarayanpur in 24-rarganas, and i*amiuk 

(ancient Tamralipta) in Midnapore District. Among these, 

special mention may be made of two terracotta seals, one 

with Kushan Brahmi and another with letters supposedly in 

Graeco-Roman character from ('handraketugarh, and h fc-mall 

gold com from Tamluk with foreign devices and style. 

Important objects of art and antiquity have also been 

collected from outside Bengal Among the>e. special 

mention may be made of a stone Vishnu tiom Divukaipiir 

in Jannpur District, U.P , belonging to c lltli ccMtur\ \ D ♦ 
and many objects comprising of rare manuscripts, painted 

patas, figures, etc. from Orissa. A large number of OrisHsn 

examples of ait and untIqnIt^ weie collected b\ Bri Deva- 

prasad Ghosh, Curator of the Asiitosh Museum, during lus 

recent explorations m that Sfate. 

Borne remarkable gifts have been received by the 

Museum. The presentation of a set of rare books on art 

and archaeology to the Museum Seminar by Dr, Bratmdra- 

kumar Sengupta on the occasion of the Centenary Celebrations 

deserves special mention 

Mr. N. H. Austen of New York presented a sum of 

100 dollars to the Museum to enrich the Polk Art Collections. 

Advisoby Bureau and Appointments Board 

(Om services of the Btudents’ Advisory Bureau are being 

widely used by students and others. During the 

tiiree tnptttbs 06 appitcations were reoeiYed fur study sn<i 
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ooane in CteaiaeBS JUtaumBtretioii in the U.8«A. and snoHaer 

for Social Science course m Germany. Three students were 

aooeptod by the Dundee Technical OoUege for the coum in 

Jute Technology aud one for a special course m (.'onimmuty 

Developnienl at the Instjtute of Education, Loudon. 

The appomtruentH Board reconmieuded 110 candidates 

to 25 urgd&jsatiuiis for various posts including thi se for 
executives, engineers and chemists 

UniVEUSITY lilBRAKY 

The problem of accontniodalion which has become a veiy 

(listie^'SMig on* with the librart and lm-» been pioMiig a handi¬ 

cap to siiuMith and efh< lent lunning and sxijH>ntKion of the 

libiaiy foi a long Iniie nia\ now be expected Ik* aoheci, as 

it has b(»en nltiinateh de( ided to ciect a inulti-storied building 

on tlio site ol ttie piesent Senate House to accommodate the 

UMi\eisit\ Ijilnaix along with ceitaiii othei depaitmenta of 

tin Umvel8lt^ 

Exlia almi)ah> lia\e in tlie meantime, been ^^et up along 

the walls oi the main Heading Hall and the Stack Hoorn to 

hold pait of the ovciflowing }>ook M<ick of the Library, 

(lifts ot books have been received from several sources 

including a huge nniubei of books belonging to the late 

(’hamclloi Di IT (’ Mookeijee. 

{ Of i.LOns OK IRTS AND COMMEUC'l:, 

Theie w a gieat insli now loi admission into the 

rnixeiMt\ (oUeges ot Vits, Fk^ience and Commei'cc As 

nianj as 2,110 students have been admitted into he Colleges 

ot Arts and (''oimueice and quite a laige nitmbei of applicants 

ioi admibsion have lieen disappointed Tlie great problem 

that faces the Post-Giaduute Department loda^ i'^ that ot 

accommodation Inciease in the mnnlMir ol admiSHums has 

heen held up uiuinh on account of shortage of accompKnlation 

and, in some subjects, of non-AYailubilitv of st of (it the 

requisite calihie The flnuncial olistacles ait fiiesent 

but we shall ti\ to oveicome tlmt as best as wi (.m 13\ening 

clasees have been started for the College of Comneu’e, yet 

a lai;ge number of stodentti are rrfusfd adnnssion everv year. 
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As regards ^ lianguage Department there have been 

persistent enquiries as to the <^>cauQg of othejf modem 

European and Asian Language dasses, besides the languages 

uuw being taught. It is high time lor us to have a tulhfledged 
Institute of Modern LauguageM—Asiatic and European. 

Sports Board 

The Uni\ei4it} Spoils Boaid lub been vei^ active uudei 

Its eneigetic Chainiian Sii N K (Shosh Oui Football team 

has won tlie coveted Vsutosh Meinoiial Clidllenge Shield, 

having been the wiuneib ol the Intei-Vaibjfc} Football 

Tournament, i*J56. The Cahutla Umveisit^ 'lent on the 

Maidati is going to be iuinished with ucccb^di^ sanitaiv 

anangementB at a cobt ot Its 5,UtK) duimg ilie ciinent 

financial ^eai As pdrt ol llie (entenai^ C'elebialions 

of the Calcutta Univeibitj the Wth Intel-Vuisitv Athletit 

Championship was succtbbtull^ held at the Eden Gaidens 

ID the fiist week ol Januai>) id I niveisiljes ol India and 

Ceylon with 397 athletes paitKjp.ited This 1 considei to bi 

a record foi an lnter-\ aisitv Mhletit Meet Vn elaborate 

programme ol Centenary Spoils was also diawu up in whuJi 

the past and piesent btudeiits as also teactiexb were 

associated. Bangoon, Lucknow and Jadavpm Unneisities 

also came to participate m Intex-Vaisity Rowing 

UNivniibiTY Press 

The lollowing publications have been placed m the 

market attei the last Convocation held on 1st September. 

1956: 

1« Pall Literature and Language (2nd edition) ol 

Wilhelm Geigei, authorised English Translation 

Dr. Buitokijsto Ghosh. 

2* Bangala Bahityei Katha (5th edition) by Di. Bukuiiiai 

Ben. 

3. Pxogressive German Reader lor Arts and Science 

students, by Di Haiagopal Biswas. 

CBKTENARy 

Our Cetttetmty Celebrations are on one hand an oodttsion 

of thaqoloegiv^ng for all that we have received dtoing the 
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100 yearn, for whatever we iwve hem. iO>le io oontiribaie 

to our oummonity and to the country. At tbo fmxxe time 

it is an occasion for loc^c^ forward to the future m order 
lo aelutive the goal which all Universities most have b^ore 

them. This goal is to be reached through the cheried^ug 

ideals that are universal, ideals tliat have inspired humanity 

through the ages. The Univeisity and its products have 

placed then |jait in the struggle for freedom and m the 

legeneratioii ot tJie country' m the jmst Now under more 

favourable conditions il has to attempt to consolidate the 

tniils of Hliugglo and ensuie the freedom of the human spirit^ 

heedoin lioin w«inl, tioni fear, from hatred, from exploitation, 

from graeil, from ignorance and from bondage to gross matter. 

With the enthusiasm geueiated by out celebrations in our 

teachers, adiiumstiators and students we hope that it will be 

jxissible foi us to achieve tlio gieut task that lies before Ufi* 
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SPECIAL CONVOCATION ADDRESS* 

Madam Chancellor, Dr. EADKAKRihHNAN, Ladies and 

Gentlemen : 

On the occasion of the celebration of the ('eiitenary of 

the Calcutta ITniversitv, the Senate and the Syndicate of 

the University decided to ciinfer hoiioraiy degrees on certain 

persons distinguished for their attainments and scholarship. 

It is one of the privilege^ of ever\ [Jiiixersii} t<' recognise 

the work of persons, who ha^e served society and iiuinamfy 

in various wavs, wlio have junctionxl as toich-be;u*ers of 

knowledge, who have extended the horizon of human thought. 

Some of them belong to our State and have worked for the 

greater part of their life in Calcutta; some come froiii other 

States of the Union of India; some again are oiir distinguished 

guests from abroad. All of them have w^on distinction and 

renown in their respective fields and we are ju’oud to be able 

to recognise this distinction. 

Pandit JoaENDRAN4TH Bagohi 

Described as a master of logic and philosophy, referred 

to as an ocean of learning, Pandit Jogendrannth Bagchi is a 

symbol of scholarfeliip for whicli India has been famous foi* 

thousands of years. As an example of plain living and 

highest thinking, he has set a model before present-day 

students, which they should try to emulate. In recognising 

the work of Pandit Jogendranath Bagchi, the University 

shows its appreciation of our great heritage of Sanskrit 

literature and the knowledge which is stored in our ancient 

philosophy. 

Dr. Lloyd Viel Brrkner 

A distinguished scientist and administrator, his activities 

have embraced research in technical problems of ionization 

* apecifti Oonv<x^ation Adilre^s delivered by 0ri NinDBlVtirnor 
Bidhanta. M.A, (Cal. A Cantab.). Vif*e-(’hfln(»<*nor. Cnlrntta TTnivewity, on 

Wedneaday, the SSrd January, 1957. 
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axul ^earestnal magnetasia. Not oontont onlj with work in 
the laboiatorj he has utilised his knowledge for nafyaml 

purposes and mternational service. A Boienti«tt of today has 
to lead a full lite but it is doubtful if any one lives a loUer 
life than what Di\ Lloyd V^iel Berkner liaa done during the 

last 30 }ears, it any single scientist has done more to 
co-uidmate the activities oi scientists, to direct modem science 

to human and beneficent ends. 

Bandit \idhu8EKH4k BuAirACHARyxA 

A scholar, vvho has delved deep into our ancient hterature 

and philosophy, Pandit Vidbusekhar Bhattacharyya has 

extended the hoiizon of knowledge through his original 

work As l^rofessor of Sanskrit in this University, be 

guided geneiations oi students on the path of scholarship 

bunging them fiist appreciate the subtleties of our ancient 

hteiatuic and then prompting them to do lesearch on the old 

texts 

fclHi N iNDVLM. Bose 

A pioneei of tile louai&sance of art m India Sri Nandalol 

Bost lids gmded tlie eft*»its <i| mnuineidble disciples to express 

etnoUoiis tluough tin M^ual ails Hib own >^ork has 

coine\ed ins iiitcijiietation ot siibitniii} in the world and in 

1mm lu liemg^ to millions oi lo\eis ot ait and, standing the 

test of lime, it will loiitiiuie to btiuiulate the cieative activity 

oi the geueidtioiib to coiia Working m the seclusion of tiic 

Poets Shautiuiketan he has mide his heimitage a place of 

pi’giiuiage tor all artists. 

Bri Rajsdkusr Bosr 

Pluimatv and Chemisiiv ate not usualh regarded as 

the moat congenial surroundings for the creative artist, yet 

8ri Uajsekhar Bose has, in the midst of his work m Industry, 

woven patterns of words for the delight of lovers of hterature. 

The shoit stor> and social satire have been liis forte in 
them he has lightly touched the wcaknesbes and evils of 
cuntempoiai^ society Genuine humour defies attempts at 

analysis and the humorist is lovsd for ihe happmess which 

be brings to lus fellow-beingh, foi the rebel which be can 

give m the midst of suffering and misery. On this 
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We pay a tribute to the Comic Muse which hAs its wc^hieet 

exponent in Sri Ttajnekhar Boae. 

Sni Hatcrndkanath Bohr 

In the retirement of his lalwaloiy Si'i Ratyendranath 

Bose has investigated the truths of the hawic sciences and 

expanded the scope of the greatest scientific discovery of 

today with his fundamental work. For four decades he has 

been guiding students of Physics in their attempt to discover 

the most abstruse postulates of modern science. As tin 

educational administrator he has the resi^onsibility of guiding 

the Institution which has ht*en our greatest L*oet*a gift to the 

world. In his synthesis of the humanism of the past and the 

rationalism of the present, he is a beacon-light to all University 

men. 

Bm SUDHIRANJ^N D\s 

As a Member of the Calcutta Jiar, as a Judge of the 

High Court of Calcutta, as the Head of the Judiciary in the 

Punjab and now as the Head of the Hupreine Court of India, 

Rri Budliiraiijan Das has a uni(]iie position in tlie realm tif 

Jiaw. A great Barribter and a great Judge Bri Budliiraiijan 

Das has coiitrihuted more tlian any living human being tu 

enhance the confidence of tlie people in the impartiality of onr 

Judiciaiy""and the soundness oi onr Judicial B\*teiJi. His 

knowledge of and contribution to the basic principles of 

Jurisprudence will he an asset for all tiinC'H: his friends and 

colleagues w’ill think of him as the best embodiment of the 

many-sided interest in life which ninrks the leaders of tlie 

present-day w’orld. 

But Chtnt\m\x DwvnKANXTn Ukshmokh 

One of the most outstanding administrators that India 

has produced Sri Chintaman Dwarkanath Deshmukh's reputa¬ 

tion extends far beyond the limits of officialdom. A seeker 

after knowledge in Humanities and Natural Sciences, p 

linguist of no mean calibre, he has taken upon himself the task 

of the future development of Indian Universities, A guide to 

the nation in Banking and Finance he is the slieet-anchor 

for future intellectual enterprise in the country. The quality 

which tock him to the highest official positions, the penetrating 
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Analysfa Ite abowsd in lus of fioan^l pnMcws 
should enable him to understand the difiicalties of Xndiea 
Universities and to remove the present shortcomingB. 

Sri Jnanbndrachandra Ohosu 

A fit disciple of an eminent Savant, a Chemist of inter¬ 

national repute, a guide of generations of chemists at Dacca 

and Calcutta, Sri Jnanendrachandra Ghosh took charge of 

the Institute of Science, Bangalore, to rejuvenate and 

revitalise it and to leave it the most significant centre uf 

Scientific IteHearcli in the counfry. H*8 administrative 

genius has found scope in varied activities and he has been 

equally at liome in the Directorate of Supply as in the creation 

of the first Higher Technological Institute in tlie country. 

Calcutta University reineinhers his leadership with gratitude 

and admires his work in planning for the future of the country. 

His intimate knowledge of Industry, his familiarity with tJie 

methods and problems of Teclinology and his wide vision 

sliould stand him in good stead in his all-nuportant work. 

Sri ATULcnANDRA Gipta 

Sri Atulcliandra Gupta has been a great jurist and a 

leader of the Calcutta Bar. He has illustrated in his life 

the union of legal knowledge and the creative powers of 

the literary artist. The symbol of the best elements of Indian 

culture, he has helped to raise the cultural level of present-day 

Bengal. His professional colleagues admire his skill as a 

jurist: lovers of literature appreciate his skill as a critic of 

art and life; the jniblic of Calcutta looks up to him for help 

in all intellectual activities of the city. 

Dr. Zvkir Hdsain 

An outstanding educationist Dr. Zakir Husain brought 

the Jamia Milia into being and nurtured it for a quarter of a 

century, conducting new experiments in education and 

giving a new light to the young people fortunate enough to 

be educated there. Dr. Zakir Husain is also one of the 

creators of the system of Basic Education in this country, 

of itistruction through crafts and creative activity, a method, 

this, which has revolutionised element,|ry education. He has 

i*—IV. 
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gui<ted ibe MaBlim UniverBity tor Bight critical yancf of ib 
existence, taking up the work when the Univeraify was on the 

verge of extinction and leaving it only after neceasory expan¬ 

sion and cuns(»Iidation of its activities had been assured, 

l^'he future of education in all stages in this country will 

depend to a great extent on the execution of the ideas preache*d 

bv Dr. Zakir Husain, 

Sir Harold Spencer Jones 

An explorer of the skies, voyaging through the strange 

seas of thouglit, not alone, but as the leader of a devoted 

band of workers, Sir Harold Spencer Jones has illustrated 

in bis life bow the modern State dejiends on the Scientist’ 

in war as well as in peace. His presence in this country 

should stimulate greater and greater interest in the Astronomy- 

work of our Fniversit\, Seienee today is as much explo¬ 

ration as udininistration ; there is no one better equipp<*d to 

indicate to us the scope and binits of either. 

Dr. 1'OSTO KlTAfiAWA 

As Professor of Theorv of Prohnbilit\ and Matliematieal 
• « 

Statistics, Kyushu UnivorHit\, as the Chief of the Institute 

of Statistical Mathematics, Dr. Tosio KitagaMu has made 

substantial contributum to our knowledge in Mathematics 

and Statistics. As Visiting Professor in the Indian 

Statistical Institute, as a member of the IIevie\\ing Committee 

of the National Sample Survey, he liab greath hel])ed 

Statistical work in tliis countiy. An author of significant 

scientific work in the past, we expect considerable help in 

onr statistical work through Lis researches in future. 

Dn. Kvriamanikkam Sriniv\s\ Krtstinax 

A collaborator of Professor C. V. Kaman in some of his 

most significant researches, Dr. Kariamanikkam Srinivasa 

^rishnan later worked on magneto-crystallic action and 

magnetic anisotropy and crystal sfructure on paramagnetic 

saltSf iron-groups, temperature variation of magnetic an- 

iBotrcg>y of graphite. Hie work on de-poIarJsation of Tyndall 

scattering in oolloids has been utilised by the investigators 

in the field tos the ^ determination of particle eiae from 
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|;4ft!toFi^^ h« i» in c&sifge of a ^o^ed ee0^ of 

woi^kers and ihe ooiitrib^kHifl of tbe }al>oratory bavo i^roa 

recognition in all eenlares of r^iearch in Physics. Scientific 

entlmeiaffln and ilie spirit of intellectual adventure have no 

better embodiment in this country. 

Sbi Prasantachakdba Mahalanabib 

Sri Prasantachandra Mahalanabis devoted his youth to 

Physics and strayed to the realm of Statistics where he 

became a permanent resident. As a pioneer of Statistical 

Besearch in this country, as the builder of a School of 

Statistics, as the inspirer of an international centre of 

statistical work, Sri Prasantachandra Mahalanabis lias shown 

his originality of mind and capacity for organisation. The 

Indian Statistical Institute in bis creation, and will, in future 

times, bear tesimony to the value of liis work for Science 

and India. But it is equally important to remember him as 

the architect of the Second Five Plan, as the chief 

scientific helper of Pandit Jawahar Tjal Nehru in his attempts 

to (Mcato a new and better India. 

Dr. Arcot TiAKsnMANSWA^^ Mudamar 

Educationist, Scientist, expert in Obstetrics and 

Gynaecology, national and international, administrator, Dr. 

Arcot Tjaksbiuanswaini Mndaliar hae' filled innumerable 

positions of responsibility and authority and worked for the 

good of the country and of hiimanitv. The lay public of 

Madras in particular remember his healing power with 

gratitude: United Nations Educational Scientific and 

Cultural Organisation and the World Health Organisation 

owe a good deal to his Membership and Chairmanship of their 

executive. The educational Committees and Organisations 

that he has guided are many and posterity ^dll know him as 

the regenerator of our Secondary Education, as the chief 

author of a momentous Bepert which has prompted the 

'reconstnmtion of our whole sj^stem. The University of 

Madras in particular and edl Universities of India m general, 

i^eoQgzuse’-iiie wor^ of his work as a Member of the 

University Boj^d, of University Education 
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Acapbuhcun Ai^Ui^HpKa Nikolaevich Nbsmbyanov 
« 

President of the Academy of Sciences and Chairman of 

the Conanflittee for awarding the Lenin Prize Jii the field 

of 'Science and Technology, Academician Alexander 

Nikolaevich Nesmeyanov has been in the forefront of 

scientific work in the USSR. In Organic Chemistry lie is an 

authofity on Tautanmerifam; he has won universal lerognitiou 

as a Scientist of \^orld renown. From his fuithei contiihii- 

tions to Ills special subject ne anticipate an extension of the 

bQundarA of our knowledge; from his leadership of the 

scientists of a great counti\ the world has a good deal to hope 

for and to gain. 

Dr. J. Robert Oppbnheimer 

Dr. J. Robeit Oppenheimer will be remembered by 

posterity for his work in Nuclear Physics, particularly for 

his research in atomic fission. His work has not only 

revolutionised our knowledge in fundamental Physics liut 

heralded the beginning of a new era which may witness 

either the elevation of man to a higher plane or the extinction 

of the human species. As director and Professor, he has a 

chosen band of research workers united in then determination 

to save humanity and extend the bounds of human thought. 

Dr. Arnoi-d Joseph Toynbee 

The historian is no longer a mere recorder of facts nor a 

narrator of interesting storjes. As a combination of the 

Artist and the Scientist, he traces the path of the past to 

indicate the direction to which it may lead in future., 

Dr. Arnold Joseph Tovnbee has. through his analysis irf past 

ervents, posed questions and suggested solutions tor some of 

t)l0 mom^t(:tas problems of the day. Students of History 

cto ^nk of no greater name in the field of historical 

soludikrriiip. ^ 

tboM iliUBtrioUB men have agreed to accept the Hoiuanry 

of tius University. In honouring them the UniTereily 
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CATHARSIS 

A. G. Stock 

Det,arlmetil 0/ EnglUh, 

L ulcHtl a i'nitcrsily. 

A traged}*,” says Aristotle, “ is the imitation of an action that 

is serious and also, as having magnitude, complete in itself; .... in a 

ilraniafcic, not a narrative form; witli incidents arousing pity and fear, 

wherewith to accomplish the cathamis of such emotions.'* 

Although much ink has been spent on this catharsis, reconsidering 

Aristotle is still a good exercise for clearing the head. Like the student 

of religion, the student of literature has to keep on returning to his 

fundamentals, of which the idea of tragedy is certainly one; he has to 

question them to keep their meaning alive. It is also unwise to 

disregard Aristotle. In the broad synthesis of his ..philosophy he 

summed up an outlook that is typically Greek, and alm.)st all of 

European literature that is not rooted in Chris|j^nity is rooted in 

Greece. More especially the forms of its art were first shaped in 

Greece to embody Greek values, and the study and practice of them 

has kept those values alive even in writers who know little of Greek 

philosophy! 

Art was as much a part of, life in’ancient Gi*eece as politics or 

medicine, and it may be assumed that Aristotle’s definition of tragedy 

meant something which fitted in wkh the rest of 

also a inetbo^cal definition* Beginning from the view that alt, 

the arts ere imitations, in different modes and niediuins, of ^aspects of 

hife, hd says that tragedy is like epic in being an imitation of 

seriously Seated (whereas comedy treats it li^ldiearte^Oir^ 
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nnli^A epio and like comedy in staging instead of narrating the action. 

Xiike every work of art it must be complete in itself: this completeness 

or unity is what enables it to epitomise clearly a single idea, which in 

tragedy is the idea of an action. The catharsis of pity and fear is laid 

down as the final cause, the end which this serious, self-contained 

imitation of an action is designed to fulfil. 

Why are pity and fear named as the essential emotions of 

tragedy ? And why should these emotions of all others need a 

purgative? Pity and fear happen to people very often in Ihe normal 

course of life. At first sight it looks as if Aristotle were treating them 

as specially regrettable emotions which can and should be diained off, 

so to speak, by doses of tragedy; as if, after a performance of King 

Lear which makes calls on both, one could face an air-raid or sentence 

a child to a thrashing wuth greater equanimity. But, first, it is 

incredible that he was quite such a bad psychologist, and second, it 

would be too arbitrary to pick out these two from the many other 

emotions tVcqnenlly exhibited in tragedy, such as love, auger, 

reveiigefulness and so forth, which also often need to be curbed in 

daily life. None of them, any more than pity and fear, run short of 

actual objects so rapidly that the ait of tragedy has to be invented to 

supply them with imaginary objects. There must be some less 

nonsensical idea. 

So we return to the two questions. The first, though it is hard 

to answer explicitly, is the less often asked : ever since Aristotle said 

it, pity and fear have usually been accepted as almost self-evidently 

the special business of tragedy. And yet, though we feel them in all 

great tragedy, their presence is not in itself a valid criterion of tragedy. 

Every cinema-addict can recall some film w'hich made him shudder at 

one moment and moved him almost to tears at the next, and yet did 

net leave his mind cliastentHl and exalted as great tragic art should. 

Aristotle’s dofinilipn is inadequate unless it goes to the heart of the 

matter and shows us how to distinguish true from spurious tragedy. 

This is why the second question, about the meaning of caiharois and 

the need for it, has to be answered satisfactorily to throw ligJit on the 

first. In what sense is tragedy a “ purgative ” of pity and fear, and 

ih what sense is this ” purgation ” so important that it defines the 

purpose of one of the greatest and most difficult forms of art? I do 

not believe that a study of Hippocratic medicine will enlighten us much, 

iot the diflSculty is not in the meaning of the metaphor but in its 

appiicatiem. 

Aristotle wrote of tragedy as he knew it in Greece, for he had 

no other kind to study. One of the first things he noted about it was 
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that it originated hi a r^igious rit<tal. It was still a religious ritual; 

the annual three days’ tragic festival was in honour -iA the god 

Dionysos, and the dramatists whose works he studied had all written 

for it. It may be that the solemnity of the rite had declined since ^he 

days of Aeschylus, and tliat there was now more emphasis un grace of 

form than on depth of content, but nothing in history had yet 

dissociated drama from religion, and it would have been sahitrary to 

make the dissociation in writing about the purpose of tragedy. 

It is therefore relevant to ask what is religious ritual. In a 

sense, of course, the answer depends on the religion. But all religion 

has to do with men’s awareness of forces which are beyond their power 

fully to understand or to control, and rituals are one way of coming to 

terms with the unmanageable emotions they evoke. We have to come 

to terms with these, because we can neither altogether Ignore nor 

altogether surrender to them in daily life. 

Take for instance the experience of death, or ratiier since death 

itself is incommunicable, of bereavement. Consider the awe and 

bewilderment and personal and collective sorrow which swept all India 

when Mahatma Gandhi died. Nut only is such an experience so 

immense that no normal man can disregard it, but if he could he would 

feel that there was something wrong in doing so. And vet to give 

oneself up wholly to it is to be incapacitated for the business of daily 

life, w’hich lias to go on in the fac.e of the most shattering sorrows or 

the most uplifting joys. We meet tlie dilemma b} instituting an 

anniversarv" ceremony : that is, we apjioint a time and a form in wliicli 

it is proper to give ouiuelves up to the overw^helming experience, and 

having done so we can carry on our life tor the rest of the \ear without 

being haunted by the sense of a big thing ignored or evaded. ^J'he 

ritual serves both to remember and to forget. 

This seems to me to be true of religious r tiiaK in general. Tliev 

give a symbolic form and an active outlet to our conscioiisnoss of 

things at once loo real to be disregarded and too big xo be fully 

assimilated in practical life; and in giving them an outlet they save us 

from being unbalanced. There are perhaps otlier ways of looking at 

ritual, but if it is seen in this light the general aptness of Aristotle’s 

medical metaphor becomes clear. In choosing it he is implicitly taking 

up a position which focuses his gaze on the w'orld of action, rather than 

on the surrounding infinity which intrudes upon it. It is as much as 

to say that we honour the gods in order to live well, rather than that 

We live well in order to honour the gods. But this is consistent with 

the generally anthropocentric Greek approacli to life, and with tbie 

broad lines of his own thought. Happinera arises chiefly from VlgllKli 
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actionj which in turn depends upon a right sense of proportion; and to 

maintain this proportion a man must neither deny his awareness of 

what is beyond his understanding, nor allow himself to be hypnotised 

by it. 

If this is a true description of ntual and if tragedy is a ritual, 

the rest of the argument should follow. In its own terms of mimetic 

action, tragedy focuses and embodies sonic aspect of man's relation to 

the infinite mystery of the universe, an aspect which evokes pity and 

fear. What precisely is this aspect? 

Aristotle never allows us to forget that action, or the plot, is the 

essence of tragedy, and that the pity and fear must therefore be 

inherent in the action itself. The story should be such that they are 

aroused by the mere telling of it, even without the diamatist’s 

presentation; and for illustration of his meaning he cites the story of 

Oedipus as the perfect plot. 

The story is too well known to need more than the barest 

summary. Briefly, Prince Oedipus learnt from an oracle that he was 

destined to kill his father and to marry his mother. He promptly left 

home, determined to sta} away till he knew for certain that both of 

them were dead. Jn the couisc of Ins wanderings he killed a stranger 

in a casual fight; then he won lnnis(*lf a throne in another eountry, and 

married its widoved queen and had lour clnldren bv lier. He 

remained there, an able and well-loved ruler, till at the height of his 

glory news reached him that his father and mother were dead. But in 

almost the same breath ho learnt tliat they were not Ins true father 

and mother; that the man he iiad killed wa.s indeed his lather and the 

woman he had married was liis mother. He tore out Ins own eves in 
« 

a frenzy of self-punishneuit and wandered through the world again, 

transformed in a moment from a great king into a blind and homeless 

beggar with the curse of the gods upon him. 

What sliould Oedijms have done when the oracle spoke—waited 

submissively at liome till tlie moment came for parricide and incest? 

He acted vigorously like a man whose will was bent on obeying the 

moral law; hut because he v\hs jgiu-rant of stnuetlimg ho could not 

know, he stepped right into his doom. The gods had willed a deed 

repugnant to the human moral sense, or it may be that fate bad willed 

and the gods only foreknew it. At any rate the human moral will 

could neither prevent nor consent to a divine decree, and Oedipus 

punished himself. The story is a dramatisation of man's plight in a 

lYorld governed by powers he can neither understand nor control, and 

when we hear it we acknowledge its symbolic truth. The terror and 

the pity arise from this acknowledgement: terror, when we 
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eontempilafie man’s utter helplestoess before the c^>eration of these 
powers; pity, for the courage and nobility that is crushed by them. 

It is a religious conception, and is perliaps the-starting point of 

all religion. “ The fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom 

although fear is not the whole or the end, and what we feai‘ is called by 

many names. A man who was aware of nothing iu the universe 

Ixiyond his understanding and control would have no basis for 

religion and no use for ritual. On the other hand one who 

thinks of nothing else, living in continuous awareness of the 

omnipotent und incomprehens.ble, is unhtted for the day-to-day 

efficiency of social life. This is true of the superstition-ridden, whose 

whole life is dictated by omens and spells; they care about successful 

action but cannot applv onhaar'v eoniiuon sense to ordinai*\ pioblem-i 

because they must always be propitiating powers beyond their under¬ 

standing. It is true a'so of the ancliorite in tiie desert and the sadhn 

in his trance, but for .them it is unimportant, since their very aware¬ 

ness has reduced the world of action to a negligible illusion; and this, 

incidentally, may be why the great contemplative mj^stics of all faiths 

become independent of ritual. For the ordinary man, howwer, and 

certainly for the ancient Athenian, the life of action is leal enough to 

make constant demands on hi& physical and intellectual and moral 

powers. Yet he is aware that beyond a tiny circle of experience he is 

Ignorant and powerless. 

People in modern urbanised societies manage to keep their sense 

ol the unknown at two or three removes, for long periods at least. 

We have enough control of natural forces to surround ourselves with 

comfortable man-made tlungs, neon liglits that shut out the stars: we 

can drug our minds with business and mechanical dLstractions; with our 

monstrous impersonal admmistrati\e machinery we can delude 

ourselves into thinking that however inilividualK helpless wt may be 

“ the government " know's how* look after our collective tecurit}’. 

Even then we are not 100% secure. Not only are we naiuiled by 

collective nightmares of atomic war but there are inescapable moments 

when as individuals we stand alone before the mystery of life and death. 

To the Athenians it was much closer. Physically their life was 

more precarious; with rudimentary’ weapons and tools they defended 

and cultivated a land almost as barren as it was beautiful. In matters 

such as engineering and civic hygiene they were behind some of their 

eastern neighbours, and behind civilisations of a thousand years earlier. 

With all their speculative daring they never even invented a windetuU 

to save the labour of the quern. On land and sea they were playthiipfS 

of the elements. Yet mentally, what survives of their art and 
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BbowB that they were more alert, uiore restless and adventurous than 

most modern civilised men. . If a whole city could hang spellbound on 

a performance of Euripides, and if the young men reacted so eagerly 

to Socrates' teaching that he was put to death as a public danger, their 

minds cannot have been easy to drug. Such people, in such a life, 

must have been haunted continuously by the precariousness of all human 

achievement in the unknowable surrounding darkness. Tliey faced it 

without abjectness. Man's light was the light of his own spirit and 

man's heroism was to live hy it even while he acknowledged his 

impotence. But they had to see the human situation as it was, and 

tragedy was their mode of expressing it. 

The pity and fear peculiar to tragedy, therefore, are in the very 

essence of the human situation, and that is why Aristotle insists that 

they must be exhibited there. When he describes the kind of hero 

suitable for tragedy, he is Jiot describing a character specially tragic in 

himself: he is only explaining what sort of character will least obscure 

the significance of the action. The famous passage does not come in 

the section devoted to character, but in tlio discussion of plot, and this 

is significant in a writer so methodical. If tlio disaster is completely 

arbitrary, the hero completely innocent of bringing it about, it will look 

like a direct, malicious intervention of the gods, and will stir up 

indignation rather than tragic fear. If tlie hero is morally repulsive, 

and is punished, we shall feel with satisfaction that for once at least 

the gods see eye to eye with us. There is no tragedy v^hen people got 

what they deserve. Therefore, he sliould he great enough to win our 

sympathy, and should owe Jiis downfall to some incidental error of 

judgment which makes it credible. Whaj tragedy lias to sliow us is 

something different from, and greater than, moral edification. 

This also explains why tragedy has always been considered the 

most difficult form of poetry. To bring alxmt its proper catharsis it 

must confront us with something at once inexplicable and piofonndly 

and convincingly true. It must compel us to assent w'ith all oni moral 

and intellectual insight, but that is not enough; somelhing must 

remain which is beyond the reach of insiglit and yet convinces, ao that 

it seems to take us to the extreme edge of human understanding. All 

this is to be presented in the form of an action. Grand reflections on 

the nature of the universe may have their place, but have not the 

direct force of the action itself. Faked-up passion and t)sendo-mystery 

will obviously not do, for all great art needs to be intellectually and 

emotionally honest. But neither is tragedy possible to the type of mind 

enclosed in a thesis, which can explain all experience before it meets 

it and is incapable of meeting what it cannot explain. 
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It is arguable that the tragic couceptiou of life is poonUe cXty 

to the pagan mind. If one sees the world as an illusion and the 
infinite as the only reality the pity and the terror melt awayi because 
What happens in life is not worth them. Equally, if one takes life in 

the world seriously but has full faith m the goodness as well as the 
omnipotence of God, there is nothing to be afraid of; only believe and 

endure and hope and all must be well in the end. But tragedy pre¬ 

supposes a full conviction of the reality of hie, not as a preparation 

for some greater reality but in itself. Its perspective focuses the light 

on huninn action in tune and space, and sees behind it a vast, shadowy, 

uncertain background. 

This was more or less the wav the Greeks from Homer downwards, 

looked at the universe and Aristotle is perhaps closer to the tradition 

than J^lato. They saw life, in time and space, as the great reality. 

But, before disniissuig it as a “ inateiialibt ” outlook, one slioidd reflecl 

that it IS the man who rejects the world, not he who accepts it, who is 

most likely to see nothing in it but bodily appetites glutted or star\ed. 

What they saw in it is expressed m Athenian civilisation with its 

plnsual po\eil> and nn.igina(i\e and iiitelU*ctual w^eallh. They wer^ 

keenly aware of things of the spirit and their ideal was to embody them 

in life, thus making them a part ol reality, to the utmost possible 

degree. In the nature of things the embodiment could never be whole 

or pennancnt, and there was no reason to thmk the elemental powers 

troubled about human values, but the values were unchanged by that. 

The greatness of man was to live by them, not unrealistically, but fully 

aware of his loneliness in an indifferent universe. This seents to me to 

be the grand conception behind tragic drama. It depicted the greatness 

of the human spirit in life, winch is action, stripped it of the adventitious 

aid of success, and set it against the background of inevitable doom. 

If the spectator could stare at this naked reality and leave tlie theatre 

with renew’ed conviction that it was nevertheless wortli while to be 

human, then surely the tragic catharsis had served its purpose. 



EDMUND BLUNDEN 

G. V. L. N. Sarua 

In lf05 W. B. Yeats regretted that ‘modern literature and «boTe 

all poetical literature is monotonous in structure and effeminate in . 

its continual insistence on certain moments of strained lyricism.* It 

is not difficult to offer illustrations of ^jedoBtiian foim and content 

from modern poetical literature to justify W. B. Yeats; but there are 

a few glorious exceptions to tin's generalisation. Edmund Blunden’s 

poetry is one of them. Like Rudyaid Kipling whose romantic 

nostalgia found] articulation in his songs of the Kentish violets^ 

cowslips of the Devon combes and Midland furzes, Bluuden also sang 

of the ‘sweet content' of England. But Dlunden's is a chastened 

Muse with Kipling's blatant and brassy tendrils lopi>ed. With Jehn 

Glare and William Blake, he sbaied ‘a burning deathless discontent*. 

The result is a body of rich ai d varied poetry with its feet in the 

SuBsex-soil and its brow in a crowd of stars. It is not superfluous 

to say that Blunden in one way has given voices and eyes to some 

aspects of Nature which had formerly been dumb and blind and in 

BO doing he has brought them out as hieroglyphs of the Spirit. Nor 

is his achievement without recognition. Recently the Queen's gold 

medal for poetry was awarded to Blunden and the lauiel is a signi« 

fleant, albeit a small, token of popular esteem in which his Mu*e 

is held. 

With charateiistic modesty, Blunden styled himself as ‘a rustic 

scribbler*, a writer on what he fondly cherishes au the ‘faiiy Sussex*, 

his land of Naiads. Ilis poems, with their ravishing lilt, steal into 

the ears of the reader like a cadenza of spring-time. But the 

sophisticated who are interested in the writer's exploration into the 

Freudian jungle, fail to respond to his rhythms. The general reader, 

however, associates Blunden with either ‘the Undertones of War' 

or ‘The Shepherd*. The former describes his experience in the 

theatre of War during the first Global War and has become a classic. 

The latter won the Hawthornden Prize in 1929. In fact the jewel 

of BIonden*8 genius has many facets. He is a poet of eminence, a 

litterateur of distiction and an authority on the literary history of 

the early part of the nineteenth century. He enriches literary 

history With his illuminating studies of Charles Lamb, Leigh Knot, 
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KeatB Bod SbeUeyi Thomas Hatdy and Henry Vanghan. He ellted 

and introduced the l^ics, madrigals and chronicles of John Clare 

and the poema of Wilfred Owen, William Collins and Christopher 

SmarL He published some travel books, notable amoug which are 

The Bonadvcnture and The Minds Eye. The former gives an 

account of bis experiences on a tramp-steamer while the latter surveys 

bis travels through Flanders, Japan England and literature. His 

poetic output is no less grand and bold. His major works of poetry 

include—The Waggoner (1920), The Shepherd (1922), To Nature 
(1923), Masks of Time (1925), English Poems (193J), /In Elegy and 

other Poems (1937), Shells by a Stream (1914) and After the Bombing 

(1949). 

With Pope, Blunden could siy that he lisped in numbers, for 

Hhe numbers came’. His fiist book of poems {The Pastorals) was 

written in his twentieth year, a few months after he lefc s'^booi 

(Christ’s Hospital) and joined the Army. Ever since he wrote poetry 

of pastoral England in the tradition of Cowper, Crabbe and Clare. 

He completely indentihed himself with Nature and sang ahke the 

glories of summer inora and the mire and moisture of Winter. 

History and Nature are harmonized in the tranquil domain of his 

poems. So fondly is bo attached to Sussex that he reganls it as a 

charming fairy-land. He confesses that even the bunting of hedges 

in winter for dormouse in his grey has for him some thrill of a 

troll-and-elf creation in it there. With the exception of Clare 

perhaps, to Blunden belongs the most unique winter poetry in 

English. These poems recall the grandeur of the snow and ice of 

the Italian Biviera. Generally his poems are idylls of graceful 

charm, vignettes of landscape and glimpses into a rich a^d c*iiltivated 

mind. Here is an instance. 

Rooks in black constellation slowly wheeling 

Over this pale sweet sky, and church-bells pealing 

Our homely pilgrims to the fount of healing .... 

The day and hour, the obedience of good people 

To the commandment singing from the steeple. 

All speak a calm and gentle ripple .... 

I see them now at truce eternal lying. 

With no hoarse trumpet sunmioning. none replying— 

Only in sweet conteut Tor England vying. 

(The long Truce—a poem about the Cavaliers and Roundheads). 

S-1946P—V 
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He bas written eoiue stirring mementos of a few Nalora-poeifl^ 

His elegies of them surge like wood-god's dirges. He imagines to 

have espied Olare's ghost moving in a delta of Cypress with his 

streaming hair 

And his eyes 

Piercing beyond our human firmament^ 

Lit with a burning deathless discontent. 

In as much as he singe in ecstasy of the beauty and the mystery 

of English landscape,, the intimate and indefinable passion for Nature 

of the Nature-poets, may be regarded as tbe unacknowledged laureate 

of the true English poetic tradition. Who in England would not 

share with him bis emotions recorded in his ‘Cricket—I Confess'? 

“ . . . In the English character 

That's the chief puzzle I have,*’ “My horn is dry, 

If you don't understand it, no more do I." 

Far out in the valley the sun was gilding green 

Tho&e meadows which in England most are seen, 

Where churchyard, Church, inn, forge and loft stand round 

With cottages, and thiough the ages bound 

The duck-pond, and the stocks and cricket-ground. 

And 1 felt silent, while kind memories played 

Bat and ball in tbe sunny past, not much dibmayed 

Why these things were, and why I liked them so. 

Blunden is not merely a landscape-painter. The greatness of 

his poetry lies in his personal note which he skilfully incorporates 

into his song. Ilis verse is animated by tender humanism. 

Blnnden’s humanism peeps in here and there. Consider, for example, 

the following line from ‘Almswomen.* 

All things tliey have in coinniou being so |xx)r. 

This line has the ring of the Elizab.'th.in grandiloquence about it. 

It is worthy to reflect tluit Blnuden’s lunnanism seldom obsesses his 

art ; rather it heightens the poetic grandeur. The poet docs not 

divagate on the poverty of the Alms women, but tells of their artless 

simplicity and ingenuity, how tliey were— 

Proud of their wisdom when on gooseberry shoots 

They stuck eg^-bhells to fright from coming fruits 

The brisk-billed rascals. 

Perhaps this humanism is tlie outcome of his chequered career. He 

was a soldier and fought during the first world war. He travelled 

far and wide. He was Professor of English in the Tokyo Imperial 
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Uniweity during 1924 to 19S7. His journeyfi, teside Cftkretog his 

Irtellectual borizoo, bave brought faozue to him tlie impeliing cbami of 

IiD8gioaticn*8 Comn onveahb. Id bis valedictory address to bis 

Japanese students, he assiires them— 

^ And I will pray for your soul's health, 

Bemembering how, deep-tasked yet eager-eyed, 

You loved imagination’s commonwealth, 

Blunden wrote a number of war-poems. Bub none of them is a 

writhing efSgy of agony or a mound to unjustly punished, atomized 

youth. These poems betray neither the irony of Hardy nor the 

bitterness and diaillusiontr.ent of the Trench poets. Never did 

roughness or ruggedness claim kinship with the mellow fruitfulness 

of Ilia poetry. Sometimes Blunden wonders whether man is Nature's 

wreck. He muses— 

I am foi the woods against the woild, 

But aie the woods for mo? 

He has sought them sadly anew; he is plagued with Fate’s 

Mutability. Nevertheless, renewing some fense of common right, 

he intends gladly to— 

And through my armour of imposition 

Win the Spiing’s keen light, 

Till for the woods against the world 

I kiss the aconite. 

Equally unshakable is his faith in human natnie. Even after 

witnessing two woiKl wars, he did not foifeit his faith and cheer 

because 1 e still ho'db that tl e world is peopled b} the good and the 

wise. This is why one turns to him with a sigh cf loliet afui reading 

A. E. Houtuiaii'b sombre sketch of the woild or T, S. Eliot's 

estimate of it as a wasteland where nothing grows and where there is a 

perpetual reverberation of sterile thunder. 

It has already been pointed out that many of his poems are 

hieroglyphs of the spirit. To him the eunhi vale amounts to a 

pastoral fairy tale. He writes : 

I saw the sunlit vale and the pastoral faiiy-tale; 

The sweet and bitter scent of the may drifted by; 

And never have I seen a bright bewildered green, 

But it looked like a lie. 

Like a kindly meant he. 
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Blunden sojourning through Imagination’s Commonwealth, songht 

unity in diversity and found beauty in the haunting Music of life. 

He embalmed the fleeting glories of Sussex in memorable verse. His 

poetic craftsmanship consummated in * Shells by a Stream,* Even 

if we ignore the purely pastoral element in his achievement, Blunden 

still remains one of the distinctive poets of our age. This is due to 

the fact that he looks inward without shutting bis ears to the lessons 

of the \ernal wood This introspection has sharpened his thought* 

without warping his poetic senciibiiity. It offered him an unruffled 

calm and his poetry a bewitching sweetness. Of the very few 

modern poets whose poetry is neither monotonous in structure nor 

effeminate in strained lyricism, Blunden’s poetry is one. His poems 

are potential expeiiencea with a singularly penetrating artistic force. 

They are a revelation and a prophecy because they grope to find 
Unify in diversity. He bids rise the— 

Enchanting haunting faithful 

Music of life recalled and now levealing 
Unity ... 

All difference sheds away, 

All shrivelling of the sense, anxious prolepsis, 

Injury, starving suspicion, 

Fades into pure and wise advance. 



SOME ODES OF MIRZA GHALIB^ 

Sbi Harekobacbandba Pacl, M.A. (Triple) 
{Leeturfr in Pertwn d UrdUt HooghU Mohtm Coftege) 

5 

Emblem of complain \s the playful nrit of him ; 

Paper is the dress of the picture of diverse forms. 

Ask not of the hardship of search in the lonely nights; 

^Tis bringing the night to its dawn for the stream of milk. 

Do see to the wanton desire with no choice of mine^ 

The breath of the sword is outside the breast of the sword. 

Do spread as thou pleaseth the knowledge^net of the ear. 

The subject of my world of speech is *Anqd* the bird 

Though entangled^ Ghdlibf yet I am fire underneath; 

The ring of my chains, thus hath become coiled through fire. 

C 

Thou sayeth not to give the heart, if found in lying state; 

Where is the heart that Thou wilt rob?—*Thus our suitor found. 

I3y love nature has got in life a sense of fine delight; 

It got t1)e cure of pain, but love itself is incurable pain. 

A friend of the enemy it is, so heart's reliance is well-understood; 

Its sigh ineffective seen, and its complaint unattainable felt. 

Again the bud to blossom began,—to-day the heart of us— 

Was seen how it became afflicted, and what it lost, we felt. 

No longer do I remember the state of my heart, but tbib much— 

Many limes were we in search of You, many times You 

in find of me. 

The saltish advice of the monitor really spiinkled salt on the 

sore; 

If any one did ask (O GMUb), bow have you enjoyed it? 

7 

In vain, my neglected heart from hidden burning burnt; 

Like as the fire extinguished* may be said, it burnt. 

* litti appeired in the israe of Cakutta Beview, 1S(6. 
^ ^ labul^a bird, cdten compared to Qod* 
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Ko union, delight and memory of friend remains in the heart; 

Fire took the bouse in each way that all that was burnt. 
I exceed *ada9n,^ allhongli neglectful thousand times; 

IVom 6ery sigh of mine the wing of ‘Anqd was burnt. 

Tliey said* where is thy lu&frous gem of reflective thought? 

Borne thought of wilderness came, but that tbe meadow burnt. 

The heart is not to be bhown, although the spring of scars; 

What shall I do of these laiDp-»—whose ruler even burnt? 

I and lowness of bpirit, O Ghdlib, that the heart— 

They saw and the false regard of worldly men all burnt. 

8 

Liove of any form is a rival to any show and form; 

On the screen of fire Qais is even of naked form. 
O liord, the scar could make no good on the lowness of heart; 

The arrow came out confounded through the altar of breast. 

Fragrance of flower, moan of heart and smoke of tbe lamp, 
Whatever came out of your assembly was found in distress, 

A pleasure-table of misery was the heart of distress; 

The palate of friends was linked up only with lip and tooth, 

0 you manly, hardship-accepting young fund adept, 

A problem it is that such a task so easily done. 

Again, in the heart the weeping raised a tumult, Ghdlib; 

The sigh tibicli drew no tear-drop, has brought a storm. 

9 

One who died ot threat is not in affair of war; 

Tjove of the nature to fight is seeker of Man. 

With life there was connected the dread of death; 

Even prior to death was 1 of yellow colour. 

Composing of books of fidelity I did work; 

When no uniformity was in collection of thoughts. 

From heart to liver is now the show of tbe sea of bbod; 

In this passage splendour of flower was formerly only dust. 

Does ever end the hue and cry of sorrows of love? 

If even the heart decays, it is a pity to heart. 

The friends did find no rescue to the wilderness of mine; 

In the prison even phantasm of desert was in move. 

This corpse^ O Asad, without coffin is of the wounded heart; 

Jjet God forgive him,—a free surprising soul was he. 

1 *Adam or /and, meaiung non-ssivtonee (of the Self, by being abiorbsd in OodX 
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10 

The counting of rosary got approval by hardly saiisfied idol; 

Bringing to vision at each round hundredb of hearts 

made joyful the idol. 
By grace of heartlessneas permanent bopelessness 

seemed to be easy; 

Opening of thought made our intricate knot of the 

beait an enjoyment. 

Desire of roaming in flowers is mirror to the murderer’tf cruelty; 

For, the throwing of offer to roll in blood is his great enjoyment. 

The scar of heart is an excellent piece of diamond present; 

Hail, isad, the condolor of heart is found sympathetic. 

11 

In the world tlie market of fidelity never became 

a phase of solace; 

By it we mean that the word did never became ashamed 

of meaning. 

From green verdure of thy line the insolent lock is not ’ 

to be kept down; 

This emerald even against the breath of the snake could 

not turn a rival. 

For the sake of sorrow and grief of fidelity I derired to get off; 

But the cruel oppressor did even not consent to my dying. 

Suffice be it, when the heart in pursuit of the thought of wine 

and wine-bowl; 

If the person was not a traveller on the road of 

religious calmness 

If you consent to promise not, then even [ consent for ever, 

My ear did not become obliged to hear sweet tone of solace. 

By a bingle blow of the movement of Lovet’s lip 

away died Ghdlib; 

From the frailty of strength he never turned a mess-mate of 
the breath of Jesus. 

12 

In the court of the Lord of the world, 
the record of verbes is open; 

Keep for me, your Lordship, this door of 
Thy Treasure with pearls always open*' 
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With the oomio; o! night the display of the 

lustrous stars is in moving; 
From this show, it appears that the door 

of the idol-temple is open. 

Although a mad man, yet why shall 1 be 

deceived by my Friend ! 

In the aleeve the dagger is hid, and 

lancet in the band is open. 

Although do I not understand His advice. 

* nor 1 know His secret,— 

Yet is it less that this Fairy from 

all my blemish is open? 

With the beauty of thought there is semblauce 
of beautiful action; 

The inside of the grave is thns to a door 

of the Heaven, open. 

How shall 1 remain in lonelinesd, when the 

events are of this sort? 

That the letter they take from the Home of my 

Source, is the letter often open. 

To his followers I am, why shall remain in a stop my actions? 

To that Lord, O Ghdlib, the vault without any door is open. 



PSYCHOLOGY OF. PUBLIC OPINION 

Du. Ffiin BausHAN Ghattbkji 

The predent age is claimed to be the paoplo's aga aad a great 

value ia attached to the force of public opinion. The stability of a 

government^ it is t-aid, depends upon its capacity to adjust itself to 

the demands of public opinion. Some hive gone acf far as to hold 

that public opinion is the emboditnent of social conscience and wisdom 

and as such it is unerring and a sure guide in times of rrisib. Vox 

popiih vot del—the voice of the people is the vOiCe of GoJ. Bat 

there are others, again, however small tboir number may be, Mfho 

ppeak of public opinion in disparaging terms. Flaubert, for instance, 

characterised people as an Immoral beast Hia theory was that 

“the crowd, the raultiludc, is hateful,*' that the “ mass is always 
idiotic", and that “the people U an eternal infant'*, anl h^nce 
their opinion la to be treated with all the contempt it deseives. 

What, then, is the true nature of public opinion? Tj arnw-^r this 

we must try to understand its full p'^ycliological impoit. 

The question ‘ What is public opinion?' resolves itself into two, 

Viz., ‘What is meant by the term public?' And ‘wliut, again, does 

the term opinion signify^* 

11 

The term ^public’ implies people in general—an aggregate of 

individuals. Such an aggregation is possible because of some cornmou 

interests, desires and sentiments. But the public is to be dis- 

tinguibhed from a crowd, though the crowd is also an ag^regxLo oi 

iudividualb linked together by a common interest and ^ontlluent. 

The crowd is a conltfjuon^, though tamporary, gathering of piople 

aiound a common object rf aiteutioD. But the members of the 

public are not contiguous—they are scattered over a wide aica and 

unlike a crowd the public is a relatively stable assojiation. In the 

public there is vary little face to face physical cum psrsunal onU'f. 

In a crowd the feelings lun very high—it is dmiinited by a 

group of emotions. Tois predominance of feeling to sone extent, 

due to this physical coutact in a crowd. But feelings have no such 

absolute monopoly in the public mind. 
The crowd is a very simple and etude form of collectne life-*^i 

is just an uuorgauized mass of individuals. The public, thod^lph 

8—mcp—V 
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amorphous are more or organized and may be subdivided into 
various organizations. 

A crowd is formed very quickly and it disappears quickly. It 

is formed very quickly round a point of common interest. Thus 

a crond is gathered when a popular leader or a cinema star passes 

through the street or when there is an altercation with a hawker 

or a taxi-driver. With the disappearance of such an object 

of common attetition the crowd melts away. But so long as the 

crowd continues to exist, the itumbors thereof are simultaneoujly 

afTccled in much the same way by the common object of interest. 

This simultaneity of stimulation is, however, lacking in th-i public 

inasmuch as it is not a contiguous absociation of individuals. 

The crowd mind receives all its stimulation fiom one direction, 

but the public is affected in diverge ways through diverse opinions. 

These different opinions often neutralize one another and hence the 

public is not always as susceptible to suggestion as the crowd. The 

crowd becomes easily suggestible, but the publ'c takes some time to 

act up to suggestions, specially during times of peace. In some cases, 

however, the public may be impressed by suggestion. There are 

powerful agencies like the press, the radio, the cinema which may 

under the direction of the state operate in such a co ordmated way 

that they may cieate a cumulative and naturally poweiful tuggestion. 

As a result of this cumulative suggestion the rule of leason may 

become very much weakened, and powerful emotional and instinctive 

tendencies come into play. But it is obvious that the public takes 

more time than the crowd to be influenced by suggestions. 

Again, an individual may be a member of one crowd at a time 

whereas he can come in cmUct with different 'publics’ as by reading 

different newspapers. Tue creation of complex publics is due mainly 

to the modern mechanical means of communication which influence 

the individuals from diverse direction^. 

IIT 

We have described above the general features of the public as 

distinguished from a crowd. From the foregoing remarks it is clear 

that public opinion is not the expression of a mere fltful momentary 

passion. At the same time public opinion is opinion and as such it 

falls short of adequate knowledge. To quote Ginsberg, "Opinions stand 

for that mass of ideas and beliefs in a group or society which has 

a certian stability and is not a mere series of momentaiy reactions, 
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but i$ yet not baeed on clearly Ihooght out oroands q{ a scientific 

cfaarader/’' (The^ Ptychology of Society, p. 144), 

Whatt then, is the nature of public opinion? Ig it soiuething 

Btatic~lhe resultant of dilferent views held by different personS) 

their uncommon elements being cast off? Or, is it a process—an 

interactional growth of opinion? Indeed, public opiuioa can be 

looked at from both these standpoints. But it is better to treat it 

more as a process, as somcibing dynamic, than as a finished products 

As has been already pointed cut, an individual may b® a 

member of different ‘publics’. The public itself is a series of 

groupings which are themselves always in a state of Hux, In these 

smaller groupings there are some floating ideas which are not 

crystallised and organized. This accounts for the flexible nature of 

the groups. Inspite of this flexibility the different groups have 

some common elements as the same individual belongs to different 

groups. The common members carry ideas from one group to 

another. Ail these result in a contact and clash of ideas, a ‘ give 

and take of ideas and an overflow of ideas from one group to 

another. Thus the public opinion is in its essence dynamic. “When 

we say that an opinion is public, we mean that among the several 

public opinions that exist within each of tlie groupings or minor 

publics, on the subject in question this particular one predomin'ites”. 

(Ibid., p. J40). But such piedominaiice does not mean nnanitnity. 

To quote Ginsberg again : “Public opinion is like a harp of ii.illiou 

strings upon which there piay winds from all directions. The sounds 

that emerge are not always unitary or harmonious. The most varied 

streams of melody cut through each other. It is subject to constant 

change both in regard to objects on which it is directed and in regard 

to the menial elements through, which it works. Now it demands 

this, now that. To-day it works on the passion, to morrow it makes 

its appeal to calm deliberation. The word opinion is thus appropriate¬ 

ly chosen, for in the history of thought opinion Las always been 

contrasted with adequate knowledge and has been charactented by 

the fact that it is baaed on hearsay evidence, rough empirical general¬ 

izations on a mere enumerativc basis, and accepted traditions and 

prepoBsessions”. {Ibid,, pp« 143-44). Public opinion is thus pre¬ 

ponderant opinion. 

But it is not merely the preponderant opinion. There may be pre- 

ponderant opinion as lo co-education or monogamy wUliout there 

being any public opinion. Public opinion implies focaluatiou of public 

attention aa well. When the accepted codes or stand., rds are e«^ 
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in qnefition, there is a stirring of public seniimeDts and public opinion 
begins (o grow. Thus in India thei’e is a preponderant opinion 
supporting the traditional Hindu manners and customs. But when 
these are sought to be changed by legislative measures, popular 
sentiments developed round the traditional manners and customs are 
stirred, public attention is called futh, innumerable dificuowons 
take place and the perronal laws of the Hindus at once become a 
topic of public opinion. 

But is public opinion the same as the expression of the general 
will which can be determined only by the wise legislators and which 
is thus believed to be unemng? There is a difference of opinion on 
this point. Lowell, for example, identifies public opinion with the 
general will, while Tarde would piefer to exclude desire and volition 
from the connotatnn of opinion lu Pjhtics when we say that the 
government acts according to public opinion, we mean it to be guided 
by the general will. But strictly speaking, public opinion is some¬ 
thing diffeient fzoni, and wider than, general will. The terra ‘will* 
implies the active side of consciousness and applies to ads of self- 
conscious personality. But ‘opinion’ is juet a medley of vague desires 
confused ideas as well as strong sentiments Hence it is not pioper 
to identify opinion with will In fact public opinion often develops 
from the opinion of the few and hence ‘general wilt* in the sense of 
public opinion is neither general nor will. 

Is not public opinion, then rational? Man is traditionally defined 
as a rational animal and hence it is olairaod by Mune that public 
opinion is a ‘lational group juJgment' and is somelhmg different fiom 
public emotion or sentiment It is believed to be a form of infallible 
cornmoDsense. But otheis hold that man is an emotive-conative being 
and he is guided more by sentiments and emotions than by thought 
Inieiligent thought is lacking in the masses and public opinion is a 
medley of ch*^ ip sentiments and emotions. The tiulh lies between 
these two extreme views As has been pointed out before, when 
men feel a strong necessity for a change in their settled modes of 
living and their tradiiions and customs, a commotion is created, 
repeated discubsions take place and gradually a public opinion is 

created. Thus the issues that lead to the formation of public opinion 
are determined by deepseated needs, and these are coloured by 
emotions and feelings. The different opinions are backed by emotions 
and are based not simply on logical grounds. The divergence of 
views IS determined both by logical and illogical grounds. It is not 
denied that individuals must think over the issues. But such thoughts 
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ftre ooloored by stroDg einotiond. Sentiments are already developed 

round the oid behaviour patterns, and in order to modify or remove 

them equally etroug emotions are needed. Public opinion which 

shapes itself as a result of this attempt at modification or removal 

cao, therefore, be neither wliolly rational nor wholly irrational As 

Young points out “Opinions based on fact and logic are incorporated 

into the larger value system made up of emotionalized desires, beliefs 

and meanings.Public opinion U formed by verbalized 

attitudes, by ideas and convictions, on some disputed topic. The 

special-interest groups become the centres of public discussion, but 

the sentiment and opinion of general public usually play the deciding 

part in finally formnlating majority opinion. ... In short, public 

opinion arif^es when groups are faced with issues, when old modes of 

behaviour are breaking down. Because the old ways are deeply 

ingrained and represent emotionalized values, they cannot be changed 

merely by rational considerations. New emotional attitudes aud values 

must be developed. That is, public opinion is derived both rationally 

and irrationally”. (Handbook of Social Psychology, pp. 43--39). 

We may now summariBe the chief characteristics of public 

opinion. \i) It is flexible and changeable, (tt) A discussion that 

attracts genera] attention finds its natural is.sue in a state of public 

opinion, (iin Public opinion does not depend on mere number. It 

is not the unaiiiinous opinion, but rather the predominant opinion. 

(iv) This predominance does not always depend on rational grounds, 

(tj) It is moulded by rational cjnsiderations as well as by such non- 

rational elements as the settled modes of conduct habits, instinctive 

tendencies etc. 'ti) There is a leeliog of identity of interests amongst 

the members of the public, (vii) There is a ‘senBe of actuality’—theie 

must be a general lecognition of the public opinion on certain topics 

as the common opinion ^ (t?m) It is essentially a social product and 

owes its oiigin to the interaction of many irinds. (la) It is not 

always unerring, but it is right on occasions, and it should not be 

compeletely ignored. 

IV 

Our next question is : How is public opinion gradually formed? 

An individual feels dissatisfied with some old manners and customs— 

he begins to experience a vagoe feeling of uncertainty aud insecurity. 

The individual may approach the matter in a logical nianuet or be 

may try to have an JmagSnative t-atisfaction through fantasy and 

the like. Bui sticL a private approach does not become pvMkt 
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opinion It assumes the form of public opinion when we talk out 

our ijiiude to others and when those otherbi confronted by similar 

problems, are anxious to have solutions. In this way begins social 

interaction, and an atmosphere congenial to the development of some 

common opinion is created. Problems begin to become public when 

the entire community or a consulerable part of it takes interest in 

such problems. Such verbal interactions or public dibcussions gradual¬ 

ly lead to the emergence of public from piivate views. Daring such 

public discussions appeals are often made to patriotism, traditions, 

culture, religion etc. When a certain issue assumes some importance 

and a particular opinion gains cuircncy, many persons begin to share 

the same view. This sharing in of the same view by larger and larger 

number nf individuals is to some extent due to the desire for social 

conformity. As social beings, we have a desire for conformity, 

agreement or identiheation with other members of the hociety—a desire 

for'socialization*. But along with it there is an opposite tendency 

•—the tendency towards individualization and diiferentiation. Because 

of this latter tendency, public opinion after it has gained in volume, 

results in a sudden split. Different persons take different sides and a 

clash of opinions takes place. During thi© clash of opinions powerful 

suggestive and persuasive agencicb like the ladio, the press and the 

cinema come into play, and at this stage inational elements naturally 

dominate the field. The popular leadeis come to the tore front. 

They use their “fiery harangue loaded with emotion arousing stero- 

types’*. The leaders may play different roles. They may define 

the issue and may piesent the problem in a suitable manner to the 

public. They may give conciete shape to the vague ideas and feelings 

that are already present in the minds of the masses. But the leaders 

may also play the part of demagogues and may use the unsophisticated 

masses for their own ends. The leaders ol ‘special-mtercfat groups* 

employ e\ery means of piopaganda to win bupijort for their side 

of the controvei&y. The ordinary masses are often found to be 

mere speciatoib—the real fight is fought out by 'special-interest 

groups’ and the public accept the view of the winning party. It 

should, however, be borne in mind that mere demagogy or sentimental 

appeal does not ensure the victoiy of the leaders. Even the most 

powerful demagogue or the wihest dictator cannot thrust an opinion 

upon the masses and unmake all the traditional values unless there 

is, a strong ptedisposing tendency in his favour. If the maBses are 

educated, they show a tendency to listen to experts like the economists 

or statisticians who supply them with facts and figures. We cannot, 
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bovver, attach undue importanoe to the role of experts in mooldiag 

publibr opinion. We may simply assort that demagogues oaonot 

have a free play. If the leaders mako the masBes, the masses, too, 

make their leaders. The leaders also have to '^suck at the breast of 

the univerpal ethos'*. 

Tt should be noted in this connection that there is something 

like the biological phenomenon of natural selection in the process 

of opinion-formation. Here the war of natural selection is carried 

on jiot against the weaker or incompatible individuals as iu the animal 

kingdom, but against the ideals or inodes of life. Professor Alex¬ 

ander cxphiiiib the position very clearly thus : “A person arises (or a 

few peiflons) whose fceling.s, modified by more or lefs deliberate re¬ 

flection, incline him to a new course of conduct. He dislikes cruelty 

or discourtesy or he objects to seeing women wiih inferior freedom, 

or to the nnlinhted opportunity of intoxication. He may stand alone 

and with only a few friends to ‘^uppo^t him. His proposal may 

excite ridicule or scorn or Iiatrcd ; and if he is a great reformer, he 

may endure hardship and obloquy or even death at the hands of the 

great body of persons whom he offends. By degrees liis ideas spread 

more and more; people discover that they have similar leanings; they 

are persuaded by him. their previous antagonism to bun is replaced 

by attacliment to the new mode of conduct, the new pjlitical institu¬ 

tion. The new idcab gather every day fresh strength, until at last 

they occupy the iniuds of a majority of persons or even of nearly all 

.Perbuasion and education, in fact, without destruction, replace 

here the process of propagation of its own species and destruction of 

the rival ones, by which in the natural world species become numeri¬ 

cally strong and perbisleiil.*’ {Jntetnatkmal Journal of Ethics, Vol 

II, No. 4) 

V 

We now pose another important question : Wbat is the value 

of public opinion? Public opinion is not the result of any clear cut 

argumentation. Had it been so, much reliance could have been 

placed on the verdict of the public, on the social conscience of the 

community, on the vox dci. In the public opinion theie is a non- 

rational element and it cannot, therefore, be looked upon as unerring. 

The irrational emotional element has made public opinion unstable. 

It is not, therefore, surprising to find some writers make a rather 

hard judgment: “To be independent of public opnion is the first 
condition of anything that is great and rational . But inspite of its 
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instftbility and BUgge&iibUity there is a great belief that pnblic opinion 

has an insight into the right thing. When an opinion is ac<>6pted 

by a large majority and \i assumes the nature of public opinion, it 

is presumed to be right, since it is believed that bo many different 

persons giving the same opinion cannot be wrong. But this practical 

unanimity or universality of public opinion may be due to a greater 

emotional control and lesser intellectual thought. On grave occaslpns 

when public opinion seems to give a correct view, an instinctive resent¬ 

ment takes the place of dispassionate judgment. Our basic instinctive 

and emotional leactions have a tendency to be uniform, and hence 

the unanimity of public opinion in times of crisis. We must therefore 

avoid the two extremes—we should neither cLaracteiise public opinion 

as entirely wise and unerring nor should we always call it rash 

and valueless. In older to determine the value of public opinion 

on a particular subject we should take into account several factors— 

the nature and kind of the public, the degree of its organisation, 

the nature and complexity of the subject-matter demanding a verdict, 

the means for a collective discussion and propagation of views 

and the like. 

The stiength of public opinion lies chiefly in its persuisiveness— 

in its being a means of social control. Public opinion is analysable 

into public judgment, public bentimeut, and public action. Public 

judgment is the public pronouncement upon an act as right or wrong. 

With such valuational judgments are associated ceitain sentiments or 

feelings—c.g,, feelings of approbation and disapprobation, admiration 

and abhorrence. Pubhc action implies those actions which are taken 

by the public to modify conduct. The sanctions behind these three 

are respectively, as Ross points out, the sanctions of opinion, the 

sanctions of social intercourse and the sanctions of violence. It is 

well known that as social creatures we are interested in what others 

think of U9. We all desire fame, ‘that last infirmity of noble uiinds’, 

and when we find that fame can be achieved if we act according to 

the verdict of the public, we shall naturally have a tendency to do 

60. If a person does not care to take notice of public judgment, 

specially when it is an adverse one, he will have to incur the dis¬ 

pleasures of others. He will be castigated by his society. He will 

have to face “ilie open snub, ilie patent plight, the glancing witticism", 

o^d in graver cases "the catcalls of the street, the taunts of the 

oorner loafers, the hoots of the tnob, the groans of the regiment, the 

hiss of the audience, or the stony silence of the dinner party." Few 

there are who can remain in stolid indifference when they ace faced 
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with BQcb exiveBAioQB of public opinion. Even if a person dares do 

that, be will be subjected to physical violence, the argumentum ad 

baoculutn. With the advance of civilization this has, however, been 

gradually replaced by the sanctions of law. 

As contrasted with law, public opinion is less mechanical in 

operation. Law is more or less rigid; but public opinion is 

flexible, since “tbe public can weigh provocation better and can 

take into account the condoning or aggravating circumstances of time, 

place, motive or office**. (E. A. Ross). Because of its rigidity law 

cannot always enforce all moral claims that the exigencies of a parti¬ 

cular situation may demand. ‘*The law frequently upholds,” remarks 

Ross, "the right of summary conviction, grants the widow’s cow to 

the rich creditor, permits a railway company to turn adrift an 

employee crippled in its service, and confirms the right of a husband 

to administer moderate castigation to his wife *' Again, law can 

take cognisance only of overt acts—of such visible effects as theft of 

property, neglect of wife and children, etc. But public can act in 

anticipation of an offence and may in this respect operata as a preven¬ 

tive. Public opinion is also prompt in its action but law’s delay often 

defeats its own end. Moreover, the baiictions of public opinion are 

very cheap. Public approbation and di^tapprobation hold a wonderful 

sway over the minds of oidinary men. 

VJ 

No democratic government can afford to ignore the common 

verdict of the public. No government can thrive unless it is supported 

by the people. Hence to defy the vei diet of the public is to invite 

disaster. In a modern democratic state each citizen cannot have a 

direct share in the govermental affairs. A democracy is a rule by 

majority. To avoid any oppression every government should, there¬ 

fore, try to realise, as far as practicable, the ideal set forth by Lowell, 

namely, the opinion must be such that while the minority may ^not 

share it, they feel bound by conviction, and not by fear, to accept it, 

and if democracy is complete, the sabmission of the minority must ba 

given ungrudgingly. 

Public opinion by its criticism always keeps the government alert 

and makes it remedy its defect*. It may be argued that the members 

of the public are not always enlightened. How then can they point 

out the defects of the experts, the knowledgeable men, who control 

the government? As Aristotle pointed out long ago, though an 

ignorant man may compare unfavourably with an expert in regard to 

4-ie46P—V 
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kiMwledge, he may often be a better judge of the thing made by the 

expert than the expert himself. The gueati for example, ia often a 

better judge of a feast than the cook who has cooked the food. 

But inspite of these merits, poblic opinion suffers from some 

grave defects. The sanctions of public opinion are not always definite. 

There cannot be any uniformity. Nobody knows how much praise 

or blame is necessary under particular circumstances. The verdict 

of the public ]b often given on the heat of the moment, and hence 

there aie chances ot mistakeb. Again, public memory is proverbially 

shoit and hence public opinion loses its foice when the commotion 

bubsider. Thus the public opinion does not provide us with a very 

batisfactoiy technique ot bocial control. 

Public opinion, we conclude, IS a social force, but its value lies 

in Its capacity to coerce the individuaib in a particular direction which 

is likely to be right In lajt, public opimon is a tremandoiis foice 

not because it Js always unerring, but because it is risky to go against 

a large number of individuals who are nnder 'the illusion of univei- 

sahty*—tbe belief that all are thinking and doing the baiue thing. 

As Ginbberg puts it, ‘‘Public opinion is oi impoitance, not bo much 

qua opinion but qua public." Hence a gieat responsibility devolves 

upon those that control the media ol opinion-formation—the news- 

papers, the radio, the cinema and the like. To make the public 

opinion a valuable asset every state should take up in right earnest tbe 

task of educating the public mind. 



EDUCATION VIS-A-VIS INDISCIPLINE. 

Sri Chuhilal Mitra, M.A. 

Of late there is uo other single problem which has so rudely 

agitated the beads of thinkers as the prubloin of si dents* indiscipline 

all over the countiy. That the students in recent years have become 

rowdy and defiant, indisciplined, unruly and disobedient is universally 

acknowledged. By their violent spirit and defiant disrespect they 

have alniOfst given a gondbje to a decent living. They have been 

devoid of any sense of decency, decorum and proportion with the 

result that normal functioning in schools and college'^ have almost 

become impossible. AttcmplH hitherto made both in official and 

non-official capacities have only touched the fringe of the problem 

and as such, left it wbeie it was years back. Nevertheless, all are 

agreed upon this that some common factors art and react in bringing 

about students' acts of lawlessness and deGance. To apportion the 

relative responsibility we are to cover a wide field. 

To start with, all equally feel that at least four things, vit., 

the Profession, the students, the public and the state are the four 

pillars on which the superttnielure of education stands, and each 

baa its share of resi)onsibiiity to discharge. But the tragedy of the 

whole thing heie as elsewhere that, each of the groups is more 

conscious of the duties of the other three and is prone to exert the 

rights of its own. Each neglects its own duties and ferthwith 

dictates the duties of others and this respective negligence too is on 

the plea that others are not doing (lieirs. This vicious cire.e born 

of the spirit of indolence cau hardly be bxoken. 

Professors and Teacdbus 

Teachers’ responsibility can never be niintmised. It is they 

who come in close contact with the students day in and day out. 

They know best how, when and where from indiscipline is 

brewing. Both the ydtng and the old, adolescent and the adult 

owe their upbringing, their allegiance to the teacher. Hence, not 

only for the overwideniog spirit of indiscipHne amongst the students 

community but also for the wider disorder and chaos, for the anti¬ 

social and subversive actions in society, the teachers are held greatly 

leeponsiMe, For good ee^bed, blessing or curse, praise or blamoi 

or otherwise, the teacheia are liable Teachers should 
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eternal leainerB aa well. Before the typical teachers like a Ramendra* 

sunder, and a Brojen Ceal, a Jagadish Chandra and a F. G. Bay, 

an Ibwar Chandra and a Harinalb Dey, no student however turbulent 

could raise hid head or voice in dibobedience and defiance. Of late, 

majority of the members of the teaching profession in schools and 

colleges do lack in having personality, personality born of integrity 

of the profession and mastery over the subjects they are asked to 

teach. They have scrupulously developed a sense of indolence, 

feeling of complacency and timidity, and a spirit of lethargy and ease 

loving. Inspite of the fact that they get a petty pittance and inspite 

of the fact that the Mudaliar Commission have paid high tiibute 

to the teachers in the glowing terms that no average Indian teacher 

is inferior to any other teacher in the world, there is no gainsaying 

the fact that they aie not eternally conscious and vigilant of the 

sacied trust reposed on them. To some of the teachers the students 

look reverentially, to others, disdainfully. This difference is because 

•ol the difference between one teacher anJ another. As the students 

do not get love and affection from the teachers, tlie teachers in turn 

do not command respect and obedience fioin their students. This 

Sony slate of aliairi must go. Teachers must not remain idle and 

passive onlookers to the disintcgraiiou and deterioiatiou of the society, 

but must rise up ti the occasion and cry halt to the growing rot, 

check the first uniiily action ol the fiist fiupil at tho very first instance. 

Owning their relative responsibility they must be true to the salt, 

faithful to the uobie task they have been assigned to discharge. A 

disciplined society owes its eveiylhing to the band of teachers, who 

profoundly influence not only a section of people but also a whole 

race. They are the privileged few who enjoy picrogatives in the sense 

that they have got •-ocial sanction for all whatsoever they say or do. 

A teacher must give all food to his pupil—at once physical, mental 

and spirilual. A human child is not mete physique, he is neither 

an mieilect noi emotion, nor a sumtjtal of all these three. Ho has 

a soul within which is at once Knowledge, Science and Bliss infinite. 

He has, as the Upanithads say, the anna-moy, pranainoy, manamoy, 

vijfianamoy and the anandamoy ko^aa. To nhe degree a teacher fails 

in his job to provide his pupils with all these requirements to that 

extent the latter becomes restless and mal-adjusted. 

Students 

The taragedy of the students community is that of all the things 

on earth they have made study secondary. They consider reading 
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to be tbe job of their elders, pereots car gaardiaos, Moreover, hefote 
koowiog anything in foil, they pretend to have understood all. 

This pretension, hypocrisy and depravity mostly account for their 

failure in final performances and consequent frustration and restless¬ 

ness in life* They thus become victims to their own faults,'and no 

amount of sermons work on them well. Solace from any quarter 

cannot redeem their pledge of life. They cast to the four winds tbe 

cardinal virtue of the maxim : 

*‘Lat knowledge grow from more to more, 

But more of reverence in us dweli/* 

and become disobedient. 

Society and the Public 

Having suffered the onslaught of two devastating wars Indian 

society has been uprooted from its original setting. And to make the 

social—and with it the moral breakdown complete, we have bad the 

partitioned Independence and vivisected country. That the society 

has been corrupted beyond measure from top to bottom, that admi¬ 

nistrative machinery and anticorruption measures have gone out of 

gear to prove effective in checking the rampant vices around 

US are admitted by all. Indiscipline is contagious. Students 

<^omiu^ from indisciplined homes and corrupted society cannot 

but be indisciplined. Within the walls of educational inati- 

tutions they do not feel at home. Even they feel themselves em¬ 

barrassed in the atmosphere of the class rooms or in the vicinity of 

teachers and professors. This unfortunate state ma> be obviated if 

and only when students are helped to make the right choice of right 

values almost instinctively. This, again, is only possible if they 

come from homes where at least the fundamentals of moral and 

religious instructions are imparted. As a matter of fact, high standard 

of integrity and discipline u:ithout can instil in our boys and girls a 

high standard of discipline toithin, and not vice versa. 

Political parties ,greatly account for the indiscipline among the 

younger generations. Our erstwhile leaders taught our students the 

first act of indiscipline, to rise against their elders and their ‘alma 

mater/ to break everything that is already established—something 

good, great and glorified. It has therefore very well been suggestad 

that for at least a quarts of a century hence the educational ioali** 

tutions all over the country Uiould be declared a prohibited son^ji 
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STAOa AND THE SCBRBN 
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But, perhaps the worst act of iudiscipliue and lawlessness in the 

rising youth are being engineered by the stage and the screen—more^ 

by ihe latter than by the former. The greatest mental diverfions 

and deviations from the right track are being perpetrated by the 

cinema. As such, it is a national curse, a social scourge. Far from 

being an educative device it has miserably been degenerated into a 

demoralising weapon for all—the young and the old. It is eating 

into the vitals of our society and sapping the very foundation of 

morality of our being. The Cinema has not been improved in the 

least in our country in course of the last ten years, and that too is 

not for want of any plan or attempt on the pirt of our Government, 

but inspite of their measuresf as these have hitherto been directed 

towards a wrong end—that of money-making and money-making only. 

The policies for control and development of the industry have all along 

been left in the hands of the capitalists, who hardly look to the 

interest and welfare—the moral progress—of the naiion. The wn- 

^ festrieted and unscrupulous development of the Film can, therefore, 

never be justified and its inherent goodness is never to be calculated 

on the ploa that a great many people see it daily, or that all *houses* 

are 'full' for all 'shows' of the day. Truth is not to be nicasu>^ed by 

counting heads. The expansion of the cinema can never be a proof 

positive that we are a highly cultural people. Neitzscbe remarked 

not without reason that there was only one Christian in the world 

and he died on the Cross, 

Educatjonal SrsxESi 

Last, though not the least, our educational system is fifty per 

cent liable for the rowdy element.s in society and indiscipline among 

the students community. The Biblical dictum that men do not live 

by bteal alone has niggardly and mischievously been explained here. 

Ovit ednoation cannot provide the multitude even with bread. Hence, 

froBtratiop and insecurity stare large in the face of our youngsters, 

who In no time become violent and furious against anything that is 

^)od and atfable. . . Formerly, education was conceived as meditstion. 

At preai^t, mnitiplicity and complexity of syllabus has compelied 

the boya to take recourse to ‘shortcut,’ ‘digest’ and‘sure suotsess/ 
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and they Cfaanot help indalying in cramming. This, again, leaves the 

pupila liitle te be bumble, modest and obedient. The syllabus is not 

in touch with life, inasmuch as there ie no scope in it for the morel 

development of the educand. Sri Aurobindo pointed out that to 

neglect moral education altogether is to corrupt the race, la the 

extant system we can hardly teach our bo}R and girls the virtues of 

truthfulness, justice and righteousness. 

In i-everal years time we are going to have the Senior Bftsios, 

Higher Secondaries, Multipu'pose X[ Clashes and Sponsored Colleges, 

in short, complete Governineutal control of education all over the 

country. This would likely to create a hospos and more likely would 

result in more legimentation—and hence stagnation —of thoughts 

and ideas, and greater inefficiency With the corresponling result 

that service w^uld deteriorate with the prrallel deterioration in 

the morals of the taught. It is as we are cvtravagitntly plan¬ 

ning to liave the Giant Metropolitan vviter Control Board for 

the supply of hitered water to several dozen municipalities 

in and around Calcutta, when the entire population of Calcutta 

itself are facing impending epidemic due to poisonous filtered water. 

But then, ail these are going to lake place in hot haste in our zeal 

to wage crusade again‘‘t illiteracy, because Govt, think and work on 

a wrong po-tulate that evetfilling would be safer in their hands. 

Next, to make the rowdism and indiscipline complete the present 

education is irreligious. It is truncated from Indian ideal and culture. 

An education which denies the soul and feeds the brain and more 

grossly makes meagre provision for the body only cannot but result 

in creating disruption and chaos. Moreover, if it does not equip 

the teacher*^ and professors to teach young learners under their 

control the eternal veiities of life and the earth, if the heads of 

educational institutions are handicapped to materialise and put into 

practice their best ideals and plans due to mechanisation of circulars, 

the rowdy and subveisive elements cannot be eliminated from society 

altogether. Even then tlir wisest implementation of the best plans 

of education would turn the wheel of progress of the country back 

by several decades. To minimise the defects of the present sy9f( m, 

at least the planning of education should hr entrusted with the 

emminent educationists of the country. 
If the majority of the causes are eomciditionsly and effectively 

remedied then and then only the growing indhitplnic and lawlessness 

can be reduced to the irreducible minimum and the country may hMe 

immunisation from rowdy and antisocial c/cHirnf* m course o/, 
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twenty years hence. But to have that cherished end concerted labour 

and whole hearted devotion are required and all resources must have 

to he diverted and utilised to the best purpose. No paucity of fund 

must stand in the way. Education must have to be declared on 

essenttal service and an end-in-itself without an ulterior end* If 

it is considered as a means without any clearcut and chalked cut end^ 

it is ]ust to have then the body without the soul, a ship without its 

rudder. 



NYAYA-MANJARF 
VoL. II (25) 

.J^fNAKIVALLABHA BnATrACHARYM, M.A., PH.D., SANKHrATIRTHA 

The Refutation op the Above Hypothesis Rboaudiko the 

Constitution op Words and Senteni'Es by Letters 

Now, the defender may argue in his defence that the last word 

continues to exist thougli it is no more presented to our consciousnebs. 

We say only by way of criticism, *'May the elaborate system of Logic 

be safe.” [The critics suggest that such an admis3ion contradicts 

all accepted hypotheses and jnvaiidaies the system of logic itself.] 

Again if it is held that the last worl is not presented to consciousness 

though it persists then we simply put this question to them f>iz, 

What service does it render, llius pTaisting?*’ He may say in reply 

to the question ihit it will be presented t3 our consciousness again. 

We put another question to him. The question is **What is the source 

of the second oonscMou&ness?'* If tlie auiiitory organ once suspends 

its function then it does not resume its work. At least we have no 

knowledge of such working of the auditory sense-organ. Nobody 

has direct knowledge of aii external object in and through mere 

introspectiou. The iaucr organ has no direct acce&s to an external 

object. When it receives the aid of an external organ it is able to 

be aware of an external object. If the consciousness of the last wwd 

re-appears any how then the charge of the simultaneity of the two 
acts of consciousness stands irrefutable. 

Moreover, all these anteceJoiit words are mere empty sounds 

and as such they continue to exist as sounding brass and a tinkling 

symbol Such uninteiligible sounds, being remembered, convey no 

sense. What benefit do we derive from their recollection? Now, if 

you (the upholder of the thesis under criticism) hold that those words 

along with their meanings are recalled in our mind then in every 

case the simultaueity of the two diiferent acts of consciou'^^ness will 

be inevitable since an act of consciousnesb will surely be crossed by 

an act of remembrance, i.e,, the remembrance of the relation of 

denotation. Therefore, the hypothesis of this type is highly inoon-^ 

sielent. 

«—1M6P-.V 
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A Bkvisbd Hypothesis that Lsttebs Constitotb Words amd 
A 

Sbntenobb in Another Way 

S<HiQ6 ioterpretera represent the process of the word-building in 

a different manner. AH letters are combined in a single unit to form 

the first word. The fir^t word, thus formed, is presented to our 

conEcioQsnefiB at the out<^et. Then the relation of denotation is re« 

called in our mind. When the said relation flashes in our i^mory 

the conpciousness of the first word is on the eve of destruction. 

During this state of crossing the antecedent act of consciousness, 

refeiring to the first word, produces another event of knowledge which 

points to such mean ng as is denoted by the first word. After¬ 

wards, the knowledge of ihe said meaning gives birth to an impression. 

Then, following the order of events stated above, the consciousness 

of the second word comes into being. Then, the relation of deno¬ 

tation holding between the second word and its meaning is recalled 

in our memory. The consciousness of the second word is on the 

eve of destruction at that time. At this stage of its life the imme¬ 

diate antecedent consciousness of a word, in co-operation with the 

remembrance of the relation of denotation, produces the knowledge 

of the meaning of the second word. The meaning flashes in our 

mind as determined by its own denotative word. The know'ledge 

of the meaning of the second word, in co operation with the im¬ 

pression of the knowledge of the meaning of the first word, produces 

a stronger impression. Now, comes the turn of the formation of 

the third word, A few letters which consecutively follow one another 

are combined into a wo^d. Thus, the third letter is formed. It is 

presented to our conscioubness. Again, the relation of denotation 

wliich obtains between the third word and its meaning is recalled 

in our memory. Again, the consciousness of the third word on the 

verge of its destruction, assi^ted by the memory of the relation of 

denotation, produces the knowledge of the meaning of the third word 

as determined by the third w’ord. This .knowledge in co-operation 

of its antecedent impression, produces a stronger impression. Thus, 

the process of the growth of knowledge goes on unless and until 

the last word of the sentence is presented to our consciousness and 

its meaning is communicated. At last, the awareness of the last 

word produces the knowledge of its own meaning as determined by 

the denotative last word. Afterwards, the antecedent strong im- 

pNdsskn produces a judgment of memory which refers to all meanings 

as detexAiined by the past words. The said judgment of memory 
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mi tbe judgment which refers to the meaniog of the last word point 

:o all words as determinant of their contents. Tbe collection of 

words, thns revealed, constitutes a sentence. The meanings which 

ire presented to our consciousness as denoted these words cons* 

iitute the meaning of the sentence in question. Thus, a ooUection of 

words and their meanings some of which are recalled in memory and 

lome of which are directly expeiienced constitutes a sentence and the 

neaning of a sentence respectively. 

The Review of thb Alternative Uxpothfsis. 

p 

The alternative hypothesis does not stand to reasons. When tbe 

neaning of the last word is known by us the last word is also pre¬ 

sented to our consciousne.^s as its determinant in the capacity of 

t denotative word. Tbe word in question is undoubtedly one of the 

xinditions of the knowledge of the said meaning. There is no 

liveigence of opinion regarding the view in question. If the word 

h cognised, no body can deny existence to it. The word cannot 

cognise itself. It must be an object of some kind of cognition. 

Let us now define the exact nature of this cognition. What is its 

muse? The cognition in question does not owe its existence to the 

luditory seuse-oigan. Tbe first apprehensiuo of the last word is 

perceptual. The perception in question is auditory. The auditory 

lense-organ, having produced the above perception of the last wird, 

bas become inactive with regaid to the same effect. As it has been 

inactive so it cannot denovo produce that cognition which points to 

i word as a determinant of some meaning We cannot directly 

introspect an external object with the help of our inner organ. It 

ID external object had been directly lutio.spccted (hen all the words 

Brat, second and so on would have been thus introspected, la that 

:a&e why do you say that they are recalled in memory ? As the last 

word is the cause par excellence of the knowledge of its meaning 

30 it will also be the cause par excellence of such cognition as reveals 

taelf as a deteiminant of a meaning. Such a hypothesis is contrary 

» reason since as a word is cognised, it is an object of cognition. 

Doe and the same thing cannot he both an object and cause par 

excellence of the same act. We have elaborately discussed this point 

in our definition of perception. We have also refuted the hypothesis 

«hat an object, qualified by its denotative word, is perceived. An 

elaborate refutation of this point is superfluous. 
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TBM HTFOTBBSia TBAT A BbNTENOB CoNVBTS ITS OWN MbANINO 

IS Somehow Ebtabusbbd. 

Soineother interpreters put forwaid an aUernaiive suggestion. 

At first the first word is cognised. Then the relation of denotation 

holding between it and its meaning is recalled in mind. It is followed 

by tlie knowledge of its meaning. The knowledge of the meaning 

acts as a destructive agent of Ibc cognition of the firs-t word. [A law 

is honoured in the VaiSeeika system that a distinctive attiibute of 

an all pervasive substance is destroyed by its immediately succeeding 

attribute.! The auditory penee-organ, receiving the help of the 

cognition in question which is about to pats away, produces the 

cognition of the second word which is qnalided by its immediately 

antecedent word. Thus the cognition of the second word comes 

into being. It is again followed by the recollection of the relation of 

denotation holding between the second woid and its meaning. Then 

the knowledge of the meaning of the second word follows in is wake. 

It goes to destroy the cognition of the second word. The auditory 

sense-organ, co-operating with the cognilicn of the second word which 

18 on the verge of destruction, produccb the cognition of the third 

word as qualified by the second word in the capacity of its immediate 

predecessor. In this way the cognition of all the remaining words of a 

sentence takes place. This process continues to work until and unless 

the last word is not cognised. When the cognition of the last word 

takes place the recollection of antecedent words is no more required 

as an accessory condition in accordance with the process of ideal 

constiaction mentioned above. The reason behind this statement is 

this that the reiQernlieioi.ee of antecedent words fields such a result 

as is automatically established by the cognition of a word which is 

on the eve of ruction. The contribution of the said cognition 

towards the form of its immediate successor is this that an antecedent 

word is presented to our consciousneFs as qualifying its immediately 

succeeding word. Let us now’see the result of the act of remem¬ 

brance. When the last woid is cognised all the antecedent words are 

also presented to out consciousnesB. The cognition of an antecedent 

word which is on the verge of destruction produces another cognition 

which rei'ers to a relational whole in which the antecedent word 

qualifies its immediate successor-word. Thus, the arrangement of 

words in a definite order is worked out by the above cognition itself. 

Wbat is the need of remembering all past-words? As an additional 

act of recollection is not required, there is no occasion for the simul- 
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taMity of tho two acts of co^nitlOQ. We have alreody mentioned 

how the cogoition of the last woid comes into being and pieseots its 

content to our consciousness. The cognition of the last word working 

out its effect in the way mentioned above, brings about the knowledge 

of the meaning of a sentence. Thus, the hypothesis that the mean¬ 

ings of the constituent words of a sentence imply the meaning of a 

sentence does not stand to reasons. Therefore, a sentence will convey 

its own meaning and the meanings of words will not point to the 
meaning of a sentence. 

A Eeputaijon of ihe Altbhmauve HypoTBSsis 

Some other interpreters subject the above hypothesis to severe 

crificism. They point out that the said hypothesis is not immune 

from defects. The second word is never cognised as being qualified 

by the first word. The cognition of the first word conies into being 

at fiist. It is followed by the recollection of the relation of denotation. 

Th’s act of remembrance acts as a destructive agent to the cognition 

of the fiist word. The said cognition is now on the verge of destruc¬ 

tion. When the meaning of the first word is conveyed to us the 

cognition of the first word has passed away. We are generally in¬ 

formed of a maxim that a piece of con'^ciousnesB which has passed 

away renders no service favouiable or unfavourable to aD}otber event 

of coi BcMousness. 

Now, the upholders of the hypothesis may contend thus ;—An 

act of consciousness which conditions another act of consciousness 

is opposed to the hitter, as the former is destroyed by the latter. But 

we should also bear in mind that one act of consciousness is not 

necessarily opposed to another such act because the relation of the 

deslioyer and the destroyed obtains between them. Such a state¬ 

ment is not sound because in some cases the relation of the destroyer 

and the destroyed does not hold between an act of consciousness and 

another act of conscionsness. Though w’e admit the truth of the 

above critical remark yet we say “Let the relation of the destroyer 

and the destroyed be fixed between the cause-consciousness and the 

effect-consciousnesB*’. Though such a relation obtains between the 

said acts of consciousness yet the consciousness of a word is held to 

be the condition of the recollection of the relation of denotation just 

as an impression conditions the lemembianre of the said relation. 

Because the said relation of denotation will not come into being if it 

is not conditioned by the cognition of a word just as itdoe#tM|l 
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appear if an impression does not revive it. If it is held that the 

revival of an imprefision is the function of the said cognition (hen the 

cognition in question is surely (he condition of the act of recollection 

since the former produces the latter through the intermediate process 

01^., the revival of impression. Thus, the three acts of consciousnesB 

ois., the cognition of a woid, the lemembrance of the relation of 

denotation, and the knowledge of the meaning of a word, are 8imul-« 

taneously present. Thus, they commit a serious blunder. 

Moreover, the cognition of a word is not that of a partlesa whole. 

But it is an ideal construction of a aeries of consecutive letters since 

the h}pothesil^that a word consists of no parts has been refuted. We 

should also remember in this conne''tion that two or three, or three 

or four or five or six letters constitute a word, these letters are conse¬ 

cutively presented to our consciousness, and the consciousness of 

each letter comes into being and passes away in a conseentive order. 

All the letters which constitute a word are never simultaneouBly 

presented to our consciousness. The cognition of the last word turns 

up in this way. The cognition in question d les not endure long. 

The antecedent ones among letters which constitute the last woid 

will also pass away. Hence how does a judgment present its content 

in which the last word is a subject and its antecedent word is a predi¬ 

cate qualifying it? They build castles in the air. 

A sentence conveys its sense even if its constituent words are 

uttered at intervals of time. The master of a house who is busy with 

various calls of duly directs the attention of his servant, uttering his 

name *‘Kandalaka’' and then attends to tome other business. Having 

finished it he says “On my hoise”. Another call of busiuesR inteifercs 

with his Older. He pays his attention to it. Having completed it, 

he says again “Put barney's". Having done sometiung else be says 

again “And bring him’*. But his seivant follows the sense of such 

a sentence vtz*, “Oh Kandalaka put bainesa on my hoxse and bring 

him*'. It is impossible from your point of view to n ake out the 

meaning of the sentence in question since an antecedent word does 

not qualify its succeeding word and all words of a sentence are not 

called up. 

Moreover, as the followeis of the master logician (Pravara) hold^ 

^ese logicians also bubscrihe to the thesis that a judgment which is 

relational in character does not refer to its subject and predicate. But 

it refers only to the subject. The distinction of the awareness of a 

mere successive word from that of a succesbive word following an 

antecedent word is eiplained by the diversity of tbeir conditions. 
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Thongh the antecedent word qualifies its succeeding word yet it 

is not presented to our consciousness. Hence, the second word is 

only grasped by our conscioasness. If this is so what is tho good of 

admitting that an antecedent word qualifies its succeeding one? 

The suggestion that an antecedent word does not qualify its suc¬ 

ceeding word does not bold water since the relation of denotation 

which obtains between the second word and its exclusive meaning has 

been only recalled in mind. The word has been employed, in some 

cases, to convey its own meaning But it is, now, qualified by another 

word. But the meaning of the second word as qualified has been 

never grasped. Hence such a qualified meaning cannot be communi¬ 

cated. Let ibis discussion be stopped. This speaks of the 

unprecedented hcholarsbip of Saukara Svamin. 

JASANTA’S own theory RBGARDINfl THE COMMUNIOATJON OP THB 

MKANING OF A SBN1BNCB BY ITSELF ]S ESTABLISHED 

An objector comes up and points out all suggestions, put 

foiward by the expert logicians, are defective then you should frame 

a better and defcctle&s hypothesis and place it before us'*. Jayanta 

says in reply to tlie above remarks, ‘We cannot suggest a novel theory 

which is highly original. Short-eighted as I am, I cannot discover 

even a blade of grass which my predecessors, logicians of keen insight, 

have failed to take notice of’*. 

Now, you may put a question to me viz , “Why do you entertain 

an ardent desire for composing a logical treatise—a sphere of rational 

thinking of the great scholars? My humble reply to Ibis charge is that 

the ardent desire, referred to, does not invite criticism and an advice, 

given by others to leliuquibh it, tvill take no effect on me. 

The king of Kaslnnere has confined me in a solitary cave—a pri- 

soiicell. 1 have been passing my days in^pleasurc of composing the 

book’ in question. 

Though it is a recreation to me yet I should explain how the 

constituent letters coinmuni *ate the meaning of a sentence, constituted 

by them. 

Our humble suggestion on this point is as follows. The recent 

or remote destruction of objects which are recalled in mind does not 

condition our memory. It is an impression whifh is only responsible 

for memory. The objects which are remembered may have passed 

away recently or long ago. But their passing away does not affect^ 

the impression in question in the least. In conformity to the law of 
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memory all antecedent words which had passed away long before and 

had been uttered at a long interval left an impression on oar mind. 

This impression will revive memory. Now, if we admit that earlier 

words are caHed up and the last word is directly apprehended then we 

are to face the charge of the simultaneity of the two acts of conscious¬ 

ness. In order to avoid this problem we should rather admit that the 

remembrance of the last word lakes place immediately before the 

communication of the meaning of a sentence. All the words of a 

sentence, being recollecte 1, will oiivey tha meaning of a sentence. 

To tliib effect we make the following suggestions. At the 

outset wo cognise the first vvotd which is a combination of some 

oonsecutive letters. It is fallowed by the recollection of the relation 

of denotation together with the impression, left on our mind, by 

the cognation of the first word. We suggest that the said 

recollection and the said impression simultaneously appear in our 

mind. The hypothesis of the simulteneity of the two acts of 

cognit'on has been disapproved by the recondite logical treatise but 

couipreseiK'e of two mental phenomena, such as an event of cognition 

and an impresbion, has not been disfavoured. The knowledge of the 

meaning of a word follows in their wake. It also leaves an impression 

on our mind. Then we again combine a series of consecutive letters 

and construct the second word. We cognise it. Then we remember 

the relation of denotation which holds between it and its meaning. 

At the same time the cognition of the second word receiving the co¬ 

operation of its antecedent impression produces a stronger impression. 

Again, just as the earlier two series of consecutive letters have been 

combined to form the first two words so the third senes of consecutive 

letters are combined to form the third letter. The third word is now 

presented to consciousness. Tho relation of denotion obtaining 

between it and its meaning is also called up. Receiving the help of 

its antecedent impression 'a stronger impression of this word and 

that of the knowledge of its meaning came into being. In this 

way the cognition of a word produces a deeper impression and 

the knowledge of the meaning of a word, also, produces a 

similar impression. All these impressions survive in our mind. 

Our subconscious mind is a store-house of all such impressions. 

In this mental back ground the last word of a eenteitne is 

presented to our consciousness. This consciousness is followed 

by the remembrance of all words as the impressions of all wordsv 

survive in our mind. The impressions of the meanings of words 

revive their memory. As the impressions of words precede those 
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of thoir Boowiiv* oo (boae two #eto mo wocaMiveljr moolled ^ 
aooardoaeii vitb tbo order ol tboir enooMakm. Tba eollootion of 
words which oro recollected coDBiitutes a sentoaoe. The other 
assemblage of maaoings which are recalled oonstitates the meaoisig 
of a sentence. 

Now, a fresh objection arises. As recollective knowledge per $e> 

is erroneous so the knowledge of the meaning of a sentence, being 

representative in character, is not true. Bach an objection does not 

bold good since the representative knowledge of a meaning in 

question perfectly accords with the direct acquaintance of the relation 

of denotation of a word. If we know that this word denotes this 

particular object but remember that it denotes something else then 

our lemembrance is faulty. Just as if we know that smoke is the 

right probansof 6re t.e., the relation of universal concomitance holds 

between smoke and fire but infer fire, seeing mist then our knowladge 

is wrong. But in the present case the consecutive letters have been 

recalled in that very order of succession in which they have been pro-* 

sented to our consciousness at the time when the relation of denotation 

holding between the word, constituted by these letters, and its 

meaning has been taught. So, the hypothesis suggested by us, 

suffers from no defects. Representative knowledge which imme¬ 

diately follows a present alive one bears a close resemblace to the latter. 

There is no need of entertaining the suggestion of judgments 

of memory. When the meaning of the last word is known to us 

a judgment of introspection will arise. It will refer to all words and 

their meanings. It will resemble the referential knowledge of the 

number 'hundred* etc. Words which are introspected constitute 

a sentence. Their meanings which are introspected constitute the 

meaning of a sentence. Such an introspection cannot be disapprovod 

since every bears witness to it. 

Now, a fresh question arises in our mind. Why you bold thit 

the recollection or the inirospection of all antecedent words and their 

meanings follows the knowledge of the meanings of the last word? 

Whsit is the motive of framing such a suggestion ? If the meaning 

' of the last word is known to us then all our task has been completed. 

Urhat remains to be done? Say what will be referred to by a 
judgment of memory or by that of introspection. Such an argument 

does not carry conviction since no body can dare deny that the 

meaning of a sentence which is experienced by every body is pre¬ 

sented as an integrate whole. If its parts are neither recalled n<Mr 

^utnospacisd then such a whole cannot lie constructed. Thus w#, 

a-mep—V 
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see tbel recollection or introapeotion renders some service. In ibis 

way. words, being recalled and referred to by a synthetic judgment, 

constitute a sentence. And the meanings of words, being thus re¬ 

called and referred to by sncb a judgment, constitute the meaning of 

a sentence. 

An INIBODUCTICN TO THE IXTPOrUBSlS OP MUTUAL RELATIONS 

Jjet not a sphota which stands for a word or a sphota which 

stands for a sentence convey a sense. Let not a sentence or the 

meaning of a sentence be particss, L^t th*' hvfK)»h'*si8 of words oi 

sentences as suggested by \ou be approv d. But ‘•ay ho v are the 

meanings of words mutually related. 

The meanings of words such as a cow, a horse, a mao and an 

elephant remaining unrelated do not constitute the meaning of a 

sentence. A judgment of memory or of introspection which closely 

follows the knowledge of the meaning of the last word only refers 

to the meanings of words as cognised before. Now, we should discuss 

how the the knowledge of their niuluil lelation comes up. 

Rival ntpoinnsES on this topic 

We admit that teachers differ in opinion so far as this point is 

concerned. Some hold that words convey th’ir meanings as 

mutually related If we donot subscribe to it, words cinnot con¬ 

stitute a sentence. Others hold that word- denote their meanings 

as mutually unrelated. Thej being thus denoted, point to their 

mutual relation when they are judged from the stand-points of re¬ 

ciprocal reference, material non-contradiction and proximity 

This point is to be debated. Instruction plays the very important 

part to reveal the meaning of a word or of a sentence since a word 

or a sentence remains ever unintelligible if the meaning of a word 

or of a sentence is not taught. Are we initiated into the meaning 

of a sentence or into that of a word? Are we taught that this 

sentence conveys this meaning or that this word conveys this mean¬ 

ing? If we hold that we are initiated into the meining of a sentence 

then we advocate the doctrine of Anvita-abhidhana. If we hold that 

we are introduced into the meining of a wirl thm we subscribe to 

the doctrine of Abhihita-anvaya. 

{To be continued) 



VIRGINIA WOOLF AND THE CAPTURE OE 
THE MOMENT 

SlSlR Chattebjeb 

I 

[A study in technique with special reference to time, characterisation 

and uaiTative method] 

Time is a problem for most luodcrn novelists and with Virginia 

Woolf it constitutes the greatest of all problems. The novelist generally 

feels bound and circumscribed h\ the supreme necessity of following 

a strict seciuence of events in tune. K. M. Foistor, was pi'o])ably the 

first critic and novelist to sound a note of revolt against this convention 

in 1027. In As’prcts' . / the Novel lie strongly ciiticis.'d the “ lime- 

obsession whicli did f-o nuieli harm to the no\el. Virginia Woolf at 

once took it up and 'is Ikm* snl)se(|Uent iu»vels show, she was couKider- 

abl\ inflnenc*Hl and eiieourag)*d In K. M. Forster’s lemarks, which 

constituted the first ('pen statement of re\oU. Slu* had even before 

1027 been formulating her own ar>thetic theory. She put strong 

empliasib on the autonomous, self-peiqx^tuating nature of a work of art, 

which should have as its sole end the coniinuiiicatiou of emotion and 

sensibility. In her own mind, lier own novels could be divided into 

two distinct groups—novels of fact and novels of viaion^ although lier 

ultimate aim was to blend and fuse the two, as she attempted to do in 

Between the Acts (1941). In actual practice, she alwa}s dealt with 

fact, by which she meant the exterior and external world, as it is 

illuminated and epitomised by her own mystic vision of rfalihj. In 

delineating her characters, particularly the feminine ones, she alwavs 

concentrated on their consciousness. This is a scini-iii\htic slate of 

mind in which the environmental sounds, objects and }>ei>ons become 

fused into a unified whole that is a vision of ultimate roaliiy. Thus 

the form of her best novels is a pattern of such illuminated luoments 

of vision as they occur on one or more typical da,\s during which the 

characters concerned anticipate and ultimately enjoy homo social com¬ 

munion, such as the party in Mfs, Dalloway, the dinner or the final 

trip in To The Lighthouse and the pageant' in Bctwcfu the Acts, which 

leads to the attainment of the final vision. Mrs. Woolf believed tliat 

each individual is composed of a multiplicity of selves which blend 
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under the direct cont’t)! of a master-self during these moments of 

vision. Since she was hyper-senfaitive to tinir, she also maintamed 

that in such moments cf ultimate vision the sense of the past and the 

multitudinous and complex apprehension of the present become a 

unified whole. In the same way, the varied consciousness of time in 

the individual and the consciousness of the multiple selves in him or 

her, are suspended in such moments of msiou. The work of the 

greatest artists, she contends, is pervaded by a sense that the writer’s 

self IS everywhere m contiol but nowhere to be seen. 

In an e%sa^ culled Notts on an Khzahtfliaii Play^, A'ligmia Woolf 

discusses the diflcrent ^va^s ot looking at leulitx ; 

“ The reality to winch we have giown dccustoiaed is, 

speaking roughl}, based upon the hie and death of some 

knight called Biinth, who succeeded his father in the family 

business of jiitwood impoiteis, tiiiibci meichaiits and coal 

exjx)iteis, was well known in political, leniperanco, and 

chuich elides, did niucli loi the pi.H>i ut Liveipool, and died 

last \Vodne-»ddv ot piuuinonia wJnle on a visit to Ins son 

at Muswell Hill. ’ 

That is our world—the woild we know so well and wdii so iiuitli 

details. That ”, accoidiiig to \ itginia Wooll, ” is the lealit;^ which 

our poets and novelists have to expound and illuminate But with 

the Elizabethans it was all so difteicut . 

” Where is Smith, wc ask, where is Liverpool? And 

the groves of Elizabethan drama echo ‘ wheie '? Exqui¬ 

site is the delight, sublime the relief of being set free to 

wander in the land of the unicorn and the jeweller among 

dukes and grandees, Gonzaloes and Belhmpenias, who 

spend their lives in murder and lutiigue, diess up as men if 

they are women, as women if they are men, see ghosts, run 

mad, and die in the greatest profusion on the slightest provo¬ 

cation, uttering as they fall imprecations of superb vigour 

or elegies of the wildest despair.” 

Now this world is not ours by anj stretcli of imagination. But, 
Vix^ia Woolf asks, which is reality? Not this Elizabethan wonder¬ 
land, neither the life-history of the man Smith who bved in Liverpool 
and died at Muswell HjU. But any literature that endeavours to 
express retUity “ must somehow be based on Smith ’* who lived in 
Liverpool. She oo&cludes by saying: ” there is a station, somewhere 

^ The Cmmen Hetider (1999), pp. 79-74. 
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in mid-air, wbexicd Smith and Liverpool caci be seen to the best advant¬ 

age; that the great artist is the man who knows where to place himself 

above the shifting scenery; that while he never loses sight of Liverpool 

he never sees it in the wjong perspective/’ 

This problem of rendering reality is with Virginia Woolf, a 

cardinal problem, at once aesthetic and philosophical* Moreover, as 

a novelist and a critic, she had perforce to answer the question of what 

constituted rcaCity, and having answered that question she had to devise 

a novelistic technique that could express that reality in language. 

Virginia Woolf’s critical and biographical essays and her diaries clearly 

I'eveal that her seuHibihty was sha|)ed by her wide reading and by the 

interests of her friends in the Bloomsbury group. She was drawn to 

Defoe, Sterne, Jane Austen, Conrad *and Hardy, “the great plain 

writers us she calls them, for their straightforward and honest treat¬ 

ment of the problems of life. She was also attracted to Thomas 

Browne, Donne and Montaigne b\ tlieir bold exphnation of the self. 
She NUppleiiiented what slie learned from these by, reading in the 

ItushiuMs who investigated both the self and its relations to external 

and socMul realitv. And fi'oin (r. K. Moore’s Brniripia Ethica she drew 

her sNsteiii of values vvhieli alx>ve everything laid the maximum 

enipliasis on “ good flutes of mind The Bloomsbury Group, parti¬ 

cularly Boger Fry and Virginia Woolf, believed that art is the best 

method of communication, a medium for the exchange of states of mind, 

and being at the same Hme art, less subject to the exigencies and 

accidents of time and space, and is an absolute way to reality. A visirn 

of this universe was a necessity and it could easily be attained by artists 

in the visual arts. Virginia Woolf believed that the writer, the 

novelist, might have this vision too and communicate it to his readers. 

This is w'hat she says in A Room of One's Own (1929) : 

The writer, as I think, has the chance to live more 

than other ^leople in the presence of this reality. It is his 

business to find it and collect it and comumnicate it to the 

rest of us. So at least I infer from reading Lear or Emma 

or La Recherche du Temps Perdu. • For the reading of 

these books seems to perform a curious coimehing operalion 

on the senses; one seeaniore intensely afteiwards: the world 

seems bared of its co\ering and given an intenser life. 

(P. 166). 
Lytton Sirachey used to say tlie same thing aljont Racine s art—that 

it “represents the sublimated essence of reality, save that, after aU« 

reality has no degrees/* Thus, reality for the novelist is detenxun|l4 
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by what Yirginia Woolf calls *' the inexhaustible ncbneas of human 

sensibility ”, There is an admission of a certain amount of subjecti¬ 

vity here, that is, an interpretation, and then communication, of reality 

in terms of human reaction. She maintams that prose can never be 

as effective as poetry or music. In poetry and music the artist is freed 

by the very nature of his medium of communication from the need of 

rendering reality piecemeal, that is, pait by part oi one proposition at 

a time. Poetry can and does exploit all communicative aspects of 

language other than the merely seniautic m order to convey different 

aspects of realit;^ bimultaneousl} Ab such u novelibt by approximat¬ 

ing hib medium of communication to that oi a poet or a musician can 

become more effectne. Thai is exactly the position taken up by 

Virginia Woolf in the role of a. novelist—a position of unstable equli- 

brium. Hence all hei life-long experimentation m the uovelistic 

technique. 

” Princes appear to me to be Fools. Houses of Commons and 

Houses of Liords appeal to me to be fools,” wrote Blake long ago, 

” they seem to me to he something Fisc besides Human Life ” 

Virginia Woolf sliaied the same t)pinjon The grandeui of big busiuess, 

the adventuie of scieMcc, the lomance of politics and social lefoim— 

all these seemed to her ” something Else besides Human Ijifc ” And 

human life was liei theme. Lile, icalit\ and limuaii hie ioimed the 

basis of hex noveiistic an and all thiough hci life she euded\oured 

communicate her own vidon of life m teims that would catch the 

imagination ot her fellow mortals. Ijike H. G. Wells, Bennett and 

Galswoithy, she did not want to sciatcli about on the suiface, to heap 

incidents to form her plots, to oveiwhelm hei leadeis with infoimation, 

details and pioplicc} B.itl>er, '^Iie endea\ouied to icweal the springs 

of human action, to ••how men and woiiieu in the loal act of liMiig, 

alone and in societx, and dealing rtith oidmai> human thing-.. She 

had her moments of vision when she could see icalit'v in pioper perspec¬ 

tive. She lecoided ‘ the atoms ot expeiieuce ” as they fell and in 

her desiie to communicate the whole of this lecorded vision of experi¬ 

ence and sensibility she had to stand aside from the accepted foims of 

contemporary fiction and cieate her own toim. Tliat m the whole 

content of her numerous bioadsides on Edwaidiaii novelists and that is 

also the complete explanation of the attitude taken up by her as a 

writer of fiction. 

Dorothy Richardson enteicd the world of fiction determined to 

” give A feminine equivalent of the current masculine realism She 

did not of course stop there, as her Pilgrimage clearly mdicates< 
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Woolf was also from the "very beginning snpremdy conseions 

of making a different thing out of the novel. The novelistic form bad 

been developed in a particular way by men and exploited by them. 

But she was a woman ^ and as such she was determined to create a 

new form,—^her own, a "‘feminist equivalent”.. Jane Austen had 

done it before her. But the Brontes and George Eliot had been 

hindered by their close adherence to the masculine tradition and 

practice. Virginia Woolf, like Dorothy Bichardson, contended that the 

feminine mind and sensibility cannot go on imitating the masculine for 

ever. A woman novel'f^t has something new to say in her own way. 

That is why, Virginia Woolf experimented ceaselessly in new forms 

and techniques in her desire to get nearer to an intense realization and 

an adequate and comprehensive expression of life. This is the only 

truth : how a thing is said and what is said. The form and pattern 

of the conventional novel is not true in so far as it fails to express 

what is felt as also in ?o far as it fails to create an adequate medium 

of expression. The conventional novel is stereotyped in form and 

superficial in content. It moves on the surface of life despite the care¬ 

ful and laborious collection of the so-called facts of life that is so 

apparent everywhere. 

Virginia Woolf, of course, was always ready to learn from ofliers. 

She learned mostly from her con(emporarie.s, Dorothy Richardson, 

Proust and Joyce. Rut she also learned from the old masters, parti¬ 

cularly those who like Sterne had the experimental quality and the 

same desire to focus on an interior world. The novelist has the wliolc 

world at his disposal. He must make experiments to come closer to 

reality. In her essay On Re-reading Novels she makes some very 

shrewd observations : 

” We must have known that a novelist, before he can 

persuade us that his world is real and his. people alive, before 

he can begin to move ns by the siglit of their joys and 

sufferings, must solve certain (juestions and acquire certain 

skill .... In excuse of our slovenliness it must be admitted, 

not only that the methods are unnamed, but that no writer 

has so many at his disposal as a novelist. He can put him¬ 

self at any point of view; he can to some extent combine 

several different views. He can appear in person, like 

Thackeray: or disappear (never perhaps completely), like 

Flaubert. He can state tha facts, like Defoe, or give the 

thought without the fact, like Henry James. He can sweep 

the widest horizons, like Tolstoy, or seize upon one oM 
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apple^womaii and her basket, hke Tolstoy again* Wbeae 

there is every freedocu Afaare is every licence; and the oovel* 

open-anned, free to all comers, claima more vlotima than 

the other forms of literature all put together. 

From all tins some conclusions seem to emerge. First, 

that when we speak of form we mean that certain emotions 

have been placed in the right relations to each other; then 

that the novelist is able to dispose these emotions and make 

them tell by methods which he inherits, bends to his pur¬ 

pose, models anew, or even invents for himself- Further, 

that tlie reader can detect these devices, and by so doing 

wall deepen his understanding of the book, while for the 

rest, it mav be expected that novels will lose their chaos 

and become more and more shapely as the novehst explorea 

and perfects his technique. 

Even Jane Austen, whom Virginia Woolf admired so much, seems to 

suffer from a narrowness of vision Jane Austen was indeed a fine 

novelist “ who knew exactly what her powers were, and what material 

they were fitted to deal with as material to be dealt with by a writer.** 

Yet,—jet, fahe lacked a profounder vision which it was quite within her 

poweiR to attain Slie died eaih. If she had lived a few more yeais 

everything would he .veil “ She would have stayed in London, dined 

out, lunched out, met famous people, made new fnends, read, travelled, 

and carried back io tlie quiet country cottage a hoard of observations 

to feast upon at leisure ” * And that is not all “ Bhe w^ould have 

devised a method, clear and composed as ever, but deeper and mcm 

suggestive, for conveying not only what people say, but what they leave 

unsaid; not only what they are, but what life is. She would have stood 

farther away from her characters, and seen them more as a gioup, 

less as individuals . She would have been the foierunnei of Henrj' 

James and of Pi oust—but enough ” But it is not enough. She 

became the foierunner of Virginia Woolt, and all these speculations 

really concern the art of Virginia Woolf herself as a novelist. 

It IB significant that both in her essay on the Elizabethan Play 

and on Jane Austen, Virgmia Woolf is primarily concerned with the 

novehst’8 eternal problem of bow to reconcile the events patterned and 

recorded objectively with their expression given effect to by an interest¬ 

ed observer who acts as a monitor. This is an old debate. And 

Virginia Woolf played an active part in this general debate. She 

a The Moment and other Muaya (1947), pp. 181 84. 
a Zvae Austen . The Common Header (IM), pp. 166-88, 
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debated ee a mtio aod practised as a serums artist* She took up the 

cry of Henry James : Do 3iot state bat render, do not narrate what is 

happening I but let it happen. She echoed Flaubert’s advice: Tfie 

artist should be in his Tvork, like God in creation, invisible and all 

powerful; be should be felt everywhere and seen nowhere. She sup¬ 

ported Dorothy Bichardson in her endeavour to create a new feminine 

prose that would be able to communicate contemplated reality *\ 

and like Joyce tried to opiphanize human experience under the direct 

impact of her own vision of life. 

Virginia Woolf died in 1941. A IVritef's Diary, which is com¬ 

posed of extracts from her diaries, was published by her husband in 

1953. She began to write a diary regularly from 1916, the year her 

first novel. The Voyage Out was publislied. Let us consider some 

extracts from her diaries. These would enable us to look into the ideas 

and thoughts that passed through her mind as she went on experiment¬ 

ing with fictional teclinujiie in Iier endeavour to comprehend reality as 

also to master the method of communicating her experiences of that 

reality. This is the inside story. 

1982, Tuesday, August 28nd. 

It is a mistake to think that literature can be produced 

from the law. One iniiRl get out of life—yes, that’s why 

I disliked ^0 much the iriuption of Sydney [Sir Sidney 

Waterloo J—one must become externaUsed; very, very con¬ 

centrated, all at one point, not having to draw upon the 

scattered paits of one’s character, living in the brain. 

Sydney comes and I’m Virginia; when I write I’m merely 

a sensibility. Sometimes I like being Virginia, but only 

when I’m scattered and various and gregarious. Now, so 

long as we are here, I’d like to be only a sensibility. . . . . 

(P. 4R). 

Virginia Woolf w’as a serious artist. Here we get a picture of the 

artist at work, and busy as usual with the dif&cult task of giving 

expression to the world of reality, “ the raw ” as she calls it, in terms 

of her own sensibility. 

1985, Tuesday, April 8th, 

I wonder if this time I have achieved something? 

Well, nothing anyhow compared with Proust, in whom I 

am embedded now. The thing about Proust is his combk 

'' nation of zhi utmost sensibility with the utmost tenacity. 
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He searches out these butterfly shades to the last grain* He 

is as tougli as catgut and as evanescent as a butterfly's 

bloom. And he will, I suppose, both influence me and 

make me out of temper with every sentence of my own. . • . 

More and more do 1 repeat my own version of Montaigne— 

“ It’s life that matters.” (P. 72). 

Monday, April Si7th. 

But my present reflection is that people have any 

number of states of consciousnesR : and I should like to 

imestigalc (he party consciousness, the frock consciousness, 

etc. (P. 75). 

These entries follow closely the completion of Mrs. DcUloway, 

Virginia Woolf had been leading Proust and Joyce extensively at about 

this time. The influence of both these wiiters is discernible in 

Mrs, Dalloivay. It would, howe^er, be wrong to think that she was 

earned aw^ay or influenced so pioloundly by Pioust or Joyce as to fall 

completely undei the s|>ell ot their way of wnting. She was influenced. 

There can be no doubt about that. But .she was also going the same 

way. To her too, ” IPs life that matters She too w^as out to trace 

the path of the evanescent human consciousness, 

1926. Thursday, Srptcinhir 30th. 

Life IS, .soberly and accurately, the oddest affair; has in 

it the essence of reality. I used to feel this as a child— 

couldn't step across a jmddle once, I remember, for thinking 

how strange—what am I? etc. But by wirting I don’t 

reach anytlnng. All J mean to make is a note of a curious 

state of mmd. 1 hazard the guess that it may be the 

impulse behind anolhei book {The Waves). At present my 

mind is totally blank and virgin of books. I want to watch 

and see how the idea at first occurs. I want to trace my 

own process. (P. 101). 

1926. Tuesday, November 23rd. 

...Yei I am now and then haunted by some semi-mystic 

very profound life of a woman, which shall all be told on 

one occasion : and time shall be utterly obliterated; future 

shall somehow blossom out of the past. One incident—say 

the fall of a flower—might contain it. My theory being 
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tbat Qxe actual event practically does not exiat-^not tixne 

either* But I don’t want to force this. I must make up 

my serious book. (P. 102). 

Virginia Woolf was always concerned with the problem of life 

and its flux. She wanted to get at the bottom of it and to catch " the 

essence of reality When she made the above entries in her diary 

she had just completed the first draft of To The Lighthouse, and was 

probably getting ready for her next novel. As soon as she attained one 

particular vision of life, she wanted to i)re8R forward and find some¬ 

thing still more satisfying, artistically at any rate. Semi-mystic” 

visions come to her and under their impact she obliterates time. The 

" moment' is about to l)e captured. 

1028. Wr^hie&day, November 28th. 

So the da;^s ])ass and T ask rnysolf sometimes whether 

one is not Inpnotized. as a child b\ a si1v<t gh'be, by life; 

and whelli^r tins is living. It’s \oiy (juick, hnglit, oxciting. 

But siipoi porlia]is. T should like to take the globe in 

my hands and ft*‘1 it qmollv, round, -^niooth, hca\y, and so 

hold it, da\ alter da\. I \\ill read JVoiist 1 think. I will 
t t 

go backwards and foiuards.Orlando has done very 

well. Now I could go on writing like that—tlie tug and 

suck are at me to do it. IVople saj this was so spontaneous, 

so natural. xVnd I Mould like to keep those qualities if 1 

could without losing the others. But those qualities W'ere 

largely the result of ignoring the others. They came of 

writing exteriorly; and if I dig, must I not lose them? And 

what is my own position touards the inner and the outer? 

I think a kind of ease and dash are good;—yes: I think 

even externality is good; some combination of them ought 

to do is to saturate everv atom. 1 mean to eliminate all 

waste, deadness, superfluity : to give the moment whole; 

whatever it includes. Sav that the moment is a combina- 
4 

tion of thought; sensation; the voice of the .sea. Waste, 

deadness, come from the inclusion of things tliat don’t 

belong to the moment; this appalling narrative business of 

the realist : getting on from lunch to dinner ; it is false, 

unreal, merely conventional. Why admit anytliing 

literature that is not poetry—hy udiich T mean saturated? 

Is that not ray grudge against novelists? that they select 

nothing? I’he poets succeeding by Himplitying : practically 
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eyerything i& left out. I want to put practically everything 

in : yet to saturate. That is what I want to do ou The 

Moths (The Waves). It must include nonsense, fact, 

Bordidity : but made transparent. (Pp. 138-39). 

This was written after the completion of Orlando. She calls it 

* superficial * as a work of art. Hhe has dealt with the surface of life 
% 

and written “ exteriorily Naturally she is dissatisfied with her own 

performance, hlxteniahty may be good, but what about the inirer 

life. She now thinks of combining the exterior and the interior—the 

world of fact and the world of vision, “ to saturate every atom *’ of 

experience as it falls and get I'egistered on her sensibility. She wants 

"to give the moment whole" and cut out all wastage. This “moment*' 

would include all “ thought; sensation; the voice of the sea She 

tries to bring into being this kind of Jio\el in The H’arcA*. 

W'Jf). Fridtuj, Jantmry 4th. 

Now is life ^cl■^ Mjlid or very shifting? I am haunted 

b\ the two contiadiclioiih. 'riiis has gone on for e\er; 

will last for c\ei ; goes down to (he bottom of the world-- 

this moment 1 stand on. Also it is transitoiy, lining, dia¬ 

phanous. I sliall pass like a cloud on the waves. Perhaf's 

it may be that though we change, one flying after another, 

so quick, yet w'e are somehow successive and continuous we 

human beings, and show the light through. But what is 

the light? I am impressed by the transitorinebs of human 

life to such an extent that 1 am often saying a farewell— 

after dining with Jtoger for instance; or reckoning how 

many more timeb I shall see Nessa. [Vauessq Bell, Virginia 

Woolf's sister]. (P. ]41). 

Virginia Woolf is at this time actually writing The Waves. She 

is still haunted by “ the moment Probably the reading of Proust 

too intimately has something to do with these speculations. 

1934. Tuesdayt April 17th. 

An idea about Shakespeare. 

That the play demands coming to the surface—Whence 

insists upon a reality which the novel need not have, but 

perhaps should have contact with the surface, coming to 

the top. This is working out my theory of the different 

levels in writing and how to combine them : for I begin to 
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think the combination necessary. This particular relation 

with the surface is imposed on the dramatist of necessity: 

how far did it influence Shakespeare? Idea that one could 

work out a theory of fiction, etc., on these lines; how many 

levels attempted, whether kepi to or not. (P. 215). 

This indeed is very inieresting. This reminds us of the discus¬ 

sions that took place in Joyce's Pori rail between Stephen Dedalus and 

his friends. Joyce's theory of epiphany seems to have a direct bear¬ 

ing on this observation of Virginia Woolf. Joyce was also very much 

concerned with different levels of writing : “ lyrical-epical-dramatio 

Monday, August 7th, 

But I aiu thinking all the time of what is to end Here 

and Now (The Waves). I want a chorus, a general state¬ 

ment. a song, lor four Aoicch. How am 1 to get it? I am 

now alua)sL within sight of the ciiil, lacing along : becoming 

more aiul more draiiiutie. And how to make the trausitii.n 

fjoiii iJie eollotpiial to llie Ixiical, from the particular to the 

gcueiai** (P. '2*21). 

Tuesdayy imjuU 'iOth. 

The lesson of Htre and Note (The iratjc**) is that one 

can use all kinds of “ forms " in one book. Therefore il'e 

next might be poem, reality, comedy, play, narrative, 

psychology all in one. Very short. (P. 222). 

1935. Wednesday, Oeiuher lOih. 

What I have discovered m writing The Years is that 

jou can only gel coniedt b} Uhiiig the mu face later—for 

example, the scciio on the lormco. Tlie (|uestJon ib can I 

got at quite different latcMs by bringing in music and paint¬ 

ing together with certain groupings of Jiuni«ui beings? This 

is what 1 wan* to tr\ for in the raid bceiic ; to keep going 

and influencing each other: the liiciuiv; tiio miibic: and 

the other direction—the action—I mean ohuracter telling a 

character—w hile the movement (that is I he ciiaiige of feel¬ 

ing as (he raid goes on) continues. Ain how*, m this book 

I have discovered that there must be contraKt : one strata 

or layer can't be developed inicnRivel\, aw I did I expect iu 

The Waves, without harm to the otliers. Thus a kind d 
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form i%, I hope, impoeiug itself, correspouding to the dimen¬ 

sions of the human being; one should be able to feel a wall 

made out of all the influences: and this should inn the last 

chapter close round them at the party so that you feel that 

while they go on individually it has completed itself. . . 

(P. 257). 

These observatious are still more important. Virginia Woolf was 

working on The Years and Between the Acts was in her mind loo.* 

She was out to use all kiuds of “ foriub ” in one book : “ poem, reality, 

comedy, play; nari*ati\e, psychology all in one Joyce before her 

had tried to do the bame in ITlysscs. But A'irginia Woolf went a step 

further and carried forward her investigation into the possibilities of 

communicating the entire reality. She ga^e action, which meant 

" character telling a character She ga\e movement, which again 

meant, ** the change of feeling And above all she gave contrast-' 

that is, an intense rendering simultaneouhl^ of tlie dilTerent strata *’ 

or layer of human sensibility, lu this way slio made what Heniy 

James had characterized before as : “a new way of Btateiueiit **. 

(To he continued,) 



LORD LYTTON'S AFGHAN POUCY 

(To the Treaty of Gandamak, May 26, 1879) 

Dilip Qhosb 

(I) 
In Lord Lytton the Forward SchooP found its moat extreme exponent. 

Even, before the Viceroy*dcsignate had left the shores of England he had 
independently come to the conclusion that Bussia's advance in Central 
Asia necessitated an active interference in the affairs of Afghanistan, and 
that if the Amir should refuse to come under the influence of the Indian 
Government, it should cast about for some alternative arrangement in that 
country. Fortunately for Lord Lytton, his views at the time coincided in 
some respects with those of Sir Bartle Frere, and as Lytton claimed, even 
with the views of Lord Saliahurj^ and Mr. Disraeli.* This perhaps encouraged 
him fo believe that he would receive the full support of Her Majesty's 
Government in pursuing his own policy which, Lytton asserted, was 
strengthened by his “subsequent knowledge and active experience of Indian 
frontier administration" ’ 

Lord Lytton come to India witli instruclions from the Home Govern¬ 
ment to improve British relations with the Amir, Sher Ali Khan. That 
prince had been alienated by the British award of Seistan to Persia,* by 
the proceedings of the Indian Government in Kalat which was believed to 
be a part of Afghanistan, and by the support that was given to his eldest 
son, Yakub Khan,® contrary to the pledge that llic British Government would 
view with severe displeasure all attempts to disturb the Amir’s authority.® 
While drafting his insfi*uetions^ to Lord Lytton, Salisbury, then the Secretary 
of State for India, was quite aware of the Amir’s estrangement, so that 
he impressed uix>n the Viceroy-designate the necessity of taking into account 
the alienation of Sher Ali’a confidence in the sincerity of the British 
Government To restore that lost confidence w^as the task given to Lord 
Lytton, and he was directed to fulfil it by the frank expr-^ssion of hopes 
and careful avoidance of ambiguities or evasions, which were likely to make 
Sher Ali suspicious and mistrustful of the offers that might be made by 
the Indian Government. 

Lord Salisbury acknowledged the necessity of maintaining in 
Afghanistan a strong and friendly power which had ever been the object 

1 For a disensBion of “The Forward Policy’* see the authot's articloi m the 
Calcutta Rcvteie^ S^tember and December, 1965. 

* Letter to Frerc, March 26, 1876, Martinean, op. rif., II. p. 
* Letter to Cranbrook, Srd August, 1878, Lord Ljtlon’s Private Collection, 

Commonwealth Belat ons Office Becoid. 
^ Bee next iBsiie. 
* For his hoBtile activities against his father Yokub Khan was then under sar- 

%eiUance. 
* Pari. Pap., 1878, Afghanistan Kb. 1, p. 161. 
^ Saliabury to Lytton, 28th Februa^, 1876, Pari. P4p., 1878, Afghan staa Kow %% 

pp. 166-69; also Balfonr, X/ord Lytton*s Indiun Administration (1899), pp. 
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of British policy. The attaioment of that object, he now averred, was to 
be considered with due reference to the situation created by the recent and 
rapid advance of the Bussian army in Centtfid Asia towards the ncurthem 
frontiers of British India, Lyiton was, therefore, urged to negotiate with 
the Amir with a view to establishing permanent British Agencies in 
Afghanistan, in lieu of which certain assuranoeB were to be offered to Shet 
Ali Khan, such as a fixed and augmented subsidy, the Viceroy retaining 
the freedom of determining the circumstances, in which the pecuniary 
assistance was to be given; a more decided recognition than had yet been 
accx^ed by the Government of India to a (Ir facto order of succession in 
Afghanistan by n dc facto Government; and a promise, strictly guarded, of 
material aid in some clear case of an unprovoked aggression on Afghanistan 
by a foreign power, the British Government reserving to itself the right of 
judging the circumstances that involved the obligation of such support. 
Thus, while Lyiton was asked to avoid ambiguities and evasions in his 
dealings with the Amir of Afghanistan, he was instructed to offer assurances 
to the Amir which, in themselves, were vague and ambiguous. And, 
together with the freedom of judging the circumstances, in which the offers 
Were to be made, Lytton was given the right to reconsider "from a new 
point of view the policy to be pursued in reference to Afghanistan", should 
the fear be confirmed that the Amir was unwilling to receive British Agents 
in his country. Such freedom, given to a man who had left for India 
with preconceived notions on Central Asian politics, was destined to pre¬ 
cipitate a crisis, which it was the avowed interest of the British Goram- 
ment to avert. 

Salisbury’s instructions were occasioned by the recent activities of 
Bussia along the trans-Caspian steppes. General Lomakin’s expedition 
against the Tekke Turcomans, and his occupation of Kizil Arvat, though 
eventually proved to bo abortive, aroused suspicion among British officials, 
and they saw in thorn a design to absorb Men*' and threaten Herat, as a 
preliminary to establishing Bussian influence in Kabul.® Moreover, events 
in the Balkan Peninsula were also moving fast and tending rapidly towards 
the possibility of a rupture between the Bussian and the English Govern¬ 
ments, so that the whole trend of Muscovite expansion and the rumours 
of their massing troops on the Oxus with the intention of operating against 
Merv created an alarm in Indo-Britisli quarters. 

On his ari'ival in India, Lytton proceeded to study the situation on 
the north-west frontier, and approached it in terras of his exaggerated 
notion of the Bussian danger Circumstanees, he observed, must inevit- 
sbly bring Bussia in close contact with the states on India’s north-west 
frontier, and "the possession of Afghanistan, whether military or political’’, 
would gave her, "if not the command of the Indian Peninsula, at least a 
most potent purchase over it’’.* So he feared that the Czar would soon 
take tteps "to weaken British and strengthen Bussian influence nt Cabul"^* 

• Despatch to the Secretary of State, 2nd July, 1877, Xjord Lytton's Private 
Gi^monwealth Belotions Office Recnid. Also, For. Dept. Sec. Pron. Kov. 1677, 

eSiB. Wi May, 1876, Cons. 22-26; July, 1674, Cons. 101. 
• Himitc, dated 12th August, 1876, For. Dept, Roc, Progs., August, 1877, 102/106 

k.W. 
Ibid. 
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by every smsd« ki kis power. Be viewed with dietnwi ibe karmleM 
oorge^ondeoee thst hed pawed* mthia the knowiedpe of the Indian 
OovmmMxt, between Sh^ AH and Kaufmann ainoe 1870, and nailed Her 
Majeaty'a Ch)V«nimeiKt to call the attention of the Czar to thia grow braooh 
of lahh, aasertiag eonelusivefy that the question was ** whether the influenee 
of England is to be superseded and replaced by that of Bussia at the 
eeurt of the Ameer". 

Bide by side, Tjord Lytton opened negotiations with Bher Ali for the 
reception of a British Envoy in lua kingdom. He approached the Amir to 
receive Sir Lewis Felly on a temporary mission for a discussion of "matters 
of cominon interest to the two Qovemmenis".^’ Bher Ali on his part was 
afraid of the personal security of the Britiali Agent* both owing to the 
religious fanaticism of the people and hostility to him of certain sections 
thereof. But he knew at the same time that his refusal to consider the 
British demand might lead to a breach with th( Indian Government, and 
so he made the alternative proposal of deputing his own envoy to learn 
what the Government of India wished to conimuuicnte to him,^* Lytton, 
however, disapproved the Amir’s proposal to send his own agent, and 
threatened liim that the British Government would be obliged "to regard 
Afghanistan as a state which has voluntarily -isolated itself"^* from its 
alliance and support. The Amir, theiefore, after long deliberation, put 
forward two alternative proposals for the sake of goodwill and amity 
between the two Governments first, timt the envoy of the British Govern¬ 
ment and his own representative should meet on the frontier; or, that the 
Indian Agent at the C’ourt ot Kabul l>e sumiuoiiod by the Vicei'oy to 
"expound the whole st.ite of affairs”, and to report it to the Amir on bis 
return to Kabul. 

Lytton accepted the latter course, and had two interviews at Simla 
with Atta Muhammad Khan, the Indian Agent at Kabul, on the 10th and 
ISth October, 1876. Throughout the interviews the viceroy’s tone was 
one of threat,^* and he lusisied on the location of British Officers on the 
Afghan frontiers without which no friendly relation could develop between 
the two Governments. With nnuRual bluutness, he expressed his attitude 
towards the Amir by suggesting that "the moment we have cause to 
doubt bis sincerity, or question the practical benefit of his alliance, our 
interests will bo all the other way, and may greatly augment the dangers 
with which he is already threatened both at home and abroad. With 
regard to external danger, the Viceroy oL'servod * "Our only interest in 
maintaining the independence of AfghnnUtan is to provide for the seciurity 
of our own frontier. But the moment we cease to regard Afghanistan as 
a friendly and firmly allied state, what is there to prevent us from providing 
for tho security of our frontier by nn understanding with Bussia, which 

Lytton to Salisbury, 18th September, 1876, For. Dept. Bee. Proge. Augnet, 1877, 
Cons. 103/106. 

Pari. Pap. 1878, Afghanistan No. 1, p. 174. 
i* Ibid., p. 175. 
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might haVd the offecrt of wipiug A^'baumtau out of tlie UAp altc^eiher? 
U the Amir does not desire to oome to a speedy uaderstandmg wiik us» 
Bo^a does; nnd she desires it at his expehs^"^* That Itussia, either 
alone, or in collaboration with England, desired^tbe partition of the Afghan* 
Kingdom was one of Lord Lytton’s curious convictions which he had come 
to possess even before he assumwl the Viccroyalty of India.** But there Is 
hardly a single statement in Russian official correspondence that fully 
confirms this view; and it was only the Viceroy’s fondness for metaphors 
that led Sher Ali to believe that Britain’s military power was like a ring 
of iron round his neck, which "could break him as a reed".** 

Nnwab Atta Muhammad Khan left Simla charged with the mission of 
persuading the Amir to accept British Officers in Afghanistan—a condition 
without which the Bnti^ih Government could not at all maintain any 

tiiMi ^ho Its non-acceptance, T ytton firmly affirmed, would 
l^'rv^ the y ceroy "free to adopt his owii course in his rearrangement of 
frontier relations, without regard to Afghan interests".** Tn return for this 
concession the Viceroy agi’eed to aid the Amir when unduly assailed from 
within or from without, nnd also to recognise Abdulla Jan ns his heir- 
apparent *’ On the basis of Ihis sort of reciprocity the Amir was permitted 
to send his accredited representative for any further discussion and conclu¬ 
sion of a definite agreement viith the British Oovernment It was further 
added that unless "the Amir was prepared to enter into such a treaty ns 
proposed by Ins Excellenev it would be useless for him to send his Agents 
to discuss matters further, as no discussion on any otlicr terms can be 
admitted "** Threatened by this unequivocal demand the Amir held long 
consultations with liis chief officers, nnd at last agr''ed to send his Prime 
Minister, Nur Muhammad Rhah, nnd Mir Akhor Ahmed Khan to represent 
the views of the Kabul Government and settle the question of residence 
of British Officers on the Afghan border.*® 

The discussions between the Afghan Envoy nnd the British pleni¬ 
potentiary, Sir Lewis Pelly, at Peshawar converged upon the question of 
employment of British Agents in Afghanistnn which, as Lytton had urged 
and Pelly asserted, was the sine qva non preliminary to the negotiations 
that had been opened ** Nur Muhammad Shah, however, tried to take 
his stand on the previous agreements between the two Governments, and 

** Ibid. 
This convict on was based upon a letter of General Kaufinann, which waa read 

out to Lord Lytton hv Count Schouvalov, the BuHsian Ainbaasador in London, in course 
of a meeting which Lytton had with the Russian Amhasscidar shortly before he left 
England for India Innpite of Bchonvalov's assurance that Kaufmann's views must not 
be confounded with those of the liussiart Government, and that he accepted wiihont 
reserve, in regard to Afghanistan, tho position as Lord Lytton had defined it, the intervw 
left upon the mind of Lytton the convu^tion that Russia was desitoua of coming to an 
understanding with England foi the partition of the Afghan Kingdom, and the establiah- 
ment of one common front er between* (he two empiies. Bilfonr, Loid Lytton*s Indian 
Administration (1809), pp. 33 88. 

90 Pari. Pap., 1878, Afghanistan No. 1, p. 183. 
91 Ibid.f pp. 18«S-84 and pp. 185-86. 
99 Ibid., p. 185. 
9* Ibid., p. 18 
94 Ibtd., p. 184. 
95 Ibid., pp. 102-93. 
9* Ibid., p. 169 and p. 218. 
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observed that tiie arrangements arrived at iu Hib Ambala and the 
Gonferenees were sufficient to entitle the Afghan Amir to British proteo- 
tion.*^ He referred to datise 7 of the Treaty of 1857 which prohibited the 
appointment of a British ihivoy, and provided for the employment of a 
native agent, at Kabul. Against those arguments, Telly pointed out that 
the assurances given ut Ambala or at Simla were not stipulated by any 
dednitive treaty, and as such, they committed the British Government 
to no pledges which were not carefully guarded on every side by positive 
oonditions.As regards the IVeaty of 1867, he argued that it was 
contracted for a special and limited purpose, with an exclusive reference 
to an occasion (the Persian Weu?) which had long since passed away^ and 
therefore belonged to that class of treaties known as Transitory Treaties; 
and on both sides the obligations contracted h\ it had lapsed, as a matter 
of eoui'se, with tlie lapse of time Tlu» only treaty, he maintained, 
extant between the two Governmeiitb, wa^ that of 1865, which had 
imposed no obligations on tlie British GoAcrnment. 

The legality of the urguincnts adduced by the British plenipotentiary 
at Peshawar cannot be fairly questioned. The assurances given to the 
Amir b\ IVIuao and Northbrook lacked .my defimti\e character. «ind both 
the Vic'i’cns had categorically denied to enter into luMt\ engagements 
with Sher Ah Klnm In the abscmco ol a woll-defined agreement, imposing 
duh weigluMt obligations on its Mgiiatiiries, Loid liXiton’s Government 
wei not bound to o!)ser\e the \eibai assuranccb, gi\en to ibe Amir by their 
predecesboiH, especmlU when, in then* ojuuioii, the Amir had latterly 
evinced no disposition to conipl\ with lim sh.ne of the ohligatioiib contracted 
under the previous 11 gicementb *® Th* Tieatj of 1857 was indeed concluded 
only for the jforiod ol the Persian \Vai. utter the teuiimation nf which 
it was abrogated as ii matter of course, and notwithstanding that th© 
seventh aiticle ot that tioaty had, aloii^ among all its clan*-cs coiitiuucd 
to operate beyond the period of the war its continuance, as Pelly riglitly 
argued, could never bind the Amir to non-acceptance of British Offieerb in 
Afghanistan, nor could it preclude the lintish Go\ eminent fitan pointui'^ 
out at any time to the necessity of stationing Bnlibli *^^ents on th*' 
Afghan frontier 

Thus far indeed Lord Lyttoii, though often using tlireats to coerce 
the Amir to submission, Lad not deviated in any \er\ mat n’lul degree from 
the policy laid down fewr his guidance by the Home authorities Nor was 
the Amir to blame for objecting iuitiully to the proiiosal of a[>pointing 
British agents in Afghanistan BolnetHiit as he was to Admit Biitisli OdiLcis 
in his country, he wah ]>ropared to accept them only as » last r**soit. after 
the question had been thrashed out in all its details And if the Afghan 
Envoy, who was ill thi*oughout the negotiations, had not Riiddcnlv died 
before a conclusion was reached, the Peshawar (’onlerciuc niiglil w’dl have 
yielded very different results. Bui, as ill luck would ha^e it, Nur 
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Mtdu^mad Shah died on the 26th March, 1877.** Lord Lytton, who ev« 
sirffered from a false notion that the alienation of the Amir had q^one 
beyond redemption, seized this opportunity to close the Conference four 
days later, instructing Sir T^wis Pelly not to receive any new Envoy 
from the Amir.** But the Viceroy was aware at the same time that **a 
fresh Envoy was already on the way from Cahul to Peshawar” to reopen 
negotiations, and that he was reported to have "the authority to accept 
eventually all the conditionn of the British Oovernnient”.*'* Why, yet, did* 
Lord Lyttou close the Peshawar Conference so suddenly is a vexed 
question, especially as he knew that the Amir, though strongly disinclined 
to admit British otr;ccr8 in Afghanistan, would have, if the point were 
pressed, accepted such a condition ratliev than forfeited tlu» advantage of 
a long-desired alliani'e \\ith the British Ciovennuent.’’**’ The Viceroy, of 
ooiirKe, tried to ox^dain away his conduct by jsserting that th-' "liabilities 
which the British Oovernment might }>i’opt*rIy have contracted on behalf of 
the iji’cseiit Ameer of (’abul, if that Prince bad shown any eagerness to 
deserve and reciprocate its friendship, could not be advantageously, or 
even safely, accepted in face of the situation revealed by Sir Lewis Pellv’s 
energetic investigations”, and, therefore, “ the prolongation of the 
Peshawar Conference could oJily lead to cmbarrassnients and cntaiiglenients 
best avoided by the timely teiminnt'on of it.”'* But, then, there was no 
investigation made, nor is it easy to compreh end what embarrassraents and 
entanglements Lytton could forsee in the elementary ex]>lanations of the 
Afghan viewpoints made by the Amir's re])reBeiitative, Nur Muhammad 
Shiah. 

It might be difheult to probe into the mind of Lord Lytton at the 
time of the closing of the Peshawar Conference, but from what he wote 
both before and after that incident, it seems clear that in Rher Ali Khan 
he wanted to have a subordinate prince, eager to respond to the dictates 
of the British Government in pursunnee of their i»olicy of checkmating 
Bussian advance in Central Asia; or else lie would have nothing to do 
with that ‘savage’ [)riuce, as Lytton understood him. And to Lord 
Lytton the Amir's alienation, irredoemnble in itself, was a source of danger, 
more so because the Afghan chief had grown susce})tible to llussian iuAuence 
at hie court.*^ Such a conviction had remained firm in him since Lord 
Lytton had been tipped for the Viceroyalty of India ** To him the idea of a 

strong and neutral state in Afghanistan was illusory, and that country, 
he felt sure, must lean either to Kussia or to England. But a " tool m 
the hands of Kussia” he was resolved ‘never* to "allow him (the Amir) 
to become." “Such a tool" he felt it to be his "duty to break before it 
oould be used".'** 

•* Xbid., p. 
•* • Ibid, 

Lytton to Salisbury, 30th Mhv, 1877, Ibul, p. 171. 
■■ /bid., p. 16ft. 
•• I^ton to Saliebnry, 10th May, lft77, /bid., p. 171. 

Ibid,, also, Balfour, op. ri7., pp. 29 n0. 
•• Balfour, op. eii,, pp. 38 40. 

Letter to C. airdlestiwie. -August 27, 1876, Balfour, op. 6»t.,pp SMO. 
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With ideas sueh as these Lyttoti hastened to close the ^esfaaSNtr 
Ooalerenoe; and Hs termination, it not premeditated,^ was at least deseed' 
to wriggle out of it a situation in which his Central Asian polie; would haTO 
the scope of full play. Shortly before the Conference was officially closed 
Pelly was instructed to communicate to Nur Muhammad Shah that the 
British Government bad rep\idiated all liabilities on behalf of the Aiueer and 
his dynasty, Ihougli they would coiitimie to respect '‘the Ameer's independ¬ 
ence and authority throughout those territories which, up to the present 
moment, it has recognised as being in the lawful possession of the Ameer, 
and will duly abstain from interference so long as the Ameer, on his part 
no less scTupuImiHly abstains from every kind of interference with tribes 
or territories not his Here was u dangerous suggestion which, 
road in the context of the occupation of Quetta and the subsoquent elncida* 
tion of (j^ttoirh Central Ahian |K>iicy, gi\es a clue to the Viceroy’s motive 
in breaking up the C'onferonce at Peshawar Shcr Ali Khan, whose terri¬ 
tories vere acknowlcdgedly ill-defined, was apt to look ux>on such n 
statement of |H>licv with consideiablc fcni and suspicion, and the abrupt 
termination of the Peshawar Conference only served to widen the breach 
between the Indian and ilie Afghan Governments 

About this time (i-cner.il Lom.ikm lod an iiiMision agaiiistf the Turkoncui 
tribes oi Ki/il Arvat vbieh diew from l^ord Litton o clear statement of 
his \iev\8 on Ccntriil Asia The occupation of KIscil Arvat, though 
temimruiy, wus ,\et considered to l»a a preliminary stej) to the iiltiiiiab 
conquest of Merv, which, it was believed, would necessarily lead to cornjdi- 
cations with the Kabul Oovcruuicnt, involving the occuputiou of Herat, 
and the extension of Eussiai! sovereignty, or influence, over Afghanistan.‘- 
Such influence could only be counterpoised by tlie cstabbshinent of a 
commanding British influence at Herat, and it was at this point, JiVttun 
proclaimed, that Russian advance in Central Asia must be stopped Tu 
fact, Lytton was convinced that sooner or later the Russian and Knglish 
possessions in (Central Asia must become conterminous, and that as a 
remedy against that "inevitable misfortune’ the Indian Government should 
secure a strong line of defence on India's nurth-west ironUer.** "The 
Hindukush,*' he remarked, “is the natural rampart of India; and in ord^i 
to utilise it properly, W’e ought to hold Cabul, Ohuznee, and Jellalabad. 
as our principal bastion, with Quetta as a curtain, and lulvunecJ jwsts at 
Candahar, Herat, Balk, etc."'*' Such theories, how'cver, did not meet 
with the approval of the Secretary of State f<ir India, and Sali'^biirv waineil 
the Viceroy against wild military adv'ice that might be gneu him fonn tmie 
to time. Thih caused so much of irritation to Tjord Lvtton that be iicciis d 
the British Cabinet of w'eakness, vacillation and indecision, and complaiiuMl 

Itichaidsoo pavfl that Hip leiniiiidtiop of Iho IVhfaawni roiiipicncr was pie 
meditated. (*abtnct of Lord BraroHhfieJd m relations mth ih/hutnsfaHt p. l*^* 

Pari. Pap.. 1S7R, AfglianiRtan No. 1 p. ^20, 
•* Lytton to Salislniry, 2nd July, IflW, Lord L\lton s Vii\.iU* (.'oHedion, Coiipmon- 

wealtb Priation^ Office Record. 
« Lytton to Halwbmy. 10th July, IW, Loid LvUon*<» Piiviie Collection, Conuffitfi. 

vresUh Relations Office Record. 
«« Ibid, 

tbid. 
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that if the Indian policy was entirely dictated from Downing Bireet. and 
the Viceroy was givep no liberty of action, Buaaia would continue to advance 
and weaken British hold on India.** 

After dwelling upon the importance of Herat Lytton emphasised that, 
since the establishment of British influence at that place was no longer 
possible in alliance with the Ameef, some uieasuie, wholly iudepondeiit of 
the oo-operation, and wholly regardless of the resistance, of Bher Ali Khan 
ought to be taken, falling which Afghanistan would be lost to India.*' So 
he observed that a time might come, and at no distant date, when, in 
order to maintahi the British }X>wer in India, it would be al>solutely 
necessary to disintegrate the Afghan Kingdom, and establish a separate 
Khanate in Western Afghanistan, with predominant British influence at 
Herat.** 

The Home Government, however, did not believe with the Viceroy 
that the Ameer had ben iiTcdeeniably alienated. Salisbury repudiated the 
idea of an immediate Hussiun move U2K)n Merv, and instructed the Viceroy 
to desist from any aggressive operation in Central Asia.** In Lytton's own 
words, his anxieties were characteribed as 'nightmares*, and his calcula* 
tions us "the crude excursions of nn untutored fancy".*® Nevertheless, 
abstinence from aggressive action was not eousidered iueomputiblc with 
the duty of maintaining an altitude of due jnvparation again^t any dangers 
that might arise; and so, Lord Salisbury urged the Viceroy "to obtain a 
friendly influence o\er tlu* liuler of Atghaiubtiiii" *’* liord lj\ttou\ desire 
for carving out an independent priiicipulity in Wcbteru Afghauibtau thus 
met wdth a rebufi, and he had, therefore, merely to bide his time. 

With the arrival of the Abramoff Mis'sion at Kabul^* Lytton again got 
the opportunity of urging upon Her Majesty’s Government the necessity 
of reconsidering their Central Asian Policy Meanwhile, Lord Salisbury 
had gone to the Foreign Office, and Viscount Cranbrook had become 
Secretary of State for India. In the new Indian Secretary Lytton had a 
man after his heart, and, therefore, with renewed vigour lie now tried to 
drive his point home. On the 2nd August, 1878, he cabled to the Secretary 
of State, "To remain iiiacti\e now, will . . . be to allow Aighauistuu to 
fall. . . . completely under liusbum power and influence . . . ."*•* 
And, then, demanding freedom of action in Afghanistan, he emphasised 
the necessity of sending a British ^Mission to Kabul. This was reiterated 
in a very lengthy letter to Lord Cr.anbrook, which lA'tton wrote on the 
8rd August, 1878.” In this letter lie submitted lui edeven-point thesis on 
Central Asia for the coubideralioii of Her Majesty's Government which 

4k Lylien to flalislmiy, IGlb 1877, Lonl Lylton'» Private roUeetJon, Comuioo 
wealth Kelations OfRca^ Breord. 

Lytton to flalisbnry, 2n<l July, 1877. Lord Lytton’s Thivate Collection, Common* 
wealth Belationi Office Jlooord. 

IM. 
** For. Dept. 8ec. Prog«.. Oct 1878. Cons. 11. 

Lytton to Saliebary, 3rd Angnet, 1878, Lord Lytton'e Private Collection, Commou* 
wealth Belatione O01ce Remrd. 

For. Dept. 8ec. Proge. October, 1878 Conf.. 11, 
•> Pari. Pap., 1878, Afghanialan No. 1, p. 228. 
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embodied fuUy^ bte complete views on the subject. Lyttoa prefi&cad his 
thesis by a fre^ admission that these views he had held even before he 
reached IndiSi and he believed they Were also the opinion of his revered 
and honoured chief, Disraeli. Even so, he could never feel sure Whether 
these views had merely the private approval, or the assured public support, 
of Her Majesty's Government 

The policy formulated in the above letter was thus clearly slated by 
Lord Lytton: 

I. Although a small, friendly, and comparatively weak Asiatic State 
would be a more convenient neighbour to British India, yet it was almost 
absolutely certain that in the ordinary, uncorrected and probably incor¬ 
rigible course of events, all intermediate States between Bussia's Asiatic 
Empire and that of Britain must, before long, be absorbed by one or other 
of the two rival Powers: “and we shall then find ourselves conterminous 
with Russia along our north-west frontier." 

II. It should, therefore, be carefully considered and decided before¬ 
hand where such contact could be admitted with the least inconvenience 
and injury. 

III. The line of contact between the two Empires must be a strong 
military line. 

IV. But the Punjab frontier was a hopelessly bad line since it left 
in the hands of Russia all the outer debouches of the passes leading into 
India, The great natural boundary’ of India to the north-west was the 
watershed, formed by the range of the Hindu Kush and its spurs, “and 
that range, with such outposts as may be necessary to secure the passes, 
ought to be our ultimate boundary." 

V. The gradual occupation by Russia of the Turkoman country up to 
Merv, and the establishment of communications thence to Chargui or to 
Karki. was forced upon her by every consideration of political and military 
necessity. 

VI. The completion of this territorial extension could be suddenly 
effected by Russia, even w^hile Britain was quite unprepared to deal with 
the results of it. “The trial of strength for supremacy in Afghanistan 
between us and Russia, would then begin; and under conditions which, 
as regards Western Afghanistan, would be extremely unfavourable to us." 

Vn It was, therefore, necessary to decicl'* beforehand what were 
tho ultimate points at which Russian advance in Central Asia must be 
checked, if necessary by force; otherwise “we may come to a conclusion 
when it is too late to enforce it." 

VITI. Although M?rv was beyond "our sphere of practical action", 
in reference to other points more vital to the existence of the Indian 
Empire, it would be advantageous to delay, if possible, and by all available 
means, the occupation of Merv by Russia. 

IX. Between the Asiatic Empires of Britain and Russia, Herat was 
the really crucial point, and though military considerations preponderated 
in favour of taking up a line of virtual resistance nearer India, all political 

« Lord Lytton’s Private Collection, 0.R,O, Pocord, Lytion to Crenbrook, Angnst i, 
1878, 
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ooBBidfiT^jotu wwe *«(voi3|^y agukut the abap4wipwt of Hmt to Mg 
otber Cowwr or Bosaia* 

X. ** The okor« zaotttierm boimdary of our poUtioal mfluoiioe'% wu a 
question which, called for immediate decision, lor au insuirectLon iu dathh 
and Badakshan, headed by Abdur Bubman, and su{q>orted by Bussia, might 
at any moment place those provinces irretrievably under the permatieat 
infliience of Bussia. 

XI. Finally, there were three, and only three, courses of aetton to 
obtain an effective command of a suitable noi'Uiovu frontier. 

(a) To secure by fear or hope such an alliance with Sher Ali as would 
effectually and permanently exclude Bussian influence from Afghanistan. 

(b) Failing this, to withdraw, promptly and publicly, all countenanoe 
from him, to break up the Afghan Kingdom (which Lytton thou|^t ooyld 
be done without much difficulty), and to put in the place of Sher Ali a 
sovereign more amenable to British interests. 

{0) To conquer, and hold, so much of Afghan territory as would, in 
case of failure of tl^e two above-mentiemed preoautiona, be absolutely 
requisite for the permanent maintenance of the north-west frontier. 

Dilating upon the pros and cons^* of his thesis, Lytton argued that 
the theory of standing on the defensive behind a mountain range was a 
pre-Napoleonic idea, and that in modern times, whenever it was attempted, 
the result had been disastrous. So he urged a forward move along the 
north-west fiontier; nnd examining the relative merits of the various routes 
through which foreign invasion was possible upon India, he classified her 
line of defence in three i)arts. “To the left,” Lytton observed, “our flank 
rests on the Persian Gulf, of whicli we have the command, and is covered 
by the sandy deserts of 'Westorn Baluchistan. Our occupation of Quetta 
fulfils all the requisite of a strong military position on that side. For, while 
we can thenee debouch at any moment on to the open plains, . . . any 
adversary trying to enter India from this direction, would first be obliged 
to besiege, and capture, Quetta, giving us ample time to prepare for his 
reception, and then to force the long gorges of the Bolan Pass. In fact, 
I look upon our frontier, from Mooltan to the Sea, as now so well guarded, 
by our position at Quetta, that it leaves almost nothing to be desired. . . 

Turning to the extreme right, Lytton pointed out that there the Empire 
was well protected by the Himalayan ranges and the deserts of Tibet. He 
found no necessity of occupying the outer debouches of the passes 
leading on to Kashgar and the Pamir steppes. Moreover, these passes 
were so few and so difficult that any army trying to force its passage 
through them could easily be stopped. For all these reasons he conceived 
that ** in this direction, our ultimate boundary should be the great mountain 
range, or watershed dividing the waters of the Indus from those which run 
northwards. ..." 

Coming to the question of the central line of defence which he 
considered to be the most difficult problem, Lytton advocated “ the cofi” 
tinuation of the Hindu Kush and its spurs to Herat, as our main line, 
with outposts at Balk, Maimena and Herat, and the Oxis as our visible 

A* Lord Lytton** Mvate Collection, C.B.O. Bcoord, Lytton to OranbrocA, August 8, 
28T6f 
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boundary. . . . The choice here, he pointed out va» betti^een thia ovti^ 
line and on inner one following the mountains trom. the Hindu Kush to 
the Helmsnd. But instead of confining the point of defence to the inner 
line formed by the Hindu Kush and the Helmand, he iirefenred to fix the 
ultimate i)oint of resistance to Herat. Bussia, ho believed, would bo nt 
Merv in two years, and a Buasian occupation of that place would threaten 
the security of Herat and “ send down a thrill to the heart of India*'. 
Lytton concluded that the responsibility for the protection of Herat "must 
be taken now or never", tmd once committed to it, "I feel no doubt what¬ 
ever that, at sometime or other, and in some form or other, wc shall even¬ 
tually be obliged to absorb the whole of the mountain country between 
Herat and Kabul." 

As regards Afghanistan, the Viceroy acknowledged that there was no 
man of ability and character equal to Sher Ali, and ;io one, for many yearb 
to come, would be able to wield bo much power ns ho did He knew that 
the Amir was unquestionably the man for him, and that hr would be able 
to carry w^ith him the whole of Aftrlmnistan if only he could enlist Sher Ali 
on his side. And yot, Lytton could not feel sure if it was possible to win 
over the Amir, although to do bo he desired to make "a last" attempt by 
sending a mission to Kabul charging the British En^ov with the task of 
concluding a treaty with Sher All The object of lhat treaty would be to 
so bind the Amir that he might desist fn^m any negotiation with, or recciv- 
ing agents from, any other stale or nation; to allow British Officers at 
Kabul for special purposes; and to agree to the permanent location of a 
British Agent at Herat. The Viceroy did not propose to offer the Amir 
any dynastic guarantee or subsidy, and dcsiied that the Envoy should be 
authorised to clcaih impress upon Sher Ali that if he rejected the Britisli 
offer, the Government of India would openly break with him 

If the attempt to effect some understanding with the Amir by this 
means should fail (in consequence either of the non-reception, or the ahor- 
iivo result, of the profiosed mission) the disintegration of Afghanistan ought 
then to be undertaken. Ijyttoii believed that some buch course would bo 
necessary, cither immodiately, on the failure of the proposed mission, or, 
* in any case", after "Sher Ali disappears from the scene." 8o, in 
anticipation of it, lie had opened secret negotiations \\ith different parties 
or persons in Afghanistan with a view to ascertaining their relative prospects 
in case of a vacancy upon the throne. He impressed upon liord Cranbrook 
that, pence being concluded in Europe,* the most favourable time hod come 
for bringing pressure to bear upon the Amir, due mainly "to the cogent 
fact that, from our commanding position nt Quetta, wn could now at any 
moment lay o-ar hands swiftly upon Candahar; where our Rujierior weapons 
and organisation would swoop away, like flics, the badiy armed, badly 
drilled and badly disciplined trooits lie (the Amir) could np]>nso to us" 

{To be continued) 

Ijytton*B PriTfttP Collection, C.R.O. Jiccord, Ljttou to Crnnlirook, Aiig. 8, 1878. 
* He reference is to the Treaty of Berlin. 

•• Ibii. 
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SOME RECENT TENDENCIES IN 
SHAKESPEAREAN CRITICISM 

PiioF. 1). C. Biswas, M.A. 

A. C. Jalpaiynn, 

Matthew Artiold wrote tlie lino ‘ Others abide our question, thou 

art free after the rich hnr^est of romantic eriticism had been 

gleaned. No less significant is tlie fact that one of the sanest literary 

critics of tJiis age, T, H. Eliot, wrote so httle of Shakespean*, and when 

so many of his confoniporarios had l>een b<^ating new grounds in 

Shakespearean studit's he aeclaimed their novelties, but w^itliout any 

optimism regarding the result. But is tlie prospect so di-nial as that? 

Already HbakcspearcTn criticism has become a by-word for the 

insignificance of human learning. It lias become neci^ssary llierefore to 

reassert from time to time that it is no mere wild-goose chase or a 

collection of the dry bones of adventurers who have given tlieir lives in 

discovering the ‘ siren’s song Mucli yet nnnains to he done. But 

let not the ‘ undone vast ’ fling buck its Icngtliening sbudows to obliterate 

the lighted tracks. Ho many new adventurers are out on the field that 

a bare enumeration of their names will exhaust the reader. The scope 

is therefore limited to some dominant trends. 

The groat advance in recent Hhakesperiana does not ow’e itsedf so 

much to the litcraiy critics in tlie field of interpretative criticism as to 

the textual critics, jiroducors and scholars. Ho man\ decades have 

passed in realizing wliat now seems so obvious that Hbakespoare lU'cd 

be approached as be was, and not as critics and editors have made liiin 

out to be. Let Shakespeare speak out liis tales without tlie medium 

of an interpreter. Wc prefer not to understand him rather than 

misunderstand him. Jjei us liave liini with all the inqierfections on 

his Jiead I It was a significant first move which led to tlie stripping 

of the text of editorial accrt'tions, and clearing the stage of its scenical 

flubbishes. In fact those passages of Hbakespeare which are devoted to 

the purpose of word-painting, and, tliey are too many to need mention— 

would sound hollow if tlicre l>c the scenic rojiresentation simultaneously. 

So the producers of Shakespeare must choose between these poetical 

passages, and the Recalled scenic realism. But his property belongs to 

the province of stage and film, and not to the subject under review, for 
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critics mostly deal with Bliakespeare’s plays as books, and not as 

' prompt books ’ which they were originally intended to be. There is 
of course excellent scope for revaluation of Shakespeare in the light of 

the ‘ spoken word and on the bare stage modelled on the Elizabethan 
pattern, though it is nol known Jtow the plays were actually staged and 

the words spoken on the siage. The potentialities of this metliod was 
recognized by Graiiviilo-Harker, wJio being both a playwright and actor, 

was admirably fitted for the task. His ‘ J’refacos to Shakespeare * are 

a pioneer-work, and his dealh before he could coniplett* the series has 
Ief( a void indeed! Of the inaiiy new lights li(‘ has thrown on the plays 

one of the most significant is Ins refulation of liuinb’s charge that ‘ King 

Lear ' cannot be staged. Ktoll’s works on Shakespeare though dilfereni 

in method place an equally strong emphasis on ‘ stage-effects *, and 

‘ visual realism but to him I shall turn later again while dealing with 

‘ characterization 

It is now almost a critical common place to refer to the Elizabethan 
world picture, the macrocosm and tlie micnx'osm. In the great chain 

of being every existing being occupies a place above one thing and below 

another. The conception of the liierurclucal universe, and the Divinely 

ordinaled order were parts of ilie intellectual atmosphere which 

Shakespeare as an Elizahetlian breathed. The exposition of the 
intellectaal and ps\e]iol(>gical eontont of the n'liaissaiiee is far more 

valuable in interpreting Bhakespearc than any otlur writer of the period, 

lie might have consciously or intuitively avoided eonteinporaneity, the 

pressun^ of immediacy whicJi are so fatal to aitistic universality. 
Nonelheh*ss he did not \M‘ite in a vacuitx nor had ho like Coleridge’s 

great artist the ambition to create a taste by which he bhould be judged. 

Far from it. On the other hand he wrote his plays for immediate stage 

jiorformances, and in no other branch of literature is the praise or blame 
so immediate. Naturally there are some basical tenets of liinnan faith 

and philosoi>liy he could not but share with all others of his time. A 

substantial work on these lines has been done by Tillyard, Theodore 

Bpencer, Hardin Craig, Bamborough and a host of other writers in 
recent years. These may be of immense value in explaining 

ShakeHj)earc’8 reorientation of source materials and the ooiisequeutial 

reassessment of Shakespeare. 1 suggest some typical line of approach. 

In the concept of the order-disorder antithesis narrowed down to the 
domestic milieu the father may be regjirded as the eenire, ‘ the lord 

of duty ’ to whom honour and respect arc due. Marriage de convenance 

being the order of the day in all classes of society, and love being a 

matter of minor consideration, the importance of the father in arranging 
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marriages of daughters was paramount. The daughter's forwardnoHS 

in choosing her mate is a violation of th.e domestic-order. Brabantio, 

EgeuSi Capulet are all outraged fathers whose parental authority has 

been set aside. They are naturally infuriated. Neither Egeus, nor 

Brabantio can believe that his daughter could behave ho un-daughter- 

like unless * bewitched ' by ‘ charms bought of mountebanks ' or other 

‘ strong prevailments Capulet fumes at Juliet’s refusal to marry 

Paris: 

At home, abroad, alone, in company 

Waking or sleeping, still niy care hath been 

To have her matched; and hasing now provided 

A gentleman of princely parentage 

Of fair desinesnes, youthful and nobly trained 

Stuff’d as they say, with honourable parts 

And then to have a WTetched puling fool, 

A whining mammet, in her h>rtunc*R tender. 

To answer—* I’ll not wed—I cannot Ittve 

Portia’s father guarded against a rash marriage. *' The will of a living 

daughter is curbed by ihc will of a dead father.” 

Critics who characterize Shakesp<»are’R fathers as liaving been 

in a general very ironically portrayed sliow an imperfect pereeption of 

the order-myth. The dramatisl w'onih to stress the order-disorder 

antithesis here, and the disobedient daughters are the disorder symbols 

against whom the fathers have a rigliteous indignation. Leonatu and 

Prospero who play the reasonable and benevolent fathers have no cause 

against their daughters. Prosper*) find.s his daughter and Ferdinand 

have ” changed eyes ”, but the latter has been brought by his * tempest- 

magic * for the purpose. Yet in tins isle of magic and romance the 

omnipotent father who can control fate and command the goddesses 

does not forget caution and prudence. Ferdinand has to pass a period 

of apprenticeship as * a logijcarer Hero’s love in ‘ Much ADO ’ is 

^ shorn of the vestiges of romance, even though the sources t>ointed to 

that direction. So the Elizabethan audience might sense an evil augury 

in the daughter’s disobedience, and they had at least less difficulty in 

reconciling themselves to their undeserved misfortune than we have. 

Cintbio's novella, the original of Otliello makes no mention of the father 

at all, and refers only inconsequentially to the objection of DesdemonaV 

relations to her choice of the Moor. But Shakespeare makes much of 

Brabantio, and in faOt in the earlier scones he even throws Othello tnd 
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Besdemou inlo the shade. It is oxdy after the public pronouncemeat 

of Desdemona’s transference of allegiance from the father to tilt husband» 

i.e., traax one order—symbol to another that the heart-broken father 

passes into obscurity. His last ominous warning to Othello rings 

throughout’ the play as the voice of accusing sanity. No less significant 

is the fact that the warning is addressed to Othello against Desdemona, 

the offender against the order. Read in the context of the universal 

order, of which the domestic sphere is a component even so crude a 

play as ' The Taming of the Shrew which seems so barbaric in tasfe 

to the modern men, may not appear so revolting. Tlie husband's 

persecuting ways to make the shrewish wife submit to his authority 

seemed to tlio Elizabethan audience nothing more than an extreme case 

of sternness necessitated by tlie wife’s perversity. Even so, Katharhia’s 

eloquent sermon on wifely obedience at the close of tiie play, is enough 

quittance for Petmehio: 

Thy husband is thy lord, thy life, thy keeper. 

Thy head, ihy sovereign; one that cares for thee 

And for thy mainionaiue conmiits liis l>ody 

To painful labour botli h\ sea and hind. 

This line of approiich may be veiy- profitabh extended to almost all 

the plays. 

In the sphere of English historical plays Tillyard's ‘ Sliakespeare’s 

hlnghbh Historical Pints * is a significant nett '•tudy. This profound 

scholar probes deeply into all pimiblo sources of Shnkespeare's English 

Histories, and displays Shakespeare’s essential hisioncal sense through 

his presentment of characters, situations and envinminents. Without 

always closely adhering to Holinshed, Hall or Froissart, sometimes 

sailing too close to the shore, sometimes adventuring out in the high 

seas without substantnil warrant of hiD sources, he has given the essence 

of medieval histoiy—its symbolism and cerenionmlisni—in ’ King 

Bichard 11 The transition to the new age 1ms been symbolized by 

f3olingbroke and his successors. The other plays of the group also 

indicate how historical imagination alone can lend meaning and signi¬ 

ficance to the study of characters and incidents set in a particulrr 

milieu. 

There is a new voyage of discovery staitcd in the realm 

Hhakespearean text by Dover Wilson and f><lu’i> m * The New 

Shakespeare* edition of the plays published by tin* (’anihrulge ITniveraity 

Press, They believe in the existence of larger editions of the {dfiyc 

written by Shakespeare himself, which he later tightened up fof 
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40 antoocKinoasi tbe positive valuea are thwaselves azita^uftMi^v Jb 

" Antony and Cleopatra ’ love triam{di8 over honour, and in 'Qonoloi^* 

again woman’s love saves Home against tbe overweening sense of 
honour. * 

ft 

The metliod though original and often fruitful has been pushed 

too far. Moreover W. Ivnight does not consider the plays as acted 

dramas on the stage or the screen, but as books to be imaginatively 

recreated in consciousness. But they were never conceived as such by 

their creator, or even if the vision originated in him as such it was 

subjected to the limitations, to a part at least,—^allowing for the short* 

comings of the Elizabethan stage, of the visual realism. So when 

Wilson Knight says tJiat Hamlet is a ‘ darkforce * though he may 

not appear as such on tbe stage, or that Macbeth an emblem of Evil 

never seems so blameablc over there, lie in fact contradicts liimself. 

Further, the imaginative consciousness is more easily attained in course 

of the rush and tension of acting, and the vocal words, than through 

the inevitably slower process of reading. Even when Cleopatra who is 

** wholl}’ good ” in the language of imaginative interpretation— 

expresses her doubt that the comedian will boy her greatness ” in 

the posture of a whore bhe means no stricture on the draxitlatic illusion, 

but only re-inforces it. In fact the tragic dignity she attains on the 

stage is apocryphal, and no written word can convey it. The ethical 

judgement, which this critic so much detests flourishes more in reading 

than ‘ seeing * a play. Moieovor the absf>lute unimportance whicli 

this new criticism accords to ' clmracters ’ curtails appreciation. The 

main protogonists becoiiie merely symbols, and the minor diameters 

are more or less sacnficod to the centralized tyranny of the atinosplier^i. 

Yet moht of these characters slay in the mind not as human beings we 

can talk to, but as livelv figures whose talks we cannot forget. 

Tlie poetic visions to which lie reduces the plays have their 

genesis in tbe frame-work of some story-material wdiich of course suffers 

itself to be transfigured in the total vision. The cuckoo’s voice wliich 

sends the rapturous fancy of Wordsworth to the fairy-land is sublimat¬ 

ed into virtual non-exl.stemje. The stoiy -base of a play is not however 

at par with the CuckOii's voice in its relation to the organic vision. 

The source-material is no catalytic agent; it is truncated, sup?radded, 

and even transmuted beyond recognition in the final shape, but is nc\'t‘r 

reduced to nullity. On the other hand it is very useful as a laeasunj 

of the imaginative transfusion, and value-analysis. *) 

Wilson Knight’s imaginative method has been rudely attacked. 

Nonetheless its value as a strikingly original method, occasionally 

conducive to a new vision into the heart of a play connect be minimiaed. 
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Bv0n standard critical works like those of Bay Walker are mntb 

joflebted ^ it. 

Miss Caroline Spurgeon’s method of studying the dominant 

imageries in Rhakcspeaie is more tboroogb tlian tlmt of Wilson Knight, 

but slio abstrabts the imageries from the totality of the play, which 

Wilson Knight docs not. The images are automatisms of the mmd 

and where the mmd recurrently turns there may be some magnetism. 

This method has its clinical value though as a study of the unconscious 

it has its sliortconnngs. The miagen are a part and parcel of the situa¬ 

tion, character, pt‘culmr attitude of the iqK'akcr, the impact of other 

characters, from which tlicy cannot l>c .''Cparalcd without lobing the 

perspective. ]\Ion*over tlie psAchiatnc method cannot be expected to 

bear fruit in the cav* ol this master-mind wdiose perceptive range is a.s 

WMde as the imgiitt ocean, and the ‘ depth cliatge * ina> only reveal 

the myriad [xissessious underneath, harihug b\ roa'-on oi their multi¬ 

plicity the attempt to s\stem.ttize them. No wonder the \arious con¬ 

clusions she lias arm el at arc uncoiiMncmg, and olTer no short-cut to 

the nitcri>rctation of Sliake^peare. Koblc, ITedman and so many 

others arc out on the *'ame ternlorj. The approach is seemingly 

enchanting so far, and time only will shov\ its \alue as an liluminant. 

Far less eflecliv'\ but more fasbionalde is the modern tendency 

to describe Shakespearean characters iii the toimiuology of psycho- 

analjfiis. Tlic churaoteis aic treated as if they wire nal patients in 

the critics’ consulting room. Tlie ps>cho-anaIy*'t takcb a whole play 

then, and piodnces an analysis of Shakespeare’^ own psycho at the 

period wlua li<' j»rodiie<‘d it. Dr. Jone^’ tIicoi\ that Hamlet suffered 

frtim ’ f)edipuH complex is onh an instance Sli«iko^pt'aro may have 

produced a rharaeter to wluun we now applj such diagnosis, but the 

idea of ‘ Oedipus <*om!tle\ ’ could luirdh ha\e boon prchcnt m Ins 

mind. This t\pc of chntfal diagnosis ma\ be eliectixo in the case of 

a living nuin, Init not *n tlio case of fictional chaiactei. The attempt 

to press Hamlet into this mould can only result in di'^tortum, Dover 

Wilson’s fascinating hook ‘ What Happens m ITamlct ’ ig far more 

convincing as it is n stiid> of the Kli/abcthon beliefs, 

Let us further reveit to * clmraetoriziition winch though so much 

in bad odour recently does yet hold its 8wa\ as the most ixpular method 

of Shakespearean study, Bradley’s monumental work on tiagedy has 

been the starting ixuul of a good deal of aualysea. The * pb}chological 

realism ' of Bhakespoar’s characters wdiieh is the fund.imental tenet 

of Bradley has been challenged by Stoll, George Gordon, and so many 

othefB. Even Wilson Knight whom we have conaidered earlier was 

10-1946F—V 
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provoked by Bradley's method. Prof. BtoU analyses some of the 

principal characters : Othello (whom he calls the crucial case), Macbeth, 

etc., and suggests that the maimer iu which each is prompted to action 

is not psychologically convincing, /.c,, real men and women would not 

have behaved in the manner tlioy did. No noble hero as Othello was 

in the first part of the play, so ronsoniihle as to be coiic.iderod “ all in 

all sufificient hy the ciitne Venetian Hoiiate would be led by tlie nose. 

Similarly there is a * steep tragic contrast ’ in Macbeth. Sliakespeafe 

has not bestowed any icpsonable motive on liim. On the other hand 

ho has been stripped of ihc last \o^tiges of motive to make him dramati¬ 

cally more cffectivo. Stoll emphasues the central impiobabllity, and 

points out the dialmetion between the leal lite on the one hand, and 

dramatic ait on the olher. Wiiat Shakosiiearc is concerned with is 

“ not primarily the nnag<* of lif#', but an illusion, and as its conse¬ 

quence, a greater cmolional effeet than the image of life can give 

Gordon and Benthall Luc suppoitcd him by empha'^a.ing tlie essential 

unreality of ceitain charactois, like Viola, llowiliud, etc. A character 

like lago has no existence outside the st.ige. Hiieb ch luicier-^ are “ alive 

with the life of the play As against the deiractoj.-. cl Biadloy there 

is a doublc-delcnce rendered b\ Stewart, Dr. Joins end oth(*rs wIid 

belong to the p-ijcho-anahtical school. They justiJv the p='\cliological 

realism of Shakespeare - chiractcr-> bv an uaaHsjs ol tin* •^iilj-conHCious 

springs of action. Stovatt in his hook “ Character and IMotive in 

Shakespeaic *’ delcnda M.u belli’> fall as jisycliologi. all.N ju^ified by 

referring his state ol mind to a passage m a book on ciiniinolog}. 

Every fictional rJiaractcr is more or less moulrkd in the conven¬ 

tional psychological pattern, and in course of time wliat is purely 

conventional loses its meaning and has to he rccroat^'d hv historical 

imagination. But what is eternal in such charaef. is. i.e., the ele¬ 

ments which cotrespond to the unchanging a-^pects ever rornaiu fresh 

and original. Such fundamental qualities admit of ps} chological 

analysis in every age. So if Bradley looks for the psjcJiological realism 

of his characters he cannoi he said to have chosen a wiong tmek. Tlie 

characters have to he judged wolh rcfer«nce tf) living ini'n and women 

if the nnal.^si- r, to In\e arn woith. Of <*oursc there aie limitations 

and no body denies Jicni. Then' js Iic-wovcr no scope for dogmatism 

in either of the methods. Ciiailton’s latest book on Shakespearean 

tragedy is an able dof'='nce of characterization both against Wilson 

Knight’s ‘Imaginative interpretation’ and Stoll’s ‘Dramatic illusion*. 

These then are the landmarks in recent Shakespearean studies, 

and in the light of the new scholarship enough scope remains for the 

reconsidefation of Shakespeare. 



THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPINOZA 

i)n JiHAi«jiusiiAN liANinriL, M A (Piiu ), I> IMni (AiU6> 

CITAPTEli IV 

ClNIHUi CoN<1I*1‘3 Oi FlUrhUM VND lioNDAGI IN SpINOZISPiC 

PJIIIOSOI liv 

I'lio great sage Spinoza concintiated Inn cent pci cent attention 

for fapmtual roatisatioii I4au loi pnielv logical uudeibtandmg He 

lespetts tlie spnilual vjlue*^ ol life di d linj. ell embraces tlio same with 

whole Jieait and mind Tin has been thoiou'^lily pio\ed by bis disci¬ 

plined vay of life and conduct As iho sage^ honour and love freedom 

lioin pasmons and desiios rnorr than unjthmg cl^e in the world, 

Sf)ino/ti also like them showed inol mnd admiiaton loi fieedom trom 

ouioiion> Ol in olhei Vi.id , blosscdnc^", ot the mind He sa\s (in the 

Iholacc to Patt V Lillies), “ At hn^th I pas' on to the other division 

of in\ Klhics, concerning the method oi path which leid-j us to fieedom 

And in this I bliall treat of (ho pnwti of i a-.on, and show what is its 

ndi\e "htiiLdli agim t (inotio. s, a id thi’cc whet is the fieedom on 

blO'^sediio^'5 of the mind Whence wo shall scf* in how much better 

case IS the wise man linn Iho ignoiant Lul bj whit moans and method 

tlu uiuk.standing is fu be pnf v.ttd and l)\ wlnt btnll the bodj is to 

bo tend d that it nio} tiiiK do its office, p'rlainb not to this luquiiy, 

loi the lattei ol these is the concoin of medicine, tlie foiiiai of logic 

Rpmo/i’s aim was piiclital ITo ha*- tikon up the work of facientific 

anal}bib of tlie i>assions and told us how the\ cm be mastered, le,, 

how man’s happiness (freedom) can he assui» d The two terms 

* bondage ’ and ‘ freedom ’ are sell-con tiadutorv because the former ex¬ 

cludes the latlei and the latter denies the influence of the former. 

But in Spinozistic philosophy the conception of man’s moial life is 

nothing but a movement from bondage to freedom The conflict ot 

Spinoza’s moral philosophy is the conflict between the stage of 

passivity in winch the man is said to be dependent on the scuei of 

cause and effect, t c., in which he is not in himself, and to that of 

activity or ni other words, ** life according to reason ”, in which the 

rnan is ** the adequate cause ol hib own action ” In the ]tamive stage 

or in the stage of bondage the individual is regarded a mode in the 

nudst of the infinite series of modes and m ihat stage he is only % 
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part of uature and thus hie freedom is illusory freedom because at 

that time he is conscious of his own thoughts but not of the causes 

which determine his nature. Prom’the logical point of view, as long 

as man is taken to be a part of nature, his freedom seems illusory. 

But Spinoza being dissatisfied with his own logical argument, holds 

that moral perfection or freedom is not denied for him who is morally 

enlightened. Here the conflict is between the man’s passive nature 

and the man’s moral or active nature. The passivity of man’s nature 

only indicates that he is not free from hw bondage. The stage of 

activity implies that the man is free, f.c., his hfe is according to reason. 

To Spinoza the man of reason can overcome all the encroachment of 

passions and it is reason whicli enables him to realise his self-determinate 

nature. 

By holding tlic above statement Spinoza is confronted with some 

difficulties. Spinoza treats man as “ a part of nature ”, or in other 

words, he holds that tJjc individual is nolhing but a mode amidst the 

inflnite multiplicity of otlier finite modes. The conception of Spinoza’s 

finite individual sliows that the individual is never free because it is 

conditioned by another individual wliicli is again conditioned by some 

other individual and oO on. Now the questions wliich generally arise, 

are the following :—^How can a finite which is conditioned by end¬ 

less series of natural forces claim freedom for itself? If tlie finite 

derives its origin from God who is eternal and ever free how can it 

be in bondage? In this chapter we shall try to show that the conflict 

is between naturalism and spuilnuh'.in, because Spinoza maintains 

that num is “ a part ol nature " and again lie holds that man is some¬ 

thing more than “ a jiarl of nature If the former proposition is 

true then it is n&clcss to strive for freedom and even though the indivi¬ 

dual tries he cannot achieve Iroedoin fioni bondage because the uni¬ 

formity of nature is ever permanent. But Hpiuoza does not stick to that 

position. He asserts boldly that freedom is possible for a man who 

is morally strong. Tli© moral man is not a slave in the hand of nature; 

be can exert his own power to achieve freedom^ Though Spinoza 

cannot supply us with adequate answer for his theory of moral freedom, 

yet he, being d. moralist, believes in moral freedom or in freedom from 

bondage. Man is not a x>assive creature but he has courage enough to 

realise his own self-determinate or active nature, and as soon as he 

conceives his self-determinate chaiacter by reason he is freed from the 

tie of bondage. According to Spinoza freedom is achieved only by the 

1 Gftird, SpinoM. p. 260. 
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elmunatioa of the negative element or passive element of man^s natnjre. 

As soon as the negative character of man's nature flies away the posi^ 

tive or active character sliines and thereby freedom is gained by him. 

Here also the germs of conflict can be detected in his conception of 

freedom and bondage. Spinoza as a true thinker has made it clear that 

freedom can be achieved by a man of reason and intuition. Spinoza’s 

conception of freedom is similar to that of Plato and has been accepted 

by Kant, in the manner stated below :— 

Kant's original conception of freedom was that of being deter¬ 

mined by oneself, as opposed to be determined by others. His new 

conception of freedom has emerged from the distinction between auto¬ 

nomy and heteronomy.**' The distinction between determination by 

oneself and determination by other than oneself has been reduced to a 

distinction between two principles w'orking with us in his new concep¬ 

tion of freedom. Hetorouoniy according to Kant means that which is 

ruled by the principle of pleasure which is other than the pure law of 

reason or the coiiceptioo of duty for duty’s sake. Kantian conception of 

freedom has a connection with tlie conception of freedom of rationalist 

like Plato and Spinoza. The older rationalists understood freedom in the 

sense of freedom from the bondage of the senses. Plato in his Phaedo 

tells us clearly that deliverance from the bondage of body or in other 

words, from everything thab is sensuous and matdrial, is a true freedom. 

It shows that llie philosopher does not fear at all. He also tells us 

that philoHuph} imparts us true knowledge which in turn frees us from 

the captivity of the l>ody. Spinoza also understands freedom in the 

saJiie way.® He sa5"8, *' a free nvin, that is to say, a man who lives 

according to the dictate of reason alone, is not led by fear of death " 

(Ethics, Pai-t IV, Prop. 57). “ I have said that man is free who is 

led by reason alone. He, therefore, wlio is born free, remains free, has 

no other than adequate ideas, and therefore, has no conception of evil 

and consequently none of good (for good and evil are co-relative).” * 

“As for the term good and bad, they indicate nothing positive in 

things considered in themselves, nor they anything else than modes of 

thought, or notions, \vhich we form from the comparison of things 

mutually. For one and the same thing can at the same time be good, 

bad and indifferent, e.gr., music is good to the mclanclioly, bad to 

tliose who mourn, and neither good nor bad to the deaf (Ethics, 

Part IV, Preface). “The importance of roan”, he says, “to govern or 

* Meiaphysicfl of Moral, vide Abbotfn, 
* The reader may consult Dr 8. 

pp. 109-U (ed£ 1947). 
^ Bthiett Fart 4, Prop. 56. 

KafU*ii Theory of Ethics, p. 59. 
K. Maitru’a Sptui of Indian PhUo#oph|f, 

4 
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mtrain the effects, 1 call bondage, for a mw who is under this control 

is not his own master, but is mastered by fortune, in whose power he 

is> so that he is often forced to follow the worse, although he sees the 

better before him *' (EiJnea, Part IV, Preface). 

Spinoza's Theory of Bondage and Freedom 

So far we have seen that passivity is bondage. That which is 

conditioned is dependent upon external causes and that which is 

dependent upon external causes is in bondage. It shows that we are 

}>asBive because Spinoza himself says : “ We arc said to be passive 

when something aiises in us, whereof we arc only a partial cau'-e 

(Fart III, Def. 2), tliai is (Part III, Def. 1), buiuething which cannot 

be deduced solely from the laws of our nature. We are passive, there¬ 

fore, in so far as we are a part of nature wlucli cannot be conceive 1 

through itself without other parts (Ethics, IV, Pro]). 2). The quilc 

opposite stage of it n the stage of oar freedom. “ Freedom is self- 

activity or self-determination, bondage is subjection to external 

causation.** ® We are free or active v;licu anything takes place within 

us of which we are the adequate cause or in other woid'^, we are free 

when anything can be deduced from tlic laws of our ow’U nature. Thus 

we see that here the conflict is between man’s pavuve and active 

nature. The man cannot be m bondage for c\er and for over. There 

is in him the ficif-deternnnatc or selC-activc power h} exerting which 

he can be freed at anj time. But this stage of fivedom is the stage 

of adequate knowledge which can bo icached throngli iva«^on alone 

although it goes beyond reason. But trul^ '-peuking, icason is not an 

adequate knowlcdg-e because it cannot have any access to the world 

of the ultimate truth. On the other liaiid, another difliculty will arise 

if we accept reason as an adequate knowledge. There is some confusion 

in Spinozistic philosopliy regarding reason and intuition, but we can 

assert that reason is useful to make ourselves free- from passions but 

it fails to have, any access to the woild of transcendental reality. Thu-^ 

Spinoza says about intuition (immediate pxjierience) as the source of 

passing from empirical truth to the world of transcendental God. But 

reason is also necessary for a rational man. The importance of reason 

is to get rid of passions (or animal passions). As long os we are not 

men of reason we are in the lowest kind of bondage. We conceive 

ourselres as a part of nature and we undergo changes. “ It is impossible, 

that man should not be a part of Nature, or that he should be capable 

of imder^ng no changes, save such as can be understood through his 

* Oi^yd, BpktoMa. p, 
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natore only as thdr adequate cause *' (EthtoB, IV, Ptopw IV). HeM 
Spinoza wants to say that “ man is necessarily always a prey to his 
passions The man is bound to follow and obey the general cxiet 

of nature and to undergo changes. But man is not required to 
undergo any change of which he himself is the adequate cause. Now 

it 18 true, 08 we have seen, tiiat Spinoza introduces into his conception 

of the individual being an element which seems to modify the law 

of absolute external causation, a self-mamtaining impulse or capacity 

to react on outwaid influences Once Spinoza’s individual is a sub¬ 

ject to undergo any changes and at another time it has within itself an 

element of mdependon(*e whicli will preserve its own moral activity. 

How these two conflicting tend#*ncies can be reconciled^ Once the 

individual is forced to accept the natural influences because the part 

must submit liself to tlie lund of the whole for the maintenance of 

its rehtionslnp and again tlieic is some need for the individual to get 

iid of the bondage. If thoie is “ no free will m the mmd ” • of the 

individual how can he be aware of need of fieedoni? The individual is 

nccessanlj' in faubjcctioii to passion and therefore it is destined for him 

to uiidoigo changes without knowing any freedom, logically it follows 

that luiinan being can nc\cr be fioe. But Spinoza does not stick to 

that iiosition and so icqiiiies fieedom “ What he wants m mmd 

IS a self wludi tin lie liio souico of its own activity, and which, in so 

far as it is not so, i-> a bondig^' ” (Caiid, Spinoza, p. 270). Man 

should be sointthing moie than an individual in order to achieve freedom 

fjom bondige TJieie inuht be a self-m untatumg impulse in his mind, 

otherwise the qiie-ition (»f tieedom seoins inipu->'>ible for him* The 

ehseiico of man’s mind ts underst indnig or reason which always requires 

the adequate ideas of un\tlnng or c\*.T\thing In the act of mind’s 

own ])erfect acfi\il} ilie idiM of God is involved Wlien human mind 

realises that c\er;\ indiMdual b^ing is nollimg hut tlie manifestation of 

God oi when iiuii\idual being conoeuos c\enthing is in Gkid, it is freed 

from bondage Piofessor Will I>uiant has given a tiue picture of 

Spino/a’s coiKcption of fieedom in the following lines — 

“ The passiMt\ oi passion is ‘ hum<in bondige \ the action of 

reason is human hl)Cit\. Fieedom is not fioni casual law oi proces'*, 

but fiorn paitial passion or impulso, and fieedom not fioin passion, 

but from unco-oidnmtid and uncompleted pas'-ion IV( ait 

* Ethxc^^ IV, Prop TV Coiollnry 

* Caird, iV»itioso, p 2fi2 
* n, Prop. 48. 
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where we know,* To be a superman is to be free not from the res- 
tradnts of social justice and amenity, but from the individualism of the 

instincts. ... To be great is not to be placed above humanity, ruling 

others, but to stand above the partialities and futilities of uniform'ed 

desire and to rule one’s self ” (Will Durant, The Story of Philoeophy, 
p. 186). 

Is Bondage possible? - 

Spinoza's theory of bondage tells us that for a moral man bondage 

is impossible. It is only the first state of mind from which the moral 

history of a man begins. As soon as we are aware of our bondage we 

begin to strive for the realisation of freedom. "It is necessary to 

know the infirmity of our nature before we can determine what reason 

can do to liberate us from their control '* (Ethics, IV, 17, Schol.). 

The questions which will naturally come in connection with the above 

statement of Spinoza is this; When we are in bondage (i-c., when 

we are under the control of exteiiial causation) how is it possible for 

us to know that we are under sucli condition? If we are aware from 

the very beginning of such influence then wc are not completely in 

bondage because bondage is not possible for a conscious subject. If 

the self-determinate impulse is within us*® how can we fall into the 

trap of bondage? Spinoza's answer to the above problems seems to be 

this : The individual is in bondage because he lacks adequate ideas. 

The confused ideas or passions are the main sources of bondage. As 

soon as the individual liberates himself from confused ideas by reasoti 

he becomes free. 

The bondage of man arises from his conditioned or determined 

nature which every individual, being a man of passions, is sure to 

share. If God manifostn hanself in the form of the finite things how 

can there be any bondage at all? God is free, being self-caused, and 

He is the ultimate and necessary cause of the finite individuals. 

Spinoza says that " all beings live and move in God and without God 

their existence is impossible ". He at another time asserts that the 

finite things by all means can be one with the ultimate truth. When 

it is possible for the finite tilings to become one with God the question 

of bondage becomes useless to discuss because there must not be any 

bondage for those liberated souls. If tliey (finite things) are not 

necessarily free from I he very outset then God through His manifesta- 

* Cf, ProfesBor Dewoy '* A physician or engineer in free in h's thought and 
aotion in the degree in which he knows what he deals with. PoKsihly w*o find here the 
key to aOT tntSam Human Nature and Conduct, p. 303, New Yoik, 1922. 

mm Spittoea regards God as the necessary cause of the finite individuals he 
certainly astigiis BeU*detenninate nature to them. 
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tioQ bcooxueB coildtttoiied and Itmitad. Spinoziatio pantTwigp* doev 

toaoh that God transceudb the world of finite things. If everythlUK 

is in God and without God nothing can be conceived then bow does 

the question of bondage arise? '* Human bondage ”, therefore lA 

Spinoza’s sense of the words, “is not thinkable, and could only be Tn^die 

to seem thinkable by a false separation between motives and vobtion 

between passions acting on the mind and mind on which they act" 

(Caird, Sptnoza^ pp. 2C7-68). 

“ To make freedom a possible attainment, there must be some germ 

of it to begin with ” (Caird, Spinoza, p 268). In order to answer 

the above question Spmoza lues to put forward ‘ reason ’ to solve tlie 

difficulty Eeason, in the opinion ol Spinoza, alone can liberate man 

from hi5 bondage and enable hmi to enjoy freedom and blessedness of 

God. But Spinoza holds definitely m his theorj of iiuman bondage 

that it is impossible for a man nut to be a part of nature. Hence it 

follows that man is always under the subjection of passions and freedom 

IS impossible for him. If passions rule man fiom the very beginning 

of his lilc he must lemain always under the contiol of external causes 

and thus fieedom is Aery far liom him But Spinoza, as we have 

seen, is not true to liw standjiuint and he holds that freedom is tiie 

inner necessity of man life He maintains that there is sometbmg 

111 ir^ind vihich is not subject to bondage and it enables man to achieve 

freedom fioin bondage Now we ^an conclude that owing to false 

knowlodtre man seems to be m bondage but truly sjx*aking there is no 

bondage foi bun beciuse lie is ever free owing to divine origin. Thus 

we see tliat Spino/a s conception ol bondage is ^ell-contradictoiy and 

he believes that there is no bondage foi a man of reason oi intuition. 

Passion nod Rtahon 

Passion mu'vt be a foreign element to tlie mind Because it is 

foreign and harmful to the human mind, therefore we try to get rid of 

this. Passion can give satisfaction to the mind for a short time. But 

as soon as it manifests its natui'e we no moie stick to it Passion is 

an eVil element and it urges the mind not to wake up and to take 

notice of its evil doings. ‘ Thiongh the iiicdiuiu ol the passions, a 

foreign element gams access to the innul ” (Caird, Spinoza, p ^72) 

Undoubtedly passion foi a tune being at lea-^t conquers the Jiuman mind 

but it has performed a great deal of good to Ibe ninid also by bringing 

with It the message of freedom. Man c^annoi bo perfectly happy living 

all the time under tho rule of passion If 1>«‘ « poifeotly happy 

its (passion’s) sway, his moral condition would be utterly 

Oura, Bptnofsa, p, 
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Aa io0g as a man is iind«r the influence of passions he hveg xa the lowest 
ftage of the moral hfe. But there is a spiritual element in hiiu b; 

which he can rise up to the highest position of man’s moral life and 
that element is reason. Accoiding to Spmoza, tlic essence of mind is 

reason and reason alone can enable the man to escape iiom the trap 

of passions, Spinoza says . “ Man is fieo in so far as he is led by 

reason, for then only he is determined to act by causes winch can be 

adequately understood b\ 1ns own nature alone ” (Caird, Sptnoza, 

p. 274). Hcie the conflict is between passions and reason Freedom 

is achieved when reason conquers the passion. The in'in ^\ho is under 

the sway of passions is a sla\c and the man who has adequate idea 

(reason) is a free man. Spinoza writes “ We see thus the diflerente 

between a man who is led solelj by emotion oi opinion and a man who 

zs led by leason The foimer docs those things ot which he is utteily 

ignorant, the latter docs those things only whuh he knows to be of the 

highest impoiiduce in life, and which thorefoie he desu^s above dll 

Therefoie I call the foiinei a sla^e, the littei a free nun ” (Ethical 

TV, 66, School) The human being is a son of God, theretoio, he 

cannot be a slave of past ion “ An emotion which is a passion ceases 

to bo a jiassion a* soon as we fonu a cleat uid distinct idea of it ” 

(Ethics, V, Plop 8) Thui we see tint the conflict between pasMons 

and lea^on comes to an end at tlie appeaiance ol a clear and di&lincij 

idea It also proves thit the man is i lieo man fiom the \ci} begin 

mng, otherwise to become tree all on i uddtn seems quite nielcvaiit. 

According to Spmo/a Ik u lue v ho is a min ol * reason* and 

be IS a slave who >iehP to jiassions But tlie result ol the conflict 

between passion and rca-onj k esscntnllv pleasurable, lx cause man 

in spite of the conflut wins licccloni in the long iim and gets nd of 

the bondage oi [us^ioik riiii*., elt kno\\]'*dge become^ lintimount 

to self-masUi> ’* Miriinein, T/yp» s of Uihnal Theory, Vol 1, 

p. 366). 

“ The knowledge of pission inmhdatcs passion, and feubstitutes 

for it the film and dclib rate activity ol reason *’ (Cand, Spinoza, 

p. 279). As soon is w< no aware of passioiu within us wo begin to 

conquer the field (pission) tbe knowledge of it “ To render passion 

harmless, we must get to know it “ The man who is devoid of all 

sozts of passion wmo and he who is wise is certainly passionless. 

“ A perfectly wise man would be absolutely passionless, and therefore, 

absolutely free ” (Caird, Spinoza, p 279) The wise man neither 

hates nor envies, neither loves nor shows pity towards anybody. He 

Typ^ of Eihtcdl Throiy, Vol I, 865, 
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iiMdiiv hr$ by xQj6tird0 najl be does STerythin^ lor tifx^ gotvljMll 
llfood.^ The wise man is more powerful than the mah of 

oWihg to his rational standpoint of life. Spinoza also suppcu^ this 

view when he says that the ‘ ‘ remedy for the passioas * ’ is to be achieved 
by knowing the common properties of things or by knowing God to 

be the cause of everything. This kind of freedom is only possible for 

the rational or wise man and thus llie conflict of life comes to an end 
With the adequate idea of God. 

Absorphou ta Ood iv iht Unfh<st htnd o/ Fradom 

So far we have seen that reason and pasaiun cannot co-exist. As 

soon as the conflict begins between the two (lonrier and latter) the 

latter vanishes. The tuuniph of icason ib not the subjugation but 

the extinction ol passion ” (Caird, Spinoza, p 284). But even 

the life ol reason is not the highest life because reason cannot know 

the absolute realit\ iull\. ^riie free man who enters into the life of 

reason, btill huugei'> and thirsts and he yet requiies a still higher posi¬ 

tion for which he inu^t still be stMMiig. Heic the rational free man 

18 confronted with another kind of conflicting situation and strives 

more and inoie for liighci realisation or self-realisation Now the free 

man feels the inner re()Uireinenl of his hee oi inoia! life to become one 

with the absolute tiulh and thus to get iid ol the universe in which 

all beings arc controll**! by exlciiMl causation The moral striving of 

the tree man enables him to loalise lim onencs-s, with the universal 

nature and thus he begins to concel^e the iminoialitv of his soul. The 

activity of the moral hie ends with the absoipkon of human soul m 

God and the man becomes one with (xod The conflict of human life 

comes to a complete uid at the realisation ol absolute oneness of human 

souls with God Thus wc can sa\, that he is free who is self-realised- 

To Spinoza, the complete freedom or absorption in God is possible 

through the intellectual love of God In order to achieve cent per csent 

freedom we must even gel rid of the understanding. The conflict 

which begins between passions and leason, ends in the adequate ideas 

of the understanding. But then another kind of conflict begins; that 

kind of conflict is not between passions and reason hut between reason 

and intuiixon. The complete freedom is achie\ed not rhiougli reason 

but through uitellectaal love or intuition, “ The comptete fiecdoin 

which is attained in the intellectual love of God consists m escape from 
i 

C(drd» SpiiioMi, p. 970* 
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tb0 ibuiidcH}vl^ ide^s of the uiM^iixftttioii o&d tbe fi&%l doini&ttiioCt of Jbfao 

ada^Mte ideas of the ondeirstaziding. Prior to this emancipation, we 

lure the aubjeota of both ” (Martineau, Tppes of Ethical Tfceoff, 

Vd. I, pp. 364-65. But after emancipation we are slaves to none and 

enjoy blessedness of God. The final or complete freedom is attained 

as soon as we are absorbed in God and then the conflict of human life 

ends. “ The mind’s highest good is the knowledge of God and the 

mind’s highest virtue is to know God.” ** 

(To be continued.) 

Bertrand Bussell Htstniy of Philosophy p. 696 



INFLUENCE OF, ENGLISH LITERATURE 
ON ONE ACT PLAYS IN HINDI 

Pbop. Amarnath Gupta, M.A., 

Government Hamidia College^ Bhopal, 

There are certai^i one act piajs in Hindi Literature (of oonrse 

their number cannot be large in view of the brief hi&tory of this type of 

Literature), which bea** traces of Western plays. A detailed examina¬ 

tion of such plays is iiecessary in u study oi the direct influence of 

Englisli Literature on Modem One Act Play-writing in Hindi. An 

attempt, therefore, will be made in the following pages to point the 

resemblances between them. 

“ Devil *’ of Bhiivneshwar Prasad, certainly, first strikes ua. It 

bears a pronounced impress of Bernard Shaw’s “Devil’s Disciple”, 

as the play-wnght acknowledges. Besides a resemblance in the title, 

the only difference, if at all, being that in the one case it is simply 

“ Devil ”, in the other it is “ Devil’s Disciple ”, there is a curious 

affinity in the contents of the two pla\'s; both have the same theme 

for their subject-matter so that Bliuvueshwar Prasad's play gives one 

the impression that he wrote Ins play with Bernard Shaw's before his 

eyes. Nowhere perhaps in the whole range of Modem Hindi Dramatic 

Literature shall we fall upon such a direct borrowing. In the ” Devil ” 

there is the picture of a hero who is guided by his owm instinctive 

morality and who makes light of the accepted mode of religion, eco¬ 

nomics, social conventions, and mutual adjustments, without wdnch life 

appears not to have a smooth go. The title does not seem to describe 

the hero well. He is anything but the disciple of God, but that does 

not necessarily signify that he is a devil. Of course he beheves that 

time does not move at all for him, the world is not what it had been 

ten years ago. His faith in God is shattered on account of the narrow 

sectananism of the people of various religions to pm God within 

the religious tenets; God, if he were believed to exist, must needs have 

the whole of humanity, irrespective of national differences, caste, creed 

and colour within its fold. He worships Mammon. He has been led 

to do 80 on account of the continual pricking oi destitution and wretohed- 

13.688 of poverty and want. To him there is nothing either good or bad 
but thinking makes it ao, stealing and pilfering included. As a 
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Of i(lmb E^q ttbe heto of' ^ pla?), ^bfi» osA helotg to leaty CSliiwa^ 
of God or Satan* He ie a man, on the other hand, with m 

nrifinal moralitj^ and is guided hj his own instincts. SooiotgR Ihokt 

down upon him as an outcasts Baja Hardee Singh and his wife eye 
him with suspicion, dub him as an atheist, an irreligious person, a 

revolutionary, and are afraid of him lest he does something, which 

should prove inimical to their best interest. They hate and curse him 

because their religion and morality are foreign to bis nature. They 

entertain dark insinuations about him but be seems to have done 

nothing that is positively shady. They accuse him of devilry but can¬ 

not quote from memory any particular action of his that is devilish. 

They, however, include tlie one action wLicli he performs at the end 

of the play, in their moral code, at least not very much different from 

it. They regard it as a deed of self-Bacrific.e done at the call of a moral 

force which lies outside the instinct, while for him this is done for the 

purpose of only a gratification of the inner will. In this drama, the 

{day-wright aims at a ermtrast which he institutes between the conven¬ 

tional moral code of Baja Harden Singh and his wife, on the one hand 

and Bajan, the hero of the play, on the other hand. 

A detailed examination of the play has been necessary to point 

out how much this owts to Bernard Shaw’s “ The Devil’s Disciple ”, 

which in the first act contrasts the principles of the devil’s disciple with 

those of his puritanical mother. Even this exposition of principle is not 

altogether without action. It arises out of the hanging of Peter 

Dudgeon and the death and will of William Dudgeon. In the two 

succeeding acts, we have the real action of the drama, the self-sacrifice 

of Richard Dudgeon and his rescue by Anthony Anderson. Richard 

Dudgeon is a contrast to both Anthony (in the same way as Bajan is a 

contrast to Raja Hardeo Singh and his wife). Anthony and Judith 

are a respectable couple with generous sentiments, they have not got 

the puritancial prosity of Mrs. Dudgeon but they accept conventional 

morality with all the external compulsion. 

When Judith finds that Richard Dudgeon sacrifices himself 

(sacrifice here of Bajan for Baja Hardeo Singh) she thinks it must bo 

tf(^ love of her, a purely external stimulus. She does not understand 

him when he says that he did it for himself; bred on the mechanical 

morality of conventional society she does not understand a self-acting 

h«ro. 

“ Dflvil ” both in conception, for the dramatic methods employed 

by both Barnard Shaw and Bhuvneshwar Prasad are pretty much the 

saxixa, in bo far as both expose the hollowness of conventional zmmtitj 
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m am^t Code of life by tmiigiog them to the seaxcbing gave asid 
deeper analysis of irony, is modelled after Bernard Shaw's ** The 

Devil's Disciple ", as a detailed examination of the subject matter of 

both the plays would show. Of course Bernard Shaw’s play is con¬ 

ceived and planned upon a larger canvas than Bbavnesiiwar Prasad's 

and is much more successful too, yet this does not in any way under¬ 

estimate the dcl)t of the latter to the former. This is noticed particularly 

in the last scene, which in the case of “ The Devil ” is related to tbe 

self-sacrihce of llajan for Baja Hardayal Singh by ofTering himself to 

tlie J^olice as Baja Jlardayal Singh, while in the second case, it is taken 

up with the rescue of Bichard Dudgeon by Anthony Anderson. 

Bhuvneshwar Prasad Pnishes oflF his play A^ithin of course the limited 

scope of a one af‘l play, with the sclf-sactificc of Bajun, while Beriiaid 

Shaw, as his compass rnucli la)ger and more extensive, pushes the 

action of the play to the rescue of Richard Dudgeon by Anthony 

Anderson. Bajan strikes one as Richard Dudgeon; Baja Hardayal and 

his wife as Anthony Anderson and Judith Anderson. 

“ Syama —travesty of marnuge—is anotlier one act play 

wliicli LK shadowed by Bernard Shaw. It has the echoes of Shaw'b 

“ Candida In tins pluv the aim of Bhuviieshwar Prasad is, like 

Shaw% to show the ludlowuess of the economic system of society in its 

greatest and most popular institiilion—marriage. Marriage is founded 

upon a sexual contract between man and woman and the economic 

slavery of the latter. liike Candida “ S\ania ”, therefore, is not only 

economic but also a sex drama. Like James ^layor Morell, Mr. Pun, 

husband of Syama, sometimes Mrs. Pun in the play, is estimated in 

the society as a Inglily respectable gentleman and is devoted to her, 

Mr. Pun is stunned, however, on tlie revelation in the course of the 

normal incidents of a normal day, that his wife is bestownng loving 

care on a delicate windbag of a poet, which fact incites him to a fit of 

jealousy. He endeavours to suppress this feeling of jealousy in the 

presence of his w'ife, whicli naturally vents itself in her absence before 

the rival in love. He importunea him not to speak of it to her, but 

all is overheard by her from behind the arras, and as she is abou*. to 

retire to the garden with this new-fangled lover of hers, in-iinct pro- 

vails over emotion, on hearing tliat her liusbaiul is rather feeling ba<l, 

and she decides to stay behind with the husband, tlie jioet m Manoj 

of course goes all alone to tbe garden to indulge in a pleasant revelry 

of his fancy. This play is, tlieretore, similnr in theme to Bernard^ 

Bhaw's, and is like it a study in eternal triangle, i.c,, one woman, 

loved simultaneously by two men. 



Hr. Ptm, like Mr. Motdl, awinga like a penddum betwaeai 

BDxile and taara, he is taken iu by violent fits of jealousy^ but in the 

greatest crisiB of his life he acts in a manner gnite characteristio of 

him. He does not beliave like the typical jealous husband. He does 

not> at least before his wife, drive away his rival, nor confine and 

punish his wife. He keeps his .head cool and proceeds to act with the 

dignified fairmindednens of an honourable gentleman. Wife is given 

a free choice. She could live with her husband or fly with her lover. 

Of course she decided to stay with her husband as Candida chose to 

remain behind and not follow Eugene the poet. Morell in '* Candida 

frets and fumes and cries out, “ Out with it, my *' wife, is my wife '* 

which reminds one of the following speech of Mr, Puri ; 

“ Mr. Puri (Trembling with rage). Out, out of my house, you 

shame-faced loon (Buns to beat liim)." Both Mr. Puri and Mr. Morell 

show their generosity by leaving their wives in the custody of Hanoj 

and Eugene Marchbanks, but they also show their weakness and 

narrowness, when iu Candida ” on his return, he appeals to his rival 

saying, ** Eugene, if that is not a lieartless lie, if you have a spark 

of human feeling left Jii you, will you tell me what has happened during 

my absence”, and when in "Sj'ama”, after Mauoj threatens to 

commit suicide, Mr. Puri begs of him not 1o do so, out of consideration 

for the feelings of his wife, whom he dearly loves. 

There is again like Morell a contradiction in the character of 

Mr. Puri. Tliere is a conflict throughout l>etween his strength and 

his weakness, his generosity and his narrowness. This play is neither 

a tragedy nor a comedy. It is a serious comedy after the fashion of ” a 

new specimen of drama which Bernard Shaw claims as his own. The 

play deals with a social problem concerning an honourable gentleman 

who faces it in a grave and dignified manner. Tlie play once again 

like ” Candida ”, portrays with remarkable skill the character of the 

husband who is held in deliberate contrast with the poet who is unlike 

him in age, appearance, ideas, and character. Mr. Amamath Puri is 

a fastidious young respectable gentleman who prizes his wife as a 

treasure and is possessv'd of a proprietary conscience. The poet Manoj 

is like a gossamer, who flits in fancy like a butterfly. Manoj is like the 

gradually wearing off intoxication and he considers Mrs. Puri, epicure 

as he is, as the wine of the eyes. This contrast between the two 

ioverst besides adding io the vividness of the picture, makes for eco¬ 

nomy in technique also. 

The conclusion of both the dramas calls for special attention as ft 

very fine exEample of sunilarity between the two plays. In the condd* 
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iKiSIoameM ct oonveatbaal rwpeotabiUfy and ite ideal at fumpinrora 

Like Shaw, Bhavneabwar Bxa^ takes care to reclaim faia iplay Imm 

a melodramatio conolusim, and as in " Candida ’’ he shows Sjpaiotta 

staying behind with her husband. The poet Manoj iretires from ihe 
scene all alone. Like Shaw be attacks the domestic life withktf 

^ipearances are designed to be kept up between husband and wife, 

which brings out the ditlerence between nobility without happiness and 

happiness without nobilit^' m S>£uaia*s desire to live with her husband. 

** Usar '* IS a pla> of a different kind. It is the only play of its 

kind in Hindi Literature It is dramatised form of Freud's doctnne 

of psycho-analvsis with the assistance of which the playwright has 

woven his plot. There is no attempt at charactensat on here, nor any 

at the unfolding of the story Tt merely gives us a lurid criticism of 

the piesent-day society and its problems through the figure of a tutor* 

who is engaged to teach childien in a respectable familv. The method 

employed here, quite western in its origin, is that of empirical psycho* 

logy* by which the dark intenoi of the mind of a person is accurately 

photographed as on a photographic plate. One of the psychologist’s 

methods of exploung the daik mtoiior”, sajs Cecil Day Lewis, “ is 

that ot fiee association, a list of winds is spoken to the subject to each 

of which he answeis the first woid that conics into his head.” ”Dsar” 

deinonstiates the new lcndGllc^ lu Knghsh Liieiaturc of ” free asso¬ 

ciation ”, which lus atiected poeti>, no\el, and diama alike. Expo¬ 

nents of this new movements in English Literature are James Joyce, 

Virginia WcK>lf, I) H Lawience, T S Ehot, and Edith Sitwells, 

and man\ more T!ie adoption of this method shows the tremendous 

strides which H ndi Diamatic LiUiatuic has taken in recent yeors^ 

Drama in Hindi growing in the eiulea\out of its dianiatists to try 

their hands at new experiments and fresh methods 

” Usur ” has for its scene the parlour of a bungalow m a respect- ' 

able household It has tor its characteib the Tutor, the boy, the fat 

lady, a small pupp%, the owner of the house, a youth, a little girl, and 

the mistress of the house. It turns round the treatment winch tne 

Master of the House nRK^ts out to the poor Tutor Both liave a 

ditferent ideolog). The mastei of the house, belonging to the older 

generation, believed in an exploitation whether it be of mtelleotual 

l^iour, matters little oi nothing, and thus the monev which is saved 

by playing hide and seek with the conscieuee of others and his 

he expends ati the comfort item of his own family. The Tutor 

to the youuger generation and has partly been driven to 
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tuition as an inteUeotnal experiment and partly on aeoonnt of im 
financial straits. He appears to have been, like all the young men of 

his generation, affected by the Socialist ideology, which ensures equal 

opportunities and a fair treatment to all beings on earth. Only one 

man in the play has sympathies with the Tutor, and he is another 

young man, who is a guest at the house of tlie master. The play, 

on the whole, fails to hold us throughout. Hie playwright lias m»t 

been able to make its meaning clear. There is no artistic unity either. 

Whatever little is tliere in it, is provided by the character of the 'I’utor 

who comes up in the loginning and exentiially at the concluHJon f)f the 

play. 

Qovind Das Seth seems to have taken cue for writing “Spardha** 

from John Galsworthy's “ LoAultics ** Loyalties ” is a study in 

racial pride and socifil convention. In it we are sliown ehuraelcrs 

faithful to their own certain principles in life. '* Prejudices, Anela, 

or are they loyalties—I do not know, criss-cross, we all cut each others’ 

throats from llie best of motives Througliout the play runs clr*arly 

the idea that the sujipjrters of one imrty are prejudu^ed against those 

of the other, instead of bringing the mat tens to a close, they are pullinir 

the wires harder and stronger, thus bringing the matters to a crisis. 

Of course they do with the best of motives, \ct it is the mam cause 

of traged}. The sutTeniigs and miseries of the iiu)dern social life are 

actually brought about not hv wicked ju'ople, hut In persons witli good 

intentions. Like “ LoMiltics ”, ” Spardlia ” realisticalh portrays a 

fashionable Indian Rociel^, at this time, as the title of the play 

suggests, engaged in sttiling wh'ther women need men’s protection 

for their safety and s'^'^unty in life. In both the plays the draniatifs' 

aims not at characlerisation, but at a confliet of idc'ologies, wdnch 

various character's repivstnt tdeverl\ : for this they are bi'ouglit in a 

club where tJiey get sufficient oppoitunity to indulge in their long 

wordy warfare and idle prattl*', which practically leads us nowhere. 

In ” Loyalties ”, also Idin Galsworthy brought Iw’O sets of characler.s, 

with different ideologue of their lo\alty to a certain esprit de corps, 

pitted against each other, and endeaMUiring for their triumph over 

the other; Himilarly in ” Spardha ” there are, for instance, w'omen, 

Vho claim equality witn mvn who are reluctant to part with their 

age-long supennacy over womeii. Discussion goes on this point, and 

eventually ends in the suggestion of Krishna Kuinari to Vijya to with¬ 

draw her resolution, showing that discussion led none of the party 

Udfiywhere and they were just at the same place in the end of the play 

as the beginning. Individual point of view of every character has 

bcNm depicted regarding the problem of relationship between nqen axxd 
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wova^en, nothing less, nothing more. Of oourae in ** Spardiin tiutre 

i& no resemblance of Rubject-uiatter and theme as in the {days of 

Bhuvneslivar Piaaad ^Krjth the play of the same class m ^jpglileh 

literature, but that there is a subtle influence of Galsworthy on Oovind 

Das none will deny, A conflict ot ideas, a detachment practised by the 

dramatists m the handiaig of their material, sidling as many points of 

view of the problem a-» are connected with its issue, naturahsUc dia¬ 

logue, euiploMuent of iioin lo eviio^e the hollowness of the coniao- 

versial the idei o( w.isl* embodied in Indh the drainuSf the 

charactois as tvpes lallu'i than nidiMduaU, aio (eilanil^ some of the 

|)oiiits ill which u sunilaiit\ can be tiacid between Galsworthy’a 

“ ljo\altic« *’ and “ SpanUia * 

Theie aie some one act phus whuli ha\e come to our view in 

recent jears in Hindi Litoiatuie, who^-e nomenclature is English. 

This maiks another advance in the intluoiu’e oi English Literature upon 

one act j)Ia\ in Hindi Such jilav'. aio, ‘I Know’*, ** I See*’, 

“ Hungei-Stnke’* and “ \ itannii ” ot Go\iiid Da-s. The dramatist 

lias retained Enuli^Ji phui'ics to denominate iheii names deliberately to 

natuiahse (he tom* ot Hindi iliain.i, fni these aio the \ci\ words which 

the liulrins of toda\ haM- adopted in their tongue as belonging to the 

nuluial stock 'Fheie is, however, no diiott borrowing m these plays 

from English Liter itin-* exeeja the nam«*s 

“ Hah so bata admi ’ ttf llhauwati ( haian \ enna is another play 

in llmdi Liteiatuic*. ahitli m its metliod owes to English Literature. 

It IS a \or\ fine mst nice ot diamatic sus|H*ns«,* and the only one 

of Its kind m oui Litc'iatiiie \\\* have m it the* hglitness of touch and 

(he board humour of K \ Lucas and A J, Gardiner. Bhagw^ati 

Charuii Veiina is the fust ongmatoi ol this Icndencx m Hindi 

Litemture What a fine couipaiison can he made between E. V, 

Lucas's “ 1'iio Face on the Wall ” and tins play** Of course the first 

18 a stoiv and l!ie sec*und a plav Both these interesting works are 

note-wortlu foi their smart ending, in wliuli dust is thiown into the 

eyes of so manv p<'ople In one clever ptusou, hut also for the under¬ 

current of keen almost impish humour that luiis tluoughoul In E V, 

Lucas's “ The Face on the Wall " the narralo’ ot the luunv stoiv 

cleverly brings about a willing sus|>en''iou of dislnhcf dm mg the course 

of the story and suipMsca the heareis at tlio tud si\iiig Oh the 
third thing ” he said he opened llie door, ‘ I loigcttuig that. 

The third oxtraordmaiv thing alsmt the Moiv that I made (it up) 

aliout an hour ago. (Iiiod nigbt, again ' \ttci connng to our senseft 

we looked nmud for Jtudson-Walte wbo had hiought this suoIb^, 

bite our bosoms, but lie t<x) had disappeared In BUagwati 
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some friends have assembled in a restaurant, when the; are 

joined in b; Baineshwar and they are discnssiug among themselves as 

to who is the greatest among them all, but before their discussion ends 

and as they are about to retire from there, to their bewilderment they 

realise that their pockets are empty and liaiueshwar has disappeared 

with all their money. He reall}' was the greatest among them all. 

The play ends in a similar unexpected note as in '* The Face on the 

Wall*’. 

Shanker ; I feel there is sumething wrong with hia head. 

Ahmed : (Laughing) ]fo wore n mask. 

Mr. Veruia : Vam Chap. 

Badhey : But h2 sjKike w'ell. 

Shamiaji : He deserves our pity. 

Shanker: Lot fr;(> lladho\, wo liavo’nt sottlod as \ol (CioIk up. 

Radho}’ follows. Both pul tlioir imnd-. iJi''ido the |MK'kot and lako 

them out). 

Shanker : Burse tlisapjH'inod. 

Radhe\ : Even nn pockoi is rennood (diwws tho jHH-kot of Ins 

shirt). 

Mr. Vornm (ono aKoi aiwitlior th*\ Itol llioir puckels) : Oh! 1 

got a five nipcc nott' in a wook. and tlaiCs also missing. 

Sharinaji : Eh! Wlioro 'as m^ Img gone? It (onlamod filu 

rupees I brought as subscript ion. 

Ahmed: Mine mine too, has boon ca>lnorod (thov all lta»k up at 

each other). 

(lajati : Bropaio^ to pin m an anna Inl in tin* casli box, t>ub finds 

that too mishuig. (Curtain falls). 

Bhagwati Cliaiun \iini.i laK (li\olop"d lor the first time an un¬ 

usually pleasant lac} si\|o, and upon him has lallen the mental of 

E. V. imeas particularh. 

Thus it mu\ i)o ■'Uid that there are Oiu Act IMa^K in Hindi • * 
Literatui'e, wduch \vi\ clo-»ol\ lo-^cunhlo the pla\s m English Lilpiature, 

like BhuMieslivar i'rasid's “ Svaniu ", “ l)o\tl " and “ Usar", others 

for their Hubject-mutter take the cue from English phrasos and words 

‘for their names as *' I Know ", '* I Hoc ", * Vitamin ", and " Hunger 

Strike ” of (lovind Dis, and last]} which owe fur iiieir smart ending* 

uuder-curreni of inipisli humour, and pica'll!nt and racy style to some 

work or works in English Jjitorature as Bliagwaii Charau Verma’s 

** Sab He Imra udini Anyv\ay all tiioH/^ works iMiint out to the rich¬ 

ness and variety which One Act Blu\ lias attained w'ithin such a sliorl 

time of its growth and development in Hindi Literature. 
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IndllOtfTd leftSoalllC—A study oi Tarka aud its Bolo iu Indiaa Log!o« 
By Sitansusekhar Bagchi, M.A., LL.B., D. Lit., Calcutta, 1958* 

The title of this book gives us the impression that it is a treatise on 

Induction. But, to be sure, the hook is not on Inductive Beasoning, 
though the author docs deal with t)ie inductive procedure in the course of his 
discussion. That tlie main subject dealt with in the book is not Induction 
iu shown by the fact that the author is occupied with the tbe^ies of Tarha, 
which is one of the central topic-s of Kyuya and taken by him to be rcasouing. 

If Tarka is rensoning and as such the main theme of the bo4ik. how ouii it 
have the title Inductive Hcaitoning 1 wonder. 

Now% as regards Tarka itself, i1 is doubtful whether we cun take it 
to l>e reasoiiing at all.'’ “ Reasoning'' is indeed a common word, and it iu its 

common use means inference. Thus l^gie iu often defined us the science 

of reasoning; "reasoning" here evidently means inference. "Reasoning" 
in its limited use, however, means or may nieun argument, which in its 
turn is a series of irifercn<*eR Jn any ease, Tarka can be regarded as a 
special kind of reasoning uliich in Kuropeuu Logic is calh'd ReJuc/io Ad 

AbMindum. One might call it dialectic as wt 'I As the :»ulhor does not 
translate "Tarfra" by one definite word or phrase w'ith a fixed meaning, 
the discussion on the ihi'ories regarding Tarka naturally becomes all hasy. 

The translating of (he San<krit tcrmiiatlogy or texts into Faiglish is a 

tough job. To tins end, the s<*holar conc(*rned must be proficient in 
Sanskrit us well as in Knglish, and nuNt be w'ell grounded in European 

Logic and con\(‘rsant with its teehnapie /•«>» teiininology From the book 

it iipjiearh that the author iu a Sunskritmt and well read in the vast 
literutiire on his hubjeet But oliviou^^lx ht^ is not famibur with the 

technique of Western Logic. I am at a loss to uinlcr^taiul how a thesis 

for the h^ghe.•^t Ihgrec t>f the T’ni\ersity could Iw written in scb^nd-lioy 

English. 'Fhe very preface to the book would fill readers wuli revulsion. 

The author has evidenU;\ laboured bard and. as he hitnsidi sa>s, he 
worked for six long years over the Instk, Bui, iu my opinitui, il is not 

coinmonsumto with the amount of lalsuir bestowed upon it The author 

is indeed a apeoialist in Nyaya T^gic. Hut in his trealment of the various 

themes and theories he is rather repetitive ami his prewedure unsystematic. 

SometimoB, agaui, his own views got mixed up with the views he discusses 
and describes. I'ho book iu thus remlered unreadable to a degree and. as u 

jumble of details, iu jierhaps the first of Us kind in so far us pubheatioub ou 

Nyaya Ix>gic are ooucerned. 

Apiiak C'u^xDin 

A tfuldt to Hlotorifiid Reoeanh * 

At A time w’heii new light is Uing tlnown u)‘iin what happened iu 
Indian History hundred years ago, Stnucties aiv h<»iding their sessions to 

*A Sevkiw •rtiol* (MMd on Dr. K. K. DnH’» "A Snr.ei- of rweat 8tudie» on 
l*ditn BBirtmy’*, PtUm Dnitwttiky. 1»8T. ',»V,r. 
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publicise importance of thai^ national post, worldlj' aaoenalies ''are 
purplexiug even the lowliest among the oomnionem, and the searohlighta 
of the social high-ups are merely producing a blinding effect, '^Light, and 
more light** is invariably the cry of an ordinary researcher, frantically 
groping in the dark—be it in pursuit of fresh knowledge, or the barest 
Bubsistenoe to keep the body and soul together. Whatever may bo Dr. K. 
K. Dutt's apologies for bis delay in bringing out his )miidl>ook on recent 
studies in Modern Indian history, it is yet a timely jniblication, now thut^ 
the Mutiny Centenary is being celebrated in India, and Hiat(»riciil llosenrch 
has almost become a craze ^^ith all shades of the lutelligeiitsin. 

Urged by *‘tbc great noed for a j)roi>cr understanding of the various 
forces that have influenced human society in difTcront countries’' Dr. Dntt 
has taken much pains to bring out this 2)ublication to facilitate a **compre- 
hensive and correct study of Modern Indian history in its manifold nspocts". 
India's “intimate contact with the outside world", the impact on her “of 
the various trends of civilisation", and the influence which she exerciKcd 
“on the minds of the people of other countries” entitle her to be ranked 
among the great nations, and her Iiistorv, as the outhor says, deserves 
“careful and critical appreeiation". Writers on Indian history, through 
their patient investigations, ha\e unfolded the glorious ])asl (d this \ust 
subcontinent for the benefit of huinanitj. Duo to the joint efforts of the 
English and the Indian Scholars wo iiave today n vast storehouse of 
historical information regarding India that helps us to ascertain her role 
in the different political, enltural and economic inovemenlH which have 
shaped human history. Much has been done uideed, Imt enough still 
remains to be done; and Dr. Dutt's work stjrves as a clarion call to nuKlerii 
reseaFchers to keep alive that sjaril of enqiiirv wliich urged the Indian 
scholars to make a critical studv of their nation's historv 

Promoted by the Rockefeller Foundation, Dr. Dutt’s work, as its title 
suggests, is a catalogue of n»ccnt investigations in Modem Indian history. 
The author has attempted a review of the important works of Indian writers 
in their different aspects—Political, Administrative, Economic, Social and 
Cultural. It is indeed encouraging to find that if India has been indebted 
for her comprehensive history to a loii" list of foreign wTilers from Orme, 
Watts, Tod, Duff and Cunningham to the modern scholars like Professors 
Pliilips, Spear and Davies, the contributions of her own historians Inive 
been no less significant. When all the works of modern Indian scholars 
which are now tmder preparation ivilJ be completed, we will liave a com¬ 
parable size of historical writings of which any nation can be reasonably 

proud. 

Beoent studies in the field of Political history have been so many 
and BO frequent that their biatement covers more iliun half of Dr. Dutt’s 
book. Even so, not much has been done by Indian writcra to reveal an 
important aspect of Modem Indian liistory; not many scholars have turned 
their attention to a thorough study of India's International Relations. 
The India Council of World Affairs, New Delhi, which phuined to bring out 
a comprehensive history of India's Foreigpi Bolutious, haft so far produced 
only one volume of their contciupluted work. Much has still to be done to 
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oompl^te tbia rmt xmdeHakm^, tmi the Indian pi^lio is eefiBvljr awaiting 
the subsequent volumes. 

Investigations in other fields have been ooniparatively much fewer— 

particularly in the Economic and Social splieres. It is^ tht*refore, time that 

our own scholars had focuHSPd their attention on these aspects, and begun 

their pursuit in building up a oouiprehensive Social and Economic history 

of our country. We inuftf try, by the application of pro|>er methods of 

historical research, to aseertuiii the nmi<*iial ronditiona and economic 

rosotirces of the common man, the tiller of tlio soil, and the ordinary day- 

lulKiurpr, and also the tmiuro and extent of Iiuliu's mercantile and flunneial 

irunKaetions, ho that tmr knowledgv^ <»f the post m)i,\ be fruitfully utilised 

for national planning and ct'Oiiijinic re(*<nisiruetion 

'I'he iniieieonth century pnived to bf* a nnirvelloimly ereative age, 

marked not onl,\ b\ the growth of a new |K>iiti<atl coiiseuaisnoss in different 

parts of th<’ worUI but ulso by splendid a**hie\ene*uts in the domain of 

kuouledoe, wienee and eidture (*fTecling a nmiarkiible Ininsfornmtion in 

social life. In the I'arlv \e.ars ol the nineleeiith eenturv now forces and 
• • • 

infliienees “eaime<l a Kplenflid awakening of Indian minds, a luxuriant 

unfolding of India's intellect in manifold p<*taU, and the renovation of her 

Roeiet \ hy purging those evils and nnouialics which had aeeumulated through 

unwholesome and adverse influences of the preee<ling periods. . . '* The 

birth of the new age, niul its progrt'ss on various lines, were facilitated by 

certiiin factors, exotic as w( 11 as imtigenouK. The inspiring jxdiiical and 

seicntifii* thoiiglits of tnaster-niinds like Haeon, Lock**. Voltaire, Burke, 

Benthani, ^lill and Newton and the huiiuuiitarian ideas of the philan¬ 

thropists like \Vdl)erforce and his friends, which penetrated into this 

country thiongli various agencies, created stiunilating forces in favour of 

fH‘ogressi\e changes in governniont. society and culture. By a happy 

coincideiic<' the age also saw n iniglity rewakening of India’s intellect 

seeking to discover the true g’ory and m ijesty of her pjist culture, and the 

mingling of the progressive ideas of the West and the tevived clasaicnl lore 

of India pri duced happ,^ results in the swudsl nial cultural spheres. 

Study of this aspect of Modern Indian histvirv is bound to l>e highly 

fasein.itmg and instructive. For it \^e c*m glean jirocious innteriala fimn 

tlie lloports of the Social Couferenet's wliich met along with the annual 

HCKKioim of the Indiau National t’oiigress, the lleports and Presidential 

Atldrosses of the Indian National Congress fioni \enr to year, Iteports and 

other piihlications regarding the activities of the Brahino Sainaj. the 

Prnrthanu Samaj. the Arya Samaj, the KnmkriMina Mission and the 

Vi^ekannnda Movennmt, and the Ser\'ants of India Society, et(‘ Memoirs, 

aiiiohiographicfl and biographies of those, who nero the leaders of these 

activities from Kamniohan to (nuidhi, nn» also full ol relevant infonnatioii 

of great interest. Writings <»f the Chrislian miHsiraiaiicR, Iheu working in 

India, contain acc<iuntK of Indian social life, winch can he ulihstd with 

due c'lre and Rcioitiny. Did newspapers and jouriMls. Tensus T?eporls and 

other Btate papers also supply us with valuable n ale'ids, and sinee Litera¬ 

ture is the most nilhless mirror of a eouiitry’H life, one must as well study 

the different literntures of modern Tr din for proper nt>prccintiou of 

aooial ehanges. 
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tdilitikB to the Tiurioufl, Beoord Offieee end Begiojud <3omi»Uteee, 

histcu^ioal researdi hes made considerable progFSss in this ecuniry. Tfaete 
ie yet many a gap in our knowledge of Indian history, and if “we must 
build an India greater than she has been", it must be built out of the 
"oonaoiousnesB of ow past greatness". Historioal research alone 'can 
produce that consciousness, and those Indian scholars who are today working 
in the midst of great handicaps should receive adequate encouragement 
from Governmental and other Stntutary institutions. On his own part. 
Dr. Dutt has tried to encourage historical research by recording a truthful* 
impression of all sorts of investigation, made in the field of Modem Indian 
history in recent years. From Sir Jadunath, Bardesai and Dr. 8. K. Sen 
to the humblest of the research scholars, everyone has found his proper 
place in Dr. Dutt's Survey—not even excluding one whose sole contribution 
to Indian history has been a four or five page article in one of the Indian 
History Congress Proceedings I A«. such, this little handI>ook will serve as 
an excellent guide to nil those who are doing valuable r(»«earch in Indian 
history, and w'ho still intend to take it tip as their field of investigation. 

DmiP Gnose 

Mahatma Lalan Fakir—By Sri Basanta Kumar Pal, Mansataln Para, 
Gopalnagore Bead, Nasra, P O , District Nadia. West Bengal, Price 
Be. 1-12-0. Pp 114fl0-t.30. 

This small volume depicts the life hisfor\ of the gr^nt saint of Nadia 
and throws a flood of light on the religious sect fimnded by him. As no 
recorded and historical data of the famous life arc a\nilabte the author has 
to roly upon the meagre materials uhich are current only in popuhr beliefs 

The saint was not a Fakir, who are generallv liaggardh hut belonged 
to the Darvish class, who usually spend their lives in spiritual meditation 
and yet keeps their homes and families. Thus Lalan Fakir was lioth an 
OAoetic and a householder l^ossildy he was born in 1774 and lived up to 
a gooJ old age. He died on 17tli ()<*tober, 1800, at the ripe old age of 
116 years. 

Lalan Fakir was born a Hindu, was reared up by a kindhearii^ 
Muslim wonmn of the village, had spiriiual illumination in the hands of 
Siraj Sai, u Muslim dar\'ish. died a Vuisnah and Mt behind him a host 
of disciples in both Bengali, both TIindim and Miisalmans. 

The teachings of the Mahatma have been eIal)Oi*atK diHcusHed by th^' 
author in simple Bengali ]>rose so that tFie complex phdosophienl iinplica- 

^tions might be easily understandable. He has aKo cited good many ]K>eTn8. 
^mostly spiritual in tone and fervour wbieb are supposed to be written by 
Mahatma Lalan Fakir. Frequent qutitations have been made from 
Babindratiath to prove the analogy of the views of life between these two 
great apns of Bengal. It ma^ be remembered in this eonneotinn that the 
poet met the Saint at Silaidnh on the Padinn and Mahnrshi Dcbendra 
Nath Tagore had a religions discussion with him. 
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DbATH op PAOPBSSOn HBMOH&TODA RAXCHAnDHUHl 

Death occurred in Calcutta on 4th May, 1057, of Profeasur 
HeKncbandra Baycliaudburi at the comparatively early aije of sixty-five 
years. The country and the University of Cakulla, in particolar, 
of which he was a distiuguished and outstanding product, are the 
poorer by his death. With his passing away, tbo University lias lost 
a profound and erudite scholar, and the country has lost one who 

was, by universal consent, in the foremost rank of her men of learning. 
He belonged to an old middle class family of Barisal in East Bengal 
and bad bis early education in bis native district. After a very 
brilliant career in his school, he came to Calcutta for College edu¬ 
cation. Here his progress was equally striking. In the B.A. Exami¬ 
nation of 1911, he stood first class first in History Honours, and 

won the coveted Eshan Bciiolarship as the best Honours Student of 
the University in that year. He secured the fir»t place in the First 
Glass in the M.A. Examination of 19J3 also, and chose the profession 

of a teacher in our Coliegeh and University. The history of ancieiu 
Indian culture and civihi^ation was the all-absorbing interest of his 
life and he deHeated liim3elf to the task of illiuninin.^ the dark 
corners of this history by the light of his learmng. The value of 
his researches and his learned contributions wxin ivcognised, and 
ho was appointed the Cjriiuchacl Profo*^s .n' of Ancient Indian llisiory 

and Culture iu IJdG. Acadcauc honours and disliuciions came u> 
him in rapid euccession. He was ciccicd a Fellow of the Asiatic 
Society of Bengal in l‘J46, and became the I’residcut of the Nagpur 
Session of the Indian History Congress in 1050. 

It was a life extenmlly uneventful, but full of thought and work, 
and latterly crowned by great influence over his slndeulti und groat 
respect from tlie ^enior members of the University. Ilis apf»'arance 
had a peculiarly steadfast look, and then* was in him a reiiiaiiwable 

Heriousness of expresnion, an air of solidity and quiet .strongtli. ile 
knew comparatively few people, and of these only a very few inti¬ 

mately, having no taste or turn for those s[)orts and socuils in which 
University acqaaiutauces arc most frequently made, riiis caused ( 
him to pass for harsh or nnS'.icial. IHit thos<? who came to kiKii^4 
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Profdflsor Hemchandra intiraately', soon perceivotl that under hia 

reserve, there lay not only a capacity for affection—no man was 

perhaps more tenacious in his friendships—but qualities that made 

him an attractive companion. His tendency to solitude spraiig less 

from pride or coldness, than from the occupation of his mind by 

subjects which he so dearly loved and made his own. He had been 

of an earnest and serious disposition from bis boyhood, and this had 

given a tinge of gravity to his manner. Thoiigli apt to l)e silent in 

general company, no one could be more agreeable when you were 

alone with him. One never talked to him without carrying aveay 

something to ponder over. On everything he said or wrote there 

was stamped the impress of a strong individuality, a mind that thought 

for itself, a character ruggedly oiiginal wherein grimn^ss was 

mingled with flashes of humour and a genial personality. His in¬ 

dependence appeared even in (ho way he pursued his studios. Wuh 

abilities of the highest order, he cared comparatively little for the 

distinctions which the University olTers, choosing rather to follow out 

his own lino of reading in the way ho judgel ponnanonlly useful 

than to devote himself to the pursuits of honours and prizes. His 

intellect worked like u conscience in the fioltl study and research. 

While others became involved in the dust and heat of Idly life 

and activities, Professor Hemchandia kept the noiseless t^nor of Iiis 

way along the cool, sequestert'd \aie of acidemic lih‘ Ho had no 

ambition to become an adniiirstialor benuNO he was eon^-i intly aware 

of the danger of the exaltation o{ llie adinini-lrator in tiu* University 

office. As a lTniver^i^y tt^a(h‘'r he <‘<»rreci’3 imdorsttj *d his throe 

great obligations which \\<‘re the ne^d for constant ii^v'iirch, the 

necessity of keeping a trc''h mind and linally tin* duty to know and 

cullivatt' his stndenl'^. as iriends- 

Hvery studenl and follow worl\<u of ProfesN>r lhiy<*h.mdhuri will 

admit that he was a niiraeleof learning. Learning was the business 

of his life. He liad no other bnsiii(‘s.s or iiiierests. Ho was gifted 

with a singularly tenaciou-i miMn<ry. Ilis industry was untiring. 

He worktd foi almo->t all hours <)f (lie day, an! somelimeB fur into the 

night. Yet, even after making every allowance for his memory and 

htB industry, his fMends and admirer.^ stood amazed at the range and 

exactness of bi.s knowledge in the domain of History and Ancient 

IndiaQ History in particular. He asked for no reward for his 

worship in the shrine or nanctunry of learning. He avoided 

publicity and porularity with the tranquil dignity of one for wliom 

the world of knowledge and speculation was more than cufficient. 
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He has gone to bis r6:}t in the other world. Bat the value and 

quality of bis work endufei. Hie books and publications bear un- 

mifltakabla evidence of an unsurpaesed, and in Joel a scarcely rivalled, 

mastery of every subject which he touched. The Political History 

of Ancient India from the Accession of Parikskit to the Extinction 

of the Gupta Dynasty is, in the opinion of competent western scholars 

a monumental piece of work and (‘raftfliuariKbip which will give 

guidance to scholars for years to come. The Early History of the 

Vaishnava Sect is perhaps the first systoamtic attempt to present a 

historical figure of Krishna an ! to provide a sound, sober and rational 

history anl interpretUion of tlu BliagabUa cult and Vaishnavism. 

It has been sail that the lecture * of Profe^'^or Raychiiidhuri on the 

Early llisloryof the Vaishn iva Sect '^rerl almost would a Bampton 

Lecture on tlie HistoncMl Christ to a CUinstian au lienee. They are 

an iittompt to (libonlan'j;1e the authentic figure of Krishna from the 

mass ofPiiraniT and gro"* trahtion, from the wild conjectures 

and mistaken, if rcasrmod, theories which suiround his name”. His 

Stufliit in Inflian Antiquitifs arc always well-informed, thoughtful 

and suggestive. They have suggested and mjii»|>cd out hnes of further 

investigation in dilFcront field.s of study and rc'^carch. 

A piomising a care t full of immonee jHi-sihilities lias 

l>ecn cut .short liv the cruel hand of death. 'Plio last vcir* of Profes'^or 

Ihiychaudlmri were d. rkeiied hy a fital illne.-'S froui .vhich he dul not 

recover. But he 1o\M'1 life, anl more thin that, t*u* a!l-nbsorl>ing pas¬ 

sion of Ins lile—ancient Indian ('iiiinre an 1 ( ivili-tlion Providence 

dccieed olhcrvvi'.c. But cv<!U 4>ii hi-su'k-hel he u'verfor a moment 

shirked his dutv. Ili' lab ured nn Icr striin .ml anxiety: and 

under a di'-ahling iline-.s vvluvii piu’petn.ilix loTuienlrd him, he was 

always ready to re^iK^nd to every pniilic demand, the tUMiand of his 

aUna ntalvr, the dtonuid of fus fru nd-* and admirer-*. He was 

stricken down in the mid.-^l of his work, a mar I\r to consvuence and 

duty. Hut we love to remciiiher his serene paMence, his untroubled 

Oluanimily, and the quiet trust with winch dicn.g iho-^e long, weary 

days, he awaited the call which he knew vva^ <H)n to come, lie 

luis gone to his rest, anl to-day we tnt> our h > nag * 

memory. We also convey our sincere <• rndolcn *’ » > lii*' 

lo li vdn'i’isjicd 

me/nhers of 

tlie bereavi-d family« 

'rinrrittm Pn\KR\voiiTi 



Notifications 
HNIVEBSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notifiestioo 

No C/2663/89 (Affl.) 

It is hereby notified fof general lofonnatmn that in extension of the affiliation already 
granted, the Dum Dam Mutij‘ie«) Coilejte be granted extensuri of affiliation lo Altomative 
Bengali and Additional X’apdi in Altarnitivo B'^ngih lu the I A standard, in Bnglub, 
Bengali Vernacular, Additional P^por in Alternative Bengali (Vernacular), 9in»krit» Bengali, 
History, Boonoffiica and Plulo^op'iy tlu BA Pi^s stindird and in Pby«ici« Cbemiatry 
and Matheinatica to the B Ac pies slaud itd witn eff 'ct fro n the section l')57 58, t.e , with 
permission to present oandidites in the ab we-uame 1 subjects at the examinations mentioned, 
from 1959 and not earlier. 

Senate House, 

The 28th Msy, 1957. 

D. CHAKBAVARTI, 

Hegtftrar. 

UNIVEUSITV OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/2645/66 (Affi ) 

Itia hereby notified for ge mral lofoiioatioQ that in evtoosion of tbo affiliation already 
granted, the Oobardanga Hid iu College has b'en affiliaM*! m English, Bmgali, General 
Economics, Indian E onom cs, Go nme*cirtl Lia, B'lai leis OrgimsaMoii, 0 imriior..ial Ot^o* 
graphy, Acooantancy, Advanced Account mey ati I Auditing to tha B Com staiidird, Botony 
and Zoology to the B.Se. pass s* mdiri cod Bengali to tin B A. Honours sUndard, with 
effect from the session 1957 63, t,e. with pt>r:riasioo to p^e-u nl candidates in the above oaiu *d 
eubjeots at the examinations tneiitioned, from 1359 nod not < arbor 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVAUTI, 

The 28tb May, 1967. ftrgietrar. 

UNIVEU8ITY OF CAU'l TTA 

Notificatioa 

No. C/2f.40/132 (Afl! ) 

It 18 hereby noMfied for general lufortnali n that tbe Trivenidevi Bhalotia Coliege, 
Ranigan] ha» been afiiliated in English, Beng ih VeriiajuUr, \d Itiionsl I'apor m Allermtivo 
Bengali, Hindi Vernacular, A tc naluc B ngili, Sanakut, Hiisnry, Clvus, Logic, Coiunier* 
ciai Geography, CimmorciAl Anihuietic and Ho)U keeping and Mathematics lo the I A 
standard,in English, Horgli Wriidculii, Hindi V«rnaui!ir, M\tb mitic4, Physios, Chemis* 
Iry and Biology to the I Pc standard and in English, Bengali Veroaculsr. Hindi Vmoeular, 
Additional Papei in Alteroat ve R«ng.ili, History, Economics, B'>ngali and Mathematics to 
the B.A Pass standard aiih efTtnt rioin the session 1957-53, i e , with jierinissiou to present 
candidates in the abovf named subjerts at Iho examinations meiitioiKd, from 1959 and not 
earlier. 

Senate House, 

ThefiStb May, 1957. 

D, CHAKRAVAUTI, 

Hegiittar. 
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UNJVKBBITY OF CAI/JUI’TA 

NoUfiotUoo 

ijo. C/S608/1O (Affl.) 
0 

It is lurib^ notified fctf (7013^ra! ioformaticn that m exteosion cf the afiiliatlon ulr*ady 
granted, the He uUi CaJcutU Brsuch of tiic Citjr Cuii !{(* iids been affiliatid in Kii*iai Hcieuca 
for Women studants at d in I'HychoIcgy end Ai)thioiK)!o^y to the A. end 1 Sc* e*iidtuts with 
effect from Ibe sefesiOD iW67'68t *•<*• tvith leiuiH^iuii to picsent candidates ui tbo ebove- 
L&med bubjicU at (he examinations lueutioned, from and not earher. 

Senate Hemse, D CUAKKAVAUTI, 

Gth June, ItiD? Itegtalrar, 

f*Ni\ nisfc-nv or cAU'i tj \ 

Notification 

No. C/2C80/100 (Affl.) 

it IS hirebj notifiid for generd) iftfL»rrnari( n that lu a\(i nMon of the affiliation already 
graulcd, the Baiasat (luvernment CoUtge been aitiliotod to th' B A. (Bass) standard, 
111 Engiisb, Bengdii (Neruoculjr^ AddUional Paper in Altt’ruiti\p Cingali, Sanikrit. History, 
ISengali, rbilosipby, Keunou.iis and Mathimatus viubeQ cl luiulbi acssKQ I957*5b, i e. 
with permi^aion to present csrdidaUs iQ the abo\i>name 1 aubjt Us at the cxaiuliiation men¬ 
tioned, Irimi 1959and net eazliur. 

Senate llon'ie. U. CHAKRAVARTI, 

The 29th May, 1957 Heffttiror, 

rM\fc.KSlTY OF CALCCTIA 

>» difioation 

No. C,2053/97 (Affl.) 

It 18 hereby notified fot general lafornution that in cxleuston of tbo affiliation already 
grsntid, the Contai P. K. CjMtpe ban Intii affilutud lu l> no i ics tu the B.A. Honours 
standard \\iih effict fioiii fbo bxai.oii 19b7«5H, t t., aith tiruiHSitn topiist^ni eandidates in 
the abou-nameU siibjit* at the c^atuiuation ii.cniioutd, Irotu 195J ana uut earlier. 

Senate House, D. CHAKKAVAHTT, 

The 28tb May, 1957. Jfegtstrar, 

UNIVKKSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No (72663/<i9(Affl.) 

It is berel y nctjficd fot geueinl informatioii tbai in txtciun n of the affllifiUon ah\ady 
granted, the VictotiB Jnslitutiuii Calcutta basbipn affilinled m Alternative hn^liah to the 
LA. and ItSc. atandsid with etfect from Iht Bc‘‘hion 1907 Or*, i t,, vmiIi u prt*-enl 
candidates in the above-nainod subject at the'^exaininatiou nuniioiitd, from L959ADdnot 
earlier. 

Senate HouMj C1IAKIIA\ ARTI, 

The 98tb Mey, 1967. RegtHrar. 

NoUfior tiun 

The following subjocta have fiei n seieifwl fo- snbmiSMon of Ihcaii si nteutioned agaiittk 
esAli 4...^ 
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(1) flow’ RwMfflWW 

ite: det»iU (tide OikvUa tJnivoriity C.Ienamr 1968. Vol. I, p. 9**), 

(3) Anandaram Bantu Odd Itedal 

aubi«>t for 1968-(.) The p«. pUyed by .he Vi.hou Pura.e in ih. «ol«.io« of Modem 
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THE STATE OF PHILOSOPHY IN 
MODERN INDIA 

PRAVAS JlVAN CHArDHURT, M.A., M.SC., ll.PniL., 

JV(i/<»AS‘or o/ Philosophy, PreKidpncy PoUege, Calcutlu. 

If take for our standaid the |>erforinaDce of eny advanced 

country (like Kn^l.ind oi Fiaiuei ui jdiilosophical study and researcdi 

we ha\e to Hut phili>so|)hy in India in marking time. Tina 

IS well-known in the ucachunie (iichs. Of couise, In philoaopliy we 

iiUMii hole senoiis and uinlogniatio oflort dm^'tod fowaids the solution 

of the funddJiiental questions of the universe and human hfo and, 

so, we loiuo out of account the wink's of Taguie. Malulma Gandhi 

and Sji Aiabinda These nu\ he luoio \.iUul>lo tlun any strictlv 
% » 

philosoplncal liteiatme and the pois.aulitieB mentioned are surely 

grcMler than nio»t of our nnpoitant philo'iopheia proper in the East 

and West to-day, yet this is another question. We are concerned 

heie with academic phikKojihy, and though tins may be iifioshed by 

the jnsightd of these master-mind^, insights aic not philosophical 

(hoses. There me rich philosophioal unjdieations tf tliose un^ightfl and 

visions, but as they are not presented m an explicit manner and 

not reasoned out, they have an appeal to our emotions and tliat 

inystenouB faculty called intuition moie than the mtellocl oi man 

In fact, these authois, like most of our poets and piophcts, 

were suspicious of reason and relied more on sonn* non-intellectual 

approach to truth. A philo80|>her, howe\cr, will hate truth so far as 

it 18 rationally approached and, so, easd) toiumumcable to and 

shareable with others. He presenis his thesih hefoie his readers 
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tikBxmtt sach tiia( ihe; oftn ^igh anST consider it and judge it to be 

tme or false. A proidiet mttely deUveira hie message to hia people who 
accept it on grounds other than tational and, so, only talce them instead 

of knowing them to be true. Thus the truth of a prophetic message 

neoessanly fluctuates with time and temperament of the people and, 

so, is relative, while truth of a philosophical thesis is at least claimed 

to be absolute like that of a mathematical demonstration*. I^hus if we 

leave out of account any prophetic literature, we are left with 

the writings of only a very few persons in philosophy of modem India. 

We can only mention the names of Brajendraiiath Seal, lladhakrishnan, 

S. C. Bhattacharyya and Surendranath Dasgupla. But even regarding 

these persons we have to observe the following. Beal has not left 

behind him any original work of quality and magnitude. He was a 

great scholar and expositor and inspired philosophical study and researcli 

amongst his students. Dasgupta’s contribution to philosophy is also 

of this nature. Hadhakrishnan is no doubt a great scholar and 

an original thinker but much of him belongs to the order of Tagore, 

Arabinda and Gandhi and, so, is lost to philosopliy in our sense. He 

has revealed the soul of India to the world at large and has also 

developed a world-view of his own based on the insiglit of the 

Dpanishads, but his is not a thesis in philosophy proper. ** The worse 

for philosophy!*’ one may reply, but this is another question, viz.^ one 

of relative worth of philosophy and sucli noble literature as have 

a multiform appeal. What we wish to show just now is the poverty 

of intellectual philosophy in modern India. K. C. Bhattacharyya was 

an original thinker who kept to the business of strict pliilosojdnsing 

and did not mix it up either with that of a historian or with that 

of a prophet. His contribution to philosophy is solid, though \ery few 

people even in India read his writings which are very terse and abslracr. 

So that modern India has not produced in academic philosophy 

an output comparable to, say, modern England or America. Wlierens 

we find in England of the last one hundred years such substantial and 

serious philosophical theses as those of Green, (’aird, Bradley, 

Bosanquet, McTaggart, liussell, Jjloyd Morgan, Moore, Broad, Ayer 

and Byle representing the various shades of idealistic and realistic 

schools of thought, and we find sucli wholarly exiiositions of Faion, 

Eemp Smith and Mure, here in India we can but mention the works 

of these four, and perhaps one or two more, to compare with them. 

We may mention the excellent works of Kanadey, D. M. Datta, T. M. 

P. Mahadevan and P. T. llaju on Vedanta philosophy, of T. B. V. 

Marti on Buddliist philosophy, of S. C. Chatterjee on Nyaya logic, of B. 

Bhaduri on Vaisesika system, and B. K. Dey and K. C. Pandey on 
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Indian aeathetios* Yef alt this ontpat of work is not moch in 

oompariaoQ with what England baa produced daring the last himdred 

years. Both in the sphere of original thinking and scholarly expositions 

England, or any other advanced country like America, Germany and 

France, leaves us far behind. We find in each of thesei countries much 

philosophical ferment and development of schools of thought such as 

absolute idealism, new and critical realism, logical positivism, philoso¬ 

phical analysis, phenomenalism, existentialism and neo-Thomism. 

Now it may be said in reply that India has not been free till the 

other day and the Indians did not receive such generous education as 

the peoples of the^e free countries enjoyed. But we may point out that 

India, despite its inadequate educational system, has made excellent 

progress in the sciences. Indian scienttsl.^ Imve inteniational reputation 

which Indian philosophers have not. Research pubbeations by Indian 

scientists in various branches of science contribute to the international 

co-operative enferpri&e in these subjects and receive universal recogniV 

tion. But we have no such active research work m philosophy here 

which may, by the importance of its subject-matter and seriousness 

of approach, draw the attention of the students of philosophy at large, 

in India and abn)ad. Some of our Indian scholars m philosophy 

publish their papers in Western journals to gef a good hearing. This 

reveals the sorry of affairs at home. For the Indian journals 

of philosophy (there are only two at present) are not read in the West 

and even m India they have barely one Imndred and fifty subscribers, 

while the Indian subscribers of some of the good Western philosophical 

journals have a comparable number. Unless Indian scholars in 

philosophy raise the quality of their research they cannot hope 

to compete w’lth their Western brothers in philosophy and Indian 

brothers in s<‘ience. It will not do by saying that the West is not 

interested m Indian philosophy and hence this difference in the appeal 

of Indian scholarship in philosophy and science. For the West 

is iiiTeresied in Indian philosophy and is ready to recognise any Indian 

scholar provided he is liimself seriously interested in Indian philosophy. 

He must be a philosopher first with an eve for essential philosophical 

issues and a genuine concern for their solutions. But our scholars too 

often confuse Indology with Indian philosophy. They are more 

interested m enumerating the views of ancient Indian thmkei's than 

thinking over Ihem and judging how far these views help to solve certain 

philosophical questions. The West is interested in Indian philosophy 

80 far as it sheds light on our age-old problems of philosophy* 

So that if we do not approach our owm philosophical literature witiiy 

proper historical sense and pbilosoidsiical appreciation we cauQO^ 
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to do anything woithy in the field to attract the serious interest of 

toybody whether in India or abroad. That the West is immensely 

interested in Indian philosophy when pro[>erly approached is seen fmm 

the high recognition that the works of Badhakrishnan and Dasgupta 

have received there. In fact, our rich heritage in philosophy is there 

to help us in this line of study and fame while our scientists have no 

such advantage. So if the Indian scholar in philosophy lags behitld 

his brother in science we should blame the former rather than any 

external circumstance. Our scientists suffered more from lack of 

proper facilities in their study and research than our philosophers. Wc 

should know under what handicaps our pioneers m scientific research 

in India worked,—our Jagadisli Bose. Baman, P. C. Kay, Raha and 

Satyendranath Bose. Wc can then jiistlv compare the pcrfoimanoc 

<rf our philosophers with that of the scientists. To judfie is to compare. 

Thus we find that philosophical study and rccearch m India has 

been poor in comparison with that in cither advanced (‘ounlriC'! 

and the complain tliat wc have act a ratlior high standard is untenable. 

This is all the more apparent if we consider the philosophical traditutn 

of India with any of these advanced countries. India had a clear lead 

over all other countries of the world in philosophv sonic fi\c hundred 

years ago and our philosophical lientage today is \astor than that of 

any other country or nation. Moreover, we compare very favourably 

with other advanced countries in our performance in science, literature, 

religion and politics. We have had m India during tla last luindred 

years a galaxy of geniuses of such high order m these various fic’da 

that India's j>lace is easily amongst tlie very few top-ranking nations 

of the world. Why should we not then compare India’s jihilosophical 

performance with that of any one of them? 

We have to admit our lack m any sphere of our activity if wc 

have it. Only then can we attend to it and help it. It is with a 

constructive outlook and not with anv morbid desire to criticiHO that 
% 

one should approach this rather delicate cjuestion. It gives no one 

any pleasure to find and expose a malady that has seized one particular 

organ of our cuhural body. But wc have to be as hard and resolute 

as a surgeon probing a deep wound and we should be as merciless in 

handling the case as he is. Particularly now that wo are free, wo 

should look sharp into every nook and corner of our cultural life to 

see if there is anything wrong anywhere, and if we find any we have 

to attend to it with serious and immediate concern. We have 

to subject our cultural life to constant and thorough scrutiny now that 

it is recovering from a major illness, vts., our loss of freedom. So 

that we must -admit tbii&t academic or intellectual philosophy is sufforing 
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from neglect at pteaent and moat Snd out ways and meana to improve 

the situation. The task ia important as philosophy as an organ 

of culture of a people is a vital one, more so in India where philosophy 

always had an honoured place amoitgHt the various disciplines. India, 

despite her present day poverty in philosophy, is known in the abroad 

for her past philosophy, and if India is to excel in any s^diere over 

other countries in the world ^he can do so in plulosophy, and perhaps 

in religion too. For every Indian has inherited an aptitude for these 

two allied disciplines from Ins fore-fathers. The Indian mind is 

naturally iuctaphvsi<'al. High abstrneiions, pn*found speculations and 

lK)ld visions beyond onr conunon experience tempt insl^d of 

frightening him. ITr moves with case amongst them. Other-worldly 

atliludcs and metaphysical probings are to be found even in the folk¬ 

lores and folk-dramas and the* so-oalled ignorant masses enjoy them. 

These nnh^Msoned people arc familiar with tlie major questions and 

idioms of rcligio-philosophy which are in the air they breathe. In no 

counlrv the inslilution of asceticistn is st) prevalent and held in honour. 

These aj-cetics of various orders mo\c from place to place and sing their 

lores which arc as rich in jihilosophical ideas as in pious sentiments, 

'’fhus Ih'iigal has her Ha/th, the and the various sects of 

VdisJiriarrrv, Noiili India has the Knhir-paftfhrv, \fV/t-pa7itkis and 

many others, while Smilh India is famous for her .4/irof«. Eacdi order 

of asceti<‘s has its ow’o system cf philosophy which is expressed through 

its songs and religious practices. ThcM' aw<*etics charge tlic atmosphere 

of India \\ith ricli pliilosopli\. 'rhey work in tlic \illages and also in 

llie phu'cs of pilgrimage where the coninion |>et»ple llirong on particular 

auspicious ot'casions wlieii fairs ore held. India lives truly in 

the villages w’herc thoiigli piverty and ignorance persist in one sense 

yet man’s soul is still full of the rich lore of love and w’isdoin that his 

prophets and saints .gave him. Tlie average Indian m one of its cities 

is poor in this rcsjiect. With al! his nxKlern enlightenment and animal 

comforts ho is a blind man fumbling in the dark and easily carried 

away in any direction hy any stray light. Tt is here that oiir propliets 

of modern India, Yivekananda, Tagore, (iandhi and Arabinda have 

helped him to see for himself what path he ought ui follow, wdiat light 

is to guide him. 

So the soul of India is awake. We are aware of our va.st 

philosophical heritage both in the form of extant hterature and tradi¬ 

tions and of our native aptitude. Yet with all these advantages on 

our side we have not done much in philosophy during the last century* 

We should have during this time at least finished the 8chol»«^^ 

flpade-work’ of editing and translating into modem Indian 
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and English all Ihe {principal Sanskrit and Pali texts in philoshphy. 

We have not many translations and very few of them can be compared 

with sucli authoritative translations from Greek and Latin texts as 

English scholars have done. The value of such translations for the 

spread and development of philosophical study in India and abroad 

is obvious. Europe started a new life of intellectual culture when her 

people came to learn the Greek texts and the Indian Renaissance has 

been mostly a revival of our ancient Vedic culture though certain 

Western influences have worked into it. Rammohan Roy, Vivekananda, 

Tagore, Gandhi, Arabinda and Radhakrishnan—the prophets of modern 

India—are all essentially Vedic revivalists. Bui though the essential 

Indian thought has got its modern expression through these illnstrioud 

sons of India and has awakened the nation to a high sense of intellectual 

and moral responsibility, much remains to be done on the academic 

side of the matter. The vast amount of Indian philosophical literature, 

the record of more than a thousand years of very active thought by a 

very acute and enterprising people, has to ho properly translated and 

interpreted in modem terminology in the context of our modern thought. 

Much comparative study of a serious sort have to he done. We ne(»d 

for this sort of work at least one liundred scholars of the highest rank, 

yet at present wo cannot find more than five such persons in the whole 

of India. Besides this work of recovering our philosoplncal tn^asurcs 

the Indian scholars in philosophy have also to produce some (»rigii‘al 

thought to justify themselves. Surely, original thought cannot he 

produced at will; it requires genius whicli is l»orn and not made. Yet 

this is also clear that if we can hy some means draw the more 

intelligent section of our students in greater number into philosoph\ 

and arrange for a more substantiul and thorough training in this subject, 

we may expect better results. With respect to geniu'-es, oven t}u*y 

have to be drawn into jdiilosophy and j>roporly guided in order that 

they may enrich this discipline. 

And this leads us at once to the chief contention of this paper. 

We believe that if we are sufficiently cognisant of this poor state of 

academic philosophy here and are determined to improve it, we can 

do something. We can start at once with a very definite programme. 

We must first raise the general standard of the course of study in 

philosophy so as to bring it on par with other subjects like physics 

or Chemistry. It is very strange that while in six years of college 

education a student of physics is required to learn so much, one of 

philosophy is not required to learn even a third of this quantity. The 

number of books that the fonner has to read during these years and 

the number of new concepts he has to master are several times the 
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corresponding namberB*^in the case of the latter. So that while an 

average graduate, who has not read logic car philosophy in his B.A., 

can take philosophy for his M»A. and can easily pass the examinatoii 

with but a year’s preparation> tliis is unthinkable in the case of physics. 

In the Intermediate classes the prospective philosophy student reads for 

two years his logic yvLich is covered by a text book of about three hundred 

pages. The physics or the mathematics student has to read abf>ut six 

hundred pages. Any intelligent student can prepare the whole course 

of Intermediate logic in one nionth. Now, why should not the Indian 

universities double or treble this logic course by introducing symbolic 

logic and Indian logic? Why should we not prepare the prospective 

philosoi)hy student mure seriously and, so, privide him adequate 

nourislunent fnun the very start as other departments of arts and science 

do for their own students? While admitting students in the B.A. 

Iioiiours classes in philosophy we should at jm'sent give more preference 

to tiiosc wlio liad niathcinatios or any science subject in their Inter- 

iiiediute stage than li> those who had logic though we know tliat logic 

is more directly helpful for the study tif phil(»st»phy. This is because 

the former students receive a more substantial mtellectual training than 

lh*‘ latter who have been fed on milk and sop for two precious years. 

And our experience pnnes (hat the former class (»f students do better 

m philosophy than the lattei. 'J'hese stuilenls who did not have logic 

m their Intenncdiatt* have to pa^^s (according to ("aleutta Univ’eraity 

rules) logii* examination in order to regularise their taking up philo.sophy 

111 the B.A. class. Most of them puss tins examination \ery well with 

hut a month's preparation. Now logic itself is nciiher eas> nor limited 

as a subject. So, wliy not make it as diflieult and wide as it is needed 

to mutch with otlier subjects taught m the Intermediate elasses and 

as it is calculated to help the prospective philosopliy student. In the 

B.A. (lions.) stage too we find a very great diiYercri<e between the 

philosophy course of study and others, llicre are six jiapers in 

philosophy like other subjects but they overlap so much that practically 

there arc four papers. For instance (talking of Calcutta TJnivenrity 

standards), one half of the metaphysics pajiers is covered by that of 

limtory of philosophy and about a third of it is covered l>y (bat of 

philosophy of religion. The general standard demanded from tlie 

students is very low in comparison with other subjt'cls, say. }'h\sich or 

mathematics. There are very stereotyped questions which are repeated 

hi one form or another so that a good student can pr<q>are the whole 

course privately in a few months. The result is that the good students 

in the philosophy classes are not nourislicyi at all. Why not give them 

^ good lot of serious things? WLy not work them as the oUl^ 
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stadents? This we can easily do for philosophy can easily be made 

difficult and more substantial and challenging for the young intelligent 

minds. Give them a good number of basic texts for detailed and 

critical study. Let them read the modern analytical philosophers 

thoroughly and see that they cannot avoid any of the syptems of 

Indian philosophy. I'liilosophy is so vast a subject that if we agn^c 

that a honours graduate must know as much of it as one of physics 

or mathematics knows his subject, then tlie present course of study 

has to he trebled. And without this adequate training in philosophy 

at this stage, a young mind, howsover bright, can liardly do anything 

in philosophy susequeutly hv way of farther study and research. He 

requires a substantial solid meal at this stage and we give him a liquid 

diet fit for weak stomachs. Thereby we are doing an injustice to onr 

students who are mostly bright and industrious. 

The M.A. course of study has to be totally recast. At present 

more than half of it is a repetition of the 11.A. course and the general 

standard of study and appreciation demanded from tlu* students is su 

low that it is nniversiilly considered as the easiest subject to pass as 

a private candidate. Most students get a good second class with a 

preparation of about three to four months witli the lielp of sonu» 

notes,—some printed, others typed or haiidw'ritten. ]Mosi of the 

students do not road anv of the basic text bor)ks, for tluv are not 

available to them and they can manage wiihonl them. This sjjile of 

affairs must go. There shouVl he alteraniitive cournfs in vari(jiis 

branches and systems of plidosophy so that a slndenl may get a tliorough 

expert knowledge of some line of tliought in which he may later on 

do some research. Stiulenls taking iij) a [larticular alternative cours*' 

may be required to read one or tw’o allied subjects or master <»ne or 

two languages so that tliere inav be a few' subsidiary subjtsds. 'I'wo 

compulsory papers may, liowever, lie pivwribed : one on any one of 

the languages : Sanskrit, Greek, Latin and German, another demanding 

an acquaintace witli the philosophical aspwt« of mod(‘rn si*iencc, of 

contemporary movements in art, religioti and jxditics. 'I’he value of 

these papers for the prospective research workers can In* easily imagined. 

8o that a candidate for the Muster's degree in ]>lnloRoph> must 

master a certain portion of philosopliy. Only then can he be able ti* 

appreciate some of the problems of pliilosophy and to be drawn to 

devote himself to the development of tin's subject. If he has talents 

he will do much significant work of interpretation, criticism and inter¬ 

relation in philosophy, surely of a much higher standard than we 

generally find to*day. And if he has genius, it will get the proptr 
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condiiiotis for its flowering. Genius must l>e provided with proper 

knowledge to help opening it and also to prevent it from becoming 

flighty. Thus we propose that by raising the standard and judiciously 

recasting the course of study in philosophy at various stages and» of 

course, by a corresponding improvement of teaching and library 

facilities, we can help the sorry state of this particular discipline in 

India. 

a-iMCP—VI 
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J.VNAKIVALLABHA Bhattaohauyya, M.A., Ph.D., Sankhyatiriha 

The Dooteine of AnHiniTA-ANVAYA 

Now, a question aripes viz,, “which one (of the above two hypo¬ 

theses) is to be accepted Our simple answer is that the hypothesis 

of Abbihita-anvaya should be approved since the ascertainment of the 

meaning of a sentence presupposes the determination of the mean¬ 

ings of its constituent words. If one is not acquainted with the 

meanings of words, he cannot make out the laeaning of a sentence. 

The meanings of words are clatJsed under different lieads. We say 

“This word denotes a universal, this word means a substance, this 

word stands for an attribute and this word convovs an action. This 

statement becomes relevant if words express the alwjve meanings 

which remain at first unrelated. But if the meaning of a woid is 

qualified by the meanings of other words then llicre is no hard and 

fast rule that a particular meaning is determined oDi> by unotlier 

particular meaning since ail meanings arc simultaneously presented 

to our couscioufnebs.** In other words, the projiouudeis of the 

hypothesis of ubhihila-anvaya substantiate their bypothesis by a 

negative argument. They bold that if the lijpotjiesis of anvita- 

abhidhana bad been true then the meaning of each word would have 

been picsenled to our consciousness as qualified hy the meanings of 

all other words since it is imjxissible to draw a line of distinction. 

Now, the upholders of the liy^ioth^sifi of aiivila-ahhidhrma may contend 

that by the joint method of ugicomeiit and difference the meaning of 

one word ir dislinguislicd from lliat of another word. 

Such a contention does not hold water since there is (no) 

occasion for the application of the joint method of agreement and 

difference to individualise the meaning of a word. The presentation 

of all meanings as being mutually related does not come to a stop. 

We do never hold that a sentence is constructed with words the 

meanings of which are mutually related. But if words are isolated 

from a sentence, they express such meanings as are in themselves, 

f.o., as 0i%nd unrelated. If all words which are the source of mean¬ 

ings assemble together then all the meaniugs of words are also 
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presented to our conFciouBuoBs in their mutual relation. In that 

case, it is very dtSicali to single out the meaning of a word. Now, 

if a sentence is iiidependant of the meanings of words then the 

sentence “Bring a cow*’ may be taken as the mandate “Tie down a 

horae.” Thus we eee that real meanings of words are required for 

the underbtanding of a sentence. If they are so required then they 

should be grasped in their well-defined character. Hence, one is 

compelled to admit that the relation which holds between a word and 

its meaning is natural. When one ieams the meaning of a sentence 

from the usiige of the experienced persons he does so deciphering 

the meaning of each constituent word. If one does not subscribe 

to this view then he will have to learn the meaning of each sentence. 

As sentences are infinite in number so it is impossible to obtain 

mastery over language. The net result of this hypothesis is this 

that all verbal irnnsactious will be defunct. It is also noticed that a 

person who conversant with word-meanings makes out the sense 

even of a new fioem, composed by a poet. This is possible because 

of the knowledge of words and their meanings. If one subscribes 

to the bypoihcsi.N that a ^f^nlenco [> ihe iudivisible unit of a language 

and the meaning of a sentence is to be learnt then none will under¬ 

stand tlie meaning of a new poem. Therefore, the hypothesis of 

anvita-abhidhana is not sound. 

Beasonr- which invalidate the rival by^Kithesis of anvita-abhidhana 

are as follow®. If the hypothesis under discussion is accepted then 

only one word in a sentence should be comi^etent enough to express 

the meaning of the sentence and all other words should be redundant. 

As we know the meaning of a word, we also, know the meanings of 

other words which qualify ii. The dictum of anvita abhidhana-vadius 

is that a w'ord conveys its own meaning as qualified by the meanings 

of other woids. Tins we tee that a single word conveys a world 

of objects to bo denoted by other words. Now, let all our verbal 

transaction ic executed with a single word. But, as a matter of 

fact, we cannot transact all our busiiiesa with a single word. If we 

aay “A cow*’ (Von all predicnhle attributes and actions flash in our 

mind. But we cannot select the acceptable meaning. To know all 

things at a time is in a sense to remain ignorant since a Jistonei can 

take no action upon a word. To a man of taste an ocean, full of 

water, does not appear to be distinct from a desert since saline water 

does not serve the purpose of pure water. But we i^ee no reason why 

the word 'cow* will convey its owo meaning as qualified by the exact 

attribute or .action which will suit the purpose of the listener. 
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Mow, the upholder of the hypotbeeiB of anvita-abbidbana may 

contend that the word in question is accompanied by other words and 

these accompanying words will fix up the exact meaning of it. Does 

the said association of words help to convey the above meaning? Or, 

does the word itself communicate its own meaning? If 3’ou insist 

on the truth of your suggestion then we say in reply that the asso¬ 

ciation of other words is not as significant as that of some words.in 

a mantra which is muttered. It makes no difference whether these 

words are present or absent since a word serves no useful purpose 

if we do not know that it denotes such-and-such meanins?. Now, 

if you hold that other words help to determine the meaning of the 

said word by conveying their own meanings then you subscribe to 

the hypothesis of abhihita-anvaya. Therefore, we arrive at the 

conclusion that the hypothesis of abhihita anvaya is better. The 

meanings which are conveyed by words become related to one another 

from the stand-points of mutual requirement, reciprocal proximity, and 

absence of contradiction. 

The meaning of a word which is required by that of another word 

is related to that. The objects denoted by words which are adjacent 

to one another are mutually related. If the object denoted by a word 

is not incompatible with another such object then they are mutually 

related. In other words, an object which is related should be fit to 

be related. If these conditious of being related are not fulfilled then 

a relation between two objects does not take place. For this reason, 

the sentence, "A hundred herds of elepliants stand on the finger- 

end** has the meanings of its words mutually unrelated since these 

ineaDings are unfit to be related. In other words, there is material 

contradiction. Thus, the above sentence conveys no meaning. But 

if we bubscribe to the hypothesis of anvita-abhidbana then tlie 

said sentence should convoy a sense since according to the above 

hypothesis a sentence does never express a meaning which is un¬ 

related. But, in reality, the said sentence communicates no meaning. 

Hence, it is reasonable to bold that the meanings of words which 

are conveyed enter into relationship. Some scholars have also said 

to this effect that words, having conveyed their own meanings, com¬ 

plete their task and afterwards these meanings, being grasped, point 

to the meaning of a sentence. 

Thb Ebfotation of the Hypothesis of Abhihita-anvaya 

Now, the upholders of the hypothesis of anvita-abhidbana lake 

their stand and review Ihe leinarkh of the proixiunders of the hypo- 
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thesis of sbbihiia-axivaya. They point ont that a word does not 

iliaminate an object just like a lamp since a listener must be initiated 

into the meaning of a word in order to understand it. One leama 

the meaning of a word, noticing the usage of experienced persons. 

The exiierienced employ sentences in order to communicate their 

ideas. These sentences are never replaced by words. The reason is 

that mere words are never used to express one's ideas. 

When a matter is discussed some other matter dashes in our 

miud. A word is employed to cornmanicato this new idea. This 

word should be considered as a sentence. A speaker employs a 

sentence in order to communicate a system of ideas in which all ideas 

are mutually connected. The listener also understands in that way. 

A third person wlio stands by them also learns the meaning of a 

sentence in that manner. 

This is what is called the communication of the meaning of a 

sentence. Do you say what is a sentence? Words which conjointly 

express a unity of meanings are culled a sentence. Linguists bold 

that, a collection of words, expressing a unity of meanings, 

is a sentence. If we subscribe to this view then a collection of 

words convoys a unity of meaning. If only a single word had ex¬ 

pressed such a unity of meaning then words could not conjointly 

convey a complex wliole of meaning. As external conditions such 

as faggots etc. conjointly maintain the act of cooking, all bearers 

conjointly carry a palanquin and three pieces of stone keep a pot 

boiling so all worda without an exception point to the meaning of a 

sentence. This is what is called anvita-abhidhana (an expression of 

mutually related meanings). If a word could express a self-complete 

meaning which is in no way connected with the meanings of other 

words then all words would have no useful ness to convey the meaning 

of a sentence. 

Now, the adverse party invites the attention of the upholders of 

the hyix^thcsis in question to the open question, oia., if a single word 

is capable of conveying the same meaning as all words conjointly do 

then the utterance of all other words is superfluous since a single word 

completes the whole task. The said objection is not tenable. It 

is impossible hr a word to express a complete idea without receiving 

the asRistance of otiier words. * Now, you admit that a single word 

cannot convey a complete meaning. Such an admission is contrary 

to the corollary of your owm hypothesis. The reason in as follows. 

Each word falls within those the operation of which yields a completa 

result. If such a single word is present then an operation wbioh 
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bring About a complete result takes place* Again, such an operation 

does not take place if such a single word is not present. Thus we say 

that a single word |uroduces a complete resnlt. 

Now, if the above objection goes to such a lengtli then we say 

**ljet the collection of words convey the reqniaite meaning.’* We 

also feel no necessity of holding that individual words which consti* 

tale the said collectaoQ convey the meaning in question. The hypo¬ 

thesis, thus revised, amounts to this that a sentence and its meaning 

admit of no parts. Bach a logicali conclusion is nut M3und since as 

the working of an assemblage is noticed so the working of an indi¬ 

vidual is also observed. What is the working of a collection? And 

what is the working of an individual? The communication of the 

meaning of a sentence is what a colleotion does—whereas the exact 

expression of the meaning of a word is the work of an individual 

word. Let us cite an example. The assemblage of all conditions 

produces an act, viz,, the act of cooking whereas individual conditions 

perform separate acts, v,g., faggots burn and a pot bolds articles 

to be cooked. 

If a word has a distinct operation of exjiressing its own meaning 

(hen it should be admitted that the meaning of a word keeps itself 

aloof from those of other words. Now, the upholders of the hypo¬ 

thesis under discussion join issue with their opponents and einjiha- 

tically assert that the meaning of a word does not stand unrelated. 

The reason is this that a word is employed to serve the puriJOse of 

a collection of words. Though a word is included in a collection of 

words 3et it is not a fact that the specific operation of a word is not 

grasped. Hence, we do not share with the view that a sentence is 

partless since the specific contribution of each word comprised within 

an assemblage of words is known to us. It is also obseived that 

words which fall wiUiin a collection of words conjointly perform the 

work of the collection. The said collection is not notice 1 to main¬ 

tain itself as distinct from the constituent words themselves. Though 

words in a body perform a team work yet the individual activity 

of each work is detected by us. Let us cite an example to illncidate 

our point. A carriage consists of several parts. We do not sinarle 

out oacb part and say that this part, being made up of this stuff 

and that part, being made up of that stuff, separately perform the 

action of a carriage. Similarly, a single word is never employed. 

Hven if it is employed, it does not point to the meaning of a sentence. 

But a word, being combined with other words, engages itrelf to 

convey the meaning of a sentence. Bo, it is resonable to think that 
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the above word throws light on tlie hypothesia of a complex whole 

of meanings. Hence, we have niated that words conjointly convey 

their meaning. Words which convey their meanings in this way 

constitute a sentence. In other words, a collection of words which 

expresses a complex whole of meanings is a sentence. For this 

reason as we know the contribution of each part so we agree with 

gramiuarians in not denying etymological meanings to words. Again, 

as we definitely know that each word goes on with its operation unless 

and until the final goal is reache i so we agree to differ from other 

MTaian^-akas in the point that a word denotes its meaning as qualified 

by those of other words. 

An Answer to the Ch^rqbs FjEVEnLED Against tub HYniruPSis 

ov Anvita-Abuidiiana 

Our objectors have |»oint-*d out that if onj .subscribes to the 

hypothcMsof anvit.i-abhidhana then he should admit that the meaning 

of each sentence is to be learnt, otherwise, a ]>erson who knows only 

theneanings of words cannot make out the meaning of a veri-e 

coinfK>sei] by a modern Such an objectiou has been raifei by 

one wlio IS ignorant of the science of meaningv. The word *a cow* 

does not convey its meaning, riz , a white cow’ since an exception 

is noticed. It also refers to a black cow as its meaning. One cannot 

also bold that the word cow* denotes cows having all sorts of 

attributes since objects, thus denoted, are Infinite in number and 

difficult to coinpreliend. But the meaning of a word is fixed up by 

means of requirement, fitness of relation, and proximity. A sentence 

is only competent to suggest the meaning of a word. The ascer¬ 

tainment of the right meaning is arrived at by means of the joint 

method of agreement anl difference. The application of this method 

is also confiimd onlv within the four walls of a sentence. Though 

the knowledge of the meuning of a sentence extends up to that of a 

word \et the starting |)oint of the knowledge of a meaning is that 

of a sentence. From this we understand that there is no reference 

to a meaning whicli remains unrelated. This reiiFon behind the 

above conohisiou is this thai an experienced man who orders and an 

experienced man who is ordered do never eiuplo\ a u;ere word. 

This point has been stated before. Though we subscribe to the 

hypothecs of HDvita-abhidfaana }er it is not a truism that the exact 

ineauing of a word is not determined. With (he ilJusiratioii of the 

diffwent functions of various parts of a carriage we have shown the 

different workings of various wwds in a senteuce l)y means of 
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joiot methoi of agreement and difference* Thus we eee that the 

meaning of a sentence does not necessarily coDstiinte an indivisible 

unit* With the help of accessory conditions such as requirement, 

fitness of relation and proximity we have Boinelimes deteriuined the 
meaning of a sentence togetlier with those of words. These meanings 

of words are also exactly determined. This knowledge of the tuean- 

ings of words furnishes us with a clue to understand the meaning 

of other sentences whicli consist of these words since the denotation 

of a word, properly deciphered, does not change. Hence, we shall 

be able to understand the meaning of a new poem, compose I by a 

modern poet. We have also stated before that if words denote merely 

isolated meanings then we sliall have never an access to the meaning 

of a sentence sinre such meanings are not the means of the deter¬ 

mination of the meaning of a sentence. 

Aaotber objection to this liy^wtliesis has been recordel to this 

effect that the utterance of other words is superSiious. An answer 

to it has also been given. The reason behind our answer has been 

stated thus—"When other words come in close proximity all words 

play their part full well. You may ask, "If other words come in <‘lose 

proximity, what does a word do?” Our answer is that the tame charge 

may also be levelled against all conditions. But you admit that all 

conditions conjointly bring about an action, i.e , produce a reMiU. Simi¬ 

larly, if all words co-operate to convey the meaning of a sentence, 

expressing their own meanings then the hypothesis of abhihita-anvaya 

^uDrelated meanings) does not stand to reason since one is never 

initiated into the unrelated meaning of a word. Again, if we do not 

admit that the meanings of words are presented to our consciousness 

in their relational character then we cannot es(al>lisli that thev are 

related to one anotlier afterwards, since a unrelated meaning finds no 

ways and means of being related. 

Now, the objector may contend that unrelated meanings may 

relate themselves to one another with the help of accessory conditions 

such ab requirement, fitness and proximity. This point has been 

already discussed. Our reply to this contention is this that the said 

contention is not tenable. This requirement belongs to whom? 

Does it belong to a word, or (o its meaning, or to a knower? As 

a word and its meaning are unconscious so they have no require¬ 

ment since requirement presupjiosea consciousness. Hence, we 

simply display empty words when we say that a word requires 

another word and a meaning requires aaotber meaning. But 

a knower who definitely understands the meaning of a sentence 
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enjoys 1 lie freedom of thought. J3ut hia leiuireinent* is not a bouroe 

of valid knowledge since one oanuot acquire the true knowlo Ige of 

things by au act of will. At the out pet words revdal things a-, thay 

are the source of valid knowledge. Then, a de^ite for relating the^a 

ihinge si>ring8 up m the mind of a person. It follow-, the dutwlioa 

of words. It is, thus, the bource of the knowlelge of mutual reUtim 

dinong things. If words arc held to be rosponbible for the know- 

ledge of things then wo are to aliuit that words hive long-lasting 

operation like arrows since, if uord^ pas-, aw ly then the mere desire 

ot a person canaol manufacture the mutual relation of things, denoted 

by words. 

Thus, we Fee that the knjw'olga of the meaning of a henfence 

IS not dciived Iroiii tb^ \eibil source willnut tn Mipehment If we 

aie in a po'»ition to dcinun-itiato that woids diiectly lonvey the mean¬ 

ing of a bentonce then it is unwNo on our pirt to hold that worls 

iruiuectly consey the nieuun** of a bentonce 

'Fite C'oxoli 1)i\o ihe HiroinE is oi 

A\viiA-ABrni)U\N\ 

In fine, Wi iin\e li P'c coiulu-ioii ihit woids onvey relitional 

meanings *-int j it i tin om1> wiy of ( >in unniranug relation 

As we know f>r <eifiin muMiilli ielah*d nioaniius so it is indor- 
^ o 

stood that ir litod ineinin »s iia\e a^-tunbled There is no other -j ueo 

ot the knowledge of lolation If one siys "‘Bung a white cow/’ he 

docs not ueLOs'-anl} letcr to a lekition lu Mcne ca-es of usd "e the 

i‘\penonrod persons nnko mention of words lo^ahou 

Thougli an minrant p-^i am u^es a sentin'e iinolvin^ a woul winch 

points to relation \oi the relation d(x> not lunation asabmdof 

union. Let us nte in e\i np’e El ^*i ii i p'l'-Dn si^-. ‘ Fhei » are 

ten pom vramtos/’ the nuMuing of the woid‘ten* Jb nit lelated to 

that of the woid‘pome jraiute-/ Thu-, we see that the hypothe-ib 

of aiwita-abhidh'ini (lolated meanings) i- rea^oaahle. 

Now, an objoiloi look'- foi au answer to the problem “How J) 

you explain the scutoiKe that there aie i hondied herds ol elephuds 

on the tip of a fingci from the st inil-i)o nt of anviti-ibhulhlnr'^” 

The defender jmtb the bims qustion to hisobieetii inlsn^ 

“Oh upholder ot the hv p ithcbis of abhilul i anva> i I how do vou sil\c 

this very problem? As you hold ;hut meanings, being expie-. 'd, 

enter into mutual relation so jon jubt explain li >w the meanings of 

words contained in the siiitenoa are rclite*? on’’ an »lhoi after th^f ^ 

expression/' 

a-mop—vx 
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Now, the upholder of the hypothesis of abhihifca-anvaya says in 

reply to the question, “As the meanings of words of the sentence are 

not fit to be related, they are not mutually related. What we intend 

to eny is tliis that expressed meanings are mutually related only when 
the conditions of inntna! lelation, vin , requirement, fitness and proxi- 

tiuty arc satisfied.** 
The upholder of ihe hypothesis oi auMta-abliidhana (expression 

of related meanings) i-ays, “1 have also held that words c'on\ey 

inntiialh related moaning^ pioMdcd liiat iliey sdti‘'f> (he conditions 

of requirement, filiies'' anti pii)\iiriit>. tlio t-aul conditious are 

not iulfirod, wolds tonia.iid in the al)o\c t-eiittiice, do not expre&s 

related ineamngs**. 

The propoiinder of the Inpoiiie^is of .ih'uhita ain.iya preescs 

Ins point witii tlio k)I'owin-i vvoid", ‘As^ou pictcli the doclrine of 

anvita-nhliulhan.i so \ou hold tint the id)o\e '-enteiu’c will conve\ 
• • 

no sense sinoo it is ah url for the meuiings ol wouK to In* iiiutually 

related. In other word", if the m''anm_i" ol woids cannot unite 

the!nsclv€F with one anolliti tl Cl’ a sLMit*Mic’ wliuli (ontaiiis wtirds 

having unrelated meaning" tlcaily fails to t nuiiiunuM*e its moaning. 

But I advocate the dxliine of abli’hita .in\ »\a lien *o I li >ld that 

though the meanings of woid . m the aho\o sonloiuo stand nnrolatod 

yet the sentonce con\t^\h its moaning. Siviuj this I am imt of>eu to 

the charge of iucon"i8tency.** 

The upholdv r ot the hypotlic^is ot anvita-ahludhaiia reloits 

thus •—“ Though \on am a judge, iiuving keen insight \el 3011 ha\e 

not foliinved the pjo*os- adopted hj a woid to <onvey its meaning. 

It is tlic na'urul function tif a word to convey jt*- meaning. But the 

speaker nnj ha\e nunts 01 deuKiits. When they aie taken into 

consideration it i" dotermined wholhci woids of the speaker 

have b£( n iigldly or \\ron,,ly used. W'ofds tonviy an additional 

sente. It is tliis that tin \ point to the iclaiion which hold" between 

a case and a \c’l). Bui owiiii. to thr pervtiMon of the intellect of a 

speaker i!ie knowlodgc oj relati »u whicli hoMs between a ease and a 

verb beeonifS false.** 

Some thinkeib have .*-aid on tins point that knowledge, derived 

from other proofs, contradicts the truth of the said verbal knowledge. 

Now, tlie upholder of the doctrine of anvita-abhidhana says, 

“ The intrinsic validity of \orbal knowledge ih, therefore, supreme. 

This or that sentence ptoduces vtrbal knowledge without being dis¬ 

turbed as long as it does not face an opposition. Let us discuss 

whether the fcntcnce that there are a hundred herds of elephants 
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comuiuiiicafcs a meaning or not. There i*? nothing wrong with the 

hyntadical arrang.nnont relaling io words nnoe the sentence coo'^ipts 

of words wh'cli indicate the lo(.Uive case, the subject standing upon 

the locus and the verb and lliis inciiniiig is clearly communicated 

to ufl. It the ‘■aid tnoaniiiL's neic not coniniunicatod, the said sentence 

would not have been <*onstriictod. Hnt, in leahty, both of ns hold 

the same \icw that it is an imptissihle feat for the meanings of words 

to be inutunliy related tin*} arc not fit to be so related. 

If it is held lliot thcie is no s\ntactica! arraiiirement of words in 

the above Rditence then tl»e so-called sentence should be a mere 

enunieraHon <*f t-cveral haler'- like a mention ol letteis such as ka, ta, 

ca, ta, ta, pa, etc. but should not bo a real sentence. If \vc take into 

considfration the rneie sjntac lie.»! arrangement of words in this case 

as we do in the ca*-c ol the sentence “ There are ten poinegranateB'' 

then the liyfioth^sis of anvit.i-nldii'lli.lna doe^ not violate the rules of 

reasoning. 

The sentciue is founally coriect but matenally nicorrccl. The 

oppon'ticn winch it (dee*. < onu's anotlicr quarter hut not from 

tlic (juaritT <jf wonK j o-nl lui'i been clanfc'd already. Words 

have an intnn-.h' powei by dint of which tiicy operate smoothly. 

Under thc'-e (iM um'-taiuo" cm holdlv a‘>sort that the Vedia will 

cany tilth iniiiii'ii \.il'dii\ wiilm-it lacing an\ ojijwsition. As the 

A’edas do no* (iwe then t \ '■It lu e Ui .in author so they do their \vt>rk 

M.,conc{tl\ tlui! n caimig w tliont any Iiindrainv. The 

knowledge \\ hu h iiinn the Vtdu-- l)i‘aii tit tamp (>f iiiirinsic 

validity. It i" aI»')^e ill defects \ longthv di--tn-N<on on this point 

iR unnect'ssai \ 

'I'lnis wt see th.tt if '-iih-,01 the to the ii\[>otlicF’s of arnila* 

ahliidhrma,we (an c\plaiii h‘*\% ,i '-*'nlontc ioiiemmit.1 e-^ mean¬ 

ing. IMay \\c ai^o 'imi’cd that li.e iL.iinctl si hol.ii^iio'ild liscard 

the hjpolhc'i^ of al#hiintu-anv in a -in • it has no eilucativ" \ahie. 

Tub IhiiTVtioN oi iifi* Douuim 01 Aw iiA-AiniiDii\\A 

The tiitKs do not ei'doTs-e th^ above ^ohlllor. Venn statement 

that one Icainslhat Iroin the n-ace ol the exp-niepced p<’i-ons js 

true. It is a tiuiMii iha^ all wih 1 transactions aie esiLuled by 

means of Fentence^. It is a fad that all words, like the bearerc of 

a palanquin, asseiiible together to con\e> the meuimg of a ciciitcnce 

by their joint effort. Let us now di^cu-s how one aequamts himsell 

with a meaning. Does he acquaint hheself (uil^ with a coinjKisito 

meaning which is worked out by the totality of all words? Or» 
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is he taught only the meaning of each word! Now, if one ie to 

le^rn an indiviBible whole of meaning then it is unavoidable for him 

to gather the meaning of each discrete sentence. In that case, as 

we have pointed out, learning will be impossible since sentences ure 

iiidnite in number. If the truth of the second suggeHlion is admitted, 

the exact meaning of each word should be ascertained. The pro- 

pounders of the hypothesis of anvita-ubbidhana have cited au example, 

viz , the different parts of a carriage have distinct functions. The 

narration of it suggests that the distinct function of each word is to 

be admitted. If the truth of the above suggestion is denied then 

the necessity of the knowledge of the etymological meaning oi a word 

will not be requiied for the understanding of the me*ujing of a 

sentence. In that case, a speaker wdio intends to cominunu ate the 

meaning of the sentence Bring a cow *' may also use the word “ a 

horte * instead of the word ' a cow *. Unlike the grammarians you 

hold that the knowledge of the n eamng of a word is nocotsiU’il> 

requiied for the understanding of the meaning of a sentence. 

the joint method of agreement and difference one picks up the extent 

of the meaning oi the word * a cow *. The bame extent of this 

meaning becomes active to constitute the meaning of a tcnteiae in 

which the word ‘ a cow ’ finds a place. 

(7o be contiinud) 



THE IDEAL CONTENT OF. A SENTENCE 

Dr. 1\ H. SvsTtti, rii. J). 

of Haugort Satujor 

J. The purpose of langna;;e is to express tliought ; and thought 

is embodied primarily in senlenoes Sentences are the basic units 

of language ; for we do not think in isolated words, but in relevant 

combinations of words, called sentences or propositions. Every 

sentence is made up of some significant words whkdi are related to 

one another through mutual expectancy and compatibility so that 

they give rise to a coherent and logical verbal cognition.* The 

meaning of a sentence, however, is dilTercnt from and greater than 

the nieauingfi of it« comiK)nent parts called words In other words 

'sabdartba* and 'hubdabodha’ are two difTerent things. The former 

conveys the meanings of (he words employed, while the latter com¬ 

municates a unified idea as mch. The principles of pioxiinity, ex- 

pectanc},* and compatibility*, govern the logical asp-’ct in the cor¬ 

relation of the moaning. 

Ijanguage, the venture or embodiment pf thought, is a jwwerfnl 

instrument oi comiuunicalion. To the first place, it crystatlises and 

embodies thought, for it is the inanifc'-lation of internal conscious¬ 

ness.* A significant sound, called word, is at (he basis of language 

which has noilher life nor reality apart from the mind. As M. Brea! 

observes, “Thioiigdi all the centuries humanity has deposited in 

Tjangnage the acquisilions of inaierial and moral life*' The 

language of a community thus represents the ideas, beliefs, aims and 

struggles of that community; and with this, human life proper cora- 

luencep, and human values are developed and presoived. 

But a single word can, at times express a complete idea and 

function like a sentence, as tlic veib in the imperative mood, or as 

the word emanating from an emotional excitement. Vyusa goes to 

the extent of saying that every word has the force of a sentence and 

^ **Vakya bb&vam av&ptasya i^urtliakasy&vabndhatal.i, saM pailyato s&bda bodfau no 
(aom&iTftayft bodbatab"* tJagadUa : dabds 6akli PrakfiiStkA, 12i. 

* ‘•\ilak»»VO»>odb«h** (/bid.). , 
* '‘Ayain artho ‘rthintartt sakftDk^a iti vyavahftrah cr..ichunianjiipai p. 497). cf. 

‘*Padam 8&k&Dk|am iti tu aak&okssiiba bodbakiiin ity artbaiu*' ilhtd , p. bOOi. 
* "Aiihtoiftbft yogyata" (fbtd., p. 60.')). 
J Bee Pn^yarftja cn Vakya|>atUya, I, J. 

’ On Yog» Bfltre 8.17 : "Sirv* |>«defn cS»l' .ikyo vyk,. itjuktea stiti Raniyate”. 
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BOlue words retain the meaning of a sentence. ^ But by a word be 

does not mean a word taken by itself in isolation; for he states that 

the simple utterance of the word "Fr/esa” means for us the sentence 

^‘Vrkso ‘sfi”. That ib, a word does not exist, as significant and 

communicative^ apart from a sentence. And it is only in and through 

a sentence that a word acquires its power to convey or communicate ' 

an idea Thus the denotative and connotative powers of words 

depend upon sentences. The problem of the i)i)poit of a word iherc- 

fore is the same as that of tlie import of a sentence. 

This raises imi)ortant and interesting problems. Is the sentence 

the unit of language, or is it the word? In the Vedic we come 

across passages whicJi speak of sentences as though they are not 

or'ginally divided into paits. Tlius in the Taittiiiya Sanhita we read I 

'■ Vag vai pariicy avyakrta**. ■ And the Rk Pratibilkbya states: ‘*Pada 

prakrtih sanhita”. “ And Durga observes that the seers beheld the 

mantras in the form of Sanhita, as a coherent system and not as 

isolated words. * In this wise, the grammarians treat the vakya- 

gphota as the only significant and real ot»e. ' (JoDseqiiently the 

splitting of a sentence into its units is an unnatural fiction sanctioned 

not by any rational necessity but by more convenience. ® It is for 

purposes ot instructing the undeveloped minds that a sentence is 

split into so many words. Even Patanjali sfieaks of “padakurah”. ^ 

Only to point out that the words (‘padas*) arc created and therefore 

unreal. But the sentences, us complete exjjressioiih or utterances 

of the ideas, thoughts, and feelings of the individuals, are natural. 

They emanate from the nature of a situation or mood. As a result 

every word in a line of poetry is surcharged with the poetic emotion 

and imagination; for, the parts breathe the spirit of the whole. This 

characteristic feature condeinnc all divisions and analyse-J of sentences 

as artificial and false to experience. The verbal cognition of the words 

severally is not true to experience As Punyaraja puts it : 

^ ca vakyartba pada racauftin ^rutri^as ebaoJo 'dblte" (Ihidi, cf. **Srotriya3 

ebando Mblte'* 

* 6.4.7. 
» 9.1. 
< “‘Sanhitfijab piakptivaui jyiiyah Manlro by ahbivyajyamftDah purvam 

mantradf^ah aanliitavai^abhivyajyale, oa padaib. Ata4 can aanhCAin eva pumin 
adhy&pftysnty anucana bri.hmaQa, adblynte cadbyeturali Apica y&jno kannani aanbi* 
tayaiva Timiynjyante mantrlk, na padaib” (On Nirukla, 1.17>. 

& **7ady aplbaf!(au pak^n uktfts tatb&pi vakya apbota pak9e tatpaiyam granlba 
krt&m** (dabda kauatubba). 

6 *<yakvapadiyani. li. 940 cf. Puijvara]a on JI. 267: "Taaujftii manyAmabe 
padany aaaty&ni, fkam ahbinna 9Tabb&\akani vakyam. Tad abodha bcdhan&va pad) 
Tibbftgati kalpitah”. 

V Oo 6.1.207 : ”Na Lak^a^ena padakara annvarly&h”. 
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'* Upadhi bbedeoaiva aabdasya bliedupratibhaso^ 
na 6vato, nityatvai.’* *■ 

A word appears to differ from the others and ac^emd to stand in isola¬ 

tion u)ain]y because the dilTereii *e lies not between words, but in 

tbo deterimning sounds. 

“Abhijanyatvarn adhyasa lupatvam agatah dabdam * Thjs 

we can analyse a word into its components, but these units cannot 

be further analysed. With reference to the sentence too, the words 

stand in the same predicatneiil *. As analyse a word into its 

“prakrti'* and *'pratyaya'\ so do we handle the sentence *. This 

also goes to show that the word cannot be a signiheaut unit of sense, 

Rin.*e the loot or the suffiv is devoid of any complete sense. 

Jagadisa observe.^ that verbal cognition arises from words that 

are logically and significantly related to one another in a sentence. '■* 

The sentence thus is the significant and relevant unit of speech, 

and it presupposes the inherent lelaledness of words. * This 

require., the correlation ot a gioup of words and of a system 

of meanings. ^ That is, the process of thought manifests itself 

in the syntax. Thus, for example, in a coinix)und different 

words are combined, and their meanings are so related to 

one another that they yield one cpecific idea. Two different concepts 

arc made to evolve a synthesis at the bidding of the mind and of 

reality. Hence they have a reciprocal competency (samarthya), and 

tliey together form into a single inflected word. This feature is 

reflected in the senlence, for the sentence is the expansion or widen- - 

ing of tlie same piinciple. The sentence is an indivisible unit 

expressive of sense. The meaning of the sentence is indivisible,* 

and to underhand the sense we have to take the sentence as a whole. 

In such a case, woids looe their identity and individuality as they 

^ On ^ akyaiuaiyam, JI. 22. 

2 OnTT, 129. 

^ "Pade Di vari^& vidyanle van^esu avayava iva vakyat puduDtlm atyantam pravireko 
nakaficaoa” (Vakynpiiiliyaui, 1 7;Ji, 

* **YaUia p.idtf vibhaiyaotu prjkpi pratyavaday vti, apjddharas tilha vakyo pidtinaiu 
upavarpyale" (/bid, Il.lO). 

^ **Vakyabbavam avaplasya saclUa kas>avjbod balab aampidyalc dajdabjd.it) na 
Ian inaLrasya bodhifah'* (Aabda fiakti Praka^ika, 12). 

^ ** Pada samubovakhyjiD arthi simaplavrli " (Vatsyayana ou X.S. 2 I 

^ Padajn&Qam tu karaiyaijQ dvaram ca catra pad&rtha dlul^ 
dabiabodbat^ pbalam talra ^tktidhls hakari 

(Vidvan&tha : Bba^a Pariccheda, 91). 

^ *' djbdasya na vibb&go*Bli kulo, ‘rthaBya b^iavi^yati^ 
Vibbaguib praknya bhe.lain avldvau prat padyate ** 

(V&kynpadiyaia,!!, 13). 
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enter tho senteooo and occupy their proper atatious.^ All the pro¬ 

positions are, therefore, bMh lueutal and linguistic at the same time. 

2. Whit is the import of such a sentence which is a unity and 

a system of many words, where tlie many are to serve to the inter¬ 

ests of the whole? Here we luve a variely of answers offered by the 

ancient ihinkerb. The force of a sentence is said to bo gathered in 

in the verb, aud as a remit a verbal form is enough to constitute a 

sentence. This moans that the essence of a sentence lies in action, 

in a conation.^ In association with an indeclinable, karaka, or 

adjective, a verb can be the nucleus of a sentence. If these ascociates 

only quilify tho veib, then such a united or qualified predicate can 

make a sentence.® Fro n this position one can push forward to say 

that a verbal form itself is a sentence.^ But if there are two finite 

verbs in a sentence, one of them is to be taken as qualifying the 

other, since* a sentence can expiess one and only one idea.'^ In every 

sentence, therefore, we lace a verb, and a verb refers to or implies 

a no m. 

A verb denoies an action, and a noun denotes a subject or 

substance.* According to Vrirsjanani ‘bliava’ reveals itself in six 

ways : 

Sad bhava vikiira bhavantlti varsyriyauir |a>ato, a^'ti, vipari- 

namate, vardhate, apaksjyate, vinahyatJti 

Tn the Tikhyata’ or verb the primary factoi is the idea of action, 

and activity is said to bo silent in all things. In sentences where 

the verb is not explicitly expressed, action is to be understood. This 

action gets itself transformed into a subject or substance, wlien flie 

verb is predicated b} a ‘krt-pralyaya* revealing the comjiietion of an 

action.® 

Ivriyiiblii nirvrtti vasopaj.'itah 

krdaiiia sabdabhihito yada syat 

sankhya vibhaktyavjaya lingoyukto 

bhavas tada dravyam ivopalaljjyah 

^ ** Bi&htuaDartho jfttba caftti ka^eid brahma^a kambale 
dovedattadayo v&kye tathaiva syur anaitbkftb *’ (Ibid., II. 14). 

’ V&rlika 9, on P&Qini, 21.1. ** Zkhyabaiu afivyaya karakaniie^aQait), vfikram 
cf. Pu^yarSia ou IT 1: ** Akhy&ta 4abdo v&kyam ity aainin pak^e knyft T&kyfirtbab '*• 

^ Mabftbh&^ya, 211: ** Apara aba: &kbyatam sa vUe^aparo ity ovi *Sarva9i by 
etftni kriyS vi4e^ati&iii 

i Vartika 10 : " Bka tin 

4 Bee VSkyayadlya, II, 6. 
* Ninifcta 1,1: ** Bbivapradhaoam &kbyatain, eatlva pradhanam uS n&ui '* cf, Dir^t: 

* Karma, kriyfi, dii&tv artha ity anartbintaram See Pataajali au 5 8 66. 

^ Nlrvkta, I. 2. 
9 Pataniali on 6.4.19 : ** Kyd abbihito bbavo dravyavad bbavail U 
4 Bfbad I. 44. 
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Iq other words Mravj'a' or 't^attva* aqd 'btmva' are not different 

from ona another.' The difference between the two iff only one of 

etnpimsis, and it depends on the intention of the speaker : 

** Sabdenoccariteneba yena dravyani pratlyate 

Tad ak^ara vidhau yuktam namety ahur maaiaiuah.* 

Even the 'pratipadikas* of Panini are merely nound.** This* 

points to (he conclusion that the differences between those who 

emphasise Ihe noun and those who insist on t;he verb, ate not funda¬ 

mental. These differences do not alter the nature of the meaning 

which a sentence offers. As Henry Bweet points out, we think 

siuiultaneously of both tha subject and the (^predicate, presumably 

because they are not different, nor are they mutually exclusive. 

And Sayce tells us ; So far as the act of thinking is concerned, 

subject and predicate are one and the same, snd there are many 

languages in which they are so treated”.* There is an intiinate 

relation of interdependence between noun and verb; and the Aryan 

verb was originally a noun, as much as the Aryan noun was originally 

a verb. We have the verbal roots, “ dliana, jana, vadha, gavesa 

which appear to be substantives. The Kambojas, says Yaska, took 

‘^ava* to be a verb, while the Aryans accepted it as a noun.® We 

have also a series of denominative roots.® 

Noun and verb are closely related to one another. According to 

Sakatayana, all words are derived from verbal roots.^ If so, we 

have to call every passerby an ‘a^va* or horse, for the word 'asva* 

etymologically refers to walking. And if an object can give rise to a 

variety of actions, it has to be designated by a varied list of words.® 

Etymology, if this were the principle at work, it would have correlated 

the words "purusa”, “asva”, and “trna”, into “purisaya”, “asta”, 

and “tnr.iana”, respectively.® According to this view, the root 

* “ ^'ull n atiaui bl>av» liugim gyai ” (fiUot« d by Durga on NinikUI. 0). cf. Dorga 
on Nirukta f'nJ.l: Yativ^ by akhyato vidyatuanam api dravyain av[v.’ik;;t:i.'n evatu 
ibapi vidyamanapi kriy&vivHkfita dro\ya pantv&t aattva aabdasya. 

3 Bfhad I)LWH<a, ]. ^3, cf. Rik. I^tafi^akhya, 23.6. 
3 Sec ^(iL'cta Sakii FrakMika, I'S. 
* The S<iems Laniiiioge, 11. 32.). 
* Nirukta, JI. 2. 
* Soe on Pai^ini 3. 1 2^ and 3. I. 32. 
^ Nirukta : 1. 12 : Naman>akby&<a 'uiftnlti 4akt6yaD0 nairukta samaya^ ra cf. 

PatanjaU 6o 8. 2. 115 and 3 3.1 : ** Vaiy&karaQ&D&ia ca Sfikatayanaaba, dfaatajam 
n&meti 

5 Atbapj cet (•aivaoi akbyaUyaui namftui Bjoryavadbbiib puvaiti sam prayujyate, 
tftvadbbyo s&madpya pratilainbfaat^ ay&t tainivam stliuya dara^ayava, aaojaoica ayftt " 
{Ihid.h 

9 '* Athapi ya nyayav&u k&rniaijami kah sainskaro yallia eSpi praiililarthaui syus 
tathaivftoy&n icakvTran puruyanj puriday iiy ak^irnin, aH a^vain, taidaoam ili h 

VI 
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precedes the noun in order of existencej and action determines a 

noun* But how is the earth called ^prlhivl* before it was extended 

in spaceGargya and the grammarians do not accept this principle 

as universally applicable and valuable: 

Na sarvaniti gargyo vaiyakaranunam caike 

The einphasiB on noun and verb had a Taiied history; i he former 

gave rise to the cognitive understanding of a sentence, while the latter 

drew attention to the conative side. Thought and action are respec¬ 

tively the spheres of discussion and the truth lies somewhere between 

the two. 

3. The verb is an important clement in the sentence, and the 

meaning of a sentence depends on tlie meaning of the verb. 

Mandana, the Mlinansaka. held that the veibal root convoys the idea 

of the result of an aclion, for the verbal teiminations denote the 

action projer.** Some other reverse this process, for a result generally 

follows an action.* But if the root denotes action, the vcibal Icunina- 

tions are meaningless and Bupcifluoiis/’ Ilcnce the root imi-t denote 

some qualified action.* And ratanjali ob=^rvc^ : 

** Ka punah kriya? Ilia, Ka Ihniji lha ? C'cstH. K<1 

punafccsta^ Ajaj/aiah 

This‘kriyii’or action is said to be an immaterial roahiy,* foi its 

meaning cannot be explained picciseljk.** It can only beiiifcired 

On the other hand in the realist systems ol logic, tlio -verb miguially 

served the function of a noun and gradually came to sei\e the func¬ 

tion of an adjective. In the giaminatical syttoms the \cib became 

more and more comprehnisive. As Bliailihaii obber\CB : 

Gunabhulairavajavaih sainuliali kramajanmanum 

buddhya prakalpita bhedah sa krijety abhidhiyate 

Thus a verb like ‘pacati’ evolves in itself a synlhesiB ol pot, file, fuel, 

cook and the rest : 

1 * Prathangt rpthhllyabub. ka enam epralhayjflyat? Kitp udb&ia^ ca ” \Ihid) 
* Jbtd. 
3 Atia MajQdana MiStalj.pbalan&tiao^ dbauartbat^, v^&para]) piaiya^fir^h ih " 

(Mto:uB&) c/. Tatlvaoiutanin^i : ** Db&ttartbul;i pWam iti Lda^d'in&cSrjal; ". 
^ UAi)gc6.A : Tattvacintaxii. j>i : lb&]&ul«kulo \^apara eva dbftlvorlba^ 
^ Gad&dbara : V}vtpnlh\ada, p, 37 : ** Dhfilor v^ftpars u dtra viiciiTe.avilak^a^A 

bedbn prat*i3ga^ 
* ** Navyfis iti saoiycgldi lupa pbalavi^eHaraccbisnasyaWa gamjadyartbaii *’ {Ibid), 
^ On 1.8.1. c/. •' Kr)}ft vacano db&Oilji **, “ bb&va \scbi o db&tub ** {/bid'. 
^ Sarvalbi bhixfin liubdebaiva dabdan acu^fo kincid artbai&tam nidardayatv evaDa 

jfttiyikg kriyeti ’* {Ibid). 
* Kwyft D&nieyaui aly-imapandi^ta. Afiakya knyS pi^dlbbata nidariayitum '* 

(Ibid). 
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** Iha Barvesn RadhaneRU sannibitesu kadacit pacatTtyetad bbavati, 

kadav?ln na bhuvati. Yasinin sadhane Bannihite pacatity etad 

bhavati sa nilnam kriyil **. 

“ Kriya th€*rePore. is tho ‘H.ikti* or activity inherent in all things 

and capable of nnifing the individual with bis object into a hannonio'ia 

systarn. Anl Bhartrhiri says; “Sarva*ra sahaja ^akiir yavad 

dravyam avasthita ' 

Bill the apprehension of the meaning of a sentence is not 

necessarily depen lent upon an action. In the sentence 'he cooks 

rice in the vessel witli faggots’, we have an action no doubt; but 

there art Fentcnces referring to existing tlnngfi. Tu such sentence 

as 'who is this king?’ aud its an'iwer‘Ih'is Pan^^ala’, al! reference 

to action is absent S >1110 words wlien they arc first used may 

relate to action, but they ar^ Mifiseqnently so^'n to refer to existing 

things. Further when a s*^nt"nc' comm micatei pleisant news, we 

find that the woids denote an existing soniclhing which is the cause 

of joy. Tiiere is no invariable rule Ibat words should signify action* 

In Munrinsa the verb is a combination of many words: and 

action is inluM’*Mit in every noun*. Action demands effortwhich 

unites action with llu'oQiil or result. Hence Kondabhatta obseives 
Cl • • • • 

that a root denotes .u titm and icsuU as well, while the verbal termina¬ 

tion refers to the substratum*. Thus the root refers to the time, 

mood, and action: while tho termination involves aHion, time, 

number, and 'karakn*. 

The meaning of a sentence dependi upon and involves a reference 

to the consequences that can he derived from it in action or oth'^rwise. 

It is here that insight and understanding work together in close 

cu-operation. The tonsequenc s-* depend not on one vvorJ or two, but 

on the system of wo ds called the sentence^. This system is a 

unity: and Palanjali takes this up even when he interprets the com¬ 

pounds. Jtegardiug tlio "ekarlhibhava” he observes there: 

“Tattedam aparam dvaitam bluvaty ekartlu 

bhavovasamarthyam syad vyapeksa veti. 

^ IIT. 28. 
® P&rtlia^&ralhi : S.nliutlipikft, TarkdpHrit ; **'(''’llinpi piic’Sa Bjrldhftrthe 

Bftbda prayostt d'r^ariat 'ko ra;a *p» •crk'4l^*’ity adiijn: pra‘»Md pra*iv.iianaih>u 
vyabliica»4d «vydbliiiary arlba ma«ram vacyani r.i auj lonim ** h»p 

*'*Naikautat')l.i k&i>aitha(& Sihdauanr'(Ibid. p. 17<. . ,, 
^ Durga on NirukU, I. I : “Dhalu^ ci piinat^ kri}a vjciniili si c*4 1 ftruni viayate , _ 
® "Y&vat fliddliiro a^id bam \u, aiVlhyulven&bhidhly ito ilArita kijiua iupat\at kriyeti 

vyapadiiyato fVfilcyapadiyani). 
® "PhalaTy&p&Toyor dlmtur tu tinah tVa yalfsra^^a bnu^a^a, 2)« 
^ Ou : 2.1.1 : tiji fodi vidhib*'. 
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EvaQi bi drjyate loke. Puruso yam para karmani 

pravarlamanah Rvam karma jabati. Tad 

yaiha, taksa rajakamiani pravartamanah 

svam karmajabati". ^ 

The words denote only one un-dift*eientiaied meaning, by surrender¬ 

ing their individual meanings; for, the union of the words in a oom- 

pound gives nse to a new meaning." This same principle must be 

and is found in a sentence too. 

4. There are eight views in the interpretation of the ideal 

Gonteiits of a sentence ** All those who speak of it in terms of a verb, 

a significant word, and a scues of related words, are in favour cf 

“ Anvitabhdhana vuda’*. Here the import of a sentence is made 

to centre lound a signifitant word or lound tlie related woidB« 

Those wl o emphasize the combination of words and on the sequence 

of words accept the Abliihitanvaya vadiHere the principle 

according to which the words unite with one another is made to hold 

the ke} to the entire problem. There arc oihers who insist on the 

nature of vvoids as uuiversals, on their unity, and on the intellectual 

awareness; and according to these thinkers the sentence is an in¬ 

divisible unit. All these views once again presuppose "yogyata** 

“akanksa*’, and ‘Meatti’\ and these help cr aid the *'anvaya*’. 

They ate not the main factors that give rise to the apiirehension of 

meaning, for they aie taken to be only the co-operative and aiding 

factors. Ileuce it is said that ‘akanksii* or expectancy depends on 

the word, while ‘yogjata* (i piopnety tlirives on the meanings of the 

words,* though they do overlap. \s rega’ds‘asattr or the proximity 

of word*?, we arc told that this feature is ol no impoilaiice at all 

since the slow-witted understand-^ the woids violating pioximity while 

the quick witted does not require it/’ Solar all thinkeis agree with 

one another, and from this point onwaids they diverge; for the point 

of divergence is the piincijde of the r.d.ition that subsists between 

one word and another in a sentence. 

^ Gf. * Bahun&m vrliidhaimAonm vac'inair ovi srilbine uiabab giiuravam fcaamM 
•kartbibhuva iiiSritati’* (Viiivdkarttija bhusaija). 

* "Bama^pklulu bbinnaiva Hiktib piukaj.t fiabia iJhii) Of. Pita tjab : "Ka punar 
vrtt>rn7&yv&? .Tahat svarlhft'*. See dabda {>akti Prakatjka, p. 83. 

B '*I.kb>fita dabdam. Sttagbalo, j&tib saoKbatavartioI, Kko ‘navayaviiV iSabdab. kramo, 
buddhy anusambrfcib, padam adyain, prthak aarvapaiiin lak&iikBara ity api, vakyam prali- 
matir bhinni Ijabudha nyayav5di*i&ni** (Vnkyapadijam, II 1,2). 

< ^'Yogyatftrfbagat&kft ik§i& i^ibda ni^t^aaubUavia pratyekam v& mililvft va naj^e 
hogam kuddbitab*' (Babda kakti Prakuftika. 4). 

^ '*£tAttili ^ftbda bodhe na Karaijam. Mandanya avilaodbena bodha 
aiLandasya tii ataity nbhdvc *pi bodbo bh vatity artb&h*'. tManjO^ : HunjiLfttibft). 
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6, The meaniog is immediately apprebended by the luind *, 

and the mind recalls the deep-rooted impressions.® These impres¬ 

sions enter into our understanding of a Bentenco, idea, or fact* 

A sentence, therefore, signilies the meaning that abides in intelligence®, 

and this meaning is treated as “pratiblia’* ’ by the Grammarians. It 

is inanifcKted through the words that are related to one another in 

the form of a ^entence. According to Bhartrhari, “Pratibha** brings 

about an as^nKrialion of the meanings tliat appear to be otherwise 

unrelated (^asamsista*); and the sentence conveyr, the objective fact 

as such : 

“upafilesam ivarthauam ^a karoly avicarita 

surva rupyam ivapaima visayatvena vartate 

‘Tratiblia’* reveals itself through words, and is expressed by the 

intellect that is aided by experience and memory : it determines the 

ultimate reason for inclination or activity *, for it is an innate function 

of the mind, an intellectual lierit igo Thih meaning is at the basis 

of all instinctive and \\t‘!I thought out actuities; and words stimulate 

tins intelligence : 

‘‘Bhavanunugatad etad uganiad eva ja\ate 

iisati viprakaisahltjiim agamas tu visisyate * 

'‘Pratibha,*’ or intuition is theretorc the meaning of a sentence accord¬ 

ing to the doidrine of ‘sphota’. 

According to the Indian grammarians, the words that constitute 

a sentence have no separate meanings at all. They are meant to 

convey the united or synthetic mcaniDg of the sentence as a whole. 

But as Aristotle observes; “A sentence or phrase is a composite 

significant sound, some at least of whose parts are in Ihcmselves 

significant; for not every such group of words consists of verbs and 

name—but it may dispense even with the verb. ” ® That is, the 

meaning of a sentence is not merely an aggregate of the meanings 

of its words; nor does it repudiate the meanings of the words entirely. 

In the sentence we find the words combined in a new or specific 

^ pukse pratibbu vdkyaithnh." fruoyar&jn on vakyapaJiiam, H. 1). 
* Cf. *'M4uo hi laniii&nUra 8iingati)aain'* (Kumara Suiubhava); ‘'Tac cetasu sfuarati 

uQnain abodbapfirvatn bbava 8lbtinDi]AnauaDtara saubrnani (Abbijt aoa ^.ikunialaM 6 2i. 

s **Bauddh&rthas7a ^acyatvam". 
* “Viccheda graharie 'rthnnani pratibbanyaiva jfi>aU i.akyiiilba ilj nvin abub 

padSrthair upapaditaiii'*. tVakyapadljam, II. 145). 
* Ibid, II. 147. , . , . 
* Sainarambbfth ]irat7yaiito tirdilcu liupi tad va^ar, ft tain lokal? sarva^ 

aain ann paiyati" (Ibid, II. 140/. 
^ Of. L*uQ7ar&ia :'*JaDiu&otai&bbjaaa bclukdyam". 
* Vftkyapadiyam. II. 53. . 
* S«b Batcher : Aristolli'*8 Theoiy of Poolry and Fmo Arl, p, 7o. 
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way, and thetefoie they sentence cornea to possess o new meaning. 

This prUiciple clearly proves that the contention of the grammarians 

is contrary to norma] expoiience : for if the meaning of a sentence 

is totally diHerent from tlial of ^he word, we can never understand 

it. And if the sentence can olTei nothing but the aggregate of the 

meanings of the woids, it can never be new. On ihc contrary, we 

do experience a new unity or a new synthcbis in eveiy new sentence. « 

sentence oi phrase may lorm a unity in two ways,—either as 

signifying one thing, or consisting of seveial parts jinked together ’ 

This unity is a hpccia! feature of a sentence , and it is a unity based 

upon the relation hetween the parts and tiie whole. The parls are 

integral to the composition ol the whole; and ytt the whole is always 

greater than the sum ot its parls. It is tins strange feature that 

makes the whole unique and one ; and in tliis sense ^Hhe Illiad is 

one by the linking together of part‘d * **, The ‘ame remark applies 

to any groat woik of ait. Thf' meaning ol a sentence, Ihercfoie, 

runs ihiough the meanings of the womK; for, as the graminaiians 

have correctly obscivecl, we always begin with sentences and arrive 

at words through anal}'«is. rouscqucntly the fcpaiate woids do 

really hioathe the spiiit of Ihc whole sonleiiCe and aie deteriniiud 

and conditioned by it. Thus at times, tor evamplo, we find ouisel- 

ves to be in a difficulty legaiding the meaning of a parlicu’ar woid; 

and this difficulty is lesolved onl} when we come across the sentcuce 

in which it is employed. 

G. Thus we find ouiselves in the inidti of two views, one em¬ 

phasizing the final import ol the whole, and the othei insisting on 

the import of the pails only. To resolve the entiie problem we have 

to examine closely the nature of ‘r iljiarya* or ideal tontent which 

is said to bo the import of a Bonfence. Some thinkers hold that a 

definite knowledge ol the Matpaiya’ is essential for the undeistanding 

of a sentence. For some others this ‘tatparya' should be known 

only when the words are ambiguoudy employed. For some, it is 

necessaiy for verbal knowledge but it is comprehended in “iikankBa" 

or mutual expectancy of words: 

“Tat padena vina yasyananubhavakata bhavet 

akankfja vaktur iccha tu tatparyam parikirtitam’* * 

The mutual expectancy is a demand born out of the need to convey 

the intention of the speaker. 

i Ibid, p. 77. 
* JTM. p. 77 
S VuliUvalT p. 390. 
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But IB ‘^atparya** coibing but the Intended meaning? Tbe 

parrot and the chiJd imitate tlie Reuiences of the elders; bat they have 

no intention (o convey aud yet we understand those icntonces. There 

are people who chant Vedic hymns without knowin'^ what they mean, 

and yet the hearer can and does make out the meaning. That ia, we 

hive to diRiinguibh between the personal meaniog or the intention 

of the speaker, and the objective meaning. The objective meaning 

is conveyed by the fitness of the word^ of a sentence. Tu other words, 

‘tatpar^a* means "tat pratiti janana yogjatvam'* \ 

Langu ige makes us kn jw thingK and also expel it ncc them. It 

shows the facts and states tbcin in a way llial evokes and organises 

our moods and emotions willi ihe lesult that the words employed 

vivify our experiencea. In this juoee^s the words tliat refer to facts 

are united with and s\lltlle.M^e(l in an expeiionce, for the words in¬ 

duce in uB a vision of those masteries aud st crets that are seen in a 

light ihdt nevei was on sea or land. * This dual function arises from 

the twofold nature of the woid, its sound and it.> sense. On the one 

hand language refers lo reality, and on the other to the intelligence 

or tiiought. Thiugi- like theories, systems anl worlds, are brought 

to our attention be^'anse of the intellectual function of language. 

This accounts for tiie iniuor role given to all dittinction between 

sensation and imagination in aestlietic expression. 

Meaning dooc eiueigc at tim-'s from the context oi fitualion, aud 

the verbal meaning is liable to bj controlled by intention. Tbe 

meaning of an object or word is no other thin the value it has for us, 

and it is fioni the s'andpoint of value that we cognise and experience. 

Thus the meaning of a woid might appear to be the meaning of those 

who use it. Dr. F C.S. Hchil^er observes : "We can all understand 

that the three little words love \ou’ mean a declaration of love, 

though we should not know what they actually meant in use until 

we are tild who ‘I* and ‘you’ wcie". * That is, we have to take 

into consideration the context iu which the words are uttered along 

with the attitude or outlook colouring this utterance. The real mean¬ 

ing of a man cannot be understood, however, apart from the words 

he employs. And these words must have agreed meanings, meanings 

that are accepted by the speaker and the listener as well. Without 

this agreement, the speaker cannot convey his real meaning. As 

such tbe distiuction which Dr. Schiller effects between veibai meaning 

^ See Vrd&nin I’enbba'^a. 
* See also Virgil C. Aldrich : Lnngueg<, Expeueucei and Pict* niil Meaiitiig (Journal 

of Philosophy, Vol. 45, No, 4j. 
’ The Problem of Meaoiog (AiiitoUlian Sooiety'-Suppieuieutary Vcluma VII, 1Q1)« 
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and personal meaning h rather futile * ; for he observes: *' Com- 

monsense is willing to recognise that personal uieaning is the primary 

and important meaning, and that verbal meaning is secondary and 

derivative; it always allows uu appeal from the meaning of the words 

to the meaning intended by the man who used them, and condemns 

an argument from the latter to the former as 'merely verbal* *. Dr. 

Schiller apparently refusos lo recognise the fact that the meanings 

of the pronouns, relative words, and demonstrative words, aie deter- 

mined by the context m which they arc employed. 11} Language 

we do not mean a system of personal meanings, since language by 

its ver}’ natuje a focial activity. It offers to ua u system of meau- 

ings mainly objective* and iinpert-onal, and therefore concrete and 

complete. This is the major contribution of context; for, as the 

context is classified and defined more and more sliaiply, the reader 

or listener comes to apprehend the same objective systeai as the 

author or speaker. Thus, two laymen might talk about motor care, 

each meaning all the while a thing differtut fioin that of the other. 

And when two Mathmaticiaus begin studying the woiks of one another, 

their personal meanings disappear; they are at home in an objective 

systom of meanings. This objectivity eliuiinalen the possibility of 

mibundeistanding. '' 

The sentence, ‘the sun is setting’ is fit to convey the relation 

of the sun lo the act of setting, and not to the act of rising. It 

refers to tlie evening, to night-fall, whatever may be the intentions 

of the speakers. In the context ol time it denote's the onset of the 

night. But if two robbeis are talking, it will a'^&uinc a special con¬ 

text and also denote their intention to steal that night. If it isa mendi¬ 

cant speaking, the context will focuss out attention on his evening 

prayers. If a lover is tl»c speaker, il denotes tJi^ ainoiou's sports that 

are to come. In all these cases we find tint the meaning deteanined 

by the context ie to some extent persona], rehtive to the speeker’s 

inleution. But this meaning is only an extension ol the primary 

meaning which is objective and which does not involve tlie intrusion 

of one’s intentioTifi ifito the understanding of the sentence. This is the 

direct consequence of the view that the primary meaning is inherent 

in the word, and not bomething imported into it. 

Consider these instances where we do have knowledge of the 

meaning of words used by one who is ignorant of their sense, or W'ho 

^ Cf. A.C. Mwiug : The Prohltiii of Meaniug (Aiislotelian S<cietj—PuppieDoenlflry 
Voluine VIl.pp. 1080. 

> Ibid, p 104. 
> Cf. H.F.R. Hirdie : The Probhm of Meoiime (Ibid, p, 119). 
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bsiog in a state of sleep no control over his will.^ Here the 

peraoual meaning has little to modify the actual meanings of the 

words. Further, the meaning of the important word determines 

the import of the proposition. In the sentence/bring the cow', it 

is bringing that is emphasized and the other words qualify or condition 

it. They are adjectival and as such give rise to a particularised mean¬ 

ing of the word'bring'. This particularised meaning is not personal 

but relational and specific. This idea is expressed through the 

denotation of the word. Here we notice how the meaning of a word 

gets modified in a context as it is related to other words”. 

7. The Prabhakara MTmaneakas accept the ‘anvitabhidhaoa 

vSda’ according to which the sentence is a verbal form (akhyata), or 

the first infiected word (adyam padarn), or the group of inflected 

words that are related to one another (Sarvapadam sakanksaru)”. If 

the sentence is a verbal form, the meaning of a sentence lien in action^ 

as specified by the verb In the otlier two alternatives too, the 

meaning does not fall outside of the given words. The meaning of 

the sentence therefore, in the same as that of the woids contained 

therein. 

Words are first related to one another before they can express 

their consistent meanings, and it is from the special connection of 

one word to another that we derive the meaning. This theory 

proceeds from a peculiar doctrine concerning words. All sounds, 

we are told, are made up of letters, and the word is the same as the 

letters that constitute it. The order of the letters determines the 

form and meaning of the word ; and these letters are cognised much 

in the same way as the Nyaya thinkers cognised and understood 

with the aid of the impressions left behind by the letters. The 

letters themselves have the power to bring about the understand¬ 

ing of the thing denoted by the words. The letters or syllables, 

therefore, are the means of verbal cognition. But words denote 

objects only as related to the other factors of a sentence; and 

the sentence enjo’ns some duty or other. Words thus acquire 

their denotative charicter only as the instruments of an injunction. 

Thus it turns out that the meaning of a sentence is njc a simple 

gathering up of ths separate meanings of its words, for the meaning 

' Pftrfchftiinlhi : S&atrAdipikS. p. 91 : *'Arlh3bbiprftrA ^uayenSoi avftpaly^ 
tb&yam pars vasa priyuk^air api dablair arlha pratipatti darianad .. .• Taemat pratyayakas 
iabdah*'. 

* **yatra jatra v&Vya yoyo'rtbo viAe^yatvona Tivaksitasta'Q era svipideiii aft n&Dya 
y^inft lakfitam aaitvni itaraipaiftoi avartbaubhidhiia dvireQ* tat 5** nbial ii rfipjs* 

1/6M., p. 16«). 
» Pnw.rtj. on VR Ky., II. 1. . 
* **Aldiyftta ftab lo vakyana ily aa xiiii pak9<* kriyft yftky&rtbtb (<oia). 
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depdnds upon action. And the words are meant to generalise or 

particularise the action which is the essence of a sentence. The 

meaning is intellectually assimilated ; and this assimilation presupposes 

the necessity of 'akankaii*, ‘yogyata’, and ‘asatti’ in the relation of 

one word to another. These three connect the meanings of the various 

Words, and we apprehend this connection by our memory and in¬ 

tellect. Hence it is that Salikanalha observes : 

^'Akanksa sanuidhi prapta yogyarthaiitara sangamat 

svarthan ahuh padaniti vyutpattih sainsrita yada 

Anvayi vyabhicarabliyain tada doso na kascana*' ^ 

Thus, according to the Prabhakaras, the potential capacity of the 

word lies not merely in denoting its own meaning, but in revealing 

its meaning as referring to or as involving an action.“ When the 

sentence, ^bring the white cow with a stick’, is uttered the listner 

means the act of bringing the object ; and this act of bringing is 

derived from the verb and iclatod to the object. Tt is the act which 

is the essence of the utterance, and the act is always transitive. This 

idea of an act is inherent in every woid. As siuh the words of a 

sentence are united with one another in terms of this act.'’ 

Bui in ihe sentence under consideration we do not have merely 

the act of bringing the cow, since wa have aho the words ‘white’ and 

‘stick’. It is not a simple unity of the verb with the object, for we 

have the unity of ‘guna’, ‘kriyu’, and kilraka’.'^ By the time wo 

come to the last word we apprehend tlie related system of the words. 

It may be said that all the words in mutual relation arc directed to 

express only one idea and that is an act ; tlius the act of bringing 

refers to the white cow and involves the person who is to bring it 

with a stick. But even in this explanation, we relate the word 

‘white* to the word ‘cow’, and the word ‘white’ can in no way refer 

to an act by itself. Yet it is related and is relatable, which in itself 

means that it is not the idea of an ac t alone that can relate the words 

to one another."’ And if the central thought of a sentence is an act, 

and if this idea of an act determineB the syntactical relation, bow 

does the meaning of the sentence differ from the meaning of the 

^ Qooted lu Nti^aoaprasadml, p 145. 
^ svartbe pada samsrtLyam, na padartha matre" (Vlvarai^at p. 276). 
8 *Tadauameva saiusarga pralipadaue lagbavam ifi" (Vivarana prameya Saosrabsi 

p. 266' 
4 bi prayoga blied» 9a karja samsarga eva givakfter niysmena pratiyate, kim to 

go^a vyakti, kriyk, karaka aaniaargad ca" iV&vata^s, p. 277). 
i *<Tatb& ca aaty avyavahita sambandbop&d&na aiddhaye acy&nTita av&rthain&Ue 

4abd8 akmarthyim abbyop^yam, lagbav&t; anyathk aauvada prasangSt": (Yirarav* 
Prameya Sangraba, p. 266). 
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word? They will have to be identical, and consequently the many 

words in the sentence will be redundant.^ 

All the words of the sentence too are not individually related to 

the verb, and yet the verb or the act is said to bring about the 

syntactical unity. The verb does not control all the words of the 

sentence, nor are the other words eiements or party of the act. In 

other words, the various words other than the verb do neilber leveal 

nor denote any action. Moreover what docb the verb ‘lo act’ denote? 

It cannot be any meaning other than its own. As such to speak of 

an action as the power and meaning of every word is preposterous.'* 

A word has the which is the caute of the rolatiou of 

unity in the hcjitence. li ex[n'C6faos or reveals its own nature as 

determined by this '^akti'. Tt is lelated to other wordt. Now 

consider the word ‘cow* ; it expresses its own meaning which is 

inherently related to llie other words of the f.entem*o, ‘bring the cow’. 

Does this related gioup of wolds cxpiess a meaning, or not? It it 

does not express, the words other than the word *cow* aie meaning- 

less.** If the other words too have a meaning like the word ‘cow’^ 

the eentence must express something. If to the word *cow* cannot 

express its own moaning until it is lolattd to the veib ‘bring*, and 

vice versa. Jn such a case a sentence is meaningless if the words are 

not related to one another tluough their separate meanings, (bnse- 

quently, a vroid lias to express its iclatioii to oilier words even before 

it can expres- its own meaning. Thin a word will be expressing 

itself twice at different moments ; and this is contrary to expeiiecce.* 

To escape from this ditficulty, the rrabhakaras argue that we 

first remember the meanings of words as wc hear a sentence ; and 

this memory is based on the ac-soeiation of a word with a meaning. 

And when the sentence comes out as a elo^ckiut whole, the reiriem- 

bered meanings are made expressive.' But what happens when we 

associate the word with a meaning? Wc do not take the word in 

isolation, but as related to the rest of the sentence. If at all, wo 

only remember in the first stage ; the memory can take cognisance 

^ ‘‘Karjanvila sNaUlioin rtaxiiaijanlara 4?rliite§;u 6atda MiuaTlle.'n' priOpidya, 
pa^c&d pinu>ri9nd api tuvan matia pratipattai, kathim nnu\3do na hhavei" Obnl).^ 

* “Ala^ f^ar^anugat aika piayojaka lablidyilnvite sun'^ribyam nbhyupej Vacli 
kfiiyanvito eamarthyaiu ayat, iadd 'kaiy<a* padasya tan na 3id(ih>cli kStv-antarabhuvilt 
ilhtd). 

a "Ekoatnftd eva padat tat tad artlidnvila B^drdtuvabodtia MinnMxeua jMd.imavasya 
vaiyartbya praaangal** (Oitaukhi, p. 145). . , 

* “Pad&iiba indtrdbhidbfiDa pflivako tu tad anvitabbuU fine dvii abludhunam apra* 
in&pam, anupfideyamdnani c&padyata" i/5td'. 

® “druyainSii;^ain padain sarvam ainari tannnvit&itbakmi N>H.va Hampudila vyakti 
palcad vftky&rtUa bodbakatii sntfii aannibitair evai» ailbaii an\iiilniii atiuanay Artbamabi^ 
padam tarvam iti dftoyoDya saxn^rayaft (daiikaiifttha). 
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only of the related worda ; and by a related word we mean a word 

related to another by virtue of the meaning. Thus we hear the 

sentence 'bring the cow', and after Eome time 'see the cow*. If we 
♦ 

were to accept the part played by memory, then while we bear the 

word 'cow' in the eecond sentence we have to think of it as related 

to the act of briging, whence the act of seeing fails to be related to 

the word '(ow*. Moreover, even when a few words are forgotten 

one can reconslrnct the meaning, specially in a long sentence.^ 

Hence the Prabhakara explanation of the ideal content of a sentence 

does not satisfy the demands of logic. 

8. The Bhatta Mimansakas accept the ‘abhihitanvayavada’, 

according to which a sentence is a combination of words following a 

certain older or sequence. Jaitnini insists on the single idea running 

through itand so does Sahara.® A sentence, therefore, is a synthe¬ 

tic judgment made up of words that are united with one another to 

form a single whole.* This unity harmonises the parts and gives 

rise to the import/ which is distinct from the meanings of the various 

words since the whole is greater than the sum of its parts.* The 

sentence conveys a single, seif-complete, and self-subsistent idea. 

Each word has its own distinct nieaniog, and each such meaning 

is equally pjgnificant since it serves some specific pur|ose in the 

import of the sentence. The significance of sentence lies in the 

correlation of the meanings of the various words.' This special import 

is already implicit in the nature of the words themselves Santayana 

too observes that language is a symbol for intelligence rather than 

a stimulus to sense". The synthesis of the meanings of the separate 

words constitutes the import of the sentence; and it is distinct from 

that of the separate words. 

The meaning of the sentence is a single unitary idea, and it 

does not form part of the *bakti' of the word. The word does not 

stop after it signifies its own meaning, for it leads up to the meaning 

of the sentence, The first function is a necessary intermediary in 

1 d&Bir8d7pik&, p 158. bi vieirrU parvspad&D&m api dlrffbatameBa 
vOkjeau TAkySTagatiV'. 

1 **Artbaikatv&d ekim vkkyam, s&k&AkQaiD ced vibbKc^e BT&t". 
> ^'EkSrtbab pB^a bbd Oho 'v&kyam". 
* ^‘S&kKfik^avayaTam bticda parfin&kfink9& dabdnkam karma pradbfinam gavavadakftr* 

tbaiDTlkyain i^rate** (Vaky. 11, 4). Of. Paojarfija on Tl. 1: *'Saogb&ta pakBO, krama 
pakfe ea aamsargo \akj&rtbat^". 

* '^Pad&okm parasparfinvaye pad&rtba Ta4&d adbikyam Bamsargab bs TSkylrtbab" 
<PuQyarajs» on II. 41). 

* *'Ssmbandbe safi yatlianyad &dbik;arD tipaj&yate tSkykrtbtm ty% tam prAbnr 
auekapada Mro4rojm*' (VAky. II, 42). 

* OadAdbara: VyutpaUivada: "^&bda bcdhecaika padfirtbe *psrs padArlbiBys 
•Bmb«&dbib Bimnrga maryAda^A bbABate". 
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the MaliaatioD or conaacntnatiou of the aecond, Tbe mdaaings of 

the varions words are harmonised with one another and unified in tbe 

form of a sentence; and the import of a sentence is tbe apprehension 

of meaning of this unified whole.* In other words^ if the ‘samsarga’ 

or the unity of the words is not apprehended, the sentence itself can¬ 

not be understood, nor can there be any consequent reaction or response. 

The apprehension proceeds thus; when a person says to another, 

'bring the cow* and he brings the cow, we have to recognise two 

things. On the one band there is the act of bringing presented by 

the word 'bring*; and on the other there is the object‘cow*. The 

act of bringing is related to the cow which is brought; and from this 

one can infer that in relation to the obj'ect, the verb has come to 

acquire a specific transitive meaning. Thus evejy word has the 

power or capacity to denote its own meaning, and tliis meaning, 

apprehended from the woi*d, determines the unity of the sentence.‘ 

Hence we arrive at the meanings from the words, and from the 

meanings we arrive at the ‘sainsarga* or the unity of the sentence.® 

Consequently tbe meaning of a sentence docs not lie outside of itself 

in action, but in itself only.^ 

If the meanings of the words are not explicitly revealed, the words 

cannot form a Byntbetical unit; and as such we have to accept that 

this power to unify tbe words into a sentence rests with the meanings 

of the words and therefore indirectly with the words.* It is said, 

“Vinabbidheya smaranarn anvayapratipatritah 

Tat tat padartba smrtayas tesam anvaya bodhikah’* 

Unless we take note of the meanings of the expiessed words, we 

cannot apprehend the meaning of tbe sentence; and when we under¬ 

stand the sentence we do find that the meanings of the words are 

comprehended and contained in it. This meaning of tbe sentence 

is not the same as the meanings of the words that constitute 

it; for the words are like the fuel, their meanings are like tbe flames, 

^ ‘Tttdebhyallj pratipano&nam padurtbaosm sarnsr^ta paraspaiarthaTabodLanaiD 
DbhifajtaDvayo n&ma*' (Vivara^a, p. 276). 

* **Bvani sarva pad&oam padfirtba avarup&mairofii efiraartbya pratipntleb samsarga- 
bedha]^ kim nibandbana iti vtk^&ySm aoaQyatbs aiddb&nvaya vyatirckubbyam labd&vagata 
padtrtfaa nibandhana iti kalpayate" (VWarapa, pp 276-276). 

* "Tatat^ padebhyal pad&rtbaVi pad&nbebhyab aamsarga ity abbiliifdnvayaTadia&m 
matain*' ffbid., p. 276). 

4 *'Evatn ca aaty etam malaDoaftrepa ^abdasya na k&ryiiiivita evftrtbe Bamarlhyam, 
kim tu aaftrtha mkire" (Vivarapa Pran<eyn Sangraba, p, 257). 

* “PadirthftDkm anabbihilftoftm aamaarga bodhakatvttbhftvad abhibitftnara eva tad 
«ltftvyam Tatbft oa pad&rthSoftm aamaarga nralyaya jaaaoa eamartbyam, pad&ndna ea 
P^rthefu tat aimartbyftdbftiia i&marthyaua iti'‘^iCitsnkbi, pp. 148>49). 
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and the final import is like the cooked food.’ And yet the words 

nowwhere relinquish their meanings. As Kumarila observes, 

“Na vimuncauti Bamarth3am vakyarthe *pi padaninali 

Vakyartha laksyamaiio hi sarvalraiveti ca slhitih." 

The words do deliver Iheir primary nieaiiiiigs; but whoii they are 

united into a sentence a new sjiirit breathes into them. Thus a 

straight line by itself has a property of its own. and when it forms 

one of the sides of a square it does not lo&o its primaiy sense. But 

it is permeated by the meaning of the sipiare and in this meaning of 

the whole its primary rrcaiung pariicipates. The words, therefore, 

have their nisus towards the whole. 

“Sabdas tatparya visaya vyatisangasya luksakah 

Tat tatiiaryabhidhunatvat ksvolam bhunksvcti subda vat** ^ 

And this whole with reference to a sentence is called ‘tatparya’ or 

the final im]X)ri. 

The sentence becomes a unitary whole not because of the words, 

but because of the meanhigs of the v^ords. This is a view open to 

serious objections. It the meanings constitute the unity, wo must 

be able to derive tlie same cognition from two f-tatemeuts which give 

the same meaning but whicli use diffoient hvnonyinous vvotds. Tims 

the sentences, ‘A thing oi beauty is a joy for ever’ and ‘A thing of 

beauty is a constant joy*, moan the same tiling l)ut give rise to two 

different and distinct imptobsions. These impressions depend upon 

the relations subsisling between the woids in the two cases. And 

when wc find that the words by Ihonisolves can and do enter into a 

syntactical relation with one another, there is no need to take lecourse 

to “laksana** and explain this lelation in terms of their meanings ■*. 

But in a sentence like ‘‘Ganr asvah jniru^ hasti” wc find that words 

fail to enter into any syntactical relation because' of their meanings. 

That is, the import of a scnlence and the unit} of the sentence depend 

as much upon the words as upon their meanings. Hence Mandana 

observes that tlie meaning of a hcnlencc is always a specific content 

conveyed by the words in a syntactical relation. Bach word strives 

^ **S&k9ad yady api kurvanti padurtha pratipadanarn vari>5« tAtliapi nailaBmin 
paryavatyanti n}9pbalo V&kyurlbamitayo teaftm piavrttau DaotarFyakain p&ke jvftleva 
kftvtb&nftin padartba prat>p&daDauC’ (Rumania). 

* Citsokbi, p. 161. 

’ *Nasi] pad&nfiizi e^&nyooya anviU Bvarthabbidbayakalva aambbave, kim id 
pad&rtban&n lakva^ayA anyooySnvaya pratipatti janakatvain asthtyate" fCitsukbi, p. 146). 

^ "PadftrtbinUra tulyatvad vidhy akankaa nihandbauab Na samaargnb padartbanam 
Bvalabdtoiatu pradarditah Sarabaodba yogya rupyepa tasmat sambaodha bbagiaab Viiif- 
tattba prajvkta bi saicabbivyfibfdr jatie". 
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towatds the explication of this meaning in terms As sach 

each word is a necessary and significant component of the sentence 

hi which it exists. And Kutnarlla, therefore, observes that the 

meaning of a sentenco is always implied by the words \ 

With reference to the inenning of a word, there is the maxim 

that the accepted meaning is preferable to the etymological sense, 

since the former asserts itself sooner than the latter. Hence when 

we hear the word ‘asvakarna* we do not find that the words here 

ore related first and then they yield their meaning, in which case the 

meaning must be Mhe ear of u horse’. But the tw'o wo ds in the 

compound are related otherwise. The principle involved here is 

closely parallel to that involved in tb^ relation between one word and 

another in a sentence. Consider the sentence, ‘The king’s man 

is very handsome*. Here we have two sets of related words—king’s 

man and ‘very handsome*. Each set contains two words which are 

inntuallv related. Tlio word‘king’ can relate itself to ‘man’, but 

not to ‘\eiy handsome*. It is the compound unit‘king’s man’as a 

wholt' that is related to the other eomjK>und unit. And this relation 

between the related woids is necessarily determined by the meanings 

ol words In other woids, the words are lelaled to one another 

not by themselves, but they achieve lliis relation because of their 

meanings. Hence a sentence is not a irieie aggregate of words but a 

significant totality of meanings. The meaning of a sentence is a 

composite oi seveial ‘padarthas* or meanings ot words; and this 

meaning of the sentence has its basis in the ‘[ladartlia’.’’ As Suresvara 

puts it : 

Sabdasvabhava cvaisfi samsiturtbrivabodhauam ^ 

0. The Nyfiya theory of the impoit of a sentence can be best 

understood fioni the \\a\ in winch the meaning of a compound is 

derived by the Naiyayika^. They consider the meaning of.a compound 

to be nothing more and nothing less than the meaning of its com¬ 

ponent parts. But this meaning is yet different fiom that of its 

constitutent parts, for they would not like ‘osvakarna’ to mean the 

ear ol a horse. This is accounted not with reference to the special 

‘ “V&ky&rtho M Barvatraiveti oa ethitii.i'\ 
* dasttadlpika. J’. 151; * Pain|.A dabdo hi purosasyaivv arlbSntaifnMvara abhidhate, 

tatyaiva svartliatv&t; ato 'nanvitanvayaio alam abbidhatun Kvam ^cbliana Babdopj 
Bvarthasjaiva lobbanatvasya suvayam Sb»i naoyauMtasya, Ato'ii\itsyor an\iya vasyam 
pad&nba Dibjndhana ity abliy upagaotavyan , i. «i 

« **TBtnj&d aoeka padkrthftourakba vfikyarlbab. Sa ca palurthamu’o, ua niruKilo, 
nacBsankeia Didlab'* l/bid, P. 160) 

Srhadira^yakopani^ad bb&9ya vkrUk&, 1.1.605. 
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new power of the unit called the coiiipoaod, but with referanoe to 

‘laksana/ ^ 

Id a sentence we cognise first the words, and then their mean¬ 

ings. The cognition of each separate word leaves its impressions 

behind, these impre86]on& are remembered as we reach the end of 

the sentence; and then wo relate these varied meanings to one another 

and form a single unit. A sentence therefore is a collection of signifi¬ 

cant words ^ whose colle live meaning is appiehendod by us with the 

help of oui memory. In this we also apprelieud the intention of the 

speaker which intention is “talparya** or the import of the sentence. 

Since the piimary meaning of a word, accoiding to the Nyaya system, 

IB a meaning imported into the word by the intention of the speaker, 

the meaning of a sentence too is made to depend on tie speaker’s 

intention. With this qualification in the mind, we can state the 

Nyays import of a sentence veiy well in the language of Russell: “A 

sentenco may consist of a single word, or of a wink, but generally it 

consists of seveial words. In that case it has a meaning which is a 

function of the meanings ol the sepaiate words and their ordei’*.® 

This 16 more or less the same as the ‘abhihitanvaya vada’ with the 

addition of the intention or ‘uddeua". 

Udayana identifies intention with “latparya*' The word 

'Hatparya” is derived fiom “tat para” which words mean ‘referring 

to or involving that’. The‘that’ here can be a sadhyam’, a ‘pra- 

tipadyam*, a 'piayojanam’, oi an ‘udde<yam’. Rejecting the first 

three alternatives, Udayana accepts the last one. The word means 

that with reference to which it is employed, and this is no other than 

the intention of the speaker. Since the final import of a sentence 

is the intention of the speaker,‘tatparya* is no objective entity. It 

is not a characteristic or piinciple of the senience governing its parts 

independently. It is only a featuio of the individual mmd. Thus 

the import of the sentence gets itself equated with the personal 

meaning, and we have seen in the earlier chapters that this is an 

illogual posiuon. Moreover, if we do not recognise the objectivity 

of the import the very purpose of language falls to the gound. Par- 

1 Oange^A, Tsttyacml&ma^i, p 746 .'’Babuyrlhau na v&kje lakta^S, kim tu pada 
MiDiidfiya daktsu m&nibhavat’*, o/. fiabda dakti Prakadikft, 81; *'Ata eva rSja purnga ity 
adin pfltra pade artha Bambandhe lakftapeti tnaaikrdukfcam api aamgacebato^'. 

* C/. Udayana : KuanmftD}aIi oa V. 6 ; '*Taira pada daktia tivad abhidhS, tad 
btl&yatafa padftrtbah. Ak&nks&dimstt^a aa c&nvaya laktih padSnim pad&rtbanam vi 
yftkyam, tadbal&yatOT&ky&rtbati**. 

4 Ouilma of PhiioBophy, p 366. cf. Ny&ya Maajari, pp 895-896, and Tarkabhifl. p. 
14. 

4 Nyftya Euatunaujali, V 6 : Uddeda ava tSipaiyam vySkfayS TidvadrdfthiaU • • « 
*’Taa nddeMDa yah dabdah prayfttab aa tat parah*' (/bid) 
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UiA^ii^athi therefore observes that a word, which ceases to function 

after serving as a means of indicating the intention of the 8peaker« 

cannot by any 'pramina' be shown to possess its denotative power 

10. Every word is capable of denoting something, and this 

something constitutes its meaning. A combination of words then 

necessarily has to give rise to a definite meaning id which the denota¬ 

tion of each pariicular word forms an integral part. Thus we have 

the meanings delivered by the words separately, and also the meaning 

of the entire combination known as the sentence which is a single 

unit. What is the relation between these two? The meanings of 

the words give rise to the meaning of the sentence, buc the latter 

is distinct from the former since the whole is greater than the sum 

of its parts. The parts breathe the spirit of the whole, for they have 

their nisus towards the whole. In such a case do we arrive at the 

meaning of the word from the import of the sentence? or do we 

arrive at the import of the sentence from the syntactical relation of 

the various words? In the general import of the sentence, what is 

the place we have to assign for the denotation of the word? 

The author of the “Vivarana" observes : 

"Sabdao ca tativa juanam evotpadyate. Tatas ca 

bubdat purusa dosac ca bahusu paraspara 

virurodhisu jnaue^u jatesu, t^bda ^kti tatparyavadha- 

ranani purusa dosapanayanena pratipakasa jnanantara 

uiatram nivartayali; ni vrite ca pratibandhe ^bdad 

eva tattvajnanam jayate** “ 

The word gives ribO to true apprehension. But due to the liuiiiations 

of Ibe speaker and due to various other defects, the word can yield 

many a meaning: and thebe various meanings come in the way of 

realising the true idea. Hence if we take recourse to the general 

import of the sentence, then these obstacle will be set at rest, and 

the true meaning of the word can then be apprehended. As such, 

the general import of a sentence does not directly bring forth the 

verbal cognition, for its immediate purpose is to ward off possible 

misapprehensions. Thus the problem narrows down to two questions : 

Is the import of the sentence the cause for the apprehension of the 
meaning? or is it the cause of putting an end to the obstacles in the 

way of the realisation of the meaning of the word ? * 

^ ^ Njftysratnamftta t “Na hj abhipriy»Duoo&ua kffipaiy* rfabdagyirttiam prati 
vsoakatve pramiDam aati*’. 

• Ptnsifaeika Tmraoim, P. 18l« u /rutA\ 
*'Kiin tSfeparjaa'anhi pr^initi betae? Kim v5 pratibandha mrftift botor itir (ioia), 

6 -1W6P—VI 
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Tbe fir&t alternative makes the apprehension of the meaning 

the result of the import of the sentence. This import is said to be 

the intention of the speaker, in which case we have to find out how 

we apprehend the meaning of this intention \ Should wo, or should 

we not, know the import of the sentence for understanding the 

meaning of the word ? If we can understand the meaning of the 

woids without knowing the imiiort, then the iuiiiort of a sentence is 

unnecessary and need not be known. Nor can we know the import 

before knowing the meaning of the words. ® Tn either case the 

import has little to do with the words. ^ If the unknown import of 

the sentence can give lise to the apprehension of the meanings of 

the words, then the word by iisdf cannot denote any meaning.* 

Suppose some persons are baated, a gentleman enters and wants 

to displace a boy. He goes to the boy and tells him, ''You are 

wanted by your lather'*. The boy gets up and this gentleman takes 

that seat. Thereupon the boy lealises why that sentence was uttered. 

Now, the tatparya or the impoil of the sentence is not the calling 

by the father, but llie intention of tlie speaker to seat himself in the 

place of the boy. The boy gets at thin import long after. But he 

understands the mediiings of the words in tlie sentence, does not 

know the import, but responds to the sentence and gets up. Here 

\/e find that the tatparya is not at all responsible lor the verbal 

cognition, even if the father is actually calling the boy since the 

meaning which the context demands is the intention of the speaker 

which the boy does not know. 

Let us take the other alternative. The imjiort of the sentence 

is known. Do we at all apprehend the meanings of the words? Do 

we want to have the single import of the sentence? Or, do we get 

the import as determined and qualified by the meanings of the words*. 

If the latter, what is this meaning? The import of the sentence 

can be derived from the word, or fiom the related system of words. 

From the words we derive their meanings ; and since the words aie 

’ PuM^Sbhipi^yAs t&fparjam, tad artba ptamiii janakam ity arlhah'* iTattyadTpanam, 
p. 667). 

^ Eim a]oSttini t&iparyaiu vakyartba samsarga jnSna betuh? Tftfpiiya jD&naED v&? 
Nftdyat, t&iparya vic&ra vaiyarthya prasangat. Na dTitlyak, yfiky&rtfaa jDfto&fc prfik tad 
vifayakaaya taiparyasya ]D&tum aiakyatvfit’*. (ViyaraDopanySsa, P. 104). 

9 ‘^Baiyatra laukika yakyegu tatparyS.vagama phalaka yic&ra vaiyartbyfip&tat. 
Anavagate 'pi'titparye 'nyathapiatipalty abb&v&t. DMtIye *pi na livat ifttparyam pad&rtha 
Virsayam; taaya yftky&rtba pratftfty anupayo^ftt" (Vjyafana Pramaya Saograha, P. 178). 

< '*Ajogla tftfparyaaya praoiiti laoakatve tad agocara dabdftd boddhir na j&yeta" 
(Tattfidipaoam, p. 657). 

° Viyaiangs ^ 
* **Eim tSiparya mfitraiyA jnAaam pramiti hetubP Uta artba Tide|>itaiya7 (Tattvadl 

pabam, p. 6t8). 
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uM*d in a particular order, we believe that there must be some relatioa 
between these meanings. Prom this belief we get at the meaning 
of the sentence.^ In other words the import becomes dependent 
on the words. * But the words are mutually related. Do we appre¬ 
hend, or do we not, the relati^d svfateui of words at the moment wo 
apprehend the iiu 1)011? If we do not comprehend the meaning of 
the syntactically related unit called the sentence, but only the final 
import, then the relations of the words are futile and meaningless. 

But we cannot even think of a mere unqualified and unrelated subject 
or essence or content of the sentence. lleie we have the maxim, 
''na agvliita visesdra visesye buddhih**. If we do comprehend the 
syntactical relation, how do we arrive at it? Do we airive at it 

iraaginativel> or by implication because through this alone we can 
get at the final iiiiiimt? But when the woids are clearly and un¬ 

ambiguously cognised there is no need to lesort to imagination or 
implication apprehend in the syntactical relation and its meaning. 
The syntactical relation is brought about by tlie words and it is 
the words therefore that can give rise to the meaiiing and final import 

of the sentence. 

The word ‘cow’ can and docs give rise to the idea of the universal 
cow or ‘cowncsB*. LikewibC lot us consider that the final import of a 
eenteuce is lelatcd to the sentence as a universal to the particular. 
This import is known earlier, for on this view the verbal cognition 
is said to arise from the “lalfaryajnrma*. As tuch it is a qualified 

import that derive from a sentence.® That is, the words give 
rise to a related system of words, and while eacli word has its own 

meaning, the idea! content of the senlcnce must make ns apprehend 
this specific fi\ntacti''a! relation Tint as tlie woid ‘cow’ lias one 

meaning when it is used separately and new specific meaning 
in a senleucc, siuuJaily the impoit of a s-'iilence must be specific 
being determined by the syntactical relation.® 

* "Alba rafl)0‘c p«fcJtUl>y‘d» padilrtham a\agBiuyanunnaivai uu m'luanj CR.im iiamair{Jo 
*8ti Baba piayii jamaDilvad jt\ utpiek^O^ ^akJilltlul^agaLav Dokta dosa ^ad 
ajaktam ** (Vi.ar.i^ia Prainejn Sangiabn, p* 17^ • 

* ** AiSreya viaaya aapikyntyat taiparjOBya (\i\aiiipB, p. 182). 

***Natftvat pnduiibf^u iutiiaryam, \ukyajnfiDo 'nupayogut «dm«urgas cuuavugato, 
ca Ifttparya viAt^o^iotaya Sagaium ^akyate', {Und). 

< •* Tatra panfie^kc chabda lenyataya Baiusargabodbab primaijain eva eyat " ilbtd), 

* •'Nauu guvRdi podunuii) golxudi painany-' tatparyam. tota*^# srimrinyasya purvam 
ava jnatataya t&iparya viAe^b^utva aambbavit ted t'ilparyiui avagamyate 
(Vivarana Pranieya Bargiaba, p. 1710. 

* fiabdat aamaarga iJi5*re pratipaune, tadvi^ayB tatparyam b(^ba* 
kain; gavadi aabdinam eftmanye iMi pratipattfiv api vakyad vide^a pratipatli vad Uy 
lianky &ha (Tattvadipanaui, p. 66U). 
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But a woTd like 'cow* or ^tiver* is teed, even though it 

may be need separately and independontljj still it refers only to the 

particular object and not to the universal. Even in a sentence this 

reference is not given up, for a reference to the universal does not 

make practical sense-^ And the apprehension of the syntactical relation 

does not come from outside the sentence, for it depends on the 

inherent power or potentialiby of the words.^ This power aids us in 

understanding the import, and not the reverse. Tatparya comes in 

only when there is a doubt or error in the apprehended meaning, of 

the syntactical unit ; in such a case 'tatparya* or import removes the 

difficulties and obstacles and restores the verbal cognition to its 

original place of importance. Hence it is said, as against the Nyuya 

theory : 

"Tdtparyam tan matir vapi bdbda bodhe na kdranam 

pratibandha nirasartham tatparya jnanam isyate**.^ 

Thus 'tatparya* renders the meaning of the sentence distinct, 

Unambiguous and entirely objective. It arises to interpret the un¬ 

intelligible words in a given sentence. 

Tatparya or the ideal content of a sentence or a proposition is 

significant. The import of a sentence does not lie in the intention 

of the speaker alone. It is not a personal meaning. One does 

recite the Vedas without knowing wtiat the texts mean ; and yet the 

texts do mean something to us.^ Children and parrots do imitate 

the sounds of people, and yet (hey do not intend any meaning save 

that of imitating and signifying sometliing of which they are ignorant. 

The import of a sentence does not depend on the intentions of a 

apeaker, nor does it depend upon the awareness of the conventional 

nature of language. 

On the other hand, the import of a sentence lies in the com* 

petancy to generate that cognition which is presented b} it.® For 

instance, the sentence, the pot is in the house* is competent to gene¬ 

rate the cognition of the relation of the pot to the bouse, not to the 

1 *'Nadi tira pbals trttady srtha abbiprrtyottama Vrddbah iabdam pra- 
ytmktd. na tana phalabl&\&d ity artbab'* ilhtd), 

^ ^'Pad&rifaavat Muearco, *pi daktini&lra mbandbane ayagamo ra ifttparya nibasdbana 
ity anninltniu dakyatn. Babd&nam os padftitba pradardaoa tniikhdoa t&tpaxyop&dh 
npayogitayS n^aibft ui’dhiUat, tftlparya m&it&vagatn&dblnab aazDBarga bodho na dabda 
nibanahanad ca ayat. Taaiuat padaoam eva rainsarga pratip&dana aSmartbyam mnkbya, 
lakfa^A^dySre^a praffiSgaotaraTirnddha samaarga pratipanne dodantara simiUaaamday* 
viparyXia Tijofioa nirftkaragfiya Idtpirydyagama iti ai idbam** (Vivaraga, p, 

d Vivaragopan^Saa, p. 104. 
4 "Tat piatitlcobajocearitatvam La tfttparyam, artbojoSna dunyena pnniMnoccaritdt 

veddt arib&bli&vd praaangftr*. (Vodfinta Pribhft^a p. 286). 
d "Tat pcaUU janana yogyalyatu tatparyam" (/bid., p. 267). 
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cloth or any other object. This Bentence has the purport of relating 

the pot to the house.^ But consider the &enlence, 'bring the 

saindhaTa*, and the word 'saindhava' means the Fult and also the 

house. The meaning here cannot be said io depend upon the inten¬ 

tion of the speaker^ for it is the content that determineB the sense. 

The intention of the speoker may refer only to salt, but the word is 

capable of meaning a horse too; in which case we cognise even that 

which is not intended.^ Thus a sentence is competent to generate 

definite cognition ; and this cognition depends upon the intention of 

the speaker in the EeoEe that the context alone can determine the 

intention.® The word, therefore, is potentially powerfull and com¬ 

petent to generate the pioper cognition of the proper meaning. And 

from the import of the sentence wo derive the knowledge of the 

words. 

11. There are six ways of determining the import of a passage : 

“Upakraniopasamharav abhyaso ‘purvata pbalam 

arthavadopapatti ca lingam talparya nirnaya’*. 

These are (i* harmony of the initial and concluding passages, 

(») repetition, (hi) novelty of what is taught, {iv) fruitfulness, (®) 

eulogy or condemnation in other passages, and (vi) consistency in the 

light of reasoning. The first principle brings forth the unity and 

harmony of the initial presuppositions and final conclusions ; and any 

disparity between the two makes the text unintelligible. The second 

explains obscurities, while the third dominate^ the passage as the 

central thought. The last one is closely related to the third one in 

making the entire passage free from self contradictions. The fifth 

one secures the unity of the passage, while the fourth follows the 

third principle. These six principles explain the unity of the passage 

and secure consistency and unity to the whole. 

This question leads us to an examination of the import of a 

pasBsage as a whole. A passage consists of many sentences. The 

relation of a word to a sentence must hold in the relation of a sentence 

to a passage. Tlie sentence as a whole expresses a single idea 

and each word breathes the spirit of the whole. Here we have at 

least a syntactical relation which binds together all the words. Can 

* *Qebe gfaatab'vakyam geba ghaU (tamaargB pratitijanaDa yvgyam, na tu pa^ 
Bamvarga pratlii janaoa yogyam; i(i tad v&kyam gbata lausorga param, na tu pata 
samaarga paratn iti yyajyate'* {Ibid). 

» C/. Vadftnla Paribhft»fi, pp. 287*288. 
* Yadvikyamyal pratm iauanayogyatve sail yrd anya pratPisoIiajftnnc^ritam ta4 

v&kyizu (at aamBarga param ityucyatc'* v/btd., p. 28B). C/. '*Lioke tu rrakart9fidtu& * (/bf(i, 
P. 296), 
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we diBcover such a principle in the passage? Supposing that there 

is such a principle, what is the relation of a sentence to another sen¬ 

tence in the same passage? Let us take two sentences. One is, 

*‘vayavyam svetara alabheta bhutikamal/’—‘one desirous of prosperity 

should sacrifice a white animal to vayu'. The other sentence is, 

“Vayur vai ksepistha devata”—‘vayu is the God who bestows his 

favours quickly*. These are related to one another. The second 

one praises Vayu and thus incites the worshipper to offer the sacrifi¬ 

cial animal to vayu. In othor words, it stands as an adjective with 

reference to the former. The principle of relation here is the same 

as that enunciated by Bradley in his theory of the Judgment— 

the reference of an ideal content to a Kcality which is outside it. 

The first sentence is a command and has a reference to the future, 

\vhi>e the second one is an affirmative sentence referring to an existent 

fact. How can we relate the existent affirmation to a command 

referring to the future? And if we were to relate the tw^o, we have 

to explain how the tw’o sentences are able to convey only a single 

idea. Sanka**a tells us that the words in the commendatory sentence 

reveal first the synthejis of their meanings, and then proceed to glorify 

the command by becoming integral to it.’ In this way the Fe:ond 

sentence is a means to couiplete realization of the import of the 

first one. 

Words convey their meanings in two ways. One is through^ 

the syntactical relation in a sentence; and this is caVed‘anvaya 

jnana*. The other is through the final import or ‘tatpai^a jnana*. 

The former works within the latter and not over and above it. This 

twofold function applies to sentences. Tjet us take two sentences— 

“This Devadatta’s cow is to be purchased. It yields plenty of milk**. 

Intho?elwo renteuces the most ira])orlant one is that containing 

the idea of purchasing ; and to tliirt sentence llie second one offers 

a qualification. Hence Vacasjati takes the second sentence to be 

one iirovidiug the ‘dvara’, and find the import or‘tatparya’in the 

first one.“ But when the‘dvara* which gives ‘anvaya jnana’ of the 

I one conflicts w ith the tat[)arya of the other we have to interpret the 

former through implication with reference to the latter ; as in the 

sentence—‘Eat poison. Don’t take food in his house*.® 

1 ''ArthavadaBthani padani irtliag auvayara vptanta viaayacD pratipadya, anantaram 
kaiznarthya vadeca k&mani Tidheli ataTakatvam prstipadyante'* (On Ved&nta Sutra, I. 8.38). 

I <*Dvividbo hi vi^ayal; dabdanatn—d\&ratad ra, tfitparyatad ca. Yatbailcaamis 
vhkyp pad&oSiu padfirtba dvuralo vakyStfba^ ca, tiliparyato vi^ayab; evam rfikya dvayaika 
vftkyatajam api. Yaihayaoi devadaltTya gaulj kretavy etv akatii vftkyam, bahu kfIrA 
ity aparaiu tad aava babuk^yraiva pratipudanam dvaram. T&tparyam to kretavy eti 
^Akyantarknho'*. (Bb&tniti on I. 8.88 

> **Yttra yad d^&raUa tat pram&p&ulara yirodhe *nyatba nTjate'* (Ibid.). 
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Thus have two sentences to be related. One eoniaius the 

central Idea, of the 'tatparja* or the import. Tlie other acts as 

a way (^dvara*) to 5t. Both these contain syntactically related groups 

of words and both reveal their respective synthesis of meanings brought 

about by the unity of the meanings of llie words. The second 

sentence qualifies the first one. Bui in itself it has an independent 

existence and it does not require an externa! lielp to interpret it.' 

And it is only when it is related to some other sentence containing 

the central i<Jea, it traii’^forms its nature into an adjectival one. 

Hence in a passra^e containing one dominant idea, the other sentences 

that do not embody it stand as adjectives.® This is the adjectival- 

theory of the propositions. From ihi.' basis Kuraarila’s observation 

regarding the mlerrelation of the sentences becomes intelligible : 

“The cognition of a senten'-'e terminates in the awareness of its own 

meaning. But when it is combined with other sentences, there again 

ariFe'* a syntactical unity, because there is the need to establish a 

relation among the meanings of the sentence/’.'* 

Tims we apfrolieud the related system of the meanings of the 

words at one tiirc ; and when the same sentence acquires an adjectival 

nature \^e do not comprehend its ‘padartha ’^amsarga*. That is, the 

‘tatpar\a’ or the final import of a sentence is not tie mere s)’niheHis 

of the \ arioiis meanings of its words If so, in the father’s command 

‘Eat poison* wt^ would got at a meaning which the context rejects as 

improper,' Thus it is the knowledge of the ideal content which 

renders the various sentence.'^ intelligible. 

' *'Dvarato *pi tad avagaiau t&tparyaolara kalupa’ia* yog&t*' (72)id.). 
* *pi vtscqai^auaiu vi^pajaHyaiJclxat. taaya ca aakfcchratasya pradLftna 

bliOtaBya gui^ibbuta vi^^^caananurodhaaVvarians yogllt"* Uhtd,). 

* 'ItiiHru vaitika, pp *S29-3.13; 
^'Svaitba bodbo BamaptauSm aD4>VngitTaJyape\saya vakyanaui eka vakyatvam punab 

samhatya 'ayate^'. 
^ Vedanta ParibLa^a, p. 93 : **Vat\d ^an^j jnuji i v4ayal\o hi na pddariba aaraaar* 

gatvam tantrazn; anabbiinata aamsargasyapi \ukya janya juaoa visayatvlipatleb. Kim 
iu tiltpaiya Vi^ayalvaio**. 



INDIAN CLASSICAL MUSIC UNDER THE 
IMPACT OF MODERN CIVILIZATION * 

V, R, Talasjkar 

Art is an embodiment of the creative energy of people and a 
reflex of their social envhonmeuts. 

Reflecting the devotional life of the people in the Vedic period, 

the Sam vedic hymns, employing no more than three swaras, never 

failed to create an august atniospliere. Later, the patronage of kings 

and feudal lords nurtured the tradition of classical music. Learning 

at the feat of the preceptor went on till the beginning of the Second 

World War. The growth of natural sciences in the Western World 

and the industrial revival selling in India after the first World War 

fostered a mechanistic way of life and a materialistic sense of values. 

An age of commercial art look birth. The Indian economy leaning 

more and more towards urbanisation and an indiscriminate acceptance 

of the social and moral values of the West did not fail to cast their 

sliadow on the Indian classical music. In the whirl of democracy and 

the zeal for the formation of a classless society, feudal lords and princes 

who were the main bulwarks of classical music, melted away and 

music was left to gape at the masses for patronage and survival. The 

rare charms and the highest aesthetic delights of music that used to be 

exhibited in the select assemblies of appreciative critics and music con¬ 

noisseurs, got banished fxom our music. The idea that the aristocratic 

organisation of society was a j)rc-ieqinMitc of high culture, came und-^r 

severe criticism. “ The fact that culture requires leisure is, however, 

hardly a sufficient justification for the maintenance of a leisure class. 

For every artist which the aristocracy has produced and for eveiy true 

patron of art, it has supported a thousand wastrels. An intelligent 

society will know how to subsidise those who possess peculiar gifts in 

t^e arts and the scietices and free them from the necessity of engaging 

in immediately useful toil (Reinhold Neibhur : Moral Man and 

Immoral Society). This logic appears to be plausible provided a society 

can discriminate between a real and a pseudo artiste. Artistic 

excellence is incompatible with an artiste struggling for his bread. 

It was a stupendous achievement of Fandit Vishnu Digaiubar Paluskar 

* A |>ftpeT read in Rangoet Natak Akadami Music Rcminar. 10.57, 
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that he made classical ixrasic more broad-baaed and democratic. But 

he meant that it ehoald not be after cheap popularity. 

In our for making everything secular, we are making classical 

music profane and vulgar. In the words of Will Durant, “ The 

spread of industry and the decay of aristocracy co-operated in the 

deterioration of the artistic form. When the artiste was superseded by 

machine, he took his skill with him and when the machine compelled 

to seek vast markets for its goods, adjusted its products to needs and 

tastes of vast majorities, design and beauty gave place to standardisa¬ 

tion, quantity and vulgarity. Had an aristocracy survived, it is con¬ 

ceivable that Industry and art might have found some way of living 

in peace. The taste of innumerable average men became the guide 

of the manufacturer, tlie dramatist, the scenario writer, the novelist 

and at last of the painter, the sculptor and the architect; cost and 

size became the norm of value and a bizarre novelty replaced beauty 

and workmanship as the goal of art. Artistes, lacking the stimulation 

of an artistic taste, sought no perfection of conception and execution, 

but aimed at astonishing effects. Music went down into the slums and 

factories to find harmonies adapted to the nervous organisation of ele¬ 

vated butchers and emancipated chambermaids. But for automobiles 

and cosmetics, the 20th century seemed to promise total extinction of 

art {Mamions of Philosophy). 

The melodic character of Indian music cannot stand harmony 

which implies a combination of discordant notes simultaneously played, 

'riie raga has a melodic structure. Swami Handas and the famous 

Andhra composer Thyagaraja, w'e are told, attained a state of eternal 

bliss (Savtkalpa Samadht) through the medium of Sioaras, This was 

the outcome of their individual excellence. Democratisation of music 

has, on the other hand, led to a lowering of standards. The attain¬ 

ment of aesthetic dehght, t.c., Sundara, must always be accompanied 

by an emotional purification or liberation, f.e., Shiva, and both these 

elements lead to final beatitude or the elevation of the human spirit, 

i.e., Satya, One can Imagine that these ideals in classical music can¬ 

not be attained by the production of music for commercial purposes 

or catering to the mob. 

Creation of Rasa is the goal of raga and this calls for a refined 

and correct tune or Shruti. The artiste must utter the Shruti correctly 

and understand the full impact of the text of the song he performs. 

But a modem artiste seldom pays heed to them. He hankers after 

spectacular effects by crude methods. He never worries to see if g 
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note ie correctly «xtd effectively used. ]Sveti the major notes are uttered 

in a crude fashion not to E^ak of the subtle micro-tones. 

The modem listeners in the big industrial cities go to a concert 

more out of fashion than out of any love or understanding of music. 

It is important for the growth of classical music and its true appre¬ 

ciation that the artistes do not stoop down to find favour with these 

pseudo-lovers of music. 

The use of machines in the sphere of classical music has its own 

lin^ited importance. The invention of gramophone and sound-record¬ 

ing has no doubt conferred a unique advantage on mankind. It has 

made possible the preservation of the creations of the old masters. 

Who would not have benefited from the divine music of Swami 

Haridas, Tansen or of Hehmat Khan, Bhaskar Bua and Vishnu 

Digambar, had it been preserved with the aid of machine? But I 

think, the utility of machines should end. The replacement of the 

human voice by the metallic ring of the machine has had a nefarious 

effect on the human ear and soul. Lewis Munford corroborates the 

same view in his book, The Arts. “ Q'he perfection of mechanical 

transmission and the spread of music through radio and phonograph 

may presage extinction of music as a direct spiritual experience ... if 

the process of mechanisation is unfriendly to the liuman spirit, it will 

be inimical to music; in the long run, the spirit must either assert 

itself or commit suicide 

The musicians, actuated by commercial considerations, always 

striving for profitable markets where they can sell their songs like hot 

cakes, is another baneful influence of modern civilization. The * Sugam 

Sangeet * or the light music which harnesses musical material to love- 

lyrics for utilitarian ends, is also an outcome of the mechanistic values 

that have corroded the mystic world of melody. The popular music is 

being pushed into the market as a source of profit and as a momentary 

escape from the miseries of a machine civilization. Films have played 

a potent role in the debasement of classical music. The film music is 

a hybrid or a mongrel w'hich partakes of the characters neither of the 

classical music nor of the Western music. Giving no more than a 

casual, fitful sensation, the flippant and frivolous film songs have 

caused disturbance in the standards of artistic judgement. 

The artistic values vill not get adjusted automatically. The 

time is up for all lovers of classical music to rally all their courage to 

fight these evils. It is necessary to make every effort to resuscitate 

clusaical music which is one of the finest achievements mankind has 

ever made. 



HISTORY OF MANIPUR 

GHABIB NIWAZ PAMHBIBA 

JxOTItlMAy Eos, 

heoiurer, D. M, Collsge^ Imphal. 

The beginning of the 18th Century saw the dawn of a new era in 

the history of Manipur. When the death of Aurangzeb in 1707 A.D. 

left India in a state of political chaos, the dark cloud overshadowing 

the political horizon of Manipur gradually became clear. Though 

India has nothing to be proud of the new century, it has at least added 

a bright chapter of the history of Manipur to the history of India. 

Tliose who are engaged in reconstructing the history of Manipur find 

their task easier from this period. They have no longer to grope mostly 

in the catacomb of myths and legends. Reliable materials in increas¬ 

ing quantity are available from this time. Manipur was waiting for 

a strong and able guide to bring her latent energy to fruition. It was 

at this time that Ghanb Niwaz Paniheiba with a revolutionary outlook 

and the zeal of a conqueror, comparable to that of Emperor Harsha- 

bardhana, assiuned the political leadership of Manipur. In one hand 

lie carried his victorious anus to the imperial city of Ava and in the 

other he effected a religious revolution within his own country. 

His activities paved the way to rapid cultural integration of 

Manipur with the rest of India. Had the people of Manipur not 

received the guidance ot such an able personality they could not prob¬ 

ably have reached their present higher level of culture than other 

backward communities in the neighbouring state. 

According to Permberton Gharib Niwaz ascended the throne of 

Manipur in the year 1714 A.D^ But Bijoy Punchalle gives the date or 

his accession as 1709.^ It is difficult to be accurate about it. Manipur 

enjoyed his rule approximately for 35 to 40 years. For, his reign did 

not extend to the second half of the 18th Century. But who is this 

mighty Vaishnava ruler and conqueror who styled himself as the 

refugee of the poor (Gharib Niwaz) and in whose character is found 

the rare combination of the martial qualities of a Kshatriya and the 

Vaishnavic humility? Gharib Niwaz Pamheiba is the successor of the 

King Charairongba.* All sources point to his being brought up by 

a Naga Chief in the midst of a Naga Society. After aecendiiig 
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thrond also he showed his leanings towards Naga custom and costume. 

He celebrated the coronation ceremony putting on a Naga robe.^ 

The Nagas (who form a cmninunity entirely different from the ruling 

clan) at last found to their great delight a king of their own. 

But authorities are not unanimous regarding the parentage of 

Oharib Niwaz. British writers* have identified him as the son of 3 

Naga. There are many stories regarding the early life of Pamheibrf 

current in the hills and plains of Manipur. According to a very 

popular anecdote he was i^ally the son of King Charairongba borne 

by one of the queens, Nungshel Chaibi. A strong custom prevalent 

up to that time in the royal family of Manipur would not allow any 

son of the king borne except by the Chief queen to survive.* This was 

intended to prevent fratricidal war amongst the princes. Nungshel 

Chaibi, not being the chief queen wanted to save her son from this 

cruel custom'. In due course when the child was born slie secretly sent 

him to the house of a Naga Chief in Laisaugkhong, a village situated 

in the south of the Implial Valley. The king was inforriied that the 

queen had given birth to a stone.^ I'amheiba’s royal birth is also 

corroborated by another story* giving a different version. When the 

prince was in his mother’s womb, the king one day consulted bis 

astrologer regarding the fate of the child, who it was told, would be a 

parricide. Hence the king ordered the child to be murdered imme¬ 

diately after birth. ^J^he (jueen on hearing this terrible order secretly 

shifted the child after birth to the house of tlie above mentioned Nsga 

Chief, with the help of her father. The king was told of the birth 

of a stone (instead of a male child). When Pamheiba was four years 

old the chief queen heard of his existence and sent secretly assassins to 

kill him. The boy’s maternal graud-father escaped with him to the 

Thangal Village inhabited by the Quiron tribe of the Nagas. In the 

meantime many years passed away, but king Cliarairougba had no 

other son. The father in him was longing for a son. Once he with 

his retinue visited the Thangal village for collection of taxes and was 

accorded suitable reception by his subjects. While staying in that 

village he noticed a very beautiful boy in the company of other boys 

of the village. He expressed his desire to adopt him. The villagers 

willingly consented to the wish of the king. Forsaken at the time of 

birth, Pamheiba was thus restored to the palace again. When the boy 

grew up into manhood the king proposed to Haobam Selungba, a 

memb^ of hia councils to give his daughter in marriage with Pamheiba. 

Selungba fell* in a dilemma. He was not willing to give his daughter 

to a person of unknown parentage but at the same time was afraid to 

refoae king. At this time Famheiba's mother somehow came to 
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know of the sitnfttion, and one day discloeed the identity of the prinee 

both to Selungba and the king. The king waa much pleased to hear it 

and Selungba also after that could have no objection to give his 

daughter to Pamheiba. Another version concludes the same story in 

a different way. Many years passed since the birth of Pamheiba none 

of the queens showed any expectation of cliild birth. The Baja was 

unaware up to this time of the existence of Pamheiba, although he had 

a suspicion of the fact. He made a declaration before all his wives that 

if any of them had concealed a male child, they should be freely for¬ 

given, and the child made his heir. The mother of Pamheiba 

promised to make enquiries if the Baja promised that no harm should 

befall the child. On his doing so she confessed the existence of 

Pamheiba. The boy was sent for and acknowledged by the Baja and 

people as the son of Charairongba.” * Afterwards when Pamheiba 

ascended the throne he assumed the title of “ Gharib Niwaz ”, 

The word “ Gharib Niwaz” has been derived by the writer of 

Bijoy Punchalle as ” Karigumba Nawa ” which means the assumption 

of the throne by a prince who was once lost.” This interpretation if 

accepted, also suggests the royal parentage of Pamheiba. But Khong- 

nangthaba refused to recognise Pamheiba as Eshatriya and proclaimed 

him of a Naga descent.” His denunciation of Pamheiba’s royal parent¬ 

age may not be taken as authentic bccaubo ho was a strong opponent 

of the changes made by Pamheiba in religious matters, Shantidas 

Adhikari a Vaishnava missionary and preceptor of the king confirmed 

(hat Pamheiba undoubtedly belonged to the royal family of Manipur, 

in the veins of which is flowing the blood of the third Pandava Arjun, 

one of the heroes of the Mahabbarata.” To prove one*s parentage, 

specially after a gap of long two centuries is an intricate task. There 

arc instances in history of powerful kings claiming noble descent. The 

Rajput princes trace their origin from Ijakshmana, the younger brother 

of Rama. Shivaji at Uie time of his coronation traced his connection 

on the father’s side from the Ranas of Udepur, a claim which found 

ready support of the Pundit’s enjoying his favour. The only strong 

point in favour of Fambeiba’s royal origin is that he was recognised by 

the ruling clan as their king. Had he really been a Naga boy his 

succession, would not have gone unchallenged. 

Bijoy Punchalle records the rise of a particular Naga community of 

the south called the Too-aook during the end of Charairongba’s rule. The 

rebels led by Lalamba proceeded up to Kharanin. All the officers of the 

king were successively defeated by the Nagas. At this crucial hour the 

Ifing disregwling the fore’w arning of the astrologer, himself led his foroea 

against the rebds- An intrigue was already afoot within the tQjNdi 
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famil^t Selnugba, the ^father-in-law of Faxnbeiba, always had an 

apprehension, lest the king at the counsel of other queens and partisans 

should change his mind l-egarding the succession of Pamheiba. He got 

his son-in-law interested in the plot. Too-sook rebellion might not 

have been engineered by Selungba but it undoubtedly gave him an 

opportunity for his design. The King completely defeated the Too- 

sooks and killed Lalamba. After the battle while he was resting oa 

the bank of the Nambul river a thunder fell with terrific sound within 

close proximity. Tired as he was he fell fainted. Selungba saw liis 

chance and thurst his spear on the person of the king. The king was 

mortally wounded but did not succumb then and there. When he 

regained consciousnesB, his body-guards told him about the act of 

Selungba. He was quick to understand the motive. But it was too 

late. Death was fast approaching. He called in Pamheiba by his 

side, cursed him for his misdeed and then handed over to him the royal 

insignia. Before he breathed his last Charairongba entrusted upon hm 

son the task of taking revenge upon Taningangwe,” the ruler of 

Burma of Toungoo dynasty (1714-1733)’* for his maltreatment to his 

wife Makhaobhangbe, the younger sister of Pamheiba.’’' T. G. 

Hodson heard a different story about the death of Charairongba. He 

was killed by a poisoned arrow while in fighting a tribe to the south 

called Too-sook upon which Pamheiba, better known by his Hindoo 

name of Gharib Niwaz ascended the guddee **.’• Dr. Brown gives 

the following version of the facts as given to him, In that year (1714) 

Pamheiba who appears to have been a Naga boy brought up and 

adopted by the Baja Churai Bomba, sTiot his adopted father, it is said 

accidentally, whilst hunting and succeeded him 

Pamheiba ascended the throne and assumed the title of Gharib 

Niwaz. All Naga chiefs were invited at the coronation ceremony. 

The Ministers and Sirdars of Manipur received the Naga chiefs, made 

friendship and intimacy with them. The Baja entertained the Naga 

Chiefs with good feasts and wine.“ Outside Manipur the title Gharib 

Niwaz became more popular than the real name. * ‘Gharib Niwaz ** 

derived from “ Kariguraba Nawa ”, meaning lost prince ascending the 

throne, does not offer a satisfactory cause for its being chosen as a 

title by the king like Pamheiba. The above meaning only signifies 

the game of fate. It speaks neither the glory nor suggests any ideal 

of the owner« On the other hand there is no reason to rule out its 

source from Persian. In Persian Gharib Niwaz means kind to the 

poor. In the beginning of the 18th Century, when the major portion 

(rf Eastern India was still under Muslim domination percolation of a 

Persia]^ ^ord Gharib Niwaz into Manipur through the hills and becom- 
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iBg fftvountd of her powerful king is not at all an impovsibility. Por 

even to-day long after Muslim rule, the Mu^im titles like Bewan, 

Munshi, Maampdar^ Bahadur, etc,, are found very common among 

the aristrocates of the neighbouring states both Hindus and Muslims 

alike. In the history of ancient India it is found that centuries after 

the disappearance of Archaeinenian Empire of Persia assumption of 

the Persian title Satrap " used to be considered as a matter of pride 

by non-Persian rulers of Western India. Just as in spite of being a 

separate slate, Manipur was not free from the influence of Vaishnavic 

movement in India, similarly the influence of Islamic civilization might 

not have left her completely untouched. In the year 1667 the eastern 

boundary of the Mughal empire under the generalship of Mirjumla 

extended as far as the Darrang District in Assam. Sylhet and part 

of Cachar District continued to be ruled by Muslim Amirs appointed 

by the Nawab of Dacca till 1765 A.D. Muslim traders, artisans and 

labourers began to enter into Manipur long before the time of Gharib 

Niwaz. In “ The Background of Assamese Culture ” Mr. R. M. Nath 

writes ** Gopal Singh ascended the tlirone of Manipur in 1709 A.D. 

at the age of 20 and assumed the surname Gharib Niwaz, a honorific 

epithet given to him by the Emperor of Delhi But he could not 

give any clue to the source of this information. Whatever it may be 

through religion and commerce Manipur undoubtedly maintained con¬ 

nections with the neighbouring Muslim provinces at the time of Gharib 

Niwaz. Hence there can he little doubt that the word Gharib Niwaz 

used by Pamheiba belongs to the Persian vocabulary. 

The relation between Burma and Manipur used to remain far 

from friendly most of the time. The Burmese army ravaged Manipur 

times without number. Our first record of those invasions goes back 

to 1562 A.D.*® when Bayinnaung, the most powerful ruler of the 

Toungoo Dynasty, reduced Manipur to a tributary State.** But subse¬ 

quently she asserted tier independence and even made occasional raids 

on the Burmese territoiy. There were truces also which were followed 

by matrimonial alliances. Perhaps one such matrimonial alliance 

lock place during the time of Charairongba. But that it was not a 

very happy one, has already been noticed. In the year 1725 Gharib 

Niwaz was able to make the first of his series of raids against the 

Kingdom of Burma. Tie attacked and defeated a Burmese force at the 

mouth of the Haglung river. In the following year the Burmese tried 

to retaliate. An army of 30,000 men penetrated into the valley, but 

were finally repulsed. Three entire Divisions were captured by the 

forces of Manipur.** Taninganwe (1714-33), the king of Bunna, exr 

pressed his desire to make peace. Mahanta Bakndas, a disciple of ilia 
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VtMfihnava Missionary Shantidas^ was sent to* the Burmese court as 

{denijpotentiary to the king of Manipur. Taninganwe, defeated though 

he was, expressed bis desire to have the princess Satyamala, the 

daughter of Gharib Niwaz as his wife. Gharib Niwaz felt offended 

but kept UP appearances. The Burmese king was informed that 

Satyamala would be presented to him three days after the spring 

festival (Basanta Panchami). Quits ignorant of the real design of tins 

king of Manipur Taninganwe made all preparations for the ensuing 

marriage ceremony. Instead of the bride's party tlie army of Manipur 

suddenly fell upon the royal camp and made a terrible massacre.*® In 

the year 1735 Gharib Niwaz, crossed the Ningthee river, attacked and 

destroyed the town of Myedoo, on the bank of the Moo river and 

carried numerous captives. During the subsequent two years be 

defeated two Burmese armies amounting to 7,(X)0 foot, 700 horse and 

20 elephants and devasted the whole country from the bank of the 

Khondoung Khyoung to Deeba\ean. In the year 1738, he again 

crossed the Ningthee river, attacked and dispersed the Burmese army 

of 15,000 foot, 3,000 horse and 30 elephants. In the same year after 

the rainy season “ Gharib Niwaz at the head of 20,000 men marched 

between the Burmese army, 3 Divisions of which occupied the towns 

of Mutseng, Deebayen and Myedoo and to use the language of the 

Burmese historian * without stopping ' attacked and carried the stockad¬ 

ed positions around the ancient capital of Zakaing, of which he 

obtained possession.* Beligious fanaticism appears to have stimulated 

the Muneepoorees to this last act of successful daring; for the Burmese 

Chronicles record the name of a Brahmin, who is said to have assured 

them, that they would be preserved from all evil by drinking and bath¬ 

ing in the water of the Irrawattee river at Sagaing." ** 

During these years the Toungoo Dynasty was represented by two 

weak kings Taninganwe (1714-33) and Mahadamma Yaza Dlputi 

(1738-1752). These kings rarely left the capital; surrounded by all the 

jealousies and intrigues of harem hfe they became practically palace 

prisoners. Law and order was practically non-existent in the domi¬ 

nions. Adventurers were always ready to throw off their allegiance 

and make profit out of the situation. At the time of Bayinnanng’s 

reign lower Burma was devasted by the exodus of thousands of mons- 

The weakness of the .Ava kingship was so obvious that there was bound 

to come a time when the mons would dream of restoring the old 

kingdom of Pegu.*® 

* The old door of the Bastem entrance to the Kaungbmudaw Pagoda etill bean 
tnaricB eaid to hsTe been made bj the sword of Obarib Kiwaa as be foreed his way into 
slaughter its gamson (Burma—Hall, p. 75). 
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Gbarib Niwaz, the ruler of the trans Cliindwing State of 

Manipur mast ■'have been aware of the condition of hia neighbour and 

laid bare the weakness of Ava. ^In 1739 he added it is said, by the 

Cacharees invaded Ava with a force of 20,000 men, but failed to capture 

a stockaded Burmese post at Myedoo. He suffered a heavy loss and 

was deserted by his alhes.®* 

Bijoy Pinichaleo records that taking advantage of the commit 

ments of tJie king of Manipur in Burma a Tripuri king invaded Manipur 

from the West and advanced as far as Moirang in the year 1739. 

Safely of liic coiinlry was foremost in Ghanb Niwaz’s mind. So it 

was considorod unwise 1<> mainluin twv) {ronts. He concluded peace 

wntli Die Burmese kinj; ofh'iing his daughtei Satyainala and hurried 

back to ATanii>nr.*^ Tripun forces woie, of coiiise, easily driven out. 

But he nniiaiiK'd inactne on tlic Eastcin Frontier until 1719 A.D.” 

\fter .1 long gap of ten _\oars in 1749 (Jharih Niwaz again crossed 

the Ningtheo river w^itli 2,000 men and 3,000 horses, encamped ** near 

the confluence ol llie Kvendwen and lirawattce rivers”, waiting for 

a favour,iblo oppoilunnv to cross the Irrawattoe and make an attack 

on the ea[>ital A\ i. Tlio lUinnese king also mustered all his forces 

to o})]jose him. Ju^t at this time a trifling incident caused Gharib 

Niwa/ to cliango his miml On * night Ins standard was blown down. 

T.iking i( to he a had omen he pieferred lo make peace. On his return 

journey lie uiis iiaiass^d b\ the Koee tribe near the Moo river. On 

leaching Iho mouili of the Maghmg liver lie w^as met by Ajit Shah 

alias Kakeelalthaha and was rebuked by him for the unsuccessful 

termination of Ins ('xpedilion. Tliese remonstrances produced so 

stiong a felling of diMiTeetion among the troops, that Gharib Nwaz 

was dcsorttsl h\ all hut aOO men. With them he went back to Ava, 

tins time soliciting help fiom the Burmese king against his rebellious 

son. He resided for a short tune at l\eengaui and gave another 

daughter in marriage to '^raningauwe. But no help could be given 

to tli3 use of file Begners m tlie south. He stayed there until Ava 

destroyed by tlio rebel Beguers. Finding no help in Burma he made 

HU attempt to rc-ent,n' Manipur. At the mouth of the Maglung liver, 

ho was met by the emissaries of Ajit Shah and was cnielly murdered 

together with his eldest son Sham Shah and all the principal men of 

flic court who followed Gharib Niwaz. 

Bijoy Bunchalce gives a slightly different version of the death. 

Oliarib Niwaz had two queens. By the eldest queen he had a son 

called Shyam Shah. Shyam Shah had two sons—Gour Shah and Jai 

^^ugh. By the second wife he had six sons, Ajit Shah, Nun Shah, 

A.»i{usp~.vr 
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Tong Shah, Sarbosachee, Bharat Shah and Shatnaghna Shah.** By 

this time the old custom of allowing only the sons of the Chief Queen 

to survive had been abolished.’’^ Once^Gharib Niwaz at the request of 

bis younger queen nominated Ajit Shah as his successor superseding 

the eldest son Shy am Shah. While he had been to Burma for the 

last time and concluded peace with the Burmese ruler, a rumour spread 

in Manipur that Gharib Niwaz had changed his mind in favour of 

Sbyam Shah regarding the succession to the throne. On hearing this, 

Ajit at the instance of his mother sent a force to Burma under an officer 

Tolentomba. Tolentomba implored the old king to come back to 

Manipur. He agreed and proceeded along witli him. At that time 

Shyam Shah, Santidas, the Vaishnava preacher and 17 other of his 

followers were in his party. On the way, they were treacherously 

murdered at the instance of Tolentomba. 

As a king Ghanb Niwaz's energy was not completely used up in 

the expeditions against Burma. The images of Ramji and Hanumanji 

were installed by him in two separate temples of which that of 

Hanumanji was made of brick. Of his other philanthropic acts men¬ 

tion may be made of the construction of the Ninglhem Pukhri (tankl 

at Wangkhei Leikai.“ The dimensions of the tank reflect to some 

extent the greatness of the king. Among the literary activities it is 

mentioned that Bijoy I’unchalee was rewritten by Dwija Sita Ram 

Sarma, a chronicler in the court of Gharib Niwaz.®® 

Almost all the accounts of Manipur refer to the spread of 

Brahmanical Yaishnavisni in wide scale in Manipur tinder the royal 

patronage of Gharib Niwaz. Baptized by the Vaishnava missionary, 

Shantidas Adhikary, he declared Vaishnavism as the State religion and 

advised his subjects to accept it. Tn view of the rapid progress of 

Vaishnavism, the champion of the old faith, Khongnangthaba with his 

followers tried to stem the tide. The account of this event given by 

the local historians ends with a tragic conclusion. The king enraged 

by the opposition, ordered all the scriptures of the old religion to be 

burnt. Manipur to-diy is thus deprived of her valuable religious and 

historical literatures of old—^by religious fanaticism of the king.®* 

The association of Gharib Niwaz with Brahmin Vaishnava 

miBsionaries has been revealed to us by Lieut. Colonel Burney, from 

the original Burmese sources. Gharib Niwaz’s devotion to lord Rama 

is proved by his perpetuation of the image of Raipa. All these infor¬ 

mations suggest Gharib Niwaz’s acceptance of Vaishnavic faith. But 

so far no evidence has been found regarding the burning of old scrip¬ 

tures and Bupression of the old faith. In this connection it may 

pointed out that human civilization has no record of any such religions 
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for mumple, tried in vain to efface Buddhism from Magadha. Jlmperor 

Asoka employed, all his resources for the propagation of Buddhism. 

Hinduism, Jainism, Ajivikas and, other religious sects still continued 

to flourish within his empire. In later periods attempts of the Muslim 

and Christian rulers failed to convert whole of India into their respec¬ 

tive faiths. Though China and Japan accepted Buddhism, the followers 

of Laotse, Confucius and Shintoism are not few in those countries. 

All the churches have not been closed down under the anti-religious 

government of modern Russia. Exception is not found in Manipur 

also. Ancient gods and customs are also being duly attended to side 

by side with Vaishnavism. The temples of Thangjing at Moirang and 

Sena-meihi at Imphal show that the old faith is not dead. Maibas 

and Maibies in every village are still regulating the old customs and 

performing the old rites. The rapturous feeling noticed in the commu¬ 

nity dance of annual festivals like Chirouba amply testify that the old 

faith is not only alive but going strong. Brahmanical Vaishnavism 

also has failed to vivisect the Manipuri society into water-tight compart¬ 

ments of rigid caste system. 

Gharib Niwaz entering into the Ramanandi order of Vaishnavism 

through Shantidas, must have patonised this new faith to spread 

among his subjects. Eater on when the school of Gauranga Maha- 

prabhu was introduced Ramanandi school did not vanish altogether. 

The temple of Ramji and the custom of putting on a special 

white turban by the Manipuris on ceremonial occasions indicate even 

to-day the influence of Ramanandi cult. 

Nothing is known about the life of Vaishnava Missionary Mahanta 

Shantidas Adhikary (Goswami) before his arrival in Manipur. Local 

accounts refer to his arrival from Sylhet.®^ He might have entered 

Manipur from Sylhet side, but there is very little probability of his 

belonging to Sylhet. After tlia advent of Shri Chaitanya Mahaprabhu 

in Bengal Ramananda liad few followers on this side. Specially S3dhet 

being the ancestral home of Shri Chaitanya undoubtedly came under 

the magical influence of that great personality. Lord Rama did not 

gain popularity in Bengal at any time. Whereas the-centre of Rama¬ 

nanda cult was at Banaras and Lord Rama is still sovereign in the 

heart of the people of Northern India. Hence there are reasonable 

grounds to hesitate in coming to the conclusion that Shantidas canie 

from Sylhet or any part of Bengal. However the rapid diffusion of 

Ramananda cult in Manipur speaks of Shantidas Adhikary s high , 

spiritual attainffietits. 
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It is difficult to believe the elevation of Vaishnavism to the 

Status of State religion, purely due to the will of the monarch. In the 

historical period, politically Manipur was more in touch with Burma 

than with Cachar, Sylhet, Tripura and Assain. Shortly after the death 

of Gharib Niwaz, Burmese army entered and conqurod Manipur 

(1758-A.D.). From 1768 A.D. to 1826 A.l). within this period of G8 

years Manipur was over run aud dominated hy the Burmese, times 

without number. They must have tried to iorce Ihcir rolif’ioii upon 

the people they conquered. An inia^?e ol Buddha found in Manipur 

was probably imported during tins period. Insjiile of it Manipur dtd 

not accept Buddlnsui. JOarly asMiciation of Glianb Niwaz with the 

Nagas won for him a deep regard from that community. But lus new 

religion had no influence upon the Nagas. On the oUici hand the 

Non-^Nagas became out and out Vaislina\as, Hence it is diflicult to 

accept the version that Ghatih Niwaz at the nistance of Sliantidas 

burnt all the scriptures of old icligion to make VaishiuiMsm acceptable 

to the Manipuns. 

In connection with the spread of Vdishnavmm in Manipur at liie 

time of Ghanb Niwaz a brief retracement of t]u‘ hwlor^ ol Vait^hnavihUi 

will further clarify the proposed eonlentioii. X'lu^'hnavism, though it 

began to come to the Jime-hglit in the modern period since the exposi¬ 

tion of qualified monism l)y Jlainanuju in the middle of the 11th cenlurv 

A.D. Still it is not a new idea originated fioiii him. The cult of Bhakti 

(devotion) is found in Indian religion e\en in the nunote pasi. hs 

earliest form is known as “ Aikantika Dhauiia ”, Tiie (Jita senes 

for its philosophical basis. Va'>udc\a Iviisiina tuined Ihc alteution of 

his followers from the dr\ and complete iitiiah^in of the Vedas to the 

path of love and devotion, liut even in the dajs ol the Mahabharata 

secterianism crept into tins school and wo come aiross dillereuC 

communities like ‘ Nara>ani ‘ Paucharatra * Hatta ’ etc. following 

the ideal of * Bhakti *. The (Ireek ainlies-iador ]M<‘gastlienes noticed 

the existence of such religions cominmutio'^ in the ith century B.P. 

In course of time Vaishnavism avo'-e out of the Union of the Iw^o sects, 

* Narayani ' and tlic w^orsliippers of Vishnu. This Vaishuavisin could 

not only survive through the palmy days of Buddism in India during 

the periods of Asoka aud Kaiiishka but also succeeded m enlisting foreign 

converts. Heliodoros, a Greek envoy of Antialkidas, king of Taxila 

to the court of a Sunga ruler Bliagabhadra professed tlie Bhagavata 

religion and set up a Garuda column at Besnagar in honour of 

■Vasudeva—in the second century B. C. In the 6th century A, D- 

the Gupta rulers used to asHume the title of ‘ J^arama Bhagabata 

After the death of Harshabardhana, Aditya Sena, one of the later Gupta 
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rulers of Magadha established a Vishnu temple at Grays. la the 0th 

century A.D. Shankaracharya, the great exponent of Vedantio 

‘ Advaitism pointed out the philosophical hollowness of Buddhism. 

According to him the Universe instead of resting upon nothingness 

(suggested by tiie Buddhist philosophers), is in fact a superimpofeition 

on the Supreme Being, which is beyond all determination and who can 

be approached only through pure knowledge. In the 12th century 

Kamainija atiributnig qualities to that Sujireine Being inlused new blood 

m the old but thin stream of Vaislinaviam. Ramanuja’s God can bo 

approached through devotion (Bhakti). According to him God is the 

nearest and dearest friend of men. There is no scope for emotion 

either in Buddhism or in the Advaitism of Shankara. Human emotion 

so long did not find any approach to God. Qualified Monism of 

Ramanuja opened its gate to words God. In the wake of Ramanuja 

there followed Niniharka, ^rndlivachar^a and Rainanaiula. All of them 

were exponents of Vaislnia'sism. Rainanaiula tloih century A.D.) for 

the first time conceived Rama and Sifa combined, as tlie dual incarna¬ 

tion of Vishnu. He preached his Sita Rama’ among all classes of 

jieople including iniisluus His niuslim diciple Kiimi* preached that 

there is no difierence between Ram and llalum. 

Vallahliaclidr^a (IJTOA.D.) wjis an important preacher of Krishna, 

According to liim Radha w^as the chief disciple of Krishna and the 

ideal, before the Vaishnava devotees. But some sections of the 

Yaishr.avas failing to realise the inner meaning, degraded themselves 

in imitating the apparent relationbhip between Krishna and Radha. 

Instead of celibacy and sacrifice they plunged into sensual pleasure in 

the name of ndigion. In the 10th centiirv Naravan Hw’ami tried to 

rocl'fy this perversion. 

Contemporary of Vallahhacharya w’as Cliaitanya (1179 A.D.). 

He also preached his God Krishna to all classes of people. Lord 

Krishna can he obtained, m his opinion, only through pure devotion 

and love. Radlia resides in the heart saturated with intense love for 

Krishna. She has no material existence. The father ol Chaitanya, 

his maternal grand-falher and some of his chief disciples came from 

Rylhet. Even before the birth of Chaitanya, Sylhet W'as an important 

centre of Vaishnavism, Vaishnavism spread in Assam alho, under the 

spell of Shankar Deva (1419-1560 A.D.). 

There was no royal support behind this Vaishnavic movement,-^ 

which influenced the Indian masses from tie 11th century A.D* to the 

16th cenfury A.D. India was at that time ruled h> Uie Muslim Kings 

who were interested in preaching Islam only. The Vaihhnava misaU 

onaries ever3rwhere preached their ideal only through love, ChMTfpMI^ 
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)lk9 bttming ot others’ canon or desicrating other’s temples have noi 
bam heard so far against the Yaishnavas even from their direst enemies. 

On the otherband the history of Vaishnavaism is shining with instanoes 

of bestowing love even to its enemies. It is qnite probable that the 

waves of the Indian Vaishnavic movement began to reach Manipnr 

horn at least the 15th century onward. 

The ideal of love adorned by the Manipuris in their popular 

anecdotes ‘Nompok Ningthou’ and ‘Panthoibi’, ‘Khamba and Thoibi’ 

found support in Vaishnavism. The legend of Arjuna’s marriage with 

Chitrangada, Princess ot Manipur, must have served a good background 

for the introduction of new Vaishnavism, Charairoughba, the father of 

Pambeiba established a temple of lladlia Krishna even before the com* 

ing of Sbantidas, an earlier king Khagemba established a Vishnu 

temple at Vishnupur. 
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A CRITICAL STUDY OF SVAYAMVARA 
FORM OF MARRIAGE 

Prop. Hbbamba CnATTERJEE 

Sanskrit College, Calcutta 

The number of forms of marriage of tlie Hindus in ancient India 
offers all interesting subject of study The present discussion will show 
that the writers on law of ancient India iuientionally or otherwise have 
omitted the name of Hvaj.iihvnra marriage, M'hich in our opinion is worthy ®f 
being ranked as nn independent fonii of marriage 

Manu, one of the oldest of the lanmokcrs in India has mentioned 
eight forms ot marriage as Brahma, Daiva, Arsa, Prajapatya, Asura, 
Gandharva, Baksnsa and Paisaca.' No other writer of law in ancient 
India has named a new form hebides the eight already defined by Mann* 
It is far more interesting that neither of the digest writers on the subject, 
has initiated any discussion on the point. One scanty reference, however, 
is availftblc fioni Mitramii^ra vdio in his Viramitroda\a commentary on 
Yiijflavalkyn,^ has expressed the opinion that Svayamvara form o1 
marriage is not different from the Gandharva form. Tlie silence on the 
part of tlie writer of the epic Mahfibhrirata can scarcely be excused foi 
the simple fact that the epic is full of references of Svayamvara form ol 
marriage among the Ksatriya princes. Mitrainisra s explanation cannot 
be accepted in view of the fact that in Gundhar\a form of marriage both 
the parties—the groom and the bride ha'i.* pre-nuptial love-making and 
the marriage takes place through the initiative of both of them. In the 
Svayaihvara marriage on the other hand the girl oxercisos her power of 
choice of the groom, wlio Ins practically no sny in their marriage. 

The Svayamvara form of marriage is ns old as the Bgveda, where we 
meet with references of the same. It is stated in the Rg^’oda that girls 
selected their partners of life.* That the line of the Vgvedo quoted below 
refers to actual Svayaihvara assemblies, ns ne find in the epic, is clear 
from the explanation offered by Sayana on the line mentioned. The story 
of Vimada and Gho^a as available in the RgAcdn may be cited in this 
connection. Knmndyu, the daughter of king Purumitrn was married to 
Vimada, and it is said that the Alvinas conveyed her in their chanot to 

Brtthmo daivaatstiiaivar^ftl) prftjSpatyastathlMnrut* 

Gindhsrvo rftk«Mcaiva chap. HI. 21. 

Yljfiavalkya BariiVtS 1/61, on ^bich Mitrftmi^ra saja- 
'Evsacs Smyufavaropi Otodhsrva ev»\ 

Bh(.drt vadhfir bhav»ti y.t «upo«b Bvayari. ea m.irai.. hanute ^ 
Rv X. 27 112. 
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h&t husband.® Ruyaua (on Rv. 1. 116. 1.) has narrated the story in details. 
According to him, Kanuidyu ohoso the sugo Vimada for her husband in 

a Svayamvara assembly held for the purpose. As Vimuda was rnturning 

homo with the bride, he was attacked on the way by the disappointed 
persons who had been suitors for the jjrinccss. The Asvinas helped Vimada 

in the skirmish and taking up the bride in the chariot, conveyed her to her 

husband's homo.® 
The problem of the origin of this fonn is interesting. The prevalence 

of Gandharva form of maiTiage wliich we find equally in the Rgveda and 

the Mahablmrata, offered the girls full scope for free and independent mixing 
with their lovers. This necessarily resulted in open exchange of hearts, 

and there was no fault if girls under the cireunistanccs refused to many 

a man other than that of their choice. The case of Riikmim may be of 

interest in this conuection. ITcr father and brother settled her marriage 
with King Risupala, who was invited to their honst' hut RiilnninT did iHii 
like the groom. Siie herself sent n messenger for Krsna and married him. 

From the Mahabhauita we li-nni tlmt e\<'n if a girl was eanied awiy 

forcibly from the Svayaiiivarn assenddy and e.ises like these w’onld oecur 
every J*ow and then, sh ^ could not he married «*xcept willioul her emjsent. 

Thus Bhismn could not got Andsl mairietl witli liishrotlier againsi Iht will, 

though she was forcibh carried away from the S^.^3aTil\!lra assembly. Tier 

argument was that she had mentally std‘cted Saiddian'ija ftalva, who liad 
reciprocated the same, and it was inU*r(‘sting that Blnsma had to honour 

her sentiineri by releasing her.^ Maiiu even allo\>ed girls to exercise tin* 
amount of clioiee under certain conditions " T’liis discietionar^ j>riAiIege of 
the girls nltimate]\ \M'Vv utiliscfl b\ them to '^iieh a degitc that tlu‘\ did 

not hesitate to remain mimarrii'd throngliout their career if lhi»\ could not 

procure a husband of tladr ehoic'O. The MaluThharata r'oords the story c»f 
the daughter of Kunigarga. wJio r-’inained a virgin ihrouLdiout her wlade life, 
because she could not give consent to lie' manaage witli a person selected 

by her father.® Tlie lluddhist story c.f Sumedlia also may lu' cited in this 

conuection. We learn that only for hei disajiiJi-oval, Snniedlia’s marring ‘ 

with a king could not take place, thougli he wais selected by her father 

and approved by lier reIativ-‘R. Similarly w^e are acquainfed with (lie storw 
of Gopu, who was approaclied by many wooers after tin* retirement of 
Lord Buddha. "Marriage emihl not solemnised only because sle^ dal 

not like the idea. 
When consent on the jiart of gb-ls with resjMH-t to their marriage, began 

to play a vital part, tlier** arose in society a fiitualion Avhere girls indulged in 
juarnage incidents after marriage—a stati* of society, wliieh rcniindK one 

of th^ prevailing condition of poliandry The Mnhahharata records the 

story of Yayaii's beautiful daughter Madhavi, who married four times one 

* Xuv&n rathoao Vimadaya diiilidliyvdih nyuhallinh runiiiiitroRVft vo*«aiM't>. 
Rv. X. 30. 7. J J . 

* Vidft BftyanaV CJoramentary on Rv. 1. 110. 1. 
r Vide MahSUhftrata, Xdi Porvo, Chap. 102/56-60. 

* Xany&yftm dottaAulkftyftm mnycta yadi dulkodati. 
Devsr&ys praditavyB yodi ksnyRmimaDyato. 

Manu IX/97, 
* Mah&hh&rata, Balya parva, 68/7*8. 
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after nnothcr and hud procured isuues iron) respective husbands* She 
divorced in cflch case her previous husband, and it was interesting that 
none hesitated to marry her, in spite of the fact that she was married and 
had her issues. When she rejected her last sage-husband, her father and 
brother became eager to arrange for a Svayaihvara marriage for her but 
she did not agree and retired to the forest.” This may help us to arrive 

at the cuncluwion that once when the ladies attained the new right cd 

selecting Ihcir husbands after being free from the tutelage of their lather 
and guardians, they felt a strong tendency to utilise that newly earned 
right, and presently we will notice here how the lawmakers gradually had 
to make laws newer and newer according as the situation rightly demanded. 

Of the various forms of Svnynmvaru fomn of mairiage, the most 

common and ordinary typo can be noticed from the directions of the Smfti 

texts. In ancient India father or legal guardian of the girls exercised 
absolute j^ower so far as her betrothal was concerned. But along with the 
rights thus allowed, a father was charged with responsibilities of giving 

her away to n worthy person in time. Failure on the part of father to 
comply with the directions of Smrti texts was penalised heavily. Thus in 

the Itaj.iinfirtanda it has been proscribed that in cas<^ of father's failure to 
get iiis dtuicht m- iimrricil before her twelvtli year, he is to drink the 

nunstru.d flow of tlte daught r ii* each month,** Yama and AUgira harp 

<»n the 'ume tune This was binding not only on the father of the girl 

hnt on any other icgal guaniian.** On the one hand the father of such a 
girl incurred sin, uhile on the other hand he was hound to lose his control 

over the girl because in* st()<Kl as iiar to her begetting an issue in proper 
time.** It ina\ he one of the reasons of non-reeognition of the type of 

marriage as one of the forms, as has been suggested by Hr. Ludwick 

Sternbnek.'^ The heaviii“ss of penalty should tmder no eireiunstanoes be 

rcgaid'd as laudatory (Arthavada) as ime in»w suggest, hut this is evident 
in the Maluthharata, \^here father of such a girl is seen to submit humbly 

to the dietations of legal texts. W’hoti Saviiri approached her father op 

the issiu* of her marriage, lie relorii'd in clear terms that on the basis of 

ancient legal texts she was at liberty to seek her liusbund for herself.” He 

further added that u f<ithor is to be eondomnecl if he cannot give his daughter 
in marriage in time 

This WAS with reference to the fathers. And what about such girls? 
It is far more interesting. A girl who was not married before the attaixunent 

of puberty bus been permitted by Mauu to wait for three years after that 
imberty period and then select her own groom indepondentiv.** Sup|>ort- 

Vide Malifthharatu Udyogaparva, Olmps. 116-120. 
** ftnihpvfcpto varae kanyfrifi yo no prayacohati 

miai rnyaa lutS pibatitoaitam. Qiiotcd in I dviliatatvam, p. 307. 
*» r/>irf., p. 307. • ^ 
” Vigpn, Chap. XXIV, pp, 38-80. . _ 
* ‘8a hi BvainySd alikianied |iun8mpratirodhnnlt,-Mauu Karhhjfft, Chap. lX/93 

p. 03. 
’ll Rh6raiiy4 vidya, Vo!. XII, 1961, p 96 

BliHrtiimave^anc tvara‘—Banapnrvu—Mahibhirata 293/86. 
,1 .^P«daW pita vicyalj-JbW. 393/35. 

lA / bO, 
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ing jstatemenls avo nvnialble from the Mahuhhflrata,** Gnuinflia Dhnrma- 
gutra*® and Vishou Sarphitri.*^ Jlaeked ])v Much eiroiig direqiions from 

the ancient lawmakers the girls hoMiaied not for a moment to make best 

iise of this power. The story of Suvitrl shows how she travelled by a finely 

decorated chtCriot to find out a hu&buiul worthy of in nil respects and after 
finding beautiful Satyaban selected him ns her groom.*® This is the oldest 

type of Svayaihvara of the Sm^tis. « 

In this connection, however, some sort of difference of opinion prevailed 
regarding the tinio-Iiinit up to which n girl should wait after reaching 
puberty. Manu,** and Baudhavana*^ sjjocified the time to be three \enra 

(trinibarsiinvudikseta). Visnu** and Oaufnnia** arc in favour of prescribing 
^ree monthly periods (Rtus) in place of three years. On the problem, the 

opinion of Dr. StornI)aek ma.v bo quoted. He sa>s—“The first duty of the 
young collide was to bear cliildren Therefore, immediately nflor the monthly 

period (Rtugamana) coitus had to take place. This was of great importancp 
for the marriage and therefore the space of time of throe monthly periods 

was completely sunicient, only wdih gi*eat liberality w’as it possible for the 

later commentators to extend this period,”®^ 

Now this t;v7)(‘ of freedom on the pari of giils could not be looked up 

with ease by the orthodox writers and Menu’s direction in this reference is 

a bit confusing. H? says that a girl indulging in this type of marriage 

should not be entitled to lake with her ornaments given previously by her 
father, brother or mother If slj(* takes, she must be chmgeil with theft 

Manu has been supported b^ (iautama *** Yajfnalkya''® lias enunciated n list 
of persons who are to he d-M*med of as legal gimulinns of girls A girl can 

resort to Svavamvaia onh when all of tlumi are absent 

Naradu tried to restrict tlie power of the maidiMis to a certain oxient 
According to liim such a nauden in the absence of all giveis slionld report the 
matter to the king and may select the groom herself through the permission 

of the king. Wliatiw r ma\ be the case, there is no denying the fact tli d 

girls were permitted under certain eircumslauces to sfdec-t for thcmBchis 
their husbands. 

The next stage of Svauiirnara cun bo marked in the condition rd 
society in W'hich fatluTs realising tlie .sciinusness of the situation arisica 

out of legal licence, arranged the whole show of Sva\nrhvara asBcmbl' 

whorefi'oin girls selected then* husbands for themselves. Svaynihvara (>f 

Kunll falls at this stage. Kunti in the es'>embl,A selected Pamju and h i 

Anu., p. 44/lG. 
•• Chap. XVni, 
** Chap. XXIV. 40. 
M Satyabfinannrupo me hharleh monnBa vrtalj—Mah&hhirata- IHnnparTtt, 290^10 
»* X/90. « IV. I. 14. « XXIV--40. =• XVin—20. 

Vide his article on Hindu Mamage in Bli&retiya vidya. 
» Mann. Chap. IX, 92. 
** Gail. Dh. 8Q. Chap. XVm. 
« 1/63. Gamyaih Avabbfivo dfitfnAih Kanyft Kury« flvByariivaran...YRj, 1/04. 

*1 Tad& ill oaiva ka4cit ay&i Kany& r&janaiu Miayct. 
ARflifiaya varatfa taaya parik^ya varnyct flvayam.—Qqoted in Vtramilrodaya com* 

mcniary on Y. flam, 1/64, 
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father approved of the ninrriagc! and bad it done under his care.’® 
Indumatl's Svayariivara an described by Kiilidasa, in bis BaghuvaihAani, 
should be olossificd under this category. Here in these instances* we notice 

that father tried to accommodate and respect the will of the girl as far as’ 
possible. 

The third variety of Svayamvara is interesting. Here we mark a 

tendency on the part of Ksatriya fathers to arrange for a Rvayamvara for 
their girls but they wisely left less scope for them regarding sclfclioice of 
the groom. Here fathers arranged for the asseniblagc of vniinnt princes 

and j)lnced before them certain coiulitiona, bj fuirilin''nt of which a prince 
could marry tlie daughters of the king coucemecl Here again fathers 
dominated the whole sliow and th‘*ir duiighteis Imd nothing to do except 
choosing as groom the ])orbon who could fulfil Iho (‘onditkm laid down by their 

fathers. Draupadi’s Sva\am\ara rcjavseiits this st‘ige King Drui)adH nn- 
nounced tliat a ]>er‘.on who cr)uld pierce tlie mark by NlriTiging the l)ow' in j^ro- 
per way, would I)e able (o inairy his daugbt(*r Dmunadi in the Svayaravara 

nfiRembly. Arpnia atnonesi all Ibo ]»riju**'s nssend)l{*d f'U* tin* purpose whr sue- 
coRsfuI in fulfilling llie condition, and Dnupadi was i.dM*n away to him as a 
natural consequence. In this connection mention may be made of the 
marriage of Slta, which is g nerally staled to be performed according to 
Rvayamvara fonn of inarriago. Actually Bpcakiug it wm by no means 
tt case of R\a^nri»\aru man-iage. King dnnaka decLircd his daughter Sitfi 
as Vir^osulka and prr'niiscd that any>n«* who eould break the bow.’* 
received from fii\H would yet Rita. 'I'hiis it was said about Kainn by Jannkn 
that llama would be able to get Ritu aa wife if he was able to perform that 
\uJoroiis act.*‘ \’'is\ainitrH asked Hlinu to see the purticuhirfi of the bow, 

and Ruina easily becirne able tn break the bow'. Dasaralha was immediately 
reported of the heroic deeds of his valorous sou. nn<l he came unci asked for 

Sita as llama'r wife to Jauuka. Jtinaka fulfilled the ]tromise. and Sitfi 
W'ns given away to Rama in aecordance with the ithf-unis directions. Here 
we notice that Sita laid nothing to <lo foi hi If m luc the entire 

part in IhiR (‘onneetion heinL' plmcd lu d.uial.i 

But when Dr. P V. Knne savs that ‘the Rvn\iimvara of Rita or 
• • 

Braupadi did not doiiend upon the will of the bride, but the bride w’as to 

be given in marriage to whomsoever showed a certain skill us a w'arrior*, 
his statement should be taken ur a gemial one It must ho noted hero 

that the word Svayariivara can under no circumstances l>c ahBi>ciated with 
the marriage of Situ. On the one hand no S\.naiinam as'-emliK was 
an'anged by Jannkn, w'hile on the other linnd Rita hud no scope for sclecUuy 
Rama as husband. What ahe did was nothing otlior than folkanug tlio 

directions of her father. Marriage of Draupadi cun under no circumstances 

be equated with that of Rita. Her marriage w'us normally niTanged in the 
order of a real Svayamvaru, but yet it bad some sort of speciality for 

MahahhSmtft Xdi, 200.18. 
” Vlrye4ulkoti me kfin>& Hih&piteyauiujim'jj—l»4n>3y»u)rt. Adi. K. oo/ia 

ibw. 4d». K. oo/ae-a?. 
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wiiicih it defierres a special study of itself. I'he story aa reccarded in the 
Mah&bh&rata is interesting. After the announcement of king Draupada, 
■evaral longs tried their best to string the bow for hitting the mark. When 
aLtpost all kmgs became ashamed of their faUiires, Karna went forward to 
fit the arrow in the bow. In spito of the fact that the king Drupada did 
not lay any condition regarding the caste and creed of the person trying 
to show his worth, yet Draupadi, in rather a very surprising position pro¬ 
tested that she would nol under any circumstuncs bo ready to many ,a 
charioteer’s son, if he fulfilled in toto the conditions, laid down by her 
father."® It is far more interesting that Karna bad to count the insult 
silently in the presence of the valorous prijic('s, and her father Drupada 
did not utter a single word regardijig this paiticular bthnviour of his 
daughter. Then Arjuna tried for hitting the mark and when ho became 
successful, Draupadi followed him and placed the garland round his neck 

The story of Draupadi shows clearly how the gills after fully realising 
their helplessness in the assembly, conducted niidei the guidance of their 
father, felt it quite proper to raise a voice of pretest ngiiinst such dealings 
of their fathers. This further goes to show that fathers under the eirciun- 
stimces were wise enough not to hesitate to honour the sentlnicnt of the 
girl, concerned. 

The laying down of condition by fathers took such a iiosition in society 
of the Ksatriyas that a king could not think of any other form of inairiage 
except Svayamvara. The Ksatriyu kings invited or uniiiMtcd would think 
it their duly to regard a Svayamvara as a place of showing valouis. Not 
to speak of other kings, even n life-long cclebate like JiliT^nia fc'll it dignified 
on his part to participate in the Rvayaimm-a of the three girk of the king 
of Ka^. When he was reproached by others for such an iietivitv, lie boldly 
retorted that priiices admire and resort to SvavifmAara ‘® Tlie position 
took a serious turn that for the Ksatriyas a Svayamvara-sabhu bc'camo a 
regular battle-field where two things* did occur. On the one Inuul a more 
powerful prince would forcibl\ fake away the girl from such an nssemldy 
and on the other hand tlio selecled prince \^ou]d often had to face the 
combined attack of all the assembled princes unselccied by the bride 
concerned. 

This would create an embnrraswng ]»osition l>o1h for tl'c prince 
selected as also for the father of the bride concerned. An instance of Uiis 
first type we find in the story of liliisnia already referred to. He simply 
went to the Svayaifavaru assembly of the daughter of the king of KasI to 
carry away the girls. His statement reveals that at that time it was almost 
fl settled and accepted convention, on the part of a Ksatriya prince. Again 
in tile Mahabharata, wo hear that Arjuna, when bclected by Draujjadi was 
attacked on all sides by Duryodhana and his allies, and fortunately for him, 
Arjuna could defeat them It is under this perspective perhaps the 

tu taih Draupadi T&kyamnccair yagSda nabam varayftmi autam 
fiftmarfahSaam praBumikaya sQiyam ialyajo karnab aphuritail) dhanutiat. 

Mah&bhfirata Idi. 161/28. 
»• BvayaihTarath tu raionySb pUiCaiiiHautynpajantica (8. T. text), Xdi. ». 109/17 
if Viie Mlfiibbarata Adi Parva, Chap, 205. 
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ocHiTieatioQ grew up in sooiety tibat a Brfthinana hfid goii no fight) io be 
present being selected in a Svayamvara assembly.** Thus in the form 
of a Brahmin Arjuna had to face criticism from the Ksatriyas tassembled 

for the purpose. This was qiiite rational in view of the fact that to 
oipato in the warfare was not in nature of the Brahmins and thus 
argued that Svayamvara was meant only for the Ksatriyas.** 

Naturally this condition of society could not remain longer, and it 
existed in the society ns long as the K^atriyas were valiant and chivalrous. 

Moreover, the girls amidst such an assembly felt their helpless position and 

did not like to be such objects of w'arfare. We may in the next stage of society 
imagine the existence of a kind of Svayamvara which may be caUed so in 
the strict sense of the term Damayanti’s case may be cited as an illustra¬ 

tion. We hear about her case that just after the attainment of youth, 

her father Bhima thought it to be the ripe time for performing his duty 

towards his daughter, in the form of arranging for her Svayamvara." The 
princes on hearing of the news, arrived en massr and Nala was also 

encouraged to be present, but there were interruptions on the way by flie 

gods. At last in the assembly DamayantT tactfully managed to select Nala 
as her Inislumd.*^ The union being a worthy one, was acclaimed by all 
to their hearls content and fortunately for Damayanti no king stood against 
Nala. Here we notice that the whole show was arranged by Damayantl's 

father but in no way he made any interference in respect of selection of 
tli^ groom In her. That mere selection did not amount to marriage proper 

is evident once more by the fact that Bhima had to make necessary 
arrangenunt for rit^^a ot marriage after the selection was over and when 
th(* y>riiKcs iuvit ‘d were depaHed.** 'J'he description of the Svayamvara of 
Indiimatl as described by Kulidusa in his BaghuvauiUih (Canto VI) is 

identical in character His reteronce to the fact that disappointed kings 

did not feel any inclination towards causing any disturbances, due to the 
presence of SacI^® goes to show that the tradition of fighting in such au 

assoinhlv did not die out altogether in his time. Julius Jolly has expressed 

doubt to tile extent that it is hardly possible that the bride could follow 
her inclination in such a festive gathering dominated by her father.** But 

the description of the Hvayamvara of ludumati as described by Kididasa 

will show' that Ksatriya princesses never hesitated to express the true feeling 
of their heart. The story of Draupadi will corroborate the conclusion 

further. 

In this connection reference may be made of the story of Svayamvara 
of Saslkalu, where Svayamvara has been classified as Iccbasvayamvara, 

Pa^iasvayarhvara and Snurynfiulka Svayamvara.**. 

38 Ka ca vipro$vadlukSro vidyate vara^adi prnti. Bvayariivarnli KKAtnyftn&iu itiyai|i 
prathitft flrutilj Xai. p. 204/8. 

** Svsyaihvara^ KBatriyap&xii vivShah puru^r9abha''Adi, p. 239/22. 
*• Vide Vanaparva, 51/8. 

Vide Vanaparva, 54/28. 
Vide Vanaparva, 54-44 (S.I. text). 

38 Kag1iuvAth4am, VIT/8. 
** Hindu Law and Cuatoin (tr, by B. K. Ghosh), p. 112, f n.^ » 
** Svayaiiivarastu iribidhal^ vidvadbhil^ parikTrtita^. 
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The gtory of her Svayaxhvera marriage is mtereaiing. Whon her father 
arranged for the Svayaihvara, aho informed hor mother through her com¬ 
panion that she would select no person other than Sudari^ana as her 

husband,** Though discouraged by her mother, she sent messenger to 
6udar4ana, who also turned up in the tkssembly. When again YodhiTjit 
expressed his readiness to kill him, the king of Korala retorted that in 
Xocha-svayanivara there is no scjope of fighting among the princes. As the 

girl here independently chooses her groom, a i)riiicc other than the selected ^ 

one is not permitted to carry away the girl forcibly as Bhi^mu did in case 
of the princess of Kusl.*^ The story further records a very impoitnnt and 
interesting stage in the development of Svayamvura marriage. Here 

Satikala on being requested by her father to be present in the Svayamvara 
assembly, did flatly decline to concede to the request. Her point was that 
the moment in which a girl enters the assembly, gurbmd in hand with a 

view to select her husband from amongst the princes present, she becomes 
8 general lady (Sunianya) and her status l>ecouies equivalent to that of a 
harlot. She has further elaborated the proposition by stating that to pass 

through a host of kings, without being attracted to any one of them, is like 

the action of a courtesan to uocepl men without lu'iiig in love with mj 
one.** She again was not reiuh tf) In* an olijoct of l’anusva;\iiiiivara lor the 

same reason that if person^ more than one could fulfil the couditions laid 
down, then an intricate position might arise, as all wrtuld claitii the yirl as 

wife.** The story of Saslkala tliiis points out to a stage innnedi.itcly 
preceding the decayin^^ one, us we find the girls imwilnug to be present 

before the assembly of princes and to be an object of (pianel and fight 
among them bringing disaster to a liappy perfoinuniee. 

As the Bva^alh^ara niarii.igc* was pnmnril^ a m.irri-me meant for the 

K^atriyas, the systtnu died out p^o'b'jis with the lo* s ot valour of the 

K^ntriya 2^nuces in India as also for the reas^ni that girls gradually felt an 
inclination towards disajpu’oval of tin* foim of inairingc. T.-ast record of 

this form of marriage is iusilable in tin* Vikrnnank Klevucaritri (f'aiito TX) 
of Bilhann, where we find a desciiption oi tlu* li'storlc Hva>aiiivaru of 
Candral'^khn, dauglitor of Siliiara, prince of K irahatu (mod(-ru Karad) 

where she chose Ahavnm.dla or Viloam’inka, the (’rdukva kijic of Ka]\rina 
(latter half of 11th century). 

Tlajfi&in 'vi\rdm\ogvo \a( uaiiyc^uih Lathitalji kilB 
Icch5.8vayaih\n.r.'4tftiko ilvitT\a4»a pTnaljlialhil; 
Yathtl llflin'’na l>]iafrnjiu vai ti vauihal Msya ‘^oujsHnMrn. 
Tftiyah fl»iry,iKulKaflr*a J^iiiuafirli ]a} kirfit.ilji- I)evjl»Iifiga\fltan) Pk. ITT, 

Chap. XVIIT, p)». 41*4.S (od. by Ilnucbarnn Basil). 
4* N&nyath baiam liaiiMvaiui I unite v,n Ibttl. SK. Ill. C\\, XYTIT, 

p. 47. 
Naira yuddhaii) pnikait iviaiii iGjannudia'trnvaiiivnie 
Baicma harenaih iiaFli nStra niitka svayniiivarol.i 
Konyecchay&tra varai;)adi vivfidal.i kTdr'aHl\iba—DcvIbliAgavatani, Sk. ITl/lt^i 

pp. 54-55. 
4* Hvayamvare Brayaiii yida gadTinti TJMndapo 

Hftmaiivd sfi ta^ii juts kulalev&para hudbuT;i 
Naikabhfiv4 yutlift ve4>ft br(1)& pa4yati Uauiukain 
Tathahaih mundape gatva kiirve vaniFtri^akpim—J5W. Rk. ITT, Chap, XX. 

pp. 05*67. 
Kite pa^e nahAr&ja Burvt^aiu vasaya liyabam, etc.-*/5td., 6k. in, Chap, XXI) 

pp. 51*52. 
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FREEDOM MOVEMENT IN TWENTIETH 
CENTURY INDONESIA 

Jayantakcmar Ray, 

Research Scholar, Political Science Depi, 

A difitinguiahod author* lias referred to Tiidonesians as a people 

against geography. Indonesia is the land of islands reaching the 

naagnifieenl total of three tliousand. The iuaji)r islands are only four 

in numl>er—Ja\a, Sumatra, Boi'iieo. This peculiar geographical 

feature is to be specially mentioned because tlie awakening of national 

sentiment docs not take place simultaneously in all parts of a single 

country and wayward geography makes it increasingly more difficult 

in llie case of Tndongsia. This fact, therefore, also serves to illustrate 

the quality of stalemanshjp displayed by lljoae heroes of freedom move¬ 

ment who have to work untiiingly in order to form public opinion, 

organise public a(‘iiou and canalize [topnlar energy avoiding any 

(tverflow. 

National atmtiment dawned in Indonesia out of several well-known 

factor^. Ill the first place, (here were not a lew’ social grievances. The 

Dutch were the rulers and the Indom^siuns envied the superior position 

they cnjtiyed and enforced in comparison to their own serfdom. This 

hitlerness was all the more inflamed as the Dutcli made them face an 

unequal competition with tlie Chinese in Indonesia. Indonesians were 

smarting under some restrictions regarding residence and travel from 

winch the C’hinese w'ere made free. Moreover, the Dutch Government 

even passed some laws favouring the Chinese only such as extending 

financial help to Clunese schools. These grievances centring social 

inequality were cemented w’ith the modernisation of Japan. Japan 

thereby lifted herself to a status equal to that of the Pluropoan nations 

mid also instilled in the downtrodden Indonesians a just craving for 

('quality. In tlie second place, outside influences must be reckoned. 

There were Iw^o stirring events in Asia in the first decade of the 20th 

fcntur}'—the Russo-Japanese war and tlie Chinese Revolution—both 

focussing the formation of the national movement and the growth of 

^ resurgent Asia. The former restored the confidence of the dormant 

in their ability to tear away the cultches of the West. The latter 

t! > • 

t 

* Vtd» htK liArtk. A/mUi tiaa Aun bciirrrn TTorMt Tilw 
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suggested a way of reformation. The former urged them to asseri. 

The latter impelled them to organise. In the third place^ enlightened 

advocates o£ colonial upliftment in the country of the colonial power 

itself did a lot. They argued out the case for concessions to the 

conquered. Exploitation then in some spheres at least gave way to 

paternal despotism. Prom the end of the 18ih century to the beginning 

of the 20th Dutch interests veered round what was essentially commer¬ 

cial and tangibly profitable. But with the opening of the 20th century 

the Dutch became aware of the civilisational aspects of their Indonesian 

enterprise. As B. H. M. Ylekke writes in p. 319 of NusanUira, “ The 

period between 1900 and 1917 became an era of increasing care by the 

Government for the native inhabitants of the Indies.** All that 

emphasized the little achieved and the vast to be attained and 

crystallised public sympathies for concerted action. Lastly, the favoura¬ 

ble response that the Indies Chinese received from governmenlal 

measures by acting through an organisation stimulated in Indonesians 

hatred for the Chinese and the Dutchmen just as it also stimulated 

a hope of success. Indonesians grew zealous for strong common 

organisation launching a unified struggle for the removal of disabilities. 

However, the first glimpses of the coming freedom-movement 

can only be caught by a few advanced minds. And here we must look 

at a letter written as early as 1900 by a Javanese woman named Kartini, 

daughter of an Indonesian aristocrat, to one of her friends.® “ With 

heavy hearts she wrote, ** many Europeans here see how the 

Javanese, whom they regard as their inferiors, are slowly awakening. . 

.But we are going forward, and tliey cannot hold back the 

current of time.Many of them (Hollanders) are among our 

best friends, but there are also others who dislike us, for no other 

reason than we are bold enough to emulate them in education and 

culture.’* 

The first association to be formed with a nationalistic leaning 

is also associated with Kartini's name. Of course, nationalism had to 

be contented with an humble beginning because the association was 

primairily cultural. Kartini in 1902 founded a school where western 

education would be imparted to women who were enabled to reap the 

fruits of modem female education so long confined to Western countries. 

Bat the membership was limited and granted only to the female 

progenies of Indonesian Officials. Inspiie of this aristocratic basis the 

school undoubtedly furthered national ideals. Inspite of the Moha- 

s Vid» * Xietten of « JavsuoBc PrincesB, B. A. Earfcmi Pub. bj Buckwortb 
in tl»e year of 1991. 
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religion, the Indonesian women found a copunon oultural plat- 
form which could be easily utilised to form a political associatien* 

The next important step in the direction of a national cultural 

movement was taken by a Javanese medical man M. W. 8. Husodo. 

He aimed at enlightening his countrymen on western teachings plus 

Indonesian heritage. Unsuccessful at the beginning, he was mightily 

backed up by Medical students of aristocratic birth in founding in 190B 

the organisjiiiou, Budi Utoiiio, the name standing for genuine effort. 

The organisation set its goal the development of '' all that grants to 

the people a dignified life thereby indicating its essential nonpoUti- 

cal character. The organisation looked to the elders for mature 

guidance, to the >oungineji for a forward drive. Within a year the 

membership total recorded significant increases. It began to lose 

members only after the rise of political organisations inside the country 

and of extremist political tendencies outside. But while the number 

of members diminished, the programme was expanded as, especially 

after the first world war, Budi Utomo began to interest itself in matters 

political.* 

The first politically based organisation was Sarekat Islam, founded 

in 1012. Like Budi Utomo, it was in origin a nonpolitical organisa¬ 

tion, hut later launched on a political career, the call being that of 

self-government. By 1010 ", G. M. Kahin nicely summarises, “ its 

membership had readied ahnosi two and a half million, and its militant 

nationalist iirognuiune w'us boldly dedicated to complete independence, 

to he attained by force, if necessary.*' Similar leadership was 

not visible earlier and now the masses were deeply enthused. Thp 

masses began to wake up as the leaders awakened thm to the rid^ 

IMissibililies of self-government attained by self-help. 

There were several factors responsible for this rise of leadership, 

apart from the fundamental reason of general social conditions 

engendered by centuries of foreign domination. The first was religious. 

Christian missionary activity was growing more and more aggressive 

in various countries. There were some Mohamedan countries still free 

ii’om colonial cultches. All were in danger and all began to tighten 

up mutual ties in order to forestall the common danger. The situation 

was oue of spontaneous give-aiad-take especially on the cultural plane— 

for cultural relations admit of far easier iiiteniational organisation tbaUi 

say, political or economic relations—because fear-complex has here a 

, ® Vide Sitonis, L. M., Hhlovy of the Indot ettian i^fionahst Mopement, 1W7, 

, * la 1854 the Dutt^ Government mwd a regti’stioa prohibit po'iticsl orgstti- 
which was a factor in nhaping hudi ITtonio's initially mocieBi amij, 
in_lOJAD VT 
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!essw pari to play. So, Modem Islamic Tboogbi, havjug for it's centre 

Cairo and its teacher the !E}g}'ptian M. 8. Md. Abduh, began to stir 
Indonesians. Teachers from Egypt also toured Indoneua and 

Indonesian students flocked in al-Azhar University in Cairo. Islam 

was in a process of readaptaf ion to the modern era; superstitions of the 

Islamic creed were subjected to scrutiny with a view to abandonment; 

scientific thought and practice were encouraged and brought to bear 

upon the principles and rituals of Islam. This is not all of the Abduh 
Influence. It further expressed itself through the Muhammadijah, 

founded in 1012, which supplemented the ethical programme of Islam 

by a social programme. It advocated reforms in almost every sphere— 

education, health, marriage. It supplied to the religion a social tone 

and thereby brought the people nearer to political self-consciousness 

for they were already near to the mosque. " What this Indonesian 

really needed was to be able to call himself an Islamite ”, wrote 

Prof. Wertheim, ” without having to feel ashamed of his faith in the 

presence of Westerner’s; to profess a faitli, that is, which harmonized 

with the mcMlern age and liis own aspirations as a man of his time.” * 

Now, the Sarekat Islam leaders had the foresight to feel the importance 

of this socio-religious influence as an aid to political development. 

Thus, as contrasted to Budi Utomo, the Sarekat Islam leaders 

approached the people through the religion and not through the aristo¬ 

cratic class and derived the prize of a greater following in a quicker 

time. 

The other cause of emergence of able leadership through the 

Sarekat Islam was economic. The Chinese merchant class was much 

too tricky for the Indonesians. Besides, the strong organisation that 

backed them and secured from the Dutch authority discriminatory 

treatment in favour of the Chinese underlined the necessity of similar 

activity on their part. Indeed, the origin of Sarekat Islam can be 

traced back to Sarekat Dagang Islam (Islamic Trading Association) up¬ 

holding co-operative protection against the Chinese and even boycotts. 

It was founded in 1909 mainly, through the initiative of a Javanese 

merchant, namely, R. M. Tirtoadisurjo. 

This new organization brought home the crying need for unity 

and, i^erefbrc, soon became the rallying point of Indies Moslems. 

MemWship rose up to a large figure. Boycotts against the Chinese 

were instituted with planned regularity sometimes leading to anti- 

Chinese riots. As a penalty it was banned by the Government. Thr 

<5 Vitfe W. Pt Wertboim’fl book, Efiert of Western CitiHzsiion on 
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ban was lifted iti a few months. Towards the eud of 191^ the leadei*- 

sliip <rf Sarekat Dogatig Islam was diifled ou to the nonniendiant claes 

and it reappeared as Sarekat Inlaiii under the Chainnatiship of O. 8, 

Tjokroaminoto. I'lie first Congress met in January, 1913, where tlie 

Chairman diplomaticaily strebsed the nonpolitical character of his ass»)- 

ciation and stood against any disloyalty to the ruling govermueui. In 

particular, he held out the following pFugramiue: (a) promoting 

commerce among Indonesians; (b) mutual sup^x)!*! of members who 

encounter economic difficulties; (v) promotion of the intellectual 

development and material interests of the Indonesians; and (d) oppo¬ 

sition to wrong religious concepts concerning the MoJiammedan religioii, 

and promotion of religious life among Indonesians.* 

Clearly, this was meant to hoodwink the government and was 

necessitated by the government regulation No. Ill banning politics 

through organizations or meetings. Speeches in party gatherings 

proved tlie iiiadequacj of the announced progranime in representing tlw 

total aim of the i)arty appareni fiom (he quick grnwtli its orgHuiza-* 

lions. I'lnis, m March, 1911, Iho leader the Semnnuig bninch of 

llie asbocialion announced : *’ The Surekat Islam ahead} oxisled in 

the hearts of (lie natives betoio it \mis C'^tablished. This is not onl\ 

a movement of an economic and moral nature, but means also that the 

natives seek justice, which they ha^e never }et found He also 

stated that the Indouesjaiis must understand why they were poor and 

for that they must make a united front. 

While the masseb hailed the existence and expansion of Barekut 

Islam with all enthusiasm, the reaction of the aristocratic classes was 

different. They watched with anxiety the divisioji of interests between 

them and the people brought out by the leaders of Sarekat Islam. 

Anxiety ga\e birth to a feeling of iobecunt} that turned into actt\e 

opposition. As Fromberg commented ou this development: lndo« 

nesian Civilians could no longer be trusted by the musses as the 

repositor}' of goodwill and justice. Some of the laws were oppressive 

and sometimes the native officials executed them without trying to 

mitigate their rigour. In effect, people began to look down upon (he 

Indonesian Administrative Officers as the custodian of Mich tyrannical 

law^s. 

Nafurally, the initial religious professions of the party leaders ga-\c 

Way to open acceptance of a political goal to which religion would be 

• Vide niumlxirgd m ' Knoyrlopncdia NAdPiIoniNrli Iiulio (dnl Eflilmn, TH, 005.; 
‘lUolpd jrom Ksfain'ii * NftUonnHftm and Itevolntion in Thdom’-^ia . r 

’ Vide Fromberg, “Do Tnland^cbe, TU"Wcgi»g of .Tavr , p. .»iq ipioled from 
ibid., p. 68, 
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employed as a means. And we learn from Fromberg the statement of 

Tjokroaminoto that Sarekat Islam would not allow its pulitiual aim to 

be frustrated by religion which would be utilised as merely au iiiatni- 

ment of unity. 

The government could no longer slumber over the growing 

popularity of such a movement, nor could it go all the way in suppressing 

Sarekat Islam altogether; for, as Sitorus emphasises, that miglit have 

been dangerous by evoking universal hatred and rebellion. Therefore, 

the Dutch authorities resorted to the novel plan of nonix'coguition. They 

would not acknowledge the unity of the organization so that its strength 

could be sapped in a roundabout but nonethelesH effective manner. To 

that end the Government passed an act in March, whereby it 

accepted the legal status of the different hranehes of Saiekai Islam, l>ut 

refused to grant the same for the association as a whole. But this 

policy undermined the strength not of the party as a whole but of a 

section of the party. The C’entral organization of the party was largely 

composed of the champions of Islam modernised. Hence their authority 

was weakiied as they became isolated from the kK*al branches of the 

party ruled by leaders given over to Marxist ideas. Tlic government 

policy thus paved the way for predominance of commumstiealh inclined 

leaders and a more radical turn of the iiioveiuciit. 

Bide by side with the growth of Sarekat Islam Indonesian 

nationalism found a powerful exponent in another party—^the Indies 

Party. It had certain novel features. Firstly, it was the product of 

a Eurasian-Indonesian combination. Secondly, it frankly challenged 

the Dutch Government and proclaimed openly the goal of self-govern¬ 

ment—^unlike any of its predecessors. The government too grew Jiostile. 

The first leaders of the party, Dr. Mangunkusumo, Dekker and 

Dewantoro, were exiled, and were succeeded by Sneevliet, Brandsteder, 

and Dekker. Later on this Sneevliet was greatly responsible for the 

Communist orientation of Sarekat Islam, the ground being already 

prepared by the Dutch kw% 

Sneevliet *s grasp of political reality was immense and lie realised 

in no time that the Eurasian leadership of his party would fail to capture 

the imagination of the native peoples. Besides he was a Socialist while 

in Ketherlands and also while in the Indies. So, Indonesians must be 

Won over to Marxism. Sneevliet, therefore, set himself to the task 

of infiltrating Sarekat Islam which exercised at that time the greatest 

influence over the Indonesians. He began to make increasing and 

elective contacts with oommunistically inclined leaders of Sarekat 

tfilfltn. He sttoomlod in soenring a Mnrxisf orienTation of Sarekat Tskm 
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with some leaders, tiamely, Barsono and Semaun as the most' redoubt¬ 

able champiouH. 

There were two principal reasons rendering BneevUet’s task 

easier. The Russian sccjie considerably influenced the events in 
« 

Indonesia. IndoneHiuris became increasingly reH|K)nsive to ideologies 

that pledged tlie emancipation of the toiling hiunanity. The second 

factor WU8 the doniestic legislation that led to a split in Rarekat Islam 

as between the (Vntral organisation and tln» \arioiis hVanches, the 

latter being admitted as legal entities while law did not recognise the 

unit^ of the party as a whole. 

As tlie hraiu'hes of Rarekai Islam pressed more and more for 

Communist Orientation of the party the Central organisation had no 

alternative but to yield and modify its principles in the light of recent 

resurgent tendencies. The effect w’as disceniible in the programme 

adopted at the Second Congress in October, 1017. The former aim ct 

self-government now gave ^^av lo the new demand of independence 

coupled witli v.irunis schemes of social rcioriii. Hy themselves these 

anus were not opposed to the tenets of Modern Islam. But, signifi^ 

cantly cnongii, they were aeconipamed by an open antagonism to 

condeinned eu[)il4ilism. Of conrso, this eondeiiination embarrassed the 

merchant followers of Rarckat Islam which could ntd afford this finan¬ 

cial risk. That is why Tjokroaminoto publicly S4>nghl to explain away 

tJie difference between internal and external capitalism hmtmg that the 

eondenmation was meant for foreign cupitalisni. The Central organisa¬ 

tion of Sarekat Islam luid to come to terms with the coiuniunistically 

inclined branches: for, in the first place, it could not venture to lose 

their sup[>ort: in the second ))luee, it lxs*ame aware of the potency of 

rtwolutioiuiry tenets that shook Kurop** m 1017-18 and w^as a bit 

inclined towards them. 1'he priKvedmgs at the third party Congress 

in October, ItHH, therefore, mulerliiied the socialistic bias of the 

organisation and emphasbsed the manifest revolutionary tone of its ideals. 

It is only in the contoxf of such a setting that we can examine the 

turns of Dutch J’oliey. The national movement, fortified by the Russian 

example, iKilstered up by Rarekat Islam, strengthened by the inroad 

of Marxist ideals, brought home to the Dutch autliorities ihe cverap- 

purent need ffir change. To these w'e might add the demand of socia¬ 

lists in Holland for a liberalisation of the colonial rule. I'he combined 

effect w^as the estahlishnient in 1918 of ‘ Volksraad * or ‘ Peoples ’ 

(Vuincir, although the hill was passed by the Ketherlands l^arJiamenr 

in 1910. The Couneil was to he (*orn]K»-ed of , at least, 80 memlwi's, 

the Chairman being appointed by the Crown. Only' 3 ludouesiana were 
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io be appuiuted by tlie Goveruor-Gbueral. OtberB, uiaiuly Dutch 

rettideutB ia the Indies, w^ere to be elected on a narrow franchise which 

was also indiredt. At first tlie Council had adwsoiy ix)W'Qrs only, 

although rights of petition, (juostioning. and of free expression were 

granted. Ainhy N^andeniosch einphasised in liis writings the fear «of 

old officials at the opening of the assouibh us for the first time the) iiad 

to bear the brunt of public criticism. Jn [oimI of fact, at the mtj 

first session of the C’ouiicil ihc go\erunicul was shocked by the Ireiiieii- 

dous fury of criticism. Kollo^\ed as it Mas by tiie outbreak «)f radical 

moveuients in Eui‘o[>e, it avus but a prelude to the oncoming o\erwhelm- 

ing outbursts. Thus, one member on Novem]>er 18, M'ent so far as to 

speak for the right of revolution. Alsu, the neMs of revolulionur\ 

enterprise in the iiiaialund of Netherlands rouclicd the government uud 

almost swept it off its feel—so much so tiiai tlje (ff)vernor-Oenerul in 

person pi'oiiiised the Council quick and extensive reforms m the Govern¬ 

mental structure. 

However, these ‘ November rromisc" ' onl\ jiarlU matcriahsHl—■ 
that too not until J925. All the same the \ olksraad serAcd as a f(K*us 

of nationalist agitation. But tlicre came forth a division, so lung 

dormant but being drawn up, m the nationulist front. 11iis di\ihiun did 

not centre round the obje<*tnc, mIjicIj remained to be mdepeudence; 

it centred round the means thereto; it lay lm>adly hk between the 

Communists and Non-communists. Inspite of Sneevliet’s arrest and 

exile in 1918, the Communist infiltration of Sarekat Islam went on, 

although even in the Fourth Paii\ Congress in 1010 the Marxists were 

not to control the organisation. That explains why Heiiiaun, being 

disgusted of the Central leadership of Barekat Islain, along with hie 

followers in the Social Democratic Association transformed themselves 

into the Coimuuiiist I’arty of the Indies, generally known js PKl. 

Now, the PKl. sought to link itself with the coniiniern. At the 

Becond Congress of the comintem Sneevliet represented Indonesia. At 

the third and fourth Congi’esses Darsono and Tan Malaka respectively 

took the seat of the Indonesian representative. But in August, 1023 

Semaun was arrested and liad to leave the country. The same fate soon 

overtook other leaders of the party. .\Jthough it lowered the organisa¬ 

tional strength of the party it heightened popular enthusiasm about it. 

Meanwhile Barekat Islam kepi on following an active )fiogi'amrao 

and the Central leaders still got the ui>per hand. There were small 

popular uprisings in CVlebcs and West Java Jn reh|>onse to vigorous 

outbursts against the government indulged by such leaders as Abdnl Muis. 

At lir^ time the (Vntral leadership of Barekat Islaiii was also successful 

in organising the trade-union movement in Indonesia by setting up 
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the I'rade Uuiuii Central ' wliich boiigiit to unite Iho trade uuion 

inoveuieatH in Indoiiebia. Seiuauii, failing to capture its control, started 

another, namily, * Kevolatiouary Trade Union Central *, thereby wreat- 

ing much of the strength of the former lK)dy. 

All this betokened a final repture between the two groups in Barekat 

Islam, 'rjiis was jiiost evident ai the sixth parti <'ongress in Buralmya 

in 1921. One section was willing to eo-opei-ate with the Hutch while 

continuing the struggle for self-go\ernnient. Otliers, niuinly Marxists, 

condemned such co-operation. And iheir leaders were vociferous in 

attacking the central leadership for being oblivious of class confiict and 

for being religiously minded. H. A. Salim came to the res<»uo and won 

the day by a vitriolic counter-attack that tlie i*n)phet had expounded 

Socialism and Materialism centuries ago. This completed a formal 

split and signalled tlie stH»essioii of Ihe Communist group from Barekat 

Tslam. The ^ongrcs^ did not break up till it passed a res<du(ion affirm¬ 

ing party discipline, tliat is, negating am attempt to lioKier up the PKl. 

Logically tliere ensued a long-drawii-out struggle for control of 

various branches of Barekat Islam u ith dire consequences for the pro¬ 

gress of the national struggle. In a \\a\ the Conuimnists were winning 

the earl} laps <jf the race, for they brought most of the branches within 

their fold. But the\ also had to sliare significant losses as the i>eaflantry 

fell apart. Firsth, their sympathy was alienated because of the religi¬ 

ous, if not irreligious, atliludo of the Marxist. It fell heavily on'fheir 

sentiment and support. Secondly, the government succesKfully block¬ 

aded contacts between tlie peasants and jxditieal leaders. 

The Communists, breaking loose from Barekat Islam, centralised 

their activities in the Indonesian Communist Parly. The formal forma¬ 

tion of the Red Centre was complete at a Congress held in December, 

1921. Earlj' in 1922 Tan Malaka took up the cause of a section of 

government servants and tried to convert their strike into an all- 

embracing strike. The attempt ended in a dismal failure. Tan Malaka 

had to leave the country. All this time Semaun w’as in Moscow. 

On his return he concentrated on controlling the trade union movement 

in its entirely. Late in 1922 he was successful in his project and 

formed the ‘Union of Indian Lalniur Unions * whicli reduced the 

authority of the * Trade Union Central ’ almost to a nullity. 

Thus, by 1923 the Communist leaders shadowed their rivals in 

two ways. Firstly, they captured tiie initiative with regard to the 

Indonesian Trade Union movement. They also had under their confrol 

a majority of the branches of Barekat Islam, The basic conflict with 

regard to tactics still continued—the Marxists were all for strikes aW: 

ft revblatioiiary procedure. But the otlier group of leaders sUtt 
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iUeir faith ou padi^iiueutui'y action and ('o-oi>ei'aUoii with the rulera. 

As the Marxist group gi’ew in iww'er, paxiianientary leadex's resorted 

to a.pm'ge and formed a new organisation called Partai Sarekat Islam 

Indonesia (P.S.I.I.). The Communist answer to this w’as the organisa¬ 

tion called Sarekat Rajkat Merat (Red People’s Association) whidi 

combined with the The PSll, however, had Muslim Nationa¬ 

lists as its A'anguard, who began lo shift to the goal of Pau-lslnmism. 

The polic}’ yielded a fuu* dividend. Indonesia being pre-eminently a 

Musliin count FA' nias‘^-psy<*holt>gy was not late in coming under its 

banner. 

In 19‘25 the controversy with regard to co-operation with the 

Dutch authorities again came to a head as m that year Indonesian 

repi’csentation in the Peojde’s Council was extended. 'I’lie powers of 

the Volksraad were also increased including such important ones as the 

power to alter government bills, to pass the budget and to question that 

might lead to debates and even a vote of confidence. As usual, the 

reactions of the two camps were quite different. While the moderates 

were jubilant over the victory of parliamentary nationalists, the Commu¬ 

nists called it a betrayal of the nationalist cause. 

In 19‘21 the Comintern at its fifth w’orld Congress issued a 

directive that attached tlie greatest importance to trade unions as (he 

only basis for succe^'sful revolution an3'wliere. Accordingly the Secre¬ 

tary qf the Indonesian Communist Party drew up in December, 1021 

a resolution that sought to disband the Sarekat Itajkats and fall back on 

the trade unions as the building blocks of revolution. But that would 

have altogether destroyed peasant sympathy which alredy lay hurt. 

So, a middle way w^as found out which led to a policy of gradual dissolu¬ 

tion of tlie Sarekat Kajkats so that the Indonesian Communist parly 

might be rid of any adinlerim adversity. However, the crowning poinl 

of the programme was the setting up of a Soviet Republic of Indonesia. 

Inspite of the cautious move the singular emphasis on trade unionism 

could not but jeopardise the interests of the peasantry wliich on its 

pmi; lost its interest in tying itself with the Communist organisatkm. 

It was all the more telling as the Communist leaders thwarted the move 

of 0 miited nationalist front initiated by Sarekat Islam. 

Another weakness in the Communist front was the internal 

division. Two sections foughS for mastery. One was completely 

wedded to Comintern’s command. The other sought to clialk out an 

indepejident line of action as adapted lo llic changing national situation. 

Niaw at a nrucial stage of the struggle the former group won. .At a 

xvaeting in October, 192$ the extremist group controUed the decision of 

t)ie Partiy’s Executing Committee and a resolution was taken Jbo 
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effect that a strike of the railwaymeu should be expanded into an all-out 

revolution culminating in the overthrow of Dutch authorities. The 

leaders even fixed up a date in June, 1926—^but owing to difficulties of' 

internal management it was postponed. When the first blow was struck 

it was vehemently repulsed by the Dutch authorities. The revolutionary 

distui'bauces were summarily quelled by active state measures. Tan 

JMalaka was of course rcsj)oii8ible for u couuter-nioveraent. But that 

could not have been the sole cause of the failure of the rebellion. 

Apathy of workers had much to do with it, for indeed there were 

successful strikes and even successful fighting against Dutch forces. 

But they were not plastered by strong mass support and lacked co-ordina¬ 

tion. And the Dutch were not ready to lose any ground by remaining 

on the defensive. In June, 3927, perhaps also fearing another outburst, 

the Dutch, formerly banning assembly and thereby weakening labour 

unions, all on a sudden adopted a thoroughly offensive strategy. They 

searched ‘students, screened others, scrapped documents, ai rested 

thousands and exiled many. During the year 1026 the government had 

arrested many leaders and that is one of the major reasons why the 

planned revolution did not materialise. During the year 3927 the 

government acted so as to block any such attempts in the futme. W^^ile 

the governinenl weakened the adversary it also con^derably tightened 

its ow'n clutches. Kahin notes that altogether some 33,000 people were 

arrested of which 4,500 got prison sentences, 1,308 got internment orders, 

832 were exiled to Tiinah Menil. Th^^ commuiust strength was sapped. 

U-1946P-VI 
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OomparatiTe AeathetiOB, Vol. II (Western Aesthetios) by Dr. K. C. 

Puiday* Published by the ChculchombR Sanskrit Series, Banaras, Price 

Bb. 20 only. 

The book under review is a lucid presentation of the aCbthotio theories 
of the master minds of the west, Hanging from Gorgins (470 B. C) and 

Socrates (467—399 B 0) to Benedetto Cr‘>ce (1866—105?) all the aesthetic 

theoiies as propounded h^ llie continental and British tlmikeis have been 

critically evaluated and pilled against the corresponding Indian views. 

The theories of ait are diverse. Ihev are imitative, hedonistic, 

pedagogic, kotbailic, mystic, mtellectualistic, emotive, transcendental 

and of many other varieties. All these type-s of aesthetic theory have 

been discussed threadbare and the author has taken ] articular care in 

tracing the influence of the predecessor in his successors. The parallel 
citation of the Indian views has niad'^ tho dihcu&sion interesting. We 

note that Plato's imitation theoiy w»as very iiiiuh n like to the theory of 

Sr^ankuka, 'the flisi exponent lu India of a theory of art cn tho basis 

of a system of Philosophy, like Plato * Plato’s theoij of illusion m ait 

bears marked resemblaucc to the vie\v« ntliihutod to Hhattn Lollnta by 

VMvanatha. Apart from such comparisiii of views aU ovoi the 

treatise, the author devotes a wliole chapter (Ch. XI\) to n detailed 

treatment of the points of similai'it} ond chflerencc in the tiesihetic 

thoughts of Indian and Western Aestboticisns. The Chaptei deals with the 
Hegelian and Indian classiflcation of atts and statca olaboiately tbe two 

points of view for handling the problem of art, difforenl approaches to 

the problem of aesthetics and the principles of artistic production such 

as imitation, reflection, illusion, selective imitation, idoalisalionf 

indention, veriEimilitude, symbolisation, concretisation and suggestion. 

The rich Bcholorship oi the author m Indian and Webtein acbthetics and 

his penetrating probe into the fundamentals of both have given the 

volume under notice value and dignity of lare magnitude. 

The book is divided mto foiiitLcn cliupleis. The author starts with 

the background of Plato’s aesthetlcb and en^b with the intuitive 

aeBthetlos of Croce. Within a span of flve hundred pages (f.e., the first 

thirteen chapters) the author has introduced Plato, Aristotle, PlotiuuB, 

8t. Augustme, St. Thomas, Durtr, Descartes, Bason, Hobbes, Hume, 

Berkeley, Addison, Burke, Baumgarlen, Kant, Hegel, Schopenhauer, 

Orooe and a host of other minor aestheticians. From the Bigoristio 

hedonism of Plato we pass on to the Pedagogism of Aristotle i(Oh. II). 

Plato's condemnation of arts was not acceptable to many and Plato 
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himself was well aware of the lac U That is why m his Laws* Book U 

he wanted to strike a golden mean and this olue was taken up by Atisioile 

in right earnest, Aristotle’s oompromise formula was presented in his 

pedagogic theory of art. It was Plotinus who pointed out that aesthetic 

experience belonged to the transcendental lovel. Iq Chapter VI the 

aesthetic trends in early Christian Era, Middle Ages and Benaissanoe 

have been presented and there it has been rightly observed that according 

to the Benaissanoe thinkers imitation and imagination ate the means of 

artistic production, that mutation m^ans verisimilitude, that emotion in 

the principle of harmony in art, tliat pleasure from ait is essentially 

intellectual and that ait is essentially a human invention. This trend 

of aestbetic thought in the Benaissauce era luilucDced the intellectualistic 

aesthetics of Dtbcaite'a, ns aibo the Briti«*b Aesthetic Ibiukeis Germany's 

contribution to Weslorn nestbcticM hab been elaboialely discussed in lour 

chapteiR, starting fiom Leibniz and Bamngarter and ending in Hegel and 

Scliopcnhuuer. 'J’be less known ncslhotic Iheoiy oi Leibniz has been 

presented in minute details Leibniz recogni'-ed different levels of 

aesthetic experience Eensory, cmc tive, intellectual and transcendental. 

He comcb \er} neni Abliionvagupln in liia formulation of the different 

levels of ucstheiic experience. The univertalisation of the individual 

at the hnal level of the aesthetic cxpcv'ence, as held by Leibniz coriespondA 
to the Sadburnnibbava in Indian eestheticb The penultimate chapter 

IS devoted to Cioce and opens with Croce s ciiiicibm of HegU's philosophy 

m general ni d of his theory oi fine art in pfiiiieulai, Accoiding to Croce 

‘Aesthetic' is the fubt tiuoietic foini The subject-object distinction is 

absent there. U is tree from tempoial and spahal limitations. According 

to Croce aesthetic expenenoe is a purely subjective experience cbarecierised 

by the freedom from predicative relation It is puie intuition. 

The whole range of ni’blhetu* thought ns stated above has been put 

in the volume under levievv m a st^le of ^ood grace and charming 

simplicity. We vclccmo th s \clurne and cotibider it to be an addition 

to the literature on nc&thesi'*'. 

S. K. Nandi 



Univbhsiti Elbctions 

Elections are being held for reconstituting the Senate of the 

University, The reconstituted Senate will be the Second Senate under 

the Calcutta University Act, 1951, According to this Act, the term 

of the Senate, Syndicate, Academic Council and other bodies in the 

University has been fixed at three years, and consequently the life 

of thet-e institutions would expire in the course of the present year. 

It may be pointed out in this connection that the first Senate, 

Syndicate and Academic Council under the Act of 1951 ctime into 

existence in 1954. Elections to the Senate are the most important 

for the constitution of the body corporate. The Senate is the supreme 

Governing Body of the University, and the constitution of other 

bodies cannot be made until the constitution of the Senate is complete. 

Under the Act of 1951, the Senate is pre-eminently an elective body, 

and elections to the Senate are made by a number of diffeiont consti¬ 

tuencies. These constituencies consist mainly of persons engaged 

or interested lu education and academic affairs in West Bengal. This 

feature of popular election is the most outstanding characteristic 

which distinguifahes the Calcutta University Act of 1953 from the 

previous Acts, namely the Act of Incorporation, 1857, and the Indian 

Universities Act, 1904. The Act of 3857 provided for an entirely 

nominated Senate, the members of which weie nominated by the 

Governor-General in CouiKiJ. The Indian Universities Act of 1904 

recognised the elective principle, no doubt, in the constitution of the 

University Senate, but the elected members constituted an insigni¬ 

ficant minority. The Act of 1953, however, has boldly accepted the 

elective principle as the basis for the constitution of the Senate and 

other important bodies in the Univeisity. 



'Notifications 
CAIiCtlTTA UNIVBHBiry 

Votification Ko. CSli/10/fi7 

It is DOUfied for general information ihaf Ifae Regulations for the Diploma Ciune in 
Mnseol as shown m Notification No C.B.R/34/56, dated the 20(h November, 1966. will 
take effect from the examiuatiun of 1058. 

The decision wis made bjr the Academic Council on 6ih March, 1957. 

Benattf House* D. CHAKRAVARTT, 
Tbs 2lst March, 1057. ifegiatror. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/2918/134 fAffl.) 

It is hereby notified for general infermation that the Govt. Sponsored College'for 
Women, Midnapoie has been affiliated in Etigli*<b, Bengali Vernacular, Additional pHperia 
Alternative Bengali, CiMcs, Ix>gic, Satskrit, Alternative Bengali, History. Ccmmereial 
Geography and Mathematics to the I A. standard, in English. Beogali Vernacnlar, Physics* 
Chemistry and Mathematirs to tbo I Sc. slandnidiin English* Benculi Vernaiular, Addi- 
thnsl Paper in Allernalive Bengali, Ecominics, Philosophy. Sanskrit Bengoli. History and 
Mathematics to the B A Pass standard from the session 1957-58 with permission to present 
its students at the I.A.. I.Sc. and B A. Examinations of 1950 and not earlier on oondition 
that the staff as proposed is appointed before the commenceuunt of the session X937<68 and 
the library is equipped with books of the value suggested. 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVARTI, 
Caloutts. Regittrar, 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/2872/97 (Affl ) 

It is hereby notified for general information that in esttnsion of the affiliation already 
granted, the Itarhuna Bijaynarayan Maba^idysltya, Hocgbly, has been affiPatrd in Physics. 
Chemistry ar d Mathimatics to toe B.Sc. Pass standard ard in English, Bengali Vernacular* 
Sanskrit History, Ecoreniics and Philosophy to the BA. t ass standard with effect from 
the eeasion 1967-58, i e., with permission to present candidates iu the above-named ^enbjeots 
at the evsiiiinaiions mentioned, frem 1050 and not tarlicr. 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVARTI, 
The 28th June* 1057. Registrar, 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/2635,18d (Afil.) 

It is hereby notified for general infoniiatioo that the Teachers* Training College* 
Darjiling has been affiliated in (1) Principles of Education, ete., (2) History of Eduesfion* 
(8) Oeoeral Methods* eto., (4) Methods of teaching English* Bengali, Hindi, Sanskrit* 
Mathematics, History. Geography, Hygiene, Physical Sciences. Biolcgieol Sciences. Primary 
and infant Mool Subjects, Arts and Crafta, (6} Essay aod Compositiua aud in the follow¬ 
ing additional snbjecta : (a) Mental and Educational Measiiremonts, (») Mental Hygiene 
and Child Guidance, (oi Methods and OrgaafBat.'on in Nursei^ Schools, etc. to the B.T, stan¬ 
dard from the eeasion 1967-58. 

D. CHAKRAVARTI. 
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OMIVEHSITY OF OALODTTA 

NoUficatioa 

No. C/2817/48 (Affl.) 

It is bfixeby notiQed for general iufoiinitioD that in exteasinD of the af&liation already 
granted, the Kalaa College has been nffiliated totheB.Sc V.i«e standard, in Pfayiio% Ch|- 
mietrT and Mathematice with c^eet from the aeesioQ 1957 58, f r , wiih permiaeion to ptcsent 
oandidetee in the above-named subjects at tba examination luentioDed, from 1959 and not 
earlier. 

Sonata Houeo. D. CHAKBAVAKTl, 
The 24th June# 1957. BeguUar, 

UNIVEJIPITV OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No c/iaei’y/iouAffl.) 

It is heieby nolihed for general information that in exteosir>n of the aifi! ition already 
granted, the Siliguri College has be**n affili-ited t) the 13.A. Pasi ‘•tan iard, in Qiglish, Ben¬ 
gali I'emarulHr. San^kiit, History, Philos >pliy Erouo mc^ and M itbeniatics with effect from 
the session 1957-58, t e. with permHsion to pre<»eiit raodidafes in the above-named subjects at 
the examinstion mentioned, from 1959 and not eeiher. 

Senate House, D CHAKltAVARTI, 
The 24th June, 1957. Uegnttrat. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No C'2865/27 (Affl.) 

It h hereby notified for gmnal iaformation that in extrns'on of the affiliafion already 
granted, the Vtdyaeagar College (’lOutU, his bom affilia'od to ibe B A. and B So. Honours 
standards InBctany with eifect fiom the acbsiuu 1957-58, tilth permission to present 
candidat'^e in the abOTe-oamed subject at the cxauiiuatiou mentioiod, from 1959 and not 
earlier, 

Senete House D. CHAKRAVAKTI, 
The 26th June, 1967. RepiAtrar. 

UNIVERRITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

ho. C/2877/115 (Affl » 

It is hereliy notified for general mformaliou Unit in ext nsum of the afiitiation already 
granted, the Mahs^ajadMraj Udaychand College for Women, BuidviHii bae b^en affliiabed to 
tho I.8c. staUvHard lo English. Bengali Vernacuhir, J^iysicb, ChemiBtrv, Mathematics and 
Biology wish effect fn m the session ]057'58, i,i , with [•etinise on to prerent candidatce in 
the above-named subjects at the examination im ntioned, from 1969 and not earlier. 

Senate Hoube, D. CHAKEAVAItTI, 

The 26tb June, 1957. Hegtitrar^ 
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notifioation 

No. C/2882/86 (Affl.) 

It is hereby notified for general information that in extension of the efflliation already 
graniedi the Uinberie College, Howiah bee been affiliated to the B A. Pees standard, in 
Boglish, Bengali ^Vernacular, Histoiy, Economica end Philosophy with effect from the ' 
eeaiioii 1967*58, t.s, with pariDTSsion to present candidates in the ioove-named subjeots at .the 
•laminatioD mentioned, from 1969 and not earlier. 

Sgnate House Di OHAKRAVABTI, 
Ae AM •Jono, 1957« Hegi$if§f, 
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oNivai siiy OP oalcdtta 

Notiflcaticn 

No G 2846/20 (Affl.) 

Ic iM hereby notified for general inf n nenon t> a'm extean n of the affili ition already 
granledi the Mabara a Manm Irirban lia Coilo^e, Cilcutii has l>een aOil a^ed in Pina ca aod 
Che niairy to the n So Paai staodardi an I in Md h to (h BA aad B He I aas stan¬ 
dards with effect from the 8e««ii n X067-58, i e with permission t> present ran iida ?a in the 
tbove-nanipd aub^eots at tbo eNamioetions mentioned from 1859 and uot iarli>*r 

Henote House. P CHAKBAVAHTI. 

The 25tb June, DOTp reytairar 

UNIVLHSITI or CALOT TTA 

Nrtificatu n 

Nl C 2S50/fi6 (AfflJ 

It ]« hereby notifi d for genera informiti n tl al in ext o nii of the aSliati m al caiy 
gianted, tl e Ri hi BanKimchand a C il , Nail a i hia hu d alilis ed in P i^'sue Cbeio ntry, 
Botauv and Zrclocv to th^ 15 1 rMii laui aui iii Maibeiutns to the BA and 
B.Sc Pass Stan'uidi ^tth eft (t fio n ih ^**9400 3^57-5^ m , with periiiHsicn (0 pus nt 
Candida es in the abvTp named tnb/ctse^ lie r'>emin‘iticn ojoiljcntd, frem 1959 and 
not curl er 

Benate Houm, D. CHAKRAVARTI, 

The J5th Tune. 1967« Rejufror 

TNIYEB^ITI OPCALCOTTA 

Not h al on 

N( C 2^-tit 42 (Affl I 

It IS hereby notified for general luformation thal in exteos on of the afiiliafion already 
giantcd, the Pa laokpcr^ Heatia^uru Surendrareih CoPe^ret 2t>Par(;anae his b en affiliated 
to the B A Pa 8 standerJ in English, Bengali Vernac 1 ar. Tl s ory. E uootmes and Philo 
sepbT with effict from the seseiuo 19^7*58 t e., with permits on to prtscot ciodidaus lo (bo 
sbovL ramed subjects at the examica kd mrntioned. ftoni 1959 and not earlier 

Senate Ho ISO, D CH4KRAVABT1 

lb©24tb Jtin*, 1967, B^gtatrjr 

IMAFKBUl OrcALCUliA 

NctiCcat on 

No C 2=166/ 66 lAffl ) 

It IS hereby notified for general lufo'-matioQ that 10 extensun of the sfiihatio 1 already 
gxanted, the Bishnnpur Bamananda College, Bat kura hxs been sfiiliaied to the B Sc« Pass 
st'indard in Physics. Chem stry and MaibeLiatics with effect fiom the session 1967 56,» e , 
with permission to pieient candidates in tlie above named sobjeUe at the exiojinstion 
mentioned, from 1059 and not earlier. 

Senate House. O. CHAERaI ABTl, 
Calcutta, 

The 26ib Jima, 1967, Regiattar 

rNTVEBSITI OP CALCITTIA 

Notification 

No. C/2822/11S Affl) 

Ibis hereby notified for general information that m extenann of th^ affiliation alreoi^ 
granted. «he S«th Sooia.mall Jalan GiiN* College, Cakutba has heis affilhted t*# the 
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iliDdard, in fioglitb* Bongnti Varnncnlnri Hindi VeronooUr, Addh Paper in Alterna¬ 
tive Hindi. Boonomicei PhiioKpby and Sanskrit with effect from the eeision 
1057-d8, i 0.. with permission to present oaodidstes in the sbove-nsmed snbjeots at the ex* 
smiQitioo oientiooed, from 1969 and not earlier. 

Senate Honse, D, OHAKRAVAHTI, 
Csloutta. 

The S4th June. 1967. RegUirar, 

UNIYBRSITY OP CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/289g/61 (Affl.l 

It is hereby notified for general informalion that in extension of the affiliation already 
granted, the Ooeoka College of Commeroe. Calcutta bas been affiliated tj the B Com stan¬ 
dard in French with efftct from the session 1057-68, i.<* , with pcnuissioo to p'*es‘Dt candi- 
date» JU the ahove-named subject at the eramioauco meotioned, fioin 1059 aod not earlier. 

Senate Hcnsei D. CHAERAYARTIt 
Calcutta. 

The 26lh June, 1967, Heghtrar^ 

UNIVERSITY OP CALCUTTA 

NcUficaUon 

No. C/-2837/6f (AID.) 

It is hereby notified fir general inforraalion shut in extension of the affiliation already 
granted, the Basirliat ColUge, Oi-Parganas has b en affi lated to the BA Pass standard 
in KogUsh, B*^ngali V^roicuitr H sMty, Ecmoinms and Philosophy with effect from the 
session 1957-5S, i c , with permission to present candidates id the above-named subjects 
at the exam nations mentioned, from 1959 and not earlier. 

SenalA House, 13, CHAKRAVARTI, 
Calcutta. 

The 26th June, 1957. RegtHrar. 

UNIVERSITY OP CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/9904/2fi (Affi ) 

It is hereby notified for generalioformstion that ID extension rf tbe affiliation already 
granted, the 6t. X^aul's Cathedral Mibs'od College, Calcutta las been affiliated to tbe B.Sc. 
Honours standard, io Physics and Chemistiy with effect from the session 1967-58, f.0 , with 
permission to present candidates in the above named subjects at the examioation mentioned, 
from 1960 and not earlier. 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVABTI, 
Calcutta. 

Tbe 25th Jnne, 1967. Registrar. 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/2860/3B (Affi-) 

It is hereby notified for general information that in exteoaion of the affiliation already 
granted, the Be. Joseph's College, Darjeeling, has been affltiateld in Chemistry to tbe B.Sc. 
Honoors standerd, and in BngUeb and Economics to tbe B.A. Honours standard with effeet 
from the seesioti 1967 58,1.0 , with permission to present esndidates in tbe above-named 
•objects at the examinations mentioned, from 1969 and not earlier. 

Senite House, D. CHAKRAVABTI. 

Oalotttte, 

The 26th June, 1957, Regtstrar, 



1057] NOTIPrCATtON» 

CAMUTTA UKIVBBBITT 

Nohficabon No G9R /Xl/57 

It» n ii^d for genoTftl information that the following ohangra m Obapter XTjT of the 
Uoftila.lona relating to I«w Exaioinationa nore paased by the Senate on llth Marrh, 
1957 

0) That RognUlirna i and 5 of Chipter XTiT Im tepUiopd by the following •— 

"4. The followiag aball be the aab}eots for the Preliminary, lottrmediafe and Final 
Baaminationa, reapectively 

For tfao PfeliniiDar\ ExaiitiDalion 

Paper 1 (<) Jnnsprudince 50 marks 
(ft) Roman Law 50 marks 

Papn TT Hindu Lav fiiHiidm? >e!eotrl 
iexta as iiiav tr t rosnibed 

100 marks 

PapirllKO The Litv rf Guntrei ts includiog 
•eleU^ prrtioDi of the Contract ^ct and 
tlio Salo nf Gosde AcO 

... 60 marks 

(ill The Law of Tm(b ... 40 marks 
i’aper I\ (t) ConstilotMiial la\ (Indian ••• 

Conetitntion a leetod porlKO') 
... 70 mailu 

(ill General Priuoipks of EiigltaU (^ns 
titntiooal Law (Selected topics) 

Tor the Inbctmediate FxaminaUon 

Group A—Compulsory Subjecta 

... dO narks 

Paper I ii) PtmcipU'^ii F mit) (wiili aeUcted 
Portionfl of (he Indian Tiast Adi 

50 marks 

(ii) Speribc Relief Act (b( Icoted pomona) ... 90 msrka 
(ml Elements <f the rogluh I^aw rt 

Real Propert\ 
90 msrks 

Paper 11 (t) Hiafiory of Land Laws lu Bengal 
and the liaw relating to Property (Topics 
•A may be presenliadj 

. 50 marks 

Of) T^ndHciioue Lawn (PoitioDs as 
may be preiicnbed) 

90 marks 

(in) The Tiow rMatji),. tc Pres< nptton 
anci haceimiits 

JO marl s 

Papet 111 (i) The Tjew of Transfer Inter Viu \ . 80 markb 
(ill Registration (Srlected topics) 

Gioiip B 

One of the following subjects 

20 marks 

Paper IV (a) Selected topics of Company Law 7U marks 

and Law of Partnership 

Oi, 

90 marks 

(b) TIo Tiaw relating to Ift-'orne Tax 
(Portion to bo prcsciibed) 

. SOisAika 

Tba Law relating lo EbtaU Doty . 
(Selected topica) 

SO marks 

The Law of Sales Ta\ (Portions lo be .. 
proicnbed) 

l»-IMeF-VX 

20 marks 



808 THB OAtCDTTA RfiVlBW tjtjse 

JOf f 

(o) ludUa SooooMioa Ac* (Portiona to 
be piwcribe^ 
MoheaaxnedftD litw (PorUou to be ... 
pieeetIbeA) 

Or. 

{•^) (t'XiWorkmen'a OompeAMtioD Act 

(ii) Indoetrial Diapotet Act 

(iii) Fftotories Act and Trade Union Act ... 

For the Final Examination 

Oronp A 

Coinpulvory Rulijcnia 

Paper I (i) General Principles of Civil Procedure 

(fi) General Pi inciplea of Limitalion 
(Lioni'ation Act excluding Article?) 

(tii) General Principlea ol Tiaw of Rvidence 

Paper II («; Public InteriiHlional Law 

(fi) Conflict of Lan 

Paper III (i) The Law of Crimea 

(til General Princip'ea of Criminal ... 
Proccduio 

... 70mari» 

... 8D naika 

« 

... 30 marlcB 

... 40]i)ar](a 

... 80 narka 

iOmatka 

••• 30 mark? 

... 3(>mark4 
•ae OOmarka 

... 40 inarke 

... 00 marks 

... 40 marks 

Group B 

Any one of the following - 

Paper IV (i) Drafting and Conveyancing 

(if) Con«trnotion of Deeds and Statutes ... 

Or. 

(b) (t) The Law of Bailmenta, Surety, ... 
Agency and Indemnity 

(n) Negotiable Inetrumente Act 

I 

30 mark# 

... 40 marka 

eaa 70 marfca 

... 30 marka 

{c) (t) The Law of Arbitration ... ... S') marka 

O'O The Xiaw of Insarance ... ... 40 marka 

6. Tbo limits of each Bubjoct mentioned in tha preceding B^gnlation shall be indicated 
by tbe Academic Council from time to time after conaidering the reocmroendatlena made 
by the Board of Poat-Graduato Studies in Law by reference to Text-Booke, and LegialatiTt 
Aota and Statutes where neceasaiy. The allocation of marks under different anb-heada 
in each paper may be aPered by the Academic Goancil after oooaidertog the viewa of tha 
Faculty of Law and tbe Board of Poat-Graduate Studies in Law. The Aeademio Cooneil 
•hall also prescribe fn connection with each anbjeot (other than tnbjecta (i) and Ufl in 
Peper 1 for fbe Preliminary Examipation) a list of leadiog eatea to be atndmf in the original 
judgmesta as expositions of important legal principles. Bvary college teaching up to the 
LL B. Standard aball make suitable provision for a Law Library teas to enable its atodenta 
to have accet a to the reports or other books in which tbe aeiejted oases may be fonad*'* 

(it) That in line 1 of Begnlation 16 of Chapter XLT for tbe words ^'Tbe third Mper" 
aubatitoie **tbe Secoid and the Third Papers". 

Senate Home, 

The 4tb April/ ld67. 
D. OHAKBAVABTT, 

Sfgiiiigr^ 
« 



1967] KormoAftoJis 

ANOBBA lIMrVBfiSirtr 

30d 

No. 89/0822/66. WoUtir, 0th No>cmber» 1966* 
Bficl; 1 Stetemeni. 

PR0CBBDIN08 OF THE SYNDICATE 

Sub .--MiecondDct «t niij\eriu<j KxamiDatioui—Septambert 1950. 
Be«d—SjBdicMa HcaolatMD dated 16tb October, 1966 

OHDEU 

The BaaoUs ot the fdlowiog eaudtdatoa who have bean found goiltv of retorliog to 
unfair meana at the Omvaraity ExammatioDa be!d in September, 1966 are cancelled and 
tfaaj are debarred from appear og for aov of the Umvaraity EaainiuatiouB for (ha pcuoda 
noted agamet each: 

Name of (ht Candidate. 

1 M Cbionam Na^ndu 

2. H Kain( swaru Ra<> 
1. M 1 onkataratana 

t Q \ Kiibbaiavndii 

f 71 Sol.ba U« 
6 V Satyanara^nna 

7 ]' Naraain lia Kao 
s b. Siva*6ukora Kao 
9 T Bodbakiisbtia Beddi 

10. P. Sndbakara Rcddi 
11. S}ed Akhil Husiam 

12. Syed Hafeesuddm 

18 8. Muhammad lamail 

14. B. Daaaradharama Baddy 

16. O Eivakaniayyn 

16. \. Bitaramamuril 

17. C. V Prabbahara Kao 

16. L Dhaiuara Kaaava Kao 

19. V \ itanoa 

20. K bobhanachaUrathi Kao 

21. A. Kalyana liao 

22. M SriDivaia Kao 

28 M Abdul Ealani 

24. Ania Clrulhi N. 

26. Syaiuaaundara baima, A. 

26. B« Abdul Hye 

27 T* Jamoa I’anI Kaja 

2H Mohamrotd Doitagir 

EMiDinatioji Beg No 

Malncnlati n 22U5 

tolarmedial^ 65 
Do 2iS 
Do Ills 

Do 211S 

iVi J1)(» 
Dr Jl(>2 
Do 0601 
Do 4J2G 
Do 4079 
Do 485M 

Do 4364 
Do 1349 

Do 6661 
Do. 5%U 

Do 6988 
Do 7697 

l>o. 7746 

Do 7760 
Do. 7905 

Do 8023 

Do 7^5 

B.A 164U 

Do 1053 

B.8c. 598 

Ktttrance Teat to 
Oroup D 

170 

jDterucdiatc 5770 

Do, 

(By Order) 

7867 

Period 

Dtbaried for one >car 
4od iwrmittcd to ait for 
the Ouiveraily Exami* 
nationa to be haU m 
^ptembar, 1957, or 
thereafter 

Do. 

Do 
D< 
Do 
D 

Do 
Do 

Do 
Do. 

Do. 
Do. 
Do* 

Do 
Do. 

Do 
Vi 
Do 
Di 
Do 
Do 
Do 
Do. 
Do 
Do 
Do. 

D.baircd fci i"o joara 
and ^lenniKcd to ait 
foi tbt Uiiivoraiy 
Examioatioua to be 
held ID September, 
IW oi.tbeifafter 

*Do 

1 bimbadri Bio, 



^ tHfe CAtCtotTA RAtlBW f 

AXilGABH MOStilM UKIVEKSITY 

Nctifo Ko. 37 

Mi«c Bee. Nj. 1346 

'lb« followSog exsminees vbo nted unfAirmeaDS at tbo Auonal B^tmiaition of thii 
Uoi^oriiiy held is the moQ^ of Hircb, April i9)6» ba>c been awarded paniahoieoti noted 
AfiuiBl their namei > * 

Exami* 
naticn 

Boll 
No. 

KiiroK 
moot No 

Name 

Inter. 130 K1616 Bvtd Fito/a 
Mush I Haider 

Inter. 601 1)7GP0 Oomti Prasad 
Bharti 

LCom, 13 1)2800 M. Zia Khan 
Afridi. 

B.A. 
(P(. I) 

918 HUGO Bamesh Chandra 
Verma. 

B6c. 685 C6511 Babl>i*‘ Aliiuid 
(^ureahi 

BBc. 727 Bhaguaii ( banUra 
Gupta. 

B,8c. 787 04960 Kunar logmdet 
l*al Maingi. 

B.Sc. 812 B4986 Abdul bharntm 

M.A. 
lBre>.) 

482 (G629 Moliaminadt 
Naq^j 

M8c. 
(Final 1 

322 1)6084 Jlalwatil Ba) 
J( u»)a 

LT>B. 217 D2l>69 Latajaf AJj Kbaii 

LIiB* 
IFinaC 

100 C5460 Waboed Asiml 
Zubain. 

Fslhet or Guardian's Dcbaned op to and 
name and address. molbelve of the 

exauiinaticns to be 
held io. 

S3 4.(1 Muabit Haider 
Zaidi Muiiarok Mabal, 
Nibtaar, Bejoore. 

105C 

Deep Cbandi Musharraf 
Manzil, Ci\il Lines* 
Allgarb 

1957 

M. Zaman Kban* Bashir 
Building* Uppar Coat, 
Aligarh 

1067 

I'yorey Lai, Vill Ahrolta* 
I’o Abrolia* List. 
Aligarh 

105G 

SliarasuddiQ Muh Kh u 
Dora, Aligarh 

1957 

1ii\mi Chandia Oopta* 
MabiMr Gao], 
Chiiipalh, Atigarb. 

1957 

Raja Raui, Gular iioad, 
Aligarh. 

1058 

Abdul Rabjiu* Bo^ial 
Hofei, liegirncrtal 
Ba/ir, Mallnita Canf. 

1957 

Syed Mohd. Naq\., 
Sbaiiti Ndtofan, Mains 
Hoad, Aligarh. 

1057 

Ham harau Joof la, 11. 
No 4J5J/2 ( bowk Kali 
Ban, Ambala ( anti 

1957 

Oh Luif All Khan, Met* 
V 0. Baksar, Jhbt. 
Meuriit. 

1067 

Aiii/al Elabi Zubairi, 
Uocdliiiur Aligarh. 

1057 

8. MAHMUDHOSAIN 
fttgutrar 

ALIGABH MUbUM UMMfiRSll'y 

Notice No. 38 

XikO (olkiwiiig eufflisM trbo used nsfi^tneans at the Bappleioestaty and Compart* 
mental BsamiaatiOQ </f ihU Unfrersity held in the months of Jalj/Augnit/Beptmber 
liave ham atrarded imnlshmenta noted against tlieir name<i 



W w 3 WOl [FICATIONS Sll 

B'Uinii* 
nation 

Roll 
Mo. 

Eorob 
meut N<>. 

Name Father or Oaardian'e 
name and addresa. 

Debarred op to aad 
ittoloaiveof (lie 

examinaiiona to ba 
held in. 

6.A 195 0-2858 Viqaxu/^aman 
Khan 

Badia/znniin Khan 
^ ilUga, Reitupore 
P.O Bodbonei. Dial. 
Aligarh 

1958 

B.Sc 774 C 8741 Rsiueeb \ isbnu 
Uiipta 

Miiraiilal 3upU. 146, 
Ragliabirxniri. Aligaib. 

1059 

Iiiler. 1M| D-482« Kaimuddin Kbau ( hixagbuddm Kben 
Mohalia KTjl>airpur, 
IM) Qaimganj, Diet 
Piirrukhabad. 

105b 

^ MAUMDl>HObAlN 
Rigtsirar 

AOUA CMVElifliry 

^utifioattou Ku. C F Otlf 19j6 )7 

Misc. Sc No. 1349 • 

Id contionatioD of ihiA ofliee VotiScatui^ No CF. U7. Tl is hereby notified thai feht 
b A. P( 11 FAamiQBlion of V)5fi of tbe following eaodidttea hat been eanoelM for ibelt 
attempt to use onfarmeans 

Exam R No. Nao 0 iolhge. 

D.A I'l 11 t770 ^uiya i'al Mittal Meerut College Mcciut 
»* 0^1 bill Bbiishan Dotta J>0. 
tr )H!7 1 Hsb Val ("ingh I>o 
• nil DLaiam Siig IK. 

Si nail Hcosi, 
Agra 

Oct lU, 19>b 

L P MATHUR, D.Sc. 
Rcgijfrai* 

noAito OP ^KcONDAijy nnrr ATiiA, \vp>t bisnoal 
1(0 7A ^urendra Na^li BanrrjtH Road, ( j,cutra~1l 

Miac Np. \o 1372 

Liit (/candtU</U< atjant^l u hvm <ittwn has hcai taken for adopUng unfair nuans at the 
Compartnunta! SUiool^Final Blamtnatwn vf August, 19$t, 

lloR No* NaiDt. Acdcu 

North (Coiidi) A .21 

North F (ton i*.) A '^1 
Bar 'Comp.) Jl 
Mid (Comp) bJ 

Debtusb Mitra 

Biiua'a Ihibi Kaiitil.i 
i^ycd Moaa Ah 
liataorbaDdni Samauta 

Ks.aunoa(ion canctned and 
drbarretl foi iba tkbool Final 
ExaiiuDatiou fo bi bold in 
Vh7 

l)y. 
Do. 

No. C/D7/15 Dated (be 64b October, 1960. 

tNlVlSRSlTy OP IIAJVUTANA 

Miso. Sec No, 1C9S 

The iindenucDtu nod candidate wee found using unfair moans at ilia lirst M 
oxaiiiiuaiioD of the Uonertiiy, held in October, 1966. Hciicc Ins irtsejii cNamination has 
Iteen cancelled and be liab been farther debarred from appearing at iny evamiDatioD of tbo 
Onivorsity till Octobei 19r>7, m . he can appeal at April, 

Roll No. Knrolnicnt Name of Candidate Colhg . 
No. 

11 54/d4VJ Kenbabaial PauJeaj \ ^ Medical Collage, 
Jaipur. 

K. L. VABMA 
fiegii ^ 



oAtcUil'A 

OKIVBKSITX OF BAJPTJTANA 

Notice 

Mifec. Hcc. No. 

Ithber^bjr Dotificd tb&fc Matigi lial, wfaoac jiarticalan ore given below, Imb beoo 
ilebarred from emwaring at toy ezatninalioii of tbe Uoi^araiiy to ba held la 1958, at be 
edited frandoient means (c aernro admaaion to class X of ao affiliated inatitotioD after 
baviag failed in claaa IX. 

Name Father's Name DateofBiitb Name of Eiaiuinatioo. 
Mangi Ijal Eeaaji 9t1i Nos., High School SxainmatioQ 

K. li VAltMA 
Jtvghirat 

1]N1VE1ISI'J’\ OF ItAjrCTANA 

NotlAcatiou 

Mi&c. Htc. No. lyfl? 

It JB hereby notifiei that Pratap Biogh Bhalnajrar, boo of Bbri Umrao Buigh Bbatnagar 
of tJdaipor Odtj.) has been debarred from tahina admieBion in any affiliated college during 
tbe academic year 39£6-57. on arccunt of bia having tried to seek admibsion to tbe B Com. 
fJooior) daas of Mabarana Bbni>al College, Udaipnr affiliated to this University in tbe 
aetaien 1960*66i without passing the qualifying cxauiinatioo and making a false atatemeot 
in bia applkaticn for admiasion. 

K L. VABMA 
Pegtstrar 

BOARD OF SECONDAJiV KDUCATK»N, WF6T BENGAL 

105/7A, Surendruoalh Banorjii R( ad 

Calcutta—14 

Liit o/ candidates against tchtm action has hern taken for adopting unfair means or 
for Breach of Discipline and Decorum 

{a) The Bsamination of the following oandidatee for the year 1956 hae been cancelled 

Calcutla 

(Central, North and bouth) 

SI. No. Boll No. Name hcbi o! 

1. Cent rBA.34 Sk. Aussariil llaqtie Privalu StudeiH 
a. Cent PB-i:i7 Dipdli Giiha Xari Sikaba Maudn 
9. CenlE.-lSS Bwapaukuiuar Bania Talta'a High Schcol 
4. Cent FI^BKO Aebima Roy Private Student 
c. Gent rAM-23 buebilkumai Haidar 
6 Cent T..909 Ranndianath Raaii Sh^aiitapada luaiitution 
7. Cent PAT-3 Biswanath Miikbopadh- 

amt/ 
Pnvatr StndHit 

b. Cent ZA-llK) MriualkaDti Dri> Metropolitan loaiitutiou 
(^wbazar Bianch) 

0. CeuiPBZA.14 Pranabkun ar Bia« ae Private Student 
10 Cent PBZA-15 Gbunilal Saba ,i * 
11. North B-115 Subalcbandra Sen Coasipora Inatilntion 
]S. NorOi PAB-17 Narayaucl amlra De Private Student 
13. North PAK*43 Aini}abhniian Mukho- 

padjaj 
Arunkuinar Chaudbnri 

,, 

14. North PAV-27 as 

15. North PAV-38 Rabindranath Cbotto- 
p«dhja. 

w 
*# 

16. North Zli.5n Karitkebaiidia Cbatto* 
padhyaj 

Baradaoharau Aryan Tnatn. 

17. North ZD-64 Banoanar BhnlUeharya 
Sbsmbazar Vidyasagar High 

School. 
iPt North ZD.1S7 Hanamanprosad Todi 



SOTmCATIONS 

BUHo. BoU. No. Name. B^uol 

19. Narth PCZD-X6 Gurudae Stl Private Student 
90. North POZO-16 Bnoenath Bandyopadb- H 

81. Spilth PP0A<19 
/■J 

Minoiiani 0hoeb ft 
89. Houlb PBA-15 Ptadipkomat flhojb »• 
88. Sjnth PB0.13 rrainrkaisar Qupfca f f 
94 Hoalh PAH-80 Prapbnllakottar Karplia tf 
33. houtb FPAL-20 Kaui Btnd<^idhyn7 

Biinal Baodopadhyay tif) 
•f 

96 SMith M-lia Pndd'pokur Iialituti n 
97. South Pr\-95 Nityananda Saha Private Sfudent 
28. Sjoth W-66 Mumiikomar Obatlo- 

padbyay 
Bariea High Seboid 

90. Sjuth POZB39 Pradyiitkomar Miju ndr** Private Student 
80. South Z0.69 Aruoknmar Basu South Suburban Reboot 
8J. South Z&360 PravanUkuruar Das 

gopta 
Tadivpur Baetubara Vidya 

pith 
82. South ZK 302 Snndipkuinat Bhatta 

charyya 
88. South PCZR 6 SoDilkuinai Do 

Mofuasil 

Pinata Student 

84. lariatk X 61 Phoniiid^anath Choiio 
ladhya) 

Barieckporc Dabtpraud High 
^booJ. 

89 Her r PC 11 Natiiita Mitia Private Studint 
8h. Bhag PC 1 Su pinkuojar binba •» 
87. BUg PC 85 ^amdrGbaDdld Oboahio 
38. Bhog PC'ieS Sbyamapiasad Saamal II 
39. fiiabuu 800 DuUlotaiid a Bv] Bui C. M. Tayyeb Inatn 
40. Bel 12b A)oyku(i ar Gboab Bolpur High Sraool 
41. Bol 144 /awimkuii ar Laha i. 

49. Bol 264 Mauatoah Gbcail Bandbgota Vidyalaya 
48. Bol PCI Dhanaojoy B«ndopidh\<iy Private Stndeni 
41 Ch4nder PA 2'< Dhiiraii d s Sinha II 

49. Pub 6i> Abdnl Mo/id 7<irnadar Ha na'^ar H gh ^hool 
46. Jfow PCM 27 Dilipkiiinar Dana Private Suidt-nt 
47 Hugh 247 loj lob Hflotopadb i> iU^ati Utt ngopal Oho«)) High 

Srhc41 
4H liiiph PA 7 ^onbain Aiigon Singb Pritat Studint 
4) lioph PA-8 L. Ku’ahi Sin^b »» 
50 Iniph PA 27 Kai<«ain 1 aioia Siugh >• 
51. Impb PA-98 Laisram Thai Smgh II 
69. JaI PA-it ^nainalt Ba> II 
58 Kalna 410 ‘nadhagobiiiila Cihoah '^.itgash A Sndba*piir Ahinaah 

Tn^tn. 
5t Kamal PB 2 Naroytoebandra Bliaita* 

ebaryya 
NiniAichindra Daa 

Private S udent 

55. Kanch 70 Kanchiapara llamprasad 
High Sohcol 

56 KatOO Toraaaiikar Bhalii 
chaiyya 

Md Mafo/ 4hmrd 

Kbugraiu Sn Jogad\a Bini- 
pufa 

Sijgtain H. Ml Taiyeb High 
School, 

67 Kat 562 

58. Kat PA 04 Jagadiabcliaud'o Dutta Private Student 
59. Mid PC-9 Shyamalkiifuar Nag 
60. .Smg PC 4 B s we oath Randoiadbyay II 

()>) The Evamioa'ion of Mie following'camiitUtis for the >e«r 1 *56 ba>> be«n oaDceUed 
And Uiey hive be^i d(birr(*d fr4>m eppeinog aUbi ^hool Final Bx^miDation of ihe Board 
in 1997. 

1 Cent Has 
9. Cent PAH 1 
3 Cent PBH-1G 
4 Grot PBH-8a 
9* Ci n( PBH*61 
6 C nt PAT.2I 

ralenllA 

CcDtral, North and South 

DeUeshLamar Nandi Nankeldaaga High School 
Pravatkumtr Cbakravtrii Pr>vate Student 
SAQtoafaku nat 6 an tt 
Kertikebandia Vaekar *» 
AjitkoiDAr Nesker »t 
AnantAkumar rhatfo- ,, 

p8dh>A7 



rm cAijcum vbvibw 

61,210. UoUNo, Komo SelKiol 

7. Cent ZA*88 
& Cent ZA44 
9. KurfhCiSO 

20, Borih PA0.2B 
U. Noth FAC-d3 

19. North PAO-8:i 
IS. North p-10 
14. North ?CD'90 
29. Notib POD-45 
10. North PCD-46 
17. North 1>CD-4S 
IB. North POD-59 
10. North E-47 

30, North E-80 
91f North PPCf-t.4 
S3. North PAJ-t 

98. North K-284 

91. Nor h PBK 0 
95. Noi^h KD-lIb 

20 North PCS-7 

97. North rCY-93 
98. North PBZA-12 
90. North POZA-Sl 
80. North ZD-117 

81, Norib ZD-191 
89. North ZD-124 
38. South PAB-SC 
34, South C SIC 

36 South PAD 23 
80. South E-04 
37. Sooth FrBO-2 
8B. South IrH 

80. South li-112 
40. Scni(hM-lO) 
41, SoRth M-177 
42. South 11-183 
48. South M 184 
44. Tonth M-909 

46. ^ ulh M Sl.'j 
46. Smlh PBM 71 

47, Sooth N-U18 

48. Mouth N-13t> 
49, Hooth PAS-33 
60. Sooth PAZB18 
Uf South PAZB 61 

99. Sooth POZB-31 
98. South PCZB-27 

54, A|[orPA198 
96. Audiiar 8 

96« Allduar PA 7 
67. AU3ouFei5 
68. AOOO PA li 

Collin'f Inttiiole 

Park Inatituik n 
Piivote Stotleol 

Piluohkontho Boj 
Santoih Ghoah 
Aohimkunaor Rudra 
Bofadeb Baaa 
Khagendranalh Chakia 

^arU 
Rankai])raaii(l Gupla 
Sbyamolkanh S^ngopin K. K. Hindti AcaJemy 
Nilmom Bis\\ok Private Stodent 

Monoiaii.en Ma,iin>i> j 
Mono'OQ^aujad Daa 
Sambbunatb Tav 
A’oykuiner Makhopadb^Ay ,, 
Nimialendii Daltagnptu Kiiroai Aautoab Icatn, (Dum 
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Aieti Ncosi 
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Ami Kumar Basu 
Kedairan'an Barai 
Panmalkumar Bfisn 
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Pri>ate Suident 
Sal>a6bama Inatn. for Bo>». 

Private Siudeut 
Kidderprip Academy 
Private Student 

Sh\ainba7ar Vidyaeagar High 
School. 

Pannalal Bandyopadbyat 
Nuodebaran Ghceb 
Bamapada Das 
Xarrehcbandia Chakra- 

^ArU 
Mnoorininn Mandal 
Cbittaranjan Haidar 
Sunanda Bbaimnk 
Diljpkuinar Gangopadh Kalidhan Institution 

yay 
BsnjU Gupta ,, 
Gouriaankar De Pnddopukni Tnsln 
Bnca'knmar Ohrsb 
Dobranjan Basil 
Uebranjan Dae 
Sailondranaih Ro>(ban 

dbori 
HadikapiaASd Dan 
Cbittaranjan B^ndyo- Private Htiidini 

padbvay 
Milurkiitnai Mnkbopadli- Dbekiiria Ram Chandre High 

yay Scbooi 
Nityaranjan De „ 
Beppa Clbrsb Prnate Student 
Kanailal Datta 
Kamalkninar Mukh'^pa- 

dbyty 
Prebirkantl Manna 
Ajiikomai Biawia 

I* 

•• 

I 
•• 

MOFUS6IL 

Daxgapraud Ray 
Semhbiinath 
Gangopidbyay 
Paoka|kumar Bay 
Homoiidro^iiidra Biawks 
Zjilkbiiidar Boudyopedfayay 

Private Sindtut 
AlirnrdiiarHigh flcborl 

l^rivate Student 
•( 
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68. Bar 289 
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66. Bhftg ai7 

66. Bhag FB 48 
67. Bhfig PC 94 
68. Bhag PC 123 
69. Bhag PO 176 
70. Biahno 907 
71. Bo] 109 
79. Bol 121 
78. Pol 129 

74. Bol 130 
76. Bol 186 
76. Bol 146 
77. Bol 149 
78. Bur PB 
79. Cbaoder195 
80. Com PA 51 
81. Coo 276 
82. Diam PC 24 
63 Qarh 28 

64. Oarh PC 11 
66. Hugh 348 

66. Hugh 867 
87. Imph PA 37 

66. Jia FB 8 
69. Kaila 36 
90. Kamal 6 
91. Kamal PBS 
92. Kat 88 

98. Kat 160 

94. 
96. 

Kat 689 
Kat 667 

96. Kat 747 

97. Kat FA 11 
98. Kat PA 48 
99. Kat PA 106 

100. Kat PB 186 
101. K«t PB 187 
102. Kat PB 164 
108. Kat PB 178 
104, Kat PO 8 
106, KatP0 4 
106. Kat PC 6 
107. Kat per 
108. Kat PO 15 
VO. KatPOlT 
110. Eat PO 28 
HI. Kat PO 26 
112. KatP0 29 
118. Kat PO 86 
IH. KatPO«8 

KatPOii 
118. Xbm PPB 6 
IH. X*l M 29 

18-.-1246P-^VX 

BasM 

Ohaadrababadat Chaitri 

Taripada Da 
Brajandraoath 8t! 
B oimad^ab Bfajorndar 
Srim/diaa Sarkar 
Mobitkomar Joardar 
BhoahaDcbaadra Barman 

Badbanath Dhar 
Kalipada 0iri 
Bbrtguram Gbarai 
Piilicjb^h«ri Miiity 
Sastimay Bata 
Kahitindrakauiir Saikar 
Bhiboatb Pal 
Kumalkamar Bandyopadh 

yay 
Kaoailal Botbra 
Haradban Baiohaudbiiri 
Siairkumar Pal 
Bimatendu SeDcbandburi 
Mutiai Ali HoMain 
Ashioikumar Majumdar 
Jo?eodrannth Jana 
Anilkuiuar Dttte 
Dbanaajay Khan 
Sbyai/aindar Gboab 

Bobfiol ^ 

Barcaekpora A. iMal 
Rigb Sebned 

Piirate Student 
*1 

Kriabaath College Sefaool 
Private Btodent 
Muhamma>ipar Dcabapan 

Vidyapith 
Private Student 

*1 
•« 
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Biahnn^r Town High School 
Bolpur High Bohool 

If 

Satyaranjeti Placbanda 
Bataratbi Baikar 

Madbabcbandia Pal 
Thongiam Cbingkbu 

Bingb 
Bamacbaran Daa Biawna 
Rathindrakumar Pel 
Taraoikacta Debnatb 
Jogendrakumar Singh 
Tiokari Bay 

Ali Aeroar 

Jataloddin Abumed 
Abumurbed Anaary 

Berayeopraead Thakur 

Sakibar Babaman 
Jano Mallik 
Md. Hasibar Babaman 
Aoilkumar Obaudburi 
Pravakar Oboah 
Birendrakumar Sarkar 
Biswanaib Saba 
Badbaebyam Oboah 
Kriabnakali Mukbopadhyay 
Hangopal Dalui 
Jnanaranjan Pas 
Jaminim^an Gbokravarti 
Amobarmn Indo 
Niakar Obaudburi 
Bhaiagobinda Chattopadbyey 
SaDlitkniaar Knkbopadhyay 
Prodyutknmar Bandyopadbyay 
OoliJD Abaar Sbike 
Metbidea San 
Abba Raiebandbori 
Habindranalb Paifa 

99 
If 
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Private Stodaot 
Garbati High School 
Private Student 
Deoebarai High School 
Private Student 
Biraingba Bhagavati VIdya* 

lays 
Private Student 
Cbinenrab 6. 0. Sbome Train¬ 

ing Academy 
If 

Private Bindent 

Fabiktoy High School 
Komalpur Govt. Btgb School 
Private Student 
Kbirgram Sri Jogmdya 

Banipitb 
Amgoria Gopalpur B.G.M. " 

Inatituiitn 
Sigram H M.T. High School 
Salur Edward Sakaria High 

School 
Oangatikuri Atindznnaib 

Vidyamandir 
Private Siudent 
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•• 

• I 
•• 
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Kama 

Proaakanmr Cfaettary 

BaViiltekfaar Jana 
Dwtjandranath Sarkar 
Santiranjaa Ghosb 
SoDilknahna Pal 
fiaibbeban Obakiabart) 
BaUilai Nag 

Kantikomar Bandyopadh- 
yaj 

Manabeabchandia Da 

Bekool 

Kuraeoog PvahomDi Rat 
Memorial BigD Mkool 

Aahadtala 0 M fibfh Bobool 
PriTBte Stodant 

•• 
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Ballj Jura-Aawatbatala 
Vtdyalaya 

Uttarpara High School 

Private Stadeot 

(a) The Bxammatioa of the followiog candidatea for tba year 196^, baa heeo oanoelled 
and they have I een debarred fiom appealing at the School Final EKacnmation of the Board 
in 1967 and 1968, 

81. No.. Boll ^o Name. School. 

1 North FBJ 22 
2. Bang PB 16 
8. Dhan 205 
4. Bam PA 87 

Sbomenatb Mitra Private Student 
Kfebmdranatb Ghoih », 
Dm Mohammad Oopalpnr Popular Academy 
loiaio Hoasaiii Private Student 

(d) The Exammation of the following candidates for the year 1956 baa bean canoaUtd 
and they have been debarred from appearing at any Sibool hiral Examination of the Board* 
to be held in future. 

Si No. Boll No. Name. School. 

1. South PAR 60 
2. Kanch PC 3 

V S Buryanarayanan Private Student 
Tapankuinar Bay „ 
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MARTIN HEIDEGGER'S EXISTENTIALISM ‘ 

J. N. Mohanty, M.A , Db. Phil. (Gottingen) 

Dcparimtni of Philosophy 

I 

Martin Heidegger's major works are Tha Doctrine of judgment 

in psychologism (1914), Doctrine of categories and meaning in Dune 

Scotus (1916), Setn und Zett (1927), Was ist Meiaphystk? (1929 & 
‘34), Vom Wesendee Grund&s U929 & *3i),Kant und das Problem der 

Metaphysih (1929), Vorn Wesen der Wakrheit (1943', Holzwege 

(1950), Platons Lehra von der Wahrheit mit etnem Brief uber den 

Humanismus (1947 & ’5i), Erlauteriingen zu Holderlins Dtchiunq 

(1951)9 Einfuhrung indie Metaphysik (1953), Was heisst Denkenf 

(1954). 

In the works preceding the Sem und Zett, Heideggoi was moving 

within the horizon of traditional philohophy.* The Sem und Zeit, 

appearing in 1927, not only revealed Heidegger's new way of thinking, 

but put forth the claim of having effected a total destruction of 

^ Martin Heidegger itarted hie teaching career first ta Edmnnd Husserl's ***’*^^ 
at Freibnrg; then, for eoroe tune, he was Professor of Philosophy at Marburg till, lo 1929, 
he succeeded Husserl te the ohair of Philosophy at Freiburg. Lat^ he becsnae the 
of the University of Fieiburg and retired prematurely to the seclusion of a Biarfc iroiest 
Tillage where ha leads the simple hfe of a peasant. 

• 80016 anticipation of what ia to follow noTertheJess he detected “ 
wprka Uma. lor example, m the work on Duns Sootus ^idegger ^ 
nialheoretisohe Bubjekt deutot nicht 
graohweige denn semen VcUgshalt. . . Der lebendiger^ist 1st 
bittMlMMr 0.irt ba writuteo Bmns da. WortM. Di» 
eatferat von blolBer puaktoriler Existoas arnar vom Dsben abgsldatea Intone* \W i( ^ 
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mets^ynos Binoe Ptetek In the wosks that follow the 
«iiui Zek, we learn that ^e new banning is bat a reedleotion ct 

the pre-Soeratio philosopbere and poetAi of Parmenides, Heraolitas and 
Homer t At the same time, it becomes iocreasingly clearer that in 
this new beginning, in this protest against traditional European • 
metaphysics, Heidegger does not stand alone. Without subscribing 
to the charge that he is an eclectic, we yet begin to see the way he 
abacnbs into his thought inQuences from sources as diverse as Kant, 
XCiexiceggard, Muz, Nietzsche, Dlltbey, Husserl and Scheler. 

in 
It is not false but inadequate to characterise Heidegger's philo¬ 

sophy as existentialism. We shall emphasise, in coarse of this paper, 
the fact that existential analysis forms a part—though a major part—of 
his philosophy. Even as a part, existential analysis has only a subsi¬ 
diary purpose to fulfil. It is not an end in itself. Analysis of human 

existence serves the purpose of bringing to light the hidden meaning 
of Being. It is true that the Setn und Zeit is mostly concerned with 

existential analysis. The second volume of that work which was 

promised by Heidegger, it is known now, would never appear ; but 

it seems reasonable to guess that the author intended, in this promised 

volume to go beyond existential analysis and to lay bare his pbilo- 

B(^by of Being. This guess is coufirmed by the fact that emphasis 
shifts from existential analysis to a metaphysics of Being in the later 
published works. We may, with a fair degree of accuracy and 
justice, characterise bis philosophy as a phenomenological inquiry 
into the meaning of Being. 

Let US recall a few of Edmund Husserl's * important ideas: 
first, he taught that the true method of philosophy should be des¬ 

cription of ^phenomena', as they are presented to us. By 'phenomena* 
are meant only such as are a-priori and essential. Negatively, this 

methodology excludes speculative and interpretative thinking. 

Poutively, it leads to the socalled regional ontologies of which 
Nicolai Hartmann’s Etiiica is an instance. 

Secondly, in order to isolate 'phenomena* in their purity, Husserl 

made use of the method of phenomenological reduction. Applied 
to ibe sphere of pure immanent oonseioasness, this means that all 

that is iranscemdent to conacaousnesa is to be 'bracketed*. We are 

• s short soooant m Hosswl’s phllosaplur. see the prm&oM Mitlior*i WwaM 
ff«ss|rrt Msimwaoldeg ia Cstoptts Bsvisw, August, lOtg, 
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thou Mt with nothiDg but the region of pure oonaeiouenese with 
ite ootfl. 

% ^ 

Thirdly^ taking op the noematio-noetic stractoraf Hnaaeri ahowa 
that to each transcendent object there oorrespondaf within the 
region of pare immanent consciousness, a nexus of actual and 
possible acts. Husaerl would then say that all transcendent objects 
are constituted in the region of pore consciousness. The latter, 
however, is pore subjectivity, absolute Being, the source of aU 
objective formations. 

As Husserl reached this idealistic position, bis former pujab 
deserted him. Phenomenology of pure consciouBness was for them 

a self-contradiction. Pure consciousness or absolute subjectivity waSf 
they thought, no phenomenon. The idea of constitution appeared to 
them as being speculative in character. It is, however, possible to 
show that such criticisms were based on a misunderstanding of 
HuBserl, 

Of ail his pupils, Martin Heidegger went the longest way with 
Husserl. But he too rejected some of the basic ideas of HoaserVs 
philosophy: 

First, Heidegger foruiulates a new concept of ^phenomenon.’ 

Husserl had rejected all questions about the being of phenomena. 
The relation between ontology and phenomenology remained unclear. 
Husserl, in fact, never faced the problem squarely, Heidegger now 

comes to mean by ’phenomena* what ’ show themselves * or ’ bring 
themselves to manifestation ” in and through the socalled appearances; 
they are those that lie hidden behind, but also ‘announce’ tbem« 

selves through, appearances. It is the task of phenomenology to 
uncover them. Phenomenology becomes metaphysics, a search for 

the bidden Being. 
Secondly, Hasserl's concept of ’transcendental subjectivity* 

is categorically rejected by Heidegger. This rejection is of great 
importance for understanding Heidegger's philosophy. Heidegger 

replaces this absolute subjectivity by the concrete totality of human 
existence, one of whose basic features is being-in-tbe-world. Threo 
motives underlying this change may be singled out. 

In the first place, Hasserl’s concept of absolute subjectivity was 
based on the concept of intentionality, absolute subjectivity being the 
sottfoe, transcendent objects being the products^ of intentional acts. 

Heidegger interprets ’intentionality* as being nothing else than a 
general ohacacleriMtion of the self’s reUtionslupe to bdnge ^ifkiin 

<be ysoM. OSbe idea of the ’world/ oi being-in-the^world, m 
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pre&upposed instead of being explained away. Intentional analysis 

oannot therefore lead to a ‘'bracketing** of the world. Heidegger thus 
comes to reject the method of phenomenological reduction. Human 
existence is inseparable from ‘being-in-tbe-world* and ^being-witb- 

otbers.* 
Further, Husserrs idea of absolute subjectivity was that of an 

absolutely theoretic consciousness. Heidegger would instead have a 
more total concept of human subjectivity. Max Scheler had shown 
that the world is given primarily in an emotional-affective attitude. 
Bilthey had developed, in greater detail, the concept of the totality 
of our essence, integrating the cognitive, emotional and volitional 
aspects and rejecting all sorts of atomic or faculty psychology. 
Heidegger takes this up, tries to hold up before os this totality of the 
human subject in its essence, and for this totality, in its essence, uses 
the term “Sorge** {== care, anxiety, worry etc.). This name, freed 
from its psychological associations, points, according to Heidegger, 
to all the essential features of human existence in its totality. 

Thirdly, Husserl's constitution-analysis does not apply to the 
human subject itself. To explain human personality as the product 
either of self-apperception or of intersubjcctive intentioual acts is 
false. Human existence, considered as an objective fa>ct, could be so 
explained. But human existence, as subjectively felt in inner ex¬ 

perience, sets a limit to the universal programme of constitution- 
analysis. 

IV 

A phenomenological inquiry into the nature of Being has to take 
its start from an analysis of the structure of human existence. To 
understand why this should be so is to understand the central motive 

of Heidegger's philosophy. We then also begin to realise the subsi¬ 
diary role existential analysis plays in his total philosophy. 

Let ns start with the distinction botween Be<ing and beings. 

Being is that which underlies beings and yet makes them beings. 
The metaphysical question as to the nature of beings as such is often 

misinterpreted as referring to the most general characteristics of all 
beings (Nic. Hartmann). In fact, it is a question as to the meaning 
of Being, as distinguished from beings. The word “Sein” appears, 
to start with, to be an empty word. On the other hand, we do 
understand this word as opposed to 'non-Being.* We do have some 

understanding of Being, however vague and indefinite the same may 
be. And that we possess such an understanding is an essential featui'a 
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of our existence. Inquiry into Being must therefore take its start 

fioxu an analysis of our understanding of Being—of such understand* 

ing as constitutes an essential feature of our existence ; hence, the 

necessity of existential-analysis. 

In bis later works^ Heidegger precipitates this question about 

Being in the form : Why is there at all Being, and not rather 

Nothing?' This question at once comprehends all beings in their 

totality and yet goes beyond them* The question concerns the 

'ground’ of beings as such. What is the ground that there are beings? 

The question does not mean that we start with the unquestionably 

given beings and then immediately proceed towards the needed groundt 

itself another being ! The second part of the question—“not rather 

nothing”—is not a superfluous annexe, but is needed for a correct 

understanding of the question. Why are the beings deprived of the 

possibility of non-being? Whence is it that Being is victorious over 

Nothing? What is the ground of the decision in favour of Being and 

as against Nothing ? And, the victory is not complete ; every being 

is half being and half nothing. Even our own being, the questioning 

self, comes within the range of the question. We are thereby asking 

about the Being of beings as such. 

Heidegger’s concept of Nothing and its relation to Being remains 

unclear to the end. It is clear that by Nothing he does not mean 

negation or rejection. Negation or rejection pertains to this or that 

being. But Nothing is said to reveal the totality of beings. There 

are situations in human existence, moments of dread, when all beings 

slip off our feet; nothing is found to abide, ourselves including. SucK 

situations bring us face to face with Nothing. They do not produce 

the Nothing, but reveal it to us. The Nothing was ever there, without 

itself being another being. 

Heidegger’s writings contain several different suggestions as to the 

relation between Being and Nothing : 

t. It may be that Being only appears to us as Nothing. 'No¬ 

thing’ may be the only form in which Being, as distinguished from 

beings, could reveal itself to us. In that case. Being is not identical 

with Nothing, nor are they different. 
ft. It may be that Being and Nothing are distinct but co-ordi¬ 

nate, that beings are products of both Being and Nothing though 

certainly with a predominance of the former orer the latter. 
ffi. Or, it may be that Being and Nothing are the same. If 

this is Heidegger’s view, then it must be formulated in such a way 

* WMiftMeUpbytik? P.d8. 
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as to avoid tHe charge of Nihilism. For, Heidegger repeatedly denies 

that this charge does justice to him. On the other hand, Heidegger 

means by Nihilism all such philosophies that would not admit any 

Being as distinguished from beings.” Since the distinction between 

Being and beings is central to his thought, he is anything but a 

Nihilist. If he identifies Being with Nothing, the concept of Nothing 

most hero be taken in a totally unusual connotation. We may here 

mention two motives that most probably are responsible for identi* 
fying Being with Nothing : 

First, Heidegger is determined not to permit any of our scientific, 

naturalistic or theological ideas to contaminate the parity of the notion 

of Being. He is especially on his guard to avoid the identification of 
Being with God. 

Secondly, his peculiar existential analysis leaves open the possi¬ 

bility of transcending the world of beings and of experiencing Being 

only in situations like death, dread or anxiety- Possibility of a 
positive experience of Being, as in love, hope and faith, is not admit¬ 

ted. Here his existential analysis may be suspected as having 

indirect bearing upon bis notion of Being. 

V 

Before proceeding further with Heidegger’s concept of Being let 
UB now turn to his existential analysis. 

At the outset, we distinguish between various kinds of beings. 

Things are given, presented as facta. Their mode of being is called 

•Vorhandenheit.’ Tools are given for use ; their mode of being is 

called *Zuhandenheit.’ Human being is radically different from the 

being either of things or of tools, in fact, radically different from the 

modes of beings of all others. Heidegger uses the terminus 'Dasein* 

for this unique mode of being of man. Existential analysis is *Dasein- 
analysis*. For, man alone exists in the strict sense. 

In 'Dasein* alone is revealed the truth of Being. This is me¬ 

taphorical. What Heidegger means thereby is that while all other 

beings participate in Being, man alone is conscious of such participa¬ 

tion. What is more, this consciousness is essential to his existence. 

Ijaying bare of the essential constitution of human being is the task 
of existential analysis. 

Anthropology, psychology and biology claim to study man. But 

the human person escapes them. The human person is no thing, 

^ *Binfahniog io die p. 16ff. 
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no sabstaoce, no object. The ontological problem of the esieiiee of 

man moTOB on a different dimension. This problem has to be attack* 

ed from the side of Being itself. Heidegger's analysis in its essential 

movements, could be summarised, in the following way : 

({) ** The essence of man lies in its existence".* ^Existence* 

here does not mean the sort of facthood belonging to things or events. 

Existence is really "Ek-sistenz", i.e., ‘‘ecstatically staying within 

the truth of Being". This “living in the truth of Being" is no 
static property, but an ever present possibility: the two extreme 

modes being the socalled genuine and the not*genuine modes of ex* 

istence. Even what is called the not-genuine mode of existence does 

not mean deprivation from the light of Being. Even in his every¬ 

day mode of being, even as a member of the crowd, a human being 

does not becomes mere ‘thing*; be still Man is elsewhere 

described as the Neighbour of Being.' 

Though staying however in the light of Being, man is at the 

same time forgetful of Being. The understanding of Being which 

belongs to the essential constitution of human being does not amount 

to an explicit awareness of Being, though if we were totally unaware 

we would not be what we are, i r., men. This forgetting of Being 

is what Heidegger names the "Verfall", the Fall. The Christian 

theologians see here a secular version of the Biblical Fall. Others 

may see here a moral judgment on the present state of human exis¬ 

tence. Heidegger cautions us against thus misunderstanding him.* 

The socalled Fall is only a name for the ontological relation of 

man to Being itself. 

(n) This existing ‘Dasein’ is no isolated ‘subject*, withdrawn 

from the world, passively witnessing the world-phenomena. On the 

other hand, ‘being-within-the-world* belongs to the esseatiai constitu¬ 

tion of man. This ‘being-in* does not refer to the way in which man, 

taken as a fact, occupies a spatial position in the world. This is 

not a spatial concept. Nor is Dasein’s relation to the world the 

same as the socalled subject-object relation. On the other hand, 

this subject-object relation or Ibis spatial relation is possible because 

of the original situation of ‘being-in-tbe-world*. ‘World* is to be 

understood here not as any region of beings, but as that open horizon 

within which beings or regions of beings come to manifestation. 

Similar analysis of this phonomenon has been suggested by Scheler, 

* Sain vnd Zeit, Pi 42,117 
* Brief Sber den HamenSsokne, p. 90 
* Sein pad Zeit, p. 180. 
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Fleasner and others. Man lives in this open horizon and not in the 

closed environment of the animal.* 

(in) Bide by side with ^beiDg-in-the-world*, 'Disein' is also, in 

its essential nature, Vith otherb*. Husserl's philosophy of an 

absolnte subjectivity leads him to the insurmountable difficulty of * 

solipsism. Husserl has to exhibit the world as well as the other 

selves as products of intentional acts within this absolute subjectivity. 

Whatever plausibility this procedure might have in case of the ex¬ 

ternal world, other selves resist such constitution-analysis. Heideg¬ 

ger seeks to avoid solipsism by including the two factors *being-in-lhe- 

world’ and ‘beiug-with-others* in the essential constitution of 'Dasein*. 

^To be alone' is not the original, but only a deficient mode of 

'Hasein'.'* 

(iv) After having thus rejected the abstractions of a lonely ego 

and of an epistemological subject, we come to face hu'nan existence 

in its concrete totality. On the one side, man ''ecstatically resides 

in the Truth of Being"; on the other, out of partial forgetfulness 

of Being, it finds itself—not accidentally, but essentially—‘in the world' 

and 'with others’. Could we characterise this situation by saying that 

man is ‘thrown’ into the world and society ? The socallod Fall and 

“Geworfenheit" thus point to the totality of this human situation 

in relation to Being* 

(t>) Further, ‘Dasein’ is essentially finite. This idea is developed 

by Heidegger in his book on Kant. Kant's doctrine that man has no 

intellectual intuition or that his understanding is discursive is shown 

to be a consequence of man’s finitenoss. What we have seen to be 

his Fall and‘'Geworfenbeit" also point to the same. And, because 

man is finite and yet 'understands* Being he is a 'metaphybical* 

animal. Metaphysics, as Kant rightly saw, belongs to his essential 

nature. Thus the three ieatures : finiteness, understanding of Being, 

and “transcendence” hang together. Here, “transcendence” means 

man’s consciousness of the ontological difference between Being and 

beings.” 
{vi) We have seen that existence signifies no fixed property but 

always a possibility of existing in a certain way. The two extreme 

possibilities are the authentic and inautheutic modes of existing. 

The inauthentic mode is reflected in the everyday man. Such a map 

is not this, not that person, no unique 'Dasein', neither is he a 

* Max Sobaler-Dle Stellaog des Menfcbeo iro KoatnoB (Mfincben, 1917), p 86 f. 
6ein and ZtiU p» ISO. 
Vom Wasen det Grundaa, p. 16. 
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totality. He is the 'average' luati, the public. He in also nobody. 

roBsibility of degenerating into this stage is not accidental to« but 

belongs to the essential constitution of,‘Dasein*. 'Dasein’becomes 

dissipated, scattered into the everyday man and lias to recover itself 

back again. Even the average man ih not, however, a mere Hbing'; 
even be does not live in complete darkness but retains, in some degree 

or other, the understanding of Being. Heidegger’s analysis of this 

dehcient mode of 'Dasein* reveals three essential characteristics of 

the average man : talk, curiosity, and equivocation. All these point 

to that sensational man who indulges in endless talk and in aimless 

curiosity and claims to understand everything without understanding 

anything. 
(t)iV) How then are we to understand the possibility of authentic 

existence? This must be a state of complete self-recovery. The 

'who* of ‘Dasein’, the self-hood is a way of existing and nob a given 

fact. This authentic self-hood must be an existential modidcation 

of the average man. Already in the average man there is the “voice 

of consoienre" thsi points to the possibility of this self-recovery. 

The conscience is thereby interpreted as a call to the average man. 

Who gives the call? The same ‘Dasein* but only as one who has 

experienced the dread of “(ieworfenbeit”. To hear this voice of 

conscience is only to understand ones own authentic possibility of 

existing. To hear this call is to The average man does not 

decide. Such decision implies the concept of .v/'/Hut/ou which plays 

a central role in all existential thinking, ‘Dasein’ comes to its own 

in the silent decision of one who experiences tlie dread of “Gewor- 

fenheit". 

The situation par excellence tiiat mikes tlii.s heiring of 

the conscience, this consciousness of one’s authentic pjssibilities and 

therefore this self-recovery of ‘Dasein’ pos.sibIe is dcif/i ; hence the 

important role hia analysis of dea‘h plays in Heidegger’s existential¬ 

ism. For, death is existeniial in cliiractor. Death is always some¬ 

body’s oitjk death. It is no event. It is an unique inner possibility 

of each 'Dasein'. Existential analysis of death is concerned with 

this phenomenon in so far as it represents such an unique possibility 

of ‘Dasein*. All questions about what happens after death are thereby 

loft out of discuRsion. The existential attitude can be made clearer 

by contrasting it with that of the average man. TJie average man 

says; “Man dies”. The equivocation is worth noticing : Uic subject 

no bo^y m particular. And, further, death, in this attitude, is 

tuollowed down to an event that happons to ‘TXisein , but ilutiinately 

a- 104SP-.VTT 
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belongB to uo ouo. Either there is a feai io the face of this eveut^ 

or there is supposed to be a passive ludiflercnce, for only “luaa dies’ • 

The average man agrees that death is certain, but his consciousness 

of this certainty remains equivocal. As against this buparficial under¬ 

standing of death, existential understanding icveals the following * 

1 Death is the mos< peculiar ontological possibility of 'Dasein*. 

2. This posbihilitv is non-jclutional. It belongs to each 'Dabein' 

as it is, as alone. 

3. This pocuiiai, non-ielational pohsibility cannot be oveit.iken , 

it is the fcirthebt posMbilit>. 

4. This possibility is ceilain. Tlu^ lertamty i*. ralically 

different from that which may accompany an} other inner-worldly 

being. 

5. But tills possibility lonuuns uiJefimte, even with respect 

to its ccitaint}. This indefnute, but ceitain end arouse^ a constinl 

menace. 

6. Tluongh this diead, the ‘Dasein’ finis itself hotore the 

possible inipos-sihihty ol its own existence 

7. Geiiiiii'* txi'-tencj is oM^uig in lli* piv'sonce of death, of 

deuih ton Jilcied not as a naiuial e/eut bill a*- an CMsteniial pos-i- 

bility. 

(/a) The e\ibtcntiil significance ol d«.ilh thows hovafuiiue 

possibility can be efieofne in '•ha])ing the pic-eiit This opeub the 

path for a new undeistanding of the sense in which ‘Dasein* is 

essentially ftniporaf. Ordinarily, we mean by temporality “being 

within Time”. All otbei beings except Da«ein have this kind of 

temporality. But sucli temporality is only derivative. The original 

temporality ib that which characterises Dasein. Objective time i& 

derived from subjective time. We liave seen that the essence oi 

existence he' in an ever piescut posMbility oi existing. Tins implies 

anticipation, expectation, “to be ahead of oneself”. Hence the 

imporlame of iutiiic in llcidcggers analysis ol lime. 

^.7) For tlic totality of all tliese features enumerated, Heideggei 

rises the term ”Sorge”. Being in llie world and being with otheis, 

“Geworfenheifc” and fioiteness, uudoibtauding of Being and yc^ 

forgetting the Being, death and temporality, being ahead of onescll 

and decisions that turn a moment into eternity,—all these are coii 

tained for Heidegger within the significance of that strange teim 

“Sorge”. 
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VI 

Wo hove Feen two a^i)ecifi of Ilcidoggei’s philosophy, hih philo- 

hophy of Beji»g and hib Daflein-analysis. What preci*-oly is tho 

lelation between these two aB[)eclb? 

It is clear that a philosophy of Beiiv* ,s what is aimed at. 

Dasein-aualys-is is undertaken as pioviding tli*' due to it. 

At the hamo liiiio, one has the eii'-pKion tint ilio Daseiu diiilyb*8 

jnfluemeb his philosophy of Being. Wo have monlioned one instance 

of this influence : how the lolo that dread and anxiety play m the 

foimcr lead JI( idei^ger, in spite of hiiM'-elf, to a sort of identification 

of Being witli Nothing. Ai lea^t, no room is left for a positive 

expeilcnte of Being. 

In his later works, pirlicularly in the ‘ Holzwoge*’, Being is 

exhibited as dcicrinining the lii'.torical destiny ol Di'^oin. When 

lus oilier at (oun*h of Ti Mne m iko iis suspect thit h^ is ]i)inling to 

something like the Ycdanlu* Biahinan, wo liml this‘suspicion‘bat¬ 

tened wlit-n wo aio told tint Ihdng is Indo’Kil in thna hr. tint 

Being sufTci it- own distiny T'iie 'MilK' ot J) i nn. ttic “f*>ig »t- 

ting” of Pcing and tl.o p's ihihty of ''a^-oin*'' i o'>\ ning it‘' authentic 

self-hood, Ihioiigh all tlioso we ‘•oo the destiny of li^'iiig itself. One 

wondcis if this IS not Hegelian. Indeed, there is in cs-a\ on Hogol, 

inlorpretutive and not cnt'cdl, m tho “Holzwege”. One remena- 

btis that Kierkeggdid and Nietzsche, bj revolting against the same 

Hegelian idealism, had initiated the so-callod oxistontiah^'t incveinent 

VTI 

Tho destiny of Being is icflecled in the oi man's 

siaiuhnif of Being (which ib the true, the ‘onginar Insloiv ol Oasein) 

This latter is aBo the history of thought, m so fir as il^ rolilion 

to Being is concerned. Originally, thought had a direct access to 

Being. As if, Being was speaking through thought (m the pie- 

Socractics and the poets). There is, in tlieii ongiinl nafiiie, little 

dilTerence between thought and ])oetry. But tho Iiistoiy of wc^-iern 

nietapliysics has been a history o( progressive fillm.; iw'ly fiom that 

original contact with Being. Through riaionn - Vu'^tottlian phiio- 

**opby, thinking became concerned with beings anli^iew {nhnmd. 

Originally, truth was the self-revelation of Being ifsell. Wilh tho 

lit-e of technical thinking, truth becomes eonsisicir^ With the rise 

of the distinction between subject and object, truth becomes sub- 
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jective certainty. Man or Da&ein becomes a subject. Philosophy 

becomes the world-view of this subject. Systems of philosophy come 

to be coDstrocted. Technical thinking objectifies. Human action 

oomeB to be objectified as culture. Art is objectified and becomes 

the subject matter of a teclinical study called aestheticp* The world 

becomes, as it were, de-banclified. In Nietzsche’s words, God is 

dead. This is the tragic destiny of Beiug. The whole story origi¬ 

nates from the forgetfulnets of Being, the dissociation of thought 

from contact with Being, frem consequence objectificalioii of truth. 

The pathos of Dasein's history lies in the tension between being 

and Being. 

In Nietzsche, Heidegger sees the culmination of western meta- 

ph}hic8 as well as its last abMirdity. And it becomes Heidegger’s 

avowed purpose to edei't a total destruction of tliis metaphysical 

tradition. If this destruction succeeds, it may be hoped, thought 

would go back to Being, thought and poetry would come together, 

and the light of Being would stait illuminating human exihtence. 

There is no wonder th.it Heideggtr has taken lo poetry ! 

IX 

In an artiLle entitled '‘Thomas oder Hegel” (LOGOS, 1 26), 

15. Przywara had suggested t!ie alternative between the protesiant- 

Kantian philosophy of ego (which, according to Przywara, amounts 

to turning creatures into Gods) and the thomistic experience of 

*'creaturehood” of the ego. Should we say that Heidegger’s emphasis 

on the finiteness of human existence and yet its understanding of 

Being, however vague, (that is to say, its •‘self-transcendence”), 

is a secularisation of the catholic theology to whicli Heidegger devoted 

his early major work? And, further, what is still interesting, and 

what is liable to be controversial, is that here Heidegger claims Kant’s 

company ! Kant and Goethe, it would be said as against Heidegger, 

did bold out promise of an infinite advance and of a positive experience 

of Being.’® 

Fnrtlier, do his conoeplR of Being and self-revelation of Being 

conceal the concepts of God and His historical revelation? And, 

cenH we say that what he describes as "Verfall” (Fall)' and “Gewor- 

fenheit” (being thrown into) conceals the Christian concepts of the 

original Sin and the Fall ? 

“S Hoideggrt 1 Kant nnd d«i Prtl.Iem d.r Motaphyglk. CoalrtU Paul Hofmann- 
sik od^r vmtfrhsndc fljdn-WwseDwlwft y (Berlin, 192^, pp. ^0. 
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Heidegger denies the justice of such intecpretstioDs.*^ But 

there in no denying that bis thought has helped Christian theologians 

in much adventurous thinking and recoantruction of their own 

ideas.’* 

X 

Afewl.nesot oriticisin siiugefi themnelve^^ to us immediately 

and we shall not do moie than barely mention then! in this paper: 

1. JTeidogger claims to be making an absolutely fresh hegiitning, 

but the historical influences on hiin can t.iailv be discerned. The 

major influences, in modem philosophy, are from Kant, Hegel and 

Marx, Kierkegaard and Nietzsche, Dilfhey and S heler, not to s^ieak 

of Hu'-serl. These influences arc so central to his thought that be 

cannot bo understood without a reference to these predecessors. 

*2, Heidegger claims to be giving us a purely ontological- 

llieoieti<*a1 anahsis, whereas his use of Ibe terms like “Fall**, 

“desiadiUion” and “heillos” invoke value-judgment.*^ The possi¬ 

bility of alternating between these two allitudeB makes a proper 

nndeistandm” of Ids wiitings difificull. 

Ib One of the essential feature.-^ of IXisein is .slid to be “being 

wilb otbeift’*. Vet, existential living is said be hnely. Heidegger 

dees not give us, explicitly atleast, anyconceid of existential society 

(Milseiu). This has led ids tbouglit to be snspecied of a rather 

cold individualism, as contrasted with Karl Jaspers who speaks of 

an existential 'communication’. 

4. His judgments on traditional philosophy are often too rude; 

and the readers of -S'e/u find Zvit know that Heidegger himself 

pursues a scverly technical analysis. In this respect, Karl Jaspers’* 

is more consistent when he denies the possibility of a universally 

binding objective existential analysis and suggests the idea of 

communication. May be, Jaspers is thereby pointing towards the 

impossibility of an existential philosophy and Heidegger, when be 

philosophises, is certainly a better philosopher than Earl Jaspers. 

His altitude towards Tbeologj bifl bfen cleirlj stated io his diacussioEs with tbs 
Evangelical Acadamy at Hofgfidinar, rei>nrted io "ANSTOSBE**, March 1954. 

Compare, (*.9 , UndoU Bultmann'e inov(*rn(»*it of Entoijthologieieruog; disenaeioDs 
on Entmythologiair^rtmg are to be (onod in the volumfs of "Kerygina nnd Mythoa", edited 
by Dr. Han a-Werner.. 

Seio und Zoit, p. 175 f. Also Holzwege. 

K. Jasn<rs' denial of an universaily binuing objbotivo philosophy pervades oil bit 
toajor works, 
in an essay 
writes, referring 
keitefi zu steben. *••»- wicm... «•••» —- - - - . ^ , 
wissenschaftlibb, ph&nomenologia^, objectivierend. Jaspers considers tbls to bt an aitoy^ 



VIRGINIA WOOLF AND THE CAPTURE 
OF THE MOMENT 

SihIR (’llVTI’l.R.II li. M A 

Profi^sor vf &'/. Van! \ (uliultu iou Ht^tunU Sthofat, 

(^uetu Munf ta'Utff Lornhm 

“ What i& the meaning of life* *' 'I’hnI was all—a himjde qiK-shon; one that lonilfd 

to close in on one with ycais The gicat levolalion had ncvoi (Oiue. The i^uiit 

revelaiion perhapb never did come. Instead theic wuc little dailj iniraele-*, illtiiumationi, 

matches struck unexpectedly lu tho dark. 
VIRGINIA WOOLF: TO THE LIGHT HOUSE. 

A question Uiat nuiurall,\ aiiscs is \Vh\ this ciMseless jneofcupalion 
with *Tjtne’? Virginia Wotjli wewr stops cxpi'i iimniting witli tlu* (lo^i<■es 
of uieinory, fiush-hach and itni'shoit' ning It might \w siiul that Mrs Woolf 
found traditional tinie-sequcnco iniuloqiuilo ioi tlu* pnrpost* of i(‘('routing 
reality us obsoi\ed l)\ 1km Tli.it would, howovor, not Ik* tho (*omjd(‘to 
answer. In fact, Virginia Wo(»lt, itjund ti.uhlion.d tiiii(*-s( qiu no( madoqii il * 
and insufficient in so fur as londoiing ol cIiaiuot(‘r is conooni! d and a full 
rendering of chaiuctcr for lioi, ino.mt tin' (hs])l.i\ (d iho nnur Ii\ s ot he'' 
creatures. In this she wi's cortiiinlx infliuMuod h\ otlu'i (oiitompoiniy 
writers, particularly by Jiunos Joyce and IMarcol Proust I’horo can lie no 
doubt that Joyce’s fluidity of pioso stylo, his doliheiato disregard for 
traditional time-sequence uud Ins method ol associutixo wiiting had left 
a permanent effect on Mrs. Woolf’s style and t chiiicjuo Hho makes 
repeated refemces to Proust, whom she icad in the original French Pioust 
had also left a im2>rcsb on her styh* But it would be wrong 
to stop at this 2>oint. She was influenced by Joyce and Pioust inimarily 
because her own endeavours were also taking hin* along aimiUir lines. 
Joyce handled interior monologue in a novel manner, he presented con- 
aciouBnesfi thi’ough a mixture of introspection and anticipation in the 
characters themselves, he emancipated uovelistic plot and characterization 
ohmpletely from traditional shades of time. Proubt’s contiibutions were 
similar but somewhat more artistic Proust’s continual preoccupation 
with nature and quality of ‘‘experience in time’\ hi«i interpretation oJ 
Bergsoninn concept of “duration**, and ahovo all his supreine capacity, 
as Clive Bell puts it, “to fill and colour the hulihle of present time with n 
visiem of the past”,* could influence Virginia Woolf only because hIi^ 
herself had already formulated her own ledmique and stylistic method and 
was looking for the sure means of attaining them in the best jiossible wniy. 

' Clive Bell: Proust, (Hogarth Preoa) 1028. TIhh IiUIe book undoubtedly reflect# 
taken in ProuBt by the literary and artistic group to which Virginia 
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The Voyage Out whs published iu 1915 and Night and I/uy in 1919, 
lu tho*ic two ium»ls VirgLuiu Woolf Has still fiuubltug for a way out- But 
the publication of Jacob*8 Room iu 1922 murks a dehnite step in her career. 

In this novel, **thc studied tenuousness of expression’'* is abundaaUy 
cx'ideni. Besides, chronology censes to he important, and human experience 
is no longer presented wdiole, but is broken down into a series of shiftiiig 
impressions which arc coiist.inU\ kept in ifosition h\ the ouMior’s controlling 
eye. Tl»c nulhor has not \'t vanished fi’oin the scone. She is present 
on the Pccn(‘ of *u ciin*iu*i‘ and slic is present i)olh ns n eommentutor and 

ns an interpreter of c\entR, character and oven the flux of time. Here is 
a topical illnstralion • 

“C’aptain Barefoot liked him best of the l>oys; but as for saying 

wliv. . . 

Tl seems then that men and women are equally at fault. It 
seeriis that ix profound, impartial and ni>soluteIy just opinion of our 
fellow-eicatures is utterly enknoHii. Either we are men, or we 
ar • ynmg, or uiowino oPI In niu case life is but a procession of 

sha<lo\\s, and (Jod knows wli\ it is that we cnibiaee them so eagerly, 

and see thnni depart with so much anguish, being shadows. And 
why if this and nmcli more than this is true, why are we yet sur- 
])rifted in tlie w'lndow’ cointr l)\ a suddtn vision that the young man 

m tl'e r-lmtr is i.f all things m tlie world tla* nio^t real, the most 

solid, til ‘ be-'i Known to us—win indcd*^ For tlie moment after 
wt know notiimg about Inm 

Sui'b IS iht nmniiiT nl our -eeing Sucb the conditions of our 
love", 

(p. 115-10) 

In this no\el Ynginia Woolf eoiisisttuitlv follows a particular method. 
The point of view keejis shifting all the time. She introduces characters 

whose sole function is to provide the render wnth fleeting and fragmentary 

impressions of the main clmraclcrs. A character, with Virginia Woolf, is 

not just a .liimesinn “reflietor”. .\n individual character is the sum- 
total of his own impjcssions ns also those thn* ht* makes on his fellow 
creatures Jacob is the principal character But his character is created 
nil throughout bv many indirect strok<s. But the minor characters too 

have a life of their own—wliich arc nwealed unexpectedly by a sudden 
flash of light. Tlic iJo\cl grows round the hie of Jacob. The boy Jacob 

grows up. goes to Onnibridge, to his lodgings iu London, has hie love 
affairs, visits Franco and then (Irecce and then dies in th"* w^ar. He lives 
and dies and wlmt is left of him is left in the imprcsHk'ns he created in 
the minds of othei’s, a room, full of his I'arthlj’ belongings which would 

probably renew those imprcs.sions in Ins friends and relations. The method 
is “impressionistic*' und yet not merely that either. The author passes 
quite easily from one chni'actcr to another. The transitions are conditioned 

hy the needs of the moment in the story. Virginia Woo’f seems to suggest 
b11 through that these fragments of experience, these fleeting iixipressioi&B 

• P*vid Daichee : Vir,tiiu» Woolf, 1042. (Now Pirectiona. 0«tu>, 
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have II profound jii((*r-rclutionnln|) of their own, and lluit it would appear 

spontaneously throughout tlv* story. WJu'u Jucoh dies ho docs not con^c 

to be. The experiences of his short life have all been gathered together 

and entombed in past lime, which in thoir turn hn\e l)Ocn Irnnsinuled into 

the memory of those who had known liini alixe and would reinend>er him 

dead. The concluding chapter of the no\el (Chtptci \IV) is ilhiiniiiatine : 

“JIc left cM*r\lhnia pisl as it w,is‘\ Jh)iiani> inaiwelled, 

‘‘Nothing arranged. All Ins letters s(i 'wn uIkhiI for an\ one *o 

read. What did he i‘\pe<*t‘^ l)jd hr* think ho would come hack ’ 

he mused. staJidinc in the nuddli* of Jacob’s room 

Listless is the air in an ein])t^ room, inst swelling tiie enrtain; the 

flowers in the jar shiit. One fibre in tlv’ wiekor ann-ebair eieaks, tliough 

no one sits there. 

Lonamy erossed to the window' Picktoid’s van swung down 

the street. The omniluis's w(*re locked together at Mudi(*’s corner. 

Engin's throbbed, and earter^, lamming tlie brakes down, pulled 

their horses sharp uj» A Imi'^h and iinha]ip;\ \oice erb'd something 

unintelligible And then suddenK all the l(*H\t‘s seem d to raise 

themselves 

“Jacob! Jacob'” cued Bonaim, standing b\ tb ■ window The 

leaves sank down again 

“Such eontnsioii e^ er\ w lieic ^” cxolauned lhlt\ Flanders, 

bursting o])cn the b •drooin dom 

Bonaniv turned nwax troin llie window 
* 

“What am I tri do with the si* Air Br»nan»A ' ^ 

Sht held out a pair oi Jacr»b’s old shoes 

(pp lifibOO) 

That is how this nnnsiiMl no\el is coMelnded Jaiith’s ffoom, it 

seems, was purposive 1_\ vintten tor “nupressioiis", tliat is, toi rendering 

human experience in flux Indeed, tin re is a ]ilot in this no\eI, lint the 

plot has been pushed to the backgiounrl; it has not been used as a ineatiB 

for a proper interpretation of K*alit\ In tins novel tlie plot does not 

impose a pattern on the oxpeii nees leconnli'd It-itlier, the recoid of the 

flux of experitmee, a'- made b^ tlie authci who is .in "cm r-present ea\eb 

drop]»er of the stream of conscientr*”/ lias broiiglil into ..\i<-lence the plot 

as a bA-product But nil this clemgod in her next iimel Mth DaUoway, 
which has n vor^ well-constructed plot. 

Mrtt, Dalimray, which was publi'^hed in has lieeii called by 

Da«id Daiohes “the first wholly suceesstu! novel tlial Virginia Woolf 

produced”/ and Joan Bennett charaeteri/a^s it as “one of her four most 

satisfying noyols’*.'' Mr. E M. Forster writing in the fWitcriont April 

1026, says: "It is perhajis her niastenueco, bill diflicnlt, and I am not 

altogether sure about every detail excejit wlien m\ fouiitnin ])en is in my 

hand”. 

•'* 3. Tsftacfl ; An A«^es^ment of Tirrritulh Cittiury p. 96. 
* Dav.il Daicbes: Virginia Woolf, p. 03. 
^ Jofttt Bennett r Vtrgmm Woolf—Her Art o? tt A^orflfst. p, 97 (1940). 
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In her diary Virgima Wocdf wrote on, Tueaday. April 8» lS88f amoPg 
other things: **.More and more do I repeat i^y own version of 
Montaigne—'It is life that matters’ Now this is significant for obtioiis 
leasonS. In Mrs. DaHoway Virginia Woolf is deliberately out to prore that 
‘life’, though it is “the oddest afiair", has in it “the essence of reality*’. 
In Jacob*8 Boom, she had tried to give us a glimpse of the fleeting and 
shifting experiences of life. In Mrs. Z/ollowav, she makes a deliberate 
atteznpt to carry the stream of oonsoiousness method to its highest level of 
achievement and vindicate its possibilities os a technique for the completely 
artistic way of portraying “life”. She achieves this end by a rigorous 
process of elimination, selection and clarification of the materials used. 
Mrs. Dalloway has a vigorous structure. 

In this novel, the entire action is limited, like that in Joyce’s Ulyssss, 
to a single June day in the life of its chief character—spatially to London, 

and “spiritually” or rather, emotionally, to the relations Mrs. Dalloway 
has with certain other people. The action is presented mainly through 
the minds of these other people without any reference to conventional 
time, or space. The novel is actually more concerned with the past 
the characters and their stakes of consciousness at different spatial and 
temporal levels than in the things that take place in that one day. Of 
course, certain things like Mrs. Dalloway’s party, her shopping, the death 
of Septimus, do take place in course of the particular day. Mrs. Dalloway 
is the focal jwint. All the action is centered round her. But the method 
of presentation follows a rather free moveinent completely independent of 
time-sequence. Mrs. Dalloway begins her day by going out to shop for 
her party which is to take place the same evening. The book ends with » 

description of that party itself. The reader moves through her mind to 
the days of her early girlhood spent at home where she met Peter Walsh, 
now serving in India. London makes an entry—“life; London; this 

moment in June”. She meets her next-door neighbour, PurA'is, her friend 
Hugh Whitbread. And her husband and lier daughter Elizabeth, 
Elizabeth's friend Doris Kilman, her own friend Sally Seton and many 
other people pass through her mind in quick or slow succession. The 
reader learns a good deal not only about tlie character of Mrs. Dalloway, 
but about a varied group of other people who arc related to her. They 
are related to her in a variety of ways. Some cross her path at one time 
or the other in course of this particular day, or she thinks of them, or they 
think of her. The relationship is never casual, they are seemingly so. 

Each character, no matter whether he or slie crosses Mrs. Dalloway’s 
path in space, that is, in London, or in time, that is, doing something 
at the same time or in memory (both in time aud space), has some very 
intimate relation with both Mrs. Dalloway herself and with the central 
theme of the book. The relationship is symbolical. The central theme 
of the book has its interpretation and elaboration in the character of 
Mrs. Dalloway. The haphazard and random sross-seotion of a port of 
human life and experiences is actually, at the bottom, a highly organized 
Representation of all those human experiences that constitute “life”. 
Virginia Woolf has already travelled far away from the stage of “impres* 
sionigm”, pure and simple. 

a-*i9iep~yii 
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Tha method of developing story, snd chAraoter es embedded iti hy 
Vh-ginis WooH needs a careful aaalysis. Mu. DdUoway has been dgb^ 
ssilltd * musical fugue in consferuction**.* The novel has a defliHte 
Movement. Hie movement goes fwward and backward rythmioally. It 
follows am alternating pattern. At first a point is fixed—a point o/ ecn4eiou$- 
naas in Mrs. Dalloway. That becomes the focal point. From that point 
the movement swings—away in space, backward in time, opening up long 
vistas of experience and character, and then forward again to the partioaltr 
day of the novel-time. Then another fixed point—a point in botfc ftwa 
and apace—a June morning. Bond Street. The movement begins again 
from Ws point through different points of consciousness in different 
persons: Watkiss, Septimus and Lucrezia, Sarah, and Bowley. Then 
comes the third fixed point—a point in the Septimus-Lucreaia conacioua- 
naaa. There is again a backward and forward movement at this point 
both spatially and temporarily. On a careful analysis of the whole hook 
it would be found that the pattern is built up with extreme care and 
precision. This results in the creation of a completely satisfying artistic 
whole. Jacob’s Room with all its brilliance remains a patchy affair and 
Mu. Dalloway is a composite whole. Mr. B. L. Chambers is right when 
he says: “Mra. Dalloway represents a compromise between the need for 
formal clarity of presentation and the formlessness apparently inherent in 
the ‘stream of consciousness* technique, with its insistence that ‘every¬ 
thing is the proper stuff of fiction', that ‘no perception comes amiss*. 
It was perhaps the main achievement of Virginia Woolf's genius to discover 
that such a compromise was possible ; certainly it required an artistic 
sensibility of a very higli order to apply such a compromise in practice.*’^ 
Like Joyce, Mrs. Woolf in Mrs. Dalloway, succeeds in escaping from the 
limitations of chronological time by an effective use of the interior 
monologue. In addition, the use of the allternating pattern of time and 
space and of time-space has enabled her to effect transitions between 
different situations. The reader is introduced to a character. He gets 
inside that character and shares with him or her the movement backward 
and forward of his or her mind. The reverie of that character is brought 
up to the present time. And then the reader is reminded of some other 
character, who has his or her own movements in mind. Thus sometimes, 
the reader stands still in time and moves from one character to another, 
and at other times, he stands still in space, that is, in the mind of a 
particular character and moves backward and forward in his oonsoiousnesa. 
The author does not sit idle when all this is taking place. With remarks, 
such as, “she could remember**, “she thought, walking on*’ and even 
interpretations, such as, “For Heaven only knows why one loves so” anrl 
ao on, the author constontly reminds the reader of the existence of time, 
spaoa, different characters and all the movements which constitute human 
existezioe—“ life' ’. 

There are different kinds of reveries which ate in a constant state of 
flux, but the personalitj of the particular person involved acts as the 

f J. Imsos: An Aaiaemeni of Twentieth (Vnlm rj± ^ 
B. L. OhambecB; The Novele of VirginS^V^f 87. 

p. « 
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unifying agent and often gi'rei diveigent and eren diaote veMdea a 
deflate direction. Virginia Woolf often ehifts fhnn one person to another 
—or rather from the reveries of one person to those of another. Suoh a 
shift invariably involves a change in the unifying agent as well. The 
individual personality no longer remains the unifying agent. The moment 
of time which joins these difEereut characters or individuals assume that 
office. That particular moment of time is indicated and repeatedly 
emphasised by the striking of a clock. Joyce hod exactly the same thing 
in mind when in Stephen Hero^ Stephen told his friend Oranly that “the 
clock of the Ballast Office was capable of an epiphany."* In 3frs. DaUoway 
whenever we hear a clock striking a particular hour we can be certain 
that the author is going to shift from one character to another, either in 
space or in time. The clock by striking a particular note at a particular 
time acts ns the unifying factor in disparate characters. “Characters are 
revealed to each other by existing contemporaneously, by co-existence in 
time: moments of time are related to each other by co-existence within 
the retroBpecting mind of the individual" * The best illustration ia 
probably to be found in the following: 

“Tell me", he snid, seizing her by the shoulders. “Are you happy, 
ClariKsa 7 Dck»s Bieliard-’ ’ 

The door opened. 
“Here is my Elizabeth", said Ciarissn, emotionally, histrionically, 

perhaps. 
“How d*y do?" said Elizabeth coining forward. 
The sound of Big Bon sinking the half-hour struck out between 

them with extraordinary vigour, as if a young man, strong, 
indifferent, inconsiderate, were swinging dumb-bells this way 
and that. 

{p. 78). 

And also in Ihe following: 
“It was precisely twelve o’clock; twelve by Big Ben; whose stpke 

was wafted over the northern part of London; blent with that 
of other clocks, mixed in a thin ethereal way with the clouds 
and wisps of smoke and died up there among the sea gulls— 
twelve o’clock struck ns Clarissa Dalloway laid her green dress 
on her bed, and the Warren Smiths walked down Harley Street. 
Twelve was the hour of their appointment. Probably, Bezia 
thought, that was Sir William Bradshaw’s house with the gray 
motor car in front of it (The leaden circles dissolved in the air). 

(p. 142). 

"It is this, he said, as he entered Dean’s Yard. Big Ben was 
beginning to strike, first the warning, musical ; then the hour, 
irrevocable. Lunch parties waste the entire afternoon, he 
thought, approaching bis dooi. 

^ \irtinia Woolf, p. 68. The *nth« a»icu»M» this um , 
^ wm iaaglk k Ohspter IV ot dOt hook. 
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The fiouBd of Big Ben flooded ClarisBa's drawing-room, whero she 
eat, ever bo annoyed, at her writing-table ; worried; annoyed’*. 

(p. 177). 

And then we come to Septimus Warren Smith. Mrs. Woolf herself • 
oalled him Clarissa’s ‘’double”. He is also her anti-type. He is an 
ex-soldier, suflering from shell-shock. He is introduced to the reader 
at regular intervals in the novel with his Italian wife, Lucrezia. The 
Septimus-Lucrezia episode is built up step by step and with great care 
through objective narration of the author and the stream of consciousness 
of Septimus himself. Late in the day Septimus commits suicide to escape 
the attendants who come to take him away to an asylum. Sir William 
Bradshaw, a pompous and bungling specialist, who has been the indirect 
cause of the suicide, comes to Mrs. Dalloway’s party and in a callous 
manner refers to it. A moment of illuminating insight enables 
Mrs. Dalloway to experience a complete identity with the luckless young- 
man’s suicide as she thinks of life and death in terms of time. 
Mrs. Dalloway had never known him in person. Yet this identity of these 
two disparate and unknown characters imparts to the novel its com¬ 
pleteness. 

It is thus clear that Virginia Woolf’s concept of this identity or to 
put it more exactly, unity has determined the techruque of characterization 
in Mrs. Dalloway. She does not describe her characters. Nor does she 
sum them up in a phrase or two. They often lack the tangible immediacy 
of say, a Conrad character. This effect she creates deliberately. For, 
like Proust she thinks that if characters are sharply defined the technique 
of the novel would run counter to its real purpose. Indeed, “life itself” 
as she calls it,—that is, a vision of life that denies the validity of boundaries 
must be projected through and expressed in characters. 

It is absolutely unnecessary to assess the extent of Joyce’s or Proust’s 
influence on Virginia Woolf with special reference to Mrs. Dalloway. 
Vir^nia Woolf belongs certainly to the group of those novelists who 
deliberately turned inward. She accepted the stream of consciousness 
technique. But while doing that she also contributed to the technique 
something original, and indeed, carried it a step further. For instance, 
Virginia Woolf never endeavours to recreate the stream of consciousness 
of her characters directly, as Joyce constantly does in Ulyaacs. It is 
reported. The author is always present in her novels. As a matter of 
fact, the style of her novels coincides completely with the vision of life 
she had and that the novels seek to communicate. Underneath the dis¬ 
parate and even conflicting views presented in her novels, there is the 
"impersonal narrator”, a sort of central intelligence. The reader is very 
seldom allowed to become too aware of its presence. Yet this central 
intelligence keeps control of the story as it progresses, not only through 
its powtr of directing the raw materials, but also through the ability to 
extend the idea of a common impulse beneath diversity. Thus she reports 
with such phrases as "she thought”, “she walked on, tiiinking”. The 
naitator often speaks directly but seldom in the first person. TSm enables 



the reader to have an illusion of entering a oharacter’a ooQflolouaDess. At 

times the narrator gets completely submerged in ‘Uie particular (diaraoter 
whose stream of oonsoiousness is being transcribed. Then, the impersonal 
pronoun **one'’ is substituted for the *'he*’ or "she’*. Here is a typical 
example of this: 

"For having lived in Westminster—how many years now? 
over twenty,—one feels even in the midst of the traffic, or waMng 

at night. Clarissa was positive, a particular hush, or solemnity; an 
indescribable pause; a suspense (but that might be her heart, 
affected, they said, by influenza) before Big Ben strikes. There I 
Out it boomed. First a warning, musical; then the hour, irrevo¬ 
cable. The leaden circles dissolved in the air. Such fools we are, 

she thought, crossing Victoria Street. For Heaven only knows why 

one loves it so, how one sees it so.making it up, building it 
round one tumbling it,. (pp. 8-9). 

Mtb. Dalloway, then is a presentation of a complete view of life. In 
this novel Virginia Woolf was abl**, above every thing else, to regulate her 

perspective and "to formalize a consistent interpretation of experience."” 
She was not, as some entries in her diary clearly show, entirely satisfied 
with her performance But that was an artist’s dissatisfaction, not a 

critic's. There is in this novel "a suggestion throughout that the experi¬ 
ences of individuals combine to form a single indeterminate whole, and 

that wisdom is the recognition of this. Her characters are shown as 
reaching their moineuts of greatest insight when they perceive life as that 

"luminous halo"."" Those momenta of insight are given to the 
reader in a highly symbolical and yet organized manner, for instance; 

"What business had the Bradshaws to talk of death at her 

party? A young man had killed himself. And they talked of it 
at her party—the Bradshaws talked of death. He had killed 

himself—but how? Always her body went through it first, when 

she was told, suddenly, of on accident ; her dress fiamed, her body 
burnt. He had thrown himself from a window. Up had fiashed the 

ground; through him, blundering, bruising, went the rusty E^ikes. 
There he lay with a thud, thud in his brain, and then a suffocation 

of blackness. So she saw it. But why had be done it? And the 

Bradshaws talked of it at her party! 

She had once thrown a shilling into the Serpentine, never 
anything more. But be had fiung it away. They went on living 
(she would have to go book ; the rooms were still crowded; people 
kept on coming). They (all day she had been thinking of Bourton, 

of Peter, of Sally), they would grow old. A thing there was that 
mattered; a thing, wreathed about with chatter, defaced, obscured 
in her own life, let drop every day m corruption, lies, chatter* 
This he had preserved. Death was def anoe. Death was an attempt 
to communicate; people feeling the impossibility of reaching tlM 

* 

Jasisv HstflV s Tk« Ohu$ Roof. (Univ. of Csliforois Pr.)« 19M, p, W* 
n Darid DsichM: Virgima Woolf, p. 78. 
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oeotre wliich, «v«ded cbseneM drew epait; 

rapture faded, one Was alone, Th«!» was an embrace in death. 
But this young man who had killed himself—had he plui^ted 

holding his treasure? “If it were now to die, *twere now to be most 

happy”, she said to herself once, coming down in white. 
(pp. 277-78). 

and in these lines too; 
“It held, foolish as the idea was, something of her own in it, 

this country sky, this sky above Westminster. She parted 
the curtains; she looked. Oh, but how surprising!—in the room 

opposite the old lady stared straight at her! She was going to bed. 
And the sky. It will be a solemn sky, she bad thought, it will be 
a dusky sky, turning away its cheek in beauty. But there it was 
ashen pale, raced over by tapering vast clouds. It was new to her. 
The wind must have risen. She was going to bed, in the room 
opposite. It was fascinating to watch her, moving about, that old 

lady, crossing the room, coming to the window. Could she see 
her? It was fascinating, with people still laughing and shouting in 
the drawing-room, to watch that old woman, quite quietly, going to 

bed. She pulled the blind now. The clock began striking. The 

young man had killed himself; but she did not pity him; with the 
clock striking the hour, one, two, three, she did not pity him, with 

all this going on. There! the old lady had put out her light! the 
whole house was dark now with this going on, she repeated, and 

the words came to her, Fear no more the heat of the sun. She 

must go back to them. But what an extraordinary night! She 

felt somehow very like him—the young man who had killed himself. 
She felt glad that he had done it; thrown it away. The clock was 

striking. The leaden circles dissolved in the air. He made her 
feel the beauty; made her feel the fun. But she must go back. 

She must assemble. She must find Sally and Peter. And she 

came in from the little room. (pp. 279-81) 
To the Lighthouse was published in 1927 This is what Virginia 

Woolf wrote in her diary on Tuesday, November, 23, 1926, when she was 
actually writing this novel; 

“ . . . yet I am now and then haunted by some semi-mystic 

^ very profound life of a woman, which shall all be told on one occa¬ 
sion; and time shall be utterly obliterated; future shall somehow 

blossom out of the past. One incident—say the fall of a flower— 
mijght contain it. My theory being that the actual event practically 
doea not exist—-nor time either”. 

61m» woAed hard to give a practical expression to this theory, that ”tho 

actual even practically does not exist—^nor time either”. And To the 
f^ighiheuee was the result. 

To the JjigkthauBe b the easiest to read. It is certainly easier than 

lira. DaUetCcy* Xt appears to develop on normal structural lixies, although 

the basic technique employed is that of the stream of oonsoiousnese* B 

is divided iato three mam parts: The Wind&w, Timo and The 
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JAglUhou$4, The first port deals with lit. sad Mrs. tiiair chOdral 
end their guests on a holiday on an island one xnid^September day* Hm 
third part is concerned with events one morning ten years later tncM or 
less at the same place. The second part, Tima Pastes, gives us on ktu 
pressioniatic portrayal of the change and decay of the house of the Bamsays 
during the ten years it is not visited by any one. During these ten years 
Mrs. Bamsay dies, Andrew Bamsay is killed in War and Prue Bsansay 
dies in childbirth. All this information is given casually while deseribing 
the decay of the house itself. In the third part, the Bamsay family, made 
smaller by death, visits the house with some of the former guests. Lily 
Briscoe completes the picture she had started ten years ago before, under 

the direct impact of the vision that illuminates her inner mind. At about 
the same timo IVIr. Bamsay with two of the children (now adolescents) 

reaches *'the Lighthouse”. Thoir arrival and Lily Briscoe’s final vision 

occur at the same time and this identity enhances the symbolic significance 
of the novel. 

There is an abruptness in the opening lines of the novel; 
”Yes, of course, if it*c fine to-morrow”, said Mrs. Bamsay. 

"But you’ll ha\e to be up with the lark”, she added. 

(p. 11) 

Mrs. Jlunisay refers to an expected journey to the Lighthouse. It means 

BO much to young James Jlumsay, aged six. The young boy’s reactions 

are described thus; 

"To her sou these words conveyed an extracardiuary joy, as if it 

were settled the expedition were bound to take place, and the 

^\onder to which he hod looked forward, for years and years it 
seemed, was, after a night's darkness and a day’s sail, within 

touch Since he belonged, even at the age of six, to that great 
clan \^hich cannot keep this feeling separate from that, but must 

let future prospects, with their joys and sorrows, cloud what is 

actually at baud, smee to such people even in earliest childhood 

any turn in the wheel of sensation has the power to crystolise and 

transfix the moment upon which its gloom or radiance rests, James 
Bamsay, sitting on the fioor cutting out pictures from the illustratf^d 

catalogue of the Army and Navy Stores, endowed the picture of a 

refrigerator as his mother spoke with heavenly bliss. It was fringed 
with joy. The wheelbarrow, the lawn-mower, the sound of poplar 
trees, leaves whitening before rain, rooks cawing, brooms knocking, 

dresses rustling—all * these were so coloured and distinguished in 
his mind that he had already bis private code, his secret language, 
though he appeared the image of stork and uncompromising severity, 

with his high forehead and his fierce blue eyes, impeccably candid 

and pure, frowning slightly at the sight of human frailty, so at 
his mother, watching him guide his soissors neatly round the r 

gerator, Imagined him all red and ermine on the Bench or ^oUsg 

a stem and momentous enterprise in some crisis of public affain* 

i I 
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h deliberate. '^Hri^a Woolf weaves into these lines the ooneoioiiB- 

neee of James’s eharaoter, her own comments as an authcur and reflection 

of one oharaoter’s view on another's. Mr. Bamsay appears very oruel to 

James when he says: 
"But", said his father, stopping in front of the drawing-room 

window, "it won't be fine". 

And ten yeun after they do take a boat and reach the Lighthouse. James 
is now sixteen. 

"Well done!" James had steered them like a bom sailor. 
There! Cam thought, addressing herself silently to James. 

You've got it at last. For she knew that this was what James had 

been wanting, and she knew that now he had got it he was so 
pleased that he would not look at her or at his father or at any one. 

There he sat with his hand on the tiller sitting bolt upright, looking 
rather sulky and frowning slightly. He was so pleased that he was 
not going to let anybody take away a grain of his pleasure. His 
father had praised him. They must think that he was perfectly 

indifferent. But you've got it now, Cam thought. 

(p. 316). 

All this is so natural and simple; and yet so charged with deep 
symbolical meaning. In this novel, Virginia Woolf tiics her best to give 

her own version of experience and its dependence on time and personality. 

This is the essence of this novel. 

"In what sense can one personality ever ‘ know ' another? What 
relation do our various memories of a single object bear to the ' real ' 
object? What remains when a personality has been ‘ spilt on air ' and 

exists only as a group of contradictory impressions in others, who are 
also moving towards death? In what way does time condition human 
experience and its value ?"^* Virginia Woolf tries her best to answer 

these and some other fundamental questions regarding life and human 
experience. 

In fact, Lily Briscoe asks some questions which are, really speaking, 

Virginia Woolf's questions: 

"Was it wisdom? Was it knowledge? Was it, once more, the 

deceptiveness of beauty, so that all one's perceptions, half-way to 
truth, were tangled in a golden mess? or did she lock up within 

) her some secret which certainly Lily Briscoe believed people must 
jave for the world to go on at ail? Every one could not be as 
belter skelter, hand to mouth as she was. But if they knew, could 

they tell one what they knew? Sitting on the floor with her arms 

round Mrs. Hamsay's knees, close as she could get, smiling to think 

that Mrs. Bamsay would never know the reason of that pressure, 
she imagined how in the chambers of the mind and heart of the 
woman who was, physically, touching her, were stood, like the 

treaBures In the tombs of kings, tablets beating sacred inscriptions, 

which if one could spell them out would teach one everything, but 

>9.. PakhaM : fTool/, p. 69. 
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they would neT«br be oftered openiug, xiever made piibliok. Whai 
art was there, known to love or ounning, by which one pressed 
through into thosdt secret chambers? What device tor becoming* 
like waters poured into one jar, inextricably the same, one vidth 
the object one adored? Could the body achieve it, or the mind* 
subtly mingling in the intricate passages of the brain? Or the heart? 
Gould loving, as people called it, make her and Mrs. Bamsay one? 
for it was not knowledge but unity she desired, not inscriptions on 
tablets, nothing that could be written in any language known to 
men, but intimacy itself, which is knowledge, she had thought, 
leaning her head on Mrs. Bamsay*s knee". 

(pp, 82^). 

This is in the first part: The Window. Lily Briscoe has not yet 
attained a vision of life. Her painting is still incomplete. In part three, 
Lily Briscoe has developed a good deal. She has understood the meaning 
of Mrs. Bamsay's personality, she had understood, however, incomplete 
and fragmentary her knowledge may be at the moment, the implication 

of the indelible stamp that can be loft on time by a personality. This is 
what she says: 

. . . But what a pow'er was in the human soul I she thought. 
That uomnu sitting there wTitu>g under the rock resolved everything 
into simplicity; made those angers, initations fall off like old rags; 
she brought together this and that and then this, and so made out 
of that miserable silliuess and spite f&bc and Charles squabbling, 
sparring, hud been Bill> and s])itefu1) something—this scene on the 
bench for example, ihis moment of friendship and liking—which 
survived, after all these years, complete, so that she dipped into it 
to refashion her m'^inory of him, and it stayed in the mind like 
a work of art. 

“Like a work of art”, she repeated, looking from her canvas 
to the drewing-room steps and back again She must rest for a 
moment And, resting, looking from one to the other vaguely, 

the old question which traversed the sky of the soul perpetually, 
the vast, the general question which was apt to particularise itself 
at such moments as these, when she released faculties that had 
been on the strain, stood over her, paused over her, defrkened 
over her. What is the meaning of life? That was all—a simple 
question; one that tended to close in on one with years. The 
great revelation had never come. The great revelation perhaps 
never did come. Instead there were little daily miracles, illumina¬ 
tions, matches struck unexpectedly in the dark; here was one. 
This, that, and the other; herself and Charles Tansley and the 
breaking waves; Mrs. Bamsay bringing them together: Mrs. Bamsay 
saying “Life stand still here”; Mrs. Eam8.iy making of the moment 
something permanent (as in another sphere Lily herself tried to 
make of the moment something permanent;—^this was of the natuzo 
of a revelation. In the midst of chaos there was shape; this 
passing and flowing (she looked at the clouds going and IcNVr^ 
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BhaWhg) wte «tnMk into atsbility. life stand stiU hmt Mra. Batesey 
said. "ICm. Bamaayi Mrs. Baxnsayl'* she repeated. She dwed 
<hl8 revelatkaa to her. (ptp. 24&-25Q). 

lily Briscoe does not stop at this particular moment. Qraduaily she 
moves nearer to reoUfy. 

‘^Little words that broke up the thought and dismembered it 
said nothing. "About life, about death; about Mrs. Bamsay"—no, 
she thought, one could say nothing to nobody. The urgenoe of the 

moment always missed its mark. Words fluttered sideways and 
struck inches too low. Then one gave it up; then the idea sunk 
back again; then one became like most middle-aged people, cautious, 
furtive, with wrinkles between the eyes and a look of perpetual 
apprehension. For how could one express in words these emotions 
of the body? Express that emptiness there? (She was looking ut 
the drawing-room steps; they looked extraordinarily empty). It was 
one's body's feeling, not one's mind. The physical sensations that 
went with the bare look of the steps had become suddenly extremely 
unpleasant. To want and not to have, sent all up her body a 

hardness, a hollowness, a strain. And then to want and not to 
have—to want and want—how that wrung the heart, euid wrung 
it again and again I Oh Mrs. Eamsayl She called out silently, to 

that essence which sat by the boat, that abstract one made of her, 
that woman in grey, as if to abuse her for having gone, and then 
having gone, come back again. . . . 

“What does it mean? How do you explain it all"? She 

wanted to say, turning to Mrs Carmichael again. For the whole 
world seemed to have dissolved in this early morning hour into 
a pool of thought, a deep basin of reality, and one could almost 

fancy that had Mr. Carmichael spoken, a little tear would have rent 
the surface of the pool. And then? Something would emerge. A 

hand would be shoved up, n blade would be flashed. . . . 

(pp. 274-276). 

And then comes the final realisation—the ultimate vision: 
"He must have reached it", said Lily Briscoe aloud, feeling 

suddenly completely tired out. . . . 

Quickly, as if she were recalled by something over there she 
turned to her canvas. There it was—her picture. Yes, with all 
its green and blues, its lines running up and across, its attempt 
at something. It would be hung in the attics, she thought; it 
would be destroyed. But what did that matter? She asked herself, 

taking up her brush again. She looked at the steps; they were 

empty; she looked at her canvas; it was blurred. With a sudden in¬ 
tensity, as if she saw it clear for a second, she drew a line there, 
in tile centre. It was done; it was finished. Yes, she thought, 

laying down her brush in extreme fatigue, I have had my vision. 

(pp. 819-890). 

Mrs. Bamsay is the central character. She is one of Virginia WooU’a 
most suooessful creations. She is both a symbol and m individodit No 
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hoAy nev^ eallB her hy the firvi name. She wean grey clothes during day 
and blaok at night. She is indefinite. Yet she is an indivtduad. She is 
a wife, a mother of eight children, a beautiful wranan who finds great 

pleasure in match-making, a practical nurse and an able hostesa. She is a 
likeable human being and what is more, she is almost a normal person. 
But she is something even more. She can create moments of unity that 
remain intact in the memory, affecting one, as Lily Briscoe realised '‘like 
a work of 9ft”. Mr. Ramsay is altogether a different person. He is an 
intelleotnal—precisely factual and pessimistic. But it would be wrong 
to take him as a figure of fun It might be said with a certain amount of 
appropriateness that if To the Lighthouge is a story of a contrast between 
two different kinds of truth, then Mr. and Mrs. Ramsay surely represent 

two opposing kinds of truth. Mr. Ramsay’s truth is precise and factual. 
Mrs. Ramsay's truth lies in a man’s movement towards it. For her, 
truth is an attainable ideal, which is never fully apprehended. Like a 
beaoondight it lures man on and on The struggle for truth, man’s constant 
endeavour to attain it, is the truth Mr Ramsay with this scientific, 
factual mind spatinlixes knowledge thus; 

“ . . . For if thought is like the keyboard of a piano, divided 
inio 80 many notes, or like the alphabet is ranged in twenty-six 
letters all in order, then his splendid mind had no sort of difficulty 
in running o\er those letters one by one, firmly and accurately, until 

it had reached, say. the letter Q TTo reached Q Very few people 
in the whole of England ever reach Q Here, stopping for one 
moment by tho stone um T^hich hold the geraniums, he saw, but 

now far away, like the children pioktiig sbells, divinely innocent 

and occupied with little trifles at their feet and somehow entirely 
defenceless against a doom which he perceived, his wife and son, 
together, in the window. They needed his protection. But after Q? 
'What comes next? After Q there are a number of letters the last 
of which is scarcely visible to mortal eyes, but glimmers red in the 

distance. Z is only reached once by one man iix a generation. Still, 

if he could reach R it would be something. Here at least was Q. 
He dug his heels in at Q. Q he was sure of Q he could 
demonsttate. If Q then is Q-R-Hero he knocked his pipe 
out, with tw'o of throe resonant taps on the ram’s horn which 
made the handle of the um, and then proceeds "then B.,...." He 

braced himself. He clenched himslf. 
(pp. 56-67). 

But Mrs. Ramsay is so different. She has no faith in logic co? 

analysis. She is intuitive. She is more interested in time than in space. 
She believes more in qualitative aspects of phenomenon than its quantita¬ 
tive diversity. The whole of The Window is a statement and a counter- 

statement of this truth. 

The second part: Time Paeeee, is apparently impressionistic, but It 
is something more than that. It is vital to the novel as a whole. It 
®nnoot just he withdrawn. In this section Virginia Woolf seeim to pat 

Bamsay't virion to test. She ti4es to test her visifiia 
i 
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IbB. Iftunsay'a fetcU, Indeed, time passes, life decays. And of oeiuBe 
theM is death. Vhrginia Woolf, however, does aot stop at this point. 

She^ Tihitnate truth, she seems to suggest, rises supericMr to ''these facts 
of life** and transcends both time and space. Time passes and yet true 

**Time" stands captured for ever by our moments of vision. 

‘ . The third part is of course devoted entirely to this ultimate realisation 
truth that transcends time and space. Lily Briscoe compqses a picture. 

Time intrudes. Ten years later Lily attempts once more to give expression 
to her vision by formalising it. She remembers Mrs. Bamsay and recalls 
certain sparkling moments of the past. Mr. Bamsay and the two children 

leave on a boat for the Lighthouse. Lily begins her painting. 
Mire. Bamsay’s memory occupies her mind, overwhelms her and Lily 
completely loses her own identity in the momoried personality of 
Mrs. Bamsay. It seems Lily owes everything to her. Mrs. Bamsay was 
the mistress of the living moment, illuniinatod by the intensity of her intui¬ 
tive experience of life. “Mrs. Bamsay* Mrs. Bamsay!” she cries over 

hnd over again. Lily wants Mrs. Ramsay to come back and enable her 
to complete her picture. Mrs. Bamsay does not return. Only the memory 

bathed in the intensive rays of retrospection returns: 

“Suddenly the window at which she was looking was whitened 
by some light stuff behind it. At last then somebody had come 
into the drawing-room; somebody was sitting in the chair. For 

Heaven's sake, she prayed, let them sit still there and not come 
floundering out to talk to her. Mercifully, whoever it was stayed 

still inside; bad settled by some stroke of luck so as to throw an 
odd-shaped triangular shadow over the step. It altered the com¬ 
position of the picture a little. It was interesting. It might be 
useful. Her mood was coming bac*k to her. One must keep on 
looking without for a second relaxing the intensity of emotion, the 
determination not to be put off, not to be bamboozled. One must 
hold the scene—so—in a vice and let nothing come in and spoil it. 

One wanted she thought, to be on a level with ordinary experience, 
to feel simply that's a chair, that's a tabic, and yet at the same 
time. It's a miracle, it’s an ecstasy. The problem might be 
Solved after all” 

(pp. 809-810). 

^ fcily at last is able to finish her picture She has her vision. She too 
AmIbbs her final jornney to “The Lighthouse”. 

From the point of view of novelistic technique, as we have seen 

before, To the Lighthouse is the most natural of all Virginia Woolf's novels. 
It haa none of the technical complexities of Mrs. Dalloway. It moves 
on normal constructional lines from scene to scene and from the mind of 

one person to another. There is very little violence or complication ui 
tiieee shifts from one ccMasoiousness to another. These movements are 
made further easy by allowing every incident to take place in a close-knit 

^homogenous world. To the Lighthouse unlike Mrs. Ddlloway (which is 

^tien as one piece wilihout any chapters or sections) has tl^ main 
Ssc^imA and these sections are subdivided into smaller parts for the sake 



of oDo^etiienoe. In tiiia respect Viripxue Woolf accepts tbe normal 
novelistic oonvention. As we bcTe seen befcare, the divisKm of the novel 

into three main ehapters or sections, each with a definite iotle has also 
added to Uie nsturalnesB of the novel. And then in this novel Vizgima 
Woolf follows the technique of stream of consciousness and brings to beer 
on this method the full force of her imaginative genius. Yet, she main- 

tains throughout great clarity. She wants to make a statement of f^tci 
or vision. In this novel the statement is invariably made in an explicit 
manner. The author succeeds on the whole in striking a balance in her 
method so that she is able to carry on her personal investigation through 
the stream of consciousness of a set of created characters. In fact, the 

narrator or the central intelligence in this novel has gained more importance 
but has become less discernible Lastly, in the concludmg sub-sections of 
Part Three: The lAghthouae (sixth to fourteenth, pp. 262-820) Virginia 
Woolf has given us illustrations of the art of structural building-up and 
mutual irradiation and illumination of the highest order of excellence. We 

have seen something of this in Butler’s The Way of All Flesh, In the 
sam^' manner, but in <i much more subtle way, Virginia Woolf has given 

us a structural building-up of the story and a mutual illumination of such 
diverse characters as Lily Briscoe, Mr. Bamsay, James, Cam, and 

Mncnlister’s boy who are all alive and in action; and persons like 
Mrs Bamsay, Charles Tansley, Mr Carmichael, William Bankes and 

Minta, who are physically absent yet so very active in the minds of others. 

Orlando was published in 1928, The Waves in 1931 and The Years 
in 1937. Between the Aets was the last novel written by Virginia Woolf. 

Tt was posthumously published in 1941 after her sad death. Let us 
examine this particular novel carefully 

After the publication of The Years in 1937 Virginia Woolf started 
writing Three Ottineas (1938) and Roger Fry: A Biography (1940). But 
she was all the time thinking of another new novel—*‘new” in the s^hse 
that she wanted it to be something quite different and unique. Between 

the Aets was the result. The scattering remarks about the genesis of this 

novel ns recorded by her in her diary are both revealing and interesting. 
This is what she wrote at different stages; 

Friday, August 6, 1937. 

Will another novel ever swim up? If so, how? The only hint 

I have towards it is that it’s to be dialogue: and poetry: and prose; 
aB quite distinct. No more long closely written books. 

Tuesday, October 19, 2937. 
Tt came over me suddenly last night. . that I saw the form 

of a new novel. It’s to bo first the statement of tho theme: then 
the restatement: and so on: repeating the same story: singling 
out this and then iki&t, until the central idea is stated. 

Tuesday, April 96, 1988. 
Why not Poynisat HaU (became Between the Acts): a oentxe: 

all literature discussed in connection with the real little inoongr90llg^ 
living humour: and anything that comes into my head; but 
rejected: **We’' substituted; to whom at end there shall 
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invoostion? **Wa*’ . . . th» oompoead of many difierrat thingB . .. 

uro all life, all art, all waifa and strays—a rambling capricums but 
aomebdw unified whole-^the present state of my mind? An English 
country: and a scenic old house—and a terrace where nurse maids 

walk-*^d people passing—and a perpetual variety and change from 
intensity to prose, and facts—and notes; and—‘but eno* I 

Her mind was working in this way when the novel was gradually taking 
shape. She wanted “perpetual variety’* and “change from intensity to 
prose" as also dialogue to be put into a small novel. She was tired of 
*'k>ng closely written books’* and as a tireless experiment in technique 
and form die struck upon this new medium. She was, however, conscious 
of her own faults and limitations: 

Thur9day, January 18, 1939, 

I was ... in full flood this morning with P.Jf. 1 think I have 
got at more direct method of summarising relations; and thep the 
poems (in metre) run off the prose lyric vein, ^^hich, as I agree with 

Boger, I overdo. That was, by the way, the best criticism I’ve had 
for a long time. that I poetise my inanimate scenes, stress my 
personality; don’t let the meaning emerge from the maticre. 

In the meantime German planes were raining death and devastation over 

England. Her cottages shook as the black bombers passed by The air¬ 
raid sirens disturbed her and real air raids came in quick succesoion Men 
and women were being killed everywhere. The bottom was dropping out 
of the universe. On Friday, May 1940, she wrote: 

Scraps, orts and fragments, as I said in P.H., which is now 
bubbling I’m palyiug with words: and T think I owe soiue 

dexterity to finger exercises here—^but the scrap, . . , 
The war was on with all its ugly inhumanity. And yet 

I’m writing P.H. which leaves a spare hour Many air raids. 

One os I walked. A haystack was bandy But walked on, and so 
home. All clear. Then sirens again (Friday, August 16, 1040). 

But she would not stop. She was disturbed and moved profoundly. Still 
she never gave way. Between the Acts was completed: 

Saturday, November 23, 1940, 
Having this moment finished the Pageant—or Poyntz Hall?— 

(begun perhaps April, 1938), my thoughts turn well up, to write the 
\ chapter of the next book (nameless). . . 

I am a little triumphant about the book. I think it's an interesting 

attempt in a new method I think it’s more quintessential than the 
others. More milk skimmed off. A richer pat, certainly a fresher 

tiian that misery—The Years, I’ve enjoyed writing almost every 

page. 

Between the Acte has been called by an eminent critic “the most 
bafiiDg of all her books".It is indeed bafiOing. The symbolism 

iavolvei or the allegory en^loyed in the method of presentation do not 

lu Chaukete t We of F^fMe Woolf, p. 40. ^ 
t 
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taake H baffling. Thni is taally to be found in tbe pui^ teohnioal 
peouliarities ot narrative, oharaoterisation and atmoture. Ibe opaniim 
pages of the novel are fine and oonvinoing like everything else she wrote* 
Like To The Lt^kikouae the reader is plunged headlong into a small worU 
created particularly for certain purposes by the author—English 
country; and a scenic old bouse—and a terrace where nursemaida wall^-^ 

and pec^le passing". Within the first six pages the reader is deep at Uie 
emotional centre of the novel The reader gets into the twili^t region 
of Isabella Oliver's half-formed passion for a complete stranger. Such a 
passion would not probably be of great consequence in the long run. But 
at the moment—at this moment it has great significance. Isabella has 

two children and is married to Giles for some time. They know each 

other but not really enough. Giles is "the father" of Isabella's children. 
The reader learns more and more of this as the narrative advanoes. 
Virginia Woolf follows the stream of consciousness technique and all this 

appears casually, rapidly and even clearly with the passage of novel-time. 
There is love and hatred. There are tense moments of great dramatso 
intensity until at last the final curtain is rung down Or is it that the 

curtam goes up? 

The old people had gone up to bed Giles crumples the news¬ 
paper and turned out the light Left alone together for the first 
time that day, they were silent Alone, enmity was bared; also 

lo-\e Before they f-lept, they must fight; after they had fought, 

they would embrace. Fiom that embrace another life might be 
born But first they must fight, as the dog fights with the vixen, 

in hcnit of darkness, in the fields of night. 

Tsa let her sewing drop The great hooded chairs had become 
enomious. And Giles too And Isa too against the window. The 

window was all sky without colour. The house had lost its shelter. 
It was night before roads were made, or houses. It was the night 

that dwellers in oaves had watched from some high place among 
rocks. 

Then the curtain rose. They spoke. 

(p. 152).*^ 

This is of course onl} a part of this fascinating novel. The action 

takes place in the countiy home of the Olivers', Poyntz Hall, cm a summer 
day when a local pageant is produced The pageant itself occupies about 
one-sixth of the novel. It consists of a prologue depicting the infancy 
of England, three acts—^the Elizabethan, Augustan and Victorian ages— 
and an epilogue suggesting contemporaiy England The main characters, 

besides Isabella and her husband Giles, in the novel are. Miss La Trobe, 
the author of the pageant; Bartholomew Oliver, master of Poyntz Hall 
and his sister Mrs. Swithin Mrs. Manresa and William Dodge, Londoners 

who have stayed on to watch the pageant just by chance. The pageant is 
a simplified statement which is artistically integrated with oousunuttats 
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Aill wifeh the «aifrem6ly complex relations between all these oharaeten 
4)0 produce this unusual novel. 

B$twe4n the Act» is a ma8teq)ieoe despite its being baffling. In this 
isovel Viiginia Woolf has made great progress and shown greater mastery 

over characterisation and language. Here are the old Mr. Oliver and his 
sister Lucy Swithin. Their personalities are carefully drawn with a few 
deft touches and the essence of their mental relationship is distilled. This 
is how the auth<v sketches Lucy: 

It was early morning. The dew was on the grass. The church 
clock struck eight times. Mrs Swithin drew the curtain in her 

bedroom—the faded white chintz that so agreeably from the outside 
tinged the window with its grocn lining. There with her old hands 
on the hasp, jerking it open, she stood: old Oliver's married sister; 
a widow. She always meant to set up a house of her own; perhaps 
in Kensington, perhaps at Eew, so that she could have the benefit 

of the gardens. But she stayed on all throughout the summer; 
and when winter wept its damp upon the panes, and choked the 

gutters with dead leaves, she said: “Why, Bart, did they build 
in the hollow, facing north”? Her brother said, “Obviously to 

escape from nature. Weren't four horses needed to drag the family 

coach through the mud”? . . . 

But it was summer now She had been waked by the birds. 
How they sang! attacking the dawn like so many choir boys attack¬ 

ing an iced cake Fenced to listen, she had stretched for her favou¬ 
rite reading—an Outline of History—and had spent the hours between 

three and five thinking of rhododendron forests in Piccadilly; when 

the entire continent, not then, she understood, divided by a channel, 
was all one; populated, she understood, by elephant-bodied, sel- 
necked, heaving, surging, slowly writhing, and, she supposed, 
barking monsters; the iguanodon, the mammoth, and the mastodon; 

from whom presumably, she thought, jerking the window open, 

we descend. 
**How those birds sang’M said Mrs. Swithin, at a venture 

The window was open now; the birds certainly were singing. An 
obliging thrush hopped across the lawn; a coil of pinkish rubber 

twisted in its beak. Tempted by the sight to continue her 
i imaginative reconstruction of the past, Mrs. Swithin paused; she 

' was given to increasing the bounds of the moments by flights into 
past or future; or sidelong doTi'n corridors and alleys; but she 
remembered her mother—her mother in that very room rebuking 

her, “Don’t stand gaping, Lucy, or the wind'll change. . . ” How 
often her mother had rebuked her in that very room—*‘but in a 

very different world”, as her brother would remind her. So she 
sat down to mormng tea, like any other old lady with a high nose, 
thin cheeks, a ring on her finger and the usual trappings of rather 
shabby but gallant old age, which included in her case a cross 
gleandng gold on her breast. 

(pp. 10-11). 
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Tbe por^ait ol Mr. Oliver is drawn even more aimply: 
The old man had sprung upon him from his hiding-plsGe bi^iind 

a tree. 

*Say good morning, George; eay ''Good Mornmg, Grandpa’*/ 
Mabel urged him, giving him a push towards the man. 'But George 
stood gazing. Then Mr. Oliver crumpled the paper which he had 
cocked into a snout and appeared in person. A very tall old man, 
with gleaming eyes, wrinkled checks, and a head with no hair mi 
it. He turned.Old Oliver raised himself, his veins swollen. 
his cheeks flushed; he was angry. His little game with the paper 
hadn’t worked. The boy was a cry-baby. He nodded and sauntered 
on.But the breeze blew the groat sheet out; and over the 
edge he surveyed the landscape—flowing flelds, heath, and woods. 
Framed, they became a picture. Had he been a painter, he would 
have flxed his easel here, where the country, barred by trees, looked 
like a picture. Then the breeze fell. 

’M. Daladier’, he read flndiug his place in the column, 'has 
been successful in pegging down the franc.” 

(pp. 18-14). 

The personality of Isabella and Giles and their relationship emerge 
through their separate and individual streams of consciousness. That is a 
common enough method with Virginia Woolf. But what is new is the 
objective description and statement that is so cleverly woven into one 
another so easily and are dovetailed so perfectly that the result is altogether 
extremely pleasing. This movement in and out from the mind of a 
character to objective description and statement imparts to the novel a 
great fluidity of atmosphere. Here is a beautiful illustration: 

‘Cindy—Cindy*, lie growled, as she shut the cupboard door. 

Lucy, his sister, was three years younger than he was. The 
name Cindy, or Sindy, for it could be spelt either way, was short* 
for Lucy. It was by this name that he had called her when they 
were children; when she had trotted after him as he Ashed, and 
hud made the meadow flowers into tight little bunches, winding 
one long grass stalk round and round and round. Once, she remem¬ 
bered, he had made her take the fish ofl the hook herself. The 
blood had shocked her—‘Oh*! she had cried—few: the gilk were full 
of blood. And he had growled: ‘Cindy*I The ghost of that morn¬ 
ing in the meadow was in her mind as she replaced the hammer 
where it belonged on one shelf; and the nails where they belonged 
on another; and shut the cupboard about which, for he still kept 
his fishing tackle there, he was still so very particular. 

“I’ve been nailing cha placard on the Barn”, she said, giving 

him a little pat on the shoulder. 
The words were like the first peal of a chime of bells. As the 

first peals, you hear the seomid; as the second peals, you hear the 
third. So when Isa heard Mrs. Swithin say: ‘I*ve been nailing 
the placard to the Bam', she knew she would say next: 

'For the pageant*. 

vn 
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And he muld say: 
‘To-day? By Jupiter I I'd forgotten'! 
‘If it'fl fine’, Mrs. Swithin continued; ‘they’ll act on the 

terraoe.* 

‘And if I it’s ■wet’, Bartholomew continued, ‘in the Bam*. , 
‘And which will it be’? Mrs. Swithin continued. ‘Wet or 

fine’? 

Then, for the seventh time in succession, they both loohed out 

of the ■window. 

Every summer, for seven sumniors now, Isa had heard the 
same words; about the hammer and the nails; the pageant and 
the weather. Every year they said, would it bo wet or fine; and 
every year it was—one or the other. The same chime followed 
the same chime, only this year beneath the chime she heard: 
‘The girl screamed and hit him about the face with a hammer’. 

'The forecast’, said Mr. Oliver, turning the pages till he found 

it, ‘says: Variable winds; fair average temperature; rain at times’ 
(pp. 19-20). 

It appears that the stream of consciousness method is still capable of 

adaptation and there is still in it more room for incorporation of materials 
of an objective nature. Virginia Woolf attains this very thing in Between 

the Acte. 

Without doubt Between the Acte is the most symbolical of Virginia 
Woolf’s novels. Mr. David Daichos aptly remarks “The characters* 

thoughts are less ‘in character’ than ‘symbolically appropriate’ ** and 

that much of the very best in the novel has “the quality of a symbolist 
lyric than of dialogue in a work of fiction".^® That is so. Did not Virginia 
Woolf herself write: “I have got at a more direct method of summarising 
relations; and then the poems (in metre) ran off the prose lyric vein. . . .*'? 

But despite all the symbolism involved, Virginia Woolf in this novel, it 
appears, is primarily concerned with “summarising [human] relations’’. 

That being her primary concern she modified the technique in such a 
manner ■that it could strike a happy balance between stream of conscious¬ 

ness and objective statement. This device is altogether new and it 
establishes a new kind of probability for the novel. In the lines quoted 

below we find the lyrical and narrative devices in juxtaposition: 

‘Now may I pluck’, Isa murmured, picking a rose, ‘my single 
flower.’ The white or the pink? And press it so, ’twixt thumb 
and finger. 

She looked among the passing faces for the face of the man in 

grey. There he was for one second; but surrounded, inaooossible. 
And now vanished. 

She dropped her flower. What single, separate leaf could she 

press? None. Nor stray by the beds alone. She must go on; 
and she turned in the direction of the stable, 

t 
I 

** Bsvid Pskbes; Virginia Woolfs p. 125, 
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'Where do I wander'? ahe mused. 'Down what draughty 
tunnels? Where the eyeless wind blows? And there grows nothing 

for the eye. No rose. To issue where? In some hazrestless dim 
field where no evening lets full her mantle; nor sun rises. All's 
equal there. Unblowing, ungrowing are the roses there. Change is 
not; nor the mutable and lovable; nor greetings nor partings; nor 

furtive findings and feelings, where hand seeks hand and eye seeks 
shelter from the eye'. 

She had come into the stable yard where the dogs were chained; 

where the buckets stood; where the great pear tree spread its ladder 
of branches against the wall. The tree whose roots went beneath 
the fiags, was weighted with hard green pears. Fingering one of 

them she murmured: 'How am I burdened with what they grew 
from the earth; memories; possessions This is the burden that 

the past laid on me, last little donkey in the long caravanserai 
crobfiiug the desert. “Kneel down” said the past, “Fill your 
pannier from our tree. Else up, donkey. Go your way till youi 

keels blister and your hoofs crack” 

The pear was hard as stone. She looked down at the cracked 
flags beneath which the roots spread “That was the burden”, 
she mused, laid on me in the cradle ; murmured by waves; breathed 

by restless elm trees; crooned by singing women; what we must 
remember; uhat we would forget'. 

She looked up. The gilt hands of the stable clock pointed in¬ 

flexibly at two minutes to the hour. The clock was about to strike. 
‘Now comes the lightning', she murmured, 'from the stone blue 

sky. The thongs are burst that the dead tied. Loosed are our 

possessions’. 
Voices interrupted People passed the stable yard, talking. 

(pp. 106-9). 
A word about the pageant itself. It is a lyrical tragedy with England 

as the heroine. The central theme is stated and restated. "There arc 
only emotions: love and hate”. But no, there is another. "Peace was 

the third emotion. Love. Hate. Peace. Three emotions made the ply 
of human life”. The pageant comes to an end rather abruptly: 

“ . . . . the resolute refusal of some pimpled diriy scrub in 

sandals to sell his soul. There is such a thing—you can't deny it. 
What? 'You can’t descry it? All you can see yourselves is scraps, 
orts, and fragments? Well then listen to the gramophone 

offering.” 
(p. 151). 

And then— 
"A hitch occurred here. The records had been mixed. Fox¬ 

trot, Sweet lavender, Home Sweet Home, Kule Britannia—sweat¬ 
ing profusely, Jimmy, who had charge of the music, threw ^them 

aside and fitted the right one—was it Bach, Handel, Beethovani 

Mozart, or nobody famous, but merely a traditional tune? 
how, *hftnlc heaven, it was somebody speaking after the anGnym^ ' 
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bray of iJie infernal megaphone. 

Like quicksilver sliding, filings magnetized, the distracted 
united. The tune began; the first note meant a second; the second 
a third. Then down beneath a force was bom in opposition; then 

another. On different levels they diverged. On different levels ouiv 
selves went forward; flower gathering some on the surface; others 
descending to wrestle with the meaning; but all comprehending; all 
enlisted. The whole population of the mind’s immeasurable pro¬ 
fundity came flocking; from the unprotected, the unskinned; and 
dawn rose; and azure; from chaos and cacophony measure; but 
not the melody of surface sound alone controlled it; but also the 
warring battle-plumed warriors straining sunder. To part? No Com¬ 
pelled from the ends of the horizon; recalled from the edge of 
appalling crevesses; they crashed; solved; united And some relaxed 
their fingers; and others uncrossed their legs 

Was that voice ourselves? Scraps, orts, and fragments, are 
we, also, that? The voice died away. 

(pp. 131-2). 

The pageant produces different reactions in different members of the 
audience. They ask questions. They speculate. Some think of the past, 

some look for a deeper meaning Virginia Woolf interposes herself and 
suggests; “Did the plot matter? . . . The plot was only there to beget 
emotion”, (p, 67) She meant every word of it. “Don’t bother about 

the plot; the plot is nothing”, she repeats. Miss La Trobo considors the 
pageant as a creative art: “Hadn’t she, for twenty-five minutes made 
them see? A vision imparted was a relief from agony .... for one 
moment. . . one moment”, (p 72) Virginia Woolf wants to capture 

that moment. She does it with words—words that make everything living, 
full of li^. Miss La Trobe walked into a bar: 

“And drank. And listened. Words of one syllable sank down 
into the mind. She drowsed: she nodded. The mud became 
fertile. Words rose above the intolerably laden dumb oxen plodding 
through the mind. Words without meaning—^wonderful words. 

(p. 147). 

In this unusual and baffling novel Virginia Woolf captures the moment 
in a skilfully constructed world of fiction. And she uses words—wonderful 

wolds that can fertilise everything, even the mud-like coinplex existence 
of man,—^with a skill and virtuosity unparalleled in the history of modem 
fiction. 



THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPINOZA 
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I. 

CHAPTER V. 

Conflict fbom Diffbbsnt Standpoints. 

It is impossible to harmonise the conflicting tendencies of Spino- 

zistic philosophy. So far we have seen that Spinoza's philosophy is 

a mixture of two opposites. Spinoza was not true to his speculative 

thinking. Thus we see that principal Caird has rightly said the 

following :—“The last word of Spinoza’s philosophy seems to be the 

contradiction of the first.”* Being unable to reconcile the contra¬ 

dictions of his philosophical thoughts he was driven to abandon his 

logic and then became a moralist or say, a moral-philosopher. The 

charge which was brought against him is a very serious one and he 

could not avoid it due to his theistic and pantheistic conceptions of 

God. Spinoza began his philosophical or metaphysical discussion as 

a true metaphysician but concluded his investigation with a religious 

touch or with a touch of faith. The indeterminate infinite, which 

is an absolute negation of the finite, becomes the necessity cause 

of the finite and which again necessarily expresses itself in the finite. 

Spinoza failed to establish a relationship between absolutely infinite 

substance and the world of finite objects. In our second chapter, 

namely, the chapter on ‘‘Pantheism and Theism** we have thoroughly 

dtsousaed bis interpretation of infinite and finite and shown that he 

stumbled at the very outset of his speculation. “At the outset, 

in one word, we seem to have a pantheistic unity in which nature 

and man, all the manifold existences of the finite world, are swal¬ 

lowed up ; at the close, an infinite self-conscious mind in which all 

finite thought and being find their reality and explanation.** * 

It is certainly di£Seolfc to reconcile these opposite conflicting 

attitudes of his philosophy. We can only do it by accepting one 

aspect of his teaching and neglecting the other side of it. The 

Bpinozistio philosophy is fnll of inherent weakness and it is quite 

^ Osird, SpiaoMt P* 808. 
* J8M,p.to«. 
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ixnpoBsibfe to make it perfeoUy oonsisteiit. If Spinoza was true to 

his fundamental standpoint he would not have accepted the theory of 

conflicting tendencies. His theory of bondage is but a theory of 

illusion. He held that we, the finite, are actually in bondage, Gan 
we not ask that if God manifests Himself in the form of the universe 

where does the illusion come from? If everything is God and Go I 

is in everything how can there be illusion or bondage at all? This 

question can only be answered in the following manner : Through the 

denial of bondage one can get rid of the bondage or actually speaking, 

there is no bondage. Spinoza failed to account for this on account 

of his acceptance of imperfect logic. Spinoza’s conceptions of trans¬ 

cendental God, infinite modes, modes attributes and freedom gave 

him a lot of trouble and the critics pounced upon him as an atheist. 

One who began his life as a rationalist was in the long run driven 

out of his logical platform and thus in the hands of the modern critics 

he is treated as a scientific empiricist. Is it not a terrible irony of 

fate? Certainly it is ! 

It is easier to find fault with a man than to take notice of his 

good qualities. We have said enough of Spinoza’s sbort-comings 

for the purpose of understanding or realising Spinozistic philosophy. 

Now we shall try to see wbat are new things in Spinoza and what he 

gave for the improvement of philosophical understandings. Thus 

this chapter is mainly concerned with the new message which Spinoza 

brought with him to speculative thoughts of world philosophy. It 

was Spinoza who first dared to go beyond the boundaries of the 

mediaeval philosophical world and it was be who gave a rational inter¬ 

pretation of philosophical thought. ''It was Spinoza who first dared 

to cross these boundaries, and by the skilful use of weapons accumu¬ 
lated in the arsenals of philosophy itself, he succeeded in bringing 

both God and man under the universal rule of nature and thus 

establishing its unity.” ' In attempting to describe what is novel in 

Bpi&oza, we shall next try to show Spinoza’s thoughtful and original 

contributions to philosophy. 

Nbw Things in Spinoza 

(I) The conflict between matter and spirit is a common ground 

for aJl mediaeval pbilosopbers. The clear line of demarcation between 

spirit and matter is drawn almost by all philosophers from Aristotle 

> Tha PliUeiopby ef l^inou, Vol. 11. pp, 88i-88ft. 
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to DaseartoB, and Spirit is regarded as the prime oaose or xmeanead 

oaoae of the oniverse. The absolnte pore tbonght is si^it or Gtod. 

God wills and the world is created. Though there is nothbg in God 

like material substance or objects yet the world of material things 

comes out from him. Those who do not accept this position fully 

say that the world does not come out of God directly but from tiie 

first intelligence which is the direct issue of God, Even Descartes 

holds that the world of objects is a created substance. The mediae- 

vals, Aristotle and Descartes have not thought over the problem of 

creation fully. The created objects must have some relation with the 

creator or in other words, the effect should inhere at least some of 

the characteristics of the cause. Neither Aristotle nor Descartes tries 

to draw a logical conclusion of the problem of creation* But Spinoza 

goes too far to supply us with an answer and says that the cause 

manifests itself in the form of the effect. The cause is the poten¬ 

tiality and the effect is the actuality. Thus we see that Spinozistic 

philosophy maintains God as both thought and extension. If God 

is the cause of the world, then God must have the same characteristics 

as the world has or in other words, if the world is the manifested 

form of God, then the world should have the characteristics of God. 

In Spinozistic philosophy there is no creator and there is no place of 

will and design in God. The world necessarily comes out from God 

and God is equal to Nature. 

God has two attributes, extension and thought. God is not merely 

pure thought to Spinoza. This is his first act of free thought and 

this conclusion he draws logically. 

(2) To the mediaevals the uniformity of nature is only prevailing 

in the physical universe. There is harmony among the natural 

objects, and nature herself maintaios that harmony. Bat Spinoza 

identifies Nature with God, so it beomes necessary for him to extend 

the uniformity of the laws of nature up to God and to bind God 

even by natural laws. Therefore, Spinoza maintains that God cannot 

alter His laws (because to Spinoza Qod is deprived of His will) and 

He cannot create more out of His own choice. Everything follows 

out of necessity, and God no more remains an arbitrary, creator. This 

is his second daring act. *‘He (Gk)d) became now a constitutional 
monarch, whose powers were limited by the laws of His own nature, 

unable to change the nature and behaviour of things which He himself 

laid down from eternity**.* The Mediaevals thought that God 

* Welfson, Fbitosopliy of BpiaoM, Vol. Zl, p. I84« > * 
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cma tbe world out of oznthilo aod He himself oao change the 

laws with which He bind^ the universe. But Spinoza does not pay 

attention to the mediaeval** doctrine and boldly declares that God 

cannot create anything out of nothing and He oin in no wity 
change the laws which necessarily follow from Him. The sanoe laws 

bind Ood as well as the world of objects Here Spinoza identifies 

Nature with Gk>d; so many critics think Spinoza to be an atheist. 

But Spinoza was logically driven to accept God equal to Nature. 

This is his second act of free thought. 

;8) To the mediaevals, Aristotle and even to Descartes God is 
regarded as immaterial. To them God is pure thought and He is 

unalloyed with materlahstio conception Hare Spinoza's objection 

is this : If God is the cause of this material world how can He be 

an immaterial substance? If Goi is immaterial then, where does 

this world of material objects oome from? To declare God as the cause 

of this universe is to accept the materiality of God. Spinoza^ there¬ 

fore, says that God is both material and immaterial. In God there 

is matter as well as the spirit. Spinozistic philowphy docs away 
with the immateriality of God and declares with boldness God as 

material and immaterial both. This is his third act of free-thought. 

(4) With the denial of the immatetiality of God, Bpmoza also 

denies the separability of soul from body. To tb3 medtaevals and 

even to Aristotle the soul is separable froii) the body. There is no 

necessary connection between the soul and the bady, bBciuse to them 

(the Mediaevals and Aristotle; the spirit (soul) is quito distinct fro n 

the body (matter). To them matter is perishable and it undergoes 

destruction. The spirit is iraperibhable and it never undergoes 

change. But to Spiuoza both spirit aud matter enjoy the same 

privilege and one cannot be without tbe other. Thus Spinoza dares 

to declare the inseparability of soul from body. This is his fourth act 

of free-thought. 
(5) Spinozi's fifth original piece of thinking is this: ''To him 

mind is the idea of the body". To the mediaevals the mind (soul) 

has certain functions to perform. These are the following functions; 

"Notrition, growth, sensation, imagination, memory, consciousness, 

will end intellect or uuderstanding", Spinoza has brought all chese 

fuocticms under "human mind" anddoesDoibolherabonttliefuDc- 
'iions of nolfitioD and growth which are common to all animals and 

plants. The mind is the idea of the body regarding sensation, ima- 

ginatioB, and memcvy, etc. But the mind is the idea of itself with 

Mpinl to intdlect. "CSon^ning himself, then, to tbe functions of 
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^ sensation, imagination, memory, consciousn^s, will and intellect, 

be defined mind or the human soal, iu departure from most of 

his predecessors, as one’s conscioasnesB of one's own body, and then 

he reduced sensation, imagination, and memory to the mind's con* 

BCioosness of its body and intellect to the mini's consciousness of 

itself, and, following out the raasoning of his predecessors, he identi¬ 

fied will with intellect".* Spinoza himself admits that one's con- 

sciousnesB of own body is prior to one’s c^n^e'omness of other bodies. 

Spinoza then declai'es, that intellect,* understaniin:* an I any other 

function of thought arise out of mind's consjioumea** of its seif. The 

ultimate source of human consciousness of mini is also found in 

Qod because Spinoza himself says that wliatever is found in human 

mind must be in God's mind i God must contain everything that 

is found in the finite things. Spinoza's above assertion deprives man 

also of his free-will. But one thing is true that thrmgh the denial 

of freedom of the will in human action Spinoza does not say that it 

is the denial of freedom altogether but he says that it only denies 

the voluntary action of the human being. But liero Spinozi through 

the denial of'freedom of the will from human actions' has re.uwed 

‘a brake in the uniformity of the laws of natu'^e'. Tiii^ is his fifth 
eventful act of free-thought. 

(G) The sixth or last piece of his orimnal thinking is this: To 

Spinoza there is one and only one substance. To (he mediaevals, to 

Aristotle and even to Descartes there are many bubstuncas. Spinoza 

asserts that there can be one single substance which is self-caused 

and which is the cause of the universe also. Spinoza's single 

substance is identical with the mediaeval’s God or prime mover. 

The Mediaevals hold that which is in itself is substamc. Spinoza 

says that which is in itself must be conceived through itself and 

that which is conceived through itself must be self-caused. That 

which is self-caused must be one and only one. Therefore, to 

Spinoza, substance is one. 

Spiuozislic substance has four characteristics. In the first place 

substance is looked at like a transcendent whole which contains 

within itself the individual parts which make up the universe of our 

experience. In the second place, substance is unlike the finite objects 
which require causes for their existence but substance is self-caused, 

* WoUaon, PbilosopUr of SpiO'^Ka, p. 83P, Vt»l. TI. 
* lut^llt'ot moans nothing but that tho min4 io couaciona of Seixa*itton an4 

imagination, eto* mean nothing but thu Uio mind is oanscioqi of th* holy. 

VII 
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i,e. it is caaseless. In ^ the third placet the relation between eub- 

Btance and the individual objectB of the universe is thought of as the 

relation between cause and effect. In the fourth placet substance 

IS infinite because whole of its nature is unknown to ua. Human 

intellect can only perceive two of its infinite attributes. Spinoza 

was justified in bolding tbe first three conceptions of God on Sub¬ 

stance. But by the acceptance of the fourth, he bad fallen into 

trap from which be was unable to escape. Here we are not going 

to discuss those self-conlradictory points but it would be sufficient 

to say this much, that Spinoza out of his several conilictiDg elements 

made out good things for philosophical inve&tigation. The motive 

of Spinozistic philosophy is that of criticism. Spinoza wanted to 

criticise the mediaevals and in his criticism of tbe mediaeval’s philo¬ 

sophy there was a good deal of incorrect interpretations. But 

whatever that may be, it is certain that Spinoza had a love for free- 

thought and he served ns a guide to others in the field of free- 

thinking. 

Spinoza is praised for the following four cardinal rationalistic 

conceptions of his philosophy. (1) He looked upon GoJ as mateiial; 

(2) Spinozistic God worked for no external purpose : (3) to Spinoza 

the soul was inseparable from the holy ; and (4) the man is 

deprived of Ins freedom of will. These four rationalistic concep- 

tioDR of Spinozistic philosophy ensured for the author u special 

place in the domain of philosophical world. Spinoza’s radical 

departure from the tliree revealed religions—Judaism, Christianity, 

and Mohammedanism had shown his courage of thoughtful in¬ 

vestigation. Thub we can say that Spinoza as a logician failed 

to win the game for him but as a man he proved himself to be bold 

and spirited. Spinoza was a moral teacher who bad taught every- 

body to pray for ‘ intellectual love of God.* Spinoza’s assertion of 

intellectual love brings a massage of new world and new light and at 

the outbreak of which Spinoza forgets his logic and says that truth 

(God) is intuitively known but not by logical argument. This and 

only this assertion saves Spinoza after all from the heavy charge 

with which he is bent down. Thus we can conclude with this that 

Bpiooza succeeds as a moralist. 

The iNFiiUENCB OF Spinoza 

Bo far we have dealt with Spinoza’s merits and demerits, and 

we have criticised Spinoza from different standpoints. Bat now 
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we proceed to estimate Spinoza’s influence upon other pbiloaopHers 

of the modern period. Spinozistic philosophy is very much read 

and made use of by the moderns. We can say this much that most 

of the moderns from Leibniz to Hegel are indebted to Spinoza witii 
regard to their original ideas. Spinoza had many critics to criticise 

him and many friends lo praise him, bui it is true and absolutely 
true that he is liked and loved by all for llio ‘saintly’ character of 

his life and for the “[jcrniciouimess” of his opinions. Spinoza 
captured the heart of his adioirers and also won the respect of his 

critics. Spinozistic philosophy was read by some, was made use 

of by others and was learnt at second hand by many. Locke was 

badly criticised of having “endeavoured to establish Spinoza’s athes- 

tical hyiothesis”. Berkley read him and made use of Spinozistic 

Ethics and correspondence. “Hume has a discussion, probably 

refiling on inlorrnation at second hand, of the hedious hypothesis’’, 

of that famous atheibt.” * Spinoza’s ‘Theological—political TreatibO’ 

was pjiucjpally connected with hi& name at least for first hundred 
years after his life time but after iliat Ins Ethics became popular, 

hessing rcbtoivil Spino/a to repute. This great critic (Lessing) 

during tljc luiiioiis comeisation with Jacobi in 1780 surpiised the 

vsorld h\ saving tlial lie h.id been a Spinozibt throughout bis mature 

life and according to him “ there is no other Philosophy than that of 

Rpiiioza’’ (printed in full in Willis). Lessing's great play, Nathan 

der Weise contained a beautiful picture of an ideal Jew which h,id 
come to him from the dead philosopher of great mind. Some years 

after Herder’s hhnige (Vesprache Uber Spinoza’s system attraettd 

the attention of liberal theologians to the Ethics. Schloiermacher, 

the leader of tins scIjooI, talked of Spinoza as “the hoi} and ex¬ 

communicated Spinoza”. The Catholic fioot, Novalis stKjke of him 

as the God intoxicated manThe great German poet Goethe’s 

attention was drawn to Spinoza’s Ethics by Jacobi. The poet was 
converted and told at the first reading of the Ethics that he bad 
found precisely the philotophy for which his suffering soul bad 

yearned. Since then his poetry and profic were pervaded by Spinoza’s 

thoughts. “ It was here that he (Goethe) found the lesson dass irir 

enUagen soUni^ihixt wo must accept Iho limitations which nature 

puts upon ns ; and it was partly by breathing the calm air of Spinoza 
that he rose out of the wild romanticism of Gdtz and Werther to the 

classic poise of his later life (Will Durant : The Stoiy of rinloeophy ’’ 

p. 197). 

^ epiaon by Lcoa Itotb. p. 
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** It vas by oombiDing Spinoza with Kant’s epistemology that 

Fichte, Schelling and Hegel zeached their varied pantheisms; it was 

from conatU8 sese preseroandi, the effort to preserve one's self, that 

Fichte's Ich was born and Schopenhauer’s will to live" and 

Nietzsche's "will to power", and Bergious elan vital " *6»d. 

p. 197", Hegel said "To be a philosopher one must Brst be a 

Spinozist 

" On the second century of Spinoza’s death Bubscriptions were 

(cllected for erection of a statue to him at The Hague. Contributions 

<ame from evciy corner oi the educated world ; never did a monu¬ 

ment rifee upon to wide a pedestal of love." * At the unveiling 

in 3682 Einest Renan concluded hts addic&s with woids which fitly 

conclude alto onr chapter : " Woe to him who in passing should hurl 

an iiibult at this gentle and pensive head. He would be punished, 

as all vulgar souls are punished, by his very vulgarity, and by his 

incapacity to conceive what IS divine. This man, from his granite 

ledestal, will point out to all men the way of blessedneFs which he 

found ; and ages lienee, the culti\afed tnucHei, passing by this Ftiot, 

will Kiy in his heait; The tinest tI-ioii ever had of God came, 

perhaps, beie ".® 

Hpinoza and Enolisu Dlism 

Spinoza’s influence upon the English deists was also great. 

Though he was critically abused by them yet they could not avoid 

Spirozistic influence. Prolessoi L Roth says, “ TJiere is nothing 

cotr parable in other countries to tins influence of Spinoza on English 

Deism (and through it on the whole course of the development of 

modern rationalism)".* The whole of the deist's jiositiou can be 

found in Spinoza’s Tradatus Tkcoloffi(0’Po!bticus. Just us Spinoza 

for the development of his jihiJosopliy refuted the mediaeval thought 

by his acceptance of immutable chain of causation and no free-will 

in the burran actions, so the deists having broken down Spinozislio 

law of causation and having accepted the doctrine of Free-will made 

bad use of Spinozistic doctrines Hpinoza was also regarded as the 

syrfematism of atheism." Atheism was influenced by bis doctrine 

a gcod deal. Another interesting side of Spinoza's philosophy is 

this: The "free-thinkers were only too glad to be able to point 
t 

\ 

8 Will Durant: The Sloty of Philoeophy,—p. 198 

* FTprTiDiD ed. Iuiro3. XXll, note. 

8 Z^en JRolb, Ppiaoxe, p. 201* 
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to Spinoza in pr.wf of their theses that moral I'viiig was not 

the monopoly of the theological oithodoxy/* (Leon Itoth, Spinoza, 
p. 201) 

A gioup of Kngliph theological writers—John Toland, Tyndel and 
Cliubb preached the teachings of the Bible. Tlie^e Eighteenth 
Century deists believed that God is the one fundamental principle. 

He created tie world by His will out of nothing at some point of 
time before which He was without His woild. But the wmM is now 
an independent reniity outside of (rod ard the Wills of men enjoy 
full ficedoiii. The main reason for which the deist inteiprets tlie 
relation between God and the world in the afore'^did way is thU : 
Hpinoza in lus pantheism denied the iiidepcuJauce of the world and 
the free will of human beings b\ reducing them (wor’d and human 

willpl to be the unreal modes of tlie Absolute Substances which is 
the onl} reality dcvoiinng up the roility of tbe world and of man. 
Thus deists nial e their God oomplo^ely transcendental leil tj and 
n ahdain d lu'lwccn God and cjcation. 

Tlius uo see that Spiiio/a’s thon>ht induenceJ and inspired 
jlmof't ail the philofoplieis ol Iho middle ages and show*, divine light 
even now to some persons who aspire for spiritual realisutioii of Qod. 

CoNCLUinKi. Lines 

So far we have seen that Spinoza's philosophy is a struggle 
between Spinoza the man and Spinoza the logician. Spinoza as a 
logician fails to do justice to his fundamental standpoint, and there 

is a giound for bis failure. His philosophy docs not allow logic to 
liave any access to the world of reality. To Spinoza there cannot 
be the * logic of the realHis real or ab>oIute is transcendental. 
Therefore, what the absolute in its totality is, logic does not know and 
cannot dare to say even. Spinoza had great respect for a man, rather 
than for his logic. His absolute is above all thought. The logical 
inconsistency of Spinozistic philosophy is due to Ins belief in imme* 
diate experience and in transcendental God. His logical iucoiisis- 
tencieb show that the absolute is inseparable and the ideal (or the 
real) cannot be an object of thought. Though there ib logical in¬ 
completeness ill his work yet there is novelty and originality in his 
doctrine. His logical inconsistencies have strengthened his philo¬ 
sophical conception of the absolute. Most of the philosophers, being, 
unable to create a logic of the real draw a sceptical conclQBionr~**i||p|jL^ 
thewis no real or God, But Spinoza’s failure of creating' 
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of the real gives a new strength to his philobopby. His real'ife n<^ 

the real of erode or abstract logic but it is a thing given to natuitipn. 

According to him, truth or God is for the moral man but not for the 

logician. He has moie reverence for his ojonil principle than lor his 

logic. Spinoza is a true rnoralisi and Spinoza, the man is inoie than 

Spinoza, the logician. 

{To b( (Joutiiiuid) 
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Jasaki Vallabha Bhatoacharyta,.M“;A., Ph.T)., Samkhyatirtiui 

The refutation of the HTPOTBESIS of ANVlTA-ABHIOHi^NA 

Oh Mlmansakas ! You have held that the word 'cow* in question 

conveys its ir.eaning qualified by such other meanings as are required, 

invoice no material contradiction in order to be related and are in dose 

proximity. You do not commit this mistake because the word ‘cow* 

is always noticed as engaged in the service of a collection of words* 

The word ‘cow’ conveys as much meaning as its force of conveying 

primary meaning permits it to do. We shall have to make out 

what is the exact primary meaning of a word, ?.c., how much a word ' 

denotes and how mucli it doe? not do. Though the primary meaning 

of the word ‘cow* is invariably associated with other meanings which 

are reciprocally required, are tnatiially related without involving 

material contraliction, and are in close proximity yet it connot be 

left out. What cannol be brushed aside constitutes its meaning. 

The meaning mav he onlv the mere universal of cowness or the 

concrete univer^'al. Thu? tlie priina^'y meining of the word ‘cow* 

maintains its identity in tlie midst of its reUtion with other meanings. 

This meaning cannot he ignored. It is detected by the joint method 

of ogiesirent and dilTerence. 

T^loioover, a single woiii is never UFel. In order to use a word, 

a sentence shall be constructei. The services of a collecticn of 

words are essentially required for this purpose. Nobody baa noticed 

the skill of a single word in "constructing a sentence without 

having the aid of a collection of words. An individual word, being 

included in the collection of ^vords, plays its part to convey the 

meaning of a sentence. Its power of conveying the primary meaning 

does not help it much. Ihit its power of conveying the intended 

meaning helps it to communicate the meaning of a Eentence. The 

Miinansakas, having failed to recognise this distinct power of convey¬ 

ing the intended meaning, admit the truth of tbe hypothesis of 

anvita-abhidhana. But such an admission is not logically sojnd. 

The power of conveying t!;e primary meaning has no sjiecial aptitude 

for expression one and all meauingi. If one is not acquainted with^ 

distinct laws which govern the communication of the meaning 

word and that of a sentence then he cannot escape the 

using fiuiierduous words in a sentence. In other "tf 
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CQQteioed in a senteDce, expresses the meaning of a sentance tiieo 

other words, used in it, become superflaous. The hypothesis of 

auvita-abhidhana cannot get rid of such defects. The word ^cow* 

has been used in a sentence. Its meaning is related to those of other , 

words in it. Now, the word ‘cow* should denote the related meaning 

by its force of conveying tbe primary meaning. If it does not do it, 

the knowledge of the related meaning does not arise in our mind. 

How does the hypothesis of anvi^a-abliidhana stand its ground? Tbe 

hypothesis of anvita-abhidhana leads to another absurd conclusion. 

The word 'cjw* denotes a meaning which is related to another object. 

If the second obje‘l is not denoted liy the word 'cow* then the related 

meaning CJnnot bs communicated by il. Thu4 lh3 hypothesl-s am Mints 

to this that an object which relates to a cow is not apprehended 

^ but a cow as related to it is presented to our consciousness. Such 

a conclusion points to a glaring contradiction in the above hypothesis. 

Now, if the upholders of the said hypothesis admit that the word 

'cow' also denotes the relation of a cow then they should admit that 

each word denotes all objects. So, we hold that the power of express- 

ing the primary meaning cannot lo^icaliy cornnunicite all shades 

of meanings which a word compatent to convey. Therefore, tbe 

hypothesis of anvita-abhidhana is nol tenable. 

Tbe upholders ef tho hypothesis of anvita abhid'uni should 

also explain the problem, vr.,, “How dje-? the syntactical relation take 

place in the sentence that there are a hundred elephants on the tip 

of a finger?** The sense of the objection lies in this. As the 

meaning of the sentence involves material contradiction, how can a 

related meaning be denoted by a word? Now, they may contend 

that in the above case the syntactical relation is merely verbal and 

there is no actual relation between the meanings of words. Such 

a contention does not hold good. If the meaning of a sentence in 

volves material contradiction then words are uot related to the real 

meanings to be conveyed by them. In other words, there is no 

syntactical relation among words. Now, the upholders of the hypo* 

thesis may further contend that the function of a word is to reveal 

its meaning only but a word does not judge whether a meaning is 

consistent or nut, Tbe critics review tlr*s contention and hold that 

thei^e is an element of truth in it that a word does not judge the 

Consistency or otherwise of its meaning. But they should also 

know that a word does not denote a related meaning. We cannot 

abo frame a general proposition chat all words cannot but denote 

ndated meanings. We notice instances which contradict tbe truth 
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of the ftboi^e genetal proposition. The sentences, viz*, ^^Tliere are 

ten pomegranates'* etc are an exception to it. Now, if the upholders 

of the hypothesis hold that the so-called sentences are no sentences 

then the critics will also point out that the sentence that there are a 

hundred elephants on the tip of a finger is no sentence. But the 

knowledge of the locus, the located, the verb and their relation is 

merely illusory- Therefore, the hypothesis that words denote related 

meanings does not stand to reason. 

Do words denote such meanings as stand mutually unrehled like 

iron-pikes? A hypothesis which points a view like this is not also 

sound since usage does not justify it. If words denote unrelated 

meanings then it is next to impossible to find out their mutual relation 

since words, having completed their task, are never noticed to 

resume their work. In other words, a word does never do its work by 

fits and starts. When it work’s it completely exhausts its capacity to 

bring about the result. Thus, the hypothesis of abhihita-anvaya does 

not get the sanction of our experience Therefore, the above two 

hypothesis, / r., the hypothesis of anvita-abhidhana and that of 

abhihita-anvaya, do not come off well. 

Some critics have said to this effect. The above two hypotlieses 

do not hit our fancy. The hypothesis of anvita-abhidhana dues not 

take its stan 1 upon reasoning. Similarly, the hy|>oihesia of abhihita- 
anvaya does not stand to reason. 

Another Hypothesis and its Bepftxtion 

Some other logicians use quibbles and liold that words denote 

meanings which are being related and point to the relation of such 

meanings as are being expressed. This hypothesis is not lo our taste. 

These two distinct acta are not experienceJ by us. These two 

acta have been mentioned thus One is the act of expressing the 
meanings and the other is the act of relating them. 

Do these acts occur successively or simultaneously? If they take 
place successively and if the act of relating precedes then the new 

hypothesis is nothing but that of anvita-abhidhana. It is not the 

hypothesis of anvlyamana-abhidbana (the expression of meanings 

being related). Again, if words convey their meanings at first then 

it is the hypothesis of abhihita-anvaya but not that of abhidbiyamana- 
auvaya (the relation of meanings being expressed). In other words, 

they mean to say that as soon as meanings are expres^H^d, they are 

^goised as being related and that meanings are related as soon as 

they are being e^epressed. TSiese two ads are not simullaaeoajly 
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experienced. The act of expteBtCing refers to words. The act of 

relating refers to meauings. When words are employed the act €»f 

relating which refers to meaningB/is not experienced. 

The competent judges have arrived at the conclusion after close 

examination that the act of expressing is absolutely distinct from "that 
V V \ 

of relating since if meanings are not expressed, they cannot be related. 

The judgment that this is a white cow points to the co-ordination of 

the two properties of an individual cow. These two properties are 

the universal of cowness and the colour * white.’ If there are no 

terms to indicate their co-ordination then how can we grasp their 

mutual relation? 

Thus we see that the propounders of the two hypotheses, viz,, 

the hypothesis of anviyamana-abbidhana and that of abhidblya mana- 

anvaya simply play upon words. They have coined new words only. 

They express no new objects which are experienced by ns. All defects 

which cling to the above two hypotheses do not ftiil to infe'ct it. 

TflR Knowledge? of Meanings in Relation by Means of 

Tatpabya-Sakti 

Some logicians hold that the hypothesis of aiiviiii abliidhana 

represents the rough drnft of the real tliesis but that of ubhiliita- 

anvnya stands for the minute draft of it. Let ns iilustmte this point. 

If the word ‘a cow’ coinuiunieates its meaning as being related to 

abstract iiniveisal.s of attributes and actions but not. as being related 

to spe(‘ific attributes and actions then the hypothesis is called as 
anvita-abhidha-na. It' the relation of a cow to a specific attribute such 

as the colour ‘while’ etc. is communicated by other words and a 

minute information is thus given then the hypothesis is known as 

abliihita-anvaya. Tliis new exposition makes no improvement upon 

the old one. 

The defects which have been pointed out in the hypothesis of 

anvita-ubhidliana visit the new exposition of the said hypothesis 

vi^,, words express their meanings in relation to abstract universals. 
The same defecis as have been shown to vitiate the hypothesis of 

abhiluta-anvaya infc<;b its new explanation, rw., the relation of the 

meaning of a word to a specific attribute etc. is conveyed by other 

word^ u 

The hypothesis in question points to nothing new. It is in no 

way distinct from the hypothesis of abhihita-anvaya. When ' the 

specific meaning of a sentence is stated the hypothesis of abbihita- 

^vaya adhered to. Thus it is evident that the auoiant path is 
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welcome to convey tbe meauiog of a sentence. How do you explain 

everything by adopting the routine methoi that words point to the 

meaning of a sentence only by their power of expressing primary 

meanings? But we find that this path is beset with various troubles 

since all the previous hypotheses are infected with many defects. 

The defenders of the hypothesis under discussion say in reply 

that the path of conveying the meaning of a sentence is immune from 

all defects since it has been said before that words conjointly express 

the meaning of a sentence. The meaning of a sentence which all 

words conjointly communicate is nothing but the meaning of a prin¬ 

cipal word as related to the meanings of other subordinate words. 

In other words, the meaning of a sentence is nothing but tbe organi¬ 

zation of the meanings of words iii which one pla^s the important 

part and others play the secondary ones. 

Where is the room for defects? 

Now, a <|ueBtion arises in our mind. Uo you intend io revive 

the old hypothesis of anvita-abhidhana? Tliey say in reply “No 

sir ! The hypotliesis in question is not that of anvita-abhidliHiia 

The critics ask, “ If this is not the hypothesis of auvita-abbidhana, 

how is it that words conjointly express the meaning of a sentence?” 

The defenders give (he lollowing answer ” Though these words 

conjointly express the meaning of a sentence jet this is not the 

hypothesis of auvita-abhidhana. Words conjointly bring about the 

related incaning but do not convoy the related meaning*’. The 

objectors again ask “ What do }ou say? Bo words conjointly produce 

the meaning of a scntcnco us lumps of earth and other factors In 

mutual co-operation produce a jar? The defoudera answer, “This 

is not so since words simply indicate the above meaning but do not 

produce it.” The objectors again put this quettiou to them. “Do 

you not indulge in quibble if you hold that words conjointly woric 

but do not convey tbe related meaning? The answer to tbe above 

question is as follows:— 

We mean to say that words indicate the mutually related mean¬ 

ing but do not convey such a related meaning. The power of con¬ 

veying the primary meaning does not point to the related meaning. 

But the joint method of agreement and difference reveals the exact 

meaning of each word.” But these words have another power which 

is called Tatparyya-Aikti, The function of this* power is to reveal 

the meanings of words contained in a Kentence, as Ixdng in relation 

Witli one another since this power is tlie common effecl of iiowers 

belonging to all words. This new power lasts so long as thebo words ^ 
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do not prodnce an independent lodgment which repreeentB a seif* 

contained unity of ideas* 

Let this sugge^stion be fully explained. 

Perceptual or indirect non-verbal knowledge reveals its object in 

different manner. It incompletely or completely reveals its dbjact 

which is in front of us. 

But verbal knowledge is a class in itself. Its working is 

absolutely different. Words go on fujictioning uiibss and untii a 

self-contained judgment is not produced. 

For this rea^^on, in this world, a single wn*(i is never employed. 

Because a single word cannot produce as much knowledge as serves 

the purpose of a listener. 

Now, we put a question to you. It is this :—Do words possess 

some other power beside the power of expressing their primary 

meanings? Is it conducive to a complete result? (A complete 

result stands for a self-contained |udgmeni). An answer to this 

question is in the affirmative. Those who subscribe to the thesis of 

lelalion cannot icfute the existence of such a power. The relation 

of meanings is not conveyed by llu power ol conveying tbe primary 
meaning. But a sentence conveys (he cone^ation of meTuings. 

Now, some logicians suggest that if the lelated meaning is 

denoted by a word then the idition of meanings is presented to our 

consciousness and if tins condition is not fulliiied then the relation 

of meanings is not cognised. This suggestion is not tenable. The 
meanings of woids are bound up together by means of a relation 

since words denoting these meanings woik conjointly since if causes 

produce jointly their effects then these effects are never seen to 

remain isolated. A stem and a suffix, attached to it, imply each 

other and convey their meanings jointly. But a stem does not denote 

the meanings ot a suffix since an injunction, the meaning of a iiA 
suffix, is not denoted by the basic root, yaj, and the lin suffix does 

not denote the meaning of a basic root, yaj. A sacrifice is denoted 

by the basic root ^yaj'. It cannot be denoted by the lin suffix. 

They do not independently bring about their effects. Similarly, 

words conjointly produce their own effects but one word does not 

denote the meaning of another word. Sentences also convey their 

meanings with reference to their context but point to no independent 

meanings. This view has been expressed by some other thinkers* 

As a stem and its suffix imply each other bo a word impliei 
another and a sentence implies another* 
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Tbifl faypothesiB is better. According to it words conjointly 

produce tbeir effects bat the meanings conveyed by words, maintoia 

tbeir individuality but do not interpenetrate. 

If one denies that words imply one another then words look like 

so many detached iron-p'kes. But if the hypothesis of anvita-abhi- 
dbana is adhered to then the use of words other than one in a 

sentence becomes superfluous. 

But if we stick to the hypotbesiB that words conjointly com¬ 
municate their meanings then it becomes free from all defects. This 

path shoull be followed since it is not beset with thorns. 

We agree to the point that words have power to denote their 

own ])riinary meanings. They have an additional power which is 

called ^Tatparyya'bakti’. This power continues to work unless and 

until the meanings of words are presented to our consciousness as 

being in relation with one another. 

Hence, we do not subscribe to the hypothesis of aii\ita-abhi- 

dbaiia. But of course we suiely hold that a sentence conveys a 

unity of meanings in which they are mutually related 

We utter words with this object in view that they will conjointly 

produce their main effect but not that they will merely con^municate 

their own primary meanings. In other words, we utter words with 

the intention of communicating the meaning of a sentence. The 

author of f^toka varttika has said to this effect. 

Words which cinstitute a sentence engage themselves in commu¬ 

nicating the meaning of a sentence. In order to do it they have an 

intervening process as its invariable associate viz. the expression of 

their primary meanings. Similaiy, sticks of wood burn in order to 

accomplish their main task, viz., Ihe act of cooking. 

It is this great creeper of understanding. Knowledge is its main 

root. The arrangement of words is its bright sprout. The im¬ 

pressions due to the experience of all antecedent letters are its broad 

leaves. The meanings of words which have been expressed are its 

full blown blossoms. The excellent meaning of a sentence is its 

palatable fruit. One should not put it in month. It is to be put 

in heart. When it enters oar heart the listeners long for no other 

objects. 

Kumarila has said iii bis Tanfcra-Varttika to this effect. The 

knowledge which is derived from words by a listener blooms in the 

shape of the meanings of words and lastly bears frpits in the 

of ihe meaning of a sentence. 
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The knowledge which follows from this method is sound. We 

here said before that the meanings of words, being matually related, 

constitute the meaning of a sentence. 
f 

An Objection to the Ascbbtainmbnt of the Meaning ^ 

OF THE Vedas 

The path to ascertain the meaning of a sentence has been shown 

before. All worldly trausaclions are conducted by means of it. The 

same path will help to determine the meaning of the Vedas since 

the same words as are used in the classical Sanskrit language have 

also been used in the Vedic Sanskrit in the same sense. 

Some critics raise an objection to this elTect. Sentences which 

are used in the classical Sanskrit language convey bucli meanings as 

are grasped by other sources of knowledge. Hence, we are in a 

position to apply means'^to words in order to find out their jneanings. 

The objects which are denoted by the Vedic sentences are super- 

sensuous. We who are ordinary j>eople have our mind polluted by 

impurities such as love, hatred etc. We posse^^ no power of seeing 

tranrcendental objects. One who is not endowed with the mybljc 

power of iutuiiing snpersensuoiis objects is not initiated Into the 

meaning of the Vedas, observing the usage of the expeiicnced peraons. 

Suppose 1 desire today to lea)n thc meaning of the Vedas and may 

approach an expert teacher for this purpose But lie al^ cannot 

intuit superseusuoufa objects. So, his knowledge of the Vedas is not 

up to the mark. As his knowledge is limited so he wull have to 

approach another teacher in order to receive proper instructions. The 

teacher whom he will approach will also bit at the feet of another 

teacher like me because of his imperfect knowledge. He will also 

wait upon another. Thus we see that the entire tradition rests upon 

the consecutive series of blind teachers. As Panmi teaches the 

meaning of the conventional term 'vyddhi* in his sutra “Vrddhir 
adaic**, as Pingala explains the technical term ‘ma* in liis work on 

Prosody as three consecutive long syllables, as the author of 

Abhidhana-mald, a lexuographer, uientionH the synonyms of the 
word ^hasta' as kaia and pain bo the Vedas themselves do not teach 

in the same strain vj? ''These words wluch are contained in the 

Vedas denote such and such meanings. Hence, the true meaning 

of the Vedas is incompiehensible. 

Some other critics also have expressed the ‘•aine view. If a 

p^rasn who has fondness for worldly objects does not himself under- 

ijt4i^ the meaning of the Vedas then he will not learn it from others. 
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Vedas themselves do not exi^Iaia theic own meanipg. Seuee ' 

bpw is it" possible for a man to gather the sense of Che Vedas? 

NoW; if one maj^ argue that a learner is initiated into the meaning 
of the Vedas with the help of their accessoiies such as Nigam%: 
Nirokta, and Vyakaraua. Such an argument is not sound. tThe 

reason is as follows. The authors of these works agree to differ. 

Words which have been taught admit of various meanings. Words, 

prepositions which are prefixed to verbs, and indeclinable words bare 

no fixed meaning. Olher plausible meanings of the Vedas may also 

be imagined. 

Some critics have suggested the different meanings of one and 

the same Vedic text. One who is desirous of Heaven should perform 

the sacrifice of Agnibotra. This is the traditional meaning of the 

Vedic sentence “Agnihotrara jhuyat svarga-karaaii*’. Who knows 

that the same sentence does not point to the sense ''One should take 

the flesh of a dog*’? Is there any crucial proof to decide the truth 
of any one of either meanings? 

A rejoinder to the above charges is as follows. Now we under- 

siaiid that all our previous discussions about the Vedas are like the 

recital of the Tlumayaiia before a deaf person. These critics have, 

heard everything with regard to the ways and means of finding oat 
the meaning of the Vedas. But they 6*ill search for the means of 

explaining tlie Vedas. All problenis, raised by the critics, starHi 

refuled since tbe ways and ineaus of interpreting the Vedas have been 

revealed. We have said that there is no new Vedic word. Tbe 

arrangement of these words is only different. But words which have 

been arranged are not different from those used in tbe classical 

Sanskrit language. From the very dawn of creation tlie tradition 

of the Vedic scholars has been working. 1 had learnt the meaning 

of the Vedas long, long ago in my previous birth. If X today go to 

learn the meaning of tbe Vedas, I shall learn the same meaning. 

Where are gone Grammar and Mtmansa t^astra, the means of 

inteipreting the Vedas? These sciences siiii exist. But you cannot 

determine the meaning of the Vedas. Oh fool! one word more to 
add, A man who is under the sway of love and hatred may not set 

out for the realisation of transcendental objects. But it is not a faoa 

that* such a person who is desirous of Heaven will not be able to. ” 

understand that the Vedic sentence *^Agnihotram jubuyat ^Svarga* 

kSmah*' points to the meaning “Agni hotra sacrifice is a meaii* || 

the attainment of heaven. ” Now, a question may be raiB^,.;^.^^tli^^ 

**How: do we. receive regular training in the sopersenauoua 
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Wd liave said before what we have got to say with regard to tliig 

problem. The tradition of the Vedic scholars throws uoflinching 

light on the meaning of the Vedio texts since it has been flowing 

from time immemorial. The Ved\<!, their meanings, their knowledge, 

their accefl8ori«>8 and the performance of the Vedic rites are not events 

of our modern age. Some thinkers hold tint the Vedio tradition 

knows no beginning. But we, tin Naiy.lyikas, hold thatth^ said 

tradition has commencad its work from the very first day of th^ 

creation of the world. Is tlieie any occision lo-day for haapin^ 

contumely on them? The vie mis ml wicked critics have disgraced 

the Vedas with the insilont interpretation of the Vedic sentence, viz , 

‘'One should eat the flesh of a dog '* The only object which they 

will accomplish is that they will bo ornamental flowers of hell. No 

novel criticism has been offered by them. 

Some other thinkers take an exception to this criticism. They 

say ^'Why do you take thorn to task? Have they offen led against 

the law? Have they inide any incon'.istent remark^ One cannot 

learn the meaning of the Vedas fioin an ordiniry peison You may 

now ask “Who is an ordinary roan? Is he an uneducated person or 

an educated gramraar'an^ Ot tho5e two type-, cabmen are mnocen^ 

of the use of chaste and correct word-*. Tliey are in the habit of 

using vulgar words in a loud tone Tii"‘*e woid^ <ue glvl etc How 

will they be acquiintel with the Ved c words? 

Though the rustic people employ a lew sm^krii woids, r (j . 

in Katfmlra they u^e esi, emi etc,, in Dirvablnsara ‘gaccha' etc., and 

in Madra‘karomi*, etc , yet their words are very small m number. 

The usage of such words is very limited since tlle^e persons aro 

ignorant of the Vedic Literature. 

Now, the defenders of the Vehc tradition miy agree in tlie follow¬ 

ing line. The science of Sanskrit Grammar is an an ullary system 

of the Vedas. One distinguishes with its help tlio correct words 

from the incorrect ones. His mind is re-iirained by the following 

iBiuacliion-cam-prohibitloa that a learned man should use correct . 

w6tdB w speaking but should not use incorrect ones. Thus, leitrned 

OfM always attend to their work, using correct words only. It has 

been thus suggested that learned men may acquire proficiency in the 
VedioXiiterature with little effort. 

^Fbia suggestion is not sound because it involves circular reason- 

iiig. If the validity of the Vedas is established then its ancillary 

msiwMf Grammar^ may be carefully studied. With the help of 

gttmvM ooe wUl draw a distinction between correct and incorreet 
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wordv* M&tore conflideration givdo to oorroot and iooMrect vorda 

and acquaintance with the usages of the lasrned sobolars help ui to 

acquire mastery over the Vedic words. Where one is initiated into 

them bis acquaintance with tbe Vedic Tocabulary helps bim to under* 

stand tbe Vedic work. Thus, the charge against the Vedas that 

they are unintelligble is answered. Then and then only the Vedas 

are considered to be tbe source of true knowledge. In other wordb 

the moyers of this proposal reason in a circle. The Vedas depend 

upon the grammar and the grammar depends upon the Vedas. 

NoW| tbe defenders of the Vedic tradition may take up a different 

line of argument. The} may contend thus ;—If one discards with 

contempt the traditional view that Grammar is ancillary to tbe Vedas 

but reads grammar at his sweet will and learns to distinguish tbe 

correct words from tbe incorrect ones then the above hypothesis is 

not open to the fallacy of circular reasoning. If this is tbeir conten- 

tion« let it be throughly examined. Should one study gramoiar as 

be takes interest in the study of Indian diale::t3 (Prakrta) in order 

to acquire proficiency in classical Sanskrit literary works such as 

dramas, social dramas etc? If the said defender admits tbe truth 

of this new buggostion then the science of grammar will be no more 

treated to be affiliated to the Vedas as their ancillary science like a 

work on Indian dialects. In that case it should be admitted that 

the usages of Indian dialects help to understand the meanings of tbe 

Vedic words. Thus, they jump out of the frying pan into the fire. 

The another point in criticism deserves mention. One may acquire 

sound knowledge of gratnnar. He may receive inslruction from a 

truthful person that he should always use correct words in speaking. 

He may form the habit of perfonuiag Vedic rites. He may develop 

bis conscience, strictly obey Vedic injunctions and conscientiously 

avoid prohibitions. He may be a sound Vedic scholar. He may 

entertain ro'^peci for the Sastras. Such a person is very seldom 

noticed by us. The number on such a person is not many. He uses 

correct woris in transacting all his business which relates to a sacrifice. 

Ha moves iu the society, paying his sole attention to such actions 

as are necessary to his main duty, i.e., the performance of sacrifices. 

If he is not observed by his deaoiplaa in the time of his moving about 

in respouse to the call of duty then how will you utilise this great 

savant who is skilful iu using correct language as a teacher? HeucOi 

the suggestion that one is initiated into the meaning of Vedas, notio* 

ing the pract^ of a sound Vedic scholar does not stand to reason. 

vn 
4 
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ThB HTPOTHBBIS THAT ONB XiBARBS THB VbDAS WITH THB llBIiP 

OF GRAMMAR IS HOT TBNABLB 

If one thinks that the science of grammar will constitute the 

means of access to the Vedic lore then be should reflect on it dnd 

solve the problem nis., *‘bow is it possible for grammar to open the 

door?" Papini does not interpret the Vejic texts as elaborately ms 

the antbor of Yivarana has explained the surras of Panmi. Even 

though we assume that Panini has interpreted the Vedic texts yet 

short-sighted and tainted by hatred, etc , as we are how will we, the 

students of Vedic Literature, pin our faith in the truth of his inter¬ 

pretation? A doubt, viz,t whether his interpretation is right or 

wrong miy arise in our min 1. One iniy now argus thit the science 

of grammar is a means of access to the Vedic lore because it distin- 

gnishes correct words from incorrect ones. If this is his contention 

then he should admit that the science of grammar bears a n^w rela¬ 

tion to such rites as are enjoined by Vedic inj'unctions since grammar 
does not enjoy the status of an independent science like the Vedas 

and is affiliated to the Vedas as their auxiliary science. 

Now, the above speculator may contend that the Vedas are to 

require grammar because of the injunction **One should use correct 

words in speaking" and of the prohibition ^'One should not use in¬ 

correct words in speaking". This contention is met thus Let us 

examine the character of the injunction and the prohibition in question. 

Do they find place in a certain section of the Vedas? Or, are they 

known to all though they find no place? Is it a well circulated topic? 

Or, does it deserve discussion? 

(To be continued.) 
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Sbi Batadalsumar Ear Oupta 

(Part II;* 

To supplement ind rectly the supposed to be coujecturel belief 

of the ancients, modern scientists have found sufficient data to 

conclude that the jewels or genus, possess a great scientific value in- 

as-much as they could be ultilised for human benefit in various ways. 

Very recently Prof. S. Y. Sokolov of Russia has invented a flaw 

detector, which ^‘tnakes use of the same principle as supersonic 

hydrophones'*; this flaw detector can detect the genuineness of the 

gem by showing the air bubles, gas cavities, or so-called *'fatigue*’ 

cracks and the size of the crystal grains by accurately checking np 

its normal intensity of Wavelengths which as a matter of fact during 

BQch detection makes a corresponding relation with "the wavelength 

of the supersonic ray" ’ 

By means of electrometer and other scientific instruments it has 

been established that the gems or jewels, attract, retain and repel 

electricity; this electricity can be excited either by friction pressure 

or heat; certain gems have been found conductors, and other non¬ 

conductors of electricity. As a rule "vitreous" gems, (i.e., trans¬ 

parent or translucent! acquire "Positive" electricity and the "resinous** 

rt.e., rough surface or opaque) jewels generate "Negative*' electricity. 

Certain gems (e.g., amber, meaning electron in Greece; Topaz etc.) 

have pyro-electricity which is produced by application of heat. It 

is not actually the heat but the change of temperature it causes, that 

generates electricity. This obviously shows that the precious gems 

possess magnetic waves when subjected to heat. When the pyro¬ 

electricity is generated the positive poles of the gems become negative 

and vice-versa. 

The German export, Baron Von Heichenbach under rigid tests 

did notice* that stones, shells and crystals radiate continuous magnetic 

forces displaying different degrees of wave-lengths with the correspond¬ 
ing shades, colours, forme and radiance. Prior to such experiments 

Babbi Benoni, a profound Alchemist of 14th Century A.D. experience 

♦ Part 1 of ftbii paper appealed lo Febmen 1W7 iMva. , * . , . t* •_- 
1 Sonad Wa Oea Hear by Pnl. B. KedryertaeT. tceaelated into 

eUsteal Baesian by BaTM BobcSeT (Moeoow, 1900), p. 107 F. 
^ Quoted ia Maounftli, Ht P* ^000. 
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Ad tfaftt the gems with tbeir varieties of colours absorbed differeot 

degrees of light, wHb a oonsequent transmissioii of unequal degrees 

of beat.' The power of refraction and of polarizing light inherent 

in jewels and minerals has been standardised by the scientists as 

'^Optical'*;—Befraction is understood to be characteristic possessed 

by all transparent substances of altering the direction of a ray of 

light, dashing against their surfaces. It is of twofold nature, Single 

and Double. 

Single refraction is known as a ray of light which forming a 

ringle line falls obliquely on the surface of a transparent substance 

and bents from its original course by taking a different direction. 

Whereas in the case of double refraction two lines from the ray of light 

appear and on turning the surface of the substance, both the images 

move until they coincide; and on turning, still further, one will seem 

to pass over the other. In all substances, evidently one line is visible 

through which no double refraction is to be seen; this line is called 
the Axis of the crystal or the Axis of double refraction. The know* 

ledge of the double refractive power helps us to a great extent in 

specifying jewels and minerals, which at first sight seem to be 
similar to each other when, by cutting and polishing, or in case of our 

receiving irregular bits, we cannot form anry idea of their external 

form. A bit of red Topaz will, for instance, refract doubly ; whereas 

one bit of spinel Ruby (the crystal being octahedral) will not 

refract so.* 
As a rule, transparent crystals, with bright polished faces have 

positive electricity; those that have a rough surface, and are not 

limpid,* possess negative electricity Amongst the jewels which 

become electricity by pressure, lo a very high degree, Iceland spar is 

one of those varieties; Topaz, Amethyst, and the varieties of quartz, 

generate electricity under pressure less m degrees than the above 

mentioned qualities. 

Berides these electrical properties of jewels, their chemical com¬ 

positions depend on the regularity of constituent atoms. From astro¬ 

logical point of view as well as from the recent researches of modern 

scientists it may be concluded that the energy of the atoms have radia¬ 

tion effect to counteract (within certain limitations) aspects of planets 

on human destiny.* This necessarily calls for Dr. Rutherford and 

I Ihid. 
> A noM on tbs nttve of TOftwAioii io bowels U giTen n Tsble No. HI. 
s Aa onliaatM note of those techniool tenno hove boon given in pp 4 ff. 

. 4 Cl Hie netoM a&l his Destiny by Dr. Knnhen Beje, in Aetroleglpil 
/ llngaabie, 1954, V* 
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Chadwick who proved by experiment that the disintegration <w irane-^ 

mntation of the atomic stroctnre coaid be generated by outside enOTgiea 

under bombardment by particles, nentrons, deutrons, etc. This variatioa 

in the atomic structure changes its destiny. In view of Dr. Gore' 

Destiny in human system lies in the blood groups, in cbromoaomes 

and gene which are influenced through hormones by radistioDs, and 

whose intensity vary in accordance with the laiitnde, altitude 

and longitude. From these propositions, we could anticipate that 

astrologically when of any animate or inanimate object’s destiny, 

which is the cumulative effect of gravitational waves produced by 

planets, the electromagnetic radiations rocketed by stars and the 

cosmic rays discharged incessantly through the intra-terrestrial spaces, 

is assessed, variation thereto could be operated by putting in outside 

agencies like the planetary jewels (Graba-ratna), gems and minerals 

etc. etc. In this connection it is informative to mention that the 

**Art Magic" edited by £. H. Britten, contains in detail the experi¬ 

ments made by Baron Von Reichenbacb on the subject. Von 

Beicbenbach after rigid tests and experiments have been coerced to 

believe that the magnetic emanations that streamed from jewels react 

over human destiny.* 

Dr. Oscar Brunter of America* has established that all tangible 

things are condensations of Ether. This Ether is known to be the 

reservoir of "Cosmic Fluid" that he at the root of all creations; when¬ 

ever this Cosmic Fluid or Ether is condensed it produces effulging 

power which could be measured. This method of measurement is called 

"Badiatiou". It is imperative in this connection to mention that 

this "Radiation", as a matter of fact is understood to stand in 

associated relation to the Science of Astrology." Dr. Castiglini obvious¬ 

ly observed in his work " Adventures of the Mind " that modern 

research in radiations emitted by substances contained in the stars 

and revealed by the spectrum,—the hypothesis that have been recently 

advanced concerning the relations between solar spots and extra¬ 

ordinary hUtorical events,—the publications by Swaboda and Fliess 

on the laws of septennial periods,—all these lead us to think that the 

intuitive and profoundly human conception, deriving directly from 

man’s immediate sensitivity to the action of the stars may have a 

vaster and deeper foundation of truth than was realised when this 

1 Destiny k Cosmic Factors, p. 86. 
* Quoted in tfanimUi, n. p. 1080. , ^ 
I Quoted by Dr« Bsneytosh Bbattaobaryya In Tbs Astiolosioal ICagtSins, IMl, 

Janasnr, pp tt t. 
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prinitxve idea of inieraosmio ooiidarUy seeoaed to bo forgoitoil.’ It 

is fUted thot tbo xoalefio powers released by the planets are always 

Negative, whereas the Radiation of the planetary jewels are found to 
be Positive. 

A oonaparative chart * of the wave lengths of precious gems* with 

their corresponding planetary vibrations, measured by radiation 
method are given below :— 

Planet! Pxseiotts Jewels 

1 Sun : 66000 Ruby : 70,000 

3. Meroary : 86000 Emerald ; 70.000 

8. Venui: 1,80000 Diamond ; 80,000 

4. Mars: 86,000 Coral: 66,000 

6. Moon : 66.000 Pearl • 70 000 

6. Jnpiter: 1.80 000 Topaz * 60,000 

7. Saturn * 66 000 Sapphire * 70,000 

8. Rabn ■ 86.000 Zircon : 70,000 

9. Keta ; 86,000 Cat’s Eye : 70,000 

In precious and semi-precious jewels, atoms are orderly arranged 

to form a clear and single tiny crystal; where the gem is composed 

of myriads of regular crystalhiis, it is said to be '^Crypto-Crystalline*'. 

These Crypto-Crystalline gems are transperant or translucent; where 

the gem is constituted of irregular cr}'stalhtjs it is called "Massive" 

which is normally "Opaque". To comprehend the meaning of the 

technical terms used in this paper a note is given below:— 

Transparent: When objects are clearly seen through the gem; 

it is synonymously used for "Vitreous’*, which means resembling 

the surface of glass. 

Translucent: When only light is transmitted through the gem 
without being objects are visualised. 

Opaque ; When no light is transmitted through the gem; It is 

otherwisely called "Resinous",—which means shining as if rubbed 

with an oily substance. The opacity is the effect of intermixture of 

the minerals with foreign substances, or of decomposition, loss of 

water, etc. 

Adamantine: When the gems show diamondlike brilliance. 

Limpid : When the gems are colourless. 

Piflychroism: When a gem exhibit two or more varieties of 
QQloars in tbe same specimen; the change in colour changes its 

wommeroial name and value. 
i 

^ QaoteS in Kotsble &otoseqpst by Dr. B. V. tUmsn (Bsafsim, 1956) tsfentolta. 
^ Cf }*-^Chs Attie)ogioal Ms^ntWi 1951, JsBQsty, p« 99 
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An ftl^abeticM list of the ooinmoniy nied prtetoofr and aami* 
pracioQB gems ^ whose ntilU; to combat disease* ailment and hostile 
astral influenoes have been standardised by experts all over the world, 
are given below 

Tranipartnl Opasss 

Amstbjsi (YassTsma^i) 
Berji 

OamelUn (Badhirftkaja) 
Crjsoberyl (Karkketftn) 

Diamond (Vajara; Hlrak) 

Emerald (Marakat) 

Felspar 

Garnet (Fulaks) 
Hjacintb or Jacinth (Pingala, Vaikr&nta) 

Idocraee 

Ejanite 

Ljnx-Sappbire 
Milk.Opal 

Nafrolite 
Opal 

Pj'rope 

Quartc (Spha^ika) 
Bub/ (Ma^ikya) 

Sapphire (Nila) 

Tcpaa (PufparAga) 

Uramt 

VUiiTianite 

Water Sapphire 

Xanthite 

Eirooo (Gomeda) 

Agate 

Basalt 

Ghaleedonj 

CacbcdoDg 

Coral (Praval or Vidroma) 

Cat's E/e (VsidOr/a) 

Diaspora 

Egyptian pebble 

Firs Stone 

Granite 

Heliotrope 1 
or I (J/ottrasa) 

Blood Stone J 
Jasper (Gsndbarra Mapi) 

Eork-idolite 

Dapia-Lazuli (BftiaTarttma) 

Malachite ] 
or > (Gania) 

Mocha Stone J 
Nephrite 1 

or [ (Filu) 
Jade J 
Pearl (Mukt&) 

Porphyry 

Onyx (Dtpala or palanks* 

Sardonyx 

Turquoise * 

Ultra-Marine 

Verd-antique 

Wocd-Opal 

Xylctile 

Zevelite 

Most of the above gems are rolycbroistic. Crysoberyl is other- 

wieely called Gymophane; it owes its origin in Cbrysophrase. 

Sapphire to the ancients is HyacintbuB or Jacinth; the Zircon, 

Hyacinth and Jargoon are from the same stock; Cat’s eye is 

^ As far aa I could trsce the sanakrit equiralenta from ancient Todiao Ssnakrit ^zts* 
ihtj have been inserted within brackets; in this effort e grateful ackoowledmoent is due 
to Pandita, Eamakhyacbaran J/otisbaruav. Vidyaratna and Jflendra Nath Gbosedastidar 
JyoUhsastTl; T am tbanknl to Sri P. B. Cbowdbury of M/8 M. P. Jewellers A Oo, 1> 
Vivakenanda Boadt Calcutta for showing me different specimens of tbs above jewels* ^ 

• Modern Hindoethani Jewellers call it as •‘Feroea”; in avtrologicaJ text*, this semi- 
preeioni aiona is suggested assobitituteofEmerBld(marakst);**Ferrza"isoflij^tMh« 
colour; It Is otberwisely called as •‘Harita",—which means light bloish-gfeen. Terojam 
harHlimetb ea bhasmSDgaiA hariteih dvlddift tna-SaBikfi, p. 7o. 
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from Cluyeobery]; liftpMaztili i9 a variety of Quarts; from different 
qnalitiea of quarts' we have the following gems 

1. The Bock-Crysta] (Kaoa^) 

2. The Amethyst 

8. The False-Topaz 

4. The Ghrysophrase (Svarnagi) 

5. The Chalcedony 

6. The Garnelian (Rudhiraksya) 
7. The Agate 

8. The Jabper 

9. The Heliotrope (^'yotirasa) 

10. False Cat’s eye 

11. Mocha Stone (Ganja) etc. 

12. Aquamarines (Earpuramapi; mnkta^ukti) 

In India jewels are used on a specific prescription made by experts in 

accordance with the planetary positions in birth nativity (Janinakundaii). 

Though there are opinions which at a time are found to be diver¬ 

gent and differ in regard to the attributes of these jewels, generally 

experts have a common basis with regard to their qualitative aspects. 

In European civilisation the Garnet is considered to possess the same 

marvellous and medicinal virtues as Ruby. The Spine] and Jacinth 

owing to similarity of colour, are occabionally made to pass 

for the true *Ruby’; the Rubbles are generally believed to be active 

as antidote to poison or plague in addition to its virtue to drive away 

morbidness, evil thoughts and sex-craving; it is also said when 

Rubies are worn under wrongful judgment they react to cause even 

fatality; clear indication to such misfortune is seen by a change of 

its red colour to blackness which would not resume its original reddish 
brightnees, until the peril had passed away. We crave leave to cite 

here one such practical incident about the action of Ruby in moulding 

destiny, from the authentic narration of Wolfgang Gabelcbover, a 

German metaphysicist as quoted by Tollius.” 

“It is worthy of notice that the Ruby presages to the wearer by 

the frequent change and a proportionate darkening of its colour with 

regard to the intensity of coming evil—this is a belief “which I have 

heard repeatedly from people of the highest eminence and have, alast 
exparienoed in my own person. For, on December 5th, 1600, as 1 

was traveHing from Stutgart to Cal-wam in company with my beloved 

* plates 6 ff. in Wootters '^Semi-preoioua Stonss*' for sn idAs of th« vatioat 
colom of ifait variety with the pietura of the geoaiae etoaet that axe preierved ia ioom 
lamoBi mueeam of the world. 

* Qnotad is Vaalmlli. Ii 244-46. 
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wife Oethmne Adeitnann, of pious memory, I observed most dUiluctly 

during the journey that a very 6ae Buby, her gift, which I wore esft 

in a ring upon my fingerv had lost once or twice almost all its splendid 

colour and had put on dullness in place of brilliancy and darkness in 

place of light: the which blackness and opacity lasted not for one 

or two days on]y» but serveral: so that being beyond measure disgust* 

ed thereat, I took the ring off luy finger and locked it up in my trunk. 

Whereupon I repeatedly warned my wife that some grievous mishap 

was impending over either her or myself, as I foreboded from the 

change of colour in my Buby. Nor was I wrong in my anticipation^ 

in as much as within a few days she was taken with a fatal sickness 

that never left her till her death. And truly after her decease, its 

former brilliant cilor again returned spontaneously to my Ruby”.‘ 

Besides the power of moulding the destiny pattern, the 

jewels are believed to poseess prophylactic inffuenbe, e.gr., tbo 

Amethyst prevents intoxication and sharpens the wit; the 

Sapphire and the Emerald are said to have capability of improving 
eye sight; the same property known to have been also possessed by the 

Turquoise; Von Helmont, tho reputed experimenter of Jewels bolieves 

that, "whoever wears a Turquoise so that it, or its gold setting, 

touches the skin, may fall Crum any height and the stoue attracts 

to itself tlie whole force of the blow, so that it cracks and the person 

ifa safe.**^ Wooster as well infonii'^ u*^ that "Numerous stories are told 

where a turquoise which was being worn at the time of an accident 

saved its owner from a fractured bone by itself becoming cracked.* 

In the translation of the Polyhistor of Sohnus, published by Arthur 

Golding in 1587, we read that Turquoise unlike Buby possesses the 

remarkable property of growing paler when its wearer uiidargoes 

ailment and then again it regains back its original lustre "when placed 

on the finger of a healthy person.* Pliny noted that the Romans 

used Diamond to keep off insanity and anxiety.* Baja Dr. 8. M. 

Tagore thinks that **Bi-coloured Cat's eyes have inauspicious pro¬ 

perties in them. One such specimen is in the possession of Raja 

Bajendra Mallick of Ghorebagan, Calcutta. This stone is alleged to 

have canaed the death of his third son who used to wear it",* 

' Similar exparieaoes of Dr. B Bhattaoliarjja, ex-director, Oriental Tnilitute, 
Batoda, have been cited in Part I of thie paper. 

* Quoted in MaaimSlS Ii p. 88; C/. Woosler, p 10. 

> Semi-pRcious etone, 

* Quoted in Wooeter , p. 10. 

® Ibid, 
* Ibid., n.p. 909. 

9--.i94ap--vn 
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According to the famoue alchemist Babbi Benoni, the diamond 

surpasses the virtue of Load Stone as a promoter of spirituai ecstasy. 

Amongst a variety of similar traditional beliefs, he quoted the Agate 

that quenches thirst and soothes fever, when it is kept in the mouth; 

Amber combats tbruat-trouble and glandular inflammations, the Opal 

is fatal to love and brings in disharmony between the giver and 

receiver; the Topaz is sure cure for all haemorrhages etc,' 

It was evident in the Highlands that the Toad-Stone could 

prevent the burning of houses and the sinking of boats, and if the 

Commander in the field had one about him, ho would either be sure 

to win the day, or aU his men would die on the spot,® 

The Briti&li navigator Captain Sir Edward Belcher of the then 

Her Majesty’s Ship “Sainarang", in Ins voyage narrative told 

that “At my last interview with the Sultan of Guning Taboor he 

conveyed into my hand—suddenly closing it with greet mystery— 

what they term here as the Snake-Stone. This is a polished globe 

of Quartz about the si/e of a muskct-ball which he described as of 

infinite value as heir-loom and reported to have been extorted from 

the head of an tnehanted snake.”® Mr. Kunz in hia woik' has 

noted dovvn many such ptacttcai happening due to mysiciious influ¬ 

ences of jewels, 

Anblem Pe Boot, Spanish physkian to Einpeior JloJidph and 

Maximilian II, dobciihed in IGGl A.D. aonie chronic cases of kidney 

trouble to have been eradicated with the poh'ut outalive properties 

of Jade,—the inelliod being merely to tie the -^Uino t) llie arm. He 

found some of his patients woro obliged to wear it perpetually, as 

they relapbcd as soon as it was removed. To him if a green Jasper 

were engraved with the figure of scorpion and woin while the Sun 

was entering that House ol the Zodiac, it wo ilJ be a sure prophylac¬ 

tic against tiie formation of stone in the bladder and liaeinonhage.® 

In C. W. King's book® it has heon emphasised, “That the 

wearing of an ambei necklace will keep off tlie attacks of eiysipelas 

in a person subject to them has been proved by repeated experiment 

beyond all possibility of doubt.' ^ According to ancient, to dream 

of a green gem, makes the dreamer subsequently a reputed persona- 

3 ManiaiSia,!!. p. 1132. 
< Philt sophica! Transadnna, Vol VI, p. 21. 
> Quoted in Manimala Ly Kaja Comm. Souiuidra Mohin Tagore (XS'’9), Vol, I, 

p. Si- 
4 Of. Tbe Magic of Jewels and Charms (Philaddphia, 1916J. 

Pemi precious-Stone, p 31; Cf. Boot’s work “Gommarrum el Lipidum Hisfcoria.’* 
* The oatnrft] History, Ancient and Modern of precious slooes gems and pieoiooi 

metals (Xiopdon 18651. 
? Quoted in Wooster’s senu-preoioos stone, p. 15. 
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lity who could meet with truth and fidelity; even in the modern 

times, the fall of an Emerald from its original setting is regarded 

to bring in misfortune to its wearer; when George III, was crowned, 

a large Emerald slipped off from his Coronet; the supernatural 
agency attributed to such incident was the consequent loss of America 

during bis reign,^ 

We conclude below with a summary of the efficacy of jewels, 

in changing human destiny, from the masteixnece work **Magic" by 

J. B. Port; this ideal compilation work incorporates valuable 

researches, anecdotes and opinaons ot erudites on tins subject “ 

Agate—Stimulates heart-function; Plague preventive; and 

antidote of Venomous poison. 

Amethyst—Protects from spells and sorceric influence. 

Cat’s Eye—Curative of cold and chronic trouble with spleen and 

colic ; Actu as chjini age against witch-ciatt. 

Carnelian oi Babylonian Said—Ensures victoi} . stop3 na‘?al bleed¬ 

ing, Liadies up sclf-coiisciou&ness and helps to become 

judkious. 

Clirysolite—Improvis c}c sight and bungs in [oyous mood. 

Coial—Siop^ bleeding, minim v s panicky mind and saves from 
thundei, hail, and lightning. 

Diamond—Pacifies wrath and anger, brmgs id cool and uuctuouss 
judgment. 

Emerald—Cures epilepsy and hysteric fits. 

Jade—Stimulates Kidney function and prophylactic again-'t 

nephiitis; expels stones from the bladler. 

Opal—Soothes heart condition and preventive ol malarial and 

malignant diseases. 

Peail—Cures syncope, flux of blood and nurosis. 

Topaz—Soothes anger, drives away nightmare and sadness; 

barren women can bear child. 

Sapphire—Prevents from cold and biliouMiess ; St, Jerome ui 

explaining the 19th Chapter of the prophecy of T‘^aiah 

states that Sapphire procures royal favours, softens down 

the anger of the enemies and obtains for the wearer 

release from captivity. 
Zircon—Acts as sedative ; brings in richer, honour and wisdom 

for the wearer ; it is a safeguard against lightning. 

* Ifftoimstft, I, p. 416. , - 
* I «m indebted to Pandit Nerendre Neib Bogal, Tolibaa^trl foi helping me to attwiti 

itnportnnoe on thie point with hia eaperience and practical data denved from itatieUiOnt 
«xpsrSine&ta. 
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Ancient Indian medical authorities like Gaiaka, dofruta* 

V^ghbata, etc., mentioned that diFeases are to be iretted in three 

wayS| 

(0 Talismanic (daiva vyapasraya) 

(fi) Medicinal tyukti vyapabraya) 

(in) Psycho-pathological fsattvavajaya) 

Under Talismanic way remedies aie bonght by worship, oblation, 

sacrificee, and wearing jewels : 

*‘tatra daivavj^apa^rayah jiiantraimdhi-inaniiuahgala valj u- 

pahara-lioma-nijama-rrayaWttopa \aea-svastyaYaua’'* 

So far we have discufised on the dynamics of jewels, with 

occasional citations of quaint aphotisms of the ancients not as guides 
OP positive scientific Indications, but as an age-old belief on the latent 
powers of magnetic bodies traced in them and confirmed by the tra¬ 
ditional knowledge of the observers and cxperimentors of natural 
forces; with the advancement of knowledge and recent researches in 

various aspects of Nature we have been fcitified to see tome useful 

pespection in Keat’s exclamation that Truth is beauty. 

This me^aph^Bical vision of the poet verily gels a counter support 

at the hands of present-day Bcientists ; for tliere is not a single aspect 

left in Natoie, where we do not '‘enconnler what Einstein calls 'pre- 

established harmonies', and since the discovery and revelation of such 

bariDonies is the concern, in their different regions, of both the arli.-t 

and the man of science, we see once again that tliere is no essential 

distinction between the science and the arts.'* Obviously we could 

anticipate that the metaphysical knowledge of jewels as moulder of 

destiny which were known to our ancestors and to the wise of ancient 

times and which lie buried under the ponderous debris of time, ignor¬ 

ance, bigotry and egoistic unbelief, will gradually be brought to its 

Truth/ and that besides other properties inherent in them the bidden 

forces of jewels will be made clear as the bidden relation between 

matter and energy* have been made clear to the students of modern 

science and to the world. 

We now ajipend below in table form different scientific analysis 

of commonly known precious and semi-precious gems : 

Garsks SsifaMift, tOtn fiibftns, Oh. KL 
1 Tlie Limitations of Sdeoce by J. W. N. Sulilvan (Mentor lerieB-^lOftB),p. 172& 

Of. Vbe hidden side of Things by 0. W. Leadbeater, Vol. 1, p, 47, 

t Cf. Occoh Cfacndstiy A Fhyaica by O. K. Sutcliffe, p. 187. 
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Table I 

Chemical and other scientific characteristics of commonly 
known planetary jewels 

Name Spcoifio Hardoeat lugrcdianta Losiro 
Gravity 

Diamond 8.4 to 8.6 Soratchee all other Pare Carbon Adamantioe 

(HtraV) preeiou gems. 

Sapphire a.9 to 4 3 Scratched by dia- Alumina 98.6 Vitreooe 

(NTIS) fDOoda otsly but Oxide of 

scratches all other Iron 10 
gems. liime .6 

Ruby 3 99 to 4 2 Ooly mferisr to Alumina 900 Do. 
(M&pikya) Diamond* Oxide 

or Chun! Iron 1.2 
Silica 7.0 

Topaz 8.6 to 8.6 Scratched hy Sap¬ Alumioa 68.33 Do. 
(Pufpirftg) phire and scrat¬ Silica 84.01 

ches quattz easily. Flourioe 15.06 

Traces of 

metalio 

Oxides 
1% 

Emerald 3.67 to 2 76 Scratched by Spinel; Alnmina 15 76 Do. 

(Marakat or arratches some Silica 63 50 

P&nnA). specimens of Glucina 12.50 

quartz. Oxide of 

Iron 1.00 

Lime 0.25 

Coral 3.6 to 3.7 Baiily leraiched hy Pare Caloium oarbo- Opeqoo 

(Vidrami or other gems. ntte Organic matter 

PraHl), affected by heat and 

acids* 

Pearl 2.6 to 2.7 Vary with quality. Carbonite of Idme Poerly 

(MokU) and Oigaaio Matter. (Limpid) 

Zircon 4,07 to 4.10 Scrafehea Quartz Silica 83.0 VitreoDS 

^Qomoda) slightly. Ziroonia 66.8 but 

Peroxide of elmoet ede 

Iron 0.10 men tine. 

Cafe Eye 2.65 to 8.8 Scratches glass sod Aloinine 80% Transla* 

(VaidOiya) Boratebed by Glucina 00% cent. 

Diamond Bafn 

pbitc and Ruby. 

Peroxide of 

Iron 0.10 
Unaffected 

■cids. 
by 
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Table II 

Physical characteristics of Planetary Jewels:— 

Name Bcfraotion Disperaive 
powers. 

Electric properties Fusibility^ 

Diamond Single 0.38 Subject to positive 

frictional electri- 

oty; non-con¬ 

ductor. 

Infusible 

volatilized 

by conti¬ 

nued beat. 

Sapphire Double in a aiuall 

degree. 

0 020 Subject to Frictional 

eleclririty and 

retains tbe aanio 

for a long time. 

Bob/ Practically with 

negligible. 

Same Vana* 

tion. 

Like Sapphire 

Topaz Double in a Small 

degree. 

0 025 Arquirea electricity 

by friction and 

heal treatment. 

Infusible 

Bmerald Double (Very feebli*) 0.t)2i A jquirea clecLncily 

by fiiclion. 

Slightly fusi¬ 

ble before 

the blow 

pipe. 

Ooral Acquires electn&ity 

by friction. 

Highly Bon- 

aitivc to heat 

and volatile. 

Pearl Calcines by 

moderate 
beat. 

SSitooti Trigbly double 0,014 Acquiies positive 

electricity by 

friction. 

Infuaiblo 

before tbe 

blow pipe. 

Cat*e Eye Double 0.036 Do. and retains it Do. 

for several hoors. 

After an all round brief survey on the metaphysics of jewels one 

point yet remains to be discussed ; this is, bow to ascertain the 

quantity (weight) of jewels (ratnanam paritnanah) are required for 
individual to wear. 

We have discussed already that in every individuars nativity 

first attempt is to be made with regard to the pinpointing of those 

^ planets that are indicated to be malefic for tbe person. WbeOi for 

instance. Sun is posited badly in the birth nativity, it indicates that 

the benefic vibrations radiated by the Sun to the world, do not reach 

to the store of hidden forces of the person, as such the person is 
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peoied to disjday his role with the already received qoantity of plane¬ 

tary forces, excepting the San. By wearing a Baby he is then 
fortified to make np his deficiency to a limited extent by drawing 

forth beneficial power from the Sun ; of course this takes place in 
proportion to the capability of his net energy quanta received by 
him at the moment of his birth. In ascertaining the benefic and 

malefic aspects of the planets it is to be borne in mind that the 

benefic planets when are in association with the strongly posited 

malefics,—they loose their real nature and side with the malefic aspecia 

of the planets.^ These benefic planets if are found to be in association 

or aspects of nialefics in '‘Navamsa KundalT" they are as well to be 

taken as helpless to guard the good of the person. 

Generally, the exports in India have left an opinion to prescribe 

excepting in the case of Diamonds, all the other planetary jewels by 

*^Eaii*' ® (e.g,, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 10 Ratis etc) ; in the case of Diamond 

the prescription is by “Viw’'* (e.flf., 12, 15, 16, Visa etc.) ; it is 

seldom prescribed by “Ilati**- 

In ascertaining the malefic and benefic aspects of the planet follo¬ 

wing particulars are to be primarily judged :— 

Particular planet’s positiou in the zodiacal sign, e,g., 

(1) Moveable (Cara Rri4i), Fixed Sign (Sthira Rlh) or Common 

Sign (Dvisvabhava Rasi). 
(2) Whether the particular sign is fiery (agnitattva), earthy 

(bhutattva), airy (vayu), watery (jalatattva). 

(3) Then the states of existence of such planet (avastba), is to 
be taken into consideration, e.g,, exaltation (dipta), own house 

(svastha), complementary hou-ae (mudita), hostile house (dina), stagna¬ 

tion (stainbhaoa), combustion (astagatah), rotiogression (vakra), acce¬ 

leration (aticara and bhiti), etc. 
^4) Lastly the particular planet’s position in Navanisa^ sign is 

to be carefully considered. 
The force of planet to produce beneficial results or indict obstruc¬ 

tive elements is to be assessed i a relation to the natural sympathies 

or antipathia of the aspecting and the aspected planets. 

When these diverse and complicated problems of a nativity are 

clearly understood in the light of above-mentioned points the task 

^ BAtna-SamTk^a, p. 155. 
* 1 Bati=a 1/81 h of a carat which io’England ia equal to 20, 54, 090 mgmi.«4Phaa 

tptdd9). 
» 1 Viia«l/90thof aRati. , u _ 
4 Whan a sign in the birth nativity ia divided into nine equal parti each part maatiir* 

lag 8.1/8 dageaq baoomas a navad^aa. 
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of prsaoribing th* weight or qaaotitj of the specific piMtetary jewel 

becomes safe aofi Mieotific. 
The limpleet process to select the weight of the specific pleoetery 

gem to be worn, is by oouating die serial position of the respective 
tnelefic planet from its wiginal position in the birth nativity to its 
(disnged place in the particular sign in Navadisa chart. If change 
is observed by four signs, the planetary jewel, excepting Diamonds, 
is to be worn “Four Katis”; in the case of diamond it may be 
minimum “Twelve Visa”. 
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1, Conditions to be Fulfilled. 

Post-War Reconstruction in Education must fulfil the following 

conditions :— 

The problem of employment must occupy its legitimate place in 

the system of education. Teachers and managers of educational 

institutions must have their eyes wide open on the market value and 

employability of their products. This means re adjustment of edu¬ 

cational ciirricnlum and methods of trainin;> to the needs of the hour 

and suitable adaptation of our educational machinery to changes in 

the social, economi'*al, iniustrial an! even political conhtioii? of the 

country after the war. A wide poispsctivc must be taken of the 

future needs securing Img-raiige reforms and allowing elasticity in the 

system wherever necessary in the interests of the people and various 

requirements of the state. 

This will entail a revolution in the entire outlook of the children 

as well as of the parents. Provision will have to be made for faci¬ 

lities in the use of the libraries and reading rooms and all kinds of 

research work and for travels, facing adventures, risks, and enter¬ 

prises. Ail sorts of manual work should be encouraged and the 

principle of dignity of labour upheld. Body and mind must be deve¬ 

loped simultaneously with the spirit. 

Moral and spiritual (including religious) needs must not be 

ignored but explored and upheld. What are the ideals and postulates, 

the essential and fundamental principles and beliefs, axioms, and 

dogmas or creeds, on which the life of the individual and of the society 

is founded? What are the ancient traditions and cultural values 

which are to be respected and improved upon? Our ideas of right 

and wrong, of good and evil, of the beautiful and the ugly, propriety 

and decency or otherwise roust be weighed and probed and a searching 

scrutiny made of our presuppositions and prejudices, if any. The 
lives and teachings of Prophets must be studied and reflected on 

io-xe46P—vn 
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and presented to the new generation, with modern inlerpretations. 

Saints and Sages bad their experiences and experiments of life, their 

blessings and curses, their divergent tastes and temperaments, their 

nniversalism and liberalism combined with local and temporal colour¬ 

ing and racial or national piejudices, virtues and vices, narrowness 

and fanaticism, combined with honest and fearless criticism and open- 

minded and outspoken vindication of rights and denunciation of evils 

of their times. All these records carefully read and understood will 

throw a flood of light on the future course of action and path of journey 

towards the goal. 

Rather than undertaking costly improvements and reforms over 

a whole province or division or even district, for which funds avail' 

able may be too small and meagre, it is better to think out a scheme 

of great value and significance, originality and fruitfuineBs, and then 

work it out within a narrow limit, say within a town or a group of 

villageB carrying out an experiment, and spending large sums of 

money for protuiing leaders and ideal citizens for a new foundation, 

Absolute regeneration is what we need, not puichwork reforms but 

radical reconstruction. The problem of efficient leacliers, the problem 

of funds, the problem of coiigCTii.il environmoqt, the problem of virgin 

and fertile Poil, (he piobletn of climate and ngncuUnral, industrial 

and economic development—all point towards small sc hemes within 

a narrow range for application of our ideals and oxocntion of our 
methods. 

2. The HaliouaU and the moralr of the Plans for Post-War 

Reconstruction, Educational and Cultural. 

The World War II was undertaken by the United Nations with 

the avowed object of ending the War-minded Policy and impulses of 
the axis powers and their people for all times. 

With the cesiration of liostilities and termination of the war in 

all fronts, bringing victory to the allies, the questions may arise— 

(fl) How far is it possible to put an end to the possibility of War? 

(b) How are we to ensure and maintain peaceful conditions for all 
times? (c) What is the root of all these Wars? 

The genesis of the War-like spirit and impulses must be sought 

in human psychology, in the national traditions of the western races, 

and the remedy most be sought in a radical transformations of the 

hearts of these peoples. Can we in India do anything to prevent 
future war in any part of the world? 
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These questiong bring us to the consideration of the meanizige 

of peace and service in the kingdom of Heaven or Ideal citizens in 

an ideal state— 

1. Acquisitivo instinct iu man can be controlled and guided by 

higher ideals. Saving ae well as spending is an art, which can be 

developed with a science and a philosophy of life and living. Selfish* 

ness must give place to unselfish spirit of service to the community, 

selfless devotion to (be public good. How to generate this spirit in 

our youths, how to root out the germs of violence in their minds, 

how to eradicate self-centred instincts and nnpulbes, greed, cove¬ 

tousness, self-interest grasping and seizing habits, and to plant 

therein love aiil goodwill, impulses to obey and serve, this is the task 

of education and culture. In Schools and Colleges our youths are to 

be trained in the habit of good turn, spirit of consideration for their 

neighbours, classmates or school fellows, etc. Habits of thrift, the 

art of spending to good purposes, the art of saving for future obli¬ 
gations and the spiut of self-help may be developed, not in theory but 

in corporate activitiep. 

2. The cry of Siranlj is in the air, but what is its inner signi¬ 

ficance? in Saiv'kiit means self-control, self-govern¬ 

ment, self-domination, helf-d(,termin*ttion, or in other words, autonomy 

of the soul. The Hecis of the Upanishads depended on the soul- 

force for the attainment of Swaraj or self-rule. There are verses 

and expret-bions ni the Gita and other sacred books of India which 

elaborately lay down rules and methods to be employed by the seekers 

after aelf-iule and by students striving for freedom from bondage. 

The Bible and the Quoran also Contain passages that enjoin self- 

government, self-help, bcIf-suSiciency and self-dependence. ’The 

Buddhist ‘Nirvtoa’ or extinction of dobiies or deliverance from the 

slavery of impulses and passions and thirst of the flesh, cravings and 

appetiteb for sexual pleasures is also related to freedom of the spirit 

or self-rule. Is there any country in the world that may be said to 

possess Swaraj or self-government in this sense? Individuals and 

nations, whether in America or Britain, in China or Russia are not 

yet free or self-rnling in the true sense. Freedom or Tndependenre 

does not consist in mere possesBion of right to vote or light to tax 

ourselves through elected representatives. Even the King fs not free 

or self-ruled in the scriptural sense. Democracy does not give us 

StoarSj or self-Government for the people as is generally understood. 

Even in the sense of Government of the people, by the people, for 

people and through the people very few states will come dp to 
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standard. Democracy might be reduced to mobocracy or hypocriby, 

the rule of the mssees by the classes or by the crowd. As mob men¬ 

tality or crowd psychology is usually the deciding factor io the 

management of affairs of a modern state, it is all the more necessary 

that we should give proper education, sound eduoation, efficient 

education to the masses. They are not merely to be literate but 

educated and cultured. Unless there is wisdom in the multitude 

there is no hope for national Self Oovernra^^nt. Ignorant masses, 

unintelligent, uniformed and nneducatel citizens, even if they are 

politically free, cannot use their votes intelligently and efficiently. 

Election becomes a myth, a farce and a frivolous affair like a fancy 

dress football show with such illiterate people in a state. 
3, Experiments on Educational reforms and con'^tructive wel¬ 

fare works in connection with Rural Reconstruction have been made 

in different parts of India and these slioiild be studied, watched and 

profited by. For instance, tlie Government of West Bengal or Assam 

might depute some Officers of the Educat on Department to Dayalbag 

'‘Radhawami” Educational Institutes (near Agrah), to Bolpur Bree- 

niketan and Vieva-Bharati—Bantiniketau (founJ(‘d by the great Rab'n- 

dranath Tagore) in Bengal, to the Training Bcliool for Basic Education 

teachers at Ogla (the National Islamia University, started by Dr. 

Zakir Hussain) near New Delhi, to the Educational Institu'ions under 

the control of the Nizam of Hyderabad, the Maharaja of Mysore, 

the Gaekwar of Baroda, to the Basic Education Centre at Wardha, 

under the guidance of ^^ahatma Gandhi, to the Centres of Religious, 

Moral and Spiritual Culture at Pandicherry (Arahinda Asram), to 

the Gurukula Hardwar (under the Arya Srnaj), to the Adwaita 

Asram, Almorah, under the Ram Krishnx Mission, to the Theoso- 

phical Institutes at Adyar, Madras, and to tlie Sundarbnii educational 

colonies initiated by Sir Daniel Hamilton and inspired by Capt* 

Petaval (Calcutta University), to the Lidy Irwin College (of Domestic 

Science), organised by the All-India Womens’ Conference, 

to the Morris College of Music (Bhatkhand University) of 

Lucknow. We may also profit by a study of the constructive sohemes 

of National planning, both for urban and rural re-construction that 

are being prepared by the All-India Congress Committee under Pandit 

Jevaharlal Nehru’s guidance. The Kasturba Gandhi National 

Memorial Trust is preparing Schemes of Women’s and Children's 

Welfare works in Rural India, with the help of the fund of over one 

t^rore of rupees raised by the friends and admirers of Mrs. Qaadhi, 

thia too deserves a close study Cor applicatioD in Goversuueot 
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organiBations directed (owardB the name ends. Even the MosliiD 

Lieague and Hindu Mahasabba may have something constructive to 

ofTer for rost-War-Becoustmction planning Departments of Qovern* 

ment. 

Qua Dibeahes and Their Ebmbdieb 

Educationjl Keconstruction in Poet-War India must begin from 

the foundation and go to tlie root of all evils In our social and national 

life, in order that our Posl-War planning may root out the diseases 

that weaken and paralyse our body pahtic. Crying lipJeep and 

poweiieS'S slogans fioni the hou'-etop and shouting unmeaning and 

useless shibboleths in the streets will not do. We have to diagnose 

propelly the wrongs that our social life sutler from, the ailments 

resulting from a unhealthy body and unwhole.'iome mind in the in¬ 

dividual and in the nation and then to apply the right remedy for 

these ills. Prevention is belter than cure and that is why all the 

modern stales are applying the preventive measures of the Public 

Health Department of Ooverninent to the social environients of their 

people rather than spending enormous sums on curative measures 

pre®ciibed by the Medical Department. Now let o& see bow educa¬ 

tional authorities can help in preventing the spread of physical, mental 

and spiritual diseases in the body social, body politic and body national 

in India. 

National Fitness Campaign 

Diseases are generally due to poverty and ignorance. But where 

the rich and the well-to-do families also suffer from illness, the cause 

must be found in the enviroment, as well as in the ignorance of the 

members of these families; regarding the laws of health, the nature 

of the germs of diseabes and regarding medicines, diets and other 
conditions that help in removing the causes of complaints. Where 

should we start ? 

(a; Training our School (3bildren in the fundamental rules of 
health and essential laws of nature affecting their physical, mental, 

moral and spiritual welfare is the first thing needful. 

(b) Training the patents and guardians, especially the illiterate 

people of rural areas, in the art of observing those rules and obeying 

those laws and in the virtues of good citizenship eo that they may 
realise the imixirtance and necessity of co-operation and mutal eon* 

aidetation and service, and pull up the powers that further Ufa 
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puli down the barriers that hinder its growth in themselves and their ' 

ebildren—these should be attended to as a matter of great importance. 

(c) Physical fitness compaign must be started on a country-wide 

Province-wide scale. The whole nation must be on the alert and 

leaders keenly interested in securing for our school-children health 

teaching and propaganda through gamesi play methods, dramatisa- 

tion» songs and artistic, rhythmic dances, drills, physical movements 

and regulated exercises, through the practice of breathing (Pranay&ma) 

disciplining of Asanas or sitting postures, concentration of mind, 

meditation, calm reilection, the observance of the rules of Yama and 

requirements of Niyanid, self-control, restraiot of senses and limbs, 

withdrawal of the sense-organs and tlie mind from external objects 

and stimulations, absorption of thouglit in the self and the Supreme 

Spirit. These must be encouiaged and enforced through our schools 

on a nation-wide scale. The physical and the mental cannot be 

separated in fact, and in practice the moral and the spiritual underlie 

them both, but natuie ih sibstTVieiu to tiie and the natural 

laws are doiniratcd by the Spirit behind, / ^ , by the moral power 

that inaketh for rjgltleou&nes^. Tlie old oitltudox belief that still 

prevails in Indian tiadilions and jeinieates the cuslonis and 

manner of the masses in rural aicas, has much to commend itself, 

ru., that wherever there is virtue or right-domg there is trimph 

or victory, that every moral action of man is subjected to the laws of 

righteousness by an unerring wn-dom and judgement from the supreme 

seat of moral and Sprituul Authority, in other words, virtues bring 

their own reward and vices are automatically and inevitably attended 

by evil consequences as their appropriate penilties. Begularity of 

life, law-abidingnees in regard to health rules, moderation in eating, 

drinking and sleeping, in resting, working and playing, a life of strict 

moral discipline, penances and austerities, combined with enjoyment 

of beauty and lovd and pleasures that are not contrary to laws and 

* tnorals—these are the charac'eristics of a balanced life, au ideal life 

of sdlfpoised and mental equilibrium, that rests on the ^golden mean' 

or ‘middle path’. The life of a Yogi is one of union with the Centre 

of Reality, union with the Supreme Being, who is the Essence, the 

Boots and the Seed of the Universe, Uis is a life in tune with the 

Infipttu and the Eternal, Such a life would follow as a corollary from 

thank faiths, beliefs and attendant pmctices mentioned above. Beturn 

to Nation, Back to the life of purity and simplicity, of high thinking 

and plain living, restoration of the ancient system of Brahmacharyya 

dunng the student life—abiding in God’s laws, Qud’s own self-imposed 
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Umitotions on the self by the self, through the self, ronval of the 

scieooe sosd art of Yoga, as taught in the Upanishada, in the GitS, in 

the Bjstema of Sankbya and Yoga philosophy, in the Ved&nata of 
Janaka and Yajnavalkya, in the Pranas and the Epic. These are the 
inevitable consequences of a healthy system of physical, mental and 

moral training, and spiritual and religous culture that should be 

adopted as a part of the Nations! Fitness Campaign wl'ich must be 

initiated by our national Government. 

Tnteh-Communal Harmony 

Division Dispute, Differnces of Caste and Creed and Community 

must go, and unity, hannon}', identity of interehts and coiDmunity 
of purpose, concerted oneness of ideas, feelings anl actions must be 

emphasised in their place. Noihing could be more harmful than the 

spirit of violence and hatred, which fans llie flamo of disunion and 

sows the 6ee<l of separation and isolation in our national life. The 

principlth of love and service of peace and goodwill, the spirit of 

fellowdiip and mutual uuderstaiuling and appreciation of each other's 

culture (OulJ not be loo highly ouiphabised in these days. If you 

exploit on the people’-^ iginraiioe and misunderatandingg, passions and 

prejudices, if yon lay stress on suspicion and distrust, mutual ill-will 

and non-co operation, the same spirit, will spread its poisonous in 

fection everywhere and .^^et in disintegrating fon'es 4n our home 

and family circle, in our sect and community as well. We have, of 

course won freedom through onr own efforts without depending on 

any extraneous agencies, but that does not mean tha^ we cease to 

avail our-elvos of tlic friendly help and active sympathy, support ani 

co-opeiation of foreign races or peoples, boKmgmj to other nationali¬ 

ties and profesfciug other creeds than our own. We must cultivate 

the feelings of coiurade.*>hip, of brotherhood, of p^a'*eful and loving 

fellow.ship with all who are united with lu jH lies of common and 

concented action for self-governnieui of freedom in the real, spiritual 

sense. T^et us offer them all our right band of friendship and secure 

their co operation in fighting ouv own evils at I»ome and abroad. 

‘Unite’ ‘Co-operate” ‘‘Poinbino”, “Join hand”, PuIJ-together ”, 

“Concentrate closely”, ‘meditate calmly*, ‘Look out widely 

‘Look ahead’ and ’Look within'—these are really the maxims 

that ought If) inq>irj us and animate us towards a coramm goal— 

the kingdom) of Heaven—that far-off divine event or consummation 

towards which the whole creation is moving. Castes and creeds 
that divide men against men, women against women, brothsM ^ 
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against sisters or sisters agunst brothers, brothers against brothers 

and sisters agaiuat sisters, must be pulled down as walls or barriers 

that shut out the light and air of Heaven. 

Every poisonous plant that thrives on the soil of divisions and 

produces apples of discord and dieharmony must be overthrown, 

root and branch, whether it is esiabiisbed in the name of religious 

sect or a caste-guild or communal organisation or party-politica. What¬ 

ever forces, principles or organisations on the other hand, unite castes 

with castes, creeds with cresds, communities with ooiomunities must 

be reinforced, strengthened and bolstered up. We must ever be 

wakeful and be up and doing to secure that the sp'ritual energy 

which lies hidden in the hearts and souls of men and women is 

liberated like atomic bombs and unili^ed for constructive welfare 

activities. Tn these days of recognition of the solidarity of mankind 

and of the interdependence of nations and races on earth, it is futile 

to ask for the separation of one nation or group of nations from 

another in the name of independence. We all are members of one 

another, we are limbs or parts of oMe organic wlnle and must stand 

together if need be, rather than stand out and fall out to our mutual 

ruin and destruction and death. We ere beloved chi! Iren of one 
Common Father and lo^al and obedient servants of one anl the same 

Divine Master, call Him tlol or Allah oi* Iswar or Bha'^avrin, Brahma 

or Param-Atma (Supreme Soul) or by whatsoever najne you plcahe, 

and it is our sacred and proud privilege to love Hmi, serve Him, 

by loving and serving His children. All men and women are our 

brothers and sisters, and we are all fellow-subjects of the same 

Monarch or Sovereign—the Mother of Father Divine, the Queen or 

the King Divine, and ruler of all the worlds and heavens. 

(Hi) Relioious Toleration and the Spirit of 

Universalism and Liberalism 

Next to caste and communal divisions comes the evil of religi¬ 

ous disputes which generally mar the prospect of Hindu Muslim 

unity and inter-communal harmony. Religion is the most sacred 

thread that binds the human soul with tbo feet of God and it is the 

golden link that ought to bind soul to soul, unite mind with mind 

and heart with heart. It is the one agency tiiat ought to secure 

peace on earth and goodwill among men and spread the Gospel of 

Love and service and fellowship everywhere. And yet it is in the 

name of religion that one community is fighting against another 

community in India and sectarian jealousies and hatred and violence 
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and fabatio resolutions and citastinphies are engendered in the aoclil 

life of the Indian people. One religion may differ A'om another, in 

its theology, in its morals, in its rituals, but there is no reason. 
the members profesMng the^e two religions should not live in peace 

and harmony together, with mutual cooslderation and appreciation 

for each other's faiths and cuUu''es and traditions, respecting the 

feelings of neighbours an I minoritieb belonging to other denomina¬ 

tions. The remely lies in mutual understanding and peaceful dis¬ 

position an 1 goodwill, spirit of charity, toleration, helpfulness and 

service and cooperation, irrespective of caste and creed and colour. 

To help in creating this atmosphere, the Government and the people 
have clear duties before them, viz. ;— 

0) « They should iinderfake publication of such verses, passages 

and extracts from the different scriptures, as have a common basis 

or imply Universal agreement—either in regard to moral maxim 

principles of conduct, practice of virtuous hfe, ethical codes, etc., 

or in regard to tin conception of God and the soul and the world 

and their relation to one another, as well as selections from the 

Vedas, the Upannhads, the Gila, the Zendvesta, the Tripitaka, the 

Bible, the Quoran, the Granth Sahib and other sacred Books to show 

that lliero is underlying harmony in the spirit of their teachings 

regarding love and service, peace and goodwill, which are to provide 

the cementing bond of fellowship among men and women professing 
diverse religions: 

f2) Arrangement should be made for the preparation of text-books 

on literature, history, Biography, Ethics, etc., which inculcate the 

spirit of harmony, concord and unity among the followers of diffetent 

religions, laying before our youths under training the noble examples 

of holy living, high purpose and soul-force recorded in the deeds 

thought and words of.the Prophets, Saints and Sages of the world in 

all periods of religions history. 

(3) Tiiey should bring out editions of scriptures and lives of 

the Saints and the Prophets of the Hindus for the Christian and 

Muslim readers and compilations of the Scriptures and lives of the 

Prophets and Saints of the Muslim and Christians for the benefit of 

the Hindus, Buddhists and Parsis and so on. 

(4) A Parliament of Heligious should be invited from time to 

time in the great cities as well as in progressive and culturally suitable 
rural areas. 

(ft) All the sacred places of pilgrimage and shrines of the different 

reHgioQB should be open to visitors from among scholars 

u-as4sp-vn 
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tedkers aft» truth belonging to other faiths, for deriving spiritual 

benefits, cultivating charitable dispositions, for promoting tolerance 

and fellowship and a broader outlook, Libraries, Beading Booms, 

and Halls for meetings and discussions and readings and expositions 

of scriptures should be provided in these holy cities or shrines as well 

as in other progressive urban and rural centres. 

(6) Occasional excursions should be organised of Hindus, 

Muslims and Christians together visiting historical places, exchanging 

ideas, dining together, sleeping under the same roof and comparing 

each other's notes on religious experience and cultural outlook follow¬ 

ing from their religious convictions and spiriruti endeavours. 

(7) There should be established a Chair of Comparative Theology 

or Harmony of Keligioiis in every University (vide the University 

scheme below). 
(8) A Journal of "Religious Unity and Spiritual fellowship 

should be conducted l)y a Board representing all faiths, each member 

thereof editing and censoiing or moderating articles contributed by 

members of his own comnuunty or Congregation. 

Thus and thus alone can be generated a spirit of universalism 

and liheraliMH amoiig our educated ,^onths whieli will make for religions 

toleraticni, to budl;^ needed in India. 

IV. CoimRLATTON OK EDUCATION Wrill TjIKK 

], Education in Post-War India must prepare our youth for 

life, and life includes living and require a Ineiihood. We cannot 

correlate ihe school with the home, wuh the family and society, with 

the intellectual, moral and religious environments of Ihe pupils under 

training unless the educational staff can undertake the tuition of the 

school bo}s and girls as well as the college students in the task of 

earning bread, and helping in the production of food, clothes houses 

and the materials necessary Iberelo Our Rcbeme of education will 

be incomi>lete without a sclieme of rural welfare, comprehending the 

supply of food-staffs, clothing staffs and housing materials, etc. for 

the population of the rural areas in which majoiity of our schools 

must be aituated and also for the uiban areas and their people in the 

neighbourhood of the ruial schools. Such a (comprehensive scheme 

can be prepared only with the help of exi'erts, not of the Educational 

Department alone, but of the Departments of Agiiculture and Veteri¬ 

nary, of the Forests and Public Works, of Medicine and Public 

Health, of Industries and Co-operative Societies so that a school is 

not to be regarded as a sole concern of teachers and edneationista in 
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tfie nattow Bcnse, but a joint reBponeibility of all the I eads of Depart* 

mentSj co-operating with the D.P.I.t Trade and Commerce, Industry 
and Co-operative Stores, maintenance of health, prevention and 

cure of diseases, making and manufacturing of food and clothes of 

houses aud furniture as well as transport and communication (include 

ing vehicles for conveying food-stuff and other necessaries of life 

through roads and waterways—from the steam engines to 

electric i>owers, from war-ships to aeroplanes, dockyards and 

aerodrome and motor workshops of all kinds)—nothing is of 

indifference to the educational administiators of Post-War planning. 

Youths of India must be trained in the art of making, doing, 

producing or bringing something out of nothing, which implies 

training of tlie will, fa^liioning of impulses and desirei into a 

strong and iron determination and resolution until it becomes 

a habit or second nature with the young to do aud make the right thing 

in the right place in the right manner. TI)o will-power is a 

most important a‘=])ect of the soul force and yet unfortunately for India 

this aspect has not been developed to the oxteiil that is desirable. 

Brains or intellect rocened prominence in onr educilional sysleni, 
and liearrs or feelings, emotions and feiiliments toi were not 

neglected, but the strengthening of the will through heahhy 

acliviliee, noble resolutions and firm determinations, has rather teen 

ignored. This is a defect that must be removed, if wo arc to remedy 

the main diseases of onr naUoiiil life. Character-bujldiug depends 

almost wholly on the dcvclopuienl of the will. All the nation-building 

Departments must co-operate in fostering this side of human nature 

and three-fourths of the execution of educational Planning will be 
achieved therewith, 

2. To co-ordinate Education with Life as it is Hvod by our 

villagers, we must first of all provide for the supply of food to the 

people of the villages, including the school population. Kice, wheal, 
lintel and other cereals, potatoes and vegetables must be grown in 

plenty and at least adequately for meeting the requi*enients of the 

population in the areas served by the school population. Bananas, 

Oranges, Mangoes, papayas, aud such other fruits must be produced 

as far as possible. Betel-nuts and betel-leaves may be supplied 

where possible, from local resources, if this l.abit cannot be done 

away with. Milk most be supplied in pure quality and sufficient 
quantity at least for the children, for the expectant mothers, and tot 

mothers of new-born children, for the patients and such qthera 

needing nutritious diet. Oxen and buffaloes are needed for 
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U^DdSi a^d cows and goats for xailk} poultry aod livestock farixUDg are 

i^QS indispensable adjuocts to the problem of food supply in our 

viUeges. Thus Agriculture aod Veterioaiy Departments and their 

activities come in intimate conuect'on 'with the problem ot education 

so far as training In the art of living and bread-earning is concerixed. 

It is, therefore, not without reason that ‘‘Food is identified with 

Brahma or Supreme Self and the uUiniate Reality by the Hindu 

sages lAnnamaya Brahma) and t!io Chrii-tiau Bible teaches every man 

to pray to the Father in Heaven "Give Ub this day our daily bread * 

in the words of J^bus, \vllo^e sp.nluil principle of life finds expiessbn 

in the maxim "Man do^s not live by breil alone** The whole 

system of education iu India thus needs leshaping in the light of these 

requirements, as lia« been riglitl> disjeiued by Mr. Gandbi and bis 

associates in foruniilating the National Basic Elucation Scheme. 

3. We have dealt with the question of connecting Education 

vith the Bread Problem and "Gr^w More Pood’ Campaign. Simi¬ 

larly eluci^ion in scIiooIt cm be co-ordinated with the production of 

clothes and materials for clothing, spinning, weaving, koiltiug, 

embroidery, needle work, tailoung, cuitmg, etc. The routine of the 

school must be so framed as to provide for each boy ard girl spending 

not less than 12 weeks in the year at the rate of 3 hours a day (i.c., 

84 days of 3 hour« or 42 days of 6 hours) in the cultivation of cotton 

or jute or supply of wool from the sheep, Spinning and producing 

yarn for clothes, in weaving a d/iM/i or san or cutting and tailoii^g, 
jewing of his own shirt or co3t, or her own chemise, frock, etc , 

rearing silk-worm and producing endi moga or silk, e^c There should 

be compulsory spinning for boys and weaving for gills. Arrangement 

may be made for the sale of all clothing materials and finished clothes, 

which will bring a good return for those who spin and weave or do 

the knitting, cutting, etc. Mending and darning also should receive 
attention under the same bead. 

4. Housing Problem ajid Town Planning might be considered 

too big a subject for training in the school hours or during the scbool- 

period. But school children should receive tiaining in bamboo' 
work, cane work, wood work, brick work, in making ropes, knot^ 

"pairing a wall or a roof or a ceiling Village youth should 

get practised in the art of bridge-building, road-making houee-cone^ 
truction (the thatched house), etc., and mixing lime and mortar with 

brick or concrete or stone and cements, they must know bow to bandla 

icon sheets and Asbestos for roofing, waiUng. etc. Model ho«»# aw 
prepared by primary and middle Vernacular school p«^ ander ttia 
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gttidftBoe of their teeoberR and there is no reason why same diovld 

not be possible for college students and high school boys on ti 

larger scale. Once the interest is created and the cariosity i$ 
roused in our youths, these things will be welcomed by the parents 

well as the scholars as parts of extra curricular activity dicing the 

student life. 

Adult education is not only meant for further education for boys 

and girls passing the secondary scliooU but also required for the 

illiterate who attend night schools and other centres for becoming 

literate. Libraries and Beading rooms are needed in very large 

numbers for promoting and extending the facility of adult edooatiotiA 

Evenii^g classes should become a rule rather than an exception 

throughout the countries and especially during the rainy season and 

Avinter months, when the peasants farmers and agriculturists ore free 

from the sowing and reaping work. In these evening classes for 

adults, vocational training should be given in all subjects connected 

with food, clothing, hou^^ing, etc as well as with arts, crafts, com¬ 

merce and buhiuebs. By a judicious distribution of lessons in schools 

and colleges, most oi the boys and girls of the educational institutions 

proceeding beyond the middle school course may be made to specialise 

ill one or more vocational and technical brarches of knowledge and 

thereby qualifying themselves for earning a decent livelihood. 

Evening classes under specially qualified teachers could provide 

traiuing for those youths who wre willing to be proficient in the 

art of cooking, making sweets and pastries, hair-dressing, tailoring, 

making apparels, outfits, domestic service requirements, carpentry 

smithery, drawing and painting, bookbinding, making card-board 

frames, pencil-making, button-making, mat-making, paper-making, 

slate-making, manufacturing articles from bamboo, cane, straw, jute, 

etc. 

VI, 5ptnftta/ Reconslruction through Education, Three R*a 

are supposed to be the foundation of Piimary Education, viz : Bead- 

ing, (W) *ritmg and (A) rithmetic, but these a’^e of no use by thenasel- 

ves unless the children of our schools are established in the three H'a, 
viz : Healthinebs, Holiness and Wholeness, which aie the foundations 

of the following I-l R*b on a moral and spiritual /plane, viz: Regularity, 

Righteousness and Beniinoiatioa of self. All children must be tivkined 
in the art of living a regular life, a righteous life and an unselfiali 

liCaof Belf-rennnciatioD or self dedication. Habits of forming a xoWtt 

tine of daily life and pursuing a plan of simple, sincere and holy 

ft Uteof iaitb, hope and charity, a life cf all-icutd licgicta 
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fdded perfection in body> mind and Bpiriti after the pattern of Dhdne 

life as manifested in the character of the Prophets, Saints and 

Bhaktas of all ages and all races roast be considered an essential 

prb-reqaisite of training for onr school-children. The whole natidn 

can be disciplined in good conduct and trained in character-building 

only through the moral and spiritual drilling of school children. Hence 

the necessity of spiritual Reconstruction by way of Red Cross and 

Temperance work, recognising the value of cleanliness, dignity of 

labour, purity of heart, generosity of disposition, charity and tolerance, 

patience and perseverance, forgiveness and forbearance, moral and 

religious considerations, etc. An all-round National Fitness Campaign 

must be initiated in the form of Bed Cross Campaign, Health and 

Hygiene Propaganda, Temperance and Prohibition Campaign, Physical 

Training and Development Campaign, Leisure Hour Hobbies, Re¬ 

creation Clubs, Arts and Handicrafts Drive, Music and Fine Arts 

Promotion Societies, Welfaie Leagues, Cultural and Spiritual Fellow¬ 

ship, etc. as advof*ated in the “Training in Leadership and Citizenship 

for young India’* published bj the Universily of Calcutta. 

RpLKJOUS FI)UCA7I0\ 

To develop the latent spiritual faculties and religious siuceplibili- 

ties of our boys and girls, it is essential that they should be given an 

opportunity of systematically studying the lives of Prophets and Saints 

and Sages and Heroes of the Religious World the Scriptures of their 

own religions as well as of other communities so far as practicable. 

Intercommunal Harmony is best promoted by the mutual appreciation 

of each other’s religions, based on a study ot the lives of Prophets and 

Baints and Scriptures. The whole year could be conveniently divided 

Into:— 

(I) Prophets’ Weeks and (II) Scripture Weeks, e.g, (1) (a) 

Abraham Week (b) Moses Week, (c) David Week, (d) Jesus Week, 

(e) St. Paul’s Week, (f) Muhammad Week, (g) Krishna Week, (h) 

Bamft Week, (t) Buddha Week (/) Jina Week (Jainas) tk) Zara- 

tbnetraWeek (0 Nanak Week (w) Chaitanya Week (n) Bankara Deva 

Week, Etc. 

II id) Vedas Week, (6) Dpanishads Week, (c) Oita Week, (d) 

Tfipitakias Week, (c) Zend Avasta Week, (f) Old Tepiament Weeki 

(jf) New Testament Week, (h) Quoran Week, 0) Oraritha Saliib 

Week, etc. Each week-day may be aspociated with the day sacred to 
memory of Ijie Prophet or the Scripture conoerned, Sunday.*. 
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Day of Gajatri Jap or 8on-Wonbip and of Christiaoity (Josus and ibe 

New Testament of the Bible). 

Monday :—Day of the Mahabharata (Lnnar Dynasty) lo memory 

of The Oita of Krishna and Arjuna. 

Tuesday—The Day of Welfare and Social Service; Worship of 

Siva and Sakti, Peace and Power; Service and 

Sacrifice; God as Goodness, doing good to the 

people and the country, being good to the world and 
humanity. 

Wednesday—The Day of Budhi Odin and the Sages, Seers, 

Yogis—Buddha, Socrates, Yajfiavalkya, etc. 

Thursday—The Day of Brihaspati, of Gurus and Priests and 

Ministers of Beligious, Saints and Apostles, Onrn 

Nanak, Cbaitanya, Sankar Deva, Dadu, Kabir and 

others. 

Friday—The day of Muhammed and the Quoran; Islamic Culture; 

Mahatma Gandhi's Itaindhun. 

Saturday—The Day of the Jews and the Parsees, the Old Testa¬ 

ment and Zend-Avesta. 

A Faculty of Theologv should be the first essenti'kl for every Uni¬ 

versity in India. Ea(*h rehgjon should be represented by a Department 

of this faculty. For example the Department of Vedic Religion, 

would include a Chair of Vedic and Upauishadic Philosophy, Lecturers 

on the Gita and tlie Epic Philosophy, on the Puranas and tb© Smritis 

and on the six systems of Dareanas, etc. There may be a Chair of 

Buddhism, a Chair of Jainism, a Chair of Vaishnavism, a Chair of 

Saiva and Sakta Taniras, a Chair of Sikliism, as well as Chairs of 

OhriBlianity and lelamio Theology. It would not be difficult to obtain 

suitable scholars for filling these chairs, and money may be found by 

appealing to each community to raise funds for the facilities of study 

and research in tiieir respective religious literature. Religion has been 

in the past and atill is the predominant factor in Indian life, and the 

people of India would be keen and enthusiastic in coming forward to 

meet the requirements of religions studies. It is an erroneous pre¬ 

sumption on the part of some educated leaders that religion is not 

Wanted for our national regeneration and that religions education, if 

introduced in our Universities, would create discord and disturb the 

peace and goodwill prevailing among the various races of men in this 

country. On the contrary, religion is the most effective means ^ ^ 

elevating the common masses As well as the educated youtbe of 

uid religioni if {uxiperly understood and loyally followed, bo 
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odnStentiug bond for atrengUieniog the natural ties of fellowsliip in 

love and service 'which will make a happy family of the whole hama« 

nity and bring about the Kingdom of Heaven on earlh, esiabliBhing 

peace and goodwill^ among all racen. The Farolty of Theology will 

help in creating an atmosphere of mutual understanding and appre¬ 

ciation of each other’s culture and religion, and promote a spirit of 

service and sacrifice, prepare the way for purity of thought and word 

and deed and encourage those viitues of toleiation atid consideration 

which enable us to respect other people’s point of view, to identify 

ourselves with the interests of all religious denominations, communities 

and raCQs. Teachers of rehgious classess in schools and colleges, 

Fvieats and Maulavis anl Padns, can be trained in these Theological 

Departments. 

The Vaishnava Theological Univei'Bity in Brindaban can set up on 

ideal for the future Theoloaical Faculties of our Indian Universities 

and be a raciuiting ground for the stufT of Theological facilities in these 

Univereities. 

National Welfare in Free India 'thiough a Theological University) 

Political freedom has been attained by us, but have we liberated our¬ 

selves from the thraldom of illiteracy, of insanitary condition in 

villages, of capitalists, priests and aristocrats, of greel and selfishness 

and sprit of distrust and disunion among the masses and the classes 

of our people? How to achieve this piiraary g'lal of freedom for our 

women and children at borne, for our teachers and pupils in schools, 

for our peasants and labourers in the fields of agriculture and industry 

and for our official and non-official leaders and members of legislature. 

Directors, inspectors and ministerials, clericals and menials of the 

various Government departments, that is the problem of problems 

for those who have the National Welfare of Free India at heart and 

who are engaged in the task of post-work reconstruction and planning 

and development for a progressive nation. 

To begin from the beginning, nothing worth attempting can be 

gained without a strong moral and spritual foundation. The basis 

of National welfare and Progress must be sought in the national 

cbarapterigticB of the people, in their historical growth and development, 

in their cultural outlook, in their customs and habits, in their manners 

md EDoralfl, and in their longstanding traditions. liet us look into 

tile matter little more closely and find out the sources of our maladies 

and the oi^ai^ and indispensable remedy for these. We must dive 
dMqpet anl tinqper into tfae bottom of the ocean and pick up Pearls of 
inetHsmiije valne. 
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*^Tbt diild it the of the man**. At it the child to ^iU ha 
the man. Bat have we a oommon oooeeption of childhood or mea* 

hood? Our children are first Hindus, ICuBsalmans, CbrUtiani, 

Buddbiste and Sikhs, and even among the Hindus, they are either 

Vaishnavas or S&ktas. Bhagavatas or Bhaivas, Brahmins or Kiyasthas, 

Vaidyas or Budras. Then we have the division of Assamese, 

Bengalis, Marathis Gujaratis, Hindustanis, etc. 

So we have to tram our youths fir^t; of alt in the art of loving 

all beings without distinction of caste and creed and colour and com¬ 

munity, in the art of living together in peace and harmony with 

mutual respect aud tolerance, with true reverence for all religions as 

Divine dispensations. No religions are untrue, no religion is without 

high moral principles. No religion encourages vice or enjoins untruth 

and violence and hatred. No scriptures in the world teach men or 

women to be dishonost, impure, unholy, unclean and untruthful. No 

prophets or saints ever exhorted their followers to be jealous, nuiHoioas 

or violent in thought, word and deed. Let ail children of the human 

family, wherever they may be born and brought up, whetever may 

he their religion or community, learn the simple lessons of truth and 

honesty, moral purity and clean living, the noble lessons of loving 

even tho^e who hate them, of serving the poor, the hungry, the 

homeless, the ili-clad* the illiterate and ignorant and of sacrificing 

their all, their money, their comforts, their time and if need he even 

their life lor the welfare of the co.umunity, the country and humanity 

—who are representatives of Divinity. Thus everyone should re¬ 

cognise (1) that there are certain moral maxims that are common to 

all religions, which may be codified and followed as a code of honour 

by children of all races and nations; (2) that all religions should be 

respected and the God (or Gods and Goddesses), the scriptures (which 

are either revealed or believed as words of God), and the prophets 

and saints of all faith should be treated with reverence ; (3) that all 

differences in creeds and dogmas sbonld be sought to be reconciled 

and where this is not possible, honest conviction of all should be 

respected and tolerated until the harmony of all faiths and cultures 

is established on a scientific basis. There is room for propaganda and 

publicity of these three principles in and through the churches, 

mosques, temples and shrines, Viharas, monasteries and places of 

pilgrimage of all religions. Unfortunately religious pieachers and mis- 

sionaris, the priests, Moulavis or Mullahs, Pandas, Purohits and 

Pandits, ol the different religious professions do not always observe 
the anptetne code of all religiors, viz,, love of God and love of 
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baara (which means all men and women), respect for truth and ^ace 

and non-violence, and the spirit of service and helpfulness which 
are enjoined by all religions. 

Hatred for people not belonging to one's own creed or community, 

is neither a sign of piety nor of culture and catholicity. A *broad 

outlook, spirit of tolerance, regard for all, consideration of the 

minorities and such other noble qualities of the soul should be develop¬ 

ed in all children as part of their general education in schools, or 

as an indispensable requiiernent of their religious training through 

the churches, mosques and temples. Let us take up the first principle 

for a detailed study and examination. What are the teachings of 

the Vedas, the [Jpani6bada<^, the Gita, the Bbagvata Purana, so far 

as the Hindu scriptures are concerned, in regard to truth, nou-voilence, 

peace, love and universil brotherhood or friendship? V/hat are 

the maxims or practical codes of moral conduct, as preached in the 

Buddhist scriptures, Dharmapada, Suttanipaia and Mabapariiiirvana 

(to take only thess thiee of tlnir holy books). Wnat do we learn 

from the Cbiistian (including the Old Testament of the Jews) scriptuies 

on the same virtues and duties? Are there similar iujunctious and 

commandments by the Koran and Islamic religious literature to 

support the same lessons? Can we show by an impartial study of 

the religious Ulerature ut the Hindus, the Buddtiists, the Christians 

and the Muslims that thoic is intrinsic beauty of moral teachings 

contained in the scriptures of all the religions and exemplified, 

illustrated and practised in the lives of their prviphets, saints and 

sages? The Avabaras ol Hindus were God incarnate, who descended 

on earth to save the virtuous, the pious and the righteous, to destroy 

or eliminate (by reform or by transformation or by translation into 

another higher world) the evil-doers, and to establish the Kingdom of 

Heaven, of virtue and duty, of peace and love and joy unbounded, 

(Dharmarajya being equivalent to Ram Uijya and Uaina is the vary 

embodiment of dharma or righteousness). So it 'a only natural that 

the Gita identifies religion with morality uni Jays streas on duties one 

owes to the community and to Lumauity as sacred obligations one 
owes to God Himself 

The Research Institute of the Vaishnava Theological University 

is sore to explore the poseibihties of finding the basis of unity in the 

moral leaebiogs of aU the Prophets and Scriptures of the World, by 

promoting researches in the field of comparative religion. The Gita 

Ifhe Bible, the Quoran and the Zend Avesta, the Upanisbads and 

^ Tripitakas, the Bhagavata Parana and the Mystic literature of 
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the West, if sixidlidd^ impartially and without bias^ will surely present 

ns a number of moral maxims and ethical principles which are 

common to all religions. To tell the truth, to love one's fellowmen, 

to obey and serve one's elders and snpeiiors, to abstain from stealing 

and killing, from dishonest dealings and adulteries and all kinds of 

vicioDB conduct will be found to be the central moral code of all creeds 

and communities. National welfare in Free India demands an All- 

India Theological University whi::h will undertake such research works 

on Comparative Religion through it? scholars and foster the spirit 

of harmony and toleration among all the faiths and cultures of 

humanity. The Viswa-Bhagavati or the Vaishnava Theological 

University in Brlndaban intends to bring about this consummation 

in Free India and thereby restore the holy spiritual atmosphere of 

Sree Brindaban, which was veritably a kingdom of Heaven in the days 

of Sree Krishna and his cowherd companions. May the Lord 

Bhagavan Sree Han shower His blessings on all who are serving this 

new University and helping Us growth and development through their 

co-operation. 



MILL ON JUSTICE, Law, PUNISHMENT 
AND SOVEREIGNTY 

PfiOF, S(<BHANLAIi MOOKEHJEA, M.A. 

John Siuart Mill’s Iheoiiea of Justice, Law, Funishmiot and 

Sovereignty all rest on Lis conception of the Goo'3. In hid t^tillta-^ 

rianiein, he tries to hanronifie ihe conilicting claims of social utility 

with those of individual utility nnd this accounts for his synoptic 

view of JuBtke, Law, Pan'sLment and Sovereignty. 

To find out the proper definition of Ju*.tice, Mill first clears up 

the ambiguities in the concept of Justice, Tt is generally assumed 

that impartiality is an obligation of Justice. But Mill observes 

that impartiality cannot be regarded as a duty in itself, but as a 

means to some other duly. Tt is, lie says, necessary condition 

of the fulfilment of the other obligations of jnstics”.^ He, however, 

admits that impartiality is a condition of social and distributive 

jubtke'’towards winch all institutions, and the eOTorts of all various 

citizens, should be made in the utmost iiossible degree to converge”.* 

But distributive justice, in bis analysis, is “involved in the very 

meaning of utility, or the Greatest Happiness Principle” ; for “the 

equal claim of everybody to happiness in the estimation of the 

moralist and of the legislator, involves an equal claim to all the 

means of happinefas”.* In this context, Mill accepts the Benthamite 

dictum, “everybody to count for one, nobody for more than one” 

as "an explanatory commentary” "under the principle of utility”.^ 

It is furtLer assumed that Justice is (lie principle according to 

which every one should get what he or she deserves. A person is 

regarded as deserving Good from those whom he does good and evil 

flora those to whom he does evil. The ambiguity here arises in 

connection with the religious precept of returning Good even for evil— 

a precept not taken as a rase of the realisation of Justice but as an 

exception to which the claims of Justice are waived in favour of other 

considOTatioDs. 

Jnsiice is often correlated to the recognition of the legal rights 

of others. But, as Mill points out, this view of Justice ia often 

complicated by the existence of moral rights along with legal rights 

1 Dltb'fananism, (ETerymaD'i EdilinD), p. 67. 
> Ibid, p. as. I Ibid. p. 58. < Ibtd, p. 6S. 
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and by the pedbltm whether it is jnst or unjust in withhcdding * 

moral right from a person to which, legallyt he has a claim. 

When such are the varions difficulties in the way of finding oirt 

a proper definition of Justice, Mill accepts the most simple and 

practical interpretation of Justice offered by the etymological meaning 

of'^Justice*'. Etymologically, he recalls, Justice means'^conformity 

to law'*,^ or the "idea of legal constraint".^ A comprehensive 

theory of Justice, therefore, involves a theory of Law, a theory of 

Punishment and a theory of Rights. Accordingly, Mill defines 

Justice as follows—"Justice is a name for certain classes of mmral 

rules, which concern the essentials of human well-being more nearly, 

and are therefore of more absolute obligation, than any other roles 

for the guidance of life ; and the notion which we have found to be 

of the essence of the idea of justice, that of a right residing in an 

individual, implies and testifies to this more binding obligation**.* 

Justice is intimately related to Libeity because it implies some 

''social iitilitieb*’ which promote human pleasure or convenience 

"at once by the mote definite natuie of its commands, and by the 

Steiner character of it« sanctiona" than by the mere idea of ntilitari* 

anisiii.^ Mill’s conception of Justice is social in the sense that it 

works as the hindrance to those who violate the rights of others, as 

the preventive force winch makes the citizen feel that be must not 

be an intolerable nuisance. "It is by a person’s observance of these 

(hindrances) that his fitness to exist as one of the fellowship of 

human beings is tested and decided"/ Justice is also the criterion 

of Progress, For, every previous stage of social improvement "has 

passed into the rank of a universally stigmatised injustice and 

tyranny" in the face of a more enlightened stage of social existence/ 

Justice, we thus see, is the collection of moral requirements whidi, 

together, "stand higher in the scale of social utility" than others; 

it may, however, be overruled in exceptional cases where the social 

duty is very urgent. For example, "to save a life it may not only 

be allowable, but a duty, to steal, or take by force, the necessary 

food or medicine, or to kidnap, and compel to officiate, the only 

qualified medical practitioner".' Justice, in a word, appeals to Mill 

as a challenge to the conservative view that is usually associated with 
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ibe term aad ihra challenge ie donbUeas the other aide of hie realistic» 

humaniianan outlook which makes him welcome a thorough reform 

io the fiooial order so as to make it conformable to Justice. 

We now pass on to MilFs theories of Law and Punishment 

because, he reminds us, *^the idea of jubtice supposes two things^ 

a rule of conduct, and a bentiment which sanctious the rule”.^ The 

first implies Law; the second, Funishmout. 

Mill’s thorough-going repudiation of Tnhiitionism makes him 

assert that Law must be free from “any process of construction 

a prion”.* He praises Bontham for, the latter demolis'iei all super¬ 

stitions in legislation and sought to lay a foundation ”for a rational 

science of law by direct conpiderahon of the facts of human life”.* 

As an empiricist, again. Mill strong]} condemns the theory of Law 

of Nature. While he admits that originally, this theory did much 

to remove age-old superstitions, to liberalise the human minds and 

to establish the fundaracnlal equality of mm, it has now exhausted 

all these powers and le making ”men greater bigots*'.■* Mill here 

seems io mean that the the ry of Law of Nature is based on a sort 

of mystification of Nature as Supernatme and, as such, fails to 

vindicate the utilitarian function of Law as a means to maximise 

human happiness by the codification of a custom or conduct whose 

benefits have stood the test of direct experience. 

Mill further clarifies his view of Law when be praises Austin 

who interprets laws in respect of ‘Hheir organic structure”. Such 

a ''scientific point of view” is necessary, Mill insists, to build up 

a legal system from the study of the similarities and diversities in the 

different systems of law.® lie findo fault with the legal theories of 

Hooker, Blackstone and MontCbquieu who used the word "law” in a 

metaphorical sense, connoting "physical laws of organic life”.* As 

ft Utilitarian, be believes that Law fulfils its social purpose best when 

!t allows the fullest satisfaction of the organic needs of the individual 

without which be is not able to develop bis personality. Mill is thus 

led to a teleological definition of Law—"Law is a system of means for 

the attainment of ends.” ^ The individual "ends” for self-development 

are integrated in the legal system when they find social approval. 

' ‘ /did, p, 43. 
* MiirssMy entitled onlu liis and DtscuaioHi, 

Vol. Iir.jp. 917. 
S Aid, BD. 908-909. 
i /M, f:948. 
« Itid, m 919-216. 
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I& his ‘^hitherto uapublished epsech on the inflaenca 6t 
yers/’ * Mill attacks the lawyers’ narrow, jaristic apiroaeh to la^ 

and stresses the need for going deeply into what the modem 

listic theorists on Sovereignty would call ’'the philosophy of law/* 

He says, ”We cannot expect much aid in making good laws frmn 

those whose daily bread is derived from the defects of the laws.” 

He thoroughly repudiates their ” professional narrowness of mind 

which is a uniform effect of the exclusive study of one system.” 

He laments that the lawyers olten strengthen their offensive front 

by relying on “a mere inaccuracy of expression, a trifling error in 

any matter of detail, the employmw»nt of one inapposite illustration/* 

"Even when a cause is good/* Mill concludes, "a lawyer has not 

done his duty by it unless he has given it all the gloss and varnish 

of which it is susceptible, disguised all its weak parts and heigbiened 

its strong ines by artificial colouring Not one half only, but three* 

fouzlhsai least, of his bubiness is deception/* Mill can value a 

theory of Law which is supported by a broad social philosophy and 

free from t e personal, rather disloited vision of many of its defen* 

ding juriF-ts. 

After elaborating his views on the nature and function of Law, 

Mill now explains his theory of Punishment. He prefaces his dis* 

cussioD by an analysis of the ambiguities underlying the different 

ibcones oi ruuishinonl. For example, there are people who say 

that 16 uujubt to punibh any one for the sake of example to 

others/' They maintain that Punishment is just only when it aims 

at the Good of the sufferer himself. There are others who oppose 

Ibis view and argue that PuiiishmeDt has a preventive aspect and 

that the right to Punishment is exeicised as a legitimate right of 

self-defence. Others like Owen deny that there is any justice in 

Punishment at all, ‘*for tlie cnminal dil nit make his own character ; 

hiB education, and the circumstauccs which surrounded him, have 

made him a criminal, and for these lie is ii it responsible/' Again, 

there is the retaliatory theory of Punishment—“an eye for an eye 

and a tooth foi a tooth.*’ Mill suspects that there is "in most minds, 

a secret hankering after it/* ' Further, there are persons who would 

insist on Punishment proportional to the crime. 
Surveying all these different theories of Punishment, Mill admits 

that each one of them may be “extremely plausible” and as long as 
the question of Punishment is debated as an issue of Justice simply^ 

11 

\ The ffconotnica, Vol, V, March, 19S6j pP. 1-6 
* MiU*9 C^ttVttarmniffn, p 58, 
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ii irdifiScoU td refute these reasoner# to that each saob reaeoner is 

right in so far aa he is not forced to consider other martms of Justice 

than the one be chooses. “No one of them," Mill argues, “can 

oury out his own notJou of Justice without trampling upon another 

equailjr binding." ' To solve this difficulty, he inaists upon accep¬ 

tance of bis utilitarian theory of Punishment. 

Mill says that "the desire to punish a person who has done harm 

to some individual is a spontaneous outgrowth fron two sentiments, 

both in the highest degree natural, and which either are or resemble 

instincts ; the impul-e of seir-defence, and the feeling of sympathy." * 

On this point, he sa3B, man differs from animals in two respects— 

he is capable of sympathising with all humni beings and he has a 

more developed intelligence which widens bis sentiments so much 

that he can build up "a community of interest between himself and 

the human society." * The sentiment of Justice through Punishment 

of the offender is nothing moral; "what is moral, is the exclusive 

subordination of it to the social sympithios " The need for Punish¬ 

ment arises, in the opinion of Mill, because some people do int "jMy 

regard to the other's happiness." ^ 

Mill advocates corporal punishment in rsome eases. In his letter 

to a school-boy of fourteen,' replying to the qncsttun, flogging 

good or bad for boys?" he declares that fl >gging inu-t he reserved 

only for very grave moral delinquencies and in other cas^s, some 

milder form of corporal punibhment is preferable to flogging. His 

condemnation of the frequent, indiscriminate use of flogging as an 

instrument of punishment finds eloquent expression in the course of 

his Parliamentary Speech on Habeas Corpus Suspension in Ireland, 

“When any man in authority—whether he was the captain of a ship 
or the commander of a regin.ent, or the master of a school, needed 

the instrument of flogging to maintain his authority—that man 

deserved flogging as much as any of those who were flogged by his 

orders." * 

Just as he reserves flogging as an extreme form of Punishment, 

so Mill also supports Death Punishment as an ultimate penaHy of 

^etj grave antisocial offences threatening the happiness of the com- 

\ 
< Jm p/ John Stuert Mill, Edited by Elliot, Vol. I, p. 380. 
* Vd. n, p. 4S. 
* fiTsMordV PorWomSiitatf Dphate^, Vd CLXXXf, p. 706. 
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muoal life. In one of hie brilliant Parliamentary Addreiaea» lie 

advances some cogent argumente for Capital Faniehmenfc bo as to rale 

oat all emotional considerations. ^^Wben there has been brougfat 

home to any one, by couclasive evidence, the greatest crime known 

to the law ; and when the attendant circamstanoes saggest no pallia* 

tion of the guilt, no hope that the culprit may even yet not be 

unworthy to live among mankind, nothing to make it probable that 

the Clime was an exception to his general character rather than a 

consequence of it, then 1 confess it appears to me that to deprive the 

criminal of the life of winch he has pioved himself to be nnworthy— 

solemnly to blot him out from the fellowship of mankind and from 

the catalogue of the living—is the most appropriate, as it is certainly 

the most impressive, inode in which society can attach to so great a 

crime the penal consequences which for the security of life it is indis- 

pensable to annex to it.The very fact that death punishment is 

more sbocking than any other to the imagination, necessarily renders 

the Courts of Justice more scrupulous in requiring the fullest evidence 

of guilt.”* 

While remaining a supporter of the mollified form of the retri* 

butive theory of Punishment, Mill, in another context, emphasises 

that the Punishinent is a km 1 of language to express moral dis¬ 

approval of very wrong actions so that people may be educated not 

to do such wrongs. He laments that a great portion of efforts and 

talents in the world “are employed in merely neufralistng one 

another." So he suggests, “It is the proper end of government to 

reduce this wretched waste to the smallest possible amount, by taking 

such measures as shall cause tlie energies now spent by mankind in 

injuring one another, or in protecting themselves against injury, to 

be turned to the legitimate employment of the human faculties, that 

of conjpelhng the powers of nature to be more and more subservient 

to physical and moral good*’. * 

Mill’s theory of Rights is closely connected with his theory of 

Punishment. For, he thinks that thei]question of Punishment arises 

because some Right which a person is entitled to enjoy, is violated 

by another person and the latter is to be punished for such violation.* 

“To have a right, then*’, he declares, “is to have something which 

society ought to defend me in the possession of”.* faociety ought to 

1 
« 
I 
4 

7btd, Vol. exer, pp. 1047JOBS 
Mill'i PWncip/w o/ PoUttoal BconoiBp, (People s 
MiU'b C7it?ttffnantm, p. 49. 
Ibid, p. SO. 

Edition, Iiongin»D»),p. 601. 
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ieftmi tha Bights purely on Ihe groand of Utility. Protection of 
Bigbtfi IB demanded. Mill thiokB, not on rational grounds, but beoanae 
tlMUTO is animal element, tbe thirst for retaiiation".' The interest 
involved is that of security which Mill considers as the most vital 
of all human interests. It is on utilitarian grounds that Mill* also 
upholds tbe Liberty and Bights of the citizens. He opposes the 
theory of Natural Bights because such Rights are based not on tbe 
assumption that moral rules and political institutious are means to 
an end, *‘the general good'*, ra^hei they rest on a metaphyBical con¬ 
ception of Bights from which moral ruhs and political institutions 

are made to emanate.” 

As it is the State which is to be the final authority as tbe gua¬ 
rantor of Bights, the administrator of Justice and the ulcimatB penali¬ 
sing ageuQy when Bights are violated, Mill’s theories of Justice, Law, 

Punifibinent and Bights all revolve round his theory of Sovereignty. 
He supports Austin’s theory of Sovereignty, though with much re- 
BervatiooB. Austin defines a Bight as follows—“Whenever a legal 
duty is to be performed towards or in r<spect of some determinate 

person, that person is ^invested with a right”, Austin thus links up 
Blights with Duties in his juristic interpretation of Sovereignty. Here¬ 

in, according to Mill, lies the inadequacy of Austiniaii analysis of 
Sovereignty. Such analysis fails to seciiie ‘-peilect exhaustiveness” 
because, “it does not satisfy the conception wluch is in every one’s 
mind, of the meaning of the word right. Almost every one will feel 

that there is, somehow, an element left out; an element which is 
approximately, though perhaps imperfectly, expressed by saying, 

that the person who has the right, is the person who is meant to be 
benefited by the imposition of the duty.”^ The same emphasis on 
Bights coming before Duty is found in Mill's remark in another con¬ 

text, when he says—“Duties of perfect obligation are those duties 
in virtue of which a correlative right resides in some person or per¬ 

sons’*.* We see, therefore, that while Austin, in his theory of 
Sovereignly, is concerned with l o more than the impersonal legal 

relations, where legal duty comes before a legal right, Mill, on the 
ootitrary, is concerned with the benefit or utility that tbe individuals 

derive from the State through claims and counter-claims, that is, 
through Bights and Duties, Bight going before Duty. 

1 so. 
^ MIU*t Auguite ComU and PottUvism, p. 67. 
t eswv oD XustiD iu bts Dissertations and Discussions, Yol. ITI, p. 220. 
i XiU*a VU!i*arian$sm, p. 46, 
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Further clarifying his theory of Soyereigoty, Mill remarks that 
Comte's criticism of the concept of Sovereignty of the People as an 

absoJute^ negativoi metaphysical concept is quite just. But he also 

thinks that Comte has missed the benehcial* positive sides of the con* 

cept. Mill admits thU the concept of Popular Sovereignty ^‘claims 

the direct participation of the governed in their own government, not 

as a naluial right, but as a means to important ends, under the con¬ 

ditions and with the limitations which those ends impose”.^ In this 

limited sense, he observes, the concept of Popular Sovereignty be¬ 

comes the bedrock of Democracy. 

After this objective presentation of Mill’s theories of Justice, 

Law, PuniBhmeiit and Sovereignty, wc now come to a brief critical 

appraisal of these theories. 

On examination, Mill’s tbeoiy of Justice seems to have much in 

common with the Platonic theory of Justice. Plato’s conception of 

Justice, accouling to which every one must do his own work and the 

rulers should see that he is not interfered with, implies two charac¬ 

teristics of Justice which we also find in Mill's theory. These 

characteristics are—freedom and equality: freedom, because, without 

it, one’s creative impulse in doing one’s own work vanishes; equality, 

because, it is fitting to treat the individuals as equals for, their re¬ 

semblances far outweigh their differences. 

Mill's view that Jiiptice is the mainspring of the dynamic life 

of man and scciety because it is the spirit behind Progress, has been 

supported by many modern writers. Hobhouse seems to incorporate 

Mill's views of the relations between Justice and Progress in his 

sociological theory of Justice by saying that’’Justice has to maintain 

the functions by which the needs of tlic community are served and 

to prevent misfunction or obstruction.” “ ’’Justice is restrictive”, 

Karl Britton says, ’’benevolence expansive. The morality that Mill 

really adopted combined both elements.” ^ 

Bosooe Pound, the distinguished American jurist, in his despair 

to find out a satisfactoiy standard for Justice harmonising the recalci¬ 

trant social wants, advises, in these days of packed up social group¬ 

ings, to follow only the pragmatic way of satisfying the maximum 

social wants.* But this ad hoc conclusion of Pound is rightly criticised 

by Barker because, in the absence of a definite standard for Justice, 

^ MiU's AugutU Comte and PotiUtUm, p 79. 
f The BlemenU of Social Justice, hy Hobbou»e, p. 19i. 
\ Earl Sditon'e John Stuart Mill, books)i p. 66. 
* Iniroduciicm to the Philosophy of Laie, bj Bosooe Pound, p. 188. 
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there will be mach difficulty in integrating the individual wills thrown 

pelhinell/ Aa Barker himself lays down, Justice in Politics is of 

twofold importance, first, as the relationship ^'between man and man 

in an organised system of human relations", and, secondly, the rela¬ 

tionship ‘^expressed in a joining or fitting between value and value 

in a general sum and synthesis of values'*. Such is also Mill's 

synthetic and humanist theory of Justice. It aims at the neutralisa- 

iioD of human and social conflicts more through a fair distribution 

of happiness than through a mere increase in its total amount. In 

this way, it becomes not merely a theory of human relations, but also 

a theory of value-relations with Happiness ns the intrinsic central 

value. 
Mill's theory of Law as a supplement to his theory of Justice, is 

teleological and empirical. His is a search for the I’hilosophy of Law 

and in his search for this philosophical basis, he rejects all a priori 

consti'uction of Law and chooses the empirical basis in which Law 

appears to him as an "organic structure", as means to ends. His 

empirical approach to Law is fully evident when he rejects the theory 

of Law of Nature. 

The group of modern writers known as the Pluralist'^ define Law 

as "the evaluation of interests." The pluralistic theory of Law pro¬ 

claims that laws are the indices of the weight of the various forces 

in society—political, economic, cultural. As such, a law must be 

interpreted in the background of a social philosophy and must express 

the pull of the various conflicting interests as represented by the 

groups. Mill’s teleological theory of Law as means to ends and his 

emphasis on the philosophical basis of Law in his hitherto unpub¬ 

lished speech On the influence of lawyers seem to be quite in line 

'with the spirit of the modern pluralistic theory of Law. 

But his speech on the adverse influence of lawyers has been very 

severely criticised by Professor Jenks.* Jenks observes that Mill 

anderestimates the role of lawyers. It was the "sturdy lawyers and 

. judges," he says, who "had turned the writ of Habeas Ckirpns from 

its original intent as a police engine into a world famous guarantee 

of personal liberty." Jenks goes so far as to attribute this speech of 

Mill to pre-historic age" because, in 1825, when it is delivered, 

little is known of the history of Law. Thus Jenks concludes, "To 

os, who live in an age in which the discoveries of anthropology and 

experimental psychology have revolutionised oar attitude towards the 

1 Principle of Social and Political Theory, by Barker, pp. 102 and 171. 

* The Economics, VoK V, Maxeb, 1925, pp. 7-9. 
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Bodal Bdences^ Mill appearB as a somewhat thin and pathetic ghoet^ 

living in an unreal world of a priori convictions, acquired solely by 

the method of introspection.” 

We think that Jenks* criticism is very much unfair. As a lover 

of Liberty, Mill will certainty be the last person to undervalue the 

service of the lawyers as defenders of c ivtl liberty in England. It is, 

again, unfair to suggest that this speech of Mill belongs to ”a pre¬ 

historic age." Mill appeals to human experience while emphasising 

on the importance of the empirico-utilitarian basis of Law, that is, 

the Philosophy of Law. So he is not blind by unreal world of 

a priori convictions" ns Jenks thinks him to be. 

To turn now to a critical estimate of Mtirs theory of Punishment. 

While many writers ’ on tlie theory of Punishment have supported 

the retaliatory theory, almost all of them seem to have missed the 

spirit behind Mill’s utilitarian defence of Punishment as a force 

making individuals co-operative instead of competitive. On this 

point, he seems to have been fully conscious of the limits of laissez^ 

fatre and completely free and perfect competition among the indivi¬ 

duals. Further, when be discloses that the question of Punishmant 

arises because of the violation of a Right of someone by the offender, 

he seems to anticipate the later theories of Punishment as supported 

by Green and Bosanquet. The State exists, according to them, for 

maintaining a system of Rights and for punishing the offender when¬ 

ever there is a violation of this Stale-maintained system of Rights. 

But it seems that Mill’s opinions on Death Penalty are not being 

favouied these days. For, in February, 1956, the British House of 

Commons voted for the abolition of hanging as the penalty for murder 

in England. 

The modern approach to the theory of Punishment is that Punish¬ 

ment aims at prevention of the crime and moral reformation of 

the criminal. None of these aspects is mutually exclusive. If 

absolute prevention of the crime is wished for, then Capital Punish¬ 

ment seems to be the best. If only reformation of the criminal is 

desired, then Punishment will be no better than an endless series of 
experiments with new offenders. It is thus clear that while no one 

of the aspects of Punishment—preventive and reformative,—seems to 

be the sole aim of Punishment, an adequate theory of Punishment 

must embody both these aims. 

* For evtmple, Piofetsor Westeraiftrck mftintftinb tli»t even to-day, f^ntatoaat iMf 
oe regarded %% a of the tribal or primitive idea of vengeaiioa oarrjad oo uvo 
ciTilM eoauDOBitlaa. 
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nitim&toly. Justice in PaniahtDent depends on tlie system of 

Bights. For, every theory of Bights has a corresponding theory of 

Panishment. So Mill is fully justified in liokiDg up his theory of 

Bights with his theories of Justice and Punishnoent. He defends 

freedom of speech, tolerance and so on in his essay. On Liberty\ on 

utilitarian grounds. As an empiricist, ha also makes security the 

main basis of Bights. For, it is a matter of common experience that 

man wants to be secure in order to be really happy. 

Ijaski seems to be deeply imbued with Mill's utilitarian spirit 

in disenssing the theory of Bights. He says that Bights “are those 

conditions of social life without which no man can seek, in general, 

to be himself at his best.'*’ About Mill, he says, “the thing for 

which Mill was concerned was that the citizen should be given the 

fall chance to bo himself at his best.”* Thus Laski’s theory of 

Bights is identical with Mill’s. Again, very explicitly Laeki lays 

down his utilitarian theory of Bights as follows, “We are making the 

test of rights utility ; and that it is clear, involves the question of 

those to whom the lights are to be useful. Tliere is only one possible 

answer. In any State the demands of each citizen for the fulfilment 

of bis best self must be taken as of equal worth ; and the utility of 

a right is therefore its value to all the members of the State.” ® 

Mill’s theory of Sovereignty, though Austinian, is not forgetful 

of the Philosophy of Law and iis social basis. He criticises the 

Austinian theory of Sovereignty as too narrow because, it neglects 

the fact that ultimately, political obligation derives its effectiveness 

from the spontaneous feeling of the masses that they are getting some 

benefit from the State. In this way, Mill seems to anticipate the 

critidsm of Austin’s theory by supporters of the modern pluralistic 

school. Yet, when, in spite of his criticism of Austin, he finally 

oommends the Austinian theory, he shows bis practical sense as a 

political theorist for, even the Pluralists cannot escape from the con¬ 

clusion that the State must retain its sovereign power among the 

groups to resolve their conflicts and to co-ordinate their activities in 

tbeir wider interests of individual and social welfare. 

t it Grammar of PoUUctt L'y Tit-ki Ch. mi vdinn 1. 
• ititrodaclory remarks in h 9 eJitioa of Afj//'* (WorM** 

Clattipa), e xviii. 
• A Crammar of Poliiie$, by Xiaaki> Ch on Kights, '^cction 1 



PEACE: AN ART AND A SCIENCE. 
UNDER THE U.N. CHARTER 

SUBIUALKUMAR MtTKHERJEE, 

ralrutta 

Peace und(*r t!ic TTnitcd Nations Charier can bo studied in two 
aspects—Peace as an Art and Peace as a Science One is the concept: 
the other is the avenue One is viewed oonceptu.dly. the other is viewed 
institutionally or organizationally. One is perfection: the other is the 
procesb. One is idealized jjoace; the other is institutionalized peace. 
One IK sublet tive and rational, the other is objective and actual. Peace 
ns an art under the Chaiter oxc“ls many other works of art in hnal touches 
and linish: but pence as a bcience theicuuder lags behind. The former 
is here uud rstood to moan peace that is perfect, ideal and rational; the 
latter rucuns the process of peace tliat is actually possible. A document 
dealing with Pence as an art only will be unreal: and one dealing with 
Peace as u Science only will be too real. Art and Science should be made 
to cfjoxisl in any planned approach. In that ease idealism and realism 
checking and con*ecting each other may ultimately produce a healthy and 
progressive formula. Art in this context involves an ‘ought*, lays down 
a desired norm and poaiulutes u standard towards which things are intended 
to move. Science on the other hand takes into account the limitations 
of the age and the environment and in the light of these seeks to prescribe 
the avenue to llio goal. Art is thus the model: Science is the method. 
Hence Science', in a sense, is tin- pathway to art In any reasonable 
plan for a thing its art and science must be brought together. 

Jhe U N (’harior gives us a Peace Concept, i e., Peace as an Art and 
also a P ace oigauiyiatioii i.r., Peace us a Scicnct* In'^tilutionally the 
Unhed Nations is a mechanism for converting the ‘ought to be* of world 
opimoii oa pcaf*e incorporated m its fold as an art into the ‘is* of inter¬ 
national or interstate conduct. The poteutialitv of this conversion is 
limited in tlie international field on account of institutional inadequacy. 
Institutions bom out of ideas, v.ilues and beliefs may, by iiifiuonoing 
p'adualiy state conduct, help the process of converting the conceptual 
ouglit into the scientific “is“ It is this U.N. process of institutionali¬ 

zation of pence wliicb we call Science. Manv would call this combination 
a normative Science. In that case we can say that it is just another name 
for what we s-'ck to establish. Art is a model of perfection; ]>ositi\e 
Bcieneo is a method recognizing Imitations. NoMi.itive science means a 
positive science plus a norm, Th s norm is just a now name for art, as 
we understand it here. Hence no’^mativo science is art and science com¬ 
bined. All physical sciences are positive sciences: all social scienoes ase 
normative. In other words physical sciences neither have nor can have 

teleology or purpose. Elements will go on working in their own 
and no purpose can be injected therein. But in social sciences thew 
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be a purpose behind. It is true that art should not be dWoccei fromt 
rather should be deduced from the science of social life. It is equally 
true that the science of social life must not be tied down rigidly to the 

realities without caring to look beyond. The science of social life has 

meaning only when it helps the process of elevation into an art. Peace 
as only an art may give us a perfect pattern, very much desirabfe, but 

which may be drowned in the current of Utopian excess. Peace ns only a 

science would givo us an account of tho stubborn anii-pcuce facts and 
forces at work frequently devouring and destroying peace: in other words 
its emphasis will be on the realities of conflict tending to undo all tho 

attempts at peace. A balance between the two is what is desired. Peace 
should be there as an art—as an ideal, as a vision. Peace should be there 
also as a science indicating the precise way of its fulfillment. There were 

many peace plans in the post. But not being linked up with the science 
of peace all failed. Hence peace as an art or the art of peoce^ minus its 
science may be nothing more tlinn a Utopian romance; and peace as a 

science or the science of pence minus its art fails to inspire and loses itself 
in the stagnant pools of realism Realities cannot be defied: hut they 

should not bo deified either. Realism of science without the creative 
idealism of art is barren. Idealism of art again without the tempering 

effect of realism and precision of science would degenerate into a day 
dream. 

A peace plan then to be effective must be based on a combination 
of the two. Peace as an art means the portrayal of tho concept of peace 
in the finest colours. It is born out of the undercurrents of peace beneath 

the surface realities. It is the product of speculation, hojie, ambition, 

faith and also experience. Pence as a science, on the other liand, is the 

child of the limitations of the age—it is not independent of the factors 
and the forces of the lime that shape and reshape the form and content 
of peace. Peace as a science, rightly approached and analysed, lireeds a 
spirit of necessary realism and advises us not to tune Peace as an art 

at too high a pitch. Peace as an art, on the otlier hand, properly under¬ 
stood, corrects the barrenness of the science of peace and tones it up with 

inspiring norm. It injects a teleology in an othciwise purposeless analysis 
and makes it flow along more fruitful and creative channels. 

The statesmen at San Francisco were surely under the influence, 
perhaps consciously, of peace in these two senses. Peace was the breath 

of the San Francisco t’oiiference as it was a wartime conference and the 
peoples of the world were frantically after peace. And in their zeal for a 

permanent peace they give a concept of peace. We call this eoncejjt, 

Peace as an art under the U N. Charter. It is, ns wo shall show, n 

positive, just, dynamic, indivisible, enforced and comprehensive peace-- 
epithets that do admirably well for any work of excellence and art. But 

this art had necessarily to be linked up with peace as a science if it was 

not to be an empty speculation. Tins science will he seen in tho procedure 

and the mechanism of the U.N. Charter in protecting and promoting peace 

1 By ‘Art of Peace’ 1 mean hero Peace as an Art; and by ‘Science of I^ace’ 
I mean Peace ea a Scie&oe« 
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and preventing and outlawing war. And this we caD acienoe as it losr* 
down the process and takes note of the limiiationB and the haadiei^^ 
Regulation of annaments, Factlic settlement of disputes, renunciation of 
'force', collective security and sanctions and the generation of an atmo¬ 
sphere propitious for peace are the ])rincipal peace avenues under the U.N. 
Charter. And the Securitv Council is the primary organ for the same. 
But these inspite of all these provisions could not realize peace, the Art, 
because of the inherent limitations. The Charter contains both these^ 

p(*aee as «n art and p'^acc as a science. The concept of peace thereuudet 
is something, })erfcct, attractive and inspiring and approaches the level of 
an art. The Charter j)rocedure for peace, however, bristles with handicaps 
and hurdles • it fails to guarantee realization of peace art. it leaves open 

many possibilities, of deadlock and paralysis: it professes to do simply 

what is possible under the linntations of the age * it creates not unoften 
juridical and operative vacuum;—hence it is the science of peace. Let 

us analyse the ebni-acter of peace as an art and as a science as that would 

be an interesting sui>ject for stiidj and appreciation. 

Peace as an Art • or the Concept of Pcarf under the C7.N. Ckurter 

—itH Characterisiica 

The Charter opens with the determination in the preamble t>f ‘tlie 
peoples of ihe United Nations’* to save mankind from the ‘scourge of 
war’ and to unite their strength to maintain international peace and 
securily. Art. 1 of the Charter enumerates the purposes of the United 

Nations, the first of whieh is ‘to maintain intornatioual peace and security*. 

The primary and first jiurpoee of the United Nations is then to maintain 

international peace. Art. 2 enuneiatcs the principlos in accordance with 
which the organization and its nioznbers shall act mIiUc “in pursuit of the 
purjioses stated in Art. 1”. Art. 2 then is partly for implementation 

of Art 1 where the first purpose is peace There arc many other Articles 

in the charter where the thtuue is one of jieace—its preservation and 
maintenance The charter then stands on the principle of elimination of 

war and preservation of peace. But to protect, preserve and perpetuate 
peace we must know the meaning of peace under the U.N. Charter, 
Peace in history has frequently bei u consumed by the fire of war <M3ly 

to be bom anew out of its own ashes. Peace is in peril today once 
again: and peril for {>eaoe means a peril for mankind. Hence the need 
for peace was never so urgent as today. In such a context the study 

^ I do not connider it simply on oraloii^nl phnst* It Ins a roal jiiial s gnificance 
though many may be tempted to diHmi«a the pbrw an a piece of rhctooc hv pointing 
out aomo anomaliea bom out of the phiaec when read togotlur sjtb othci parts of tba 
preamble. Terminological cxacUtnde or harmony may net l»o tluso lu a poi/ect aenie; 
still the contrasting phraseology m the league ro\rnftnt ( Tlio High conlro<^mg partttf i 
cannot but remind us of the significance of tho new dTsft. Prof. A. A. Berio in ^ 
loctnro entitled “The Poaee of Peoples^ said that he general thi'mr is that 
charter abrogated the idea that states only are siibje'ts of inteinational law. ^ 
P®opl0B* has as mneh revolutionary force in tho ehoiter as it dm in the AioiiMttg> 
^onatitution*’, Uefon^ to in Ameiican .lournal of liitiTnational Iaw, January, 
p. lea. 
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of the Concept oi peace, t.e., i>eace as an art under the U.N. Ohart«p 
must he of absorbing interest. 

Positive Peace 

Peace to the layman means the absence of war. To the dxperts 

it means something more. To sny that peace is the absence of war is to 

say what it is not but not to say what it is. The approach is negative and 
partial and this is only half of the story. We do not say what peace is: 
We say what peace is not. This negative ‘not-war' idea of peace may 
satisfy the layman but not the experts specially when the attempt at 

peace is scientific and comprehonsivo But peace from an analytical point 
of view must connote some positive conditions. The stand is quite clear 

and may be explained with the help of an analogy. Just as beauty means 
more than the absence of ugliness—just ns liberty means more than 
the absence of restraint—just as equality means more than the absence 
of inequality—so peace must mean more than the absence of war. Peace 

means the creation and perpetuation of an atmo&pheic in which it can 

flourish and prosper In other words it is a positive concept It seeks 

to eliminate not only war but the causes of war. Negative peace can 
never be a real peace as it is only a surface solution. It just secures a 

calm surface in the field of international relations hut it reaehes iieitlier 

the interior nor the bottom. It is "a peace which only cloaks ternbb 
inner conflict*'* and it leads to “a ‘security that is utterly insecure". 

Moreover, the era of negative peace is wasted in tlie perjadual strain of 
averting war. There is haidlv anv scope foi constructive woik in rebuilding 
the national or the international life It is this negative peace concept 

which justifies the statement that ilie hislorv of the world is n histoiy 
of perpetual war in which periods of ponce aie just armistices in one loii", 
continuous and perhaps unending chain of war. Negative peace means 
peace on the surface but perhaps war in the interior. But positive peace 

means the generation of nn atmosphere propitious for peace. It is this 
positive peace principle which suggests the jdoa of perpetual peace for man 

in which wars, if any, would just bo temporary periods of conflict and 
Struggle. Positive peace means real peace—peace on the surface as also 
in the interior. It conveys the idea of eradicating war by rooting out its 

causes. Negative peace prevents war: positive peace annihilates war. 
Negative peace protects peace: positive pence promotes peace. Negative 
peace stifles the anti-peace forces * positive peace nourishes the pro-peace 
forces. The emphasis of the one is on the negation of the evil: that 
of the other is on the generation of tlie good. This positive peace has 

two foundations—one objective and the other subjective. Objectively it 
signifies the creation of economic and material conditions necessary for 
peace. Subjectively it must have a psychological basis. We are to 
develop an aversion to war and an urge for peace Positive peace means 

peace not only in the political or military sense but also in economic, 
cultural, educational and social sense. 

9 T7NCI0—Doeaments, Vd. I, p. 352. 
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It ig pleasing to note that the U.N. Charier lays omphseis not only 

on negative peace but on posiiivo peace as well. The Charter not cKnly 
imposes a ban on the use of * force* (the essence of negative peace) but 

goes much further and embodies nu attempt at the creation of eoDditioDa« 
economic, social, cuUurtil, educational and humanitarian which would be 
propitious for peace (the esseuce of positive ijcuce). That will be seen 

from a study of Art. 1, paragraphs 2 and 3 and of the Articles on the 

Economic and Social Council, the Trusteeship Council and the Declaration 
regarding non-selfgoverning territories. The UNESCO Constitution in 
the iireainble lays down—“As wars begin in the minds of men, it is in 

tho minds of men that the defences* of pc'oee are to be constructed*'. 
Nobody can fail to see herein the positive pe4ice formula. Mr. Malik in 

the thiid plenary session of the United Nations Conference laid down— 

"unless then the positive eontoiit of peace is determined on a foundation 
of real justice, there will be no real iieuce Accordingly, the United 
Nations in this (Jonfereneo must devote sotiie time to the determination 

of a dynamic and ])ositivo conception of civilized existence which will 

justily the organization tlu\v mean to set up**.** This concept of positive 
peace Avas also emphiihi/ed ujjon by many other members at the San 

Francisco ('onference. In the Gib plen.iry session Field Marshall 
Smuts pointed out—“I have already referred to the unforeseen economic 
and social developments of the post-war world since the last peace.® They 

must profoundly influence our views ns to the future course of events 

and its possible repercussions on the peace of the world. The framers of 
tho last peace Ii\ed, as I have said in a political world and wore dominated 
by a political outlook and point of view Tliey thought political solutions 

would suffice. No wonder that their plans W’cre upset by the catastrophic 

economic devt'lopmenls which disrupted national auJ world economies in 
tho era between the two wars.It soon became evident that tho 
economic chaos and the social unrest and suffering resulting from it were 

no less fruitful sources of w'ar than the ordinary forma of aggression so 

familiar to the political W’orld.In some respects aggression was 

becoming more psychological than physical, more insidious and dangerous, 
and much more difficult to eopo with along the old political linos.As 

a consequence, the New Charter, in dealing with and coping with the 
tho prevention of war, will provide means and methods for the control 

of these new forces which have entered the international field ; and the 
proposed new Economic and Social Council wdll thus, from this and other 
points of view, become one of the most important organs of the new 
World organization. In close co-o]>erntion with the other agencies act up 
In the economic field.this new Council will enable the United 
Nations to have a far firmer grip of the new forces and conditions and 
techniques leading to social and economic unrest and tmbveraiou than the 
League of Nations ever had. The soidal and economic* causes of war 
niay thus come to be controlled nl tho source, so to say**.® None will 

^ UNCIO-Doc. 1, p m. 
* Obvieosly be was referring to tbe Ijeui^iie Coveoant 
• tJKClO^lioe. I, pp. ^-25. 
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fMl to note heroin the emphasis on the social and economic factors which 
dn forth the content of positive peace. Mr. Alfaro/ the Kapporteur, 
echoed the same theme at the 9th plenary session of the Conference held 

on June 26, 1945. It will be seen from a perusal of Mr. Alfaro’s statement 
that if under the League Covenant the emphasis was more on negnti\e 
and political pence, under the Charter it is definitely on positive nnd 
economic peace. In other words the framers of the (Charter were more 

conversant with the proper anatomy of peace and sought to prescribe a 

structure in that light. That is why the Economic and Social Council 
and the Trusteeship Council are among tlie prinei[ial organs of the United 

Nations: and that is why again the Economic and Social Council links up 
the various specialized agencies with the United Nations in its total efforts 
at peace. There arc more than a dozen specialized agencies and iilmofii 

an equal number of commissions ® All these are non-political in eliaracter 

and cover different asi)ects of human life in the international field. 
To say, of course, that the covenanl contained no idea of positive 

peace is perho}>s to misread tliat document. Ariicle 23 of the sauie lays 

down the scope for a positive ajiproach to Ihe problem of peace Questions 
of fair nnd humane conditions of labour for men, women and childr'^ii in 
different countries; just treatment of the native iiihahitauls: control of 
traffic in women and children, in opiiuu and other dangerous drugs: 8ui)er- 

vision of the trade in arms and ammitnilions: eonnnunicutions and transit: 

prevention and control of disease—which nie covered by Article 2»3 of the 
oovenaiit are okin to the concejit of positive peae^. As Sir Frederick 

Pollock soys in this connection—‘‘Tlie great political importance c)f 
Articles 22 and 23, in addition to Ihe positive benefits to be expected from 
their application, is that they make the nations of the civilized world 

active partners in a large field of human-* undertakings unconnected with 
any immediate danger of war. In its very hirtli the League has outgrown 
and discarded the narrow conception of it ns a merely negative system 

of mutual insurance ; and this without any derogation from the independ¬ 
ence of the member states.Intimate counsel and free co-operation 

r UNCIO—Doc. T, p. 622. He said—“Economic ami social co-operation at the 
mtemationa] level was hardly mentioued in the covenant of the League of Nations, 
although w.thin its powers; the League, nevertheless, succeeded in making some valuable 
cootribntions in these fieldB. In the charter of the Ignited Nations, on the other hand, 
the sabjoct has been thought to lx* of such iniportance that two chapters are devoted 
to it. It should be noted, fuithcimorc, that the niganization bos set itself the tusk 
not only of f&cil tating tho solntion of inU'mationa! problemB in the economic, social 
and related fields, but its statement of purposes goes beyond that by enlisting the 
co-operation of tho memlxTs of the orgunimtion in soeking the uchievenicnt of positive 
goals. These goals inrhide higher standards of living, full employment, cond tions of 
acopohEUc and social progress and development, and tlie universal respect for and ohsorvanoe 
of Jminan rights and fuudunieatal fieedonih. In pionint ng efftvlive eo-o{)eration for 
feheao pnrpaaea, the Beonozn c ond Rocial Council nioy. uudor tlie supervision of the 
General Assembly, be expected to become, in the (ourse of tunc, one of Ibti principal 
instrumonts for the organization of (ho piMce. The Ran Francisco Conference will go 
down in history os the first World Congress wbeic .t is definitely recognized and 
established by the soveieign will of fifty nations that the individual, jnsfc as the state, 
n a snbjeot of international law". 

• SBodalized agencies—ILO, FAO, UNLSCO, ICAO, IRBD, IMF, WHO. IRO, 
TTtT. nriTrro, wmo. mco. pnbka (nou oUdmiicd/ 

. J5"'rJ«ynK'nl; Tianspoit ami Commnmrution»: 
Fi»c«h Pop^^n^j ^iBl (UNICEF (onic. uniter it); aaown Uighte; 

N&reoitie Drags; BCE; ECAFB; BCLA; status of women. 
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are the methods proposed. It would be foolish not to be prepared for 
occasional disappointment.But if the temper of sincere endeavour 
is maintained, and the due measure of patieuoe and tact is not wanting, 

there is no assignable end to the fruit of good works which these ArticlftS 
may bring forth".® It would then not be correct to say that the League 
was based on the principle of negatiye peace only. Article 2B incorporates 
the positive peace stand in the League fold. Moreover there was estab¬ 

lished under tlie League an Economic Committee to advise the Council 
on all economic questions. This Committee reviewed the general economic 
positiou in the early thirties and showed in its report to the Council how 

the divergent economic policies followed by different countries led to the 
dislocation of the iiiteriiationa! machinery’ whose elBcient and regular 
working was necessary for the economic life of civilized nations.^® All these 

bear clear testimony to the attempts of the League to achieve peace not 
only on tlu* political plane but also on the other less conspicuous but more 
important levels. The U.N. Chartlt, however, completes the process. 
If in the covenant the emphasis on non-|)olitical positive aspect of peace 

was weak and inadequate, in the Charter it is pronounced and intensified. 
In the covenant the question of positive peace was perhaps secondary; 
in the (’barter it is pj'imary along with that of iu‘gative peace. 

Just Peace 

Bui no i)eaco cun t)e genuinely positive if it has not a footing in 

juBiico. A positive ])eaoe must of necessity be a just i)eac€. If positive 
peace means the generation of an atmosphere propitious for peace, it 

must as a corollary coiincjlc tlv* idea of justice. We can have a ponce 
with justice or at the cost of justice.*' In the former case we have a 
positive peace as it is a jiisl peace; in the latter we have a non-positive 

peace as it is not pist Injustice can never be propitious for pence. We 
can lugue then that a peace that is genuinely positive can seldom l)e unjust 

and that a peace that is unjust can never be positive. Positive pence 

then must have an inseparable ally or companion in justice. It must 
signify not any but a just and equitabh' regulation of international relations. 

This concept of justice was in the League covenant also but it was 

very feeble and reference to it was moi-e casual in character than conscious 
or causal. That justice and j)eace are related to each other with a neoes- 
sury tie was not ]>erhaj)s fully realized by the authors of the covenant. 
Still they inserted the term ‘justice' in the Document in some places. 
But there was no clear emphasis on it. The reference appears to be 
largely incidental. 

The preamble to th ' covenant coiitiuns the theme of justice in two 

different fonns. Tliere is the idea of proscription of relationH between 
nations. UTiere is again the scheino of 'maintenance of justice and a 
scrupulous respect for all treaty obligations in the dealings of organized 

• PoUot'k -Th(* LcngiW’ of NalionH (1030). pp J71-7U. 
SsscniiAl facts abo'it (ho League of Katioas (7th Kdn. liovised), 1988, Qsnsv4 

lufornMition Section, pp. 167 ff. , 
For example Munich settlement. ^ 

> i 
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])eoples with odo another*. Be it noted that this formula of ‘justice’ as a 
basis of international relations lies in the preamble. The only article 

containing the idea of justice is Article 23 (ft) aud (e). In the former 
case the Members of the TiOague undertake to secure juat treatment of 
the native inhabitants of ten'itories under their cox\trol; in tho other they 
will make provision to Rocuro mid nmictain equitable treatment for the 
commerce of all Memberfl of ihe League. These are the only provisions 

of the League covenant which conlain reference to justice. Moreover in 
the preamble justice and respect lor treaty obligations were put together 
with the result lluit there would Imrdly be a way out if the two haiipou 
to bo ill conflict. If, for example, an old treaty was found unjust in the 
new context and yet it was xiot revised, what were the League Members 
to do? Were they to profess a prior nllogiance to justice or to (ho obliga¬ 

tions of a treaty found unjust in the context of changed ciicumslanccs'* 
In fact the schcine of tagging on ‘justice’ as one jirincijde to ‘resjiect lot 
treaty obligations* as another can operate if tJiere be a quick machinery 
for adjusting treaties to change eliniiimniig thereby tlie jiossibility of a 
conflict between the tw'o Tt raises again the other question of revising or 
even abrogating tlie treaties obtained under duress. Ihvbident Wilson 

in his message to the United States Senate, January 22, 1917, dedned 
the object of the League of Nations to be—“to guarantee peace and juaficc 
throughout the world’*. And again on Independence Day, July 4, 1918, 
he restated tho War aims of the Allies to be among others “the establish¬ 
ment of uii organization of jieace wliieh shall make it oevtuin that the 

combined power of free nations will check cvei*y invasion of right, and 
servo to make peace and juaiice tlie more secure by affording a definite 
tribunal of ojunion to wliich all must submit , . . In its Part XITI 

which laid down the rules concerning the organization of Lalunir, the 
Treaty of Versailles declared that “the League of Nations bus for its object 
the establishment of universal peace, and such a peace can lie established 

ouly if it is based upon social justice’The covenant thou did contem¬ 
plate not any kind of peace but a peace with justice ns its ally. 

But tho League could protect neither peace nor justice. Tt was 
on its trial during tho Sino-Japnnese conflict and the Ttalo-Abyssininn war. 
Still it survived though with much of its glory lost. The Munich settle¬ 
ment was another nail on the coffin of the dying League. Thereafter tho 
fieague was lost in the fury of Axis violence only perhaps to be reborn 
with a new name, n new faith and a new peace. 

And if in the covenant tho idea of just peace was vague and weak. 
In the U.N. Charter the deficiency has been corrected with an element 
of determination aud faith. Justice is a very important aspect of peace 
under the IT.N. Charter and the document is very emphatic, clear and 
pronounced on it in principle at least. 

UN. Peace then is not only a posHivo peace: it is also « just peace. 
This just peace concept can be found in different parts of the Charter 

ol Nationn raiuplilots -"Tho lioagiie of Pieo NationH*' by McCurdyi 

Gh^iffer—Legal Cominiuity of Mankind, p. 244. 
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The preamble lays down the determination of the peoples of the Usited 
Nations '"to establish conditions under which justice and respect for the 
obligHtious arising from troaties 8Uid otiier sources of international law 

can bo maintained". Tho emphasis is clearly on the establishment of 
conditions which can ensure justice. It is drafted largely in line with 
the pattern found in the preamble to the League covenant. If, however, 

‘justice' and 'respect for the obligations' of treaties and other laws be 
in conflict, there may be complicatiouR Then again wc come noross the 

term ‘justice* in Article 1, paragraph 1. "To maintain international peace 
and security'’ is the primary purpose of the United Natious and to that 

end they arc "to liring about I)y peaceful means and in conformity with 
the prninplcs of jusitre and intrrnattonal law^ adjustment or settlement 
of iiiteinatiourd disputes or situations which might learl to a breach of the 

]>cace". It IS very significant to note that the phrase ‘in conformity with 
the ()niK*iplc’s of justice and international law’ did not occur in the 
Dumbarton Oaks Draft.’* The phrase then was a conscious and deliberate 
insertion at Han Prancisco. As Ilambro and Goodrich observe—"The 
insertion of tJxesc words was intended to provide a safeguard against the 

settloniont of international questions on tho basis of political expediency. 
It was intended to avoid such a sacrifice of the rights of small nations in 
the interest of a doubtful pe«co as was made at Munich*’.*® Peace at the 
cost of justice can hardly be a genuine peace: it is at best a doubtful 
peace; it caniioL prevent war. it simply postpones war and makes it more 

catafetrojihic when it coma's. It is interesting to note in this connection 
what the President'® of Commission T (which was to woik with Chapter I 
dealing with proainblo, purposes and principles) of the San IVaiicisco 
Confenuco said at its lir»=t mooting hold on dune 14, 1945. He declared: 

"Wztli regard to peace, we felt the need to emphasize that our first object 
vas to be strong to mnint-iin peace, to msintmn peaeo by our common 
effoit and at all costs, at all costs \iith one ereeption—not at the coat of 

ptattce. There the diificulty lay. Many of our delegations have repeatedly 
in our debat-'s warned of th<» dangers of a ‘repetition of the socalled 
‘appeasement policy* 'Too often in the last years (lovcrnmcnts hod hoped 

to maintain peace by snerificing the interests of the weaker countries to 
the greed of the stronger ones, and all this on tlie altar of peace, with 
the rather deceiving result that they succeeded only in feeding, what 

Prime Minister Churehill called "the crocodile who grew stronger and 
stronger every year*'.’^ Tlic gist of this statement is that true peace 
must have its roots in justice and a peace at tho cost of justice today 
is killed by (ho war of injustice tomorrow. Justice then was a very 
imporlaut consideration for the statt'smen at San Francisco. In tho 

same meeting the retnaiks of the Pnpjorteur in connection with the inser- 

** The iclevant ptovinion in ilic D.O. T>iafl nas-“lo bring nI>out by po^irctul 
moans adjuatmont or settlement of mtcrn<UiouAl disputes which may lend to a broach 
of the peace*'. 

Charter of tho United Nations (Commentaiy and Poriimcnts) Ilcrised Eda.t 
1949, p. 96, 

'4 Ho was the lepiesentativc of Bcdgiuni. 
UNCIO—Doenments, Vol. 6, 18jl4: oho Hoc 1000 (English) I/Oi pp. 
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tibn of the phrase Mn conformity with the prinoapieH of juaiioe aiid 
international law’ in the accond of Article 1» paragraph 1 are 

revealing to a degree and should be read with interest by all. He said— 

*^Dealmg with the first part a motion was made at first to add ‘justioe’ 
after ‘security’.A second motion was made to add after ‘adhurity* 
the very motion that wo hrivo before us now, ‘in conformity with the 

principles of justice and iiiterunlional law’. Both motions received a bare 

majority vote in the committee, but they did not attain the two-thirds 
majority necessary for a decision It may seem, at first sight, that some 
members of the committee who took the move to oppose the first two 

motions were trying to oppose justice itselt. On the contrary, all those 
who took the fioor to oppose the two motions were agreed that the concept 
of justice is a norm of fundamental importance; and all nfl&rmed that 

peace, real and endurable, cannot be based on anything other than on 
justice. They held, however, that adding ‘justice’ after ‘peace and 
security’.brings in at that juncture of the text a notion which 

lacks in clarity and wolds it together witli the more clear and almost 

tangible notion of peace and security”.'® It will lie seen herefrom that 

the phrase was inserted after thorough and careful deliberation and that 

again eonsciouslv and deliberately. The debate that ensued was not on 
‘justice* us such, nor on the propriety of the conc(*pt; it M’as just a quarrel 

about the jiroper idace where it should have l)cen inserted. And it was 
finally decided to insert the phrase not in the first but in the second part 
of the paragraph, it being argued that “the concept of justice and inter¬ 

national law can thus find a more appropriate place in context with the 
last part of the paragi-ajih dealing with disputes and situations.” That 
does not, however, affect in any way the concept of a ijcace of justice. 

Menace to peace usually arises out of disputes or situations or their unjust 
settlement or adjustment. Non-settlement ot dis)>utcs adds to and 
aggravates tension as much as unjust sottlemonl: so also does non¬ 

adjustment or unjust adjustment of situations. The phrase ‘in conformity 
with the principles of justice and international law’ may create complica¬ 
tions if ‘justice’ and ‘international law’ arc not identical but stand opposed. 
Which of the two in case of conflict among themselves will have a prior 

claim to allegiance? The charter gives no answer. But reason and the 
spirit of the San Franedseo Conference would perhaps warrant the conclu¬ 
sion that in a case of clear conflict between the two, when justice is 

precisely known aud located it must have a claim to a prior allegiance 
on the part of the organization and justice should not bo surrendered to 
law but law should be adjusted to the requirements of justice when it is 

correctly and definitely known.®® 

M Art. 1, paragraph 1 of tlio chorlrr ipadn ihiis-“To maintatn intornatioimi 
paaoa and Seeurity, and to that and : to lake cfteclive rollcclivo measures. > 
Utkd toi bring about by peaceful Tueaus, and in conformitif icith the pnnoiplee of 

mt^fnarionol, adjustment or settlement.“ There were Buggestions 
lAwrtlng idM term 'justice* or even the phrase ‘in conformity, etc.' after the term 

in the first part of this Article. 
UNCIO—Doeiimentfl Vol. 0, pp. 21-22; Document lOOC, 1/6, pp. Kbll. 

*9 Xt is very diffienlt to know correctly what is 'justice* in iotemational politics 
and if ttie parties are given option in the matter there can be no end to wrangltiigs ^ad 
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Justice agsm ringft ou^ as the dominant note in Artide 2, parag^lfc^A 

regarding peaceful eettlement d disputes. Here also the story b wm 
or less the same. Article 2, paragraph 8 runs thus: **A11 Membra dusH 
settle their international disputes by peaceful means in such a mcmn^ 
that international peace and security and justice, are not endangered^% 
The parallel provision in the Dumbarton Oaks Draft was—"All Members 
of the organization shall settle their disputes by peaceful means in such 

a manner that international peace and security are not endangered". 
(Chapter 2, paragi'aph 3 of the Dumbarton Oaks Draft). The difference 
between the two will at once be seen by the readers. The term ‘justice* 
did not occur in the D.O. Draft. It was then an insertion at San Francisco. 

And further the term ‘international* before disputes was added to make 
the obligation binding only In the case of international disputes and not 
in the case of internal and domestic disputes. But the most significant 

alteration relates to the term 'justice*. This was based on the proposal 
coming from the Bolivian delegate. Hambro and Goodrich observe in this 
connection—"The purpose of this clearly was to prevent a recurrence of 

appeasement at the expense of the smaller nations. It is not enough that 
peace and security should be safeguarded; the principles of justice must 
also be respected’*. 

Such then is the concept of just peace under the U.N. Charter—of 
justice as an element of vital value in Peace as an art. Beferences to some 
more speeches of the different members at the San Francisco Conference 
may not be out of place here as these will lend emphasis and clarity to the 
point 1 seek to establish. Mr. Alfaro, delegate of Panama, in the first 
meeting of Commission I, held on June 14, 1945, after noting with appre¬ 

ciation the loyalty to justice on tlie part of a large number of states added— 
“Because we all want that kind of a peace—a peace founded upon justice 

and nothing but justice, a peace that wdll be on no occasion a peace of 
expediency, a peace of force, n peace of appeasement. It must be a 
peace of justice" In the same meeting the Egyptian delegate, 
Mr. Mamdouh Bey Biaz, echoing the same theme commented—"If we 

want to keep peace and security only, we would not differ much from 
Hitler, who was also trying to do that and who, as a matter of fact, partly 
succeeded. But tohere the difference lies is that w’c want to maintain 

peace and security in conformity with the principles of international lato 
and justice**.^^ The emphasis is here clear and categorical on the fact 
that peace minus justice loses its quality and charm; and the Members 

of the United Nations are after not a peace of politics but only a peace 

controTOTBies. The poesibility of an impartial international non-lcgal machinery may 
be considered for the purpose. 

Hambro and Goodrich—op. ctt.. p. 102. 
« Doc. 1006, 1/6, p. 16; UNCIO-*Doc. Vol. 6. 27. 

Doc. 1006, 1/6, p. 18; rNCIO—Doc. Vol. 6. p. 24.—He eontioaed—“Before 
concluding I should like to tell you just a little story of what happened to me a few 

ago. When I was talking with a mjmber of the Chinese delegation—and wo 
should not forget that China is one of the four sponsoring powers—be explained to njo 
that the ideogram which is used in Chinese to denote the word peace is really compos^ 
of two symlx^s, one of which means harmony and ihe other means e/ju;ty. Therefore in 
the opinion of Chinese civilisation, which is one of the oldest in the world, pea^ «aa 
only be obtained by the co-existence of security in international relatimis wrih jnetioo. I .. 
••k yon to meditate on the wisdom of that Chinese saying**. 

vii "'■'-'{y-k 
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oi To Bserifioe jusfdoe fbr peace is to sacrifice the heart lor the 

bead: and just as the head minus the heart cannot survive, so also peace 
minus justice cannot continue for long. Lord Halifax, the delegate of the 

United Kingdom, in the same meeting pointed out—“All of us, of whatever 
delegation, are naturally anxious to see justice carried out, and to B§e the 
alUanoe between justice and order on which the future of our work must 
depend". The speech of Mr. Paysse, the delegate of Uruguay, in that 

very meeting is largely revealing in character and deserves careful study. 

Commenting on the debate regarding the place where the phrase *in con¬ 
formity with the principles of justice and international law* ought to lie 

inserted (in which Uruguay's point of view was opposed by the United 

States delegate, Commander Stassen) Mr. Paysse remarked—“Any flighty 
observer could imagine that this is a duel between David and Goliath, in 

which the small countries, Panama and Uruguay, throw the stone of 

justice at the great powers, represented in this debate by none other than 
Lord Halifiax and the Honourable Mr. Stassen That would be quite 
contrary to the truth, for tlie formula which we are fighting is sponsored 

by the United States and Great Britain, to whom nil the nations of the 

world are so much indebted for their work on behalf of the rule of justice; 
by the U.S S.R., the definition and charactciislic of which is an impatient 
and strong zeal for real social jaislice. so deep that to attain it this nation 

saoriiioes some juridical processes which wo deem essential; by France 
which has written for humanity n rich philosophy impregnated wdth 
justice; and by the heroic and suffering China, martyri/ed for her defence 
of principles of international justice in the face of impetinlism. 

we firmly support a drastic s>stcm of effective securitv moasiires, but we 
conceive it only on the basis of justice and in coufonnity with the rules 
of international law. Such arc the problem and the divergence. The 
mere police function, which pursues the materiality or formality of the 

order,.. cannot attract our sj,mpathics nor our hopes in the 
panorama of the reconstruction of the world TJie day wlien there occurs 
anew the illusion that by sacrificing the rights of the weak in the face 
bf threats by the strong the peace would be saved, on that day the fuse 
will have been lighted which sooner or later w^ould set off the explosion of 
war. Injustice is not a projntous atmosphere for jieoce".®* The formula 
of just peace under tlie Charier cannot perhaps be expressed in better 
and more emphatic terms; that is why ] have taken the liberty of quoting 
elaborately from Mr Paysse's speech. It will be seen that j'ust peace 
under the Charter is not a formula of the feebhs—it has been framed and 
sponsored by the stronger powers as well. The maxim of just peace was 

universally acknowledged by all ix)wers, great and small, at the San 
BVanoisoo Conference. 

Su<* then is the nature of just peace under the Charter. Justice 
is ruling theme in the maintenance of pence and security as it is tlie 

1006, I/fl, pp. go-99; 
Poe. VoK 6, pp. 8183, 
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guiding norm in the settlement of disputes and adjustment of situations. 
Unjust settlement of disputes and inequitable adjustment of situatioiMi 
frequently lead to friction which may develop into war. Just peace formula 
of the Charter is expected to root out such possibilities. 

To be oonfmuod. 



anb ^oticesi of iBoobo 
Dibayatan O Bhantiya-Sabhayata—By Sris Chandra tJbatiopadhyay, 

publiahed by*the Calcutta University, 1957, Introduction pp. 82. Subject 

matter pp. 146; illustration 150; description of illustration pp. 77; index 

pp, 11, Price Bs. 20/-. 

This ia one of the best publications of the year 1957 in Bengali 

language. It reflects to the credit of the Calcutta University to have 

undertaken the publication of such an expensive book with 159 ilJuBtrutions 

in art paper—nicely designed, accurately blocked, beautifully printed. 

It reflects no less credit to the author who has devoted long patience, and 

put in unlimited labour to collect materials for bis book The book is 

primarily a work of history and culture, the study of which he undertook 

by choice. He has justified his choice—by the production of this Book 

on ‘the Abode of gods*. Tn fact, the book is a hielory of Indian Civilization 

from the Paleolithic age to the modern age based on the conceptions of 

Indians about God and gods and the attempt made by them to find abode 

of their objects of worship. These abodes varied according to their 

conception of the object of worship, method of worship, attitude of 

individual worshippers and lastly according to the aesthetic standard of 

the community of worshippers. These abodes wore stjled as Mandir^ 

Chaitya^ Stupa; and the deities inside them were represented by idols, 

and often by symbols. 

These abodes of worship gradually developed into centres of social 

oonooursii, stages of theatres, assembly hall for religious discourses, 

hospitals for the sick, rest houses for travellers, schools for education—in 

fact these abodes represented the genius of the Indians in their attitude 

towards life and culture. 

Our author in course of his approach to the subject has taken a large 

oacivai and has developed the various aspects of Indian life through ages, 

from pre-Aryan, Aryan, Dravidian, Greek, Iranian, Scythian, Kushan, 

Chinese, Mongol, Turkish, (Muslim) even the British; he has even gone 

to analyse the Indian mind in Greater India, I mean, West, Central and 

East Asia. From historical point of view the author has shown the 

waves, curves and lines of development of Indian architecture which grew 

round the Indian temples. In this connection, incidentally, he has analysed 

the subtleties of Indian mind in its diverse manifestations. 

in the end of the book, the author has tried to play a visionary in 

the development of temples in future India where he conceives the abodes 

of wership as centres of unity of Indian culture. 

The author deserves suitable recognition from the University, Govern- 

meut of the country and from the public. No modern library will he 

complete without a copy of the Bevayatan. It should be translated inlo 

the principal languages of the world. 

M. L« BoycuoUDUOnv 



Condolence upon tde deaph of Db. Hemchandua Baychaudhobi 

On the 10th July, the day of the re-opening of the University 

classes after the summer vacation, University teachers and students of 

the Departments of Ancient Indian History and Culture, History, 

IslaiTiio History and Culture, Sanskrit and Pali met in the Asutosh 

Hall of the University to express their sorrow at the sad death of 

Dr. Ilemchandra Raychaudburi. Dr. Jitendranath Banerjee, M.A., 

Ph.D., the present Carmichael Professor of Ancient Indian History 

and Culture, moved the following resolution which was adopted by all 

persons standing in solemn silence. 

Resolved—This meeting of the students and teachers of the 
Depariments of Ancient Indian History and Culture, History, Islamic 

History and Culture, Sanskrit and Pali of the University of Calcutta, 

expresses its deep sense of sorrow and irreparable loss at the sad death 

of Dr. Hemchandra Raychaudhuri, late Carmichael Professor and 

Head of the Department of Ancient Indian History and Culture, on 

the 4th of May, 1957. 

This meeting further resolves that a copy of the condolence reso* 

lution be sent to the members of the bereaved family, 

« » « 

ViDYASAQAK LeCTUKBS 

Sri Benoy Ghose, M.A., Vidyasagar Lecturer of the University 
for 1956, is delivering a course of five lectures on various aspects of 

Vidyasagar*8 life and character, in the Darbhanga Hall. The first 

lecture is on the formation of Yidyasagar's personality. The second 

is on bis contributions to Bengali Language and Literature. The 
third is on the Educational Reforms of Vidyasagar, and the fourth 

and fifth lectures are on Vidyasagar as a Social Reformer. The 

advent of Pandit Iswarcbandra Vidyasagar is a tall landmark in tbe 

Bengal Renaissance of the 19th century. His towering personality 

earned for himself the respect of all Bengal and a great place in the 

history of the country. He was a member of the first Senate of ibi$ 

University constituted under the Act of Incorporation, ld67« 

only fit and proper that in the centenary year, the University bM 

MrangemMits for a course of Jeotores on Vidyasagar. 



Notifications 
HKIVERSlTy OF CALCUTTA 

Not ficatioD. 

No. C/2951/135 (Affl.) 

It >6 hereby notified for gcQora’informatiou that the Vibaiilal CoHc^^e of Home Soionoc 
hat been granted affiliation la Benira'i, Hotiaohold Art, Child Care & Training, 
Soeial ^ienoe, Hoasehuld Science A hlutic (f Bju^ali S>ngi) to the I*A. and BA. Pass 
standard; in English, Bengali, Churm'itr}, Hoaseiiold ^lonce. Child Caie A Training• 
Social Science A Household Art to the I stanlard and in Chomistiy, Household Science* 
Child Care A Training* Social Science A Household Art to the B Sc. Pass standard from the 
MsioD 1957*56, provided the necessary staff IS appointed and the practical class rooms a:e 
properly equipped before the commencement of the session. 

Senate House, Calcutta. | D, CHAEBAVABTI* 

The 38th June* 1957. J Begistrar. 

UNIVERSITY OP CALCUTTA 

Notificatiooe 

No C/104/78 (Affl.) 

It it hereby notified foi geneial information that ill oxlaasion of the affiliation already 
granted, the Syamsuudar College, Burd\>an has been affiliated to tiio B Sc Pass standard* 
in Physics, Chemistry and Mathematics with elect from the siwion 1957-58, is, with 
permission to present candidates in the abo^O'nallle I subjects at the e\aminatious mon- 
honed, from 1959 and not earlier. 

Senate House, Calcutta. 1 D. CHAKBAVABTf, 

The 16th July, 1957. J Begistrar, 

ANDHRA UNIVERSITY 

Order 

The results of the following candidates who have been found guilty of resorting to unfair 
means at the University Exammatious hold in September, 1956 aiecancelled and they are 
debarred from appealing for any of the University E\auiiaaiionB for the periods noted 
against each of them. 

Name of the Candidate Exammalion Beg. No. Peiiod 
1 Mudunuru Appala Bajn Matnculation 1974 Debarred for one year and per¬ 

mitted to Bit for the Uniw- 
Bity Examination to be held 
in September, 1957 or there¬ 
after. 

i Asapn Bamaswami Do, 2013 Do. 
* 5 Y. Cbakradhazs Itao Intermediate 7004 Do. 

4 6. Koteawaxa Bao Matriculation 405 Debarred for two years and par- 
znitted to sit for the Univer¬ 
sity Examination to be held 
m September, 1958 or ibace- 
after. p 

0 P, V, Chalaptthi Bao Do. 366 Do. 
6 P, TiiaadhaBao Do. 20S8 Do. 
7 V* Scidiaia Bao Intermediate 4737 Do. 
8 B Atefanstta Do. B707-A Do. 
9 8. BaaaadMtndra Baju Do. 1154 Do. 

10 

/ 

M. O^fcsdra Bao Matriculation 1686 Do, 

By Older 

V, SlMHADlil BAO4 

Deputy BegistMlv 



KormoAtsoHd mij 

BANARAB aiNOa UNIVBBSITT 

Office of ihe Uegutmr^ Febroery 18,1957. 

Copy of UeeolatiOn: 

Coasidered the report of the Ohief Proctoc» B. H. D. rejardtng Shr! Awedh BJsbore Iiet« 
ft etodeat of lew for his aodeiirftbU aotiTibies id the Uoiversitj. 

BesolYed that 8hn Awadh Sishore liftl. a studeot of Lav be expelled from the UalTor* 
siiy with immediate effe:t aod he be ootadoiittod toanj of thocoDstitoentoollegesoftlM 
University. 

Illegible. 

Regifirar. 

BANARAS HINDU UNIVBB8TTY 

Office of the Registrar, Febroary 13, 1957. 

Copy of Resolution : 

CoD^iilered confldunfiat letter, dated tho L3th Jaauary, 19S7 from the rnneipal, Teaohen* 
Training Gr llego, Boaa^a^ Hindu Uat^enity regarding Sbri Shyam Singh Varma, a stadeot 
of D.Kd , fur fuiging signature of Pro^ B L Atteya 

Resolved that Shri Sh\am Singh Varna, a ahident of B.Kd. be expelled from the 
University with immediate effect and he be nut admitted to any of ths coastitntent collages 
of the UuiTcrbity lu future. 

niegible, 

Registrar. 

BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY 

Office of the Registrar, January 4,1957 

Copy of Resolution : 

Considered letter, dated SSih November, 1956 from tho Chief Proctor regarding (i) Shii 
Omkai Nath Pandey 11, Year (Aynrved), ti) Shn Tej Bahadur Paodey, IV Year (Ayurved), 
and (nil Shn Ham Laklian Smgb, IV Year (Ayurved), for thsir objectionable behaviour in 
the TTniveraity. 

ResoHed that Shti Onikar Nath Pandoy. IT Year (Ayurved), (ti) Shri Tei Bahadur 
Pandey. IV Vi«r (Avurved) and (iiM Shn Ha D bakhan Singh (V Year (Ayurved) be eS' 
palled from tho Unnersity and in future thev bo not ad nitted lu any of the constituent 
colleges of Ua Univeriity. 

Illegible, 

Registrar. 
NOTIFICATION OF THE UNIVERSITY OF BOMBAY 

No. Ex/31737 cf 1950 

It IS hereby notified that the undermentioned candidates who are found guilty of having 
practised unfaii means at the Universny Examioations held in March and April, 1956, are 
declared to li.'ive failed at the reepcctive eiaminatiOQ^, and to have fo felted their elaima to 
exemptions, if any, earned by (hem at the evannnaiionv held this year and that they are 
further debarred from appearing at any Vnivere ty or College Esaaiination before the datea 
mentioned against their respective names 

Seat Name College Date up to which 

No, debarred. 

INTERMEDIATE ARTS EXAMINATION 

1917 Turel, Nadir Biacbaliaw R. D. and 8. H, Nat'onal lat January, 1959 
C.>llege 

9137 Sainsni, Srichand Eishin- Jai Hind College Do. 
chand 

3898 Nerkar, Vaman Shankar D. G. Rnparel College Do 
8983 Paraoda, Oanpat Iiazman Kiahinchand ChellAram Do 

College 

4883 Deaai, Jyotiodra Jagadiab- Ehalsa College Do, 
Sandra 

5188 Ramebandaaf, Kamla KiabiaMiaod Cbellarsm lat January, 
Afjsndat College 

6 



TBB OALOVTtA B8VIBW lUJli* 

INTBBMBDUTB 80IBK0B BXAMIMA710K 

17 Acha, Beji Baatoqaji Biddbarth OoUmo of Arts and lot Juinaryi 1958 
SoMSee 

46 Cliannia* SoUansIi Kei- Eisbiachaod Chellaram Do. 
mall College 

186 Irani, Ebodi Aspaodiar Jai Hind College Do. 
906 Pnri| Mohan Katb EhaUa College Do. 

1708 D. Sonza, Edward Anthony Do. Do. 
2187 loabi Sareeh Mabadeo D. G Buparel College Do. 
804i Bbetty, Bango Gnthu Do Do. 

Bbena 
8701 Patel. Viabnubhai Shanbar- Wilson College Do. 

bbai 
8711 VasanwaUi Husaini Ismail TuBuf College Do. 

Mobomedbbiii 

B.A. EXAMINATION 

189 Vyaa, Pransbanker Jagan- Siddharth College of Arts ft let January. 1959 
natb Science 

B.Sc. EXAMINATION 

nanjileinb Jai Hind College 76 Davalia. 
Tricnmdaa 

1113 Vakil Aruo Madaulal Siddhaitb College of Arts ft Do. 
Scitjjce 

2450 Baval, Narendra Uavi* Jai Hind College Do. 
sbaoker 

1st January. 1969 

B.Com. EXAMINATION 

621 Banchawala. Eeabbai Sydeubam College 1st January, 1059 
Taycbali 

725 Jain, Eirtikumar Hans- Do. Do. 
ebandraji 

TflIKD M.B. B S. EXAMINATION 

250 Snri, Jagdisb Baj Grant Medical College lat January, 1960 

It ia alao notified that 6hri Juline Moraee candidate No. 1164 at the B.Sc. Examination 
held in April, 1965, who was sent op by the St. Xavier*s College and who was found guilty 
of having used unfair means at the said examination is declared to have failed at ihr exami¬ 
nation. and to have forfeited his claims to cieuiptions, if any, earn*'d by him at thti examina¬ 
tion held in 1955 and that he is further debarred from appearing at any of the Univarsity or 
College Examinatiooe befoie lat January, 1959. 

Bomhay, 6ih Seplemherf 1956, 

By order, 

T. V. CHIDAMBARAN. 

Univenity Begiitrcr, 

DNn'EnSITX OF GAUHATI 

Orders passed by the Executive Counril by Resolutions Nos. 22, 23 and 24. dated IStb 
Kovam^i". 1^5 with regard to the cases of candidates who used unfair means in tbe B.Bc., 
B.A, and let B.V.Sc. and A.H. Examinations of 1966. 

21ie Examinations of the following candidates have been cancelled and they have been 
debaned from appearing at any Ezaminatiou of this University until 1968, 

81, No, Boll ft Ko. Namea of tbe Candidates Name of OoUage 

1 BolUpr.l9 
2 BoU8bi.60 
I BbU 8hi. 51 

Md. Bbab Alam (B,8o.) 
PradipkniDar Datta (B.Sc.) 
Bonrandresarayan Bayobaudhuri 

<B.8e«) 



NOriROAtlOKS m 
4 BoUOav.m 
6 Bc^l aan. 998 
6 Boll Now. n 
7 KoUNow.M 
6 Boll Shi. 18 

9 Boll Gan. 19 

Gtori EUm KatU* (B A.) 
Pijaakanti Dampta (B.A.) 
fiiQodobandra Tamaly (B«A) 
Md. Nor Hoitaitt (B.A.) 
Himanfokomar Bhattaebaryya 

(B.A) 

Cotton Cdloga 
Bo* 

Nowgooff GoUego 

St. BtoundV CoUega 

Kanakohandra Sbarma (tat Aavam Vettrinary OoUcm 
B*Y 8e. aod A.H. ExamSoattoD) 

GUJABAT DNIVBRSTTY 

P. BA17TA, 
Bep/atrar. 

Umverstt^ of Oaukatt. 

Circular. 

It ia hereby ootified that Shri Hanbatptatad Prabburam TriTedi o( Dhariuendraainbji 
Coliege* Bajkot who bad appeared at the Intcnu^diate Arti Examination held by the Uoi* 
veiu y ID October* 1956 under seat No. 1098 and wbo bad been foand gui ty of baring piao- 
tised aufair nieana at ihc said examination, la hereby declared to have failed at the aaid 
baa forfeited hia claim to exemptiona, if any* ta ned by him at the examination held in 
October, 1956 or lo any previoiiB year and t at be *a fuithor deterred from appearing at any 
eiaminatiCD of this Untveraity up to Slat Dceember, 1969. 

Thcieth Afnl,10o7. 
Blegibla* 

Bepurfrer. 

UNIVERSITY OF fl.AUHATl 

Orders passed b> the £xccuU\c Cuuncil by Be^ )lutioii No. 90* dated the SOtb September* 
1956 with re..ard to tb** ca^es ofcaojidaus who ua d unfair meins lOtbe Matriculation 
Exammat’on cf 1056. 

Tbc Exaiuinaliou of tb«* foibmiDg o.ndidatoa have betn canretlcd and they have been 
debarred from apfearing at any Exautinj^ion of tbia University until 1956. 

61. No Boll and No. Names of the Candilutes Narnia of Scbcol 

1 Dib. 87 
2 I>ib. P. 196 
3 Dib. F. yu 

4 Gau. 7c0 
5 Gau 743 
6 Baila. 126 

Prema Kanta Haxarika 
Bhabani Mohan Borgobftia 
Sandbya Patta 

Umcah Ch Mabanta 
M('« Makiboor Rahu lu Borah 
SusaLtaknicar Ear 

GwVt. H. B. Bchool* Dibrugarh 
Private Candidate 
VictorU Gtrli H B. School* 

I ibrugnrh 
Putbinan H. B Scbcol 
Btzrra U F* S bcol 
Pubbe H E School. Hailakandi 

7 Jor. P.P.83 Tuleairari Cha* giiiai 
8 Iiakbim P G Nagendia Nath harenka 
0 6ib P« 88 Hemadbar Oayan 

Private Candidate 
Do 
Do. 

P. DATTA, 
Begiatiar* 

DnivcieUy of Gauhati. 

DNIYBRSITY OF GAUHATI 

Oidera paaatd by tha Executive Council by R solotioos Noa. 8 tnd 9, dated 80th floptem- 
bei, 196** with tegarc* to the oaaaa of candidates v ho used unfair moans in the 1 A. Ciuipart- 
mental Bxammaiion of 1955 and 1 A . 1 Sc. and l.Cum Exaaiina‘ioaa of 1956. 

, W The Bzeml&.iioD tf Boll a»u Comp 6MI A ) Khun wuhem 
been caooalled and be tei bean daba^rel from jppeaiiog at any Eximinaiioo of loif Ufiiver- 
•ity until 1957. 

(II) RoU Oen. Comp 06 tt-A.) Alfred Wall.na i. pt-imilh d to »PP*M •* »h* tA. 
Compaitmcntal ExamiLtuon to be beld in 1956. a c. 4^ 
. The Bxnminatioca of ibe remaioioff candidaUa have bwn 

from appearing at any Examination of tbw Umveta-iy until Iloq. 
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Bi Ko. ItoU and No. Kamci of the Cnndidatee Name of Colleffe 

I Oeu. Onnp. M (I A.) 
SI Gao, Corap. 95 (I.A.) 
8 Dib. 49UJt.) 
4 Gan 154 (f.A,) 
8 Gan. d69a.A.) 
8 ]^rim. 9 (1|A.) 
7 Karim. 82 (T A.; 
6 Now. 186 (I.A.) 
9 Dib. N. 8 (T.Sc.) 

10 Karim. 11 (I 8c) 
II Karim. 18 (l.Sc.) 
12 Karim. 69 (I So) 
18 Sil,42aSc.) 
14 Sil 98(1.Be) 
16 Tea. 1 (I.Bc.l 
16 T(z. 40(ISc.) 
17 Gau. 68 (I.Com ) 

Ehumanthem Sirahai Singh 
Alfred 'Wallang 
Md. Rafeeqor Bahman 
Md. Abdul Kader 
Rrishnakanta Gboiidbury 
Md. Abdua Balam 
Bbabatoah Deb 
Draeah Ch. Borab 
Nitilal Cbakrararty 
Nirmaieudu Ben 
Bomendtanarayan Tey 
Enrunaeiodhu Adilya 
Mrigcodra Xial Daskanaiigo 
Kmnar Kanti Sinba 
Lila (/her Boia 
Buiendra Nath Boribakur 
Kamalesh Ch. Baoerjfe 

D, M. College. Impbal 
8l. Anthony's College, ShilloDg 
Dib. H. S. K College. Dibrogarb 
B Boioo&h College, Qanbati 
Nalban College, Nalbari 
Kanmgaoj College. EariffigaDj 

Do. 
Nowgong College. Nowsong 
Dib H. S. K. College, Dibrugarh 
Kanmgao] College. Karimgenj 

Do. 
Do 

G. C College. Silcbar 
Do. 

raxraog College, Tczpnr 
Do. 

UoiTeraily ClasBea. Oauhaii 

Illegible, 

Deputy Registrar, 

nnieeriity of Qaobali. 

notification of the rNHERRlTy OF POONA 
No. KX/BAR/ 116 of 1956 56 

Miac Ser. No. 2471 

It is hereby notified tbit (lie results of the aadermentjonej candidates who have been 
found guilty of having reaorled to unfair means at Univ rsitv Fxaminationi held in 
October 1966 ba\e been cancelled and that they Invo fiuthei been debartrd from appearing 
at any Examination of this bofoic August of Iho jear mentioned against 
their names. 

TTniversity Beat No. Candidate's Nome Collegt Date till which the candi¬ 
date IS d**barrcd 

B.A Klcneial) 
264 Gadgil, Kiisnin Goiind N Wajia College 1,( Anguet, 

Poona I 

B.R. (CiVil) ^Nei^ Rules) 

8 Bhide, Keahav Kasbinath 

Ganeabkhind. Poona-7 
Fibruary 5, 1967. 

Walchaod Colle.o 
of Engineering, 

Pang'i 

lit August. 1969 

Y.D khan 
Reg\$tuir 

PATNA rNIVKKSiTl 

Ml sc. Str. No. 1660 

The undermentioned candidattB are debarrrd from appearing at any Dniveraitj 
Examination for the period no^ed agamai then names as they nere found guilty of using 
unfair otleana at the Suppleir e ilaiy Intermediate and Bachelor ExaminatioDs in Commeiee 
of 1966. 

Si, Centre Roil No. 
No, Examm it on 

1. Tir«C«handra Boll Nep No 1. 
College, B.Com. 
Kathnandni 
iTepal. 

2. TiHlhafldta Boll Nep. 
College, No. 3. 
^thmanjpi h Com, 
Nepal. 

PateIMvmiity 
27ih Novapabtr, 1966. 

Reg stration Candidate's Period <f punish* 
Number and Nsme ment. 

College 

163-66 Dakshina Debaired from 
Banjan Sen Mpearing at any 
Gupia. tfniversity Exaraius- 

tion prior to the 
Suppl. Exam, of 
1966. 

1040-66 Ob. Ananta Do. 
JuDg Para- 
kram Shah. 

S. Y. HD8BA1N, 
Depolf 



NOTmCATlOHS im} 

PANJAB tlNlVBBSlTy 

From 

To 

Ne. 20S49/56*a. 

Cbandigarb, I)ec«iDber 1,1906 

The Hogistrar, 
Pis)ab Ud Tersitj, 
Cbtodigtrb, 

Tho PriDCipaU of all the collegea aiB'iatod to the Paojab Omve sit;. 

Sjr/Madam» 

I am to iuforrn you that the Principal, Dayanand Aoglo-Vedic Colleg<^, Hoabiar' 
pur, Tide hia letter No 901, dated diet October 1956, lias rusticated the toUowmg studenta 
lor a period of one year, with effect from 80th October 1956, for the reaacn mentioned 
below 

S. No 

1. 

2 

Name of the student 

Ha]endra Kumar Bali 
tBegifltertd No. 61 ib-81) 

Jagtar Singh (IWiatered 
No ssaii-^po 

Father*! name. 

Jagat Kam Bah 

Darshan ^igh. 

Claas. Besson. 

IV yr. Groat mis- 
condnet 

11 yr. Gross mis- 
conduct. 

\(\2*h faithfnlly, 

KE^\R MALIi 
Afti* It trar (Coordnn.J 

for Bagistrar. 

BNIVEBSITY OF MYSORE 

Misc. Ser No. 1600 

Office of the UniTorsity of Mysore^ 
AdmioistratiTe Bnildinga, 

Crawford Hall, Mysore, 
Dated 16th Norember 39M. 

Notification. 

Puranant to the reacIutiOD of the tJniseraily Couccil passed at tb** meeting held on 
30th November 1056, the folluwing eaod’datea who weie found guilty of malf ractice ab the 
TJnivrraity exam u\t^on of September-October l*)56 are penalised aa follows — 

Examination Beg N( Nann and Address. Peoally Impce^d. 

lu'erm diale 459 K Venkatmirasimhacha*, (1; He loses the whole Ex* 
n Sluucc. S/0 Sri K. Btiigi i X\eugar, amioution * 

No 4tb Croas, Shankarpur, (2> Ho IB dcbaried from sitting 
Baugalo*e 4 for ihe 

ti in. 
following Examiaa* 

Do, 8085 T Kondappa, S/0 Sri Thiru- 
nialappa, Land Ijord, Yala- 

(1) Do. 

lianka, Bangalore North 
Taluk. 

(2' Dc. 

B.8c 793 M. R. Bamaehandra Bao S/0 il) Do. 
Sri M Baghavendra Bao. 
Land Lord, 1388 Cross (3) Do. 
Tenpla Bold, Malhswaram, 
Bangalore 8 

* Whole BTamination"itfera to the part or parts for which the eandi^ftfag 
fi*d •ppearad at the September 1956 Examination. _ . 

Bj urwt 



TfiE CAhtsvrtk wmvr t^utar 

NAGPtn* OMlVSESrPt 

Mi*o. Set. No. use 

Order 

^e foUowifiK etaminees, baviag been found guiltjr of etfempting to use nnfeir meant 
at the eupplementary Bxaminations held in September-Octobert J9&6t are ditqnaltfied for 
admietlon to anj UniTersitjr eTaminatioo to be held before Septeiober, 1P68« vui»— * 

&. No. Boll No. Name in full 

1. 114 Manohar Baya i Zadt 

fl. 400 Yada\ Chandra Oajwe 

Nagpnr. 
The 15ifa Novcm' er 956 

Examination College 

Intermediate in Ex-aludent 
Science 

B A (Pass) Ex-atudeut 

By order of tbe Execntm Cooncilf 
Hegt/itrar, 

Nagpur Hniveriity 

AAGIUB LNHEKMTV 

Old r 

Tbe foPowing cxamioeea bevir g been found guilty of atUmpling to use unfair lueaus 
at the University Exon inations held in March Apnl» 2056i are disqualified lor admiseion 
to any University cxaminatK n to bo held Ufore the ye&r 1958, vtz — 

Examinetion College S. No. Boll No. Name in full 

1. 1043 Tatayappx Malappa Murbe 

9. 488 Eumaii Biienta Malave 

$. 1034 Sbankarlel Banstlal Soonani 

4. 09 Hatnakjr Han Vaidya 

6 429 Mohanlal Sreeknsbnadas 
Nabira 

6. 64 Manobar Sing Ba'put 

7. 876 Namdeo Jagenoatfa Shende 

8. 669 Sbarad Ookarpiasad Yadav 

9. 84 Jugal Kisbcre Madanlal Ora 

wJ. S80 Prempal Mebrchand Kbaiana 

162 
• 

Gorodi «1 Singh ICalai 

Intermediate Ex Vidarhba Mabavidya- 
aminaticn in la a, Amravaii. 
Arts 

Do. Non-Collcgiate Woman 
candidate 

Do Vidarbha Mabavidya* 
]aya» Amravati 

Intel mediate Et- Ex-Student. 
emioation in 
Science. 

Do. College of Science, 
Nagpur 

Do Ex Student 

Do. S B. City College, 
Nagpur. 

B A (Puaal Ex-Stnde t 

Intermediate Ex- Ex Student 
aroi'^ation in 
Crinmerce 

B C m Sbn flhivaji College, 
Amiavili. 

Final LTj B TTnitersity College of 
Law, Nagpur. 

By Order of the Excoative Council, 

Beyufrar 
Nagpur Univenity, 

Kafpnr i 
The November, 1956. 



1957] m 
BIHAB BMZVBBBm 

Miio, Bn. No. 1860 

Fcom 
Tbo QegiifcrftTi 

Bilior Uniwiityi 
PotDO—4. 

To 
Tbo PriDoipol of all CoUegat under tbe Bibe/UDiToreity. 

PafMi ibe 4A Ootober* 1W6. 

Cirenlor No. 9. 
Str/Modom, 

I beve to inform yoa tbet Bri Be) Kumer Sinba (Begittration No. 966-69^ wbo 
submitted forged enri wrong merksheet of the I.Se. exommetion la oanneotiou with hie 
sdmiHton m the Tirhot OoUege of Engmeenogi MusafEerpori hoe been debontdfrom 
taking edmission in way Oollege pnnr to Jnlj* 1967. 

Toots teitbfollyi 
Sd. P. BOT CHOWDHABT 
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MOHENJO DARO CIVILIZATION 

III 

B\S\NTA KUM\1T CimiOlMDHYAYA 

In niy articles on Moben^o Daro published id the Caioutta 
Reviev^ of Ma> and December, 1956 I tried to maintain that Mohenjo 
Daro civilization was Vedic civilization. 1 was glad to find that 
Sn T R. Ramachandran, Joint Diiector-Qeneral of Archaelogy 

delivered a lecture at the Asiatic Society, Calcutta on the 2nd April, 
1957 giving his opinion that this civilization was Vedic civilization. 

He also confirined ray view that RVS VIT-100-4 referred to the 
colonization of Urukhiti b> Vedic Aryans. He aiho confirmed another 
view of mine vtz that the names Ur, Uru, Uiuk, Eis and Urkafditn 
which are found in ancient Mesopotamia are corruptions of the word 
UrokBiti which is found lu the Vedas. He also quoted KVS 9-81-1, 

RVS 10-118-8 and EVS 10-118-9 (also quoted by me) as referring to 
Aryan colonization of Mebopotamia. He interpreted one of the 
Beals as depicting a scene described in Satapatha Brahmana in whicii 
Indra appeared in tlie body of the sacrificial sheep and devoured the 
offerings, while seven priests were reciting the Vedas (Afore excava* 
tions at Mohenp Daro by Mackay Plate XCIX(A) ) He interpreted 
the statue in PL. XCVIII (Marshall, Vol. Illi as that of the Yajamana 
wearing golden ornaments on the arm and forehead and also wearing 
the upper cloth in the Yajnopaviu fashion He uImj said that the 
Beal No. 387 (Plate CXI I of Marshall, Vol III) leleistothe well 
known Vedie verse ** Two birds are sitting on the same tree, Ofie 
of them eats the fruit. The othat does not eat but merely looks 
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<MiU)dakopatti6ai 8 1-1 and also BVS 1-164-20). In this article I 

propose to diecnss the age of the Mobeojo Daro civllizatidn. 

Beferring to two of the seals of the Indus pattern discovered in 

Mesopotamia Sir John Marshall supports the statement of Mr. Gadd 

and Prof. Langdon that the Indus oivihzaiion must go back to*an 

age before 2800 B.C, (Mubenjo Daro and the Indus Civilization* 

pp. 108-4)t. As the seals unearthed at Mobenjo Daro emanate 

from all levels and in point of style are indistinguishable from one 

another* the two specimens referred to above might equally well have 

been produced in the Late, Intermediate or Early period of Mobenjo 

Daro. Marshall assumes that they were produced in the Inter¬ 

mediate period and has given the date of Mohenjo Daro as 3250 B.C. 

to 2760 B.C. 

Besides the seals some other facth are mentioned by Marshall 

which indicate a date near 3000 B.C. and oven earlier. Tie observes; 

** Among many other objects and motifs that demonstrate an intimate 

relation between the Indus, Early Sumerian and Second Pre-diluvian 

cultures* the following are specially noteworthy :—(]) certain frag¬ 

ments of vases found at Al-Ubaid, which are made of an ludiau 

potstoue; (2) the trefoil patterning on the robe of the statuette 

figured in PL, XCVllI* which is identical with tliat on certain 

Sumerian ** Bulls of Heaven ” of early date ; (3) the liorned figures 

on seals 356 and 357, which there is a strong presumption for coonecN 

ing, if not for identifying with the Sumenan Hero-God Eabani; 

(4) A toilet-set comprising a piercer, earscoop, and tweezers, found 

in a deposit of the Late period at Harappa and identical in pattern 

with one from the First Dynasty cemetery at Ur; t5) the curious 

etched beads of carnelian figured in PL. CXLVI* 43-5* which ere 

identical in technique with certain beads from pre-Sargonic graves 

at Kis; (6) a peculiar type of jar cover figured in PL. LXXXII, 

type X* specimens of which have also been found at Jemdet Nasr; 

(7) the wavy rings of shell inlay figured in PL. CLVI, 4 and 6 ; the 

squat carinated vessel of PL. LXXI, 17; the offering's stands of 

PL* LXXIX ; the barrel-shaped stone weights of PL. CLIV, 5 and 

7; the stone toilet boxes of PL. CXXI, 36 and 37 ail of which, as 

Mr. Mackay has pointed out, can be matched by similar objects 

from Mesopotamia of the fourth of first half of the third millennium 

BaC. Theae examples—and their number might easily be multiplied-^ 

4re enough' to show that active intercourse must have been^^oiug 

on between the Indus Valley and Mesopotomia in Pre-8argoaio or 

early Jargonic timea^ and thus afford strong confirmation of th'^ 
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<AroBologieal oonolusiotiB drawn from the ecals,*' Marshall^ VoL I, 
pp. 104-5. 

The Sumerian cnliure has been divided into three periods ; (1) the 

Obeid period from 4000 (o 3500 B.C., (2) the Unik period Aora 3t00 

io 3100 B.<^ and (3) the Jenidet Nasr period from 3100 to 2900 B.C. 
(Hrozny’s Ancient History of Western Asia, India and Crete, pp. 22# 

2', 34, 43). 

The Pre-ddavian period has been identified by Ilrozny with the 

Obeid and the Uruh periods (Hrozny, p. 58). It would thus appear 

that by *' early Huinenan culture ” Marshall refers to the Obeid 

period and by the seond Pre-diiuvian culture*' he refers to the 

Uruk period ilenco according to Matohall the items mentioned by 

him indualo that there was intercom-ae between Indus Valley and 

Mesofiotauiia during the period from 40()0 to 3100 B.C. Item CD 

Viz, fragments of vases found at AMJbaid made of Indian potstone 

obviously refers to the Obeid period viz 4000 to 3500 B.C. The trefoil 

pattern on the robe of the Indus statue (item 21 which is identified 

wilh tint on ceitain “ Bulls of heaven ’* of early Sumerian period 

should also refer to the same age. The horned figures mentioned in 

item (3) which aie connected wilh Sntn nan hero-God Eibani should 

also refer to the period piior to 3100 B.C. The toilet set mentioned 

in item (4) found in a deposit of the late period at Ilarappa has been 

identified with one fioiu the first dynasty cemetery at Ur. the date 

of which has been given as 27th coutury B.C. by Hrozny (p. 63). 

The date of the eailiest deposits of Harappa may, therefore, be taaen 

ns 3000 B.C, The etched beads referred to in item 5 are connected 

with pro-Sargonic graves at Kis. The Kia period intervenes between 

the Jeindet Na^r period and first dynasty of Ur and should therefore 

be dated fiom 28\)0 B.C, to 2700 B.C. Item 0 is connected with 

the Jemdet Nasr period (.3100 B.C. to 2900 B.C.). The several 

objects leferred to in item (7) indicate, as stated by Marshall, dates 

in the fourth iiiilleniuin or tho first half of the third milicnium B C. 

in other words, from 4000 B C. to 2500 B.C. It will thiisbe seen 

that item (1) definitely gives the date of Mohenjo Daro between 4lX)0 

and 3500 B.C, It is not clear why in spite of this fact Marshall does 

not go beyond 3250 B.C. Even the dale of 3250 B C. given by 

Maraliall is brought down by Wheeler to 2500 B.C, In support of 

this date, Wbeeler mentions the fact that only one of the seals is 

found to be pre-Sargonio (i.e, earlier than 2330 B.C.) (Vide Ittdu$ 

Civilization, p. 85). Wheeler’s date might possibly be justified if we 

are to rely only on the aeals. But many other objects mentioned 
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UarBbftll throw Ught ob the date of Mohenjo Daro and there ia bo 

reason why their teBtliDODy should be ignored. As observed before 

item (1) gives a date earlier than 3400 B.C., iteins (2) and (8) give 

dates earlier than 3100 B C., while items (4), (6), (C) give dates earlier 

than 2600 B.C. It jh not clear why Wheeler does not discuss these 

items in fixing the date of the Indus civilization. 

Pigott brings down the date still lower. He writes ^‘In Sumer 

there is no absolutely clear evidence of Harappa contact until Akka¬ 

dian times, that is, from 2300 B.C. to 2000 B C. or a little later” 

(p. 208). Thus the seal mentioned by Wheeler (prior to 2350 B.C.) 

is not accepted by Pigott as a definite evidence. Pigott also, like 

Wheeler, does not mention the items referred to by Marshall as 

evidence of contact between Sumer and Induct in the fourth millenium 

and the first half of third millenium B.C. Hrozny gives the date of 

the Mohenjo Daro culture as 2400 to 2100 B.C. (p. 159). He also 

seems to have overlooked or ignored important relevant facts. 

There are some other items mentioned by Marshall which, though 

not as conclusive as items (1; and (2) mentioned above, indicate a 

possibility, if not probability, of a still earlier date. It has been 

observed by Marshall on page 105, Vol. I that the comb motif is found 

in Suea I potteiy and aho in Mohenjo Daro, Marshall thinks that 

it is too distinctive and original a device to bave*orjginated indepen¬ 

dently and concludes tliat it WQ8 boirowed by Indus I'fiotters from 

those of Persia. This, however, is very unlikely. For while there is 

suflScicnt proof that Indus people visited Elam (Susa) and Sumer, 

there is no evidence that people from EJam and Sumer visited Indus 

Valley (Marshall, Vol. II, p. 381, Pigott, p. 208, and Ancient India, 

No. 4, p, 26). It is therefore more likely that Persia got it from India 

than that India got it from Persia. The fact that this motif is 

absent in Susa II pottery makes Marshall doubt whether bis theory 

is correct. How is it, he observes, that “this motif disappeared 

altogether from use in Western Persia after the fiist Pre-diluvian 

culture to reappeai again on the Indus a thousand years afterwrde?” 
As Martball gives 3250 B.C. as the date of Mohenjo Daro, the Susa 

I period is obviously taken by him as 4250 B C. lie has tried to 

explain the difficulty referred to by him by saying that this motif 

traveled from Persia to Baluchistan and thence to Indus, for in 

i^luchistan it is found wiili Second Pre diluvian pottery (B.C. 3400 to 

*1^00—Vide Hrozny, p. 34). This explanation also is unsatisfactory. 

If the comb motif originated in West Persia it is not likely to dis- 

appeiur there altogether. But if it was borrowed from Indus there 
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possibility of its disappearraoe as presamably it was leanit ooljr 

by a limited number of persons in West Persia. The facts which Stfe 

found about the comb motif are also found about the step motif. If, 

as we have tried to sho^, the probability is that these motifs travelled 

from the Indus to West Persia where they are found in 4000 B.C. the 

age of Mohenjo Daro is also 4000 B.C. 

Another fact is mentioned by Marshall (p. 105) which tends to 

show that the Mohenjo Daro civilization is contemporary with Susa 

1 (4000 B.C). The copper and bronze weapons of Mohenjo Daro 

and Harappa are of a very primitive type. The blade axes are 

parallelled by Mockay with early examples of Susa I culture, while 

a bronze saw with curved cutting edge is similar to the most primitiye 

sawh of Kgypt, We have already seen that from fragments of vases 

found at Al-Ubaid it may be concluded that Mohenjo Daro existed 

between 4000 and 3500 B.C. while the comb motif and step motif 

tend to push the date beyond 4000 B.C. The primitive types of 

weapons lend weight to the earlier date. Marshall has observed that 

the Indus people could manufacture elaborate and highly finished 

vessels and statuettes of bronze and copper while the weapons made 

weie of primitive type. Obviously these people paid greater attention 

to the production of iion-niartial objects tbau to that of weapons. 

As will appear from my article on Mohenjo Daro civilization 

published In the Calcutta Review of May, 1956 it has been stated in 

Rg Veda Sauihita 7«l()0-4 that Visnu travelled over the world to 

find dwelling place for his worshippers and gave them Urnksti. In 

R-V-S, 9-64-1 it has been stated that Vedic sacnfik.*es were performed 

in Uruksiti and in RV8 10-118-8 the god of fire is invoked in the 

houses of Uru to bmn the Raksasas. As Indus seals have been found 
in Ur and Kis, and as these names along with the names Uru, Uruk 

and Urkasdirn are also found in ancient Mesopotamia, it is clear that 

all these words are corruptions of Uru-Ksiti where Vedic Aryans 

Gstablisbod a colony. It is also found that about 3500 B.C. there was 

an Aryan invasion of Uruk when monamental buildings were built 

there (Hrozny, p. 35). As I have tried to show in tny articles, pub¬ 

lished in the Calcutta Review, May and Decoinbor 1956 the Mohenjo 

Daro civilization should be takon as Vedic civilizUion. Uence this 

invasion (or colonizing expedition) of 3503 B.C. was porhaps the one 

referred to in RVS 7-100-4. The dates of the Indus civilization and 

of the Vedas thus go back to B.C. 3500. The astronomical calcula¬ 

tions made independently by Lokamanya Tilak and Prof. Jacobi 

the date of the Vedas as not later than 4000 B.C. are thus 
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In this connaofcioa it may bt observed that Marshall after giving; 

3250 S.O. as the earliest date states *'At the same time it is evident^ 

and I should like to stres; this point once again ^hat the cultare 

represented must have had a long antecedent history on the soil of 

India taking us back to an age that at present can only be ditnly 

surmised/* (p. 108). In the preface to his book (p. viii) he states 

*'the civilization bith'^rto revelled at these two places is not an inci¬ 

pient civilization but one alrealy age-old an 1 stereoptyp-sd on Indian 

soil with many tnillenia of human endeavour behind it.” The items 

referred to by Marshall which seem to indicate a date in the neighbour¬ 

hood of 4000 B.C. can thus be explained satisfactorily. It is not 

understood why all these factors liave been ignored by Wheeler, 

Figott and Hrozny and the date of 3250 B.C. given by Marshall has 

been brought down to 2jOO B.C. or 2300 B.C. and it his been slated 

without any justification, that civilization travailed from Mcsipotamia 

to Indus. The use of cotton for tevtdes was well-known iu India, 

but was not known lu Mesopotamia and the rest of the world till 

two or three thousand years later. (Marsliall, Preface VI). The 

citizens of Mohenjo Daro had well built baths and lived in commo¬ 

dious brick, built houses, when the citizens in Mesopotamia lived in 

insignificant dwellings of mud (Z6id\ Besides the baths and well- 

built houses the people had wells in almoU every louse anl an ela¬ 

borate system of drainage from which it is clear that the towns people 

in Indus Valley enjoyed a degree of comfort and luxury unexampled 

in other parts of the then civilized world. ^Indian domestic archi¬ 

tecture was far ahead of other countries” (Marshall, p 108). There 

is no granaiy in the prcclassical world comparable to the examples 

from the two Indian cities. (Wheeler, p 24). It seems that many 

tangible items of civilization travelled from the Indus to Mesopotamia 

but there is no proof that any such item came from Mesopotamia to 

India. It cannot, thereforo, be that civilization travelled from Meso¬ 

potamia to India. 

It is well known that in Mohenjo Daro many seals have been 

found with writings in the Indub script. I have shown above the date 

of the Mohenjo Daro civilization sliuuKl be taken as 4000 B.C. It 

fcdloWs that in 4000 B.C. tlie an of writing had been invented 

in India. 

At present the earliest date of writing in the world is taken to be 

32()0 B.G^ among Phoenicians. If, as shown above, the art of writing 

wag known in Mohenjo Daro in 4000 B.C. it follows that writing was 

known in Mohenjo Daro earlier than in Phoenicia. WrUing was 
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probably ictrodocod in Phoenicia from India. Woen many ifeema 

of civilisation, building, town planning, coiton gooda, went 

from InduB to Mesopotamia, wriiiog also might have gone from India 

to Phoenicia. Dr. A. C. Das in his Big Vedic India states that the 

Phoenicians were probably the JesoendantB of the Pania who are 

referred to in the Vedas The Panis were apparently a maritime 

pjople who sailed in the Porsiao Qutf and the Arabian Sea and estab¬ 

lished oolontes in Mesopotamia. It is possible that the art of writing 

was introduced by them from India to Asia Minor. 



INDIANS IN SOUTH AFRICA 

Lal^e Success and After (l94b-]956) 

Prof. S B Moorkiui, M.A. 

Head of the Dcpaitnicni of ij/sfoi/y, KhaUu College, AmriUar 

** Discord wns not lacking lu South Africa before the finding of gold 
and diamonds there, but the discovery of such riches has multiplied th^ 
friction and vastly complicated the couutry’s probleius Had the new 
wealth been controlled and exploited for the innpro\ement of the living 
standards, education and the betterment of all sections of the people, it 
might have lessened the discord. And if also there could have been a 
spiritual perception of basic human justice, and a full use of love and 
human understanding, South Alrica might to-day bo lending the world in 
the glory of a multi-racial C’hristian Society.”—Rev John Nevin Snjne in 
The Modern Review (Calcutta), Jnnnary, 1953. 

“ Our policy is that the Europeans must stand their ground and musr 
remain 'baas* (master) in South Africa. If we reject the Ilerrenvolk 
idea and the principle that the while man cannot remain ‘baas*, if tlie 
franchise is to be extended to the iion-Euroiienns, and if the non-Europeans 
arc given representation and the vote and the non-Europeans arc develop'd 
on the same basis as the Europeans how cun the Eurojieans roinain Baas 
.our view is that in every sphere the European must retain the right 
to rule the country and to keep it a white man’s country”—J. G. Strijdom. 

“ No dilemma is more cruel than that faced to-day by the Union of 
South Africa The situation is one of the most tragic, difficult and 
dangerous in the world, and the problems involved appear to be insoluble. 
Close to ten million black and brown people are denied the most elementary 
rights and privileges by a divided white minority. Put in crude terms the 
dilemma is triangular * (A) the white minority cannot kill off the black 
majority, even if it should wish to do so (B) The black majority cannot 
drive the white minority into the sou. (C) Apartheid, which is the 
Nationalist fonnula for solution, cannot be made to work except at the 
risk of poisoning the entire nation. Result; South Africa is not only a 
country gripped by crisis, but one trormeuted by the most paralysing kind 
of fear”—John Gunther 

There are 180,000,000 black people living in Afrioa, nearly 
9,000,000 in the Union (of South Africa). We dare not overlook their 
needs. Tou cannot shift Table Mountain Somehow or other the black 
atid white people have to find a way of living together on the continent* 
If not, it will be the story India all over again. The whites will be the 
ones to go.'—Field-Marshal Smuts (in 1948). 
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‘IThe Government of India complained to the United NaMona OrgBai- 
sation against the Asiatic Uand Tenure and Indian Representation Act 

popularly known as the Ghetto Act passed by the South African Govern-- 
lueiit in May» ]046. The General Assembly took India's complaint into 
consideration in its session of 1946 (October-Beoember). The Indian 
case was presented by a delegation, which included Mrs. Vijaya Lakshmi 
Pandit (Leader), the llon’hle Justice C. M. Chagla of Bombay High 

Court. Mr. Krishna Menon and Sir Maharaj Singh. A better and wiser 
seletition of personnel could hardly have been made. The South African 
Indian C’ongress nlsct sent a delegation of its own to help the Indian team. 

The delegation was composed of Messrs. A. I. Kajeo, A. Christopher, 
P. P. Pnther and H. A. Nnidoo. The South African Government delega¬ 

tion was led hv Prin>(» Minister Smuts himself. Mr. Heaton Nicholls, 
High Cornmissinner of South Africn in England, Senator D. G, Shepstono 
and Mr. Boiiglns Foi‘s\ih, Secr-'tary for External Affairs, were the other 
inerubers of the d(degaiieii. 

Tlie Govomment of India contended that the Union of South Africa 
had placed on the stetutc-boolc “ceitnin discriminatory legislation against 
its Tndinii eitirtms, nolahh the Tiand Tenure and (Indian) Repre¬ 

sentation Act of 1940. Tins Rcgrcfratcd Indians both commercially and 
residcntially." It violated, India pointed out, the (United Nations) 
charter's human riglits ]>roviMons aiid the 1927, Cnp*^ To\rn Agreement 

between Lidia and South Africa, uhieh had dflinod the Status of South 
African Indians. ('Plii* Agre-munit had lavn ivuewid in 1932) 

"A situation had therehire arisen, India maintained, which was likely 

to impair fiieiull\ relation-, hotween the tw'o conntrioB. It called on the 

AssernbU to ieconinu*nd ‘Hint the Union Governmenl revise its general 

policy ns well as ndniinistrative measures affecting Asions in South Africa, 
to bring them into conformity witli the principles and purposes of the 
charter ' Further, the Asscmhly slioiild request South Africa to report 
to the next session on the measures taken."* 

The Tbiion (io\ernmeit, Jiowovor, contended that the Cape Town 

Agreotnents of 1927 and 1032 were not "instruments giving rise to treaty 
obligations."* 

Hie lOlG session of the Gcncrni Assembly oi)ened at Lake 
Sueee^’R on October 23, 1940, with the eyes of all mankind "in 
Hioir kindred desire for spiritual and economic freedom—for peace and 
pursuit of happiness—focussed on its deliberations." The four hundred 
delegates to the session represented fifty-four different nations of the 
world, all of them members of the United Nations Organisntiou. Europe 

was represented by mxIcmi nations. North and Central America, by twelve, 
Asia and South America, each by Ion, Africa, by four and Austrnlagi.a, 
by two. 

President Truman of the U.S.A. ob.served in course of hia inaugural 
address, “ The peoples of tlic world know that there can be no real peace 

* Etcry Maa> f/mtrd Ndfiown (Rorond Elition), p. 48. 
. * Vido The pohilhn of in South Africa by Sirdar D. K. Pen, Chap. Ill 

a lefutation of tlio South African contont'on, 

‘ 1L-1948P—VUl 
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UQlesft it h peace of juatioe lor all—justice for small nations and for lai^e 
nations and justice for individuals without distinction as to race, creed 
or colour—a peace that will advance, not retard, the attainment of four 

freedoms. 
“ We shall attain freedom from fear when every act of every nation, 

in its dealings with every other nation, brings closer to realisation the 
other freedoms—freedom of speech, freedom of religion and freedom from 

want. Along this path we enii find justice for all, without distinction 
between tho strong and the weak among nations and without discrimina¬ 

tion among individuals*’. 
Noble sentiments eloquenlly expressed I But South Africa struck 

a discordant note when the Indian complaint was taken up. It chal¬ 
lenged tho authority of the Unit(»d Nations to interfere in its (South 
Africa’s) dispute with the Government of India. It was asserted that the 
question of the treatment of Indians in the Union of South Africa was 
out and out a domestic problem of the Union in the light of Clause 7, 
Article 2 of the United Nations Charter.*'’ The Union “took the view 

that a state was not subject to outside control or interference in its 

domestic affairs. The legislation referred to, it said, concerned matters 
within its domestic jurisdiction, and did not full within the competence 
of the Assembly. South Africa denied that the Cape Town Agreement 

was an instrument giving rise to treaty obligations. Nor, it added, had 
the Union Government violated any funduinental human rights within 
the terms of the charter. As no interimtionally recognised formulation of 

such rights yet existed, and as tlie charter did not define them, Member 
States did not have any specific obligations, in this respect, under the 
charter’*.* Field-Marshal Smuts obscr\ed that Ihe “Provisions of 

Article 2, therefore give exprossion, in the form of a fundamental principle 

governing the whole charter, to the recognised general rule of international 
law that, ns a necessary corollary of its })olitical independence, every State 
has tho right fo live its owii life in its own way, so long as it does not 
infringe the equal right of other Slafes to do the same, and has jurisdiction 

over all persons and things witliin its torritorinl supremacy. Within the 
dominions of its domestic nffiiirs a State is as a general rule of international 
law and also according to the principles laid down in tho Charter, not 

subject to control and interference, and its action may not be called ia 
question, by any other State’’.* 

It should be nofocl in this connection that under the Charter “it is 
one of the basic obligations of the United Nations to promote the observ¬ 

ance of human rights and fundauiontal freedoms’’. The Charter “expressly 
requires the General Assembly to initiate studies and make recommenda¬ 

tions for the purposes of implementing this obligation”. It is thus 

• '^Nothing con^ainctl in the present charter shall authorise the United Nations 
to intervene in mattcrR wb (‘h arc essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of anj 
state or which reqniro the MeniWrs to submit such matters to settlement under tbs 
present ohsrter; bat this priooiple shall not prejudice the applicat'on of matters under 
Chapter VH.'* 

a Evffy Man's Unitod Nations (Bercmd Edition), p. 48. 
a For a detailed analysis and refatation of the contention etde, HRie Posit'on of 

Indians in Booth Africa, Chap. T, by Sirdar D. S. Sen, 
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evident thet the question of human rights and fundamental freedoms 

cannot be within the exclusive domestic jurisdiction of any State. Last 
but not least, the General Assembly has the authority to decide any issue 
relating to the interpretation of any Article of the Charter. 

Mrs. Pandit opened the Indian case. She told the Assembly that 
India did not aspire after domination over others—'*We seek no dcmiinion 
over others—we claim no privileged position over other peoples, but we 

do claim equal and honourable treatment to our people wherever they may 
go, and we cannot accept any discrimination against them.*' 

She declared in the name of the non-European peoples of the world, 

who looked to the United Nations for the proveniion of racial strife and 

for the implementation of the principles of civilized life embodied in the 
Charter of the United Nations—“We have brought before the Assembly 
the treatment of Indians in South Africa. The way this Assembly treats 

and disposes of tin's issue is open to the gaze, not of those who are 
gathered here, but of nnllions in tlie world—progressive people in all 

countries more particularly non-Euroftean peoples—who ore the over¬ 

whelming sections of the Inimaii race. 
“ The issues have brouiclil before you is bv no means a narrow 

and u local one nor can we aceopl an\ conttMition that a gross and a 

continuing outrage of this kind against the fundainental principles of the 

('barter can be claimed bv any one, least of all In a member state, to be a 
matter of no concern to this Assembly. 

** Bitter memories of racial doctrines are still fresh in the minds of 

nl! of us. Their evil and traeic consequences arc part of the problems 
with wlii(*h wc are called, on to deal 

“ India firmly believes that imperialism, political, economic or social, 

in whntt‘ver part of the world it may bo established and perpetuated, is 
totally inconsistent with the objects and purposes of the United Nations 
and its Charter." 

Mrs. Pandit clarified India's stand in course of an exclusive inter¬ 

view to tlic Band Daily Mail (Johannesburg) correspondent on October 29— 
"it (the Indian question) is a question of domination of white over black. 
The coloured man is on the march and will not tolerate the domination by 

the whites because of the colour of his skin. It is, tlierefore, a funda¬ 
mental human issue, and it must go before the bar of world opinion. No 
one individual, however greni, should deal with it. 

“India stands for coinjdeto equality among the peoples of the world 
and between the nations of the world, and, us such, India will take up 
the cause of any nation or people whose' fundamental human rights arc 

denied", 
Field-Marshal Smuts preferred not to exercise his right of re])ly in 

the opening session of the Assembly. He opened hie barrage in the steer- 
itig (Committee on November 1. South African propaganda had not 
remained idle in the meanwhile. Two Ixioklets—Indians in South Africa 
uud South-West Africa, and the Union of South Africa—hud been widely 
distributed among the members of various delegations, ^boy sought to 
explain facts from the South African [iomt of view and were not altogether 
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ineAaative. Some delegations began to think seriously whether or not 

the Indian problem oame within the domestic jurisdiction of a Sovereign- 
State that the Union of South Africa is The question was viewed from 

different angles. Some interpreted India’s complaint in terms of the 

question of national minorities, including Nc'^roes in America. Some fell, 
uneasy over the strained relations and the conflict between India and South 
Africa. Others again expressed the opinion that the dispute in question 

should be settled amicably. An amicable settlement was, however, out 

of the question as South Africa was wholly univpcntant and would by no 
means withdraw the Asiatic Laud Tenure and Indian representation Act, 

194& (the Ghetto Act). 

Field-Marshal Smut^ moved in the Steering Committee that the 
Government of India’s complaint be deleted from the agenda as the 

question of Indians in Souili Africa was a domestic matter of South Africa. 
Mr. Vyshinsky (U.S.S.E.) argued tliat the Indian question was not an 
internal question of South Africa and represented in fact a i)rearb of 
agreements between two govcrjiments. Th'* S(i\iet delegation felt that 

the problem was definitely within the scoj)c of the United Nations and 

that the Government of India’s complaint should remain on the agenda. 
To make n long story short, the objection of Fiold-AIarshal Hniuts was 

brushed aside and the Steering Committee rcRohcd to lofer the Indian 

question in South Africa to the Joint Political and Legal Committee of 

the General Assembly. 

Mrs. Pandit pointed out during the debate in tlie Joint Political and 
XiCgal Committee that the Indian question in South Africa was an issue 
very directly affecting the existence of tlie United Nations Organisation 

and the x>eace of the vorld as a whole She said that the (Ihctto Act had 
impaired friendly relations betw^een two mombeis of tlie United Nations 

and riiat it was an infringement of the basic principles of the Charter. 
Experience shows, she contended, that every concession to the prejudices 

of South Africa’s European community hod led to fresh demands for racial 
discrimination. The issue was, in her opinion, a political, not a legal, 

one. It was not an isfiiie between two countries only. It was rather a 
world issue. The dispute, racial in n.atiire, that it was, its repercussions 

would not remain confined within Ihe googi’aphioal limits of India and the 
Union of South Africa, Mrs. Pandit made it clear that her Government 

♦did not deny that the Indians in South Africa were Union Nationals, But 

the Government of India felt at the same time that they had a moral 
obligation to these Indians whose ancestors had been sent to a remote 
land on the clear understanding that they and their descendants would 

enjoy equality of rights and opportunities with all other citizens of their 

lo^ of adoption. The Government of India regarded segregation as the 

ddoiid of an elementary human right—the right of an individual to own 
and occupy pjroperly within his means and according to his inclinations 

Field-Marshal Smuts contended in his reply that India’s complaint 

raised tw(^ ilsuce: one, of the facts of the case, and the other, of the 

legbl'pQsitkm of the United Na.tiona Organisation. He said that be was 
in a poidtkHi to prove conclusively that the position of In South 
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AMea did uot esll fen: any action ou the part of the United Natioua. HtQ 
Ghetto Act had to bo passed to prevent frictions and clashes betvreen 
Europeans and Inditing in South Africa. The South African Indian 

question, the Field-Marshal continued, would never have assumed the* 

importance that it had done, nor would it have ever, reached the United* 
Nations, but for its c*2cp^oitatic)n by India as u political weapon. He 
categotically denied the charf^e of his country or (iovernrnont having ever 

viobiled an* hiunun lijht luid added Ihut the United Kations had no 

authority to intervene in tlio internal affairs of its member states. He 
(bounded a note of warniii" that once finch Interference took place, many a 
nicujlHT-fitatu mi^lit t'u'd its position in the Organisation intolerable and 

iinpo&siblc. He urged further that in the interest of the organisation 
serious consideration shtaild be given to the advisability of referring 

Clause 7 of Avtieh* 2 of the Cluirter to the luiornntional Court of Justice 
ior authorilatixe inttTjirelalion 1'he Field-Marshal, however, had no 

ubjoetion to the di-stussion of ludi.Cs complaint, if the United Nation's 
right to inteiveiie in the dispute in ([ucstion was not admitted. 

Ukuiine, (’liiini, White lUisfaia and took part in the dellbera- 

tiouB that followed. Th''‘;v nil held that South Africa had violated the 
|)iincij)]es iiiulorlyiiig the Ihiited Nations Charter, that the Ghetto Act 
diseriniiuuted ag.nn&t all pc<q)ii.s <,i Asia and tliat the mutter under refer¬ 

ence w'lib not thLi’efore u punh domestic affair of Soutli Africa and "had 
I eeome a sort of sore in the bod} politic (*f the family of nations". South 
^fnc•a, howe\er, w’lis supported by Britain, ('iiHada and the United States 
tf Ameri^'fi Poiand and Fr.iiice. on the othci hand, opposed her 

Buring the final d bide in the Joint Legid anrl Political Committee 
oil December 2, ^fis T*ai’dit viilabew tlie ongnud Indian motion, which 

leid—"Thai llie tienlnioid of fpdia.is in tie* Fi *on (of South Afrion) 
should be in conformity with the iiiternationul obligations under the agree- 
ineiiib concluded b-tween the tno goxeiinnent'5 and the relevant provisions 

of the Charter." Slie Aoted for an alleruativc proposal sponsored by 
I'>aiice and Mexico, which ran ns follow'*;—"The General Assembly, having 

taken note of the iqiplication made by the Government of India regarding 

the trcatnienl of Indians in the Union of South Africa, and having con¬ 
sidered the mailer * first, states that, ow'ing to that treatment, friendly 

relations arc likely to be further impaired; second, is of the opinion that 
the treatment (»f Indians in the Union should be in conformity with the 

intornaiional obligations under the agreements concluded between the two 

Governments and the relevant provisions of the Charter; third, therefore 
requests the two Governments to report at the next session of the General 
Assembly the moasures adopted to this effect " The proposal was passed 

by 24 votes to 19, with 6 abstentions The General Assembly accepted 
the proposal by the necessary two-thirds majority in its meeting on 
Becenibor 8. 82 voted for the pro^iosnl. H voted against it. 7 abstained. 
An amendment to the French-Mexican ])ro|>osaI moved by Field-Marshal 

Smnts to refer the dispute to iho International Court of Justice for a 
h'gal and factual investigation into the quorttion had been thrown out ty 

the General Aosembly on December 7. The voting on the amendment 
been 21 for and 81 against. Two had abstained from voting. 
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An analyBiB of the voting on the Freneh-Mexicnn proposal in the 
Ocueral Assembly shows that 9 Buropean, 9 Asian, 8 African, 7 North and 
C/6iitml American and 4 South American countries supported the proposal; 

whereas 1 African, 5 North and Central American, 3 South American and 

j Australasian countries opposed it. 2 European, 1 Asian, 8 South 
American and 1 Australasian countries remained neutral. 

As requested by the General Asspinbly, the Government of India 

submitted to the Assembly on Sept- mbr 2, 1947, a rojxirt on the develop¬ 
ments in Indo-South African relations mnee December 8, 1948 (i.r., the 
day the Assembly had given its verdict on India’s complaint nguinst South 

Africa). The Government of India stated in their report that they had 
approached the Union Government for the implementation of December 
8 resolution. Prime Minister Nehru’s personal letter to the Union Prime 
Minister, Field-Marshal Smuts, under date April 24, 1947, had expressed 

the Government of India’s readiness to enter into any discussion initiated 
by the Union Government assuring him (F.-M. Smuts) of the co¬ 
operation of the Government of India. A later oommuniention had further 

assured that the Government of India were willing to send their High 

Commissioner back to South Africa, if the General Assembly resolution of 
December 8, 1946, wore accepted as the basis of discussion between the 

two Governments. The Union had, Iiow'ever, disagreed. No agreement 

on a common basis of discussion could be reached in consequence. 

India's draft resolution in tlie 1947 session of the General Assemblv, 

which called upon the Governments of India and South Africa to meet 

at a round table conference on the basis of Assembly’s 1946 (December 8) 
resolution and to invite the Government of Pakistan to jinrtieipute in the 

discussions failed to receive a two-thirds majority in the Assembly. 

In February, 1948, the Steering Committee of the United Nations 

rejected a South African suggestion to delete the Indian complaint from 

the agenda. 
India made a fresh representation to tlie United Nations in 1940 

against the continued ill treatment of Indians in South Africa, the Asiatic 
Laud Tenure and Indian liepresentation Act, 1046, and the amendment 

thereof by the Malan Government,* which had imposed fresh disabilities 

on South African citizens of Indian origin. The amendment had altogether 
.prohibited Asians from occupying new land or premises though occupation 
for the exclusive purjjose of business or trade was permissible under the 

original Act. The amendment had thus imposed territorial segration for 
the first time iii tlie sectors of trade and business. 

In May, 1949, the Political (kimmittee of the General Assembly 

rejected by 38 votes to 5 witli 12 abstentions a South African proposal that 

the subject of liklia'B complaint was u matter of essential domestic concern 
of the Union of South Africa. The General Assembly on the other hand, 
adopted a Frenoh-Mexican jiroposal lhat India, Pakistan and South Africa 

be instructed to meet in a conference to find n solution, "taking into 

* Id the genenil election ot May, 1948, the T'nitod Party of Field-Marshal Smuts 
was deteted ^ tbs Kationsl Party hc^d by Dr. D. F. Malan and tbs latter nplsoed 
tbs^ternsr tbs I^Dine Minister M South Africa. 
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consideration the principles of the Charts and Deolaratioa HniMB 

Bights'* (adopted by the United Nations in December, 1946). Botttii 

Africa alone voted against the proposal while 47 voted for it. There weoce 
ten abstentions. 

The Government of India, therefore, enquiied of the Government 
of South Africa on July 4, 1949, if the latter would agree to a round table 
conference as provided for in the above resolution and, if they agreed, 

when the conference was to be hold and where. The Union Government 
replied that they were **not averse in general to a discussion of the Indian 

question in South Africa'* subject to certain reservations.^ 
The reservations “ coupled with the various amendments to the 

Asiatic Land Tenure (and Indian Bepresentation) Act imposing further 

racial segregation” restricted the scope and diminished the usefulness of 
the discussions considerably. The Government of India nevertheless agreed 

to the exploratory talks in South Africa suggested b> the Union Govern¬ 
ment Tlic latter were asRur(*d at th^ same time that the Government 

of India recognised *' that India can uo more interfere in the domestic 
affairs of South Africa than the Union Government can in the affairs of 

India.” The Gov eminent of Fiidia, however, requested the Union Govern- 
lueixt "to look upon tlie problem as couceming both the Governments of 
India and South Africa ” It was pointed out at the same time that the 

Indian p*'obleni in South Africa was one of international significance 

'‘because of its racial implications.” The Union Government wrote in their 

reply that their ”basically unalterable approach” had already been 

explained Tlioy suggested that the discussions would have a better chance 

of success if the economic sanctions against the Union of South Africa were 
'Voluntarily withdrawn*. 

While these negotiations were going on, the Government of South 

Africa enacted fresh nnti-Tndian laws and strictly enforced old ones. The 

condition of Indians in South Africa, which the Government of India sought 
to improve, deteriorated in consequence The Government of India agreed 

neverthel-^ss to have a joint preliminary discussion on the Indian problem 

in South Africa. 

The preliminary talks took place at Cape Towm front February 6 to 
February 11, 1950. India, Pakistan and the Union of South Africa parti¬ 

cipated in the talks. Mr. Donges, the Union Minister of the Interior, who 
led the South African delegation, claimed at the outset that the discussions 
were not in pursuance of the December 8, 1946 resolution of the General 
Assembly. They were possible, he held, “by the goodwill establiahed 

during personal contacts l>etween Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru and Dr. Malnn 
in London.** All that South Africa expected from the Conference was. he 

^ “The South African Government olaiined that Iiii! icnBictentir oonlended 
that ‘the so*called Indian question in South Afnre. ib entirely a ilomoBtic meiter'. It ftleo 
desired to be assured tliat there existed reasonable prospect for s solution sstisfectory to 
fjouth Africa. Otherwise it would construe the proposed discussion es ‘interference in 
the domestic affairs of an indepemdent country.*.Also, the South African GoTomxnent 
|[®®ommend ‘a sound roaUatic approach* as oppose 1 to an ‘exag^teroted aphasia* <m tba 
peclaratkm of Human Rights and ‘abstract and often impracticable principles and ideala\ 
It was also suggested that preparatory talks could be held in South Amoa if softfllwiA 
^nunon ground was found among the parties**--Apa*thaid: Strutegy of race dwffimfmlipfct 
(Govemmant of India Publication), p. 10. * d.ii 
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went on, "a solution satisfactory to South Africa herself with the oXhopetOf 

tkm Of an outside Government or Governments”. The eurller oonferenees 
at Gape Town in 1927 and 1932 hod, in his opinion, one and only one 

objective—the reduction of the Indian population in South Africa. 

Pandit Ilriday Nath Kunaru, the leader of the Indian delegation, di3 
not, however, accept the contention of Dr. Doiigos. ITc said in his reply 

that his Government had agreed to discuss tlio Indian pioblem with South 

Africa only because the United Nations had called upon the parties concerned 
—India, Pakistan and South Africa—to settle their differouces at 
a round table conference. The jnoliminary conference, he observed 
was not the outcome of negotiations belween the Indian and 
the South African Premiers. Nor were the Cai)e Town Confe’*- 
euoes of 1927 and 1932, lie added, "circumscribed by the limited 

purpose of reducing Indian population in Soutli Africa”. India, Pandit 
Kunzru went on, would iii8i5,t on a full discussion of the disabilities of 
Indians in the Union of Soulb Africa U^dia and Pakistan on the one hand 

and the Union of South Africa, on the other, suggoBted two differont 

fommlas for the agenda. A common formula incorporating all the items 

suggested by the parties wa« agri^'d u])on in the end. A round table 
conference to " explore all jiowsilile ways and means of settling the Indian 

question in the Union of South Africa” was to be convened. 

It may be noted in passing that the South African contention that 

the proposed round table conference was not the result of ihe United Nations 
resolution admits of one and only one interpretation--" the Union Govern 

ment did not look uprni the rijund table confeienee as an obligation arising 

out of the resolution passed liy the General Assi'mbly." 

Information reached the Oovoriiment of India in March, 1050, that 

Dr. Mulan's Government "were tightening up the <'nforeeinent of tie 
Asiatic Land Tenure Amendment Act, 1010, and were also vigorously 

enforcing segregation in oilier ways by executive measures. Tt was nis - 

reported that the Union OrnornuKnt intended to int''oduco further legisiation 
which would add to the disabilities of Indians jji ihe Union of South Africa 

In an aide wcmoiVc presented to the Union (lovcrninent, the (fovornmen! 

India expressed the hope that pending n Iiound Table Conference, nothin*^ 

would be done to vitiate the almoHplien* and jeopardize the success of th'' 
Conference. Towards tlu* end of Ajiril (1050), the Union Goveminen' 

published the Group Areas Bill.In their telegram of 29th 
April, the Govornmont of India retpiested tlie Union (lovevnirient to post¬ 
pone the Group Areas Bill and in the meantime expedite the liolding of th ‘ 

Bound Table Conference. The Union Government did not agree to th' 

request of the Government of India in I'tgnrd to the Group Areas Bill and 

aa regards the Bound Table Conference they stated that they oould not 
attend any such Conference if it was to bo held before I5th September, 

1950, at the earliest. In effect, therefore, after the Group Areas Bill i' 

passed into Law the only subject that the Bound Table Conference could 

discuss would be the reduction of Indian population in South Afrie-'- 

whioh was proposed by the Union Government during the preliminary talk"! 
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in February, 1950.’*■ The Oovemment of India, therefore, informed the 
Union Government in June that no uBoful purpose would be served by the 
proposed Bound Table Conference, The Conference in fact was not worth 
holding under the circumstances. 

The treatment of Indians in South Africa was again discussed by the 
1050 session of the General Assembly. The Assembly adopted the following 
n'solution— 

“.considering that a ]ioHcy of ‘Bacial Rogregation* 
(a|mrlheiil) is iKcessaiily based on doctrines of racial discrimination, the 
(ieneral Assembly 

(1) recommends that the (lOvernincnlR of India, Pakistan and the 

Union of South Africa proceed, in accordance with resolution 205 (8), with 
the holding of a Bound Table Conference on the basis of their agreed 
agenda and bearing in mind the proAisions of the Charter of the United 
Nationq and the TTnivcrsnl Doclariition of Human Bights; 

(2) rei'onniiendq that in the event of the failure of the Governments 
concerned to hold a Bound Tablt* (’onforenco before Ist April, 1951, or to 

reach ngreemont in the Bound Table Conferonee within a reasonable time, 
there shall be establislied for tlie purpose of assisting the parties in carrying 
through apjiropriate negotiations a commission of three members, one to 
be nominated by the Ciovernincni ol the Union of South Africa, another 

to be nomunted b\ the other two or in default of agreement between 

these two in a n‘asoii'iblc time by the Sccrolarv-Oeneral of the United 
Nations; 

(8) calls upon (he Governments concerned to refrain from taking 
any siejis which would j>n»j\ulice tlie success of their negotiations, in 
particular, tlie unploniciitatiou or enforcement of the provisions of "The 
Group Areas Act*; pending the conclusion of such negotiations; 

(4) decides to include this item in the agenda of the next regular 
; ‘'Cf.sion of the General Assembly.” 

i South Africa, however, was defiant and refused to listen to counsels 
■ of wisdom nn<l moderation. 

In December, 1954, India proposed a Oonfercnco wdth South Africa 

Piime Minister Nehru, while making the proposal, made no commitmenta 
whatever—‘ceitainly not to refrain fioin jmblic criticism* of the policy of 
the Union Government The latter accepted the proposal for a Conference. 
But they did not promise to ‘ease apartheid measures*. Nor did they 
o.iso them ^Phe negoliatiims were subsequently broken off by them on the 
t'pecious plea that they (the negotiations) were ‘deliberately wrecked by 
the Prime Minister of India: (Cf. wdiile telegrams were pissing between 

j the Governments concerned, the Prime Minister,of India, in two public 

speeches, made violent and unsavoury attacks on the Government of the 

Union of South Africa.*’—^Letter of the Union Government). 

The Union Government have stubbornly refused to co-operate with 

Ibe commission appointed by the United Nations to enquire into the 
J'ftcial situation in Routh Africa. The commission composed of Dr. Herman 

« 

CknniaiintqTie issued by tho Extenjsl Atfsirs Ministry, Now Delhi, iTuie 8^ 
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Banfca Crue of Chile (Chairman), Mr. Dantes Bellagarde of Haiti and 
M. Lagier of France. 

Important events have taken place in the Union of South Africa 
in the meanwhile, the 1948 general election being one of them.^ Field- 
Marshal Smuts and his United Party were thrown out of ofl&ce. The 
Field-Marshal himself was unseated.^® The National Party of Dr. D. F. 
Malon defeated the United Party as well as the South African Labour 

Party led by Mr. John Christie. Dr. Malan became Prime Minister (May, 
1948). 

The election manifesto of the National Party left no doubts in any 
body's mind as to the shape of things to come. Tt stated in unambiguous 
terms that the Party would pursue a policy of separation of the races— 

a policy based on Ihe “Christian principles of justice and rea8onablene88( !).*’ 
The Devil to quote scriptures! The Party undertook “to protect the 
white rac*^ pi’of>erIy and effoetivelv ngabist any policy, doctrine or attack 
which might undermine or threaten its continued existence.” The mani¬ 
festo was unequivocal and emphatic on the Indian question— 

“The Party accepts as a basis of its policy the repatriation of as 
many Indians as possible and proposes a proper investigation into the 
practicability of such a policy on a large scale in co-o)ieration with India 
and other countries. In view of the seriousness of the problem, South 

Africa must bo willing to make great financial sacrifices for the achievement 
of the aim. 

“ No Indian immigrant will be allowed to enter the country. 

So long ns there are still Indians in the coimtry a definite policy of 
separation (apartheid) will be ajiplied as far as possible between the 
Europeans and IndiauB in every sphere as well as between Indians and 
other indigenous non-European groups. 

“The Asiatic Land Tenure and Indian Itc] rcsentation Act of 1940, 
will immediately be revised and: 

(a) No representation will be given to Indians in the Legislative 
bodies of the country. 

(b) Indians will bo established in separate areas and will not be 
allowed to reside or ow*n fixed property in the European areas. 

(c) Euro]>cans will not be allowed to reside or to trade or to own 
fixed property in Indian areas. 

(d) So far as possible the policy of separation (apartheid) will be 
applied with regard to the Indians and indigenous races. 

(c) Proper compensation will be paid for properties which are expro¬ 
priated in the European or Indian areas 

(f) Facilities for trading outside their own areas and especially in 
European areas will be drastically curtailed. 

(g) Indian traders in Native areas or locations will gradually dis¬ 
appear, This right must be safeguarded for the Natives themselves. 
I (fc) The inter-provincial movement of Indians must be effectively 

M Be failed to get himself elected from Standerton, a oonstitaency held by him 
fec.SI He was defeated by a Nationalist rival Mr. W. C. da Flessis by a margin 
«l ;|ll notea. ^ 
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prevented. The proteotbn which the Free State'^ enjoys must be 
maintained. 

** The Cape Province must be properly protected against penetration 
by Indians, especially in regard to ownership of fixed property and trade. 
Family allowances for Indians must be abolished. 

*'The Party will take drastic action against Indians who incite the 
non-European races against the Europeans" 

Voted to power, the Nationalists proceeded straightway to implement 
the policy outlined above. Dr. Malan took the nation into confidence 
and outlined the policy and programme of his Government in a nation¬ 
wide broadcast over the South African lladio. His speech made the 
following points, among others,— 

(a) A distinctive South African nation being already a reality, the 
Nationalist Govoriiinent will inaugurate a policy of “South Africa First" 
and vill encourage the consciousness of nationhood and sentiment of 
national pride. 

(b) External interference—even from the United Nations—in the 
internal affairs of the tountr\ will not bf* bdenited. The (Tro\ernniCnt will 
not allow any country or power or (organisation to become the arbiter of 
the deslinv of South Africa and the South Africans. 

(r) To prevent the danger of interference in tlie domestic matters of 
the Union, which has beenrn** a po.sKibility through the accession of Asian 
members to the British Commonwealth, the Nationalist Government 
“would desire separate contacts between inJiAidunl members rather than 
throxigh discussion at joint and inclusive conferences”*® 

(d) The Nationalist Government will make an all-out effort to achieve 
apartheid. 

The term ‘apartheid’, wdiich we have used more than ouce, needs 
explanation, pronounc'^d as ‘eparf-afr’, the word is of Dutch origin and 
ineaiiK literally separnteness or a state of separation. The exjKjnents of 
npnriheid art' of opinion that racial antagonism runs so liigh in South 
Africa tlmt if it is not tackled with firnme-ss and promptitude, 
it will defy all at{em})ts nt solution later on They contend 
further that there can be peace in the Union only if the Euro¬ 
peans, the Africans and the coloured races live in mutual isolation. 
Such isolation is to bo achieved by apartheid which seeks to divide 
South Africa into u number of watertight racial compartments. “There 
are several gradations of meaning within the word, which embodies the 
fundamental concept of the Natioiml Party and most of the Afrikan^'i* 
community,*® namely racial segregation. Colour bar in a restaurant, or a 
Bign on a park-bench, ‘For Europeans Only’ are examples of simple 
apartheid. There can be apartheid in schools, industry, recreation and 
Bo on. Tho Nationalist Zealots st*md for complete geographical ajxurtheid, 
which would mean splitting South Africa into two separate entities, a 

(11) The Orange Fre« State. 
The struggle for Equality by P. 8. Jo^ht, 217 
Speaking broadly, Afrikaner incona any South Afui’an ut non biitmb de’*reiit, 

vhoiie principal language is AfrikaanH, a local lanyung^ derived from Outoli. Moat 
Afrikaners are of Dotolip Flemish, ^^renoh SCuguunpt w* Ou»®4D stock. 
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'Bantust{m’ for the blaoks and the rest of the country for the whites. 
Such would be the culmination of the apartheid ideal”. 

Br. A. B. Xuma, the well-known African leader of South Africa 
points out that apartheid is based on fear and is a device for deliberately’ 
creating and perpetuating fear. To maintain the status quo ip South 
Africa, the Nationalists must hate and "fear is a good mechanism for 
inducing hate”. In Dr. Xuma's own words, ** If any contact between 

the racers was to be allowed, too many white peo})lo would discover that 
we arc human beings”. He holds the Uoer-Wurs re8i)0nsible for upartlieid 
and is of the opinion that the 'more inflamed Afrikaners* want to put the 
Africans *in then* place*; because they ‘think that the British pampored(!) 

them* (the Africans) and they “stck io reverse all the processes of history”. 

The Mnlun (lovernment announced that the colonial and the African 
Sections of the population ^\onld bo coinpUtely Re])nratcd from eneb other, 
that there would be npariheid on railways, that the Native Military Corps 
would be disbanded and that the (’oloured and tin' Africans would not ht 
allowed to carry weapons. South Africa e\cn objccled to the inclusion of 

Maoris in the New Zealand Rugby team which was to tour the Union in 
1949. The Union Vnrliaiuent passed Dr. Malan’s Asiatic Law Amend¬ 
ment Bill in September, 1949. It deprived the Indians of the limited 
communal franchise granted io llicm by the Ghetto Act. Dr A. J. Stals, 
Minister of Social Welfare, announced at the same time the withdrawal 
of family allowances for Indians 

The Group Areas Act passed on July 7, 1050, with the majority or 
a single vote lavs down that all land in the Union of South Africa will he 
divided and controlled by the Government for purjjoses of ownership niul 
occupation by different racial groups. The entire ]iopulntion of the Union 
has been divided for this purpose into throe prineijial categovios, viz , 

white, Native and Coloured. The last, which includes Indians, has been 
further sub-divided. The Act empowers the Oovernment to ebtablish bv 
proclamation Group Areas for the exclusive ownerbhip or occupation o*’ 
both of any of the above categories Disqualified persons and companies** 
are debarred fiom acquiring fresh land in any Group Area not meant ff>r 
them. If a disqualified company has any jjroperty in a Group Area at 

the commencement of notification, it shall surrender its ownership of 
such properly after ten years. The Minister of the Interior shall ‘sell 
such property compulsorily” after the expiry of the ten-year period. The 
property in a Group Area hold at the commencement of the proclamation 

by a disqualified individual shall, after his death, liave to be sold to a 
member of the group for which the area is reserved. No disqualified person 

can occupy land or premises in a Group Area without a permit after oiir 
jMr of notification with the exce])iiou of such persozis as servants, guests 

and the like. Areas other than Group Areas and native locations will be 
controlled in which no transfer of occupation and ownership between 

members of different racial groups will be permitted except under the 

J* Inside Africa by John Gunther, p. 440. (Sec also pp. C26 06). 
Persons and companies in a Group Area meant for those belonging to a differint 

rM4id group are regarded as disqualified persons and companies. An Indian individcAl 
«r jgonpany is thus 'disqualified* in White or Native Group Area. 
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authority of a permit. The Act doeft not differentiate between occupation 
for residence and occupation tor trade. Trade licenoes are to be issued 
or renewed only on proof that an applicant can lawfully occupy the 
premises in the area where the trade is to be carried on. 

The S]>on8ors and the champions of the Group Areas Act contend, 
that it is equally applicable to all communities without discrixmnation. 
But the record of white South Africa—the record is not so white after 

all—so far as its policy to the non-whites is concerned has justly created 
a widespread suspicion that on the plea of “progress Bong parallel lines’' 
the Group Arens Act will condemn the non-EuropeaJfc population of the 
ITnion of South Africa to live in inferior and neglected areas. Latest 
developments have made the suspicion a conviction. The Indians have 

been hit hard—indeed, tnueh harder than the olher non-European com- 
muniticB—by the Group Areas Act. All skilled professions have long been 
closed to them by earli'T legislation and they have been forced to fall back 

almost wholly upon trade and commerce. Indian businessmen have 
flourishing business—retail and wholesale—in the commercial districts of 
Burban, Johannesburg and Cape Town. It is almost certain that these 

districts will be declared white Group Areas. Some have arleady been 
BO declared.** Indian business houses have to close down and sell their 
j)ropertic8 in these districts sooner or later. Their employees will be 
thrown out of employment. After eviction, the Indians will have to move 

into Group Areas reserved for tlieni or into * Controlled ’ areas. Indian 
Group Areas will be far away from the areas now occupied by them and 
from those occuj)ied by other races. Indian trade will be confined in 

consequence to the Indian group. But no community can live by trade 
among its own ineinbcrs alone Prospects in ‘Controlled* areas are hardly 

I* The P. T. 1. Con'os|)ondcnt at Johannesbarg cabled on 7th November, 1955 
“Another dotennined drive has l>e('n launched b>* the aiitlioiiticR to induce Johanneshurg'a 
Tiuhan conimun ty to leave their present hoincsteda nud move to tho special Indian 
toN^nslnp of Lenasia, 22 nnics away. 

"'licnasia, open ooly to Indian&, has been set up in accordance with regulations 
under tho Houth African Qioup AroaR Act. 

“The new move has come in tho form of oxtensi\o ad>oitifiomonta m local news¬ 
papers offering loans to the extent of 90 per cent, of cost to individual memb^ of the 
IiidiBn community to build their own housen with immediate transfer of free hold title. 
Tho loans, repayable in 30 years, carry 4}% interest. 

• • • » « 
“Tlie Transvaal Indian Congress has, however, refused to bo drawn in by this 

offer and continues to oppose both th(> Lenasia housing scheme, where very few plots 
Imve been sold, and official efforts to move the Indiana, alternatively, to an evacuated 
61 my camp at Ijenz, 19 miles outside the city. 

“Tho Congress lias warned Indians that onco they were ostablisbed in Lenasia 
rhiy would have no means of earning'the r livelthcKKl as they would not be oble to trodel in 
Kuiopean areas' or carry on any business outside their own areas. 

“Moreover, the Congress has (lOmled out, being dubarred by rat'ial legislation fmm 
lx coming skilled woikers, the only alternative for Ihese Indians w^ould be to get jobs 
as unskilled or Bemi-skillcd workore. 

“A H'gh Rchool has already boon oslablinhed at I.c*nftHi.i, and children who were 
attending an Indian school in Johannesburg w’cre luincd out and told to attend the 
Lenasia School. But their parents resisted (ho move by raising funds to start an lu* 
dependent school in the centre of Johannesburg. 

• • • * ■ 

“aaie school was among a nbinl«r of institutions raided daring the recent 'tmsML*, 
midi in South Africa. The teachers’ residences were also subjected to seaedMs.'^ 
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better. The Group Areas Act is therefore regarded—^not unreasonably— 
as a shrewd device to get rid of the Indian papulation of the Union of 
South Africa. The Nationalist Election Manifesto of 1948 makes the 
above interpretation unassailable. The Manifesto said, inter a/ia,—“The 

(National) Party holds the view that the Indians are a foreign and •out¬ 
landish element which is uimHsiinLiable. Ihey can never become pari of 

the country and must, therefore, he treated as an immigrant community. 

The Party accepts as a battia of its policy the upatriaiion of aa many 
Indiana aa possible”. 

The fate of the Tomlinson Ueport” on limitu Iteserv-'ri in South 
Africa shows how insineere the Nationalist talk of “progress along parallel 
lines’* is. The ll'iport, in the opinion of miinv, it iiia> be noted in jiassing, 
is perhaps the moat imi>orljini document ever ]>ul)Iifehed on the subject 

of apartheid. 
Coloured and African leaders too have called the Nationalist bluff and 

exposed the insincerity of all talks of “J^euoeful y>rogreRK along parallel 

lines”. Mr. J. G. Golding, x\ moderate coloured leader, dcRcribes apartheid 
as a counsel of despair, as a vieioiis, baiikruyd and dishonest ])oliey. The 

Coloured Advisory Council deelar(*d sometime [)aek that apartlieid, far 
from fostering fruitful harmony and co-operation, would lead to discontent, 
hatred and disaRter. Mr E. M. Gordon, an ex-]jresident of the African 

People’s Organisation, is mor(' outspoken. 
“To us in th(* A.P.G ”, says Mr. Gordon, “apartheid could never 

mean anything else hut segregniion—segregation in the foiTn of housing 
schemes with their poky little houses with cement floors and hi some cases 

built in cement tal>leB, inferior health facilities, luck of yiroper sanitation, 
one water tap for hundreds of families, darkness, squalor and neglect, 

discriminatory laws, curfew and dit^franeliisemcnt”. 

The Union of South Africa has sought to enforce apartheid in i'e(*ent 
years by passing a number of laws. The Groiij) Areas Act, 1950, amended 

in 1952, formalized the concept of apartheid the prohibition of Mixed 

Marriages Act, 1949, forbids mnniages between Europeans and non- 
Europeans. Any such marriage is invalid in the eye of South Africa law. 
Officiating at such man-iages is an offence punishable with fines. The 
Immorality Amendment Act, 1950, goes farther and makes illegal any 

sexual relationship between Etzropeans and ‘any variety of non-whites’, i.c. 

portly aftet the passing of the Group Aruan Aot in 1950, Dr. Malan'a Qoyem- 
meat appointed a comm ssion under the chairinannhi]) of Prof. F. R. Tomlinsou of 
Pretoria riuive^fiity. The ConiiuiBAion wub to enquire into the *'Socio'ecoaoinic develop¬ 
ment of the (Native) itcBcrves” and to Bugffcst how tl*c “over-irowJod, over-Btocked and 
unch eroded” Reserves couUl t)o ifhabihiated and developed into a Bantu national hoiuo”. 
Jkttnr a labnrioiui und thorougb-go n;' emitury, the Co'iiiuisBion Riihinitted ita report in 
Msreh, 1956. It siipJX'rted (Ijc ]K)]icy of pjuiitheid and re'-omineniied the conversion of 
Um Bseerves into a “Bjotu natonal lioinc”. 

The Oovemnient, however, rejected some of the mof^t vital iccommendations of 
tiM TomliMon CommiaBion, the most important l)cing the OomminRion*a plea for the 
davelopmant of the Bantu Reserves, wh ch envisaged an expenditure 104 million pounds 
wer a period of ten years. Hic ConinuBsion*B rocommendation that private European 
capital BTOUld be allowed to assist the creation of new African industries in the Reaervos 
was also rejected, 'i^o Government declare that ag the rate of development in the 
different fiew of activity could not bo determined^ in advance with any degree of certainty, 
they ^d |Mt deem it advisable to fix the amounts needed for the various projects 
reoommoBdod* 
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Coloured, l&difta end Native. ''These two Acte", points out Ouittbev, 

"embody legislation unparalleled in the world exoejyt by the Nuremberg 
Laws of Nazi Germany"’* Extra-marital relations were formerly baimed 
only between Europeans and Africans The scope of the prohibition has 

been now expanded and to-day it is a serious offence for a European—even 
for a sailor off his ship calling in Cape Town—^to have sexual intercourse 
with a non-European. Prostitution along colour line is tabooed. There 
is, however, no legal bar to promiscuity among Indians, Africans and 

Coloureds. The Tmmorali^ Amendment Act, 1950, aims at preserving 

the purity of European blood by "ramming all channels of contamination". 
One curious result of the Act is "that an extra-marital relation between 
two white i)eople, no matter how flagrant, is perfectly legal, whereas a 
happy maiiinge between n white and a non-white is a crime".’* 

Tho Suppression of Coraniunism Act, 1950, makes the Minister of 
Justice the sole nuthoiitv to determine \«h(ther a particular individual is a 
Communist or not Any one ‘iieined* a Communist is automatically 

debarred from holding any position in the Public Service or in any trade 

union. The Act em|»owerH tlie Ciovernmeut to take action not only against 
Communists, but against all who, in the opinion of the Government, 
encourage hostility between European and non-European races. The Act 
in fact seeks to suppress all just agitation by Indians and Africans for 

the redress of grievances It authorises the Afinister of Justice to declare 
communistic any organisation, jouinal, publication or person He may 

also prohibit anv nssemblv, restrict movements of poi*sona and deport 
non-nationals under suspicion The Population Kegistration Act, 1950, 

requires evervone over sixteen years of age to carry an identity card 
issued by the Government The card doscrilics the holder’s person and 

mentions the ethnic group he or she belongs to. It must bo produced for 
inspection on demand by authorised Police Offieers The Population 
Pegistration Act thus provides few the registration of the entire population 
into racial groups, “wiih peo]>le ticketed, photographed and identified 

according to race.’ This, together with the Mixed Marriages Act, aims 
at ensuring the racial purity of the Europeans. Mr. Shoeman, the 
Minis! er of Labour and Public Works, declared immediately after the 

formation of the Mnlan Government in June, 1948, that he would see 
that there were no mixed trade unions anywhere in the Union of South 
Africa and that Africans were no longer to be trained as artisans. Com¬ 
petition between Europeans and non-Europeans was to be eliminated in 
this manner. A directive issued a year later by the Prime Minister’s 
Office ordered tho replacement of Africans by Europeans in jiublie services 
Mr. J. IT. Vilgoen, Dr Mnlan’s Minister of Education, Arts and Science, 

declared later on that the Government would give no financial aid to tin' 
South African Association of Arts unless it enforced nicinl separalioii at 
all times and in all places. We have yet to know whether the Ukase 
applies to the visitews only or to the visitors as well ns the exhibits. We 
do not know if a European painter can have an African model and 

Inside Africa, p. 478. 
w IM. 
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^eraa. Nor have we any information where portraits of Africans by 
European artists and those of Europeans by their African counterparts 

may be exhibited. Can they be exhibited at all? 

It may be mentioned in this'connection at the cost of a little digres* 
gion— wholly irrelevant, however—that the Bantu Education Act, 
1958, gives the Govornment complete control of African education. 

Schools run by various Christian Missions ‘*will Imve to fall in line with 

goverriment ‘inspanning’ ” or tliey must close down. The Separate 
Amenities Act, 1953, gives legal sanction to the existiiig segregation patterns 

in public transports, public places and so on. The Public Safety Act of 
the same year has vested the (k>\ernment with extraordinary powers. 
They can, under the Act, declare a state of emergency and make laws 
by proclamation, if necessary, The Criminal Law Aracnclineut Act, 1953, 

fixes the penalties for protesting against the racial laws or for inciting 
others to do so It is a crime under this Act '‘to support.any 
campaign for the repeal or the modification of any law”. Tlic Industrial 
Conciliation Act, 1954, gives extiuisivc jiowvrs to the Minister of Labour 

and Public Works “to determine at bis own diseretion what occupations 
the members of any nice may engage in”.*® In other w'ords, the industrial 

colour bar may he made absolute by virtue of ])owcrs given to the Minister 
of Labour by tins Act. The Industrial Conciliation Act, April, 1956, 

goes a step farther. It has actually iiitrodueial apartheid in the field of 
of trade unionism by prohibiting the registration of any more racially mixed 
trade unions. It encourages European workers to break away from the 
existing mixed unions and form exclusively ‘ white ' unions. It lays down 
at the same time that the existing racially mixed trade unions must lmv<‘ 

separate branches and separate mectines for tlie different racial groups 

within them and that the executives of mixed unions shall consist of 

Europeans only. In case more than 50% of th(' workers in any undertak 
ing, trade or industry break away and form tlioir own racially exclusive 

union, the newly formed union will be entitled to legal recognition and to 

a share of the Parent union's funds. Tlio Minister of Labour and Public 
Works may, under the Act, take steps to “ safeguard the economic wel¬ 

fare of employees of any race.” Ho may reserve a work or categories 

of work for the workers of a certain race or races exclusively. The Act 
was hailed by the Treasury Benches iii the Union Parliament as “introduc¬ 

ing a new and specifically South African pattern in trade union move¬ 
ment”.*' A Labour Party spokesman retorted that the new pattern was 
fascist, and fascist undoubtedly it is. The Strijdom Government— 
Mr. Strijdom succeeded Dr. D. F. Malan in 1054—has succeeded in 

destroying the traditional rights of South African trade unions. 

Two more recent Acts of the Union Government, though they do 
npt affect the Indians, deserve more than a passing notice. They are the 

Separate Registration of Voters Act, 1951, and the Iligh Court of Parlia¬ 

ment Act, 1952. These, along with later Acts in the same field, are the 

outcome of the Government's attempt to moke the parliament a highei 

Sovih Africa by Gwendolen Carter, Foreign Policy AiBOoiation, 
P«T.I. report from Cepe Town ondur dato, Apiil IS, 1956. 
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eoxuitittitknial authority than the Supreme Court. Theae Aota sou^t to 
remove some 48,000 Coloured Voters in the Cape from the common rdl, 
a stop, which would, in effect, disfranchise them. 

The voting system in the Cape Province, it should be noted, is one 
of the two 'entrenched' clauses** of tho South Africa Act, 1909, the equality 
of the English and the Afrikans languoges being the other. Dr. D. E 
Malnn, tho Union Prime Minister (1948-1954), contended that the Statute 
of West Minister, 1931 ,** had suspended the South Africa Act. He had 
tried to remove voters of n»ixcd parentage from the common roll by a 
simple majority. General Hertzog hud removed the African Voters from 
the common roll. Ho had, however, followed the constitutional procedure, 

instead of having the removal approved by a simple mnjorily, ho had 
obtained tho consent of a two-thirds majority of both Houses of tho Union 
Parliament at a joint sitting. Tho Appelate Division of the Union Supreme 
Court declared Dr. Malan’s acti(>n nltra vires of the constitution. They 
ruled that a simple majority does not, even in the changed circumstances 
created by the Statute of Westminister of 1931, override the South Africa 
Act of 1909. Nothing daunted, the irrepressible Doctor attemjited to set 
up a High Court of Parliament and to invest it with the final authority 
in constitutional matters The Judges declared that the step was illegal. 

Mr. J. H. Strijdnm, who stepped into the shoes of Dr. Malan in 
November, 105i, finally set tho issue at rest by passing the Senate Act 
in 1955. The Act, however, has not pone unohnllengod. It has been 

challenged thrice in tho law courts by tho United Party, which constitutes 
tlie Opposition in the South African Parliament, llie Senate was en¬ 
larged. It had 48 members so long. The number was raised to 89. 
Nearly all the 41 now seats went to the Nationalists The South African 
Amendment Act passed with the help of the enlarged Senate in February, 
1956, removed the Coloured Voters from common electoral rolls to separate 
'Segregation* lists giving them representation in the parliament through 

European members. 

The Supreme Court was also packed. The number of Judges was 
raised from 6 to 11, “making full quorum necessary in constitution cases, 

majority opinion to provail’*.** Tho full story of ^fr. Strijdom’s machina¬ 
tions to gerrymander his country’s constitution by packing the Senate 

®* Tho National Convention comiwscd of rcpreseDlalivoa from Natal, the Transvaal, 
Ihp Copo and tho Orongo Free State, whith drew up tho Foiith African TTnion Constitu¬ 
tion, were divided on two issues, naniolv, (1) tho equality of the English and (he Afnkans 
languages and {2) the prenervaijon of the lilieral ftiinehiae lows of the Cape Provtm’e, 
'whhh did not disenminntr m t/oht re on gmunds of eoloiir. It was finallv agreed tnat 
hoth tho controversial is‘‘iios coiil I l>e entre«p?ierf m (he Roiith Afiei Act m siirh * 
tliat they could be altcud only hy n two*thirdp m'ljoritv of both TToiees of die South 
Afiican Pailiameut at a *oint sitting. South Afre" Art. passed 
I'arhainenl In 1900, and brought into effect in 1010, rntrcMri/ec the i qualify of the i^ngi sii 
ftnd (he Afrikans languages and tho cxi'sting frnneliise lavss of the ^ 

** Tho Statute estahl'shed complete equalitv hot^^een Britain and Uie i» . 
and reduoed the British Empire (so far m the Poimnion > roiiceincdMo a ver^ 

loose alliance of equal states. l»onnd together only by ^TTiatnrr of kho 
without any.clearly der.ned mutual oMigntions... • -A ± 

Conimonwealth (Seventh Edition), Book XII. Chapter MI, .Section I, p. B62 

“ The Statoaman (Delhi nnd Celentte), Jatefl tho Mth Tanuory, IMS. 

S—IMSP—VIII 
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•nd the Supreme Court is, as Gunther puts it, 'One of the velvdest In 
eontemporary history”.** 

The 1948 Nationalist Election Manifesto stated, inter alia, that the 
admission of Africans to "European institutions together with European 
students must end”. Needless to say, the Nationalists wanted to deny 
even the meagre educational facilittes given so long to the non-Europeans. 

And they have been denied to all intents and purposes. 

Of the nine universities in the Unioii of Bouth Africa, only two— 
the University of Ihe Witwatorsrand and the University of Capo Town— 
are ‘open*. In other words, thc'se Univorsities admit students of all 
races. But in the latter, the Afiieans are not admitted to the Medical 
Faculty. A fixed number of non-whites other than Africans are, however, 
admitted to the Faculty every year. Natal University is "segregated into 

sections for whites and non-whitea”. Four of the universities do not 
admit non-white students. The Khodes University does not normally 
admit non-whites Fort Hare, an associate college of the Bhodes Univer¬ 
sity, does not admit non-whites except in rare cusos. The University of 

South Africa gives tuition by correspondence only. 

Between 3948 and 1950, the Nationalist Government of Dr. Muhm 
took steps to restrict the handful of non-white students at the 'open’ 
universities. Such steps included the refusal of entry-permits to the 

South African Indian students to enter the Transvaal to study at Wit- 
watersrand, stoppage of bursaries to African medical students and the 
like. The students have since been colk'cting money in South Africa and 
throughout the world through the African Aredieul Scholarships Trust 

Fund, which renders Hnancial asbistauce to the African medical students 

of the Wifcwntersrand University, 

The Government appointed the Hallowny Commission in December, 
1053, "to investigate and report on the practicability and financial impli¬ 
cations of providing separate training facilities for non-Europeans nt 

Universities”. The Commission rcporti^d in Felmiary, 1955, and was oi 
opinion that "apartheid was fiuanemlly and practically unfeasible”. The 
Government wore not jjrcpared to accept the findings of the Ilallowav 
Commission and the Minister of Education, Mr. J. II Viljoen, announced 

in November, 1955, the appointnuuit of an intcr-depnrtmental committor 
of inquiry "to re-examine the matter—specifically to consider the estab¬ 

lishing of segregated tribal colleges for non-white groups—coloured (people 
of mixed race), Indians and two tribal groups of Africans”. This proposal 
had been rejected by Hnlloway Commission ns it would constitute in thi' 
Commission’s opinion, a "material retrogression in regard to the University 

training of non-Europeans”. 

The Education Minister announced in the Senate in February, 195fii 
that the Government would soon introduce legislation to enforce apartheid 

‘ the *open’ univorsities. He had said at Pretoria on September 1B> 

1851, that "the Government agreed that it was desirable that the principle 
of apartheid should be observed in the Union’s Universities, but could 

Inside Africa, p. 4T4. 
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not agree to introduce legislation to enforce it. Such legislation would be 
a violation of the traditional independence of South African Universities'’^ 

The report of the inter-departmental Committee was printing and 
was not available to the public at the time these lines were written 

(November 8, 1955). Clear indications were nevertheless available that 
universities must face legislation early in 1957; because Dr. Verwoftrd, 
the South African Minister for Native Affairs, said in September (1956), 
“Where there is no segregation, as is the position at certain universities, 

it must bo established or enf()rced”. He had said once before in July 
(1956) that apartheid would be estnhlislied at universities “regardless of 
cost**. Mr. Viljoen, the Education Minister of Mr. 8trijdom, told the 
Nationalist Party Congress at Pretoria in September (1956) that legislation 

to enforce apartheid would possibly bo introduced in the January (1957) 
session of the South African Parliament.•• 

The Government decided in 1949 that non-Europeans in the Union's 
permanent army should be non-combatants only A number of first-class 
compartments in each train on South African Itailwnvs are reserved for the 
exclusive u^e of Euroj»enii passengers. A]mrthoid has been introduced at 

Johannesburg railway station from July 1, 1949, by providing separate 
entrances for European and non-European ]).issengerR. The central 
entrance is reserved for tlu* former The latter have to walk longer to 

reach the trains. The Union Minister of Posts and Telegraphs announced 
years ago that steps would be taken to separate Europeans and non- 
Europeans at Cape Town General Post Olfico and in forty other Post 
Offices in the C'ape Pro\iuce. lu 1952, apartheid was actually in operation* 
in 847 of the Union’s 1,250 Post Offices. Tile number must be much 
higher to-day. The Transvaal National Party Congress in its session of 

September, 1950, recommended ajmribeid in telephone booths. It was 
“Scandalous”, a resolution of the Congress said, to allow “Europeans 
and Kaffirs” to use the siuno telej»hones. Aparthi'id has been in force in 
Durban race course from P’ebruary, 1950, uiul enclosures have been set 

apart for the exclusixe use of Africans, Europeans and Indians. 

Air-hostosses on South African air lines have been warned for not 
observing the colour bar properly. They have been ordered to do th® 
same without fail. Linen liend-rests used by African and Indian passengers 

must be removed immediately after use and sent for “hygienic processiug 
or dry deaniug” instead of the normal laundering applied to articles used 

** Opeu Letter Iroin the of iho Rtiidiut’s' Represmtat vo CoiiUfiJ, 
bniver<.ily of the ‘WitwatcTflrand, Wtndonf^* Itcprewnf iHvc ronnril. niiivpr«itv of Cape 
Town and National Pnion of Boulli Afrcan Students, dated Oeiobei 33, ja.’iC (piiblnbed 
in the '‘Statesman’', DoUii and Culnitto, on November 1, 39.5fi). 

A P.T.I, despatch from Cape Town, dated 7lh Juniian, P>57. snja that tlu’ OoyeriJ* 
Mient will introduce legisl.ition in the TTniin Pnrloment diiunfj ils liCHmon ^»hirn is to 
open in January (1957) “to enforce apaiHhcid at ell SoiUh Afiuou iiiuvc?‘«if os in **^[1 
I>os8ibIe“, Non-white students of “mixed” nnivcrsiticg w II l»c allowed (o coinpjcto Uieir 
rouraos, hut a dato will be fixed after wWch mixed uiuvoTHit cv uill not Iw allowed to 
accept any now non-white stufent*'. The des|>aich adds- , amJ 

“The OoTomraent plans to sot up scpjratr univcrs'lics for Africans, Indians and 
Coloureds. Africans will bo eegrcgatwl into ethnic colloeos . 

,, •'Tile matux university vSll l« located in Natal. ^ 
J® I’kely to bo set np in Western Tapo Province . -Th^* Sutesnian (Delhi Ottit 
valcntta)| dated 9ib Jannary, 1957. 
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by EuTopean passecgera. Immediately after a plane has landed and non* 
European passengerB have left, a red tag must be put on all articles used 
by them. Air-hostesses must not issue linon towels for use in wash 
rooms. Special paper towels are to bo used instead because of t^e risk 
of both European and non-Europoan passengers using the some linen 
towels. 

Admission of African students from territories outside the Union of 
South Africa to missionary schools, colleges and universities in the Union 
has been prohibited Johannesburg City Council has approved the 

principle that entry into places of public recreation should be restricted 
on racial grounds. Johannesburg, it may be noted in passing, has 

separate transport facilities for Europeans and non-Europeans. 

What has been said above does not pretend to be an exhaustive 

account of the disabilities—social, political and economic—of the non- 
European population, the Indian included, of the Union of South Africa. 
It does, nevertheless, give a more or less clear idea of the state of affairs 

in that part of the world. The Union of South Africa is, in fact, passing 

through “new barbarism”, which, in the words of ex-president Truman 
of the United States of America, originates in and flourishes on acts of 
men, “who conceive of other men as slaves, not as brothers”. It violates 
and su2>prcsBC8 human rights and freedom in various ])urts of the wwld 
to-day, the President’s own country being not an cxcejition It is, in 
other words, an example of “Man’s inhumanity to man”, which “Makes 

countless thousands mourn”. 

The Nationalists condemn the most innocent criticism ns subversive, 
“White themselves engaged in gerrymandering their own Senate, Courts 
and Constitution”. They have done their best to inijK'do foreign contacts 

by an oi)preSHive use of the State ])Ower over passports; iiidccd this and the 
pass laws seen to represent South African ideas of freedom of movement, 
just as the Bantu Education Act “carricaturcs freedom of information”. 
“The sacred trust of Article 73 of the United Nations Charter*^ 'to 

*^Member8 of the United Nationn which h.ivo or ABBumo reBponaibilitieB for tbo 
iklznimsiraiton of ten tones wbonc pooplos liavo not yet attained a full measure of self- 
government rcooguisc the principle tnat ibo intcrostB of the inhabitants of these territoiies 
are parsmount, and occept as s sucicd trust the oblig.ition to promote to the utmost, 
Within the system of intfinational peat'e and aecunty ostablished by the present Charter, 
the wellbeing of the inhabitants ot these ierntoucs, and, to the end: 

(а) to ensure, \silh due respect for tlie culture of the peoples concerned, their 
political, economic, social and educat onal advancement, their ]ust treatment, and their 
protection against abuses; 

(б) to develop self-goveinment, to take due account of the political aspirations ot 
tb« peoples, and to assist them m the progressive dovclopnicni of their free political 
institutions, eccoiding to the particular cucumstances of each tciritory and its peoples 
and their varying stages of advancement; 

(c) to further international peace and security; 
(d) to promote constructive measures of development, to encourage research, and 

to co-operate with one another and when and where uppropnatc, with specialized inter 
national bodies with a view to the pract cal achiovcmeut of the social, economic and 
soientirio purposes set forth in this Article; end 

(e) to ’transmit ligularly to the Becrctopy-Ucnoral tor (infomrat'on) purposcB, 
subject to'such limitation as security and constitutional considerations may require, 
■tawical sad other infoimation of a technical nature relating to economic, sooial tmd 
adtuaattaai conditions in the territories for which they aro respectively responsiblG other 
jpHba tenitoriea->United Nations Charts, Chaptar XI, Art. 7d. 
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promote to the utmost.the well-being of the inhabitants’ of non* 
self-governing territories, has been implemented by incorporating a League 
mandate into a racial society, and loudly contplaining that Britain has not 

also handed over Bechuanaland, Basutoland and Swaziland to its (the 
Union’s) tender mercies”.” 

The Buropean rulers of South Africa know and know it well that 
the steam-roller of racialism and colour bar is welding together the disin¬ 

herited humanity of the Union into u compact whole. Not content, 
tlierefore, with imposing disability after disability, heaping indignity after 

indignity upon the latter, they have started the game of divide et impera, 
wliich seeks to alienate the various non-Eu’’opean groups from one another. 

1'he Nationalists have tried and have been trying to do everything possible 

to set Africans against Indians The harsh and discriinmatory policy of 
the Union (lovernmcnt has inado Africans utterly discontented. The 

Afrienii diseontent, wliich has been steadily mounting over a long period, 
”ha8 given rise to a feelino of hatri'd which does not necessarily vent 
itself against the actual perpetratoi-s of evil".®* 

The niiti-Tndinn race-riots, which broke out at Durban on January 18, 

1049, Was a logical outcome of the racial policy of the Nationalist Govern¬ 
ment. TPhe Cnnimisaion appointed to enquire into the riots reported— 

"The cumulative effects of emotion built up over a period of time 

caused by complaints and conditions, some real and some imaginary, 
inuued liy propaganda culminated in the riots. A background to these 
riots was a strong feeling of antagonism against Government and control 
by the Europeans in all sphci'es of life formed a strong undercurrent”. 

The Commission hold—“Above and beyond all cause the Natives 
IK' dissatisfied with conditions under which they live and the repressive 

inoasures that liem them in at every turn”. 

Speaking of the Dm ban riots of 1949, Field-Marshal Smuts pointed 
out that “South Africa was tasting her first fruits” of the Nationalist 
Government's “racially repressive counter-actionary economic policies”. 

When the riots broke out, Durban witnessed the none too dignified 
spectacle of European women dancing in joy in public streets. The 
Africans hauled up before ihe court for rioting frankly expressed their 

surprise at their arrest and prosecution. They had been assured, they 
said, that the rioters would be allowed a free hand and that the police 
would not intervene. The Enquiry Commission—an all-white affair—^had 

to admit, not very willingly perhui)B, that there were Europeans who had 
actually incited the Africans to deeds of violence against the Indians. It 
took care, however, to tone down the above finding by adding that such 

Eurojmans were exceptions. 
It may be noted in passing that the Durban riots took a toll of 53 

Indian lives. 647 Indians were injured. The loss of property ran to 
about a milliou pounds. Tliree factories, 710 stores and 1,332 dwellings 
Wore damaged and destroyed 88 Africans were killed and 65, wounded 

w The “BtoUsemun” (Pelhi and Calcutta), dated I'tth .1®^.,. ... 
»» Apartheid; Strateiry of race diacriminttion (Govormnent of India Publication), 

P. 13. 
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by iiio mtit<faiTy and the police. The Europei^n cususlties—Skilled and 
wounded—numbered about 82.®® 

South Alrioa has witnessed in recent years a series of inier-racial 
disturbances.®^ The recurrence of riots should give food for thought to 
all genuine friends of the TTnion of South Africa, to all friends of humanity, 
in fact. I’hey are a clear indication that the Union Buffers from a malaise 
within its own body i)olitic, that temper has already riflon dangerously 

liigh. The Union is, in fact, n i>oiling cauldron to-clay. South African 
})oliiician8 must give a careful thought to Mr. W. S. Tsotsi’s®* note of 
warning: the (Joverntnent as well as the Op])osition in South Africa arc 
"heavy with the wine of racial 8U])eriorit\" and unless there is a quick 
re-orientation of outlook and policy, Nemesis will overtake them engulfing 
both in a common ruin. 

The passive resistance movement led jointly by the African National 
Congress and the South African Indian Congress, which began on June 26, 
1952, lends support to the view that the policy of the Union Government 
has been steadily driving the Black and the Brown into the same camp. 

The movement, ond in a failure as it did, portends much. Based on the 
Gandhian concept of civil disobedience, the movement was fully non¬ 
violent. What it wanted was to register ns emphatic a protest as i)ossible 
against the Group Arens Act, the l^autu Education Act, the pass laws 
and other legislation against Africans and Indians. African and Indian 

volunteers took a pledge of non-violence. They invited arrest by breaking 
the various racial laws. Some would, for example, ait in European wait¬ 
ing rooms at railway stations. Others again, would attempt to get iiito 
public libraries. The Government too bit back—^they hit hard and hit 
with promptitude at that. Ten thousand Africans and Indians were 

arrested. The movement, it must be admitted, was not a full-fledged 
mass movement. But it was well-led and well-organised the discipline 
and fortitude of the volunteers surprised the Government. The move¬ 
ment reached its oliniax in September, 1952. Tlic arrest of lute Manilnl 
Gandhi, son of Mahatma Gandhi, u)kI Mr. Patrick Duncan, son of 
Sir Patrick Duncan, a former Govejnor-Goneral of South Africa, was one 
of the very striking episodes of the movement. Along with a group of 
Africans and Indians and seven Eiwopeans—men and women—thpy 
offered themselves for arrest on December 8, 1952, by entering without 

permits an African locatioij at Genniston near Johannesburg. The group 
sang Apica, the anthem of the African National C'ongress and patiently 
awaited arrest. They had not to wait long. All were arrested and 

produced in court. Manilal was fined €50. He was to serve a prison 
sentence of 50 days in default. Mr. Duncan was given a heavier sentence. 
A European and the son of a former Governor-General had he not com- 

80 yitle the Struggle for Quality by P. R. Joshi, pp. 288*234. 
SI Srae of the more serions are the Noulande disturbances in January, 1(^0, 

The Newelare and Sophia Town disturbances in February, 1960, the Oermiston dis* 
turbanccs in April, 1060, snd the Znlu^Basuto clash in March, 1962. They took a heavy 
toU of lives. Hundreds were injured. Properties worth thousands of pounds were 
dsttroyed. 

St A pronUntent African leader of Boufii Africa, Mr. Tsetsi was the President of 
the All-African Convention in 1063. 
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mitted an unpardonable crime by identifying himself with the dirty 
Kaffirs and the unwanted * coolies’? He was therefore to pay u fine ol 
£100 or serve a prison-terra of 100 days. Mr. Duncan chose imprison¬ 

ment “in order to make the full sincerity of his motives manifest”. 

The joint ludo-African passive resistance campaign died out before 
the end of the year. Fc^r the time being, a, similar movement cannot be 

possibly launched again successfully. Munilal’s death on April 4^ 1956, 
has considerably weakened the Indians. On the African side, many 
leaders have been immobilised. The Criminal Law Amendment Act and 
various other laws have been passed to check effectively all movements 
against the (rovemment. Penalties for civil resistance were comparatively 
light till llie end of 1052. The penalties for violating ]>ublic security or 
ficgrogotioii laws have since been enhanced and include long prison- 
scntoii(*ch, confiscation of propeities and flogging. It must be admitted, 
however, that to our knowledge none has been flogged so far in South 
Africa for n purely political offence. 

The Indian community is faced to-day with a crisis of no mean 
magnitude, the solidarity of the community is threatened with division in 

its own ranks and before long it might present the sorry spectacle of a 
house divided against itself”.®^ ‘*A wealthier section of the Indian com¬ 
munity in the areas affected by the Group Areas Act seems to be prepared 

to accept residential nparthied in return for guarantees for trading rights”.** 
Mr. Mahomed Jajbhoy, an Indian millionaire, one of the 2,000 Asians 
given a year s notice in 1955 to leave Page view,*® said in October, 1956, 
” We are prepared to sacrifice our residential rights, and if we are 
guaranteed adequate compensation, we are prepared to go to Lenasia** 

and make it a beautiful township”. 

This move by the wealthier Indians to arrive at a compromise with 

the Nationalist Government is not a new one. Early in 1956, some 
representatives of the South African Indian Organisation, the membership 

of whicli is primarily confined to the wealthier Indians, had a secret inter¬ 
view with Prime Minister Strijdom and placed a similar proposal before 
him. Mr. Strijdom, a shrewd man that ho is, is said to have asked 

whether the South African Indian Organisation represented the Indian 
community. The reply was in the negative. The Organisation is now 
said to be trying to enrol as many members as possible so that it may 
become a genuinely popular organisation. 

The leadership of the South African Indian Organisation will do 
well to remember that if Mr. Strijdom accept the proposal for only trading 

rights, he will do so merely witli tie object of disiupting the United front 
of Indians against the Group Areas Act. Rich Indians and they alone 
will benefit from the acceptance of the above proposal. All other Indians 

»» Vide "Tl)o Rtefeenmn’* (Delhi and Cfth-uUn). dafed li*h Replrmber. 1950. ^ 
P. T. I. cable froia Johannesbrng under date 7<h OcfolMr, J9.j6, pnhliflhea in 

the “Statesman'’ (Delhi and Calcutta), da^ed Slh Dclobei, 19.56. 
An Indian aica in Johanncfcburg f''om 1895, wbere fioclio.d rights wore granted 

to Indians in 1937. . ^ , a \ a t ;i- 
*• 22 miles away from Jobannesbiirg, Leossia ha< been declaroa an Xnaian area 

under the Group Areas Act of 1960. 
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—end they form the bulk of the community—will be uprooted* The 
eooeptanoe of the propoaal by the Government will moreover turn out to 
be a trick. Onoo resideutial apartheid is aooepted, the Government will 
pursue a policy of cancelling as many trade permits as possible* and a 
wholesale expulsion of Indians from their present homes and places of 
busiuesB will be a fait accompli before long. 

The South African Indian Congress hos justly condemned the move 
of South African Indian Organisation as suicidal and accused "the 
wealthier Indians of trying to save their business at the expense of the 
rights of the rest of the Indian community”. 

Bacialism and colour bar have been viewed from various angles. 
Not a few have discussed and debated them. The evils of a policy of 
racial discrimination are many and varied. The worst ijerhaps is that it 
very often drives the victims of discrimination into the folds of lawless, 
anti-social elements. Little wonder the rising generetious of Africans in 
the Union of South Africa are swelling the ranks of criminals in an 
ever increasing number. Unless aieps aie taken for their training and 
ultimate nb«orption ns useful eiti/ens of the community, such potential 
citizens would be a burden, if not a menace, to Ihe society which rejected 
them”. 

South Africa is faced to-day with the grave problem of dealing with 
thousands of non-Europenn citizens, who, denied all opportunities of 
socio-economic betterment, have been tuniing in hopelessness and frustra¬ 
tion “to the idle and lawless alternatives left to them”. The powers that 
be seem to bo Idind to the disastrous consequences of their racial policy 
Not a Europeans demand that lawless non-Europenn youths shoultl 
be deported from the townshijis niid placed somewhere out of the way 
Such a step, like the quack’s pieseription, which in reality it is, might 
work for a time. But it does not go to the roots of the iiroblcjn- It is 

but a palliative at best, not a cure. 

Bacialism is douidy dangerous. Positively, it drives potentially 
useful citizens to the ranks of crin inals. Negatively, it steadily drains 
away the vitality of the whole eornrannity by depriving it of the loyal and 
devoted services of those who might hove enriched it in various ways. 

The European settlers in South Africa are rushing headlong to the 

abyss. They must not forget that all genuine revolutions are directed 
against the power and privilege of an exclusive group. They should 
remeinber in their own inteiest ihat “Even the most submissive poojde 
eannot stand, in the long jim, Ihe rule of oibers with whom they hove 

no eommunity of counsel or spirit, into whose ranks tliey cannot be 
admitted. They can be temporarily kejd in chock by force and diplomacy, 
bpt such a subjection can never be indefinitely mnintained even through 
the most ruthless forms of slaveiyr”.*' 

Non-Europeans—the Africans, the Coloureds and the Indians—ar^* 

denied the enjoyment of a full life in South Africa. As P. S. Joshi ptd^' 

•V SiakM of Demorracy in Ronth-Kast Asia by H. J. Van Mo^, p. 74. 
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it, "Under the pretext of civilisation, the Bantu has been robbed cA his 

freedom, the coloured, of his heritage and the. Asiatic, of his equality*'.** 

The daj maj not be far off when the more or less ten million non- 
Europeans in the Union of South Africa will rise against about two and 
a half million of its European population and the consequences are not 
pleasant to contemplate. High tty did Mahatma Gandhi tell an Indian 
delegation from South Africa in the late forties—"One day the black 
races will rise like an avenging Atilla against their white oppressors unless 
some one presents to them the weapon of Satyagraha".** 

All friends of South Africa, of humanity and of world-peace should 
read, re-read and ponder over what late J H Hofmeyr, one of the moat 

level-headed Afrikaner statesmen that ever lived, said years ago—"We 
have to re-examine our prejudices and some of our traditional attitudes. 
We h«ave to got away fn»m the wickcduos*; of exploiting colour jirejudico 

lor political purjKisca". 

** Apartboid la Houth Atiion, p. 50 
Vide BiTiililimn (ramU'i lifiKt ty 1'yuudal Vnl I, p. 347. 
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ON REZA KHAN’S ARREST 

Nihabkana Majumdak, M.A., D.Phil. 

Oa April 27, 1772, Murshidabad witnessed a sensational event of 

the century. Muhammad Heza Klian, the Naih Nazim and Naib-Diwari 

of Bengal and a great favourite of the Company, was suddenly arrested, 

sent to Calcutta and dismissed from office. 

Clive’s system of Double Government was bound to fail, as it did. 

The institution of Supervisors and Controlling Councils of Revenue 

failed to check the evils of a divided authority. In their letter of 

August 28, 1771, the Court of Directors expressed their determination 

to stand forth as Diwan. They recorded censure on Reza Khan’s 

conduct and ordered the Council to divest him of his office of Naib 

Diwan. The office of Naib Diwan was abolished. The Court’s new 

decision placed the collections and civil justice upon a new foundation 

by transferring them from the management of the Nawab’s officers 

to the agency of their European servants. Their letter did not, 

however, envisage any change in the constitution of the Nizamat. It 

only directed the Calcutta Council to have ‘ in the Company’s interest ’ 

* an ostensible minister ' appointed in the Nawab’s Court in Reza 

Khan’s place.^ 

It was to Warren Hastings, who assumed office of Governor on 

April 13, 1772, that the task of giving effect to the Company’s new 

policy devolved. In a separate address, the Secret Committee of the 

Court of Directors gave him orders to immediately arrest Reza Khan 

with his whole family and adherents and bring him down to Calcutta 

to stand his trial on certain charges of embezzlement and 

malversation.* 

Coming as a surprise as it did, this measure is not /ery difficult 

to explain. Both the Directors and their servants in Bengal took Reza 

Khan as a mere tool for their ends, whose authority they sought to 

1 General Letter from Court, 2R August, 1771. 
* Letter to Hastings from the Rccrct Conimitlec of the Court of Directors. 

i38 August, 1771. 

{Gleig’s Memoirs of the Life of Warren Hastings, Vol. I, Pp. 220-24). 

Secret Consultations, 28 April, 1772. 
The Court's letter of 28 August, 1771, charged Eeza Khan with¬ 

al) monopoly of grain during the famine of 1769-70, 
(2) misappropriation of the Dacca revenno in the time of Mir Jafar, 

• (8) misappropriation of the Diwani roTcnuo and 
(4) misappropriation of the Nawab's stipend. 

A fiftn (marge was subsequently added, namely, treascmable oorregpondeQce 
with the llnghnl Bmperor and the Marathas^ 
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suppoit on grounds of expediency. Persian by birth, he had no great 

achievement to his credit. There was no love lost between him and 

Mir Jafar’s family. A serious allegation of being defaulter in respect 

of the Dacca revenues was pending against him. Yet, immediately 

after Mir Jafar’s death, be was raised with an unbecoming haste to the 

highest office of the Kizamat. For, his attachment to the (Company 

had been amply proved when it was at war with Mir Kasim. And 

Nandakumar had to be ousted and the Nizamat kept in absolute 

dependence on the English Government. Their revenue functions and 

civil administration as worked out under the pattern of the Dual System 

and the security of their trade and investment required that Beza Khan 

should act apparently as the principal, thougli in practice they saw to it 

that he always submitted to the will of the Company. 

But in one respect, the attitude of the masters in Leadenhall 

Street differed from that of their servants in Bengal. While their 

principal servants from Clive and Verclst to Sykes and Becher had 

nothing but unstinted praise for Beza Klian’s integrity, ability and 

attachment to the Company,* the Directors were from the very 

beginning less friendly and more critical. 

On the eve of his departure from Bengal, Clive eulogised him in 

the strongest terms. The marvellous increase in the collections in the 

joar ITGf) the Council attributed to Beza Khan’s diligence and abilities. 

They were so pleased with his assiduity that they contemplated to show 

a distinguishing mark of favour. That they did not do so was only to 

avoid the Nawab’s jealousy. 

On the other hand, tlie Directors were not very happy at the news 

of his appointment. They felt that the Council had passed too slightly 

over the charge brought against him of being very deficient in accounting 

for the revenues of Dacca for the period he was Naib there in the regime 

of Mir Jafar.* When the salaries of Beza Khan, Eai Durlabh and 

Shitab Boy were fixed by the Select Committee at Bs. 9 lakhs, 

Bs, 2 lakhs and Bs. 99,996 respectively and evidently, Beza Khan's 

case was taken into special consideration, the Court admitted his merits 

but considered Bs. 9 lakhs to be too large for any officei.® The 

enormous strain of his onerous duties told upon Beza Khan’s health. 

The Gompany*s servants were not prepared to do without his service and 

^ Select Committee Proceodings, 1C January 1767. 

Voreat'a View, Pp. 62-63. 
Ijetter C-opy lk)ok of tbo Benident a< the T)nrbar. Appendix Vll. 
S^ret Oonsnltationa, 26 September 1769. . ,r u -iwcu 
tiCtterfl to Court, 81 January, 8 ^p^embel 1766 and 24 Mareh 1767. 

^ Letter from Court, 39 February 1706. 

B I^ter to Court, 24 January 1767. 
Ijetter from Court, 17 Bfarcb 1760. 
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in 1768| Fath Ali Khan was, therefore, appointed as his assistaot. It 
was suggested by Sykes that Fath Ali Khan's allowance should be fixed 

at Bs. 7000. While approving of this appointment, the Court expressed 

sympathy for his illness and appreciation for his satisfactor;, work. 

They even esteemed it ‘‘ a singular instance of good fortune to have so 

able a minister to overcome all the difficulties consequential to so new 

an office but at the same time they refused to assign to his deputy any 

additional salary from the revenues and suggested that Beza Khan should 

yield a part of his big salary to the man who was to assist him in 

performing the duty he was amply paid for.* 

When the report that Eeza Khan was unduly helping the senior 

servants of the Company in disposing of large quantities of cotton goods 

commissioned by them from Bombay reached the Directors, they were 

somewhat annoyed and demanded an explanation from the Governor.' 

During all these years, their minds were never free from the suspicion 

about his integnty, that was caused by the unadjusted balance of the 

Dacca revenue. They repeatedly reprimanded the Council for their 

remissness in making a proper investigation into the matter.* By 

April 1771, they were no longer in a mood to pay him an allowance of 

nine lakhs.* They were disappointed with the collections from Bengal 

and came to believe that not only the service of Beza Khan as the Naib 

Diwan had been most disadvantageous to the Company, but also he 

had been guilty of the grossest speculation. All the previous assurances 

of their benign protection were, therefore, thrown to the winds. In 

fact, they had believed Bengal to be El Dorado and the frustration that 

followed made them look for a scapegoat. 

On the night of the 23rd April, 1772, Hastings received the Secret 

Committee’s letter. As directed by them he kept it a secret in Calcutta 

and on the next day sent peremptory instructions to Middleton, Chief 

of the Murshidabad Council, to arrest Beza Khan and Baja Amrit Sing, 

his Diwan and send them to Calcutta. Middleton received Ihese orders 

• lirtler to Conri, 9 Febrnary 1768. 

Select Commiiloc Froceodingn, 16 February, 17 November 3768. 

Ijetter from Court, 11 November 1768; Puhho Dept. Indta Offiee Records, Benaat 
Despatches, Vol. 4, 239. ^ j 

r Ijetter from Court, 11 November 1768. 

Letter to Court, supplement, 26 April 1769. 

• Letters from Court, 19 February 1766, 10 March, 11 November 1768. 17 March 
1769, 10 AprU 1771. 

9 Jtjetter from Court, 10 April 1771. 

a confidential letter to Haatings cm 16 April 1778, the Secret Committee of 
the CooTt of Directors wrote that they had been " long sensible of the utter 

of lodging an absolute power ** In Bexa Shan's hi^. 
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on the 26th and the next morning he deputed Anderson to orrest Beza 

Khan. He took ail precautionary measures against any possible 

resistance on the part of Beza Khan or any commotion which, at that 

critical hour, the Nizamat servants or sepoys or the citizens of 

Murshidabad might put up. An officer with eight companies of sepoys 

was sent with Anderson, Accompanied by a part of his force and some 

companies of pargana sepoys, Middleton himself went to the Fort to 

explain the matter to the Nawab and obviate his consternation at this 

turn of events. But belying all apprehensions, Beza Khan resigned 

very calmly to the Company’s orders. Along with Amrit Sing, be was 

sent under a guard to Calcutta.^ 

The fact that the whole affair passed oil so smoothly without the 

least tumult or resistance from any quai’ter, to the pleasant surprise of 

the English Government, calls for a few words of explanation. 

For the past seven years, Beza Khan had exercised more powers 

than the Nazims themselves. He had enjoyed an annual salary of nine 

lakhs and had the absolute disposal of the Nawab’s stipend. All trans¬ 

actions used to pass under his seal and signature. His agents and 

creatures filled every office of the Nizamat and Diwani. His authority 

was much diminished in the collections by the institution of the 

Supervisors and the Controlling Councils of Bevenue, but still vast 

powers were concentrated m his person with a very imperfect check. 

His favour was still courted on all sides and his anger dreaded. 

But in course of these seven years, he had also created a good 

many enemies at Murshidabad. “ I am aware,” wrote Hastings, ” of 

the violent prejudices which were taken up ... . against Mahmed Beza 

Cawn by all ranks of people both here and at home.”“ The immense 

powers vested in him were far from being welcome to the Nawab 

Nazims over whom he exercised absolute sway. Since his appointment 

as Naib Nazim and dismissal of Nanda Kumar, the latter had borne 

him a grudge.“ To make matters worse, he came to have another 

persona grata in the rank of his declared enemies. The Court of 

Murshidabad was so surcharged with jealousy, suspicion and intrigues, 

and both Beza Khan and Munni Begum were bo power-loving, that any 

conflict of interest was bound to break off their outward intimacy. So 

it caine about over the control of the Nawab’s household (mahalsara). 

Secret CosBuUations, 28 April 1772. 

Ijetter from Hastings to tho florm rommitloc of liirocfore. 1 Scplember 1772. 

<01eig*B Memoirs of the lAfc of Warren Hastings, Vol. T, Pp. 346-47, 

Hastings to the Socret Conunittco of the Court of Directors, 34 March 1774’t 
Bengal LetUrs, Vol. 13. p. 416. 

Beza was not in good terms with Nandakumar even in Mir R)* 
'bna, (Mr Mutaqherin, Volj H, p. M57)t 
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Ever since Najtn-ud-daulah became heir-apparent to the Niumat 

after the death of Miran, Munnj Begum rose to pre-eminence among 

the Begums and controlled the Nawab’s household. This distinction 

she continued to enjoy during the regime of her sons, Najm ud-^aulah 

and Saif-ud-daulah. After Mubarak-ud-daulab’s accession, this place 

of honour was contested by Babbu Begum. She represented to 

Governor Cartier her straitened circumstances. In obedience to 

Cartier's orders, Beza Khan and Becher visited her and put her in 

charge of the Nawab's household. Munni Begum's monthly allowance 

of Es. 6,000 was divided equally between her and Babba Begum; 

Munni Begum was also deprived of some of her mahals. She took this 

disgrace and loss very much to heart. She attributed Babbu Begum's 

revolt against her tutelage and her own degradation to the instigation 

and contrivance of Beza Khan.*” 

Her letters to the English Government since then were full of 

bitter complaints against Beza Khan. In one of these she alleged that 

Beza Khan had so monopolised all power that witliout a Parwana from 

him, no body could lay a hand on a barley corn. He dismissed the old 

servants at pleasure and daily took measures that brought about her 

degradation. In case her grievances went unredressed, she wrote, " I 

swear by God and Jesus Christ, I will leave Murshidabad to go to the 

Committee because living in this disgrace is worse than death.”** But 

these expostulations did not avail. In her despair, Munni Begum 

looked forward to the day when Beza Khan would be out of power to 

make room for her. 

Beza Khan’s enemies were never inactive. In October 1767, 

Brigadier General Smith transmitted to the Select Committee several 

Persian letters written in Beza Khan's name and under his seal, 

addressed to the Jat Chief, Javahir Singh and Gopen Bam. The Select 

Committee believed these miscliievous letters to be an impudent forgery, 

yet Sykes was directed to urge Beza Khan to obtain the most convinc- 

** Cehndar of Perhian ConfJtpondeme, Vol. ITT. Non 208, 224 , 226, 231, 24.5, 256, 
264He6, 276-77. 

Seir Mniaqltenn^ Vol. Ill, l*p, 26*27. 

Tho author of Kfi*- Mulaqhmn who hvi! inTsoml guevanre oftamnt 
Khan, no doubt, him willi ,t inotiM* to ' pull down that pi ire 0*8 

(Mnnni Beijniu) w'hoMJ loftv spirit and mnuomr had given him niiuh 
umbrage.'* Keza Khan's Rcirct band m thib afTair (ami*.!, Iiowt'vor, bo oxiidh 
proved from tho available records. On the contrary, it ib on record that whm 
asked by Cartier, he suggested that it would be better if the two Bogiims were 

^ given equal rank and authority. It was Cartier who decided that the control 
of the Kawab's household should be vesied in Babbu ^gum and Beza Khan 
Only obeyed his orders. 

Proceedings of the Controlling Council of Revenue at Murshidabad, 17 Doceiub^t 
1770, Vol. n, Pp. M4W. 

a January 1771, Vol. IH. Pp. 10-11. 



ing proofs of his fidelity.'* His enemies did not stop there. Dark 
designs were formed against his life.'* 

His name came to be associated with all corruption and confusion 

that marked the Dual System. The famine of 1769-70 further increased 

his unpopularity. The Nawab and his ministers collectively contributed 

Bs. 1,83,282-9-11 for a charitable distribution of rice among the famine- 

stricken people. Of this amount Eeza Khan’s personal contribution was 

no less than Bs. 19,507.'' But he was so little loved by the people that 

all his good acts went unappreciated. 

On tlie otherhand, the exercise of many public duties during the 

famine was misconstrued by the people for a private trade in grain.'* 

It was a letter from Huzurimul, brother-in-law of Umichand, 

addressed to Robert Gregory, which particularly induced the Court to 

bring against Heza Khan the charge of monopoly of grain Besides 

their own economic frustration, the non-ofiicial information against 

Beza Khan appears to have impressed the Directors very much. As for 

Beza Khan, his only source of strengtli was the patronage of the 

Company and when that was withheld he had no other way than to 

yield with humility. 

i*’’ Retort rommittre rroocodinjrs, 27 October 1767. 
Cafendar of Perfunn Corrr^poiulenrr, Vol. IT. No. 005. 
It may hr noted tlial nri#»aclier Rtuilh wa*' hiitiBilf very ndverBe to Heza Khan. 
In R mmnie in Oetob<»r 1769, hr vehemently attark<Hl “the lamr manner *’ 
in vilneh Beza Khan had endeavoiirt'd to oxruIf>ate hinisetf in an enquiry into 
the T>nrrn uffnir. He oho questioned the propriely of continnini^ an 
extravagant nllowanre of nine lakhs to a miniMter ot the beck and rail of the 
Ooinpanv. and remarked that even presuming that Beza Khan had " the moat 
Buperlative degree* of merit, that haa tw'cn most sviperlativelj rewarded **. 
(Secret Consnltations, 26 October 1769). 
After his OBcape from one Burh attempt, the Governor dinvled Sykea to assist 

Beza Khan in tracking out the origin of the conspiracy. {Calnidar of Perstan Corrfit- 
pondevrr, Vol. IT, No. 679). 

Proceedings of tkc Controlling Council of Revenue at Murshidahad, Vol. II* 
p. IIS. 

(Tjctter from Bcchar, 24 Pecember 1770). 
Ihuh, Vol. ni, p. 8. 
R<‘lert roramittee Proecodings, 1 February 1771. 

** The belief which prevailed in the country of his being concerned in monopoly 
of grain had its genesis mainly in the following facts: — 

Ho was in charge of receiving and selling ftOOOOmds. of rice imported on 
the Company’s aceonnt from Bakarganf. He was required to procuro rice 
for tho Company's troops and the alms-houses of Murshidabad. In order to 
save tho city of Miirshidabad from scarcity of rice. Beza Khan took 
moasurea to control tho exportation of rice from the feeder districts and from 
time to time, fixed the price and quota of rice sold in the markets of 
Murshldabad. 
Bccrct letter to Court, 16 August 1773, para. 12. 
Secret and Separate Consu1tatk>&s, 3 March 1774. for opinions of Pacres and 
Vansittart. ^ ^ 
Ijettor to Hastings from the Secret Committee of the Court of Directors, 

28 August 1771. , „ ««««.. 
fGloig's Memoirs of the JAfe of Warren HasUng^, Vol. I, Pp- 
In course of tho trial of Beza Khan. Hastings summon^ HnzuTOnul to 
substantiate his allegation. After much timid hesitation and procrastinatiott, 
be at least disavowed it. Hastings conjectured that ho was mislod by tbe 

*Q5M*i^pi^**iettep to tho Secret Committee of the Court el 
24 Man^ I774, Bengal Letters, Vd, 19, pi 416). 
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PEACE: AN ART AND A SCIENCE. 
UNDER THE U.N. CHARTER 

II 

SlimM MjK ITMAR MIIKI rURJ1? R 

Calcutta Univcmiij, 

Dynamic Peace 

A Just Penco can seldom he a static pence: it must he a dynamic, 
moving and living norm. A ]>eitc(* formula tied down rigidly to a particulnr 

pattern of things and relations for all time to come docs not commend 
itself to UR. Tt will sooner or later ho so empty th^'ino with justice flyin? 

away from its fold. A ticaly containing huiriilinting terms may be 
accepted by a state under duress But to stick to that treaty’s peacf 

plan for decades and to condemn all future attempts on the part of that 
state to shrow off the treaty shackles as illegal would he to serve the cause 
not of a just peace but perhnjm of a political and perverted peace. The 

norm 'paefa sunt servanda* is the basis of the international legal order— 
nobody disputes that. But the doctrine of *rcbus sic stantibus* bad to bo 
enunciated to eliminate the tyranny of outworn and backdated treaties 

Treaties are partly the child of facts and partly of the intention of the 

parties. But facts, circumstances and events not unoften condition and 
influence the motive, puipose or intention of the parlies. If sanctity of 

treaties is necessary for a stable international system, re\ision of treaties 

and even repudiation in cases where there is no scope for release from 
tyranny of the same is required for a just international order. To get n 

treaty under duress and then to invoke the norm pacta sunt servanda to 

perpetuate the same would ho not to stabilize the international jural systeii 

but to BOW the seeds of injustice and inequity which will always distuM 

and dislocate the equilibrium of peace. 
Just peace then as a corollary must imply a dynamic and flexible 

pesuse, I.C., an arrangement which should contain a provision for revision 
treaties that have grown unjust witli the march of time or that havvT out 
lived their use. Maintenance of status quo is imperative in some cases-- 
we must not forgot that. But we must not also forget that the status quo 

may be in genuine need of revision. And if in the former case we serve 
the cause of law and justice by maintaining (lie status quo, in the latter 

ease we not only serve but even strengthen the cause of justice by revisini; 

the same. A dynamic and also a just peace recognizes the need as much 
of maintenance as of revision of the existing stale of things. 

The tJ.N. Charter contains no specific provision declaring the dynamic 

character of its peace formula. But this dynamic element may to some 

extent bc read in Articles 18 and 14 of the Charter. This concept of 

dymuaio pectoe was implied in Article 10 of the League oovezutnt as wcih 
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The Article wfts: “The Assembly may from time to time advise the 
reconsideration by Members of the League of treaties which have become 
inapplicable and the consideration of international conditions whose con¬ 

tinuance might endanger the peace of the world’*. Commenting oii 
Article 19 of the covenant Sir Frederick Pollock says—“.the cove- 
nftnt is not intended to stamp the new territorial settlement as sacred 
and unalterable for all time, but, on the contrary, to provide machinery 
for the progressive regulation of international affairs in accordance with 
the needs of the future. The absence of such machinery, and the con¬ 
sequent survival of treaties long after they had become out of date, led 

to many of the quarrels of the past; so that these articles may be said 
to inaugurate a new international order, which should eliminate, so far as 

possible, one of the pnncii)al causes of war”.®* Revision of treaties, then, 

which is the latent idea in dynamic peace, is, on occasions, a very effective 
weapon to eliminate the causes of war. To talk of just peace without 

providing for revision of treaties in necessary and appropriate cases is like 

making j)ermflnont garments for a child without taking into consideration 

the possibilities of his growth. That is why there was Article 19 in the 

covenant though the League failed to live up to this ideal. Hence in 
the concept of dynamic peace the Charter treads no new ground. 

In the charter the germ of this dynamic peace concept can be seen 
in Articles 13 and 14. There is of course a danger in dynamic peace 
formula as by encouraging too frequent revision of treaties it may damage 

their sanctity and also the basis of the international jural system. But 
an immutable law is neither just nor desirable. The essence of a just 

and living law is its mutability to meet the requirements of the changing 
life and society. Dynamic peace concept is obviously based on a balance 

between these two elements—sanctity of treaty law and changeability in 

necessary and appropriate cases. That is, of course, the key problem for 
Ihe interjiational jnral system. The solution of this problem will mean 

the salvation of a legal order from its chronic impotence—it would lend 
the much wanted element of perfection and maturity to the international 

legal code. Article 19 of the League Covenant w^as and Articles 13 and 14 

of the U.N. Charter are just humble, though not effective, attempts along 
that line. Article 13 authorizes the General Assembly to initiate studies 

and make recommendations for the purpose of (a) 'promoting international 

cooperation m the political field and encouraging the progressive develop¬ 
ment of international law and its codification*; (b) promoting international 
cooperation in the economic, social, cultural, and health fields, etc. Under 
Article 14 the General Assembly 'may recommend measures for the 

peaceful adjustment of any situation, regardless of origin, which it deems 
likely to impair the general welfare or friendly relations among nations, 

iiicluding situations resulting from a violation of the provisions of the 
present charter setting forth the purposes and principles of the TTnited 
Nations’. This Article, observe Hambro and Goodrich, finds a close 

parallel in Article 19 of the covenant; yet, as it will he seen, it is not 

** Pollock—The Xjoaguo of Notions (1920), Apptmdix IT, p. 211. 

6-lM6P-Vni 
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aDalogous to the same in the matter of treal^ reyision. The first part of 
Article 19 of the covenant {'The Assembly may from time to time advise 

the reconsideration by Members of the League of treaties which have 
become inapplicable’) has no parallel in Article 14 of the charter. Hence 
the scope of the League Assembly under Article 10 of the covenant in the 
matter of treaty revision was, I believe, wider in a sense than that of the 
General Assembly under Article 14 of the FT N. Charter. At the San 
Francisco Conference suggestions were made to incorporate treaty revisiorf 

provisions in the charter hut nil these proved of no avail. Article 14 is 

the amended and revised version of parugraph 0 oi Section B, Chapter V 
of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals.^* The delegate of the United States 

at the 17th meeting of Committee IT/2 declared that he had foregone the 
question of treaty revision in favour of the broad version of the Dumbarton 

Oaks stipulation which became Article 14 of the charter for *it was in¬ 
consistent to launch an international organization based on internationl 
integrity and at the same time to intimate any lack of respect for the 
instruments through vhich international integrity functions, iiamoly, 

treaties’.*^ ‘He submitted that it was wiser not to connect the broad 

version of paragraph 6 with any specific definition regarding treaty revision. 
The phrase ‘the peaceful adjustment of any situations, regardless of 
origin’, in his view, should not bo interpreted to mean that the subject of 

treaty revision was foreclosed to the Assembly. If treaties give rise to 
situations w’hieh the Assembly deemed likely to impair the general welfur*' 

or friendly relations among nations, it could make recommendations in 
respect of these situations'. This was the interpretation put on these 
terms by the American Senator Vandenherg. Tlie question of revision of 

treaties was discussed in detail at the Sun Francisco Conference.*® And 
though no specific provision was inserted, the possibility of revision has 

not been completely ruled out. In fact under tlu* language of Article 14 

there can be revision of treaties. * The reluctance to insert a specific 
clause was due to the apprehension, though not correct, that a revision 
clause was incompatible with respect for treaties In any case there is 

scope for treaty revision in the charter—a scope even wider in another 
sense*® than that under Article 19 of the covenant. A just peace must 
mean then a dynamic peace whose frame in the charter we have just seen. 

This dynamic peace concept can he seen in the speeches and state¬ 

ments of some delegates at the San Francisco Conference. The Vice- 
President of the Bolivian delegation, Senor Andrade, in the second plenary 
session of the C’onferonce, held on A]»ril 27, 1945, said—“The ideal thing 

, is for all men to Jiave equal opportnniiioB for attaining happiness and 
enjoying the benefits of civilization. Tlio peace for which we long must 

not have for its purpose the establishment of a social stdius quo, because 

s* “The Gttisr&l Aflseinbly should initiate studies and moke rcconunendations for 
the purpose of promoting international co-openation m poltjcal, economic and social fields 
and of adittstmg situations liUoly to impair the general ■Welfare’*. Ehimbarton Oaks Draft. 

Kelsen—Law of the United Nations (IS61), p. 212. 
*• UNCIO—Documentj: Vol. 8, pp. 202, 207 , 210-2. 213-5, 216-7, 218-222; Vol. 9. 

pp. 149-152. 
•• Kelsen—The Law of the United Nations (1951), pp. 218-4 lor details on this 

point. 
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in addition to being onti-human and ctmsequently impossible, suoh a thing 
would mean a now form of oppression which will put a fatal end to the 
principles on which we wish to build peaceful human harmony. It must 

be a peace dynamic in the desire to ^d a solution to the social and 
economic problems of the world".*® Then again Mr. Lescot, the chairman 
of the delegation of Haiti, in the sixth plenary session of the Conference 
held on May 1, 1945, observed—"The objection has been raised to the 
Dumbarton proposals that they do not respect the traditional concept of 
the sovereignty of states. It does not seem superfluous to us to add hero 

that international law cannot remain static, no more than civil or penal 
law. It must be capable of adapting itself to the changing conditions of 
life of the peoples of the world 

Let us then sum up this whole trend of the argument on dynamic 
peace. The U. N. Charter is after genuine peace. A true peace must be 

a positive peace. A positive peace connotes u just peace as injustice can 
never be propitious for peace. And a just j)eace must mean a dynamic 
peace—c»hanging, growing and developing with moving facts and events 
and standing thereby on a living la\%. Jf ju^^ticc had always been some¬ 
thing uijsolutc and povniancnt, then a peace of ju'-tice would surely be a 

htntic peace. But if justice is i rcl*»tivo phenomenon in the international 
field and that is what ITi'.!or\ and Philosnjdi) tell, a peace of justice must 
inevitably be a dynamic norm Capituliitions in Lgypt and China might 

have been just, if they were t’\er and at all so, in an ago when these 
countries did not reach the minimum level of civilisation. Any claim to 

retain them now' when these countries are the equals of the advanced 
Western Nations in all resjiects and that again in the name of justice is to 
inahf* a carienturo of justice in the name of the status quo. Justice may 

be an absolute and ai)fatract principle in the personal ethics of a man but 

in social and international life it is hardly independent of the environment 
out of wliieii it is horn. Of eourse wdiat is justice and who’® is to define 

and decide that in a iifirtieulnr ense are very pertinent queries for the 
critics wdiieli <lo perplex and outwit the votaries of jiistic(‘ as the basis of 

pence. And the critics mav be tempted to go a little further and contend 

that to talk of just and dynamic pence with justice unknown and undefined 
is not to organize pence but to thw’nrt and smash the feeble fi*ame of peace 

under the pressure of a flexible and uncertain ideology. That this difficulty 
is there, nobody disputes Still justice, how'ever, unecrtuin and vague, 

however, undefined and undefinable, is much better footing for peace to 
stand upon than any other principle. From the point of view of the 
operation of the principle of justice, there are tremendous odds flowing from 
the institutional inadequacy of international law'. But ns a mutter of 

principle or theory there can be no quarrel w'itli the stand that peace 
should have justice as its basic norm. And if justice be an inseparable 

ally of peace and if it be conditioned by cLunge in events then peace must 
be a moving and living formula, not lied down perpetually to a particular 

M CNOIO—DocunwntB : Vol. I, pp. 180*7; Doc. 66, PA pp. 27*8. 
« UKOIO-Doc. Vol. I. pp. 442 8; Doc. 66, r/3, PP* 27*8. 
»• Tha powiblHty o( an unpartia! international non-logal niachmciy (in the cam 

ot diaputee) may bo conbidored for the purpo<J6, m I hove poizited bofoxo. 
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Boheme or arrangement of things hut changing with the flux of the foroes 
and factors that add to or detract from the content and concept of justice. 
The U.N. peace, then, to the extent to which it is a just peace is of 
necessity a dynamic peace, if justice is a relative and living formula. 

Indivisible and Enforced Peace 
m 

U.N. peace again is not just a casual formula; it is an indivisible and 
enforced peace. Peace is strong when it is one and the defenders of peace 
are united in their stand. To make peace indivisible is to offer the surest 
safeguard for the same. Peace is indivisible when all are at war with the 
aggressor and on terms of active alliance with the aggressed. Divid^^d 
and broken peace means that some are at war with the aggressor and 
others on terms of friendship with the aggressed. To divide peace is to 
weaken pence and to enfeeble its footing and not unoften again, to kill it. 
Divided peace is born out of and breeds and ultimately is consumed by the 
anarchy of states. Indivisible peace connotes a society of states—collec¬ 
tive and organized—which is willing, able and strong enough to use 
cudgels against those who attack its foundations 

This indivisibility of peace is linked up with the doctrine of collective 
security. The doctrine was first enunciated in the League covenant 
(Articles 11 and 16) The kfembers accordingly had to shoulder the 
responsibilities and obligations of the collective world order. But it could 
not be a perfect norm on account of loopholes therein. The collective 
security principle was there and the concept of indivisible peace as an ally 
or corollary of the same obviously followed therefrom. Now the more 
intense and effective the collective security principle is, the more solidified 
will be the concept of indivisible peace. But the weaker the former, the 
more loose the latter. 

Collective security pnnciple is then the basis of the concept of in¬ 
divisible peace. This principle has received a firmer and stronger mould 
in the U.N. Charter. Hence the indivisible pence plan of the charter, 
though not absolutely new as it w''as there in the League covenant in some 
form, is also of a stronger and solidor type. ‘*What mainly distinguishes 
the United Nations Charter from the League of Nations Covenant is the 
attempt to make eolleetivo action for the mainiciiancc of peace more 
effective. The new organization, therefore, essentially is a stronger 
League**.^® 

Indivisible peace is then intimately linked up with the principle of 
ooUeotive security. The stronger the latter, the firmer the former. But 
the principle of collective security connotes the obligations of a collective 
world order. And that moans abolition and abandonment of the right to 
neutrality. Indivisible peace then negates the principle of neutrality over 
a wide field.** The intensification of the collective security principle in tho 

»• Bchilfer—The Legal Commnxuty of Mankind (1054), p. 290. 
ss TPes: details see my book—**lnteniaUonAl Xisw l^deiined", Chapter on NeatraUt^ 

nate the U«N. Charter. 
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charter we witness in the centralisation oi the force monopoly of tho 
world, top priority accorded to the same and the obligatory character of 
the military sanctions. And abandonment of neutrality for the U.N. 

Members specially when the Security Council properly functions follows as 
a corollary and compulsory duty therefrom. Hence peace is possible CHtily 
when it is indivisible—^that is, only when all are for peace and act together 
to protect it whenever in peril. 

Indivisible peace implies both in theory and practice the obligations 
ol all the Afembers to enforce peace and to punish its enemies. Hence 
iudivisible peace concept must have an ally in the formula of enforced 
pence. Indivisible peace will in no time be divided, broken and fragmented 
if there be not a foice to enforce the **nme. In other words there should 

be a rod to repel the lawbreakers and enemies of peace. This rod wes 

there in tlic League covenant in Article 16 in the shape of economic and 
military sanctions But the rod was n feeble one ns the military sanctions 

were volitional. The mnehinerv has been moulded anew under the U.N. 
4 

Charter—the rod hns beeii revitalized in Articles 42 and 43 of the new 
document, ft is not \et as strong ns the policeman’s baton within the 

state; still jl is stronger than the League w'capon. This is so specially 

because all Members of the IJ.N. '‘undertake to make available to the’ 
Security Council, on its call and in accordance with a special agreement 

or agreements, armed forces, assistance and facilities, . . (Article 48, 

paragraph 1) The application of military sanctions then under the 

chaiter is obhoutory at least m theory and principle. The question of 
RGreoment rclMtes to the details not to the pruiciple, I believe. The 

‘undertaking’ to make a\ailuble to the Security Council armed forces, etc., 
is independent of agreement or agree meats; but the operative part of this 

obligation depends on these agreements. But a principle whose operative 
part fails is reduced to a banen norm. From this standpoint, it can be 
argued that the scheme of military sanctions imder the charter, though 

intended to be much stronger than that under the covenant, may fail to 
operate if the agreements be not reached Here is an occasion where the 
science of peace under the charter cannot measure up to the requirements 

of peace as art thereunder In any case U.N. Peace as a concept is on 
indivisible and enforced peace. That is also seen from the statements of 

different members at the San Francisco Conference. The chairman of 

the Delegation of Nicaragua ut the eighth plenary session (May 2, 1945) 
observed: “We are united here because we l>elieve that peace is in¬ 
divisible and w^e must unite our efforts to obtain it and maintain it. Our 
conlribution ta this universal harmony shall never be a small matter: the 

peace that is indivisible and that is for nil nations, must be interowned”.*’' 
U.N. Peace is thus to be owmed by all and protected by nil. Indivisible 

peace concept of the U.N. Charter extends even beyond the members 
to the case of the non-members. Article 2, pnragra]>h 6, of the charter 
enacts—“The organization shall ensure that states which are not Members 
of the United Nations act in accordance with those principles so far as 
may be necessary for the maintenance of international peace and seounty**. 

M OTOIO-Doo., Vd. I, pp. Bse-r. 
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Gommentuig on this Hambro and Goodrich obson^e—‘*It is clear that 
the organization thereby actually assumes authority not based on the 

consent of the states afEeoted".** Kelsen observes that *'the provision 

of Article 2, paragraph 6, may be interpreted to mean that the charter 

imposes at least the most important obligations of the Members also 

upon non-members, and that means that the charter claims to have the 
character of general international law. It remains to be seen whether 
this claim will obtain general recognition. If so, the idea of ooinpulsorj 
membership has not been entirely rejected’*.*^ Indivisibility of peace, 

universality of the orgnnizniion, compulsory membership or imposition of 
Members’ obligations on non-members, enforceability of peace—all these 
are allied ideas in the charter. *‘Our Charter", said a slatesmaii at San 

Francisco, ‘*will not simply be the written symbol of the big stick or the 

decalogue of inteniationnl policeman".®® The chairman of the Delegation 
of Luxembourg said at the 7th plenary session of the Snn Francisco 
Conference held on May 1, 1945—"The protection of peace can only be 
insured on the basis of collective security. The Geneva League is dead, 

but its fundamental principle, the sinrit of international solidarity, lives 
again in San Francisco. The best proof u{ this is iliat the Dumbarton 

Oaks plan resembles the covenant like a brother—a mon^ robust l>rother, 

a more realistic one who has cast aside the Utopian dreams of his elder 
and gained wisdom and experience from past errors and mis¬ 

fortunes.The League of Nations was intended to be armed, but 
it was born without shield or sword—in other words, it was still-born 

The international organization bom of our discussions will have the 
necessary armed forces to insure respect for its decisions".®* U.N. Peace 

then is not only indivisible peace but also intended to be an enforced jioace. 

Comprehensive Peace 

Peace under the U.N. Charter again is a more comprehensive peace. 

It is a peace with ban not on ‘War’ in the technical sense but on ‘Force’ 

[Article 2, paragraph 4] in the non-tecbnical olijoctivc sense Pence 
perniitting no use of ‘force’ is more comprehtmsive, effective and abiding 
than peace prohibiting *resort to war*. Peace with a ban on ‘War* could 

prevent ‘War* but not 'use of force without war*. But pence with a ban 
on ‘Force* can avert boOi. The charter by banning use of force, ihrciit 
of force*® and coercive- solution*^ makes the range and scope of peace under 

the document wider and broader. The legal quibbles born out of the ban 
on 'War* in the technicnl legal sense as in the League covenant and the 
Kellogg Pact cannot luulo the jii-ace plan of the charter because it stands 

ou the bon on 'force*. Aecordiiifly jieuco boeoines genuine, real, non-fonnal 
and material. In the League era there could not be peace with ‘War* 
but there could be peace with the use of ‘Force* and yet the League 

Op wf., p. 108. 
** Elelsen^OAie Law of the rnitod Kntioas (1951), pp. 75h6. 

UNCgO—Doc., Vol. VI, p. 79. 
»• tJNCID—Doo., Vol. I, pp. 602-8. 
** Axi. 9, paragraph 4. 

Art. S, pangraph 8. 
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could take uo action. In other words there could be peace in law with 
war in fact. A document which permits such anomalies ia eelf-doomed; 

it does not and cannot guarantee peace but simply makes a caricature 
with the same. It was frequently the case in the * interwar period. Its 
recurrence in the U.N. regime was sincerely abhorred and was intended 
to be averted. That is why the term ‘Force’ and not ‘War’ has been 
used in Article 2, paragraph 4, of the U.N. Charter Greater emphasis 
is hereby placed on the non-technical objective point of view in war. And 
that means that U.N. pence is much more comprehensive in character and 

action than League peace. Any pence attempt which does not outlaw 
‘War’ ill the material sense is sure to be foiled—^that is the lesson of the 
experiments with the term ' War ’ in the League Covenant and tlie Kelley 

Pact. The U.N. concept of peace with ban on ‘Force’ and not simply 

’War’ is born out of oxperiinciifb in history But tbo ierm ‘Force’ is 
flexible. It colors ‘Armed Force’ but docs not include economic or 
psychological pressure—that is the usual interpretation.''® If it be so, it 
leaves out of account some mpth<Kla which may act ns menace to peace. 

We hear to-day of economic and ideological aggression, as also of indirect 
aggression. In the Soviet eiuimcrativc draft definition of aggression sub¬ 

mitted to the General Asscmlily and the Special Committee in 1054, there 
are references to these possible varieties of aggression. ‘Force’ in 

Article 2, paragraph 4, of the U.N. ('barter not covering these cases may 
be inadequate, if of course such a definition be ever adopted. Still the 

U.N. concept of peace beins: n ‘No-Force’ peace and not simply a ‘No-Wnr’ 
peace stands on a stronger footing. 

Peace as a Science wndcr the U.N Charier 

Such then is the concept of Peace under the U N. Charter. It is a 
positive, just, d;^nainie, indivisible, enforced and comprehensive peace. 
It is, in our view, Peace as an Art. And this Art is sought to be realised 

Ihroucrh a proeessual mnebinery which wc call Peace as a Science And 

tins implies the methods for prevention and suppression of war and the 
acts of aggression, i.c., Pacific Settlement of disputes and enforcement 

action against the lawbreaker and the aggressor To prevent war is to 
perpetuate peace ; it is to nip in the bud the emerging anti-peace forces. 
Here the technique followed is preventive and stands on the theory of 

Pacific Settlement of disputes. Wars arise out of international disputes. 
If all disputes can be peacefully settled, war with its roots can be eradi¬ 
cated. Peace as a science has been so deliberately well planned that 

there is hardly any scope for the lawful use of force prior to the attempts 
at Pacific Settlement. Peaceful settlement of disputes ts one of the se^en 
principles on which the United Nations organization stands. (Article 2, 
paragraph 3) The procedural details thereof are found in Chapter VI 
of the Charter (Articles 33 to 88). All disputes, the continuance of which 
is likely to endanger the maintenance of international peace and security 

*■ See Hambro and Goodrich—Charter of the United Naivona (1W)> p. 104, 
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shall fiivt of all be settled by the parties themselves through the methods 
enumerated in Article 88. [Negotiation, enquiry, mediation, oonoiliation, 
arbitration, judicial settlement, resort to regional agencies or any other 

peaceful means of their own choice]. The legal disputes "should as a 
general rule be referred" to the International Court of Justice [Article 86, 
paragraph 8]. Other methods are to be applied in the case of nan-legal 
disputes. But there is as yet no universally agreed criterion to determine 

the character of the disputes. In any case if the methods enumerated 

in Article 88 (1) fail, the parties have no right to go to war; they are to 

refer the case to the Security Council [Article 87, paragraph 1]. The 
Security Council will try to offer a solution. If the Security Council can 

reach a valid decision based on required unanimity and majority [Article 

27], that decision will be legally binding ou the parties even if the dispute 

be a political one. [Article 25, Article 2 (2)]. The party refusing to 
abide by the lawfully valid deeision of the Security Council will bo guilty 
of a breach of its obligations under the charter. And if it goes to war 
in disregard of the same, it may lie branded a lawbreaker and aggressor 

by the Security Council which may even call upon the Members to apply 

sanctions [Article 42] ngainst the offending stale. Hero we see that Pence 

as a science under the charier largely fulfils the jiurpo^e of Peace as an Art 
if it be assumed that the Security Council being a non-jiidicial organ will 

not be guided by the rigid letters of law nor by political expediency but 
by the more elevated canons and ideals of justice But if the Security 

Council suggests a settlement that is manifestly unjust according to one 
or both of the parties, what will be the position? Are the Alembers to 

stick to the obligations of Article 25 and Article 2 (2) or are they at liberty 

to thwart the settlement by invoking the principle of allegiance to justice?^’ 

Their legal duty is to follow the Security Council's decision, however, 

unjust it may be. In that case justice perishes only to nourish a pre¬ 
carious peace. These arc the possible eomplicutions even when the 

Security Council can properly function But if the Security Council fails 

to function jiroperly, the issue remains open and the Members may even 

go to the length of deciding the issue by the aibitrament of the sword 

(if it is not taken uj) promptly by the Oeneral Assembly).^* This may be 
the result of the individual veto on the part of the permanent members 

or collective veto on the part of the non-])ermanent members. In any 
case here the Security Council is in a state of paralysis. Peace as a 
Science fails to live up to its level as an Art on account of i)rocedural 
handicaps. Moreover, no p-^ace jdan will be adequate which cannot 

provide for the just adjustment of political controversies. In a sense, of 
course, all disputes are justiciable; but this claim though formally valid 

may not always be materially sound. The U.N provid-'s a machinerv 

for political adjudication or adjustment of interests through the Security 
Council under Article 37. But the failure of the Security Council to 

reach a formally valid decision (on account of veto or lack of majority) 

«« The Five Power Beeolution on K&ihmir of January, 1957, may ho mentioned 
in this coftneetion. 

But tbe General Aasembly'e BesolutionB are Rimply rccomnienda^tonB and havr 
no legally binding force. The Members bavo a right but no doty to act according to tbom. 
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means tlie failure of the U.N. Science of Peace to achieve the Art thereof. 
Here emerges a prooedurally juridical vacuum to invalidate the whole 
structure of U.N. Peace. And the failure of the Security Council to 
reach a ju9t solution breeds, if not a juridical, at least a moral or quasi- 
juridical vacuum. Here Peace as a science succeeds (as the Security 
Council functions properly from the formal or procedural point of view); 

but Peace as an Art gets perverted as it becomes an unjust peace 
peace at the cost of justice. 

There is another possible loophole in this aspect of U.N. Peace as 
a Science. The obligation of Article 87 applies to 'disputes' not to 
'situations', the language of Article 37 being 'should the parties to a dispute 

of the nature refcn*pcl to in Article 33 fail to settle it, etc*. The dispute 

referred to in Article 33 is one 'the continuance of which is likely to 
endanger the maintenance of international peace and security'. It Is 

then u compulsory duty for th^ U.N Members to refer all 'disputes' 
whose continuance may endfinger intennitional peace and security to the 

Security Council when the Pacific methods enumerated in Article 83 fail. 
But this duty does not necessarily ap}>ly to 'situations', ns distinguished 

from ‘disputes'. A line between the two can be dra^m from the drafting 

of Articles 34 and 35.** A 'situation' may by itself not be a 'dispute' 
though it may give rise to a dispute. But the continuance not only of a 

‘dispute* but also of u 'situation’ may be a threat to pence. Article 87 

imposes obligations upon mtinhers in the case of 'disputes* which cannot 

bo extended or applied to tlie case of 'situations’. But the question of 
'situations’ was not left uiiccivered by the charter. Article 34 permits tha 
Security ('ouncil to “investigate any dispute, or any situation which 

might lend to international friction or give rise to a dispute". The language 

here is permissive—‘The Security Council may investigate, etc *—and not 
mandatory. The Security Council may or may not as it will choose. 
Now if a 'situation* and not a ‘dispute’ emerges and it threatens world 

yieace, the U N. Members have no obligation to refer it to the Security 

(nuncil. Of course they* have a right under Article 35. [“Any Membar 
of the Uniit'd Nations may bring any dispute or any situation of the 

nature referred to in Aiticle 34 to the attention of the Security Council 
or of the General A«3oml>ly'’]. The Secunty Council also has no obliga¬ 

tion but only a right under Article 34 If then the ‘situation* be not 

referred to the Security Council by any Member under Article 35 and if 
it be not taken up by the Security Council for investigation (Article 34) 

or adjustment (Article 33. paragraph 1), a juridical vacuum emerges 
which may have a chance of undoing the whole jieace jilan of the Charter 
One of the permanent Members may have a special interest in riic 

‘situation* and may want its continuance and may so arrange that it is 
not taken up by the Security Council. But it may bo pointed out Jiere 
as a counter argument that this possibility of n juridical vacuum tending 
to undo the peace plan is veiy limited. Under Article 24 the Momliers 
of the United Nations “confer on the Scijurity Clouncil jirimaiy respon¬ 
sibility for the maintenance of international peace and security . If the 

- , 
Hsmbio end Goodrioh—op. rit., p. iM9. m 
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Security Council allows a ‘situation’ to grow and develop to a point ^ere 
it bursts into full fledged war without taking it up at all fcB: investigatibn 
or adjustment, it may be hold guilty by the U.N. Members of failure to 

fulfil the trust reposed in it as the organ with primary responsibility for the 
maintenance of world peace. But even if Ihe Security Council wants to 
by-pass a ‘situation’ allowing it to grow and develop into a threat thus 
evading its primary re'^ponsibility for peace under Article 24, the legal 

vacuum created thereby may be correciod by the initiative of the General 
Assembly. Under Article 11, paragraph 3, “the General Assembly may 

call the attention of the Soeurity Council to situations which ore likely 
to endanger interaational peace and security”. This eliminates the 
possibility of evasion of jirimory resj>onsibility on the part of the Security 
Council. The Security Couneil then may be required to investigate 

(Article 34) a ‘situation’ to which its attention has been drawn by the 
General Assembly (Article 11. paragraph 3) and to recommend appropriate 
procedures or methods of nd]ustmeiit (Article 33). Tf the right of veto 
here applies and is used by any permanent member, the Security Council 

gets paralysed and Peace as n science fails and fumbles. But does the 

exception to the veto right in the proviso oF Article 27, j)aragraph 3, apply 

to the case of a ‘situation’ as distinguished from a ‘dispute’? Tn the 
concluding part of this paragraph of Article 27 there is an exception to 

the veto riglit in the proviso which lays down that in decisions under 
Chapter VI, and under paragraph 3 of Article 62, a party to a dispute 
shall abstain from voting It follows that a parly to a dispute shall her« 
abstain from voting, even if li be a permanent member. But the phrase 
is 'party to a dispute’ and does )u>t contain the l('rm ‘situation’. lienee 

it can perhaps bo argued that the exception to the veto right is limited 

to ‘dispute’ and does not apply to ‘situation’ \nd it would follow here— 
from that n state involved in a ‘situation’, if it be a permanent member, 
can veto any decision of the Security Council Tt is doubtful if this 
interpretation will be accepted by all. Though a distinction can be drawn 

between ‘dispute* and ‘situation’ in a broad general sense under Article 34, 
85 and 33, from ihe standpoint of voting j)ro(*eduro it is better to ignore 
the lino. That is the trend in the practice of the Kecurity Council. As 
Hambro and Goodrich observe in this eoniieclion: “If the distinction 

between a dispute and a situnfion is to be maintained so far ns voting 
procedure is concerned, it then l^ecomes necessary that the Security Cotincil 
take a decision, if the question is raised, ns to whether it is dealing with 
a dispute or a situaiion in order that the indicated consequences may 
follow. Tlius far the Recurity Council has not taken any decision on this 

question in any matter before Tlie trend then is not to recognize 
the lino in the case of voting procedure. If, however, the line is main¬ 
tained here also, then literally and strictly the exception to the veto right 

in the proviso of Article 27, paragraph 3, is confined to 'disputes' and 
does not apply to ‘situations’. That widens the range of ihe veto field and 
weakeng the basis of the U.N. Science of Peace. 

Op, 229. 
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13i0 cbwrier Osgam baiu ^icroe* and tiiereby outlaws oven ths c<xu- 
pubjve methods cdoug with war. Aztiole 2, paragraph 3, establiaheB the 

principle of peaceful solution vs. coercive solution, permitting the one and 
prohibiting the other. But all these peace attempts and peace avenues 
may ultimately fail if the Security Council gets paralysed into inaction 
on account of veto. Veto was a necessity to bring together the more 
important members in a world organization. The Yalta voting formula 

reflected the politico-psychological realities of the time. On this stands 
U.N. Peace as a science. Not to accept the veto was to kill the U.N.O. 
Veto is a guarantee against the imposition of one Bloc’s will on another. 
It stands on the theory of unanimity among the permanent members, 
the idea being that they must either work together or would not wcwrk 

at all. But it was felt that veto, if frequently used, would clog the 
wheels of the United Nations That is why the Four Sponsoring Powers 

in their statement on \oting procedure laid down “It is not to be 
assumed, however, tliat the permanent members, any more than the 
non-permanent members, would use their ‘veto’ iiowor wilfully to obstruct 
the operation of the councilTlio UN Science of Peace would then 

be inaclt or maned ueeordinir as the \eto Miidicates or \itiutes. 

Another veiy imjiortant aspect of the U.N *^cience of Pence is the 
maohiner\ of enforcemenl Its purpo«i' is to liindor the hindrances to 
peace and it is d(‘signed to sup])res« eels of aggression. The procedure 
under Chapter VIT of the cdmilcr regarding enforcement action is very 
interesting Under Article 39 the Rocurit\ Council shall determine the 

existence of nn\ lieat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggression 
and shall make recommcMidations or decide what inoosuies shall be taken. 
Again “the Rceuntv Uouncil to prc\cnt the aggravation of the situation 
may call upon the parties to coinplj with suidi provisional measures as it 
deems neeesbtuy or dcsiiubU' These provisional measures shall be with¬ 
out prejudice to the rights, claims or position ol the jiarties concerned. 
And the Secinity Council shall duly tako account of failure to comply with 
such provisional luc isures*’. These arc the stipulations of Article 40.'*^ 

Article 41 permits the Secuntv Council to decide ‘wdiat measures not 
involving the use of nrnm d force* are to be cmphiyed to give effect to its 
decisions Here wt see that die compulsive metliods short of war may 
be used and applied by the IJ N, as a collecti\e bo<l\ against the offending 
or quilty state If the compul8i\e methods be inulequate and fail to 
achieve the purpose, the Security Council mav take aetiou b\ air, sea 
or land forces Here we sec that thf're can he mibtinv sunctuns .sgainsl 

the guilty state And what is more fundivmental still is that “all Members 
of the United Nations.m^erfake to make a\ailuble to the 

Security Council, on its call and in accordance with special agmement 
or agreements, armed forces, assistance and facilities, ole [Article 4 , 

paragraph 1]. \ a 
The entire plan of enforcement action is prepared with caution and 

restraint and according to a scientific method I hi different steps are 

47 
44 m /.t-lc" A-b- .ua Goc4t.oU -.p. cl., pp. 8T84>, 
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be taken gradually. Pnvrisio&al measures are purely provisional and 

do not affect in any way the substantive rights or claims of the parties. 
They are recommended pending the final decision. Once the Security 

Council finally decides which party is guilty of aggression or breach of 
law, it may call upon the Members to apply the compulsive methods. Tf 
they prove inadequate, the Security Council may take action by air, sea or 
land fc^’ces. The whole thing has been scientifically planned and con¬ 
templated ; and such a peace process rightly deserves the appellation 
'Science'. 

It will be seen that in the matter of sanctions as in many other 
matters the Security Couucil plays the pivotal role. It is by law in the 
picture from beginning to end Hut Security Council can never guarantee 
its smooth functioning. Veto may at any time create a deadlock. Hence 
the Security Council can seldom ensure effective action in any field as it 

cannot be sure of its own successful functioning Unity of the Great 
Powers is one of the conditions essentially necessary for a lawful function¬ 
ing of the Security Council. It is a coiidition which distinguishes the 

Security Council from the League Council ni a sense. The Tipague 

Council worked on the principle of unanimity of all ; the Security Council 
works on the principle of majority in procodinal matters along with un¬ 
animity of the permanent members in non-proccdural or sulistantive 

issues. But this legal condition for a prompt and efficient functioning of 
the Security Council clejjends on a favourable political climate “It was 

taken as axiomatic that the coniii* stone of World Security is the unity 
of those nations which formed the core of the grand alliance against the 

Axis.This axiom is rcfiectcd in the socalled principle of unanimiiv 
of the Great Powers" The lack of this unity will be and aclnalh is fho 

most fatal sore in fhe security system ol the United Nations. The accept- 
anco of veto in the ('barter was necessary as without it the ConfiTOiico 
at San Prancisco ivould ha\e failed to produce the United Nations Ogaiu- 

zation. Peace as a Rcienee in the Charter stands on this attitude of 

compromise and realism. It was a compromise between perfection and 
prejudice. Veto was the product of an uncertain political climate breeding 

fear and suspicion. Talk of abolishing or modifying the veto in law while 
the political climate of the world remains vitiated is not to solidify the 
U.N. but to liquidate the same Abolition of the veto may or will lead 

to withdrawal of the Soviet Union or Bloc from the United Nations. In 
that case the United Nations would simply be disunited. Let veto he 
&ere as a guarantee in law against imposition of one section's will on 
another. But if the politicnl climate changes on account of effective 

emphasis on the aspect of positive peace, wo may expect that veto inspih' 

of being there in law will perhaps seldom be used. Hence while thinking 

of strengthening the science of peace we must note that the malady doo^ 
not lie with the veto as such ; it lies somewhere else. Abolition of vct(> 
with the world,political climate remaining the same will not ensure pence 

but will simply kill the United Nations and will invite war. Eetention of 

veto with a healthier political climate of the world may not create any 

paralysis in the organization as veto, though retained in law and theoryi 

may be f(»gotten on account of disuse. Only when veto thus disappears 
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praiotioe ©ven though it exists iu theory, it should be made to disappear la 

thewy aa well. The U.N. Science of Peace, I believe, should be organise^ 
along this line, if at all. To eliminate veto in theory and law while it is 
a necessity in the context of power-politics of the world is not to refonn 

the U.N, but to deform the same by divorcing it from the roots of reality; 
it is to put the cart before the horse aud to mistake the symptom for the 
disease. Veto is a symptom of a poUtically diseased world; it was and 
is the child of the internationnl political realities. To alter the veto right 

with the political realities roniainitig unaltered is to divorce law from life. 
Such a law will sooner and later be a dead letter. Hence only when 
poftitive peace can really replace political peace, there can be a move for 

abolishing veto. Any attempt i)rior to that will be a kind of arrogance 

(hnt may frustrate the United Nations. International life should be a 
factory of confidence, not arrogance. Good faith and the spirit of unity 
among the great powers are the cornerstoui's of peace”—this warning the 

states and th(» statesmen can ignore nt their peril 

Peace as a Science under the Charter can never fulfil its role unless 
there be an agreement among the Blocs on some fundamental values. We 

are living in a ‘shrinking’ and ‘changing’ world—a world that is geographic- 
ailj and economically one, ideologically two and nationally many. That 

is the basic proposition to start with in any jwuce plan. Ideological 
bi-polarization of the world is the njosl stubborn fact of the day. To 

pie])are lor peace ai’conling to the old ]>uttern without proper assessTneut 
of this fact is like l)uil(ling on sand. Thgre are tw’^o methods of solution— 
one, war, a final show-down leading to the annihilation of one Bloc and 

hiirvival of tlie other and creating one world on the ruins of the Third 

World War ; the other adiustuieiit of peace to the requirements of the 

ideologically di\ided world. .\11 men in Iheir senses w'ould coudemu the 

r'i*bt and commend the second method. And the second method means 
the co-snrvival and liene*^ peaceful coexistence of the two ideologies. As 

early as 1053 1 suggested** this doctrine of peaceful coexistence as the 

only effective peace weapon iu this divided w'orld Agreement on basic, 

fundamental and uni^ei’sal values does not rule out the scope for the 
existence of the diverse systems of culture and values among the different 
groups of states. This principle of peacef\il coexistence is already there 

ill the preamble to the U.N. Charter. That is to be revitalized and intensi¬ 
fied. With the faithful application of the jirinciplo of peaceful ooexisteuco 

tension aud cold w'ar will disajqiear brightening (herewith the prospects 
of peace. Functional friction wdll cease to act us ti hurdle and peace 
as a science w'ill gmdually ripen into peace as an art. So long ns tliis 

be not achie\ed there must be the risk of ruin through deadly nuclear 
weupoiis. Humanity can survive if only it allows its follies to be conected 

by the wisdom aud experieuoe of the ages. 

*• *The United Natioas and World tlu‘ Biillrtin of tho Earn Krishna 
Mifiiton Inatituta of Cuittuc, Octobi’r, 1958. 



IMPLICATION OK TAXATION PROPOSALS 

In the Context of Second Five Year Plan 

Hbmra;; C. Asher 

The Budget proposals embodying a levy of new taxes amounting 

to Be. 93 crores presented by the Finance Minister this year seem to 

have attracted intense and unprecedented controversial discussions. 

But more than wbat it seeks to collect by way of taxes, does it involve 

policy implications which are far greater in importance than the actual 

addition to the revenue that it will bring about. For such a high 

increase in tax butden on all sections of the community, people were 

indeed prepared by the factual disclosures made by the Finance 

Minister while presenting the interim Budget. The Flan and the 

Kaldor Report have respectively indicated the magnitude of tax efforts 

required to fulfil the Plan outlay and the methods to meet those 

requirements. 

As the Finance Minister himself said, *'the Plan is to be the 

main theme and dominant concern of all our thinking*' and it is this 

thinking that has led him to propose a ‘comprehensive tax system* 

that spares not even the common man. Fact lies that resources are 

required for the implementation of the Flan, to which the government 

and the people have committed themselves to fulfil. The Finance 

Minister has adequate powers to drain away resources from people to 

meet the plan requirements. The criticism levelled against these 

proposals have been so severe that one cannot decide offhand whether 

these powers were really recklessly wielded or that they were used 

with sufficient judgement and insight. 

At the end of the current year, the Budget as originally formu 

lated, visualised to lay at the disposal of the Central Gkivernment an 

additional revenue of Es. 93 crores out of which States’ share was to 

be Bb. 16 crores. The expected net contribution to the Central 

Qioyemment’s Exchequer consisted of Es. 22 crores on account of 

dixect taxes and the remaining Es 55 85 crores were to be by way of 

indirect taxes. Since the presentation of the Budget, concessionB 

have baeta declared to the extent of Es. 5.05 crores, bringing down the 

total yield for the year 1967-58 to Es. 88 crores. While the reliefs 

oonoedled by liberalising the provisions of wealth tax on new com- 

Pkoieai pEOviding children’s allowances and introducing modifioatioDs 
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Jii poUw} nM railway daurgee wa io Mo<M^draoe wltli the publitf 
th^ withdrawal of oxcias duty on taa and coffee ia in view of 

advertw tirade conditiona ejustiog ia the induatry. 

Dxbbot Taxbs 

In making propoBaU for changes in direct taxes on individuals the 

Finance Minister mainly seems to have been actuated by the desire to 

model them in a manner which may lead io an increased desire to 

work and to save, and ciuse the tax structure to be income elastic. 

According to him, the high rates of income lax in the upper brackets 

led to a high scale evasion and pat a premium on the propensity to 

work. This has led him to reduce income tax rates from 91.8% to 

84% for the unearned income and 77% for the earned income. On 

the same ground is based the abolition of the system of granting 

earned income allowances in favour of higher surcharge on income 

tax for the unearned income. But these reductions in income tax 

rates are to be considered along with the new levies of annual wealth 

tax and expenditure tax (the latter to be effective from next year) 

which are calculated to reduce income and wealth disparities and tax 

evasions and curb ostentatious expenditure without adversely affecting 

the twin incentives to work and to save. 

With no historical background to support it, the expenditure tax 

admits only of theoretical analysis. According to Mr. Ealdor, the 

appearance of high progressivity is tolerated only because of consi¬ 

derable opportunities for tax evasion. The higher the income, the 

higher the taxes and greater the advantages in evading tax. 

Expenditure tax means taxing those anxious to consume. In a poor 

country, advancing towards economic development, the available scarce 

resources have to face numerous demands of varied priority. Any 

measure that attempts to restrict ostentatious consumption by the 

rich is therefore desirable. In the first instance expenditure tax is 

to affect only those 6,000 families which have incotaes over Bs. 60,000. 

However, Indian taxpayer is not adapted to this sort of tax and in 

BO far as the tax is a counterpart of income tax, he is bound to 

calculate the incidence of the two taxes together. Expenditure tax 

demands maintenance of accurate and voluminous accounts and an 

efficient administrative system. So as to meet these difficulties and 

earn a background for the effects of thi.8 tax, only one cent of the 

taxpayers of upper strata are included. The tax also involves 

cumbersome procedure and a detailed examination of vs^uMIk 

typea of disbursements and receipts to arrive at the det6ftnid4tk>A llf, 
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actOAl asaessable expuidiitire* Assninuig that tbeae dtfficnttias will 

be overcome^ an expenditore tax to be effective mast have steeply 

rising rates. It also requires that a large number must be oovered 

to enable one to form accurate decisions which may otherwise be 

vitiated by abnormal and infrequent variations contained in parti¬ 

cular cases. Expenditure tax is one which cannot be applied piece¬ 

meal. No doubt the Finance Minister has been forward enough to 

introduce this novel type of tax, yet it required of him to be a little 

bolder so as to widen its coverage. It makes one sceptical whether 

the aim of the Finance Minister to make the tax system income- 

elastic is furthered by the introduction of the expenditure tax. 

The levy of annual wealth tax is a counterpart of the expenditure 

tax in the sense that the two taxes are self-checking, the conceal¬ 

ment or understatement in one to minimise the liability will mean 

an increased burden in the other. The taxable capacity of an owner 

of a property is diflerent from that of the owner of an income. 

The objection lies that the annual wealth tax would decrease desire 

to invest, particulaily in a country like India, where the indigeneous 

capital has been hitherto shy. It is a slow but sure remedy at 

decreasing the inequalities prevailing in the country. People pay 

part of their income as income tax and similarly provided the rates 

of taxation are not high the revenue can benefit itself from the levy of 

the annual wealth tax without expecting any detrimental effect on 

investment and risk-bearing. The Finance Minister should not con¬ 

template any rise in the rates of this tax for a substantially long 

period until it becomes an integral part of the tax system and people 

are habituated to pay without feeling its pain. An important impact 

of these direct taxes is to make evasion difficult. The impact of 

the taxes have been exaggerated, to show that tbe^ strike at the 

very root of investment. The panic sought to be created in the 

business community is more than warranted. Tax evasion will be* 

come difficult under this system of taxes, and an increase in invisible 

transactions is consequentially feared. It is necessary therefore, 

that far more comprehensive system of returns and reporting be 

introduced without delay to counteract such malpractices. 

The proposal to lower the taxable limit from Rs. 4,200* to 

Be, 8,000 harsh as it may seem, is a legitimate one. Apart from 

adminielrative burden that it will entail it will bring four lacs more 

aeeessees under the purview of assessment, provide Rs. 5 ciores to 

the revraue, and make the tax system more income elastic. It will 

alaoj&ean that those who will benefit from development plans will 
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mm b0 isftking their contribution from the added income and therelqr 
help the community in ploughing back the extra iooome earned for 
further development. The increase in number of assesaees will 
facilitate a more comprehensive reporting system as well. 

Corporate Taxes 

The Finance Minister has made various proposals at taxing 

corporate earnings involving an overall effect in raising revenue to 

the tune of Rs. 7.5 crores. Though forming a small portion of 

the aggregate taxes levied in the present Budget tbe'^e taxes taken 

together with the annual wealth tux both on the individual and on 

the corporations are entisized as to inevitably bcbve adverse effects 

on production in the private sector. This is also evident in about 

6 per cent decrease iu prices of the various stocks on the Stock 

Exchange. The only complacency felt is at hberaKsation of the provi¬ 

sions of Sec. 23A. The investment companies also fear increase in 

costs of production and of expansion programmes on account of 

levy of excise on cement, steel and motor spirit. The tight import 

policy is aho expected to increase prices of the scarce imported 

materials. Added to this is the suggestion made by the Finance 

Minister that part of the excise levy will probably be borne by the 

producers, and the consumers will be light off in that respect. In 

view of the increasing role coiporations have to play in the develop, 

meni plans the Taxation Enquiry Commission did not suggest any 

increase iu the corporation taxes while suggesting minor changes in 

development rebates and depreciaiion allowances. It is pointed 

out that after those recommendations the corpoiations have been 

levied direct taxes alono amounting to about Rs. 30 crores by 

the three budgets since 1055-5G. The steep increase in tax on 

bonus shares and the taxes on extra dividends above six per 

cent mean that corporation will hasten to distribute dividends 

more or less as profits occur, thereby decreasing the amount of 

corporate savings which are otherwise extiemely vital to the 

expansion and luodernisation plants that the corporations are 

undertaking. However, these measures may mean a steady rate of 

dividends in the vicinity of six per cent. The projects in the public 

sector directly and also ultimately through a rise in consumption 

demand resulting from rising incomes, increase demands for the 

products of industries in the private sector. For a fairly Jong time 

to come, the flow of perreniul demand for the products of this sector 

is ensured in view of the large investment programme envisaged 
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Wider the Second Five Yew Plan. Bieixig prices on acoonnt of 

inflationary preesare also paroyide an indncement to the soBtained aeti^ 

▼ity in this sector. The corporations can therefore easily withstand 

the ocHnparatively small inoreases in taxation under each buoyant 

conditions of high demand and rising prices. Hitherto, the com¬ 

panies were able to maintain exceptionally high dividends and 

the same time expand their reserves for development at the cost of 

consumers who bad to bear the burden of high prices. The ultimate 

effect, however, of the new taxation proposals may be to induce 

companies to distribute moderate and steady quantums of dividends 

and to attempt to improve productive efficiency and to bring 

about economy in management expenses. Nonetheless, annual wealth 

tax on the companies has come under valid criticism as apparently 

meaning double taxation for the shareholders. Considering the 

above justification for levying higher taxes, which means that tbe 

government will share part of the increase in incomes generated on 

account of development programme, annual wealth tax will not have 

undesirable effects. However to ensure new productive activity in 

essential fields and to continue the inflow of foreign capital, new 

companies both domestic and foreign, must be exempted from this 

tax for the initial period before they commence production. A rebate 

on this tax may also be granted to the existing companies engaged 

in the production of the essential goods on the basis of their expan¬ 

sion programmes. Instead, tbe Finance Minister has since declared 

concessions to the effect that the genuine new companies will be 

entitled to a tax holiday for tbe first five years of their incorporation 

and that shares of companies already taxed and held by other com¬ 

panies will not be included in the wealth of investing companies for 

the purpose of calculating tbe tax. 

Indirect Taxes 

A common man who is more affected by indirect taxes than duect 

taxes has been presented with a comparatively heavy bill of Ha. 53.2 

crores for excise duties (now reduced by Bs. 3.43 crores for tea and 

coffee and kerosene^ Bs. 6 crores for custom duties, Ba. 8 crores for 

taxes on railway fares and Bs, 85 lacs on account of increase m 

postal and telegram charges. The basis of levy seems to be to rai^o 

financial resources for development and compel restraint on consump¬ 

tion of consumption goods and thereby to release a sizeable quantity 

of goods for export, and make available factors of production for 

other essential activity. Bot with high profits current in industries 
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not tha full impact will have to be borne by the conflomers. The 

ultimate effect will be adjusted at eome higher prioe4evel than the 

prevailing one, where demand on the one hand, and profits on the 

other are suitably curtailed. Whenever demand outstrips supply, 

particularly in the initial period of development, there are always 

high profitb and it is necessary that these profits be brought back to 

the government. To the extent excise is paid out of profits, not only 

the consumer will be better off, but there will be left in the hands 

of the business community lesser purchasing power to be othewise 

spent either on conspicuous consumption or to be misapplied in 

speculative, unproductive or undesirable investments. The excises 

will also have defiaiionary effect to the extent it obviates the need 

for treasury bills to fill up the budgetary gap. Disregarding the 

internal effects of these duties on the respective industries them* 

selves, it may broadly be said that the objective of raising 

levenue through these measures is in fact satisfied. The effect of 

excises on production goods will be to increase the cost of 

production both in private sector and in the public sector. The 

excises on cement, motor «^pint and steel ingota^the three important 

factors indispensable for rapid industrial development which 

amongst themselves contribute Rs. 19.05 croren, have been Levied 

primarily to curb tlieir rising demand. But it is more likely 

that tbene levies would increase the cost of production rather than 

restrict the demand, the effect of the excises on consumption goods 

wall largely depend ujxin whether they will impinge mxin consumption 

or uixin savings. The actual incidence of excise duty on matches 

on any individual person will be very insignificant although bringing 

as it does, a revenue of Ils. 6.2 crores. The levy on sugar, and 

vegetable oil is expected to cut the present individual demand to enable 

the supply to meet the increasing demand also to create a surplus 

for exports. Roughly speaking, matches will cost more by 1 nP, 

vegetable oils by 2 nP per lb. and sugar by 5 nP per lb. The tax 

on railway fares and increase in post and telegram charges are in¬ 

equitable and must be dropped, in view of the already prevalent high 

rates. Their levy merely cannot be justified on the ground that the 

present charges do not meet costs, of the services provided. We may 

conclude that, with a part of excise dutiob shared by the business, the 

net effect of indirect taxes on the budget of an individual will not be 

very high. 
Whether the other two objectives, m., creating an exportabljS 

Burplaa and releasing resources for better utilisation will be f^]fille4 
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or not, needfl a Utile consideration. It is fairly clear that these 

objeotireB may be fal0I]ed not only by a decrease in consumpbion of 

the taxed items, but also of other items if their consamptioo has to 

be foregone on account of adjustment in the family budget occasioned 

by the levy of excise duties. Demand for most goods taxed, while 

elastic in response to income changes, is relatively inelastic in response 

to small price changes. lucreasing incomes bring in higher demand, 

bnt increase in prices may not dissuade people from using part of their 

savings. The present excise duties will therefore pinch upon savings 

rather than consumption. 

Assuming that the additional demand is adequately met by addi¬ 

tional supply, the present levies at the most, will curb inflationary 

pressures in individual taxed item if its rise in price is due to expan¬ 

ding demand and inadequate supply. But the eflecl of excises will 

not be so great as not only to make the hitherto insufficient supply 

meet the*requirements of the consumers, but even result in a balance 

which can be exported. On the contrary, excises will have infla¬ 

tionary effects if the increased prices cannot cut down the demand. 

Other Proposals 

Apart from the taxes, the notable feature of the Budget is an 

attempt to provide incentive to save. Although the income tax ex¬ 

emption limit is loweied, the middle class and the upper middle class 

are granted small tax reliefs by reason of reconstitution of the tax 

rates, rise in tax free slab for married persons from Rs. ’i,00d to 

Rs. 3,000, introduction of children allowance, and by exempting 

incximes below Rs. 7,500 from the levy of surcharge. Incentives to 

save are also provided by raising the total amount on which income 

tax rebate on life insurance premium is granted. Concessions are 

given by increasing the exemptible amount of the employee’s con¬ 

tribution to the Provident Fund and by exemption of employer's 

contribution under certain conditions Tbe rate of interest on Post 

Office Savings deposits is raised from 2% to 2.5%. The new issue 

of National Plan Savings Certificates is to carry income tax free 

interest at tbe rate of 4.25% compound interest, that is, 5.4% simple 

interest--rate much higher than tbe prevailing bank rate. Bven 

though, an attractive rate of interest provides a basic inducement to 

invest in loans and Savings Certificates, by itself it does not mobilise 

or oveke additional savings. The progress iu development of savings 

ittstiintioos and intensifying the programme of collection of savings 

ll!i the rural areas is nmoh behind the schedule as can be seen from 
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ih^ fact that the modeat target for collection of small savings test 

year has not been achieved. With inereaBing prices and by the 

indirect taxes presently levied^4be shvingB of the'people have been 

adversely affected. The real need is not only an increase in the rate 

of interest but also organisation of proper agency to tap up the exis¬ 

ting savings wherever they may be. 

The increase in bank rate from 3.5 to 4%, although as it ought 

to, has not resulted in a crash at the security market. Partly it is 

due to the fact that the increase now made is a mere de jura recogni¬ 

tion of a da facto situation. But mainly, it shows the long prevailing 

hlringency in the'money market. Reserve Bank’s holding of the 

securities has gone up by Rb. 273 crores than the last year whiit 

scheduled banks’ lending to the private sector has been more by 

Rs, 147 crores. This apparently suggests the extent to which both 

the public and the private sectors are responsible for the high infla¬ 

tionary pressure in the country. It alBo shows that increase in bank 

rate by 1/2 per cent will not ease the situation. 

The Finance Minister remarked that the efforts were being made 

to divert away credit from non-essential sectors, so as to facilitate 

the essential industries to easily obtain the required credit. He also 

suggested that institutions were being developed to provide facilities 

to the selective induBtnes. In this respect, the announcement of the 

ehtablishuient of Refinance Corporation is a welcome measure. But 

the situation demands stronger steps to be taken in this regaid. The 

Finance Minister is well aware that the constant inflationary pressure 

breeds speculative tendency and thereby create not only a feign 

financial stringency but also affects the currently available amount 

of consumable goods. The measures taken by the Reserve Bank 

from time to time at diverting credit from such undesirable nse have 

not been sufficient. Organisation of a healthy money market Is the 

real necessity. The need may be partly provided by curbing specula 

iive transactions at tbc Stock Exchange aud by creation of new and 

expansion of the existing financial agencies At the same time the 

Reserve Bank must intensify its efforts to prevent the use of credit 

for speculative purpose and in this respect must maintain a constant 

vigilance over the banks’ lending policy. 
The creation of Food Subsidy Fund of Re. 25 crores and the 

allocation of Rs. 10 crorew for Arabar Charkhas are amongst the 

other proposals. As the former is to be inxinly utilised for the relief 

in the scarcity areas, which expenses otherwise have to be mei.fr6ts« 

the penre sesonices under different heads, it has not ereetefl 
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intereet amonget Ihe people, who have been anffering from acute ehort* 

age in food grains and the coneequent high prices. The latter provi* 

non is in conformity with the government'a declared policy to help 

fight unemployment through the meana of ambar charkhaa. 

The delicate foreign exchange problem also deserves note. With 

the imports in 1956-5 T exceeding exports by Bs. 350 croies, tbe 

present foreign assets of the Beserve Bank has been reduced to about 

Bs. 500 crores, which sum is hardly more than sufficient to provide 

for the adverse and unfoieseen situations. During the last year, about 

Bs. 60 crores were also borrowed from the International Monetary 

Fond for the purpose of financing our imports. The firm determina¬ 

tion to fight these foreign exchange difficulties through the scaling 

down of imports and boosting up exports even at the cost of consump¬ 

tion has helped our rupee to stand more stable. 

A budget however, is not to be judged from the total revenues 

that it brings to the Exchequer. The effect of the budget on the 

prices according to rough calculations has been estimated in rural 

areas to be between l.*2 to 2.34% and in urban areas between 3 to 

4.38%. The incidence of these taxes on the cost of living is expected 

to be 0.75 to 1.5% if the conbumers will have to bear the full burden 

of the levies. With varied behaviour of the human being, no definite 

statement can be made in this respect. These estimates have to be 

judged from the fact that they are based on an average Income. In 

particular cases, it will depend upou the extent of use of tobacco, 

Oil, and sugar which an individual makes, and accordingly be will 

be affected more or less than an average person. Again it does not 

mean that the rich will be affected less and the poor more or vice 

versa, for it will depend upon the habit of spending and the items 

which constitute a family’s budget. To this must be added the 

increase in taxes that the States are obliged to raise, as their pari of 

the efforts in finding resources for the Plan, which in total amount 

to Ks. 250 crores. In states where the sales tax and other regresaive 

Aakes are quite high, the scope for direct taxation being negli¬ 

gible, the poor along with the rich will have to share the 

burden of taxes very harshly. The common man will face these 

taxes; both with reduction in consumption and in savings. With 

every decrease in consumption, real resources will be set free for 

other productive activity, provided that the additional generation of 

inrome into the community, is spent and saved in conformity with 

the qnianiiticB of consumption and production goods manufactured* 

i^tnation will not bold out to be sueb^ because of the 
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prioritiafl aoo(xrddd to the indostries in Second Five Year PJalk< 

Therefore, ae development proceeds, inflationary pressnie ooay also 

increase. 

It is highly necessary that the duiger of inflation be guarded 

against. As the budget reveals, this danger seeks entrance into i/be 

economy, through more than one openings. The rise in price of 

production goods such as cement, steel, motor spirit and the imported 

goods may lead to an increase in the cost of pro^nctjon and there* 

fore in prices. This will mean higher costs of production not only 

in the private but also in the public sector. The estimates on 

development plans have already gone high on account of rise in prices 

since June, 1955. By now, the costs of production in Second Five 

Year Plan are higher than those of the First Five year Plan by about 

10 to 12%. If the costs of the intended projects are not to rise, a 

stricter policy of distuhution and greater efforts at eliminating mal- 

allocatioD of resources will have to be undertaken. Again, the rise in 

excise on consuiription goods will lead to increase in prices. A rise 

in prices of tliese goods may soon give effect to the cost-price spiral, 

if adequate steps are not taken in (be Initial stages. It shows that 

giving reliefs to poor and middle class is not so much to give conces* 

fiions to them. They help to keep low the cost of production. It 

should be the policy of government to resist any increase in wage 

claims. Whether the government will succeed in this, in view of 

the strong trade union movement will depend upon firm government 

action. Linking wages to productivity seems to bo (he best medium 

to save the situation. The test of measuring success will be whether 

increase in cost of Hviug leads to increase lu pnees or decrease in 

consumption. If the latter happens, investment and exports may 

also increase. The fact that the infiationary pressure existing in 

the country at the present moment is more than essential to provide 

incentive to higher production, makes the need for a proper handling 

of the situation a very delicate issue. 

When essential commodities are taxed, people cousume the 

requisite quantity in spite of higher prices, by catting down their 

savings. And, it is not unsocial to utilise savings when prices of 

such goods rise. When the objective zs to restrain people from 

consumingf it is necessary that the conspicuous consumption of the 

richer and the upper middle class must be taxed. Taxes on these 

types of articles will show them less attractive than savings, and 

people will abstain from spending on such articles. The rdleaead 

resources may be either diverted for better utilisation or for 
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exports and refttrieting imports. If aim of tbe dical pottc; 

is to check coasnmptioni essential and semi^ssentialB both onght 

to be taxed. While the tax on former will enable to check tbe 

inflationaiy rise in prices, the resulting sarplas because of diminution 

in consumption on account of the latter may be exchanged either for 

imported articles or by diverting the released resources to the other 

uses. The budget ought to have made further provision for taxing 

ecMnl-esBentials and conspicuous articles. Tbe levy of expenditure 

tax cannot help in this respect, for it will not affect a large number 

of people who consume this variety of goods. Measures should be 

taken to cut drastically the home consumption of conspicuous and 

ostentatious goods. 
The overall impression of the budget is that in spite of the 

austerity people will undergo to fight the existing situation, it will 

not release sufficient rebources to achieve the ultimate objective of 

implementing the plan. The failure of the Plan will mean huge 

waste of partly utilised resources. It has been suggested therefore 

by many that the size of the Plan may be reduced to represent the 

tax efforts possible or that the Plan may be spread over more than 

five years. 

SizB OP THB Plan 

India is an underdeveloped country abounding in masses having 

low incomes. A small increase in income of the people is bound to 

be expended on tbe bare necesbities of life. Any inciease in their 

income vvill forthwith put forth increasing demand for the consumption 

goods. Similarly, a little increase in the production of food crops 

is consumed away by the farmers themselves. The increasing popula* 

lion also diminishes the actual increase in individual standard of 

living It is difficult in an underdeveloped country to conserve and 

plough back a substantial part of income that tbe development 

generates, for the reutilisation of tbe same for further production. 

Sconomic development may not mean much if it does not bring in 

expansion of capital and improvement in the technique of production. 

Initial development therefore has to aitam certain minimum ruomen- 

tom so that tbe cumulative development process is set in to motion. 

Economic development demands austerity at any one point of time 

in favour of progress. To postpone such sacrifice to a time when 

the country might become s iitlle better off through a gra4ual]y 

strengtbonad economy is to negative tbe idea of development of an 

underdeveloped country^ particularly in view of the praveiling low 
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wktiaSastA of Uringt moveasiAg popolfttioa aiul the podfsliar •oQial« 

ooonomio and political ioatitutioQal factors which prddoimnaia tha 

economy. Agiun, the complex economy of the modern times needs > 

that the development to be effectual must be fairly wide so as to 

include the primary as well as the complimentary industries. In a 

gradual development, abstinence spread over a number of years, 

though involving greater sacrifice, in effects, it will not be equal to 

tbe economic development brought about fairly rapidly. The eoonomy!^ 

in such case, tends to become a weak, steady and rigid economy* 

However, this does not mean that spectacular progress is preferred 

to sound and steady development. The emphasis is upon the adequate 

size of the Plan comnicn&nrate with the need of the people so as to 

be enough to set the acceleration in motion. Otherwise progress 

becomes impossible. In fact, for instance, many of our development 

projects are hampered only on account of hcarcily of steel. The 

Second Five Year Plan contemplates to raise investment from 7 to 

12% of the national income involving an increase of national income 

at the rate of 4 to 5% {>er annum TliC Eietern European countries, 

for example, framed and worked their plans to increase national 

income by 15 to 17% per annum. Thisshows that the contemplated 

increase in national income through increased investment is modest 

and practicable to implement e\eu m our democratic system* The 

consequent sacrifice involved is not so great, only if we understand 

(bo beneficial implications of tlie Plan and prepare ourselves for the 

bame. In fact, Japan saved 12 to 17% of its national income so 

as to free the resources for bemg utihbcl for production of industrial 

goods. 

Estimates of Krsources 

Tlie Plan which was rrigmally estimated to cost Rs 4S( 0 crores 

has now been expanded virluall} to cost Rs. 5600 crores. The budget 

does not tai^e sufficient revenue for the &occoe>sful implemetation of 

the Plan. If all otlier estimates remain mialtored, the uncovered 

‘gap* will now rite from Rs. 400 crores to Rb 1000 crores, (Jontri- 

hution of taxes towards tbe finance for tbe Plan was determined at 
ft 

In 800 crores, out of which Rs. 450 crores weie to be raised by 

additional taxation. Tlie government has alto decided to limit deficit 

financing to Rs 800 crores in place of the Ion ler estimate of Rs. 1200 

crores, in view of tlie inherent dangers implicit in such a huge creation 

of money* We may presume that the other sources of finance, 

external ftesistaoce, contribution by the railways and tb® Pro^<ej(pJl^ 
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Food, «ic. will falfil tbefr cBspeoti^ qootai and that than will 1» 
130 defloio&oy under these heads. The expansion of the Plan» the 

oAooverad *gap* and the diminniion of the quantum of deficit financing 

will bring a burden of Bs. 1400 orores to be distributed between 

taxa^on and savings. 

As against these requirements the measures undertaken since the 

beginning of Second Five Year Plan are expected to yield the follow.* 

ing increase in revenue over the Plan period. 

1. 1955*56 Budget Bs. 175 croxAs. 

2. Excise on cloth levied in November last 
and the mid-year Budget 1956. 

3. 1950-57 Budget. 

4. Expected yield for the next 3 years on tlie 
basis of present Budget proposals. 

Rb. 200 crores. 

Bs. 88 crores. 

Bs. 290 crores. 

Bs. 753 crores. 

To this may be added, say Rg. 100 crores being additional revenue 

on account of increase in the national income over the Plan period. 

Thus, as against Rf. 1850 crores required for the Plan, tlie finance 

available fiom the revenues do not exceed, say, Rs. 850 crores. 

Even if the States in their tax efforts contribute Rs. 300 crores I'an 

unusually high figure for the States) Rs. 700 crores will still be 

required to be raised either by savings or by taxes. As we will see 

with high targets fixed for Borrowings and Small Savings, savings 

will not be able to provide any help in contributing to this deficit. 

If taxes are immediately levied this may mean raising Rs. 175 crores 
per year for next four years. 

The targets for Borrowings and Small Savings are respectively 

set at Bs. 700 crores and Rs. 500 crores. The Central Government 

has raised Rs. 168 crores by way of loans and paid up Rs. 61 crores 

on account of maturities. In view of extreme financial stringency 

prevailing in the market and the private sector attracting capital 

from the investors, the hope for raising substantially high amount 

by loans does not seem to be bright. The Budget takes credit of 

Be. 100 crores for loans and Rs 80 crores for Small Savings. In 

additiOfi to the balance of Bs. 623 crores to be obtained by way ot 

Idylliv the government will also have to borrow further to repay the 

onttftsndjngs which mature during the next four years and which 

SBVmgate to Bs. Qi9 crores. As against this, loans raised by the 
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St#t9 OovetMuduts iMt jeo^ abofild be taken iato aoooont. One 

aboeld be only glad if the Central and the States’ Government oan 

seoure all these moneys by borrowings from the public. We may hope 

that with nationalisation of life insurance and increase in rate of 

interest on savings^ government will be able to collect Bs. 500 crorei 
through small savings. 

Assatning that the inflationary rise in prices will soon be cheeked 

80 as not to disturb the Plan requirements, that foreign assistance 

and contribution by railways and Provident Pund, etc,, are available 

as Bcbeduied, that contemplated deficit financing does not mean 

excessive risks, that Voluntary savings can be tapped up by small 

savings and loans sufficient to leave the required surplus after imburs* 

ing the maturities and provided the railway requirements are adequ* 

ately met from the Plan allocation and further foreign loans, the 

Central Government will have to raise Hs. 175 crores per year for 

the next four yearb. In other words, the withdrawals at the present 

level are considerably low 

The controverbies over the present Budget proposals show how 

difficult it would be to raibo the necessary financial resources. To 

ensure a steady level of investment and prices, some people have 

asserted that the Finance Mmiaier should now give assurance that 

future chaugoB in the tax system will only involve marginal modifica* 

tions. In light of the above analysis it would be clear bow futile 

It would be for the Finance Minister to give any such assurance. It 

is albo clear that iiie Central Government and the Slates* Govern* 

uients will not be able to wipe out the total deficit of Bs. 1^000 

crores by taxes alone. To successfully overcome the difficult situa* 

tioD, savings in the inner parts of the country must be mobilised and 

a drive at economy comniencei to ensure complete utilisation of tbe 

resources expended. Tbe success will also depend upon bow well 

the State Governments prove triumphant in their efforts at tax col¬ 

lections. The State Goveruuieuts should determine to implement 

the recommendationb made by the Taxation Enquiry Commission, 

which have nob yet been attended to. The main sources of I'evenue of 

Btaies are inelastic. Except for the increasing collections in sales tax, 

tax efforts at the States’ level has been negligible. The States should 

now resort to direct agricultural taxation b> increabing laud revenue 

which at present forms only one per cent, of the total production. 

Survey of unsurveyed tracts should be immediately commenced and Imig 

standing settlements suitably revised. The increase in land revenue 

®cui8t bring subBtantial revenue in view of the fact that the rani paof^ ^ 
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taane on aeoonnt of large non-monetisad sectors and the exempthm 

of small scale and village industries from the purview of escises. The 

Looal Boards may also be permitted to increase the local tatea. 

Similarly, efforts mast be made to tap up savings in the rural areas 

or the agricuUnrist may be encouraged to invest his earnings again 

in lands rather than use them for consumption goods. At prssewt, 

roral areas lack in proper agencies to mobilise savings and endeavours 

must be made to extend saving facilities to these areas. Active 

efforts on part of government and social institutions are necessary to 

educate people to realise that instead of whni they do not consume 

and what they may furl her abstain from consuming, the government 
and the business community invests ; that unless people save govern¬ 

ment cannot invest ; that higher standards of living in the future 

depend upon present abstention ; that progress is vital to a country 

with increasing population even to inaititain the present standard of 

living. The Plan roust be implemented as it it is Peoples’ Plan 

rather than it is Governroeut Plan. Again, particular instances of 

extravagance and inefficient admiuistratiun prejudice people against 

the government. In conformity with the recommendations of the 

Taxation Enquiry Commission the committee which has been set up 

to organise a thorough investigation into the waste of resources in 

different governmout projects must be entrusted with extensive work 

80 as to secure concrete results therefrom. It is necessary not only 

to move towards expending for beneficial purposes, but also towards 

economy and efficiency. Economy and rationalisation in expenditure 

is vital to an expanding public sector. As for increasing efficiency in 

administration, recruitment of civil servants on the basis of special 

cadres must be increasingly resorted to. 

Bat fiscal measures alone will not be sufficient. It is necessary that 

scarce resources mutt be properly utilised to ensure sufficient supply 

of credit for the essential productive activity. Stock exchanges sbonld 

be cleared of speculative transactions and bank credit be regulated 

and new financial institutions established to provide the genuine need 

of the private sector. Further, the resources released on account of 

decrease in oonsumption brought about by taxation must be properly 

diverted to ensure better utilisation. 

When programmes of huge expenditure are uudertakeu, the 

eooQom^r is faced with latent dangers of inflation. If not kept within 

manegi^le bounds the functional rise in prices essential to give ex* 

panaumhry impulse may ton down into wild inflaliona tis6 
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pricei. Bise m prices of food products probably conslitote a eingia 

factor that may endanger the fulfilment of the Plan. Cooperative 

institutidne dionld therefore be developed not only for the pnrpose of 

production but also for proper distribution of consumption goods* In 

a developing economy, proper distribution of consumption goods forme 

the basis on which the plan seeks to proceed. Such a lacuna becomes 

detrimental to the success of the plan. As a last resort governmental 

machinery must be kept ready to institute direct controls if the other 

alieinatives fail. Thus along with the fiscal policy a prop^ adap¬ 

tation in monetary, puce and tariff policies will also be essential. 

Having awakened to the desire for development, the people 

proraiBe that the Plan will not be hampered merely due to their 

unwillingness to bear abstinence and hardship. Liet the government 

in its own part a<^6nre that all goveinrnenUl efforts will be made to 

utilise the scarce resources thu-> released in a judicioub manner, lest 

they may be wasted away. 



A GUMPSE INTO RAJPUT POUTY. 

(Eaalx Medieval Pbbiod) 

Nisith Bay 

D^artaneni of Hutoryt 8t, Paul's CoUego and Calcutta Univorstt^* 

To the author of the Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan belongs 

the credit of having made the earliest investigations not only into the 

connected, narrative history of the Bajput dynasties, but also into the 

working of the Bajput social and political institutions. Since then valu¬ 

able researches have been made with the result that it has been possible 

to construct the political history of the Bajput states in a continuous 

link from the early medieval period down to the Erst quarter of the 

19th century, with more or less precision and completeness. But the 

structure provided by Tod relating to the Bajput political institutions, 

nearly a century and a quarter ago, has not been elaborated to the 

extent that was desirable. Eminent historians have written volumes 

on ancient Indian polity, but the socio-political institutions of Bajputs 

of the early medieval period have not unfortunately received the atten¬ 

tion that they deserve. 

The institutions which prevailed in Bajputana since after the 

advent of the Mughal Empire, lost much of their pristine character as 

they were invariably influenced by the outlook and institutions of the 

Mughal imperial court. The view that the character of Bajput 

monarchy from the 16th century onward, underwent radical change 

and tended to become despotic has found more or less general acceptance 

from historians. But the period which intervenes between the rise of 

the Bajput dynasties and the exit of the Delhi Sultanate, is a period 

during which Bajput institutions, more or less uncontaminated by 

|lxtraneous influences, found opportunities for free and proper develop¬ 

ment. And yet no systematic study into the institutions of this period, 

is known to have been attempted. 

For the early medieval period Tod is of little or no help. The 

glimpses he offers into Bajput polity relate to the Bajput political oigani-* 

satkm of his days with special reference to the circumstances prevailing 

in Hewar.^ His information, as such, has no bearing on the early 

medieval ^imes. Besides Tod was more painstaking than cautious and 

I IJoA—iim^ and AntiqaiUsa of Rajasthan, Vol. t* Ohatiter on * Bkatoh of a 
Boadal Sgstm in Majaitkan.* 
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oidre bIMn than aot, he has allo'vped his judgment to be Tiitated 

his aeitiety to discover the elements c( Feudalism in Bi^put life 
For Hie study of the eariy medieval Rajput polity we are mainty 

dependent on literary and epigraphio sources. But the available literary 

sources, such as quasi-historical commemorative compositions, do not 

supply us with precise data and their tendency is to exalt the position 

and achievements of the ruling princes, often at the expense of the 

people, who go unnoticed. Whatever value attaches to them is in Hie 

nature of corroborating some information derived through independent 
sources rather than yielding us new information. 

In the circumstances, our reliance has necessarily to be placed on 

epigraphic records. These records again often furnish us with 

exaggerated or distorted information and when compared with similar 

records issued by contemporary or later rulers belonging to several 

dynasties, are often found to involve themselves in contradictions. 

Inspite, however, of the paucity of materials and of their not whdly 

satisfactory character it is possible to trace the working of medieval 

Rajput ix)lity in its outlines. 

The general impression prevalent among the students of Indian 

history is that every Rajput ruler was a tyrant within liis state and 

that he ruled as a despot. Referring to the days that elapsed after the 

death of Harshavardlian, V. A. Smith says. 

Dynastic W’ars and revolutions did not bring about any develop¬ 

ment of political institutions.The states continued to be governed 

in the old-fashioned ways by despotic Rajas each of whom could do 

what he pleased.” * But a reference to the available evidence on the 

Rajput political and social institutions of the early medieval period 

does not support the statement of V. A. Smith. 

A study of the Rajput institutions of the early medieval period 

18 possible only in the context of (1) the character of the Rajput immi¬ 

grants and (2) the political situation prevalent in India during the age 

of the settlement of the Rajputs. The Rajjmts who came in different 

waves of migration to India are not known to have developed any 

organised polity while they lived outside India. After they had lived 

for sometime in India, they began to run after Indian ideas and 

institutions as fast as they could. And by^the time they emerged as the 
ruling dynasties, they had become completely Indiamsed, so that the 

institutions which came into existence were in the main a continuation 

of the institutionB which had been prevalent in India from much 

times. ISiere is evidence to show that despotism was not a 
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feature of the aooieoi Indian pol^t;. The Bajpat immiggnafa 

bad no. we^-developed polity of their'own with which they ooald think 

qi replacing the institutionB which had the sanction of tradition and 

onstom behind them. Hence they accepted them as they were. 

Secondly, though the Bajput polity wae in the main a continuation of 
the ancient Indian polity, it was not entirely so. This was in a sense 

inevitable for the death of Harsba had let loose the forces of disinte¬ 

gration at a time which was soon after followed by the advent of Islam) 

constituting a serious challenge to the integrity of India. It was during 

this period of confusion that the Kajputs were called upon to play the 

role of the defenders of Indian culture and polity. They played their 
part valiantly enough, delayed the progress of the Muslim arms and 

kept in tact the pattern of Hindu polity, with certain inevitable modi¬ 

fications to suit the exigencies of the time. In the circumstances the 

early medieval Rajput polity could uot obviously be a mere replica of 

the old system. It was rather the old system chiselled out into a new 

fonu. To describe it as feudal, as Tod does, is to put the emphasis 

on the wrong spot. The Bajput system betrays no doubt certain 

casual affinities to several features of feudalism, which, on scrutiny, 

are found to be more apparent than real. A comparison of the Bajput 

system with the one prevailing in Europe in the middle ages only 

helps to emphasise the soundness of Hallam’s warning that ‘‘it is of 

great importance for us to be on guard against seeming analogies which 

vanish away when they are closely observed Besides the features 

which Tod took to be feudal, were applicable, if at all, to some of the 

socio-economic institutions which came to exist m Bajputana only frmu 

after the 18th century. The evidence of their existence in earlier 

centuries is not conclusive." 

The distinguishing characteristic of the Bajput system is not then 

feudal. It would be much more correct to say that the political society 

of the Bajputs during the early medieval period was based on the 

ancient Indian system and was governed in accordance with principles 

laid down in the Smriti commentaries of Medhatithi, Visvarrupa aud 

Nitakavyamrita of Somadeva.® 

« HaUsm—Afiddle Agca, Vol. I, p. 200. 
f Xt must be remejneerod, again, that Tod*a account relates to the circvnnatanccH 

ptbfsilittg towards the close of the 18th, and the boginaiog of tbo 19th Century. Wc 
be sure whether bis obsoryations should bo regarded as applicable to the political 

of the Bajputs in the pre-Mughal age or even |n the 17th Century "• 
A. C. Beagdee—Studiert p. 99. ^ . 

• ** tjpto d»e end oi the x9th Century the character and struoliire of the lU^ut 
•dciii*4aA politioid inetitutioiu were purely indogenous, having been direo^ iidkanteil 
fWayfc tfnf ancient political system of India. Their terminology was entirely derived from 
Bonakiit oad th^ vms ideals were governed by pruioiples expotiMed in Bindu 

Sonm-ffftifiss in Mediewf Indkm jf, i. 
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A refermoe to the Bajpat epigraphy showB that the officers of 
the crown were known by the same designations as in old, viz., Afantrin, 
Mahaffand?twigrakif(a, Mahasenapati, Dandapasika, MahapraUhofa, 

Datidanayaka, Baladktktcta, etc., and the administrative divisions 
continued to be known by the name of bhuktis, vishayas and mandatas. 
It was not till the 16th century that these designations were replaced 

by new appellations unknown to ancient Indian political treatises. But 

while up to the 12th century the Bajput political system continued to 
be mainly based on ttie ancient Indian system, certain changes had 
begun to manifest thenibolves, imparting to Bajput polity a character 

which had been unknown before. 

The most prominent feature of Bajput monarchy is its clan- 

character. The clans into which the Bajputs were divided claimed 

descent from dillerent stocks and the clan feeling alwa3s predominated 
among them. At no peiiod m their history were they able to merge 

their clan patriotism into one loi the entire community. Under the 

pecuhar political system of the Bajputs one Rajput clan settled in and 
ruled over one state—the different sub-sections of the clan occupying 

distinct allotments of land within the clan state. The sub-section first, 

the clan next and the coinmumty last of all—w^as the pattern on which 
the Bajput system rested. Thus the Bajput political system tended to 
accentuate the differences within the cominunit}^—i.c., between one 

clan and another, to the groat detriment of the feeling of nationality. 

Within the clan, however, there was a remarkable identification 

of outlook and interest. “ In every state the ruling class belongs to 

one particular clan. . . . The humblest members of the clan considered 

themselves along with the ruler as the sons of the same father, enjoy¬ 

ing their patrimony by the same right as the ruler himself. The 

latter was thus nothing but primus wter pares. . . . The state in fact 

did not belong to tlie luler—it belonged to the clan as a whole.^ 

So far as the antiquity of the clan monarchies is concerned, it is 

possible to trace their existence to the age of the Pratiharas." 
Dr, Ghoshal draws our attention to two Pratihara records of A.D. 893 

and 899" in whicli the donated village is described as belonging to a 
group of 84 villages and concludes “ This was exaclly the standard 

w,e of the clan-chief’s estate m medieval Bajputaiia.” 
This new type of Bajput polity in its inception, was thus considcr- 

ahly different from the system such as prevailed m the age of the 

T 8. C. Dutt. *' Bajput PolUy." The Ouardtan, Ausust 27. 1031. 

The Age of Impmal Kananj, C^p. 
OfffonMation, iJiD oni Legot InsMutione by Pr. 0. N. Gboahal, p. 240 

• Mpigraphig Zndiea, VoU IX., 4ff. 

12* msp—vni 

* 
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MAUiyas or that ctf the Quptas. The ancient 'Indian Bjretem was a 

highly developed bureaucratic system which had to its credit a long 

process of evolution. Compared to it the Kajimt system was a primitive 

one. It was only at a later stage that the old bureaucratic system 

made its influence felt over the newer clan system, and in consequence 

of the fusion of the two, the Itajput svsteni attained its final stature. 

In its origin the llajput system was intended to serve the necMls 

of a transitional phase and is therefore intelligible in the context of tin* 

socio-political conditions prevalent then. Broadly speaking, it is possi¬ 

ble to trace three main stages in tlie evolution of medieval liajput polity 

(1) Consequent uixm Ihe stale of disintegration from whicli India 

suffered for nearly a century after Harslui’s death and the lengthening 

shadows of foreign in\asion, ancient i»olilical institutions tended <o 

decline for some time. But with the advent of tlio IVatihara empire of 

Kanauj, the pendulum swung buck and the ancient institutions were 

revived. The Pratihara institutions, as observed already, bear a close 

resemblance w’ith the ancient Hindu polity, (ti) But the ancient 

system was not destined to remain unchanged for long. 'Plie cliange 

in the socio-economic cum political condition^ consequent upon ».be 

decline and disintegration of the Pratiliara imperial structure made 

change in the pattern of government inevitable. From ai>out the middle 

of the tenth century, Norlliern India came to be split up into a number 

of independent territorial units ruled }>y various Kajput dynaaticfl. lb 

the time these dynasties emerged inlo the full light of Instory, ite 

clan-character of the monarchy seemed lo have overshadowed its otliei 

characteristics. The menace of the Muslim invasion liad become mon* 

intense than ever and tlie Rajput rulers sought to strengthen their posi¬ 

tion by emphasising tlieir identity of interests with the subjects through 

common ancestry and common profession, 

(m) The third stage in the evolution of Rajput polity was lieralded 

by its cxintact witli the Mughal Kaj and it is the influence of ih'* 

imperial court in Delhi which was responsible for fostering the cause 

of absolute and over-centralised monarchy in Rajputana. But evo'» 

when the leader of the clan became tmimfonned into the irresponsil^!'? 

bureaucrat of tlie 17th and ]8lh centuries, thiTe was no complete break 

with the past. Old institutions, like habits, die hard. The old palri 

an^ia! character of the monarchy survived through such appellations •i'' 

‘ Bapujea ’ by which the monarch was addressed and ' Babas * by whidi 

his offsets, the vassals of the state, were known/" 

Tod—ilamiU atMl of Bai<uthan, 



ROLE OF HUMAN FACTOR IN REVOLUTK^ 
AND WAR 

Baki Gbosh, M-A, 

From the dawn of recorded history mankind quests for peace. 

J3ut the road to peace is strewn with the stormy struggles. Security 

of life has been challenged continuously from the time immemorial. 

Peace, progress and prosperity have been ruthlessly charged by the cruel 

destructive forces in human nature. The grinding poverty and the 

untold miseries, tlic pangs of burning liunger, the wants and worries 

threaten the existence of human life in this world. The unity and 

fraternity, love and sympathy have been proved ineffective. Evil 

{X)wers win and the kind virtues are subdued. Tlie goodwill missiun 

becomes a sheer mockery. Man is nothing but the helpless puppet of 

liiis tragic sliow. The wlieel of destruction rolls on. 

To-day*s world is ro<dving and rolling towards the unknown 

destination. The bird’s-eye view on the inten»ational soil focuses on the 

gbjoaiy days that are ahead. The civilisation stands at present on the 

cross road of war and peace. The j>ossibilily of the third global war 

in llie coming fiiluro is threatening thi-ough the dark horizon indicating 

llic shaken dcstinv of human civilisation. 

In these tense moments 6f histor\- in the context of the present 

iiiLTUiational situations it is necessary to sun*ev the basic causes, which 

tqiorute in the background of the social and ix)litical disturbances and 

crises. Revolution and war are the most violent and engrossing human 

struggles for power. These tw'o forms of human conflicts have become 

tlio most serious and dangerous problems in the modem world. 

Historians and sociologists attempt to analyse tlie causes of revolution 

and war with the diflorent approac*hes from the past records. But in 

their reviews, the role of human mind has not been exposed specifically, 

fto it is necessary to explore the human factors involved in revolution 

and war. The disturbed and tortured mind is the most active and 

(lyiiaiuic operator or in other words the leading cause of disruption and 

violence. 

What is Revolution? 

A question may be asked ‘what is revolation In PoP^y 

^ionceptioa a rey^ution is a sudden reorganwation in the political 
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of % state. But broadly revolution means disorder, chaos and dislocation 

of the entire existing orders in the political, social, economic, cultural 

and religious institutions of a country. Precisely, a revolution is an 

abrupt social and political reformation usually accomplished by forcible 

overthrow of the existing systems in a country. Overt violence is not 

an essential feature of revolution. It has been observed universally 

that upheaval of revolution awaits the arrival of the psychological 

moment. As no drama can be played unless the stage is properly set, 

80 the revolution cannot step in unless the people is firmly prepared. 

Actually the emergence of revolution depends on the people’s felt need, 

which arises spontaneously from a tremendous change in outlooks, 
beliefs and attitudes in a prevalent social system. The age inspires 

people to claim their voices for novelties. 

The strong optimism guides the trend of revolution. The inner 

spirit of revolution is born out of the agony of the human heart which 

steers people through tiie unseen perilous voyage to the glorious victory 

of life’s journey. 

Psychological Factors Making fob the Pre-Bevolutionary 

SET UP AND THE PBE-WaB CONDITIONS 

The pre-revolutionary set up and the pre-war conditions 

irrespective of time and circumstances depend primarily on the attitudes 

and feelings of people in making revolution and war. 

Bevolution and war are the two forms of human conflicts. Co¬ 

operation is the basis of society but conflict is the reverse of unity, 

which uproots or dislocates the social life of mankind. The force of 

conflict presents the most serious and vital problems in every aspect 

of human associations—racial, industrial, cultural, religious, etc. 

The term ‘ conflict ’ has been used in our everyday life. It is 

an abstract concept of the attitude of opposition or aggressiveness 

through which it is finally manifested. Conflict indicates the splitting 

up processes. The significance of the term implies the sense of two- 

nesB or duality with the feeling of rivalry; or the awareness of 

differences with the motive of persecution. That awareness is a tendency, 

which indicates to move towards an object or principle and at the same 

timd withdrawal or avoidance from the rival or the opposite criteria. 

The acute conflict is a set of attitudes, which produces tension and iu 

usually released through aggressive actions followed by either verbal or 

overt violence. 
Intensive analysis exposes that the origin of conflict is rooted iR 

the biased attitude and sentiment, ideologies and principles, myths and 
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lageads, hratkmd beliefs and perverse jodgments, etc. Distrust and 

misunderstandings, jealousy and selfishness are the subsidiary channey 

through which die main stream of conflict flows on. . But mote 

precisely all diese evil attitudes originate from the primitive instinct of 

hatred in human nature; which manifests itself in the spirit of 

aggression. This instinct is the most powerful and dynamic in action, 

that guides the destiny of human life in this world. The cause of the 

outbreak of war is the bitter feeling of hatred witliin the groups towards 
each other. 

The role of conflict in group life is immensely important. The 

primary object of conflict is to inspire gi*oup consciousness and to 

maintain tlio in-group and out-group struggles. Tins process of conflict 

has always dual role; winch holds the allied group together and at the 

same time stands against the rival party. These rival forces always run 

parallel and never coincide and co-exist at one and the same time; so 

tho result ends in the never ending aggression or destruction. 

Social exploitation, economic injustice, political suppression, 

tyrannical rule, ideolof^icul antagonism are the adequate conditions 

which venture and await for the psychological moment for the out¬ 

burst into direct action. 

Cattbes op Bevolution 

There are innumerable active factors in making revolution. But 

tlie basic cause lies deep in the human nature. Although the 

jisvchological factors are not the only causes but these are supposed to be 

root causes that remain unchanged throughout the ages and centuries. 

The major cause of revolution is the repressed instinct or drive 

winch under the proper stimulation bursts out in the form of disorderly 

breakdown. When the basic desires and the burning necessities are 

tliwarted and forcibly suppressed, the revolting attitude grows up 

against the existing authority. But the climax of repression becomes 

heightened when the old system of social-cultural set up fails to 

compromise with the changing views and demands of the new uprising 

gioup. Thus a feeling crops up that the legitimate aspirations and 

ideals of these people are unlawfully checked. These maladjusted 

persons with their uncompromising attitudes are the sources of all 

disturbances and discontents in every sphere of social life. This 

inhibited force of the repressed impulses and desires attempt to reach the 

perverted track as an outlet for its satisfaction. The results are the 

morbid abnormal behaviours of the people. Discontent and onro^t* 

the feeling <rf insecurity and hunailiation, terror and the 
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worries are the primary psychological features that create tensions and 

gradttally shape themselves into a stem desperate attitude which finally 
plunges into revolation. 

What is Wak? 

Modem war is the total mobilisation of manpower aiid the natural 

resources of a country to encroach on other’s free exiHleJicc. According 

to some thinkers war is an institution. It is an institution because 

there are different channels of activities directed to only one objective. 

In war the entire life of a nation becomes involved. National interest 

is so much interdependent that sometimes the whole of humanity is 

entangled and collapses. So war is an institutionalised international 

conflict. War as an institution stimulates and directs the aggressive 

habits of man. 

Origin of War 

The root is the ambitious achievements of a nation for ^Kiwer and 

possessions. The desires for political supremacy and commercial 

expansion of the larger states prepare the bases of w’ar. Tins attitude 

is termed in political science as imperialism. These desires are the 

reflections of 'self-pre&crvation' instinct in man and this personal feeling 

is transformed into a group attitude. The conflict becomes acutely 

sharp between the states when the political as well as physical securities 

are threatened and challenged by each other. This is the climax position 

for the outbreak of war. 

War in Making 

‘ We love as one, we hate as one ’—is the disciplined principle of 

military idealism. The intensive in-group solidarity is equally dependent 

on positive and negative attitudes. The patriotic idealism in a nation 

^depends not alone on the attitudes of love and sympathy but also on 

their opposite componenis of liatred, jealousy, distrust and avoidance. 

The people in a stale are encouraged and inspired to extend their 

deepest love and sympatlu towards the in-group or homeland, and that 

spirit is revered as patriotism; whereas at the same time these 

countrymen are trained to transfer their bitter feelings of hatred to the 

threatening out-group or enemy country. So the conclusion may be 

drawn that' the war provides the individual with a culturally accepted and 

expected outlet for his aggressiveness. This culturised aggressiveness 

is the ^ycbologioal foundation d war morale or fighting spirit. 
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Wat h riothiiSrg but the psychological exploitatioa and drilling <rf 

certain dislinctive mental forces of people to achieve the pre-planned 

Buccless of an ambitiond'nation. These psychological forces in man arc 

cultivated and trained under the strong military discipline. Perwonal ill 

feelings are roOfied and direot(*d to concentrate the fori*e thrr>»gh one 

])articu]ar outlet, winch is war. ^an is mechanised to act like a horrihlo 

deadly weapon. Thus war bi^conieB inevitable. 

The shuliCH on the effects of these evil forces on human personality 

specially m tlie situation of WMir m making reveal wmie deeper 

causes. Aggression m a conim*)n and universal experience of mankind. 

It lias b^en observed fioin the lact that p'rsonal aggies-»jveness arises 

Inmi the fru%tration complex whicli mdividuals e\ix*nence in their daily 

fonlaets wilii others. Tlie sense of frustration begins from the 

(lisp.iritv betwet'ii human \v<inl and ils satisfaction in the <ontext of the 

existing so* i4il-culturall> intei.n tioinl systems Allliough frustration 

does not alwa>N loud \c uggnssion Init evei\!)o#ly shows some form of 

rosifttaiice or negative attitude to tlie fiustratmg contact-* with relatives, 

friends, ntMghbours, teachers or otiit'rs. So it is evidtuitly true that 

evervhodv cariics the lesourco of ie-Mt>tance of somo form or other. 

'I'his resource in huimin nature is exploited w’lth a pre-planned motive 

by a }>arlicular nitere-^itd group. Pts>ple are stimulated to transfer 

their most intense aggres^^lvenosB to the nations that stand against tbeir 

securities. 'Plie force of peisonal lOMstanco becomes so violent by 

proper drilling, that it shapes even int*) the moibid reaction to murder. 

This process of transformation of the innsoual evil feelings into the 

tot.il group feelings is technically lernuHl as ps\<‘hologieal exploitation. 

How ro Soi.vK Tim DiSAS'inoug rnonoKM of Hvmvn Sii.ujr,HTKa? 

It i.s high time lor us to pause and ponder wlnther we are drifting 

l*)-day. The next task of social scientist is ahead the discovery of tho 

evil forces which stand in the way of unity and peace. The analysis 

of basic psychological factors that lead to misunderstanding, selfishness, 

jeidousy and meuiiness xiltimately misguide the humanitx to plunge 

into ruins. Where religion has become a warcry, narrow raeeilihin 

Jioibons the human culture and civilisation, Idoodshed and hatred are 

the means to reach the goal of success. 

Human needs are unlimited and would never he appeased. 

Satisfaction means stagnancy, discontent is progress. Hatred, jealousy 

and suspicion are bestowed upon man. Every human being suffers from 

these natural endowments. But these must be considered as individual 

pmblems and should be overcome personally, hence evil forces lunsl^ 
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act be etimnlated and organised to destroy society. Secondly, the 
group spirit should be inspired for the constructive services. The humau 
energy should be directed to the multi-purpose achievements of worldly 
life. The brilliance of life should be unfolded before the distressed and 
helpless people. 

Thirdly^ the competitive spirit in people should be always 

encouraged and guided for the better upliftment. The aggressiveness in 

human character has been found in its sublimated form in the healthy 

competitive activities in the different branches of human attainments— 

academic achievements, athletic contest, commercial competition, party 

politics, trade unionism, philanthropic mission, etc., are the burning 

examples. These are the channels in which the diffusion of personal 

resisttmee and aggressKeness is possible. Common man desires and 

hankers after material needs; this individual satisfaction should be 

provided as far as practicable. 

In these critical days, social scientist must be on guard to take 

the charge of man's destiny and thus to save people from disaster and 

to ensure lasting peace. If these poisonous forces are reformed and 

sublimated by broader education and rational outlook, then a great 

service will be offered to mankind. The resurgent man will realise the 

ideal of universal fraternity and will proceed to achieve the long 

cherished goal of cosmopolitanism—“ One World **. 
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VoL II (28) 

JaKAKX VaLIiAEHA BhATTAOHAOTTA, M.Am Ph.D., Samkhyatibtha 

The Distinction between Chaste and Vuloab Words 

IS NOT TENABIiR 

Let this discuBMon be stopped since it is a very long one. There 

are no such words as bear the label ‘chaste* and similarly the label 

‘vulgar* is not attaobed to soiueother words. Let us now put a 

premium on discussion regarding the jurisdiction of an injunction and 

that of a prohibition. Let us take an illustration of Injunction viz, 

one should sacrifice with BrThis and an example of Prohibition viz, 

“One should not take kalauja. In the above two examples one 

knows of the characteristic foatuies of Brihis and Kalahias from the 

|)oo[)le at large. Therefore, an injunction concerning Brlhis or a 

prohibition with regard to kalafijas is not impossible tu und^r^tand. 

But as one knows what is Brlhi and what is Kalahja from the 

common people so he docs not know the distinction between chaste 

and vulgar words irom the same source, [fleuce, an injunction 

prescribing the use of chaste words and a prohibition restricting 

the use of vulgar words remain ever obscure]. Though our ears 

1 feel tired with the hearing of words yet they produce simply the 

undiscerning knowledge of words. But the chastity or otherwise of 

words is never directly apprehended. As one senses the universal 

of soundness belonging to all sounds or the qualites of sound viz, 

different accents so he does not perceive with bis ears the chastity or 

otherwise-ness of a word. As we do not perceive the chastity or other 

wlseness of a word so wo can not infer it since an inference is invari* 

ably based upon perception which lies at the root of generalisation. 
I 

There are two types of words viz, (1) words coined by human 

beings and words used in the Vedic Literature. Of these two types 

of words, what has been coined by human beings denotes an object 

which is either perceived or inferred. As the chastity or otberwisa^ 

ness of a word is neither perceived nor inferred so chaste or vulgar 
words do not owe their origin to human agency. Vedic words at» 

^ow to be disouased. If the chastity of these words is establisfa^^ 

iL-i946P-yin 
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then they may come within the province of injonction and if Iheit 

noDchastity ia proved then they may fall within the jurisdiction of 

prohibition. In that case we cannot admit the truth of following 

statement tiz. As the distinction between chaste and noncbaste 
words is well-established so injunction or prohibition may be imposed 

upon the proper words.** If we admit the truth of the above state¬ 

ment then it will be ineWtably open to the fallacy of a vicious circle. 

If injunction and probibitiou aie established then the existence of 

chaste and noncbaste words is proved. Again, if the existence of 

these words is established then the existence of injunction and pro¬ 

hibition is placed beyond dispute. 

What is the exact meaning of the term 'chastity*? Does it 

mean that a chaste word is such as lias denotation? If we say in 

the affirmative then words such as gavl etc. are full well denotative. 

Why are not they to be treated as chaste words? If the communica¬ 

tion of meaning decides the chastity of a word then words like gav! 

etc more quickly carry their sense than words such as ‘go’ etc. 

Hence, the so called chaste words such as ‘go’ etc. firstly become 

noncbaste. Some hold that noncbaste words cannot directly convey 

tbeir sense. They convey their meaning through the medium of 

their basic chaste ttords which aie inferred. Hence, they indirectly 

communicate their meaning. 

The above suggestion does not hold good. It simply points to 

another way of communicating the sense of a word. But the way 

which is contrary to the suggested one is well-known in this world. 

Tlie rustic people who are innocent of Sanskrit Grammar are well 

contented with words like gavi etc. since when they hear these words 

their meaning is immediately conveyed to them but is not an 

inference. In other words, a common man having heard a vulgar 

word does not try to find out its basic chaste word, Becollecting 

the meaning of the original word and observing the invariable relation 

' * of the vulgar word with the chaste one he does not indirectly grasp 

the meaning of the vulgar word. As trees and fruits which grow 

on the nco'thern side of the Mount of Gold are not seen before. They 

are beyond onr reach. Similarly, the chaste words of Sanskrit 

Ijitdrfttore are inacessible to the common folk. The common naan 

baa not grasped the invariable relation of a vulgar word with a chaste 

one* Hence how will it be possible for him to infer the nieaning of 
a vulgar word from that of a chaate one? 

Hus learned scholara who are helmsmen in the ocean of gram- 

matie*] literature and are in constant toodt with nice exiveflaions 
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do not indirecUy gra»p the moftUingB of vulgar ^ords wbao th^y use 

tbeip. In other words, they do not think in terms of Sanskrit worda 
and gather the sense of other words through the medium of Sanskritk 

words. Every body has divect experience of the truth of the above 
atateznent. The power of oommuoicating a meaning constitutes the 

chastity of a word. As such power belongs to chaste words such aa 

^go* etc. so it belongs to nonchaste words viz. *gavi' etc. So^ these 

noDchaste words may be considered as chaste ones If the noncbaslity 

of a word stands for the non communication of meaning then it 

exclusively belongs to the cawing of a crow etc. Bui nonchastity 

does not belong lo articulate sounds oonfriatiiig of letters. Hence, the 

vulgar words are not uonchaste. 

Now, an objector may argue that the chastity of a word is not 

merly the pointing of an object since such a definition is too wide. 

It also applies to smoke and such other objects which indicate some*' 

other objects. But the power of denotation is that which lends to 

bring about some specific acts. Such j>owcr belongs to words like 

‘go’ etc. but does not lieloug to words ‘gavi etc. Hence, words 

like gav! etc. are not chaste. 

The above cnticnm has been offeicd by a peison who lacks 

far sight. A denotative word is that which conveys a primary meaning. 

We have tborouglily discussed the point that denotation means the 

comiDUuiuatiou of a meaning by means of the primary power. This 

power of denotation is equally shared by words like ‘go* etc. and 

word such as ‘gavl' etc. Therefore, all these words are chaste. 

NoW| the critics may argue that words which obey the rules of 

Sanskrit Etymology are chaste and those which do not obey such rules 

are nonebaste. This argument is logically tenable since the procedure 

adopted by the science of Etymology is purely conventional. It is 

an expression of his arbitrary will. So its findings are not absolute. 

Our subtle intellect fails to invent any new definition of chaste and 

nonebaste words. Hence^ we reaffirm the conclusion that a denctotive 

word is chaste and a nondenotative word is nonebaste. Hence, an 

injunction concerning chaste words and a prohibition with regard to 

nonebaste words should be futile. The reason behind the above 

remark is as follows :— 

“One shall speak chaste words** is a well-known maxim. Why 

shall we issue an injunction to this effect? “One shall not speak 

non-sense’* is also well known. Why does a prohibition come fn? 

As speaking non-sense is not possible so the prohibition of apeakittg 

noa-eense is meaningless. 



At the '^Oce should drink wale|r’% kabBXHrd so tKcr 

ptbhibition **One ihduld not eat dre”, is equally absurdi A ruas 

naturally seeks to drink water. So any injunction regarding it it 

tUperfluoDs. What is enjoined by the Sastras is beyond the reach 

of XKHmal activities of a person. As under no circumstances it is 

posable for one to eat fire so any prohibition with regard to it is 

tmneoeseary. The general rule which governs prohibition is this that 

what is possible is prohibited. Even a camel, being afflicted by 

the heat of summer, will not try to eat fire in order to quench his 

thirst. Now, the critics may argue in the following manner. Though 

words like 'go* etc. and words like 'gavi' etc. are equally denotative 

yet an injunction and a prohibition are fruitful since their function 

it to impose restriction upon the indiscriminate use of words. The use 

of non^aste words enjoined by the Sastras entails merit. The non* 

use of unchaste words prohibited by the Sastras helps one to avoid 

commission of sin. Hence an injunction and a prohibition, recorded 

in the Sastras, are fruitful. It has been said by Kuriiarila that tliough 

words, chaste and nonchaste, are denotative alike yet a rcMriction, 

imposed upon their use, is pignificniit since it regulates merit and 

demerit. 
Such a restriction is an iD)possib]e feat to materialise. When 

a restriction is to be imposed upon the use of words the use 

of which is to be enjoined should be individually mentioned and words 

the use of .which is to be prohibited should be distinctly stated. The 

said injunction should be like this that one should utter these words. 

And the said prohibition should be like this that one should not utter 

these words. If this suggestion is accepted then the above words 

are to be mentioned individually and their number is also to be 

recorded. What will be the net result if they are individually men¬ 

tioned and their number is counted. This task is impossible even 

for Brahma, the personal creator of this world whose span of life 

extends over a hundred kaJpas. It is also beyond the range of im* 

agination even of the god Ananta who has a thousand mouths wide 

j open. It is also too difficult for the Lord of Speech to perform. It 

fir«lio too heavy a load for the goddess of Learning to carry. As 

jfAese words are infinite in number so it is absurd to have a record 

of them* 

Now, the objectors may contend that some common properties 

will be discovered and words will be classed under two different beads. 

In otherwords there will be a group of sadbu words and another group 

of asadbo words. But this grouping is possible if so exclusive oommoB 
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properties of these two groaps are disoovered. 15ie critics remade 

that one may try to find oat such common properties bat it is tiot 

possible for him to find them out. 

The uniTersal of soundness which belongs to chaste and nonchaste 

words is an indivisible entity. Words are not divided into two classes 

viz. (1) a class of chaste words and (2) a class of vulgar words (words 

used in spoken languages and dialects). There are no two distinct spe¬ 

cies under the common genus of soundness. Bat a hypothesis (which 

suggests their existence) is unknown to the logical world. Nobody 

experiences that the species of chastity belongs to all chaste words and 

the species of vulgaiity belongs to all non-chaste words. 

As two distinct species are not cognised so it is not at all possible 

lo classify words in two groups. As the basis of classification is not 

possible so we do not understand this ; Why shall the use of words 

be regulated by an injunction? Though in the Sastras restrictive 

injunctions iiavc a neceosity yet one li«is got to explain what is the 

object of Kuch injunctions. What is the purport of the injunction in 

quobfion? 

Does It mean that one should utter cha^'to woids onlv but not 

non-chaste ones'^ Or, does it mean that he should only speak, uttering 

chaEte words? Both meanings oi the said injunction are infected 

with defects. Some ciitics have made the following observation. If 

one is enjoined to speak chaste words only then it is not |X)ssibIe for 

him to utter non-chaste words. Heuce the prohibition that one should 

not speak nonchaste words Is ruled out. Again, if one is enjoined to 

speak only then he will commit a sin when he will remain sileut. 

It tas been said bcfoie tliat a woid which denotes a meaning is 

chaste and no other definition of chastity is not possible. Heuce, it 

IB impossible to accept that what has no power to denote a meaning 

IB to be taken as a word. Therefore, there aro no such words as may 

be called unchaste or non-chaste. The drift of this argument is that 

the said prohibition is meaningless. 

Now, the contendere may argue that the above regulation is 

significant since it prohibits the use of such words as are wrongly 

pronounced thiough inadvertance or biability. I’rohibition is directed 

towards theee wrongly pionounced words. 

The critics review Uiis new suggestion and point out that if words 

which are wrongly pronounced thiough inadvertence or inability do 

not convey meanings then there is no iiosbibilily of spplying the said 

prohibition to them since it follows fioin the text that significant StOldfi 



will only bd iakASi ioto leralioD* What ia the need of taking 

unnecesBary paina of prohibiting them? 

Again, if vulgar words denote meanings a» chaste words, correctly 

pronounced, do then prohibition does not apply to their use aa it does 

not apply to the use of chaste words. 

Now, the defenders may contend thiu : Nobody can deny that* 

there are worda of Indian dialects which are exclusively used in tran- 

aactiona of secular business. In order to exclude their use the said 

prohibition that one should not spiak non-chaste words has been given* 

Why is not the above r<?striciivo injunction significant? The critics 

join issue with the advocates and point out that as many examples 

of conveying one’s ideas through the contraction of one’s eye-balls, 
gestures of hands, and such other expressions are noticed so regulations 

should also be issued prohibiting iheir practice. 

Tn continuation of their criticism tlie critics remark that a res¬ 

trictive injunction has a positive content It enjoins something posi¬ 

tive. Tjet us take an example, viz,, one should lie with liis wife 

during a fixed period after her menstruation. The person enjoined ia 

ordered to do something positive. But a Parisamkliya injunction has 

a negative import. Let us take an example, viz, *‘Five species of 

animals having five fingers with nails are edible. ' The above injunc¬ 

tion implies that one should not take the flesh of animals having such 

and such characteristic features excepting animals belonging to the 

well-defined five species. Now, the defenders may contend that the 

said restiictive injunction has also a negative import, i e., it intends 

to prohibit the use of vulgar words If this is their contention then 

they simply contradict tlienisclves since they say in the same breath 

that the said injunction is both positive and negative (inyaina and 

pansarnkbya). 

Now, the defenders may contend that the aaid injunction has only 

a negative import and is a parieamkhya vidhi, such a contention 

does not bold good since chaste and vulgar words do not aimultane- 

onsly come within the jurisdiction of this injunction. In case of the 

abbve parisamkhya injunction one may take the flesh of all animals 

having five fingers with nails* There is a possibility of taking fiesb 

since a man is actuated by his natural propensity. Where there is a 

posdbility there negation is significant. Thus, the taking of the flesh 

of certain animals has been prohibited. As there is no possibiliby of 

simnltaneously using chaste and vulgar words so the injunction in 
I • 

quQstioD does not fall within the Farisaaikhya claaa, 



GPhe critice add a naw point to tbeir cri iiciam* delandat^ 
bold that the use of a chaste word brings about merit and the use of 

a vulgar word results in demerit. This hypothesis is not sound. It 

is unreasonable to assume that both words produce transcendental 

results, viz.f invisible merit and demerit since the tangible reanit, 

sis., the communication of a meaning, which stands beyond dispute 

has been discarded. It has been said that a chaste wordi properly 

used, produces the desired result in Heaven. This statement ib not 

literally true. It falls within ArthaviLda. Its object is to praise a 

chaste word. A word which has been improperly used is a thunder¬ 

bolt and kills the inslitutor of a sacrifice who improperly uses a word'. 

This btatcment, also^ comes under Artbav^a. Its object is to con¬ 

demn an improper word. It has been clearly proved that these 

btatements are subordinate to a sacrifice. They render assistance to 

a sacrifice. As they are merely laudatory or condemnatory Arthavadas 

so chaste and vulgar words have no connection with transcendental 

results, t.c., merit and demerit. A rule^ laid down in the Mimausfi 

butra, clearly expresses the following decision that a material subs¬ 

tance used in a sacrifice, viz,, a special kind of ladle etc., any quali¬ 

tative change of a sacrificer, and accessary sacrifices are means to 

an end but produce no transceudeotal result. The injunction that 

one should use chaste words in conversation and the prohibition that 

one should not use nonchaste words in conversation are well-circulated 

but not based upon the authority of the Sastras. On the basis of 

this hearsay evidence the science of grammar is considered to be 

authoritative. But we shall hojie against hope if we think that it 

(the science of grammar} is ancillary to the Vedas on the strength of 

the said weak evidence. If an injunction and a piohibiiion are read 

in a particular section then they exercise their influence only upon 

it since their set vice has been meant for the said sectiou. The uni¬ 

versal application of the said injunction and the prohibition is not 

permissible. Thus, considering the problem from evety possible 

aspect we arrive at the conclusion that the injunction and the prohi¬ 

bition, mentioned above, cannot constitute the basis of the authenti¬ 

city of the science ot grammar. 

INBFFICACY OP TBB STUDX OF GUAMMAU 

Some hold that the injunction “One sluuld study tbo Vedas along 

with their six ancillary sciences for their own sake” implies the 

obligatory character of the study of grammar since it is as ancillary 

as the other branches of lieaniing2 ^onetiesj Bitual^ ^tymologyi 
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Prosody* and Astronomy are. This view does not stand to reason. 

It is reasonable to hold that the five branches of Learning (Phonetics 

to Astronomy) are really ancillary to the Vedas since each of them 

renders unique services to the Vedas and many Vedic injunctions 

involve necessary references to (hem. Though grammar tries to attract 

attention by a show of rune and jumps yet it may be ancillary to the 

Vedas only because of the possible reasou that it is a normative ecieuoe 

which regulates tbe use of chaste words but not because of any other 

reason. The said function of grammar, viz., the regulation of the 

use of chaste words is difficult to establish. This point has been 

Brought home before. Therefore, grammar cannoi compete with 

other ancillary sciences of the Vedas in substantiating its claim. In 

the above injunction concerning the study of the Vedas for their 

own sake tbe woid 'niskarana’ has been used. It indicates as much 

its inutility but not so much its fruitfulness. The Vedas have six 

accessories. There accesRories ure not the six branches of learning. 

They are six ways of estahlishing the connection of inaniras with 

Vedic rites. They are called Sruti, Lihga etc. This \jo\ni will he 

discussed later on. Therefore, some other pnssapes which arc often 

quoted to prove that grammar is an accessory of the Vedas do not 

serve the purpose. Tbe passages are as follows: “A Brahmin 

should not use vulgar expressions since a vulgar expression i^ bar¬ 

barism". If a chaste word is properly used, it fulfills the desire of 

its employer in heaven’*. “The inslitutor of Agnihotra sacrifice 

having used vulgar expressions should observe an expiatory rite in 

honour of the Goddess of Learning"; and "A speech which is strictly 

classical is worthy of its name". Now, one may suggest that grammar 

should be babed upon the usages of savants just as the science uf 

medicine is based upon the experimental method of agreement and 

difference. The drift of this argument is that llte scienc e of grammar 

has a sound footing to stand upon. The critics review the suggestion 

and put the following questions. Who are these savants. Are they 

savants who employ classical words such as'go* etc? Or, are they 

'’sttvanis who use vulgar words, a.g., gavJ etc. in speaking and writing? 

Or* are they savants who use both classical and vulgar words in speak¬ 

ing and writing? 

(to be continued) 
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THE PHILOSOPHY OF SPINOZA 

Dr. Buoybhusan Banbrjbb, M.A. (Phil, it Saks.), D.Phil (Arts). 

CHAPTEK VI 

(A 8}nopN8 of the preceding chapters) 

I 

Baruch de Spinoza (the world famous monarch of the mind), the 

Dutch Jew, was bom in Michael and Hannah Deborah de Spinoza 

on the 24th of November, 1632 at Amsterdam in Holland. The name 

Baruch ie equivalent to the English word blessed. After he had 

ceased to be a Jew, be took the name of Benedict, the Latin eqnL 

valent to Baruch. His father was a Protuguese Jew, a merchant 

and member of a small Jewish Community, residing at Amsterdam. 

The family fiotn which Spinoza came was originally Spanish, 

anil Spanish was also Spinoza’s mother tongue. The age in which 

S[)inoza wi>> born was a scientific age, and every now and then 

there came news of some scieutitiu discovery. He was educated iu 

the Real Talmudical College and received education from private 

teachers. He learned Latin from a (lerman teacher and after that 

he was taught Latin by Vendeu Ende, a physician at Amsterdam and 

through bis influence he became an atheist. The character of bia 

father and mother is not clearly known to us. But it can bo said 

that they were strongly religious minded and their strong religions 

faith found its expression even iu Spinoza. They were not blind 

followers of customs and tradition and therefore, they had to leave 

their original home. When Spinoza learned Latin, he gave up belief 

in Divinity and offered himself for the study of Descartes and natural 

idiilosophy. He became critical and began to forsake the Jewish 

doctors, as well as the synagogue. Not only ho was an opponent 

of the synagogue but he also abandoned the religion of his father. 

After abandoning his original faith, be never accepted conversion to 

any other established creed. The Jews tried to bribe him in wdor 
to keep him a member of the Jewish community. A pension of one 
thousand florins a year was offered him to conceal his doubts, but 

he boldly declined to accept it. Therefore, an attempt was made to 

assassinate him, but fortunately he escaped. He left Amsterdam aafl 

spent the remaining days of his Ufe in various plaoee. Se . 
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more of his tiine in the ooanlry side. He lived quietly making bis 

liviog by polishing lenses of the nowly discovered telescope. Golefus, 

tbe biographer-of HpinOaa says, '^before he began bis qaieb life out- 

ude the town, he learned to polish lenses for telescope and other 

purposes/’ His wants were few and he showed a rare indifference 

to money throughout his life. 

Spinoza’s constitution was weak. He was poor in health ard 

very lean and thin. According to Colerue, ‘^ho had been troubled 

with pthisis for inoie than twenty jears/' From every jK)int of view 

he liad to face the confiict in life. Though he had to cairy on a 

poostant struggle with his opponents on mutters of lelig on and 

dogmas and although his licalth was always p^or. he boie ail these 

eufferings and struggled patiently like a lioro. On Sunday, the 2ist 

February, 1677 at about thiee o’clock, he died of heart failure. He 

was buried on the 25th February in ’’huirgraft” of the New Church, 

from whore his remaiub were removed as a result of an agitation. 

Spinoza’s pantlieistic bystom aioused intense and almost universal 

indignation and thus he was despised an atheist for centuries 

together. But ultimately his profounJ 1 ve ol truth, his unselfishnebs 

and his simple mode of life made him one of the gieatest ideal 

aouls of ti»e world. Now he is worshipped and Iioiioiii c-d one 

land all. 
Spinoza, we find in the preface to his posthumous woiLk, “re¬ 

ceived his early training in litoraliuc, and as a youth many years 

in the study of theology; but when he grew up to age of niatuiity 

he gave himself up entirely to philosophy. He burned with passion 

fbr knowledge ; yet as be did not find what he required in either 

teachers or authors, he determined to attempt a (rial of his own 

powers, in the carrying out of which he received great assistance from 

the writings of Descartefa.*’ It sliows that the gorras of conflict were 

in him even in his childhood and they developt'd into violent forms 

in his mature age. Spinoza’s mind was not free from contradictions 

and he was not satisfied with traditional dogmas. TIis philusopliy is 

like an outbrust of a seemingly extinct volcano. 

The main purpose of this article was to show that there was a 

boatinuoas conflict of tendencies iu Spinoza’s philosophy, Fropa thei 

very diildhoqd' and. up to the last days of bii life he bad to stiffer 

hardships from life and religion. lie had a week constitution which 

prevented hitn from enjoying a healthy life. In matters of religion, 

bk wee a revolutionist who became dissatisfied with the current 

ISoetrinee cf .ifaeolegy and church dogmaa. 
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, ^ Tbiit artiol^ baa beati^ divided iuto five cbaplers. In ib<i first 

cbafster, tinder the beading of ‘Baincb i^nd Benedictos/ we tried to 

•ebow Bpieossa’s eatly conflict which was due to his vast study of 

Hebrew philosophical works, study of Natural philosophy and the 

wiitiogs of Pescartes. If one hkes to form a correct opiuioQ of 
b 

Spinoza, one rnu^fc try to uuderatand fir&t of all the implicit Spinoza. 

There waR two Spinozns—one was the implicit Spinoza and the other 

was the explicit Spinoza. The implicit Spinoza was the last of the 
• 

inediaevals and iiie explicit Spinoza waa the first of the mod^ns. 

Baruch, the implicit Spinoza, was tanglit theology and current dogmas 

of those da}s and Bonedictub, the explicit Spinoza, revolted against 

the theological docliuics and traJitiooa! caoloms and abandoned even 

his father’s religion. Thus there was a conflict between the implicit 

and the explicit Spinoza. 

Spinoza himself remarked that if a person liked to understand 

Euclidean geometry be did not require to know' about the life and 

character of Euclid or the language he u'^ed, the public for whose sake 

he wrote, or the history of his writings ; “anJ what is said here of 

Euclid/’ be declaied, "bolds good of all 1110*^0 who have written about 

things winch are clear in their own riatuie." Spinoza might have 

thought that like Euclidean geometry his own writings were clear 

and simple. Therefore, for the underhtandiiig of his writiugs, there 

was no necessity to know the author. As his writings were full of 

tonflicling ideas, it was difficult and bomeiimes im^H/irBible to read Ibe 

clear and siiuple n caning of it, without, picsious knowledge of the 

implicit Spinoza ^vho^e works are with us now. He did not wri'e with- 

out a motive. Ho wjoic with a view to critic Hing mediaeval philo'-ophers 

and he wanted to sliow through his own stdlcment the weakness of 

mediaeval pliiloetphy. Thus the conflict brlwtvn mediaevali&in and 

modernism found its fiist expression m the wiitings ol Spinoza. 

The second chapter of the article dealt with Spinoza’s pantheibiu 

and theism. It was a Nery difficult task for us to declare whether 

Spinoza was a pantheist oi a tbeist. Spinoza wanted to reconcile 

the difleront theories of the Mediaevals. But in this act oi recon¬ 

ciliation, his philosophy had not discarded any of the tiuthb of the 

Mediaeval philobophies but had only given them their pioper place 

in bis system. Pantheism and theism, nominaiibin and lealism, 

idealism and enipiricibm, and bO on, found a sanction iii Spiuozistic 

pbiloBopby. To the follower of one line ol thnnght, he was ‘ a God- 

intoxicated man to the acute obfceivuliou of not her, he was a 

ilieist, in whose philosophy the elements of scientific empiricirai 
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found their place under the guise of theistic interpretetiou. VTbeo 

1m said that * all determination is negation *, he reduced all finite 

individuals to unreality and illusion. At another time when he said 

that ‘^Nature*’ is only another name for God, he gave to tlte finite 

individuals an independent leality and treated the infinite as au 

ngfiregate of finite things. Thus Spinoza’s philosophy gave birth to 

many a conflicting element which made it impossible for us to call him 

either a pantheist or a theist, either a naturalist or a supernaturalist, 

either a nominalist or a realist, either a deist or an atheist, and so on. 

The third chapter of the book dealt with Spinoza’s ethics and 

metaphysics. To the Mediaevals, philosophy was a system based on 

logical construction and abstract notions of reality. For Spinoza 

philosophy was a system of necessary truth whose aim was to under¬ 

stand completely ourselves and our place in the universe. In other 

Words, philosophy was for him; ‘ethics scientifically demonstrated’. 

The general tendency of Spinoza’s philosophy was best expressed in 

bis work, ‘On the improvement of the understanding' where he 

clearly stated his views in the following way : After experience had 

taught me that all things which are ordinatily encountered in common 

life are vain and futile, and when I siw that all things which 

occasioned me any anxiety or fear had in themselves nothing good 

or evil except in so far as the mind was moved by them : I at length 

determined to inquire if there were anything which was a true good, 

capable of imparting itself, by which alone tbe mind could be affected 

to the exclusion of all else; whether, indeed, anything existed by 

the discovery and acquisition of which I might be pul in possession 

of a joy continuous and supreme to all eteinity ”, His own state¬ 

ment made clear the ethical outlook which be held for the subject 

matter of bis philosophy, ” Spinoza’s Elhics deals with three 

distinct matters. It begins with metaphysics; it then goe^i on to 

the psychology of the passions and the will; and finally it ^ets forth 

an ethic based on the preceding metaphysics and psychology. The 

ineta physics is a modification of Descartes, tbe psychology is reminis¬ 

cent ot Hobbes, but the ethics is original, and what is of most value 

in the book”. (Bertrand Russell: History of Western Philosophy, 

' Edition, 1946, p. 593). Spinoza was in the main concerned with 

virtue more and more rather than with anything else in this universe, 

Ue was after the search for true good and he discoveied the same for 

himself os he was passionate in his love of God. He found his 

lAiiloso^y and religion in the heart and mind of men. He had deep 

jjtptriliMl lUsighfc and he served as. a guide for those who seek en- 
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lightetsment white they are in tronbles. Thus Sj^inoae ehlnes above 

til aa a man of virtue. ** SpinozOf aUbougb he wee not witbool 

eeientiflo interesta, and even wrote a treatise on the rainbow, waa iti 

the main concerned with religion and virtue. He accepted from 

Deacartes and hia contemporaries a materialistic and deterministio 

physics, and sought, within this framework, to find room for reverence 

and a life devoted to God. His attempt was magnificent and rouses 

admiration even in those who do not think it successful.” (Bertrand 

Rnssell: Ibid, p. 593). 

The real conflict of Spinoza^s philosophy is the conflict between 

ethics and metaphysics. Spinoza approaches philosophy from the 

problems of conduct. There are many approaches to the domain of 

philosopLy. Some thinkers approach It from the point of view of 

physical science, some from the thought of metaphysics and som 

have come to it from the problems of logic. But a great thinker, 

like Spinoza, came to the study of philosophy from the standpoint 

of conduct. His metaphysical discussions aie nothing but a prelude 

to his ethics. Ashe hmiseir wrote, ‘‘he Wi s like a man stricken 

with a moral disease, who geeks cot tain death in fiont of him if a 

remedy is not found.*' 

Spinoza was a true moraJibt as is evident from the titles of hia 

writings. He believed in the veracity of God and he did not require 

any proof of the truthfulness of God. To him his faith is a kind of 

truth, and God is known only through faith or intuition bnt not 

through imagination and logical reasoning. Imagination is the 

first and scientific reasoning is the second grade of knowledge. 

Whereas faith or intuition is the ultimate knowledge. 

Spinoza was a critical philosopher of his days. But he was not, 

like others, a philosopher of the abstract type. He bad a great 

horror for abstraction (“ Transcendental terms **)• (Ethics, II, 40, 

Sob. I). The true and great characteristic of bis philosophy is ite 

** ethical intention; the second is then, what may be called its 

scientific orientation ” (Leon Beth’s Spinoza, p. 49). 

The fourth chapter of the book was on ‘‘Human freedom and 

absorption in God”. In this chapter we treated of the nature of 

mental freedom or blessedness and thereby we tried to see that the 

wise man is more powerful than the ignorant. Here the conflict is 

between the power of the mind or of reason and emotions or passions. 

If we can possess absolute dominion over them, then we are fireed, 

and absolute freedom means absorption into God. 
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iJn the fBBi obaptm of article we trio^ to find oat tbf 
oopflietiog ^ tepdeopioB of Spizwaa's philowplay, Bpipojp^ir 

pot £o)low the Babbinic and the theological maoner of. writing, 
philosophy* He found out f<»: himself the true and demonstrate^ 
method, for his philosophical works. Thus it is clear that though 
Spinoza gathered materials from the mediaevals, and more particularly 

fiom ,Descartes yet he had sufficient strength to mould them in his 
own way. The change brought about by Spinoza in the field of 
philosophy was just like the change brought about by Copernicus, 
Kepler, and Galileo in the field of science. 

Before I conclude, I must acknowledge my indebtedness to Dr, 
S* K* Maitia and other authors whose books I have freely made use 
cf in writing out th]<t aiiicle. 1 have gathered most of the materials 
of this article fiom Wolffon’s. The Philosophj of Bpinoza; Joachim's 
A study of ihe Ethics of Spinoza; Caird'b Spinoza, W. H. White's and 
A. H. Stirling’s Ethicfc ol Benedict De Spinoza; R H. M. Elvve’s and 
Prank Sewell’s Philcsvipliy of Benedict De Spiiio/a; Mariineu’s Types 

of Ethical Theory, Study of Spinoza, and A Study of Religion; Norman 
Kemp Smith’s SludiCo ui CaileMnn Phib^ophy, Leon Roth’h Spinoza, 
Bertrand Russell’s The Histoiy cf Weslein Philosophy; Falekenberg’s 
History of Modem Philosophy; Thilly’s Histoiy of Philosophy and 

Will Durant's The Story of Philosophy etc. I am also indebted to 

many other philosophers whose names are not mentioned in my article. 

Senate House, Calcutta University. 
The 27th July, 1967. 



LORD LYTTON'S AFGHAN POLICY 

(Up to the Treaty of Gandamak, May 26, 1879) 

01) 

Dilip Ghosb 

The repulee of the Chamberlain Mission at Ali Masjid is a fact 

too well known to he narrated heie. Dul (ho ehagnu that it caused to 

the Home Government is worthy of notice. Disraeli admitted that the 

Kuasian Mission to Kabul was not a very serious matter, and that the 

sensation which it ju'oduced “ would have quietly disappeared, the 

JRussian projects having been intended for a contemplated war ” with 

England, which was then out of the question.®* A remonstrance 

against Russian activities at Kabul was made from London, and Lytton 

was asked to wait till a reply had been received to it. Moreover, the 

Viceroy was asked to send the proposed Mission bv the Kandahar route, 

and not to attempt the Kh^ber Pass.®^ But he disobeyed both instruc¬ 

tions, so that the Marquis of Salisburj complained that the Viceroy was 

“ forcing the hands of the Government and had been doing so from 

the very first/* Disraeli went further than this and remarked that fay 

disobeying the orders of the Government Lytlon had mutinied/* 

None m the Fiiiglish Cabinet could find a hdh against the Amir, 

foi want of whicli the Piime Minister dared not «*uuimon a J^arliament 

to sanction a w^ar/* Lord Cianbrook, liowe\(»r, look a strong view, 

complaining that the casus belli was formed by an aggregate of hostile 

incidents on the part of the Amir, and startled all by suggesting that his 

own opinion was for war, immediate and complete.*^ Disraeli repented 

that the Afghan business should have been thus precipitated, as he felt 

that it was wholly unnecessary/* The majority in tlie English 

Cabinet were aggrieved that they had been unduly hustled by Lord 
Lytton/* 

Even so, once the die was cast, they agreed that Lytton’s “ policy 

niust be supported—and supported, as the Queen urged and Beaconsfield 

? p S87. 
« JM..p.8sa. 
*; /hw.. pp. 888-S7. 
® JtW.,pp.8S7^ 
2 ^mP. »88. 
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agreed with much cordiality as if there had been no initial difieienoa 

of opinion/'*^ The war was thus sanctioned by the Ministry, and in 

justification of Ministerial action Beaoonsfield gave out the cause of the 

wax in bis Guildhall speech, just as much as Lytton had in his mind. 

It was, he declared, to remove all anxiety about India’s north-west 

frontier, which was a haphazard and not a scientific frontier, that the 

decision for war had been taken.*^ All who heard him were rather 

dismayed, and Cranbrook, Salisbury and Cross pulled very long faces 

over the “ rectification ” passage. The time given to the Amir foi a 

reply to the ultimatum was yet not over; but the cat had been let, 

willynilly, out of the bag.®' 

With the victory of General Jtoberts’ forces Peiwar Kotal on 

December 2 the first phase of the Second Afghan War was practically 

over. Within two days after the declaration of hostilities, the afEront 

received by Sir Neville Chamberlain's Mission at Ali Masjid hod been 

appropriately avenged; within two weeks after the same date the passes 

of Khyber and Kurram were completely in British hands. Not long 

afterwards Jellalabad and Kandahar were occupied without resistance; 

and before the end of January the greater imrt of Southern Afghanistan, 

from the Helmund to Ehelat-i-Glitzai, bad passed into the hands of 

the British Government. Even in the midst of the war the British 

Cabinet had begun to consider the future arrangements in Afghanistan.^* 

The Viceroy was in favour of disintegrating the political fabric of that 

kingdom, but in this regard he met with decided discouragement from 

the Home authorities. They considered “ that grave difi&culties and 

complications might arise from any action on our part having for its 

object the removal of Shere Ali in order to lead either to the substitution 

of a rival or the disintegration of the country. 

Certain remarks on the theory of disintegration of Afghanistan 

may here be observed in passing. For precipitating the Afghan crisis 

and encouraging the disintegration of the permanent fabric of the Afghan 

Kingdom Lord Lytton was severely criticised both at the time and 

afterwards. Martineau,'® the hiographor of Bir Bartle Frere, observes 

»that if Frere had gone to India as Viceroy in 1R76, he would have 

I 

« /bid. 
Ibid., p. 390. 

« Ibid. 
^ For Ibe affront received by Sir Neville Chamberlain^e MiesiDn an elti'iatnm wae 

sent to the .Amir, and it gave him till November 2) to rop'y. Uutthe Amir'ii reply did not 
reeob tiM Yioeroy witbio that time, and the liutUb forcee m^roha I to Afghinietan on 
KoveOibor» 1878. Diiraeli'eGuildlall Speech waa delivered iu early November, even while 
• reply to Britieh ultimatum waa bi‘tog awaited. Buckle, op. eU , pp. 3S3*;M, 

u Dept,, Sec. Supp., Deo. 1970, Oooa. 418. 
9* For, Dept., Sec. Supp., Deo. 1879, Ooo# 413. 

, 74 oHu n- pp. 169-60. 
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prevented the war, and saved [England from tbe crisis that perplexed 
statesmen for about a year and a half. This caused so much annoyann# 

to Lady Betty Balfour that in defence of her father she pointed out, 

referring to a passage in a letter—^written by Frere to Lord Salisbury 
for the guidance of Lytton—that, had Sir Bartle Frere been able to 
carry out these views in 187G, ho would have brought about the war of 

1R78 much earlier, and taken steps leading towards the disintegration 
of Afglianistan.” “ If ”, runs the relevant pas'tage in Frere's letter, 

llie Ainir shovvod obvious signs of dtsinelination to improve his 

relations with us, 1 would take it as clear proof that hostile influence 
had worked more rfreolually than ivo uow suppose, that it wat* useless 

to attempt to coax or cajole him into a better frame of mind, that we 
imist look for allianccH and influences elsewhere than at Cabul, and 

must seek them in Ehelat, at Candahar, Herat and in Persia, and I 
would lose no time in looking out for 

It may be difficult to resist tbe conclusion that in the above passage 

Frere hinted at a policy wliich tended towards the dismemberment of 
the Afghan Kingdom, and he, theiefore, anticipated Lord Lytton in 

tilts nmtier. Actually, tlie theory of disintegration of Afglianistan did' 

iir>t oiiginate from Ijylton, altliough when it occurred to tbe Viceroy, 

It did 80 indopoiukmt of any extornal authority. A*-' early as 1874, 

Sir Henry Ravhnsori siigge ted that, fading to secure the Amir to his 

M(lc lie w’ould detach Kandahar and llciat from the authority of Kabul.” 

Yet, there is a Mgiiificant point (jf difTcrence in the opinions of 

Sir Bartle Frere and Ijord Litton. \Miereas the policy suggested by 
Frere was contingent, that of Lord Lytton was absolute. In suggesting 

a new departure from Ins ivell-conceived policy of creating a strong and 
united state in Afgh inistjin* Sir Bartle referred to an extreme nec^^ssily, 

lendered imperative only by tho unflinching denial of the Amir to come 
to some arrangement with the British Government. Never for a 

moment did he presume that the alienation of the Amir was a finality in 

itself, and his policy w'as designed to operate only when all his efforts 

to reconcile the Amir to his point of view had failed. But Lytton, on 

the other hand, believed that for acquiring a strong line of defence on 

India’s north-west frontier a disintegrated Afghanistan would, in no 

Op Cft., p 4S. 
« Tie^ter, dated 3r J M*rch, 1876, Martineau, op. ctL, H. p. 148; aleo Balfour, op. 

p 46 
ra England and Ruuia in Central Atta p 192 i. * * 
••nollj before and afUr Sr Barfle Krere wrote biBno‘eof3r<l March 187«, 

oba^rred that a itrong and nnitod ^talo in Afrbani«fc'*n would ba mnniiely more valaabia 
then a depandent or eononered Afghanietan. Tbe unfie v ew waa by nioa jn 
the above lettat. FWe MartioeBu, op cil, H, p l^jalaovlde Tho T#ntoa, Novaaober 14« 
1878. 

12-1946?-Vin 
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case, be iesB preferable to an integraled stale in that country'*; and 

starting from a 6xed premise that the Amir of Afghanistan could not 

be secured on behalf of the British Government, he resolved to work 

out his hypothesis without any regard for time and ciroumstances. 

Whereas Frere, in Lytion’s position, would have allowed matters to 

developt and adjusted his policy to events as they grew, Lord Lytton,. 

from set ideas, himself proceeded to shape events, us he desired them to 

be. In fact, the difference is something like one between obsession and 

practical brooding. Ijtwd FAlton \\a^ f»l>se^sed willi tlie idea of the 

Amir’s alienation, and in quest of a scientific frontier to arrest Russian 

advance towards India, he formulated a policy that contained the germs 

of future trouble. The Viceroy, however, failed to see lliem through, 

and it was not till his policv pioved jno|)ciatj\e in pratioe that it was 

finally discarded and kept out of all considerations. 

In reply to enquiries from the Home Government in regard to his 

plan for future settlement in Afghanistan, Tjytton emphasised the need 

for annexing Pishiu and Sibi to Baluchistaji, and retaining Peiwar 

Kotal and the Kurram valley. He urged tliat the tribes like the 

Khyberis, Shiuwaris and Mohmunds ought to be kept independent of 

Kabul, and that all foreign agents, excejit tlio British, should be 

excluded from admission into Afghanistan.'' On tliese conditions 

Lytton was prepared to open negotiations with Yakub Kluin, Shere 

Ali’s eldest son, and he instructed Major Ca^agnari to sound that 

prince.'* Yakub was considered by the Yicerov to bo tlie onl> man left 

in Afghanistan wlio, in the absence of Sliere Ah, was at all likely to be 

able to hold the central authority without much foieign support.” 

Another man was also in the view of Tjord Lytton as a possible candidate 

for the Afghan throne—Wall Mahomed Khan, fiber Ah’s half 

brother. This Barakzai chief, for his English sympathies, liad long 

been a favourite of the Viceroy’s '* and of liini Lord Ijvtton hesitated 

not a little to give a good account to the authorities in England.'* 

Ijyttfn to CranbrooV, 10th January. 1879, Lord Lytton*s Private CoUectiont Com* 
tnonweallb Belatinu Office Uocoid. 

^ t Ljtton hitnfc'f achnowledf^cd the wisdona of th’fl policy. After the breaking'Up of the 
Posbatntr Coofoienco, bo wiote to the Socy. of Sfcate for India empbaeUing the neoeteity 
of awaiting ‘the natural dcv«»Iopinent' of events in Kabul; although ahortly afterwards 
be tried to dictate a diffeient polUy. Fide the Despatch to the Secy, of State, lOlh iMay, 
1677» Pari. Pap 1S7S AffTlniral m No 1, para. 40 

B For. Dept. Sec., flnpp , January. 1879, Cone. 600, K. W. No. 8 also for Dept. Sec. 
Supp. Deo 1879, Cone 417. 

* ^ 2>tton to Darard, 21 Dec , 1878, Lord £/2/tfon*£ Prtualc Cof/cction, Coninonwealth 
Bebationi Office Beoord. 

I^ytum io Cranbrook. 8rd Aug., 1878, Lord Lyiton'a Private Coffeo'ion, Oomtnon* 
wealth BelaMooe Office Record. 

Ijytton to Cranbrook,lOih Jannaiy, 1879, Lord Lytton*$ Private Collection, 0. R* 0- 
Bee<^, • 
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While Cavaguari was instructed to negotiate with Yakub EhaUf 

Lytion proceeded to sum up the Afghan situation as one of great 

uncertainty in which the primary task was to hnd out a capable man 

worthy of governing the Afghan Kingdom, Personally, however, he 

still retained the belief that ** the ultimate solution of the Afghan 

problem most favourable to our permanent interests will be in the 

disintegration of the artificial political unity of Afghanistan/’ The 

one argument which, among others, weighed most with him in support 

of his tlioory was that any strong Asiatic Jh’ince was likely to disavow 

tiu* nhlily of lii tish frtoTidsliif), and luighl find Ins host acofmnt ^Mill 

Kussia ill the long j'un/® Uoferring to the nature of a permanent 

settlement in Afghanistan that was most likely to secure Briiish 

interests in that country, lAtton observed that tlio objects for which 

the war was fouglit were : the punishment of Sher AH, (b) the 

permanent improvomciil of the noitli-wost frontier, and (r) establish¬ 

ment of paramount political influence over all tlic Afghan territories and 

tribes heiueen the Noi’th-^X’t'st h'rontiei' and the Dxu-., Tt was (d the 

attainment of these objects that the negotiations ought to lie directed, 

and that without any indefinite prolongation of the unceriainties that 

then prevailed in Afghanishin/* 

Aroanwlnle, Yakub Khan had replied U> (‘avagnari’s overtures in 

lenns of general friendship/* This was a fitting reply to Cavagnari’s 

letter, since tJie liriti.sh offer of amity contained ** no definite basis for 

the removal of hostility . . . between the tw'o governments/’*" Yet, 

both Cavjignari and L>llon Avere dissatisfied Avith Yakub Klian’s 

attitude towards the Indian Government. On the former’s authority,** 

the A^iceroy gaA’e a very bad account of tlie Afghan prince to Her 

Majesty’s Ministers, and urged for their jienuission to deal AAith Wall 

l^fahomed Khan. Yaknh Klian, wrote Tj\tton, has inherited his 

father’s perversity and hatred of the Bitisli Baj. and has also acquired 

by sheer blundering, in the course of a fcAA" weeks, all the perosnal 

unpopularity with none of the personal power, acquired by hia father 

in the course of many years. He could not maintain himself without 

our support, and our support could not be given to a more unpopular 

*^ud incompetent ruler/’*® He branded Yakub Klian ut a very 

“ slippery customer, whom w^e shall be well rid of if he disappears.”** 

w Ibid. 
Litton to CrBiil>iv>ok. 30th Janu5r7« I87a. Lori Liftton** Prtpaif CW/ei*n‘fln, 

C. R. 0. Record. 
** For. Dept. Sec. Sapp., Dec., 1S70. Cons. 6n7, 
** For. Dept., 8(*c. Rupp., Dec., 1879 Conji. 437. 

For. Dept., Seo, Snpp., Der., 1879, Cons 507. . ^ 
^ ** Dytton to Orenhtook, 80th Jenuary, 1879, Lord Lfftion i PfiVaU 
C B O. Record. 

« Ibid. 
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It is not difficult to comprehend what prompted Lylton to account 

Yakub so badly. He was still wavering between his policy oi' disinte¬ 

gration of Afghanistan and that of a puppet chief in that country, not 

of course of the type of a Shah Shuja, but one like Khodadad Khan, 

the ruler of Khelat.®' Afraid, lest Yakub Khan, whom Lord Lytton 

considered to be the fittest man after Shero Ah to unite the whole of 

Afghanistan, should turn out to be a strong and independent ruler, who 

“ might find In, best account with llu^sja in the long run,” the Viceroy 

wanted to get rid of h:m and dcsiied that he might disappear,*’ ju^t as 

Ijord Lytton liad desired the disappearance of Shere Ah Khan. 

Tne IL u* Go\eriiuicn(, however, liad hv tht'u gtown inijMJt*ni 

of the iudefiniic prolongation of the x\fghan cnsih, and suggested to the 

Viceroy the dcMiability of closing the war, in the ah-icnce of duy suitablo 

authority by proclamation, as was done m the Second Buimcso War.** 

Eat Lytton aigued ” that wc cannot close the Second Afghan war as 

Lord Dalhou le closed the Second Jiuimese War; the ciicui'ibtances of 

the tv\o ca'-es being in many uupoitanl paiticnlais aci) dilleient 

And after yddocing ]iic icdbous lor coming to such *i conclusivui, he 

c ntmued to argue : “ 11 ib doubtless most desoahlc lo close tne Alghan 

war as qu'ckh as possible. But wo cannot dose it satisfdctonl\, oi 

finally, without an Afghan treaty; we cannot get an Alghan Ireatj 

without an Afghan Government willing to sign, and able to 

maintain it , . . Its early establishment maml> depends on our own 

policy : and we must, 1 think, be prepared to do whatever may be 

necessary on our part to promote and maintain the existence of pucI’ 

a Government at Kabul. . Then, referring to Wall Maliomed 

Khan, he pointed out that this prince ” appears to he the only member 

of the Amir’s family now left m the country wlio lias any personal 

influence or capacity. He obviously aspires to the niusuud, and know^ 

that his fortunes must depend upon friendly relations, witii us. Be 

has already made frequent overtures to us, promising assistance to our 

interests and obedience to our wishes, if we will make them known to 

him . . Not that Wali Mahomed was to be made the Amir for liis 

own sake. Lytton’s object was to convert Afghanistan into a puppd 

Kingdom, as was done in the case of Khclal; and with that end in view, 

be proposed that the Sirdars of Afghanistan should oe taken into confi¬ 

dence, and “ made a recognised party lo the resettlement of Brili^b 

Ibid : alto tec b«»low. 
*• Far. Dept., Sec, Snpp. Jan , 1879, Cons 480. 
V lotion to Oranbrook. OOfh January, 1879, Lord LyVcn*8 Pmaif Cotlccii<fh 

C It. O. Tb oord. 
M Ihid. 
« Ibid 
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relatiui^B with Kabul, either as co Bignatoriee to the treaty, or by some 

clause in it recording their acquiescence in its provisions, and their joint 

responsibility for its fulfilment.**** The Viceroy was aware of the 

oiubarrassnients to which the Government of India would be exposed if 

Wall Mahomed failed to establish himself or proved an incapable ruler.” 

But he assured the Secretary of State for India that he would endeavour 

to nnuimise the latter possibility !>} u^sociating the leading Sirdars with 

Wali Mahomed in any settlement with him. Even so, he doubted 

Wall’s power to e4abliMli himscli m Henit and Kandahar, and though 

hopeful of a satisfuct(»ry helllenient in Afghanistan, he knew' that an 

n'laiiiiiiu 111 w ill W'ali (ven le.ul to the ultimate dism- 

tcgiation of tliat country. Lord Lytton also did not liscount the 

poshibililx of a vising by Yakub Khan to trouble the Wali-L}ttoii 

combine, and, in that case, he loresaw, an advance to Kabul by British 

troops would be nccessaiy, and the final settlement m Afghanistan still 

unnolc.** 

Tlio consent ol the Heeretary of State for negotiations with Wali 

\lalioPKMl KImn gi\iii oi liu **10*11 l’Vl»ruai\, 1870.** Meanwhile, 

liVtton luul Mistiupttd (Jeiiviil Koh'U’t^, who wa- then at Kunim,®** and 

Maj(»i St. Jolin at Kaiul.ihav to itport el'oul the pO'i«ibiUTies of Wali 

Maliomed and In5 influence among tlie people. But both Kobert's and 

Si John rejKirted Dial Wall Mahomed Ind neither any following, nor 

niueli of niQuenee, so that he could never hojx: to esablish himself 

except with exclusive British support.** 

Just when Lord Lytton was casting about for a satisfactory 

Beitlciuent of the Afghan question, a j)rt)posil was made to the Viceroy 

iiom IjonJon hii 'on-idernig the de-,irahiln\ if smuk' territorial cesaou 

to Persia witli a view* to improving British relations witli that country. 

Tile proposal wa^ made ob an integral part of Tjord lAlton*'* policy of 

disintegrating Afghani'l-m, a.id it had its origin in a suggestion by 

Lord Tentcrden in early January, 1870, wlieii it was proposed that a 

icctifieation of the Perso-Afghaii frontii'i* in favour of the Sluih might 

ho made one of the conditions of jieacc with Afghanistan.** The object 

K to improve diplf-nintic relations witli Persia which had boon strained 

l>v CJoUlsinur'- Honian award.’*” was aK'o never biipny over the 

W //,!(/ 
Fo». , B«c. Snpp., DtC , 187(1, 0od« 434. 

•» Ibid. 
For. Dept , See. 8upp , Deo , 1879, Cona. 435 

•• Fcr Dept Sec. Snpp , March, 1879, Ootia. 160. 
W n«. 161. 
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Treaty of 1857 by which Herat was given to Afghanistan,^®^ and she had 

always attributed to this cause alone the want of Persia's cordiality 

towards Her Majesty's Government. lu England it was appiehended 

that Bussia might take advantage of her eiiibaiTassments m Afghanistan 

and her strained diplomatic relations with Persia in order to secure 

greater political influence in the court of the Shah.’®* 

liord Lytton, therefore, invited suggestions froTii Bonald 

Thompson, the British Ambus'^ador in Tehran, on the (juestion of 

territorial cession to Persia.^®® The latter suggested that tlie cession of 

Soistan with a resolute attitude on the part of the British Government to 

press for her interests in Persia, whenever they would be threatened, 

would place British relation with that country on a satisfacton footing. 

He, however, discouraged the rectrocessioii of Herat, since, instead of 

excluding Russian influence from Persia, its cession would prove to be 

a source of additional dauger.^®^ The Persians, he contended, w^ere so 

untrustworthy that their presence at Herat would open the door to 

Russian intrigue, and as such, wo niusl absolutely dominate Herat 

to secure “ ourselves '* agaiii'it Knssia.'®* When the VieeroN referred 

the question to the members of his Council, Alexander Arbuthnol 

recorded a note of dissent, suggesting that an\ pioposal to cede Afghan 

territory to Persia would lie entirely incoin]'»atiI)I(* wjlh the piocl.uindion, 

which had been issiied to the Afghans al (he coniinencemeiit of tlie 

late war.^®' 

As England was thus considering the question of cession of Afghan 

territories to Persia, the Foreign Minister of the Sliah approached 

Bonald Thompson with the suggestion that the ojiportunity had now 

occurred to hand over Herat to Persia and thus to do awav with tlie 

diplomatic estrangement between the two countries. Tn return the 

Persian Minister promised to conclude an alliance with Englind. to take 

no political step whatever without her advice and sanction, to make 

her influence and political position paramount in Persia, and to allow 

no Russian or other foreign agents or travellers, except the English, 

to reside at, or visit, Herat.^®® Sometime in the month of March, a 

similar approach was made by Persia when a rumour got about that 

Russia was preparing an expedition upon Merv. The Persian 

Minister in Loudon professed his anxiety at the projected invasion and 

For. Dept., Sec Bupp.i Dec., 1679, Cons &3'2. 
101 For. Dept.. See. Rapp , Dec , 1870, Cons. 694. 
los For. Dept, Sec. Supp., Dee., 1879, Cons. 613. 

For Dept, Sec. Supp., Deo., 1879, Cons. 614. 
101 Fm* Dept,, Beo. Sapp-, Dec., 1879, Cons. 625. 
W /6W. 

For, Pept., Sec. Supp., Feb. 187 Cons. 985-89 K. W. 
^ For. Dept» Sec. Supp*# Dee.# 1879, Cons, 682. 
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proposed to Salisbury a basis of agreenieul to tbwart the Eussian advance 

towards Persia and Afghanistan. It was suggested that if England 

should forego the treaty obligations of 1857, Persia would prevent Eussia 

from occupying Merv and would unite her foreign policy with that of 

England. Thereupon, the Viceroy was called upon to inform Her 

Majesty’s Government how far any such policy with respect to Persia 

was compatible with their policy in Afghanistan/®* The negotiations 

with Yakub Khan having meanwhile made sonic considerable progress 

Jiyttou cabled that the retrocession of Herat \sould now ruin the 

prospect of settlement with the Afghan prince by which lie hoped to 

obtain a better liold upon Herat than through Persia.”" 

The arguments which fjord Litton gave I'gainsl the proposed 

retrocession of Herat were brilliantly discuAsed by him in a despatch to 

the Secretary of State on Ist of May, 1871).”* They are important, 

at least ft»r one reason, since lhe\ clearh defeat the pur{)Ose of the policy 

of disintegration of Afghanistan, of which Lord Lytton was so resolute 

a champion. Apart from alienating the ruler of Kabul, Lytton pointed 

out, the question that required serious consideration was w’hcther “ the 

Persian alliance would secure for India any gain which would counter- 

i>ulancc the loss of tlie clear and substantial benefit of a friendly 

understanding w'lth Kabul/’ He ]>roeeeded : I'he (jovermnent of India 

aie not called upon to submit any opinion u]X)n tlie question whether 

Persia Hineerel\ inteiuL, and has the power, to fulfil her part of the 

haigain which she has olTered; hut they nia\ remark that it she does 

fulfil it i^tlcctnaliy she will as ofTt*ctually give grave offence to Eussia. 

(bir princijial, almost our suh' <jbjict in contnicfing allMiu-es with the 

Asiatic Powers beyond India’s Western fionticr, is to elicek tiic advance 

of lUtssia toward that frontier. Whether this object wt'uUl bo pnanoted 

lt> the Persian alliance, uiwm the conditions and under llie circumstances 

described l>y the JVrsian Minister, is a point which will receive, we feel 

assured, tlie most Ccireful consideration from Her Majesty’s Govem- 

uiont. Il will be jierceived that a policy which might alioualo the Kabul 

^loverninent and give offence to Eussia simultaneously, is not unlikely 

to provide both these powders with a common ground of dissatisfiwstion, 

fiMd with a common motive for an understanding adverse to Great 

Priluin. Amir might be easily induced to l>elio\c tbii be could 

hope to recover his lost province, and to sectire Heraf, his strongest 

•ukI most valuable frontier fortress, from imminent attack by arranging 

reconciliation with Russia, nor can we expect tlial Russia would 

For. Copt., Sec. Supp., Dec.. 1870, Coiw. 450. 
, For. Dept., Seo Supp.. Dec , J8*9, Con«. 451. 

* Fof. Dept., See. Popp., July, 1881, Ccof. 60. 
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fikfw to realizo such sn opportnnlty for holdjng out exp^otatiooa t6 

Afghans, and for introducing a ooiumunity of aims and intarests. 

The calculations suggested by such a situation would probably point 

■ioward some eventual combination whereby llussia might be enabled to 

occupy Merv while tlie Afghans leinsialed themselves in Seistan. 

Against such a combination Persia would Jiave little or no power of 

resistance unless she were very thoroughly and nmeservedly supported.** 

Though inclined to secure the accc'-sion of Wali Muhoincd to the 

Afghan throne, Lord on the ad\ice of Sciiidia.'*® kept open the 

door for negotiations with Yakub Khan. Scindia urged the ^ iceroy to 

give Yakub “ a fair oppoHunity **, and argued that unless this was done, 

the native opinion in India would bo greatly ‘hooked. Jetton was 

persuaded to consider that Ca\agnuri’s overture to Yakub Klian 

contained " no explicit statement of . . , terms, and, therefore, Yakub 

cannot be said to Jiave explicitly rejected them.’*"® But the Govemor- 

Oeneral was spared the embarrassment of roo]>ening the negotiations 

with Yakub Khan. In February, he received a spontaneous commu¬ 

nication from the ATglian prince which contained distinct wertures for 

a icconciliation with tlie British Government.*" Major C’avagnari was 

thrrcujxin authorised by Lord Tjytton to respond to Yakub Khan’s 

overture by a plain statement of the ])rolnninnr\ conditions, on wJiicli 

the \’u*oroy was prepai(*<l to riilMtain n'C, ■* i n mn-* for peace.*" First, 

the Amir of Kabul must renounce all elsini (o autlioiitv c.Ncr the Khvber 

and Miclmi Passes, and over the ]udc*pendent tnhe-^, dirt^t-lK* connected 

witJi them. Secondly, the districts of Kurnm, Pisliin and Sib. would 

remain under the protection and control of the British Government. 

In the next place, the foreign relation of the Kabul Government must 

be henceforth conducted in accordance witl) the advice and wishes of 

the British Government: and European British Officers, accredited to 

the Kabul Government, must be permitted to reside at such places in 

Afghanistan as hereafter detenuined upon. 

Yakub Khan agreed to place liis foreign relations under Briti**!) 

^control; he also accepted in principle the condilions respecting European 

'British agencies in Afghanistan. To the territorial conditions, however, 

he evinced considerable repugnance, and for the with.lrawal of them he 

made to the Government of India a strong appeal."* Gavagnari was 

thereupon instructed to address another letter to Yakub Khan, advising 

us Irytfeon to Gnnbrook, 801h Janunry, 1S79, Lord Lyiion'a Prirole CcUeetKnt 
G. R 0. Booord. 
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him to reconsider the territorial condition, and enquiring if the Amil: 

was disposed to invite to Kabul a Hriiish Officer for |)erHonal conference 

with a view to the early removal of aU the possible impediments to a 

ro-establishment of friendly relations between the two Governments.'*^ 

To this Yakub Khan replied, reiterating his sincere desire for British 

friendship, but declaring once again his inability to accept the territorial 

condition. He, liowever, readilv acceded to the request for receiving a 

British Envoy at Kabul.*’* 
This opp()rtunit\ Lord Lvtton resolved to accept. Major 

(’uvagnari was instructed to send a native agent, Bakhtiyar Ivlian, to 

the Aniii for the purinwe of making the necessary arrangeniontB for the 

proposed conference, and was invested with full powers to treat with 

the Ruler of Kabul on behalf of the Government of India."* But, 

meanwhile, the suspended activity of the British forces in Afghanistan 

had led to a recrudescence of vexatious and harassing attacks from the 

surrounding tribes. These attacks gave rise to two actions, in which 

severe loss was inflicted ou the Shiiiwari tribe by Brigadier-General 

Tytler at Deh Sarruk, and on the Khugianis by Brigadier-General 

Oong]] ill Fullehabad. SiiiuiltaneousI\, General Sir Bamucl Browne 

was auhorised to advance as far as Gandamak w’hich was occupied 

shortly afterwards. 
Within a few days after the occupation of Gandamak, a letter 

from the Amir announced Ins intention of proceeding to that place for 

iIjc purpose of tlicir enicnng into juMsan-il conference with Major 

f^avagnari.*^" This decision wa® taken perhaps due to the recrudescence 

of troubles around Kabul, and on the suggestion of Cavagnari’s 

messenger, Bakhtiyar Khan. This w’aa considered by the Viceroy to be 

a more satisfactory arrangement, and Major Cavangari was accordingly 

instructed to arrange with Geneial Sir Samuel Browne for the honourable 

reception of Yakub Khan at Gandamak.*"* 

The Afghan prince arrived at the Britiali Camp at Gandamak on 

fith May, 1879.**“ Throughout the discussion he was reluctant to 

make any territorial concession, and earnestly pleaded that the 

Government of India should not take any territory from him.*** After 

a lot of higgling Cavagnari granted him a concession on the territorial 

question : Kurram, Pishin and Sibi were not to be formally detached 

IW For. D^pt, 3«c. Supp., April, 1879, Coo*. 338; »!«. PaP-. A^gl.anutan 
No 7 <0 940t>, pp. 14 16. 
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fi!Dm hia Kingdom^ (hough they were to be administered by the Btitiah 

Government under an assignment.”’ Virtually, Yakub Khan had to 

agi^ to ail that had been originally asked of him, and whether brow¬ 

beaten or reasoned into submission, Yakub Khan ceased to struggle 

any longer.”® 

The treaty of peace signed at Gandamak on the 26th May, 1879, 

and ratified by the Viceroj on the 30th of the same month,”* contained 

articles by which the Amir further bound himself to grant an amnesty 

to his people, to give trade lacilitics to the British subjects, and to 

permit the construction of a telegraph line from Kurram to Kabul. 

Kandahar and Jellalubad were, of courso, restored to him, but the 

Britisii Govenmient retained all control over tlie Kh\ber unci Michni 

PasseR, and of all relations WMth the independent tribes connected witli 

these highways. Instead, the Government of India promised the Amir 

a subsidy of six lakhs of rupees a year, and a conditional guarantee 

against foreign aggression. 

With the restoration of peace the politw of disintegration of 

Afghanistan was abandoned as a matter of course. Perusing llic peace 

treaty with studied moderation, L\tton oxj)M“'Red gieal hutisfuclion al 

having being able to avoid the “ serious emliarrassmont '* which (lie 

British Government would have been e\])nsod in case (he disintegration 

of the Afghan Kingdom were undertaken. "He congratulated the Amir 

for readily-agreeing to place his foreign relations under HriH-.h contiol 

and admit British Residonts in his eouniry. Tlie disinclination to 

accept these conditions, he avened, would have been mcompaliblc 

with the objects for which the war was undertaken. The exclusion of 

Russian influence from Kabul and the rectification of the north-western 

frontier required that .•'ome strong material gunranti'e-, should hi* 

obtained, which would secure, indofiendent of the personal eajirices of 

the Afghan ruler, British interests and influence in Afghanistan. The 

territorial concessions, Lytton pointed out, guarantied that securit} 

which rendered it impossible for any future Amir to exclude British 

influence from Kabul.”' ** The valley of the Kuram, rising eastward 
I f 

from the Punjab border l^eiween Kohai and Thai commanded, “ on 

the one side, Kabul and Ghazni, on the other, easy access to India/' 

Our southern frontiers ", Lytton further observed, ” had been greatly 

strengthened by our arrangements with Khelat, which gave us a strong 

1^4 Cona. 209. 
HRnoa, Second Ahhon War, H (1904), p. 841. 
Piirh Pap.i 1S79 AfglianistM No. 8 (o. 2^9), pp. 8-B. 
Por.Djpt.. Soo. Supp., Jaty. 1879, CIodi. 185. (}aoM alto ia part in Bs1h>vr, 

op. rH , pp. 320-80. 
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poBition above the Bolan Pass. From Western Afghanistan, however, 

all the approaches to this position debouch in the fertile district of Pishin^ 

which, bounded by the £ojak*Amran range, constituted the great 

natural granary to Quetta. Holding Pishin, and commanding the issues 

of the Kojak Pass, we could descend at will upon the plains of Kandahar, 

or advance to meet an enemy in the open field; whilst no enemy could 

debouch upon our plains by the Bolan without first besieging and taking 

Quetta (no easy task), and then forcing a long and difficult pass, of 

which we hold the issues."”* 

Dwelling upon the retrocession of Kandahar and Jellalahad. 

|j\tton claimed tliat " the local experience recently ac<|uired by our 

(*x|>edilioii into Wcfitern Alghaaiblan has fully confirmed oiir previous 

inipiesbion that the strategic \aluc of Kandahar exists only m connec¬ 

tion with a svstem of frontier defence much more extensive than anv 
« % 

we now require, or have oven contemplated. It is reixirted to be a 

I>oHition of no material strength; it can be easily turned; and the sur¬ 

rounding country could not ^u[>port a large militaiA force. Kandahar 

now easily accessible from our advanced [losition in Pishin, and can, 

at any lime, be occupied without difiieult\; but the permanent occupa¬ 

tion of it (involving the maintenance of long lines of communication) 

^\ould have considerahlv nicroased our miliiai} expendituie, without 

strengthening our military iWhition. It is, however, mainly on political 

grounds that the retention of Kandahar was excluded from the conditions 

of tlic Treaty of Gandainak, Such a condition ^ould have been 

oxlreinely painful to the Amir, and detrimental to the strength and 

credit of his government. Without Kandahar it w^ould be didicult for 

the central autlioritv at Kabul to maintain any eiTcctive hold upon 

Herat; and the foreign (X'cupation of so important a city, in the interior 

‘>i Ins dominions W’ould have been inconsistent with those relations of 

tnendship and mutual confidence which the Treaty W’as designed to 

establish between the British Government and the Amir of Afghanistan... 

Similar objections applied to tlie retention of Jellalabad. As a 

military position that town offers no advantages not better secured by a 

garrison on the Lundi Kota! ridge. It can, at any moment, be seized 

hy a rapid advance from the Khyber, and to hold it as a permanent 

frontier garrison w^mld re<)uire the prolongatio as far as Gandamak, 

of a troublesome line of militaiw communications."”® 
$ 

In short, lx)rd Dytton believed that the Treaty of Gandamak 

Pi'ovided for and facilitated " the attainment of results incalculably 

J* For. Dept., Hue, Supp., July, 1899, Ojm. 186, 
Ihtd. 
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tftnafieid to the two countries concerned.*In England the same 

Batisfaction marked the sentiment of many, who rejoiced ** at the 

generosity of the terms accorded by the treaty to the Ameer/’ and felt 

that the result of it was '* honourable and creditable to England, and 

the advantages secured real and important To the Government at 

Hmne the treaty brought increased confidence m its stabilityto the 

great mass of the people it was a relief from the worries of an uncertain 

war. Dissatisfied with the treatj^, however, were many malcontents, 

who were cli e^v to be touiid in the ad\aiieed section ot the Fo*waid 

School, and among all those who still wanted to retain the fiontier at 

the foothills of the Indus. 

(concluded) 

»*• Jbiti 
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anb Notices; of JBoobs 
Counter Attack From The Easti The phllo’^opby of Bodhakrishnan-* 

By C. E M Joad, Hind Kitabe, Ltd Bombay, 1951, Price Rs. 4-12 0. 

This is tbo first Indian edition of Dr. Joad*s book on Badbaknehoan, 

first published in London by George Allen Unwin, Ltd in 1033. Badha* 

krisbnnn is now Vice-President of the Indian Union. And 1 think it is 

not wide of the mark to say that Plato’s dream that “philosophers should 

beai kingly rule” has been partially realised m Radhakrishnan inasmuch 

as he IS a pinlosophcr and 18 in a wa} at the helm of the Indian State. 

It IS pood that Dr, Joad, tremendously piooccupiod as be was, found time 

lo write a commontmy on tbo touching of lladhntri&bnan. 

The book hns seven chapters .n which tlio illustrious author deals 

with such topics ns Uiidhaki tshn ui the Imison ofT'c* r, counterattack, 

mtuifiou, the iinnerbC as nspmtua! uiiitv, \\n\ of life, iinmortahty, and 

rclip'on in the iiiodtin woihl 

liic aiiiiioi hepins h\ a c inpiiisttu ind contiaat bctwiin the East 

iiul the ^Vest. ITo shows alter th* iiitunici ol itadhakrishnna that “the 
Wtbt lias the entipy and vitality of n civiii/ution still comparatively young, 

yet does not know into what channels lo direct thorn” and that the East 

bus the tradition of wisdom and knowledge, “but is without the vitality to 

make the liadition live” in modcra conditions. 

In Chapter I, the author makes an appraisal of Badhakrishnau’s 

personality. “Much has been written of Badbakii&hnan the thinker”, says 

bo, “but of Badhakriabnan the talker and listenci not enough.” Dr. Joad 

goes on to say that Badbakrishnan is a brilliant speaker and that he has 

mastered the art of public speaking. His eloquent performances put “most 
English speakers to shome.” One however is not "prepared fer wit and humour 

Irom Badhakribhnan Much of it none the less is m him. Being vastly read 

m Western philost.phy and lileiatuie end steeped in Eastern lores, he is 

eminently fitted to be, as Dr Joad calls him, the liaison officer between the 

Bast and the West. 

Then Di. Joad sy inpatht-tu ally trtiits of Badbakrishnan’s views on 

religion, mysticism, philosophy, rcasou, intuition and the rest, and tries 

to bring out his contribution to World-Synthesis. Jlr, Joad however 

makes a critical appi*oach to Badhakrishnan’a position, and his criticism, 

which often appears pertinent, servos to claiify llie ideas of the Indian 

philosopher. I may cite, for cxamploi the difficulties the author points to 
about Badhakrishnau's views on creation, inultiplicdy, evil and error. At 

the author puts it: 
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*’Why should the Absolute create?.Now, creation implies 

change; it implies that one brings into being something that does not 

already exist because, presumably, what does already exist is not 

completely satisfying. But a perfect being cannot feel need or desire and 

yet remain perfect. 

"This world, it is obvious, is not perfect; it contains evil and {Min. 

Eitheri then, we must say that Ood deliberately willed to produce 

something less good than Himself, or persuade ourselves that these things, 

evil and pain, are in some sense illusory. 

"Here, then, wo seem to have two condiciing demands: the demand 

of the speculative reason and abstract mysticism for an all-embraoing 

spiritual Absolute, impersonal, passionloss and aloof, and the demand of 

the mass of religious experience for a personal Ood, interested, rejoicing 
and Bufiering. That the demands are at first sight mcoinpatible is 

sufficiently clear". And so on. 

As we see, the points Dr, Joad raises constitute the perennial 

problems of philosophy. Philosophers have been grappling with them ever 

since. But they have not yet found any final solutions to them. 

Badhakrishnan indeed has his answers to Dr. Joad’s questioDB, But it 

seems that be is not wholly Rnti*^ficd with them. He is, however, quick to 

assert that Badhakrishnan has his own view of the world, which, ho i^ 

confident, would go a long way to synthesize the East and the West. 

The book is written in lucid simple language, and tho lucidity of the 

anthor’s style does match the lucidity and fluency of Badhakri&hnan's 

writings. The book is a brilliant piece of work. It makes highly 

interesting reading and would prove illuminating to the students of 

philosophy and general readers alike. 

Aduau Chandra Das 



VlCB-CHAMOBtLOR’S ToUR ABROAD 

Our Vice-Cbanceilor, Professor N. K Sidhanta went to Utrecht 

in Holland in the last week of Jnly, to attend a meeting of the 

Assembly of the World University Service. Professor Sidhanta is the 

Chairman of the National Committee of the World University Service 

in India. In the fitness of things, he represented the Uuivorsity 

Communities in this Country in the World organization. The World 

University Service is an international organization which came into 

existence for the first time after the termination of the first World 

War. Since then this institution, with its headquarters at Geneva, 

has been trying to focus world opiuion on the importance and necessity 

of the development of healthy corporate life among the students in the 

University Communities in different parts of the world. Activities 

of the World University Service have assumed different forms in 

different countries according to the varying educational, social and 

economic needs of the Student Communities. Cultural values also are 

not overlooked. The World Univerhity Service arranges Seminars and 

(liscus^iion meetings in different University centre-^ from time to lime. 

There will be a Scuunar this year towirds the end of the month of 

September at Hyderabad. The subject chosen foi discussion is: 

“The Role of the Umversity in a Welfare State". Delegates 

fiom different Universities HI India will participate in the Seminar 

meeting. 
« # • • 

Sir ABDDLnA Suhrawardv Lectures 

Professor Syed Hasan Askari, Sir Abdulla Hnhrawardy Lecturer 

of tins University for 1956, delivered in this month in the Darbhanga 

Hall, a series of lectures on “Sufism in Medieval Bihar," 
« * « « 

University Elections 

University elections are being held. Tiie second Senate under 

the Calcutta University Act of 1931 has already been formed. 

Arrangements are now being made for reconstituting the other Uni¬ 

versity Bodies, namely, the Acadetnio Council, the Faculties, Boards 

of Studies and the Syndicate. It is understood that before the end 

of the year, by the month of December, all the neW authorities will 

be fully leoonstituted and they will begin to fnnetiou. 



^otificafions 

UNIVERSITT OP CAIjOUTTA 

NoUficatioa 

No. C/113/125 123 (Affl.) 

Tt is hereby noti6cd for iifonersi informstion that in etiension of the affiliation already 
Ifraskedf the underroentioDed coH^gc^s h^ve beon affiliate'! to the B.Se. Pass standard, in 
the subWts stated against with effect from the sess'on 1957-68, i.e., vith permission 
to prea«Dt candidates in the abrve named 
earlier. 

Name of College. 

(a) Brahmananda Kesabrhandra College, 
Bon Hooghly 

(ft) Dinabandbn Andrews foPegc, 
Baisbnabgbata. 

(c> Saropni Naidii College foi Women, 
T)nm Bum 

fenate House, Calenttn, 
The July. 1957. 

•ihjects at tbe examination from 1959 and not 

Suhji ct. 

Physics, Chemistry, Matbematios. 

Do. 

Physics, Chemistry, Mai hematics 
and Botany 

D CHAKRAVABTT, 
Urgi*,frart 

ANDHRA nNIVERSTTY 

No. S 1/6328/66. Wallair, llth April, 1957 

End: 3 (U6 page®) 

Proceedings of tl e Ryndiralc 

fiab:—Oudula Patyannra-vnna, candidate w>th Bcgistfrcd No 1*20—Motricnl iffon 
Examination—Idarob--Aprii 195G Misconduct at Univiisity K^1lflJlnaTlon~ Punishment 
awatded—Proceedings issued. 

Bead ;—Syndicate Hcrolution dated Otii Doceuiber, 1956. 
(2) Letter dated 7th January, 3957 from Oudnla Satyanarayana 
(8) Syodieate Resolution doted 2Cth March, 1057. 

Order 

Qndala Batyanorayana, candidate with Rcgialored Number 1720 <f the Matriculation 
Examination held in March-April 1056 ^bo appeared for the ExaitiiDation at 0 S R Sartna 
Gcllege, Ongole Gentle ha« been found guiltr of the oifenco of enbstitating anetber person jd 
bis place for writing scripts under Part 1 of the Examination. 

HU result at the examination hoe b^en carrelh d and be is debarred from appearing 
for any cd tbe UnUersity Exaroinatioii in future until and unless the Syndic ite gires special 
permission. 

By Order 

V. SIMHADRI EAO, 

LVpuft Regutre^. 

No. 82/8188/67, 
ANDHRA tTNIVERRITY 

Waltair, 18th May, 1967. 

Onfer 

1 TbeiNiiKanf the following candidates nbo have been foond guilty of MaodingU 
QBfair means at the DniversUy Examinations held in March-Apnl 1957 are caoceUed 
they are cUboned from appearing for any of tlie University Examiaetiona for the period* , 
noted againet each: 



irotmoA’mM 1987^ WO 

Nano ui 4ba Candidato. BttacdnaBon. Big. Ha. cvfMMI. 

1. J. P. Anaslairya Setti Tutermediila 1007 DebaiMd for one yoir 

B. C SoBdra Boo 

and jpamtUod la idi te 
tba uniTaraily BsemioA* 
ttoni lo ba held ba Maaeb* 
April 1968 or tbewaftar. 

2. Do. 129 Do. 
8 M. SurjODarMyina Kajo Do. 270 Do. 
4. Y. Bbagavinoar^yanainurti Do. 290 Do* 
6 D. Bamamobaaa Bao Do. 1701 Do. 
6 P. Bom&kritbnaBao Do 2081 Do. 
7. K. Bamtkriabna Bao Do. 2294 Do. 
6 K Hari Baba Do. 2842 Do. 
9. Y Radhakiiabnamurti Do. 2724 Do. 

10 N Sriuivtsa Boo Do 2766 Do. 
11. B. Prabbakara Bao Do 8186 Do. 
12. M Badbakneltna Piasad Do. 820] Do. 
18. 3 Bayana Bao Do, 6215 Do. 
U. N Baoaa Bao Do. S161 Dc. 
16. K. Vonka’acharytihi Do 8817 Do. 
16 0. V>oka*cawaia Bao Do. 4272 Do. 
17 A. ViraBfkbMa Bao Do. 6014 Do. 
J8. S. Parthuda Do. 5251 Do. 
10. M. Subba Hao Do. 6277 Do. 
SO M. Seahachari Do. 8326 Do. 
21 V. Eottsaara Bto Do. 9U0 Do. 
22 M. 8rmiaDDaTa>auacba*i Do. 8966 Do. 
31. D A KjtyanModa Boo Do 7188 Do. 
91. T Pamau than Rao Do 7421 Do. 
2> 8 Veakafpswa'a Rao Do ^664 Do. 
LO V Friramiibi Do 7967 Do 
27 K Bamaclifliulra Kit du Do. m 3 Do. 

H M. Vcnkat i Huo n< 11048 Do. 
2‘ C 7 h 11 a 1 Do 11094 Do. 
MO N Ilia Boo Do 10992 Do. 
.11 T Clndanandaiu Do. 11468 Do. 
U O 8 8. Ilangipa! Do 9069 Do. 

.13 K RamaiuoJidna Rao hi 10004 Do. 
Ml K Go\aidhanadliaaa Das Do. nC86 Do. 
,M5 R Han Prasad Do. ]2l't76 Do. 
.M6 K Koieawara Barma Do. 19087 Do 
37. K. liakshmana Sastrt Do. 19093 Do. 
MS. K. V. Hama Bao Do 12214 Do. 
39. B. Batna Bao Do. 12217 Do. 
40 E. Kaoakaro.u Do. 12362 Do. 
41 K. James CU?e Do 12582 Do. 
42 M, V. liaroi Reddt Do. 12667 Do. 
4d V SurTanarasona Rao Do. 19726 Do. 
44 K. B, V. RamaVnabaa Do 12“91 Do. 
45. C. BrabmanaDdam Do. 12811 Do. 
46. G. Jagannadbarao Do. 12928 Do. 
47. D. Nartanda Sastn Do. 13027 Do. 
48. P. STiBiaiia*^Bao Do. 18686 Do. 
40 E. Karayanaswami Do. 18805 Do. 
60 B. A. Fatyanarayana Do. 14011 Do. 
61. C. Virsbanida Do 14080 Do. 
62 SriginaeRi Praobakar. Matriealation 996 Debarred for 1) yeara and 

nennitfed to ait for tba 

^3. puiti Bobbanadri Bao Do. 
54. KoDdayyapalom Gopalakriaboa Do. 
56. Inampadi Venkateswaxarao Do. 
56. Gogiottii Sobba Bao Do. 
57. VtumniBfBi Aokamma Chowdary Do. 

l^arhakooda Veokata Do. 
_ SitaifmAjMeyolo 

Battamml Tookatasiibbanio Do. 
Ohm SaaabaaiYa Bao Do. 

31. AnmnaaHa Tinpatii^o Do. 

ftoho bold in Sapteaber, 
1068. 

880 Do. 
lUt Do. 
341Q Do. 
1629 Do. 
1606 Do. 
2288 Do. 

2294 Do. 
2419 Dih 
9686 Bo. 



me vHii CUUDOUIVA JUtVIBW 

Name 4f the Candidate. Bxattination. Beg. No. Period. 

Kenero Bemkrishne Preaad Oo. 9648 Do. 
Narindt Kanaka Rao Do. 2767 Do. 

64. Avaaarala Suiyapraaadarao Do. S917 Do. 
66. Padada Venkata Batyam BA. 8816 Do. 
fiA Uariganti Appalsdbari Do. S418 Do. 
67. BamaDadh Vittal Bhetp, K. B.Com 898 Do. 
68. A. 8. B Joga Kao P.L 296 Do. 
69. T. Bameehandia Bao Intel niodiate 6332 Debarred for 2 years and 

permitted to ait for tbe 
Unieemty Baamioationa 
to be held m M4icb*April 
1967. 

By Order 

V. BlldHADia BAG, 
In-Charge Begistrar, 

PANJAB UMVERBITY, CHANDIGARH 

No. 3671-9760/57.0. 15th Februury, 1967. 
6jr/Madami 

I «m to inform yon that the Principal, Dyal Singh College, Karnal, ttde bia letter No. 
6036, dated 99th January, 1967, ha) rusticated the following atudenta, for a period of one 
year, w.e.f 20.,h January 1967, for the loasons men^oned be>ow : 

8. No Name of the stodent 
(with Begd Nos.) 

Father's Name. Class, Beasons. 

1. Hardip Bingh Virk 
(62 y 238) 

Hacbpal Singh Virk IV Year For man-hancling one 
of tbe senior metnbeia 
of tbo staff. 

9 Amrik Singh 
(63-y-2) 

Narsm Singh Do. Du. 

8. Guidial SiDgh Virk 
(68-y 29) 

Karter Singh Virk Do. Do 

4. Konwar Jit Singh Virk 
(53-y-364) 

Ourcharan Singh Do. Do. 

KESAK MALL, 

Asaistant Registrar (co.ordination), 

for Registrar. 

PANJAB CNIVEBBITT (CHANDIGARH) 

Notification 

It la hereby notified tliat 

1(a) Hardarshan Kaar ^daughter rf 8. Earam Singh, Kucha Kaoiboa inside Baltaa 
Wind Gate, Amritsar, Boll'No 192. Budbimsn Examioatton, November, 1960, has beeo 
dis^aalified for font years t,e 1956,1967, 1958 and 1959, for impereoaation, under Begola* 
tioD I8'a) at page 80 of the Calendar, Volume 1,1951 

(h'MohindeiKaur daughter of S Biant Stngh, Post-Master, Kot Dhsgat Biagh, Sul¬ 
tan Wind Bioad. Amritsar, Registered No. 66-<'Z 6S74, who iiopers^naled Hardarsban ^ur, 
hm baeit declared as not a fit and proper person for any future examination of thia U&tver* 
sit7,«ndar Begulation 18(d) («i) at page 60 of the Calendar, Vol. 1, 1964. 

H A Diploma Coarse in Library Science will be started ai the University Library. 
nX{a) With effect from tbe exammat on to be bold in 1957, M.A. Pari I Bxsmination 

will be held onAugust 1. 

(h) M.A. Bart II Rxemmation of 1967 shall be b&'din September, 1957 bah M.A. 
Partll tfixaminatlon of 1958 and eubsegneat years shall be held oo the 1st of Augait. 

IV BA.. Hononrs examination io Ur la hae been ioetitnted at this Univeriity with 
iibdt from tiMf examination of 1966. 

dwBuligash (Capital) J. R. AGNIHOTBX. 
Dated «kHl m IlMcch. X967. fiegVsIrtr. 



ffCfimcAtms 

PANJAB UNXVBBS1T7, OHANDIGABH 

I am to inform you bhafc the rrincipal» 6. O. 0. 8 Khalea College^ Ifalulpar fHoebUr- 
par), Vide bit letter Ko. 1381 • dated 80tb Jonnarj 1987. baa raiticated the followiag etndettt* 
with fffeet from 8t>ih Jtniiei^, 1967, fcr the rtaeora mentionod below (Beg. 4 and 6, Pb> 
Vmyftn^y Cad 1964 Vol. ITI^ page 17). 

B. Ko. Name and ibe registered 
No. of tbe atndeol. 

1 LaebbmtD Bees Mebooi 
(54-gar-i6) 

Falber*« uame Class 

Barnsiti Dam drd-year 

Beaaons for roatication 

Gross misooadoot 

Yoors faiUifully» 

Gtb March* 1967. 

KEBAB AfALIi* 

Assit. Kegietrar (co-ordno, 
for BcgUtrar* 

PANJAB tJNlVEBBITT, CHANDIGARH 

Sir/Madam, 
1 am to infonu you that tbe PriDcipal, Ooveroment Pcai-Grsdoate Basic irainiog Col¬ 

lege, Cbandigaih, vide hts letter. No. 183, dated 21st Janoary, 1957, has expelled tbe follow* 
mg student, with tlfect from 21et January, 1967, for tbe reasons mentioned below 

8 No. Name and the registered Fstber*e nsme Class Reasons for expulsion 
No. of the student. 

1 Euinaii lisjwanti Rewal Hanshebandra Rawel B.Ed. For making a grossly 
(62-et*84b8). tbasic) false statement, about 

her relationsh p with 
tbe persfn with whom 
si e wts staying at 
Cbaodigarb. in htr ap¬ 
plication form. 

Veurs faithfully, 

KK8AR MALIi 

Axai. Registnr ^cO'vldu ) 
13ll) bebruarj, 1967 Registrar. 

PANJAR UNIVERSITY, CHANDIOARH 

[fur/Madam, 

I T am to inform yon that tbe Principal, Ahir College, Rewaii. ndr hu letter No 1027, 
Wstfd Ist Febmarj, 1967, has eipelled the following sladente, for s period of two years, with 
^fct from Sad February, 1967, for tbe reasons mentioned below ;« 

|B*No Name of ibe etndeot 

1 62ar20 SbiiCband 

Fstber's name Claeo Rcssods 

Sbri Chum Lai III year Gross misconduct 

Vonra foilhfulle. 

Uth Fehmary, 1967 

EESAR AIALIi,, 

Ass^ Rcgigtrar (co-ordn,) 

for Registrar. • ^ i 
A 



^42 IfiE OAtCttTA 

BANARAS HINDU UNIVSR81T; 

Office of the Begistrar 

Copy of Bceolotion; 

Ooiuidered letter No. 8673/66*67 dated 8/lOth Deceinbor, 1956 from the Principelt 
CoUege of Mining A Mefcallaigy regarding 8hri Khush Bel Siogh, lat Year (Mio. A Met.) 
for forging algnatnre of the Priuftpsl and the office eeal. 

BeaolTed that 8hri Kbuah Hal Smgb, lab Year (Min. A Met,) be expelled from the 
ITnmraity and in fature he be not admitted to any of tl e constituent coUegea of the 
Doiferfity. 

Illegible, 

Hcgittrar, 

BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY 

t)ffice of thf Regielrar. 

Opy of Rieolutiou • 

Coniideied the Utter dated (lu 4ib Mar<b, 3 >57 fr< ui llie Viii c A>ur\cdi( College, 
B.H.U itgnrding Sn Hima K.uit Pond", Jl YeJi (Ayur\c('T> v\Ik U und coj jjng from 
certain slip of papers. 

BESOLVSD that Sri Rama Kaol I'ande, II Year (Ayiimda) be ruaticatcd for two 
yeara with immediate effect for copying from cerlain slip of papers in tbe examination and 
Ms result ot the 1957 examination be cancelled and be not pormitled to appear at sny 
UniTenity examination before 1960. 

BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY 

OlBtc of tbe Registrar 

Tbi^ ia to inform you that the foPowing d nt-« nho ipp iitd in llio Adnd^ ion 
Examination/ Aynrrodii Rxamnalion tKii .t Piofcisionsli f f 1957 of l!u Btnoiaa Huidii 
UniTeraity have b<>en nnticatod for ^wo >ea’-s f:ir iHing im^str m< ans at i> c r < ^ iininolmna 
and that their 1957 B<amiiaton have hoe i cin‘elird an 1 they would not be permitted to 
appear at any of tbe University Evamination before 195), vide Rcsolufii n No 341 of tbe 
Standing Committee of tbo Academic Council passed at its meeting held i u tbe 15th April, 
1967. 

. No. Boll No 

1. 2‘>16 

2 642 

8. 832 

4. 8715 

6. 1428 

6. 890 

7. 1870 

8. 1087 

9. 668 

10* 8166 

th 1874 

Yours faithfully, 

IPegiblo, 
Ifegtttrar, 

Name and Address. 

KamU Prasid Misra. B/o ^bn Biahani Nafh Mian, D 31/28, Tebn 
Neem, Banaiai 
Anand Prakndb C/o Sbri SK Sharma, MarvaiiGali, Sadot Ganj, 
Lucknow. 

Bindeshwari Vr<isad, 6/o Bbri Hiabnu Lai, Mob : Nsissrak, Jamuna]!* 
ka-n atb, Patna. 

S. Picbai Ra*, S/o S'?n N.' . Muttu, 99, Rayapatba High Bead, 
Mylapoie, MadiWB-4 

Deo Narayan Ba;pai, S/o Sbri Bhanktha Pd. Bj'pai H. M. Tilcra* 
para (Sbon-tcapara) P.O. A R.S. Bilaspur, M.P. 

Smt, Shsnti Sbiikfa, D/o Pt Raja Ram Shnkla 104 A/ 800 A. P. 
Bead, Kanpur 

Oharam Kisbore D'jIk. B/o Pi- Ram Kumar Dube, Baafairat Gaoj, 
Lu< know. 
Saiva Bhftgwan Pareek, B/o Shn Sjgan Ghandji Paroek Gita Preba, 
Gorakhpur. 
Km. Drmila Tiipalbi, D/o Shn IaIji Tr.patU, New A/7 Quaiters, 
E.H n.. B8naras-6 

Prakaah Narayan Ssigal, 8/o Shri Bankey Bebari Lai 6aigal, 
Kilkuntb 83/67 Cbowk, Banaras, ' 

Dwarika Nath Dubedi, S/o Pf, Balrnm Dube, Cola Maballa. Amh 
(Shaliabad) Bihar. ' 



tiOttmcAttoM d4d 

AYURVEDA (FIRST PROFBSSIONAIi), 1967, 

I Ayxidhyft Frsiid Bftit B/o Slri Acbftibar "Rti, Vill. A P.O. Eh»iim> 
^onwiTi (Ddoria). 

BAKARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY 

Office of the Hegifitrar. 

n/ll/20/& 11 May 4, 1967. 

Copy of R.solution,: 

roQA'derc'd (be caf>c8 of malpractices at the Aditiisaion aud Ayurvedic Examioationa 
of 1957. 

liFBoLV KD dial (ho cancB he dcuil nidi as shown tclow ; 

AYrKVRDlC E>AM1NATI<)N 'hIKST I»i{t)FKSSIONAL) 

Name Natuicof Guilt PunisliO'eut. 

Blii\ Bnian I'l.i'-od Tl e cindidaio was Expelled; (be 1967 Bxam. 
fnind Np>i»g from be rancellcd and be not 
a *0 tf. allowed admission to any of 

iho Ccustitueot colleges of 
the University m foture. 

AuH\ UNIVKIIPITY 

N< (ifcaiHiii No 

Il u ImeSv nnfineddrt’ thf re^u!N of (he f*»lh mu" csudi I ites hive boon »ance lied for 
19 i7 F\n.i inati n ai d tli*»y h<\\t* ho n fnrthoi .Utnrre I appearing at any examination 
of th‘ Uijivimly jn as Ibrj used cr aftimp'id li «»a unfair means at the University 
oxainiiiaticn of 1957 

M.A. (PKKMOUB) 

Roll No Eniol No. Kerne College or Centre Subject 

870 A63160f4 Uma Stianker Awaatlu Ex. 8t. PAY. Col., Kanpnr English. 

8fi0 A6n8"on Days Sbanlier Shastn VSSD. Col , Kanpar Sanskrit. 

3355 A63121j3o Krishna Nandsn Kul*4hieabtha St. Johus rul.» Agra Economics 

49C3 A196751 SLii Nandau Sahai DAV, Col , Kanpur History. 

M.A, (PINAL) 

1316 A625614 Fate Singh Rawat DAV. Cohf Dehradua Hindi 

Lli.B. (I’REVIOUS) 

337 A5iC176 Oliiranji Lai Bsna&l Oov(. College, Ajnier 

1980 A63C780 Kauabal Kishore Singh DAV. Col , Kanpur 

3087 A610319 Prsbha Kant Miara Do. 

S‘07 A64g039 Bhri Uiakash Agrawal Do. 

2003 Aesiisi Ajit Singh Btnsal Meerut College, Meerut. 

9099 A531710 Onkar Singh Sirohi Do. 

3860 A68G832 Mshendra Pal Singh KGK. Col , Mcradabad 

B.T. 

Roll No 

7! 

890 A63468 Kbilsri Singh Verma Bareilly Co].» Bareilly* 



tfiB CAtCtJtDA tmViBW m 
B.A PABT I. 

96 A6617819 
187 A5617860 
189 A6617883 
697 A6626 
888 A6617860 

1878 A6617866 
4018 A5610661 
4769 A567S86 

6S93 A66I8158 
f800 A6620S66 
9624 A6616871 
9782 A6616236 

10046 A6611466 
10162 A664664 
10400 A6611767 
10986 A6612312 
11662 A6fi21542 
12619 662662 
12868 A66U020 

1S909 A66t9768 
18494 A561268 
14111 A 669731 
14899 A5697d6 
14687 A6C16514 
16801 A563(K)4 

Boll No. Knrol No. 

17327 A566371 

12 A6411691 
48 A661i7<'4 

149 A6479r0 
270 A651d764 
482 A6811977 
489 A6811996 

1164 A6616b46 
1686 A64S176 
1664 A6620409 
2879 A668098 
8688 A652176 
5168 A5411064 
6651 A6616980 
7102 A657606B 
7784 A664086 
7622 A655082 
8466 A629244 
8796 A6520269 

1 0860 A659611 
10897 A64861 
10663 A669947 
10696 A669916 
12144 A644810 

671 
1444 
lM8 

A662860d 
A607899 
A666162 

2891 A6616d88 
8100 A5612640 
8149 A6612672 
8362 A6612816 
8582 A6660e8 

62 A662767 
4890 A662780 

4712 A6ei4127 

Hftri Sbankor Bajpab 
Erlshtn Eanfe Gautam 
(Km) Nirmala Sioghal 
Xndra Cband (Stuotst) 
Gopal Prasad Liavania 
Kamal Siugb Verma 
Subhaa Chandra Katiyar 
Bam Prakaah Varshney 

Nirbbay 
Vijui Bahadurlal Srlvastava 
(Ero) Cbaodra Wati Pat 
Om i rakash Sbarma 
Hem Cbaodra Gupta 
Bai] Nath Sachan 
Devi l*d. Dwivedi 
Erishace Kumar Brivasiava 
Subban Kban 
Baj Narain Tcwari 
Jagdiah Prasad 
Sbeo Dan Bingb Dagiit 

(DAV Col., Bulandhshabr) 
Prcnj Cliand Shariua Ex. Kt. 
Narerdra Siogh 
Prem Cbaud Jam 
Piem Singli Ex. St. 
Sbaian Vir Itatbi 
Arjun Di^t) 

Nnino 

Agra College, Agra 
Do. 
Do. 

8t. Jobo's Col.. Agra College Oolro 
Senate Hous**, Agra Centre. 
DS. Col., Aligarh 
Bareilly College, Bareilly 
B. M. College, Chacdauai 

M.P. Deg. Col., Gorakhpur Centre 
Holkar Col.. Todore Centre 
B.D. College, Jbansi Centre 
Cbrist Cliurcb Col., Kanpur 
DAY. Cotlego, Kanpur 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

KBKC (ToUego, Kljuija 
Do- „ (3eutu* 

Do, 
KB. College, Mathura 
Meerut College, Meerut 

Do. 
NAS College, Meenit 
JV. Jam Deg Col., Sabaranpur 

College oi Ctntii* 

Mttovendra Smgb AK ('< lUge, Sltlkobabad 

B.A. PABT U 

Hukuin Cband Jnin (W. M.) 
Hurt Kieban Cbbabcria 
Bain Hingb liiduv 
Milhan Lai (St B. B. Col.) 
Soin Pal Gupta 
Badri Pd. Patbak. Ex. Sf. 
Suresh Chandra Gupta 
Om Prakaab Saxena 
Chandra Ketu Biogh 
Dina Nath Gcel 
Ram Bharosay Lai 
Mangel Prasad Srivaelava 
Ainar Nath Brivaatava 
Batisb Chandra Kenchan 
Murlidhar S. Bbatia 
Onkar Lai Dixit 
Krishna Kant Sharnia 
(Km) Jayaoli Rani Naudi 

Burmau 
Krishna Raj Singh 
Munishwar Dayal Tyagi 
Boren Bingh Maberiya 
Vikram Bingh 
Bamesh Cfasndra Pant 

DA Y, C Jlogt A’liirr 
Agia Collrge, Agra 

Do. 
Do. Centre 
Do. 
Do Ctntro 

<hvt. College, Ajmer 
DS, College, Aligarli 

Do. (Centre 
Bareilly (3oUege, Bareilly 
BM. College, (^bandsusi 
MP. Col., Gorakhpur Centro 
TD. College, Jaimpur 
B D. C>''1 , J bar SI 
DAY. College, Kanpur 

Do. 
Do. Ceutte 
Do. CJentr© 

Meerut Col. Meerut 
Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

DSBG. Col. Nainilal 

B 8c. PABT I 

K. Mathews 
Moban BarSn Cbaturvedi 
Mohan Lai Vijay 
Krishna Nand 
Mabiab Kumar Baizada 
Onkar Praaad Bakaena 
Sorendra Kumar Jobri 
Byed Jarar Husain 
Bibvendra Pal Singh 
Hari Shankar (Sx. St. GHD. 

Gol.) 
Mohan Lai Sab 

Govt. College, Ajmer 
S.M. College, Cbandausi 
M.M.H. Col., Ohaziabad 
KN. Govt. Col., Qyanpnr 
DAY College, Kanpur 

Do. 
Do. 
Do. 

NRKC College. Eburja 
KGK. Ool.f Moradabad Centre 

DSB. Govt. Col*, Naiirital 

» 
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971 A541603 
1871 A565e60 
1902 A6I9140 
1971 AS4J212 
1925 A555879 
1996 A555895 
8011 A555902 
2081 A649dd2 
2100 A549dS6 
2647 A. 12267 

266G A174755 

317 A5631d9 
330 A6G2153 
U'O A6G247J 

2547 A531430J 
2577 A50J8300 
2774 A61731 
3L8J A569375 

318 A5573je 

377 A52497y 

70M A5n5(,57 
2130 A521«711 

B.Bc. PABT n 

Sbytm Baba (Bt. BB. Col.) 
Darshan IaI Btobdefa 
Hari Sbaakar Tawari 
Karendra Nath Bmaitara 
Fyara Lai Muia 
Hadba Cbaran ImI 
Bajoi Kant Paodey 
Bureodra Singh 
Vireudra Saritp Bikaena 
Dbupendra Siogh Verma Rx. 

Bt 

8t. Juhss Col.. Agra Centre 
PAV. Kaopoi 

Po. 
Po. 
Po. 
Po, 
Do 
Po 
Do 

Meerut Coll ge, M«eri] 

Madan Mohan Kaushik tKx. Bi.) Do 

D COM. I'AKT I 

Deoki Nandau 
Jagduh Pra^Hd Mital 
i<ad< ey hhjaru hbanni 
Shyatn Suneer libitia 
Soreah Chandra Agiawal 
Gupil Daa Ttnduu 
da] Prakabh Gupta 

Darnl soni Col Aligarh 
Do. 
Do. 

DVV College*, Kanpur 
Do 

VSSD College, Kanpur 
Murut College, Meerut 

B.COM. PABT IT 

Oiriah Babu Varsbney (Ex 
8i ) 

Chandra Prakaah Var^hoey 
(E\ St ) 

Anuod Prakiah Aroia 
Jagdtab CLand Couiul (Ex. 

Bt.) 

Barabaem Col., Aligarh 

Do. 

D\\ ColUgt , DehraPun 
NUPC College, Kbur]a 

AGBA UMVRBB3TY 

The Plxaminnlion result of P)57 of tbe following rindidit'a has bet n caocelieJ on 
account of uaing or alUiupting to ust unfair iiuana — 

LLB tPUEVIOT^S) 
UoU No liiirol No Nome College or Centre 

1920 A54Uld4 Brabuia Putt U\\i>edi 

B,A PABT T 

DVV Ctliege, Kanpur 

1616 A567264 Ghan Sbami Bingh Verma Barabacni Cid , Aligarh 
1725 A657n2l Puran Iial \ V\ Bt ) Do. 
4450 AGOiasu Mnnit BakG) Hjinidiu. College, Bhopal 
8887 A5C2nCo Hiiluaik.uid S*ngb T.D College, Jaunpur 

10106 A56U610 Bn] Swarup Awasthi DAV College, Kanpur 
10300 A5518.V2 K ihlma Copal Nij^aui Do. 
1240) A5G619 Oin Chandra Shah \ BSD College, Kanpur 
12013 A55IO-55 Hem hirigh KHRC. College, Ehurja 
13571 A56137 Boaan Lai Verma KK. CoUegL, Mathura 
14424 A56994.) Bhanq Ahmad Khan lH\t St) 

n A. PABT 11 

Moeruc College, Mecrnt 

0612 A6519488 Danwari Lai Kauahik 

B.8<. PART I 

KREC. College, Khurja Ceolxe 

3796 A56a967 Isliwar Chandra Tyagi 

B.COM. PART II 

Meerut Col eg*, Metrut 
• 

1115 A562690 Laklian Lai Sharma Victoria College, Gwalior Centre 

Bennie Houac, Agra I* MATHUB| D.Bo.n 

Jmw 90/98,1967. 
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BANABAfi HIKDO UNIVERSITT 

Office of the B.'gtetiar 

Bef. 11/14/6. Bated June 5,1967 

Corrigt ndiim 

Please read Boll No. 36S of B.Sc (Pure) Kri^han TjsI Arors, D6/62, Tripura BhairgTii 
Dasaaswamedh, Varanasi lu place of Hall No 336 f B So (Port*) Jag Jiwan Bas Vansali 
K28/22» Budh Vinayak, Banarsi in the lut of rushiation isiUud to yoa lUia office latter 
No. II/14/1/5/114X to 1160» dited May *28. l*)5 Wl-fi.l J67 . 

Illegible. 

Hegistrnr. 

BANABAS HINDU UNIVERSITY 

Offict of the Re^isliar 

Ref No. Iiat/I .Tune 15,1957. 

Cerrpendnin 

Please treat rustication of Shri Lokshmi Narain JaiBwal, RoM No 603 of B.A. Exami¬ 
nation. 1957 as cancelled as shown in the list of rustication ismed vtJe this office letter No. 
II/14/1/6 dated May 9% 1957. 

Illegible. 
Registrar. 

BANABAS HINDU UNIVERSITY 

Office of the Registrar 
No. 11/14/6 I7tL June, 1967. 

Copy of Resolution : 
Considered the cases of malpractices at the various eiaiuinaiions of the University 

of 1967. 
Resolved—That the cases of malt lActices at the vaiions exaiuinatioas of the University 

be dealt as 
Boll No. 

shown bebw:— 
Name. Kxaiiiinat'on Rubjivt Papej Punuhiiicnt. 

19 Mud Molian Kjj ihna B R. find Uh in 11 Rustic«Potl ft r two 
Tri\fdi Uhcni.) lf)rt' ) ^carn, flic 1967 li)xani. 

be caoCv.llid and not 
to be pt rinitlcd to 
^pear at any of the 
UDivcrsily examina¬ 
tion before 1059. 

BANARAR HINDU UNU KRBITY 

n/14/l/.6/lG58 to 1686 
r*f It ( Rt gistrar 

Illigible. 
Hcgtstrar, 

2Htl. May, 1957 

Tbit is to mform you that the fc/l’owing candidat s appealed in the examinations 
noted below against their uamea have been rusticate! /or two yean for using unfair means 
at their examinations and that their 1957 Examinattuus have been caocciled and they would 
not be permittod to appear at any of the Univereay Examination before 1969. oide Resolu- 
tioD No. 876 of the Standing Committee of tbc Academic Council passed at its meeting bell 
on the 16tb April. 1967. 

No, Boll No. Name and Addreea, Examination. 

1. 61 Eedar Nath Bubey, 8/o Sbiwa Nath Babey. 
Vill. Ebaranty. P 0. Obre (Gays). Dt. 

I.A. 

9. 819 
* 

Ram Shankar Patbak. 6/o Hedar Nath 
Fatbsk. 8/11 A.B.C., Banaras. 

Do. 

a 160 Sbiva Murat Gupta, S/o lialp Oup'a, 
BerJgon Newsda, Jounpur. 

I.Com. 

4. 149 1 Tarkeabwar Nath Upadhyay, S/o btadhaban 
npadbyayji, ViU. and F.O. Snkbpura, Bitt 
Billia. 

B.8o. (Pore) 
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5, 069 Eedar Nath S(Hvaatava. S/o Eatlash Nath 
SrivaataTa C 7/169 Sain Para (Cbetganj) 
^naraa. 

B.A. 

6. 1041 BrijPalDaa Shah, fl/o Ran Das Shah, 
K OT/87 Qwaldas ^hn Lane, Varanasi. 

Do. 

7. 1365 Prem Chandra Lat, S/o Sbyam Narsin Let, 
Vill. and P.O. Umaraha, Inaras. 

Do. 

.s. 13')4 Bam Swaroop Praiad, S/o Eunj Behin 
Prasad, Vill Chilra, P 0 Soubarsa, Dist. 
Musallarpar < Bihar) 

Do. 

9. 1779 Ram Dhan Pandey, S/o Suraj Pra^aJ 
Paodey, Vill. B^Iwao, P O. Pahara, Diat. 
Mirzapur. 

Do. 

10. 3')6 Jag Jiwan Bas Vanss', S/o Narottam Dai 
K. 93/22, Doolb Vinayak, Banaras. 

B Sc (Pure) 

11. 414 Pratap Singh, S/o Aiusr Singh Mchrotra, 
K.B. Hospital, Varanasi. 

Do. 

19. 43 Hhyam Bihari Misra. S o Sicbida Nanda 
Misra, Vill. fiakucbi, P.O. Satram, Dtst. 
Deoria. 

B.Sc. (Ag ) 
Pt, I. 

13. 603 Laksbmi Narain Jaiswat, 3/o Salya Narain 
Prasad Jaiswal, Gols Pan ley, P O. Abraura, 
Mirzapur. 

PANJAB UNIVERSITY (CHANDIGARH) 

B.A. 

Illegible, 
Registrar, 

It IS notified 

The following persons have been thsqiulifiel Croiu appsann^ in any future examloation 
of tbie Universitv f tr thu leasons noted againi* o-Kh, under Ilegulation (ixMh) at page 8A 
of the Panjab University Calendar, Volume 1,1'fil 

(i) 8ri Aioar Nath Jauhar, S/u Slifi flatoam Daas Jiubar, an employee in Indian 
Naval Headquarters, who tried to obtaio a dapUeate copy of th'Matncalation Certifioata 
on the basis of a false stale iioot of having passed the d e^ainias^ion froji PaD]sb Dniver- 
Bity, Lahore, in 1U23 

(ii) Sei Bbagat Ram Sharuii, Pt Xaraogu Ki o, Sanskrit Teaoher, Jaata, A S. 
Middle School, P.O. Polian Probitan tDist. Hosburpuri. who tried to obtain a duplicate 
copy of the Shastri cartificatu on the basis of a false staiemenb of having passed the saiit 
Sianunation from the Paojab University, Laboie, in 1912. 

(hi) Bn Gurdial Smgh, 8/o 8n Amar Smgb, who obtamel a dapUoate copy of 
Matnoolatioo Certifioale on the basis of a fslse statement of having passed the said examina* 
lion from the Panjab University, Lahore, in 1946. 

Chandigarh (Capital). J* AGNIHOTRI, 
Dated the 98th May, 1967. Regufrars 

PANJAB UNIVERSITY CHANDIGARH 

I am to lofortn you that the Piincipal, Govtumment College, Chandigarh ttde lus letter 
No. 619, dated 1st April, 1957, has rusticated the following studsnt, with effect from 1st 
April, 1967, for the reasons mentioned below fReg. 4 and 6, Pb. University Cal, 1964| Vol. 

III. PH* 17) 

No. 

1. 

Name and the Begd. No. 
of the Student. 

Sham Sunder Sbarma 
(66-c-906j 

Father’s Nemo. Class. Reasons for 
RnafJoatiODt 

3li»kJ Pr»ih»d Sharma 1st yojr tiroes Miscondoct 

K. L. MPKERJI. 

Ass'slanI Registrar (Cdn.) 

for Reytstfer. 

iwep-VHi 
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BRITISH COLONIAL POLICY 

Dr AxvLriiANDRv Roy, M A , Ph D (Lond.) 

Catciitia Vnwerstiy 

Rntish coluiual polio has leiiidiiied fundamentallv unaltered aince 

the time the eoinnies \\ere cieated whethei in Africa oi A'^ia It waa 

iipid and iiupeiuhst in oliaiactci as it is to-day although a section of 

tlie Bntmh people i t , the TialMiuiites liad all along been, until 

s^iinetmies hark, .uhooefing a hheial pt)]i(\ towards the colonies The 

inajoiitv of the Bntish Lahoui Moxeinenl at the tniie of the South 

Atncdn Wai (lH*)0-r)0‘2) (haiiictenscd it as an iinpen.ihst war agamat 

a Binall people with the object of destro\mg the independence of that 

people and obtaining jiossession c»f its national lesouKos—gold mines 

and diamond mines—for u powerful group of monopoly capitalista la 

there any difference between the monopolists dine for gold and 

diamonds in South Afiica at the beginning of the c^nturv and their 

dnve for tin and rubber m Malava at the piesent time? Oertainly not, 

the motive being the same. Sometimes hack (Mav 1952) the then 

Labour Government, issuing a pamphlet “Piobleins of Foreign Policy,*’ 

recognised the fact that ** underneath the ferment m Asia a historic 

revolution is in progress. Conscious of their rights and dignitv as 

nations they (the Asian peoples) are demanding freedom of control by 

European peoples ” (P. 3). The Lab<»urites admitted wdien m T^ower 

that the aims of the colonial revolutions were (1) to destroy native 

feudalism, (2) to emancipate the country from the coiitiol of the foreign 

groups, owners of plantations, tin mine^, ladways and harbours and 
to gain control over their own industries and raw materials. But 

aa H mattor of fact, the Labourites have done verj* htfJe ui 
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their lilJeral ide^ into action. Although they boast of the measure of 

eelf4gD^rAI^l&t which they gave to India, Pakistan, Burma and Ceylon, 

it Wnfliot be disputed to say that the then British Government had not 

the strength to hold them in the old way, and hence they had to make 

concessions to India and the countries around it. But wherever they 

have sufficient strength, tlie British Government are involved in fighting 

the colonial liberation movement as in Malaya, Kenya and British 

Guiana. In a recently published pamphlet (Feb. 1955), “ Facing the 

facts in the colonies the Labourites ha^e exposed themselves. In 

fact, they have outright ignored the leahlies of colonial rule previously 

recognised by the party. Their policy approximates to Tory policy. 

Of course, a few years back, they e.xposed their approximation 

unambiguously to the Tor} Policy uhen in the House of Commons, 

Mr. Attlee in reply to a question by Mr. Churchill on 2^rd August, 

1945, regarding the colonies, said, that he (Mr. Attlee) fully recollected 

the British Government’s statements that Britain did not contemplate 

any modification in the sovereignty of His Majesty’s territories both in 

Asia and Africa. " Apparently ”, observed Dr. Radhiikrishnau, ” the 

Labour Government intends to cairy on the imperial policy of its 

predecessors *' (‘ Is this Peace ’?—I*. H). About the altitude of the 

British Government to their colonies, Dr. Radhaknshnan said, ” The 

present owners (meaning tlio Tones) did not wish to set the dependent 

territories on the path ot independence ” (Ihid^V, 11). In a word, it 

ran be said that the British Government, no matter whether Labour or 

Tory, are bent on perpetuating their colonial rule inspite of their frank 

admittance of the fact that a “ liisfone revolution is in progress in the 

colonies ’ ’, and why ? 

T/nierestfi in Coloniest 

Four different types of colonies have been enumerated in the 

pamphlet ” Facing facts in the colonies ”, viz., (1) ” colonial territories 

where trusteeship for the benefit of the colonial peoples themselves is 
the predominating factor ”, (2) ” in others, economic interests lie at the 

roots of colonial rule ”, (3) ” Yet again there remains the emotional 

tie with the crown and the Flag,” and (4) ” the fourth category which 

is rapidly becoming of paramount importance within the British 

^SQpire is the drive of white settler-communities to establish their own 

imperial rule by gaming both political and economic control of the 

territories where they have settled." 

Tim analysis is just an attempt to confuse the real issue. There 

can be no denying the truth that one colony differs from anoth^*, but 
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the e986Qtial fact about them la that the ruling authority of the ooloD-y 

deziTes economic advantages, and whatever may be the form of govern* 

ment in any particular colony, the real government deciding the policy 

in the last analysis, is the government in Ixjudun. 

The economic interest are enorniouh. Xu the first place, the white 

firms engaged in colonial trade, derive super-profits, and m the second 

place, these firms provide a sluiubluig block to the development of the 

indigenous economy. The foreign firms have completely monopolised 

tea, and rubber plantations and mining industries. They have the 

advantage of cheap labour, no trade unionism or weak trade unionism, 

enabling thorn to earn much highei profits than usual. Hence it is 

uiiderstuiKlrible, tliesc fiinis aie not at all interested in Uie all round 

developments of the colony. 

Besides these firms, theic are trading companies. These 

companies are the link between the poasantiy' and the capitalist world 

market, selling the goc^ds manufacluied in the parent cities. Formerlyy 

these companies used to hu\ and sell on then own ac<*ount the produce 

of the peasaiitiv. But now thev aie buving agents at a fixed allowance 

of those juodiKts foi the ^laiketiiu* IViaids. Thiough tliese agents 

British goods reacJi the ctjioiual maikils It lannot he giunsuid that 

the very existence ol these trading companie'- is a hindrance to the 

large-scale giowlh ol the indigenous ineuantiie <*(iimiiunil>. 

Despite the profits derived hv paiticulai films, the British 

capitalist system, as a whole, deiives enormous gams from the colonies, 

Britain sees in increased colonial exploitation and increased sale of 

colonial productrt to the U.S.A,, in return for dollars, a way out of its 

economic difficulties. As a matter of tact, the colonies are compelled 

to buy British goods in prefeience to g*x»ds ftl other countries however 

chea|)er and advantageous they might be. 

What British Govt, want? 

The British Government, whether Labour or Tory, want to 

continue and extend their colonial rule in every possible way. They 

do not*propose to transfer the mines and the plantations, the main 

economic resources of the colonies, to the colonial peoples. Tliey do 

not desire to replace the white trading organisations witli tradmg 

organisations operated on a small scale bv the colonial peoples 

themselves. On the contrary, they really mean io increase the invest¬ 

ments of their nationals in order to extend the existing system in tlM 

colonies. The Labour pamphlet quoted above, has laid down that it is 

not possible to develop the colonies “ without outside assistanoe^ Hb 
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Aigttea Aat private investors in the metropolis have to be encograged to 

tAy out their oapital on a grand soale in the colonies, of course, subject 

to certain conditions. “ It must be remembered the pamphlet 

argues, ** that if you need private foreign capital, the terms on *whioh 

you allow it to operate must be such that private investors feel that they 

will themselves benefit. Tins may mean llie ex}K>rt <'f greater profit 

payments than you really wish to permit.” This argument cannot be 

gamsaid. The private investor won’t go into tlie colonies unless he is 

assured of a big and safe return, although the Labourites appreliend 

that their advocacy for more private in\eHtmcnt in the colonies might 

be unpopular in the Tjabour Movement. As a precautionary measure, 

the Labour pamphlet sa;vs thal care should be taken to ensure that 

private enteiprise ** does not become so powerful that it could secure 

a stronghold on the econom\ and Mrtual control of the government.” 

How absurd to pretend that such enteqirwes would not go in tor super¬ 

profits but would remain satisfied with a modest rate ol interest. The 

Labourites let the cal out of the hug In putling llie (jueslion before flie 

Labour Movement thus, ” In view ol tlie fiu-t tliat tlie capitalist system 

is likely in our opinion to last for a long tune and in view’ of the fad 

that the capitalists W’lll not invest in the colonies unles-, tlie\ get u gof>d 

return for their mone}, liad’ul wc lietbu* drop our prtvious (Socialist) 

opposition to impenalist exploitation.” So it se<*ms that the lintisli 

Socialists are bent on keeping alive and extending further the iniperialisi 

apparatus of exploitation in the colonies. 

Bo far as the colonial trade unions are concerned, the British 

Labourites, following the policy of the Tones, suggest something which 

would definitely injure the last hope left to the colonial jieopies. They 

take it for granted that there is a danger of a too rapid growth of trade 

unionism, and that the colonial trade unions are often inspired by 

political groups. Hence at present, they are considering the possibilities 

of introducing working class adult education into the colonies, that is, 

the Labourites are advocating for non-political trade unions. They 

admit that British trade unionism ” grew out of bitter and tragic 

strangles of the working class movement '* and '* one is forced to ask if 

gaouine trade unionism can be created otherwise "? (Ibid). Of course 

it cannot. Even in the richest capitalist land—^the U. 8.A.'—trade 

uokmiem grew in that way. British trade union history proves that 

only imder compulsion that the employers recognised the unions. But 

so fiir as the colonial trade unions are concerned, in the opinion of the 

BrUieh Oovemment, it is wrong to (1) obtain recognition by strikes, 

and (3) cMain recognition by a ballot vote of the workers. That tras 

^ argument of the present Consawative Gkivemment for dastooyteg 
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tiw coMtitv^ion <ii British 6«uana. Heneo both the Liabourites cuid the 
OoMervB^&ves favour setting tip of taiue-^trade unions in the colonies. 

SeI/-goecTnment for the colonies? 

Tike Ijabountes are ruming iiosN of objections lo giving any oi 

the existing colonies independence in the forseeable future and on this 

issue tliey are in line with the Tor\* policy, as Sir William Bidsdale 

says, of the many views they (i.r., the liabourites and Tones) had in 

common, one concerned the im|K)rtance ol keeping foreign policy out of 

and above party politicn.” Self government, how'ever, liad been granted 

to India and the coantries around it, but still Britain ccntinues to hold 

those colonies >^hic}t she is able lo hold. IMalu^a is us fit for self- 

government as Burma or Ceylon, but ^he has not yet been given that 

pri\liege. 'J'lie fact that ilic Britisli (itj^cniinent do not contemplate to 

giving self-goveinuient could be well illustrated l)\ the follow'ing facts^ 

In Bntislk (itiiaiiu, ihc IVojile's l^nigiessnc Part> gamed a 

majority at a general election on a programme ot selt-government. A 

few months later tliev are thrown out of oflice although it was admitted 

that the newlj consliluled gcneriuneut had the peoples' supjxirt, just 

what imptiened in Bast Bengal in V C'omunsbiou, appointed by 

the British Governineut, reiKirted that il would be useless to hold 

another new general election because the People's Progressive Party 

would win again. Tlie ih'itish ijabour Part> argued m a round about 

way that the constitution should not have been suspended but that ** the 

Governor should have vetoed the legislation of the People’s Progressive 

Party which certainly amountH to the same tiling. The Government 

justified their action by observing that “It is clear, their (P. P. P.) 

objective was to turn British Guiana into a totahturiau state subordinate 

to Moscow and a dangerous platform for extending communist influence 

in the Western Hemisphere ** (Colonial OflSce statement, Oci. 9, 1953). 

How could a countiy of 487,00(1 People separated from any other 

communist state bv thousands mijes of ocean—set up “a totalitarian 

state sulxirdinatc lo 'IVoops were mmiI in and llic loaders 

arrested ** with a view' to preventing them acting m a muuner prejudicial 

to public Mfcl\ and onh*r “ t//>/d ). 'i’hc ob'icnaiion ol Mr. 

M, Cambell, the Chairman of a Canadian firm (hat British Guiana 

remains the source of our existence and the foundations of our 

structure surely betrays the Government'h often rejiealed declaration 

of granting self-government to the colonies. 

In the case of HenyU) the Government claimed that an 
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risicg waa in being and henoe they reaorted to repreaaion and maas 

arresta* The Labour party supporting the fight against * Man Mau ’ 

argued that " real progress is impossible until psychological and political 

conditions are such that co-operation on equal terms is possible . • 

Opposition has been expressed in some ciinles to Britain sending troops 

to the colony. Would it be u mure Socialist Policy to withdraw our 

troops and leave the people there to settle the issue by force or would 

this be more likely to lead to either a black or a white tyranny? If so, 
have we a responsibility to try to avoid this? ” (Facing Facts, etc.) 

The statement contains no proposals to meet the present situation in 

Kenya, nor any suggestions for negotiations on the future of Kenya. 

(My article, “ In the background of Kenya eide, Hindusthan 

Standard—^9th December, 1954, contains some important informations.) 

Again on Malaya both the Labountes and the Toiies hold the same 

view, that is, an armed rising is in being prejudicial to public safety and 

order. The Labour Pamphlet says, “ Tn 1948 there was a communist 

rising in Malaya, which having failed in its object of establishing 

* liberated areas ’ resorted to acts of terrorism/’ Hence they argue, 

The events in Mala;sa raise in a dramatic form the question of whether 

Britain should concede self-government imniediatelv on the threat of 

force, or whether it sliould suppress violeut moves in llie mterests of 

democracy.” Re’f-govenuuent was conceded to India precisely for this 

reason. In Southern Ireland, Canada and Australia, self-government 

was granted ” on the threat of force.” Up till llie movement that 

seems to be the only way by which colonies have ever obtained self- 
government. Here are peoples rebelling against White domination. 

Surely this is part of the ” historic revolution in progress.” Yet British 

troops are engaged in suppressing it. The tinth is as Brig. Head (Tory, 

M.P.) opines, ” Malaya, a key strategic area, ia also of great economic 

value, since the export of rubber is one of our main dollar earners,” 

(' Pattern of Peace ’-P. 25). Hence excuses are not wanting for justify¬ 

ing the armed suppression of the Malaya Peoples as in the case of other 

colonial Peoples and denying them self-government. Particularly, the 

British Socialists support the Government sending troops in the colonies 

on the ground that if they got self-government, there is no guarantee 

that they would establish ‘ democracy although they asserted some¬ 

times back (in their pamphlet, * our first duty-Peace ’) ” that we have 

now to defend our gains, to go further towards Socialism and in 

{)8irticular, towards greater equality of wealth and opportunity which in 

the essence of Socialism.” At Iasi after years of troubles, the British 

Gorernment have conceded to the demand of the independence which 

Malaya will achieve on Slat August of this year* 
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Tht Future 
I 

British has been affected by crisis after ohsis in the post war 

period and the military costs of war in the colonies are adding enormondy 

to Britain’s difficulties. Time is important and a new approach to the 

colonies is desirable. The attempt of Britain to hold hack the colonial 

li)>eration movement is imposing an enormous drain on the economy. 

The policy of emancipating the colonial peoples and on that basis enter¬ 

ing into a politico-economic association with them on the basis of 

equality is only real way forward. Britain needs the food and raw 

materials of the colonies, while on the other hand, the colonies need 

industrial and technical assistance which only Britain can offer. Hence 

the possibility of an honourable association with the colonial Peoples, 

is there which Britain should attempt for before long. This attempt 

would remove much of her present difficulties and surely endure her 

fame as the champion of democracy. 



THE SOCIAL THEME IN THE NOVELS OE 
GEORGE MEREDITH AND THOMAS HARDY 
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" And there was a Horse in the King's stables; and the name of 

the Horse was Genius —wrote Walter de la Mare. Both Mereditti 

and Hardy rode this Horse; but whereas the former drove him into 

the realm of comedy rejecting immortabty and piping— 

Into the breast that gives the rose 

Shall I with shuddering fall, 

the latter rode into the realm of tragedy crying— 

Oh Thou, who Man of Baser Earth didst make, 

And ev’n with Paradi^^e devise the snake, 

For all the sin wherewith the Face of Man 

Is blackened—Man's forgiveness give—and take! 

Poetic comedy is Meredith's powerful w’capon in his 

assaults against pride and vanity and all tlioir brood. He sings and as 

he sings, be dissects. He is not of course among the great psychologists 

who thread their way anonymously and patiently in and out of the dark 

corridors of the mind and who subtly and perfectly, individualise each 

character. His analysis re-creates rather than divides liis object by a 

series of visions which he limns in impassioned prose. He is essentially 

one with the poets who identify the character with the passion, who 

* symbolise and make abstract This poetic identification of the 

character with emotion is, in part, due to a close observation nt the 

most delicate shades of the comedy of human relations. “ Man 

says Meredith, is the laughing animal; and at the end of the infinite 

search, the philosopher finds himself clinging to laughter as the best of 

human fruit, purely human and sane and comforting.” While 

Aristotle attributed a cathartic effect to tragedy, Meredith held that it 

was the function of comedy fo ” touch and kindle the mind through 

laughter/' 

Meredith developed his theory of comedy in his Essay on 

Comedy, in the prelude to the Egoist and in his ode to the comic spirit. 

Comedy, according to him, is a great social force, a means of purging 

man of unsooiid vioes and of inculcating a sense of humour. Without 
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a sesse ■of humour even a god is no god. A gr&in o| humour would 

have saved Sir Willoughby Patteme or Sir Austin Feverel. Meredith 

BUggestB that " a good wind of laughter ultimately w<Mild have relieved 

Sir Austin of much of blight of self-deception and oddness and extra¬ 

vagance; and given him a healthier view of our atmosphere of life; but 

he had it not.” 

Meredith is too cheerful a humourist to be a satirist. The latter 

is a moral agent, a ' social scavanger working on a storage of bile’. 

He is often a misanthrope who goes about the world with a fleck of 

foam upon lua lips. Meredith, however, observes that no misanthrope 

can ever aHjiire to be a liumourist. He adds—“ You may estimate your 

capacity for comic perception by being able to delect the ridicule of 

them you liave without loving them less and more by being able to see 

yoursell somewiiat ridiculous to dear eyes and accepting the correction 

of their image of you. To love comedy. \ou must know the real world 

and know men and women well enough not to expect too much of them.” 

Meredith’s preocenpatum with social comedy makes him a keen 

observer of men and manners and prepares us for the large role which 

women play in his no^eis, Atter a stud\ of a novel ol Meredith, one 

rises w'lth the exhilarating conviction that men and women are not 

cats and monkeys, but beings capable of growling more graceful than 

the angels and iinglitier than tiie leviathan. Among such beings 

women are the elect of Meredith. Indeed there is no society without 

women and Meredith affirms—“ Where a veil w over women’s faces, 

YOU cannot have society.” It was the mis>sion of Meredith to tear such * « 
veils where he found them. Tie knew that the comedy of life is enacted 

bv both man and woman, vet he realised how tlu* c')ined> is made 

lively and dynamic hv woman who is the unconsi'ious and often 

umistentatious initiator of all action, man bcMiig only her second fiddle. 

The types of w'oiuen in Meredithiau , limned in unforgettable 

portraits, are kaleidoscopic; hut his womanly ideal, far removed from 

prurience, is ahvaj's free from febrile aberrations and is, to quote 

Kdward Wagenknecht, ” certainly one of the finest tributes ever paid 

the sex in the frame of art.” 

In life, Meredith was a feminist and held that—“ women of the 

independent mind are needed for any sensible degree of pi ogress They 

Will HO educate their daughters that these w'lll nt)t lie instructed at the 

start to think themselves naturally inferior to men because Kmj muscular 

and need not have recourse to particular arts, feline chiefly, to make 

Iheir way in the world.” 
An appropriate title for the complete works of Meredith can bfi 

' Women against Men.’ Though inferior in physical prowess, 

a-]d46P-ix 
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are superior to men in humour^ intelleotual eminence and penetrating 

insight. They are less inclined to tilt at wmd-mills or ride HippogriflE 

than are men. Their feet are planted firmly in the green earth; yet 

they are more likely to transcend their selves than men. In 

Meredithian fiction, they are the deputies of the Comic Spirit and by 

them man is tested, judged, rusticated or rewarded. They throw into 

bold relief the high aspirations and low life of the hypocritical man. 

Like Chaucer’s Sir Thopas, Sir Willoughby Patterne (the principal 

character of the novel. The Egoist, 1879) rides forth m quest of the 

elf-queen for his overweening vanity accepts no other woman for his 

spouse. But las egoism eclipses his idealism. We fiist see him as an 

ardently admired philanderer condescendingly accepting tlie adoration 

of Laetitia Dale, sweeping off an lieiress and losing her to gam a 

greater prize in the debonair Clara Middleton. Eventually Clara 

realises that life would be intolerable with an incorrigible egoist. The 

egoist is at last forced to let go his hold on Clara, and lie does so on 

condition that she should mart} his unassuming kinsman, Whitford 

Vernon. The reader, of course, cannot help a derisive smile at the 

petty self-absorption with its insistent note of res}wnsibjlH> for the 

care and protection of tlie <*aged bird that is no longer in the cage. At 

last the twice-jilted Sir Willoughby is compelled to eat liis* humble pie 

and beg the hand of the twice-jilted and oncc-despised Ijaetitia. Pride 

has its fall and ultimately the mortified Sir Willouglibv w'cures a 

Laetitia whose eyes are opened and wlio sees him as ne really is. Thus 

in the egoist’s prosecution, Clara and Laetitia are the |rosecutmg 

counsel and Jury while the other women of the novel, are admirable 

Witnesses. Sir Willoughby shivers in his shoes at the veiy idea ol 

being found out by Mrs. Mountstuart, Lady Busshe or Lidv Culmer 

who know him more precisely than he knows himself. 

It is rather strange that Meiedith’s proclivity for moral idealism, 

his amazing fertility of wit and his wealth of ciitical observation hr\e 

gone to exalt the womanlv ideal at the expen-.e ot man’s innate 

nobility. In some of his novels, be has held up to ridicule the faithless¬ 

ness which Meredith imagines to be native to sophisticated man. Lucy, 

l>ahlia, Vittorm, Clara, Renee, Diana, Aminta are worthy to stand 

beside their Shakespearian sisters. These graceful characters are 

bedevilled with such depraved figures as Richard Feverel, Edward 

Blanoove, Sir Willoughby Patterne and Lord Onnont. What 

abominf^Ie foils; What striking contrasts! Richard's breach of faith 

almost breaks the heart of the helpless Lucy. Dalilia Fleming is 

betrayed by Edward; Laetitia jilted by Sir Willoughby, Aminta in 

eban^ed by Lord C^mont. These stories merely illustrate the over- 
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riding hypothesii of Meredith that woman is the touch-stone of 

integrity. In all the novels of Meredith, the presiding deities in the 

social cavalcade are women. In Evan Harrington, it is Lady Jocelyn 

and Bose who dominate the story and fill it with rich fragrance. Sir 

Franks, Lady Jocelyn’s husband cannot be said to have groaned under 

the tyranny of the petticoat government; but in comparison with his 

indomitable wife, he is a soft ntilk-sop and his constant code of honour 

is deference to the superiority of his wife’s judgment. Rose, in a 

similar way, governs the heart of Evan. On one occasion, she eggs 

him on to hazard a break-neck leap. Even the ^\omcn of minor 

importance liavc their own distinction. Harriet is admired and adored 

bv her husband as a fine duck and Tjouisa—the inimitable Lousia— 
• 

Harriet’s sister, i« the hantain hen who outhcrods Herod. 

The last four novels of Meredith are illuininating variations on the 

common theme—* woman in the toils of a hyp(.)critical and tyrannous 

man-made society.* Diana of the Cros\<tways (1885) deals with a scandal 

about fihendan’s beautiful grand-daughter, Mrs. (’aroline Norton, 

whose husband unsuccessfully sought to divorce her on a charge of mis¬ 

conduct with Lord Melbounie, the renowned Victorian Prime Minister. 

Mrs. Norton was falsely accused of selling a government secret to the 

London Times after working it out from her admirer. Lord Melbourne. 

This novel, the finest of Meredith’s novels on the theme of female 

emancipation, is memorable for the freshness and charm of its heroine. 

In her freedom, intelligence and elfish buoyancy, *-he resembles 

Shakespeare’s Rosalind. In the second of tlie last novels, One of 

Our Conquerors (189L, we see the heroine in tlie undignified role of a 

common law wife. The third novel, Lord Ormont and his Aniinta 

(1894) is built upon the career of Charles Mordaunt, Earl of 

Peterborough. It deals with the problem of the sanctity of the 

marriage-tie in a critical situation and offers a wealth of psychological 

and ethical reflections. In The Atnazing Marriage (1805), the last of 

Meredith’s complete novels, Fleetwood spurns in haste the peerless 

pearl of a woman’s pure love only to repent at leisure for his folh. 
In his delineation of woman, Meredith was a typical Victorian. 

His creations are not happily vitiated hy the gross passions and 

temptations which blight the worlds of Balzac or Flaubert. The 

peculiar vices of his wwld are only snobbery and egoism. It never 

occurred to him to imitate the French Naturalists and * fiddle harmonics 
on the strings of sensualism.’ He was little interested in sex although 

much preoccupied with dramatization of love lo^e w^hich transcen s to 

vibrant tensions of physical relationships Flowed in love, w 

Meiedithian worid runs molten gold and here " spirit brands the mm 
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titiat it may live/’ Ab a matter of fact, Meredith was jostified in 

iiaa^iTig the love-jrelation a test of fidelity and charity. The problem of 

woman’s freedom becomes the primary mode by which socjal progress 

is estimated. Meredith himself admits ;— « 
” The love-season is the carnival of egoism and it brings the touch¬ 

stone to our natures. I speak of love, not the mask and not the 

flutings upon the theme of love, but of tlie passion; a flame having, 

like our mortality, death in it as well as life that may or may not be 

lasting. Applied to Sir Willoughby, as to thousands of civilized males, 

the touchstone found him requiring to be dealt with by his betrothed as 

an original savage.” 
(from The Egoini) 

While ‘ Women Against Men ’ can be the appropriate title for the 

corpus of Meredithian fiction, ‘ Men And Women Against Fate * can 

be the apt title for Hardy’s work. Hardy did write two socdal comedies 

(The Hand of Etlielberta; A Laodicean), an incondite murder mystery 

(Desperate Remedies) and a historical romance (The Trumiwt Major); 

but his main forte is tragedy. Hardy’s tragedies are deeply coloured 

by his study of Darwin and the positivists from whom he drew his 

concepts of Fatalism and scientific determinism. These concepts are 

neither cynical nor diabolical and invest his work with a sombre 

grandeur not found elsewhere in English fiction. Only m his last novel, 

Jude the Obscure, do they become an intolerable obsession because here 

the brilliance of character and invention is subordinated to tliese over¬ 

riding concepts. 

The social theme in Hardy is obviously governed by the novelist’s 

tragic view of life. Even a cursory study of one or two of the more 

important novels drives home to us the chilling belief that human 

beings are petty and fragile toys in the hands of blind and inscrutable 

Fate. Unlike Meredith, Hardy is awkward and ill at ease in the 

parlour and the club where polished gentry gather and where the social 

comedy is enacted. Nevertheless although we do not see Hardy’s men 

and women in their mutual relations, we see them in their relations to 

q>ace, time and Fate. All his characters are dwarfed in their setting 

against a vast background of hill, heath and sky. But this dwarfing 

quite strangely has a remarkable effect on each of the novel as a whole. 

It tends to distil universal pathos in the alembic of individual pathos. 

Again Hardy does not believe that Character is Fate. In all his great 

novels, tragedy does not spring from action, but {arooeeds *’ from a 

bet^^ ^hudi determines all action.” Misfortune is not bronght about 

^ egoism or overweening pride, but is arranged by a mysforioos, fa?al 
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and capricious pou^ that strikes the weak and the strong indie* 

criigiiuitely, furiously and inevitably. Accident or Chance is at the 

centre of Hardy's creation. Hardy has shifted the burden of evil from 

man's shoulders to the universe. In the process, he has loaded the 

dioe against man; concentrated all evil against him, thus making his 

existence precarious. His heroes are quite naturally passive and 

perplexingly effeminate. They are quite convincing in their helpless¬ 

ness and instability before (he inahcc of cosmic ^sjwerb although they 

gain colour when xiaasion or misfortune suddenly overtakes them. 

Tbeir abiding virtue is uncomplaining endurance, an exarnplar}^ fortitude 

which seem to elevate them i>ver the atoriu and stress of fate. 

Consider Gabriel Oak, Diggory Vena and Giles Winterbourne—all of 

them are typiccil Dorset sheplierdh. luMie stoie^—true children of the 

sod ■with the morals, kJimIs and 'lUpepsttiiorw of Wessex running 

through their bUxid. They are unaggressive, shy, detached spectators 

of life, 'j'hey are sexless like the other Victorian heroes. 

The endurance of HardVs lieroes has mellowed into the rich 

humour of his quaint peasantry, who form a sort of chorus for the 

novel. Hardv’s rustics arc too ‘‘ humble to fear a fall.” Thev do not 
* ^ 

promote the tragedy, hut afford comic relief and iheir humour is like 

bright sun‘<hjne on a dark, dec}) ^ex\. They are iniinitahle and nothing 

is more fascinating than the sunnv scenes in WaiTcn’s Maltliouse or 

m the Buck's Head Tavern—scenes which are beyond the scope and 

range of Meredith. 

Hardy’s lively gallorv of charming women wider in range and 

more vivid than that of ^IiTodith. In tlie jiortrayal of feminine 

characters, Hardy deals with some extreme jisvchic mldities although he 

floundered in registering familiar and real neuroses. The only excep¬ 

tional triumph is Sue Bndehead who remains one of the most impressive 

Iiortraits of a neurotic and sexually maladjusted woman. Beyond Sue, 

Hardy never attempted a detailed picture of the epicene woman, for 

" Diana was the goddess whom Bathsheba adored ” and even Grace 

Melbury had ** more of Artemis than of Aphrodite in her constitution.” 

The stubborn idealism of the Meredithian heroine falls to the lot 

of Hardy's hero while the essential woman in Hardy’s vision seems to 

be the weaker and the fleshlier than (not to spenk oven of the angelic 

Woman) the erring man of Meredith's fiction. According to Santayana, 

Woman has a Sibylline intuition and the right io be irrationally apropos. 

Some of the notable feminine ehara'^ters of Hardy jiossess these Trails in 

abundance—Sibylline intuition and floods of irrational impulses which 

break through all the dykes of reason and carve their wayward channels 

ultimately converging in tragedy. ” I aua content to build happiMfli 
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on any aoeidentid basis that may be near at hand/' Elfnde tells Stephen 

Smithy " You are for making a world to suit your happiness.” ” Yon 

are Just like all women.” 'Glym informs Eustaoia, ” they are ever 

content to build their lives on any incidental position that oifexB itself; 

whilst men would fam make a globe to suit them.” The illuminating 

comments of Albert Giuerard on Hardy's women characters are worth 

quoting here: ” Women incorrigibly bent on enjoying life/* he says, 

” are unmoral and by the same token charming. They are as unmoral 

and charming as any other irrational unregenerate objects. They are 

scarcely to be ' understood * and must therefore be pardoned.” 

To sum up the social theme in the hands of Meredith was 

irradiated by the comic spirit, ” a &ne celestial sunlight in the mind, 

answering to the theological grace of God in the heart in Hardy, by 

the conflict with destiny, of human beings who put forth all their 

strength to deal wth ” the downright blows, the freakish ingenuity, 

the gradually increasing malignity of Fate, reserving none to spend 

upon the delicacies of human comedy.*’ 
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Insfpioacy of the study op Gbamuab 

If the defenders answer the first altarnative in the affirmative 

then they involve an unanswerable vicious circle since the science of 

grammar is based upon the usages of savants and savants are those 

who are proficient in the science of grammar. It is a fact that those 

who are not well up in Sanskrit Grammar are not adept in using 

chaste claB<4ical Sanskrit wurds (words which are grammatically 

correct). If they answer the second alternative in the affirmative 

then coachmen and such other persons who use vulgar words such as 

*gavr etc. should became savants and the science of grammir is noth¬ 

ing but a record of refinements upon those vulgar expressions. Such 

a conclusion appears to be absolutely irrelevant. If they answer the 

third alternative in the affirmative then the promiscuous use of the 

chaste and the vulgar words, c.g., 'go\ ‘gavr etc. should go on 

uninterruptedly. In that case the stuly of grammar will be superfiuous. 

But it is reasonable to hold that the tuediCdl science owes its origin 

to the reliable teachers who have composed it with the help of the 

experimental method of agreement and difference. Even if the 

science of gram nar is judged from this point of view, it serves no 

useful purpose. Moreover, it has no utility since the author of 

aphorisms of grammar has made no mention of it. As Jaimini, the 

author of Mimansa aphorisms, has clearly stated the usefulusss of 

Mimafisa Sutras in his first Suira, ‘*Athato Dharma jijiiasa*’, as 

Gautama has expressed the utility of his Nyaya-sutras in his first Sutra 

'‘Praman&di-jfianat nihdreyaradhigaraah** and as Kanada has vindi¬ 

cated the efficacy of the study of his Vai:^esika-Sutras in bis initial 

sutra '^Sadharmyadi-jfiaDaQ niWreyasaJhigamah” s) Paniui, the 

author of grammatical aphorisms has given no indication of the 

UBefalness of the study of grammar. Now, the defenders may contend 

that Pfinini has made no mention of its utility because it may be 

c^ly guessed. We, the critics, say, “What do you say* ? We 
fail to discover it up to this time even after a thorough search for it» 

The fcixit in question is the subject of dispute among all parties. 
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There are four different ends of human life, e/e., (1) CeleBiial 

bappinesfi, (2) Wealthi (3) Sensuous Pleasure and (4) Final eman¬ 

cipation from bondage. Now, the defenders may look forward to any 

one of these ends as the goal of grammatical study. Of these four 

ends Dharma (means to calestical happiness) does not constitute the 

goal of grammatical study since Dharma consists in being a sacrifice, 

gift, and libation etc. Or, Dharma is Apurva, i.r., the transcendental 

result of the various Vedic rites. It is revealed only by the Vedas. 

Those who are well-acquainted with Dharma hold that the Vedas are 

the only source of the knowledge of Dharma. Or, we take no exception 

to the view if one holds that Snuti of Manu which is based upon 

the Vedas, good conduct of the pious men and tradition is also autho¬ 

rity on Dharma, But grammar-in-itself is not competent to impart 

instructions on Dharma. It is not reasonable to think that Dharma 

is the end of grammar because it is ancillary to the Vedas. Dhariiia 

is the goal of that science which gives directions to the performance 

of duties since such a goal is bound up with the necessaiy directions 

of duties. Dharma is not the goal of the study of grammar since it 

gives no such directions. Therefore, the hypothesis that Dharma is 

the goal of grammar has been refuted. 

It is well-known that wealth is the goal uf vocational subjects 

and Political Science. But wealth is not attained through the study 

of grammar since many scholars of grammar are generally noticed 

to be very poor. Therefore, wealth is not the goal of grammar. 

Sensuous pleasure is the object of the Sexual science, composed by 

Vatsyayana. Grammar has got the least connection with this science. 

Such pleasure is beyond its reach. Moksa or Final Liberation is 

attained through the realisation of one's own self and the cessation of 

five kinds of kle4aa (five sources of bondage—an initial error, mis- 

identification, love, hatred and fear of death). This is the verdict 

of the spiritual experts. It is not very reasonable to hold that the 

proper knowledge of cerebral sa and na is a means to Final Liberation. 

Thus we arrive at the conclusion that none of the four ends is att^ffed 

through the study of grammar. 

Now, the defenders of the utility of the study of grammar may 

contend that no distinct end of the study of grammar has been men¬ 

tioned since it is affiliated ancillary to the Vedic lore, an embodiment 

of all instructions conducive to all these four ends. They also add 

that ends which are attainable through the study of ^the Vedas are 

also attainable through the study of grammar. This contention has 

bpm already refuted. 
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The basic a^sumptioti that grammar is accessory to the Vedas on 

the streogth of its instructions on chaste words hAs been refuted. It 

renders no other service to the Vedio study. Such a grammar has no 

utility. Moreover, a branch of learning which is not helpful to the 

Vedic study cannot be its ancillary. 

The Vedas do not obey the injunctions issued by their subordinate 

science since the MimansakaB hold that they are the sole authority on 

the matter of injunctions. The purport of this point is that one should 

not logically bold that the science of grammar is an ancillary of the 

Vedas on the basis of non*vedic injunctions. 

The celebrated bbasya-kara of Panini has mentioned u few 

utilities of the study of grammar, viz. tbe preservation of the Vedas 

etc. As these purposes are served also by other methods so we should 

not absolutely depend upon grammar for tbe attainment of the said 

objects. The continuous circle of students preserve the purity of 

the Vedas. If one student slightly deviates from the proper pronuncia¬ 

tion of an accent or a letter then the other students gi\e the following 

warning to him. They say “Do not mar the Vedas. This is the 

correct pronunciation of the Yedic seutenco. Pronounce it thus.’* 

They instruct him. Thus the Vedas are preserved. The second 

utility is uha i.e., the necessary modification of a Vedic word et3. 

according to requirement. This modification takes place with regard 

to mantras, tunes and preparatory acts for purifying substances. The 

niodiScation of tunes is learnt either from the Mlmirnsa-sutras or 

from the usages of the sacrificial experts. The modification of words 

in a nmntra is also learnt from the same source. Any modification 

with regard to a preparatory act. for purifying something is beyond 

the scope of grammar. What shall grammar do in this matter? 

The Vedas ihomselves do not constitute the object of the study of 

giainmar. This suggestion has been already examined and criticised. 

Moreover, the Vedas reveal ends of human life but they are not ends 

in themselves. It has been said that the study of grammar provides 

one with an easy access to literature. Does it do so? What do you 

say? One cannot masier it even if he has been reading it from his 

childhood and continues his study for many }eais. If it is an easy 

way we do not know what will be a difficult one. Grammar can solve 

no doubt about the meaning of a Vedic seutenoe. It is Mimausa 

Saatra which solves a good number of doubts eclipsing tbe meaning 

of each Ved'c sgutence. The science of grammar is never noticed 

to do this function. The mention of fivefold utilitieB of the study 

grammar vir^ tbe preservation of the purity of the Vedas, necesaAi^.) 
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mo^ifktUons of the Vedatv the easier method of leariaing language and 

the remove! of doubts bee sot been rightly made. 
The said commentator has made mention of otbn minor utilities 

of the study of grammar. Let us illustrate one of them. The<demons 
who were innocent of grammar wrongly pronounced '^Helaya Helaya 
etc.** and were crushed. The correct prounnciation of this mantra 

should be arayab, he araya^* etc. These utilities have only 
minor significance. These are too insignificant to record. More- 
over» these are indirect utilities. Kumarila in bis Taotra-Y&rttika 
has said to this effect:— 

The grammarians hope against hope if they try to establish minor 
utilities of the grammstical study when its major utilities are not 
established. They behave just like a drowning man whc catches at 
a straw, leaving aside big trees. 

Thb Untsnabilitv of thb Htpcthesjs that Guamuar Maebs 

AN ImFROVBMBNT UPON WORDS. 

Now, the defenders may contend thus:—There is no need of 

making an investigation for other utilities of the study of grammar. 
The only object of grammar is to make an improvemfnt upon words. 

The critics say in reply to this contention that they should explain 
their point, viz. the samskara of a word. Wbat is this aamekara? 

What result do we derive from it? As sprinkliug purifies Bribis, 
as looking at ghee purifies it, as the eatablibhing of sacred fires con¬ 

secrates fire 60 grammar does not make an improvement upon words. 
The Naiyayikae hold that letters are veiy short-lived. They pass 

away as soon as they are uttered. Wbat is the samskara that a sound 

has? As acceleration is the samskara of the flying arrow, as impres¬ 
sion is the satpskara of the toul as the branch of a tree has elasticity 

as its samskara so what is the samskara of a sound? Again, if we 
snbBcribe to the hypothesis that letters are eternal then we are also 
compelled to admit that their manifestation is transient. In that 

case wbat is this samskara that affects them? Does a samskara 

work upon a letter, or upon a word, or upon a sentence? No solution 

can be given to any of these three alternatives. The grammariaas 
bold that a sentence is a partless whole. Hence, a samskkra which 

is directed towards a letter or a word has no ground to stand upon. 
Now, the grammarians may contend that the stems and suffixes will 

be riictled from sentences ond the remaining words will be brought 

under tamskira. Such a contention does not bold good. Such 
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wttPds iu>]i«4xist6Dt» fidncd, no Bamsk&rft can bo worked npon 
ihexn. 

Some bare critieieed the above attempt tbnsDo not intelligent 
persons who intend to introduce saaiekara into words after having 
di^ingnished them from a sentence by means of imagination, wreath 
a garland of sky-flowers, having given up flowers which emit fragrance 
and become ornaments of different directions; 

Nobody comes across a Vedic injunction (either universal or 
sectionah which enjoins to formulate grammatical laws for the better 
analysis of words or for the synthesib of parts of words. There is no 
injunction on the authority of which we shall take up the better study 

of words. A sacrificer is enjoined to put a born, brought to scratch 
the body of an antelope, into a sacnficia] hole. This act exerts a 

sacred influence upon the rite which has been observed. A similar 

act in some cases precedes a rite which will be performed. 
One should sprinkle Brihis. Sprinkling in accordance with this 

injunction will make the future Darsa and Pnrnamasa rites more 
perfect. In these ways it is not possible for us to make an improve¬ 
ment npon words. There ib an injunction viz. one should study the 

Vedas. It concerns only with a young boy of the twice-born class. 
It introduces some qualitative changes to him as be is taken to a 

Vedic teacher for the learning of the Vedas. Upanayan ceremony is a 
symobol of the beginning of the Vedic study. Or, the said injunction 
exerts an influence upon the Vedas thus acquired. Let us slop this 
discussion since it is a very long one. The drift of our discussion is 
this that the study of grammar is not competent enough to bring in 
such an improvement. It is also doubtful to hold that grammar 
makes an improvement npon words by formulating laws which govern 

inflexions, such formal changes of words as do not affect a stem and 

its inflexion, the elision of letters, formal changes which affect a stem 
and its inflexion and such other things. Let ns stop this discussion* 
Grammar cannot work a change which is a very bard task either in 
organs of speech, or in the internal air which is instrumental to the 

being of sound or in the organ of hearing which is instrumental to 

its perception, or in the soul of a speaker, or in the internal organ, or 
in the intellect. For this reason it ia certain that grammar cannot 
create such situation as helps the use of verbal expressions. Some 
may contend that the services of grammar cannot be dispensed with 
since it explains a few difScult compound words such as sthula-pf^atl 

SiJcb a contention is not tenable since kalpa-sutrs, a work on 

I’ituals, and such other treatises will render the same service* 
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' Borne body has said in defence of grammar that grammar is tbc/* 

only means of the clear understanding of words. Kumarila» the autboif> 

of Tantra-Varttika, smiles at his claims and remarks that without 

the organ of hearing words are not otherwise distinctly perceived 

Moreover, thougli grammar has chastened words yet many 

ancient writers of acknowledged authority have used many irregular, 

words which violate the rules of grammar. Panini, the author of 

grammatical sutras, has used irregular words in his sutras '*Jani- 

karttuh" prakrtih and tat-piayojaka hetusca'*. The compound words 

**Jani-karttuh" and '‘Tat-prayojakah** ajc iIluBfralions of Tat-puru^ 

compound. The sixth case-ending has been dropped. But the rule 

"Trjaka-bhyain kartari” opposes the formation of Tat purusa com¬ 

pound in these two cases. Again, the term 'jani* denotes a root. 

But in the above sutia the word denotes a different meaning. 

Katyayana, the author of Varttika on Panlni’s sutras, has indulged 

in irregular usages. Let us illustrate them. In his sutra “Dambher 

halgrahanasya jati vacakaivat" the compound word ‘jati-vaoakatvat’ 

is irregular since ^asthl-tat-purusa is not permisbible. Let us take 

another example. In the sutra ‘^Anyabhavyam tu kala-^bda-vyava 

yat" the word ‘anyabhavyam* is irregular. The nominal suffix 'syah* 

has been attached to the compound word ‘anya bhavah'. The provi¬ 

sion for tbe baid suffix has been made in the sutra ^'Gupa-vacana- 

Brahmana dibhyah”. The word 'anyabhava* is not an abstract noun 

since it has been said that an abstract noun ceases to be so if it enters 

into a compound. In other words no compound word should be 

treated as an abstract noun. The said suffix is also attached to such 

words as fall within the group of words having the word ‘Brahmapa’ 

at tbeir head. The said word is not included in the list. The author 

of bbasya on Panini’s sutras, has not dropped the case-ending, in¬ 

tending to use a compound word of the Tat-purupa class, containing 

another compound word of the Dvandva-type in the analogy of the 

word'aviravika*. He has violated the rule of Panini, viz. /'Sypo 

dh&tu-pratipadikayoh*'. He has also violated the rule of Papini 

^^Anyathaivam katbam itham susiddha prayoga^cet" since bis &eiitence 

'^Anyatha kftva codyam enyatba krtva pariharal^” illustrates his 

imgolarity. He should have attached the suffix ‘‘Namul*' but not 

•^KtVic” to tbe root ^kf preceded by the word 'anyatha'. The above 

time sages are the propounders of the system of Grammar. It ie 

a mirtter of grave regret that these great personages have deviated 

from* tba path of duty i.e. the use of correct expressions. Whoitt abail 
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In Mano'B treatiee and such other works a-large number of woi4b 

which ace irregularly formed is counted. Ha writes J&aiaram aoU* 

metyuktva'*. The euphonic combination resulting in 'antimeti* is uQt 

permissible. A^valayana has also used ‘^AksipT ajyati." The resul'^ 

ting form *ajyeti' is grammatically incorrect. The author of Grhya- 

sdtra has used ^'Murdhani abhijighra^ain." The suffix '^nac* has 

been attached to the root 'ghra.' It should not have been attached 

to the root in question. Valmiki has written **Tubhyam ca Bagha* 

vasya.’ The word ‘Raghavasya’ is incorrect. Vedavyasa has made 

a mistake when ho writes ‘‘Janme janme yadabhyastam.” The word 

'janma* is not cbaste. It should be janman. Hence be should have 

written ‘‘Jaumani janinani etc." Eumanla in bia Tautra-v^ttika 

says that in the works on History and Purana there is no end of 

unchaste words. 

Definition of a Chaste Word is Puzzling 

There is no need of censuring the ancient personages. Our con¬ 

cluding remark in a nut-sliell is this that grammar renders service 
neither to classical language nor to Vedic language. Let us point out 

the initial failure of grammar not to speak of other such failures. 

PataEjali commences liis work with the title ‘'Atha ^bdanu4asanana" 

(Instruction in words). He raises a quebtion, tiz, "which words are 

to be discussed?" He solves the problem by proposing to give 

instruction in classical and Vedic words. But be fails to enumerate 

the number of classical and Vedic words. We are going to discuss 

the matter in question. Shall we treat each word individually and 

give our instruction? Or, shall we take up many words at a time 

and bring them under a general rule? It is an impossible feat to 

treat each word individually. The ancient teachers have expressed 

their opinion regarding the subject-matter under discussion. They 

say "B^haepati (the lord of speech) himself has been instructing 

Indra in words, one by one, for a thousand divine years but has been 

unable to complete his task since the number of words is inexhaus¬ 

tible. It is not also possible to determine all chaste words by means 

of generah rules. The reason has been given before. In a nut-shell 

it is this that no common property which constitutes a mark of dis¬ 

tinction from all vulgar words belongs to all chaste words like the 

i^pecies of cowness. How is an instruction in words to be imparted? 

He raises the problem and solves it thus : a word is to be analysed 

into two parts, viz. (1) its basic element and (2) inflexion attached to 

it and a general rule, determined by a qualification, is to be tosoMk ^ 
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lAted. Let qb take an example to illuetrate the above proeetiiire. 

The sQtra *^karmanyan" is a qualified general rule. The verbal suffix 

*an’ is attached to a verb. This is the general rule. It is qualified 
by the word ^karmani’ karma is such as denotes an objective case 
and is penultimate. Thus, the meaning of the qualified general rale 
is this that *an* suffix is attached to a verb provided it is qualified 
by a penultimate objective case. The defenders of the utility of 
grammar hold that words such as kumbhakara, nagarakara etc., are 
easily explained by means of the qualified general rule and many 
other words such as goda, karobalada etc., are also explained by 
general rules without any difficulty We have already elaborately 
criticised the supposition that a word consists of two imaginary parts 
viz, (1) a basic element and (2) a suffix and expressed our opinion 
about it. Now, we shall examine the new hypothesis viz,, the sup¬ 

position of a qualified general rule. Such a rule is not without its 
dsfects since (he determination of the two elements of a word is 
not exact. 

Let us clearly state the ground of our objection. The general 
lule is that a suffix is attached to a verb. In order to make it in¬ 

telligible they should define a verb. Now, the grammarians may say 
by way of repartee that a verb has been defined in the sutra * Bhnva- 
dayo dhatavah'” and its characteristic feature has been indicated. 

Borne words have been read as synonyms in an order of succession 
and several such groups have been included in the list of verbs. 
These words have been defined as verbs. The inflexion ^tin’ and 
several suffixes are attached to them. The critics make the following 
remark:—**Very well, you have said this But your definition does 
not point to the true characteristic feature of a verb. If you ask 
*Vhy? ” then the reason of our critical note is as follows. Let us 

take an example, say ‘gandata.* The noun 'ganda* should be treated 
as a verb. Thus, the definhion of a verb suffers from the defect of 

being too wide since according to your rule inflexion is attached 
to a verb. There is a verb *ghata’ which denotes activity. There is 

also a noun 'ghata.' There is a verb *ama* which means to be 
•tck. When its non-essential termination *a* becomes detached 
the essential form of the verb is ‘am*. The second case-ending in 
tbe idngutar number is also ‘am*. There is a verb ‘bhfi* and a noun 
*bh&* alee exists. There is a verb 'yati* denoting ‘to act well*. It 

•bas en aoeideatal termination “I". When it drops off the verb 
^tsBCraiae ite reel form ‘yat*. There is also a pronoun‘yat* whidi is 

wetUbmrxif being included in tbe list of pronouns. As tliere is no 
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dSffaraooa betwam the Tarbs and the words mentioned above ao why 

•boold DOt inflexions Him’ etc. be attached to ghata, bhfl aod jwi 

(which are not verbs)? Now, the grammarians may contend that 
a verb is such as denotes activity* If this la their oonteotion than 

the verbs ‘to be’ <bbd} and ‘to stand' (atha) cease to be verba. They 

should not be included in the list of veibs." 

“ Now, the grammariaus may revise their definition of a verb 

and hold that there are two definitions of a verb. These definitiona 

are as follows:—(1) That which is included in the list of verbs 

ia a verb aod (2) “That which denotes activity is a verb/* Thus, 

‘bhu’ and ‘stha’ will be treated as verbs since they find a place 

in the list of verbs. The critics put a question to them whether 

these two definitions will apply severally or jointly. If they 

say that they will apply severally then the verbs 'bhu* and ‘atha* 

will not be treated as verbs since the second definition of a 

verb does not apply to them. If the definitions of a verb do not 

apply to all veibs then the cbaiacteristic feature of a verb remains 

indeteroiiuate. In that case how will it be possible to attach in¬ 

flexion ‘tiiii* and sufllxes to a verb? They are attached only to 

verbs. As verbs cannot be defined where will they be attached to? 

If the grammarians hold that the above two definitions of a verb are to 

be applied jointly then they make no improvement upon the situation 

t.c. the defect mentioned remains unremedied. 

Some ‘tiiii* inflexions are time-adjective but are not denotative 

of tenses. If they do not denote the different times of actions then 

it is impossible to fiame rules which speak of the connection of the 

various tenses with different inflexions. The sutras e,g. “Varltamane 

la^*’, “Bhavisyati Irt", “Bhute lam" etc. try to do something im¬ 

practicable since mentioning times they try to establish the relation 

of various inflections with them (times). New, the grammarians 

may hold that these inflections will denote tenses i.a. times. If 

they change front, they contradict their own Bha§ya-kara who is an 

authority on grammar. He has said that the verb in question denotes 

the past tense. If the findiugs of the Bhasya-kara are accepted then 

the said rules are absurd since the meaning of a verb cannot regulate 

itself. The inflexions such as liiii etc. point to such things as are 

incompreheoBible. Hence, they are prescribed to denote order etc. 

Such meanings of inflexions can be determined neither by themselves 

nor by their adjuncts. 
Similarly rules which govern cases are also defective. An 

eblative case expresses a noun or its equivalent which remains motiqii* 
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lest when an act; of separation takes place. Deradatta has fallen 

from a tree. A tree is said to be the ablative case. A tree is motion¬ 

less. Bat it has not the slightest relation to the sot of falling. 

Hence it does not fulfil the condition of being a case. A case. is that 

which is related to a verb. A tree does not relate itself with the 

verb in question. A traveller has fallen behind a caravan. A person 

has fallen from a moving chariot. A caravan and a chariot ate not 

motionless like a tree since an action is noticed in them. It is a 

truism that they have their own action. Any verb does not determine 

a case in a sentence. But a case is determined only with reference 

to verb which finds a place in a sentence. In the above illustrations 

the two verbs viz. to fall behind and to fall from, have been used. 

As a tree has no relation with the said verb so a caravan and a 

chariot are in no way connected with these two verbs. Bach of 

them may be related to a particular verb and be a case. But this 

connection with a particular verb does not mean that a case maintains 

its statu quo ante in relation to all verbs without an exception. If 

this be so then the definition of a case will be too wide. Thus we 

see that the definition of the ablative case has a serious Haw. 

(To be continued) 
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I—CHARA(’TEUIOTl('R 

Culture m as old as man, as deep as his heart, as complex as hia 

mind, and as diverse as his struggle for existence. It has evolved with 

his own evolution, tlic fundamental of its growth being the play of 

human nature under the stress of tijiie and place. The old view'of 

culture is based u]X)n idealism which regards the world as the embodi¬ 

ment of an ‘ absolute idea a ‘ universal spirit *, ‘ consciousness 

Tile new view is based upon riiaterialism which holds that 

matter, nature, being, is an objective reality, existing outside, and 

independent of, our consciousness In other words, “ the material 

world is primary: and consciousness (thought) is secondary—derivative, 

reflection of the o]>jectivo reality It is not consciernsness of men 

that determines tlieir being, says Marx, but on the contrary, their 

social being that detorniines their consciousness.* Engels confinns the 

view by saying tliat “ Life is not deternuned by consciousness, but 

consciousness by life I’lie production of ideas, of conceptions, of 

consciousness is at fir^t dinvth inter-woven with the material activity 

and tile material intercourse of men; the language of real life, conceiv¬ 

ing, thinking, llie mental intercourse of men, appear at the stage as 

the direct efflux of thc'r material behaviour.^ Hence, argues Stalin,* 

tlio source of fonnation of spiritual life of society, the origin of social 

ideas, social theories, political views and political institutions them¬ 

selves should 1)0 sought for in tlic conditions of the material life of 

society in social being, of which these ideas, theories, views, etc., arc 

the reflections. “ Moiality, religion mctaplivsics, all the rest of 

ideology and tiicir corresponding forms of consciousness, thus no longer 

retain their independence.* Society, according to Marx, is the real 

foundation on wiiich rises a legal and political Miperstructurc and to 

which correspond definite forma of social consciousness.' 

* Diahotical and fUstnrU'al Mat^ialism, 19f. 
* A Conirihutton to fhr Critiqve of PoUUcaJ Econ my Srlrrird 

39n. 
» Marx and Enutla. The German Ideology, 1346 CM). 
^ i 
** IHafertiraJ and JIhlortcat Materialism. 19f. 35f P.H.M.). 
* m 
' m 
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But though politicaU judicial, philosophical, religious, literary, 

artistic development is based on economic development, yet all these 

activities react upon one another and also upon the economic base. 

Economic necessity and interaction on its basis, influence the course 

of progress. Though economic relations are decisive in their influence, 

political and ideological factors cannot be ignored in their operations.® 

They have their significance and they play their important role in 

history. Some of tliese hamper tlie development, others facilitate the 

progress, of society. 

2. Secondly, cultine is not only primarily material but also evolu¬ 

tionary and dynamic. All nature, according to Engt'ls, is in a constant 

state of corning into being and going out ot being, in a constant flux, 

in a ceaseless state of mo\cinenl and cliangc.® This pioccss of develop¬ 

ment IS an onward and ujiward movement from an old qiiantilativo 

state to a new qualitative state, as a development from the simple to the 

complex, from the lower to the higher, not as a harmonious unfolding 

of phenomena but a disclosure of the eontradietioiis inherent in things 

and phenomena. In other words, development takes the form (jf 

struggle of op^iosito teudencies which operate on 1lu‘ basis of Ihes'* 

internal contradietions.^'’ In the S2>aee of tlirec thousand vears, fi\(* 

different social svhleins have fircvailed in the world : primitive com¬ 

munal or tnhal, slave, feudal, capitalist and socialist. With the 

change of the economic foundiilion, savs Marx, the entire hinneuM' 

superstructure is more or less rapidly transformed.” Productive forces 

change and develop and are the most inohile and revolutionary eleineni 

in production. The changes in tlie inode of production inevitably call 

for the changes in the whole social sxstem, social ideas, pditical view^ 

and political institutionB.” New' social idtas and theories arise preeiM*l\ 

because tliey arc nocessarj’ to society. It is found impossible to carr\ 

out tlie urgent tasks of develojurn'iifc of the material life of society witli- 

out the tremendous organising, mobilising and transforming values of 

new ideas, new theories, new political view^s.^’ They so react upon 

social being and upon tlie material life of society as to create conditions 

necessary for fuither develojunent. Theory, says Marx, becomes a 

material force as soon as it has gripped the masses.^* 

» (8) 
• G.I.. 482. 

D.ir.M., 9 II. X], 45 
” (3) 
la 88. 48. 
18 29. 
14 G.Im 408. 
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8. Thirdly, the new view of culture characterises it as essentially 

proletarian. The history of social development, says Blalin, is above 

all the history of the developmejit of production, of the modes of pro¬ 

duction, of the development of (he })roduclive forces, and of the 

producers of material values that are necessary for the existence of 

society. In other words, the labouring masses are the chief force in 

the process of production. The Ijirtorical science xmist, theiofore, con¬ 

cludes Stalin, devote itself not to tlu* actions of kings, generals, 

conquerors, and subjugators but to the history of Ujc labouring masses, 

of tlie peoples. 

The hand is not only the organ of labour, it is also, says Engels, 

the product of labour. Only by labour, by adaptation to every new 

operation, by inheritance of physical improvements and their ever- 

ronew'od einjiloyinenl, has the liiiniaa hand attained the high degree 

of pcrfcctjoii that has enabled it to conjure into being the pictures of 

Uapliael, the slutu*'s of Tboi’wald^on, the music of J’aganini.'* 

According to Gorky, whom Lenin regarded “ undoubtedly an 

authority in the matter of prolelaruiii art labour offers the shortest 

and straiglitest road towards freedom and culture.“ The social aud 

cultural development of man is normal only if the hands teach the 

head, then the now wi-^er head teaches the hands and then the even 

cleverer Jiands again, and even more thoroughly, stimulate the further 

develojniieiit of the brain.Freedom, culture and knowledge, in 

short, are the products of labour. Truth, us an instrument of know'- 

ledge, as a stairway leading men forward and upwards, is created by 

human labour.^® It is in this light that Gorky regards only people 

willing aud able to work as true heroes.“ The new Hussian man, 

the builder of a new stale is an “ irrefutable pnxif of the great wealth 

of creative forces and gifts that lie in the woiking masses By 

the labour of their own hands, witli their feet firmly planted on the 

earth, these honest skilful workers have built up new Kussia by virtue 

of their faith in their ow n reastm and will and ir the spontaneous forces 

of nature wliich must be conquered in order that the}" may bi'come the 

servants of man’s reason and will and lighten his life and labour. 

They believe that only man exists—c^e^ything else is Jiis thinking 

and his doing 

Wf. 
Vtalecttcs of NotuTff v6i. 
L. A.L4. 68. 
M. Q., 164. 
Ibid., las. 
Ibid., 144. 

» Ibid., 164. 
» Ibid., 166. 
M IbuL 
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4, Fourthly, the new culture is aptly described as socialist culture. 

The only ones capable of understanding the honest words of right- 

minded people are proletarians, the handiworkers of culture, the work¬ 

ing intellectuals and the labouring peasants, who want to be, and 

deserve to be, masters of culture.*^ U.S.S.R-, says Gorky, is creating 

a new culture, on the strength of the mighty creative power of the 

proletarian humanism, the humanism of Marx and Lenin.®* The 

working people, he believes, possess inexhaustible rescn^es of intellec¬ 

tual energy latent in them which await to be released in reconstructing 

the new culture.®® The proletarian, in the new Russia, instead of being 

a drudge, is proving that when armed with knowledge he is quite cap¬ 

able of being a consummate master of culture and maker of culture.®^ 

There the will and reason of the entire mass of the workers and peasants 

are stimulated and educated bv work that is necessarv to the state, 

and also beneficial to every working individual, and there the entire 

labour energy is enlisted in llie multifonn work of creating new condi¬ 

tions of life, that is, uevf socialist culture.®® 'I'lie new proletarian is 

conscious of the fact that it is precisely tlieir labour that has created 

all the treasures of culture. By utilising these treasures, they must 

create a new univcrsallv human socialist culture.®® The revolution hu'i 

loosened all the forces cliained down before and has driven them to Iho 

surface from the depths. The awakening of new forces and their 

work on creating a new art and culture, said Lenin, is a good thing, 

a very good thing. Their tempestuous course of development is under¬ 

standable and useful. We must catcli up with all that has been 

neglected for ages and wo want to.®® I'lic tremendous energy, to w’hich 

Gorky has referred, has been released and is being partly directed iu 

the channels of art and literature. We must never forget, said Gorkv 

in 1934, that throughout the territoi’y of the U.S.S.R. among th** 

masses of the working people a great renaissance is rapidly taking 

place. They are progressing towards the free creation of a new historv 

and of a socialist culture.®^ 

II—ATTITUDE TOWARDS ART 

According to Lenin, art is not a luxury meant for the few and 

patronised by the few. It is unseemly ”, he said once, ” to inain- 

** 406. 
M Ibid., 893f. 
St Ibid., 407. 
sr Ibid., 890. 
it Ibid,, 860. 
St Ihid., 868. 
St liJk.li., 49. 
M -ua T..T<. 180. 
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taiu Bucii a luxurious theatre (as the Bolshoi Theatre) at great cost 

when we haven't enough money to maintain the most ordinary schools 

lu the v.lluges.'* ** Must we provide fin' cakes for a small minority 

while ttie masses of workers and peasants still luck block bread? 

What ih important, is not our opinion on uit. Wliat is impoitaut is not 

what ail has to give se\eral hundred, e\en several thousand of the told 

population of millions. Ait belongs to the people. It rnu»t let its 

rools go down deep into tlie ver\ thick of the inusseh.®* 

In olher w'ords, art must conic home to the bubincss and bosoms 

oi the jieoplc. “ It must unite the feeling, thought and will of these 

ma-scs, uplilt them. It must awaken the artists among tliem and 

(lc\olo[» tlieui." 

The function oi art. Ilien, accoiding to Ijf^nm js threefold: to 

appeal to tiie mas-,i*s, to uplift thtm and to inspire them. 

A*- Miting the claim of the people on art, he sa\s, “ 'J'lic\ * luad^' 

the rp^olu^lon and delendcd il'i cause . . . making untold sacrifices. 

I'luh om woikers and p^?asants desone humeLliing iiujre than spectacles. 

Thtij h>iV( canud the nrjht tu rralltj gnat ati. That is wdi\ we first 

ot all call f('r the wideM pojmlat education and ujibringing. 'I'liat pre¬ 

pares the giouud for culture, on the condition, of course, that the question 

ol hiead IS solved. On this basis a reailv gicat new* coniimuiist art 

inu''l ai’jse whicli will find a foim consistent with its content.'^ 

The duty of the State is. first to provide hiead for the pcoplt*; 

second, to educate them and then to catei for their artistic needs finan- 

cialh. In the mean tune it is tlie dutv oi the intellectuals to come to 

tiie helji ol the State in attempting the piohleni' 'A the p ipular art. 

(hir ' intellectuals *, Ijcnin reminds them, have noble problems (»f the 

utmost importance to solve in this respect. II tht\\ undor'^taiid and 

solve thes*> ])robleiiis, the intelligentsia w dl onlv do their duty towards 

the prolelanan revolution whicli oj)ened with' the doors for them also.** 

From a niasB of people, wrote Gorky in 1931, w^hose intellectual level 

was that of the seventeenth conturv, progressive men and women of 

the tw'onlieth century are rapidly emerging m groat nuinbeis and ihio 

magnificent process holds hundreds of themes and subjects for play;^, 

novels, poems and stones. Never has there hetm an age in which art 

had at its disposal such a variety of material as our country now offers. 

Never before have writers had such extensive opp^atumlies of free and 

•a 
34 

M. 
Ibid,, 43. 

Ibid., 43. 

iho firfel priority. Raiainff the t*ronomio btamlaril of iho nifthsOB \\.ib P y- 
‘>M‘ talking of cultural advancement to hungry P^***!'^*’-“ 
*0 40th tetioa of the Indian Science Congrea*, Junuaiy J, iwoj. 

** Ibid., 43. 
« /Wd., 43. 
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immediate contact with reading public as we now have in our country.*^ 

We, the writers of the Soviet Union, adds Gorky, have gained the right 

to say that a new mun has ai^peared in Ihc world, a man without 

“ callouses ou the brain ”, and 'with a great desire to reveal,himself 

and his gifts and abilities. The intellcctunl energy which was there 

potentially, but was not active in practice, m now magnificently 

effective.®* 

7. Next to the masses, art should concern itself with genuine 

heroes of culture, forerunners of socialism, its theoreticians and fighters 

as well as leading lights in pliilosoph>, science and art.®* Art, said 

Lenin, must be pushed “ as u means of propaganda and be intelli¬ 

gible to the masses. 

Laath, literatuic, must become an integral part of in organised, 

planned, united social deiuociatic party work, a i»art of the proletarian 

cause, as a whole. * part and parcel ' of a single wliolc.** Lenin had 

no patience with ‘ literary sup( rinen * litenirx careerism individual 

* lordly anarchism *, ‘ anarchist mdividualisiii \ ‘ al>solutc individual 

intellectual creation Literature, ho said, must liccomc part} 

literature.** 

8. Discusbing the nature of art, Gcakv admits that Art is within 

the ix>wers of the individual, but asserts that only the coniniunity is cap¬ 

able of true creation. It was tho (iicvk ]»eople who created Zeu*', 

Phidias mercl\ canned him in marhh*.*’ In the hegiimings of literature, 

he points out, an indniduai acted as an instrument of the connuumly 

in carrying out the functions eiitriistod to him; but, later having 

developed skill and initiative in the new uses of the material HuppliiHl 

by collective experience, tlie individual grew conscious of himself as a 

new creative force independent of community.** This freedom of art 

prompted individuals to witlidraw into tlio ‘ jirivacy of their own s<)ul *. 

developing their individualism into egocentrism. Divorced from reality 

and obsessed with anarch} of thought, the individualists became 

” superfluous ” i>eoj)le, pessimistic in their attitude towards life.*^ 

Whatever cunning a picture he may develop of himself, says Gorky, 

man still remains u social unit and not a cosmic phenomenon like a 

17 M.G.Ii.L., 147. 
59 Jbid., 146. 
3* Ij.A.Xj., 60f. 
4ft L.A.L., 64. 
41 Ibid,, 60. 
4S Ibid,, 46. 
48 Ibid,, 45f. 
44 IbU., 45. 
4S H.G.L.li., 117. 
4ft Ibid,, 115. 
4f M.<5.Ii.Ii.. 186f 
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planet/* In order, therefore, that onr literature may understand, Ha 

responsibilitieB towards our country and may learn worthily to fulfil its 

great tasks, we need to make a careful and senous study of the contem¬ 

porary world/* 

Absolute freedom, writes Lenin, is nothing but hypocrisy. In a 

society based on jwwer of money m a sot‘icty where masses of workers 

are paupers, and handfuls of riclimen are idle, there can be no real 

and true “freedom'*.®* hut fretdoni of literature must have * to 

provide for the widest freedom for individual initiative, of personal 

inclinations, free swing for thought and imagination, of form and 

content . . . . “ There should be no mechanical levelling, by stan¬ 

dardisation, no leadership of the few over the many “/* Such a 

libu*iituro, adds Lenin, would be liee from gieed. or carreenng. It 

will ser\e not a hoied ‘ upfior ton ilioiisand * sulTenng from over- 

stoutness hut millions and tens of millions of woikers who aie the flower 

of the country, its strengtli, its futuie/’ 

III—C’ATHOLU ITY OF orT-TT^RE 

9. Next to wnilest freedom for individual initiative, Tjonin empha¬ 

sises catholicity of culture. “ One eannot satisfy one\ hunger on 

cnished capitalism. All the culture left by capitalism must be taken 

and socijilisin built with it. All science, technology, all knowledge and 

art must be taken. Without this, we shall not he able to build 

the life of conmiumst societ\/® The student of literature w^ho would 
* 

(‘onsidei it possible to ignore entiiely the iH'ginnings <.»f esthetic feelings 

in aniiniils, or the development of sensitiveness and crcativeuess m ilie 

fluid or the iich treasures that aie still undiscovered in the field of 

collective creation of languages, would be a very narrow le^earch worker, 

and it would ho ludicrous for him to set himself up as an example of 

pure Marxian research.Writing to Oorky, once, Lenin said, “ . . . I 

am of the opinion that an artist can get for hnnaelf much that is useful 

to him m any philosophy. Finally, I completely and absolutely agree 

lhat in the matter of creative work you should be free to delve in all 

lHX)ks, and that drawing tins sort of opinion lK>tb fioni your literary 

experience and from philosophys even idealistic philosophy’, you may 

1‘each conclusions which will be of tremendous benefit to the workers’ 

/M., 137. 
« rbid.. 141. 

L.A.L.. 46f. 
ntd., 46, ftl, r.ntw\ Worhjt, Vo? Vm. 3S7 

« /bW, 
IbW. 

** L.A.L., 20. 
•• Ibid.. 46, 
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party." ** In other words whatever knowledge ennehea art and 

literature and ennobles life should be seized and harnessed. 

10. Beferring to old riches of art, Lenin asks, "why must we turn 

away from the truly beautiful, reject it as a starting [)oint for,further 

development only because it is ‘ old '?" Rather, the beautiful should 

be preserved, taken as an example, something to begin with even if it 

is ‘ old *. We are good revolutionists, adds he, and we must stand 

* at the heights of modern culture He, therefore, enjoins upon the 

Russian communist youth to bear in mind that " Proletarian Cultur i 

must be a logical development of those funds of knowdodge which 

humanity has worked out under the yokes of capitalist society 

IV. NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL CULTURE 

11. Every national culture, says lienui, contains elements even it 

not developed, of demooiatic and Micialist culture, for ni every nation 

there are toiling and exploited masses, wlioso conditions of life inevit¬ 

ably give rise to the idcolog\ of (hniocKW*\ and socialism. But ec<ry 

nation also has a bourgeois cnituro—and not 011I3 in the shape of 

‘ elements * but in the shape of the dommant culture. Therefore, 

‘ national culture ’ in general is the culture of the landlords, the clerg\ 

and the bourgeoisie.*'® The national cultuie is a fact and a fundainentul 

fact of the present da>.®® The significance of tlio slogan of national 

culture is deteimined h\ the objective alignment of all classes in the 

given country and m all countries m the world.®* 'J'herc is, evidonlh 

the world-historical tcndenc\ of (M[)itahsm to break down national 

barriers, to obliterate national distinctions, towards the assimilation 

nations,** grinding up national distinctions in large international 

dimensions.®'* But the ideological foundation and content of ciiltuial- 

national autonomy is to fix nationalism within a certain ‘justly’ 

limited sphere, to constitute ‘ nationalism strongly and durably, to 

fence off all the nations fiom each otlier by means of a special state 

institution/® 

But Marxism, says Ijcnin, is inwoncilable with nationalism, even 

the ‘ justest ', ‘ purest most refined and civilizeil, for, tlie principh^ 

of bourgeoisie nationalism inheres in its tradition and is difficult to 

root out. 

« Ibid., 69. 
Ibid.. 42. 
Ibid., 20. 
C.B.N.Q., 17. 81. 

•0 Ibid., 19. 
Ibid., 19. 

•* Ibid., 90. 
•» Ibid., 27. 
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A FEW CHINESE TRAVELLERS VISITING 
INDIA DURING THE MEDIEVAL PERIOD’ 

PlUBHABH ChAMDRA MajomDAB, M.A. 
Calcutta Vnivtraitji 

The cultural tie between China and India, as is well known, dates 

back from the very early centuries and the records left by celebrated 

Chinese traveller-historians like Fa-hsien, Yuan-chwaug, l-tsing and 

others are undoubtedly regarded as the outataoding sources of our 

knowledge of the Sino-Iodian cultural relations in the early period of 

history. But much leas is known with regard to India's relation with 

China daring the medieval period of our history. Leaving aside the 

above-mentioned celebrites of China, several other individuals from 

Chiua paid visits to India on their holy pilgrimage from time to time 

during the period from the 8th to the 13th-14th centuries of the Chris* 

iian Bra and their activities, though not so pronoun:2ed as tiiose of the 

earlier Chinese travellers, are none the less appreciable for the establisb. 

inent of Sino-Indian relation during this period. These later pilgrim- 

travellers also contributed in their own way to the cultural unification 

of India with China and an attempt is here made to notice a few of 

those celebrated Chinese pilgrim-historians, if they might be so called, 

who visited this holy land during the time. 

Profeshor Liang-Chi-Chao ■ has noticed, in his book “The Study 

of Chinese History,*’, as many as one hundred and eighty-seveu of 

such traveller-pilgrims who had visited or attempted to visit India 

on different occasions during the period from the 6th to the 8th cen¬ 

turies. Many of them could not reach India and died on their way to 

holy pilgrimage to Jambudvipa. During the lOtli and the l*2th*13th 

centuries, there was a regular influx of traveller-pilgrims from China 

visiting India. Between A.D. 964 and 976, it is said, some three 

hundred Chinese scholars came to India.* During the reign of the 

Chinese emperor T’ai-Tsu of the Song dynasty, 300 monks left China 

to visit the holy places of India.* 

* Betd St the 17th Sesiion of Tndisn Rittory Coognis st Ahmedsbsd, IVM. 
* Chis-Iiuen Lo 1 Chinese sooroas for Induo Hielory (Tod to nisionoal Reco-d* 

Coamiuion, 1918). ^ ^ 
* Mukherji i Indian Literature in Chins and the Far BaH. po. 3191 ^ 
* The life hiifco7 of these 300 monks are r^orded jn Fo uHt «'*^<'*'** • 

Chinese Buddhism (Naniio, Catalogue of the Chinese Tripiuks. No IMI. also, App-odia 
UI. 88). Tbi. book WM compiled b, Obu-pw.n. » T'ien-t.. pri«t of ‘h®Jf**' fS i 
•Uo ,wwd»a In ‘’Tb. Aiin.l. of th. 8.io« 
^pngjl. Sea also, Notae tn Chlooaa Literatara, pp. 909-10 ann Moianges de gcographta 
^^qua, pp. 160-70 

6-19»P-1X 
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Tao-Yuen, a mosk from Chinat came to India during the Han 

period and after having spent i\x years in India, returned to China ih 

965 A.D. He brought with him to China several Palm-leaf manna* 

cripts of the Buddbiai texts and presented them to the Sung emperor 

T'ai-Tsu who eagerly enquired of him about his journey in Indid and 
the monk explained to the emperor everything of hie journey and of 

his stay in India in detail. Another monk, during the same period, 

came here on pilgrimage from China. His name was Ki-Ye. He 

also wrote an account of bis journey in India.* Emperor T*ai»Tsu 

being encouraged by these two monks Tao-Yuen and Ki-Ye passed 

a royal mandate to despatch some more Chinese scholar-monks as 

emissaries to India and also to procure Indian philosophical texts 

About 157 scholars from China responded to tbe emperor’s call and 

agreed to come to India inspite of tlie hazardous journey. They 

visited India daring the end of the lOtli century and collected many 

Buddhist Manuscripts. This cultural mission was led by a scholar 

named Hing-Chin and the emperor T’ai-Tsu furnished the mission 

with a letter of royal authority, asking the respective states through 

which it would pass, to offer all sorts of privileges "and provide guides 

for the members of the mission so that they micfht not feel any diffi¬ 

culty during their journey. 

Another Chinese pilgrim monk named Euang-Yuen visited India 

during the period of A.D. 976 to 997. He was a native of Ch’eng- 

Tou. After returning from India Kuang-Yuen produced the second 

Sung euaperor T’ai-Tsung a letter from the lnd<an king Mc-si-nang 

who is generally identified with Mahasena. Thi.s letter speaks highly 

of the Sino-Indian alliance during this period. King Mahasena sent 

through Kuan-Yuen several presents inchidmg a ‘rehc of Sakya’ for 

the Chinese emperor T'ai-Tsung of the Sung dynasty. Following the 

foot-steps of Kuan-Yuen, anothei pilgrim-scholar from China named 

Fa-Yu came to India in search of knowledge and to attain merit by 

visiting holy places in India. He returned to China in A.D. 982 

with a number of Palm-leaf manuscripts from India and presented 

them to the emperor. Another Chinese monk named T'se-boun 

visited during that period the holy Buddhist places of Bodbgaya and 

Ndlanda along with a Turkish (?) monk named Mi-tan-Io. 

Thus there was very frequent intercourse between China and India 

during tbe lOth-lltb centuries ; and specially the Buddhist Cbaityas 

1 Sm, Sebleffll: MeinoriM da comito •inico-]apoa«lt, XXT. 1693, pp. 86*64 (TtlaanO 
to the Woftoro Oooot iai of Woo^ meh.; alto, Huber: Bufiatio do i'Booio 
d'B]^remoOfiMt, 1903, pp. 366-58; B. Obovaanoe, Ibid., 1904, pp. 76<81 (L’ltsootsiw 
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of Bodbgayft, m the reoerda' abow, were cootinnally visited by % 

good Dumber of pilgrim-Bcholars and travellers from Gbina. There 

were also pions donors coming from China and donating same for the 

worship of the images, building cbaityas, repairiog the religions 

establishments, etc. and some of them also retnrned to China after 
having completed their studies of Indian pbiiosophy and religion* 

Daring the most flourishing period of Indian sovereignty under 

the Pala kings in the 11th century, Buddhist devouts from China 

came to India in batches. They performed certain special works of 

merit by erecting Btone*stupas which testify to the present day the 

Sino-lndian cultural acliieTeiuenls of those days. There are some 

five Inscriptions discovered by Mr. Beglar of the Archaeological Survey 

of India around the Bodhgaya temple during the year 1878*79. 

These inscriptions are written in Chinese and are perhaps the only 

Chinese inscriptions so far discovered in India. The inscription of 

Chi-1 reveals that he was a priest of the great Han dynasty. He 

visited ludia twice and came to the Magadna country to pay respect 

to and worship the Diamond-Seat (Vajrasana) of Buddha and other 
Buddhist relics of India. During his second visit to this country, he 

was accompanied by a number of other monks of whom Hwei-tsei, 

Tsi-I and Kwaug-fung are mentioned. The second Chinese inscription 

from Bodbgayu belonging to tiie same group, mentions the name of 

the Priest Yun-Shu. He came from the Western River (Yellow river) 

country of China during the Sung period in A.D. 1021. He caused to 

build a stone-stupa in honour of the ten thousand Buddhas some 30 

paces to the north of the Bodhi-terrace and bad set up a votive record 

and composed hymn of praise in Chinese. This inscription also men¬ 

tions another Gbinese priest named Chiang Hsia-pias who bad come to 

India earlier than Yun-Shu and on three occasions had spent the 

season of fast. Yuu-Shu became associated with Chiang Haia-pias 

during his first visit to Bodhgaya. During bis second visit to India 

¥un-Bba was accompanied by two other monks from China named 

I ching and I-lin. They belonged to the'Monastery of Established 

Doctrine in the High Street of the Eastern Capital’ and they also 

had set up a separate inscription at Boihgayi whi'di dates in the 6th 

year of the reign of an emperor of tlie Great Sung dynasty, roughly 

corresponding to A.D. 1030, These two Cliinese priests presented, 

as the inscription records, a gold-embroidered holy robe to spread 

* n®®** Cotmioglisin's UMboAhU pp. 68ff.; M ChaTMOW : mooMraph on 
tK* I “Ppoawil in tbe Bevoe da TbUlorie de« XXXIV, No 1, va4|t 

title Xm LMciiptiona OInnoiwa de Bodh^ayS. 
* OiMDisglMiia; Uabtbodfai, pp. 71-73; B.tu., G.j ft .nd p. lOBI. 
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over the DiAixioDd*«eat (vejr&satsa) of Boddfaa and bad also erected 

a shrine (stupa). Yu-pia was another Cbinese priest belonging to 

the same group and be also had acted in the same manner as was done 

by bis other fellow companions coming from the Eastern Capital. 

The third Chinese inscription from Bodhgaya records the activities of 

a Buddhist priest named Hui-wen who belonged to the Great Song 

period. His inscription'dates the 2nd year of Ming Tao (A.D. 1033 

Circa). He visited India witli a charter from their Imperial Majesties 

the Emperor and the Empress of the Great Suog dynasty and was 

commanded by them to proceed to the kingdom of Magadha to erect 

a memorial mound (stupa) beside the Diamond-seat and the Bodhi- 

tarrace in memory of His Departed Imperial Majesty T’ai Tsung. 

All these little known travellers and pilgrims of China being 

attracted by the glory of India, visited this counlay duriug the medieval 

period of our history and had made considerable contribution towards 

the Sino-Indian amity and establishment of international relations 

between India and China for centuries. They used to come to India 

by land route which was very much hazardous ; they bad defied the 

frown of natural calamities and waded their ways into this holy land 

of India to fulfil their mission. But as time went on and with the 

development of maritime activities of the people, they took recourse 

to the sea routes for India and came to India with the purpose of 

establishing trade and commercial relations with this country ; and 

naturally there appeared ail ebb in the Sino-Indian cultural and in* 

tellectuai flow since people having other interests than religious fervour 

and possessing lesser intellect began to come to this country. 



FREEDOM MOVEMENT IN TWENTIETH 
CENTURY INDONESIA 

II 

Jayakta Kumar Bay 

lieacarch Scholar, Political Science Department. 

The Indonesian nationalist movement was now at crosbroads and 

soon took a new turn. The Communist failure was lo serve at least 

one important purpose. It helped to clarify issues. It underlined 

the main issue that was the centre of nationalists’ internal feud— 

this was the question of co operation witli the rulers, lo this stage 

of the Indonesian freedom movement social, political, cultural, reli¬ 

gious, all factors combined to develop the national seU-consciouaneas 

of the masses. In fact, as Prof. C. C. Berg ’ refers to this period : 

the precise aims of an institution are 'Mess of a stimulus to partici¬ 

pation than the opportunity to express feelings of solidarity and 

grievance and inatinciive opposition to foreign influence in many 

respects, renders it impossible to keep political, social, religious, Pan- 

Islamic apiologelic and cultural action absolutely distinct *' 

However, the significant turn in Indonesian nationalism was 

evident from the nonpolitical associations to which the peoples and 

leaders began paying greater attention and through which they chose 

to eliminate the curses of foreign rule and elevate the masses. This 

decision was necessitated by the melodramatic struggle between the 

Communists and Sarekat Islam and afterwards the vengeful govern¬ 

ment measures against any atte rpted communist revolution. Thus, 

a large section of the non-communist bloc of Sarekat Islam entered 

the Mubammadijah. Muhaminadijah was an organisation as old as 

1912, its founder being K. H. A. Dahlan. Dahlan was a staunch 

advocate of Islam modernised. The first target was education. Later 

the programme expanded to cover many aspects of social welfare such 

as medical aid, popularisation of the Koran and, therefore, its 

publication in several indigenous languages, founding of schools, 

libraries, etc. But although there was professedly no political aim 

of the organization and its collective activity centred round Modernist 

> Vide' Whitter Islam’ ed. by H. A. R. Oibb * p. 884, srtiole by Berg oa ^IndaciMiiu’ 
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iBlamic ideae^ there could have been no bar to the fruition of indi¬ 

vidual political bias and action. So^ G. H. Bousquet points out in 

*A French view of the Netberlande Indies’ (p. 5), '*It would be very 

wrongi however, to suppose.its members entertain no political 

bias.'* In fact, modernist Islamic ideas had political corollaries and 

Muhammadijah must have contributed to the political growth of the 

Indonesians. As Kahin ' so aptly writes: ''It was a still, but deep, 

tributary of the stream of political nationalism and quietly but sus- 

tainedly nourished and strengthened (hat stream.” 

The Taman Siswa movement, first launched in 1921 by the 

Javanese educational leader Dewantoro displayed an almost similar 

activity. He aimed at harmonising the Western and Indonesian 

methods In building up an educational system devised to equip the 

young Indonesians with practical sense and spiritual self sufficiency. 

As Vlekke observes : * “It was his dream to educate the people to 

be men and women of independent judgment and understanding for 

the harmony that must exist in human society if peace is to rule.” 

Many persons, trained in these schools, later turned out to be nationa¬ 

list leaders. That proves the political efficacy of this pronouncedly 

nonpolitical organisation. 

Of great importance was the somewhat complete unification of 

the hitherto scattered youth movements There were various youth 

groups working in different parts of Indonesia. Now in Bandung was 

founded ‘Pemuda Indonesia’ which sought to combine the activities 

and bring together the leaders and policies of such groups as 'Young 

Sumatra,’ ‘Young Ambon,’ ‘Young Java,’ ‘Young Celebes.’ Also, 

many branches of the Scouts* organisation affiliated themselves to 

‘Pemuda Indonesia.’ 

The women too did not lag behind Some of their organizations, 

e.g*, especially Putri Merdoka (Independent Women) was established 

as early as 1912. Now the Women’s groups came together as one 

organisation—the decision being taken in December, 1928, at a 

Congress in Djogjakarla Formerly devoted only to the cause of 

education, these organisations now developed a political bias and 

moulded their activities accordingly. An avenue was open to women 

wbo could increasingly engage in political play and contribute their 

mite to the growth of self-government. Thus, Dorothy Woodnaan 

rightly oonoludea: * “the nationalist idea was written into every typo 

1 lbtf,P.88. 
« bit )io(A[>-‘The Btor, of tb. Batch E«ti ladiei’—p. 187. 
t yu* tte bo^ ‘Tfa« Bcpablio of ladoacaio,* p. 1S9, 
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of organization^ trade anion» caltnral, religions, yonth and women. 

Nationalism was now the unifying factor. As a political concept, it 

owed much to Western thought, but it was more than a political 

concept. It was the self consciousness of people under colonial rule, 

inevitable, inescapable, sweeping across boundaries of class, of reli¬ 

gion, rousing illiterate peasant and intellectual, unsettling industrial 

worker and aristocrat, bridging regional differences, and ultimately 

welding the most diverse peoples into a common struggle. Differences 

of ultimate objective are over-sbadowed until the nationalist struggle 

is won. But there is a wide variety of difference as to the 

tactics which are adopted. They are all fundamentally concerned 

with the degree of resistance to the colonial power”. 

In the period between the failure of Communist rebellion and 

the Japanese interlude the ‘Perhimpunam ludonesia' (Indonesian 

Union) was the greatest force shaping the national movement. In 

1922 this organization, a political one, was started by Indonesian 

students in Holland. That many of the post—1927 leaders of the 

Indonesian national movement were the active members of this 

organization IS a commentary on its gigantic influence. As early as 

1923 the organization stood for uuquahfled independence to be 

achieved by the co-operatiuu of all classes and sections in Indonesia 

excepting the Dutch authorities. It demanded unfailing unity in the 

fight for freedom while rigid in its insistenie on non-co-operation 

with the Dutch. Many luombers bad avowedly Maixist leanings— 

but they were far from being dogmatic. They bolicited the support 

of every foe of coloniahsm regardless of their Communist orientation. 

The most significant fact about these Marxists was that most of 

them did not come up to bo members of the Communist Party. The 

leaders like Abdul Majid did not come over to Indonesia before 

1946—while they hid their orientation till 1948. But they bad 

gamed control in Holland in 1932, for that was the year when Md. 

Hatla left for Indonesia. Besides, at alxiut 1937, they were responsi¬ 

ble for a great change in PI (Perhimpunain Indonesia) policy. The 

was won over to the policy of co-operation with the Dutch. That 

^aa the work of the Marxists and according to the dictates of the 

Comintern The demand for freedom even was curtailed—it was not 

complete independence as before—this move being reflected in the 

change of title of the mouthpiece of this organisation from 'Indonesia 

Merdeka* (Free Indonesia) to 'Indonesia'. 

We must not fail to note the change iu Dutch policy after the 

1926.27 puiach. Firm in its dealings with the partidpanta ahd 
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iijcDpatbiserB, tbe Dutch policy wore an increasioglj paienialiatic 

colour in its approach to the problem of self-goTermncnt for the 

colonies. Education and social Ber\uee were the first to receive 

greater attention. Indonesians were invited to participate in the 

administration of the country. They were offered larger memberdiip 

in the Volksraad. Moderates hailed all these concessions as the 

fruits of tbe golden rule of co-operatiou. But a trouble arose over 

tbe resoltiog alliance between tbe middle-income group and the Dutch 

authorities. Therefore, nationalists were driven to consider non-co* 

operation as one of the steering wheels of tbe movement. 

While Hatta and others were busy in Holland organising the 

Indonesian movement for self-government, it was Soekarno who 

managed the home front. With his gift of the gab he was easily 

tbe fascinating hero of the nation in the making. All of them took 

their lessons from tbe failure of tbe revolutionary methods. All of 

them were uncompromising in their attitude to the liquidation of 

Dutch power in tbe Indies, however severe the strain might be. 

They did not fiinch till they secured independence, all the time 

submitting to imprisonment or exile. It was tbe Japanese who 

released them. But that never meant, as some Dutch Commentaries 

would emphasize, the manufacturing of Indonesian Liberation in 

Japan. 

By the third decade of the present century the dissenters of 

colonialism had begun to enjoy a world forum through the instrurneo- 

tulity of the League Against Imperialism. This League met in a 

conference in Brussels in February, 1927. Here for the first time 

Indonesia’s cry for self-government bad a world hearing. Hatta, 

Snbradjo, Semaun and Pamuntjak represented Indonesia in this 

international gathering. At a place near Pans m September, 1927. 

Dr. Hatta also addressed tbe assembly of the * Women’s International 

League for Peace and Freedom', He was eloquent in emphasising 

tbe necessity for self-goverument and the ability oi his fellow countiy- 

men to shoulder its responsibilities. He challenged the right of tl>e 

Dutch people to enlighten another people much larger io number. 

As for political experience aud wisdom, he pointed to the fact of 

oeoupatioD of 60% posts of the Civil Service by Indonesians. Hatta's 

speech moved tbe Congress which passed a resolution demanding 

ffidonena's independence not only as a matter of vital concern for 

that country but also for mankind. 

It is interesting to note that Semauo and Tan Malaka came 

forwaii to ioin banda laitb the PL And Md. Hatta was ready for a 
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ttsited boat. So a oo&vaation io that effect waa aigned io the moattt 

of December, 3926. Tbig ooDTention, however, aasoced the leadertiiip 

of PI in guidiog the naiionalist movemeot and accorded a aubordinata 

or aeoondary position to the Commonist organisations. Bat ibis fact 

did not continue for more thau a year, la December, 1927, Semano 

thought it better to go back on the pledge as that violated the indepen¬ 

dence of his party. This severance of the bond served to make way for 

another severance. The oommonistically inclined members of PI, 
disillusioned of an ephemeral union with the Communists, now broke 
the bond, even with the * League Against Imperialism Of coarse, 

they could not view with eqaaniinity tba increasing dominanoe of 

ibis organisation by the Comintern. Tbe separation came in 1929. 
The influence of PI on Indonesian nationalism mounted as the 

members began to return home. They brought out publications and 

established study-centres and succeeded in bringing within tbeir fold 

even the Indonesian students in Mecca and Cairo. L. M. Sitorua 

has pointed out,^ that PI members in Holland had a mind to set np 

a political party in Indonesia in 1926. But the decision had to 

wait as the PKI was still strong enough to hold tbe held. 

Although the formation of tbe paity was delayed, it was effected 

in the month of June, 1927, when Partai Nasional Indonesia (Indo¬ 

nesian Nationalist Party) or PNI originated in Bandung with 

Soekarno as the Chairman. Soekaino had the rare acumen to effect 

a bynibiosis of the Eastern and the Western, himself having a 

measure of both Western and Muslim education. He bad sluo the 

unique capacity to convey all these to the illiterate in an intelligible 

but nonetheless forceful fashion. That the paity should aim at full 

political and economic liberation was natural. But the emphasis on 

non-co-operation with the Dutch was siguificaut. Soekarno spoke of 

united resistance to the Dutch, diveated of any leiigious bias. Any 

division along religious lines would mar unity. After all, indepen¬ 

dence was as much a necessity to tbe Moslems as to the Non-Moslems 

oi Indonesia. Moreover, Soekarno disclaimed any attention to foreign 
help and, tbereforOi disclaimed any move calculated to ontrage unity 
at home. 

Tbe PNI oonceutrated on moulding the labour unions and build¬ 

ing np a ayatem of national education. For the latter task they 

lound an useful ally in tbe Taman Siawa Movement which already 

provided a framework. Oratorial biiUiance and sino^rc nnplementa* 

j *ion of the prograname brought the party the reward of masa increase 

^ Vtdc * HUioty fli Indenasiaa Kal{oaal Movtusent *, pp* m-li* 

o-mep-ix 
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itt memberdiip. We maet aot, howeerer, forget the oontribatiotte 

of the government to the growth of PNI. The commnniet reeola* 

tioc was followed by the Governor-Qeneralebip of De Oreeff. He 

was iibetal and tolerant. He did not try to cruah the flooridiing 

orgHHBation that would one day seek to remove the very chair he 

occupied. The role of the PNI becomes all the more impresbive as 

we note its attempt to achieve unity amongst the various nationalist 

organisatione in Indonesia.^ It effected a flexible oo-ordinatioD 

throngh the Union of Political Associations of the Indonesisn People 

shortly known as the PPPEl. The whole freedom movement now, 

coming under tbe dominant influence of PNI, assumed an attitude 
of non«co*operation. 

But the Government could not sit complacently over tbe alarm¬ 

ing growth of the PNI. The PNI’s criticism of and attacks 

against the capitalists in general and the government in particular 

thoroughly embittered the feelings of tbe Dutch in Indonesia.. Tbeir 

agitation moved the government which began to plan stern measures 

so that Soekarno along with several other leaders were arrested in 

December, 1929. They suffered months of detention, trial and then 

graduated terms of imprisonment. The accusations, as usual, were 

the violation of public order and underminmg the public authority. 

But tbe worst came at a little later date. Tbe PNI was outlawed. 

This bad a twofold effect. Tbe organisational strength of tbe PNI 

was sapped, many of its members joining newly formed organisations, 

although a portion of tbe membership still clung to the older policies 

and programmes. Then, tbe newly formed organisations encouraged 

moderation in tbe formulation and implementation of their aims. 

In the month of September,' 1930, Md. Tabrani formed the 

Indonesian People's Party (Partai Bajkat Indonesia) although the 

membership never rose to significant proportions. It talked of 

parliamentary {srocedure in achieving tbe aim of independence and it 

was ready to co operate with tbe Dutch 

Sartono, an important leader of the PNI, could draw tbe 

attention and support of a majority of bis old associates and formed 

a new organization ' Partai Indonesia ’ (generally known as Factindo) 

alter the lapse of more than a year. Although its means were not 

exfoemfolf it abridged neither the goal of complete self-govemmeDt 
MT the riSfgM of fioti*oo<op6fation. 

/ In iVH Hatta and Bjahvir, two leaders of eatraordicary ealibrsr 

agtorned freoi HoUawl. Those members of tte old PNI who leesntsd 
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Strtooo's move now weloofted the leederibip of Hatta and S|iibtir 

in the * Independent Group' (Oolongan Merdeka) which in eesenoe 

retained the policy of PNI. Sjahrir reached hk country later then 

Hatta and after hie return the name of the party was changed to Indo* 

nesian National Education Club (Club Pendidikan Naeional Indoneaia). 

There was a deepseaied reason why such outstanding nationalists 

as Hatta chose Golongan Merdeka inspite of the Tast numerical 

superiority of Partindo. Indonesian nationalism was yet to attain 

maturity. That required laborious training of the masses which at 

that time could be undertaken only by a few toja'anking leaders. If 

they were put, as the Dutch could do easily, behind the bars, the 

soil would have been dug out of the bottom of the nationalist move* 

ment* And to lead a party such as Partindo would mean working in 

tbe floodlight of publicity and might bring about speedy detention. 

Instead, men like Hjabrir sought to remain in the background and 

steadily to educate the public while at the same time encQuraging 

tbe growth of auxiliary leadership upon which tbe movement could 

fail back in tbe esse of an arrest of tbe frontmost leadeis. However, 

tbe Dutch after a time came to realise the forthcoming results of this 

party’s ^jolicy. Hatta and Sjahrir were arrested in February, 1934 

and were not released till the Ja{>anese attack in 1942, They were 

exiled to New Guinea without trial. This Dutch aggrassiveneBs was 

soon repeated. Yet tbe organisation did not die and it confirmed 

the sincere workmanship of leaders and the solidarity of the bands of 

disciples as they followed their captains and filled the prisons.' 

Fortunately for tbe movement, Soekarno had been released on 

the last day of the year 1931. He assiduously attempted to combine 

the Partindo and the Pendidikan Nasional Indonesia into a unity. 

Failing in that task he chose Partindo and was iastrumental in 

increasing tbe quantitative and qualitative strength of tbe organisa¬ 

tion. Tbe Government could not overlook the overt danger and 

promptly arrested him in the August of 1933 and exiled him to Flores 

ialand and thence to Benculin. too was not free till the Japanese 

invasion in 1942. 

De Oraeff was no longer the Governor-General. The Govem- 

ruent policy under De Jonge was changed to one of repression. All 

^ important leaders were arrested and exiled. Tbe secret polios 

i. ^ iDtormaticai in tbit Mngrapk sre Uit outccone of petsoes! conMasnkigrip 
HtlU, 8jtbrlr«od G.M. Ksbin of Corbel* Unlwrtity, U.S.A , dtirisg 
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played a great game bo that aecret political manoeuveringa were all 

the more difficult. The parties eomctimes Tainly retaliated by 

ignoring the Volksraad and sending in no members. Yet the harsh 

attitude of the Government awakened many to the sense ^of co-¬ 

operation as a practical political poise. This was responsible for a 

split in the Sarekat Islam camp. It was at first very obstinate in its 

policy of non-co-operation and of attaching primacy to religious and 

not to economic and social problems. In 1934, however, H. A. Salim 

sternly opposed the decision of Sukiman and Tjokrosnjoso to establish 

a religious organisation for attracting masses via the local leaders of 

religion. Besides, Salim and his followers were far from being dog¬ 

matic on the question of co-operation, while the other group was not. 

Repeatedly the people saw the failure of the non-co-operative 

attitude against the powerful rulers and more and more they realised 

the efficacy of moderate means designed to extract concessions fiom 

the rulers without wounding their vanity or exciting their violence. 

It stood to reason to recognise the superior physical strength of the 

enemy and to stand on reality That explains the formation of 

Greater Indonesian Party (Parindra)io 1935 led by Sulomo, Bukardjo 

and others. It was alive to the situation at band and would adopt 

non-co-operation or co-operation conveniently. In the Volksraad it 

came out as the most powerful organisation. But its activity and 

influence lay more in the social than in the political arena. It 

promoted agrarian banking and co-operation, instituted a drive against 

such social vices as illiteracy. 

But if the revolutionists could not gain their eiid and were crushed, 

the modeiates too were not to experience a smooth sailing. The year 

1936 proved to be disastrous for the evolutionists. The Volkt-iaad 

psssed a resolution celebrated as the Rutardjo proposal embodying a 

10-year plan advancing self-government among Indonesians limited 

by the precepts of the Netherlands’ Constitution. It was snmmanh 

rejected. The high hopes of the victory for parliamentary meaiii- 

were nipped in the bud. The rulers would not bow down to the 

dictators of the decade in South East Asia. However, "the rejection 

<rf this very moderate proposal”, as Kahin puts it,’ “was a sobering 

dash of cold water in the face of those Indonesians who had believed 

that A policy of cooperation with the Dutch would be a sure, though 

pttbaps slow, road toward self-government.” 

> Vidt ‘NatiooaU.m and Bawtolion in Ind'MiHi.', p. W, 
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This disillosionment was the primary reason for the formation 

in April, 1937 of a new political organisation Indonesian Peoj^^e 

Movement (Gerindo), although there were other factors such as an 

increasing awareness of the strength of totalitarianism on the offeosiTe 

all over the world. This party showed a mixtare of firmness and 

moderation. Its leaders, Osni, Sartono, Sjarifuddin, became all 

radicals as regards their attitude to the motives of tlie Government. 

But at the same time they dreaded fascism and on that account 

developed a co-operative tendency to help the Dutch in their fight 

against the fascist coalition They joined the Volksraad and backed 

the Government on acceptable aftairs; but they were insistent in 

their pressure for obtaining self-government. Thus, Gerindo became 

international in its outlook without even being successful nationally. 

It was led by men of foresight who placed the world-issue of fascism 

rs. democracy above the domestic issue. Although Dutch inclinations 

for democracy were not unqualified, we must not misunderstand the 

leader's hatred of fascism. 

Id 9d9, war and the fear of Fascism shook the whole world 

but served as a unifying factor in Indonesia where the political parties 

formed together the Federation of Indonesian Political Organibations 

or G.A.P.I. (Gabungan Pohtik Indonesia). The manifesto of GAPI 

called for a parliamentary system of Government in Indonesia which 

must enjoy the right of self-determination and democracy, social, 

political and economic, secured by popular elections. Of course, the 

manifesto did not fail to point out the necessity of a united anti- 

lascist action of the parties in Indonesia and Nelhexlands. In 

December, 1930, the GAPI organised a Peoples' Congress which 

approved of and refined this programme, adopting a national language. 

Sag and anthem. Its resolution was embodied, with certain modifica¬ 

tions, in the famous Wimoho resolution passed by the Volksraad Jn 

February, 1940. The resolution, although demanding self-government, 

did not repudiate the Netherlands Constitution, nor did it abolish 

the post of the Governor-General In general, it asked for revision 

and not complete alteration of the status quo. This was at a time 

when the Nazis held their sway over Holland. The Netherlands 

government did not reply till a few months after the Nazi occupation 

was over. And the reply left the matter where it stood; it strikini^y 

revealed the disinclination of the Dutch authoiities to embark on 

or even consider seriously any plan of Indonesian political iwoonstmo* 

tion-o^especially war left much to be reconstructed in Holland 
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An even more striking mfosal came in the shape of the reply 

to a gnestioD in the Volksraad regarding the aims of the Atlantic 

Gbarter and the achievements of the Netbeilands goirergment which 

was a party to it. The Charter glaringly npbeld the nnlversal right 

of self-determination in clearest terms Bnt the Dutch government 

betrayed a lamentable lack of principles in its attitude towards In¬ 

donesia by ignoring the Charter. The reply of the government to 

this charge was simply astonishing It took for gtanied the honest 

execution by the Dutch government of the benevolent principles of 

the Charter and found no reason why on the basis of the Charter 

Netherlands-Indonesian relations were sought to be revised. As 

Karl Pelzer in his article on * Tost War Plans for Indonesia'* ’ puts 

the reply: *'As the principles of the Charter were already adopted long 
ago by the Netherlands Government ., adherence to the 

Charter does not represent a special reason for new consideration 

regarding the aims of its policy." 

In 1940, September, the Volksraad appointed a Committee 

chairinaoned by Mr. Visman. It was entrusted with the task of 

ascertaining the state of political organisations in Indonesia and 

reporting on it. The Report of the 7-man Visman Committee was 

published in 1941—covered the period between the two world wars. 

Essentially, the report noted the progress of the nationalist movement 

and the urge for equality with the Europeans amidst the non- 

Enropeans. However, an element of surprise lay in store for the 

nationalists as the Queen of Holland would not be delayed by the 

publication of the report and issued her pledge to the Indonesian people 

ftom London on July 80, 1941. She vaguely promised happiness and 

prosperity for the Dutch Empire as a whole and to amend to that 

end the administrative measures only in the event of stable freedom 

from the Nasi clutches. 

Vague and small as the promise was, it left the Indonesians as 

much disillusioned as they were and could be. '‘We have been too 

late with everything**, wrote T.H. Veenstra in "Diogenes in der 

Tropcn’*.* A similar sentiment was ventilated by Kioef in ‘The 

Indonesian Revolution in Retrospect'" when he said that *‘no number 

of asphalt roads, tiled roofs, hygienic services, or adat law codes could 

a^eriate** the grievances such as the rejection of Sutardjo and Wimobo 

I Vu Bsttero Survey, ^uue 111 1948. 
• OgtM itm *»ki Iwtooeiu’ b, Dorotb, Wobtoia,IW. 
* ^tdPoUtiw. April. IMI. ' 
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petitions. Fear of Fascism and war had oontribnted^ Poteh^lndonesiatt 
solidarity which from now on began to eraporate* Intelleclaals wlio 
bad gone as far as subordinating the national to the internationat 

were largely disaffectedf with the exception of a negligible minority. 
As Sjahrir comments in 'Out of Exile'''As the war developed in 
those first years, the people derived a vicarions satisfaction from the 

misfortunes of their rulers. For the average Indonesian, febe 
war was not really a world conflict between two great world foroes. 
It was simply a struggle in which the Dutch colonial rulers finally 

would be punished by Providence for tiie evil, the arrogance, and the 
oppression they had brought to Indonesia. Among the masses, anti* 

Dutch feeling grew stronger and stronger”. 

But while Indonesian antipathy for the Dutch deepened _it served 
to promote Indonesian national integration This was reflected at 

the Peoples* Congress in September, 1941. Out of it arose the Majlis 
Rajkat Indonesia (Indonesian Peoples* Assembly}. It was considered 
to be a representative body for the nationalist movement as a whole 

and comprised the GAPI, Federation of Muslim Organizations, the 
Federation of Government employees, and also Women’s Organization! 

Youth Organisations and Trade Union Movement. Thus for the 
first time nationalists had a clearcut forum because they could sbed 
the differences in doctrines and dogmas, means and ends. Of coarse, 

differences could not bo eliminated ; only they were relegated 

to the background by a wave of enthusiasm that could emerge at a 
unified national outlook and finally even with an organization. The 

object was the formation of an elected legislative body to which the 

Government of the land must be made responsible. Nationalists forged 

ahead with a subbtantial pLogramme when they were cut short by the 
Japanese advances and ultimate victory over the Dutch overlords who 
could only put up a meek show. 

A statement put forward by W. K. Hancock needs re examina* 

tion in connection with the struggle of the colonial peoples for self- 
government. We agree with him that self-government means not 

only a status but also a full belly—the 'status’ referring to a position 

of equality as between the ruling race and the ruled* But we disagree 
when he argues * that politicians in these unfree countries, and he 
makes a pointed reference to'Indian politiciaus', should devote them- 

Belve? more to the objectives of higher agricultural and industrial 

“ Tf. by Cbsrlw Woolf-mO pab.. New York. 
* VWs *Smfnr0 in iU Changing WorW, p. 4T: oUapter on 'ColoniM Scit-tiWBTiwlwt'n 
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pcodootivity atten4ed by the growth of esiiential sookl services r^er 

than to the problem of eanung a statos of equality with the Eturopeans. 

The argument ia distinctly guilty of putting the cart before the horse. 

A country must gam self-government before it can effectively forge 

ahead with plans of all-round development. Of cootse a square meal 

daily is much more important than casting a vote once a year or once 

in every five years. But it is the latter which impels the rulers to 

recognise the necessity of securing the former. 

(To be Conttnued) 



THE PROBLEM OF DISARMAMENT—SOME 
OF ITS FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS 

Sri ScTBiMMi Mukrbiukr 
PoHUral Hd^nce Depl., Cahutta Vmvfrgity 

Disnrmnnient as n problem has its fundamcutHls and details. The 

details relate to the amount of military, naval, aerial and nuclear weapons 
which the states may 1)0 allowed to retain as n maximum. Or the details 

may preKcriho a comj)letc Ijau on them and also the process for 

the same. Th(' futulnineninls, however, raise the questions—^why should 
thfio be cliBarinum<*iit? what is the nature of its link with security? Does 

disarmament ensure peace? Is it a question of law or is it essentially a 
proidem of jtoweM-polities? Is it a physical problexn or is it also psycho¬ 

logical? What w’as the approach to the question in the Hague Conferences 

and under the Leagm* Co\eiiant? Arc there any lessons therefrom and 
what in the approach thereto under the U.N. charter? These and allied 

questions constitute the fundamentals of the issue. And this article will 
he devoted to a discussion ol some of these. 

Dirtarmainoni is dcoidedly a panacea for many of the ills of modern 

international life. To disarm is to deplant fear and distrust and to 

replant faith, goodwill and understonding in the soil of international 
politics. To dis.irm is to dislodgt' the dread of war and to reinstate, the 

I>romihe of peace. To disarm nguiii is to eliminate the strain on naticHnii 

hudgotH and to create i>os8il)ilities of plenty imd prosperit> all round. To 

disann is to tear off tension and to tone up the mauhion of pence. To 
disarm is finally to rearm the U.N. with ehaiices of fulfilment of its 

mission—it is to reuflirni faith in the U.N. as the iruurdian of world iwace. 

States have renounced their sovereign right of war and use of force under 

the charter (Article 2, paragi-aph 4). Disarmament surely adds more 

Iiositivc meaning U) lliat norm. War in self-defence is still permitted 

(Artielc 51) and there can also be I'.N. War in the sense of international 

enforcement action (Article 42). Armaments may be required for those 
Yet disarmaruout ns a principle is not huKically affected by the require¬ 

ment of ornionients for these tw^o purposes Disarmament does not 

necessarily menu comidete negation of armaments: it means the reduction 
and cutting down of armaments. Moreover, wdtli dtsnrinnment, effective 

and general, there will hardly \io any oecasiou for ^var in self-defence or 

for U.N. {Hilicc action. With dis;irmi ment disappei-rs offensive or agros- 

sive War. And if there be no war of offence, thoio is neither need for 
U.N, War nor for any war of dcfenio. Disiirmament corrects collective 

insanity soon in the mad race of anxu iiients and creates security for all. 

Modem wars with nuclear wetqions mean a chnllonge to humanity and 
ci\iliy.ation. Disarmament, if effective, will mean the triumph of tlio 
J'fttional in man over the animal in hjm- 
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Disarmament is definitely one of the many necessary avenues to 
peace. It must then figure as an item in any planned approach to peace. 

But ^disarmament as an exclusive peace weapon cannot be commended 

very much in principle as the idea behind it is to stop war not by growing 

an aversion to war (which is by fur the best method) but by eliminating 
and limiting the arms wiih which to wage and carry on war. It is to some 

extent akin to the attempt at controlling riots in a state by imposing a 

ban on the carrying of firearms or other lethal weapons. 
So long ns war reinaitis n sovereign right of nations, there can be no 

effective disarmament. But when we plan for pence, we ban war and 
disarmament may then be taken up as an ally of peace. Prior to the 

League Covenant, war was usually a corollaiw of the sovereign right of 
nations. To prohibit armaments wliile permitting war is like banning 

instriunents of killing while allowing murder in law. Or to put the 

metaphor in general terms it is to pci mil a thing in law but to prohibit 
the ways of its operation. Ai)parently it socnia insane or anomalous. 

But sufficient sense can be seen in it on careful anaiysis. Wlien war 

cannot be banned in law or in fact, there may be some jtoint in attempting 

to ehminato it or softening its rigours liy taking away or limiting the 
armaments. War being a corollary ot sovereignty eould not bo banned 

in the past. Yet there wore talks of disarmament tliough in evf*r^ case 

they failed. But diHarmament to be real and effceti\e must be preceded 

by a ban on war. (Tliis is not to say that renunciation of war would 
automatically and by itseU lead to disarmament) Hence any talk of dis¬ 

armament with war existing ns a right und'*r law would sim[)ly he ignored 

as trash. That is seen from the fate ot ‘Disarnniinent’ m the Hagu * 
Conferences. But with war out law ed in law^ a p(‘ace ]>ian emerges and 

therewith appears usually as an all,\ the idea of disurmameut. 

The Jjoague Covenant is the thst inteinational doenment seeking to 
ban and prevent ‘war*. 'J'hongh a ])atchwoTk of ineom]nitii)les (American 

idealism, British liberalism and French realism) it sought to achieve all 

that was possilde in the atmosph(TO of tlie age. It represents the first 
organized attcmiit of a wnr-toni and wnr-weary world to prepare a peace plan 

on a global scale. Ban on W’Qts of aggression, collective security and sanc¬ 
tions, prevention of war and pacilic setthmieiit of dis])uics—arc the main 
]>latikK of the I^eague system. Along with tliese tliorc is the principle of 

disarmament in Articles 8 and 9 of that document. Disarmament or 
reduction of armaments was a companion to the other organizational peace 
potentials of the League of Nations. 

But uttemjits at limitation of armaments began earlier. Dis- 

arniainent was intended to be one of the principal iteniB of the First Hague 
Conference of 1899. For the first time in an international conference of 

this kind the question of limitation of armaments was taken up. Tt will 
be recalled that the Bussinn Circulcr Nnte^ jjroposing the First Pt'ace 
Conference ojh'IwsI with a reference to this (piestion * "The maintenance of 

g(^neral poaoe and a poHHthJr rrduciion of fhv PTrensivc armanienta which 

r TBe'Noto will bo Reon in Ibo l^poitH to tlic Hagno Conforenoo of 1890 and 1907. 
Edited by Scott, pp. i-'2 fC'aTiugir* Kndownnrrrr for InfcrnoHonal Pcffcr)-Handed to the 
diplonmtto rq^resentativefl. August 12/24, 1896. 
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weigb upon nil nations j)r«'sent thenisolvos, in the existing condition of 

the whole world, as the ideal townnls which the endeavours of all govern* 

ments should be directed*'. In another part of the Note there is emphasis 

on the belief that the internal tonal discussion may be an effective means 

of ensuring to all ]>eoplefl the benefits of a real and lasting peace, and 

til>ove all ‘of limiting the progressive devcb»pmeiit of existing ariiianients*. 

]n the Second Ttussian Circulnr Not**® proposing the programme of the 

First Conference there was clear and specific emphasis on limitation of 

annaments in section (a) and items (1) to (4). In this proposal the 

Itussinn (Tovernmont Imd two ohjecU in view: the first, humanitarian, 

souglit to lessen the prjssibilitv of war and to remove its evils and calamities 

as far hr possible ; the second, founded upon econoiiiie considerations, 

aimed to diniiiuRh ns far as possiblf the enormous weight of j«;cuniury 

charges.for the support fif armies in time of peace. Hence the 

matter was taken uji for discussion at the Conference of 1899 and was 

refenvd to its first ('omniission. The Scheme of limiiation did not and 

could not succec<I. “After taking into consideration the report of the First 

(’orniiiitfce. tlie t'onferenee is of o]>mion that tlie restriction of military 

chargeK wliich are at present a heavy burdi'n on the world, is extremely 

deKirnbli' for tlie increase ot the mateiial and nioial welfare of mankind’* 

and the (fovt'rnnierils. “mav »»xamine the jiossihility of an agreement 

UR to the limitation of tinned I'oices by land and sea and of war biidgets”. 

The C'onfcrenco then failed to prfHluce ointhing positiv'o or definite on the 

issue: the resolution adopted was just a pious wish. It failed largely 

becauHe of technical rtasons * Yet we must not belittle the significance, 

of the same. “W'e slumld not overlook the fact that the question of 

iinnarnentM was elaborately and ear* fulh discus.^ed for the fii'at time in an 

international (*onf(‘renco called for Ibis expresH purpose. Tn this way the 

subject w'Hs giv«ai an importance and dicnitv which it previously had not 

enjoyed, and it is not t<M» imieli to sav that the mi*re presentation and 

dwcushion of the subject place its opjionents njion the defensive.'* And 

one can appreciate the achievements of the Fir.sl Hague Conference in 

the matter when one sees that some Rlates were reluctant to join th3 

Second Hague t'oiifereiice if tlie question of liinitiitiou of urmamentB 

became an it*'m in the programme or if the Riibject were brought forward. 

But there w'ere stales again which in.siRt(^d on its inclusion in the programme 

or which wanted to retain their sovereign right to jireseiit the matter to 

the Goufeience for discus.sion. Tn the Second Hague Conference of 1907, 

limitation of annameuts did not figure in the ofiicial jirogranime, and it 

W'ua not referred to any Gommitloe of tlie Conference. Yet the Second 

Hague Oonferenee of 1907, uunnimot.sly adopted the following resolution; 

“The Second I’eace (\mf**r(‘iu*e coi’lirniR tin* resolution adojitt^d by the 

Conference of 1899, in regard to the limitation ol military expenditure ; 

and inuRnnicli as military expenditure has considerubly increased in ahnoRt 

every country since that lime, the Conference declares that it is eminently 

desirable that the (lovornments should resume the serious examination 

» Thi’ lluifur Peace Conference ot and 1907, bv S<‘otf, Aol. 1, pp. 45*46. 
3 Bikk***!! cf Colonel Gross Von Sekwarzhoff, Geimuu Delegate in Bcott—Th^ 

ffoffac Peace Conference, Vol. I, pp. 667-8. 
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of this question’*.* Many may be tempted to see in this a farcical burial 

of the question of disarmament. But that will be misreading the 

momentum the question breeds. If disarmament is linked up with peace 

and if man is ceaselessly in quest of peace, disanuainent will remain a 

problem for man so long as peace is not earned. And the efforts are 

resumed after the birth of the I^eague of Nations. The Hague Conventions 

of 1899 and 1907, sought to prevent war by pacific means and to ban 

war conditionally in a particular aspect of interstate relations (for the 

recovery of contract debts only in Convention TT, adopted in the Conference 

of 1907). Along with these there were nHcmpts, though abortive, at 

agreement on the limitation of annaments. In the League Covenant 

wo see that the peace avenues are sounder and more numerous. And dis¬ 

armament is one of them. 

Attempts at disamumient failed it) the Hague Conferences ns the 

proper link between it and security was lost sight of. As aptly said bv 

M. Bourgeois at the Second Peace Conference (1907)—‘'Disanunnient is n 

consequence and not n preparation. Tn order tlmt disarmament may be 

possible, it is necessary that each should feel that his right is assured 

It ia the security of law which ought first to be oigajiizcd. Hehiud 

rampart nations will disarm easily bccauHc they will no longer have the 
fear which obliges them to arm themselves This is the fimd i- 

mental of the disarmament problem and it is as true today in 19r»5, as 

it was in 1907. Disarmament may in principle breed security but in 

practice must follow it. The scheme failed in the Hague Conference as 

security was not ensured. States would not disarm if not rearmed with a 

sense of security. The League Covenant introduced the coliocti\e security 

principle on a global scale and tin* question of liiiiitjition of armaments was 

honoo taken up more vigorously. 

Articles 8 and 9 of the Covenant contain the relevant provisions 

In Article 8 the League Members rt'coguize that “the uiaintenance of peace 

requires the reduction of national amminents" not to any level but to tlto 

point consistejit with national saiety and the obligntiojis of international 

enforcement action. They agree that “the rnaniitacture by private enter¬ 

prise of munitions and iiuideinonts of war is open to grave objections”, 

and the League Council was to advise how the evil effects thereof could 

be prevented. Tliey, morf'over, “undertake to interchange full and franl% 

information as to the scale of their annaments, their military, naval and 

air programs and the condition of such of their industries as arc adaptable 

to warlike purposes”. These jirovisions in spirit and principle were no 

mean achievements consideTing that they wore first in tlie field. TltC 

Covenant even went further and in Article 9, provided for the constitution 

of a permanent Commission for executing the provisions of Articles 1 uixl 8 

and on military, naval and air questions generally. Those provisions, 

however, contain no mandate. The Council is simply to formulate jilans 

for tile reductioii of armaments under Article 8: the Oovernments arc 

' K’nal Afl of lln' a<*o Oonfi'ronon of 1007 in Sfolf (Fd.)- Prporfjt to the Ilotfiie 
Vettre Canfrrntccs of IHW ami 1907, p. 210 

ficotl-Tfcr flafjue Peace Conferences of 18t)9 and 1907, Vol. I, pp. 6712 
(UaMov mina.) 
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free to accept or reject. But if they accept they agree not to exceed the 
iiniitB without the council's conounence. These provisions, though 

appearing timid and halting to many, surely nmrk a positive Btei> ahead 

of the point whore the issue was left in the Hague Conferences. The 
problem of disarmament then takes n detinite shape in the Covenant, how- 
ev(‘r iiuatequate und imperfect it may be. 'J'his is bo perhaps beeausc the 

qui'stion of security was eorr(»ct!y understood and sought to be settle^!. 
Disarinaiitcnt can seldom be a sane or rational jtroposition with llie ‘balance 
of jKiwer’ principle at work in internutioim) rclafiouH. This ])rinciplo resting 

on firoportioiiR of powvr connotes or i»ostulateR a race in armaments. Tf 
power flows from nrinaineiits and the principle is M>alniiec of power', then 
\irtttullv it inouns a competition in the prissession of armaments. Hence 
the talk ol disarrnanicnt or hnniation of ariiiainenls in the Mmlcince of 

power' era is, if not insiiTi-*, at least ridiculous This Mmlaiu'o of power’ 
priruMple was replaced in the League C’ovenant hy tin* dfsdriiic of Collective 
SiVunt\. And plan for disarinuinent comes as a eonsequenie llu-reot. 
Hmtor\ ilicii eorrohoraies tlu' virw' that .security sLould precede disarina- 
inein 'I'hut is further evidenced from tlie post-Lenguc efforts at iieace, 
<[is,inii,MTi*eut and securit\. 

« 

'riie seeurit> system of the Ltagiie tluaigli planned ambitiously failed 
inihcrahlv as the memhers la'tra\ed the orcHuizatittn. And th*' daiTutge 

to the security s\stoin w'oidd surely int*an u handicap for the prrH'Css of 
hs irmamcTit if tlie latter is linked up witli tlie former as eonsetpience 
uiih ciuisc. Hence witli the inereasmg skepticism about the elheaev of 

life Lt'ugue additional attempts, though abortive, wen* raatle for rovitaliz- 
the lieague's dwindling seeunt\ system. These will he seen in the 

ill.n't 'IVcatx of Mutual Assistance of 102*'l and the Creneva IVotvKioI of 

leippnrd remarks reuarding the Ooueva Protocol that it is an 

■iitempl to “[iromote disarmament by envumg si'curity, to create «c(*uri(v 
l)\ «ai!h*\\ing war." IJen' iiUn ^^c see that sec(jrjt\ piecedt*s 

'iisaiuiniueni Tlu» L(»cftrno Pact of 102,“i, restores seenritv on a resiioiml 
h.isH h\ ensuring peace in tlic .storm centre of Europe, the Hhiiudand 
Zone. It had a sulutarv eflfeet no dimld; \et it could not give a guarantet* 

loT glohai security. That was done in the Briaiid-Kollogg Pact of ItWH, 
\\herein for the fir-at time in an intermilional document of this type ‘war* 

'wih remamced “as an instrument of national jtolicy”. This renunciation 

i>l war* us a matter of principle in a general treaty surely gervea the cause 
ol security And we see that the failing Tieagnc Si'eurity System having 
luen leviUlly^ed by the Kellogg Pact as a supplement, disarmament plans 

and s'chemeK were taken up with all serknieness. Tlie lesson then is clear 

To ilit-nrm the states we must rearm them with an effective sense of 
‘^tMurify. 'I'hus disarmament dejKjnds on security. But seenritv airaiu 

de])4'iidH on disannament. And the ciiclo goes round and round in an 
’iiu'uding cdiam. 

Lispite of tlu* Kellogg Pact of 1928, it took seveial ^ears for the first 
hilerimtional Conference on the Limitation and Heduction of Armaments 

lo meet and handle the problem. It mol in litTi, with f»2 ]>owors including 

IhisHia and the Ihiitod States attending the same The French plan for 

Iho formation of an international armed force was ultimately shelved. 
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Thereafter a proposal to abolish ‘the most aggressive weapons' was referred 
to a committee of experts. The Committee members, it was said, ‘Most 
themsolves in the znetaphysics of aggressiveness". There were debates, 

discussions and conferences. But the central point emerging thereout was 
the same old circle—disarmament is not possible without security and 
security is not possible without disarmament. The only result of the 

Conference was the recognition of (lerniany’s claim to equality with the 

other Great Powers iu re6i)ect of armaments. The failure of the Leagut* 
Security System in the Kalo-Abyssinian War brought home to the Powers 
the urgent need for rearnmmeril Ecumiamcnt was felt to be necessary as 
much for defence as for fulfilling the international obligations. With this 
we see the end ot Act One of tlie European drama "in which idealism held 

the stage amid the idyllic setting of an unarmed ponce. It rose ‘again 

upou the tense atmosphere <)f Act Two, in which an armed pence was to 

be the prelude to tho oonllagration of Act Three".* 
The coiiflngration of the Third Act with armed peace as its prelude 

came in 1939, and passed away in 1945, lea\iiig behind a tragic tale ot 
woes and sufferings. A new World Organization w’as born with new hoju 

and promises. And the new docurmnt for the new organization, like its 
predecessor the League ('oveuant, t.ikes up also tho question of limitation 

of armaments. But the ajiproaoh here is Bomewhnt different 
The U N. charier does not contain manv articles on diRarmainont 

The only relevant portions are paragraph 1 of Article 11 and Article % 

Under paragraph 1 of Article 11 "the Generid A'^scnihlv may coiiMdcr tin 
general principles of co-operation in the maintenance of international pe.in 

and security, including the iirinciplcs governing diHarniapicnt and th«‘ 
regulation of armamcnia and may make recommendations with regnnl to 

such jiriiiciples to the Monihcrs or to the Security ('ouncil or to both' 

Article 20 enacts* "In order to pruinote the eslnhlishnient and maintin 
aoce of iuteniational peace and security wdih the least diversion for ainu 

ments of the world*s human and economic ri'flources, the Hccurity Cuuncl 

shall be responsible for formulating, w'ith the assmfnnce of tlio Milit tr 

Staff Committee .. plans to l>e submitted to the Members of the 

United Nations for the cstablislimcnt of a system foi the regulation of 
arwflwcnfs". These two Articles reveal a difference in the functions of 

the General Assembly and the Security Council regarding the ih^ne 

Under Article 11 the General Assembly "may consider the principle'^' 
regarding disarmament and regulation of annaments and "may in ik» 
recommendations" in respect of the same to the Members or to the Sccurit' 

Council or to both. The General Assemlily ‘may’ only ‘consider’ arid 

recommend; the Security Council doe« not come into the piciiiiP 

Article 26, on the other hand, nutliori/es and makes tho Security Counni 

‘responsible’ lor foiniulating plans for the ‘rt'gulation’ of nrmamonlM Hn' 
General Assembly then can consider and recommend flu* principles i»id 

has no right to formulate plans. Another point of difference between the 

two Articles is that Article 11 contains reference to br>th disarmament and 

regulation of armament a: Article 26 speaks only of regulation of annaniputs 

0 Uption^-JSwope 1914-1939, p. B86, 
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These provisions of the U.N. charter may in brief be read in contrast 
nnd oomparison with those of the League Covenant. Under Article 8 of 
the League Govennut the League Council was to ‘fiamulate’ plans for 
the reduction of unnanientR: but the Lougiie Assembly was not excluded 
therefrom. The General Assembly under the charter has no authority 
in the matter of forTiiuliiting the ])lAns, Morwver, there is a difference in 
the two documents in the emphasis placed on the issue. The Covenant’s 
emphasis was on reduction of armamentp whereas that of the charter is 
on regulation of armaments (in Article 20, though in Article 11, paragraph 1, 

there is reference to disarmament). Article ft of the Co\cnnnt obligates the 
League C^ouiJcil to formulate plans for ‘ reduction ’ of arinainenls; Article 26 
of the charter makes the security Council r<*siK>nRihIe for formulating plans 
for the * regulation ' of arnumienls The difference in cin]>hasis cannot 
escape notice. As ITainhro and (ioodrich obs(»rvc^: I’he Leagtie aimed 
to develop a system whereby ‘ Kceurity, Arbitration, and ]>warmainent ’ 
would Work hand in hand and on an equ.d basis Tiie charier emphasizes 

‘ Seeunty, Pacific sctlhuncnt and Wclfnic ’ with disnriuanient in a sulwr- 
(linat(* iM)^itiou ” * 

Insjdte of tlie subordinate position of the issue hi tho charter we sec 

that tho (|Ucstioi) of disarinaiucnt or n‘gulath*n <»f aiinuinents was taken 
up immediately after the birth of the UniTed Xatinns. Tlu- Atomic Energy 
(’ornmibsion'’ was set up in June (the first meeting htang held on 

June 14, 1010). It had its t* rins of reference. In February, 1947, the 
Security Council established the Commis ion • for Coiuontional Armaments 

(the first meeting being held on Marih 21, 1017) Since then systematic 
iffiti'ts are iHung inmb* for regulating Uith the atomic and (\>nvention*d 

\\ciiIMui8 J\\ the tbuicral Assi nihl;\ IteMilnthni of 11 .laminrv, ]tW2, *he 
Atomic Knergy ('onimission was dissoI\ed and a l)isurmanit‘ut CommisMon 

WMH csluhlishcd under tho Secuntv rtamcil. Further as recommended bv * k 

ilus resolutuiu, the Security Council tex/k action on January, 1952, to 

(hss()l\o the Commission for ('on\enlK»na! Aimarnents lloth th^bj 

('oniinissions were superbcdt'd b;v nne singlt* Coniinis-iion. The Soviet 

Puion's firopoHtd that the new roinmission should he (ailed Atomic 
I'jiKTgy and (\inventional Arniaineiils Commission *' was abandoned and 
it was termed “nisarmaineut Commission tud\ '* It bad the sumo niomber- 
s>hip as the Alonue Energy Commission and the Commission for Couven- 

tKnial AnnamentH (i r. tlio eleven members of llio Security Council and 
' anada). 

This DisurmameiU Commission held its first meeting on 4 February, 

in Paris. Two (Nunuiittcos of the t'orninission were established, 

I 

^ The rliarter of tho TTnitnl NntioDB (Con nirntary niul Pixui't'nls) p Ki'i. Tliero 
other mtorretmg points of (hffcrt'nre lielwcoi (Ik* (wo dounnrnt-. on (Iih For 

jelails Hoe Hanihro and Ooodtirh, pp. 2(H>-311. Tliov ohvno fiiidioi "If m ohooiii 
k"'*1 ftyMcm waH imirh nmro miihitioi s and '*'1 (h.e) ih’( of (In' rn'Ird 
Mriniis’*. pijt ft difTeiont iiiiorprotnlion m pn-^s (ilo to slum t'uC d.c ohiicnlmns for 

'»unnl,oiH of tho V.N. to <h!*aini nio aliirlor and mote njiid (ban (I 'so for (!u fioagi'e 
0!il)crK (for dotads on tins point eeo KrWn-Ttr Latr of thr I’nitcd V<ifio««, p. 106\. 

n , * For dotaile Iradiiig up to it« oMahbehniQLl and oihri aqnslq sih' tho V.N, Year 
19tfi47, pp. 444-461. 

For dotaile boo tho V.N. Yrar Bookt 104( 47, pp. 461 ff. 
n Year Book, 1052. p 4fi. 

Keosinga’ foniemporary Archives^ 1960 62, pp 120.71 A 120.74. 
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Committee 1 to consider the regulation of all armaments and armed forces 
and Committee 2 to oonKider Iho diwlosuro and verification of uH arma¬ 
ments, inchiding atomic nrmimients and all mmed forces. ITio U.B.S.U. 

proposals in Conunittoe 1 stood for an immediate ban on the atomic weapon 

»iud the estfiblishnient of strict international control of atomic energy, 
both to como into operation simultaneously and immediate reduction by 

one-third of the armaments and armed forces by the ]»ermnnent members 
of the Security Council. But the representatives of ('anada, France, the 

Netherlands, the Unitwl Kingdom and (he United Siatt's considered those 
unacceptable as they were of opinion that the immediate prohibition of 
atomic weapons coupled with the proportional reduction of armaments and 
armed forces "w'ould seriously u]>Ret the equilibrium of armed strength 

since the atomic weapon was a counterbalauce to the preponderance of the 
U.S.S.Ti. in mass armies and Conventional Weapons. The U.H.B.ll. 
position, they bakl, thus ran eounter (o the concept of balanced reduction 
which the disarmament commission had been instructed to work out and 

to propose”.’* The Commission failed to reconcile the opjiosing view^pointa 

and adjourned on August 20, 1952, sine dir. The General Assornhly, how¬ 

ever, in its seventh session (Fehruary-A])ril, 1053) adojited a 14-Nation 
resolution requesting the N Disarmament Commission to continue its 
work and instructing it to ropoit to the General Assembly and tho Hecurity 

Council not later tlinn S(qjternl>er 1. 1053 Then* was again deadlock in 
the U.N. Bisarmnmont (Commission during 1953 The U N. General 

Assembly rocommeiid(*d in November of that year that a Sub-Cornmittee 
of the Powers principally concerned sliould l>e set up to seek a solution to 

the disarmament question by privat<* discussions The Sub-Committee con¬ 
sisting of Great Britain, the United States, the Si>viet Union, France and 

Canada was established by the Disarmament ComTiiission on April 19, 
1954, and met in Bondon in ^J:»v and June, 1054 An agreed report on 
the Disarmament Sub-Committee *b Work (May J3—June 22, 1954) 

published on June 24, 1054, once again showed tiuit the basic difTerences 

between the Soviet and Western stands still persisted-the U S.S K. in¬ 

sisted on the uncondi*^ional i>rol)il)ition of atomic and hydrogen weapons 

which was to he followed Ijy tin* setting up of international control 
machinery: the Western Powers argued that some effective means of inti'r- 
national control should ]>iee(*de fin* ban on these weapons. 

The two Power Blocs could not then agree on the question of priority 
of the items in the disarmament plan. They could not agree in 1052, 1053 

and 1954: they cannot agree oven now. That will Ijo scim from an analysis 
of all the schemes beginning from the IViruch plan to the latest Eisenhower’s 
'open skies’ plan nnd the Bulganin offer. It is impossible to Kumrnuiise or 

analyse h^re all the iilnns senarately.” liimited space docs not permit 

U.N. Y(ar Booh, 1052, p 8J4. 
13 Kor 1Ik‘ dfftnat I'lans fm T)is,ttinfin.(*nt llio iclevant ThiifoJ y«(ionfl 

Dociimontfl maf be coiwiiUed. KoomnyV* C<tntem/>orary Anhivr« sIho may I'C 
helpful—1960'52, pp. 118)5-5 for the Tttf>nrtiff phn ol Novinbtr, 1051; for th* 
lejection af Uohc p'oio^.ih and Soviet Countrr propo^aJn, tbul, pp. 11805 1180.): 
for Cohon (TJ.8.A.) Phn and Moth (Framt) Ptan of 1952—^ort/^wporari/ 
Archives 1952, pp. 12501-2; (For the Anglo-French PropogalR of June, 1W4, Soviet 
Proposals of May 1955 : the Soviet, Amcncan, Biitiah and French proposals at the Geneva 
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that. Blit nn analysis of the different schemes reveals the difference in 

emphasis or approach. The Soviet emphasis has been on the prohibition 
of weapons of mass destruction and agreement on nuclear disarmament 

measures before negotiating for controls. The emphasis of the Western 

Powers has been on controls and several pilot projects for inspection and 
exobaiige of information. The Soviet proposal of May 10, 1955, which was 
u kind of compromise proposal laid emphasis on the completion of reduction 

of conventional armaments and prohiliitioii of weapons of mass destruction 
within two calendar years 1956 and 1957. Nuclear weapons were to be 

emploj'od oiil\ when the Security Council decided that they were necessary 
to repel a specific aggression: nuclear tests were to cease at once and 

there WHS to l>e a kind of giound inspection through a control organ working 
by singes. The Western Powrrs argued timt the Soviet proposals on the 

Huhjccl of controls were not sufficiently precise and were not adequate: 

ground inspection was to be supplcniented by aerial insjjection: there 
should h(» greater cmidmsis on reduction and restriction of conventional 
nrnmmonts. 

The Rtf*ry thus goes on. There are occasional concessional gestures on 
a limited scale making possible compromise discussions. These are there 
even now. The latest Kussian proposal of 17 November, 1950, called for 

a “ Buinmil disarmament conference** of the Big Four plus India with 
limited acceptance of President Kisenhower's ‘ open skies ’ inspection plan 

and a non-aggression pact between the North Atlanta* Treaty Powers and 

the Conimunist Warsaw Pact Powers. The Soviet Government proposed 

aerial yihotography up to TitX) miles on either side of the East-West border 
in Europe. This would he the region where the main forces of NATO and 

Warsaw Treaty are located. This amounts to a partial acceptance by the 

l^.S.S II. of the American proposal submitted to the II.N. Disarmament 
Suh-roininittw in its mi»etings at T.*fuidon from March 19 to May 4, 

1956. Tn that prop<»sal there was a stipulation that the United States, 

Great Britain, France, th(» Soviet Utiion and (’nnathi should carry out “ a 

small demonstration te.st of control and iiisj>ection in a limited non-sensitive 

area of the United Stales and the U.S S B. of 20.660 to 116,000 square miles 
including at least ono port, one airfield and one railway terminal** and 

furll)er that **a control and lns|H>etioi] nlnn should he put into operation 

combining President Eisenhower's * oj»en skies ' ])roposals and Marshall 
Bulganin's ground control, proposals'*. The Soviet proposal before that 

Suh-Committee (March 9 to Ma\ 4, 1956) hud piiinary emphasis on con¬ 
ventional weapons and made no d(*tailed suggestions for the control and 

prohibition of nuclear wcaiwns. A Moscow broadcast declared that the 

U.S.S.ll. still aimed at the coiiipletc prolnhition of such weapons, hut wa.« 

prt'imred to drop tins ])oint for the time being “in order lo meet Western 
objections*’ on the question of control, and tlie Soviet proposals gave first 

place to Marshall Bulganin's ground contrcl plan, hut said that the United 

States ' open skies * plan could be considenid at a IhUt stage. This pledge 

Bummit Conference in 1966, July : and New Anglo'French, Anterran and Soviet propoBals 
beforo the B.N. Disannament Sub-C<ommittee in itn meetings from March 19 to May 4) 
196e^Aro]UeM 1956 and 1056, pp. 14861-6). 
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Stt redeemed by the Soviet Union in its proposal of November 17» 1M6 
It accepts the ‘open skies* plan within limits. But this Soviet proposal 

lays emphasis on the ban on nuclear weapons. One iteut of the six-point 

Soviet proposal of November 17, 1956 is—*‘fo ban hydrogen and atom bomb#, 
their production and use and to destroy all stocks with an immediate ban 
on tests'*. Another item therein lays emphasis on the reduction of armed 

forces (to betw^een 1 and IJ million within tM'o years for the United States, 
the U.S.S.H. and China and to 050,090 for (Ireat Britain and France). 

In reply to these Soviid proiM)snlR ihe United States is drawing up a 

disarmament plan in consultation with her allies. Tliat is reported by 
Keuter from Washington on Doeoiuiicr, 10, 1956. This }»lan is to l)e 
submitted to the U.N. CicTu»ral Assemlil} next year. It seeks to outlaw 
“push-button warfare’* bv banniin.' the use of long-range gnub'd missiles. 

But President EiBrnhoiccr has rt’jt'vfed the id'^n of a total ban on nuclear 
tests in the present world s-ituation.* The same old divergence starts ngniu, 
one seeking to ban nuclear weajions, the other ■w'antiiig to retain the right 

to carry on tests. Despite the lack of agreement in tlie nisarmainenl Sub- 

Comniittcc meeting (Mareb 19—Afav 4, 1950) Mr. Stassen (U S A ) said 

on May 5, 1956 “that the latent discussions lied narrowed the pap between 
the Western and Soviet viewpoints ‘from nine miles to fne' Tie believed 

that this gap would be closed eventually.*'.*^ Inspite of this 

statement w^e see that the gap piTsists. lienee the disarmament deadlock 

appears and reappears but seldom disa]>pears 
The Atomic Energ} Commission had its first nuvtinp on June 14, 

1946. The first meeting of ibe Coinmis'-ion for Convention*!! armaments 
was held on March 21, 1917 Tlie two Commissions wtue supcrsed('d by 

one single Commission, the ‘Disarmament CoTiems^ifin * wbi"b uud fir.sl 

on 4 Februnrv, 1952. Disarmament eff(>»*ts llien m.u la* traeed bnek in 

the U.N. era to June 1010 when tin* Atomie Emagv Con'nn''S!on held its 
first meeting. Hut fliero has not yt't bein any eonciete ‘ind positive 

achievement. There i.s sinijdy llie tiring tale of committees and (suniiiis- 

sions, of charges and eonnter-eliarges, of ar;»nnj(uits and eonidi r-argumonts 
and of excuses and explanations. The wlioh* thing is n.nisiating and 

vexing. Honee the question nri^ts—w’here is tlie malady? A dnided world 

with defective seeurit> and standing on tension will not and cannot disarm 
The U.N. Hecuiity System has ge)in the * \eio * power whiih m ly paralyse 

the organization Tension ngai i born out of diRbelltd■^ breeds furtht*r 

suspicion and causes liigli levels (d armaments: armaments again add to 
the tension. The s])iral tlius poo^ steadily upw'*ird. Disarmament schern(‘s 

can succeed if and when security is established and dislrnst dies With 

ilbfaith and suspicion eniii»g into the Mt.ils of the weak and imperfect eollec 

tive security system, disarmament talks are likely to turn into empty norms. 

Disarmament can be a success only in a climate of eonfidonco with effeidive 
security. So long as that confidence cannot be restored, disarmament 

discussions may not iinoften bo a cloak for renewed armaments. Confidence 

can be created by security only. Hence security must precede disarma¬ 

ment. On what does security depend?—on organizational perfootion, a.^.r 

Keesing'ft ^^niempofary Archites, IMC, p. 
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eotnpulsory pacific settlemont of all difiputcR, ban ou the use of *foiroe’m 
intematioiml relations and prompt and iiximediaie sttnotions against the 
law-breaker. Bui do these suffice? Perhaps, not. There oau be tension 

and ill-faith even with orgniiizational perfection, which by damaging the 
latter may ultimately destroy peace. We have not any fool-proof oal 
perfect security system under the charter. Its inadequacy is duo to 'veto' 
which again was born of distrust. Institutional and functional imperfectkm 

of the United Nations Securits Svsteni is then the child of mutual distrust 
• • 

and tension. Hence ^\e S(>e that diHarniainont is ultimately not so much 
a physical as a psycholopicnl problem Tlie logic runs thus: we cannot 
have disnrnifuneui without security ■ wo cenuot have sf^surity without 

institutional pcrfwtion: we cannot have at ])resent institutional 
perfection in the interimtionnl fi» Id without a burial of ill-faith, 

distrust and tension. lienee i)eace, (li-^arnianient nud wut are all linked up 
with the p.s\choloy\ ol the peojde. Tlml i-. recopni/ed liy T^XESCO in the 

preamble to its constUution where if is hnd down “As wars arise in 
the minds of men, it is in the minds of nnn thnt tin* defences of peace are 

to be eonstnu‘t<*fiIt bus emnbc'-is on the eouc<*]»t (^f ‘positi\e* peace, 

as distinguisliecl from negative peace- It jneain that security depends not 
onl\ on objc'cliM* faclois but el-o on subjM'ti\e f.'eiors. A <-<curity system 
slack in subjective inteciation and ^tnndme muIv on lie* objecti\<* factors 

is and must be weak and feeble The U \' St eiint\ S'^tem had inade¬ 
quacies botli objective and sulijisdi\t‘ And llni tlie Hnbjeoti\e level 
(i c , uleologu'id (lifferenees between tin iwo Pow( r Blocs making it 

imj)ossibit* for them to emne closei i are leflected in the objeetive and 

functional region fTence tlu' TX S*h MMt\ SxsttMu fails (o guaranteo 
soeurity. Mutual tru'-t ami er, ifidt n.*'* betw*'t n the Eid and the West 

must be n*slond Peili'ps *Panebielid' i iiu be of bt 1]> in tin* matter. A 

joint declaration b\ th*- Tnltt t] State- ind the V ^ S 11 faud tliey must 
mean what tb<.\ derlin*) pi* sni)pt>ri ti> and l.ntli i^i Paricluislnl inicht 

htrengtluui the hnsie fouiubitions of the V X. With the subjective basis 

of sC(*urity restoied, dmarinaTiient plans might h<i\e beftei chances <>f securing 

all-round agreement. Hut the atomu* age cbiiud'h our concept of socurity. 

Technological advance inak(*R the traditional security concept meaningless 

There is no Svruritv against at<imic wt^apons The onI> security is to ban 

their production. But how can it be fini>ervised and enforced? The 
question of faith, security and trust comes in here as w'oU. Tlenci* disarma¬ 
ment is ultimately a matter of mind Panehasliil by re\ttali7ing and 

BUpplcmenting llu* charter and by creating the climui'* of peace may 
geuuinely ])ivptm» the field foi dibarni'iment, Tf disarm ini mu is a UMcho- 

logical problem in any sense, then I'anchushil b\ coiTC'U'ng and eliminating 

tension does surely help the process of disarinanienf. Flil.uei il mlontion of 

Pnnchasliil by different groups of stales creating inrlireetiN a yen ’ral and 
universal inteniational buv may bt* one* su.;Ls*st4*d hue of action m a wx»rld 
of tension and distrust In addition to Ibis theie mn-t dsn be a faithful 

]>ortrayal of the horrora <»f wai and a compar.itixe anuKsis ttf tlie Inigt* waste 

of money and nuileriuls on ninuimeiits. The dang<*rons effects of the 

nuclear weapons must hi' made known to all. particularly to the common 

men. These common men are the rulers iii democracies (is it only in 
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thecn^ ?): they should be the makers of foreign policies as well. They have 
an aversion to war as they are the first casualties in an armed ooufitct. 
They must be acquainted with the horrors of war and nuclear weapons. 

In tiiis way the pressure of public opinion in different ouuntrios sbould 10 

brought to bear upon the question of disarmament. Avei*8ioii to war and 
annainfints and the urge for peace in the common man should also bo the 
techniques for achieving success in the line 

Disarmament is not only an ideal- it ig also a noccssit} To neglect 
disarmament is to neglect the need of life The clnnuto of ]>ence is the 
best climate for disarmament to begin and to eonlimie Ps\eh<>loglcal dis¬ 
armament is to precede and Ihcu Co postulate ph^sieal diMumninent This 
sliould be the lesson for the slatcsmoa and the dijtloinnts who want to avoid 
deadlocks and to achie\c succcsb in the field 



WAS SHAKESPEARE A SNOB P 

Prop. D. C. Biswas, M.A., 

A, C, College, Jalpaiguri 

It is mcredible that Ben Jouhou wrote lus immortal line, “ He 

was not of an age, \n\X for all tiiiu'/’ \\jlli(»ut an intuitive awareness 

of the flux of values m the evolution of deinociacy. Much of 

Shakespeare transcends age. Yet the httle that is toutemporatneous 

needs a word of explanation, not so much to help interpretation as to 

prevent misconception. Such is the chu*ge of snobbery against 

sweetest Shakespi^ure, Fancy’s child ” It had its main-sprmg in his 

clioice of thenit*s and the mam piotagonists of Ins pia}s. They are 

invariably aristociatic, when not regal. The so-calh^J higli-lights, the 

patricians ol Roman, Italian and English societies figure prominently 

on the Hhakcsjieaicau stage with then * glistening apparel ’ outshone 

by the splemloui of ro\<iUios, but nc\ci oul\oted b\ * tattered robes 

Only once did he come down to the Isjuigooi^* socJcl\ in ‘ The Merry 

Wnes of Windsor ’ written at the (|ueen’'' comiiiund to show off FalstafI 

in Kive. It wa^ wntlcn under duiCNs with the liourceois kmght as the 

main gallant. Kvt*n li ShakesjH'aie’s scn-c ot roali''in might have failed 

him, Falstafl’s would imt * He made lo\o with In*' coewaR in social 

status. But as to the nondosenpt multitude, Ood help tliem* ^et 

Shakes|X'aic vias sensible of the ‘gioundhng*^’ ot the (ilohe—“Capable 

of notJimg Inatei than inexplicihle duad* aiul noise ’ and e\en 

threw down sops to the underdogs in the foim of merry topical jokes 

and crude vulgarities to collect their 4 d's* 

Shakes|)eare’H parentage, his station m hocioi\, ins education— 

the httle we know' of them—were antidotal to siuibbishness. But these 

did not prevent Ben Jonson from being so! He was known to the 

King, Tjord Chancellor Bacon, fiir Waltei Raleigh, gathered around 

I an a cotene at the famous Mermaid Ta\mK Ben tliougli one of the 

learned, as Shakespeare was not, had no university education like so 

many of hm predecessors and contemjiorarics, and was the son of a 

brick-layer, if not a brick layer bmiself branded on thumb. 

Shakespeare was little known as an author in hn life tunc, though the 

common people delighted in his pla\s and ^Miie of his contemporary 

writers 8|K)ke familiarly of his Fa^staff and Hamlet. Those of 

Shakespeare's contemporaries who praised him did so for his sweetness 

snd other lesser qualities wheih w^ere apparent to them. Bacon, 
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Brooke and subsequently Lord Clarendon were silent. In fact a 

creative age like the Elizabethan cannot be justly critical. He too kept 

himself hidden in his works like Qod in His creations. No reformer, 

no propagandist, he ' let the mind to be a thoroughfare for all thoughts * 

having, as Keats said, ‘ the Negative capability ’ to an enormous extent. 

Never self-assertive either in life or in his art, liis contemporaries refer 

to him in the common epithet of Gentlest/' sweet,” ” beloved.” 

John Weever writing in 1695 referred to him ni tlie following 

lines: 

Honie-ton’ged Shakespeare, wlien 1 saw thine issue 

1 swore A})i>no gdt thee and none other 

Edmund Spen.ser's stanza on Action relois to Jnm, as no other heroic 

f>oet Jiad a surniiuu* ot htuoit sound. .Tohnsoii and Fuller lla^e similar 

allusions to the bard's warlike name : 

And there, tliougli Iasi not least in Action 

A gentler shepherd may no where be found . 

None denied him a genial liuinaiiit\ excejit Greene who, envious 

of his new rival, made use of a line in ‘ ^ Henry YT ’ to vent his spite 

on the ‘ upstart crow '— 

” Tygers hart wrapt m a placers hyde ” 

But this is the chagiin of a seholar-drarnatist who was dying in poverty. 

Henry Chettlc, a master painter of Shakespeare’s time writing in 

December, 169‘2 admitted that he liad seen Greene’s ‘ Groutbworth of 

Wit ’ through tlie press and lefened to Shakesjieure — 

“ I am as sonv as if the original! fault hud been !n\ fault, becausi* 

me selfe have scene his demeanor no less civill than he exelenl in the 

qualitie he professes.” 

The Elizabethan society was a eompnet hierareliv with all the links 

well-defined, having correspondence on the one hand, to th'^ cosmology 

of Ptolemy and on the other, to the heavenly hierarchy of angels. The 

doctrine of the validity of social classes was unquestioned. It was an 

uncritical dogma in i)o!ities as m religion lalher ihan rationalism wliieh 

made for security and political stability. Tlic ancient idea of equality 

of men meant no more than that all men were equal before Death and 

Chance. The idea of democracy had not entered the mental horizon 

of Shakespeare. His * King John ’ makes no mention of the Magna 

Charta, There is seldom any renaisnance writer treating of the subject 

of equality who did not cry down the Oraeehi brothers as traitors. The 

plebians were asked to accept without murmur the position which 

providence had assigned to them. Any attempt to rise above the social 
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poiAtion 1VM Bubvereive and dangerous not only to the political stabdity 
but even more so, to the aspirant himself. We have a clear notion of 
it in the famous speech on order by Ulysses in * Troilus and Cressida * 

“ So every step 
Exampled by the first pace that is sick 

Of his superior, grows to an envious fever 

Of pale and bloodless emulation." 

Malvolio is an unfortunate victim of cniol snobbery and his ambition to 

rise above his station by marrying his mistress Olivia is thoroughly 

exposed as presumptuous and ff>olish. Bertram’s refusal to marry the 

poor physician’s daughter in ‘ Alt’s Well * st^cnis an intolerable fanobbish- 

ness to us, but it did not strike Shakesfiean^’s contemjioraries as quite 

BO beastly. It was deep down in tlieir bkjod and the king’s persuasive 

speech to liim makes the point clear— 

‘ ’Tih onlv the title thou disdaine^^t in her the whicl 

I can build up. Htmnge is it that our bloods 

Of colour, weiglit and heal, pour’d all together 

Would quite confound di'-t inetion. \e( '-tand v>tl 

In differences so mighty.’ 

In the first scene of ‘ The Merclianl of Venice ’ Ralarine’s imnge of the 

merchant-vessels tossing on the ocean presents a picture of the 
commercial society and its social ranking— 

" There wIkU'c \our tirgo^ie^ with porll\ 

Ijike signiors and ricli burghers of the flood. 

Or, as it were, the jMgoantH of the msi,— 

r>o overpeer the petty traffickers— 

That curtsey to them, do them reverence." 

The Italianate hooks on education and courtesy never fail to say that 
virtue was then tlie onlv basis of nobihlv. Its mtegiilv a tlass was the 

foundation of society. In a society so aggressively class-conscious there 

is little kindness shown to the underdogs, " the mutable, rank-scented 

rneiny Shakespeare had little reason to sentimentalise (Kiverfy like 

Galsworthy. The lewd, merry, slinking, bawdy commoners are used 

by him either to provide the low atmosphere ()f plays like ’ Measure 

for Measure ‘ All’s Well ‘ IVrictles ’ ete., or to sMiihohze a reiiirn 

to the norm from the emotional high-pilcli, just as Ihc rattling of wheels 

on the streets, the ringing of bolls, ihe slreel-eries might do. The 
Porter in Macbeth, the old man bringing asps for Cleopatra, the grave* 

digger in Hamlet, Dogberry and Verges in ‘ Much Ado * terve 
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^ozpcM.' Their roles are more or less tkefical mi vicarious. Wb«a 

they obtrude too much they ore sent about their businesB often with a 

snub, like little children whose pranks have been too long tolerated. 

Even the bully Bottom is not spared. He has to pay llie penalty for his 

presumptuous love for the fairy queen by wearing an ass’s head and 

Stephano and Trinculo for tha tyrannic ambition by wallowing in a 

miry pool. 

Commiseration for poverty that we mark here and there is the 

product of humility, rather philosophical and stereotyped. It is 

significant that the three right royal English Kings—^Lear, Bichard II 

and Henry V, each, ‘ every inch a king ’—the first two in ceremonial 

dignity and the third both in form and substance, are tJie mouthpieces. 

When Henry V meeting a common soldier incognito says “ I think the 

king is but a man as I am ” it heightens his dignity. Lear and 

Richard II are spiteful of dignity when tlio former has been stripped of 

it and the latter is psychologically preparing himself for w’hat is 

inevitabl}' coming. 

Snobbery was there in the air, in man’s blood, in the social fabric, 

and Shakespeare as a true child of his time could not but reflect it in 

his plays. We need hardly establish it by counting the proportion of 

kings, lords, and men of title in Shakespeare’s dramatis personae. Not 

only he alone but all Ins contempornry dramatists had preference for the 

men in * robes and furrowed gowns In the choice of his themes 

Shakespeare may plead a greater irresponsibility in the matter. His 

extreme ‘ bus}Tiess ’ as a playwright, even more so, his scrupulous 

adherence to the convention of veiacitv and aiithorifv to evade the 
» • 

platonic charge that poets are liars, led him to turn to roady-made 

materials. In the English and Roman historical plays his sources were, 

broadly speaking, Holinshed, Hall, Froissart, Plutaieli, etc. These 

writers were inevitably aristroeratic. In fact, dtnnocratisation of 

history was one of the latest laurels of democracy. Artistic explanation 

apart, Shakespeare’s loyalty to kingship was a necessity demanded by 

contemporary history. There is not the least reason to suppose that 

Shakespeare had any profound respect for men in public life. The 

evidence is just to the contrary :— 

' Qet thee glass eyes 

And like a scurvy polotician seem 

To see things thou dost not.’ (King Ijear) 

Se was only discharging his patriotic obligation here like Philip Sidney, 

SpezuBer^ Daniel and so many others after the defeat of the Armada. 
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Ik other pleji im^mrnn/A wm Meijf omong 
Mi Qovde, mostly ItaUen* Boocoocio^ Ariosto, Cintbio, BMdeUo Md 

a string of other Italian name^ may bo rattled off while indiffating 

Shakespeare’s range of Italian debt. These men were invarididy 

highbrows who though bom in bourgeois families had their intimato 

association with the high society. Boccaccio’s lady-love Fiammetta waa 

the natural daughter of King Bobert; Bandello waa a tutor to the 

Lucrezia Gonzaga and later in life became a bishop* Ariosto had a 
prince for Ins patron. Borne of tiiese stones reached Hhakespeare through 

Bell^orest and Paynter. The latter was m her Majesty's service. 

Naturally the stories are mostly of aristocratic society. Work as he did 

on ready-made materials he took the Italian counts and countesses as be 

had found thorn, altered the plots to suit tlie dramatic purpose, made the 

characters life-like, purged them of obscenity and compressed them. On 

the whole the alcheiuv of his dramatic art transmuted the base metals 

of his sources, but within their set framework. Sometimes again he 

had an old play or poem to work upon as in the cases of * King John 

* King Lear * Itomeo and Juliet etc. In fact, the plots by tbemsdvea 

were never so iin{K)rtant with him as the characters. Coleridge's famous 

criticism of Bhakes|K*are’8 plots is very illuminating—“the interest in the 

plot is always on account of the characters, not vice errsa, as in ahnost 

all other writers; the plot is a mere canvas and no more.” The repetition 

of stage strategems and devices does not prove Shakespeare's sterility of 

invention or even the limited scope of his source materials, but the little 

importance he paid to the plot. What other explanation can there be 

when he repeats himself as in the technique of the ,false rejxirt of death 

to vindicate chastity and innocence, as in “ The Winter’s Tale ” and 

“ Much Ado of the riddle lu “ The Merchant of Venice *’ and 

* Pericles *; the vulgar device of the substitution of bed-fellow as in 

“ Measure for Measure “ and “ All's Well ”, of the twins in “ Comedy 

of Errors “ and “ Twelfth Night women in boy’s guise in so many 

of hifi plays? ^ j 

The artistic reason given by Aristotle is so popular that it needs 

no more than a passing reference. The tragic hero should be a man 

taken from high life so that his fall from eminence niny strike a sense 

of helplessness in us and touch our imagination s(n>ngly Bradley’s 

quotation from “ King Lear ’’ is very apt — 

A sight most pitiable on the meanest wretch 

Past speaking of in a king. 

But this explains only the mighty’ tragedies where the characters are 

tbe dhtldvun of a morsl worid and a metaphysical society rather 
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m secular aodety. Hare Shadcespeare is out on m adventure 
in the ^ Strange Sms of thou^t alone ’ and we who are his fellow^ 
navigators must forget all about the chart and compass. What stirs 
the imagination more than the strangeness and halo that surround a 
high life and hedge it from the profaner eye? 

Beauty» grace and grandeur were there in the high life and as^ 
much humanity as in the low. The artist’s delicate perception for the 
beautiful and colourful attracted him to high life. Such sophistication 
is natural to artist, more so, in a society where the sovei'eign was like 
the central sun, and the lords like the satellites were but reflected 
splendours. 

‘‘ Benown and grace is dead 

The wine of life is drawn and the mere lees 

Is left this vault to brag of.” 

None the less what goes by the name of artistic sympathy 

Shakespeare never lacked, or he could not have created a Bottom, a 

Dogberry and a host of other immortals of tlie underworld. Tlie 

underworld again supplied him with the generous specimens of 

compassionate, and even selfless humanity whose acts of kindness are 

written in letters of gold all throughout the Shakespearean world. f\dain, 

Pisanio, the servant of Posthumous, the messenger who warned Lady 

Macduff against the approach of murderers, the groom who supplied the 

imprisoned Bichard II with music are only a few of the little angels who 

tread the earth unnoticed by others. On the other hand, the devils m 

hxunan shape are all fallen angels of illustrious ancestry. lago, Aaron, 

lachimo, Parolles, Bichard III, Cornwall, Goneril, Began, and the list 

will swell to a legion. So Shakespeare cannot be said to have been 

enamoured of the superior human quality of the aristocracy. Evidences 

are just to the contrary. Only as a dramatic artist who shunned 

innovation he clung to the old classical tradition of the Greek dramatists. 

Even more so, as an Elizabethan he could not come to terms with the 

underdogs just for their own sakes. And for the peasant’s death-bed 

becoming the fifth act of a tragedy men had to wait for a more propitious 

time. 

The charge of snobbery against Shakespeare is thus not only 

irrelevant, but thoroughly unjustified. If he were a snob, so were the 

Greek masters in the world’s cradle of democracy, and all traditionalists 

down to the modem age I Almost all the artists are more or less tower- 

dwellers with a background of ’ stucco suburbs ’ and an expensive 

education. The so-called masses of mankind had rarely a fair deal from 

them until recently in the Marxist era! Not until the tower of saeurity 
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liad been diaken by the irraK»r of world molntione did they fnm their 
eyes below with any degree of emotional sympathy. Even then 
intellectual aristocracy is possibly the toughest in respect of obduracy* 
The only difference is this that in place of the aggressive individualism 
of the past there is now the cohesiveness of a coterie and so much the 
stronger for that t Against the devastations of war the preservative of 
culture, so far suggested, is the artists’ international according to 
E. M. Foster, or the Christian society of T. 8. Eliot—^a terminological 
variant of the old Brahminical society of India! What Shakespeare 
would have done had he been writing in this age is a matter for wild 
surmise! But the little that we know of his habits as a writer entitles 
us at least to the complacent conjecture that he might possibly have 
veered round to the proletariat and talked socialism! But we are far 
less certain if he would have in the same breath propagated himself as 

a mighty modem phenomenon as did Shaw, with the same Olympic 
indifference to the petty mortals’ scruples and shame! 



HISTORY OF MANIPUR 

II 

JTOTIBMOY Boy, M.A. 

Ajit Shah, Bhatmt Shah, Qodr Shah and Jai Singh 

Gbarib Niwaz bad seven eons. Of them Shyam Sbah was born 

of the Chief queen, the rest Ajit Shah or Ugat Shah alias Kakilal 

Thaba, Num Shah, Tong Sbah, Sarbosacbe, Bharat Shah and 

Striigbna Sbah were born by the second queen.^ The account of 

the tragic end of Gharib Niwaz and Shyam Sbah has already been 

given in the previous chapter. Ajit Shah bad no difficulty to marcli 

straight to the throne. But in the fifth year of his reign bis 

complicity in the murder of bis father and brother came to light* 

Bharat Shah already formed a party and was waiting for an oppor* 

tunity. When the people came to know about the dark deeds of his 

brother, he asked him to quit the country since ‘'he abhors the 

thought of dipping bis bands in bis brother’s blood.” Ajit Shah was 

reluctantly compelled to agree. Bharat Shah’s action received the 

approval of the people and he was unanimously to take up the manage* 

ment of the state.’ (3) After two years of reign he died.” “Afier 

a year and a half of his death the several Rajahs under the government 

of Meckley (31 in number) assembled to select his successors”. 

“Shyam Shah the unfortunate eldest son of Gharib Niwaz bad two 

sons, Gaur Shah and Chintung Komba aliases Jai Singh, Bhag>a- 

cbandra, Karta. The eldest Gaur Shah was uninirnoudly chosen 

to the vacant throne and immediately proclaimed Rajah of Meckley 

about the 3 ear 1756.^ (Colonel McCulloch says that “Gouroo 

Shyam was a cripple anJ it is related that considering himself from 

his infirmity unfit to be the sole ruler he associated with hitoself bis 

brother Jai Singh or Cbingtung Komba and that they ruled alternately, 

this arrangement lasted until Gouroo Shaju’s death about 1764, when 

the sole authority fell to Cbingtung-Komba who held it up to 1798”.’ 

Bijoy Baochalle also records this airangement of joint rule. 

Jai Sinuh (alusbs Bhagya Chanoba, Chintunq Eomha, Kabu,) 

1764 TO 1798 A.D. 

Jjri Sisgh the grand eon of Gharib Niwaz stands second to his 
iUosttioos graodfather in order of merit in the history of Manipur. 
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WM braTe, intelligent nerd intensely religioas. A eonsidertble 

section of BajkamaiB and fisjkutQaris of Manipur claim their descent 

from Jai Singh. There are many stories about the heroism and 

popularity of Karla current in Manipur. All of them may not be 

accepted as historical facls^ but materials for history will be found 

in them. It is said that during the reign of Gour Shah, Jai Singh 

one day in absence of the king ascended the ‘Kangla’, According 

to the prevailing custom no person other than the reigning king had 

that right. When Oour Shah came to know of it be baniriied Jai 

Singh from the palace. Thus driven out from the palace he took 

shelter in the house of his maternil uncle Khelei-Nongwa Telheiba, 

the Chief of Moirang. The king then in older to get rid of Jai Singh 

forever, won over Telheiba to his side. Jai Singh scented it in time 

and left the palace at once in the gni^e of a Nags. At first he reached 

Thigomei (modern Kohitna) through Maram. Prom there he entered 

Tekliao (Asvain). Since the capital of Assam was situated at that 

time on the bank of the rit^er Dikhu, the Manipuries used to call that 

kingdom a.s Tekhao. The enemies of Jai Singh followed him there. 

But Swargadeo (title of the ruler of A^sam) having been pleased to 

see his wonderful tactics uf taming wild elephant, promised to give 

him shelter. Henceforth he came to be known as Jai Singh. After 

some time he entered Manipur in the guise of a Euki and reached 

first Moirang and then Bishnupur. He realised that in spite of bis 

long absence his memory was still eheriphed by Lis countrymen. But 

he could not keep himself concealed in his Kuki garb for long. 

Shortly he was recognised and a large number of people began to 

rally round bis banner. But before any outbreak of war the ailing 

Gour Shah died. Jai Singh ascended the ^Eangla' without any 

difficulty and was recognised as the ruler of Manipur.* 

Manipur already weakened by the death of Gbarib Niwaz, became 

weaker due to the disunity among his successors. Burma^ her power¬ 

ful neighbour, did not fail to exploit her weakness. From 1765 A.D. 

upto the treaty of Yandabo in 1826 A.D. the history of Manipur is 

replete with the story of successive Burmese invasions and of how she 

resisted them and eventually triumphed over them. Within the 

short period intervening Gharib Niwaz's death and the accession of 

Jai Singh Manipur was twice invaded by the Burmese. 
In 1752 A.D. the Mens laid the final axe on the withered trunk 

of the ruling Tungoo dynasty. But they were not destined to rule 

over Borina. Alaungpaya alias Alompra of Moksoborayo (the towar 
of the hunter chief; suddenly sinmng into prominence as the Bwmm 
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xiAlSoiu^ leader againat iHa IkCona. He drove out the Moot and 

eatabliabed a new dynasty in Burma/ He soon oonaolidated hie 

power in upper and lower Burma. The presumplion of the soverigaty 

over Manipur by the rulere of Burma was always challenged. 

Alaungpaya secure about his hold over Burma, embarked on the 

project of expansion of the empire by conquering Manipur and Siam. 

Manipur, if she owed any allegiance to the ruler of Burma, undoubted* 

ly had thrown off her yoke during the Civil War m Burma. Alauug- 

paya decided to re establish it.' In the year 1755, be seat a 

punitive expedition under the command of a distant relation 

chastise the Cassayers (Manipuries) **which wrought such havoc that 

it is referred to in Manipuri records as the ^*KooUha Kahalba" or 

primary destruction. The success of the Burmese force was mainly 

due to the superiority in fire-ar ns.* Manipur was reduced to sub* 

mission, “the prince or Bajah, who resided at Mtinuepoora, the capital 

of Gassy, sued for peace, which was concluded on terms advantageous 

to the Burmans and as is the custom, a young man and young woman 

of the kindred of rajah, were delivered as hostages for the due obser¬ 

vance of the compact’*.** 

In July 1757 accounts reached Alaungpaya that “Symptoms of 

disaffection had again been manifested by the Cassayers on the west 

bank of the Keen-Duen.*' He was then at Rangoon.** This time 

he personally undertook the conquest of Manipur and proceeded up 

the Chindwin river in 1758, with a deet of boats. The western bank 

of the river was inhabited by the ’Katbe Sbans' tribuiory to Manipur. 

The whole tract was laid waste. Afterwards he disembarked and 

crossing the Ungoching by the Kbumbat route marched through Eubo 

and entered the Manipur valley by the Imole pass at Palel, Bharat 

Shah the then king of Manipur tried to resist him without any 

success. He entered the capital and stayed there for 13 days.** 

During this short period “thousands of people were deported for settle¬ 

ment in the Sagaing and Amarapoora district. Among them were 

boatmen, silk workers and ailveramitbs. From this time onwards 

the astrologers at the Burmese court were Manipuri Brahmins, while 

Manipuries formed a cavalry regiment in the Burmese army known as 

Cassay Horse.** The news of the revolt of the Peguers made 

Alanngpaya haste towards Ava. Though the Burmese army withdrew 

from Sl^ipur proper yet her dependencies on the Burmese side ware 

k)8t for ever. Kubo valley which was a part of Manipur was also 

annexed by Burma.'* 
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Ajii fihah after his basiahmeiit was residing in Cachar. Onring 

two eacoessiTe invaeione in Manipnr b; the Burmese army the weidt*- 

ness of the goveroment of Manipar became revealed to him and be 

felt that he had still some chance to recapture the throne. From the 

oommonicatioDB of Mr. Verelst, it appears that in the course of the 

year 1762f Ajtt Shah represented his case to the British government 

through the Baja of Tripura and declared that he had been unjustly 

deposed from the throne and expelled from the country. His rein¬ 

statement to the throne of Manipur would be possible only through 

British help* He was successful in creating a feeling of sympathy for 

bis misfortunes.^* 

It has already been mentioned that Jai Singh was the joint rnler 

of Manipur along with his elder brother Goar Shah, from 1756 to 

1764. Some misunderstanding between the two brothers might have 

led to Jai Singh’s temporary banishment Bzitish records show that 

while Ajit Shah was negotiating with the British Government for the 

restoration of his authority, Jai Singh was at the helm of affairs in 

Manipur. When he came to know of his uncle's more he deputed 

bis ** Vakil Haridas Gossami” with a letter to Mr. Verelst at Chitta¬ 

gong stating why Ajit Shah had been dethroned. About the truth of 

this statement the Bajahof Tripura appeared perfectly satisfied and the 

British authorities not only withdrew from any further commanioation 

with Ajit Shah but also appeared to support Jai Singh against his 

machinations and the aggression from Burma. 

The rapid growth of the Burmese power was viewed with grave 

concern by the British government in India. Moreovet during the 

seven years* war (17oS-'63), Anglo-French conflict spread ail over the 

globe. In 1759 Alaungpaya at the instigation of the French destroyed 

the English settlement in Nagra's* au island m the mouth of Irra¬ 

waddy.It wuR at such time Haridas Gossain came from Ju 

Singh, the ruler of Manipur, to Mr. Verelst, at Chittagong to secure 

British help for his master, to regain the lost territories of Manipur 

from Burma. He proposed 9 articles as the basis of an alliance to 

be negotiated between them on behalf of their respective nsasters. 

After some discussion the terms of the alliance were finally settled on 

14th September, 1762 A D. This is .the first formal agreement between 

the government of Manipnr and the British government of India* 

According to the terms of the treaty it was promised to Jai Szngb, 

that a oontigent of British troops of the strength of 6 companies 

of sepoys, would be sent to his aid in his effort to recover 

tboie tmitcffies wrested from Manipur by Burma* In ntum 
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goTerament of Manipur agraei to grant for evor to tha English 
a rent-free land of 8 thousand cubits, 'at a suitable place in 
Manipur for the installation of a factory and a fort and also provide 
every facility for the prosecution of trade with China. The 
government of Manipur in its eagerness to get British help not 
only agreed to pay the expenses of the British troops but also, 
promised to folly compensate the loss suffered by the British in the 
island of Negrais. A clause of offeusive and defensive alliance waa 
ittclnded in the treaty .*'A The terms of the treaty were duly 
approved by the Board, of which Mr. Vanisitart the governor of 
Bengal was the President." 

According to the terms of the treaty in January, 1763 a detach, 
ment left Chittagong under Mr. Verelst and reached Kbaspnr the then 
capital of Sachar near Badarpur in April. But it suffered so much 

from rain and disease amidst pestilential swamps that its progress to 

Manipnr was arrested. Finding Ebaspur unhealthy the contigent fell 
back to Jainagar on the left bank of the Barak river. ‘‘Gircums. 

tanoes of a political nature (war with Mirkasim) rendering the recall 
of the force necessary, a letter was despatched to Mr. Verelst, who 
returned with it to Chittagong"." 

After the conclusion of the treaty in September, 176-2, Haridaa 

Goasain left Chittagong for Manipur to initiate the terms to Jai Singh. 
Since then till the return of the British troops from Ehaspur to 
Chittagong, no communication was received from Jai Singh by the 

British government. It was at this time Jai Singh was expelled from 
his position of joint ruler by bis elder brother Gour Shah. In the 

following year (October 1763) three accredited agents of Gour Shah 
arrived at Chittagong and reconhrmed the terms of the treaty of 1762, 

on his behalf. They further communicated that the Burmese having 
destroyed a great part of Manipur it was not possible to meet the 

expenses incurred by the British government for the troops, sent up 

to Ehaspur, to be employed at the service of the Manipur government. 

As a token of sincerety "500 meklee gold rupees, to be valued at 
twelve silver rupees each" was offeied. It was also assured that the 

amount already spent on his account and the charges for future 

militvy assistance would be duly paid in kind. After tbi»—treaty 
all conununioations between the British and Manipur appear to have 
ceased.** 

Jai Biogb formaliy ascended the throne in the year 1764 A D. 

But ha was not destined to rale continuonsiy up to the end of bk life. 

Frmn 1764 to 1703 he lost and regained his power at least thiae 
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tiiMs. At the time of hie ftooeesion Hsinbynhin (1768*76) wee tibe 

rolar of Burma, He inorder to reassert tbs authority of Burma oter 

Manipur ^^luarcbed in person against the Manipura oaseayers".*’ 

When all resistance failed Jai Singh fled to Cachar. His uncle 

Khelei Nungws, the Chief of Moirsng played the role of fifth column.** 

Hsinbyushin stayed in Manipur for nearly a month. Before he 

returned to Burma ho put Wangkheiroayum Eringba, a scion of 

the royal family, in charge of th') adminisfation of Manipur/* 

Bwargadeo Bajeswar Singh was the tuler of As>^m from 1751 

A.D, to 1769 A.D. "‘Tnngkhungia Buranji*' an original account of 
the history of Assam, records that Jai Singh, the King of Manipur 

having been driven out of bis country by the Burmese, took shelter 

in the kingdom of Kachar and asked perioisMon through Kirlichandra 

Barbarui to meet the BvvuigadoJ PtrrnisMon was granted. He reached 

Kangpur and was introduced to Bwa gadco with the following recom¬ 

mendation—'^Tlie Chief of Manipur has a daughter named Kuranga- 

nayani. The Manipuri Haja was descended of old from Babrubahan. 

He is a kshatri^a, and there is no doubt about it. I hope your 

raajt^stv will marry the princess”/* Swargadeo agreed and the 

Manipuri Raja's family were brought from Kachar and stationed at 

Gauri-agar. Marraige was performed with due ceremony, “The 

print‘ess excavated a tank, and made an establishment at the village 

Manaimjt in the Saruebarai forest lower down the Dichoi where the 

magalus or Manipunes forming part of the marraige settlement 

were allowed to live”/* Princess Kfiranganayani by dint of her 

merit shortly occupied the position of the Chief queen. After the 

death of Rajeswar Singh, when the Mounaria LEADER Righa 

Moran UHiirt)ed. the throne from Lukshmi Singh, it was that 

Manipuri princess who luiirdcred the usurper l>y a stratagem/* 

After this marriage Jai Singh requested Swargadeo Rajeswar Singh 

to help him to Rccuro his t)u*one from the Burmese. In return of 

his help he promised “ If I be placed in my old territory aftiT driving 

away the MautarfinB. I wi!i bo a vassal of yours and pay annual 

tributes”/' Kirti Chandra Barbarua and other msinhera o* the 

court also pleaded for Jai Singh. RajVswar Singha agreed to help 

him and an army was sent in ITGi A.D. through (he jungles over 

the oharaideu hills. But it failed to reach Manipur and eventually 

had to return. This is known in the history of Assam as 'Latakata 

Ran’/* In the year 1767 A.D. another army was sent along with 

Jai Singh. It inarched through Raha, entered Cachar and encamped 

at the side of the Merap river. There Jai Singh gathered msm 
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l^llowers and aniered into Manipur through the hills. The Nagas 

IfliDl their support to him and as he proceeded, almost all the people 

of the country welcomed him as their king. The puppet ruler Ilringba 

(Bairang—according to Ahem Buranji) submitted after feeble resis* 

tance at liangathen.^" 

In absence of Jai Singh Manipur was ruled by Eringba, vassal 

of Burma. Kbeleinungwa, traitor occupied an important position. 

To strengthen his pobiiion fuithei, he gave Ins daughter to the 

Burmese king. Eringba also to please the Burmese master gave up 

tbe sacred thread and the 'mala*. People were not at all pleased 

with him. To add to their miseries a terrible flood devasted the 

valey. Hence when Jai Singh came, they could so easily throw 

off their allegiance to the puppet ruler. Eringba was however 

pardoned.^” 

History of Burma records next invasion of Manipur by tbe 

.Burmese forces in 1770 A.D. The Kaja was again driven out and a 

large number of Manipuns were deported.** Fortunately Jai Singh 

kept bis relation with tbe king of Assam by making occasional 

presents.** No sooner the Burmese withdrew ho rc-enteied Manipur 

with tbe help of Assam Under his efficient rule prosperity gradually 

returned to the country. 

But this again lured the Buimese to renew their incursions. The 

last great Buimese offensive on Manipui was made m 1782 Jai 

Singh was driven out. They placed one Jvelemba of Moirang in his 
place. But Jai Singh finally smceeded in coming to an understand, 

ing with the Burmese ruler BoeUwpaya, and was all jwed to remain 

in quiet possession of bis devastated country.** As a result of 

successive Burmese invasions Manipur became extiemely unpoven- 

shed and deiiopulated. Francis Hamilton met a priest of liaja Jai 

Singh at Coinilla m 1798. He told him tliat the Burmese “invaded 

Manipur about the year 1768, and for eight years remained there, 

committing every kind of devastation. The country previously had 

contained a very great number of hoises and other cattle, not above 

one in a hundred of which was left behind. He thinks that the 

Burmena carried away or destroyed 300,000 persons ot different ages 

tmd sexes; and indeed it was alleged, when I was at Ava, that 

100,000 captives remained near the city".*^ 

Jai Singh maintained his friendly overtures with Assam even 

after tbe death of Eajeswar Singh. He gave a '‘daughter of the 

elder brother of Kuranganayam** to Swargadeo Lakshmi Singha.*' 

When the moamaria rebellion took a formidable turn in Assam in 
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1786 SwargaSeo GanriDaih Singh aent an appeal for help to the ktnga 

of the neighbouring etates. ^'Manipur Raja waa mindful of the 

services rendered to him a few years previously by Qajrinath's uncle, 

Rajeswar and marched with five hundred horse and four thousand 

foot to Nowgong, where he was met by Gaui'inath. 

He then proceeded up-country to assist Burba Gohain. When 

he approached the Moamaria lines, the latter at once gave b^Afla 

and, after a short engagement, put his tioops to flight. Many were 

killed during the fight and more in the pursuit that followed,. He 

lost no time in hastening back to Manipur. He left a thousand of 

his men with the Burba Gohain**.** When Major Wood was in 

Assam in 1794, be saw a contingent of troops from Manipur came 

to the assistance of Gaurinatb, whom the British forces then 

restored 

So , far as the records show, the relationship between Assam and 

Manipur is always round to he very cordial. A coin circulated by 

Swargadco PrainatLa Singh in I74G A D has been found in Manipur. 

It indicates commercial relationship existing at that time between 

the two kingdoms. It may be mentioned that Manipur was invaded 

by her neighbours in dilleient times but Assam never carried its 

sword to Manipur. The Bwargadeos have had many alliances with 

the Raja of Manipur, and frequent inlenuarriages with that family, 

**Since the usurped authoiity of tlic Burlm Gobain all intercourse 

with Manipur has been prohibited, as its Haja favoured Gaunnath. 

The roads w'ere now choaked, and even commerce has ceased”.** 

Once, while in Cuebar Jai Singh made a visit to 'Dacca Dakbhin* 

the ancestral home of Mahapravu Sri Chaitanya in Bylhet. There 

he came in contact with Rainnarayau Sluromani, a descendant of 

Upendra Misra, grand-father of Sn Chaitanya Mahapravu* Ram 

Narayan had bis education at Nabadwip. He was a great devotee 

of Lord Chaitauja. Jai Singh was very much impressed by bis 

exposition of the ideal of Sri Chaitanya and persuaded him to go to 

Manipur. At Manipur Uamnarayan preached the idea! of Gauriya 

Vaiahnabisro which gained much popularity among the Mainpuries 

within a short period When he returned to Bylhet Jai Bingh, as a 

token of his devotion to lord Gauranga, sent with him a large bell 

made of brass weighing 5 Mds. to be used in the *‘Bri Mandir * of 

"Daeca-Dakshin**. Unfortunately it was destroyed, after about 90 

years when that ‘Sri Mandir* accidentally caught fire.'** There 

were other Br^mios and Vaiahnava missionaries also who came from 

and settled in Manipur at different times during the tMgQ 
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of Jai Singh. Among them mention may be made of Paramaoanda 

lliakur, Oanganarayao Cbakravartyi Erishnanarayan Cbakravarty« 

Etinjabihari, Midblram Acharya Tbakur, Kara Gopal Bairagi, Adhikary 

Eatndeb Brajabasi, Krishna Das Thakur and others. It was from that 

time that Oauriys Vaishnavism carae to be rec'^gnised as state religion 

in place of Bamanandi Cult.Jai Singh built the temple of 

Govindaji in his palace Following bis example his minibter Ananta 

Shah built the temple of Vijay Govinda in bis house at Mantri 

Mayum Leikai. Hungaibam Chuda Sarma and the son of Kiehori 

Singh built the temples of Madanmobon and Gopinath respectively. 

When the construction of the temple of Govindaji was completed 

Jai Singh assumed the title of “Bbagya Chandra*’. His daughters 

woold look after the ‘pujas of Govindaji*. Among the ^Mabarsj- 

kumaris’ Sijaiairoibi thiough her devotion to Govindaji had high 

spiritual attainments. Her dance and son^ reflected her intense 

devotion. It was ‘Sija Lairoibi’ the 'Badha of Manipur" who gave 

concrete shape to an extremely devotional form of dance, conceived 

by her father Jai Singh. This is the history of the origin of the 

famous 'Rasa’-dance of manipur. The Prlnces^ did not marry. She 

used to dance before Govindaji playing the [urt of “Raseswari**. 

She also composed some devotional songs in Bengali to sing for the 
pleasure of her beloved Lord Govindaji.*® 

Raja Jai Singh spared no pains to bring about npiritual and 

material regeneration of his country. IIis activities earned for him 

that universal esteem which is still cherished by every Manipuri. 

Along with his innovation in religion and dance mention may be 

made of the improvement of agricuUnre effected during hia reign. 

Manipur up to that time stuck lo the old method of *'Jhura” 

cultivation. It is said that Kaireng Ehniappa, a certain prince of 

Bangamati, introduced the present transplantation method of paddy 

cnitivatioD. Theie were also some changes in dress mainly influenced 

by the Bengali style/* Along with Gauriya Vaishnavism Bengali 

alphabet and language also began to gam popularity in Manipur from 
tturt time. 

In the year 1798 a Brahmin under criminal charge of severe nature 

was murdered by an official. Jai Singhs the God-fearing ruler was 

extremely mortified when be heard of this killing of Brahmin within 

his domain. In order to absolve himself from the sin, which he 

bdi^rved to have fallen upon Jai Singh decided to go to Nabadwip 

and spetad the remabing years of his life entirely in religious pursuits 

Acoordlhgly be abdicatefl tbe throne in favour of hie eon Labanya 
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Chandra alias Rabino Chandra and proceeded towards Nabodwip. In 

the way he built a temple at Bishnupur/* Francis Hamilton heard at 

Comilla from the priest of Jai Singh, who accompanied him, that the 

Kaja due to some ill-feeling prevailing at that time, between the Bajas 

of Manipur and Eacbar, instead of going by the diveob route through 

Khaspur, cut a new road through the forest to the south and made 

bis way to Sylhet with 700 men. “The Chief travelled on horse 

back—He was very poor, and bis train was supported at the expense 

of Tripura Raja From Sylhet be went to Agar tala on a visit to 

the Kaja of Tripura. “ The Chief of Manipur was then an old man 

and bad with him three sons and an equal number of daughters, one 

of whom had married Radan Manik/' Knja of Tripura.’* From 

Agartala he went to Nabadwip. But there was at that time no 

permanent residence for the rulers of Manipur in Nabadwip. 

Accordingly, he sent his vakil Bashbehari Das with a letter to Lord 

Mornington, the then Governor-General of India, expressing bis 

“ desire for a piece of land on the river for building a house which 

noay serve him as a bathing resort After staging for some time 

at Nabadwip he proceeded by boat to visit Briudaban, but on the 

way ho met his death in 1799 at Bhagabangola in the district of 

Murshidabad/^ Sija Lairoibi accompanied her father up to Nabadwip 

where she speut her days singing and meditating on Lord Erisha/* 
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WILLIAM SHENSTONE AND SPENSER 

Dilip Kumau Sbn, M.A. (Cau), M.A. (Dond.' 
Dafht CoiltKje Delhi, 

** Siti we Are a neat of singing birds/' said rlobnson) speaking 

of Pembroke College. One of tbafc college's ** singing birds " was 

William Sbenstone whose dainty poem Wriitm at an Inn at Henlejf 

tOQobed a sympathetic chord in Johnson's heart. In 1732 Sbenstone 

went up to Oxford and remained there for four years but strangely 

enough left the University without academic honours, although he 

'employed himself in the usual studies of mathematics, logic, natural 

and moral pliilosopby, with considerable absiduity and success.’ ^ In 

1745 bis paternal estate The Leasowes, wliich he had inherited from 

his father at the latter's death in 1724, fell to his own care and he 

retired to ' solitude & the country,' devoting his time and spending 

his not-too-large income, ‘ to point his prc^tpects, io diversify his 

surface, to entangle his walks, and to wind his waters,'^ Robert 

Dodsley thus described the achievement at The Leasowes: * Far 

from violating its natural beauties, Mr. Shen>tone'8 only study was 

to give them their full efTect. And although the form in which 

things now appear be indeed the consequence of much thought and 

labour, yet the band of art is no way visible either in the shape of 

the ground, the disposition of trees, or (which are here so numerous 

and striking) the romantic fall of bis cascades.^ Gardening, which 

from 1745 onwards was the most absorbing of his occupations, would 

always cherish his name. In lus own day, the Leasowes, that 

artificial version of the Arcadia of the eighteenth century, became 

' the envy of the great and the admiration of the skilful; a place to 

be visited by travellers and copied by designers.* 

There, at bis fermei orndt, Sheiistoue essayed to live a romantic- 

idyllic life. Loudon was not really his milieu, though he enjoyed 

h's occasional trips to tbo metropolis and whenever he as (here, 

drank deep of its cultural life. His real place was perhaps in his 

extensive garden. He might be seen an) day pottering there, with 

his * long hair and heavy visage/ or half-sleeping beneath the shades 

of his old oaks, a pocket copy of Tererco spread out before him on 

* Tk$ Po€tteal Workt of Wtiham Shen^ione (oJ. G. OiIBIIad, Edinburgh, 1RM>, VJII. 
• Johnson : LtUi of the FoeU, Q io(rd Ch* ulwr** rpclopai dm of Enjimh LUcraiurp^ 

lOi? II 358 
i Q^cd The L^tr* of WtUwm Skeiutono^p. xi.ed. M. Williams. Oxford. 
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th« groQnd, or setting np ^bnstos* at vantage-points and aorawliog 

verses on seats, dedicated to the memory of his friends and relations. 

There are no doubt charm in such an Aroadtan life, but there 

was also the rub of lonesoineness. Shenstone complained at The 

Leasowes that he was ‘ forced to die in a rage, like a poisoned rat in 

a hole,' ^ and said * the man in curst who writes verses and lives in 

the country. If his celestial parts inspires him to converse with 

JunOf bis terrestiial one necessitates him to stoop to his landlady;' 

When vertigo and melancholy came together, he ‘ fatigued Mrs. 

Arnold’s assiduity, to the injury of her health; by occasioning her 

to sit in Ehis] room a’nights, light ray candle, put it out again, make 

me perspiratory wheys and slops—'* and when only melancholy 

possessed him, there was also this pious, Christian woman nearby, 

trying to humour him with her story of the ‘poor, pretty creters»* * 

There was another more cHective remedy to counteract the 

recurrent periods of his depression—correspondence. From the 

‘ornamented rubticity ’ of the Lea^-owes, he wrote incessantly and 

interestingly “cargoes of franks" to tlie publisher Dodsley, to 

Bishop Percy, to Richard Graves, to Richard Jago and to William 

Somerville, while to Lady Luxborough, hall-sister of Lord Boling- 

broke, he confided his emotional state, exchanged gardeners and 

books, discussed literary plans. 

There is perhaps an air of ineffectuality hovering around Shen¬ 

stone. He was moat probably a trifle too modest, loo gentlemanly, 

too elegant for the life he chose for himself. One of his recent 

biographers describes him as “Nature’s wall-flower^ and the 

phrase, to a great extent, fils him neatly. “ The hospitable, the 

generous, the immortal Shenstone,” * fighting shy of pulsating, 

varied metropolitan life, pining at the unequal gifts of fortune, chafing 

at ‘ the middlin ’ sort of people' surrounding him, is perhaps a 

strange compound of sentiment and reason and has, all through hia 

life, tossed almost helplessly in their alternate waves. 

This story of divided loyalties can perhaps be tr8k;ed in his literary 

life. In some respects be is a typical figure of his period In h*B 

desire for perfection of form in prose and verse he was of the School 

^ Svrift** letter to Bolmgbroke, Maroh 21, 1720. Shoastono u&oe this pbrjiso ia b't 
letter Co Jmo. See Letters, ed. cited, p. 34. 

* ib, p. 26. 
* lb. p. d7. 
^ Ib. p. 29. It there a suggestion of Mrs. Arnold in the character of the Scboolmiatresa, 

who. like lier.WM ol*o kind to a *brood of chickens' ? 
* A. B. fbunpbreya, WtlUam Skenetone, An Eighteenth Century Portrait, Gsmbridge, 

1937, p. lA 
* Sea Joseph Heely's Letiere on the Beauties of The Leaeowee (1777). 
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of Pope. Hie early aocceBu' waa in the bei'oic couplet; while the 

coBventionsl jargon of the time*-' swain and grove* and the rest— 

pervades bis Song of the, Valontine*s Day. Above all in hia aenti- 

mestalism be belonged to the company of Goldsuiith, Philips and 

others. Baintsbury tells us that he was the example par exof'Umce* of 

the sentimentalism of the eighteenth century—it is in him and not in 

Sterne that this strain finds its most genuine and unadulterated 
expression.’' 

On the other hand Shenstone showed certain unmistakable ro¬ 

mantic tendencies. "He is a forerunner of a later generation in his 

experiments with metres, in the romantic tone of his poems parti¬ 

cularly in his Elegies and in his letters, and he sounds the note of 

revolt as a landscape gardeuer. His criticism, in bis letters and in 

his Essays, is far ahead of that of the Augustans. He was imbued 

with antiquarian spirit, showed an interest in (Jothicism, was a keen 

collector of medals and reliques, and supported the project for The 

Reliquea ^ and wrote some ballads." ^ This peculiar 'double-facedness* 

of Shenstone noticeable in his Schoolmnirasa. Tho first version of 

the poem published in 1737, is the Shadow of another Shadow—it 

is frankly a burlesque—that too, in t!ie vein of PopeV juvenile Ailay. 

In sentniioiit, in language, in didion, Shenstone here echoes the 

conventional attitude of his age towanKs Spenser. How could it have 

been otherwise, it is difiicult to see, lor Sheustone's introduction to 

the ‘modebt bard of team'd Eliza's reign’ ^ occurred via Pope. Wri¬ 

ting to his friend in June, 1742, he makes this point abnodantly clear 

—"I am glad }ou are n*ading Sj'wnser:* though his plan is detes- 

t The Judgment of Hercules, 
* A Short IfiStory of Bnglish Lderalurc by <1 'orgd SaioUburj U9))), p, 573. SaiaU 

bury does oot develop bia p>tut and (he coiiiiuon tra fer is etdiriled by this ttalemeot. It 
aeema to the presoDt writer thit Saiatabory is mak.ng a comparison t^tween twi writers 
whose dentinientalism are raiber ilifforeiu. Shenstone's seotirnuotalUm is gentler than 
Sterne's and *.bat u why pt*rhaps do comparison cau be iQstituted. 

* He tak<*s such an acti\e ioierest iii l^ercy's ansioat folio loaouscript that ii is 
temptiag to euggost that if be had lived for another y»^r, bis name would have been asso¬ 
ciated in tome way with The Bchqueii. 

* Maqone Wtliiaoaa^^'heN^lonf and Uu Fneiuh (English Asosciaiioa Pamphlet No. 
Bl, L'^ndoo, vm) p. Q. 

* The SchooJmistresfi (17tS), St. 19. 
* The foiJowit#g comment of Shenstone with regard to Spenser is of pruf« uod i»- 

tereet :—**The plan of Speuscr'a Fairy-Quean appears to xno very ionpeifect. His imagi' 
nation, though very exienaive, yet somewhat less so, perhaps, than is .generally allowed; 
if ooa conaiders the faeility of realizing and equippiog forth the virtue-. aoJ vices. Hit 
metre bae soma advantages! though in many respects exceptionable. His good-nabure is 
visible through every part of his puein. His coD]OQctio>i of the Pagan and Christian sohema 
(as be introduoae Ibe deitka of both acting simultan.^ously) wholly ioex'masble. Much art 
and Judgmanfe are discovereil in parle. and but little iu the whole One many entertain 
■ome doubt whether the perusal of his monstrons deseriptionp bo D<^t ss prejodioiai to true 
taste, ai it is advantageous to the extent of im igmatioa. Spouser to be safe, exptnda the 
last; but then he expands it beyond its due limits After all, them are many favorite 
pasiagee in his Fairy Queen, which will bo iDstances of a threat and oaltWatad genina mie* 

11-1946P—IX 
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table and bia invention less wondetful than uost people imagine, 

wbo do not much consider the obviousueBs ol allegory ; yet, 1 think, 

a person cf your disposition must take great delight in bis simplicity^ 

his good-nature, etc. When 1 bought him first, I read a page or two 

of the Fairy Queen, and cared not to proceed. After that Pope’s 

AUe^y made me consider him ludicrously. And in that light, I think 

one can read him with pleasure." ' In alinobt every way the remark 

quoted above is typical of the early Augustans, possosbing uncommon 

common-sense. Spenser’s plan has troubled many a critic, his alle¬ 

gory was lost bight of and his invention severely criticised—but though 

Spenser was found lucking in some respects, yet his poems bad for 

these worthy gentlemen not a little interest. They liked some of 

bis descriptions and relished his 'simplicity.* This ‘simplicity’ which 

they discovered in the works of Bpenset was a conciirrent motive for 

the use of everyday tnaieriul. Pope used the Spenserian stanza to 

describe a filthy and coarse subject. Sbeustone borrowed his cue 

from Pope. Like Pope he chose to describe a "low" scene in 

elevated languige But by happy accident, for which hib sensibility 

was perhaps responsible, lus scene was "low" in quite a different way. 

His desire to picture the humble village school he went to in his 

childhood made the poem souiewliat like an essay in recollection and 

ensured a tone of indulgent and affectionate amuse neat, side by side 

with the ludicrous. Only in one stanza ‘ he reminded one of the 

coarseness and vulgarity of Pope’s imitation—and his SchoolmUirrss 

belonged to that third kind of burlesque (the classification in his; 

which consists in "thoughts ridiculously dressed in language (and 
stanza) much above their dignity." ^ 

In style Shenstone is apt to give one the impression that he has 

imitated both Spenser and Pope. His ^cntonces are more distorted 

by inversions and oddities than Pope’s are :— 

"And in beseeinly order sitteu there ; 

All but the Wight ol Bum y-galled. he 

Abhors both Bench and Stool, and Founn and Chair, 

(This Hand in Mouth >-fix*il, that rends bis Hair)." * 

Mpliad. {7kc Worhft, in Vrrtc anl Prose, of William %rnstonr). Id Two Volumi'i- 
T%ifdedn. (MDCCIiXVlll Vol. IT, p. 165) la tho moie vf»lump on p 12 lio MOgUsout t))0 
•iniplietty of Speowr. 

^ Letterif ed. eited, p. 66. 
> 6<ansa S (1787). 
6 8m, Worki tn Prote and Veraet op, eit., p. 182. 
« SUdsd7 (1787). Op. The ditep 

bf a itj, beneatlk a roof of ibatob, 
Dwalt Obloquy who in ber early days 
Ba^te of 8ib at BiUlngqgate did waieb,” ato. . 4). 
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j^enstone used far more archaic words and scattered archaic spelling 
profusely* He also used the y-prefix freely, even with present parti¬ 

ciples and adjectives (as in j-f/ar/m/, and//rare). But like Pope, he 

ignored Spenser's alliteration. On the whole, however, the statelinesa 

of the stanza contrasted with the quaint simplicity of the subject, and 

the whimsical gravity of the style produced just that sense of bizarre, 

which is present in all tlie best parody. With the obvious burles¬ 

que tone, there hangs about this 1737 version of Tkv. Schoolmistress 

a suspicion of sweet drollery. Perhaps ^'Learning's little Tenement" 

and its "dame" were too near Shenstone's heart to be used in 
a wholly vulgar burlesque.' 

The second version of Thr SchooUftistress^ was published in 

1742. In the meanwhile, Hheiistone had been able to read more 

Siienser than he did before—"Some time ago, I read Spenser's Fairy 

Queen ; and when I bad finislied, thought it a proper time to make 

some additions and correclioris in my trifling imitation of him. . . . 

His subject is certainly bad, and his action inexpressibly confused; 

but there are M>inc particulars in hrn that chinn one. Those which 

afford the scope for a hiliciiiH imil.iiion aio hi*- simplicity 

and ob*-'olefe phrase.^, an<l }ot t(u^o aie what give oih a ^ery >ingui ir 

pleasure in the [iciusal. Twe l>mloMjue which they occasion is of 

quite a different kind to that of Philip's Shilling, Cotton’s Traveslie, 

fliidibras, or Swift’s Works, but T need not tell you this. I inclose 

a copy, for yonr amusement and opinion." * 

Writing again just, before the publication of the second version, 

Sheustone says :—"I have added eight or ten stanzas within this 

fortnight" and goes on to discuss the nature of binlesque :—"I have 

been at some pains to secure myself from A. Philips’s misfortune, of 

mere childtshne^ft, Millie charm of placid mica, etc.’ 1 have added 

a ludicrous index, purely to shew (fools) that I am in jest; and my 

motto, 'O qua sol habitabiles illustrat uras, maxime principum,’ is 

calculated fur the same purpose. You cannot conceive how large the 

number is of those that mistake burlesque for the very foolisbnesH it 

exposes (which observation I made once at the Rehearsal, at Tom 

Thumb, lit Chrooonhotonthologos all which arc piece^ of elegant 

* The followiiiff ufen uctj to the sfhool-iiii*lrt« of Ins hoyhooil s full of a peculiar 
tendernesa : '*1 c\pi*oi a cargo of fraokt; and then for the beautiful picture of lisdj Giios- 
boroitgb, and the deformed portrait of my old •choohdame Snrah Lloyd whoso bouse is to be 

aa thou iravoHest towards tht oattve home of thy fi ithuil airvant. But ’<ne aJeopa with 
bw fatbars; and U buried with her fatherv...** Letterit, ‘d. <’hed. p. 46. 

* Tli m>cod4| \erai<‘0 lella that the |)oem was written at College--and never aaya that 
k had heoU pnbliahed provionily •Written at Oollego'-Js suggealive, it is anoUwrdevice 
by which SbeasloDa eoughl fo iuteiiaify ihe ludiorouiueas of hia jKiein. Tma pbraee waa 
dropped in ths later veraione. 

* Leiisrs, ed. cited, pp* 36-87. 
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Hamour) I have some mind to pursue this caution further ; and adv«:« 

fiae it, dchoolmistress, etc.' A very oftperformance every 

body knows (novorum more). But if a person seriously calls this» 

or rather, burlesque, a childish or low species of poetry, he says wrong* 

t‘QT the most regular aud formal poetry may be called trifling, folly 

and weakness, in comparison of what is written with a more manly 

spirit in ridicule of it." ' A little earlier, writing to bis friend in 

defence of his re\ision8, he said "The true burlesque of Spenser (whose 

characteristic is simplicity) seems to consist in a simple representation 

of such things as one laughs to see or observe one’s self, rather than 

any monstrous contrast betwixt the thoughts and words. I cannot 

help thinking that my added stanzas have more of his manner than 

j*ou saw before." * As is e\ident from the above, Bhenstone set some 

store by his revisions, as they have "more of Spenser’s manner'*— 

as a result of these revisions, the second version ’ of The Schoolmia^ 

tre^s is a more carefully-planned mock-heroic poem than the original. 

But in get-up, the six-penny pamphlet, the foim in which The SchooU 

mistress was published in 1742, the burlesque wa-^ however more 

clearly brought out than before The ‘splenlid red letter,’ ludicrous 

'index,’ the Latin mottoes app’anng on the lulf iith and the title, 

the classical excerpts in the shape of footnotes—all contiihutod to 

intensifying the impiessiou of laughter.* And j-eihaps it might be 

suggested that the bungling of the engraver Mynde, who represented 

the 'setting suii like a falling monster ’ ” between the thatched house 

and the birch tree unknowingly seeks to confirm this impression. 

The Advertisement is important too. In it Shenstone gives the 

suspicion that he is presenting his poem cap in band, so to speak, 

with every imaginable apology. It roads us follows: "What Parti¬ 

culars in Spenser were imagin’d most proper for the Author’s Imita¬ 

tion on this Occasion are his Language, his Simplicity, bis manner 

of Description, and a peculiar Tenderness of Sentiment, visible 

throughout hiB Works." The last phrase "a peculiar Tenderness of 

Sentiment" is highly significant. To Shenstone, Spenser's simplicity 

or naivetd which was as charming as it was laughable, is now allied 

to another trait which delighted him. And perhaps this aspect of 

Spenser^s genius led him to expand the descriptions and episodes and 

t ItSiisUi ed. eited» p. 48. 
S /bid., p. 40. 
> This was adverliied in the London Magazine aud Gonilsman'it MagazinS of MaV 

1742. 
t Perhaps the •ob-title—Written at roUege, 1786—which is absent id oUier veiaione 

tends to coDfirm this. 
» Curiostiioz cf Literature, A N^w Kditlon by Isaac DisraeU (London, 1864, p. 866). 
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to invest the new yersioD with e pronounced vein of Bentiment. The 

old schoolmistress in described with real affection. The boy who is 

birched is giyen a little sister who melts in pity at his plight. There 

are syropatbetic raferenoes to ** Learning's Imps .... who cheerless 

o'er her darkling Region stray.’* The hen also makes her 

appearance and the swelling beauty of the Alexandrine is made to 

fiuggsst her plump and fleshy body. And the revision of the 

Alexandrine line of stanza 26 is a key to the poet's altered mood. 

In the first version after desciibiug the Catb’rine Fear” in the 

huckster’s stalli Blieustone exclaims : 

“ O I may no wight e'er pennyless come there. 

Lest led by thee astray, ho phameful theft piepare,” 

In the second the last line was changed to read "Lest smit with 

ardent I^ove he pine with hoiieless care !” 

With regard to style the second version show^ divtinct iinprove- 

ment. In the first ver-sion antiqmtod foinih of words were all too 

plentiful hut in the second, they were filed olT m many places. He 

lubonied to jinpio\e line** tlut were at lii'i rough with in\erFions 

and anhaimis. IVrIiapb all then* thanges and niodilicalions tended 

to piJ^'h back the huironi of tli*' |)oeiu und Shens-tone, nervously 

fearing that readeis might overlook it and accuse him of the lack of 

"Biinplieity” which lie had set out to hiirlcsqne, added the 'ludicrous 

index* and the other paraphernalia of the get-up of the second version 

to convince the public that, after all, he was joking! 

Shenstone’s imaginative flights to Speuser'a fairy land continued 

unabated, even after the publication of the second version. In June, 

1742 he writes to Graves "Iain now from trifling and laugbiug at 

him ic, SpeiiFei) really in love with him. 1 think even the metre 

pretty (though 1 shall never use it lu earnest and that the last 

Alexandrine has an extreme majesty. Does not this line strike you; 

' Brave thoughts aud noble deeds did evermore inspire.* ’ Again 

on a later date—" I have read Spenser once again : and I have added 

full as much more to my School-mistrc^s^ iif regard to o/ 

lines; something in point of matter (or mantur lather) which does 

not displease rae." ^ A year later, replying t3 bis friend’s ciiticism 

of the additional stanzas, he says " I thank you for your perusal of 

that trivial poem. If I were going to print it, I sbould give way to 

your remarks implicitly and would not to do otherwise. But as 

’ Lciiers,tS»v\U*dfP Sfi, 
» i6. p. 07. 
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hug as I keep it Jn tcanascripl, yon wi31 pardon my sijly prejedices, 

if I chtiEe to read and shew it with the addition of most of tny new 

stanssas. T own, I have a fondness for several, imagining Ihetn to 

be more in Spenser’s way, ^efe more mdependtnt on the antique 

phrase, than any part of the poem : and, on that account, I cannot 

yet prevail on myself to banish i/um entirolj; but were I to print, 

1 should (with some reluctance) give way to your sentiments (wluctv 

I know are just), namely that they render the work too dilfuse and 

flimzy and Ecrni rather excrescences than essential parts of it.”* 

Writing to Lady Luxborough, he again harps on the same 

theme;—"My *SV/mo/»nAfrcAs', I suppose is much more in Spenser’s 

way than any one wcu’d chose to write in that writes quite gravely; 

in which Case the Dialect and Stanza of Spensei is hardly preferable 

to uiodein Heioic. I look ui>on my Poem as somewhat more grave 

than Pope’s Alley and good deal less than Mr Thomson'h Cai>ilr etc. 

At least I meant it so, or rather I meant to screen the ridicule which 

might fall on so low a subject (tho’ perhaps a picturesque one> by 

pretending to stmpir ali the time I was writing.** * 

Bhenstone took not a little time to agree to give effect to the 

criticism of Graves with regard to the additional stanzas of The 

Schoolmistriss. Writing in June, J74S, he sa\8, with a touch of 

regret: "I thank you for your little strictures on Tht School- 

mistress, I have sacrificed my Partiality to your unbiased judgment; 

multa fjemens, have I sacrificed it. The truth is, I am not quite 

convinced (tho* I have acted as if I were^ that one should give up 

any Pert, that appears droll in itself, and makes the Poem, on the 

wbole^ more agreeable, for the sake of rendering it a more perfect 
imitation of Spenser.” * 

Early in 1748 Shenstone was called ujKin to make this sacrifice. 

Dodsley’s Collection of Poems by Several Hands, issued in January 

of that year, reproduced, without any sanction from Shenstone in its 

1742 version, The Schoohmstress. The CoUection was immensely 

popular and the ardent lovers of poetry of that bygone age showed 

tlieir appreciation of the miscellany fiy buying op almost every 

copy* A new edition was required and Hbeostone, suppressing his 

annoyance,^ set about to make the alterations. The second edition 

1 Letters, ad. cited p. 105. 
s Ib., p, 145. 
* i^ettef/,ad. oitad» p. 160. 
4 Tbat Bfaenetoba was annoyed at thie H evidcht fioio lit« lettire **Ai to iMsIe}'! 

Cullaoiioii, 1 fooDd it is approTed oo all Hands tho* I should hste been muoh better plfs^rti 
with him, if h* bad given ina pravioos notice, e’er be puMtsbed my SehootmistrfMs; thst i 
loigbt bate sproG'd bar up a little before aba appoatad in so uinch company.*' (/*., p. 
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of Dodfllej’s CoJIccffon contains tberefoie, the third verBioo of Th$ 

Schoolmistress, 
In itb third version, The SehoolmisfresH contains H5 stanzas, 

while in the second it bad 28. Two stanzas of the earlier version 

(1742) were suppressed—^iience the tola) number of new stanzas in 

the third version comes to nine. Two of these new stanzas d'seribe 

the devout nature of the Schoolmistress, three coataln the descrip* 

tioD of her flower garden, one el8lK)rat6s the birching scene, another 

projects into the future of the pupils, two describe the frolicsome 

children. 

The ihiee different versions of the poem have been the theme 

of a literary battle royal. On the one hand, we have the opinion of 

C. De Haas who says that in the dozen years that elapsed between 

(he first publication of The Sehoolmistu/is and its final stage, Shens- 

tone’s attitude to Spenser had entirely changed. From considering 

him ludicrously only, he comes to loving him and imitating his 

simplicity and peculiar tenderness of sentiment.' Closely allied with 

liio opinion is that of Moiton who thinks that Shenstone's case 

furnishes an instance of half-cons-cious struggle between an actual 

taste for what we now call Romantic things and the defeience due to 

such aut<»cratic oiacIe<t of aiilhont v as Puiie * On the other hand we 

have the thoughtful co'iiinent of U.P, Bond who sugge>t*« that 

Shenstone’s attitude towards burlesquing Spenser has been distorted 

and bolds the view tiiat over a peiiod of more than ten years Shens- 

tone was polishing a poem that remained to the end a burlesque. ^ 

The question that any students of Spenserian imitations will 

have to answer is whether the third version of Tin Schoolmistress 

is as much a burlesque poem as the original. The answer will bd a 

definite no. In 1737 the poem was simply a burlesque but in the 

subsequent versioos other accretiooH settled upon it, dulling to a great 

extent its burlesque lustre. In the first version the poem contained 

only twelve stanzas, of which one was frankly vulgar. In 1742 this 

stanza was suppressed and stanzas (1-8 and 10-12) of the original 

version were used with little alterations here and theie us stanzas 

'2, 6, 12, 13, 10, 17, 18,20 and stanzas 25, 26, 27 of the veraion of 

•*! ara bj your socount. thftt DjJiley publubdJ luyoiin' fo "Tha 
H UoilmiftmrM WS9 s aoo«l deal st hia pubiMlim^ tbu pjoja vritUut toy 
kuowledge.*’ (lb., p,l33|. 

' Naturt and »n Poftry a/ the^Ftnt II*7 *>/ Ctntuttf 
C Do Hmi (4matard«in, 19i8i, p. 198. 

* tIoTtaa, p. 379. 
* Bead, op.ait., p. 131. 
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1742. * la 1748 versioD we find the stanzas 1-10 of 1742 vetaiod 

retained, of coutse with alterations, stanzas 11, 12, 13, 14,15 are 

additionsi stanza 16 is stanza 11 of the earlier (1742) version, stanzas 

17, 18, 19 are almost the same as stanzas 12 and 18 of the version 

of 1742; stanza 19 is an addition; stanzas 20, 21, 22, 23, 24. 25, 26, 

27 are sabstantially the stanzas 14,15, 16,17, 18, 19, 20, 21 of 1742* 

Stanzas 22 and 24 (one dealing with the death of the Schoolmistress' 

and the other with that of an “embryo-fox hunter’*) of 1742 are left 

out in 1718. Stanza 23 (1742) is expanded into stanza 26 (1748). 

Stanza 25 (1742) is modiSed with stanza 32 (1748) while stanzas 

26, 27, 28 are stanzas 33, 34 and 35 (1748). 

The Schoolmistress was repeatedly altered by Shenstone and it 

is interesting to study the evolution of the poem. As time went on, 

Shenstone discarded many of the archaic words and most of the 

antique spelling. The development of one quatrain will illustrate 

the modification of the burlesque tone, the heightening of the pic¬ 

torial quality and the increasing ease in the movement of the verse. 

In the earliest version tlie poem begins ; 

’'In Evnch Mart that stands on British Ground, 

In Evij(h Village less y-knowu to I'aii'e, 

Dwells there in cot nnioiith, a far-renowii’d, 

A matron old, whom we Schoulnnstiess name;’' 

In the 1742 version these were changed as follows;— 

"In ev’ry Mart that stands on Britain’s Isle, 

In ev*iy Village less revealed to Fame, 

Dwells there, in cottage known about a Mile, 

A Matron old, whom we School-Mistress name/’ 

The third version reads :— 

"In every village mark'd with little spue, 

Embower’d in trees, and haidly known to fame, 

There dwells in lowly shed and mean attiie, 

A matron old, whom wc school-mistreas narao." ^ 

This modification of the burlesque effect is also evident in the third 

vereioo by Shenstone's cancelling the ludicrous index (it should be 

noted that he set great store by it), suppressing both the mottoes as 

> Wgitem Shentlone : The Sohoclmistresi 174S (Oiford FMiimiU •do, p. VII) (1934). 
* Wilb this exception, tb^t the Virgiliaa audttae voces etc : OriguiaJly e note t» St. 

S (1748), now beosine tbe motto of the whole piem. Williem Shenttune* The 8^ooh 
misttesSf eFoeeif 1743 (Facsimile edn. Oxford, IS^I, p. Vlfl). 
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also the Latin quotations, formerly appended to the teict. llloa 

Prettyman ^ has addaoed another evidence in support of tiie couteotioB 

that the third Tersion reveals Shenstoae's increasing tact io the 

handling of borlesque. A comparlBon of 8tanzi2L of the third version 

*'No longer can she now her shrieks command, 

And hardly she forbears, throu;^h awful fear, 

To ruehen forth, and with presumptions hand. 

To stay harsh justice in its mid career. 

On the&e she calls, on thee, her parent dear I 

(\h ! loo remote to ward the Shameful blow !) 

She sees no kind do.ncstic tijiii, 

And soou a flood of tears begins to dow, 

And gives a loose at labt to unavailing w o 

and its original (stanza 14 of 171*2) : — 

*‘Oh ruthfui Scene! when from a Nook obscure 

His little Sister does his Perils see : 

All playful as she sate, she giows demure. 

She finds, with his, her wonted Spirits flee ; 

She meditates a Prajer to bct him free: 

Nor gentle Pardon con’d the Dame deny 

(If gentle Pardon cou'd with Dames agree) 

To hei sad Grief, which swella in either Eye, 

And wiings her so, that all for Pity she cou’d die.’* 

shows that m the 1742 version the behaviour of the sister is gauche, 

while in the third version, she is natural and lifelike. Again in 

describing the cliildrcn kept in from play> (he version of 174*2 reads 

‘'They grioven sore in Durance vile y-pent,” while the later version 

has “in piteous durance pent.’’ It is this delicate balance between 

mock-heroic convention and a “simple representation of such things 

as one laoglis to see” which gives the final verpion a peculiar charm , 

and Shenstone’s unobtrusive but telling revision of words and 

phrases towards this en i may be seen throughout the poem 
As has been suggested before the new stanzas which Shenstone 

incorporated with the third version of Thv Srhoohnistrcss are of 

profound interest. They tell us much about the mental make up of 

the poet and significantly point the way which he might have fol 

> mnatone's Reading by Virgtal. P. 
(o Cliiiinot'y UMwater Tinker. irhm worth while to draw 

- Rcadmg of Sprnttr. op. ett.. p. 338. .fJ?!; 
n to Bben.tono-. ph«» for th, third vertioo of Tht ntteuliOD 

‘‘improved tereion.** 

Id -lOteF—tx 
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lowed. It is with deep regret thet one has to recc»rd iBraTes^s inter- 

fareooe in the eobeme of the poem. Perhaps Bhenstone would baye 

done well to ignore the suggestione of a friend whose knowledge of 

Spenser was perhaps not complet6~but as there can be no access to 

the stanaas which he thought fit to discard, we must search the ones 

that he chose to add for any clue to bis attitude to Spenser. One 

thing about these is that they have a quality quite distinctive, they* 

are predominantly pictorial and that they fit into the original pattern 

of the poem. “Two of these stanzas which describe the devout 

nature of the Schoolmistress, show Shenstone to be so perfectly in 

control of the idiom and tone of his poem that he could fuse thereby 

elements as disparate as his visual memories of old Sarah Ijloyd and 

his current uneasiness about the political situation.” * Stanza 14, 

shows the dame in her garden, singing Sternhold's version of Psalm 

CXXVII. Stanza 15 gives further evidence of her staunchly Pro¬ 

testant faith:— 

“For she was just, and friend to virtuous lore, 

And pass’d much time in truly virtuous deed ; 

And, in those elfins’ ears, would oft deplore, 

The times when Truth by Popish rage did bleed, 

And tortious death was true Devotion’s meed ; 

And Simple Faith in iron chains did mourn, 

That nouJd on wooden image place her creed ; ” 

The old dame’s attitude, outlined here, is perhaps a reflection of 

the poet’s. But surely more interesting than these are lliree stanzas 

about the dame’s herb garden. It seems probable Hint Sheustone’s 

catalogue of herbs was suggested by a similar passage in Spenser’^ 

Mniopotmos: or The Fatv of the Bu(lerfl}( : ^ 

“The wholesome Saulge, and Lavender still gray, 

Ranke smelling Rue, and Cummin good for eyes. 

The Roses raigning in the pride of May, 

Sharpe Isope, good for greene wounds remedies, 

Faire marigoldcs, and Bees alluring Thime, 

Sweet Marjoram and Daysios dc<’king prime. 

Coole Violets and Orpine growing still, 

Kmbatbed Balme, and chearfuH Ualingalo, 

PffUpium, op, p, 980. 

SIsnsM 94,95. Thii s&d tbs other inoon of simUariiy with Mui^tmoo ban 
ooiM hf IQsi Pr^jBita, 
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Freeh Ooatmwie and breathfull Camomill, 

Dull Poppie, and drink-quickning Setuaie, 

Veyne-healing Verven, and bed-purging Dill, 
Sound Savorie, and Bazill bartie-hale, 

Fal Colworta, and comforting Pereeline, 

Colde Lettuce, and refreabing liosmarine/' 
Sbenstcne's list in :— 

“The tufted babil, pun-provoking thyme, 

Frebb baum, and niarygold of cbearfu) bue. 

The lowly gill, that never dares to climb, 
• • » « * 

And pungent radish, biting infant’s tongue ; 

And plantain ribb’d, that heals tlie reaper’s wound ; 

And marjoram sweet, in shepherd’s posies found ; 

And lavender, whose pikes ot azuic bloom, 
* • • % « 

And here trim losematine, that whilom crown’d 

The duiniiest giouud of the proudest {>eer ; 

Ere, driven from its envied site, it found 

A sacred shelter (or its blanches here: ” 

The similarity between the pas'-uges is dee^ier than the mere listing 

of herbs, however. The description of ubeful properties, the choice 

of epithet and even the niovcmeut of the verse in Shenstone’s poem 

reflect a Spenberian qualit), 

Ktanza 19 of Tht Svhoolmistrcss has another echo of Muwpotnios. 

In beginning a description of the urchin about to be caned Shenstone 

writes: 

**Ab ! lucklebb he, and boro beneath the beam 

Of evil star! it iiks me whilst I write I 

As erst the baid by Mulla's silver btreain, 

Oft as he told of deadly dolorous plight,” 

The reference to Spenbcr is highly suggestive and pei haps prepares 

the reader for the ec*ho from Muiopotmos whore Spenser beguia 

Sing of deadly dolorous debate.” Another interesting point of resem¬ 

blance between these two poems is to be found iu stanza 21 where 

the poet exclaims— 
“But, ah 1 what pen his piteous plight may trace? 

Or what device his loud laments explain? 

The foiui uncouth of bis disguised face? 

The pallid hue that dyes his looks amain? ” 
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•^Tba poet’s grief for the ucfortiiDate boy is amasingly like that of 

Sp^ser for ill-fated Clarion :— 

**Who now shall give onto my heavie eyes 

A well of tears, that all may overflow? 

Or where shall I flnde lamentable cryes, 

And znournfull tunes enough my griefe to show? 
« 

And yet another echo may be found in stanza 19. The latter part 

of it might be a comic reversal of the arming of young Clarion whose 

retainers spread over his back the “hairie hide of some wilde beast” 

whom he bad slain. There is another trace of evidence in the first 

stanza of The Schoolviistress. The 1742 version has *'Lend me Ihy 

Trumpet, Goddess/* and the third version reads, like an echo from 

Muiopotmos: ‘‘Lend me thy clarion, goddess I ’* 

It is, of course, extremely diflScult to maintain that Sheustone 

read Muiopotmos as there is no evidence to prove it but it seems 

fairly reasonable to hold the view that Sbenstone read Spenser (in 

1749 in a letter to Lady Luxborougb he says that he has been looking 

over Spenser for finding a stanza or two of old English verse which 

would serve as a motto to bis Gothick building) ‘ off and on and that 

probably he was not unacquainted with Spenser’s shorter poems. 

That he read Spenser profitably is abundantly borne out by The 

Schoolviitiress which is, if it is nothing else, a glowing array of 

pictures. The portrait of the kindly schoolmistress, caring alike for 

children as for chickens, is an unforgettable one. It displays a wealth 

of understanding and feeling and is framed with tender, sincere, 

sentiment:— 
“ Her cap, far whiter than the driven snow, 

Emblem right meet of decency does yield; 

Her apron, dyed in grain, as blue, I trow, 

As in the harebell that adorns the field;” 
or, 

** A russet stole was o’er her shoulders thrown, 

A russet kirtle fenced the nipping air; 

’Twas simple russet, but it was her own; 

’Twas her own country bred the flock so fair; 

’Twas her own labour did the fleece prepare;” 

When most of his contemporaries were turning out verses depicting 

society life, or artificial, stilted pastorals, this gardener-cum-iitterateur 

in a mood of genial ^rtiveness embalmed for all time to come a 

poartmt of an ordinary person, and with it is associated inseparably 
LHUrgt sd. oh«d, p. 21S. 
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tha baokwood.^ The Schoclmiatress baa weathered the literary etonn 

of more than two oeatarlea. Possibly it has vitality enough to stead 

tha test of the future. Gray in a letter to Walpole called the poem 

'^excellent io its kind and masterly.** Walpole who sneered at 

Sheuatone by calling him a " water-gruel bird admitted to Mason 

that S’lonstoDd never wrote anything good but his Schoolmistress. 

Goldsmith, who had no love lost for Spenserian imitations remarked 

"This poem is one of those happinesses in which a poet exceeds 

himself as there is nothing in all Shenstone which in any way 

approaches it in merit, and though 1 dislike the imitation of our old 

English Poets in general, yet, on this minute subject, the antiquity, 

of the style produces a very ludicrous solemnity/* Johnson thought 

it pleasing. ITazlitt praised it by calling it a " perfect piece of 
writing/' 

Tn history of English literature, Ihe St hoolmtsires^ has a double 

significance. Its iinporiancc as a weather vane with regard to the 

changing wind of taste of Shenstore for Spenser has been diecuBsed 

\ootber significance of the poem hes in the fact that it paved the 

way for 7Vi< Dfstrtnl and Burns." It contains a vivid des¬ 

cription of one corner of Engli^'h rural hfe and came? the stream of 

literature Iroin the town to the counti} a nong'^t the humble folk. 

It IS a precursor of (loldsmiti/s poem untl alhO ol Cieorge Morlaod's 

f/inrc painlings. Before f^lienstone in In- conlnry il.imsay'a Gentle 

Sheifhtrd took liie Mu^e 1(> the little common iliings and events of 

lowly life: but he unconsciously gave this new development a fillip 

with his example. It is instructive 'o note in this connexion that 

two of Shenstone’s slauzas were probably lemenibcred by two later 

poets. Goldsmith's village schoolmaster 

“ Of whom still the wonder grew 

That one small head could cairy all lie knew," * 

^ lolo A. Wiltismi in iVcrt'u V//i The SehooU 
mtefirese for oontniuing » vivid description of one corofr cf rnral Kn^heh lifo ^p. 4S). 

^ Tho jttflueoce of The Schovlmietrens is oeen and fi il plaiuly in The Coitet's 
Saturday Might which has the oaoio form, the like is hue « of homely detail, and the 
saoie warmly aympatbetio feeling that opringa from liaving Ixen » part rf tho life (portrayed. 
The tone ia not plfl>ful; tho spirit ia earnest; yet, ou llic nhole, nurn^ has here done for 
lowly rutal homo life what Shenatonc did earlier for low y lurai i>oh<Hil life 

Alice 1. Hazeitine ; 4 Stvtiy rf WUhom Shenstonc ami ins i’ritus Mecasho, 1918) 
p. 46. 

* Iq The Dcacrfed Vi/fflge Ooldamitb praised The Scln o iinstitss le one of tbow 
happineasea in which a eaccia himaelf aa fcl.ere is imthirg lu jU Shenjtonc which in 
any way approaches it in merit and though 1 dislike the luufali n> < f f nr old English poets 
IS general, yet, on this minute auhjeot the antiquity of the-tUi* piiduci*g a very mdicroua 
aoleoDoity.** (I^ork#, ed. Oihba, V. 166) cp* ** And as Iboy liR»k»il, ilio\ fDund tlicir^^honor 
prew.” Tha SchaolmtaUus. And aliil they gazed, and rmII the ^^onder grow Tha 
Betariad Village, *• Tha noises iotormixM, which thru icsounJ, L>o Irarmugs little tepenmk 
betray **, Tha Sohaolyitatraaa, ** There lo bis noia,> mau'^ioD, aBUled to lule • Tha 
Baaoftad ViUaga. 
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zeoilnda one almoet irreeistibl; of SbenetoTie's ancient dame and Le: 
pupils who, 

** Think no doubt she been the greatest wight on the ground." 

Again in stanza 28, Sbenstone's lines 

" A little bench of heedless bishops here 

And theie a Cbancellor in embryo. 

Or bard sublime, if bard may e’er be so, 

As Millon, Shakespeare, uames that ne’er shall die!'* 

might have given Gray a bint for his well-known passage in bit 

immortal Elegy* 

In fine, Mhe graceful, misly-eyed tenderness* of The School 

nmtress (1748) lent a beautiful touch to Shenstoue’s putteringj 

spinsterisb soul and managed to veer ibe poem away from the 

stilted, peripbrabtio manner of his own day, u style which he biinseli 

used occasionally and led him to aJoj)t a seminicnt, and tendei 

simplicity which, if we discount the archaisms and some of the 

exaggerated simpering, buggests Wordsworth of the Lyrical Ballads 

and Michaell 
Another abiding interest of The Sihoolmistrcss lies in the tender¬ 

ness and gracefulnesfi with which Shenstone describes childhood. 

The picture of the delinquent boy, sulking after his biiching is one 

of the best pieces of child i»octry that the Eighteenth century 

produced— 

See to their scats they bye with merry glee, 

And in beseemly oidcr sitteu there; 

All but tbe wight of bumay-galled, be 

Abhorreth bench and stool, and fourm and chair, 

(This hand in mouth y-fix’d, that rends bis hair;) 

And eke with snubs profound, and heaving breast. 

Convulsions intermitting! does declare 

His grievous wrong, his dame’s unjust behest, 

And scorns her offei’d love, and shuns to be caress’d.” 

Shenstone did not perhaps touch anything of permanent importance 

but he gave to small personal objects more than their due place in 

bis mind. He valued them too highly for their own sakes, or made 

them bear too melaucholy a weight of private connotation. * Many 

things that he did touch he left perfect.’ * 

i AMeft is CttUeism a. Hmareh, U. Tillolson (Cfttubndge, X94S, (>» 109j. 



THE MESSAGE OF THE ISHOPANISHAD 
IN MODERN LIFE 

Dr. Matilal Da8, M.A., P.L., Pu.D. 

To-day India stands at the cross-roads. Free India must know her 

true self. She must look upon her ancient faitli with fresh eyes and 

readjust her culture in light cf the complex problems of modem life. 

India's civilisation was never static. It has been a dynamic growth and 

it has shaped itself anew with the changed circumstaaces in each new 

century. We must go to the treasure house of our culture for inspiration 

and guidance and on their basic principh'S, wc must build anew our life 

and philosophy to suit the requirements of a new age. 

The Isha Upanishad otherwise known as the Bajasaniya-Sanhita 

Upanishad is a Vedic Upanishad which forms part and parcel of the white 

Yajurvedn. Jnjnavnlkyn, the great Seer is the author of the whole 

Yajurveda and isha Ujmnisad thus contains the philosophy of that great 

thinker in a concise but forceful manner. It consists of meerly 18 

couplets and within that brief compass it unfolds the mystery of the 

mystic life, the guiding impulse of the creative iife and by reconciling 

the diverse exlrcnies paves the way for a ricli spiritual life. 

Unless this book can lead us onward in life, it is no use m glorifying 

it. It may be held in great esteem and reverence by the people, but tiiat 

is no reason b} itself for its appeal, unless it can gi\e us an insight into 

reality and alter our life and experience with a new colour. 

The first and foremost message of this Vedio Upanishiiil is one of joy 

jn life and its aciivitios. One should wish to live 100 yeois verily by 

doing works. The Vcdie seers were not apostles of ncgnti\isni and ascet¬ 

icism, The\ folt the oxoceding joy that life needs and wanted to enjoy 

the same to its fullest contents. Vasistlm, iu a h3mn tj ludra, asked for 

that Yoga which would enable the Bishl to milch the cow Earth of its 

limit'ess treasure. The fslia Upntiisliad cairies forward the Vedic philo¬ 

sophy of life and preaches the cult of sweetness and light. 

The joy that is in the Sun ligiit, the tlirill that mo\cs the leaf, the 

splendour of the clouds, the sweet smell of tlio mother eritli, all these 

and other varied things of life should bring limitless wealth of delight to 

the Seeker of truth. Ibis world is no illusion. Here on this earth, in 

the mud and dust of daily life, we are to find out the honey that flows from 

Uie wind, the sweetness that moves the stroams, the light that fires, the 

Sun and the Moon, the splendour that is in Jove and friendship. 
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Free India needs to-day this gospel of joy and work. India cannot 
advance by talking more platitudes. Wo must do bard work. Honest 

and unflagging in every walk of life, conscientious devotion in every depart¬ 

ment is now necessary to the progress of India. The song of despair, 
the burden of worry, that came to India during her bondage must now 

give place to the gala feast of delight and activity. 
Religion in India has ever been a thing of tJic heart and not of t^e 

the head. The Seekers need not bother Ihomsclvos with raotaphysioal 

subtleties but with spiritual good. They want inner illumination and 

not intellectual victories. This, one can do by work-^-oonsecrated and 
dedicated work. 

This is the second message of llio book. Jjjve a hfe of consecration, 

dedicate yourself tu the cause of God. The vision and consciousness of 
Qod should make out life sweet and sacred and we should have enjoyment 

of this world of delight with realisation of tlie unity of the Lord and freed 

from all cravings after the things of the world. 

The seer of the Isha ITpanisliad moists on renunciation, but it is no 

ascetic escapism, it is no world—negating process. What it requires is 

participation in the free delight that is in this universe but with an 

understanding of our oneness with God. Wlien wo have this nltitiulo 

of life, wo have no desire and no gricd. Kcnhsing our unity with all 

beings, we share the joys of the croiition in his universal belf-cxpra&sion. 

This leads us to hn\e that ever iind^mying love which embraces the 

whole world m its fold and lakc'> away all conflicts in our social rela¬ 

tions. The modern world is no longer the isolated world of the past. 

The barriers that stood between man and man m diffonmt lands and 

climates are giving way to out tichnicni triumphs and the groat and 

vast world must stand or fall on cooperation and co-ordinate ffforts. 

The brotherhood of true nations can be built only on a sound philosophy 

of love and harmony. 
The Isha Xlpnnishnd promotes natural understanding and harmony 

between man and man by inculcating the noble idea that we must bce 

our own self in all existences This outlook on life colours not only our 

ethical life but olso enliveiib our cosmupobtanism and if duveloped pro¬ 

perly, it would enable us to form that Avorld common-wcaltli m which 
each nation will find freedom and Bccuni>. m which each branch of 

mankind will bo able to achieve its highosf ends in the larger life of 

mankind. 

These verses on universal unity and love also promote righteous 

living. Hinduism enjoins strict code of practice. Our beliefs may vary, 

our thoughts may be different, but wc must alMcad the {ifo of the spirit. 

This we can do by accepting the law of right, by following the path of 

truth and realising the light of ^irit in our daily life. Here comes the 

queeikin of reconciliation between uncompromising extremes. 
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Desires ere the basis foroes of life and stimulate men to divetee 
ftOiivitieB^ Thfl Se6r of the Telia Upaaishad asks men to be true to the 
kindred points of heaven and homo and link up the realm of desire with 
the proepeotive of the eternal. The very first verse lays down the idea 
of one spirit inhabiting the world of movement and on this fundamental 
unity prescribes the divine life in one of enjoyment. But renunciation of 
all desires is the condition precedent to this onjoymonl. Our greed moves 
us to have possession. The lord inltabils each object su we should not 
regard anything In the universe ns u necessary object of possession. 

We must feel in our heart ot hearts the joy und bliss which the seer of 
Upanisbads rightly termed as "Anandu". Wo are one in the all beings of 
the world and wc have purticipatioa therefore tn their enjoyments. If this 
thought-force guides us. if this feeling moves us. wc live fioe m this world. 
As already said, this life of joy is no life of inaction. Cue who has this 
joy becomes the most active worker and acceplb the term of physical life 
as part of the perfection to which he aspires. lu ordai to have this 

perfection and delight we must not seek delight iu the object of desires 
but must look behind io the Brnljman which expresses itself in that 
object of desire. 

In order to emphasise this view, the poet of the Upanishad devotes 
a few verses in elucidation of our conception of the One, the Universal and 
Supreme, the Eternal and the Infinite. We must realise that we are being 
of his being, force of his force. Perfect freedom, perfect joy and perfect 
peace oomc with the vision of all existences in the Self, and of the Seif 
in all existences. In proportion as our vision grows and as wo perceive 
the movement of the universe as the Lda of S.ichchidauanda, all our repul¬ 
sions, fears and perversions of foeliugs disappear and we dive deeper and 
deeper into the sea of sweetness and light 

For the occeptaoce of life, wc mu^t transcend the limitations of the 
world. Wo must spiritualise oui life and by that divine life wc must 
have ibu consciousness and joy of tbe Su'^ludiidananda here in this life. 

The bondage is apparent It is a play. As soon as wo realise the secrets 
ol the game, it ia over and we partake ourselvos of the freedom and bliss 

that is eternal and universal. 

The Isha Upaniblmd cods with a sublime prayer to Agni, as the 
embodiment of Pnrninntina and prays for materia! and spiritual felicities. 
The seeker wants to be led to infinite truth, geodnefcs and beauty by self- 

abrogation and Bolf-Burrender. 

This surrender to Godhead is ths key note of this sublime book. One 
should aeoepi worldly relationship ns manifestations ot the eternal and 
thereby attain peace and harmony. It rightly says. In darkness are 
they who worship the world alone, but in far greater darkness are they 
who worship (he infinite alone. He who nocepts both saves himself 

IB-moi'—IX 
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from death by the knowledge of the Avidya aod attains immortality oi 
the knowledge of tho Vidya. 

For the truly spiritual life there should be thus a reconciliation 

between the finite and infinite and this we can have by a perfect self* 

surrender. We must be in tune with the infinite by consecrating our soul 

to God. Worldly prosperity alone cannot give us the solace we seek. We 

must have a new birth in the heart of the eternal. 

The surest and safest way to the fulfilment of the spirit comes by 

delegation of ourselves to (be Lord. One who wants to rise above the 

narrowness of our darkness of human nature into the great expanse of truth 

and light give up this egoibl.c will and activity and accept spiritual 

initiation and illumination fiom above in a mood of complete self-surrender. 

Then alone by the surrender of the heart and whole nature into the hands 

oi the Ail-bli^sful he has the divine peace, trsnscedant knowledge and 

the supreme Anauda' 
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H6V India’s RlfSfS—*By Henry C. Hart, Orient Longmans, pp, BOl 

Bivers and books on rivers are nothing new to us in India. W( 

have seen so many of either that we in India almost take them for 

granted. For the last decade or thereabout, India has been literally 

flooded with teohnioal and piopular literature on rivers, particularly river 

projects. Bagineers have presented them from their own points of view 

whereas administrators have harped on the achievements of projects that 

are still in the drawing office. Hence, any new publication on rivers is 

accepted by our readers with some amount of hesitation. Yet one more 

—they would ask. But Professor Hart's book is a departure from those 

preceding him. He has not made it a 'travelogue*, nor *a technical book 

on hydrology’, as be hastens to point out in bis preface but an assessmeni 

of the social import of the developments that are taking place centering 

on river valleys A study like this cannot but be subjective and he make 

no secret of it. 

Considering the 'human dimensions' involved in such adventures a 

have been undertaken in harnessing the rivers, big and small, he askf 

himself *oan legislators representing citizens for the first time select sound 

plans, and bold to them staunchly through ten years of minor and major 

crises', or’can an engineer build a dam twice as high and twice as fast 

as he, or any of his men, has seen one built?* And then he leads his 

enquiries finally to the vital point, 'can men make out the future rising 

in the midst of the present, can a revolution, in short, be built?’ 

Professor Hart begins with describing how the Indians from the 

ancient days have lived in perfect adjustment with the rivers. They have 

conditioned their mode of living in accordance with the teohnioal know 

how of the people as evolved from time to time. He cites the Gaoga and 

the Bhagirathi on whose banks the Aryans have been living from the 

days of the Vedas. Next he goes over to the Oauvery and describes how 

the stream wae harnessed on multipurpose techniques long before the 

idea was accepted by the engineers in the United States to be a praotioa- 

ble one. Then he traces the different stages in the development of river 

engineering starting with the British period and then gives us a lucid 

account of bow Indian engineers in lengue with foreign experts are 

tackling their jobs with inventive genius. As a eociologisL he has not 

miaaed the significant elements that are being introduced into the character 

of the people from the highest to the lowest who are sharing in the task,, , 

Professor Hart in hia chapter 15 concludes by amplifying his oonten# 

tion that 'if India's present generation will take stock of the 
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which haa already oecurred, they will have reaaoi^ to aoo^t the 

challenge of the future full of confidence.* This ia no doubt very much 

reassuring for th^e poor nations of the underdeveloped world who have 

to catch up with the accelerated pace of tiie industrial giants. To have 

increased tiie standard of level in India from the sub human conditions 

of living would be considered enough achievement in course of two or 

three decades. But for a sociologist another question remains—^Is Indie 

avoiding or escaping the inevitable regimentation of life consequent upon 

the developments th at have been undertaken? Gan India contribute in a 

field where such has not come forth so long from the industrial west. 

Professor Hart is silent about this. 
K. BAQCHI 

The Isle of Lanka, Ceylon—By J. Vijayatunga, Orient Longmans 

Ltd. 

There is a good number of books written on the history, culture and 

geography of Ceylon. Ceylon is on the highway of commerce between 

the east and the west and is easily accessible to travellers and to tourists. 

But this one is somewhat different from the learned accounts available in 

print. It is by a Sinhalese himself who values things that are old in 

Sinhalese culture and who has an attachment for bis own country. The 

author is a journalist of repute and has travelled widely m Europe and 

America. He has utilised his journalistic talents in presenting an iuteres* 

ting account of his country and his people. The reader may well enjoy 

the narratives without necessarily agreeing with all the views expressed 

by the author. 
K. BAGCHI 

The Way to llala, (David Livingstone's Pilgrimage)—By Frank 

Debenham, Longmans, Green and Co. 

This is an account of Livingstone's travels in Africa, nay his explora¬ 

tion in the continent which was still dark for the non-Africans, Livings¬ 

tone has left profuse notes and sketches and his despatches provide 

valuable materials which have been drawn upon by the author in producing 

an account which leaves hardly any scope for improvement in an under¬ 

taking of this kind. Livingstone's journeys have not been quite simple, 

^ven to pursue on the map. Frank Debenbem has had to live the days 

over again in his imagination and make additional sketches where originals 

weee lacking so that the reader could follow the account without much 

difficulty. This is only possible for a biographer who undertakes his task 

with devotion and meticulous care. Frank Debenham ie a geographer of 

the very highest calibre and e reputed cartographer at that. Me has made 

a nice VfoA of it and one may echo with Arther Benson who has provided 

the lore'^d, 'my honour to have reviewed this book.’ 

K. BAOOHl 
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Malaja, Indonaila, Boniao, and the (A Geographical 

Economic and Political deecription of Malaya the East ladies and the 

Philippines)—By Charles Robequain (translated from French by E. D, 
Laborde), Longmans. 

The equatorial and the tropical spices of the East Indies group of 

Islands to which Malayi Indonesia, Borneo aud the Philippines belong 

(Malay is actually a peninsula) attracted the attention of the early European 

traders. Later colonics were founded in these islands for exploitation of 

the natural resources. The east Indies have a history of develpment 

peculiar to the region. The colonists were quick to realise that thsr 

lithological characters, the climatic advantages, the comparative ease in 

transport facilities and the abundant but cheap labour that were available 

in these islands would enable them to use this region as the storehouse 

of agricultural raw matorials needed for the industrial west. Holland, for 

example, had the occupation oi Java. The tiny homeland could not 

command a large area for producing food and variety of products for its own 

people. In Java, on the other hand, they noticed a highly efficient system 

of agriculture which is one of the most intensive in the world. They found 

that the volcanic rock when acted upon by the copious downpour which 

never fails, provides a very fertile soil, even without recourse to artificial 

manuring. With their own ingenuity, the Dutch introduced commercial 

farming for such products as rubber, sugarcane and tapioca, but also 

allowed the local people to pursue their own systems of cultivation with 

which to raise lice, sugarcane, tea, etc. 

The result has been a mixed system of agriculture in which one 

supplements the other. This experiment which has proved to be one of 

the most successful is only one of the various others adopted in these 

islands. Unlike the case in other colonics, the Dutch also began settling 

down in the island of Java and making it their own iioine. The result has 

been the introduction of sanitary measures which have made the island 

remarkably free from tropical disoascfe. Java provides an excellent example 

of the spirit of co-exislcnce evinced by tlu* .ov-al H*ndU| and Buddhist 

communities, the Arab Muslims, the Dutch Christians and tie immigrant 

Chinese, all living in perfect amity. 

Charles Robequain has shown remarkable spirit of understanding and 

sympathy with which he has brought out the facts about Java and the 

other islands mentioned earlier. A word of praise should also go to E. D, 

Laborde for retaining the original flavour in his translation. 

K. BAOCm 
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UHivBasrri Lectures 

t 

We listeoed to a number of lectures, deliTered by distinguished 

speakers, in the Darbhanga Hall of the Uuiveibtty during the month 

of August, bliss Mary Seaton, the well-known Film critic, who came 

to Ibib country at the invitation of the Government of InJu, delivered 

a talk on “Film'* and Film technique". Sri Nirmalkumar Basu, 

Principal Ehudiram Basu Lecturer of the University for 1955, 

delivered lectures on "The Changing Villages of India”. Sri 

Abdus Subban Ehan, candidate for the Zainnl Abedin Gold Medal 

of the University for 1955, gave a short speech in Persian on " Pydee 

as a poet 

Lii V Lectures 

Srimati Aparna Devi, Lila Lecturer of the University for 1957, 

delivered a course of three lectures on " Vaishnab Padabali" on the 

99th August, 30th August and 2nd September, in the Darbbanga Hall 

of the University. The first lecture was a short history of Vaishnab 

Padabali. The second lecture delineated the characteristic beauty 

of the Vaishnab Padabali and Twelve Tattwas The thud lecture 

was on the relationship between Vaishnab Padabali and Eirtan 

This lecture sought to show how kirtan became so popular in Bengal 

and how it reached and touched the mass mind. Kirtan undoubtedly 

was a great liberalising and humtni&iog toice in the leligiouu life of 

the people of Bengal. It made no distinction, so fai as religious 

appeal was concerned^ between the high and the low, the iich and 

the poor, the educated and the uneducated. From this point of view, 

kirtan represented perhaps the first attempt, in this part of India, 

to carry an important message to the very dooi of the common 

people. The lectures were highly popular and they attracted large 

audiences everyday. 



'3!loliftcatton$ 
CNIVBB8ITY OK CALCUTTA 

Notl6oftlioD 

No C/208/79 (Affl ) 

Xt is hereby ootified for yeueral lafomieUju that !a extes^ioii of the «ffilietk>a already 
iranted, the Nefa^i Mabavidyalaya, Aramhagh hss been affiiiatei! to the B.A. Paee ataodard* 
is Bnfltah Bengali VernacDler. Hie'ory, Economtoe tod Sanskrit with effect from the 
•enioo 19S7-6B i.e., with oermisaion to present candidates iu the aboee-named sobjeeta at 
the faaminatioDa mentioned* from 1059 and not earlier* 

Senate House, D. ( HAXBAVARTI, 
CalcatU. Registrar. 

The lOtb August, 1967. 

CNIVERSITT OF CALCUTTA 

Kotifioetion 

No* C/186/l86:(Affl,) 

It is heieby notified fur general ioforiuataou that the Bengal Textile Inatiinte, Setani* 
pore, Hugbli haa been affiliate to tbe B.Sc. (Tccb.) atondard. in Textile Tet^nol^ with 
effect from the aeasion 1967-53 t.s.,witfa permiasioi) to present candidatee in the abosa* 
named subject at the examination mentioned, from 1960 and not earlier. 

Senate Houae, D. CHARBAVARTI| 

Calcutta Regiatrar. 
Tbe fifith July, 1967. 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Tbe following ordera have been pasaed with regard to tbe R. A. oaaea analog out of 
tbe Intermediate Ezamioaticns, 1956 and Compartmcnfal I.Sc. Rxamiuation, S^tcmber, 
1956 

t. A* CASKS 

(I) The Kxauimatiun for 1956 of tbe follow ing candidates is cancelled and they arc 
disbarred from oppesring at any Univeraity Esammati^ns in 1957 and 195S 

1. Ramcsh Chandra Gupta, Cal. 459, Hegn. No. 4666 of 19 4*55, St. Xarier'e College 
9. Naudadulal Tal. Cal. IS25, Ilegn. No. 3974 of 1953.54, Vidyasagar College, ' 
8. Sankarkumar Cbandbnri, Cal. o7M, Regn. No. 26059 of 1054-i5» Maharaja BX« C. 

Collie. 

1. A. CASKS 

(9) The Examination for 1966 of the following candidates ia cancelled and tbey are 
debarred from appearing at any University Examination in 1957 

1. Bipakknmar Oapta, Gah 28, Regn. No. 7810 ef 1969-59, Bangabaai College. 
2. Sibaji Ben. Cal. 63, Regn. No. 16751 of 1964.55, Bangabaai College. 
5. Bikairanjan Barker, Cal. 191, Regn. No. 10499 of 1954-55, Bangabaai Culkge. 
4. Md. Abdnl Munem, Cal. 317, Regn. No. 11463 of 1963-54, Central Calcntta OoUgge* 
6. SobodhkfliDsr Cbattcraj, Cal 1281. Regn. No. 7564 of 1954-55, Vidyasagar Gollege. 
6. Biahmipraiad Bharma, Oil. 1368, Regn. No. 1867 of 1955-56, Vidyasagar OoB^. 
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7. Ptritoahknmu Dts. Cal 1704. K(«b. No. VSTW ot 1064-S6, City College. 
8. Sfttyabnto Pattft, 0«1« 1781. 84500 of 1U54 66, Oity Collogo. 
0. Bantoobknmir Gho^sl, G<il 10^, aifiiu No. 16161 of 1962*59, Oharucbondra Ckillege. 

l6. NikbHohtndro Ohotb, Oal. 9J40. Rein. Ko 1186 of 1056 66, Am^o^h College. 
11. SemirkutDir Hey, Gel. 2477, Bcga No. 882 of 1956 66, Atatoeb CoPege. 
12. Kebcberen Singb, Cel 8691, Bego No. 27068 of 1964 66, Giky College. 
18. Benendreneth Mukbopedbyey, Gel 86S7, Begn. No. 20^82 of 1964-66, City College. 
14. Md. Qasizn, Oal. 4179, Begn. No. 19268 ^ 1964-66, City College 
16. liobd. lunail, Cel. 4182 Begn No. 19236 of 1964 66. City College. 
]6. Piedipcbendra Bber, Cel. 5278, Bego. No. 24056 of ]954-56, City College. 
17. Bedbegopel Besek, Cal. 5878 Bego. No. 22589 of 1964*56, Sarendranetb College. 
18. Pmdipkoiner Berne, Cel. 6876, Hego. No. 22586 of 1954-55, Burendraoeih Ojllege. 
19. Amaleadu Be«u, Cel. 6876, Begn No 20190 of 1955-56, Surendreoetb College. 
20. Satojiikninar Baan, Cal. 6^, Begn. No 22632 of 1054-65, S irendranath College. 
91. t^senkasekhar Beau, Cal. 5899, Begn. No. 22683 of 1964-65, Rurendraneth College. 
22. Ardbendnkumar Sengupta, Cel 6201, Bego. No 28230 of 1964-55, Snresdreoelh 

College* 

28* A«ok Sengupta, Cal. 6202, Bego. No. 23332 of 1954-55, Surendrauatb College. 
24. Seniirenjan Saba, Cal 6710, Begn. No. 26196 uf 1^54 65 Meberaie M. C. College 
26 Dobendranatb Gangopadbyay, Cel. 6722, Begn No. 26086 of 1954*55, Mabarepi M. 

C. College. 

Ameleodn Das, Oal. 6759, Begn No 12000 of 1963-64, Maharaja M C College. 
27. Oaaraogapraaad Mandal, Cal. 6775. Bego. No 26131 of 1954-65, Mabaraja M. C. 

College. 

28. Aranknmar Pal, Cal. 6777, Begn. No. 26164 of 1954-55, Mabaraja M. G. College. 
99. Gaurgopal Daagopta, Cal. 6076, Begn. No 22808 of 1954-55, Surendranath College 
30. Suailkamar Daa» Cal. 6986, Begn. No 22801 of 1954 55, Surendranatb College. 
81. Sonilkamar De, Cal 7019, Begn. No. 22836 of 1954-55, Sarendranath College. 
82. Nikbilcbandra De, Cal. 7021, Begn. No. 29829 of 1954-55, SarendraDath College. 
88. Annpam Cuba, Gal. 7219, Begn. No. 25541 of 1954-56, Bangabaai College, 
84. Prantosbknmar Bean, Cal 75^, Bego. No. Bangaba^j College. 
86. Subalcbandra Mandal, Cal. N. 249 Begn No 10761 of 1946-46, Non Collegiate 

Student. 
86. Prabhatkamar Mukhopadbyay, Cal. N. 569, Begn. No 3047 of 1949-50, Non-CollegJate 

Student. 
87. Kalipada Cbattopadbyay, Cal N 657, R go. No. 22057 rf 1955-56, Non-Collegute 

Student. 
38. Bibmdranatb Pal, Cal. N. 668, Begn No 9733 of 1956-66, Non Collegiate Student. 
89. Snkhendn Gangopadhvay, Cal. N. 781, Begn. No. 1449 of 1952-53 Non-Collogiate 

Student 
40. Sankarpada Cbattopadbyay, Gal N. 739, Itegn. No 12260 of 1958-54, Non-Collegiate 

Student. 
41. Bidbubhnihan Bbanmik, Ager 10, Begn. No. Agartala Maharaja Btr Bikram 

College. 
49. Mrinslkanti Gbosb, Agar. 104| Begn. No. 22290 of 1965-56, Agaitala Mabaraja Bir 

Bikram College. 

48. Harihar De, Bank 9, Begn. No 15509 of 1968-54, Banknra Ohiistian College, 
44. BipUb As. Barrack. IS, Begn. No 14546 of 1954-55, Barrsekpore Rastragnru 

Snrendranatb college. 

45 Md. Akbar Ali Baidya. Btisir. 101, Begn No 22527 of 1055-56, Biiiirhat College. 
46. Sacbidnlal.Cbandbnri, Bamr 151, Begn No 22415 of 1955-56, Banirhat College. 
47. Balyanknxnar Pal, Basir. 152. Begn No 22649 r0955'56, BaMrhat College. 
48. A. K. M. Ebadat Hoasain, Basir 170, Bego. No 4062 of 1955*56, Basirhat College. 
49. Tngnnananda Mandal, Basir. 171, Begn No. Basirhat College. 
60. Gopeaohandra Mandal. Basir 172, Begn No 22484 of 1955-66 Basirhat College. 
61 Aoilkumar Mandal, Basir. 173, Begn. No 22478 of 1955-66, Basirbat College. 

Ansar AH. Basir. 193, Begn. No. 22525 of 1955-56, Basirbat College 
Sk. Mominul Haqne, Baair, N. 12, liegn. No 18536 of 1955-56, Non-Collegiate 

Student. 

64. SarojIcnmarChakravaiti, Bishnn 44, Begn. No. 23662 of 1954 66 Biahnnpnr Bania 
snnda College. 

66. BxajadnlalDae.Bol. N. 13, Begn. No. 6800 of 1968-54, Non Collegiate Student. 
66. Baridbaran Bay, Bur. 164 Begn. Ko. 25064 of 1954-65 Burdwan Baj College 
67. Aiiekanti Gnptabbaya, Jal. 105, Begn. No. 10847 of 1964-65, Jalpaigun A. 0 Col 

lege. 

18. JibanebandraCCbakrabnrti, Jat 106, Begn. No. 10261 of 1954^5, Jalpaiguri A. C 
College 

19. AtHkmnat Datta, Jal. 107, Begn.'No. 1030Sof 1954-56, Jalpaignri A. C. College. 
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Sftmirkum'if Djb. JaI. 104, NT) I )Ji7 of A. C. OjUeife. 
Obakrabarti Jai. 1L7, B«gQ. No 10372 of 1051'65. Jalpalgari A. C. Col* 

lage. 
Ajitknmar Naudi, Jal 121. H&nn. No 103S3 of 195i»55, Jilpaiguri A. 0. Collaga. 
ADadibhuvhao Chakrabartif Jat. 124, No. I >*i55 of 1)51-65. lalpalgori A. C. 

College. 
Nirendiaprasad Basu, Jal. 133, Rega. No. 10233 of 1951-55, Jelpaijiun A. C. Col* 

lege. 
Badbegobiula Sab.*, Jai. 138, Rega. No. 10120 of 1954-65, J ilpiig ri 0* College. 
Bldhubbuabdn Datla, Jal. 131 lUga. No. 10806 of 1964-55, Jalpaiguri A. C. Oallege. 
Baobiodrakuisar Buwaa, Jat. 133, Uegn No. 25856 of 105U65, Jalpaiguri A. C. 

Cotlega. 
jryotibbuabaQ Ouhamijumdi*', Jal. 152, Uegn. No. *34021 of 1955-56, Jalpaiguri A.C. 

College 
Cbittaraiijan Earuiakar, Jal. 156, Rego. No. 24023 of 1964-65, Jaliaiguri A. C. Col* 

lege. 
Bubaacbaodra Kun !a, Jal. I6t, Regu. No. 15125 of 1953-64, Jalp.iiguri A. C. 

College. 
OhuoUal Agarwala. Jal. 1'8, R'gn. No. 1418*3 of 1954-56, Ja^psiguri A. C. College. 
Jyotirmav Raj’chaudhun, J.togi. 32, Begn. No. 7380 of 1955-^)6, Jaogipui College. 
Ohandrasekhar Kalidiha, .ftogi 53, Regn Nj 7341 of 1955 56. Jaogipur College. 
Hamoanda Das, Jangi 65, ffegn No. ef 1955-56, Jai gipnr ' ollege. 
Mauaskuinai I’ati. Jbcir. 23, Reg. Nu 12890 of 1951-53, Jbargraio Ra} College, 
Suaaatakiimar Bbattccharyya, Kaila. 7, Hugo No. 14194 of 1954-55, iUilaftibar 

Bdinkrisboa Maha\idyaiaya 
Naoigopal Owspup'a, l^ila. S, Regn. No. 11513 of 1951'5S| Kailasahar Ha'iikHshna 

Mai avid^ala^e. 
Azniyakuinar 8< d. Ka*. 23 Rr’go. No. ^8^5 <f 7955-5G, Katwa College. 
Siairkuiiiar Sju' a, Kat 21, Rclu. No 3888 (f 1055-56, Katwa College. 
Radbaegopal Daa, Kui. 25, Reyn No. 38P6 of lO^S-SO, Katwa College. 
Aaisku I ai Smbu, Kaf. 26, R‘pD No. 23.5.>8 of 1G65-5G, Katwa College. 
Paranianaoda Jhb, Kai 33, Rcgn. No. 3839 of 1955 56, Katwe College. 
Balaram Hutnaddar, Kat 34, Regn. No 3893 of 1966-50, Katwa College. 
AnA')»akuii)ai Cih» ■-Iial, Kai, 3.5, Kegti. No. 3*^28 of 19'>6 56, Katwa College. 
Mihiikant} Son&ariDa, Kat. 37 Regn. No 8894of 1955-^6, Katwa College. 
Baidyaoalb M(*Ddttl, Kut. 89 Rrgn. No. 3851 of 1965-56. Katwa College. 
Ktraialkuinar Datta Kat 1*2 Rtgn No 3812 of 195)*56, Katwa College. 
Biawansth ilandyop)*dbyav, Kut. 43, Rogn No 8762 of 195.5-56, Katwa College. 
Kamakbyacbaran Ghobb, kat 92. Regn. No. 6581 of 1958-54. Katwa College. 
AnandamcbaD Datta Kaf. 98 Regn. No 9041 rf 1964-55, Katwa College. 
AawxDikutoar MaJiik, Kat. 100, Rego No. 65^8 of 1953-54, Katwa College. 
Bijajcband Suba. Kat JOl, Rego. No, 9086 of 1951-55, Katwa College. 
Ghnlaio Morsbed, Kat. 10*2, Regn No. 23554 of 1955-66, Katwa Coll>*ge. 
Debnatb Chatlopadhyay. Kaf 103 Rign No, 37oB of 1955-56, Katwa College 
Mrityonjay f^inha. Kat. 104, R. gn Nn. 23660 of 1055-66. Katwa College. 
Balakrtbhna Datta, Kat. N. 1. Reyn. No. 9632 of 1955-56, Non-Collegia:e Student. 
Bi^ayniohait Gbakiabarti Kii.N IB. R.'gc. No. of 19*5 56, Xen-Coilegiate 

Student. 
Bankarprasad Adb ken, Kbirag. 50, R..*!?ii No. *26806 of 1955-56, Kbaiagpar 

College. 
Bbabaniparead Bhattarliaryy.i, Kh^rag. 61, Rego No 20783 of 1955-56 Kharagpur 

College. 
Rajnarayan Ral, Kharag. 102, Regn. No. 960 of 1951*55, Kharagpur College. 
Syamapada Das, Kr,. 48, Rrgn. No. 120.32 of 1954-55, KrUbr.agar ColUge. 
Dilipkumar Obakrai>arli, II, Kri. 19, Regn. No 11903 rf 1954-55, Krishnagar 

College. 
Amareehcbandra Biswas. Kri 57, Reg') No. 11960 of 1951-55, Kiishuagar Collige. 
Bhupeudranaih Bit, Kri. 98. liegn. No. 11991 of 1051-55 Kiishnagar College 
Raihiadrauatfa Dube, Kri 95t Regn. No 6950 of 1953-54, Krisbnagoi* College. 
Mrinalkanli Patra. Mid 105, Regn. No. 2649S of I954'.)5j Midnapore Coll'^ge. 
Mabtadraebaudra Bandyopadhyay, Nuba. 93, Regn. No. 5140 of 1956*56, Nebadwip 

Vidyasagar College. 

Niranjankaraai Biswas, Nat. 120. Begn. No, 12230 of 1055-60, Nsibsti RisM 
Bamkimcbandra College. 

Bnbimal Biswas, Nai 12S, Rego. No. 12*288 of 1955-56 Nuibiti Risbi Bankini- 
ebandra College. 

Anadiuath Ghosh, Bill. 25, Rego. No. 17084 of 1051-65, Siliguri 'College. 

Manoiatbakuinar Ray, Bill. 37, Begn. No iTMOof 195t-55 Stliguri College 

Kabita Nag, Tam. F. 10, Regn. No. 94'*77 **07 1354-55, TamraMpta M«ha- 
Tidyalaya. 

I4-1948P-IX 
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119. SadhftDsukumftr BCaitra, 0lfear 15, Eego. No. 983 of 1955-66f VVtTpm Bftjft 
• Peary Mohan College. 

114. Sibaankar Cboab, Uttar. 77, Begn. Ko. 18392 of 1956*66i Uttarpara Baja Paaiy 
Mohan College. 

(8t The Kxamiaation for 1956 of the follotriog candidates is oanoelled 

!l. Babindrsnatb G-hoshi Cat 619, Bega, No. 4181 of 1954-55. St. Paul's College. 
'I. Bamapada Biswas. Cal. 1220 Bega No. 22626 of 1955-56, Vidyasagar College. 
). Tamalkanti Bagohi, CaU 1241, Begn. No. 7330 of 1964-66, Vidyasagar College. 
1* Jitendra PraUp Bmgh, Cal. 1262, Hogo. No 23715 of 1955-56 Vidyasagar College. • 
1. Pradyotkaoiar Das, Cal 1157, Bsgn, No. 9172 of 1955-56, Asatosh College. 
3. Pankajkumar Bhattaohsryya, Cal. 1730, Uega. No. 21444 of 1954-55, City College, 
r. HaraDohindra Biy, Cal. 2828, Bego. No. 23647 of 1955-56, Vidyasagar College. 
3. Haladbar Gbosh, Cal. 3677, Rrgo. No. 19426 of 1953-54, City College. 
h Eesabcbandra Das, Cal 3678, Begn. No. 20149 of 1954-65, City College. 

1). Amalendn Pal, Cal. 6014, Rega. No. 6392 of 1954-55, Seth Anandaram Jaipuria 
College. 

11. Subiraath Bhattacbaryya, Cal. 5277, Begn No 7216 of 1966-56, City College. 
11. Sri Ajitkntnar Basu, Cal 5872, Begn, No. 16080 of 1953-54, Snrendrsaatb College. 
13. Bini^bbusbao Bbattacbsryya, Gal. 6719, Bego No. 22687 of 1955-56, Maharaja 

M. C. College. 

11. SasibhuBhan Mtikbopadbyav, Cal. 6800, Begn- No. 20151 of 1964-65, Maharaja 
M C. College 

16. Md. Abul Khnltd, Ci^ 7218, K gn. No 28621 uf 1956 56, Bangahasi College 
16 RsdbabiDod Pal, Agai 88 Regn No 698 of 1935-56, Agartala Maharaja Bir Bikram 

College 

17. Dwijeacbandia Bbattacbiryya, Balur 23 Begn. No. 1276 of 1955-66, Balurghat 
College 

18. Gurupada Palit, Basir 19, Begn No Baairiiat College 
19 KsMro ipra^ad Maodal, Hasir 20, Begn No. 22486 of 1955-56, Buirbat College. 
20. Md. Afsar All, Basir, 99, Begn No 4969 of 1951-55 Baeirbaf C dlege. 
21. Md Abdul Kanno, Bas r. 147, Begn No 17542 of 1951-55, Baairhat College 
22. Birendransih Ghosb Basir. 149, B-gn. No. of 1951-55, Basirhat College 
23. SaDtosbkumar Karao, Basir. 156, Bego. No 22409 cf 1955-50, Ba^ibat College. 
24. Pijushkanti Ghosh, Basil. 191, Begn. No. 22415 of 1955-56 Basirbat College 
25. Bhabesebandra Mndba. Basir. 192, Begn No 16026 of 1953-54, Basirhat College. 
26. Kamala Baiu, Basir. F. 24, Be go No. 22365 of 1955-56, Basirbat College. 
27. Maya Majamdargupta. Basir. F. 25, Bsgo. No 2602 of 1952-53, Basirhat College. 
26. SanilkuiDsr Bisu, Basir. N 13 B go No. 9560 of 1955-56, Non-Co!Icgiate Student. 
29. Kanailal Das, Basir N. 14 Bt'gn No Noo-Cillegiate Student 
30. Satyendranath Ba>cbandburi, Basir N. 15, Hego. No. 82J8 of 1963-54, Non 

Collegiate StoJei t. 

31. Bbabancbandra Saikar Basu N 22, Non-CoPegiate Student. 
82. Biiendranatb Sarkir, Basir, N 23, Bign No, 3246 of 1951-52, Nou-Oollegiate 

Student 

33. Guna'-ihar P (1. G irh N 2, Begn No. 6313 of 1919-50, Nun‘Oof[e:^iate Student. 
84. Debipiasad Kar, Jal 151, Begn No. 21022 of 1955-56, .Tilpaiguri A. C College. 
35. Aditendramuban Sinha, Knt 19, liego No 20073 of 1953-54, Katwa Colhge 
36. Jagadiflcbandra Biswas, Kat 20. Itegu No 3780 of 1955-66 Kntwa College. 
27. Faramaurfiida Tbakur, Kal. 21, Ilf go. No. 24029 of 1955-56, Katwa College. 
88 Madbusudsn De, K*t 22, Begn. No. 3814 of 1956-56 K^twa College. 
39. Bibindrauath Pal, Eat. 20 liegn No 3871 < f 1 )55-56, Katwa College 
40. SunOkamar Mumgratn, Kat. 30, B&gn. No 3807 of lOSS-ol, Katwa Calle^e. 
41. Dilipkamar Smba, Kat 82, Begn. N j 3890 of 1155-50 Katwa College. 
42. Saileswar Pal, Eat. 36, B'‘gn. No. 3672 of 1955-56, Katwa College 
43. Anindyakumar De, Sat 38 Begn. No 3816 of 1955-56, Katwa College. 
44. Ourgaofaaran Mallik, Eat. 40, Begn No. .8649 of 1955-46, Eatwa College. 
46. Niranjan Mitra, Eat. 91. Begn. No. 9069 of 1961-65, Katwa College. 
46. Phstnindranatb Ear, Kbarag. 40, Begn No. 20981 of 1955-56, Kharagpur College. 

1^7. Sbageadranath Satpatbi, ^d. 28, Begn. No. 22092 of 1954*55, Ifldnapore College. 
46. Jyotinndranath BUwas, Bji. 13, Bego. No. 7800 of 1956-56, Baiganj Collage- 
49 Aniiilyaranfan Sarkar, Bai. N. t, Begn. No 17067 of 1061-62, Non-^Uegiate 

Student. 

50. Jjtendranatb Gupta, Uttar. 2. Begn. No. 966 of 1956-66, Uttarpara Baja Pearymobao 
Colltge. 

41. Santikimar Majumdert Uttar. 3, Bego. No. 967 of 1965-56, Uttarpara Bajs 
Pearymoban College. 
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69. Chftndidat fifty* Utlftr. 4. Begn. No. 1076 of 1066^* tTttftrpftra Bajft Pefttymofaftn 
College. 

68. Mirtjnnjay Prsmanik* Cttar. 8. Bago. No. 1'71 of 1956-56. PAtarpapftra Baja 
Pearymubfto College. 

64. Pitambar Bbattacharjjftt TJUar. 9, Regn. No 811 of 1955-66, Uttarpara Bftjft 
Pearymoban Colltige. 

66. Baotiram Haiti, Uttar. 10( BegQ. No. 9811 of 1955-56. Uttarpara Baja Pearymobas 
College. 

66. OommobftD Gbakrabarti, Uttar. 14. Begn No 829 of 1956-56, Uttarpara Baja 
Pearymobas College. 

57. Aantosh Cbattopadhyay. Uttar. 16» Bt*g&. No 848 of 1056-56. Uttarpara Baja 
Pearymoban College. 

66. Amalkumar Mokoopadbyay, Uttar. 17. Begn. No 1003 of 1065-56, Uttarpara Baja 
Pearymobaa Coliege. 

59. Syamauodar Chandra, Uttar. 18 lt<3gn- No. 812 of 1955-66, Uttarpara llaja Peary- 
moban College. 

60. KanjitkazDar Bandyopadbyay, Uttar. 22, Hegu. No 778 of 1955-66, Uttarpara 
Baja Fearjffioban College. 

61. Mibirknmar Mukbopadbyay, Uttar. 23, Kegn. No. lt)23 of 1955-56, Uttarpara Baja 
Pearymohan College. 

62. Sukdebpraiad Hukliopadbyay, Ut^ar. 27, llegn. No. 1045 of 1955-66, Uttarpara Baja 
Pearymohan College, 

03. Nepalchandra Barman, Uttar. 28, Begn. No. 784 of 1955-56, Uttarpara Baja 
Warymohan College. 

I. A. Caaea 

The following candidalea are exonerated from the charge of breach of diaoipbne 

1. Anilrsujaii Daa, Oal, 2113, Begn. No. 6139 of 1965-^0, Charaebandra College. 
2 Hridaykrisboa Ba»u, Cal. 2674 Begn. No. 9218 of 1916-49, Vidyaaagar College. 
3. Bharet Prasad. Cal. 3592, Begn. No. 27006 cf 1954-55, City College. 
4. Badbirkuroar Mukh inadbyay, Bai. 1, Bego No 7843 of 1955-56, Baiganj College. 
6. Sitesebaddra Baba, Rai 2. Begii- No. 7832 of 1955-56, Baiganj College. 
6. Baoajitkuinar Debraj, Bai. 3, Begn. No. 12786 of 1954-55, Baiganj College. 
7. Kamalea Sarkar. Bai. 4, Begn. No. 12183 of 1952-53, Baiganj College. 
8. Dilipkanti Ben* Ptai. 5 Begu. No. 26057 of 1965-56 Bnignnj College 
9. Bhupatibhusban Basu liai-* 6, Bt»gu. No. 7703 of 1955-56 Rnigani College. 

10. Nirmalkoinar Bagcfai, Bai. 7 R ‘gn. No. 2?0m of 10.^5-56, Baiganj Colltge. 
11. Mridiilkumar Mitra, Rai. 8. Begn. No 7812 of 19"5-56, lUigatij College 
12. Suailchandra Sengitpts, Rat 9, Regn No 7^50 > f 19.35 56, Ka gin, ColLge. 

13. 8unilkumar 8aba Rai. 10, Regn. No. 230*^8 of ltt5.3-56, RaigAH’ College. 
14. Batyaran^an Has, Bai. 11. B<gn No 7811 # f 1955-56 Baiganj C dii'Ce 
16. Kirodrao’an Oho«h, Bai. 12 H<gn No. 7821 of 193.1-56 Baipan] Colic g«. 
16. Jibeschandra Das. Bai. 14 Besn No. 78*>9 of 195>'50 Raiganj College. 
17. Araalendubikas Guhaniyopi, Rai. 16. Been No. 26017 rf 1055-56 Raig.inj College. 
18. Nripeiidramoban Haha, I at, 16 Regn No ’i6''51 of ’9r>r)-.>6, RHigan; CoUego 
19. Radhakri'ihna Agarwala, Bai. 17, Rtgn. No 7865 of 1965-.56. Raigni.j Colbge. 
20. Tarapada RayrbaudI i.ri B>i 18, llign. N . J3607 of 1931-3 *, f'aiganj C«-lleg *. 
21. SojitkumHr Uaagnpta, Rm. 19. Ri gn N<‘ ‘*'3' Ml o( 19.33-56, Baiganj C dlege. 
22. Ebsruddi » Ah md. Rai. 2'>, Begn No. 78*21 «f 19.36 56, Ha ganj Ciliege. 
23. Amalkrisbiia Talnpalia, Bai. 21, Begn. No 786 * of 1956-56 Raigin; C( li ge. 
24. Khagendiai.ath Talukdar, Bai 22, Itegn. No. 16^52 of 19.31-55, Rail an] College. 
•25. Cbittaranjan Obosh. R.ii *23. Rrgn. No. 7S'6 of 1055-56, Uaiganj College. 
iM. Hasirnddin Ahmed, Rai. 24, Regn. No. 7'-*15 of 1955-56, Baiganj College. 
27. Gonrsanksi Basu, Bai 25, Begn. No. 7794 t f 1956-,56, Baigan; Co'lege. 
28. Jitendranath Das, Bn*. 26, Begn. No. 78'0 < f 1055-66 Ba gan* College. 
29. Saurindrakumar Gbcslt, Bai. 27. Begn No. 7831 nf 1955-66 Raiganj Cidloge. 
80. Smritlkumar Cbaudhuri, Bii* 28, Bign. Kn.of 19.55-50 Raig C./lIege. 
31. Asitkumar Bhadra, Rai. 29, Regn. No 7797 of 1965-56, Ralganj College. 
82- Snnilkuinar Dbar, Rai. 80, Begn. No. 7822 of 10* 5-66, Baiganj C llego. 

Satyendranath Ray. Bai. 31, Begn. No 7860 of 1955*56, Raiganj College. 
34. Kaznalknmar Adbya, Rai. 32, Regn. No. 7864 of 1965-56. Baiganj College. 
35. Byamalkuinar Chakrabarti, Rai. 83, Begn. No 2044 of ’955-56, Rauanj College. 
36. Nirroalyapraaad Miara, Rai. 84, Begn. No. 7841 of 1955-66, Baiganj College. 
37. Bidbnbbnafaan Niyogi, Rai 85, Regn No. 7846 of 1956-50, Roigani Ceibge. 
88, Md, Asiznr Bafaman, Rmi. 86, Regn. No, 6934 of 1963 54, Raigonj College. 
39, Anifikninar Chakrabarti, Bai, 37, Begn. No. 7802 of 1955-66, Baiganj College. 
40. Salilbaran Bay. Bai. 88, Begn No C6050 of 7956-56, Baiganj CoUege. 
41* BQbntaDaB«i,89*BegD.No. 781 of 1956-56, Baiganj College* 
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AiimlrozQftr lUv Rai 40 Bfgn 7^48 cf lU'^S 66, Bugsn] College. 
46 AruniiD* Oboib, B-ti F 1 Be d No 86 l^i55 66 B^igaDj College 
44, Bwepna De, Bei F 2 Bt.gQ Vc 12781 of 1254 66. Bugan'CoIUge 
46. D«ba lOet Bai F 8, B 'n No 7^16 of 1^55 66 Baigaoj College. 
46 Archaoa Hhaumik Bn F 4 Be □. N> 12760 (1195t 55 Baiga ] College 
47. Jyotsne Giihs Bai F 6. B go No 7863 <.f 1955-50. Baigan Ccllege 
48 B Iniaoi Bajr, Rai F 6, Kegn No 7810 of 1)6^-50 Bai..aQ'Cjllege 
49 Cilbeya Bb tunik B^i F 7 Bv^ No 77*)0 f# 1035 >6 Bn nni College 
60 JharoA C'lakiabarti Kai. F 8. Begn No 7h03(f 19)5 5b, Bngan. CoUtge 
51 Mayi Na'b Hai F 0 Be^ti No I }>) of 1955 of, Bait^aoj College 
69. Kninla T)at aBai F 10 Bo n 7817 rf 1055 5b KiiginjC Uege 
68 Ara iDalta.K i F ll.Bt^u No 12776 if I 51 55 R iginjC Uege 
64 badliana *^arkar, Bai F 12,1\ No 15()(. ^ (f 1056 56 Baiginj Ccllrge 
55 8u«>bL^na Sjnh 11 iv Rn F 13 Ktgn No. bl of 19.>5 66 Bngtinj ColUge 
66 MuLhGh sh Bai T 14 R go N) 7827 iflf*!) 6b, Bn.jan COIeie 
67 Mhiq i(a BaBii, B n I* 16 Begii Ni 770) of 1956 5b, Kaigau; College 
68 Pant Mji<IaI,B i F 16 Bcgn N) 1019 < f 1935 6b, Baliiigliat College 
69 Nann^ati C hakr<)baitii Rai 1 \ ’ B^gn No 8573 of 19*'6 66, Nrn Collegi«vw 

Stiidf nt. 
60 Pjfjapada Bar, Bai N i Btp.^ No 16724 c ^ 1031 52 Nt n f oUegiate Student 
61 Alw bendlm Labiu Bai. N C Rogn N 26058 0^955 56 Non Collegiate fllndent. 
62 Hii areugcfal Majinidai Bji N 8 B gn Nt 8162 <f lU5i 66, Non-Co legiat 

Stud nt (IvOignj C il ^.e 
63 Tamiziiddjii Allan med Ru N 10, It gu N 1 >7 )8 of 1054 56 Non Collegvete 

8‘m’ent (J\h gar j C olle c) 
64 Bnoji kumar Ml 111 ai hi \ 11 li Nj 5710 <[ 103} 54, "Nou C'llegiate 

btudint. 
65 B iiuran 811 Stn Bai N 13, U gn ’'5) llHO of 1052 31 Non C illepiatp Stu ent 
66 Asit Oho^li Bu N 16,Bgn N 12115 of 1)51 52 Non (. 11 (,iaie btudeut 
67. Haridaa Biawas, Ku N 18 Rein No 20 >75 of 195o 5G, Ncn CuUtgnte Stuiout 

I Pt CASKS 

(n The Txamii ation foL 1950 of the fjllovitng candidatiK i«< la^celled and Iley aio 
debarred from appearing at any UniveiPit} EKamination id 1957 and 1958 — 

1 bu BancndranaLb 01 rsh, Oil 6131 \i aygaili J^otibb Ray College 
2 Srj Buraj Be 8iDph,Cal 8268 Bfot Ne C’^Ctf i9>2 63 \ i lyasigur College 
3 Rri Narayan Das Uamam, Cal N 123 htgn No 2770j of 1955 66 Non Collegiate 

S udent CVidyasagar Coll gi) 
4 Bn Aaokranian Ouharav* Bit 1 B^gn N bl57 of 1053 61 Kalwa College 
6 Sri PnLbwiscl andr I Chttkral aiti, Kaf 2 H g*i No 9)27 cf 1961 55 Katwa College 
6 Sri Aliilclardra Biswas Kat 3H^gD No 15583 of lOol 52 Katwa ColUge 
7. Sri Sankarprasad Ba} Kal 4 JUgn No 7262 cf 1958 54 Kaiwa, College. 
B bn Bi.aykmnar Djb, Kat SlUgn No IJIOR if 1953 54 Kaii^s Collef,e 
9. Sn Ananlakiinnr Ghoab Knt ( Ikgn N 9048 of 1954 56 Katwi College 

10 Bn Sukhanily Majunidar. Kai 7B«gn No 3814 of 19)5 66 Ka'iia College 
11 Sn Qhana9>in» Bandycpadln \ \\i SBgi No 3765 of 1965 56 Katwa College 
12 Sn Dilipkumar D ib K tt 9 Jv , i \ S 2 t f lt»55 5o Kaiiia Collegt 
13 Sn I lad^otkiiraar Chatt<padhyay, Kit 10 Kego Nr 3787 of 1956-6G, Katwa 

College 
14 Bamendranarjvan Dhar, Hat. 25 Rrgn No cf 1953 5b, Katwa College 
16 Pianabkumar Cbattopadbyay, Kat 30, Bign No 28 57 of 19o5 56, Kalwa College 

(if) The RximinalKH hr 1)56 r! the fol'owing caudidatfs is cancelled and they are 
debarred front appealing al any TJiJivrraily r^aminalicn It 1967 ~ 

1 Sri Nikbilendrokfima! Baqu Oil 6 Kegu No 15511 of 1954 66, Baogabaai College 
2 SnSaoaUnl) , Cal 79 lign No 16 16 of 1954 55, Bangnbasi College. 
3 Bn Samiirinjan Dattaebaudhun, Cal 3b2 Bego No 24086 of 1955 56, Bangaba^i 

College 
4 Sri KribbnajLo ta t).Atla Cil 560, Uign No 17129 of 1953*54, Bangebasi College 

^ 5. 8ri BiebMiptda Diewaa Cat 118b B gn No 16579 of 1954-65, Bangabaai College* 
6 Sn Stmana ChiKrabii 1, Cal 1193, Kegn No 12928 of 1968-54, Bangabasi CoUege 
7. Sli Ninnaltndu bill ^bdast dar. Cal 122S, Begn No 16211 of 1954-55* Bangabati 

Oaiege. 

8. Sn Aaishknaiar Mcdak, Cal 1241, Begn No 10476 of 1964-66, Bangabaei College 
9. Sn Ram Leyak Smgli, Cal 1274, Begn No 12740 of 1958 54, Bangabaei College. 
IQ. Sil Bimalecdubikas Balia, Cal 2854, Begi No 2f)82 of 1064 66, Asntoah Ccllege 
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11, SnRtD:ifekom»t Mukhopadhya;, 1I> Oftl. Ut-gn No. 20616 of I9$$'64» Attttoih 
College. 

19. Sri Araokumir Dei, 0»\ 6126* Regn. N > ^27)L -f I »j6-56* Vidye^agtr CoMege 
13. flri Niroodramohao Obakribirt', Oal. 8230, U g'l. No. 2218 of 1052'6d, Vidyaoagar 

ColIfg«>. 

H. Sri BiotyakraD)da Bay, Cal. <^310. Uega. No. 6002 of lOSi 66 Vidyatigar College. 
16. Sri Sekbarkanti Sarkar, Cal. 3749, B<%iQ. No. 8077 of 1054-65, Vidyaaagar College. 
16. Sri Amal Ba^uray, Cal. 4210, BegQ. No. 10631 of 1953 S4, Charnehandra College. 
17. Amalkamar Bay Ca'. 4238, Bego. No. 21301 cf 1964-55. Vidyaaagar College. 
18. Bri Pdbitrakamar Baau, CaL 4315, R<‘gn. N». 17076 of 1952 68. City College. 
19. Sri Sailcndraoatb C^aitopadbyay, Cal. 4911, Beg 1. No. 16836 of 1959-53, Chara- 

ebandra College. 

20. Sri Santirinjtn Ghosb, Cal. 5600, K^gn. No. 2''I966 of 1954-65, Sureadiaoalb 
College. 

21. Sri Tapaskninar Ghosb Cal. 5670, Re-^D. No. IGi^ of 1965-56, Sarendranatb 
College. 

22. Sri Sita Bam Geswami Cu . 5686, ItegD. No 16027 of 1955-66, Snrfudranath 
College, 

28 Sri Maniklal Gangapadhya} , Tf. Cal. CG72. Bego. No. 20902 of 1964-55. Surendra- 
oath College. 

24. Sri BaDendranatb Baau, Cal. 6847, Begn No. 8460 of 1962-58, Snrendranatfa 
College. 

26. Sri Deboarayan Bhabtocbu'baryyA, Cal. 7080^ Begn. No. 8673 of 1955-56, Maharaja 
M. C, College. 

26. Sri Dnia'kriahaa Pal. C.il. 7163. Begn. No 21223 of 1964-55 Surendraoatb Collage, 
27. Sri Ainalendu Dasgnpta, Ca*. '(259, B''gn. No 223 of 1054-56, Surendmath Col¬ 

lege. 

26. Sri Batiiendra Cfaakrabarti, Cal. 7262, U'go. Nu. 20G58 of 1954 65), SureodraDatb 
College. 

29. Sii AmareachaDdra Cbattopadbyay, Cal. 744^, Bego. N. 18466 of 1054-65, City 
College. 

30. Sri Rarainef>chani1ra Oattamajuumdar, Cal. N 15, Hcgn. No. 16^0 of 1950-51, Non* 
colUgUte btudeot, Vidyasagar College. 

£1, Sn DimalkHDti Ghesh. Cal N. 129. Keg, No. 10613 of 1931 52, Non-coUegiate 
student, Vjdyuaagar College- 

82. Sri Rathhidronalh Mnkhopadhyay, CnI. N 145, Begn No. 6611 of 1954-65, Non- 
<oUegiate student, Cbaiuchandra Cot'ege. 

33. Sri Auilkumar Bbuabao, Agar. 11. Maharaja lUr Bikram College. 
34. Sii ITari 1a4 Ddtta, Agar. 22, Begn No. 27466 of 1954-55, Maharaja Bir Bikram 

College. 
36. 8ri Debendranatb Cbattopadbyay, Asan. 66, Begn. No. 6421 of 1955-56, Asansol 

College. 
36. Sri Prabbakar IJpadhyay, Acan. lOt, Begn No. 4566 of 1951-62, Aaansol College. 
87. Sri Jitendranath Mnk'bopadhyay, Assn. 172, Begn. No. 12731 of 1951-55, Aaaoaol 

College 
88. Sri Jibaoanda Chakrubarti, Aaan. 194. Begn. No. 2.t24 of J951-55, Aaaneol College. 
89. 8ri Santoslikuu ar Bay, Asan. N. n, Begn. No. 11836 of 1954-55, Non-coUe^ate 

atndint Asansol College. 
40. Sri rratbatkuinftr Miikbupadb>ay, Bjrb. 231 Kogo. No 816) of 1953-54, Hetampor 

K. r. College. 
41. Banbikas Hole, Bur 2\Bfgu No. 26156 of 1954-55, Bnrdwan Baj College. 
42. Sri ADiarsaokar Khanua. Bur. 24, Kegn. No. 95155 of 1954-56, Burdwan Baj 

College. 
48. Sri Mihirkamar Patbak, Bur. 59, Begn. No. 25193 of 1954*65, Bardwaii Baj 

College. 
44. Sri Kumaria Cbaudbri, Bur. €6 Begn. No. 25129 of 1954-55, Burdwan Baj College. 
46. Sri Debipraaad Hans, Chander, 73, Begn. No. 25821 of 1954-65, Ohandernagore 

College 
46. Sri Sukbendnbikaa Maiti Cont. 41, Begn. No.* 11736 of 1964-56, Cootai P. K. Col¬ 

lage. 
47. Sri Narescbaiidra Gangopadbyay. How, 198, Begn. No. 106H3 of 1954-55, Howrah 

Karaaisha Dntt College. ^ ^ , 
48. Bri Samar Singb, Jal 4. Begn. No. 10467, of 1964.66, .lalpaignri A. 0. CoVege. 
49. Sri PijDshkanti Babot, Jal. 7, Begn. No. 10418 of 1961-66 Jalp*iigari A. 0. OoUage. 
10. Sri Tapankomar Ben, Jal. 189. Begn. No. 16484 of 1963-64, Jalpaigtni A. 0. 

61. Bri Bimjbliaahiii Etr, Tfaar. 16, Begn. Ko. 19666 of 1964 -66. Jhugrm Baj 
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8ti Saobindnnfttli Sarkar, Katwa 16| Regn. No. S696 of I966*66, £atva G<^ega» 
68 8rl Kalisasku CbandbDri, Kab. 17, Begn. Bo. 2366 of 1956-66, Eatwa College. 
64. Sri NareodraDaTan De, Eat 19, Begn. No. 13970 of 1958-54, Ka^wa College. 
66. Sri Kanigopal Sinbaraj, Eat. 20, Begn. No. 9395 of 1954-66. Eaiwa College. 
66. Sri Ajaj Dhar, Eat. 28, Bega.‘No. 8617 of 1956-66. Eatwa College. 
67. Sri Mabadebobaodra Oboab, Eat. 29, Begn. No. 8826 of 1966 66, Eabwa College. 
68. Sri Alokkumar Eaibraj, Eat- 48, Bagn. No 8841 of 1955-66, Eatwa College. 
69. Sri Nadercbandra|Daa, Eat 48, Begn. No 3800 of 1965-56, Eatwa College. 
60. Sri Eanakjyoti Makhopadbyay, Eat. 60, Begn. No. 8857 of 1966-66. Eatwa College. 
61. Mohammad Nora! Hods, Eat. 63, Bejn- No. 1189 of 1956 66, Eatwa College. 
62- Bri Niranjan Baksi, Kati 67, Begn. No. 8760 of 1956.56, Eatwa College. 
68. Am;ed Ali Ehao, Eat. C2, Begn. No 8758 of 1966-63, Eatwa College 
64. Hri Prakaaobandra Daa, Eharg. 8, Begn. No. 921 of 1954-66, Eharagpur College. 
65. Sri Ajitkomar Bay, Mid. Ill, Begn. No. 28974 of 1954-66, Midoapore College. 
66. Sri Kalaeband Nath, Naba. 16. Begn No. 6266 of 1955-66, Nabadwip Vidyasagar 

College. 
67. Sri Bamendrapraaad Saikar, Naba. 19, Bcgo, No. 6826 of 1966-56. Nabadwip 

Vidyaaygar College. 
68. 6ii Dilipkomar Bbattaoharyya, Naba. 46, Begn. No. 6156 of 1966-66, Nabadwip 

Vidyaaagar College 
00. Sri Sailendroath Bbaatnik, N»i. 83, Begn No. 19185 of 1953-64, Naibati Bishi 

Bankimcbandra College 
70. Uma Debi Nai F. 10, Begn. No. 19266 of 1968-64. Kaihati Bishi Bankimcbandra 
71. Sri Amnknniar Daa, liana. 48, Hegn. No’ 6769 of 1956-66, Kanaghai College. 
72. Sri Jyotirmay Ghatak, Bana. 60, Begn. No 5776 of 1955-66, Banagbat College. 
78. ArdhenduaekbaT Makhopadhyay. Santi. 16, Begn No. 18400 of 1962-68, Bantipur 

College. 
74. Siairkamar Be, Ser. 06, Begn. No. 8501 of 1964«55, Serampore College. 
76. Batyapada Bhanmik, Sili. 4, Begn. No. 27348 of 1954-55, Sihgnn College. 
76. Ealidaa SUsarma, Sili. 6, Bogn No. 1069 of 1951-55 Siligiiri College 
77. Batbindranatb Btawaa, SiU. 10, Begn No. 25084 of 1054 55, Rilignri College 
78. Prabalknmar Maitra. Sili. 40, B»ga No 27984 of 1955 58, Siliguri College. 
79. SabodhkuDiar Hui, Sysm. 7, Begn. No. 26615 of 1954-55, Syamsundar College. 
80. Ajitkumar Daa, Syaco. SM, Begn. No. 7071 of 1954-55, Svameundar College 
81. Amalknmar Bhaamik, Tam. 63, Begn. No. 17144 of 1954 55, Tamiuk Tamralipta 

Mahavidyalaya. 

(ifO The Bsamination for 1950 of tbe following candidabas is cancelled 

I. Bebipada Bhattacbaryya, Cal. 160| Begn. No 15714 of 1954-55, Bangabasi College. 
2 Syaznaprasad Ghoab, Cal. 182, B^gn. No 13192 of 1953 54, BAogabasi College. 
5. Mathnraprasad Tewari, Cal. 867, Begn No. 7250 of 1952 53, Bangabasi College. 
4. Paritoahkomar Ghoab, Cal 1126, Begn. No 21089 of 1955-56, Bangabaai College. 
6. Abbijit Bandyopadbyay, Gal. 1179, Begn. No. 15402 of 1954-65, Bangabaai College. 
6. Sri Tusbarkanti Das, Cal. 1206, Begn. No. 16903 of 1964-)5, Bangaba*! College. 
7« Anindyaknmar Be, C^l. 1219, Begn No 7729 of 1952-63, Bangabaai College. 
8. Manoikamar Maitra, Cal 1286, Bogn. No. 16296 of 1061-^6, Bangabaai College. 
9i Bniitkaraar Baychaodhari. Cai. 3302, Begn. No. 8011 of 1964-56, Vidyaaagar College. 
10. Sri Anilkumar Bay, Cal. 8315. Begn. No 11169 of 1953-64, Vidyaaagar College. 
II. Aiaykumar Baychandhuri, Cal. 8898, Begn. No. 8034 of 1964 55, Vidyaaagar 

College. 
12. SnebaDattranjan Pal, Cal. 345.9, Begn. No 8864 of 1954-55, Vidya&agar College. 
IS. Bamobandra SonthaUa, Cal 3871, Begn. No 22718 of 1955-56, Vidyasagar College. 
14. Bridamobandra Sil, Cal 8921. Begn. No. 8 03 of 1964-65, Vidyasagar College. 
15. AmnkantlBaiU, Cal. 3936, Besn No 7629 of 1964-55, Vidyaaagar College 
16. Jogendra Prasad Ebettry, Cal 4166, Begn. No. 10'17 of 1963-64, Vidyaaagar 

College, 
17. Eamalknmar Bay, Cal. 4289, Begn. No 24302 of 1964-65, Vidyaaagar College 
18. Bbaratipraaad Baa, Cal. 6047, Begn. No. 13164 of 1964-66, Cbaruchandra College 
19. Ssmirkumar Makhopadhyay, Cal. 6426 of 1964-56, Begn. No 21171 of 1964-66, 

Burendranatli College. 
20. Amiyakumar Bandyepadbyay, Gal. 6175, Begn. No. 20423 of 1964-66, Snrendranath 

College. 
^1. Nimdbari Singh, Cal 7267, Begn No. 2844 of 1964-56. Borendranatb College- 
22. Biahkamar Baan, Cal N. 322, Begn. No. 4681 of 1951-62, Non-collegiate atodent, 

Vidyaaagar College. 
28. Mrinalkanti Bay, I, Cal. N. 289, Begn. No. 6090 of 1969-68, Non-collegiate atodent 

SoniidiaDatb College. 
24. HiraitmikJ Agar. 141, Begn. No. 22290 of 1966-66, Maharaja Bir Bikram 

College. 
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21 Syamtprftud Fath»ki Ber 959, Kegn. No. 90778 of t0&5>56> Borbanoporo K. N. 
Collage. 

98, AiDftlkiDti Du, Birb. 33, Raga. No 19399 of 1955-56, Bari Vidfuagar Ooliega. 
97. SaailkftDti Bishno, Bol. 16, Boga No 434 of 1965-56, Bolpar CoUega. 
96. Taaharkanti Bay, Bar. 243, Bega. No. 15316 of 1953-54, Bardwaa Raj Oollego. 
99. Naadakumar Cbettri, Dar. 39, Begn. No. 923 of 1953-54, Darjeeling Govt. College. 
30. Satyanarayaa Daspandit, Eat. 94, Bega. No 3318 of 1955-56, Eatwa College. 
81. Brajsdalal Chattopadbyay, Eat. 54, Bsgo. No 7847 of 1958-54, Eatwa College. 
89 Amarnalb Mtikhnpadhyay, Eat 61, Bega. No. 3359 of 1965-56, Eatwa Odlaga. 
33. Dilipkamar Dakihi, Eri 44, Bega. No. 13052 of 1951-55, Erishnagar College 
34. Bimalendapraasd Sinharay, Naba. 10, Begn No. 6376 of 1955*56, Nabadwip Vidya* 

aagar College. 
35. Laknhmikanta Das, Nabi. 11. Bdga. No. 5183 of 1955-56, Nabadwip Vidyasagar 

College. 
36. Krhbnathan Ira Kintabanik, Nnba. 15. Hego. No 5217 of 1955 66, Nabadwip 

Vidyaaagar College. 
.37. Syamalendu Ma^uindai, N^ba. 45, Hega. No 6338 of 1955-56, Nabadwip Vidyaaagar 

College 
38. Mibirkutnar Chattopadbyay, Banti 26, Bego. No. 14451 of 1955 56, Sintipar College. 
39 H.iriaadlun R.iimaka , Syam. '21, Ilegn. No. 1170b ot 1954-55 Sya’ceundtr Collegia 

Uv) The following canJidales aie exonerated from the charge of breach cf Jiacipline : - 

1. Aiahedali Malliok, Kat. 11, Beg. No. 37i>.) of 1955 56, Kntwa College. 
2. Di'bniirntan Bbattaehuryya, Kat 12, B’gn. No. 3777 of 1955-56, Katwa College 
8. Madhalictiaudra Das, Kat 13. Begn. No 379 J of 1965-56, Katwa College. 
4. Nripendinkiiniai Basil, K>it U, Begn No. 3772 of 195.5*56, Kalwa Colitge. 
5. 8atyend''akiMjar Oupto, Kat 15, Begn. No. *833 of 1055-50, Kalwa C llega. 
6. Gaurkjaor C‘andra, Kat. 18, U^gD No 0028ot 1951-55. Katwa College. 
7. Jyotisnar Cbattopadhyay, Kat, 21 Brgn. No. 9033 of 1961*55 Katwa College. 
6. Tarnnkumai Baksi, Kat 22 Begn. No. 3761 of 1955-56 Eutwa College, 
9, Madhodudan Datta, Kat. 26. Begn. No. 3808 of 1955*56 K itwa College. 

10. Kamalaranjan Palm), Kat. 27, Begn N.». 3876 of 1965-56, Katwa College. 
11. BnnndMnith Datta. Kat. 15, B-gn. No 3809 of 1)55-56, Katwa College. 
12. Mabadeb Chandn, Kat 49, B gn No 3796 cf 1955-56, Katwi ColUge 
13. Amlknmar Cliaiidbiiri, Kat 61, Begn. No. 3792 of 19.56*56 Katwa College. 
14. Kubilchandia Taitikdar, Kat. 5*2. Begn. Nu. 9097 of 1954-56 Ka.twa College. 
16. Jnanankur Ren. Kat 55 Begn, No. ^607 of 1953-64, Katwa College. 
16. Sailenkniuar Bai dvopadbvay, Kat. 69, Begn. Nc. 3766 of 1955-,56, Katwa College. 
17. Dadaraihi Gbahk, Kat. 60, Begn. No. 3836cf 1955-56, Katwa College. 
18. Mad'uisb Ian Datta Kai. 63, Begn. No. 2K259 of 1955-56. Katwa College. 
19. Masibar Uabaman, Kar. 64 Begn. No. 3^69 of 1955-56 Eatwa ColUge. 

■.20. Juthi Mokhopadhyay, Kat. F. 1, Begn. No. 38P4 of 19‘)5-56, Ka^wa Col!<*ge. 

The enroMnent of the following candidates for tbe LA. BYamination, 1966 
cancelled 

1. Narindar Ringh, Cal. 767*2, City Collegf. 
2. Ghanaham Lai Cbugb, Cal. 7673, City College. 

The E'tamination for 1956 of tbe following candi late is cancelled /»nd h- is deba red 
from appearing at any Fixatnindhoo of lliia University iu 1957. 

T.Rr. Ccmpartincnlal, Rcptembti, 1956 

Praauntakuiuar Kundu, Boll Cal. Comp. No. 632, Burdwan Bi] College. 
Tbe Exaniioation foi 1956 of Banaagopal MukI opadhyay, Eat. 46 (I.Sc,, *56) Eatwa 

Collegei ia cancelled and be js debarred from appearing at any University Examination ir 
1957. 

Tbe candidates pertaining to your college may kindly be informed of the oncers in 
respect of them expeditiously. 

Tours faithfully, 
N. C. ROT 

Controller of 
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CALCUTTA UNIVEHfalTy 

No Bti./BA/B.A ,B.So./57 

Tha following order* hove been pMied with regard to the U A. iriai ig out of 
Uw B.A 4od B So. Examinatiooo, 1957:-^ 

BJt. CASES 

1. The foUnwisg caodidotei are exouerated from the charge of bteach of dMcipUoa j'— 

1 Mohammed ImaiuddtD, B(r 15, Begn. No 223A of 1954-55, Knihuatb College. 
9. Cbittaranpiji Hay, Kn 69, Bego No 16318 of 195i 53, Vidvasafrar ColI<*gd, Cal* 

•Qtta. 

8 Gayatri Saikar, Mai F 8, Hcgu No 8036 ol 1J51 >2, ^ildi Co lege. 
4 6m Babita Sarkar, Mai F 9, Hego No. 9519 of 1153 51, Malii College 

IL The E\aminatioo for 1057 uf the following oandidatea is oaocelled — 

1 Baokarprasad Datta Cal 2301, Hego ^ 17133 of 953 5d, Aeotosh ColUge. 
3. Kamalkinti Oupta, Cal 23)5, Ue^o No 12(51 < f 1951 51 Hiugabasi Codo'e. 
8. Saktipada Chakrabirti, Cal 3161, H*ga No. 6)43 of 1J64 55, Maharaja M C. 

CoUege 
4. Jibankriahna Cbakrabani, Gat 31G9, Hegii No liOGl of 1951 55. Maharaja M. C 

College 
5. PrModraoabh Ghojb, Cal Ext 737, Hei.ii No 13141 of 1950 51 
6. NarayaodaaKonari Bnr R5 Begn No H817uf]9j3 >l fhirdwao Rij Collegt. 
7. CbittaranjaD Sarkai, Bor. Ext 21. He,{D Vo 6176 of 1946 K 

III The Examiaation for 1057 >f the fMlowtn.; oioiid itrs is inctllul aoi tbiy are 
debarred from appearing at any exammation of^tbis Umvoraity m 1951 ~ 

1 Rabrala Sarkar Cal Ext 734 Regn Nu 11226 of 19)1 63 
3 Siteodu Bbatladnr^ya Ber 39. He go No 2108 of 1954 55 Isn^hnaib 0( liege. 
3 Kfllyiolciiinsr Lahin, Kii 1, Hegn No 16^91 ofll5 61, K'^iahnigir C dlege, 

BRc CASES 

T. The Examination for 1957 of the follnwing candidatea is cancelled 

I. Chandranatb Baiu, Cal 1194, Hego No 7133 of 1953-54 Bangabaai CoUege 
3. Samirranjan Baa. Cal 1263, Hegn No 6451 of 1952 51, Bangabaei College 
8. Arunknmar Bsgchi, Ca’ 1819, Begn. No 1965J if 19o« 51, Scottish Olmrch 

Cellege 
4 Gautam De, Ba 111, Itegu No 9075 of 1953 51, Kri^huaib College 
5. AmijakiiPiar Gboah, Bui 109, Begn No 15019 of 1961-52, Biird var Ba; Col 

lege 
6. Tarajada Chukiaba>‘i], Bur 118, Hegn No 249 of 1952 53, Dirdwat Ha Co* 

lege. 
7. Suniikiiahna Kuodu,Gub 4), Hegn No 6173 A 1949 50, Gubardanga Hindu 

College 
6. Naiayantbaodra Pal, Kri <>3 Itegn No 64»lofl9jl55 Santipur College 
9. Maodarea Mitra, Roll Birb Ko 69, Regn. No. 15070 of 1054-55 Sn i VKljaeagar 

College. 

II. The Examination for 1957 of the following candidates i« cancelled and they are 
debarred from appeanng at any examination of tins UniTcrs ty in 1958 * - 

1. Debeakumar Ghosh Cal 1288, Regn No 13156 uf 1951 53. Bangabasi College 
9. Mabeah Bwarup Baxena. Cal 1973, Regn No 8181 of 1952 63. St Paul’s Oalbe- 

dra! Ck^e. 
8. Bajbhnban Mitra, Cal. 1986, Regn No. 10746 of 1961.63, Bt. PanPa Cathedral 

Oollage. 
4. Ajnarendra Prasad, Cal. 3436, Regn No 10076 of 1963 64 Asatoab College. 
5. Piadyotkumar Makberjee. Ber. 89, Regn. No 9127 of 1369 63, Knahnath College. 
6. Badfaanknmar Baj, Ber 91, Begn No 13774 of 1951-55. Rrj«bna(b College. 
Va Bonilkumar Pas; Bur, 121, Regu. No. 1815 of 1963.64 Bordwan lloj CoUege 
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IZX* The ExamiiuHoa for 1967 of tb« following eandidate is cancellod wtid lis is 

debarnd from appearing at any ezainioation of this Doivorsity to 1953 and 1969 

I. Ohowdhory, Tdjal Islam. Bnr. 116, Hsgn. No. 16766 of 1061-69, Bnrdwan Baj 
CoUega. 

Hia condldata/s who appeared from yoior College may kindiy be informed of Ibe deci« 
siou/i in respect of faim/thero expeditiously. 

Vour*s faitbfnlly, 
N. 0- HOY. 

OentroUer of Baamina^QS. 

OALCDTTA DNlVEBStTT 

No. Bta/BA/l»t./67/ 

The following orders bare been paaeed with regard to ^be B.A. oiaes arising oat of tba 
I A. andl.Se. Bxaminatiors, 1967 

LA. CAflEB 

(I) The following candidates are exonerated from the charge of breach of disci¬ 
pline 

1. Uahs Sawbney, Gal F. 414, Begn. No. 4611 of 1966-66 City College. 
2. Bbanta Arora Cal F. 416. Bfgn No. 70J of 1954-55 City College. 
8. ChandramohaD Babui, Chander 4. Hegn, No. 6829 of 1066 56. Cbandemagore 

College. 
4. Buddbadeb Set. Cbander. 6, Begn. No. 6816 of 1955.66, fChandemagore College. 

(II) The Examinatioo for 1967 o' the following candidates is cancelled 

1. Qopalcbandra Saha. Cal. 412, Begn. No. 176 of 1956-57, City College. 
2. Chittaranian Qliosb, C>il. 449. Kegn. No. lOS^ of 1965-66, Citr College. 
8 Asitbaran Baral, Cal. 092, Begn No 16906 of 1956-56, City C dioge. 
4. Juranobandra Majamdar, Gal. 867, Begn No 23813 of 1964-56. City College. 
6. Prauabendranath Bfaadun, Cal. 1097, Regn. No. 20^ of 1965 56, VidYaaanr 

College. 
6. Sekharnath Raycbaudburi, Cal. 2187, Begn. No 36661 of 1954-66, Vidyasamr 

College. 
7. Someodranarayan Majumdar, Cal. 4792, Begn, No. 3976 of 1966>56, (^ty College. 
8. Keaabcbandra Bas, Cal. Ext. 974, Begn. No. 20149 of 1964-65. 
9. Sobbendranatb Basdyopadbyay, Cal. Ext. 1287, Rego. No 16385 of 1966-6d. 

10. Banamali Mandal, Cal. Ext. 2110, Begn. No. 6182 of 1948*49. 
11 Bitendranatb Bandyopadhyay, Barrack. No. 8, Begn, No. 16468 of 1964-66 Baatra- 

gum Surendraratb College. 
12. Samirknmar Hay Belnr. 1 Hegn. No 51l5o0955-66 Bamkritbna Mission Vidya- 

msndira. 
13. Bajat Obakrabarti. Belur. b, B*gn. No. 5054 of 1955-56 Bamkrisbna Mission 

Vidyamandira. 
14. Sunilkumar Binbsray, Bolur. 16 Begn. No. 5131 of 1956'6S Bamkriahns Miaaion 

Vidyamandira. 
15. Saamendrenath Majnmdar, Birb. 62 Begn. No- 28885 of 1966-66 Snri Vidyasaffar 

College. 

16. Manoranjsn Mnkbopadbyay, Bar. Ext. 40 Begn. No. 2176 of 1946 17. 
17. Debaais Bagobi Kri. 86 Begn No. 93891 of 1966-56 Krtshuagar College. 
16. Jalsdbar Saba, Mabi. 2 Begn. Not 16170 of 1966 56 Mahisadal Baj College. 
19. Saktiranjan Bbattacbaryya, Mabi. Ext. 16 Regn. No. 9529 of 1964-A5. 
20. Tsritknnar Bandyopadhyay, Naba 118 l^n. No 6144 of 1956-66 Nsbadwip 

Vidysaagar College 
21. Piliplrainar Sinbaray, Nai. 367 Begn. No. IS72S of 1955-66 Biabi Bankimohandra 

College. 
32. Chittaranian Haidar Nai. 868 Begs. No. 13616 of 1956 66 Biabi Bankimobandra 

College* 
38. Nanigopal Anknr, Nai. Ext. 66 Begn. No. 10648 of 1966-67, 

Sibebandra Mandal, Bam N. 3 Begn. No 11161 of 1960-61. 
26. Nandalsl Ghosb, Uttar. 132 Begn. No. 18395 of 1966-61 Baja Pearyttioh43 Col- 

bge. 

15-.1046P-1X 
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in. The Euminetum for 1967 of the following oendidateo ie cancelled and they are 
debarred from appearing at any Univeniiy Examination in 1966 

1. Nikliilkumar Baychaudban, Gal. 616 Begn. No. 1119 of 1966*66 City College. 
9. Sarltkanti Bay» Cal. 1409 Bangabaei Oollege 
8. Dilipknroar Bandjropadbyay, Cal. 1648 Begn. No. r676 of 1954-66 Betb Anandaram 

Jaipnria College. 
4. Bimakhandra Mandal, Cal. 2038 Begn. No. 18648 of 1065-46 Vidyasagar College. 
6. Haridaa Sabarayt Cal. 2086 Begn. No. 18768 of 1966 66 Vidyasagar College. 
6. Babmdranatb Kanjilal, Cal. 2802 Begn. No. 7922 of 1956*66 Charuchandra Col* 

lege. 
7« Nanigopal Batta Cal. 2688 Begn. No. 1907 of 1966*67 Aiufeoab College 
8. Adityaknmar Gbpebt Cal. 2608 Begn. No. 1981 of 1966*67 Aeutoeh College. 
8. JagadishohaudralBay. Cal. 8869 Begn. No, 16610 of 1963-6i Sorendranatb Oollege. 

10. Barojkanti Bandyopadhyajf Gal. 6170 Begn. No. 24490 of 1954-66 City Oollege. 
11* Suailkomar Makhopadhyay, Cal. 5280 Begn. No. 90294 of 1954-65 City College. 
19. Upendranatb Seoi Cal. 6870 Begn. No. 21061 of 1066-66 City Colbge. 

18. Eedar Sharma, Oal. 6060 Begn. No, 16066 of 1966-66 City Oollegp. 
14. Usba Agarwal Cal. F. 957 Begn. No, 17806 of 1966-66 Seth Soorajmuli Jalan Girls' 

Oollege. 
16. Saotiranjan Bbattacbaryya Cal. N. 69 Begn. No 4892 of 1963-54 Non-CoUegiate 

Student. 
16. Hiiaomay Bandyupadbyay Aaan. 88 Begn. No. 2868 of 1966 67 Asanao! College. 
17. Birendrakishore Talufcdar Belur. Ext. No. 46 Begn. No. 1^18609 of 1966-67 Non- 

Collegiate Stn *ent. 
18. Ssntobhkumar Framanik Bang. No 106 Begn. No. 2290G of 1066-66 Dintibandhu 

MahaTidytilaya 
19. Ani'knmai Gboah Baair. No. 86 Bego No. 22488 of 1965*66 Baairhst College 
20. £i>wa it Chattopadhyay Belur 3 fiogu. No. 5U66 of 1955 66 B>ioikrialina Miisiou 

Vidyamandiro. 
21. Sujitkumar Fakrasi Belur. 6 Begn. No 6U0 of 1955-66 Bamkriabna MiHion 

Vidyamandiia. 
99. Eanakendn Majumdar, Boll No Belur. 19 Begn. No. 6093 of 196>*66 Bamknahna 

Mission ^'idyamandira. 
93. Dili|)kaaiar Cbaki, Her. 66 Erishnatb College 
94. Md Lnquat All. Ber 7G B^gu. No. 15672 of 195C 57 Krisbuath CoiL*ge. 
26. Tarapaia Swarnakar. B^r. N. 6 Begn. No. 15615 of 1966-57 Eriihnitb College 
96. Mob trnohan Gbatt'padbyay, Birb. 43 Begn. No. 28798 of 1955 53 S in Vidyisagar 

College 
97, Ba]«t Cbakrabarti. Birb 67 Begn. No. 28785 of 1956-56 Sari Vidyasagar College. 
96. Gnrupada Sen, Birb. Ext 2S. 
99. Faritosb Baral, Bur. 92 Bogo No 16721 of 1955 56 Bardwan Baj College. 
80. Subalchandra Bay. Bur I'^B Begn. No 15201 of 1955-66 Burdwao Ba] College. 
31. Hamm >ban Habi, Bur 171 B’^gu No. 230 >6 of 1951-56 Burdwao Baj College. 
99. Si >«<iankar Bay. Bur. Ext. 71 B *gn, No. 10169 of 1932*49. 
88 bk Mutibar Rsbamau, Boi Exl. 74 Begn. No 696*^ of 1960*61. 
M. Srikantakanrer Saha, Oont. 30 Begn. No 11805 of 1954-66 Contai P. K. College. 
86 Sunilbhasban Datlsray, Gob. 44 ^go. No. 8314 of 1966-67 Hindu College. 
86 Dilipkuraoi Barkar, Jal 7 Begn No. 21393 of 1951*65 A. C College, Jaipaiguri 
37. Dibyendu Satkar. Jai 23 Begn. No 26454 of 1965 6G A. C CoDege, Jalpaiguri. 
88. Hnri|a a Sen, Jal 47 Begu. No 2G457 of 1955*66 A C College, Jalpaiguri. 
89 Sibnpiasad Bisnas, Jal 62 Begn No. 26293 of 1055 58 A. C. College, Jalpaiguri. 
40. Kamalknmar Faikar, Jal. 67 Begn. No. 264.55 of 1965 56 A C. CrlTcge, Jalpaiguri 
41. SisukuTnar Saba. Jal. 143 Begn, No. J2500of 1954-66 A. C. College. Jalpaiguri, 
49 Ja>ral Abdin Kalna 5 Begn. No 14848 of 1956 57 Ealna Oollege. 
4B Sukan^ikumar Hay. Eat. 62 Begn No 15078 of 1958-57 Eatwa College. 
44 Debkanti Das, Mabi. 54 Brgn. Nu 11566 of 1955-56 Mahisadal Haj College. 
46. Bhufendranatb Sabu, Mahi. Ext 57 Begn. No. 9723 of 1954*55. 
46- Au.arendranath Mandal, Mai, 98 Begn. No. 17990 of 1956-66 Malda College. 
47. Md. Abdul Salam, Mai. 87 Begn. No. 17917 of 1964*55. Malda College. 
48. Md. Samsul Islam. Mai. 42 Begn. No. 18008 of 1956-66 Malda College 
49 Sureschsndra Kuodu, Mai. Ext. 19 begn. No. 17900 of 1964-66 
50, Bijayknmar Set, Mai. Ext. 18. 
61. Fasuptti Bamanta, Mid. N. 2 Begn. No. 18806 of 1060*61. 
63. Sibaprasad Nath, Naba. 114 Begn. No. 6269 of 1955-60 Nabadwip Vidyasagar 

College, 
58. Bibbutibhusban Bliwas, Nai. 81 Begn. No. 19989 of 1956*66 Bisbi Bankimehandra 

College. 
54 Amaiknznar Chakrabarti, Nai. 46 Bisbi Bankimobandra Oollege. * 
66, Chittaranjan B^ai, Nai. 79 Begn. No. 474 of 1956-67 Bisbi Bankimehandra College. 

Bamkrisbna Das, Nai. 99 Begn. No, 18956 of 1966 67 Bitbi Bankimehandra 
College, 
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57. Snretblumdrft De* Nii, 102 Bego. Ko. 628 of 1956*57 Bislii B«Dkamdioadr» Collie. 
59. SuMh&tokQmw P«l» Nol. 146 Begn No. 749 of 1666*57 Bitbi Bonkimobondro 

Collflgo. 
60. Oopaksbondro Saha* Nai, 240 Bego. No. 23182 of 1966*67 Biebi Beokimcbandra 

Collaga. 
W. Ajitkunar Gbosb, Nai. 801 Begn. No. 28112 of 1966*67 Biebi Bankimebendra 

College. 
61. AeeebraajaD Bayi Nai. 812 Begn. No 28180 of 1966*67 Biebi Baokimobandm 

College. 
M. Bilipnareyaa Sort Nai. Ext. 86 Begn. No 11914 of 1966*57. 
68. Jagadiflcbandra Kay, Nai. Ext. 94 Begn. No. 18686 of 1956*67. 
64. Barendrakumar Bievae, Santi. N. 2 Begn. No. 9878 of 1955 66. 
66. Bimalkomar Saba, Santi. N. 8 Begn. No 8226 of 1955-66 Pantipur College. 
66. Badhesyem Pal, Ser. 66 Begn. No. 8646 of 1954-55 Scrampore College. 
67. Nepalohandxa Barman, Ottar. 6 Begn. No. 784 of 1956 66 Ra;a Peary MoUan 

College. 

(TV) The Examination for 1957 of the following candidate ia caocelied and be ie 
debarred from appearing at any University Examination in 1958 and 1969 :— 

Ampkamar Pal, Ngi. 881 Begn No. 735 of 1956-57 Riahi fiankimcbendra College. 

I.8c. CASES 

(I) The following candidates aic exonerated from the charge of breach of diaoipline 

1. Hiranmay SengQpta, Cal. 2467 Begn. Ko. 2699 of 1955-66 Central Calcutta College. 
2. Dipakkumar Sengnpta, Cal. 2468 Bego. No 2752 of 1955*56 Central Calcutta 

Col ge. 
8. Prakaaananda Mnkbopadbyay Cal. 2461 Begn. No. 2728 of 1055*56 Central Calcutta 

Colleget 
4. Dlbpkumar Mukbopadhyay, Cal. 2486 Begn. No. 2718 of 1966-56 Central Calcutta 

College. 
9. Debdas Mukhopadhyay Cal 2468 Begn. No 2722 of 1955*56 Central Calcutta 

Collage. 
6. Paniat Sungopta Cal. 2489 Begn. No 2751 of 1055*66 Cential Calcutta College. 
7. Banendianarayan Sen Cal. 2490 Begn. No. 2750 of 1956*57 Central Calcutta 

College. 
8. Anilkumar Mukhopadh}ay Kalna. 40 Begn. No 16511 of }95A'6C Ealna College 

(II) The Exaromahon for 1957 of the Idle wing caodK^utea ii» cancel ed 

1. Biawajit Cbakrabarti Cal. 1286 Begn. Nc 15628 of 1954-55 Raug'ibasi College. 
9. Kahaankar Das Cal 2328 Begn No. 23031 of 1955*56 City College 
8. Gopalcbandra Daa Cal 3086 Bign No 15850 of 1054-55 Bangabasi C liege. 
4. Sriahnadas Gboahal Cal 8004 Begn No. 16160 of 1931 55 Bargabasi College. 
6. Babikamal Pal Cal. 3502 Begn No* 13625 of 1955 50 Vidvasagar Colltge. 
6. Manibhkumar Nag Cal. 4032 Begn No 17696 of 1956 57 U G. Kai. Medical 

College. 
7. Basupati Mukhopadhyay Gsl. 4280 Begn No. 20591 of 1953*61 Cbanichaodra 

College. 
6. Bhupalcbandra Acharjya Cal. 4782 Begn. No 1855L of 1955-66 Sutendranalh 

College 

9. Bamnarayan Murarka Cal, 6419 B^gn. No 21*61 of 1054*55 Suieodrasath College. 
10. Nepalchandra Das Cal. 6721 B go. No. 17076 if 1953.51 Sureodranath College. 
11 Aruokumar Cil 6131 Begn No 2612 of 1056 57 Asnlosh Collige, 
39. Harieanksr Saha Cal. 7877 Begn. No. 4024 of 1953 51 Vjjaygdrh JyotUh Kb 

'College. » 
18. Menoranjan Baao Cal. 7486 Begn. No 4518 of 1D55*3u Vijaygarb Jyotiah Bay 

College. 
14. Mrioalkanti Gangopadbyay Cal. N. ISl Begn No. 5681 of 1954 55 Cily College. 
16. Bunilkamar Datta Balur. 39 Balurghat College. 
16. Bijaykumar Karnsakar Bank 146 Begn No 27356 of 1051*5 > Bankura Sammilani 

College. 
17. Someodraohandra Sanyal Ber. 207 Bego. No. 8288 of *955-56 Kri'ihn&lli College 
18. Tayiramar Biswaa Ber, 211 Hegn. No. 7998 of 1955*56 Kndtnarh College. 
19. Sautikumar Mukhopadhyay Birb. 64 Bego. No 17700 of 1955*56 Suii I'ldyasagar 

OoUege. 
90. SaD&yaiicbaran Mandal Bur. 249 Begn. No. 26171 of 1961«65 Burdwan Baj College* 
21. Piiyatoeh Talukdar Coo. 94 Bogn. No. 18143 of 1956 66 Victoria College* 
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p«bki?iDsr 3«Qd7Qp«4bm Qob. 303 Beisa. No. 5»70 of 1938-04 Hindu Ooikfo- 
Briiift^Mn A. S. Sudolitr Hborg. 94 Bego No. 17089 of 1956-07 Kbtww uollige. 

94. AiDQljtkuntar Eri 7 Bego. No. 14988 oF 1966-66 Erishnigar Cdlepo. 
8|L Vddbabohindn Bradhaa Mid. 129 Bogo. No. 4667 of 1966 67 Midoaporrg dollog9. 
96. Ni«itkuinar Saba Nat. 66 Regn No 18971 of 1966-67 Biahi BaLkimcbandra OoU^a* 
97. JaliQdTaDath I)bar Nai. N. 1 Hrgn. No. 6828 of 1917-48. 
98. AchyntaDaoda Obosb Bana. 68 Regn. No 6772 of 1965-56 Bacaghtt College. 
99. BIbbutibhaaban Qboab Basti. 62 Begu. No. 27317 of 1966-56 BaaUpur CoUego. 
80. Niaitbkumer Hay Syatn. 18 Begn. No. 16G46 of 1955-56 Syamsnndar College. 
81. Salyaranjan Khetua Tam. 46 Begn. No 17166 of 1964-65 Tamralipta Miaht- 

fidjaUya. 

Tba Eaemiagtioo for 1V*67 of tbo following oandidates is cancelled and they are debaired 
from appearing at any Xlnivereitv Biamination lo 1958 :— 

2. 
8. 
4. 
6. 
6. 
7i 
8. 

College. 
9. 

Colley. 

Coll^. 

College. 
19. 
18. 
U. 
16. 

Collage. 
16. 

College. 
17. 
18« 
19. 
90. 
91. 
22. 
98. 
94. 
26. 
26. 

College. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
80. 
81. 
83. 
88. 
84 
86. 

Collie. 

w! 
88. 
89. 
40. 

Cdbegk* 
49. 
48. 
44. 
46. 
46. 

Collega* 

Tapaacbaodra Sengiipta Cal. 5 Regn No 16776 of 1964-66 Baogabasi College. 
Prapbnllakumar Gupta Cel. 38 Hegn. No. 16201 of 1954-66 Bangabaai College. 
Sudbircbaodra Karmakar Cal. 606 Regn N(. 16790 of 1956-67 ^ngabau College* 
JyotlsbcbaDdra Saha Cal 3848 Roan, No 24116 of 1966-66 Bangabaai College. 
Jayantakomar Basu Cal. 2S53 City College 
Prahbatkumar Aa Cal. 3265 Begn. No. 13160 of 1956-66 Vidya^agar C>cllege. 
Buddhadeb Adhya Cal. 3304 Kegn. No. 17181 of V. 54-55 Vidyasagar College. 
Ramaprasad Baychaudbu*-! Cal. 4168 Regn. No. 6272 of 1966-66 Clarncbandra 

Saurendrakumar Ckakrabaiti Cal 4193 Regn. No 7886 of 1956-56 Charitcbandra 

Sadhankriahna Oaogopadhxay Cal. 6044 Regn No 18998 of 1966-56 Surendianath 

Dehkutnar Mukhopadliyay, 11 Cal. 6293 Begn No. 19201 of 3965-56 Sorendranath 

Saree^ndra Ehan Gal. 6886 Begn. No. 19120 of 1966 66 Snrendranath College. 
Indubbnehao Maudal Cal. 6410 Btgn. No. 21095 of 1954*65 Sarendranath College* 
Palm Nandi Cal. 6l92 Regn No. 19301 of 1065-56 Sareudianath College. 
Saradindukumar Pramanik Cal. 5611 Regn. No. 19347 of 1955-66 Barendraiiatb 

Abdul Hannan Siddigui Cal. 6702 Regn. No. 21478 of 1964-66 Burendranath 

Satiachandra Baa Cal. 6921 Maliaraja M. C. College. 
Biiweawar Bay Cal. 5934 Begn N >. 26188 of 1951 65 Mahara;a M. C. College. 
Mrigankaeekbar Maiti Cal 5994 Begn. No. 21271 of 1953-54 Vidyaaagar College. 
Asokknmdr Balo Cal. 6030 Bum Bum Matijhil College. 
Babrata Ghosh Cal. 7894 Regn No. 4561 of 1955-56 V.jaygarb JyotUb Bey Oollege. 
Esrtikcbandra Saba Cal. 7487 Regn. No. 0714 of 1956-67 City College. 
Samareacbandra Oatta Cal. 7695 Regn No. 7649 of 1951-55 Vidyasagar Oollege. 
Md. Kbcuda Bokah Sardar Cal. 7781 Begn. No 726ft of 1956-66 Vidyaaagar Oollege. 
Budariancbandra Kayal Cal. 7813 Bign. No. 9842 of 1961 62 Vidyaaagar C>olIege. 
Siikants Bhattacharyya C/al. N, 283 Begn. No. 20669 of 1964-66 Sarendranath 

Ganeali Chandra Jlia Cal. K. 37') Regn. No 12678 of 1960-61 
TaUidas Miara Cal. N 876 He^. No. 2S678 rf 1965-56. 
Budhanaumoban Baa Aean. 10 Begn. No 1458 of 1963-54 Aatnaol College. 
Amalkumar Bengupta Aean. 81 Regn. No. 1715 of 1956-57 Asansol College. 
Monojmoban Baa Asan. 184 Regn. No. 21738 of 1954-65 Aaanaol College. 
Syamapada Gbosli Aaan. 160 Asanaol College 
Narayau Ghoabal Ber. 37 Regn. No. 15619 of 1956-57 Krirbnatb College. 
Sunilkumar Chandburi Ber. 135 Begn. No. t037 of 1966-56 Eriahnatb College. 
Nirmalchandta Mnkliopndbyay Birb. 66 Hegn. No. 4784 of 1956-67 Bari Vidyaaagar 

flunirmal Sengnpla B.sbnu. SO Ramai anda College. 
Sanilkumai Ghakrabart] Bur. 208 ^gn. No. 26121 of 1954-66 Bnrdwan Baj College* 
Sokesobandra Sen Bur. 217 Begn No. 26219 of 1954-66 Biirdwao Baj College. 
Bemarendra Binbaray Bur. 282 Begn. No. 26228 of 1964-55 Bardwao Baj CoUm. 
Banilkumar Sarkar Bar. 296 Begn. No. 26216 cf 1964-66 Bardwan Baj College* 
Mnbemmad Badrnl Alam Bur. 297 Begn. No 7121 of 19641-66 Buidwen Bej 

Heheawar Bam Bur. 820 Begn. No. 16827 of 1958-64 Burdwan Baj Collage* 

Ealyanknmar Bamaddar Ooo. 91, Begn. No. 18189 of 1905*69 Victoria Oallcge* 
Nirtaalkomar De Jal. 19 Begn No. 17088 of 1054-66 Ananda Cbandca Coltae. 
Ealyankomir Sikdar Jal. 69 Begn No. 10468 of 1964-66 Ananda Chandra (^Uige« 
Naiwtasa^ Ohattopadbyay Ebarg. 68 Begn. No. 12680 of 196MI Ebanipur 
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47. nrtiaIbhtubM SaIm Mah 79 Bagn. No V\Ul of 1954-U Coltogo. 
U. AdtkiiMr Itoiti Mid. 4 BtgA No. 18tl of 1056*17 Mtdamre Collcgo. 
49. JftgADOAIh Pratftd Bhakat Mid 41 Bd,jn No 21197 of 1958-64 MiftiMpoitt CoUafo, 
50* SMhmdtmaaih Bam Mid* 64 Begn No. 1246 of 1966-67 Midnapon OoU^e. 
91. At«nddmoban Bam Mid. 70 Begn. No. 1237 of 1956*57 Mldoapore Coliago. 
62. Bipinblbafi Maji Mid. 121 Bego. No. 23M6 of 1954-56 Midnapore Collage. 
58. Mirmal CbakraUrti Nai. 17 Begn. No. 540 of 1956-57 Biahi BaokhaAtadca 

Collage. 
M. Sabodhohandra Oaien Nai. 48 Begn. No. 12512 of 1955-56 Biahi BankimbbaadTa 

Collage 
65. Balaram Mukhopadbjaj Nai. 49 Begn. No. 18967 of 1053-67 Biahi Bankimchaodra 

College* 
M. Chittaranjan Sarkhal Nai. 96 Begu. No. 12780 of 1955-56 Biahi Bankimehandra 

College. 
57. Earananiay Bay Nai. 132 Begn. No. 759 of 1956-57 Biahi Bankirndiaudra Gollega. 
66. Enmodbiharl Sarkar Nai. 146Bego. No. 12985 of 1966*57 Biahi Bankimehandim 

Oollega. 
59. Farbatitankar Cbattopadhyay Ban. 23 Bamporhat College. 
60. Ranoalpada Biawaa Bans. 61 Begn. No. 5760 of 1955-56 Baoagbat College. 
61. Nifaipada Biawaa Bana 70 Begn. No. 93215 of 105^-67 Kana^bat Collage. 
62. Bufaritkumar Daa Saoti, 68 Begn. No. 27804 of 1955-56 of Bantipore College. 
68. SaaaDkaaFkhar Debray Santi. 71 Begn. No. 27818 of 1955-56 Santipore College. 
64. IjakabinaDcbai.dra Saotre ^r. 70 Begn No 9136 of 1955-56 Serampore Collefe. 
65. Santosbkaroar Niyogi Sili. 88 Begn No. 6257 of 1058-54 Biligun College. 
66. Bamandaa Ch&ttopadbyay 8yam. 8 Bego. No. 16601 of 1965-56 Syamspadar 

College. 
67. Sub( Srhardia 8oiu TTtter. 20 Begn. No. 604 rf 1955-56 Haja Peary Moban Collage. 
68. Ajitkuioar De Vtiar. 54 Bugo. No. 16275 of 1055-56 Ba a Peary Mohan College. 
69. Biavanath Cbattopadliyay TUtar. 130 Begn. No 1135C of *1955-56 Baja Peary 

Mohan College. 

(IVl The Eitamioation for 1967 of the following randidatei is caucellcd and they ere 
debarred from appearing at any Univeraity Exainit ation in 1956 aod 10*>n 

1. Javanta Ilangopta Cel. 7176 Bego. No. 18057 rf 1953-54 Rangabasi College. 
2. JagaDDa*fa Mishra Cal 7627 B-gn. No. 8924 of 1^ 58-51 Vidva*agar College. 
8. Nirnialcbandra Bandyoradhyay Cal. N. 857 Been No. 18456 of 1964-65 Maharaja 

M. 0 College. 

4. Naodadula) Dati Bam. 24 Begn. No. 7031 of 1955-66 Bampurba* College. 
6. Prabhakar Miars Cal. 3527 Vidya^agar College. 

The <«atidida*e8 who appeared from yoai College may kindly be ioform^^dof the daeisione 
m respect of (hem eipt'ditioiisiy. 

N. C. ROY 

Ccutioiler of ETQmmationt, 

OFFICE OF THE BOARD OF SECONDARY EDDCATION, ORISSA 

\oti6eatioD No. C-307 

Doted Cattsckt tb' 20th May 1957 

tnaoooidaocc vitli Btgulelion 14 of Chapter 1C cf Ibc Begiilatirns of the Boerd 
tbe followiDg candidaleb who took recouiae to iinfeir means at the Annuel High Scboot 
CertiOMte ExamiDat'on cf 1967 are penaltsed aa noted againat each. 

Roll No. Name, Institution, Ptnaltjes imposed. 

4754 Sri Janardan Padbi* Son of Sii 
Genanath Padhi. Anandapui. 
P.O. Anandapur, Djst. 
Keonibar. 

B. N. High School. Btsult. foi 1967 Annu*l 
A«i»nd»piiT. High School C«rtja»te 

Examiuetiou la oanealled 
and be is debarred fion 
ap^ringat any amni- 
uaticn m |ba B^rd prior 
to tbe Annual High 
School CartiSoate Bsam* 
nation of 1959, 
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5186 Sri Bareib Chtn^M Mob^ntj, U.K.O. High RttoU for 1857 Anaul 
Soo af Sri Qobanda Ohaadn B^ooU Baripa la« £Cigh Sohool Oaiii- 
lf(dkaai3r> Vill* Pratappor, P.O. ficata BxAmiiiatio& ia 
Badaaafcii Diit. BfayarbliaD]. eaneallod and ba ii 

debsmd from appeaii&g 
at any examiDatiM of 
the Board prior to iba 
Sapplementary High 
&hool Oartifioata Bzami> 
nation of 1068. 

8. SAilUf 
Sacratarp. 

TJTEAIi UNIVERSITr 

Notification No. E0./80e 

Dated Gottaek, the 37th May, 1057 

In aocordanoa with Standing Order No. 38 of the Syndicate the following candidate* 
who took reoonrae to nnfair meane at the Intermediate Examination in Agriculture bald in 
iba month of April, 1057, are penaliied as noted igainet each. 

Intermediate in Agriooltnre 

Boll No. Name. Inatitution. Penaltiei Imposed. 

14 Sri Sfaibaram Miara. S/o Utkal Emehi Keealt for 1967 Annual Examina- 
Brt Udayanath Misra, Mahav’dyalaya, tion is cancelled and he is debar- 
P.O. SoDOpor Baj, Dt. Bhubaneswar. red from appearing at any of the 
Bolangir. Examinations prior to the Supple¬ 

mentary Examination of 1058. 

38 Sri Baobindranaib Utkal Krusbi Result for 1957 Annual Examioa* 
Mobanty, 8/o Sri Sadhu Mahaeidyalaya, tion is cancelled and he ia 
Cbarao Mobanty, At A Bhubaneswar. debarred frotu appearing at any 
P.O. Bangripasii Diet. of the examinations prior to the 

Mayurbhanj. Annua! Examination.of 1958. 
84 Sri Furuaottam Bout, Utkal Krusbi Result for 1967 Annual Examina* 

S/o Late Udayanath Mabasidyalaya, tion is cancelled and be is 
Bout. C/o Sri Msguni Bhubaneswar. debarred from appearing at any 
Bout, Canal Dieiaton, of the examinations prior to the 
P.O. Maneiwar, Via Annual Examination of 1958. 
Sanatan Pali, Dt. 
Sambalpnr. 

UniTeraity Office, Cuttack, Illegible, 
The S7tb May, 1967. Asmtant Begiiirar, 

UTKAL UNIVEBPITr 

Notification No. EC./259 

Dated Cuttack, the 17th May, 1967 

In aooordanoe with Standing Order No. 28 of the Syndicate the following oandidatea 
^ wbo took recourse to unfair means at the Aonoal lotermsdiate and Degree Examinaticms 

1957 are penalised as noted against each. 

Intermediate in Arts 

Bolt No. Name. Inatitution. Penalties Imposed. 

783 Sri Jaminlkante Patnaik, S/o Chriat, College. Result for 1957 Annual Bzami- 
&i Pmbbu (Aaran Patnaik, Cuttack. nation ia oancellad and ba la 
Vill. Bagalpur, Dt. Cuttack. debarred from appearing at 

any of the examioationi prior 
to the Soimleinetitary ezamina* 
tion of 1958. 
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latarmediftte in 6oifnc« 

1486 firi Bathindmotih Boie, 8/o Eballikoto 
6ri Kajagorind Boae, Janana Collega, 
Hoapit^ Boadf Derbampur, l^rhampur. 
Dt. Oaojam. 

1678 Sri NityaQaada Satpaihj, 8/o RaTaoahaw 
Sri Bidyadhar Satpatby» Coilegei 
Oarai Bbaaan, P.O* Babama» Cntlaor* 
Cuttack, 

Baault for 1967 Anoaal Esami- 
nation ia eancoUad and bo >• 
debarred from appearing at any 
of tbe eaaminationa prior to the 
SnppUmontary cxamlnaUon 
of 1969. 
Besolt for 1957 Aoanai Bxami- 

DitioD U oancellod and be ifl 
debarred from appearing at any 
of tbe examinationa prior to the 
Annual Examination of 1968. 

1744 

1919 

mi 

Sri Benadbir Kumar Baau> Stewart Science 
Mallik, S/o Sii Kameodranatb College 
Malliok, P O. Jajpnr T)t Cuttack 
Cuttack. 

Sri Jogeawar Bebera. S/o Sri S.K.C.Cl. 
Madbab Chandra Behcra» C/o College 
Sri Baghuratb Padhi, At P.O. Parlakiroedi, 
BtliOgir, Dt. Balangir. 

Beanlt for 1967 Annual Ezami* 
nation ia cancelled and he U 
debarred from appearing at any 
of tbe examinationa piior to tbe 
Annual Examination of 1963 
BesuP for 1 67 Annual Exami¬ 
nation ia cancelled and beia 
debarred from apiiearing ht 
aoy of tbe examinationa prior 
to tbe Sopplemeotary exa- 
minatioD of 1956. 

Sri Pankaja Kumar Babu, C/o U.M. College, 
Mr. Banamaii llabu, Jhama* Samhalpur. 
para, Dt. Sambalpjr. 

Beault for 1957 Annual Bxami- 
iiatLn 19 canoslled and he 
debarred from appearing at any 
of the examinationa prior to the 
Supplementary examination of 
1959. 

BACHELOR OF ARTS 

bO 

410 

Sri Harihar Das, S/o Sri 
Hruiiketh Daa, Vill. Bara- 
garia, P.O, R.K. Pure, Ut 
Balaaore. 

Sri Trinath Prasad Miiro, S/o 
Sri Meenaketao Misro, Grade 
1 Oriya Pandit, B.H. School, 
P.O. Palaea, Diit. Sakakulam. 

Bbadrak College 
Bhad ak. 

S.K.C G. 
College, 
Pa lakimedi. 

Kaault for 1967 Annual Bxami- 
natim is cancelled and be is 
debarred front appearing at any 
of tbe examinationa prior to tbe 
Supplementary Exeadnattoo 
of 1968. 
Result fox 1957 Annual Exami¬ 
nation is cancelled and be i« 
debarred from appearing at acy 
of tbe examioatioD^ piior to tbe 
Supplementary Examination 
cf 1968. 

Illegible, 
Aitiitant Registrar, 
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THE ROLE OF IDEAS IN HISTORY 

A Reconstruction and Analysis of Sri Aarohindo^s 

Philosophy of History. 

Dr. VisHWANATii Prasad Varma, M.A. (Patna), 

M.A. (CoiiUMBIA), PH.D. (CHICAf.O) , 
Profettor of PoUitct, Patna Umventty 

1. Theory of Ideas and Ideals 

One of the persistent themes in political and Social Philosophy 

is the role ot ideas in human history. The idojlists tend to exalt 

moral and spiritual idea^. Plato and Kant and Robert Owen dreamt 

of the transformation of human cognition. If only man was imbued 

with the ‘true* ideas, salvation would dawn upon the earth On the 

oth*^! hand, hard and cold realists, Machiavellians and Hobbesians 

have sang the glories of the cult of the ‘stronger'. In two of his 

books on political and social philosophy—T/ic Ideal of llinn^n Unity 

and The Human Cychf Sn Aurobindo has attempted to deal with 

this very mipoitant problem of the place ot ideas in human history 

and society. 
Being a supramental idealist and a believer in Heal-Idea' 

Aurobindo accepts the great role of ideas and ideals in human history. 

Ideals are only ethical and utopian ideas; ofcherw so from the onto¬ 

logical standpoint they are^ similar. All ideas are forces and 

have a. faculty of formative and aelf-realistng nature. This capacity 

^ Tk$ Ltfi DtvinB (Americao £d.h p. 957. 
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t 

loot. 

can sometimes be reduced to nothing Tvhen they have to deal with 

inoonscient matter, but still they can be potential. The compre¬ 

hensive unitary Beal-Idea gets proliferated by self-variation and 

self-projection into a multiplicity of ideas and since the former is the 

Bupramental consciousness-force each one of these ideas assumes the 

character of independent Idea-Forces. Since the Supermind,is the 

vast all-Gomprebending and all-containing consciousness the ideals, 

the wills or the forces do not collide with each other because the 

Bupramental power harmonises them.' At tunes there may be a 

dialectical analognistic tussle between the different ideas but that is 

only a pari of the supreme mechanism of the spirit itself for purposes 

of connu* advance and piogre^sion. ‘'From au ascending point of 

view may say that the Beal is behind all that exists; it expresses 

itself intermediately in an Ideal which is a harmonised truth of itself; 

the Ideal throws out a phenomenal reality of variable conscious- 

being which, inevitably drawn towards its essential Reality, tries at 
t 

last to recover U entirely whether by a violent leap or normally 

through the Ideal which puts it forth. It is this that explains 

the imperfect reality of human existence as seen by the Mind, 

the instinctive aspiration in the mental being towards a 

perfectibility ever beyond itself towards the concealed harmony 

of the Ideal, and the supreme surge of the Spirit beyond the 

ideal to the transcendental.”^ But only when the vital aspects 

of life have been divinised and transfiguied can there be an un¬ 

adulterated realisatioii of the great ideals which although expressed 

through human mind aie divine in their source.' But the delay in 

the realisation of the great ideals does not mean that they are to be 

neglected as the empty day-dreams of an utopian idealist because 

the utopian thinker is the individual mind forerunning in its turn 

of thought the trend which the social mind must eventually take.” 

Because ideals arc the forecasts of the basic trends of cosmic pro¬ 

gression, hence m the ultimate analysis the individuals are only the 
agents in whose mind they iiavc got ciy&talhzed and finalised rather 

than generated. Hence the immense role of great ideals behind 

human growth and progression is a cousequeuce of their cosmic 

origin. The realist and the conservative too often dismiss the 

idealist but history shows that even Napoleon, whom Hegel calls 

"the Wdtgeist on horse-back”, was a colossal dreamer building 

1 Bri Anrobiado, The Life Dmne Vol. I, pp. 164-67. 
S 71te Life Divme (American Sd ), p 110. 
* CL **.... for that pre-axistenoe in the divine knovrledge is what oar hntnan maataUtr 

tame* sad seek? •• the IdesU." 
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pliaAa ftnd dreamiog about Alexandrian expansionist adventures.^ All 

great cbangea express their advent through some ideals expressed 

either by one individual or through a number of individuals, and 

society with the increase of its self-consciousness is driven towards 

ibeir realisation. But sometimes there may be confusion and dis^ 

tortion because of the ditBculty with which the mass can be made to 

follow great ideals and hence the cruel fates of Socrates, Jesus, 

Savanaroia and Bruno. 

Thoroughly interconnected with the coiuept of ideals is the 

concept of idea.® Different theories have been prevalent about its 

genesis. Empiricism refers ideas to the experience of the subjective 

percipient. A priorism, as in Kant, cinphabises the role of certain 

spatio-temporal intuitions and the categniies of understanding. A 

theologian attributes ideas to the action of God and m some of its 

forms this theory led to the occasionalism of thinkers like Male* 

branche. The school of Wissensioziolofjic founded and formulated 

by Durkheim, Max Scheler and Karl IMannheirn would emphasise 

the social genesis of ideas Accxirding to Durkheiin the categories of 

understanding and knowledge are collective representation imprsed 

upon the individuals by the society. Aurohindo attributes a meta¬ 

physical origin to ideas because they originate, according to him, in 

the Beal Idea and are harmonised ihcreby. Unlike the empiricists, 

the u-priorist and the sociologist, he bas no detailed epistemology. 

His conception of Idials and ideas is derived intuiiionall) from his 

basic metaphysical assumption and in order to agree with his views 

one has to be mystic of his brand. 

2. The Sociology ok Ideas: Ideals and Proorkss 

In his social and political pbilosoph} the role of ideas is very 

significant. “It is the idea which expresses it&elf in matter 

and takes to itself bodies. This is true also lu the life of hu¬ 

manity; it is true in politics, in tlic progress ard life of a nation. 

It is the idea which shapes material institutions. i.s ihe idea 

which builds up and destroys administrations and governments. * 

Hence even when it may not have any tangible phj^^ical power the 

^ IdwU and p. 12. 
* Ideata and Progren, p. 2 : “ The lde» is nol a rcneoii n of ilio px(.»riisl hei which it 

80 much excosdf; rsthcr ths foot is only a partial reflection of the Idea \\liicli has created 
it. Certainly* ideals are not the ultimate Beality, for that i-* too high and Tast for any 
ideal to enviaage; they are aspo.'ts of jMhrowu out lu (he worUI-conaciousneM as a bans 
(or the votkinga of the world-power " 

* 8il Aurohiodo, Speachea, Ul-12. 
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ideft has a gieat toce attached to it. Since an idea is iznpalpable it 

has greater power' and the resoltB it brings about become all the 

more staggering. The idea finds out the necessary means and ms* 

Imments and conquers all impediments and does not rest content 

until it has expressed and established itself in concrete forms.* But 

when the idea is false or only a half-truth or temporary truth* for 

example, the ideas of absolutism, aristocracy and theocracy, then it 

would not be permauently established in the course of history. In 

every idea one can find ‘‘a mastering will for self-fulfilment". Hence 

at times Aurobindo speaks of ideas forces*\ Reason provides "the 

great ideas that arc forces {ideas forces), ideas which in their own 

strength impose themselves upon onr life and compel it into their 

moulds." * The ideas descend from a supramental plane where cons¬ 

ciousness and force, will and the dynamic potency to concretise the 

will are not separated ; hence only the human forms of the ideas are 

subjective but in their essence they have both a foundational aspect 

of being and a dynamic aspect of becoming. Since the human in¬ 

tellect and reason proceed and work upon division, limitation and 

exclusiveness hence we find contrary and antithetical ideas whose 

integration assumes a difficult appearence. Hence we have the task 

of reconciling authority and liberty, socialism and individualistic 

democracy, beauty and truth, self-abnegation and self-fulfilment. But 

they cannot be fully reconciled unless there is the descent of some 

higher integralising force and consciousneRs. 

The theory of ideas as’forces as referred to by Aurobindo has a 

remarkable similarity to the theoiy of the French sociologist Alfred 

Fouillee, Aurobindo even uses the French phrase idt^cs-forces which 

possibly he has borrowed from the French sociologist. Although 

according to Aurobindo the Vedic concept of Tapas and the Upa- 

nishadic concept of Ikshana have provided to him the fundamental 

idea that rontciousness and force are ultimately the same and every 

will has an aspect of force, still the way of the theoretical concep¬ 

tualization and exjjosition of his ideas forces has a remarkable simi¬ 

larity to the theories of the Piench writer. Fouillee (1838-1912) set 

forth his ideas first in La Science sociale contewporarine (1880) and 

expounded them in later bioke like L*Evolutionisme des idies-forees 

^ , La Morale de>s iddes-forccs (1908), and La Psychologie des 

idies^forces (1910).^ According to Fouillee ideas once generated 

1 Sri Autobiado, Speechet, pp. 111-12. 
^ Th$ JdBQl of Bimen Vmiy, p. 228, p. S14. 
4 Tht Human CytU, pp. 140-41. 

Aagustiii Qayta : La Hhilcsaphie $t la soeiologf'a 4*Al/rad Fouillee (1918, tgaBOia* 
siied ia B. B* Baroee C«d.). An Jnireduction to thg Sietory o{ Sociology, p, 402. 
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become forces and tend to express tbeuiselves in action. In bie 

definition of ideas he also includes desires. Aurobindo also inelndei 

will as a dynamic factor in his concept of supramental conscaouaness. 

Fouillee states that ideas have power only to the extent of their 

^objective possibility' and the amount of truth they contain. An 

idea becomes true not because of its force but it has power only to 

the extent that is true. Ideas are not passive reflections of the social 

and material reality but are dynamic goads to action Everyw^pre 

the 'idea* appears as a power which contains in itself the conditions 

for a change of consciousness and, thanks to a correlation of psychical 

processes with cerebral movements the conditions for a change of 

cerebral processes themselves .... Ideas compose the collective force 

stored up in an individual, they have their own intellectual heredity 

which reacts on biological heredity and often, through education may 

direct and sometimes even dominate it.” ^ Fouillee thought that 

with his concept of id^es-forccs he had reconciled the traditions of 

metaphysical idealism especially of the German school and the socio¬ 

logical outlook of modern positivist science. In the case of Aurobindo 

we find that he is a metaphysician of the Vedantic type who is trying 

to integrate the older Upanishadic idealism with the conclusions of 

modern Science. The conc#*pt of the self-concretising force of will 

is much older in Indian thought than the researches of the Darwi- 

uinans and Hergson. In the tneiapbysics of dependent origination,—- 

Pratifyasauiutpada—we find Buddha stating that the desire to take 

birth—B/iaro—creates the necessary situations and circumstances. 

Nonetheless it remains true that both in the Vedic-Upanishadic con¬ 

cepts of Tapas and Ikshana and the Buddhist concept of Bhava, the 

problem as discussed either on a cosmic or a psychological level. 

Aurobindo is discussing it also on the level of politics* history and 

sociology and in this type of work, modern Western social sciences 

could possioly have given him some inspiraiijn. 

The power behind an idea might be derived, according to Fouillee 

from its truthful consonance to objective social possibility or according 

to Aurobindo from its ultimate genesis in the Truth-Conscious Real- 

Idoa, but both of them remained emphatic supporters of the theory 

that behind social processes and movements one can decipher the 

role of ideas. Aurobindo stresses that a great idea striving for social 

effectuation is a considerable power and regardless of its apparent 

failure sometimes, it has to be taken into account when judgingHlA, 

* Quoted in Barnes* op. oit, pp. 401-69* 
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total sitaatJcD from a long-range historioal perspeotiye. The fanda-> 

mental iinporianco of ideas in history and society has also been 

stressed by LeBon who says : **The ooly important changes whence 

the renewal of civilisation resullB* affect ideas, conceplions and beliefs. 

The memorable events of history are the visible effects of the invi¬ 

sible dhanges of human thought.’* ' About the process of effectuation 

of ideaSf according to Aurobiudo, diverse technics can be used. At 

times ideas *'leap out as armed forces and break their way through 

the hedge of unideal powers.” “ The French Eevolution trying to 

undo the work of centuries in a few months was one such 

catastrophic outburst when the great ideas of liberty, equality 

and fraternity wanted enshrinetnent m European history almost 

through the death-dance of Kali. At times ideas conquer by 

martyrdom. The heroic sufferings of the Christian and Sikh 

teachers provide memorable examples. Sometimes ideas "make 

interests their Bubordinate helpers, a fuel to their own blaze”.* 

This relationship between ideas and interests has also been discussed 

by the German sociologist Ferdinand Tonnies, who apart from the 

question of ethical validity of ideas stresses the chances of the 

realisability of ideas to be commensurate with the extent to which 

they express the real or supposed inlerests ot powerful social groups, 

assooiations and parties. Being a realist in histoiical interpretation, 

Tdnnies emphaBises the predominant role of social power and the 

subsidiary nature of ideas. But being an idealist Aurobindo 

Btiesses the primary self-eilectuataig piopulsJve character of ideas 

which can at times use powerful social and political interests for their 

own purpose. But the self-effectuating dynamics can be grasped only 

from the ultimate standpoint of the origin and end of ideas. In terms 

of the present-day constitution of humanity guided by emotional, 

eogistic and vital factors ideas “have to work not only by a half¬ 

covert pressure but by accommodation to powerful forces or must 

oven bribe and cajole them or work through and behind them”.* 

Smdi compromises are bound to occur so long as Iht^re is not a moral 

fl|id spiritual transformation of inuiikind. Hence it is that even the 

rational ideal of internationalism has to work with accommodation 

through the concrete powers of such movements as nationalism, 

imperialism and state sovereignty. 

r Outav lieBon, The Crowd (lioodoo, 1918) pp. 13-14, quoted is H. S. Barnss (ed ) 
I » Istrodft«iion to ifMter|r of Sooiology^ p. 4S8, 

* Tho Hiifftan Cycle, p. 146. 

I Ibid. 
4 Ibid. 
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Prom a long-range historical standpoint we find a great troth in 

what Aurobindo is saying with regard to the role of great ideas ia 

history. Even in primitive societies we find that life ia governed 

with reference to certain ideas which might be infra-rational and non* 

conceptual in their origin and formulation. Tylor, Frazer and 

Spencer have pointed out the great importance of myths, in ancient 

society, which (mythsj are a mass of ideas, judgments and representa¬ 

tions.* The immensely dynamic role of ideas behind such religions 

movements as Buddljism, Christianity and Islam and such revolli- 

tionary outbursts like the French and liussian Revolutions cannot 

be negated. Even the German Nazis and the Italian Fascists made 

a calculated and deliberate effort to inculcate the Teutonic and Roman 

Myths into the minds of their citizens before the latter could give up 

their lives in battV. It is true that we are selecting from history 

tho^e movements that support the theory of the creative role of ideas 

and the critic would point out that the gigantic records of extermina¬ 

tions of peoples and nations, of catastrophic holocausts and destrac- 

lions only feymboliscd dramatically l)ut not exhausted by the record 

of two world wars, are profound epitaphs on the ten commandments, 

Buddha’s sermon at Sarnath and Christ’s sermon on the Mount and 

(Hiecritic) would draw the conclusion that in history not the Oeist but 

the Macht is powerful. Once again the solution of this political and 

historical question depends on the solution of the fundamental 

metaphysical problem : which is ultimate, matter or spirit? If matter 

is ultimate and social consciousness is only an epiphenomenon of 

social reality then the only way to get a bett'^r society is to change 

the social structure and only those ideas have the chance of doing 

this work which express the demands of the objective socio-economic 

forces. If spirit is ultimate and ideas have an ultimate divine origin, 

they would woik with the veliemence of supraphysical forces and 

would get themselves concretely realised regardless of the impediments 

of recalcitrant forces, Aurobindo accepts the latter view. In his 

drama Perseus the, Deliverer, he refers to the battle between divine 

knowledge symbolised by Athene and blind power symbolised by 

Poseidon. The Subject in this drama represeuts an incident in the 

passage of the human mind *‘fonn a semi-primitive temperament 

surviving in a fairly advanced civilisation to a brighter intellectnalwn 

and humanism",* ultimately attaining the fullness of its psychic and ^ 

1 B. Cassirer, The Myth of the State, p. ‘ 
* Sri Aurobindo, Collected Poeme ana Playt, Vol. 1, p. 171. 
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stnritcial destiny. Hence according to Anrobindo the rule of blind 

forces^ social inferests, political segmental myths and constellations 

like pan-Oertnanism, pan-Islamism or pan-Americanism or vitaixstio 

aggressive chauvinism is a phenomenon of unregenerate humanity 

and with the advent of a spiritualised society ideals as divine realities 

pointing to the destiny of perfection would reign sujjreme. 

But so long as that final spiritual destiny of man and society has 

not consummated history is going to be a kaleidoscope of the alternate 

victories of ideas or forces. Sometimes Aurobiado forgets his 

metaphysics of the self-effvjctuating force of ideas derived from their 

genesis in the coDScious-force and begins to explain politics in terms 

of vital and material forces. Therefore we get a change and 

divergence in his metaphysical standpoint and political philosophy. 

^'Forces take the first place in actual effectuation, moral principles, 

reason, justice only so far as forces can be compelled or persuaded to 

admit them or, as more often happens, use them as subservient aids 

or inspiring battle cries, a camouflage for their own interests,** * 

This is one of the great problems of a spiritual philosophy of history : 

how to reconcile divine determinism and force? Sometimes it is 

possible to interpret the reign of force and terror in history as only 

the manifestations of the divine in a different aspect. Sometimes it 

is possible to consider it (force) as origioating in the unreformed 

nature of man or sometimes it can be considered as a necessity 

mechanism in the spiritual dialectic of a cosmic manifestatiou. 

Aurobindo accepts this last solution. But if he had been content 

with explaining forces as only concretised, formalised, externalised 

ideas, as he could legitimately do on the basis of his metaphysics, the 

duality and contradiction which we find in his metaphysics and 

political philosophy would have been avoided. If ideas have a self- 

effeotuating foice then either they have to be attributed the potency 

of self-force or it has to be asserted that in a battle between noble 

ideas and blind social and political forces ideas will win at least 

,ullimately and eventually. But sometimes Aurobindo makes such a 

statement: **Ideal conditions cannot be expected, for they demand a 

pflyohoJogical clarity, a diffused reasonableness and scientific intelli- 

genoe and, above all, a moral elevation and rectitude to which neither 

the mass of mankind nor its leaders and rulers have yet made any 

approach. In their absence, not reasou and justice and mutual 

IdadUneaSt but the trend of forces and their practical and legel adjust- 

* Ths JiMl 4)f Human (Jmtjf, pp. 147«i8. 
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ment must datermioe the working out of. . . problems.'* Here it 

appears that ideas are sapposed to have lost their original self* 

dynamism and in spite of the original supramental metaphysics ^e 

are discassing the problem on a purely realistic sociological level. 

The only way Anrobindo can escape this contradiction between the 

self-Bctnalising potency of ideas and their socio political ineffectiveness 

is to accept that even the impediments of forces and the obstmctions 

they pat to the realisations of ideas are also a part of the spiritual 

dialectic and it is the design of the Real-Idea that its multiple ideas 

should fight with the vaiious accumulated forces and political power 

aod win eventual triumph Auiobindo's optimism, however, in the 

eventual victory of the moral and spiritual ideas is unshakable. 

A comprehensive philosophy of history has to accept the creative 

role of ideas but the ideas in order to be effective social agents have 

also take hold of the minds of people. The Hegelian-Aurobiudonian 

concept of the self-actualising potency of ideas is difficult of accep¬ 

tance. Some of the greatest of moral and spiritual idealists and 

prophets have proved ineilactive m history. The objective structure 

of the social reality his also to be thoroughly scrutinized and taken 

into consideration We have to be not fanatic champions of ethereal 

ideas but should evolve a thought pattern which accepts the efficacy 

of ideas to be commensurate with their capacity lo mould the histori¬ 

cal structure. This implies the acceptance of the concept of organic 

interdependence between ideas and social reality. 



DIALECTICAL MATERIALISM VIEWED 
THROUGH AN INDIAN EYE 

Bimal Krishna Motilal, M.A. 

Change ib the law of nature. This world of ours is subject to 

constant change. Night follows day, and day night ; seasons succeed 

each other, living cells are born, grow old and die. No sensible being 

and practically no philosophy can deny that change is inevitable and 

always present in all objects and processes at all times. Attempts 
have been made to study the exact character of this change, to 

understand and to explain it', by great thinkers of ages. In doing so 

philosophers have divided themselves into two main groups—the 

idealists and the materialists. The former tries to trace back all 

changes to some idea or intention—if not human, then divine. 

Changes in matter, according to them, are caused by something which 

is not itself entirely material. 

Here the materialists raise serious voice of protest. They trace 

back all changes to material causes. What happens in the material 

world must be explained, so they assert, from principles residing in 

the material world itself. 

In earlier days, materialists preach that the ever-changing world 

consists of unchanging material particles (atoms). Hence all changes 

are caused by the movement and inter-action of unchanging atoms. 

The working of the Universe is explained on the model of the work¬ 

ing of a machine. This theory has accordingly been called 

mechanistic materialism. 

Modern materialist rejects this theory on account of the serious 

limiiationB which li suffers from. In ultimate analysis it opens door 

to idealism. Hence modern materialist establishes what is known 

as dialectical materialism. About this Engels wrote in his Ludwig 

Feuerbach: ''The world is not to be comprehended as a complex 

of ready-made things, but as a complex of processes, in which things 

apparently fitable» no less than their mind images in our bead, the 

concepts, go through an uninterrupted change of coming into being 

and passing away.'' Thus emerges dialectical materialism. It 

oonsiderB that matter always moves and changes. Motion is the 

mode of existence of matter—the one is inseparable from the other. 

Matter without motion is unthinkable just as motion without matter. 
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Heood DO extoroal force is necessary to set matter into motion. We 

are to look for the inner impulses of development, the self-motion^ 

inherent in all processes. And this inherent attribute of matter, 

motioUf comprehends all changes and processes occurring in the uni¬ 
verse—^ from mere change right to thinking *. 

Marxist dialectical method teaches us in the first place to consider 

things, not in isolation, but in their inter-connection with other 

things, in relation to actual circumstances of each case. Secondly, 

things must be considered from the standpoint of tbelr moyement 

and change, their development, their coming info being and going 

out of being. Stalin in his Dialectical and Historical Materialism, 

pointed out that in nature and history there is always renewal and 

development, where something is always arising and developing, and 

something always disintegrating and dying awayThis is develop¬ 

ment. It is something other than simple process of change or mere 

smooth growth. Here something new and hence better emerges 

out of old. 

To be more clear the process of development passes from quan- 

titative changes to open, fundamental qualitative changes, resulting in 

a transition from an old qualitative state to a new qualitative state 

Hegel was the first to point out that the process of development is 

characterised by abrupt breaks in continuity, by sudden leap from 

one step to another. Following up his ideas, Marx and Engels 

established their own conception of the dialectical materialism, and 

explained and examined development thereby. 

Now why these sudden leaps or breaks in continuity in the 

process of development? The materialist answers in the following 

way. Within every process Ihere is a unity of two opposed tenden¬ 

cies. Such unity inevitably and necessarily leads to the struggle of 

two opposites. This unity and struggle of opposites form what is 

called real contradiction inherent in all processes. Contradiction is 

the driving force of chvnge. The working out of such contradictions 

accounts for the leaps and breaks iu continuity—for Ihe transforma¬ 

tion of quantitative into qualitative changes, or in fehort, for tJie 

development. Lenin notes “ In its proiier meaning dialectics is the 

study of contradiction within the very essence of things. ..Develop¬ 

ment is the struggle of opposites"—(Philosophical Note Books). 

liaat bat not the least, modern dialecticians assert that the work- 

iaig out of contradictions results in a directed or forward movement. 

CiDgde says, “ Inspite of all seeming accidents aud all temporary 

SsteDgnessionj a progressive development asserts itself iu the end**# 
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Acoording to Hegel ail neceseary processes were of nndireofed kind 

and a direction ooald only come in the processes when ^spirit* or 

**coii8cioaBnesa’was at work in them, Bot the Marxist retorts that 

a moyement can have a direction without any consciousness being 

present to direct it. Spirit or consciousness itself is a product of 

nature. If some proceBses have direction and others have not, it is 

the particular chaiacter of the processes theiHReivcs that is responsible 

for this and nothing more. 

Thus dialectics preaches that the new must struggle with and 

negate the old. Negation is neither a mere destructive blow nor a 

loss. It is the condition for positive advance on the contrary. And 

the negation of negation—an important dialectical law of develop¬ 

ment—brings the old stage to a higher level with rapidity. So much 

about the modern dialectical materialism. 

Let us now examine this theory. How far does it satisfy us? 

The drift of arguments jx>int6 to the following conclusions : 

(1) Every event contains within itself a pair of opposing forces; 

(2) These two opposing forces are inconstant war with each other; 

(3) This inner conflict is resxonsible for its progress and 

development; 

(4) Law which governs matter applies without any exception to 

every sphere of existence ; 

(5) Development—directed or forward movement occurs without 

any consciousness behind. 

The first conclusion mentioned above is not an induction It is 

more or less taken as a sense-datiiin. If one does not accept it, he 

is open to the charge of mal-observation. Or, it may be said that 

the said conclusion Is a presumption If its truth is denied, then 

development will remain unexplained for ever but if development is 

explained otherwise this presumption loses its force The other two 

conclusions are mere corollaries which rest upon the first one. 

If the mateualiet holds that through inductive process the first 

conclusion is arrived at they cannot oiler a satisfactory explanation 

why a pair of opposite forces resides in an object. They simply 

discover it. The ultimate truth of an induction binges upon that 

of a perceition. The function of perception is simply to discover 

^facts but not to explain the grounds of them. In case of presump¬ 

tion also the basic principle remains unexplained. It is simply pre¬ 

supposed in order to explain a few facts relating to matter and history, 

which are not otherwise explained. Hence a critical thinker has 

tbe libeflrty to assert that materialists failed to trace out the genesis 
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of a pair of opposite tendencies residing in all phenomena. l%o 

foarth conclnsion minces facts like a procrustean bed. The law that 

apparently applies to several events of the material world can hardly 

be applicable to all events—whether physical or mental or both. 

Thus an Indian mind looks backward to the indigenous system 

for better and more satisfactory solution o( the dynamic universe. 

Moreovei'i dialecticians do not recognise a distinction between 

the two types of changes, viz,, Homogeneous and Heterogeneous. The 

flame of a lamp has been burning uniformly for a period of time. 

It appears to be one and the same object though it constantly changes. 

This change is not noticed though it actually takes place. It paases 

under the name of Homogeneous cliange. If only two opposite forces 

explain the development of every event, then Homogeneous change is 

* not adequately attended to. The modern materialists may contend that 

in an object a pah of opposite forces works in a manner, so as to pro¬ 

duce Homogeneous change. If it be bo, the two forces should equally 

oppose each other. In that case the object in question stands still 

and no movement ensues. Thus the materialist faces a paradox. In 

other words, they fail to explain Homogeneoub change. In order to solve 

all possible difficulties which beset the doctrine of universal change, 

one should postulate, over and above a pair of opposite forces, a third 

force, which actually represents the process or operation. Now the 

first two forces cannot account for the movement of objects only by 

themselves A principle of activity or energy is to be stipulated in 

order to explain hard cases where two opposing forces are sel at rest by 

their opposition. In the Samkhya System of Indian Philosophy, we 

see that three principles which govern every realm of universe have 

been accepted. These three principles are the ultimate constituents 

of the ever-changing world. They are known as Sattva, Rajas and 

Tamas, The Samkhya nicely explains two types of changes—Homo¬ 

geneous and Heterogeneous. When a force does not get the upper 

hand of its rival force, struggle does not manifest. The principle of 

energy makes both of them move on the same form. Thus Homo¬ 

geneous type of change is explained. 

If a Heterogeneous change takes place, the opposing forces do 

neither negate themselves nor annihilate one of them. But they 

struggle to hasten the manifestation of an object which has remained 

concealed so long in its cause. 
The last conclusion—the negation of any conscious priiuH^e 

underlying the mateiial development should also be exploded. The 
materialist asserts that the universe progresses. But the conoejpt of 
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pc9greflfi bam the neeesBtirj ioopheatioii ot a coDBciouB plan or purpose. 

Krem an outward exaiuination of several facta they assert that in 

those cases of development no oonacious principle is traceable. Then 

the illicit jump is taken and a generalisation is reached. But it 

naay be stated with equal force that since (here are innumerable 

cases where conscious principles perceptibly influence developments! 

process, the vast universe must have one all-pervading conscipus 

principle which accounts for all types of change, development, and 

progress. Even the most remarkable discoveries made in modern 

science, {viz,, theory of relativity, etc ) gradually tend to admit of an 

universal consciousness. 

The material world has been finally found to be composed of 

atoms. When (bese atoms are analysed into their ingredients, we 

reach to some wave-structure which are immaterial in nature. J. W. 

K. Sullivan remarks in this way, '^Tbey are, it appears, completely 

immaterial waves. They are as immaterial waves as tbewavssof 

depression, loyalty, suicide and soon that sweep over a country'*— 

(Limitation of Science, p. 68). Schrodinger, Principal of Derby 

Institute of Scienoe, has made it more clear in his lecture, " Scientist 

now knows that Protons and Neutrons have a continuous wave stroc- 

ipns. They surge and undilute as you can see by looking at wrist- 

watch’s illumioous dial. Their forms and general behaviour are 

sharply determined by the laws of waves. Many processes take place, 

ae if tbese temporary waves were substantial permanent beings. 

Matter, therefore, as of now, may consist not of particle but of waves." 

Thus in the light of Dr. Einestine’s Theory of Relativity also matter 

cannot, be eternal, self-buflicient and all-pervasive by itself. Bertrand 

Bussell notes, ^'matter for common sense, is something which persists 

in time and moves in space. But for modern Relativity Physics, 

this view is no longer tenable. A piece of matter has become not a 

persisting thing with varying states, but a series of inter-related 

events. The old solidity is gone and with it the characteristic that, 

to the materialists, made matter more real than fleeting thoughts" 

(Introduction, History of Materialism, by LiSnge). A universal 

ooBSciaos principle has thus to be postulated to explain all facts 

<4 this world. Heooe we conclude with the significant remarks of 

Bdaiitiste Pls&k and Eddington. 

regard matter as derivative of consciousnesB. ConsoiouBness 
I ff^gaed a# fandameotsl" (Observer, 25th January 1931—^Plank). 

**Tbe staff of the World is mind-staff" {The Nature of the 

PklNi^ WarU)* 



A PLEA FOR CALIBAN 

Pbaphdlla Kumar Dab Gupta 

U, U, C. Women'9 College, Burdieen 

Calibau is uuivereally recogDised as ona of the masterpieces of 

Shakespeare's creation. But there has been considerable divergence 

of opinion as regards the interpretation of this character. Some 
would deny him humanity and they seek support to their contention 

in the observation of Prospero : 
*A freckled whelp hag-horn—not honour’d with 

A human shape.* 
Act. 1. Sc. 2. 

Nay, Dr. Daniel Wilson in ‘Caliban: The roissing link* broaches a 

fanciful theory, namely that ‘he is a novel anthropoid of a high 
type—such as on the hypothesis of evolution must have existed 

immediately between the ape and man—in whom some spark of 
rational intelligence has been enkindled, under the tutorship of one 

who has already mastered the secrets of nature.* This is ingenuity 

earned too far. After all, Caliban is a man, though low in the scale 

of civilisation. Miranda’s observation, when first her eyes meet 

Ferdinand : ‘This is the third roan that e’er I saw’, is enough to settle 

all doubts and in the light of this observation, Prospero’s remark 

quoted above may be taken to refer to his misshapen appearance 

unlike the appearance of any normal man. 

Calibau is a man ; but what sort of man? In his Preface to 
'A new Variorum edition' of 'The Tempest* H. H. Furness writes ; 

‘It has become one of the commooplaceB of criiicisms of the Play 

to say that Caliban is the contrast to Ariel.and that as the 
tricksy spirit is the type of the air and of unfettered fancy, so is the 

abhorred slave typical of the earth and of all brutish appelites ; the 

detested hag-seed is then dismissed blistered all o'er with expressions 
of abhorrence and with denunciations of his vileness, which any print 
of goodness will not take.*' Then be poses a question : Is there, 

then, nothing to be said in favour of Caliban? Is there really and 

truly no print of goodness in him?' 

^ FotiMM citas ore soliiaij vodoe raited in Caliban'• fsvemr. Thst I* (MUttlfe 
who ivfItM : ‘CtUban it in some reapecfei a baing.’ 
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Calibaii was tbe sole inbabitaot mi, therefore, tbe sole owner 

of the island where bis mother Sycorax was banished till Prospeto 

came and dispossessed him. He may be taken as tbe type of the 

unsophisticated natives without any gloss of civilisation such as the 

white men found in far-off islands which they colonised. Prospero, 

then, is the white man at his best. And their relation is symbolical 

of tbe relation between tbe coloured natives and their white con¬ 

querors. 

What was this reJation? Let Caliban speak, for with all his 

depravity, we need not doubt his words : he speaks before Prospeio 

and Prospero does not contradict. When ffr^t the white man came, 

he 'stroked* the savage and made much of him ; he gave birn sweet 

things to eat and taught him language. Tbe savage reciprocated. 

He loved tbe white man snd showed him 'all (he qualities o’ the isle*. 

So days passed, till at last tbe white man discovered that there was 

a gulf between the two which was unbridgeable In the language 

of Prospero there was that in Caliban 'which good nature could not 

abide to be with’, and so a 'hard lock’was'assigned to him where 

to dwell. 

But what was this loathesome element in Caliban 'which good 

nature could not abide to be with’? A general accusation may mean 

anything or it may mean nothing. But no—thete is one specific 

charge against Caliban and it is a grave charge; he attempted to 

violate tbe honour of Miranda. If for this offence the enraged father 

had driven him away from the island or if he had kept Miranda away 

from his impious sight and for himself, he had shunned his presence, 

any such step would have been perfectly understandable. But how- 

evermuch he might dislike the villain, Prospero did nothing of the 

kind Caliban's movements were restricied, yet all the same he was 

retained in service, even though his daughter might not like 'to look 

on* him. And tbe reason is plain ; Prospero frankly confesses: 

But, as His, 

We cannot miss him: he does make our fire, 

Fetch in our wood, and serves in offices 

That profit us. 

Act 1. Sc. 2 

This, to spiMk bluntly, is compromiBe with evil for expediency. And 

it profits neither party : the white man suffers from a sense of s'lperior 

virtue which is not helpful to healthy development of mind, tbe 

savage I snorts under a sense of injustice which makes him revpnge- 

tnl. I’rO'iparo is a magician, not the vulgar magician who has 
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obiotn^roe with the Devil, bat a magician^ who, by virtue of euperior 

knowledge^ baa command over the forces of nature. What is more^ 

be is a philosopher who has control over seif even under the gravest 

provocation. Yet in his attitude towards Caliban he is out and out 

a dictator. It may be argued that whether he wills it or not, 

Prospero must strike an attitude, for Caliban is sure to take advantage 

of the slightest show of courtesy and leniency and nothing can move 

him except frowns and threats and tortures of the flesh which he 

understands. This, in fact, is the conventional apology of the white 

men for their traditional attitude towards tbe coloured people. But 

how to explain Prospero’s discourteous call to Ariel: ‘Corns away, 

servant, come I* (Act 1. Sc. 2). This is all the more significant in 

that he immediately changes tooe (peihaps because he feels that he 

has been unjustihabl^ impolite) and addresses his favourite spirit as 

‘My Ariel’. Ariel certainly is no mean and contemptible creature, 

as Caliban might be. True, he frets under bondage and threats of 

punishment are someiimes necessary to make him work. Yet this 

does not justify such want of courtesy as the call betrays, specially 

when Ariel is obeying his instructions so faithfully. The truth is 

that with all his greatness—he is almost a superman—Prospero is 

perhaps too conscious of his superiority. This is all the more lament¬ 

able in that he had resigned all earthly power: bis dukedom with all 

that it means to his brother for knowledge and the blessings of a life 

of retirement. As for Caliban, the sense of injustice together with 

the consciousness of his own helplessness makes him stoop to 

treachery, even though treachery seems alien to his nature. Caliban 

is frankly outspoken in his denunciation of Prospero, though he 

knows too well what it would cost him. If this be considered as 

an act of desperation, at least his attitude towards the spirits shows 

a fair mind. The spirits torment him night and day ; yet in speaking 
of them he says that they would not torment him ‘unless he bid ’em.* 

(Act II. Sc. 2). Such a one is not temperamentally deceitful and 

the conclusion seems irresistible that it is the systematic ill treatment 

he receives at tbe hand of the master that makes bun the traitor 
that he turns out to be. 

Caliban is of the earth, earthy. But the fact remains that he 

gets little justice from Prospero and, for that matter, from the readers 

whose judgment is blinded by the glamour of Prospero’s personality. 

Take a trivial instance : *1 must eat my dinner', grumbles Caliban 

(Act 1* Sc, 2), evidently irritated at being called so peremtoiily and 

critics at once seize upon it as an indication of his gluttony. Glnttony, 

« -XWSP—X . . * k 
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» b«d enough, and it is not nnUkely that those irtio lack opiritml 

fooj would become gluttonous. Tet who would not gruabJe if oaHed 

by the master when taking meals? Man certainly does not live on 

bread alone; yet who is there who can do without bread? 

No, Caliban never gets a square deal. Commenting on his 

resentment at being dispoBsessed of wbat be thought was bis by right 

of inheritance, Percival writes, ^^With the same justice or injuatkse 

did the savages of the New World charge the European conquistadores 

from Spain and the colonizers or ‘planters' from England, with ex* 

proptiating them of their lands; the answer of both to the charge is 

the same; '‘We civilized you in return, and this is no robbery, hot 

a fair exchange"; and this, and more, might, well have been Prospero’s 

answer to Caliban." * Poor Caliban can expect little justice from 

critics who are so unabashed in their advocacy of colonialism. 

Yet, after all. the fact that he was dispossessed of the island did 

not weigh much with Caliban. In fact, for all we know be must 

have surrendered his rights willingly and would doubtless have felt 

happy even under thraldom, if only he had been kindly treated. The 

truth is Caliban has no conception of liberty and this, it may be 

incidentally pointed out, uas the plague-spot in the character of the 

average native. If the savage inhabitants of far-off lands succumbed 

before the impact of the superior civilisation of the white men, they 

did so because they did not know how to value freedom and in oon- 

seguence suffered from a sense of inferiority complex. Caliban frets 

under the tyranny of Prospeio and when opportunity seems to offer 

itself, from a sense of frustration be readily transfers bis allegiance 

to Btepbano. This is understandable. But the mere prospect of being 

freed from the old shackles makes him forget that even if old shackles 

fall off, of his own choice be has forged new chains of slavery. Caliban 

is jubilant like anything and wild with joy be smga: 

No more dams I’ll make for fish ; 

Nor fetch in firing 

At requiting; 

Nor scrape trencher, nor wahh dish: 

‘Ban, ‘Ban, Gacahban 

Has a new master-—Qet a new man. 

The poor fool concludes; 

Ifreadom, bey-dayt hey-day, freedom 1 freedom, hey day, freedom! 

[Act Ih So* S 
Pwslvsrssilltsscf tfcs TsmpMi, s.191. 
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Tkii»morbid. With the Bavago who laoka the urge for freedom, 

change of uaeter is freetlom enough. Caliban’s objection is simply 

nauseating when, at the very first encounter with Stephano, he 

gleefully observes, *I’ll kiss thy foot’ (Act H, Sc. 2) and in a later 

Irene (Act III, Sc. 2) goes even a step further: ‘Let me lick thy 

aboe.’ Prospero never mentions this depravity in his slave and it is 

but natural that he does not, for the white man is apt to make capital 
out of it in bis traffic with the savage people. 

Let UB now turn to the most abominable trait in Caliban about 

•which Prospero has been vocal. Caliban is grossly sensual and is not 

ashamed to profess that he is. This is sickening. Yet certain things 

need be considered before any final assessment is made. 8ex-urge, 

after all, is normal in a normal man. It is education, environment 

and social convention that teaches the civilised man in society to 

control this universal appetite. But Caliban has neither education 

nor environment, nor is he restrained by social convention. It may 

be argued : Is not Miranda a child of nature as much unrestrained 

by social convention? Yes, she is; hot there is a lacuna. Leaving 

aside the question of heredity which, though a very important factor, 

is outside the scope of our present discussion ; Miranda has both 

education and healthy environment. She has her books, she has 

her father as her companion and gnide. But did not Caliban have 

Prospero as his tutor and guide? Yes, but Prospero was his master 

too and a relentless task-master to boot. If to Miranda Prospero 

is a loving father full of remorse that he had neglected his duties 

towards her while yet he was the Duke of Milan, to Caliban he is 

a relentless task-master feeling complacent that when the savage 

did not know his ‘own meaning’ but would ‘gabble like a thing most 

brutish*, he endowed his ‘purposes with words that made them 

known.' Caliban is of vile nature (here heredity played its part) and 

for his unabashed sensuality he was, we may presume, racked with 

‘old cramps’ till he roared, besides being tormented in all iraaginabla 

and unimaginable ways by spirits who were set upon him. But did it 

occur to Prospero that he was more like a patient to be delicately 

handled than a criminal to be brutally punished? The philosopher- 

father most have judiciously thrown hints abont the mysteries of sex 

to his adolescent daughter (or bis reply to the query of Miranda: 

‘Sir, are you not my father?' in Act. I, Sc. 2 would lose much of its 

sjgnifloance) and he must have invested the subject with religious awe. 

Bat dM beettempt anything like that with Caliban? The truth is 

thal be ^uitisbed the offender hat the ofTendt^r could not realise 
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what he thought to commit was an offence against Ood and man. ITo 

wonder that bis passion for vengeance gathered an added momentum 

at being frnstrated. 

Tet, after all» with all bis depravity Caliban is not a lost soul. 
For be has feeling for beauty, he is responsive to music. A soul 

that is altogether lost could not have the vision of etberial beauty 

such as the following impassioned, yet controlled outburst of poetry 
suggests: 

The isle is full of noises, 

Sounds and sweet airs, that give us delight and hurt not, 

SoinetimeE a thousand iwangiing instruments. 

Will hum about my ears, and f-'oraetimes voices, 

That, if I then had wak’d after long sleep, 

Will make me sleep again: and then, in dreaming, 

The clouds methought would open, and show riches 

Ready to drop upon me; that, when I wak’d, 

I cried to dream again. 

[Act Jll, Be. 

A child looks at the beauty of the flower blooming on the leafy twig, 

it yearns for the flower, plucks it, drinks its fragrance and then, as 

it laughs, crushes its petals and ttirows it away and cries for yet 

another. If this child vere taught that beauty and fragrance is best 

enjoyed when the flow^er is *on the tree’ and that once it is plucked 

with ungentle hands, it withers awav, the child would know and 

abjure the cruel sport. When I think of the influence of music on 

this wretched creature who gets sympathy from nowhere, when I 

think how after his misadventure, as soon as he realises his folly and 

perhaps for the first time in life bears of pardon from the lips of his 

master,^ be has the goodness to declare that he would be 'wise 

hereafter and seek for grace* (mind, the greater villains, Antonio and 

Sebastian with all their gloss of civilisation do nothing oi the kind,^— 

yes; when I think of this aspect of the character of Caliban, I am 

tempted to look upon him as a child of nature, whose instinct for 

want of a better guide led him astray and whatever Prospero might 

i»y about 'pains humanely taken', I am afraid there was something 

fundamentally wrong in his way of approach. 

1 Itbixkkltbsll be doing Prospero no wronx if I intpeci tbai be Who puoiibed 
CUibao for ibo slightest negleot of doty now psrdoose really bainonsoffenea not 1>aeMSe 
b0 has suddenly developed a softness for the poor slave bat because bis heart at tbai 
akotnenf Is too /nil of bliss at the new tarn of events to think of paniefamg the erring fool. 



INFANTILE ANXIETY, THE PRECURSOR 
OF NEUROSES 

Prof. P, N. Choy7bey 

The Science of Clinics has by its logic of development devoted in¬ 
comparably more attention to the somatic aspects than to the psychic 

aspects of human ailments, though it has long been established that 

many of the organic diseases have their origins in, or, are dependent 

on, or, are linked up with psychic factors, especially emotional factors 

having roots since early childhood. Now-a-days, jisychosomatic ap¬ 

proach in psychiatry is of greai help to patients suffering from chronic 

diseases like respiratory disturbances, especially bronchial asthma ; 

cardiovascular disturbances, including essential hypertension, vesode- 

{H-essor syncope and migraine ; gastro-inieBtioal disturbances, especially 

peptic ulcers, colitis and stomach neurosis etc. Even some chronic 

cases of skin disease and rheumatoid arthritis are reported to be cured 

by proper administration of psychotlierapy.^ Freud tries to justify 

the fact that both conscious and unconscious psychic processes are 

somatic. As he aptly puls it : *‘It thus seems natural to lay the 

stress in psychology upon these somatic processes, to see in them the 

true essence of what is mental." This conception of Freud explains 
satisfactorily the etiology of somatic neuroses, conversion hysteria, 

somatic paranoia and other organic diseases which can be cured by 

an intensive course of psychotherapy. Tlierefore, onesided tackling 

of the problems of diseases isolated from their mental contents has 

not only marooned the science of psychotherap}, but also affected the 

fuller development of the treatment of physical disorders. And who¬ 

ever realises that man is more than bis body must admit the great 

value of psycho-soraalic appro^ch in modern ps3chiatry. 

We live in, what is described as, an Age of Anxiety. Adole¬ 
scence is particularly a period of emotional strains and, as a recent 
investigation into the mental health of Oxford Undergiaduates has 

revealed, the incidence of anxiety neurosis among students is far 

higher than among other people of similar age. 
Before discussing how infantile anxiety leads to neuroses in later 

life, it is better to make a clear distinction between fear and anxiety. 

What we call anxiety varies from mild disquiet and constraint to 

1 Frend, 8. An Ouiltne of Pty€kthaiMlif*i9t Chapter IV, ^aga 17, I 
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extrense apprebensios. It is distiogoisbed from fear partly on tbe 

grounds of lesser intensity and partly because its cause or object is less 

eleMrly defined. Anxiety is not a positive fear of somethhig ; it h an 

apprehension lest something diaquieting or harmful should occur. 

Doubt is the root of anxiety. Clinical experience shows that a 

great deal of anxiety arises not from objective, but from subjective, 

causes. In anxiety stales, the patient is beset with all manner of 

fears, which he can justify inadequately, if at all. Even the normal 

person may, from time to time, experience anxiety out of all propor¬ 

tion to the objective worries which beset him. '^There is nothing on 

earth or in the heavens, nor in the mind of man, which may not 

be the object of anxiety." It is one of the most common distractions 

of daily life, from which few people are fortunate enough to escape. 

It has been revealed by psycho-analysis that anxiety is mainly 

due to the repressed anti-social desires and tbe intra-psychic conflict 

which is technically called the damming-up of the libido, or a defen¬ 

sive reaction of the ego against the claims of the unrecognized libido, 

ft projects on to tbe outside world. Bo, according to psycho¬ 

analysts, morbid anxiety is a danger signal. Tbe danger, however, 

ia not external but internal. The fear of castration is the most 

ccmmon cause of repression, since it is for fear of consequence that 

a child is compelled to repress its hate, its jealousy or its sex pleasure, 

so that these impulses being repressed are transformed in^o morbid 

cT'sracter traits of psychoneuroses. The primary anxiety, or the first 

experiences out of which later anxiety develops, is a manifestation 

of nnmastered sexual tension. It is an automatic occurrence that 

takes place whenever the organism is flooded with excitement. In 

short, anxiety results from the inhibited sex impulse and is projected 

on to an external situation, which is avoided thereafter by ego's 

mechanisms of defence. By introjection and identification a child 

develops within him a moral self or super ego which prohibits the 

natural activities of the id on the one hand and deprives the ego of 

its independence on the other. In this way the bedrock of morbid 

anxiety and guilt is laid in early childhood and adolescence. 

The early symptoms of neuroses generally appear in the Form 

ol beiraviour disorders which include the phobias of early childhood. 

Feat and anxiety are some of the primary features of infancy, child* 

liood, and adolescence. Every normal child becomes frightened if 

he is kept alone in tke dark, meets a stranger, hears a loud 

sonod or sees, for instance, a big black growling dog approadiing. 

Affd if tbaee unpleasant situations are repeated in tbe life of tbe 
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obMf Umo his ehildboed phobias are fixed end ingreined. Indeed^ 
tbejr gsow stronger with years and gradually associated with instiootnal 
demands, start oaosing anxiety. ScHnetimes it so happens that a 

mere sight of a lump of cotton or wool may frighten the ohiid» or 
a small fdeoe of milk in the mouth with milk may evoke 
nausea and vomiting. Of course, these symptoms require tbocou^ 
investigation and psycho-analjitical interpretations. 

At the early stage of the development of personality of a small 

child the ego has to face many difficulties, and coDseqaentiy it is 

subjected to the pressure of early anxiety situationB. Freud hoida 

that anxiety in small children is usually oaused by Hhe absenca 

of loved or longed-for person*. And according to Adclanio Klein, 
anxiety as fear of persecution is predominantly experienced in small 
infants even in the first few months of life. So children, of their 

own accord, try to master anxiety tbrongb spontaneous play activities. 
Play activities help children in projecting their internal instinctual 
fear and anxiety into the outer world. Hence, play has a therapeutic 

value and it restores child’s physical and mental health Ahd a 
healthy parent-cbild-relationship helps the gradual normal Unfolding 

of human personality from the very beginning of life. 

The structure of human personality depends upon the function¬ 

ings of the mental apparatuses, tiz,, the ego, the id and the super ego. 

The final stabilization of human personality can be achieved onif 

when a perfect harmonization of the ego, the id and the sapar ego, 
is established on the basis of the formation of an Bgo-Ideal. But 
the rational balance between the ego and the super ego is seldom 

experienced; and few pereons are fortunate enough to escape the 
intra-psychic conflict. As Anna Freud* says, ^^Super ego is Ike 
mischief maker which prevents the ego's coming to a friendly under^ 
standing with the instinct. It sets up an ideal standard, according 

to which sexuality ia prohibited and aggressioD pronounced to be 

anti-social. It demands a degree of sexual renunciation and reetrie* 
tk>n of aggression which is incompatible with psychic health. The 
ego is completely deprived of its indepeodence and reduced to the 

status of an instrument for the exaeutioo of the super ego's wishes; 
the resuK is that it becomes hostile to instinct and incapable of 
enjoyment.** Our clinical experience shows that sometimes severs 

mental and physical strains cause deepest anxiety situation, and in 
this way many unfOTtunate people succumb to neurosis; the eeaeon 

• Frend, Sana—and of Def&nce, 1948, Ohvpter V, psfi 19. 
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hi tbat* thd difference between tiie normel and tibe seqrotie is 
of identity and not of quality. I oonclude this short paper with a 

few case histories from my personal experience, which are perhaps 

typical 
Case No. 1. Mr. X, a medical man, aged 30, got mamed^ but 

be divorced bis wife. He was suffering from morbid anxiety and 

dread accompanied by a fiense of congestion in the head and constant 
apprehension of impending danger and death. He often felt his 
pulse and eomplained of its irregularity. He suffered from unusual 

night sweating, general tremor, irritability, gastro-inteetinal disturb¬ 

ances and impotence. He was under psychological treatment for 

nearly two years, and now he is fully cured and leading a normal 
life. It was a case of anxiety neurosif. 

In course of psychotherapy it was found ihat he was suffering 

from repressed passive homosexuality arising out of his infantile 

maladjustinent and frustration. There was an incidence of incest 

at the age of fourteen. He was a very nervous and anxious type 
of boy. 

Patient’s family history showed that he had a boisterous and 

eccentric father who tortured him and quarrelled with other members 
of his family, especially his mother. His mother committed suicide 
when he was a boy of ten. In short, Mr. X’s upbringing was sadlj 

neglected and his family life was most unhappy. 

Case No. 2, Mr. Y, a social worker, aged 32, unmarried, came 
with the following symptoms : He was willing to marry but the force 
of the counter wish was so strong in him that he could not marry. 

He was in the habit of following women in the street though he 
knew it to be illegal and immoral. He had the desire of rubbing bis 
penis on other’s body, especially on the body of the leader-type 
personality. While travelling in a tram car or a public bus he used 
to count how many female passengers were there in it and in the 

opportune moment to touch their body. He was under treatment 
nearly for two years and a half. He had achieved much improvement. 
It tvas a case of obsession-compulsion psychoneuroMs. 

Patient’s childhood history showed that one of his widowed 

annts tjsed to rub his little penis regularly at the time of massaging 
oil before bath. At times the patient felt fhit he was the son not 
of his father but of his youngest maternal uncle. The patient was 
the only child of his parents. In bis early infancy his father married 

since then he and bis mother were living in hia 
maternal uncle's bouse. From early childhood Mr. Y was very 
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n6rvoi]Sf and amotional. At the agco of fourta^n he developed 
homosexuality ^hich persisted up to his twentieth year. 

Case No. 3. A boy of 8, was very shy, nervous and delinquent. 

He had a long-standing thumb-sucking habit and nocturnal neurosis. 

He was suffering from nightmare and anxiety dreams. The child's 

family history showed that his father was a perfect gentleman, but 

his mother was a hysteric lady, who used to pick a quarrel with 

anybody, especially her husband. 

The child was under psychological treatment. The parents were 

advised to re-establish a healthy paient-cbild relationship; and the 

boy was asked to draw whatever he liked and to play with other 

children of his age. In the beginning the boy was a bit hesitant, 

but gradually he adjusted himself. Now, his behaviour is completely 

changed and he is studying in Class VIII. 

APPENDIX 

A Broad classification of Menial Disorders : — 

A. Psycho-neuroses or Neuroses 

(1) IlyBt(ria: 

(a) Conversion Hysteria 
(b) Anxiety Hysteria 
(c) Other unclassified 

Forms of emotional reaction ; 

(1) Gastrointestinal reaction, 
(ii) Cardiovascular reaction, 
(lit) Genitourinary reactions, e.g, 

menstrual difficulty, urinary irregularities, frigidity in women 
and impotence in men. 

(tv) Psychogenic allergic reaction etc. 

(2) Obsessive—compulsive Psycho-neuroses. 

(3) Anxiety Neuroses 
(4) Neurasthenia 
(5) Hypochondria 

B, Psychoses (Functional) 

(1) Schizophrenia (Dementia Praeoox) 

(a) Simple type 
(h) Hebephrenic’type 

(c) Katatonio type 
(d) Paranoid type 

i 10I6P~X 
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f2) Paranoia (Paranoid Statea) 
(8) Manic Depreasive Payofaoaea. 

C. Sexual Ferveraiona 

(1) Homofiaxuality 

(2) Exhibitionism—observationism 

(8) Sadism— Masochism 
(4) Fetishism 

(5) Narcissism 
(0) Pygmalianism 

(7) Bestiality 

D. Amentia or Mental Deficiency:— 

(Congenital d Acquired) 

(1) Morosis (Feeble-mindedness) 
I.Q 61-90, 

(2) Imbecility — I.Q. 31-60. 

(8J Idiocy — I.Q. 10-80. 

E. Psychoses other than Fimctional 

(1) Epileptic Psyohdses 
(2) Toxic Paychoaea 

(3) Tranmatic Psychoses 

(4) General Paralysis (G.P.I.) 

(5) Psychosea due to disturbance of circulation 

(6) Psychoses due to metabohc disturbance 

(7) Psychoses due to the growth of tumor in the brain 

(8) Psychoses due to unknown causes, e g., Huntinton’s 

chorea and Paralysis agitans. 

(9) Senile Dementia. 



RESEARCH ON PERSONALITY ANd 
PROBLEMS OF ASSESSMENT 

Prof. Siukibas Bhattaoharva, M.A. (Edn.), M.A. (Lond.) T.D. (Lond.). 

The Theoretical Framework 

As the techniques adopted in this investigation consisted of inventories 

on the one hand and situation tests on the other it will be proper to 
oonstniot a theoretical frame-work (a) so as to explain all the considerations 

underlying the construction of the inventories and situation test and (b) to 
put forward the arguments in favour of accepting Teacher’s ratings arijk 
respcmses of the criterion-group as the criteria for validation of tests on 
persistence and interest respectively. 

The questionnaire method of personality study involves a series of 
questions combined into a single measuring scale. But where is ^he 
justification for believing that the responses to a few questions will faithfully 

reflect one’s feelings, dispositions, al>ilitieB or traits? Tn general, alter¬ 
native choices in the form of ‘ yes ‘ no ' and (?) are supplied and the 

subject's response is taken at its face value and treated as an index of 
his actual characteristics under similar circumstances. When an individual 
acts in the same manner on different occasions, it means that the groups 
of stimuli is presented on these occasions have the same personal signi- 

fioance for him. This fundamental fact forms the basis of Allport's 

assumption of ‘ Generalised Tendencies' within the organism, which ho 
described in short as * traits Catfcel s view of traits is also similar, as 
according to him, trait is nothing but a collection of reactions or responses 

bound by some kind of unity which permits the respouses to be gathered 
under one term and treat in the same fashiou for most purposes. 

So, in the present investigation it can be assumed that personality 
originates and develops through the interactions of four main sectors: the 

cognitive sector, the affective sector, the conuativc sector and the physical 
sector. 

Construction of the Questionnaire for assessment of persistence 

The construction of this questionnaire was stimulated by the oon- 

Bideration that such a test on persistence is rare in this country and as 
such would be of value if it proved reliable and valid As this was intended 
for application cmd validation in West Bengal this was constructed in 

Bengali with a view to avoiding the influence of verbal factor. The 
questionnaire contains eighteen items which have been constructed with an 

aye to a particular connotation of the term. As the term persistence may 
have different meanings to different people it i*? perhaps wise to describe 
here, how and in what sense this term has been used in this investigation* 
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Ab persifitenoe has been tentatively defined here sb * a trait by virtue of 
which an individual oontinueB in Bteadfast pursuit of an aim, inspite of 

diffioulines or obstacles', the following conBiderations were taken into 
account before freniing tlie test items. 

A person who is not steadfast quickly gets bored with a job, neither 
can he be expected to finish a task if difficulty arises. On the other hand, 
a man who is persistent pays little attention to how long it takes him 
finish a job or to what is going around him; he is a person who never reete 

or feels satisfied until he has got over the difficulty and finished the work 
started. This view of persistence is quite in keeping with that given by 
MaoArthur in his Ph.D. Thesis.^ There has been another attempt to 
phrase questions in an indirect manner so that the child would not realise 

that he was revealing himself.® The siluutinns chosen wore within the 
experience of the particular age group and tlie number of such situations 

was limited in number. As Vernon says, *'It is a mistake to make the 
test too long because the testees get bored and respond in a stereotyped 
manner, failing to consider each item on its merits". Both tlie questioii- 
nuires were made deliberately short and handy for making them effective 

from the standijoints of administration aud scoiing as well. 

Administration 

Before actually applying the questionnaires the writer considered it 
advisable to create favourable situations for the successful administration 
of the tests. The purpose of tlie imcstigatioii had to be kejjfc concealed and 

a plausible explanation was offered wlien one was called for. 
It was deemed essential to dimmish as far as possible any feeling of 

strangeness or excitement on the testees and to reduce the unnatural and 

artificial conditions of the testing situntion and as such the necessity for 
developing a cordial relation with the lestees before tlie actual application 

of the tests was kept in view. 

Scoriny 

The following scoring principle w'as ado])ted for discriminating the 
more persistent from tlie less persistent In the case ot questionnaire I. 
the subject wi.ulcl receive ydus one e\er\ time ht‘ underlined llie respouse 

denoting the presence of the trait measured and this was sometimes ‘ yes ’ 
and sometimes ‘no’. But in all cases a ‘doubtful’ (?) response will 
score zero. 

The method of scoring in questionnaire IT is a bit different. Subjects 

are to write down the name of one of the persons (imaginary) described 

in each part of the story and thus scoring will depend upon which person 
they associate most readily with themselves. 

Oonatruction of the Inventory for the Aeaeaement of Intereet 

Inspite of the fact that inventories suffer from a number of limitations 

it was considered that the questionnaires may serve some purpose for 
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drawing out relevant information about the likes and dislikes in a pkH»cular 
field. All the questions were intended to place the individuals in Stioh 
situations that their responaes might be of value and significance to the 
investigator 

The construction of this questionnuire was guided by the theories 
underlying Kuder preference Record. The final questionnaire took the 
pattern of the above card and thus 60 items were placed in different 
combinations each group containing three different items representing 
different fields of interest. Instead of getting a list of scattered items 
responded the idea of grouping thorn in order to increase the range of scores 
and provide scope for checking and better discrimination stimulated the 

investigator to frame the questionnaire according to the above mentioned 
Preference Card. There are 60 items designed to measure six different 

types of inlorost and arranged in 20 different groups. Most of the items 
demanded information about ilio subjects’ actual jisrticipation in different 
fields of activities or the feeling about wliat would be done and bow could 
he react in certain situations. 

In short, the preference card was an inventory attempting to draw 

information about the aubjecls' preferences, likes and interest (dominant) 
by placing the individuals in such abstract situations as would indicate the 

subject’s inlereht in every sense of the term. The consideration behind 
the construction of the inventory was quite in keeping with Birong’s view 
of interest. 

Ad min ist radon and ticoring 

Inspitc of tile written directions ut the top of the inventory it was 

considered advisable to make instructions clear bc'foro actually administering 
the test. Uniformity in procedure for administering the tests was another 
important conditions. 

Scoring 

The subject would receive 1, 2 and 3 for his responses indicating 

least, average and highest preference to each of questions forming a group. 
The range of scores will tlnMvfore vary from 10 to 30 as there are 20 items 
for the asseBsmeut of each type of interest. In other words, 

the testee is told to rank his order of preference to the throe answers to 
such questions forming each group. The scoring principle is in keeping 

with that followed in the Allport and Vernon's Study of Values. 

Construction of situational tests 

Tliough the Preference card or inventory formed the main techniques 

for tile asBassment of interest, still certain situational tests of ad hoo 
were evolved for comparison and analysis. As mentioned before, interest 

has been taken to be ‘‘as complex vs amalgam of subjective feelings end 

objective behaviour tendencies”,* 
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Tte inrestigator, therefore, was oonaoious of the various dimenskms 
of interest and tried to test an individuid's relative standing on six main 

types of interest through his actual participation in certain standardised 

activities or situations and analysis of the relative influences of different 
objeote on the individual's mind. 

The first situational test was constructed with the hope that this 
will give the investigator greater opportunities to observe the subject's 

responses to actual life like situations on the basis of his participation in 

the activities presented in the test. The items comprising the test have 
been so selected that they may give indication of the subjects expressed 

interest in relevant fields. The items either demand some information 

or his preliminary knowledge in relevant fields of interest and mostly cover 
the different aspects of each field. For example the items designed to 
assess one’s interest in Art comprised activities demanding his motivation 
in drawing some sketches, sense of colour composition, sense of perspectives 

and proportion. Similarly, the items designed to assess one technical 
interest comprised situations demanding subject's inf<Hination and 
familiarity about certain common parts of ordinary things mostly used in 

every day life but evoking mechanical or technical interest. 

There are five items for aseessing each t^pe of interest arranged in 

different combinations so as to increase the efficiency of the test in die- 

eriminating. Three items have been put in each group and the subject 

is to chose one out of the three. Thus for assessing six types of interest 
there are thirty items set in 20 possible groups and each group of three 

items will be presented one after another. 

Scoring 

For each successful participation in every activity the subject will 

score 1 and thus the range of score will be from 0 to 10 in each field of 
interest. Thus the relative standing on six main types of interest may 

be deduced from the total pattern of responses. In this connections it is 
worth while to mention that in the twenty groups, each type of interest 

has been represented 10 times and as such if in all the groups anyone 
successfully participates in activities representing the same type of interest 
then he will score the maximum i e., 10 and his standing on that type 
of interest will be the highest. 

Con$truction of Situation Teat Ko. 3 

The construction of this test was stimxilated by the consideration 
that one’s interest may find expression through his preference of certain 
tufiTB tteffis to others. There are thirty news items pertaining to different 

flalds of iaterest presented in different combinations in 20 groups and the 
i(A|eet is to ohose one of the three items forming each group, lor paruaal 
itad underlining. The administration and the scoring principle are similar 

to toat fdlowed in the fcamer case (i.e., Situatkm Test No. 2)i 
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€on$iruciion of Situation Teot No, 4 

This oraiprised a new technique based on the assumption that the 
objects in which one is more interested are retained more than the other 
which do not evoke so much interest. On the basis of this the test was 
constructed and a number of cards containing sketches of equal number 
of objects in different fields of interest comprised the test. The total 
number of such card was originally five and each card contained six items, 
one from each field. 

AdminUtration and Scoring 

Each card would be presented for a few seconds, say 2 seconds before 

the subjects who vill be asked to in rite the names of the objects they have 
retained after each presentaiion For each item retained and described 
a score of 1 + in respective field will be given For example, if one out of 

a total of 15 items retained and reproduced 10 belong to Technical field the 

individuars standing on the same will be obviously dominant Thus the 
number of items in a particular field of interest forming the majority will 
indicate tho dominant interest of the individual. 

Consiruciion of the Information Test 

This test was devised with a view to 8er\ing ns one of the subsidiary 
checks on the assumption that anyone keeps a wider range of information 
in a particular field in which he is more interested than in the one in 

which he has lesser interest This attempt is quite In keeping with riiat 

of E. A. Feel who has devised a test which accentuates a more certain 

knowledge of things in which the testee has the greater interest than 
things in which he has a lesser interest. 

The test contained 86 items of which six pertained to each type of 
interest. 

Administration and Scoring 

This is A group test to be applied with a clear instruction that all the 
it^ms should be attempted Each correct answer will fetch a score of 1 

and thus the range of scores for each type of interest is 0 to 6 

Construction of the Questionnaire for the Assessment of persistence 

The oonstruotion of this questionnaire was stimulated by the scantiness 
of such instruments in this country. It was also hoped that such a teat 
would be of value in the field of education and guidance, if it proved 
reliable and valid. It must be admitted that Cattel’s 16 P, F. Test and 
Bemreuter's Personality Inventoiy contributed to its construction. 

As the term persistence may have different meanings to diffSrettt 

people^ it is perhaps wise to describe bere, how and in what senae ttAf 
term has been used in this investigation. As persistence has been 
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tivelj defined here as a inreit by virtue of which an individual eontinuee in 

steadfast pursuit of an aim, inspite of difficulties or obstacles, the following 
oonsideratioDfl were taken into account before constructing a questionnaire 
for its assessment. 

In this connection it may be mentioned that the questionnaire is 
an adaptaticai of the questionnaire constructed and validated by the author 
in Sngland. The recent one has been constructed in Bengali in order to 

avoid language difficulty and it contains 18 items for assessing persistence 
only. 

Admintsiration and Scoring 

Oral instructions are to be given in addition to the written directions 

on the top of the questionnaire. Tlio necessity for complete honesty when 
answering deserves special emphasis 

The subject would receive 1 each tune he will underline the response 

denoting the presence of the trait measured; this was sometimes * yes ' 

and sometimes * no 

Consiruciion of Questionnaire No 2 for the assessment of peritisiener • 

The idea of constructing another disguided questionnaire appeared 

to be more psychological as Rymond^ observes, “It is probable that dis¬ 

guided questionnaires are more valid than those which are straight forward 
in their approach". It seemed desirable therefore, to phrase questions 
in an indirect manner so that the child did not realise that he was revealing 

himself. The situations chosen were within the experience of the 14—17 

years old boys and girls and might form a story. The story included 
six situations. In both the questionnaires for the assessment of persist¬ 

ence, it will be seen that the number of items is not large and this was 

deliberate. 

CONBTRUOTION OP THE SITUATION TeST 

{For the assessment of persistence) 

It was anticipated that shortage of time and other circumstances 

would not allow the investigator to apply existing situation tests of per¬ 

sistence. The situation test was, therefore, constructed so that its findings 
might be compared with those of the questionnaire 1. The investigator 

decided to present three situation tests to the children at the same time 

with the clear instruction that they were at full liberty to spend all the 
available on any one of them instead of attempting all the three. ^Alier- 

aaMvely, they asked to record the order of prefer^ce and ti&e tiny 

began and gave up in each case. It was not considered desirable to try 

to dieit a high degree of original motivation for the teats. At his first 

maethug with the children, the eKperimenter told t^em that he ^ould 
ask theiA to do certain games for ascertaining their speed of action. ^Tbey 
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weAre also k>ld that they would bo given the c^portuuity to iary any of tham 
as long as they liked within the tune*liinit. Thus the purpose of the 

situatioa test was kept concealed, as it was intended to observe them 
under normal motivational conditions. The battery of tests presented a 
variety of three tests in the form of games:— 

(1) Dotting and Pricking, (2) Crossing Vowels and (3) Writing natural 
numbers, and separating the odd numbers from the even by distinctive 
marks. The aim of the situation test was to estinjatc persistence, i.e,, 
how long one could stick to a job, however, difGciilt and boring it might 

be. McArihur^s definiliou of p(*rsiRtonce that “persistence is a virtue by 
which an individual continues in steadfast pursuit of an aim, in spite cf 
difficulties or obstacles*’ was kept in view. 

It is true that the quality of persistence mainly required in the field 

of education is mixed with iiitcllii^once, but at the same time it appears 
to be true that people need p<*rMisUMu*e in Ci'rluin jobs which at the moment 
are dull. This is particularly so with the beginners in any language or in 

Arithmetic whore repetition seems to be the only way of learning and 
practice offers the key to ad\anee. The tests presented in this investiga¬ 

tion w'ere not completely unintelligent nctixitiea as each of them demanded 
understanding of the princi])le according to which each gam(» was to be 
done. 

The writer made the following asbumptions before constructing his 
test; 

(i) That persistence is not necessarily related to high intelligenee and 
that there is a special trait called persistence that is independent of 
intelligence. 

(«) That less persistent persons change their occupations in a given 
time more often than the more ])er8istenl persons. Thus the scoring of this 
situation test was guided by this consideration and individual scores were 
calculated by dividing the total time spent (in this case almost the samo 

as the maximum time allowed, few giving up entirely before time) by 
the number of changes. Tf an individual stuck to one job for the whole 

period he naturally scored more than one who changed tw'o or three times. 

The Coyisimetion of the Criteria 

In a domain such as })ersonalitv, tlie soleotion of a criterion, 
against which to measure the test results forms one of the crucial 
steps in an experimental investigation like the present one But it 
appears to he impossible to obtain a fully ndinblc standard by which to 
judge the result furnislicd by the tests or questionnaires. There are no 

dependable criteria upon wliich objective validation of the measure used 

might be based. 
There are ralitigB on the one hand and othtT types of tests on the 

other, put is it possible to have absolute assessments of personality 
aspects like pe];pistence and iniercst. According to Burt “even a person¬ 
ality Is an abstraction, a child is not an isolated unit.T.what the 

psyohoLogist has to study are the Interactious between a 'personality* and 
an 'eayitoment'—tbs behaviour of a dynamic mind In a dynamio fidid 
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of which it forms a part’\ The s«ne attitude is revealed by Murray-e4*«l 

be their proposal for a theory of personality. They said, “Since at every 
moment, an organism is within an environment which largely determines 

its behaviour, and since the environment changes.the conduct of an 
individual cannot be formulated without a characterisatdon of each con¬ 
fronting situation, physical and social". True it is that^no judgment can 

possibly be regarded as final, but in the absence of a reliable criterion the 
best possible one should be selected. The question as to what is the best 

possible criterion is very controversial. Therefore, the writer has con¬ 
sidered it advisable to obtain estimates of the degree to which the subject 
possesses the traits in question, from persons who have had an opportunity 
of observing him for some time under a variety of conditions. This is of 
course, a deliberate step to evade imnecessary debates and the writer feels 

justified in doing so. Eatings are according to Vernon, * most inadequate 
as the sole criteria of a person’s traits, or as the sole source of 
data for the scientific study of personality ’—The writer is quite 

conscious of the limitations of ratings. The writer has, therefore, reasoni^ 

to look out for other suitable criterion particularly for validation of interest 

tests. 

Criterion for Validation of teats or inventoriea on intereaU 

As ratings are not the only criteria for selection of tests which 

intend to measure something involving motivation, it will be wise to select 
some other criterion group for comparing the test results and thereby 
validating the instruments. For this purpose different groups in different 

institutions, via.. Technical, Commercial, Art, Agricultural, Boieuoe and 

Academic showing better success in successive examinations have 

been selected. If it is observed that the items in the different teste 
designed to detect particular interest are favourably responded to and a 

significant correlation be found out between the responses of respective 
groups and corresponding ratings of Judges some evidence of external vahdity 

may be obtained. Thus the criterion group has been selected for a more 

objective validation in the case of interest assessment. 
The intention of the witer was therefore to obtain of Judges* 

opinion and (2) responses of the successful groups in different branches or 
wings for serving as criteria for validation of tests on persistence and 
interest. 

The Pilot Study 

It seemed desirable to conduct a pilot study before starting the noain 

experiment. 
The Pilot study was expected: (a) to give the ei^rimenter a 

definite idea of the various stages of the experiment beforehand so that 
the experience gaJned from the Pilot study might be of help in ease 

mpdifioation and improvement of the test materials or revieion of the 
"teriifOjg programme proved necessary, (b) to give the experimenter praotioe 
In e^^rinietering the tests, particularly in such respects as standardisation 
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of omphasifl in <wal directions. It would also provide infonnatlon fts to 
(1) the lenftbs of time needed for the questionnaires, (2) the reactions of 
the subjects to the tests, (8) the suitability of the tests to the age, abilities 

and interests of the boys, (4) the adequacy of the directions. 

Populafton 

The Population seleoed for the Pilot study consisted of boys and 
girls from six different types of instituions, vie., technical, commercial, 

art, agricultural, etc., the age of the population ranging from 14 to 17 years 

Technique 

Techniques adopted in this study comprised two questionuaires and 
two situational tests each for the asBessmeiit of persistence and interest, 

teacher's ratings on a five point scale and interview. 

The purpose of the pilot study was mainly to make necessary revfsion 
of the test in the light of the experience gathered and therefore, the main 

techniques were applied on a handy number of boys and girls for internal 
validation of the items comprising the tests. 

Administration 

The tests were applied in different institution with the help of the 

members of the staff The question took about 50 minutes to complete. 

After a gap of 10 minutes the situation tests were presented one by one. 
In each case verbal instruction were given and an attempt was made to 

keep the test situations almost uniform As regards the teacher's ratings, 

three teachers were personally requested by the experimenter to rate the 
boys and girls on a five-point scale and to submit an agreed estimate of 

each boy and girl after eonfenng on individual ratings Necessary instruc¬ 

tion were provided to each rater on a printed sheet and they were asked to 

base their opinion about each subject on objective study and analysis^. 

Directions for Tcacher^s Ratings on Persistence 

(T) Please read the whole scale before rating any item 
(IT) In rating each item disregard your ratings for that child on 

any other Item 

(III) Firstly, please try to rate the entire poup of children on 
persistence, keeping in mind that persistence is a general 
quality of continually trying to accomplish a task in spite of 
difficulties or clinging to a purpose in the face of oppositions. 

(TV) Try to base your ratings on observations taken over a period 

of three weeks from now, in the class-room, dining games or 
outside school activities. Any observations supporting your 

ratings might be recorded on a separate sheet. 
(V) The following scale should, however, I)c taken into oonsidei'a* 

tion before starting tlie wmrk. 
(VI) Please allow a minimum gap of two clays in between the two 

ratings. It is a five point scale in which you are requested to 
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iudicaie your assessnienie. In this connection it is Worth 

noting that there may be a general tendency to plaee your 

remarks in the middle of the scale and none towards the higher 

end. This can be avoided by observing the following scheme: 

E D C B A 

6% 25% 40% 25% 6% 

Description of the Scale , 

B. Very low or poor, i e., loses interest or gives up an activity as soon 

as he meets with the slightc^'t difficulty, never takes any job with a 

view to sticking to it. 
D. Low, i.e.. gives up an nctivily soon filter coming up against one or 

«two stumbling blocks, or easily changes to another after feeling 

slightly bored 

C. Average, i e , will strive to overcome difficulties, if the labour involved 

is not too overwhelming or will go on doing one ]ob if he is not too bored. 

B. High, i.e., will strive to reach the goal even though the time involved 

may be fairly considernble. 

A. Very high, i.e , will not give up until the goal is reached or totally 

exhausted, no matter how mueh time and energy ib involved. 

Keeping in mind the procedure outlined in the assessment of per 

sistence, and avoiding at all costs the considciation of any other quality, 

attainment or behaviour, please assess as aecurately ns possible the per¬ 

sistence of each child 

Similarly for the rating of the interest bv the teaehors, the different 

types of interest as classified in the present investigation were described 
as follows: 

(A) Academic int^^rest means he likes to rad and write, literally 

jobs, writing essays, editing, studving history, solving problems of 

Mathematics, surveying u placf or a society and works of similar types 
are included in this area. 

(B) Scientific interest ini ans that one likes to discover new facts, 

to observe and. analvise things for a systematic study. 

(C) Technical interest means that one likes to work with machines 
and tools to handle small pirts of mechanical things like watch, torch¬ 

lights camera, belts etc , to trv for devisine something out of the spare 
parts, etc. 

(D) Commcivinl interest means one shows preference for keeping 

accounts, making small bargains, observing price index and showing definite 
inclination towards business or such projects. 

(E) Artistic interest means one likes to do creative work including 

painting, decorating, making attractive designs, writing poems, participat¬ 

ing in dramatic performances, etc Agricultural interest means one likes 

to do productive work with the soil including growing vegetables, garden¬ 

ing, -etc* This comprses ones tendency to some experimental work on 
leiiltiUaaiion, manuring and cultivation. 



A GLIMPSE INTO THE CHINESE 
CONSTITUTION 

SuBiiABH Chandra Barker 

Intioduotion The ('hmohe i)eoj)le’B struggle for uational independence 
and unity achieved its victory in 1949. The significance of this victory 
is gauged wlien it is recalled that by tins single stroke the imperialist 

system was deprived of about 40 i>er cent of tb** colonial hinterland it 

still hud in the days of the Second World War * 
After the victory in the revolutionary war against the corrupt and 

decaying Kuonnutang the first concern of the leaders of the revolution was 

the economic ndmbilitation of the countrv which had been ravaged by 
civil and iiiternatioiinl wars for about a quarter of a century since the death 
of Dr. Sun Ynt-Sen in 1925 It became at once quite obvious that 
economic rehabilitation could luudly be undertaken without having a 
constitutional fiauiework The constitution intioduced by the Kuomintang 
was w'holly unworkable and it was theiefore necessary to adopt the funda¬ 

mental laws of tlie land viithin the shortest possible time. In such 
circumstances the Chinese Peojde’s Political Consultative (conference, to 
W'hich every polihcul jiurty of any importance in China other than the 

Chiang Kai-shek clique sent ih repiesentatiies, met in Peking in 

September, 1949, and adopted the Common Ptogramme as the Provisional 
Constitution of the Peojile^s llejiublic of China The common programme 
eiivisuged the convention of an All-('liina People’s Congi'ess which was to 

exercise the Supieme State powei Pcuduig the convocation of that 
Congress elected l)j universal adult franchise, the Common Programme 

laid down, “the P]enar\ Session ol the Chinese People’s Political Consulta¬ 
tive Conference shall exercise the fnnetious and powers of the All-Chinese 

Pcopli^’s Congress”.® With the completion of the rehabilitation of the 
national economy by 1952, conditions were ripe for holding national elections 
and the electoral laws were promulgated on March 1, 1953, according to 

which elections were duly held during 1953-54. Simultaneously the 
question of planning the futuie development of the uational economy and 
the adoption of a regular constitution also came to the fore. 

Accordingly the Central People’s (lovernment ap]>ointed a Committee 
of thirty-tiiree members headed hy Chairman Mao Tse-tung in Januaty, 

1053 for preparing a draft constitution for considoration by the National 
People’s congi-ess which would soon come into being following the conclu¬ 
sion of the national elections In March of the following year (1054) the 
Drafting Committee accepted as its first draft^ the one submitted to it 
by the Central Committee of the (kminiunist Party of China^ [of which 
again the Chairman was Mao Ihe-tung], Disoussioos of that draft ware 
organised on a wide scale in Peking and other cities in which about 8600 
people reportedly participated. The draft, changed in the light of tlloat 
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aa the first Draft Constitution of Chinese Pectin's Bepublie '* for 
“ people all orer the country to disouss According to official statemente 
about fifteen orores of people took part in the discussions following tiie 

publication of the draft 4 and about 1,160,420 amendments suggested.* 
The draft constitution was further modified in the light of those 

disouBslons and suggestions and then adopted by the Central Oovemment 
on September 9, 1954. 5(a) It was then placed before the first sessioxi 

of the National People's Congress of the People’s Republic of China on 
September 15, 1954 along with a report of the Drafting Committee read 
by Liu Shao-Chi. After fiye days’ discussions the National People’s 
Congress adopted the constitution of China on September 20, 1954 by the 
unanimous vote of the eleven hundred and ninety-seven deputies present.^ 
It took 20 months from the date of the appointment of the Drafting 

Committee for the constitution to emerge in its final shape. 
The Constitution of the People's Republic of China—^world's largest 

republic—^is a relatively small document consisting of 106 articles and a 
Preamble* (thus fulfilling one of the conditions of an ideal constitution). 

It is largely based on the Common Programme adopted by the first plenary 
sessiem of the Chinese People’s Political consultative Council (CPPCC) in 
September, 1949 and draws heavily upon the '* experience of the advanced 

Socialist states, headed by the Soviet Union Liu Shao-chi describes it 
as a step forward on the basis of the Common Programme However 
in some important respects it widely differs from the Common Prograntme. 
Among the new features not contained in the Common Programe are, in 
addition to the changes in the Governmental structure the provision for 

elected Government bodies, the right of recall of deputies, and lastly, 
a provision for the amendment of the constitution. 

The constitution is meant for a period of transition and, on the 
admission of no less an authority than Liu Shao-chi himself, contains many 

provisions of the nature of a programme which are not ordinarily included 
in constitutional documents. 

Chahacter cf the State 

The conatituton, as the Preamble says, consolidates the gains of the 

Chinese people's revolution and the ]>olitical and economic victories won 
since the founding of the People’s Republic of China in 1949. Howevet, 
it also "refieots the basic needs of the state in the period of transition, 
as well as the general desire of the people as a whole to build a socialist 

society*'. 

ORJECTS or THE CoNSTiTurroK 

The object of the constitution is to facilitate the socialist transfomia- 
tion of the oountty and to ensure “the gradual abolition of the system of 
eaploitatiooi of man by man and the building of a socialist sooiety". 
Btudi tiwiibnnatloii has to be taken in a planned manner, says Artioto 15. 
After ^ aJodltioi! of feudalism through the operation of a properly pluwed 
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land tehrm programme during 1950-02 there r6iaai& tour baele types ol 
omiership in China 1 Btate (looialist) properly; oo-operative propeitys 

individttil ownership and capitalist ownership. The oons^tutkA ha 
▼aiious articles lays down that all ihese forms of ownership am 

to be transformed into socialist ownership. But such iransformatioD 
has to be made in a peaceful and gradual manner. Violence is to be 

avoided in every way. Says Liu Shao-Chi, one of the outstanding leaders 

of New China. '*W6 must use peaceful means of transformation not mdy 

in the case of agriculture and handicrafts, but also in the case of Capitalist 
industry and Commerce. 

The record of the State in fulfilling the aims of socialist transforma* 

tion as set down in the constitution has been impressive indeed. Vast 

changes have occurred in the economic and social life of China since the 

time the constitution was adopted in September, 1954 Great strides have 
been made towards bringing the individual peasant and handicraftsmen 
into collective and to nationalize the industries yet left in private hands. 

At the end of June. 1956, 91 7 per cent (eleven crores) of China’s twelve 
orore peasant households had joined agricultural producers' eo-operativea 

of various grades ranging from elementary to fully socialist ones. As a 
matter of fact seven and a half crores of peasant households were officially 
classified as forming advanced type of agricultural co-operatives by that 

time. About 00 per cent of all who followed the calling of individual 

handicrafts were also members of industrial producers' co-operatives, 

producers* groups or supply and marketing co-operatives. 

The progress toward pocialization of industry is equally impressive. 

After coming to power the new Government confiscated all the enterprises 

held by Big Business and nationalized all the banks—^thus laying the basis 

for a State sector in the national economy The State sector was gradually 
expended since 1940 so that at the end of 1955 the state sector accounted 

for 51.8 per cent of the total industrial output value against 26.3 per cent, 

in 1949 and 41 5 in 1952 (all values oom])uted iu terms of fixed prices of 

1952) Foreign trade and foreign exhange are also under state control and 

the state has introduced " a nationwide, uniform and powerful network 

of state trade and trade through the supply and marketing co-operatives " 
so that socialist trade (t.a., State trade) predominate in the country’s 

internal market also. 

The Chinese economy is being developed according to a definite 

plan as envisaged in the constitution. Chronologically speaking, however, 
the plan came before the constitution in as much as the First Five Year 

Plan of China had been put into operation in the beginning of 1958. whereas 

the constitution was promulgated in 1954 The First Five Year Plan was, 

however, pubbshed only in 1956 after it had got the approval of the supreme 
legislative body of the state, the National People's Congress The Plan 

envisaged a 90.8 per cent, increase in the total value oi industrial productioa 
and 28.8 per cent, increaee in the total value of agricultural produethm 

on during the five-year period 1958-57. It is stated that it would take 

three five-year plans, roughly a Uttle over fifteen years from 1968 to oona^ 
plete the socialist transformation of the country. 
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71^ Five*Ya«r Pkn period is ooming to an end. 13m PUv 

staAed to have wc»:ked quite auooesBfuUy. In the Seooiad Five-Year FlaPi 
Idu Sbao-Chi told the Eighth National Cougress of the Chineae Coxomuiuet 
Party, aSorts would be made to grapple with the following baaio taake 

(1) to continue industrial construction with special emphaeis on heavy 
htdustries, (2) to promote collectivisation; (3) to promote increased produc¬ 

tion of industry and agriculture and to develop transport and commerce; 

(4) to encourage technical skill and scientific research ; and (5) 
strengthen the national defences and raise the level of material and cultural 
well-being of the people on the basis of the growth of industrial and agrioul 

tural production".^* 

- POPITLAR SOVERBIGNTY 

Sovereignty in the People’s llepiihlic of Chinn, which is a "people's 

democratic state" based on the alliance of ]>oa.saiits and workers, lies with 

the people who exercise their power tlirough the people's Congrossos elected 
by them on universal but unequal and (except at the lowest h'vel) indirect 
suffrage. All people irrespective of uationalily or religion are equal before 

law and possess equal rights, theie is no discrimination on any racial, 
national or religions grounds. Minority aatioualiteb have been granted 

national autonomy and they enjoy certain 'Special status as regards land 

reform and socialist conversion of industry. 

The Parliament 

The country’s only legislative body is the unicameral National 

People's Congress, elected by indirect vote every four years The First 
National People's Congress was (dected in 1053-54 and consists 

of over 1,200 members. The First Congress met in September, 1954, and 

adopted the present constitution and other subsidiary laws. The Cougress 
has the final say in all matters in the People's Hepublic of China. It 

elects the Chairman and Vice-Chaii-mun of the Pepublic, the Prime Minister 

the Chief Justice, the Attorney (leneral (President of the Supreme People's 
Procuratorate), the members of the National Defence Council; and has 

powers to remove any or all of them. Tiie Cougress ordinarily meets 
once in a year. Up to date the Congress Las met in three sessions. In its 

fieoond session it adopted the First Five-Year Plan of (5hina. The minority 
nationalities are guaranteed 150 seats in the Congress. All decisions of the 

Cmgress are made by a simple majority vote of all the deputies (and not 
mmly of those present and voting), except that n constitutional amend¬ 

ment to be effective require a fwo-thirds majority. 

Because of the rather unwieldly membership the seBslons of the 
Ckmgress have to be infrequent. Therefore, the Congress elects a Standing 

tlemmittee to aet on its behalf in the intervening period between tiie two 

seaaioDS. The Standing Committee is headed by a Chairman and several 
(it present 18) Vice-Chairmen, a Seoretary-General and several other 

mmnbers. In one sense this is the most powerful organ of the State in 
China because in the absenee of the Congress, the Standing Committee is 
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the final authority on afanost all mattmi. Tha Standing Comnfitteo 

conducts the election of the deputies to the Congress; convenes the sesiioas 
of the Oongress ; adopts decrees and interprets laws; supermes Ute work 
of the Supreme People’s Court, the State Council (Council of Ministers), 
Mid of the Provincial and lx>oal Government, and of authorities subject to 
central control. It appoints and removes the Vice-Presidents and Judges * 
and other members of the Judicial Committee of the Supreme Court; 
appoints and recalls Ambassadors to Foreign States; ratifies and abrogates 

treaties with other countries; orders general or partial mobilization and 
enforcement of Martial Law; exercises the right of pardon. When the 
National People's Congress is not in session, as is often the case, the 
Standing Committee appoints and dismisses any or all of the members 

of the State Council except the Premier who can only be removed by the 
Congress; the Committee can also proclaim a state of war "in the event 

of armed attack on the country or in fulfilment of international treaty 
obligation concerning common defence againc.t aggression"—Chief among 

such treaties being tlie Siiio-Sovict Trealv of 1950, and the Warsaw Treaty 
of May 14, 1955. 

The Standing Committee generally meets twice a month but can 

meet oftener if needed The meetings are convened by the ^Chairman of 
the Comn)ittee. The Standing ('ommittee is responsible to the Congress 

und regularly reports to it 

During the first nine months between September, 1954, when the 

'onstitution ^\as adopted and July, 1955, when the National People’s 
Congress met in its Second SeKsion the Standing ('omnnttee made 40 

decisions on domestic and Internationnl affairs and passed the draft of the 

Military Service Law later approved b\ tho Congress. The Standing 

Committee collected data aud sent working parties to Sinkiang and 

Yunnan Provinces to help in the study of the Regulations for the 

autonomous regions. It decided 830 cases of appointment and removal of 

Government Personnel. The Committee received 3,407 letters from the 

Public and 842 letters from the Members of l^arliamcnt. It investigated 

the more imi>ortant acquibilions made by the people concerning Govern¬ 
ment working personnel. 

This powerful Standing Committee is headed by the noted Communist 

Intellectual, Liu Shao-Chi who is shortly to visit India leading a Chinese 
Parliamentary Dologotion on the invitation of the Government of India. 

The functions of the (Committee are broadly comparable with those of the 

Presidium of the Supremo Soviet of the U.S.S.R. with this difference that 

in China the head of the State is the Chairman of the Republic and not 
the Chairman of the Standing Committee, while in the U S.S R. there 

is no head of State apart from the President of the Presidium of the 

Supreme Soviet of the U.S.S.R. 

Besides the Standing Committee the Congress may appoint other 

committees also as and when required. The Constitution mentions four 

Ruoh oommittees: (1) Nationalities Committee; (2^ Bills Committee; 
(3) Budget Committee and (4) The Credentials Committee, 
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The head of the State is Chairman, who, though he ia the Commander" 

ixi"Chief of the Armed Forces, possesses far less formal powers than either 

President of India or of the U.S.A. A person, for election as Chairman, 

. must be a Chinese eitieen of at least thirty-five years of age. The functions 
of the Chairman are purely formal except that at his own discretion he 

can convene an advisory Supreme State Conference to consider important 

matters of State policy and to give advisory opinion. Such a Supreme 
State Conference was first convened during the beginning of 1956 to 
consider an eleven-year plan for improving agricultural production. The 
present occupant of this position is Mao Tse-tung, the great leader of 

modem China. 
A Vice-Chairman, elected l)\ the National People’s Congress in the 

same manner as the Choirinan, assists the latter and acts for him in the 
absence or prolonged illness of the Chairman. The present Vice-Chairman 

is the famous General Chu Teh. 
Both the Chairman and the Vice-Chairman hold office for four years 

or until the election of a new Chairman and Vice-Chairman. Both of them 
are removable by a majority vote in the National People's Congress and 

no special method of impeachment is required as is the case under the 

Indian and U S. coustilutions. 

(tOVEUNMBNT 

The executive tunctioiis of Government in the People's Republic 

of China are carried out by the State Council headed by u Premier (now 
Mr. Chou En-Lni) and coni])osed of several Vice-Premiers, Ministers, 

Heads of Commissions and a Recretary-Genernl. The State Council is 

accountable to the National People's Congress or, when the Congress is not 
in session, to the Standing Committee of the Congiess. The State Council 

has executive and supervisor\ jurisdiction over all the governmental and 

elective bodies below the Natjonal People's Congress and can annul or 
modify the decision of any local government. The Premier and Vice- 
Premiers together constitute what would be called a Cabinet in the nou- 

Communist parhaiiK'niary democracies. 

TjOCM. Govfrnmrnt 

China is a unitary state nnd is therefore highly centralized. Indeed 

centralization has been raised to the height of a principle as it has been 

stated in Article 2 of the Constitution that all organs of state power 

practise "democratic centralism". Democratic centralism formally means 

that while all organs of state must be elected (thus admitting democracy), 

once such election has been effected all lower bodies should give uuques- 
turned obedience to the directives of higher bodies. 

Until June, 1954, China (except Taiwan), was administratively divided 

into twenty-eight provinces and fourteen centrally administered munici¬ 
palities. The provinces were grouped in Six Greater Areas, namely. North, 
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N<nib-SaAt, Nbrth-Weit, East, Central-South and South-West China* 
Each of the Greater Area had its administrative Committee whioh directed 

and auperviged the work of the local, provincial and municipal Governments 
within its jurisdiction on behalf of the Central Governments. Besides, 
there were the Government of the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Begion 
and the Local Government of Tibet imder the direct jurisdiction of the 
Central Government. There was a major odmiiiistrativc reorganization In 

June, 1054. in which the Greater Area AdminiRtraiive Comniitteos were 

abolished, bringing the provinces under increased central Buj^ervision. The 

number of provinces was reduced from twenty-eight to twenty-five and 
that of the centrally administered municipalities was reduced to throe. In 

addition there remained the Inner Mongolian Autonomous Begion and 

Tibet. Before the reorganization in June, 1954 there were 2,548 counties 

and more than 2,80,000 hsiang (unit of adininistiation for a group of 
villages). Their number was somewhat reduced to 2,116 and 2,20,466 
respectively after the reorganization 

The organ of Oovornment in the provinces, centrall.^ administered 

municipalities, counties, municipalities, municipal districts (centrally 

administered municipalities and other large municipalitieb are divided into 
districts), hamig and towuis are the ptopl(‘*s congresses of the respective 
levels Deputies t<i these p(»oph'\ congresses arc elected b\ the people's 

Congress of the next lower level Tlie locil people’s (’ongresses are 

elected for four jenrs, they “ensuie the obser\,mce and execution of laws 

and decrees in their respective administrative aieas, draw up plans for local 
economic and cultural development (xannne. and a])])rovc local budgets 

.muiniain 2»*djlic order 'Ilie local Congresses elect lh<‘ local Govern¬ 

ments which are responsible to the former All local ('ongresses and local 

Governments arc subject to the sup(‘r\ision of the Congress oi (io\ernnient 

of the next higher Ie\el. At the top of all stands the Standing C'omniittep 
of the National People’s Congress winch has powers to re\isc or annul 

inappropriate decisions hy the Governmental autlu>nli(*s of any level 

(Clauses 6 & 7 of Article 3t of the Con-stituticm) Tht Standing Committee 

in its return is responsible to the National Peojdo’s Congress 

Minority Natiovalitirs in China 

The Conbtilution describes China as a multinatiOii«d State In the 

framework of a unitary State the minont\ nutionuhties, who constitute 

about ten per cent of the country’s population, lune been gi\en consider¬ 
able autonomy and latitude The form of GoYoinment in the national 

minority areas does not substantially differ from that obtaining in other 

parts of the country, but the minonty ni’cas ha\c hern grunted considerable 
latitude in governing their own affaiis The areas inhabited by tho 

minority nationalities were accorded special treotmeiu during land reform 
and the socialist transformation of industry and agriculture Those 

measures were introduced only gradually. Howaier apparently even in 

the minority areas socialist* transformation has been fairly rapid as would 

be indiaated by latest statistics aoeording to which ‘'socialist transformation 

has been basically completed “in areas where 28 million of Chiba's 
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8>5 miUiOQ people belonging to minority nati<malitie8 live". Democratic 
ti^onns still remain to be carried out in areas that are inhabited by only 

8 million people of minority nationality origin. 
The Constitution has been in operation only a little over two years. 

It has naturally not been possible to adjust the mutual relationships 

between the Central and the Ix»cal Governments. Moreover, the need for 
oenkalization, which was pressing at the initial stages of victory and 

national consolidation, becomes less significant with the growing stabiliza¬ 
tion o! the country and Government. Currently the Central Govemihent, 

in conjunction with the local authorities, is reportedly making a study of 
the problem of relationship between the centre and the Local Governments 

and is drawing up a concrete plan to bo put into practice step by step. 

Judiciary 

In ('hina there is no separation of powers between the executive, 

legislative and judicial branches of the State and all power is concentrated 
in the Notional People’s Congress. All the courts are elected for four 

years by, and are responsible to, the people's Congresses of the correspond¬ 

ing level—^the courts at higher levek having supervisory jurisdiction over 
courts of lower levels. The accountability of courts to the legislature N 

one of the unique features of the Chinese Constitution. The judges an* 
independent and administer justice according to law. But judicial work 

is considerably hampered by the absence of legal codes. Tn every court 

judges are assisted by two assessors ‘Reeenti\ efforts have been madi‘ 

for codification of laws. There is n tendency to dispense with death 

penalty in as many cases us possible and the Coniinunist Party recently 
put forward the proposal that all eases involving death penalty should be 

decided upon or sanctioned by the Supreme Court. The Supreme Cotirt 

being sul)ordinate to the Parliament apparently has no power to declan 
unconstitutional anj law passed by the Congress. 

The observance of the laws and decrees by the citizens and by the 

various organs of State are uniched by the People’s Procuratorate. The 
Supreme People's ProcuratoriiLe h is tlie overall jurisdiction. The Supreme 

People's Procuratorate is responsible to the National Peojde's Congress 

but the other procur at orates are not responsible to the Congresses of thi* 

respective levels but to the next higher procnirntorate. The life of the 
Supreme procuratorate is four years 

PUNDAMKKTAL RiGHTS 

The Constitution contains a chapter on the fundamental rights of the 

oitiselos. AH citizens of China are equal before law irrespective of race 

nationality, religion, sex, colour or property status. Every citizen who i- 

eighteen years of age has the right to vote and to be elected, the usual 

exceptions being those who are insuhe or are deprived of by law of 

electoral rights. Women enjoy equal rights with men in all spheres 

Ule. Citizens have the right to freedom of speech, assembly, association 
led h«edom of religious balkf. 
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CitiE6n»^bftVe ibe HsJit to work and lolsure and material aviMiiiiee 

in age, illnoM or diaability. 
Foreigners *’persecuted for supporting a just cause, for taking gilt 

in the place movement or for engaging in scientific activity” have the rlg^ 

to asylum in China. 
It is the duty of every Chinese citizen to abide by the Constitutioa 

and the law, to keep public order and respect social ethics, to uphold dia 
oipline at work, to pay taxes according to law, and to respect and protect 
public property which is sacred and inviolable. Defence of the homeland is 

another sacred duty of every Chinese. 
The State is a ’’people's democratic dictatorship” i.e., that it alloWs 

democracy to the people but is dictatorial against the reactionaries. Hie 

people are: workers, peasants, petty bourgeoisie and the national 
capitalists. Only they can enjoy the rights conferred by the constitution. 

Others, while they may remain ’’citizens” of China, cannot exercise such 
rights. 

Political Parties 

The Preamble to the constitution says: ”Tn the course of the 
great struggle to establish the People's Republic of Chinif, the people of 

our country forged a broad people's democratic united front, composed of 

all democratic classes, democratic parties and groups, and popular organi¬ 
zations and led by the Communist Party of Chinn This people’s demo¬ 
cratic united front will continue to play its part in mobilizing and rallying 

the whole people in common struggle to fulfil the fundamental task of the 

state during the transition and to oppose enemies within and without”. 

This is the only reference to the Communist Party in the Constitution. 
The Communist Pnrt> is described as the leader of the people's demo¬ 
cratic united front comiKised of various other parties As a matter of 
fact besides the Communist Party, there are several other parties in China 

which were mostly organized during the period of the war of Resistance 

against Japan. Chief among those parties are the Revolutionary Party 

of the Kuomintnng, China Democratic League, China Democratic National 
Construction Association. Chinese People's National Salvation Associarion. 
These parties have not much real power. Nevertheless their existence is 

tolerated and a recent Communist pronouncement indicated that they 
would be allowed a share in the country’s administration in future also. 

These parties are based on the national capitalist class and the upper 
strata of the petty bourgeoisie and the intellectual of those classes. Even 
after socialist transformation of the counry when national capitalists would 
also turn into workers, survival of bourgeois ideology are sure to linger in 
their minds. So, says Liu Shao-Chi, ’’there will be need for the demo¬ 

cratic parties over a long pmod, to keep in touch with them, represent 
^em and help them to remould themselves”. 

The Communist Party is the leader of the United Front and of tih^ 
State aa well; because, ’’the cause of Bocialism in our country [Chfau^] 

cannot do without the dictatorship of the proletariat" whiobt jfl 

realized onl;^ "through the leadership of the party of the pnletariat<«-<'^ 
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Tho Communiat Parly's present maknberslup rms 
to met a orore—10,780,000 to be precise of whom 14 per cent, is of vorblns; 

dass origin, 89 per cent, peasants and 12 per cent, intellectuak. All 
important posts at all levels of the state struclure are occupied by the 
Oommunists and all state policies are initiated and formulated by them. 

AuBimMBzn' 

The Constitution can be amended by a two-thirds majority vote of 

all the members of the National People’s Congress. No amendment 
has, however, been made so far. 

An Assessment 

The present Chinese State and Government, as we have seen, are 
led by men with Communistic convictions Yet Communism in practice 
in China differs widely from its counterpart in the U.S S B or other 
European countries. This is a cardinal point to note in any assessmeiiii 

of the new Government in China. Many of the peculiarities of Communism 
—violence, oppression and party purges—^are remarkably absent in China. 
Except for a brief period following the victory of the revolution the country 
has been free from violence. Even while carrying out such gigantic and 
revolutionary programmes as land reform and socialist transformation of 

industry, agriculture and handicrafts the emphasis has been unmistakably 
upon persuasion, gradualness and non-violence The latest authoritative 
pronouncement made before the eighth national Congress of the Com* 
munist Party of China says: “In carrying out reforms, peaceful means 
must be persisted in, and no violent struggle should be resorted to'*. Again 

. we have to be patient and wait for them [the j^easants to see the 
wisdom of joining co-operation]; coercion or commands ni any form will 

not be allowed*’,“ Moreover, a campaign is afoot against bureaucratiza¬ 
tion of the state apparatus and towards decentralization. All in all the 
new Chinese state represents a sincere and honest effort by a batch of 

patriotic and capable leaders to regenerate the great Chinese Civilisation 
in the modem world In many respects the Chinese leaders have to 
follow an untrodden path but the experience so far well speaks of their 
assessments and achievements. 
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I 

We generally do not feel difliculties wjth regard to words of 

ordinary language and their significance. We learn the use of the 

vocabulary of a system of communication bo easily and instinctively 

that the common man m unable to detect any problem here. The 

elements of the language one uses being cleaily open to one’s view, ibe 

lay man does not feel mystified at all and if somebody tries to kick up 

the dust in so plain a matter, he cannot but have some apprehension 

about the sandy of the contestant. Yet, critical reflection reveals 
deeper strata beneath the all too clear a surface, that may entangle one 

in moBt intricate problems. The problem I propose to discuss in this 

paper is mainly logical centering round meanings of words. It will also 

be partly psychological dealing witli the process of learning the 

meanings of words. 

Words are facts from the physical point of view. Spoken words 

are noises and written words are visually perceptible marks. Bounds 

may either be aiiiculate (\arnatmaka> or inarticuldte (dhanyatniaka) 

and right from the very beginning the child makes many sounds of both 

types, flpontaneously. Articulate sounds an* \v(»rds, only when they 

refer to, signify, stand for, point to, or in other words mean something 

else. Inarticulate sounds may, of course, signify something, c.g., a cry 

of pain; but surely they are not ” words ” of ordinary language. We 

are not thinking here of natural language, f.e., of finger-language or of 

the language of facial expression and other gestures. We are concerned 

with artificial sounds or marks that are symbols. If such a word does 

not symbolize anything it is a word onlv bv courtesy, e.g,, 

" Lilliburbro ”, 

U 

The first problem is: Does a woihJ teean sometliing bv itself of is 

it meaningful only in a sentence? Tt seems that both the views art 

correct. We say that woras..like “ table butter are 
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in isolation and a dictionaiy gives us meanings of words, but not 

of sentences. But it can be doubled whether words can stand 

independently. They mutually imply one another, e.g., an adjective 

implies a noun. Even when a single word appears to be really 

meaningful it masquerades as a full sentence. This is clear when we 

consider the use of words. Language proper, as defined by Oxford 

(concise) dictionary, is ** a vocabulary and the way of using it.” The 

word ‘ * earth-quake * ’ I uttered with a particular inflexion of voice is 

the same as Earthquake is occurring ”, Thus uttering isolated 

words, covertly for sentencejs may be a language-game in which every 

word is capable of standing alone and when so standing it applies to the 

jwesent datum of perception. When you say “ cat ” your statement is 

false if it is a dog you are looking at Every word is an assertion here 

and there is no distinction between words and sentences.* 

L. Wittgenstein imagines a complete language of isolated words— 

a language that is more pniintive than ours.* He thinks of a system of 

communication between a builder A and his assistant B. A is building 

with blocks, pillars, slabs and beams. B has to pass the stones in order 

as A needs them. For this purpose thev use a language consisting of 

words “ block “ pillar ”, ” slab ”, ” beam A calls them out;— 

B brings the stone which he has learnt to bring at sueh-and-sueh call. 

Now, is the call ” slab! ” here, a word or a sentence ^ If a word, its 

meaning is different from the like sounding word of ordinary language, 

for here it is a call The e4sll ” slab ” is at once a word and a sentence. 

It is a shortened form of the sentence ” Bring me a slab Or the 

longer sentence is the lengthened form of the short sentence, ” slab 

Here isolated words do the work of a sentence. But because there are 

no sentences in this language it is wrong to say that the call ” slab ” 

is a degenerate semt(nec ot it. In this primitive language isolated 

words are meaningful. We should not say this is not a language at all 

for, it serves perfectly well for communication between the builder and 

his assistant. 

The meaning of a word is not to be confused with the meaning 

of a sentence. The latter appears to be a synthesis of the meanings of 

words used in the sentence. A descriptive statement like ” The cow is a 

domestic animal ” may be either true or false. But isolated words like 

” cow ”, ” horse ”, etc., are neither true nor false logically. Hence 

are to distinguish words and sentences; words have meanings, a 

sentence has significance. A wrord may have no fixed ind definite 

^ IWtinad Rtuwell—Inqttirf tnto Utaninp and Timtk, p. 7S. 
^ Wittgens^iD—FAi7w0pAfcaf Investigations^ Fart T/g (S ia paiagnpl* 
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MMfmwilig outside a senteuoe but this does not imply 1hat> whau 

eoueidered independently, it is absolutely meaninglesB. Such a word 

bee soeoe indefinite meaning that gets a fixity when used in a sentence^ 

There are various kinds of sentences; exclamatory—“ Hay Presto ” t; 

imparative—“ You ought to tell the truth interrogative—Are you 

going home? descriptive—“ The eaith jb round optative—“ May 

you live long." Similarly there are various kinds of words: thing- 

words—" butter ", " cheese qualily words—" red ", “ sweet 

action-words—"eat”, run; numerals—"five”, "six"; logical 

connectives—"but", "and", "or"; and countless others. These 

various verbal forms aie inter-changeable. The descriptive sentence 

" Earth is round " may bo full}' expressed in interrogative form and a 

simple answer yes or no, c.g. " Is the earth round? }es." They are 

equivalent as their Uhc is the same. Again the same thing-word may 

be used some! lines as a call and at other times as the name of a thing. 

Hence it may appear, as Wittgenstein contends, that the meaning of a 

word will deiKjnd upon the use of it as made in a system of 

communication. 

ni 

It IS, thcrefoie. possible to consider isolated w'ords outside 

sentences and the primi(i\e language that is Itarnt h\ tliildreii 

first, is an object-language com|x)sed wliolh ot isolated woids denoting 

things and non-lingiustic occurrences oi natuie that can be known by 

observation alone without ihe help of inf**ie!u*e Hiitraml itiissell 

emphasises such an object-language as basic and piiiiiai}—the starting 

point of a hierarch} of languages^.’ Such ]»iiniai\ languagf consists 

wholly of objoct-w'ords which are defined UufteuUy as woids having 

meaning in isolation and psycholo<ftrailij as woids whicli have been 

learnt without it being necessaiy to liave puwioush learnt anv other 

words.* Tjogical words like " if then or ", 

“all", etc., are absent from it. All of these presuppose primary 

propositional forms, e.q., " Eitlier p or q ", where p, (| uie piopositional 

variables. The conjunctions " and ", " but " join other woids of 

primary language and have no meaning in isolation A child's 

knowledge of language cannot begin with the understand’ng of the 

word " or " an it is not possible to point out aiiv nutriment called 

** pudding-or-pie These logical w'ords belong to a hierarchy of 

f Bissning and Truth, Cb. IV, 
* f«as. 
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secondary, tertiary language, also admitted by Tarski.* Words in 

dictionary are defined verbally by means of other words whose meanings 

most already be clear to us if we are to use a dictionary intelligently. 

Thus there must be words whose meanings are known through 

experience of facts and not through verbal definition. A child must 

begin with actual object-words. We may invent an object-word for a 

hitherto unnoticed object and hence besides the actual object-names 

there is a class of possible ones. New symbolism and system of 

notations are incorporated in our language at different times. Language 

is like a stream swelhng with the different currents that fall into it as 

it surges ahead. 

We have, thus, a common tendency to Ihmk of language 

as consisting of words, each of which is correlated with something 

for which it stands, an oliject or the nieannig of the word. This 

may be designated as realistic theor} of moaning. Object-words, 

according to Bussell, denote or mean the real objects observable. John 

Stuart Mill ajid the Indian Naiyayika also follow this theor}' of meaning 

in denotation. Denotation includes connotation for a word in the 

absence of its object can denote it only by connoting some of its 

attributes. The meaning of an object-word like “ table or ** cow ” 

can only be learnt by the child by hearing it frequcntl} pronounced in 

the presence of the thing denoted by it. An association between the 

word and the object is established m the mind of tlic child by the 

behaviour of the elder people when they act on hearing a word.* This 

is called “ Bnddha-Vyavahara ” b\ the Naiyayika. The uttama 

briddha (elderly man) orders the madhyama briddha (a younger man) 

by saying bring the cow **, and the madhyama briddha acts on it. 

The child observes the behaviour and after frequent repetition of the 

situation, is able to establish an association between the noise ** cow ” 

and the animal. St. Augustine says in his “ C’onfessions, 1.8 ”, 

** When they (my elders) named some object and accordingly moved 

towards something, I saw this and I grasped that the thing was called 

by the sound they uttered when they meant to point it out. Their 

intention was shewn by their bodily movements, as it were the natural 

language of all peoples; the expression of the face, the play of the eyes, 

the movement of other parts of the body and the tone of the voice which 

^ expresses our state of mind in seeking, having, rejecting or avoiding 

something All that is essential to an object-word is some similarity 

* From Bttuell. iitanin$ ^ Truth, Cb. TV 
« JfSfliiMs « Truth—C\t. IV. 
f QnoleiffOiii Philoicpkicul Wittgenstein. Xr. by Anseombe* 
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amimg a set of phenomena, that is sofficieutly striking for an association 

to be eetabliehed between instances of a set or class and the instances of 

the word uttered for the set.* Such association is natural like any. 

other habitual association, e.g., between visual and tactile sensations. 

Each child learns the language of its parents as it learns to walk, play 

and wash; because such associations are daily established in the mind 

of the child through its experience. When ausociaiioub have been 

formed, the object suggests the word, the word suggests the object to 

the child. Ail isolated words name objects—^human beings, material 

things, shapes, colours etc.,—and sentences are combination of such 

words through the rules of syntax. The meaning ui a word exists 

independently of whether or not any language is used. When we have 

such a picture of language in mind we are primarily thinking of 

common nouns like ‘‘ table ” " chair " and of people’s names, and 

only secondanl} ot the names of ceitain actions and properties. We 

also learn by such direct association the relational words like *' up and 

down ”, ” in and out ”, according to liubseil. 

IV 

Jjudwig Wittgenstein in his posthumous publication, ”Philosophical 

Investigations”, brings certain relevant charges agamst this realistic 

theory and against the efi&cacy of the above instruction-situation. We 

have already seen that there are various kinds of words like thing-word, 

quality-word, action-word, numerals, etc. St. Augustine and Bussell 

do not seem to notice these difl'eiences of kinds and take them all 

of the same kind. Consider tlie phrase ” five red apples ’ . Though 

it IS possible to jHiint out apples with a certain gesture when sensibly 

present and utter the thing-word ” ajiple ” in the instruction-situation, 

It ifa not jiosaible to point out red colour as an indeiiendent entity but 

only red things, while uttering the noise ” red ”. But as the red thing 

16 not merely red but has a certain shape oi size, the ostensive explana¬ 

tion of the word ” red ” may lead to confusion and misunderstanding. 

The child may take tiie noise ” red ” as denoting shape oi the thing 

itself. To prevent this one is to arm the child with a definition of the 

word ” colour ” and then say ” this colour is red but how this is to 

be done in the first instance, passes comprehension. It cannot be said 

that we indicate the shape of the apple by tracing our finger round the 

apple, for the colour red has the same shape and may be taken to be 

referrent of the noise ” shape The case of the numeral *' five i* ^ 

* lieeiUn^ 4 Trsifc, p. 73. 
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wocMi. OaUnsiTe wtptmttiQa u inpoaeiUe here, i«x tim9 m mo mob 

wtity io be-poinetd out. While ostenaively explaining “&vo”, 
people will oouut 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 apples and stop. But such teaching is xu>t 

mere counting, for 6 does not refer to the single apple pointed out at the 

end of the process. It rather refers to all the 5 apples that can be taken 

at a glance—^the whole group. If you say this nu)ni>sr ib 6 *’ you 
have again the difficulty of explaining the noise *' number Further^ 

if you indicate a group of 5 nuts to teach the meaning of the noise " 5 ", 

the particular group of nuts itself may be taken to be the meaning oi 

" five " and the child will be confused when five apples or five cows 

use {Hosented. Hence it appears that the meaning of the noise "five" is 

<mly how the noise is used, Om has to say the series of cardinals from 
nwmory up to 5. In other words, one is to act in a particular way, e.g,, 

pick up X, 2, 3, 4, 6 nuts successively from a group. If the child can 

learn the use of the noise " 6 " he understands the meaning of it. It 

is not apprehending any queer entity called " five ". 

Even a thing-word is not without ditiicultv. OsteuMve explanation 

of such a word may lead to mishandling of the word—^tool. A child who 

has learnt the meaning of the noise " crow " in this way, happily calls 

every " sister of charity ” by the name " crow ", showing that in the 

instruction-situation it has really taken the colour of the crow to be the 

denotation of the word " crow ". The word " mother " is applied by 

children to all women of a particular age. But such result cannot be 

the purpose of ostensive explanation. A material thing pointed out has 

colour, shape and size. Anything, but the thing itself, can be taken as 

the denotation of the word by the child. We cannot explain by saying 

" this thing is called table " for then again the definition of the 

categorial word “ thing " will be presupposed. 

Consider again a proper name. Can such a name signify the 

person or the place with which it is correlated and of which it is the 

name ? The town Nagasaki was destroyed by neuclear fission, but the 

meaning of the name cannot be bombed. A person may be ill or dead 

but the meaning of his name cannot be so. When a man dies bis name 

does not become meaningless; for then the statement " Scw^rates is a 

giM |^hilo6(^er " will include a meaningless name and hence be 

nonelsnekial, which it is not. The meaning of a name cannot be 

oonfounded with the bearer of that name. The word " meaning " can 

oidy be illicitly used to signify the thing that corresponds to the word.* 

Nteuflg is not attaching a label or sign to a thing. What, if the pemm 

%e whom an ostcsmive definition of a porper name is givm, tahM Idle 

* Pkil99epkicdl tne$9iigaUon$t P«rt 1/40. 
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mM of ^ mm «0 tint of cetoar, of xaoe w mm of the mm*tk dmmf 
Im. abort, an oatonaiire deAnition can be varionaly interpaiai m tpm$ 

oaaa.** Such explanation will be of little avail in teansmittii^ Ifae Jfoa 

of worda to a child, who is like a stranger in the country in which ha it 

bom, the language of which country he does not undu^tand* Tha 
naliatic theory of meaning appears to be an over-simplifioation of a 
complex situation. It is obviously inapplicable to logical ainnectivea 

hha *'either^r’\ "and**, “but'*, "aU”, “ d<me ete. Then 
are no objects corresponding to these words. 

Wc may now say only that osteneive definition helps the child to 

leara the proper use of the word or name. How then can the 

demonstratives like “ this ** that ** there ‘ here ’* be nffwaa 

and be taught ostensively? Tn such a situation one will point out 

things and utter ** there ”, ” tliis But pointing itself is the use 

these words and not merely lielping to learn their use. Thus demons¬ 

tratives cannot be names of objects and all trords are not names, I 

may ostensively define a thing by saying “ This is call(\l a tree **, 

** That IS called a dog *' where “ tree ” and " dog ” are obviously 

names. But if the words ” this ”, ” that ” are also names of things 

pointed out, we are then to siiy, ” This is caHed tins ” or ” That is called 

this ”, w’hich is absurd. Yet, strangely enough, many, mciuding 

Bnssell, take ” this ” that ” to be only genuine proper names that 

cannot misguide. The ” name-substance picture ” of language has 

produced much muddle-headed problems of philosophy.” Augustme's 

general notion of meaning will make the atoual working of language has^. 

Teaching language is not explanation of meaning but is a training how 

to use words.” You understand the word ” slab ” if you can act upcm 

it in such and such way. With different training you w’dl act differently 

and there will be different understanding of the wwd. You may use 

the word ” slab ” as a call, as an order, as the name of a thing hi 

various language-games. There is no simple, indestructible meaning 

of a word. ” The meaning of a word is no longer for us an object 

corresponding to it 

There is a distinction between emotive use and descriptive use of 

language accoiding to modem logicians. There are emotive words with 

a penumbra of strong approval or disapproval liovering round them. 

Tn ordinary language there may not be any object corresponding To 

these emotionally toned words. If somebody says innocently ** I seg 

lUbtd. p«TtT/de 
U Phito«op)itW InteiUgaiiofUt 
tt Jhi4. Puri I/C ^ 

G. E. Moore, Wittgsmtein^s Lectvr$s in Mind i m. 
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•Q M maid m the gathering the person referred to will instantljr fly 

into indignation, whereas the phrase " dierly spinster " would not 

bring forfli the same reaction. In English society, the phrase " old 

nuud ** is taken as a term of disparagement. There are certain mlea 

for using a word, current in a particular society and these rules are 

called by Wittgenstein as ‘‘grammatical rules’*.** The'Bengali equivalent 

of " wife's brother ” is notorious and derogatory. The grammatical 

rules of Bengali language allow even a man who has no wife to use this 

word. Words like “good”, “just”, “honest”, “patriot” are 

laudatory and honorific, whereas words like “ bad ”, ” selfish ”, 

“ mean ” are derogatory in sense. Modem positivists are making a 

thorough study of the logic; of ethical and aesthetic words that give vent 

to one’s felt emotions. Can we say now that these words denote and 

connote facts and their characteristics or are w^e to hold that their 

meanings depend upcm their use according to some rules <»f granuuar, 

current in a particular culture or society? Wittgenstein conies to the 

conclusion : “ For a large class of cases though not for all in which we 

employ the word “ meaning ” it can be defined thus : the meaning of 

a word is its use in the language. And the meaning of a name is 

sometimes explained by pmnting to its bearer.'There are various 

language -games, actual and possible, with various jiossibilities. One 

can break the occult spell of the realistic theory of meanings by showing 

how variously most words are actually used acording to grammatical 

rules and sometimes by inventing language-games to suggest other 

possible uses. Words are like tools in a tool-box; hammer, saw, screws, 

screw-driver, nails, chisel have difTerent functions and there are 

similarities also. There is a family-likeness which means that 

similarities crop up and disappear as we consider the different members 

of a family We gel confused because of the uniform appearance of 

words as we hear or see them in print. In such cases their application 

is not presented clearly. Language is a part of an activity—of a form of 

life.*' One of such various language-games may satisfy the ordinary 

name-substance picture but other possible games will eliminate the 

fascination for that picture. There is, for example, a game of moving 

objects about on a surface according to certain rules. But this is only 

trae of certain games and not of others. As we compare different 

games, similarities will crop up and disappear with further comparison, 

giving UB a femily of games. 
'Si 

G B Vi<ion^WittgtniMn's Lsctureg in IdSO-SS^ Mind, 1954. 

u {moeiUgatt0nip P«ri 1.49, 
^ PMotophiciit Inv0$tiffidfovft Part T/69,47. 
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There is a curioas Buggestion here, in Wittgenstein, and amoi^ 

some logical positivists, that the world of language can be quite divorced 

from the world of perceptible facts. We are supposed to forget that 

words we use have^ nou-linguistic occurrences as causes and efXects.^ 

But it appears to us that the material meaning or the nature of the 

things we wish to understand and communicate by verbal symbols 

primary and other meanings are secondary, derivative or evM 

metaphorical. Kven Wittgenstein refers to at least one language-game 

whore mean mg is explained by pointing out the bearer of a name. 

Common nouns, proper names, and names of certain properties and 

actions actually acquire tlieir meaning in a situation in which they are 

accompanied by the gesture of ^jointiag to natural facts and occurrences 

of observation. Children begin by using the same word for many 

dilVerent things and it is only because the results are unpleasant and they 

fail to aliain their objectives that the meanings of the words become 

more defined later on. Psychologically there appears to be no difficulty 

in learning a tliing-word as the child lias a tendency to take every word 

as a name of llie concrete thing of perception, pointed out to it. And 

It also lakes all things s\nthetically at first as a lump, so that most 

things are alike to it. As exj)eriencc grows, the child learns gradually 

to diU'ennitiate things and their various aspects by the supreme 

juincipie of pleasure and pain, failure and success. This analytic 

diliVrentiation is not a mere isolation of elements, but a process of 

integration goes hand in hand building the system of knowledge. 

An object-word of primary language is, according to Bussell,^* 

n class of similar noises associated hv Imbit with a class of mutually 
V 

similar occurrences forming a natural kiud^ experienced at the time of 

(he noises. There is a marked, noticeable similarity, fortunately, in 

the members of anv natural kind. If is true that there mav be several 
» V 

classes that satisfy the above conditions and lienee there may be 

niisuntlerstaiuling. A child learning object-language will apply 

Mill’s canons of Induction—agreejnent and difference—and gradually 

correct In's mistakes. When you are inclined to say "cat'*, 

it is because some feature of the environment is associated with the 

word *' Cat **. It implies that this feature resembles the cats seen 

previously that caused the association. But it may not resemble them 

sufficiently to satisfy an expert; the beast presented, inay1)e a lynx or a 

leopard. The association between the word and the object will not be 

B, HiishcU- Phiiogofhicol Jaurn^l 1966. 
Mtanin^ d Truth. Cliap. IV. 

8-.l9461*^X 
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right tmtil you have seen many animal'^ tliai are not cats bnt look like 
them and many other animals that are cat(7 bnt look as if they were not.** 

This is Mill's Joint method of agreement and difference called by the 

Naiyayika as Anvaya-Vyetireka. It may be difficult to avoid 

misunderstanding at hrst and a long time may be necessary to form a 

right association; bnl the result of N’nddhavyahahara, accompanied by 

anvayavyetireka, shows that the child, alter all, learns the language of 

its parents. Ostensive explanation of quality and action-words has the 

same effect as each of them falls into a natural kind. The instruction- 

situation along with the method of agreement and difference is 

sufficient as is shown by the result (phalabalat). 

The theory of hierarchy of languages, advocated by Russell and 

Tarski, seems to avoid the difficulty of logical connectives. They are 

not names of objects and hence do not find a place in the prunary object- 

language. They find a place in secondary or tertiary language and a 

peculiarity of these higher languages cannot falsify the material 

character of tjic object-language with which we start. 

Unless different iiuliYiduals recognise the same objective situations 

they cannot have common verbal symbols. When we translate from 

French into English or from code langunge into speech, the test of 

equivalence of the expi'essions must he that they denote or 

point to the same objects. 7^1ven if \^e sa^ that the\ are equivalent 

because they have the same iise, llio use of expressions is not 

arbitrary as admitted by Wittgenstein. The use is always determined 

and fixed by certain grammatical rules ” in the climate of a culture. 

WJien I use a word T must conmiil mvself ” hv its use. This means 

that if T use, e r/., “ green in this ease, T have to use if in other similar 

cases sy'^tematic!ill_\ Thesi* so-ealled “ grnmniatical rules*’ are not 

merely linguistic as suggested, but must be based on non-linguistic facts 

and occurrences. Rules that are purely arhitrars^ will make 

comnmnieation impossible. 

Wc have seen before that the indefiniteness of the meaning of an 

isolated word is removed when it is a part of a sentence. In the 

statements “ Flocrates is dead ”, ” Raliindranatli is ill ” and “ Excalibur 

is broken to pieces ”, the proper names are determined in a way more 

concretely than they are when isolated. In such sentences the bearer 

of the name, that is the denotation or meaning of the name, is actually 

dead, ill or broken and it is not tme that meaning cannot undergo these 

vicissitudes. When the meaning of a proper name is indefinite, outside 

W Ibtd. * 
Ct. B- Moow—in 1^30.93. Mio^ 1064. 
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a flenieuoe, the question of its death or illness does not arise. When we 

refer to a past object by a verbal symbol, the object ittielf is past, though 

our act of referring may be present. Then why is it wrong to mean 

by a proper name the bearer of that name? An expression of emotion 

may also contain a statement of fact. The highly emotional expressions, 

“ old maid ”, ” mean ” ele., when used in a pailicular context, are not 

entirely devoid of dcHcriptive iiicannig. In actual common language we 

often use the term "meaning” as synoiiMnous with the nature of 

things. In case of meanings of value-words like " good ” * bad etc., 

there is a question of Halisfuction and dissatislaclion. Two 

value statemeuts max Ik* regiiided a-. e(iai\alenl wln*n the 

satisfactions or dissatisfactions, caused by ihem, are of the 

same degree. Ibil it may be contended that, in the ultimate 

analysis, these depend on tlie " satisfactonness ” of the objects 

themselves, for there is sfinie objective busib of satisfaction. 

Wittgenstein is perhaps right in case of " numerals ” whose meanings 

ajipear to lie their use. Hut the " gr.unui.it*( iil nil* s that determine 

the use are probahlx Im'^ed on the objective world of exjicrience. Nyaya 

contends that number is an objective quality of units and groups of 

objects.®* It I'', therefore, not unreasonable to believe that there is a 

basic language of objcot-word'> and "Russeirs theory of such a language 

as the starting-point ol a hierarchy of languages cannot be easily ruled 

out of court. 

^ Bk^ti*parichchr<iti—k&ok&s 2 >«Dd 8. 



ANNUAL CEREMONY FOR THE PRESEN¬ 
TATION OF “BLUES’-CALCUTTA 

UNIVERSITY 

Sri N. K. Ghosh, B.A (C\l ), LL B (Tjiiios), 

Barbistl n- -\T- L \ w 

Chatrmant Calcutta Untvc'stty Sports Board 

A very pleasant function was held on nisi Mdy, 11)>7 at 

Darbhanga Hal), Calcutta Univerbit} on tbe occasion of the nnnnai 

ceremony for the presentation ot Blues to the Unuusit> students 

who took their seats along with the Professors, Meinbeis of the 

Senate* Syndicate and Sports Board. 

Our popular Vice-Chancellor, Prof. N K Sidhuita, M \ 

(Cantab )» who is a very keen enthusiast in spnu picstded ovei tin 

function. 

Sri N. E. Ghosh, Chairman, Calcutta luivtrbit} Spoits Bond, 

gave an account of tbe Intel-Collegiate and [nlei 

1956-57 and accorded a coidial welcome to Sni Naidu, Chancelloi 

and new President of Calcutta Umversitv Spoils Boaid In Ins 

address the Chairman mentioned about th( achicv jnenU dining the 

year 1956-57: (a) The victory of the (alcitti PiiivcTsil\ Football 

Team in All-India Inter-vaisity Football Final, J956, which la 

regarded as the Blue riband ot the Intel-varsity Touinarncnts and 

(6) the successful staging of the Centenary Stiorto in collaboration 

with the Centenary Sports Committee Pile Cilculta rnnersit} 

participated in Football at Banaias, Swimming and Wateipolo at 

Bombay, Volleyball at Vllaliabad, Tennis at Pa^ni, Athletics and 

Bowing at Calcutta and Hockey at Biuiias in the Inter \aisily 

Tournaments. Besides these Tournament^', Calcutta I imeisit} 

Bowing Team participated in A.R.A.Pk Regatta at Colombo. Many 

of tbe students of Calcutta Univeisit} also represented Weal Bengal 

io National Championship in different games. Calcutta University 

Team also played against foreign a team like Rangoon University in 

Football and Bowing. Sri S. Banerjee, Captain of tbe Indian 

Olympic Football Team was also the Captain of the Calcutta Uni¬ 

versity Team and was recipient of Blue from this University. 

The Indian Football Association, which controls tbe Football m 

Calcutta made tbe following observation on the achievement of tbe 

Calcatta University Football Team: 
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" lu the sphere of AlMndia Toamsrnent also Calcutta UDiver* 

sity defeated Nagpur University in the Pinal of (he All-India Inter- 

varsity Pootball championship. 195a at Banoras and won the 

coveted Sir Asulosh Memorial Shield and Sir Syed Sultan Ahmed 
Cup, and re-eetablibhed its Rupiernacy a£ tbe best University Football 
Team of the year.” 

Inter-Co!le<;iuto Football, Cricket, Hockey, Athleticp, Swimming*, 

Rowing and Tennis weie held as usual and more number of Colleges 
participated. 

Calcutta Uni\ersity Rowing Team waa winn"i in tlie Tntei-varsity 

Tournaniert in Pairs and in the Head of the Lake Regatta Tourna¬ 
ment in Scull. 

Ccntcnar} Spoits Celebiation was beld with a biir programme. 

The Binooth peiformance of the (Viitenary Spori" was maiuly due to 

the enthuHiaslic suppoit f*iven by the Vv o-('ljanc**lioi, tlie Treasurer, 

the Registiai, Piincipal P. N. Banerjee, Prol 8 P. Bibwis, Members 

of the siioits Board and oilier inemhcis in thai^e of the various 

sections of the Centonai\ Spoits, Spoils -Touinalisis^ t*tc The thanks 

ol the I nivti^ii\ due to the PiiniipaK of College‘s, who came forward 

and helped us in finding atcomodation for about 400 participants 

both im n uiul women on the oci a«ion of the Tnter-\arsity Athletics 

meet in J.uiiiU) last. 

For the fii^t time in Us hi'^toiv the (alcuita PniveiMty awarded 

Blues to the women student" 

NvMBnu oi iin Univlusiiy Bmls 

Undei the New Act, lOVt 54 ... .‘37 

Under tin Now Act, 1951-55 ... 49 

Under the New Act, 1955-56 ... 69 

Unde) the New Act, J950-r57 ... fcS 

Cdlciitld I nncisU\ Spoits Jitnitd Is giatifieil to find that an 

incieusingl} large number ol students has been participating in 

voiious gaines, but the Boaid also feels that a still larger number of 

students get no facilities for participation in garies andsjiorfsor 

some form of physical exeicibC, The pioblcni oi women students 

icgarding facilities for game and physical cxercibo should be eeriouhly 

thought of. The provision for an encioped ground for our women 

students with a woman physical Diiectress-in-cbarge cannot be 

delayed any longer. 
Due to the efforts of obr Vice-Cbancellor, Union Education 

Ministry has contributed Rs. 80,000 for the construction of a Erst 
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floQT over the University Towing Club Building and rest of the 

expenditure will be met by the l^niversily. The University Tent on 

the Maidan has been considerably expanded and renovated with 

modern sanitary fittings and electrical arrangements. 

Prof N, K. Sidhanta, Vice-Chancellor of oui University address¬ 

ed the students with a neat speech. He advised that the students 

■[ecially in Bowing v^hich is the beet sports with a team work spirit 

should be taken seriously and Ihe standard muBt be raised. In other 

sphere of sports the same spirit should prevail and in their future life 
they should take every type of work in a team spirit. The students 

should not only devote tbemselves to academic activity but extra- 

academic side 18 equally important for the development of their body 
and mind. 

For the first time in the history of ihe Calcutta University, 

Blaxer coats with Unnersity ciests were awarded to the inomberH of 
the Calcutta University Football Team by the Vice-Chancellor of 

the University.^ 

Tea was served to the students and guests present and amidst 

cheer Dr D. Chakravaity, General Secretary, Calcutta Uinversity 

Sports Board and liegiBtrar, Calcutta Univerbity, offered ^ote of thsnks 
to the Chair. 



MISSIONARY LIFE OF GAUTAMA BUDDHA 

Db. Anurctl Chandba B\nbrjbb, M.A., LL.B.. Fa.D. 

Header tn Pa/i, Untterstiy College of Artt 

At the age of thirty-five Buddha started hi^ misbionary career and 

hiroBelf continued it for forty-five years i.e till his Mabaparinibbana. 

His first ministry commenc'd at Isipitana (Saroath) with the conver¬ 

sion of a group of five monks (paficaviggiyas) who were his quondam 

associates. He delivered his first sermon known as the Dhammacak- 

kappavattanasutta (Turning of the wheel of Jjaw) to them. Tt explains 

the four noble truths (cattail anybdccani) and the noble eight-fold 

path (aiiya attliaiigikainagga). As a (.oiiBequence thereof, the five 
brahmins were convei ted to the nt‘w faith. Thus Wdb laid the f>un- 

dation of the Buddhist sangha 

There wis at Benares a youiu man named Yasa\vho was living 

in great luxuiy Being disginted with the woildl} pleasures, ho left 

home one da> and went to Bud lha who was staying on the bank of 

the river Vanina with Ins new recruits. Buddha deliveied a discourse 

to him on Ihe merits ot giving alms, observance of inoial precepts, 

means of attaining heavenly life and evils of earthly life. The dis¬ 

course had the dtMred effect Yasa accepted Gautama’s view and 

became a monk Shoitly atter, hib o^her fifty-four friends embraced 

Buddhism and became luonkn. Theie weie then sixty monks and 

Buddha wanted to propagate his doctrine far and wide with the co- 

opeiation of this band of selfless wmikers From the yahnvagga^ 

we leain that he sent them out in different directions with the 

wolds.—“Go, ye now, G BhikLus, and wander, for the gain of the 

many, for the welfare of the many, out of compas-^ion for the world. 

Let not two ot you go the same way. Preach the doctrine which is 

gloiious in the beginning, middle, and end, in the spirit and in the 

letter; proclaim a consumaie, perfect and pure life of holiness.'’ 

He himself went to Uruvela and on the way met a party of thirty 

young men who were amusing thenibelves with women in a grove. 

He gave them a discourse and in consequence of which they all be¬ 

came monks. 
While at Uruvela Buddha converted the three fire-worshipping 

Jafila brothers by preaching to them the famoub sermon known ss 

» P.T.S . ed , p 21. 
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the ^Fire Sermon’ (Adittapariyaya). Buddha then proceeded tbenoe 

to H§ja^aha to ledeem the promlee hc bad made to king BimbiBira. 

Having heard of bia arrival, the king accompanied by minietere, 

courtierB and cituens came to visit him. Buddha exphined to them 

the fundamentalB of Buddhism. Being filled with joy, the king 

presented Ins bamboo grove (Veluvana) to him for residence ot monks. 

Buddha lesided for sometime ni the grove and concentrated more 

on the missionary woik. Here were converted the two distinguished 
t^achei's, Banpulta and MoggaHanj At that time itajagaba was 

a resort ol a laige numhei of ie]igi0U‘> teacheis and panbbajakas 

(wandering teaehem) Muddba utilized the oppwlunity of meeting 

them and entering into d scus*-ions with them On several occasions 
he succeeded in converling them to bis own views He also‘.eeiired 

a few householdeib Jiete .u his lay-devotees (iipasakas). 

King Snddhodana having heard that Buddha was pieuhiug 

at Jiijagaha sent Ki!uda\j, a play-iiiato of Buddlia, to invite bun 

to pay a vint to Kapilavilthu Buddha accepted the invitation. 

Accompanied liy a laige imnibei of monks, he came to Kapil,ivatlhu 

and stopped at Kigiodln paik, clos' to the city. In their [aide the 

Sakyas weie at fiist unwilling to receive him with marks ot leveience. 

But Buddha won them o\er b> exhiliition ot hn innat les. On the 
following day Buddha entered (he city ioi alms with his monks 

Yasodhara, the mother o^ Hxhula, saw him fiom the pilace and 

became highly aggrieved. Hlie requested the king to persuade his son 

from begging his food from door to dooi, llie king did so but it was 

in vain. Buddha then gave a discouise which convinced the king of 

the excellence of his teaching. As a result kin<> Suddhndana became 

a lay-devotee ot Buddha It became now ^asy foi Buddha to cairy 

on hiB mibsionaiy woik at Kapildvalfhu The king’s homage to his 

son as also Lis kinship with the Sakyas made it possible foi Buddha 

to win over a great number of them to Jus new faith. Vasodliara 

threw hereelf at Buddha’s feet and asked hib son Bahula to demand 

hiB heritage Buddha asked Sjiipntta to confer the pubbajia ordina¬ 

tion on Bahula who was thus admitted into the order as a novice 

(Samanera). Many other Bakyaii youths of disiinguinhed families 

followed the example of Bahula and joined the siifigha. Prominent 

iBhiong them were Ananda, Anuruddha, (Ipali, Bbaddiya, Bhagu, 

Banda and Devadatia. Upali, who was a barber, was admitted first 

into tbe order by Buddha in order to humble the Sakyas of then 

noble descent. Devedatta, both cousin and brother-in-law of Buddha, 

brought about a schism in tbe safigba and founded a rival schooK He 
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hie desigii. He is knows more tar his oosstroctive oppoeition to 

Baddhiem thao for hie aopport to it. A few Bikjrao ladies also joined 

the order of sobs foonded later on tbrongh the intercession of Inanda 
with Mahipaj&pati Qotamf at the head. 

IMdha moved on to Sivatthi (Sahet Mshet), capital of Kosala. 
It is the place where the Teacher spent a great part of his missionary 

life* Here was given a large number of discourses as also were 

framed many Vinaya rules for the guidance of the members of the 

saAgha. In the history of the propagation of religion it occopies 

a place next in importance to Magadba. When Buddha visited 

S&vatthi at the invitation of Anathapindika, the rich merchant, be 

purchased from prince Jeta a large park and erected a monastery 

there and presented it to Buddha for the residence of the monks. 

It was through the influence and munificence of An&tbapipdiha 

Buddhism could make a headway in Eosala. Next to Anatbapipdiha 

in munificence was Visakba who built the Pubbarama laouastery far 
Buddha. King Pasenadi who bad regard for Brahmanic and other 

teachers became a lay-devotes of Buddha through the influence 

of bis queen Mallika and his two sisters, Soma and Bakula, who bad 

already become lay-devotees of Buddha. In order to convince the 

people of bis superiority over other teachers Buddha bad to resort 

to mirscnlous power here. The result bad been the conversion of 

a few house-holders to Buddha’s new faith. Notable among them 

were Ganaka Moggallana, PaficakaAgathapati, Isidatta, Rofaana and 

others. 

Buddha passed on to Vesali where he spent the fifth vasaa (rainy 

season retreat). There was at Vesali a famous courtezan named 

Ambapali. She became a lay-devotee of Buddha and made a gift of 

ambavana (mango-grove) to the safigha. A few Vinaya rules were 

also framed here for the welfare of the monks. It is striking to note 

that an event of outstanding importance occurred at Vesali in the 

history of Buddhism. Buddha consented to the formation of the 

order of nuns, which was the unique of its kind and marked the 

beginning of an order of nuna in India. 
iWben Buddha came to Kosambi, the capital of king Udena he 

beard that a quarrel was going on among the Vinayadharas (masiera 
ct discipline) and Dbammakathika (reciters of Doctrine) on minor 

matters of diacipline. He failed to reconcile the monks and retired 

to a foreat calied P&rileyyaka where he was attended by an el^baat 

aud a monkey. Subsequently the monks became repentant and ' 

9-19MIPU.X 
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'ipprottehed Buddha to ask bis pardon. Buddha than deKv^aiil A Aife* 

eonrde on Ibe e^iFs of diaeord. King Udena was not at first in faiiMr 

of Ibis new religion, Hts queen Samlvatl was devoted to B^iddbSt 

It iWfcB through her efforts, the king became a lay-devotee of Buddha. 

His conversion was effected by Pindola Bharadvaja, a noted raonh Of 

the locality. The king made generous gifts to the saAgha later on. 

Aventi, the capital of vrhich was Ujjeui, was one of the importasit 

peaces in the west where Buddhifrm attained prominence doriug the 

life*time of Buddha. Although Buddha did not visit Avantff be 

asked Mahdkaccayana, a distinguished inonk of the place, to pro¬ 

pagate bis teacliings there. Bona Eutikanna, a son of a rich 

mercbant, and a few other notable persons were converted to the netv 

faith. They helped much in the propagation of Baddbism. It was 

largely through Mahakaccayana’s efforts that Ujjeni becairie a centre 

of Buddhism. It attained importance a century after the MahSpari- 

nibblina of Buddha and played an important r6Ie in the later history 
of Buddhisrli. 

Thus it seems that Buddhism during Buddha's hfe-tnne was not 

confined to a certain locality It had a rapid progress. Towards 

the east it had spread to Kajaugala, to the west Verafija and to the 
north to tba land of Kurus. 



, PoiaTION OF WOMEN AS REFLECTED iN 
THE FORMS OF MARRIAGE 

PsoF. Hbramba Cbattbiube 
Samkrti ColleQ0 

Marriage to the Hindus is regarded as most important of all the 

^aiiiskaras, the members of which vary form two' to forty*. It is 

believed that a person is born with debts, which he can repafy by 

studenthood, by performing sacrifices and by procreating sons*. It is 

also stated that a ponless man has no abode in heaven after death*. 

Marriage under the circumstances is regarded as almost an essential 

duty for all, excepting of course those who will adopt lifelong pupilage. 

According to Sastnc point of view it is incumbent that a person should 

alwa}B have affiliation with either of the four stages of life. Probably 

this is one of the reasons why in the event of w'ife’s death a person is 

required to go in for the sacrament of marriage again in order to have 

a wife as his associate for ihe discharge of household duties in place of 

a deceased one’. The net result of these injunctions is that married 

life is an essential and integral part of the household stage of 

existence. 
Marriage has been defined by Raghunandana as acceptance 

conducive to wifehood*. Before marriage girls are generally desi¬ 

gnated as *Kanya’ and after marriage she becomes the wife of person 

to whom she is married. Her paternal golra ceases after marriage 

and she becomes affiliated to the gotra of her husband. (Svagotradbhra* 

^yate nari vivahat saptame pade). Father of the girl offers her in 
marriage and the groom accepts her as his wife. Maniage varies in 

nature and form according lo the vauations iu the nature of the gift. 

To the Hindu writers on law almost all possible variations of gift in 

marriage have come in view and accordingly they hive classified 

marriage into eight forms as; Brahma, Daiva, Ar^a, Prajapatya, 

Asuray Qandbarva, Itakfasa and Paisaca’. Normally from Sastric 

point of view the position of a married wife was very high in the 
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Boc^iy. In ti>e ^greda wife bas been deecribed as the borne iteelf 

(jiyedastam)*. Tbe idea of oo-operation between the hariMod and 

wife has been clearly etated in tbe datapatha Brahmapa whiob Obaoreee 

that wife ia half of one person, and therefore befcm bia getting a wife 

a man cannot be said io be perfect*. Even the Mababhirata'* eaya 

that wife ia half of a man—*Ardhaih bhiryi roanQfyaaya*. Bffaaapati 

accordingly says that wife ia equal aharer with husband in reltgianH 

and non-religious actions. 
* i^arircrdbam smrtd bhdryd punydpunya phale sanid\ All tbeae 

obaervationa iDdic<ite how the position of wife in Hindu society was 

elated. But on the other side of tbe problem there are statements 

of tbe writer on law to the effect that a woman under no status of 

society is free to act according io her sweet will. The well known 

direction of Manu—^Na stri sTatantryamarhati* is a pointer in tbie 

direction. 

Marriage has been generally classified under two beads—righteous 

(dbarmyah)^ and ncn-rightoons (sdharmyah), and the classification is 

not without a purpose. A marriage under any one of the rightaous 

form of marriage has different legal hearing on the position of tbe wife 

and her share in property, than a marriage performed under any one 

of the non-righteous group. 

This lua} be clearly noticed when the question of sfridhana comes 

in. But the classification into two groups is not within tbe view of 

tbe present discussion. We shall now see how tbe position of Women 

varied according as she was married according to anyone of the eight 

forms of marriage. 

The Bribuia form of marriage is one in which a maiden is given 

away to a meritorious and learned groom, after be is invited by the 

father or guardian of the maiden with proper show of honour.^ Here 

tbe bride has no say in matter of her matrimony aud like other objects 

of gift, she iH given away to the groom. The gift of the maiden 

daughter, 'kanyadana* as it may be called must be distinguished from 

any other gift. There is no doubt that by this gift tbe proprietory 

ri^t of tbe father over tbe girl ceases and it becomes transferred to 

the husband of the maiden, but that right in no way permits the 

hu^nd to treat her wife in any way be takes. However that is a 

fogal point, but the fact is that by such gift tbe girl acquiree tbe full- 

fl^gad etaiuB of a patnl-^ position which a married woman should 

t ng^ni08,4. 
a ^e 1.10 'ArSbo bs vS sfe Staiseo ysjjisya stc» 
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Mffas far* 8b« b; virtue of voeb e gift not enly hteoam the ettfs «f 
tte pgnoo te whom the gift it intde, but elto beoomet anlitM fa MW* * 

ekto beroelf with the tpotified doty in the tteribcial worii, (Ayyib** 

kfft^ldi)* This right is the most idetl one ind therefore Inter eoi^ 

meofators hove ealogieed this form of mtrritge» for here the gift »• 

rigbteoas one (profcfftam). Inspiteof all these things, there is no 

denying of the fact that the maiden here acts like a doll, with no aigiii* 

fieant role^tO play so far as her desire to choose a particolar groom is 

oonoerned. 

The Daiva form is to be treated as a variant of the Biihma form 

of marriage. Here the girl is an object of gift as ia the Brftbina form 

but the difference is this that in the Brfthma form of marriage she was 

given away to the groom strictly selected and bononred from the stand 

point of his merit. There was no other purpose behind such a gift, 

other than the future welfare and happiness of the bride. A grain of 

•elftshneas can be marked in the Daiva form when the maiden 

daughter is given away to the officiating priest in recognition of his 

services, rendered in the sacrifice^'. The position Of the girl ia not 

imiHoved to any extent but may be said to have deteriorated in view 

of the fact that certain selfish motive, in association with a bit omn* 

mercial one works behind this matrimonial alliance. The girl in 

{MviouB case was like an ordinary object of gift but the purpose of 

the same was holy in deaign, here on the other band she is given away 

with a selfish motive so to say and to give her with such a purpose 

tends to make the transaction commercial in nature. Medb&iithi 

assigns inferiority to this form for such motive^*. In short, the Daiva 

form represents the helpless position of the maiden-daughter in 

marriage. 
The Prajapatya f<tfm of marriage also belongs to the righteona 

group amongst the forms of marriage. The position of the bride here 

is a bit bettered. In this form the groom is a suitor for the bands of 

the bride, while in other two forms, already mentbned be would have 

been invited by the father of the bride. So far as the Prajapatya form 

of marriage is concerned the position of women has been graded to 

certain extent. From the definition famished by Manu we learn 

that the bridegroom here ia the suitor (Arthine) and be was 

not invited wi«i proper houoor »s wm the case in other 

rigfateoae forme of marriege like Brkhme end Daive. Tin 

n —jw* p^fcm.SAia4«BiiyeMk.-*BM«faeo 
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of tfa« form Sos iti the ect that the father oe .guaedian ]io/ 
the Mde makes cartaio stiptilattori with the groomdeeigneiie 

so that he mtj cot marry agaio during the lifetime of married 

wife. He is sgaio to assure that be will not be entitied to iake to 

Pravitijya or renunciation but these conditions are subjeot to be 

aoulied in case of death of the wife married according to Frajapatya 

form of marriage. Thus the form did a great favour to the bvide% 

Rieh offered by restricting such matrimonial relationship to monogg* 

mous pairs only. The greatest honour that can be shown to 

nmnied ladies is extiibited here for we abservo the words u^^ed in the 

stipolation as ‘Saha dharroaiii cara*. The groom must assure the 

father of the bride that such a married girl is to be given the 

etatas of Dbarmapatnl*. The word ‘FatnT* should be clearly dis- 

tingushed from the words ‘ja>a’ or 'bbarya*. Mere maniag does 

not make a wife a ‘Patni’. Patoi is used in the sense of a married 

wife who gets the right of being associated witla her husband so far 

as the saeriheial act is concerned (of. Patyiirno ysjhasauiyoge), 

A bhirya or jayh does not possess this privilege. Thou^^h tho Praja- 

patya form of marriage belongs to the righteous group and though 

the maiden offered for marriage is still an object of gift as in 

other righteous forms yet the jxisilion th.it a wife occupies by being 

married according to this form is a covetable one. It is a fact that 

eneh a girl gets no scope of selecting her husband, but her guardians 

here are to be thanked that the condition that they impose on the 

groomdesignate, who is a suitor, speaks foi the recognition of the 

bride as a human being not as any other object of gift. Bo of the 

righteous forms of marriage this one may be regarded as the only 

form where women have been treated from a humanitarian angle 

of view. 

When we pass on to the Area form we find the marriage was 

perpetrated after the suitor paid a couple of cows to the guardian 

or father of the bride. The definition of this form of marriage as 

we get in the law book of M-mu is significant for here we find a 

falKiMl explanation of the point as to why the groom should give 

edws to the father of the bride. It ia stated that such a pair of 

etoWs should be taken strictly for the purpose of serving some sacri- 

mdtit. (Yajffoeidifiiyarthain). Whatever may be the direction 

Wf ^ ihe^ writers oa law that cows were taken for sacriffcial purpose, yot 

we must not lose sight of the fact that there was a sort of commer- 

14 Bkaih ssoiH^iuuuii dve tS vsiSd&d&ys 4bumat*b 
JKanyl lursdlDaih fUbivsdlt^ dbarmsb it neysts. 

I 
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«hil' hx each from of marriage Maoa has eirktly tMotioaed 

ihit <hie is tokea for hoooQring the girl (Aihanaxh tat kemirlttAfli). 

What he tneiue- to say that the commaveial element was tried to 

be concealed under the cloak of sacrificial merit. The position of 

the maidens becomes a bit weakened from the position in which we 

find in other righteous forms. Bhe becomes an object of commercial 

gift and she is given away in exchange of a pair of oxen. Such a 

maiden is not allowed to select her groom. 
This status of women became further degenerated in the Asura 

form of mariiage, where the semi-commercial attitude of the Arsa 

form, yielded to the strictly commercial one. The definition of this 

form of marriage as given by Manu shows that in the Asura form 

the suitor pleated the father or guardian of the bride by payment of a 

sum of money, the exact figure of which is not mentioned in any 

text nor is fit to be mentioned, in view of the fact that it depends 

slriclly on the meiit and beauty of the bride concerned. Thus the 

maiden becomes an object of oommerciai tranaactiqn. She is given 

no }x>wcr of choosing the groom iur herself and this is possible in 

a society where the theor\ of Patra potestas is ttrictly observed. 

The epithets used as ‘Kanyai caiva &ktiTah* in the definition of Manu 
may be interpieted as signifying a state of society in which certain 

amount of money is also to be given to the bride also. That may 

speak for the status of the girl concerned, for she might have 

acquired by this time consciousness about her own posiiion. However, 

here we get for the fiist time the activity of the bride as a sharer 

of money, given to her father by tlie suitor. 
Coming to the J^uk^sa form we will find that the helpless 

position of the madden is taken ad\antage of by the groom who 

applies force to capture her by molesting or killiug her guardians, 

when they opposed such an act. The question of exercising discretion 

about her marriage does not arise at all, for such an opportunity 

can come only scarcely. 
The Pai^aca form is a variety of the Raksasa form of marriage. 

Here the groom commits rape on tire girl during her unconscious 

state of mind. Il has been condemned by writers on law for this 

reason. The girl here has nothing to do and the act of ravishment 

is perpetrated on her, when she is not in a position to understand 

the implications. The law makers of course had a tendency to have 

the act regularised by observance of ceremonies like Saptapadi, 

gxaha^a etc. and this may show the unfortunate position in wluob 

girla were placed under Pai^ca form of marriage. 
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Tbe Gindhanra foma of marriage ia very important from the 

point of view of determining the statos of women married according * 

to that form. In the Maon8aihbit& the form haa been defined aa: 

lochaydnyonyasamyogah kanyiyt^ varasya ca 

G&ndbarvah aa to vijfieyah miuthnnyah k&maaambbavab, 

(Mann aaibbitit 111/3^ 

Here the groom and the bride mutually get attracted towards each 

otiier and the entire deaigD of the matrimonial connection ia backed 

by free flow of love. The maidens are absointely free in ibis form of 

marriage so far as the selection of groom is conoerned and the 

gnardians have no say in the matter. Their liberty in this respect 

is not impeded to any extent and it is tbe only form of marriage 

where tbe girls are fo.ind to possesa an independent status and tbeir 

gnardians bad not tbe opportunity to question this. Vatsfiyana was 

the greatest propounder of this Oandbarva form of marriage for 

he supported such a match on account of the happy ending which 
follows such a union. 

This status become very much raised in the Svayamvara form 

of marriage where girls selected tbeir partners of life from amongst 

a number of suitors, who often were invited by their guardians. 

This in short is tbe systematic study of the forms of marriage in 

tbeir bearing on the status of tbe married ladies. 



HISTORY OF MANIPUR 

jYOTiHMor Hot 

LsetHreTf D, M. IrHphal 

Inthbregnum 

Rablnochandra—Jai Sinf^h had eifiht sons, Sanahal, Labanya 

Chandra alias Babiiiochandra, Madhti(*handra, Tulsijit, Chourajit, 

Marjit, Daoji alias Khon^ijai N;>amba and Gambhir Singh. Sanahal 

pre-deceased his father, Jai Hingh placed Habinochandra on the 

throne in 1798, before ho left for Kabadwip. From this time upto 

the first Anglo-Burmese war, the li'story of Manipur is stained with 
fratricidal war. The princes fell out ainong themselves to secure the 

throne. Daoji and Gambhir Singh with the help of their relatives 

hatched a conspjiac}. Alter n poiiod of three years Ttabinochandra’s 

reign was one day cut eliort hv (he a‘'Sassin*a sword in 1801, while 

he was returning to the palace playing £K)1o ‘ 

Madhuchandra—Madhucliandra, the third son of Jai Singh, 

foiling the purjiose ot the conspirators captured power immediately 

after the inuidei of Habinochandra Gambhir Smgh and hia party, 

baffled in their first attempt were lying in wait for a fresh opportunity. 

Madhuchandra, to stiengthen bis position, appointed Chaurajit and 

Marjit to the posts of "Jubraj** (heir apparent) and Senapati (Chief 

of the army) resp.'ctively. But this also f.ulcd lo iminlain the 

cohesion. Jubraj Cliaurajit threw off his allegiance to Madhuchandra 

but failing to capture povver he loft Manipur for N tbadwip. After 

a short period be again decided to re-enter Manipur. At Cachar he 

managed to rilly *i.onjo hundred followers and with them he made 

bis venture Senaputi Marjit at such iiour (ojiied with C'haiirajit. 

Madhuchandra was defeated at the battle of Sangaitlien and fled to 

Cachar in 1800.’a 

Chanrajlt—Chanrajil after occupying the tlirono upjxiinted Marjit 

as his 'Jubaraj' and Suupati. In the nieantime Madhu Chandra 

entered into an alliance with Krislina Chandra, the ruler of Cachar, 

hy giving his daughter Induprahha to him.* Witb Ins help he made 

' Bijoy PdDchalle, p. ^3. 
Bijoy PoDoballe, rp. O'MU. 

» CarhuTci JiiiibMild- I'peodia Naili Otiba. 

10-191 X 
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his last attempt to regain power, but was defeated and killed by 

Gbaurajit at Bishnupur/ 

But the position of Gbaurajit was also not very secure. Within 

a short period Marjit made an unsuccePBful attempt to capture power 

and fled to Tumnioo. There he sought the intervention of Bodawpaya 

(1779-1819), king of Ava, who brought about a reconciliation between 

the two brothers. But it did not la‘*t long. He again made two 

successive attempts on the capital but failing to capture it he escaped 

to Cachar.* Marjit had some horses with him including "a hockey 

pony of quite exceptional excellence*’. lie presented tbo ruler of 

Cdcbar, Krishna Cliandia and his brother Govinda Chandra lour horses, 

Govinda Chandra asked for the best one, when it was refused, he 

snatched from him seven more liorscs."* Marjit felt much offended 

and with a few followers wen( to Ava hoping to get help from that 

side. He agreed to renounce the claim ol Manipur over Kubo-Valley 

and even acknowledge the overlordshi[) ol liiirnia if he could be 

placed on th^3 tlirooe ol Manipur. After about 7 years, in 1892 be 

succeeded in inducing the ruler of Burma to espouse liis caube. 

Daring the winter of 1812 one division of the Burmese army 

accompanied by Maijil reached Kakching Khulel in Manipur through 

the Imole Pass. Another division led by the Sumjok lUja entered 

into Manipur by iho Aluchoc luule and encamped neai Lluecrok. 

This division was totally defeated and its leader killed by Pitambar 

Singh, a nephew of Jtaja Gbaurajit. Pitambar then advanced to 

Kakching but was miserably defeated. Now it was the turn for 

Gbaurajit to fly to Cachar. Gambhir Sm^h also followed him. 

Marjit became the ruler of Manipur.*' 

At Cachar Chaurajit was not sitting idle. lie had already learnt 

from Krishni (*h'iiidia that the British (joveniiuenL was making 

preparation to declare war <igain-i Binma. lie thought that as he 

was driven out by the Ruimcbe foices, the British might help him 

to secure his throne." Accordingly m the year 1813, he sent his 

uncle, Bhadra Singh with a letter to the Governor General with a 

view to making an alliance with him. He promijed that if the 

Governor General agreed to help him to restore liis authority, in that 

^ Bljoy PQDchsIld, p. 92 

* Beport on the EASt«rn Frontibr of British Ind a—Capt. Pemberton. 

*a Assam District Gazetters, Vol. X, Cachar, pp, 20-26. 

b Letter from Marjit Siogh, Raja t-f Mmipur to tbs Mig(stral6 of Srlhst District 6th 
January, 1618, Prachio Bangla Patrs Saokslaa—Dr. S. N. Sen. p. 74. 

* Report on the Eastern Frontier of British India—Cspi. Pemberton, 

Prachin Rsagla Patra Sankalan—Dr. S. N. Sen. Introduction, p. 77. 
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case bis Naga and Kuki forces would be at the disposal of the British 

Government in their operation against Burma.* 

Soon after the despatch of this letter Chaurajit due to some 
rnisunderelanding with the new ruler of Cachar (18131, Govinda 

Chandra, left Cachar for Jaiutia arid began to raid Cachar. Govinda 

Chandra also heard that Ram Singh, the Chief of Jaintii was making 

preparation to invade Cachar. He was n< I at ail sure of hla strength 

and feeling helpless in the face of imminent attack, applied for help 

to the Governor General of Ind'a * But no helj) came from the 

J3ritisli Goveniiiient. Jn the mean tune Gainbhir Singh, brother of 

Chaurajit who was appoiuti'd penupali of Cachar forcc^ joined in a 

conspiracy against Govinda Chandra along wilh other important 

officers like Tularain aud Sunandaram. Govinda Chandra again 

applied lo the Goveiuoi General of India in 1823 to allow him to get 

the service of one Kngli^h man and 2r> Ilindusthani sejioys.** 

lN\\SinN ol' (’aC1I\R VY MaIWH 

it has Ineu alio.idy Kud that Jouitrds the close of 1812 Marjit 

occupied the throne ol Manipur as a vassal ol Burma. He never 

forgot the inbult he h-ul leecived fu m Govinda Chandra. He decided 

to take his lev* nge h}^ alia* king t’ac har ai^'ter e >n''olidating his autho¬ 

rity in Maniimr. But liefoie dojiig so. he in .i letter to tlie Magistrate 

of S>lhet explained hi-- imcMiiion as well a-the leason for invading 

Cachar, so that the J3i'itidi Ciovt-rnmenl muhi not omo to tlie aid 

of Govinda Chandra due lo any misundei'standing.In reply* to 

that letter (ho ]Magistiato inlormcd him that he Ind received no ordera 

from the Govcim)i Gencial l<» h<*Ip the Haja of Cachar. Only (’opt. 

Davidson laid he<ii sent to Badaipur with trop-. to giiird the frontier 

of the company’s territory.** In 181H (’haniajit feeling confident of 

his iHjsition in Manipur niarchtd agaii^t Caelnr with a lar;;e force. 

It was quite impossible on llie part of (io\inda Chandra to resist 

him. Chaurajit at the ^eque^t of Govinda Chandra came from Jamtia 

to help him. Gambhir Singh also stood by hi> side. Such unexpec¬ 

ted alliance among them compelled Marjit to retire. But Chaurajit 

* L«Uer from Marjit to the Governor Geniral of ludia Prachiii Bangla P*tra 
SaukaUn^Dr. 8. N Sen No. 187, p. 61. , , . , n u- n 

® Iietter from Govinda Chandra to the Govt rnor General of Ionia. Prachm naugia 

Patra Sankalan—No. Ill, pp. 66-67. , . ,,o*i , n loio 
Letter from Govinda Chandra to the Governor General, dutju the Jotli ^prii, 1613. 

Praobin Bangla Patra Bankaian—Dr. S. N. Sen. i i» . . a , 
“ Letter from Marjit to the Magistiate of fiylhet. Piacbiii BangU I atra Sanltalan -* 

Dr. B. N: Beo. No. 162, p. 72. . « 
^ Prachio Dftogla Patra 8anktlan~-Lt tUr No. J02, p. 74. 
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at ibe end of Ibis trouble remained in possesfaion of a large part of 

Caebar kingdom.“ 

Manipuu undbu Maimit 

In 1812 Mai jit securing the throne of Manipur sent the Burmese 

forces back to their counfrj and remained in undisputed possession of 

the country for about six years.'* These yeais passed in peace and 

he found time to undertake some development works. He made some 

additions and alternations in the palace and fmther beautified it. 

A road from the palace up to Sangaiflien was constructed in his time.** 

Some Burmese fashions including the dragon as the state emblem 

were introduced in his time. This was due to liis long association 

with the Burmese. Friendly lelation with Burma facilitated foreign 

trade. Grazing grounds again became ciowded with cattle. In view 

of the return of pros])eiitv in Mani]>ur many of those who left the 

country along with Chauiajit came bark.*® J^u( inspi'e of it Marjit 

for his dependance on Burma and leaningcN towards Burmese fashions 

failed to earn much regald lioTii his people Ttiat became apparent 

at the time of his invasion ol Cacliai in 1H18. The numrucal strength 

of his forces wa« so much siif)CTior to the (ombiiif d army of Govinda 

Chandra, Chatirajit and Gamhliir Rmgh that he could have easily 

occupied Cachor. But wlien it became knov\n to his lorces that the} 

would have to fight agamsl Chaiua|it and Gamblnr Singh, no allure¬ 

ment could stir up any enthusiasm in them to fight, Marjit was 

quick to realise the workings ol then nniul and to prevent further 

calamities ho lunricd back to Manipur. 

Though Marjit aK*ended the throne ol Manipur foiinally acknow¬ 

ledging the su/eraint} of (lie lulei ut Burma yet within a few years 

he realised that he could niK" in's countiy pi.icticaliy as an independent 

king. Ho reduced his subjenion to a mere agreomcnl in the paper. 

Yet nothing untowaid liad happened Intwten the two countries. His 

Tsoaring ambition sneaked iii Kubo Valley also. Without receiving 

any authority from Burma, he allowed people to cut down trees in that 

valley. 

Old Bodawpaya, the ruler of Burma was naturally offended but 

he had then no time to take steps. Alter his death in 1819, Bugyidaw 

succeeded him. It was at his request that the late ruler of Burma 

Bepoiion the Baitera Frootier of B/itish lodia, Capl. Penibcrtoo. 
Boport on the Eaetero Frontier of British India, Gapt. Pemberton. 
Bijoy Pnocballe, p. 96. 

^6 Beport 08 the Eaatf m Frontier of Bniiah India, Pemberton, p 46, 
A aistory of Aeeam^Gait, p. 372 



bad agreed to help Marjit to aecure the throne of Manipnr. Bagyidaw 

after ascending the throne sujnmoned Marjit to the Burmese capital 

to pay homage. Maijit apprehended that he would be put to trouble 

]f he attended the installation of the new king. He pleaded bis 

inability to attend the ceremony due to the hostile intentions of hia 

brothers—Chaurajit and Gambhir Sinj>h. A Burmese army was 

immediately despatched to seize him. After an unsuccessful encounter 

Marjit, with his army, fled to Cachar.** 

Occupation oi- Caciiaii bt the Kefugee Kings of Manipur 

Having been driven out of Manipur Marjit came to Caebar and 

surrendered himself to Chaurajit. lie aNo handed over to him the 

charge of the sacred imaye of Govindaji. Chaurajir pardoned him 

and received him with kindness. Then the three brothers Chaurajit, 

Marjit and Gamblnr Singh oeeupied the wliole of Cachar Kingdom. 

Govinda Chindra fled to Sylliet and applied to the Governor General 

to annex OaGiai and brini> it under tlie administration of Sylhet 

District. But the British (loveruinent llien refused to interfere in 

the affairs of Cachar.^® fjettcr'^ from CoK*h Bebar and Assam also 

tell the same ^tor^ ‘’riie prevailing anarchy and disorder loudly 

called for British Intervention, if not annexation. The nobles of 

Assam like the Raja of fnchai, iin[dorcd the Goveruor General again 

and again to save their uiiliapp} land from desolation and ruin but the 

East India (’onipanyV goveinmeul refused to interfere until Burmese 

aggrehsioD forced tlum haiidn and rendered a radical levision of their 

North Eastern Eiontur policy an iinpeiative nece&Pity*\“° 

The Kingdom of Cachar was already dividv^d into two parts 

between Govinda Chandra and Chaurajit. Tlie three Manipuri 

brothers after driving avia} Govinda Chandra repartitioned it among 

tbeinselves. Chaurajit itiled the tract, ea.st oi the Tilain hill from 

Sonaimukh. Gambhir Singh got the land we^t of Tiluin hill, which 

he ruled from Gumrah and Marjit ruled Hailakaudi from Jhapirband.” 

Attempts to Restore Manipur Till 1823 :— 

• The Burmese forces after occupying Manipur in 1819 placed one 

Jadu Singh, son-in-law of Cbatib Niwaz on the throne of Manipur, 

But shortly he was replaced by Shoobal Singh, brother of Nara 

^ Eaitorn Frontier of Brftiih InJift, p. IW—By A, C, Baneriee, , „ ^ 
Leltpr from Govinda Chandra to the Governor General <Iicrd Moira). PracUn 

hangla Patra Sankalao, Part 11, No. 168, p. 7G-77. d ^ tt Tn»r/uinAtinn n TV! 
**• Praebin Bangla Patra Sankalaa—Dr. B. N. Part II. Introdoctton, p. XVl. 
^ Saobarer ItibriUo*>UpeDdra Hath Guba, p. 170. 
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Blit nooe of thorn ever enjoyed the confidence of the 

Manipuriee. Heera Chandra, eon of a former ruler Rabino Chandra 

remained in Manipur and supported by his countrymen continued 

to annoy the Burmese garrison. In 1822 Fitainbar Singh, a nephew 

of Marjit went from Cachar to help Heera Chandra. They eucseeded 

in defeating a large Burmobe dciichmenl The country had been 

60 much devastated, that the leaders of these purties found themselves 

unable to get provisions for their men and tliey withdrew into Cachar. 

Next year Pitambar was again sent lo oimt Slioobol, the puppet ruler, 

fie became buccessful in his mission, I)ut refused to band over the 

country to Chaurajit. At this, Gambliir Smgh went to Manipur with 

a small force and defeated Pitambar near Jayuagar. Pitambar fled 

to Ava for good, (Tanibhir Singh from the extreme difficulty of 

obtaining supplies was compelled lo return to Cachar almost 

immediately.“ 

The Princes of Manipur, even wlien banished from their country, 

failed to pull on with each other. After returning from his raid in 

Manipur in Gambiin Singh soon quanollod with Chaurajit and 

occupied the whole of (’achar. Mai jit was allowed to enjoy his share 

under him but Chaurajit took bheltor in By het and remained thcie 

till the outbreak of the fust Anglo-Burmese War."* 

In the mean time Govirida Chandia, the dei)o-*ed ruler of Cachar 

finding no Lope of getting any help from the Government 

entered into negotiations with the Burmese Government. In the 

year 1823, Burmefae airny invaded Caehai Ihiough Manipur but they 

were repelled by Gambhir Singh. When the Anglo Burmese War 

was formally declared in 1824 Marjit feeling inbecure at Cachar fled to 

Sylhet.®' From 182-3 to 1824 Gambhir Singh made repeated requests 

to the British authontieb for help against the Burmese incursions. 

But they preferred not to make any conmitmcul in this affair until the 

out break of the First Anglo-Burmese War in 1824.®* 

** Statistical Account nl Manipur —Brown. 
^ Jieport on the Eaateia Frortict of Btitmh India—Penibertoo, pp. 16'17. 
^ fi^port on tbe Ka-itcrn Frootiex of Br.tis’i India, p. i7, 
^ Htatistical aooountaof Manipur^Bronn. 
•• Bannese War—Wilson. 



NEW ASPECTS OF POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Pbofe&bor Raghdbib Ciukbavarti 

{Baratat Govirnnient College^ 

I 

The institution of the Stale and its relation to the individual 

have been studied under various names such as Politics, Political 

Pbiloboph}, PolitKal Thooiy oi Political Sdence. Theie is more 

than one book under eacli of tlu--e titles J roft^BOi Adamovich of 

the Vienna ITnudMtj does not u^e any of thcMMiames iii Ins con¬ 

tribution to tlie UNIjSCC) ai»lho]«)^)y on “Conte!n]}oiai\ Political 

Science " published in lO'iO, TP do^ciiheb lus aiticle as “The Science 

of the Slate” ' It appeals to bt a lu \\ title whuli can be added to 

the above list 

The word "Politics'* is deiived fioin the Gicek woid "Polls’* 

(pcY ly'^) In the (luck language, tin*- woid "sufficed foi both city 

aud state”,® It is only r itinal, ilicn, tliat "Poiis” would be accepted 

u synonym loi the city ^'t ite* Prof*.Barker also adopis tine 

Usage of the word ® P^ven then, the association of such a modern 

word as the "Siate” with "Polls” does not seem to be appropriate. 

Whereas the‘^ute is exclusively a poutical aseociilion, "Polls” was 

a spintUfil bond*’-'‘ As Profcssoi (ole innnlaiiis "Pohs” does not 

mean‘State*, aud in tianslating il as Stiti* wt ait twisting Greek 

thought to sun oin own palttrns of thinking”. Piofe^sor Field 

Buggoets that wc should call "Polls’ a community lathcr than a 

State® Powe\ei, "J*olitics” •'imK in knowledge centtring round 

the affairs of "Polls” ot \\ty~^idU ' In -liort, "Politns” is primarily 

the knowledge of tin Stale ^ 

Aristotle calls such knowledge as masier s jence in Ins book on 

“Ethics**,® but he describes his own special study in this field as 

' Adauicvicb, L “ The Sueoce of fbi State in Oi^rmauy and Auftria ’*# pp. 23 87 
* Duiaot, W •* The Story of CivilwaUon ” \o’ 2, " The of Greece * New 

York, 198)), p 201 
* Barber, B “ Gretk Political Tho>ry • Plato and His Piedece'^sors ** London (1918), 
* Dickinson, U. L •* The Oink View of Lifo " London (1911 Edn ) 

Cole, G.D.H, * Essays lu Social ^hoory, L ndou (1050), p 13 
* Field, G. C •* Political Theory, ’ London (l‘*^6), p H 
^ Proleseot Geitell defines PoUncal 8tied«e as the acienee of the State ** PoUUon4 

Science *' Beviaed Rdn p. 8 ^ , 
* It If alio called ** Nicbuicaiiacbean Bihiw ’* aa it was ediUd by AilftoUea |i^ 

Niebumaohas. Ailstotle The Nie machein Etlucs " (Loeb Olaiiioil 
p 6, t 2 
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Although he pabliehed both these bQoks in one volume, 

which shows how close was the relationship between ethics and 

politics in his tioie, later on they were separated.* 

The word “Political" is the adjective of the word "Politics’*. 

"Political Philosophy" emphasises a special aspect of the study. 

**Philosophy** is ‘darshan* or a particular insight into the ultimate. 

It is Wisdom based on the Knowledge ot the Reality. The word 

‘‘Political" in association with "Philosophy" implies an inquiry into 

the ultimate reality or the basic principles of the State. Political 

Philosophy "deals with gf ncralizations rather than with particular 

"It is the study of the ideal social organipalion".^' Politics has long 

been an associate of pbiio-ophy. In Scottish tradition, Politics forms 

a part of Moral Philosoi hy.“ Ever since Confucius, Socrate^i, Plato 

and Aristotle, took active interest in the morals and mechanism of 

the State, Politics has become a legitimate pastime of philosophers. 

Indeed philosophers have made and are also making significant con¬ 

tributions to the theoretical aspect of Politics 

"Political Theory" has inoic or lees t!ie same connotation as 

"Politiial Philosoph}". The word ‘Tiieory ’ has a ve^y special 

meaning. It means a well-founded spccnlative view It is a sup¬ 

position explaining soinctlimg "Political Tlieoiy" emphasises the 

contemplative aspect of the affairfa of the State and its idated concepts. 

Even DOW in Oxford University the chair of tins particular department 

is called Chichele Professorship of Social and Political Theory, and 

its Professor G, D. H. Cole zealously defends the u^c of the word 

"Theory** against "Philosophy" and "Reieuce**.^^ 

The association of the term "Science** to Politics’* is a nineteenth 

century innovation. Taking science as a systematic knowledge, 

Political Science nnplies such a knowledge of the state. Political 

Science stands for both an empirical investigation of political 

phenomena and the utilisation of such knowledge as a technique 

of control of political relations. It Dccoines, ultimately a 

* Dimst, W. ibtd, f*n. p. 633. 

» Gettell, B.G. p. 6. 

» Duiant, W. "The Stoiy of PhiloKphy/’ New York l»6i edn.) p. XXVIIT. 

Eeiretead, B S. eod Watkine, V M. ‘‘Poliucal Srier.ee in Canada** in *'CoQtem' 

potary Political ScieoceV Paris '195^) p. 171. . 

Cole, Q D.H, '*Srop6 and Method id Social and Political THoory*'. loaiigutal 

^'tiectare delivered at Oxford on 9 November, 1946 and pab'isbed by Clarendon. 

Profeaaoc Cole oooe told me that he refuted to participate in the Internatiodal Political 

ScUoee Ocfoiotmot becaoae be took atroog exception to the adeption of the word ''Science" 

after the wor4 **£oUtioal'*.-^(p6noaa) commasication). 
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study of power,*^ Str John Seeley pointed out to the stodeftti 

of the Cambridge (Jniversity in 1885 that the subject whioh 

had hitherto been called '‘Political Philosophy** would now be 

called "Political Science**^'* In the twentieth century^ in partioulaTt 

the subject IB almost universally called “Political Science”. There 

are important National Political Science ABsociations and there is, 

at preaeut, a world organisation called Internationa) Political Science 

Association, with lU Head Quarters lu Geneva 

Although the state is the ccntial issue of Political Science the 

tMiiphasifa has shifted now from the state to political behaviour, and 

social and p^ycholo^u vi ta<tor<* and forces of the government and the 

governed Wiltoi Lippmann Macivoi/' Meriiain“ and Lasswell** 

r( present this niolern iiend. The International Political Science 

C’onfeicnce at Piris on Hepteinber, 1948, declaied in a resolution that 

the scope of i! Science should intlude cO Political Theory, (u) 

Politic dl nibtitntion'-, uo) Piities, gioups and public opinion, and («j) 

Tnttination il uhton-^* Thus it makes a oonsideiable expansion 

ot the subject matte r ol Political Science Although political relations 

are studied, at proM nl in a fai more intensive way and in a wider 

pcispec^ive, yet tin >t Uc» lontinues to be the dominani feature of 

Political Sv^iencc Tn tut, tins science “begins and ends with the 

state ” 

We aie all born as niembeii of a botiely A.nd society in the 

aspect of its pohiu il organisation is called the state. State has 

^ome into existence at a paiticular stage of social and political 

evolution in a paiticulai aiei. By now it has become the moat 

dominant and (ffectuc of all human associations It is also 

the most nniviisal Save and except those who are born in a 

tribal stage of sciciety like the Eskimos in the North Arctic, we 

aie born into a politically organised society, t e , the State Although 

tlia tiibdl society and tiu '^late are not apparently the bame, yet it is 

“ Retlty, J R "luUodiiri i lo Political ‘^nenc® ’ liOuJon (1901), p. 1 
Eiaenmann, C OntlioM*f( i ond Moihotlt of th* Political Sciencea, lo Oontam* 

rcrary Political Stlencc ' Van*» IPI50), p 103 
« hippmaon, W iii 'M’tiMit Opinioa*’ Ntw York. (1022» ani Phantom Public 

'^MacVfer** B M **Tbc M de»n Sute ’ London (1936) "The Web of GoTCinmeitP' 
.Y 0947) 

J* Meinam CK "Bynlo ne c Politica" ChwagoT.na.«u»am 
L»BwelI,HT). "Th Amiyaxe of TohUcal TchaMour, Lond(nU»48). 

JJ "Oontemporary Politi al Si eooe*\ p 4 i.. n i /iQRft^ni«v u 
U Garner, 3 kV *'\\ lUi il ^iiemc aod Gownment ,0aKutt4(lW6saa<i9. S, 

11-1946P 
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rather difScult to draw a rigid distinotion between them. It has been 

proved by recent social anthropological research into the political 

unit ID primitive societies that even the tribes can have well developed 

political system. Professor Schapera shows in Lis admirable work 

on ‘‘Government and Politics in Tribal Societies” (1956) that Bushmen, 

Hottentots'* and Bergdama and Southern Bantu in South Afriqa do 

possess politically organised government. They also have the element 

of temtoriality,®“ which is regarded as the most distinctive mark of a 

modern state.*® This type of research might change the views about 

the differences between the tribe and the state, popularised till recently 

by Sir Henry Maine and Professor Maclver who bold that the 

tribal societies lack the “sharply defined” leiritorial hasit. Moreover, 

whatever the apparent dirferences there might have been between 

the tribe and the Ftate in the past such differences are being gradually 

removed as a rssult of the es^pansion of the state. Most of the tribes 

like Bed Indians in the United States of America; Toros, Wasukuma, 

Kikuyu, Masai and Bahayas in Africa; Gcnd, Santal, Bhil, Mnnda 

and Naga in India; the Vedda in Ceylon; and Maoii.s in New Zealand 

are being integrated into a state organisation And as ILO publication 

on “Indigenous Peoples” (1953) indicates the inlegratjon of such 

peoples into the sccio eccnonnc life of the independent countries has 

become a matter cf inteinational concern. It is likely that in future 

all the tribes would be incorporated within the modem state structure. 

However, as majority of us are members of the state, il js natural 

that we should be keenly interested in the concern of the state It 

is in our own interest that wo sLculd ”iii\est)gute this institution, 

should attempt to discover its origin, should question oi uphold its 

authority, and dispute ovei the piopci scope of its lunciion”.*^ Such 

interest is fundamentally a corcciu for underslar^ding loliticul 

Science. 

We have to lecognise incidentally, tliat a wider interest in 

Political Science is, indeed, a ifcciit de\elopiiient in human history.*® 

Political Science is essentiuily a twentieth centuiy subject of dis* 

* Aoeofding to John Guotber only a few BusliuieQ asd puro Hrftenloti sutviTe to day. 
"Inside Africa*' liondoa (1965), pp. 476-77. 

^ Schapera, 1. ^'GortfDmeot and Politics ia Tribal Societios**, Loudon (1956), p. 15. 

^ Brierlj, J.L. "The Law of Nations'* Oxford (1949, 4th edn ) Maoirer, B.M. “Xbe 
Modern State**, London (1956), pp. 7-8. Hyde, CO. ''International Law, Chiefly as 
Interpreted and Applied by the United States,'* Boston (1951), 9nd. rev. ed., pp. 16-17. 

^ Maine, H. "Ancient Law," London. vPollock's ed 1930), jip. 144{t. 
Maoiver, B.M. '*The Web of Government," New York (1947). p. 168. 

M "Ind^enoua Ptoples" Geneva tl053). 
^ Gettell, B.G. "History of Folitioel Thought'* London (1932 edn.), p> 4. 
M Annie Besant: "Leetureaon Politioal Scienoe". Madras (1919), p, li. 
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course. This is one of the principal reaeona why the UNESCO etady 

project selects Political Sceince as the first field of investigation,” 

Although politics, received the status of science fairly recently, 

as an object of speculation it is almost as old as any other subject of 

investigation into human relationship. Both Professor Seligman,” 

Editor-in-Ohief of the Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, and 

Professor Eben&tein agree that flie earliest of the social sciences 

is poiiticri, because the most important of human groups has, in 

general, been the state. 

Nevertheless, it is true that scientific approach *o politics had 

to wait for centuries and this delay can be attributed to three factors. 

In the first place, Political Science is itself a revolutionary branch 

of study. It seeks to discover tlie real social and political foundations 

of the stale. Such discovery can, indeed, be detrimental to the 

vested niteiosts. In fact, these interests stand in the way to the 

serious study of Political Science. l( may be one of the reasons why 

the grant for research in Politics, in various countries, is proverbially 

so inadequate. • 

Secondl}, as Mr. Ijovy-Rruhi points out that social science, 

including Poiitic.al Science of courre, cannot develop without the 

preliminary light to criticise existing institution.^® And this right 

has iu\er been recogpi‘'Od by autboiitarian and absolutist regimes, 

Ereedoiii <-l thought is the basic condition for the cultivation and 

development of Political Sciein c. ft has been |X)inted out by Professor 

Adamovich,*-* .\Ir Perticoiie'** and Messrs. Rijpperda Wierdoma and 

Hinlzon in then respective articles on ‘'Contemporary Political 

Hcicme*’ that manv Political Science subjects could not be studied 

in fascist Germain, Austria and Ilah, and in Holland at the beginning 

of the last century, simply bejause specialists feared reprisals from 

authoiitic'' who required complete sub.servience to the tttaius quo. 

Intellectual freedom is essential tor the growth of Political Science. 

Critical inquiry was demanded as a matter of human rigiit for the 

first time by the Greeks *“ So ixihtical speculation was practically 

Balvtdori, M. Iulro(luctioD—“ConfcemiK)rarj Political Sciiiicp”, p. J. 
Seligumn, E.R.A **W’hat are the Social Scitnees” in Euey.'Iopaedia of the Seoul 

Scienoea, Vol. I, p. 3. 

^ BbeoBtein. W. “Political Science^ io F.ocyclopaedio Amencana. New York 
(1961 edn.), Vol. 12, p m, 

** ljev>*Briilil, ‘•Tho Social Scieocea Aa Diaciphnea. France, and nomanic 
Switzerland’* m Encyclopaedia of the Social Sciences, Vol It p. 248. 

Adamovich, L tbid, p. 98. 
Pertioone, G*. “Political Science in Italy** pp. 959«66. . , . 
Bijpperda Wierdam*. J,V. and Hintuen, U.A. “Political Science lu the Nalhet* 

lands**, pp, 381-9B3. 
^ Bury, J.B. “A HiHory of Freedom of Thought,*' Loodja VJU nfnath p« 
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initiated bj them. Soch inquiry became a permanent feature ot 

Eoropean society since the Benaissance. And with Machiavellii the 

typical representative of the Renaissance, we find the beginnings 

of a Science of Politics.*' Prom that time onwards Political Science 

has developed considerably, and even now it is in a growing stage. 

In the third place, it has to be recognised that Political Science 
■ 

is most certainly not a productive science. Tn an acquisitive society, 

a political scientist is not as much essentia] as a chemist or physicist 

or an engineer. He is not even as ut-efiil as a statistician, or an 

economist or an industrial psychologist. He is not yet, witii bomo 

exceptions, in countries like Britain** and America,** linked with 

administration and business organisation. Ho continues to be nn 

academician. Indeed, this is one of the mam reasons why Political 

Science has a delayed growth in history. 

Thus the nature of the subject itseli, and its pieiequjsite together 

with its social value explain the relatively late intercut in its 

study. But these negative factors are no longer in etTccti%(‘opera¬ 

tion. On the contraiy, v\c liave several new tnctors whicli have 

increased our interest in Political Science. 

Firstly, with the march of lime there lia-^ lieen an increaMng 

participation of a larger part of the community in the pioje-^'i of 

government. Power has or is being shifted from the few to the 

many. Due to this accession of tlie miis'.es (*> a new status, the 

bases and postulates of politics have lieen on jrinoiisly widened and 

enriched. In the past ordinary men had little to do with the govern¬ 

mental processes. As pointed out by Prolehsor ]\Ierriam : “During 

the greaUr part of a man’s experience, the bulk of the population in 

any political unit was excluded liom e fall role in government, held 

as slave, serf, subject or paitial cilizen”.^** But today it is all 

changed. Masses have become pawerfui and their new im|jortaucc 

is clearly underlined in Mr. Oitega Y Gasset’s “The Revolt of tlie 

Masses”.** Their opinion counts in deciding questions of the seat 

and exercise ol political power Bernard Hhaw records this cliauge 

in his own cynical way : “ The politician who once had to Icarii 

how to flatter Kings has now to leiun bow to fascinate, amuse, coax. 

V ‘‘Macbiavcllif Kiocolo (1469*1627)'* in Bncyclopaodia Britauoica, Vol. 14, p. 677. 
w Bobson, W A. ^^Political Scieace in Great Britain** in *'Coutemporarf Political 

Bcienca/* Paria (1960), pp. 808-10. 
H«rriKD,C.B* **Political Soienoe in the United Statca*' in ''Contemporari Political 

fickaoc"# pp* ^ sod 947*^. 
41 IfwmiD, C.E. Aapeols of Politica**. Cfaicaffo (1025), p. 8. 
a Lontai (1981). 
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humbug, frighten or otherwise strike the fancy of the electorate**,^* 

This is true whether the politician is a democrat Nehru or a fascist 

Franco* Eveiy modern politician seeks to win the support of the 

majority opinion and in the process of doing so contributes to the 

htimulation of the political intelligence of the people. 

In the second place, enoimous productive capacity of a modern 

indufitnal society contributes a great deal in inspiring the study of 

Political Science. A surplus productivity means, firstly, the relative 

leisuie for the toiling class during which time tbe> can 2)ursue new 

queues, and, secondl), the formulation of new dennands for the 

distribution of social surplus reluting to the abolition of staxvation 

and fear. Indeed, scientific and technologual iriiiirovenients have 

" multiplied the piednetivity of the soil, the output of fartoiies, given 

the hand hundred times its foi uier power, opened out uiateiials and 

procettes of incalculable value to imlhons of perbon*^, and cleared 

the way to a wondeiland of achievement in hi'alth and well-being 

Machinery has reduced the amount of labour expended in production 

and enhanced tiie effectiveness of the individual, •Intioduction of 

atomation would relieve men further from dull and routine work** 

and give them inoie leisure for creative life. More leisure would 

make possible a vigoions 2»olitital and <ultuial life for tlie peojde. 

The ver\ leahsation that 'cionce cun *' solve complete!) the 

iriuteiial jiiobicir.s of human e\istcnce’* *' causes revolutionary 

changes in human outlook, ft is now doiil) possible to “ aboLsh 

the miser) boin out of want’* and to raise “ thi* milli'uis to a level 

ol material well being at which they would be able to share, for the 

first tune, in the faiicst treasures of oui whole cultural heritage *’.** 

As Professoj Tc>ynl)ee remarks “ This new dream of the' [lObBibihty 

of abundance for all Mankind had generated unpiet.odenfedIy insistent 

and impatient demands for * freedom from want New’ demands 

are being formulated to-day for education, lull om2>lo)njent, shorter 

hours tor labour, better housing, proper medical care, and abundant 

fcliaw, b.B. **Man &, Sup^iman*', London (11128^. p. 197. 

^ Memani, C E “Sjalematio Polilica**, Chicago (19i5), p 217. 

Bernal. J D. **6cience in Hiatorv”, Loudon (1051), p. 497; Sha nofl, D, "Eloctromoa 
-Today And Tomorrow” In “Profile of America'*, <d. by DaMe, K , Kew York (1954), 

l> 23J. 

Bernal, J.D, "Scjenceand Industry** in “The Frustration of Science, Loudon (1985), 
P 69. 

** The Earl of Listowel, “Science and Legisletion ' in **Huniai Affairs'’ Planned and 
Euited by Gatlel). B.B., Colit^n J., and Travers, R.M., Xjondon (19S8), p. 818, 

Toynbee, A. **A Study of History** Abridgement of Voluuoee VII*X P, C* 
SomerveU, I«odoft U967), p* M9t 
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recreational facilities tor all And such demaLds give shape to the 

major pohticil and social movements of modern history.** 

In the thud place, as conquest of llie physical and natural world 

is reaching a stage of relative perfection duo to science, we have 

gained an enoimous confidence This confidence is reflected in our 

present efforts to control and plan out social relations Ultimately 

we have realised that without the contjol of 'social lelations, •the 

possibilities that are now made a^allable because ot science will 

remain umealised This realisation wasvoiv cleaily made public by 

a gioup of British scicnlitts m 19dj in an anthology on Tlie 

PiUfatratioii ol Science Piofessor T03 nbee disc admit- that such 

social Imntations have become “ pi ictical limit itions on the human 

plane” to “the potential capacity of technology* ** Professoi 

Merriam fully lecogni^'Cs the need lc>i social recrgin sUion in the 

light of modern ‘•cience in the lollowin., woids ” One oi the greatest 

needs ot oui time is the oirdiii^alion <>l oui mochin mtilli^ net in 

teririB of undei^taiidiug of phjsical invcntionB in llnir uhiion to 

behaviour and social m\cut ions The witle g ip betv\ien the iindei- 

standing of “niacluues** and mk al metiiams ns is one of the gieate-t 

danger joints in our civili/atioii The failiui and fnstei on^' ,id\ances 

without Ibe oUier, the gioitei tlie degiee of ii'^k ” ' Sin ilai view 

have also been expressed by Piofcs-or iMannhem ‘ In (id, we hive 

reached a stage whcie eithoi we take u luc intcii in ociil ula 1011 

and politics and giow 01 we lomam unoi int and dicay We must 

intelligently p] m oui ^onety il wo aio to piofiL fully li> the piUntial- 

ities ol modern science and escape extinction iluougli theimonucleai 

misadventuie Poll ical Scienci can ent(tj\fly ho'p such pi in¬ 

ning by offering sound political pimciidta with a view to eliminating 

” waste in political action ’ and iclea-e “the coiistiuctiva pos-ibil 

ities in human political natine '* 

In the touith place, science has so mmh peiftctcd the state 

machine through iinpiovcmcnts in lidiis^ioit and communication that 

the scope of individual initiative and local Irecdom his become veiy 

much rebtiicted Modern techniques have sharpened both the instiu- 

ments of coercion and persuasion. They have caused “ the pro- 

liasBwell, HD ‘World Organisatun anl Hoticty’* xo ‘The Policy S'lenots*' 
fie'ent Developmeats m Scope and MetUod, eJ by L rner D aui Ljxssfroli, l£ D , fitaaford 
(1961). p 113. 

M Toynbee* A. i&id, p. 333. 
W Merriam, C E “The Bole of Politics in ^ocul Chd New York ll930)i p 98 
^ Mannheim,K “Pr'^ioQt Trendi in the Baildma u So*uty“ m ‘Hiiinaa Affairs* 

IfODdon <1938) p 980 
* Meinam, 0 Bi *^New Aspects of Politics*', Obioago (1915), pp ?U‘Viu. 
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greasive centralization of power*',** and, thus, made possible “a 

new intensity of governmental confror*.** In both these ways, 

the cause of liberty and freedom of the locality are adversely 

affected. In addition, the scientific techniques have increased 

"the amount of organisation in tho world*’®* and made it 

pos'iible for a few determined men to dominate millions of unarmed 

citizens, if they have the nerve to do so".** Politically it implies 

increasing strength of the executive. As Professor Wheare points 

out "From the time of the invention of the gunpowder op to 

the present, tho ext (‘inn c, with its control over the armed force'^ and 

the police, ha'^ had its fiowor enonnon iy mcieasid. The machine 

gun alone is a mo^ jiowerfu! toice in llie increase of the executive’s 

control over the comtnunity. TIk^ d nolopmcnt of radio, an i of other 

means of conimiipio.Uion, Ims strengthened the ex'cutive in other 

wa\'5. Arm(*d with a (ontiol over tlie-e powerful means of governing 

tile citizens the exet iiiive finds ils ptisiuon tran-foriiied even from the 

oienii'g je.us of tlie twentieth ceulnry’* ' Tims the' n'^t result ig 

“that fewer men hue executive power, but tlioscfew have more power 

than such men lud foi meily”.'** Never hefoie liad so many been 

at the m(ue\ of the so few. Im'imi the rttalin deviation could be 

possible on BUt h an e\tt.nsue &< ale due to developnients of modern 

U'f hn](|ue. 

("oiisequently it id now possible to Ruppress a people’s movement 

with greater ease and deveio]) a thought pattern to the prejudice of 

the ladder^ of political power. Aldiioiis Huxley’s "Brave New 

World" and Cuoige Oiwell’s "Nineteen Eigiitj-four" arc two 

different extnuiii'(. xamples <»l w'liat lechiiolo.;}’ <an do for society. 

But it do-'.*^ not mean that new forces and new po^8lbiiItl0s cannot be 

cnip]o}cd (m inereasing the nuumtn.'i social welfaie. Much would 

depend ultimately on tho moti^eh by winch science would be used. This 

u a thiilling <>[>[ oi ttinity as well as a gre.it threat, if we uow^ fail 

to plan our ‘'Ouely in the liglit of correct tK)liticaI principles, there 

is a chance that we irii^lil be reduced, in future, to a new type of 

slavery. It is probably this consideration that; has led f3eruaid Shaw 

to comment that Political Science is "the science by which alone 

cuilisatiOD can he saved**. 

Huxloy, A, “Sciento, Liberty aud Peace*', j «a m 
** UuwU, B. ’*Auihority And ihe TndiMdnal", London 0949). 
** Ruaaell, B. ‘'VaUiea in ib<* Atomk Affe” u ‘The Atomic Age , London (1040), p. 8&. 
^ Wbfare, K. C ‘‘Modem CoiwlitntionB*’, London \1966 rcpnnti, p. 100. 

Wheare, K. C tOul. lAtoi q<» 
“ liQsaclI, B. "The Inipact d Stionce on Society , London UOSO) p. 8<5. 
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Fioally, Political Boience has one special aspect compared to other 

branch of human knowledge. We, as individnalB, can ignore chemis¬ 

try or Jiteratare but not politics. Even if we are not interested in 

politics, be it a question of war or peace, is never uninterested in us. 

We can never persuo our interest and calling during national and 

international emergencies. We are vitally affected by all major 

political questions of our time, simply because political relations are 

increasingly affecting our daily lives. Even the dangerous race for 

thermo-nucleur experiments vitally affect us and our future genera¬ 

tion. And such problem'^ are essentially political in nature. In that 

context, it is no exaggerition to eay that we are virtually living in a 

political age. And we can neve* fully understand such jn age without 

some knowledge ol Politi* al Science. 

Thus the rise of the masses, increased pioduction, technological 

revolution with its iinpottant social and political impJicationb, the 

nature of the subject itself in contrast to other subject;' are the princi¬ 

pal aspects of (^ontempoiaiy rolilical Science. 



GAUDAPADA: his works and views 

Nirod Barak Chakrabobtt 

Leetnrerf Krtshn^Qr College 

Gaudapada is a great personality in Advaita philosophy of India. 

His works form the basis of Advaita and he is regarded as the 

preceptor of Govindapada of whom Samkai*acarya was a direct 

disciple. Much is not known about his date, life and works. His 

views are gathered from the books which tradition ascribes to him. 

Date and Life 

In the biography of Saiiikara, it is staled that Gaudapada met 

Sanikara at a particular time. But there is no other proof to confirm 

such a statement. So, it seems that Gaudapada was no contemporary 

of Saihkara. But it is almost impossible to fix his actual date. 

J?amkara’B date is generally admitted to be 788 A.D. But there is a 

hot controversy over this issue. If for argument's sake this daite of 

Saiiikara be taken as true. Gaudapada's date will approximately be 

tlie seventh century A.D. Gaudapada cannot be much earlier than 

Samkara as his disciple Govindapada was the preceptor of Saihkara. 

It is difficult to determine the actual place where Gaudapada waa 

born. Rure^vara, the dix’oet disciple of Samkara, in his Naipkarmya* 

fajddhi ’ calls him a man from Gauda or Bengal.' Gadapada was 

a sannyasin and Govindapada. the preceptor of Samkara waa 

initiated by him. Besides tins, nothing is known about his life. 

Acarya Saihkara gathered his main principles from the writings of 

Gaudapada. Suresvaracarya aho quoted the different statements of 

Gaudapada in his ‘Naiskarmyasiddhi*.* The subsequent Advaitins 

were also much influenced by his writings. 

Works 4Nd Views 

Gaudapada wrote a ‘karika’ on Mandukyopaniaad and this is his 

main work. There are various editions of this book and Saiiikara 

annotated on it. An annotation Mitakfara by name on this Karika is 

also extant and this is found in Benares. u a 
There is an annotation on Saakhyakarika 

pada. But we are not sure about hia eutaorsbip of t a o • 

‘ N. a. (BeastM 8»m. S«r e» 1901). l/i4, 
• Sm N. S, (Bsoaret Sant. Serisa 1904), pp. *86-987. 
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exoelldDoe ot bin pen is totally absent here. But tradition ascribes 

this book to bun. Vaoaspati has refuted the views of his 

annotation in bis 'Sankhya tattva KaumudI 

There iaagain an annotation on this annotation 'Gandriki' by 

name. But the annotation on Sankbyakarika, perhaps, was not 

written by Gaudap^a himself. It is not possible for an advaitin to 

write any annotation on Sankhya. Though a few advaitins like 

V&caspati Misra annotated on Sankhya, still it is not possible in the 

case of the writer of Mandukyopanisad karika. Yacaspati Miiira did 

not refute the views of this book with any respect for the author. 

This is an additional reason why we may doubt the authorship of 

Gaudapada in respect of the annotation on Sankhya karika. 
His next book is the annotation on ‘uttara Gita*, It has been 

published only in 1910 by T. K. Bal subrahmanya Sastri, the pro¬ 

prietor of Yani Vitas Press at Srirangarn. Uttara Gita is regarded as 

a part of the Mahabharata. But this portion in not found in many 

editiuDs of *lhe same. lUtara Gita is full of the ideas of Advaita and 

it is nicely written. It may be that this was written by Acarya 

Gaudapada, but the subsequent thinkers were not much influenced 

by this annotation. 
The later advaitins accepted Mandukyopanisad Karika as autho¬ 

ritative. The Karika contains four prakaranas, the first being— 

Agama prakarana, the second—Vaitatbya prakarana, the thirds 

Advaita prakarana and the last being Alata Santi prakarana. Agama 

prakarana contains 29 slokas, Vaitatbya prakarana 88, Advaita 

prakarana 46 and Alata Santi prakarana 100 slokas. Thus there are 

215 slokas in all in the whole Karika. 

Id the Agama prakarana Gaudapada explain*) the four principles 

—^Vi^va, Taijas, Prajfia and Turiya. Visva is the Vai^vanara or the 

Great Person, Taijas is Hirnnyagarbha or the golden egg and Prajfia 

means l^vara or God. They are at bottom identical. Difierence is 

due to illusion. The individual soul or Jiva is always the Siva or 

God. Jivahood is illusory. Godliness is also of the same nature. 

Turiya alone is ultimately real. The creation is illusory. But the 

locus of this illusory creation is real. Even an illusion is not possibls 

without a real locus. The snake that appears in illusion manifests 

itself on the locus *rope’ which is not illusory. The apparent differ¬ 

ence among Vi4va, Taijas and Prajfia is doe to ignorance or Avidya. 

Atman is their real essence and this is the ultimate reality. 

* See flSnttrttettva Xaomttdl ttlie edUion by Iste Ponw Cbsnda VadSataovoflu) 
j 
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Attor this, GftQ^padft states tha diff^ant tkeories of creation 

and zafates them* Some think that the creation is doe to the will ol 

God. Some others hold that the creation is from Time, some otheva 

are of opinion that the creation is for enjoyment or Bhoga. There 
are people again who will say that the creation is due to the sportiye 

spirit and there is yet another view which holds that the creation is 

due to the nature of God. Gaudapada refutes all these views as he 

says that Qod the perfect being can have no desire for creation (apta* 

kamasya ka sprba). Therefore be concludes that creation is to be 
regarded aa illusory. 

Turiya Atman is the ultimate reality. It is imperishable. It is 

non-dual. It is also uncreated. Vi4va and Taijas come under the 

law of cause and effeci while Prajfia is governed by the law of cause 

only. But Turiya transcends everything Visva can know Taijas. 

Prajfia is incapable of grasping the reality. But Turiya is all¬ 

knowing. Turiya is all. It is knowledge in essence. Prajila and 

Turiya equally do not see duality, but Prajna contains the potentiality 

of tamas or sleep while Turiya transcends it. Yisva ahd Taijas lack 

the knowledge of reality. Prajna knows no dream, it has only the 

sleep. But Turiya has neither sleep or tamas nor dream. When 

the jiva wakes up from sleep and dream and acquires true knowledge, 

his ignorance is de&tro}ed, the Advaita shines forth and be attains 

the Tmiya stage. 

Gandapada, then, shows the identity between Virat, Hirapya- 

garbha and Isvara on the one side and Visva, Taijas and Prajiia on 

the other. Pranava is Brahman. Three letters constitute Prapava 

and these are—‘A’, ‘U’ and *M\ ‘A* represents Vilva, ‘U* taijas and 

‘M’ Prajna. As ‘A’ marks the beginning ot all letters, so Vi6va is 

the beginning. As *U* is superior to ‘A* and lemains in between ‘A* 

and 'M* so Taijas is superior to Visva aul stands concealed by 

Prajfia. ‘M’ is the last letter here. As the letters here culminate 

in ‘M’ so every thing culminates in PrajBa. Thus one who under¬ 

stands the identity between Yi^va and Virat. Taijas and Hirapya- 

garbha, Prajfia and Isvara and knows that Turiya or *A’ is the last 

resort is a respectable sage* Pranava is to be realised and the 

knowledge of identity between the JIva and Brahman is the summum 

bonum of life. One who fixes his mind on Pranava knows no fear. 

Prapava is the beginning, it is the end and again it is the middle. 

Frapava is Ii$vara and it resides in the hearts of all. 

Gaudapada shows the identity between the Jiva and Brahman 
and also the falsity of the world with the help of the texts in Agahta 
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jjnkUftQa aod tben in Vaitath3ra prakata^a he adduces arguments in 
order to confirm his views. He says that what is visible in dream is 

false or Vitatba. The mountains and elephants cannot reside inside 

the body and in dream, strangely enough, we find that this is trne. 

So, the veracity of the dream objects is easily questionable. 

Now the dream objects are as visible as ihe objects of the waking. 

life. So, the objects of the waking life are as false as the dream ob¬ 

jects. Of course, here it should be remembered^that the dream objects 

are not on a par with objects of the waking life in all resperts. The 

dream objects are private in the sense that only particular individuals 
observe them. But the objects of the winking life are not private, 

but they are public. Ail people who are in the world observe them. 

But still both the types of objects are equally false as they are 

visible. 

If everything is false, nihilism becomes the only p'^sitiou. 

Qau^apada refutes this charge and tells u-* that Atman makes the 

hypothesis of difference through its own innya. Atman alone is 

ultimately real and the false world appears on this locus.^ 

Gaudapada defines maya or ajBana as neitl^cr existent nor non¬ 

existent nor both. It is neither (omjKibitf nor noii-Composiie nor 

both. The knowledge of Brahman alone destroys it.l 

Acarya Saiiikara in his Adhyasa Blusya proves it as Conimon 

to all people. The doctrine of Maya eminciatod by Goudapada attained 

its full fledged development in the philosophy of flaiiilcara. 

Gaudapada thinks that God exhibits the difference which 

remained as latmt desire through Maya. This is creation. As 

creation is due to Maya, so God is not entangled in it. The relation 

between the real (God) and the false fthe world) is not possible. Can 

there be any relation between what cxisIb and what does not? 

As the rope appears in the iorm of the snake, so God ap^iears 

Si the world. The illusion of snake ceases to exist w’hen the rope 

ifl known as the rope. In the same way the world becomes naught 

wftb the knowledge of Brahman as the non-dual reality. Jhe reality 

^is non-dual and duality is due to maya. Brahman appears as over¬ 

powered by M&ya, but actually it is not, 

^fter this, Giaudapada gives us the different theories of Self or 

itman and describes them as due to ajfiana or ignorance. The differ- 

I KalpsyBtyfttiiianSiMSaamitaM Sevtt Stb mSysyS 
8« evB bheSSiuti Vedinto nldoBjtti.—M.X. 
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ent tbaories are^Pr&M or ]ifo*-«br6atb as the aelf, tSlemeiita as the 
self. Attribute as the seif, Tattva or principle as the self, Hide or 

leg as the self, Vifaya or object as the self, loka or regioo as the seKf 

Deva or god as the self, Veda as the seif, Jajha or sacrifice aa the 

self, Bhokta or enjoyer as the self, Bhojya or the enjoyable as the 

self, Suksiua or tbs subtle as the helf, SthuU or the grossv as the self, 

MQrta or the iniinanent as the self, Amurta or the iianscendent as the 

self, Kala or Time as the self, Dik or Hpace as the F>elf, Vada or 

argumentation as the self, Blmvana or the unnerve as the self, Mana 

or the iijiud as the self, Vijfiana or knowledge as the seif, Dharroa* 
dbarma or Vutue and vice as the self and the like, (iaudapada siys 

that these are ihe diffeicnt wnjs in which the ignoiant people think 

of the self. One who kooins the Self us indeterminate and one is 

ically a wise man The locus of differciueb ih One and above all 

modifications Modification is false, the locus is true. The universe 
16 as false bb a dream t 

People sometuues iMisunderstand Oaudapada and think that he 

did not recognise any difference between a drearfi and the world. 

Blit thib i» not true (iaudapada calU the world a dieam as he means 

to i^ay tint like dream the woild is faKc But lie aho knows that 

unlike dream the woild public!} ob'-eiied and so it is not totally 

on a par with the dieam This was oul} unpin it in the karika of 

Oaudapada und later on Saiiikaia made tliih e\pheit b\ distinguiabing 

between two grades ol falsitx—Vyavahiuka and pralibhasika. To 

^aiukara, the world is V^avabanka wliercas the dream is only 

piatibhasika 

An) way, Oaudapada was voi) much deal lo declaring that 

from the transcendental or Paramaithika standpoint, theie is no 

creation, no destiuction, no bondage, no aspirant for salvation and no 

salvation also, theie is only tlie indeterniinale non-dual Self and this 

is the oul) leahtv 

Now the question is: Who can know this Truth Ac'coiding 

to Gaudapada, one who has oveicoine angci, fear and attachment and 

who is conversant in the Vedas can know ihN The constant re¬ 

membrance ol Advaita is the means for hbeiatiun. Tins is the sum 

and substance of the Vaitath}a prakarana In the Advaita piakarapa, 

Gaudapada again ebtabliebes Advaita with the help of reasoning. 

Oaudapada believes in jivan mokti and tells us that a man maty 

be free even when be is embodied and be behaves almobt automatioaUy 

t SvapMiolys yMk drvte guidlMrvsDafmm yathl Ts«M wlian d||tljpjl|{ 
VIoakfiDw. 
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without any coosideretioa of the oonsegneiK^B. He does not beHeve 
iu the death of Xtroan or eelf. Atman is uncreated. What ia uticrea* 

ted is also deathless. So the realisation of Brahman or Atman after 

death means nothing. 

To Gaudapada, Atman is omnipotent like akate As aka^ circum* 

scribed by a pot is only empirical and really aka4a is one and indivi¬ 

sible, so jiva is like aka^a oircumscribed by a pot and Atman is one and 

indivisible. Creation etc. are all due to mava and they have no 

ultimate reality. As with the destruction of the pot, the akate, 

circumscribed by the pot is merged in the boundless akaia, so 
the atman immanent in a jiva merges itself in Paramatman. As the 

fika^ circumscribed by a pot is really the same as the great aku&, 

so jivatman and paramatman are one, they appear as distinct only 
due to ignorance or avidya. 

Here it may be objected that if Atman is one in all the bodies, 

why then the weal and woe of one person will not be the weal and 

woe of all? Qaudapada says in reply that this cannot be. As the 

presence of dost and smoke in the akasa circumscribed by a particular 

pot does not imply the presence of dust and smoke in the akai^ 

circumscribed by all other pots, to the weal and woe ol a particular 

jiva do not imply the same for all the jivas. Really there is no dis¬ 

tinction in tbeakasa, but the particular akasa circumscribed by a 

particular pot bas its distinction of name, form and elTect. There 

is equal diflerence in the ego of (lie jiras, but there is no distinction 

in the essence of the self. The akasa circunihcnbed by a particular 

pot is no modification of akasa. So the jiva also is no modification 

of Atman. Atman undergoes no change, change occurs only in (he 

ego. Sruti also testifies to only one self. Taittiiiya upanisad speaks 

of the same self in all the five different sheathes or Ko^as. 

An objection may be easily urged against this contention of 

Oaudapada. In Sruti iu the contex of creation specially in Karma 

Kapda, the difference between jiva and Paramatman has been 

clearly stated. How, then, they can be non-different iu JfianaKaoda? 

Here Gau^pada says that their difference is only apparent and not 

real. Only from the standpoint of the exiierience of ordinary life 

this difference is to be maintained, but ultimately there is no difference 

at ali. 

Now tbe question is: Worship or npasana is advocated in Sruti. 

In upisani tbe difference between tbe worshipper and tbe worshipped 

IS admitted, If jfiana which is above all differences is ultimately 

itmx what is tbe use of upSsaoa which entails difference? Here 

€^^bsfi4h says that everyone is not fit for the same qdritoal dis- 
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oi|du}e. Ab there ff difference in capacity and calibre of different 

peoploi eo there diould be different disciplines meant for them. 

Gan^ap&da classi&es people in three groups according to thehr 

capacity and calibre in the spiritual sphere and these are: Bad, 

Medium and Good. People having bad and medium talents are fit 

for Karma and upSlsana is prescribed for them. But a man with good 

talents knows that these are inferior to jftana and jMua alone re¬ 

presents the ultimate truth. Here GandapMa says that the Advaitins 

have no quarrel with the dualists as they know that dualism implies 

the distinction of Advaita and this distinction is due to ignorance. 

The Advaitins cannot quarrel at ail, as to them there is no second 

thing to quarrel with. 

Gandapada iinderstandH JSana. the uilituaie reality as self- 

luminous or Svayampraka^a, Jliana remains manifested though it 

is no object in any nense. 

Gaudapadii, then, speaks of the means of liberation,* The 

mind is attracted to tlie objects of enjoyment. Ti)e mind is to be 

withdrawn ^ from objects. Hut this withdrawal is a long and labor¬ 

ious process. It is to be followed slowly and steadily. People derive 

joy in Sivjkalpaka Samadhi. But thi*' is not the end of the process. 

People should proceed further to attain Nirvikalpaka Samadbi and 

when this stage will be achieved the uon-dual reality will shine in 

its pristine purity. This is the fluintnum bonum of life and existence. 

Let UR now turn to the last chapter of the Eanka which is 

technically known as Aluta Santi prakarana The word* alata* means 

search light or MaHula. If tlie search light is revolved, different 

forms appear. These forms do not remain lu the light, nor are they 

lost in the light Similarly tho world appedrs. But it has no 

ultimate reality. The false w *ild also realty does not originate 

from BrahmaQ nor is it lost in Brahnum Of course. Brahman is 

to be admitted as the locus of this false appearance, 

Gaudapada thinks that what is non existent is non-existent for 
all times—past, present and future. The silver in the nacre though 

appears in illusion, sliil from the ultimate stand point it is non-existent 

for all times. This is in short the view of Gaudapada in his Alafa 

dSnti prakarana. 
Gandapida also refutes dualism' and Buddhism in general in 

Alaia S&nti jrakarapa. The unborn cannot be born. Those who 

say that the cause is the effect mean that the cause is born as the 
i 

‘ U,. «ihrtdhy.y«fcitum VilniUin «*in«yet pno^ S.kH»yM‘ 
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effeotr. If the cauae is bom» how can it be unborn and eternal? 

Thus he refutes the Parlnama Vada of the I^Sadkhyiata and the others. 

Those who advocate the origin of ezi^tence out of non-existence 

(Ny&ya Vaiwsikas) cannot cite any example in support of their 

contention. If we admit the birth of the born, there is the fallacy 

of indefinite regress. So the conclusion is that the unborn appears 

as the born. The self is unborn, unmoved and unobjective. It is 

jfldna in perfect poise and non-duai.^ The world is the false appear¬ 

ance or vivatla of this self. There are peop'e who call the self non¬ 

existent (Baddbists) an 1 this, according to Gaudapuda is dne to 

ignorance. The self is existence and it is bliss. One who knows 

tbe self attains the bliss of the self. 

This 16 all about the Ivarikii of Mandukya upanisad. We shall 

now discuss Gau(lapada*a annotation on‘utlara Gita'. ‘DttaraGita’ 

contains three chapters. Lord Krsna is the speaker and Arjuna is tiie 

listener there. In the first chapter, the dis'inction between yogarujhv 

(one who has already been a yojiu) and Aruruksa (one who is desirnis 

of being a jogin) has been clearly slated In the second chapter, tbe 

identity between the Jivaand Brahman as the reflection (Pratibiinva) 

and the original (bimva) respectively lias been supported on a set of 

fresh arguments. Gandapada was a believer in Pratibiinva Vadu or 

The Eefieciion theory so far as the relaiion between tlio Jiva and Brah¬ 

man is concerned. The third chapter of 'uttara Gita’ describes how a 

yogin surrenders himself to God as the last resort and abandons futile 

activities. The first chapter of ‘uttara Gita’ contains 57 slokas, the 

second chapter 46 and^the third one 16 and thus the total number 

of the slokas comes to 119. 
Conclusion. 

Gaudapada propagated Advaila philosophy with its necessary 

corollary Maya Vada. But this Maya Vada is never the replica 

of the Sunya Vada of the Buddhists. We have alre^idy discussed 

this point and this need not be repeated here once again. 

I From the historical point of view the Karika of Gaudapada and 

his annotation on ‘uttara Gita’ are both anthoritative. These two 

books are regarded as the earliest extant treatises on Advaita 

philosophy. Samkara imbibed his main principles from the treatises 

of Gaudapada and the Post. Samkarite Advaitins also gtioled bis 

views as authentic- This is why the importance and influence of 

Gaudapada and bis works can hardly be exaggerated so far as the 

Advaafa of India is concerned. 

^ ajloslsm VMtstvam VijaStuun SintsmlTsyam. 
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A daiive case is that which is intended by means of a karmt. 

The word ‘karma* requires an explanation. Does it mean an action? 

Or, does it mean a case which is the roost desired one? If the first 

meaning is accepted then as all cases are desired for the sake of an 

action, f.e., for its coming into being. So each of thorn should be taken 

as a dative case. In the sentence “A student gives honorarium to 

bis teacher" the teacher shouid not be a ca^e at all since he has got 

no action. He has been selected only as a recipient of a gift. He 

has got nothing to do with the verb ‘to give*. He receive® the gift. 

Therefore, he his an action to perform. But the act of receiving 

is distinct from that of giving. An object is the destination of an 

action. It in the goal towards which an action proceeds. Now, 

the deienders may hold that the word ‘kaima' stands for an objective 

case. Such an interpretation does not stand to reason since a noun 

or its equivalent does not become a case because of its relation to a 

case. The univert-ally accepted view is this that a noun or its 

equivalent which is related to an action is a case. The etymological 

meaning of the woid 'karaka* is that what brings about an action 

is u karaka (a case). 

The best instrument by which an action is produced is ‘karana* 

(an instrumental case). As the meaning of the nominal suffix ‘tamap’ 

(i.e., the suffix indicative of the superlative degree) is hard to 

comprehend so the word 'sadhakalama*, contained in the definition 

cf an instrumental case, is inappropriate. An effect comes into 

being when all conditions without an exception assemble. But it 

dues not come into being if anyone of them is absent. Such being 

the state of things wliich particular case shall we select as the beat 

one in order to aprinkle waters from an auspicious pitcher? Now» 

the contenders may defend that the excellence of an iustrumeQtfldi 

case lies in its having intensive operation directed towards the prodSKi^ 

ticn of the principal effect. Such an operation is shared by, all 

But it does not exclusively belong to foela—an iostaim;, ^ 
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mental case. In the example *'He is cooking with faela*’ how do 

yojx say that fuels are the instance of an instrumental case? Th^ 

purpoit of the objection is that fuels sliould not be taken as the 

instance of an instrumental case since they have no distinctive feature 

to indicate the above case-character. ^ 

A locative case is that which points to a locus. With regard 

to this definition something should be said by way of criticism. A 

locus in order to be so must contain something. What is this ^some¬ 

thing'? Is it a veib or a case? In other words, does it contain 

a verb or a case? If you define it precisely and hold that the oon« 

tainer of a verb (an action) is a locnthe case then all cases should 

be included in the class of locative case since all cases are syntactically 

connected with a veib. Now* the defender of the said definition 

may clarify the above definition thus. Ijet us take an example of 

the locative case, viz., "He cooks rice on a pot”. A pot is a locative 

case since it contains rice which is being cooked. The act of cooking 

produces its *effect on iice. Hice is the container of the resulting 

part of the act of cooking. A pet contains rice which is the receptacle 

of the act of cooking in some form. Theiefore. a pot is taken as a 

locative case. In other words, a locative case points to the indirect 

locus of a verb. The above contention is not tenable. The illubtra- 

tion that be cooks on an even spot cannot be justified if the above 

meaning of the definition of a locative case is a repted. One should 

rather say that he cooks in water. The point in objection is this 

that water diiectly contains nee which is being cooked but not a spot. 

Again, the illustration that he takes bis fcod on a mat bcconies 

grammatically incorrect since a mat is the container of a person 

.who takes bis food but not of the act of eating. Now, the defender 

may revise the above definition of locative case and hold that a loca¬ 

tive case is such as contains a veib through the medium of both 

nominative and objective cases. In that case the above two illus¬ 

trations of locative case, rrs',, "He cooks rice on a pot”, "He takes 

food on a mat” should be incorrect siuco a pot and a mat are 

not locii of both nominative and objective cabcs. Now*, the defender 

may say that locative case is the locms of an} one of the above cases. 

In'tbat caee, the locus of an objective case involves a reference to the 

locus of a nominative case and vice versa the locus of a nominative 

case invdves a reference to the locus of an objective case. Thus, the 

new revised definition of a locative case is in no way different from 

its inunediate antecedent oiiEe. The last two definitions are identical 

in their sense and cootMt. Hhwt it the defender bclds that a ktcaiiva 
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rice on a pot shoold not be grammetically correct since * po^ » not 

tbe locos of all cases. Mareover« a locatiTe case diould cease to be 
a case since a locative case does not dad its own locos in itself. Iiet a 

few examples of locative case be examined. They are as foHovrs 

"'One lakes his bath at noon'*, ‘'One eats at night", "One rambles in 

the east" etc. In these cases tune, space etc., having no operation to 

perform siiould be devoid of the ebsence of a case. Thos, they 

cease to be cases. Thus, the liiubtratious in question should be 

considered as grammatically incorrect. 

An accusaiive case is that which refers to the most fovourite 

dehideraium of a subject As the term 'sadhaka-taina*, contained 

m the definition of an instruineiita! <asc, conveys no meaning so tbe 

word 'ipsita-laina* involved lu the definition of an objective case, 

communicates no sc n''C. Nobody can deteriiune the most favourite 

one since an action to be acLoinphshed being desired ail cases are 

equally reqoiied for its completion by a subject hence all of them are 

the most fa\ouiitc ones Nou, toe contender may say ‘that the goal 

of an action is the desiderntum of a subject. Tbe objector points 

out that the woid to winch the case ending *am’ is attached stands 

fji something which is other than an accusative case. The above 

goal of an action cannot be an accusative case. A case stands for 

tbe cause of an action but an object is the result of an action but is 

not its cause. It involves contradiction to hold that what is tbe 

cause of an action is also the most favouuto desideratum to be 

achieved by the same action. 

Now, the defender ma^ contend hi^i case ihus. An object of an 

action 18 mentioned as a case because it is capable of producing an 

action. If this is your contention then the cm^ahty of an action is 

veiy strange. The causality of an instrumental ease takes a unique 

form, that of a locative case takes ano4ioi peculiar form and that of 

n dative case takes a tbiid distinct foim. In the case of an accusative 

case though boiled nee is accomplished by an action }et the former 

IS the invariable cause of the latter since the said acaon is not 

peiformed if its object is not its goal. In other words, an object is 

the final cause of an action. The said hypcthcsis of the grammanans 

IS not convincing. What is tbe final lesult cannot be said to be a 

means since pleasure and such other phenomena which are the mere 

goal of on action should aleo be called the means of it. One should 

bear in mind that tbe desiguation 'case* does not depend upon tbe 

^tbitrary will of the founder of a branch of study. In other 
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ffodi a tkoibe&clalEute is not due to tbe convention set up by a great 

teaober. A noon or its Bobstitate becomes a case wLen it enters into 

relation to an action. Tbe exact nature of the relation is this that 

what is the means to an action is a case. If a contrary relation takes 

place between them, how will a noun enjoy the status of a case? 

Now, the grammarians raise an objection to tbe above criticism« 

They point out that if tbe above criticism is accepted then one 

abould say that a man cooks rice but he should not say that a man 

cooks boiled rice since boiled rice is the result of the act of cooking. 

The objectors review the said critical remark and bold that they have 

already stated what they have got to say with regard to tbe definition 

of the accusative case. Tn the body of the said definition the word 

'ipsitatama* (most desired) has been given. It is an objective which 

qualifies the accusative case. This adjective carries sense. If it 

applies to rice in tbe sentence man cooks rice" then it loses its 

significance since it has no distinctive capacity for bringing about a 

result. 

That which is independent is the .subjective case. What is 

independence? You may say "One who moves out of his own will 

is independent". In that case how do you explain the sentence 

*‘The bank of a river breaks down"? The subject of the verb 

'breaks down’is‘bank'. The bank is an inanimate object. It has 

no Will. Hence, it cannot be tbe subjective case of the said verb. 

Nowi the grammarians may revise their definition and hold that the 

case tbe operation of which controls those of other cases is said to be 

the subjective case. The objectors examine it and find defects in it. 

They bold that an action is to be produced by all cases. As such one 

fails to understand the point that the operation of which case governs 

that of which one since all the cases constitute an interdependent 

system. Now, the grammarians may hold that the case which 

induces other cases to do an action but itself is not induced by other 

Oases to do it is the subject. In that case all inanimate objects can¬ 

not be the subjective case. Thus, the charge which has been already 

brought against tbe grammarians remains unsolved. 

Now, tbe grammarians may revise tbeir definition and hold that 

tl^ subjective case is that the operation of which is expressed by a 

verb* The critics join issue with them and point out that they fail 

to grasp tbe import of this definition. A verb does not express the 

operation of a particular case. But it conveys all operations of all 

itgSeB. If one does not subscribe to this assutoption then all cases 

cap3K)i eo-ojperate to do the same action. Now, if a verb expresses 



(he operatio&s of all cAsei tfaeo all cases sbohld bA taken as Uie 

subject of a verb. 

Now, the grammarians may revise their thesis and bold that tlie 

subjective case is that the operation of which is mainly eapresf^ed by 

a verb. This revised thesis is not tenable. The reason is as followe. 

When a sentence is communicated a verb is uttered only once. If 

it is uttered once then how cad it express the operation of a particular 

case subordioately and that of another case principally? In the 

Sanskrit Grammar two types of the subjective case have been 

tueniioned. The first aud the second types arc represented by the 

independent and the causative subjects. How does a verb convey the 

said additional meaning’? 

Ab the definitions of cases are not consibient so rules whidk 

govern ca^e endings following the above definitions, are not approved 

of us, the crilicu. The rules of the Sanskrit Grammar run like 

this:—* The Ablative (ate takes tlie fifth case-ending and the locative 

case takes tlie 7ih case-ending. These rules cannot take effect if the 

ablative and the locative cabes are not properly deterdiined by their 

exact definitions. 

Another point ina^ be added to our critical note. In the Sanskrit 

graininnr there are lules which govein the combining of two or more 

coiiclalivo words into a single compound word or the combiniog of 

a word and a uounnal suffix, correlative, into a single word. Are 

they correlative ab mitio? Or, they have betome correlative on the 
strength of the conventional sutra of Pduini nz, Samarthah pads- 

vidhih’? In auy case the term Vorrelaiion* has got to be clearly 

explained. The grammarians may say that if two terms relate to 

one and tho same meaning, the> are coirelative. In other words, 

conelatioD consislb in the relation to one and the same ineauing. 

How do the gramniariaus come by thib meaning of the term 

'samarthya* (correlation)? The} may say that the said meaning is 

revealed through the use of compound words and nominal snffixes 

and the knowledge of such uses. It is also evident that correlation 

is cognised if tbeie are examples of comiiound words and nominal 

suffixes and they are cognised and that if correlation exists then the 

examples of compound words aud their knowledge become possible. 

Thus, the above hypothesis illustrates a glaring instance of vicious 

circle. 
Another point may be added to this critical note. There are 

examples of compound words when the said correlation is oontpiewui 

by its absence. They are as follows (1) ai^ddhe-bboji {^e SAgatlve 
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is syntsoticali; related ioibe not'bbuj* but not to iSrSddtus. 
Xt Aignifies a Brabinapa who does not participate in a (east due to 

luneral ceremony), (2) dadbi-gba|a]b (dadlu is not directly related to 

gha(a. The word ‘par^e* has been dropped It means a pot fall o( 

soar milk), and goiathah (tho word 'g’ is not directly related to 

rltha]^. The intervening word‘vabiU* is missing. It stands for a 

cart which is carried by buHockt^ Similarly, many instances of 

nominal suffixes are noticed in the absence of correlation. The word 

^anguhka* is nsed. Ic means one who digs with a finger. The word 

Wark^amuiika’ has been u-od Ft denotes one who has come from 

the root of a tree These usages presuppose the instiuinental and 

the ablative case^ These cases luve not been propetly defined. 

Hence, these usages are not roriect If a peison speaks a santence 

then he is a speakei. Suppose there is a place wheie nobody speaks. 

How do we say that there aie no spaakerb on the spot? Hence, 

these rules of grammar aie n >t logically justifiable. 

The definition of a nominal stem (piatipadika) as given by 

Papini in the sutra ** Aithavadadhatuiapratyayah piatipadikam 

is too wide since it is applicable to a sentenee as well. 

Now, the grammarians may conterd tliat Panini has written a 

complementary sutra to mend his defects It luns thus—^Krttaddhita- 

saniisabca. It has been mentioned as a s[)ecial injunction since the 

word ^samasa’ finds a place in it As it is a special injunction so it 

excludes all sentences excepting comjiound woids fioin the piovince of 

nominal stems. Thus, a beutcnce'aill be excluded from a nominal 

stem. In other woids, the definiti m of a noininai stem as given 

by Paoini is exact. If this is tlie contention of the followers of 

Fapmi then the critics may as well point out that the above definition 

of nominal stem should not contain two adjectives ucr. (1) adhatah 

(other than a verb) and (2l apiatyah (other than au inflexion) 

since a verb and an inflexion will be excluded fiom the field of 

nominal stems on the strength of the special injunction 

Now, the iollowers of Panini may contend tint as a compound 

word and its coirespondiug expounlinj sentence convey the same 

meaning so they are of kindred function and the mention of the 

oomponod word in the special injunction can exclu'Te only a sentence 

bn^neither a verb nor au inflexion. They sinaply hope against a 

hope. The words which constitute an expounding sentence and 

those which ooDstitote a compound word have no kindred function. 

Hmice» there is no necessity of holding that a compoond word and 

its soepoanding sentence have kindred function. Moreover^ it has 
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bMn eefftblitbed that a •entence is significant. Hene^, the AeAt&HM 
of a nomioal steoa soffera from the defect of being too wide. 

As a nominal stem has not been exactly defined so oase-endittgs 

such OB ‘sup* etc. cannot be added to a nominal stem in acoordaneo 
with the sfitra ^*Nydp pratipadikat ” etc. There is no need of dis^ 

cussing this matter. So, the science of grammar is full of serious 

defects. Its rules exercise little influeuce upon linguistic traDsactions. 

The following reasons exhibit serious defects in the science of 

grammar. (1) The celebrated commentator of Pinioi has taken 

pains to subject to a minute examination all which has been clearly 

expressed, which has not been stated and which bis been subtly 

hinted at. (2) In some cases, straight definitions have been refuted 

under the pretext that they contain redundant iong vowels or that 

they involve greater quantity of svilables. (3) In some cases, the 

interpretors hold that thi'. plausible rule docs not apply to this 

particular case became the commentator has not explicitly approved 

of its application. (4) The field of apphration of a sutra has been 

sometimes indefinitely stated, A few illu.strations have been men¬ 

tioned and a big gap has been left open. Such a measure leaves 

room for indecision Tbe mention of akiti-gana illustrates the above 

ix)int. (rO In some sutras the word 'vahula* occurs. This shows 

that rules involving the word ‘vahula* are vugue. In many cases, 

these rules hold gooti. This shows that the field of these rules bas 

rot been exactly desciibed. 
Some other ciitics remark that the following usages are found 

in the grammar. They are as follow-', (1) Addn; (2) cirnam (this 

word cannot be analysed); (3) matur anu-harali; {*) phahna barhinan 

ghasi; (6> kfindi^ka; (7) bhrajianu, (8) ganeya; & (9) varenda. These 

usages find no place in tbe authoritative collection of correct words. 

Definitions of memory, di ubt and illus’on are conspicuous by their 

absence in the grammar, of Punini, The said grammar has swerved 

from its duty. These critics find fault with Pdnini's grammar and 

have heaped contumely on it. The defects of a grammar are as 

palpable as the disease of ascites. As we like to avoid the unnecessary 

bwelhug of (he bulk of our work so we close our examiration here. 

Now, tbe grammarians may contend tbu8;*-‘‘Tj<*fc us take for 

granted that P&nini, the framer of graniniai»ical rules, has no sharp 

intellect, and tbe celebrated commentators l ave no deep insight. Bot 
a grammarian who has very keen intellect may be born. Many d&xet 

commentators who have penetrative insight may see the 

Fiotn each persons we shall learn tbe correct ralOe of 
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X^ other wordSf Paoini*s £ai]tire does not block the future of tho 
Buekrit grammar'’. 

Such a contention does not hold good since ciiticsi having 

eujperior inteiiectual attainmentsi may expose the hcllownesa of the 

eatobhehed conclusions, but the abler critics of the said ciitics may join 

issue with them and find fault with tbeir decision and the others may^ 

also subject their view to severe cntjcism Hence, a regressus ad mfinU 

turn will be the inevitable conclusion. Therefore, there is no work 

on grammar which is free fioni all reproaches. TLe net result is 

that the great vow of the study of gtamuiar simply entails great 

hardship on its readei. B|hi&pali has also given bis voice to the 

above note He says that it is impracticable to master up vocabulary 

used in the Sanskrit Language if one studies woid per nord, the 

correct rules of Sanskrit Giauiinai have not as }et been established, 

the existing grammar is open to serious defects and tlie hope of 

correction faces the fallacy of regressus arf The followers 

of the great teacher Sukia hold that the science of grammar is a fell 

disease. 
Some other critics have also said that he who is under the 

induence of bad stars or is cowed down with the fear of royal punish¬ 

ment or has been cuised by hiS paicnls embraces the study of 

grammar of longue haUine 

Some critics have aKo said to this effect — 

In order to blunt the e(lr*e ol one’s shaip intellect Panini’s 

grammar and its commentaiy known as vitti should be pietcubed 

for his study and sesame, a kind of puNes, wood apples and boiled 

rice prepaiei from a paiticular kind of iice should be prescribed for 

his food since those aie the be»t lustiument of benumbing keen 

intellect. 
Even if a learned man takes pains in the stud} of grammar he 

cannot acquire proficiency m Vedic vocabulur} as he is able to undei- 

stand human dialects. 
There is no acknowledged avenue of undeistanding Vedic words. 

H^ooei the Vedas remain unmtelhgible fi^m tiu very baginaing. 

How can they be the souice of valid knowledge? 

THB ESTABLISHUEMT of the HyPOTHUSIS IHxT Chastb 

WOliDB AUE DbMOIATIVB 

siTers) orUioUna, reurddd in the. p a'ldlng chapter, tii 
It bean stated that words used in ordioftry 
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such EB etc. are as denotative as cbaste words nsed 3k elasBical 

Sanskrit Language such as *go\ etc.» are from eternity. We shall 

now cast a shadow of doubt on the above rival hypothesis. The 

objector has put forward a rival hypothesis that words used in 

ordinary dialects, e.g., g&v!, etc. are denotative. They have logically 

estabiisbed it. It is a piece of illusory knowledge. A critical student 

of Indian Philosophy who having examined these hypothesis disting- 

uisbes the true bypothesis from the false one. 

After this, knowledge which dawns in his mind is true. He comes 

to understand that chaste words such as *go^ etc., have only denota* 

tion but words used in common dialect have no denotation. Through 

the influence of this knowledge he is relieved of his suspense of 

judgment. A labourer who carries load becomes nervous when he 

comes across too heavy load. If a portion of it is reduced then he 

entertains a doubt whether he will be able to carry the remaining 

portion or not. Similarly, the student of philosophy doubts whether 

words used in common dialects have denotation or not. Such a 

doubt is interesting but not idle. Then he will adopt such tines 

of thinking as will solve his doubts. If be follows the indicated 

lines of thinking then he will obtain mental satisfaction. The path 

of argument leads to the determination of truth. So, we refer to it. 

Let us now examine the hypothesis whether one undergoes the same 

discipline when he learns to use words used in ordinary dialects as 

he does in the case of words used in the Sanskrit language. If the 

use of words used in common dialects such as gavi, etc., is learnt in 

the similar manner then one should conjecture that they are eternal. 

Let UB DOW examine whether we have an opportunity of subscribing 

to such ^ a hypothesis or not. When a student is initiated into the 

Vedic lore the teacher imparts minute lessons to him. The teacher 

is very particular about the correct pronunciation of each Vedio 

word. He pronounces each word with its proper accents, nasal sound 

and vowels. His disciple exactly repeats it. If be has any slip in 

bis pronunciation, the teacher gives him proper iustruction. Unless 

and until the student is able to read the Vedas in a proper manner 

the teacher does not allow him to leave his residence. The student 

also learns the Vedas with rapt attention. A student who has received 

proper instruction will be a teacher. He will also^instruct his student 

in this manner. The present teacher was also a student in bis young 

iige. He was also initiated into the Vedic lore in this way by another 

teacher. This teacher was also taught by another teacher. Jaimiai 

holds that in this way the study of the Vedas has been coMkiaoiiig 
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from eternftl time. The Nftiy&yikfts bold that ths Btn iy of the VedM 

faafl been in vogue from the day of creation. 

In this manner if words like gavi, etc., have been guarded against 

deformation like words *go', etc., and if these words are also employed 

to convey their meaning on their own strength then the former word 

will certainly share the same dignity with the latter ones which are 

held to be eternal. If the above condition is fulfilled then whom 

shall we blame? But we have got an alternative hypothesis to 

soggett. The speaker pronounces the wordBut the listener 

does not repeat it in the same manner since his organ of speech does 

not act properly owing to bis inadvertence, sloth, etc. He tries to 

pioncunce but actually mispronounces it. Thus the word which is 

pronounced becomes deformed. We learn it fiom our experience. 

Hence a doubt arises in our mind. Words which have already 

assumed perverted form or will take such form are used in the dialect 

of carters. The old uncultured fellows cannot even properly 

pronounce these deformed words when they talk to boys and girls 

of the cowherd class. Thus the origin of many deformed words 

may be traced to inability to pronounce chaste words. Thus a doubt 

arires even in the mind of a person of keen intellect. Are words 

like 'go*, etc., which are established from eternity aignificant and 

denotative? And are other words deformed, being misprounoed 

tl rough inadvertence? Or, do all words enjoy the sauie status alike? 
Now, the objectors may contend that all words have the same status. 

If this is their contention then we point out that even to-day some 

words, being misprounced by ignorant ladies and children, assume 

perverted forms. Now we ask “Can they discharge the onerous 

function of the chaste words?'*. The objectors cannot qpy “let 

them bear the burden of the chaste words.” The reason is that 

one is directly aware of the tact that these words have assumed 

perverted fortrs. In other words, the deformation of chaste words 
has taken place. 

According to reasons stated above, words which are now used 

by uncultured ladies and childien are considered to be debased owing 
to their deformation they cannot vie with chaste words. If deformed 

words of recent origin do not enjoy the status of chaste words then 

we argue ”How can words like 'gSvi*, etc., which may be explained 
otherwise, enjoy the status of chaste words like 'go* etc. 

Tbeillnetriousteacher Jaimini has also said to this effect. As 
it requires a good deal of effort to pronounce a word so words, being 

miaprooounced, become defective. This defect amounts to deformation. 
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Sabanii the commentator, has stated in his commentary that a good 

deal of effort is required to pronounce a word properly. A wind 

springing up ia the region of umbilicus, goes up, increases in bulk in 

chest, passes through trachea, dashes against the top of palate and 

springing back moves in the mouth ani manifesis various letters. 

A person who intends to pronounce a word may be at fault. Oue 

desires to have a fall on the dry land but falls down on tlie swampy 

ground. One thinks that he will touch once but touches twice, etc. 

(To be continued) 



anb ^oticeni of ^ookg 
Children's Films—A Symposium. The Publications Divisioh, 

Ministry of Information and Broadcasfng, Government of India. Price 
Annas Eight. 

Sometimes back the Government of India made an announcement 
regarding the promotion of the children's films movement by helping in 
the formation of a Children's Films Society and subsidising production. 
With this end in view, a symposium was ludd. Sri It. R. Diwukar, 
Governor of Bihar presided over this syrapoaium on cliildren's films in 
New Delhi on October 11, 1054. Those who took part in tho s^raposium 
were Dr. Radhakrishnan, Sri Diwakar, Sri M. V. Kribhnas\^am\, 
Bri P. K. Atre, Sri J. S. Bhownngary and Mary Field. '1 he pamphlet 
under review contains the learned ojiinious of these reputed men on the 

i 

subject. 

Historloal and Biodraphioai Films. A h^mposium, Publications 
Division, Government of India. Price Annas 0. 

TJiis again is a collection of papers rend nt a syrn})osium on historical 

and biographical films held in J)ellij in connection uitli t}if» state awards 
of films in 1055. Those who tof)k part in it were Aliss Mniio Seton, Dr, 
Kalidas Nag, Sri Shorab Modi, Sn P. K. Atie and ollu rs. Profi b^-or N K. 
Sidhanta, Vice-Chancellor, Calcutta I’nuersity was the Cliaiiiiian w'ho 
summed up the discussions. His opinions aic also incorporated here. 

1. Towards Socialism through Planning, 2, Towards a New 
Social Order. The publications Division. Government of India. Price 
Annas Two each. 

These arc two small pamphlets published by the Ministr}^ of Information 
and Broadcasting and belong to the seiies 'India on tlie March’, which are 
intended for wider circulation. Attempts have been successfully made 
here to give a brief exposition of the subject in a short space. 

InformatlTO Literature published by the Ministry of Information and 
Broadcasting, Government of India, Delhi. 

Informative literoture on various subjects published by the Ministry of 
Information and Broadcasting from time to time include 'Our Merchant 
Navy/ which depicts India as a sea-faring nation, Basic Education in Ques¬ 
tions and Answersi Agriculture in the 2nd Five Year Plan, Labour in the 
Plan, ^0U8il]g in India^ Rural Industries, Nutrition, Foreign Aid for the Flaiif 
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Railways since Independence, Progress of Land Reform. Communications 

in Indiut ^ndia Has a Flan. The price of these pamphlets varies between 

annas four to annas ton. An allied volume is Cultural Unity of India, 

edited by Mrs (lertrude Emerson Sun, the author of Pageant of India's 

History who has made India her homo. She has taken great care in 

proving conclusively that there exists a strong cultural bond among our 

people belonging to different geographical regions which bound us together 

in the past and will do so in all times to come. 

B. K. 

Progressive German Reader. (For Arts and Science Students) by Dr, 

H. (i. Jiifawas, M.Sc., J). Phil, luiblished by the University of Calcutta 

pp. .\X. Price Rs. 12/8 

‘‘I have gone tlirough the book and nin very glad to add my name 

to the long list of those who have so nuicli admired this book. There is no 

doubt in iny mind that it will imiply fultil ilie purpose for which it is 

written. 'Jhe autluir defcoivcb our warm congratulations for his 

acliievemont.'* 

P, K. Bose. 

The Tenth year. Published by the Director, tlie Publications 

Division, AIinistr\ in Information and l^»roadca''ting, Govurmnent of India, 

Delhi. Pi ice Re 1.50 only. pp. 183. 

'J’his IS a brochure published in commemoration of August 15, 1057. 

'1 he small volunu coutaius the (uthnes of the more iniportnnl nchievc- 

nients of Fmon Governnu ut as well as llio State Governments and the 

l^nion Territories. Tlio book which covers u period between April, 1956 and 

March, 1957 is di\idodiubj tlireo parts. Tlic fisrt part deals with the 

iictiviticR of the (\ntral (io\einincnt, the second and third parts deal with 

the Government of the States and Ibiion Territories respectively. Topics 

discussed in (he first part include Social, Economic, Internal and External 

affairs. The affairs of the States and Union Territories discussed in the 

volume are Developmonts, Food and Agriculture, Public Health, Education, 

Industries and r^abour. 

The reader will find here in a small compass almost every thing he 

wants to know’ about the country’s aehievemenls in recent years. 

Tho get up and printing is good. Wc commend the book to the 

readers, who wdll surely profit b} a perusal of it. 
B. K. 
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Univeusity Leciuuej 

Sri Manilal Bandyopadhyaya, Giriph Chandra Ghose Lecturer 

of the University for 1955, delivered a course of three lectures on 

“(Contributions of Girish Chandra to the National Literature*', in 

September last in Darbhauga Hall of the University. 

Professor A. Appadorai, Director, Indian School of International 

Studies, New Delhi, and Taraprasad Khaitan Lecturer for 1956, 

delivered a course of two lectures on “The use of force in Interna¬ 

tional Belations', in September last also, in the Darbanga Hall of the 

University. 

« » « « 

Death ov Dr. RoniNiMonAN Choudhuki, M.A,,'Pn.D. 

We mourn the passing away of Dr. Rohinimohan Choudhuri in 

this month. Dr. Choudhuri joined the Post-Graduate Department 

in Economics as a Lecturer as early as 1917, and served the Univer¬ 

sity with credit and distinction for a number of years He was a 

capable and competent teacher, and he endeared himself to his 

colleagues and students alike by his amiable and ebarming disposition. 

Unfortnuately he had to retire from his service rather prematurely 

on account of a disabling illness which confined him to bed for about 

15 years. A useful and promising career was thus interrupted by 

the will of Providence. We convey our sincere condolence to the 

members of the bereaved family, 

« « « 

Death of Sri Amarendranath Rat 

We also mourn the loss of Sri Amarendranath Ray, who breathed 
• 

his last in Calcutta on 2nd October. Amarendranath made his mark 

in the field of Bengali Literature even when he was a student. He 

contributed learned and informative articles in difierent periodicals 

of Bengal. He was appointed “Girish Lecturer" of the Calcutta 

University in 1935, and bis lectures were highly appreciated by all. 

He served as the Secretary of the Bengali Publication Department of 

the University for more than 17 years. His earnestnesB, competence 
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and induetry in this field were praise-worthy. During the period of 

his service he edited a number of books and compiled a number of 

anthologies which bear an unmistakable testimony to bis erudition 

and scholarship. Unfortunately the last years of his life were 

darkened by a fatal malady. A useful career has been cut short. 

We convey our sincere condolence to the members of the bereaved 

family. 



Notifications 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/316/139 (Affl.) 

It is Lereby notified for general iiirormstion thalf tbe Sang it Bbarati, Calcutta has 
been affiliated in History of Indian Music (Paper li, Theory of Rnga, Swara and Tala and 
knowledge* of Musical In'.truEnrntB (Paper Ili.Erglish (Paper IIIi» Bengali (Paper IV), 
Classical Music Vocal only (Papers V and VI), Kirtaii, and liabindra Sangit and Bengali 
Bongs other than Kirtan or Kabindra Saugit or Folk Bonus! (Paper VTl to X) 1o the I Muk, 
standard and in History of Indian Music (Paper 1), Develupnient of Music in the West 
(Paper II), English (Paper IIT), Bengali (Paper IV) Classieal Music Vocal only (Paper-^ V 
& VI), and in the following subjects to be tnken up for Paper VJl ^ ViXI, riz (/) Eirtari 
and (ii) Rabindra Sangit to the B Mns sliudard, with efTeel from the session 1937-58 t c., 
with pernaission to present candidates at (he l.Mus. and P/.Mu**. EKaminations it the 
subjects from 1969 and not earlier. 

Senate HooBe« 
The 2Gth August. 1957. 

UNIVERSITY OP CALCUTTA 

NotificaiioiJ 

No. C/31f>/i;i8 (Affl.) 

It is hereby notified for general inrorination lb.it ibe Nistniini Colkgc, Piirulia has 
been affiliated, in Engiisbj Bengali Vornacular, Additional Pdpei in Alternative Hmgali, 
Alternalivo Bengali, Hindi Vpinaciilai, Sanskrit, Cornmcrcial (leograpliy, Hisloiy. Civics, 
Logic and Matheiuatics to tbe l.A. slandiinl and in English, Bengali Vernacular, Alter¬ 
native Paper in Bengali Vernncnlar Heiigulii History. Eionormca, Pidlr aophy and Mathe¬ 
matics to tbe B.A. Pass standard fiom the ^se>82an P)r>7-58 with p«*rnnS'>ion to jiresonl its 
etudents'for the examinations of 1959 and not oailirr. 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVARTI, 
The 26th August, 1967. . Ifrgixtrar. 

D. CHAKRAVAUTI, 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/303/137 (Affl ) 

It is hereby notified for general information fh.it tbe Alipnr Duar College, Jalpaiguri 
hfts been affiliated fn English, Bengali Vvroat’alar, Civics, Logic, History, rSanskrit, Com 
mercial Geography, Commefcisl Arithmetic and Book-keeping and Maihemalus to the l.A. 
standard, and in English. Bengali VernsfUisr, Physics, Cliemiatry and Mathematics ^o the 
I.Sc. standard from tbe session 1957-58 with permission to present its students for the T.A, 
and I Sc. Examinations in 1959 and not earlier. 

Senate House, D. CHAKRAVARTT. 

Tbe 2drd August, 1957. Registrar* 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

The following orders have been passed with regard to the remaining five B.A. cases 
arising ou^ of the Intermediate Examinations, 196C. 

Tbe Examination for 1956 of tbe following candidates is cancelled and they are debar 
red from appearing at any examination ot ihi.s University in 1967 :— 
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I.A. lOM OMM 

1. Farimal Bajchaadhari, Boll Jal. No, 98. Roffa. No. 10411 of 1951<65i Jolpaigari 
A- C. College. 

9. BuDolendu Be.BoUJal. No. 160, fiego. No. 733) of 1946-46, Jalptgori A. 0. 
College. 

3. RAdbakaota Oatta. Boll Kat. No. 38, Begn. No. 8811 of 1955-56, Katwa College. 

1.8c. 1966 caies 

1. Gbioroay Samanta, Roll Kat. No. 28, Bega. No. 3393 of 1955-56, Katwa College, 
2. Malayraojan Aichsarkar^ Boll Kat. No. 68, Begn. No. 3753 of 1956-66, Katwa 

College. 
The oandidatcB pertaining to your College may kindly be informed of the ordera in 

respect of them expeditiously. 

N. C. BOY, 

ControUer of Examinations, 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

The foUowiog orders hive been pasAcd by the Vice-Clisnceltor and Syndicate in respect 
of the cases of breach of discipline anaiog in conneotion with the B.Com. Ezaniination, 
1957 

I. The examination for 1957 of the following candidates is cancelled. 
I. Paritnalkanli 8iba, Roll Cal. 200. Regn. No. 1686 of 1051-62, City College, 2. 

IvalimobaD Das, Boll Cal. 12G3. Begn No. 13994 of 1917-48, City College S. Dasrslb latl 
Onpta. Boll CjI. 1323, Begn. 6451 of 1964 55, City College. 4- Philip Rnrikatt^e. Roll 
Cal. 1363. Begn. No. 3«^0i of 3951-55. Cily College. 5. Mohammad All, BoU.Cal 1403, Begn. 
No./fiOGof 1954-66, City College 6. Kunilkiishoi Datla. Boll Cal. 2352, Begn No. 7751 
of 1653^4, Vidyasagai College. 7. Nitaieband Bandyopadbyay. Boll Cal 3406, Begn. No. 
91)44 of 1952-53, Seth Aiiandrain Jaipuria College. 8. Sbyaio Sundar Todi, Boll Cal 3622, 
Begn No. 18763 of 1953-.54, St. Xavier's Co lege. 9. Kahagopal Cbattopadhyay, Roll 
Cbander. 8, Begn. No. 10136 of 1954 55, Obandernagore Cdlcge. 10. Ritendratatb Rasn, 
Boll Chander. IG. Begn. No. 21458 of 19S3-31, Chandernagore College. 11. Snbimal 
Chakrabarti, Roll Nai. 13, Regn. No 11113 of 19.^4 55, Naihati Bisbi Bankimcbandra 
College. 12. Nisithkumar Mukhopadhyay, Boll Nai. 121. Begn. No. 2561 of 1961-52, Nai- 
iiat] Biahi Btukmichandra College. 

II. Tbo examination for 1957 of tbe following canJifate is oincelted and he is debar- 
led from appearing at any examination of Ihia Uiiiversitj in 195H :— 

Tarapada Bandyopadbyay, Boll Cal. 3(>27, Begn. No. 16072 of 19)3-54, SarendraDath 
College. 

You are requested kindly to inform the candidates concerned who appeared from yonr 
college of the above orders expeditiously. 

N. C. ROY, 
Controller of Examinations, 

DNIVERBITY OF CALCUTTA 

The following ordera have been passed with regard to the B.A. cases arising out of the 
Final M.B B S. Fixamination held in June, 1957 

I. The following candidate is exonerated from the charge of Breach of discipline :— 
I. Babindranatb De, TlBegn. No. 14952 of 1951-52. Boll Cal. No. S(f2. 
II. The Kxainination for Juno. 1957 of iho following candidate is cancelled 
1. Sytmsnodar MalJik. Roil Cal. No. 781. 
ITI. The Examination for June, 1957 of the following candidates is cancelled sod (hey 

are debarred from appearing at the next Final M.B B S. Examination of this Uoiversity :— 
1. Nirodran’an Biswas, Roll Cal. N. No. 310. 2. Babiodrakumar Saha, BdiCal. 

N. No. 366. 
IV. The Examination for June, 1967 of the following candid ite is cancelled and be is 

•leharred from appearing at the subsequent Final M.B.B.S. Examination of this University 
•n 1957 and 1956 

1. Subodbkumar Sarkar, Roll Cal. N. No. 367.* 
The candidate/s who appeared from your College may kiudly bo informed of the 

tlecigion/s in respect of him/them expeditiously. 

16^J946P-X 

N. C. BOY, • 
ControVer of Bwaminationa, 
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CorrigfDdum 

In the iiflt of Expulsion cases fur the I.So. Examination, 1957 pabliibed by this of&oe 
on Ihe 21Lb JuLyi 1957 on page 9 Serial No 83. 

in place of 
Narayan Ghoahal, Bcr. 37t Uegn. No 16519 of 105C-57, Kriahnath College. 

rend 
Grinarayaq Ghoahal. Ber 37, Regii< No 15519 of 1956*67, Krisbnatb College, 

Senate House, N. C. BOY, 
Tho 2Ub September, 1967. Conttoller of Escaminationt. 

BIHAR UNIVERSITY 

No. 251-R 

I hare to inform you that Sri RaglmbnoBb Maoi Siogb, a student of the IV Tear Arts 
class of the Gaya College, Gaya, has been expelled for gross misbebaviour till the session 
1958*69. 

P. EOTOHAnDHURY, 
BegitUar, 

ALIGARH MUSLIM UNIVERSITY 

Notice No 89 
» 

The following examinees who used unfair means at the Annual Examinatioi^ of tbii 
Unireraity held in the month of Marcb/April, 1057, hare been awaided puuishmebs noted 
against the)r names : *- 

Exaiiiina* Roll No. Name Fail er cr Guardian's name Debarred up to 
tion. end address. and inclusire of 

the cxaiuination, 
(0 ho held in 

B.A. 201 D211 Rabia Begum Mr. Faiyaz All Khan, 
Ebuero Bagh Road, 
Rampur* 

1957 

B.A. 214 E1018 Ebair Mobd, Mr. Nocr Mobd. Sadar 
Bazar, FaizabaJ. 

1968 

B.Se. 660 C7090 Qazi .Tamaluddm Hafiz Qazi Reazuddiu 
Ahmad, Vii. Nemot Hat, 
P.O. Azamnagar, Dist. 
Purnea (Biharf. 

Do. 

II Yr. 
Diploma 
(Engg.) 

48 08422 l^ursbottam Das 
Jain. 

Mr. Trilockcband Jain, 
P.O. Rampur Man- 
by; ran, Dist. Saharan- 
par, U.P. 

Do. 

LL.B. 
(Final) 

122 E468 Dinesh Prasad 
Saxena. 

Shri Bhagrati Prasad 
Saxena, Diwan House, 
Rang Mahal, Aligarh. 

Do. 

High School 761 E2949 Zebul Nisa Begum Mr. Larafat Huaain 
Ehan, Imli Aamat 

1957 

Kbau, Rampur. 

Illegible. 

Regis tratt 

OFFICE OF THE BOARD OP SECONDARY EDUCATION| ORISSA 

Noliheation No. C-499 

J[q aooordanoe with Regulation 14 of Chapter X of the Regulations of the Board, the 
following loandidates who tcok recourses to unfair means at the Supplementary High School 
Certificate Examination of 1067 ate penalised as noted against each. 
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SI. NtiDe« 
No. 

1 Sbri Guru Cfaftran 
Mabantyi P.O. Bbawaoi- 
patoa, Dist, Ealabandi. 

3 Bri Laiuan Senspati, 
P.O. Bhawanipatoa, Diat. 
Ealabandi. 

3 Sri Liogaraj Daab, 
Parbatipur Saaan, P.O. 
Naraaiogpor, Diat. Cut* 
tack. 

4 Sri Kame^b Cbaudta 
Swain. Vill. Jayacbandia- 
pur P.O. Aabram Bnli* 
kuda. Di&t. Cuttack. 

5 Sri Udayanath PatnaiU, 
ViU. Ambithy, P.O. Tal- 
nfuIi'Dist. Dbeokanal. 

G Sri Bruodaban Pali, Vill. 
Hemgi**, P.O. Hcnigir, 
Diet. Suodargarb. 

7 Bn TJinakanta Pandey, 
Vill. Durgapalh, P. O. 
Barabazar, Dist. Samba 1* 
pur. 

Cuttack—If 

The 20lb Auguat, 1957. 

Boll Inatitntion. 
No. 

407 B. M. High School, 
Bbawanipatoa. 

410 B. M. High School, 
Bbawapipatoa. 

533 A. N. High School, Kara* 
aiugpur. 

1742 Kondrapara High Scbooli 

1951 Tahuul High Schorl 

3S0j Town High School, 
Sdmbalpur. 

3814 Do. 

Penalties imposed 

Uesults of this examination 
cancelled and debarred 
from appeariog at any 
examination of the Board 
prior to the Annual £za« 
mmatioD of 1969. 

ReattUa of this examina¬ 
tion cancelled and 
debarred from appearing 
at any examination of 
the Board prior to the 
Supplementary Exami¬ 
nation of 1959. 

Reaulta of tbia examina¬ 
tion cancelled and debar¬ 
red from appearing at 
any examination of the 
Board prior to tbc Sup¬ 
plementary Examination 
of 1969. 

Ditto« 

Results of tbia examina- 
tion cancelled and debar¬ 
red frotu appearing at 
any examination of tbe 
Board prior to tbe An¬ 
nual Examination of 
1969. 

Ditto. 

Keaulta of tliia examina¬ 
tion cancelled and 
debarred from appearing 
at any examination of 
tbe Board prior to tbo 
Supplementary Exami¬ 
nation of 1959. 

B. SAHU, 

Secretary. 

ANDHRA DN1\ER8XTY 
No. 82/3188/57. WaKair, 6th July. 1957. 

PROCEEDINGS OF THE Si’NDICATE 

Sub : Miaconducf at University Examiustiooa—March Aprili 1957. 

: Syndicate Resolution, date!8th June, 1957. 

ORDER 

The resulta of tbe following candidates who have been found guilty of resorting to 
Unfair means at the University Examinations held in March April, 1957. are caocelUd and 
^biy are debarred from appearing for any of tbe Univcreity Exaimoatioiis fur tbe periods 
noted againat each : 

No. Name of the condidate Examination. Rog. Period of rn^ticaiion. 
No. 

^ D. V. K. Papa Rao. Intermediate 12158 Debarred for one year and 
permitted to ait for the Uni¬ 
versity Examination! tn be 
held in Maroh-April, 1968 
or thereafter. 
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2 

8 

4 

6 

Karamancbi Venkatapati Intermediate 
Bao. 

L. Bamamobaoa Bao. Do. 

A, Venkatexwara Bao. Do 

Kolli Madhuaudans Bao B A. 

12379 Debarred for one and half 
years and permitted to sit 
loi the University Examma- 
tiODS to be held in Sept. 
1968 or thereafter. 

12477 Do. 

12672 Do. 

3346 Do. 

BIMHADRI RAO. 
In Cbari^e Uegistrar 

(By Order; 

rnOCEEDiNGS OF THL SYNDICATE 

The resolt of K Appa Kao, candidate with Re^. No 8^21 for the Intermediate Exam* 
fnatiOD held m September. 1956. is cancelled and he is debarred 'rom appearing for any of 
Use Uoiveraity Exanunatioas in future, until and unless the Syndicate gives him special 
permiaeion. 

(By Order) 
V &IMHADRI RAO, 

Deputy Begiitiar 

BANARAS HINDU UNIVERSITY 

Office of the Registrar. 
No. 11/14/6-20 July 18,1967 
Copy of the Resolution : 

” Conaidered the case of malpractice cf Roll Nos 3, 8 of B Sc Cum Eriffg Part IV 
and Boll No 17 of Supplemeotary Admission Examination o^ 1157. 

'* Resolved that all the above three candidates be nis'n died f )r tw> >eara and be not 
allowed to appear at any of the University Examinations before 1959.” 

BoU 
No. 

8 

8 

17 

Name and address of candidate Examinatioo 

8ri Avantsa Kriahna, Son of Bn Avantsa Venkata Nara* 
smga Bao. Dangeru Draksbarama P <) East Godavary 
Dist. (Andhra State) 

Bn Bobba Psnduranga Nageswara Rio, S/u Sri Bobba 
Notaiahf Amudalapalli, Guntur (i* O ), Indupalli (^ la;, 
Krishna Dist. (Andhra State) 

6ri Mukti Nath Cbsturvedi, S/o Shri Ramdhan Cliatur 
vedi, C/o M/s. Piistak Eutir Gyanvapi, V^sreuasi 

B.Sc. Cbem. Eogg. Pt 
IV, 1957. 

Ditto. 

Admission Supplementary 
ExaiiimstioD, 67. 1 

PANJAB UNIVERSITY. CHANDIGARH 

No : 11306-486/57G 

Prom To 
The Registrar, The Principals of all th« Colleges 

Panjab University, affiliated to the Panjab University, 
Chandigaib. Chandigarh. 

Sir/Madam, 

I am to inform you that the Pnonpal, Government College. Ludhiana, viJt 
bil latter No. 1189/35 Edn , dated 21-6-1957, ha^ rusticated the following atudenta, with 
effect from 91 6-1967 for tbs reasens mentioned below (Reg 4 A 6, Panjab UniversUv 
Calender 1954, Vol. HI. Page 17/. 

S No. Name and the Regd 
No. of the stodent. 

Father's name Class. Rsas-^n for rnsfioatior 

1 Mohinder Knmar 
ChaUili (64-gl-161) 

Tilak Bam Ghatbli, 4th year Gross misoonduct 

9 Knlwant Singh Gnrdial Smgb 4tb year Do. 
Orewal <S4-gl-147) 

K. L MUKBBJI, 
Assiatant Registrar (Cdo )i 

for B^istrar. 
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PANJAB UNIVBBSITY (CHANDIOABH) 

. NotifioAtion 
It IB Do(ifled]tbAt-> 

1. Bbag Chind Dayalnal, si>ii ot Shri Dayanand (Uogd. No. 65-ea.9i37), whoobUioad 
admission lo the B.A. KxafDiuation, April, 1955, on production of A bogoa Intermediafe 
Certificate and Migration Crrtifjcatc from Ajmer Board and aubaequenlly tried to get bia 
name cHanged from Bhag Ghsnd Dayalwal to B 0. Arora on produotioo of a falae docoment 
has been declared os not a 6t and proper porson to take any future examination of ibta 
University, under regulation 3. at page 83. of the Calendar, Volume 1,1964. 

IT, The coDcoH-ioD of supplying (he question pap TB act and printed in Hindi. Panjabi 
and Urdu beaidca English, to siKh can iidates aa btd not read Eiigliah up to the Bth glen 
ExamioaMoD baa been extended for the Matriculation Examination, 1969. 

III. M.A. Part I Exam'oition which was acht'diiled to be held on August 1, 1957 baa 
been postponed to September 8,1057. 

IV. A Degree Course in Diirymg in the Faculty of Agriculture has been ioatituted at 
this University with effect from thisyoar*a admission. 

Chandigarh—3 J. R. AGNIHOTRI, 
Dated : June 37,1957. Begiatrur, 

PANJAB UNIVERSITY. CHANDIGARH 

No. 11648-11822/67G. 

I am to inform you tlist the Principal. Vaish College. Bhiwani, vide his letter No. 
485 dated 24th June, 10S7. has expelled the following student for a^riod of three years, 

«n.<Ji effect from 24(h Juno, 1957, for the reason mentioned bidow 

S. No. Name of the student Father's name Class Reasona 

1. 66-vb-18 
Charanjit Singh 

Chandigarh, 

The 13lh July, 1957. 

Sardul Singh god year Qroaa miaconduet 

K, U MUEHERJI, 

Aasisiant'Regiatrar (Co-ordn.) 

for Registrar. 

KARNATAK UNIVERSITY 

Notification No. 1039 of 1957 

It is hereby noti6ed that the undor*meDtioneJ raudifates who have been found guilty 
of having used unfair means at the Colleea and Dntvereity Examinations held in the first 
Half of 1957, are declared to have failed at those examinatious and haye forfeited their 
claims to exoujptioue if ans, tamed this year or in previous years, and they are farther 
debarred from appearing at any college or Ui'iveraity examinations, before the date men> 
tioued against each 

Seat 
No. 

Name of the Candidate College Debarred 
up to 

r. y. arts examination, iw? 

60 Shri Hallur, D..*veudra Tai Karnatak College, Dhsrwar 1st D^em- 

Bitava. « her, 1957. 

F. y. SCIENCE EEAMINATION. 1967 

101 Shri Kulkaroi* Vatant Veoka- Earnalak College, Dharwar Do. 

teah. 
Do. 103 Shri Kabwrad, Biobappa Oid* Do. 

dappa. 
• Do. 106 fibri EnmbgoDd, Sadaabivappa Do. 

Baaatteppa. 
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INTERMEDIATE AHT8 EXAMINATION. 1967 

224 Bbri .Eademani. 
Parappa. 

Eriahnappa J. S. B. College. Dbarwar 1st December. 
1966. 

682 Bhri Eulkarni. 
Eeahav. 

Eriabnaji, Vijay College, Bijapur let December. 
1959. 

Ud6 Bbri Nimbal, Shiva sban- Do. Do. 
karftppa. Cbtfioappa. 

INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE EXAMINATION, 1967 

1260 Bhri Eakraddi, Narajan Basaveshwar College. Bagalkot 1st December 
OoTindappa. 1969. 

INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE (AGBI.) II-YEAB EXAMINATION. 1967 

66 Bbri P. 8. Varagbese College of Agriculture. Dbarwar let December. 
1969. 

94 Shn Joshi Dattatraya, Bagfaa- Do. Do^ 
oath. 

S 8. WODEYAR, 
Begiatrar. 

SAEDAB VALLABHBHAI VIDYAPEETH 

fSyn. 67/7-Item 6) 

Notification Evl) of 1967 

It 16 hereby notified that the following candidates at the Inter. Bcienoe Esamtnation of 
ibis 'Vidyapeetb held m MaTch/Apiil, 1967»* having been found guilty of breach of rules ot 
examinations debarred from appearing at the examinations of this Vidyapeetb to be held 
in March/April, 1958 and shall not be alIo^^e<l to keep terms at any of the constituent col¬ 
leges ci the Vidyapeetb for any examination during the academic year 1957*58 

Name of Candidates. Seat No. 

1. Deaai Kannbhai Purusbottamdas 7 

2. Amin Djoesbehaodra Falabbai 09 

3. Patel Pravincbandra Vithalbhai-D 290 

4. Tragad Cbandravadan Jekiahandas 394 

6. Patel Manubhai Mobanlal 465 

Vallabh Vidyanagar T. G. DEOKULE 

Via : Anand (W.K.) Act. Registrar. 

17lb July, 1957, 

UNIV EHS1TY OP DELHI 

(1) The following candidstes for the various University Examinations held in 1957, 
wbo were proved to the satisfaction of the E \ecutive Council to have resorted to unfair means 
in the course cf the ezaminationi have been disqualified from passing the examination held 
in April. 1967 :— 

6. ‘ Examination 
No. 

Boll No. Name of candi- Falbcr's name College 
date. 

1 

2 

8 

Qualifying 3 Kanwal Narain Bhri Pursliotam 
Mchra. Nerain Mebra. 

B.Sc. (Paaa) 
Old Course. 

H B. Text 
s 

1497 (Enrol No. Padam Narain L. Pyare Lai 
DC. 670). 

296 (Enrol. No. Dbaram Vir B, Bam Lai 
DP. 766). 

Hindu 

Ex*atudeDt 
(Delhi). 

Delhi Poiy- 
teebnio. 
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(9) Tb« undennantiosed oandidatas for tbo varioas TToWeroity BxamiDationt bold is 
1957» who wore proved to the ratisfeotion of the Execative Goaoeil to heve resorted iu noteir- 
meane in the ooarse of exsmiDation, have been disqualified from passing the examination of 
195V and debarred from appearing at any examination of the University for a farther period 
of one year» viz, 1956 t-* 

8. Examination 
No. 

Rch No, Name of candidate Father's name College 

1 Qaalifyina 910 Banjna 
(W) 

Mathor Shri Gnr Prasad 
Maihur. 

Indrapraatfaa 

3 Do. 1810 Darshan Singh 8. Gurbakbash 
Singh. 

B. G. T. B. 
Ebataa. 

8 6.A. (Pass) 782 (Enrol. No. 
H. 9224). 

Narendrakamar 
Jain. 

Shri Nem Gbaud 
Jain. 

Ex-aindent 
(Hindu)i 

Delhi T. P . 8. IYER, 

The 15tb Jnly. 1967. Begistiar, 
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THE POETIC GENIUS OF VICTOR HUGO 

Dit. Miss S\uk\h 

Victor Hugo is one of the greatest poets of Fiance. In his book 

entitled ‘'Contemplations,*' we find verses on all difTerent subject- 

inatteiB. We shall refer to ^lome of the poems that appear in this 

book. 

In L'Anie rn Flenr (The Soul in Bloom) we get a collection of 

love-lyncB. Most of the poems are small. The language is very 

simple. The passions are per-^onal and the sentiments expressed 

therein are genuine. Tliere are no artificial expressions and no 

toDventional words used by him. Hugo’s romanticism is not mystical. 

He does not use woids like unseen, limitless or infinite. In this 

respect his idealism is diflerent from tliat of (lerman romanticists. 

Ho indulges in direct and intimate contacts with nature and has 

personal relations with tier's and flowers. He is a true romantic 

poet. There is no attempt at mysticism in Hugo's lyrics about death, 

soul and ihe hereafter. God comes in his love-lyiics as m his other 

verses. But his God is nothing very abstract, metaphysical or 

severe. God figures in Ilugo'.s imagination as a solid reality. He 

considers every rn in to be a book written by God. He does not 

believe that wickedness is a creation of God. The idea of God is a 

characteristic featuie of Hugo's roinanticis.n. 

I/Antour (Love) is another poem in which Hugo describes 

forests, streams, stars and birds. They are his constant companions 

of man in joy and grief. This is romanticism as we find in the 

Vaishnava poetry. It is questionable if even Shelley, even -among 

the English romaticists had made use of nature bo frequently or 
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talks of flowers and birds so glibly as Hugo do3s. Ji h hitereeting, 

however, that Hugo is very objective in his treatment of nature. 

He is almost similar to the Vajshuava poets like Vidyapati, Chaudidas 
and others. Shelley tries to personify the objects of nature to a 

certain extent. Tagore has gone much further in this direction. 

Hugo differs from both of them because he does not try to personify 

his treatment of nature. He is Iiardly subjective. He is neverthe¬ 

less idealistic like Shelley and Tagore. 

Ixi his poem entitled La Nature (Nature) Hugo is very objective 

in bis treatment of nature. He avoids imparting a soul to it. There 

is no subjectivity in the manner in which he addresses natm'o. The 

chief feature is his appreciation of nature as an agent beneficent to 

man. In his conception nature help‘d man in his peaceful domestic, 

economic and social activities. He does not consider nature to be 

an aider or an abettor of man in his immoral, vicious and crminal 

activities. 

Melancholia (Melancholy) is a lengthy poem, in which Hugo 

presents us with several snapshols of social life. Poverty, misery, 

vice, immorality, crime, etc. are exhibited by him in their naked 

reality. It is interesting to note that Hugo who is a romanticist in 

certain works is also a realist ** par excellence" iu others. In 

Melancholia we catch a glimpse of his prose stories like the Last Days 

of a Condemned and Lcs Miscrables. The social evils are described 

and analysed by him in a realistic manner. We get something like 

a socialistic analysis here, but Hugo does not attempt to flud a 

solution for the difficult problem. At any rate, wo can see him 

functioning as a poet of the down trodden and miserable people. 

In this connection, we should note that many other French authors 

of the nineteentii century like Alphonse Daudet for example were 

exponents of the miseries associated with the poor. 

In La Chuettc (The Owl) we find Hugo indulging in a moraliz¬ 

ing vein. In many nature-poems as well as verses on family and 
social life, Hugo always says something about ihe sins, vices and 

crimes of man. He touches upon what men should do in order to re¬ 

form themselves. This tendency for j'eforni is a marked feature of lii^ 

romanticism. This, of course, is more obvious in his novels and stories. 

In Le maitre d*Etude (The Teacher) Hugo presents us with 

another didactic and moralizing poem. Here he manifests himself 

as a teacher, as a pedagogist, a propagandist and social reformer. 

The *poem becomes almost prosaic. In this poem Hugo loses as an 

artist. Genuine poetry is sacrificed for a social message. It 
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worthwhile to note, however, that even in such moralizing poems, 

there are a few phrases which indicate the poet's imaginative power. 

Choscs Vues (Things seen) is a poem where we find again prosaic 

tendencies. There is hardly any art in this piece. Hugo’s sympathy 

for the poor overpowers his poetic faculty. He goes into detail 

about the miseries of the poor widow and the Bufferings of the 

orphans. The descriptions become almost like a newspaper report, 
Perhaps ii is interesting to note another item in Hugo’s literary 

workmanship. He is interested in the daily life of common people. 

Commonplace activities of ordinary men and women form the subject- 

matter of a great many of his poems. A poem like this one reminds 

us of Wordsworth’s Highland Lass and The Solitary Rape. 

Insomnie (insomnia) is a fine, imaginative poem about the 

sleeplessness of a poet, A really creative artist cannot have rest 

even at night. The spirit keeps him buhy. The idea compels him 

to think, to dream and to compose like a galley slave. In his sleep¬ 

less hours Hugo reviews the stoiies of world literature from the Old 

Testament down to Dante. Nay he sketches the designs of his own 

lyrics, dramas and novels. Verses follow verses during his insomnia. 

In liib poem entitled ‘*Le Rcvenant" (The Ghosi) Hugo gives 

us a poem in the Wordsworthian style. It is realistic and descriptive 

poem relating about the misfortune of a family. 

Joic du Soir (Evening Joy) is another poem in which Hugo 

indulges in thoughts about death. The picture of a dying man in 

the midst of evening joys enables to boe that Hugo has a pessi¬ 

mistic vein in his personality. This pessimism is to be regarded as 

a mark of his romantic creativity. 

Le poltc (The Poet) Hugo exliibits Shakespeare as a wild and 

untrimined creator. In his appreciation, Shakespeare lives, moves 

and has his being fai removed from polished society and conventional 

manners. His cieations aie horrible bpecimens of life. This account 

of Shakespeare is an index to Hugo’s lonianlicisin. Shakespeare is 

presented as an exact antipode to the well-ordered system of classical 

restraint. This {)oem is written in the same key as Stendhal’s 

Racine at Shakespeare (Racine and Shakespeare)- 

Magnitudo Parvi is a lengthy poeir divided into several parts. 

It can be compared, in its general make up, although not in its 

general message to Tennyson’s Im Memnriaui and Browning’s Men 

and Women, In tliifr poem we have a rather connected view of 

Hugo’s general philosophy about nature, man, society and (lod Wc 

understand that he makes a distinction between two worlds. The 
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first is tbe material world. It comprises the earth, the planets, and 

the entire solar system. He gives uk almost a complete picture of 

the planets as known to the astronomers of his time. We can regard 

the first portion of tlie poem us a poetic interpretation of astronomy. 

Tbe second half of the poem is given to the oilier world. This is 

the world of man. in this part, wc get an idea of Hugo’s concep-. 

tion of the human spirit, the mind, the soul, the progress of humanity, 

etc. In this section two items are specifically noteworliiy. The 

first is Hugo’s reference to the infinite, eternity, divinity and last 

but not least to God. As in other potMu i, here too the thoughts of 

Hugo are never very far reinovcd from (iod. The idea of God 

belongs to his system ol thought a« a very infegrai ami essential 

part. Again and again he speaks of GuJ a.s indispen-iabie to man 

and his existence. All the same there is no vagueness in Ins imagina¬ 

tion. He is not a mystic. Ksotenc jdeaiogies do noi trouble bim 

in the least. In tbe second place, we get a clear idea of Hugo’s 

view about human society. The smTenng^ <il man in his daily life 

are con^tantly before his mind’s e\e. He is alwavs troubled bv the 

miseries of the " poor and tbe pariah **. 

The Liteuauy CHMiu iMnsncs or VirToi: llui.o 

Hugo is an iniagisl. He thinks only in images. It is simply 

due to his imaginative creativity tliat his poetry does not degenerate 

into dry didactic versification He po'-scs^-cs (he awkwardness and 

naturalness of primitive man. lie (rentes m_\th^ out of facts, event‘^ 

and history. In his hands every sellout ion becomes a symbol and 

every symbol a myth. Tlie individual at once b^*corne'« a symbol a 

type» an universal. Ihe piiii'up c of nntithesis is fundainerital with 

him like that of light and shade in <lra\viiigs. He initiatt^s a revolu¬ 

tion in prosody. He abolishes di.^'tinction btdwecn noble words and 

ordinalV ones. He is also faiii>)us for <*oininii new words whicli 

introduce meanings like remotenovs^ (ontrust, sugi’estivene.ss, multi¬ 

plicity, vigour, fantasy, etc. With his new words he was able to 

intensify realism. The funddmental defect of Hugo is his absenct^ 

of measure and proportion, lack of taste, neglect of nuances, multi¬ 

plication of antithesis abuse of vocdbulary and versification. 

Hugo remains one of the greatest ]x)eib of France and can he 

compared to Goethe of Germany, Shakespeare of England, Dante 

of Italy and Tagore of India, in his literary greatness and creative 

genius. 



INFLUENCE OF GEOGRAPHY ON SPAIN 
DURING ARAB RULE 

Md. Nurul HAyPB, M.A. 

Hiplory ehouUl not bo considered as mere chronology of events ; 

its sphere is lo be widened enough to take into account affairs other 

than the rise and fall of a king or the des:'ription of wars or other 

similar matters which are of little value to the corarnon people. As 

history confined itself within this narrow sphere so far, a group of 

scholars, not to speak of the common people, are apt to come to the 

conclusion that the study of history is useless and comes from the 

workshop of idle brains! Whatever might be the caii^e of such mis¬ 

understanding, it is the time to represent hi>tory as a living subject in 

order to draw the interest and sympathy of our people and to fulfil 

the aims of the suhji'ct. 

liut this is not an ca^^y task. Tlie sources to furnish the economic 

and social condition of the ancient people or to represent their 

thoughts and considousnoss are few and fai between. As a gift of the 

two World Wars.—which opened a new vihta before the whole civi¬ 

lised worl(l“hisinry just enters into tliis new phase of life, and very 

rccentl} floine efforts are being made in this direction. 

But tho fact I hit the physical geograpiiy of a country casts great 

influence on moulding its history hardly draws any attention from the 

liistorians. Plato's Laws or Ari.-totle's Pulitu'a hears some hints that 

“a deep study of historv lurds the study of geography,** Later, the 

Arab schoUis like Ihn Siiia, at-Maqdisi, al-Masudi and Ibn Khaldun 

rt'.udied the relationship between history and geographical environment 

on a more scientific basis But little compact study has yei been 

made to this direction. 

Of the countries, the physical googriph} of which cast great 

influence on their histories, Spain offers the most interesting story. 

Spain, the greatest Peninsula of Europe, is surrounded by water on 

three sides, in the eist by the Mediterranean Sea. in tin* west by the 

Atlantic Ocean and in the south by the strait of GibraJter. Beyond 

this strait lies the desert land of Africa. In the north (here is 

ihe great mountain the Pyraneese. 

Id those days of inadequate communication the Pyraneese and 

Oibralter liad some speciality of their own, while the former was 
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ineurmountable ^nd thus separated *8paiu from the reat of the couti- 

nenl, the latter was too narrow a water passage to cross easily. Ab a 

result, tbe history of Spain was more influenced by the [lolitical 

change of Africa than that of Europe. Thus in the oth century A.D. 

the Visigoths of Africa had established themselves in the Peninsula. 

By the end of the 7th century A.D. the Arab Muslims after a 

long struggle of 70 years, subdued tbe Berber of North Africa and 

conquered the whole of the North West portion of the continent. 

Now they were to proceed either southwards along the coast of Africa 

or northwards for Spain. But as the task of crossing the Gibralter, 

which would offer Jess resistance than the desert would do, was con¬ 

sidered easy, Muslim general Muau made up his mind to cross the 

Strait. Count Julian’s invitation offered an opjiortuuity to do so. 

Musa sent an advanced guard to Spam under Tarif ..ho returned 

with rich booty and good report of the prosperity ot the land. Thus 

the richness of the Peninsula (like that of India) instigated the 

foreigners to invade the country. 

Being assured of the favourable position, Musa now sent a body 

of 12,000 soldiers under Tanf who landed in Spam in 710 A.l). This 

brave general conquered half of the reninsula. In the meantime 

Musa also arrived and completed the victory. The whole Peninsula 

came under the Muslims. But beyond the Mount Pyraueese he could 

not advance. He was recalled. 

The bravery and resoluteness of the African Berbers who formed 

the bulk of tbe Arab army was largely respoiiBibie for this rapid and 

grand success. Desert-life made the Berbers fearless and tliey nov 

came in great use to this grand expansion. Thus the physical geo¬ 

graphy of North Africa indirectly supplied the Muslims with the most 

forceful element in the conquest of Spain. 

Mount Pyraueese was crossed liy the suoces.Tors ot Musti but the 

battle of Tours sealed their fate beyond it. In the woids of Prof. 

Hitti, “The Arab-Berber wave, already aImo-1 a thoii&and miles from 

its starting place in tbe Gibralter, had leached a natural standstill.” 

^parated from ih'ir base by thousand miles of enemy lands, the 

Arabs were suffering from various natural Bcl-bucks,—Iheie were the 

hilly tracts, the hostile higlilanders and tlie limited supply of man¬ 

power, arms and ammunition. Thus the physical geography of Spain 

served as a great check in the advancement of the Arabs beyond the 

land. 

Spanish geography fixed another boundary line to the Moslem 

territory within the country itself. The peninsula is divided into two 
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ane(]ua] but natural divipiona—the north and the south. The north 

is Hinaller tliaji south atul full of plateau and iiiountainoue lundH, while 

the south is comparatively plain and fertile. A great plateau divides 

the two. With Cordova as their capital, the victorious Muslims esta¬ 

blished themselves in the south which they called Andalusia. The 

defeated Goths fled to the mountainous districts of the north and by 

establislung petty principalities like Galicia, Jjeon, Castile and Bis¬ 

cayan, they hold out in stubborn refaistance. Situated within the 

confines of mountains, tliey were well guarded by nature itself. Due 

to this geographical barrier, the MustiinB were compelled to agree to 

the indepeiuiciicc of (Ko not them provinces. 

The hostile liigliland* rs of thest hilly tracts made constant inroads 

on Andalusia bui these incursion^ did not n aterially endanger the 

lX)sition ol the Muslims so long the latter were powerful. The 

Muslim'^ madf' counter attacks, defeated tlie Christians but could not 

crush their power because with every approach of the Arabs, the 

Christian highiandeis disippjared within their mountainous homes. 

'When the Musliiii.s turned soiiihw.irds, they again started troubles. 

During the reign of Abdur Rahman 111, Orlando 11 of Leon 

invaded Muslim territories and defeated two Muslim generals. Abdur 

Rahman took the field himself and turned Oilaudoout of his counury. 

But no sooner than lu* turned homeward, Orlando in co-operatiou with 

the ruler of Navatre re-appeared. He died soon and his son Ramire IT 

carried on M e ra*d. Ahdur Ihiluiian took the field again, defeated 

Ramire wlio took shelter in the hills. Ahdur Rahman was to remain 

satisfied hy obtuimng nominal homage troin Ramire. As .soon as 

Abdur Raliman died and his son Hakam 11 succeeded him, the 

(duist'aii'^ staited itoubic^ Jlakam Foinehow managed to check the 

Ctiri^tian advancement. 

When the later Cmayyed Caliphs of Cordova became weak, there 

tribes resumed their horlile activities with greater force. Alfanso 

VI of Castile and the chiefs of Leon and Navarre defeated flie 

Muslims and ocenpiea Toledo. Soon they were driven out by the 

Albamride Sultan Yusuf. The struggle went on and finally in 1212 

A.D, the Muslims were defeated at the battle of Ckah Soon the 

greater part of Andalusia with its metfopolice Cordova was lost to the 

Christians (Ferdinand III). 

Now the table was turned. The defeated Muslims took shelter 

in Granada, an well-protected city in the hilly tracts of Sierra Nevada. 

The Christians from time to time made attacks upon Ohranada, the 
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laRt fortification of the Moora. The Mnaliins talon^ op^wrlunity 

of the niountainoos tracts repelled the attacks fill the end of 15th 

century. Granada fell to the Christians in 141)2 and soon the Muslims 

were totally exj^elled from the soil of Spain. 

Thus we see that till the bej^inninp of the 13th century, the. 

northern hilly tracts of peninsula indirectly proved disastrous to the 

Muslims because due to tlie existence of plateau and moinJlains, the 

Arabs were bound to kf*tp alive thoir defeated foes so dangerously 

situated near at liand. It was an inevitable e\il which pioved fatal 

to them. But it was the mountains of "outh Spam which ^aved them 

for last two hiindied ycais. 

Geographical factor.s hastened the fall of the Munlims in another 

way. A considercblo poilion of the Moois originated tioni the 

Berbers of North Africa. Dwellers of the desert as they wen‘, these 

Berbers brought with them their inherent tiibal feuds . and when 

after illh century, the central {)Owers of Andalusia hecamo weak, 

their mutual jealousy and love of independence became prominent 

and created a numb O' of scini-mdependent kingdoiiH <lotriinental to 

the cause of the MnsliinR in geiu'ral. Thi.-' weakened (heir fiositioii 

to a great extent and paved the way for th^^ir own extinction from 

the Spanish Foi!. 

» » « « • 

Like the |X)li(ical history the economic prosperity of Spain under 

the Muslims was influenced by geographical factor*- to a great extent. 

The climate and soil of Spain w<Te different ill diffeient parts of the 

country,—suitable for cultivatiMn in some places and foi pasturage 

in otherF. Tn north Spain, the climate was intensely cold and 

rainfall was heavy. This portion of the peninsula wag bleak and *'ill 

to cultivate'*. But it oifered a good pasturage. Tlie Fouthein Spain 

was tormented by the hot winds which blew over from Africa but its 

climate being geneal and Mediterranean, it wa*= well watered and 

capable of high cultivation. 

Of the six main rivers—GuaduUjuiver, Guadiana, Tagus, Duro, 

Minho and Ebro—the most navigable is the Giiadalquiver. Tin* 

Arabs settled themselves in the fertile valley of the Taugua, the 

Guadiana and the Guadalquiver. The great productiveness of the 

Boil of these areas naturally suggested the development of natuial 

resources by agriculture. 

The Moors understood the soil and resources of the counti) 

better than any nation that had ever inhabited it. So under them 
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agricultural Rysietn wan tike most perfect one. They settled them¬ 

selves in different places according; to their own nature and ability 

of production. The Berbers were given the middle of Spain or the 

Mesneta—suitable for pasturage ; the Mulims of Egypt and Bym 

were settled in the south where onltivation was possible. Prom Egypt 

Mesopotamea and Hindiinthan they collected seeds of useful plants 

and fruits hitherto unknown to Spain. These seeds were sown in 

proper places by experts. Every encouragement was afforded to the 

agriculturists; a most succesfaful irrigation system through digging 

countless canals was introduced. This was made possible due to the 

existence of numerous rivers mentioned alwve. As a result, agricul¬ 

ture flourislied marveI]ou8l3\ Spain iK indebted to the Moors for the 

introduction of rice, sugar-cane, silk, cotton and infinite varieties of 

fine fruits. 

With the development of Agriculture, industry began to flourish. 

Spain is gifted with varions niim'ral resources. Gold and silver were 

found in Algiers, pearls in Catalonia and ruhies in Malaga. Toledo, 

Cordova and Granada became the centre of steel and iron industry. 

Spain possesses large area*3 suitable for pasturage. In these 

areas were settled the Berbers whose means for livelihood in their 

past de'^ert life had been the grazing of animals. Settled in proper 

[iKuv, tliey now produced wool whudi helped Cordova to grow as the 

<enlre of textile indnstiy. 

But an extensive commercial relation n itb foreign countries was 

necessary without whu li the output of the boil would bring little 

pio^perity to the country. In this respect the physical geography of 

Spain came in great help ; the p^oxJmit^ of Mediterranean suggested 

il'e extension of an world-wide cmnmeice. '‘Little effort was required 

foi ihe establishment of profitable commercial intercourse between 

tile sea-ports of Spanish pcniuRula and those which at frequent 

intorvaK dotted the sea-shore-* of the Mediterranean.** Spain had 

\arioup sea-port*' of which al-Mariya was the greatest. It was called 

tlic “Gateway of the East'*. Goods produced in different parts of 

the land were carried on through riverways, canals to these ports 

fo'in where they were exported to different markets of the east and 

wM. Spanish ports had regular commercial exchange with countries 

like Oicily, Bodes, Cyprus, Syria, Egypt and Morocco round the 

^Wilerranean. The great markets of Christiaodoin alto maintained 

clone relation with Spam. The wares of Constantinople, Veniea, 

^>cnoa, found ready purchases in the bazar v of Cordova and otbez 

I'fovineial capitals of Andalusia. 

a-1940P-XT 
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Thus Ihe physical geography of Spain not only determined to a 

great extent, the rise and fail of Muslim power in the Peninsula, but 

also helped the Muslims in bringing a good deal of economic prosperity 

to Spain through agriculture, industry and comnietce. 



RAIN IN THE CITY 

(A Sketch) 

KALIUAS llAY 

{Trafuslaied by Umanath BtiA'mcHARYA, 

from the original Bengali) 

It's raining and raining 

Since the raorniug hours. 

Incessant, unusual showers 1 

Sun’s not seen ; 

Whore does lie float who knows 

Unable to cross tiie horizon ! 

The trees and creepers swuoii, 

’Whelm’d with hO much bounty and boon ! 

Hush’d are the houses in the City : 

They drowse. In fond felicity, 

A pair of pigeons alone 

Is cooing in the recess of the beam.; ; 

There’s no other bird 

In the delug’d world, it seems. 

No household-hearth is lit ; 

No cur out in the street ; 

Cover’d from head to foot, 
• « 

Cars and rickshaws run their route, 

Now and again, 

Amidst the rain. 

Knee-deep is the water under the bridge, 

Their wheels suhnierge and loose their ease. 

The clerks, they wade thro’ the road,— 

A helpless band I 

Holding in one hand 

The loose ends of their robes : 

Securing under the armpit their slioes, 

Boiled in newspapers ; 

And holding in the other their umbrellas. 

Patchy and old. 

From bouse to house the hou.'^o-maids go, 

Wrapping their heads with napkins. Lo! 
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Flooded is the market-place ; 

All's in a mess I 

With basketful of vegetables ou her head, 

The vender-maid,— 

She came for sale. What ails her ? 

With fearful eyes 

And drench'd, dishevell'd hair, 

Shelter she seeks under the grocer's ; 

"How to return liome ? ” 

Ponders she, gazing at the sky. 

At the corner of his hovel idly doth lie 

The pedlar. Lives he from hand to mouth. 

No meal's in store for him this day. 

Muses he in dismay. 

With tray of spiced nuts, crisp and fiesh, 

Near at band, the dealer, broods ; 

Ah, hib goods 

‘Won’t sell tomorrow— 

O sorrow I 

They are getting damp already. 

The cobbler has taken seat 

At the forge of the blacksmith ; 

With empty stomach, couglih he every miiuile. 

There’s no customer at the shop. 

The door is left ajar. From my balcony 

A lunatic I see ; 

Squats he 

With bundles of rags. 

Beggars and hag.s 

Gather under the neighbouring portico. 

With the »ise of the day 

Bises the tempo 

Of hunger and tumult. 

Ou such a day as this 

Wing'd is my imagination within me ; 

As I sit at my window, my soul doth 

Iiistlessly# 

Away^ away, to the Land of Dream» 
t 

Beyond many a hill, across many a stream. 



THE GLASSY ESSENCE 

Pkoe. D. C. Biswas, M.A. 
A. C. College, Jati.aiguri 

.but iniin, proud man, 

Dresi in a little brief authority. 

Most ignorant of what he's most assured 

His glassy essence—like an angry ape, 

Plays buch fantastic tricks before high h^^aven 

As make the angels weep. 

Measure for Measure, Act II, Sc. iii. 

It may seem an unfashionable freak to conventional taste to 

describe the dark comedies of Shakespeare as anything but ‘dark*. 

Brooding, pessimistic, cynical, problematical, the trio is commonly 

held to be as opaque as the other comedies are refreshingly lucid, 

and the tragedies are effnigently traubcendent. The sparkling, gurg¬ 

ling stream of his fancy seems to have entered a blind eddy from 

which it emerge'^ into the high seas of his mighty tragedies, but 

its rippling music has meanwhile mellowed into a deep mournful 

tone. The perplexities of critics to find out a suitable explanation 

have been summed up by W. \V. Lawrence; 

*Tritics have been too much inclined to emphasize one or 

more possible explanations of the problem comedies—persona) 

misfortune or bereavement, disapiiointaient in friendship or in 

love, the degeneration of the age, the demands of the theatre, 

the influence of prevailing literary and dramatic fashions, baste 

and carelessness." 

The bowilderment is the product of the myth of a tolerant, 

humane Shakespeare whom we miss here. While modern scepticism 

has disintegrated, dwarfed and even denied him, the luvthical person- 

ality of u ‘sweet’ Shakespeare persists. (The ghost of MiJton dies 

hard.) Difficult though it is to conceive ot a duality between the 

man and the artist, the integrated artistic vision is not to be e<|uated 

with the catalytic material ofiered by faith in life or want of faith, 

pessimism or personal misfortune, olc. 'I'liere ia no denying the 

witchery of poetry. The process of imaginative synthesis whioh 

Coleridge descril)e<] as ‘esemplastic* is relevant here. The total TiaicMBi 
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of Shylock as a man ‘*uiore sinned against tlmu sinning*' comprises 

the stuiT of a persecuted jow, savagely vindictive, also transcf'nd it. 

Neither is the resultant vision of Macbeth as of a humanized murderer 

stealing our heart merely a suninialion of what ho does or fails to do, 

says or by silence conveys. So the artistic vision of, say, ‘Macbeth’ 

or Much ADO, Twelfth Night or The Tetnpe^t is as much a 

transmited vision as the quality of imagination transfused. In other 

words, the more successful is the ‘feigning* the more effective is the 

art, and wider is the gulf between the artist and the man. ‘Poetry 

is capable of saving ns’, said J. A Itichards. Ihit how, we do 

scarcely know. It can at any rate save cne from seif-exposure. So 

the masterpieces of Shakespeare are the least revealing so far as the 

thought-content of the man—Shakespeare is concerned. 

The ‘dark comedies' are admittedly his inqterfect creation.^-, hut 

they are the most suffused with abstractionp. The term darl: is 

obviously confusing as these jdays may in fact serve as the best 

illuminants. But there is always a conveiiioncc in calling man or 

things by famifiar names. Moreover, the expiession may be made . 

to have an assiciation with ‘contemplation’ in the maiinci of Miltonic 

Ilpenscroso, 

Orthodox criticism swears in the name ol urt-purilani.Mu and 

makes a bogey of intellectualism in art. The tonveiitional Shake.s- 

pearc is denied the carebral cortex as it were, and the iibert} of any 

definite point of view. His problem comedies whicli gatlier up the 

significant thought-current into an integrated attitude to life itself are 

therefore under double ban. They seem to challenge the myth of 

a decent and docile Shakespeare, so cotnfortably malleable to a set 

artistic pattern. More so, the pipe through wliich all the winds of 

the world seem to blow has inconveniently brought out a discordant 

tune of its own. So theie i.s no end of bustle and stir in the critical 

forum to make these plays conform to the conveutional pattern- 

study. Measure^ for Me<isurc, artisticail} hUperior to its companion- 

pieces and less intractable, is made much, too much of. Critics as 

early as Dowden and Pater, ami as recent as Miss Alexander M. 

Pope, read in it an epitome of Shakespeare’s moral judgment—his 

sense of justice being in its essence a “finer knowledge through 

love”, and even a Christian colouring in it. But the total impression 

of the play is very different, though there are stray passages which 

support this view. Isabella’s prayer for Angelo’s life, the Duke’s 

final pardon, and the transcendence of justice by mercy are cited as 

the stock illustrations. But these critics have taken the last act loo 
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seriously. The ol>florvaiiou of Croce i« very suf’f'Cfitive; “not only 

does this comedy ver>i** u[)on tragedy, l)iU here and there it become 

immersed in it, vainly attempting to return to tlie light romantic 

vein and end IjKe a fairy sloiy, wiili every one happy.*' Kaieigh also 

corroborates this view wlien he flay;^ that Iiere wc have “mere plot, 

devised as a retreat to save llm name of comedy.*’ Moreover, the 

principal characters of this play, the so-called mouthpieces of the 

Christian doctrine and toleraiu*** repel us liy their action and utter¬ 

ances, their inconsistencies and comj)lanccncv.^ Isabella and Angelo 

appear almost a« “two pendent portraits or studies in tlie uglineas 

of puiitan iiypocrisv*'. Tliis, of conrst*. is too severe a view. Non- 

theless Isalielia is t()o hard and shitty to be attractive. Her repd- 

lent belfishness of ciia^ify ^hows her off in a worse light than even 

Cassandra, ^ho suc<*'ittil)ed to Promo-^. and that particularly in tlio 

shameful sci*ne where sfie ca'•tigat^^ the trembling Claudio, More¬ 

over, lier (neiZ(‘aIoU'ni‘ss to <ave her ^o^l lead^ her to be a bare 

procuress, and so fur the i)uke concerned we cannot quite get 

over Lucio’s notion of iiim as “the old fantastical duke of dark 

corners*’. This cavesdropiicr sneaks under the guise of a holy man 

smelling out other peoples* conscience. So the cumulative vision of 

the play i*' neitiier benign tior tolerant. It is the vile atmosphere 

of the stews, of mean hyfKicrisy and machination, falsehood and 

treachery, glozod over witli a tinai glitter in the manner of a moi*ality 

play. Shakespeare tear.^ the veil of romance and sentimentalism to 

exciose reality in its crudity and hidet>usnesH. So, this play is funda¬ 

mentally analogous to the other two d.U’k comedies in tone and 

character and the homiletic strain is no >i>ore than intermittent, and 

does not determine the pia\*s total effect. 
Shake-speate Pooms to have the most profound preoccupation here 

with the *glas'^y essence* of man, ami almost, a cynical obsession with 

man’s apish freak to crack his very easenc© for the mere sport of 

a pngling crash. Ijove is hi'^t. lechery. Chivalry is a mad idolatiy 

that ‘makes the service greater the Gods’. Honour is a false Lm|X).si- 

tion. “Tjet’a write ‘Good Angel* on the devil’s horn, lis not the 

devil’s crest.** “Power changes purpose.'* Virtue follows the furr d 

gown*. Justice id arbitrary, corrupted. Wo arc ‘our own traitors. 

'Blood, thou art blood* I ^Seeming ! Seeming’ ! 
That this altitude of mind is neither freakish nor occasional, but 

the consummation of a mood of mind which the sportive mockery of the 

earlier plays subdued and the imaginative transfiguration of the tragedies 

did but transcend, it will be the endeavour of this discourse to show. 
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Let us star with the KngHsh history plays, and mark how Jack' 

Cade, the buffoon, throws all others into shade by his quixotism, and 

how Falstaff pulls the leg of King Henry TV. How deftly does 

Sbikespeare shift the emphasis by sheer conviviality ! He has a crew 

of Jacks, the giant-killers in the comedies, r/a:., Bottom, Dogberry,. 

Stepbano, etc. In fact, buffoonery is a potent instrument in Shakes¬ 

peare’s comic method to reduce all the pompous fusses of a romantic 

love, the vindication of wronced innocence, love of power, to a farce. 

All the seriousness of Henry or his sort proves no laughter non¬ 

conductor! Laughter IS as much an intellectual process as an auto¬ 

matism, once set in motion. Beside the clinkings of sack-cups, the 

giggles of the hostess, and Falstaff’s gargantuan laughter, Hotspur's 

and Henry's cannon halls burst with no lM>om or bang but with a 

whimper ! Prince Hal is an easy convert to the magnetism of 

Falstaff's amoral world, and by his dissoluteness, irreverence, and 

subsequent superiority over his father reduces kingship and all its 

rigorous ceremouialism to a rot. His homily on the kingly crown as 

“thou best of gold, art worst of gold” read in the context of his 

father’s confession of the ^indirect crooked ways” he had adoptedto 

win it raake<« royalty a magnificent trifle. No less devastating is the 

impression that gains ground regarding the unworthiness of kings. 

Shakespeare div'csts his English Kings of all but the superflux of 

royalty. Henry V’s admission, “1 think that the King is but a man 

as I am” is no buiiiility, but a self-realizatiou reinforced by circums¬ 

tances. Richard IT, so full of pomp and grandeur feels the same 

smallness. 

"Cover your heads and mock not flesh and blood 

with solemn reverence.” 

All this decepliveness of appearances finds a crowning utterance in 

Mciwure for Mroxurr : 

O place, O form, 

Which often dost with thy case, thy habit 

Wrench awe from fools, and tie the wiser souls 

To thy false seeming ! 

The ni'^rry-mocking vein, gentle irony, and above all the lack of 

high seriousneBB which are the marks of Chaucer’s wide huuian 

sympathies and amiable good humour are noticeable In Shakespeare 

only by rare snatches. Chaucer seems to view humanity with a 

degree of Olympic gusto at everything being right with the world. 

In Shakespeare the really humorous characters in the comedies are 
• 
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sideli^Itts, and the total comic vision ia sonietimeb a reflected glare. 

No matter from what angle the light may come it ir the illumioation 

that of course matter! Leave out Dogberry and Verges, Much ADO 

descends down to the foppery of a wit combat, sometimes too Wont 

and savage at that, and, in the main episode, to the exhibition of 

life as being a horrible iticsr. Wint is Twelfth Might but a weary 

husband-hnntiiig without the revelry of Sir Toby's Cakcjt and Ale? 

Tr not .Is* You Like ft too etiiorcal and fantastic without a Touch¬ 

stone and a Jaqnes to guard against? Ru^ these merry devils—the 

near iifiproachcs the Chancci’s rreations—])lay no star-roles in the 

plays, longest tliougli they live in the rearh'r’s mind. Shakespeare’s 

choice of inateriais and his pla-irg of emphaeis leave no doubt abjut 

his seriousness to tear the veils of pretentions guises. 

The antitl-esis between the real and the unreal is the soul of 

Shak*^sptsare*s coinie tcchniquv Ifis .iiipretno capicity of reducing 

every ideal of life, every situation and character to an unreality 

indicates his nrtistie alofjfness, and so-nething more ^than that—his 

flceptical bias! fie sc-nns to measure life, and all its values with 

reference to eitlier a positive transcendental standard which wo cannot 

i^nosfl or negatively, from the cynical standpoint ! The yardstick for 

ineasnring the abnormality is with every comedian the accepted norm 

in society and human conduct. In Shakespeare the norm does not 

exist, or if it does it is variahlo with every man. Sometimes a Theseus 

lules out the lovers as ilourd, and is Ijimself ruled out by the superior 

realism of !?ottom. Juques measures the romantic life at Arden and 

finds it wanting, hut wlien he meets Rosalind he discovers his own 

limitation. Rut Rosalind lierself is her own critic. Sir John reduces 

Kingship itself to a nullity, hut himself reduced to such 1 

.\n analypis of the comedies will reveal how Shakespeare pricks 

the biibbiO of sweet follies and finds himself in grim earnest in the 

dark comedies. His satire deepens into Cynieism, and the man stand.s 

out with the artiste’s garb on his hack—himself no less exposed than 

thope whom he exposes. 

lu the comedies the dominant theme is love, but the divine flame 

brightly though it burns is no steady flame. Apart from the atmos¬ 

pheric variations, and tlie proverbial unevenness of love’s courses, 

ShakeBpeare's presentment of love, particularly of its contemporaneous 

variety of romantic love, has been satiric. In Lopo'ft Labour Lost 

where the abrupt transition from the polemnity of studious seclusion 

lo the frolic, gambols and maRquerades of love is itself ridiculous, 

Iho Beamy side of love does not yet obtrude itself. Nonetheless the 

8 -I9I8P—XI 
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mock-heroicfi of an academic celibacy flaily cxpoaed. In 

Coturdij of Errors- Shako'^poare lins to ballast the mercurial element 

of riautu8*fi farce by the sonibrenepfl of a Bad i-tait and by infusinj^ 

an element of romance in the bohemiau-twin’fl advances to Luciana. 

But the 'venom Clamours' of the jealous wife, and the scenes of 

harlotry eclipse the faint gliimuer of the slender romance. The. 

Taming of fho Shrew administers a sledge-hammer stroke to the 

brittle essence of romance, and is savagely cynical. The shrew-tamer's 

brutal method is not only justified by the end, but its efficacy as tbe 

only method of inducing wifelinees is confirmed in view of the younger 

bride, so charming hitherto for her maidenly meekness, making a 

false start in disobedience soon after her marriage. Tn Two Gc.nf/c- 

men of Verona love first appears in the hideous company of treachery, 

breach of friendship and deception. Its first disturbing manifestation 

in tbe play jars on the ears of some critics inasmuch as they consider 

it an altogether unhappy jday. It is indeed too gloomy for a starter, 

but is nonetheless a landmark in the evolution of Shakespearian 

amour. It is more linked with the dark comedies than with tbe 

naiddle comedies, A Midsutnmer Night's Dre^xm described by the 

earlier critics as Shakespeaie’s first masterpiece of a comedy, for 

reasons of its conformity to an ethical standard, is for quite different 

reasons an important play indeed ! Never before or since have the 

vagaries of romantic love been BO much held up to ridicule as here. 

Shakespeare seems to have castigated it in brutal says-by keeping 

Theseus and Hippolyta free from the least vestiges of love, by 

Bottom's assy transfoniiation, his translation to the fairy land and 

still keeping his feet squarely planted on the earth. Theseus* Hweep- 

ing, shattering comment on love and poetry as being at par with 

madness, though not nnwairanted by tbe situation in the play, is 

nonetlieless very incisive. This negative attitude is the product of a 

temperamental incapacity masquerading itself as tolerance and sanity. 

From A Midsummer Nufhf's Dream to The Merchant of Venice 

the transition is so spontaneous. Tn the commercial society love 

too is a commercial proposition and Portia's submission to her 

father's lottery is too cold and con\enliona] to say the least of it! 

Her subsequent championing of her husband's cause, cbivalrouB 

though it is, confirms nonetheless her prudence and forensic skill 

which the commercial society fostered. Tbe ring-episode is a 

ticklish little intrigue; but meanwhile Sbylook has so much 

usurped our sympathetic interest that the winning party's tit]e*tattle 

sounds as an inconsiderable trifle. Moreoveri for the astute lady who 
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has defeated the formidable Bhylock to stoop to a petty prank sounds 

like a condescension made in favour of her husband who has mean¬ 

while become a superfluous non-entity. This afterall is the common 

stufff human nature's daily food, and the ^'leam of romance fades 

into the light of common day. In Much ADO the mam plot—the 

Hero-claudio episode is a pure marriaffv tie convenanre, quite a 

giamourless and insipid sort elevated almost to the level of a tragedy 

by a foul intrigue without a sufficient warrant in motive. The 

Benedick-Beatrice episode receives so much importance as to throw 

the main plot into the shade. The wit-duel of an avowed misogynist 

and a man-hater canterizcb the heart by its arid intellectualism. Even 

if it be just a seeming the real motive of the seemers is outshone by 

the motive of intellectual triumph over (he opp<isile sex. The way 

to their union is sraoolhed by the rude shock each subtains at Hero's 

betrayal, which iirdines them t) make a common cause of avenging 

it. Shakespeare denies them the glory of the vindication of Hero’s 

honour; but revenge serves as a sufficient cementing principle. Their 

acceptance of each otlier is in the manner of a sceptic’s final con¬ 

cession to the conventional. Viola, in The Twelfth Ni(fht is a 

husband-huntress whose decision ii go to Oisino’s Court in disguise 

is too sudden—“what else may hap, to time I will commit”. But she 

seems pretty certain of her victory and goes into the fray more or 

less like the Shavian heroine Ana out to victimi/e Tanner. Shake¬ 

speare has stifled the romantic motive of Birnahy's Silla. Olivia's 

violent attachment to the disguised Viola serves to reduce the sublimi¬ 

ty of romance to the ridiculous by (he evident impossibility of the 

union. On the other hand Malvolio. the unfortunate victim of social 

snobbery is made to realize that social proprielx must have precedence. 

His prudery does not only invite stringent remarks fiom Sir Toby 

but the cakes-and ale sc-uies reduce virtue itself (o an affectation. 

Sir Toby, himself a halt-brother to Sir John Falstaff has an idiot'C 

churn whose meiry ideal of life and uncont'ciuusncss preserve him from 

the buffets of circumstances. In Aj> You Like It, so merry and 

romantic a play, a rehash of Lodge's lomance we notice a ptirallelrsm 

between the idyllic life at Arden and a running commentary on it by 

Jaques and Touchstone. Tlosalind, a victhn of Jove at first bight, 

makes a damaging comment on Celia's love and as a matter for that 

on hers too: **There was never ti tiling so sudden hii" the tight of 

two rams and Caesai's thrasonicnl brag of I came, saw ami overcome." 

In Romeo and Juliet so intensely saturated with romance ^^akes- 

peare does not spare Romeo even at the moment of highest exaltation* 
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He deviates from Brooke's poem, bis original, to introduce a jealous 

tinge, the grenish tinge, to ilie glorious hero. 

Charlton's view that in Shakespeare's comedies there is a progres¬ 

sive attempt at the conquest of happiness is an altruism superimposed 

on Shakespeare. The difficulty is piesenied not only by the dark 

comedies alone but by the middle comedies also which Charlton 

considers to be the perfect embodiment of Shakespeare’s comic idea. 

The cool reason which is said to offer an effective safeguard against 

emotional and imaginati^G excesses, is an abstraction and no body 

seems to be in possebsion cf it. Neither Viola nor Hobahud nor 

Beatrice seems to be guided by reabon Viola who may be said to 

be more reasonable than Oisino and Olivia each oi whom is in the 

grip of a strange infatuation is lierself much too forward, and her 

abrupt decision to try her luck at the Duke's Court cannot be opproved 

in the light of reason and maidenly decorum. Hosalind who falls 

madly in love wiih a swain because hr has overthrown a wrestler, 

and goes in male attire, talks incesbuutl} like a chatter-box is no em- 

bodiment of reason. Bcatiice, a liulf-Fihtcr to Kutharina, the shrqw 

would have found it too hard to fin-i a husbanJ, but for Hero and 

others. Her remark, “Thus goes evciy on« to the world, but I and 

I am sun-burnt ! 1 may sit in a corner and cry l.eigh-tio for a husband" 

though made in ineny jest has a ring ot eanle^c appiehension in it. 

Even Theseu*! and Portia are lound wanting when judged by the 

all-too stern a standard in which reason and emotion are perfectly 
balanced. 

Romantic love is but a vagary. Laugh at ii or with it a little. 

It may be foul and beastly too! The tragic torments of Trollus as 
he looks on Cressida's deceptions is al-o life: 

O cresbid ! O fahe crossid ! lalso, lalsc, false. 

Let all untruths stand by thy btained name 

And they’ll teem glorious. 

Marriage is a lioly institution fanctihed by the experience of ages 

and devoted wifelinobs is the grace and beauty of it. But even this 

can be filthy and loathsome. The questionable means Helena adopts 

to win her snobbish husband is shocking. Does the tnd justify the 

means hei'e? All is not well that ends well! Virtue itself can be 

repellent as is the rigid chastity of Isabella. She is shocking in view 

particularly of her inconsistency. When she pleads for Claudio bis 

vice^becomes just a venial slip but when piteously implored for the 

sake of her brother she flares out in a fit of fury. Soon after she 
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gires her coDBenfc to the foul trick to escape i(. Justice is corrupted. 

Authority, a deinKgod is arbitrary and like 

The words of heaven; on whom it will, it will— 

On him it will not, so. 

Yet still *ti6 just. 

•«» •«» «•» *«« 

Great men may jest with saints; 'tis wit in them 

But in the less foul profanation. 

So life has become a hideous busine'fs to Shakespeare* and he 

does never emerge completely out of the slough of Cynioisiu. Echoes 

of the thoughtb expressed in these plays—and there is a super^abund- 

ance of abstract thinking in these plays, can be heard in bis mighty 

tragedies. The satiric vein of the comedies has deepened into 

Cynicism. Love, honour, virtue, etc. are all but seeming. Reality 

itself is somewhat relative; awaiting supersession at the bands of a 

relatively superior reality ! • 
» 

Much of the thought-content of the dark comedies, generally 

pebsimjstic and even cynical, forms the broadbHiBi& of his mighty 

tragedies. The abstractions of thought are embodied in moving 

forms, and even transfigaicd b\ imaginative vigour, depth of vision 

and feeling. Bui it is easy to detect the geuesis of his tragic concept, 

the Boui-stirriug emotions and the focal point of his obsessions. The 

cumulative visiou is certaiuly different, but there the artist has 

wrought the trausinutatlon. The diy materials of his thought gain 

in imaginative couteut and breadth of vision as they enlarge from 

the dark eddy of his mind into the sun-iit high seas of the tragedies. 

The themes of hia tragedies and as a matter for that of almost all his 

plays are merely the canvases, the outlines of which he did cull from 

various souues. But whatever might be the themes, the psychical 

obsessions may be charted in terms of corruption of justice, sexual 

jealousy, hypocrisy, problem of morality, conflict between passion and 

reason, etc. These seemed to have rankled in Hhakespeaie's mind 
a 

and his prplexilies are so abundantly evident in the dark comedies. 

In the tragedies, inspite of tiansfiguration of imagination and the 

diffusiveness conditioned by the breadth, their recurrence cannot be 

said to be accidental. The corruption of justice is too evident in * 

Me^asure for Measure to be missed. Angelo is merely a devil 

wearing the crest of an angel > and that sternness is a ineie beexning 

ib virtually the theme of the play. In King Lear the Aeme is 
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different, but Lear’s mind is overwhelmingly tortured by the corrup¬ 

tion of justice. Its relevance iu the play^if we at all seek coherence 

is madness—is the injustice that his daughters had doue to him. 

And bis daughters being his owu flesh and blood he feels that as a 

supreme dispemer of justice he must have been guilty of the worst 

excesses. These obsessions gaining ground revealed themselves in 

iterative images. 

Why dost thou lash that where? Strip thine own back; 

Thou hotly lusts to use her in that kind 

P'or which thou whip’st her. The usurer hangs the cozener. 

Through tatter’d clothes small vices do appear; 

Kobes and furr’d gowns hide all. 

Frailty of women which is the soul-killing torment to the 

romantic Troilus, becomes a perplexity with Hamlet and the dominant 

tragic motif in 'Othello*. The black moor is no less bewildered 

at the irreconciliability—‘ so sweet was ne’er so fatal’- than Hamlet 

when he sajs “ what a piece of work is man ! ... in action how like 

an angel ! in apprehension bow like a god I And yet, to me, what 

is this quintessence of dust.” That patriotism and even heroism are 

no sufficient motive Achilles’s conduct is the best illustration. Does 

not Coriolanus too conflrm it? The mighty war-gods are all ruthlessly 

exposed. The apparent insignificance of Julius Caesar in the 

play may also serve to explode the inylli of romantic heroism. 

Desdemona’s worshipful adoration of mere heroism aiid Othello's 

surrender to sloppy maidenly sentimentalism preparing the way for the 

tragic catastrophe may also be interpreted as a cryptic commentary. 

Blood, thou art blood 

(Mcasint jot Measure) 

Ah we are ourselves, what things we aie? 

Merely our own traitors. {AIVs Well) 

Antony’s life in Antony and Cleopatra is the perfect iilustra- 

tion of the remark made rather ineffectually in AWs Well, and no 

sublimation of Cleopatra or grandeur of Antony can suppress it. 

Isabella’s homily on apish pranks that men drosted in brief 

' authority play on life puts us in mind of the ' glassy essence' of 

life, and we cannot avoid linking it up with Macbeth’s cynicism 

expressed in the line *'It is a tale told by an idiot” and further with 

Prospero’s “we are such stuff as dreams are made on.” Critics 

explain away Macbeth’s sublime lines as mere frustration of a man 
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of sin whose crooked, sinful ways have brought his ruin. But no 

such explanation can be found either for Prospero’s statement or 

even for Isabelia's. 

In the tragedies the cynical obsesBious may be said to have taken 

concrete forms iu frustrated lives—in the shipwrecks of misplaced 

fatherly love, of tyrannic ambition, impractical idealism, ill-matched 

love—none of which is by itself a sufficient cause. There ib no 

logicality in life indeed t It is but a blind irrational instinct moving 

about in a dark immensity, much of which Ib eo utterly incompre¬ 

hensible ! Yet there is no “ utikindness in things themselves as 

Shakespearian tragic climax would make us believe. Life then 

would have suffered a total annihilation. A dog, a horse, a rat 

have life so have we men I—Shakespeare seems to say. What 

iinal catharsib the plays may bring about in the audience is another 

matter. It is the resultant of a complex process made up mainly of 

the unreality of the situation, and our constant awareness that what 

we see not life^I That an Othello dies or a Hamlet or a Cordelia 
* m 

ip no matter for ns now. Wliy after all should there be an lago, 

a (loneril, an Edmund, or even a (Jertrudo? Is life indeed so bad 

a buMiiesB as tliat ? 



THE NATURE OF THE UNIVERSAL 

P. S. Sastri, M.A., M.Lit., Ph D , 
JJniveraiiy of Saiigor 

Words are claefiified into four groups by tbe earlier grammarians, 

and this is accepted by many rhetoricians These four groups denote 

pubstancs, action, quality, and iiniversalR respeclively. To these 

four, others add words given by chance or convention to some objects 

as in the case of proper names'. Mukula^ and Marnmata'* recognise 

only four divisions rejecting the words denoting substances, while 

Rudra^* accepts Bhainaha’s position. Of these divisions words 

denoting substances are the most important since the substance which 

is an object or a subject or a substantive is the locus for all the rcat‘. 

Qualities are inseparably associated with ‘Dravyas’* and actions are 

predicted of them^. As regards *jati*, Rudrata observes : 

"Bhinna kiiya gunesv api bahusu dravyesu citra gatrcsn 

Ekakaia buddhir bhavati yatah ta bhavejjatih’*®. 

The universal is a common idea or a concept vve arrive at from an 

observation of the similarities of various objects, qualities and actions. 

Thus the object or ‘dravyu’ involves the three divisions, and the 

universal in its turn does the same. Thus the same word refers both 

to the particular object and to the universal. Yet time and space 

constituting the context or environment of the word determine or 

condition its meaning to the paificular®. But the outcome of such 

an interpretation is that the very division of the words into four 

groups is completely falsified; for, on the one hand, we have words 

denoting qualities and actions, while there aie wordh denotative of 

the particular p or the universale on tlie other. And these iiniverbals 

or particulars constitute the very life of the f|uahtie6 and actions. 

^ BbftmAba : Kavyala^karai C.21; 

''Druvya kriyfi jati Siipa bbedat le ca calnrvidbab 
^adfccbu iSabdain apy anye pratij&Dale". 

S Abhidba vfHi ru&trk&, p. 4 : bi 4abdftD&m praffUib bbagavat& 
inabftbh&4ys k&Fepop&varQita-jati 4abda, gupa aabda, kriy& 4abd&, yadfccba 4abdft4 call". 

< dabds Ty&’'4ra vicara, p. 1: kriya, gt.pib, saa:fla vSr'yo **rthab samita 
dbsvsnilb**- 

4 Arfcbab pQoar abbidblTfto prsvarstate yasya v&‘*akab 4ibdab Taaya bbavtoM 
diaryatn gupab kriyS }4iir iti bbed&b'* (7.1). 

* **J4ti kriyS gDpfto&m prtbagftdbftro'Ua uiurtlmad dravyam*' itbid. 7.2). 
4 '*l>ravy4d aprlbagbhdtKi gspab" (ibtd. 7.4K 
^ **Nitya[D krif&outoeya dravyavikftrepa bhavati dh&tvartbab" (ibid. 7.5). 
• ifeid.7.6. 
4 ^^Sarvab avam avam riipam db^tte 'rtlio da4akftlan!yamaiu cs Tj na khalii 

badbntylo nipk&rapnro aoyatb&tiraiit" (ibid. 7.7). 
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Afl against this view of Hudrata we have the fanioua verse of 
Bbartrhari; 

“Gaur hi svarQpena na gauh, napy agauh, 

gotv&bhiaambandhat tu gauh‘”. 

The word ‘cow' does not denote the mere form of the particular 

animal that has a a dewlap; nor does it denote the animar that is 

not a cow, for the specific form of the animal too enters into the 

meaning. It is the presence of gotva’ or the universal cow that 

determines the meaning of the word 'cow' and of the object ‘cow’. 

And this presence, consequently, i.-, esKential and vital to the parti¬ 

cular ‘cow’. After observing that the word is a symbol, Vi4vanatba 
proceeds to explain the reference of this sign thus : 

“Sanketo grhyate jatan guna drav^a kriyaeu ea*’*. 

^ The symbol refers to the nniversal, to the qualities, to the particular, 

and to action. I'hi** is tlie original position of Bhainaha. Vi^vanatha 

observes that ‘jAti’, ‘gnin’, and 'kuyu' are properties of the particular 

object; and the words stand as symbols for these properties of the 

object^, and not for the objects themselves*. This statement clearly 

contradicts his earlier statement since he is unable to reconcile himself 

either to the particular or to the universal. On the one hand, he 

takes the word to he a symbol of the universal and of the particular; 

and on the other hand, he considers the universal to be a property of 

the particular 

This confusion arises from an imperfect sympathy with the 

problem of the universal. There are two distinct views on the 

question and the moment they are mixed up there arises confusion. 

At the outset we have the view of the grammarians that the words 

aie symbols denoting objects, qualities, actions and nniversals. As 

against this there arc the Mimnnsakas a<‘Cording to whom a word is 

a symbol for the universal. Says Mamniata : 

“Sanketita^ catur bhedo jatyadir jatir eva va’** 

For all practical purposes we take the particular object which aione 

satisfies our needs and demands. A word therefore has tc refer to a 

particular. Yet since the olqects are many, and since the same word 

‘cow’ has to be applied to all cows, we have to take for granted that 

the primary meaning of a word his no reference to the particular.* 

‘ VikyApsdlytin. 
* Bihitya Darpapa, IT. i. ../i..j dak 
* eva hi tyakter up&illiiaii aaiikeln grhy Na vyaictau ‘iPia, p. 33). 

* •'Ya5y*apy*^artha kriyi k&ritayS pravrtti uivrtti vogyi vyaktir ava. iatUpy Anattyad 
vyabhiokfScci tatra«nk«UVk*rlttin Dayu'vate iti gauh- ^iKlal, tty Mlalm 
Ipayavibhigo na pripnotlti oa tad npidhav eva aankplah U no pp. « w*) 

4-1W6P-XI 
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But how can we account for words like ‘wluto’, 'moves*, and 

‘Dittlm*? A universal quality, a uaivci’sal action, ind a universal 

name cannot possibly co-exist in the same particular; nor can we 

establish that the verbs and adjectives are merely particulars since 

they are dependent on objects. The object is apprehended through 

the universal, while the adjective and the verb condition this universal 

by specifying and qualifying the object *, and lienee the apprehension 

of the universal precedes that of the quality or act. This implies 

that a word denotes the mere ‘upadhi* or ‘vastudharma’ or the nature 

of the object; and the object as such is indirectly signified by the word. 

The‘Upadhi* is revealed either as the nature of the object or 

as a name attached to it by a speaker. Tiie nature of the object can 

be either an existent or some forthcoming modification of the same. 

The nature of the object as an existent will refer either to something 

vital and necessary to it, or to something accessorv. The former is 

the universal while the latter is a quality. The particular object 

as apprehended through the universal qualified by the adjective 

Hence words may he divided into four or five groups but of these, 

one set will denote the particulars and the universals, and the other 

set will denote the qualities and actions of the particulars As such 

qualities and actions are not universals. 

As against this view, the Mimansakas contend thal all words 

denote universals and incidentally the particulars, since t!ie universal 

and the particular are inseparably united.^ But thf* Buddliists reject 

these two views altogether and consider ‘apoha’ as the meaning of 

a word; by this they mean that a word ‘cow’ means the exclusion 

of non-cows a whole. And yet the word cow refer« to the object 

cow by giving ri^-e to a purely mental concept \ 

However, we think of the subject and tlie predicate, of a sub¬ 

stantive and its^ adjectives, and use words accordingly. The objects 

corresponding to the words are treated as existenls in the woild 

outside " or at least given a mental existence. Each bcntence gives 

us a content or thought’in terms of this existence and in terms of 

1 Abhidbft vptti niStrkft, p. 6 : piinsir upadliir laMlit ovaiQpaVB 7afltiino 
vitofodfaKDA hrtub. jatbft dnklftdir Iti •tiiklilder gtii) uya pat&li vadtu «v«rQpii 
pratilamhhaoa nibandbanafvam* jftti tnnbimnaivH tt^ra vaalnriub pnlilaldha ^varApatvSl'l 

* Efivyaprakftda, p. 84 : f^uklftdinft hi labdha aati&katn vaata vidi^yate"- 
^ Abbidhft Tfiti mfttfkft. p. C. '^Giioa knvk 4abda s&iuni vyakUuftin era tat tad 

up&dhi nibandhaoa bbedajufftm ekftkftral&Tagati nibandhaoatvam. na tu jater iti bbagavato 
mabftbhi^ya kftraty&trftbbimatacn**. 

* K&yyaprakiita. p. 45 : *'Vyakty aTinAbh&vitvattn jfttyi vyaktir ftk^ipyata**. 
* TadvftD apohoTft dabdirtha^ kaidrid uktab*' (ihtd, p. 88). 
4^yftiaociToga adtm, 8.17: **Ka aatt&m padirtbo vy«vhhioarati. Vfkfa ity ukte 

astHi (tamyate**. 
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the reference of the words to the objects* We have to e^canoine th^ 

theory of the universalB to arrive at the correct import of words and 
of eentences. 

PataBjali raises this problem when he attempts to answer the 

question, *what objects are denoted by words?* He classifies all 

words into those that denote class, quality, action, and personal 

names This claasification is based on the objects and their quah- 

ties *. The main question turns upon the words that denote a class. 

Does a word signify a universal or a particular? In Mimanea we 

have the view that the word denotes a universal and Mamraata 

observes: “Sarvesam sabdanain jatir eva pravrtti niraittam”^. Still 

it must be the universal with reference to tlie particular. Vajapya- 

yana held this view.' An inliv.duil is a particular as determined 

by its universal, and it is the existence of a universal which unites 

its particulars. Ail things have their own particularity, while uni¬ 

versality is said to be an all-pervasive categorical character of things. 

And Helar-lja lelN m: ** Vajap.,riyan1carya mateua, sarvatriki jati 

padartha vyavasthopapad}ate * ”, 

But a different view was taken up by Vyadi: 

“Dravvabhidhanam vyadih 

According lo lliis view, a word is primarily related to action and 

action refers to a particular. Thus Heiaraja observes: 

“Vyadi mate lu saiva sabdunam dravyam arthas, 

tasyaiva sa ksfit kriya samanvayopapatteh • *’. 

A word denotes a concrete particular. Thus to fetch water we require 

the concrete particular iiot, and not the universal pot. Tf rhe ward 

denotes a universal, how is the univcT-al lelated to the word? Now, 

it is argued that 'adhyaropa* enables us to arrive at the con.inunity 

of objects. 

"Svajatih piatlrunam liabdaili rarvaii evabhidhiyate 

Tato *itha jati lupcsu tad adh}aropa kalpana 

1 Onl.l.*2: "(UtiiHlayl Atfcb lunaiij prj\rttib : 
vadreobft iabduK cuturtbuV’< 

• N&gete : Prailipodyota : •‘sabd&nim arlue 
arakira catnatayaviitityarthab- 

* MTm. Sfllras, 1 8.80*6. 
Kftvynpraka^a. IT. 
Vaitika 86, on 1.9.01. 
On Vikyapadiyam, III. 9. 
Vlrtika 46, on 1.9 01. 
On VSkyapadiyam, HI. 9. 
Vakyapadlyaniiin 6. 

I 
I 
I 
7 
8 
• 

;:i-i 4-iI.d.w kriy5 libdft, 

j& pravrilili ai pravrtii iiinDiltabheilftt 
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TbQB, the word *cow’ firsi gives tise to the universal.^ And between 
tile bearing of a word and ibe awareness of its meaning, there must 
be flome transition, some interval^. In Ibis transition the eternal 
*^bda' slowly merges in the universal ‘artha’, and thus becomes 
identical with it. Thus arises the apprehension of a universal content 
from the cognition of a word which in its turn is aho taken to be a 

universal. 

2. It is said that the universal is identical in all its particulars 
and hence different persons are able to have similar cognitions of 
the same. Words, therefore, mean primarily such univeisals as 
distinguish the particulars of expeiieiicc®. If the woid denotes only 
particular, the universal or t^eneric idea of an object becomes impos¬ 
sible. A word canuot be a roll etive term denoting all the particulars, 
for the collective term might have to undergo a series of changes with 
the exit and entrance of object^ m the uni\ti>o. Tlie particular and 
the universal, on the other hand, are inseparable from the standpoint 
of both knowledge and existence But if a wotd were to mean only 
a particular, then it must have as many meanii gs as there arc patti- 
culars in that class This is a clcai violation of the principle lhat a 
word can have only one nieaniiig If the word dots i ot denote a 
univeisal, there can be no unalterable or etenj.il connection between 
the word and its meaning. The paiticulars being many, the under¬ 

standing of a word would be complicated, difficult, and impossible. 
Hence the indissoluble union of the universal and the particular 
appears to be a necessity of thought. 

But there is an alternative. The word priiiianly denotes a 
universal; and we can pay that its secondary meaning refers to the 
particular. That is, the reteiencc ol a word to a particular object 
is a case of secondary meaning or laksanditlia^. Thus a word like 
‘red* means the universal ‘redness'; and in the pliiase ‘red pen’, it 

denotes a particul-ir pen wnth the quality ot led colour, by laksanfi or 

implication. The word ‘cow* means the universal ‘cow’, but by 
implication or inference it comes to mean the paitioular cow participa¬ 

ting in the universal. 

1 atmtjft go^bd&tmikft, na tu sakala ^abda Bidfa&ranI I^aldttvftdih" (HelftrSia 
on ra. 6). 

’ “Aribaaya jbatity era iabda svaxup&bbcdcDftTabodhe *pi jotbS pratipftdlta 
rayooa** (ihid ) Cf. pratyftyaoftd aDaQiaram artha iStinam gotvadroam aimaau 
Uayab dabda jateb aatnaropoaya kalpaoa'* (it/d.). 

3 cr. Nyaya Sdtra, 2.2 rs. 
^ daalradipika, p. 104 :'Tatra gam knaycl.v aaay»(ir aiiayana aamaDyam tbbidbaya, 

tad vyakiim lak^ayati; go padam api avIrUia dvarenanayaoam ova gokartnakatvaklreBa 
tat saidbandhi tvarOpapa lakfa9XJ0 pratipadayali •. •, 
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It in no doubt a weighty argument that in the absence of the 

identical universal, the bare particulaiR cannot give rise to determinate 

ideas, for example, of cows as distinct from the determinate knowledge 

of the horseb'. The several particulars assiime the character of the 

identical univeraal, become its basis, and also become the means of 

revealing it. This view has to explain why some particulars get into 

lelatiou only with some oue kind of universal, and not all with all 

uoiversals indibcriiiiiuately. This must be due to the very nature or 

constitution tsvabhavs) of the things. And if the particular alone is 

the object of immediate appiehension, the universal cannot spring 

into existence at a later stage like the head ol king Charles. More¬ 

over, the universahty of an object is apprehended even before the 

name of the object is yet known. 

The univerbal, however, is a whole or unit} for these theories. 

Let us take the uDi\er*^al term * forest', and by the forest we mean 

a penes of tree‘s appealing in a specific way. But is the idea of a 

foiest perceivable in every tiee? Eveiy tree exists by itself, and is 

detached fiom the others There is no bond of connection or unity 

between them except a spatial one, which unites many more other 

objects besides tluse But let us cousidsr the 'yellow book’. Here 

the quality and the book are not two distinct things, but one and the 

same. It ir not the universal'book*, nor the universal ‘yellow* that 

we cognise, but a concrete sjiwhctic unity of a yellow book*. Let us 

take the word ‘fiie’ as a third example By itself the word ‘fire’ 

does not expiees the full natuie of the object. The ‘akrti* or pattern 

is only the combination of the coaiponeut parts, and such a pattern 

leads us nowhere. Alexandei aigues that the particular owes its 

universality to the uniioimity oi its medium, thus making the 

univereal to be the plan oi configuiation of the particulais which are 

identical in kmd\ The plan einbodies unifoiunly, and since “the um- 

versal subsists in so fai as its paiticulais exist, it is spatio-temporal 

though not paiticulai*’.^ Consequently, repetition of particulars is 

absolutely nectssaiy foi the lossibility of a umveisal. The universal 

then is a plan demanding repetition, for "apait from possible repeti¬ 

tion a plan would be only the plan of a particular, not even an 

individual".'' 

> dastradipika, p. *-W. '*Katham aaatj cka rupe satnioje »y>nta 
•TtUklanaDjaviUk^aOi rupam vikalpam ]tuayapti ’. . . , ^ . 

* “SaiDHjyantf bliilyauta avato ‘aUSb paraiuaHbiUak rfpnm ekaui 
tefu budUber upapla>at^*' iTattva Saograha Paniika, p. SQ8). 

^ 8. Alevandtr • Spvce, Time and Deivy, p 210, 214. 
* Ibid. p. ‘ 

Tilakfa^Di 

aaekam os 
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Siirli a tbeor) would make the univetsal a pure mental construct. 

And according to Kanada, both the univer&al and the particular are 

relative to the undersiaDding\ The umvcisils ate marks or quahtiee 

with the aid of winch we assimilate a v.iiiety of ohjectp and classify 

tliem into various groups and clabses The univerbals ate separate 

and distinct from the particuUirs^, The distinction, it is alleged, does 

not amount to a dilferenco, nor separateness spatial separaftiou. 

They may be paid to be temporally scpaiate. That is, a universal 

may exist even when no individual instance ot it exists. This is a 

conceptual posbibilily; ^et Kanada tells us that the uuiveis.il exists 

in the foiin ol the similar ot common qualities in the paiticularb. 

But if there is a specific feature in a cognition there must be a 

coiresponding feature in the object involved. Anti ir we apprehend 

the universal m an object this apprehousion muil have an objective 

basis® Hence some tLmkeis make out that the unntrsal ib a quality 

or an objective which alone is taken t> be the ‘cliaiaclenstic being of 

the universal*. This chaiacteribtic being is appieh^^nded neitbei as 

universal nor as paiticulansod.* The substaiUive oi the noun is 

therefoie treated as denoting a particnlai. 

3. Russell divides all teiin*- into partioulaib, qualities, and 

lelationb. Of these, qualities and lelatiorih are taken to be umversalb. 

Johnpon biinphhes tins into subbtantives and adjectucs, where Ihe 

adjectives are tlie univertals The mbbtantivcb fan never function 

as predicates, wbeieas an adjective con bo either a predieate or a 

subject. Thub in a statement like “unpunclnaiit} js a faiiU**, Johnson 

would treat the subject as an adjective which is a universal Butin 

such a case the difleience between a paiticular and a universal 

vanishes, smcc the nnivtipal can be a paiticiilai b} becoming a 

subject. Fuither a subject ih self (oniiilete and can ‘'taiul by itself, 

but an adjectue is always incomplete and demands an auxiliary or 

support. And Russell’s uiiiveisals called qualitie'. and lelations are 

eqally incomplete involving a combination if objects or woids Thus 

the universaib ol both Hubsell and Juimson aie laigely predicates. 

But in a sentence like “Bociates is nioital*’, mortality is the predicate 

and IB a universal. And in a sentence “Mortality is a chatacterislic 

of Socrates'*, we have the same meaning, but mortality is treated as 

^ Sutra, l.d.O * *)atnanvain visrBa iti buddhy RpekBam." 
^ W.D Boss : Aniiotle, p. 16d. 
' Javania : Ny&ya Mafijari, p. 814 • 

*'Vi9>iyfiti4ayam antarc^a pratyayatiiay&oupapamh'*. 
^ Jobe Cock WilsoD : 

‘Stetameut and lofereoor, pp. SSOff. 
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subject. In other words, the distinction between subject and predicait 

cannot be due to the Aislinction between particular and universal. 

Moreov r, by universal we always mean a subfitanlive, since the 

universal is that of which goinefhing is predicated. 

The universal should not be equated wtih a property or a quality. 

We speak of a man with the felt Imt, but we speak of a cow posbess- 

ing the property of cowness If it is said that we cognibe the cow as 

having a dewlap, then this dewlap is seen in all cow; and what is 

the relation of cowness to tliis dewlap ? Wherever we sec the dewlap 

theie is the cow. The dewlap determines the cowncss, and lowness 

deteimines the dewlap, and this a vicious circle Here we have 

the differentia in the property or quaiily called the dewlap, over and 

against the universal calli'd f'own'*'-. TTow are these to be related ? 

If the universal is different from the dewlap, it can be either a quality 

or a substantive. If it a qualify, we cannot lehte this quality to 

the quality called the dewlap'^ipcp qiiaiiiicb cannot be related to one 

another independent cf a ‘•iihstanine. Tf there a sub^dance of wdiich 

Hiebo are the two qualities, is that .substance Fame as (he particular 

object or not ? If it is the Fime wo will have a Msible reality along 

with a visible quality, and this i*' a contradiction in teiii's If it is 

not the ^aine. il en it caruiot he logically related to the particular. 

But if, on the other hand, the univeisal is a '-nb^tantive, this Mil stau- 

tive imi«t be the same the particular since the other alternative 

fads us. Being tl e same as the particular, the entire universal will 

hove to subsist in one and the same object.* 

Quality is not a univeiFal. Oil, sliming metal, water, and mirror 

reflect a fact in accordance w’ith their naluic, and the *'aine face *3 

refle<(ed in (Item in manv forms. Tn the same vfcij a qnahtv, like 

whilciip^-, i*. conditioned h;v space and time and icveals iti-elf im u ,ii.v 

when i: is associated with the various objects. In other words, 

whiTonesb if OTie wherever it appe.irK, whereas a unnert-al, (hough it 

i*^ one, is implicit in many as many.'* ^loreover, there is no invaiiabJe 

concommitaooe between a universal and a quality, bince the appreheu- 

flion of colour, for example, subsequent to the apprehension of the 

' doo4a^un iti vad gut\T g(tva>{in iti pniljnjobluvur. Sasnadiniatlva 
dhftrniftByaikii^j'i fnrvntia pialibbaso *btili cel Lflnii* I.uIm ;nt>n tal* (\.iiJU'rUa \yebahar« 
opapatteb* Kim ca jalim B>TkurvBl| tad vyaftittlam 1 mud tnd jpi kutia vartata 
iti paryannjogp yotra iatiB tatra vartita Ity iiktav anu‘n>n‘-ra\ na iCU^ukliT, p. 804). 

• rbhnyor v& kotra \rttir iti par>amiyopf, vrfdi \}afi]ik5ntnriin abliy npagaerbet, 
lodknavaathk; yadina, ladnhhayorapi vaBtu n.Stia vrtutayft s'lrvatia 8ar\a;5wr varteteti 

iktiiftokarya rraBangiir* 
* Itfiikula : Abliidha vrtti infitfkr*, pp. 6.6 ! ca ^'iklidi vyaktrr ekatvftj jited ca 

bhinaMraya aamavetatvao, rhiiltitvildi jftly abbfivau va 4nicladi Mbrtftn&m jAti rtabdatvam’*. 
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aniversa].^ Quality ie dependeut on a substance or object, for without 

an object there can be no quality. As such the existence of quality 

depends on the existence of an object, and the object is apprehended 

through the universal. Hence quality is defined as 

*‘Sattve nivisate ’paiti prthag jatisu drsyate 

adheya*^ cakriyajas ca so *sattva prakitir gunsh* 

The universal does not reside in the mere paiticular, for it is the 

principle underlying ‘dravya*, 'guna' and 'karma*. As the fruit ripens 

its former colour disappears and the yellow colour hecomes integral 

to it ; and the yellow colour is integral to the nature of the object. 

Yet this yellow colour is different from the fruitnesa, since many 

objects, which are not fruits, can he and are yellow. This colour is 

not an object nor an act, nor a universal.* 

But this position is not coinproinised with the plurality of mani¬ 

festations for any quality. Each quality is one and not many. Yet 

because of the multiplicity of the loci each quality appears as many ; 

and we shonM not take this to mean that quality is a universal. 

Since its multiple manifestations only mean the multiple bases that 

support it * We are to speak of many wliite colours as the manifesta¬ 

tions of a universal whiteness, we are mistaking an abstraction and 

thus running mto a delusion.® Theiefore, we have to conclude that 

the universal is neither a quality nor a iclation ; and qualities and 

relations too are not universals. 

That the universals are qualities arises from the fact tliat we con¬ 

sider such concepts as ‘inanness* and 'cowness* along witli such ideas 

as honesty, truthfulness and virtue. That is, by un!vet*eal We at times 

mean an abstract noun. And one of the detects in the customary 

formulation of the^ theoiy of the universals savours of ahstractianism. 

The particular cows are taken up, their specific differemes and peculia¬ 

rities are systematically eschewed, and home likeness coriunon to all 

of them is felt Tlie felt common element has at times no distinct 

name, and thus we get at an abstract noun ‘cowness* or ‘Gotva* 

which is said to be the uuiverbal. That this is a violation of the prin- 

* Cf. K&vy»prak&4«pradipi, p ‘2*2 • “Yady api ^uklaivader nityatvabhy upagaino 
gotTidma aama kalam pva aambandliitva)!), tiihSpi ias}a BvmbaDdlioh kadficid apiily api, 
na tn gatxftdfr iti 

* Bee Patafijali; ICah&bbi^ya, 4J.i4. 

> Cf. Tattvabodhinlon PapiDii 4.1.44 : "SaD'fia j&q kriyfi ia'dan bitvawogna vaeinit^ 
Cfttn^taye 4abd&Dam avrtUr ity ikara giantha ni^kari^&d eaa niroayab*** 

^MammatB* P *'Ou9a knyi yadpeebanAm vastuta, eka rOpai^aia apy Atraya 
bhedAd bbeda iva iek^yate. 

* RaaagiflgAdbara, p. 184 : ‘'Tad uktaio^gu^a krtyAjadroebAoAiu v iitu. i pka raifiQArii 
fidnyo bbedAd bbeda iva Ukfyate* ui. Taibi ca bbeda pratUir bbrama €\ ti bbitctl^**« 
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oiplea of language and of common sense has been shown long ago by 

Berkeley. Yet this error persists ; for this abstract noun has a ten¬ 

dency to slide into a collective noun. And in the ultimate analysis 

it turns out to be a quality, whence arise mysterious ways of relating 

it to the particular. But as Daird points out: might be possible 

to arrive at redness by the process after eliminating the distinctive 

shades of red, but it would be interesting to know what colour is when 

the redness of the reds and the greenness of the greens have been 

abstracted from it. Again the mutilated figure of a triangle 

which is neither right-angled, acute-angled, or obtuse angled, is plainly 

not triangular'*.' And the universal, instead of dissolving the parti¬ 

culars into nothingness tlins, has to enable us to proceed from the 

knowledge of one particular to that of another. Consequently all 

nbsiractionist thoorio.s of the universal fail to provide a satisfactory 

answer to the problem. 

4. The universal, wc are told, is ever operative only as an 

element in individual things ; it is immanent in the particulars. But 

Vhat is this immanence We can think of a univer al even when 

no particular instance of it exists. The obsolete species like the 

mastodon can be studied and thought of new. In so doing we cons¬ 

truct mentally our own world of study and this world has its basis in 

the obsolete past. But with the ideas of justice, holiness and beauty 

we construct values of life as universafs and try to apply them to the 

actual problems of life. In so doing we are trying to understand the 

application of a single unitary principle to the manifold problems, 

objects, and persons we come across. The problem of the universal 

and the particular is in essence tlie same as the problem of the One 

and the Many. And Prof. Dawes Hicks observes on the alleged 

immanence of the nniversal in the many particulars: “the problem of 

the One and the "Many is not solved by the simple device of stationing 

the One in tlie Many. For, although in the world, universals may 

still not be of the world, and conceived as Aristotle conceived them, 

they assuredly are not. A concrete fact is not, that is to say, a 

^syntheton’ made up of a fixed, eternal t}p(» or form plu.s in indeter¬ 

minate lormle<^8 element, two being somehow welded togethei. How 

exactly the univoisal is lelated to the particular Aristotle was no more 

able to inform us than Plato had been. Perhaps no term in the 

philosophical vocabulary more often proves an obstacle to scientific 

thinking than the term 'immanent' ; and it is a delusion to imagine 

^ A Stndy in Bsalitni, p. 111. 

5-1946P—XI 
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that in the notion of itnmanonce Ib to be found a means of e6CB|Htig 

the perplexities of PlatoDiaro/’* 

The universal is defined as ‘*nityam ekam auekanugataxn slman- 

yam*\ It is real and one, and exists at one and the eame time in all 

the epecies. It is immanent. Immanence may be defined as running 

through or enlivening the many. This makes the relation between 

the universal and the particular one of conjunction or external relation, 

or an inherent or internal relation. That there is no such external 

relation is evident from our Cvignition. If it were an inherent relation, 

it would lead to a regress since relation is self cnitradictory. Further 

bow can the one real run tbrougli the many ? 

“Anuvrttatvam samanyam ity apy alaksanam. 

Kim idain aniivrUatvam naina ? Anekasritavam 

iti cen, na. Avayavm.l Raiiiyogadibhis eavjabhicarat. 

Nityatve sallti con, na. Sainavayena v^abhicural, 

Ata eva na bahu vrttitvam ity api.’* ■* 
V 

Hence the universal in aii\ po'^sihle ie!aii(vu to the [larticulai 

becomes inexplicable. The monads are immaneid in every object, and 

yet we do not take all the objects as llie paiticiilar instances of the 

one universal monad ® 

5. But if a word priina'ily denoie^ a universal, it becomes 

ununderstandable until it refers to a paiticiilar. If (he denotative 

power reveals* or expresses only a univc*sal, Iho pailicular can never 

be known from the word. But if we maintain tliat the *^akti* or 

capacity of the word is to denote the particular, where is its ‘jati’ ? 

How can this ‘jati* be related to the Vakti’* ? If we grant that the 

word expresses a unive^^a], it may lie urged tbat (here is an invariable 

coneommitance between the universal and the particular, and 

hence the particular is invariabl}' known. But there is no proof for 

this hypotbecis'. If it he said that theie is an inseparable relation 

between the univer&al cownes'* and tlie pailicular cow, we can only 

argue that the idea of the (uic irises from (he idea of the other; 

and this is a fallacy of petitio principii 

' Ariatotelian Society, Simplemer l*»ry \oiiiine V, p 172. 
* flrT Har^s : KbftQtjana Khai}()a Kha-lya, p. 106*2 
^ 'AsambaDdbatve satTfi cen, na Ap'ihbir vyabbjcarSd ill” (fhul. n. 10*?2). Cf 

Citsukhi, pp. 190-103 I f \Ji. 

^ **Atba jal&vevavasi(a Bangatikuni pad&ny fikalita vi^e^&yfia taeyi boddhum «<a1cyatTit 
Utriparyavanta vyfcpar&iji viiei&p api bodbayaDtlti maUin Ud api na.VideMo 
padlD&D) aati, oa vi? Aati oej jatir eva dabd&rtha ity abbyopagama bhaotta 
praaaDgap (Citankbi, p. 108). # ^ r » a 

f ^'Avinlbhiva aaiddheb" (ftuVf. p. 161). 
I • ^Itm&lrayatv&t*' (ibtdd. 
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Moreover, if words denote universale then words Hka time, 

space, and direction will have lo be devoid of any meaning But 

Rndrata aoswers that an object is that which has a specific form 

and that which is self-pioductive of change; consequently directioni 

time and space are no objects * and hence neither particulars nor uni- 

versals. The properties of the particulars are only superimposed 

on these by the {Kiets ® ; and a conventional twist cannot convert 

them into particulars. But if they are neither particulars nor uni- 

versals, we have to take them to be relations alone. 

If the universal is distinct from the particulars then it should 

he cognised apart from the particular, if it is not distinct it would 

be the same as the particular. It cannot be both distinct and non- 

distinct If it is distinct, is it omnipresent or is it confined only 

to particulars? It cannot be omnipresent because it i.s not known 

to exist in the intervening spacs between two objects Prasastapada 

argues that a univer.-^al exists only in its members. If to, how is 

the universal related to the unborn things of tomorrow? For, the 

universal is ttationary and inactive, unlike the particular. 

Anyatra vartarnfmasya tato 'nya slbana janinani 

Tasmad acalatah stbanad vrttir ity atijuktata 

Yatrasan variate hhavas tena sambadbyate na tu 

tad dcsinum ca vyupnoti kim apy etan mahddbhutam * 

If it is confined to particulars how could it be cognised in a thing 

that will come into existence tomorrow? One cannot say that it 

comes into existence then, since the universal, being eternal, cannot 

have a temporal beginning. If it is iiniqtic, erernal, and inclusive, 

the universal cannot be the ‘svarupx* of the particulars which are 

many, non-etcrnal, and exclusive ^ The universal cannot be per¬ 

ceived in time since it is said to be eternal; and an eternal entity 

is of no practical value. 

0. But Jcl ns consider iho nature of a perceptual act which 

can be expressed as ‘this is also a cow’,‘this loo is a cow*, and so 

I **ADi ca jutir eva (tabilSitha iii oiyAmr^ Hdi salulifiiHui avscak«t?a 
prtMagit kilakaWdau kalatvadi inter abb»\ai.** ('bfd.l. 
^ S Kriyu guoao&in pflling tta iimrtimad drivjaui dik kaiaka a&ai tu 
nliupim avikriyam bhavati" tKavyalauU&m, 7 *2). , ,,, , , -j . 

* “Suka^iparamparayH ciratu avigilatayaamathk xnboddbam jal vaani UU nuyadraam 
api bndbnlyat tat praiiddhyalva*’. {ibid, 7 B) " - 
^ ^ Sftstradipik&p p. '^y*****® J“tir dj^yet 1 \a abhede vyakti 

laatram ayaiti dvedb& cen na virodba'ak . -v - » j & 
* ‘Tadica bbinni datih, ea aarvngita? vyakli^v^a »u? ^a tarat aarvagatatvam, 

autar&le aaapaUbdlicb" Ubid.). 
^ SatvadarAana sata aaDgraba, p. «7 _ 11_- . . 
T B4itradlpikaa>-^'^ Tyavptta wabhftvanam 

•ka rftpa nlty&nutrttn avabhaTi ca j&tir almS. ayit ?** • 
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OD. ^Tbifl perceptioD is not modified by the difierences of time^ 

spacoj and outlook. It offers a twofold idea of things/ On the one 

hand we have the ‘this’. It excludes. It separates the cow of the 

immediate apprehension, from the cow of the past. It particularises 

the perceptual act. The word ‘cow’ denotes the universal and includes 

the present one in itself. Hence in every cognition we have both 

the universal and the particular as the two elments of the whole. 

To put it in a different way, the universal is eternal and it can still 

be embodied in the particular. For, in so far as the universal element 

is involved, the particular loo is eternal *. The universal may be 

absent in the particul ar entity that will come into being tomorrow* 

But the paiticular while coming into being determined by its causal 

conditions manifests itself as associated only with that specific univer¬ 

sal to which it belongs Just as some conjunction is necessary for 

the emergence of an effect, likewise a particular must spring up so 

that there can arise a ‘jaii-vyakti’ relation. In the absenco of the 

manifesting particiilaris, the universal is not perceived ; for, the 

particulars can InanifeBt it only in that particular space and at that 

specific time, where they are cognised. As ‘-Uih the universal exists 

everywhere hut is cognised only when a particular is present. Con¬ 

sequently, there is no difficulty for the presence of the universal in 

the unborn thing of tomoirow or in tLe dead object of yesterday*. 

Since there is an element of identity betwedn the universal and the 

particular, with the origination of a particular there emerges the 

universal too. The universal only gets itself manifested, for it does 

not originate *. This explanation places the examination of the 

nature of the universals on a different footing, rendering them almost 

invulnerable. This is a view which bears close dffiuities with the 

position of Advaita and with that of the leading Buddhist thinkers, 

for these thinkers have no sympathy with any adjectival theory of 

the universe or of the propositions. 

^ ^'Sarvesv api vastuju ‘iyam api gsur iyam api gaiitu ayam api vj-k^o ‘yarn apRi* 
tySTr^ianufttSnukSram pratyak^aio deaak&IavaatbaQlarefv aviparyaatam udtyimiDaro 
■arTim eva tarkabbasam vijitya dvyakaram vaatu ▼>avast bapavat keoanyeoa sakyate 
bWbilazn” (ibid. p. f9). 

* Jfitir api vyakti rupeii&oitya, vyaktir api j4Ly atuian& nityeti natra kfteid aniati' 
pattih** (Sft8tradipik&, p. 101). 

^ '*8vftkiraQ&h oiBpSdyamaaa vyaktir jdti visef&tmaoS aaiDbsddhaivctp&dyata iti na 
dofalt" (fbid p. 102). ^ 

* Nyaya Mafijan. pp, 809-811. 
B ‘‘Na hi gavhdi vyaktlnftm utpattimattvo tad akitiaftm apy otpattiniattvam ty&t. 

Uravya, gu^a, kanaai^am bi vyaktaya evotpadyaote nakr tayab (daaksra od Ved&Dta 80tra, 
1. 8. 28). 



WAVES TO THE DISTANT SHORE 

8. C. Bbahmo 

Truths of the past lie enshrined for all times in books that give 

us a glimpse into the secrets of different ages and reveal the wisdom 

of the distant past. The soul of man works upon these materials 

that beguile our hearts and bring bright sunshine in the bleak stretches 

of our life. The horizon of man’s mind is widened by education 

that unfolds the intelligence of people to go deep into the nature of 

things. “Whatsoever things wertf written aforetime" says a proverb 

“were written for }Our learnings", 

In connection with the Centenary exhibition of the Calcutta 

University ail the C>niversities of India lent out their publications 

to make the book exhibition a success. The rare books exhibited 

m the Asutosh Building drew special attention of a large number of 

visitors. Out of the book-stock of three lakbs^ the Ceutral Library 

of the Univers.ty of C’alcutta displayed thirty-nine rare books some of 

which are being explained here. 

Sn Kafunnnulhan—Dihis by Ka\i Jayanarayana Gbosali a 

Kavya on divine love of Sn K^i^hna written during 1813-14 and 

printed in 1825 presents elaborate materials on social education of 

Bengal during late 18lh century. Rudimentary influence of English 

education on Bengali literature is first traced in this Eavya. In the 

Persian translation of the Vedas entitled Sirr-uAkbar by Prince 

Dara Sblkoh written in beautiful band, the beginnings and the ends 

of the various chapters are highly ornamented and well decorated 

and each line in each page is written within golden line. This 

manuscript is not dated, but it appears to be a copy of the time of 

Dara Shikoh himself. The facsimile reprint of Ritusam?iara by 

Kalidara, Calcutta 1T92 which is the first Sanskrit book in print in 

Bengali character and a rare book, viz, Thomas Carlyle's Past and 

Present with the signature put in by Ur. Rajendra Prosad, President 

of India, one time a student of Ibis University adding Eshan Scholar 

to his name were among the exhibits. A Gratnmar of Bengali 

Language by William Carey printed in IBO.) from Herainpore and the 

first Bengali monthly, viz. Diydnrshan (1818-1820)^ edited by John 

Clarke Marabman were of immense interest to the scholars. 
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Like the rare book display of G. U. Library imporlant rare 

exhibits lent by courtesy of Badhir Brahmo were also informative. 

The collection from'Brahnio Family* of Akiur Dutt Lane threw a 

flood of light on the history of this Univertity from its very inception. 

No age could be pioperly understood unless the past (lands are re¬ 

vealed to the eye. Toe achievements of our forefathers stand like 

landniaiks of the past and open vast fields for research. 

The imprint of the book entitled LandiHarks of History: 

Ancient History from the Earlu st Timis to the Chnsttan p]ra showed 

that Thacker Bpink & Company m the }e3r 1802 held the privilege 

to be the publishers for books prescribed bj the Senate for various 

examination*-. The selected English Courses of this Ilniveroity for 

Entrance Examination of 1872, I Examination of Dec., 1875 and 

B,A. Examination of Januan , 1878 indicate that Thacker Spink & Co. 

were the first publibhers to this University. In the year 1877 Univer¬ 

sity Book Presb was set up at Manitktola area of Calcutta and printed 

a*book, viz. An Analysis oj Str Wilhani Ilamillon: Lectures on 

Metaphysics which was duly exhibited along with undermentioned 

books that arose curiosity of many visitors :— 

(1) The Enqhsh Reader ... adapted to improve the younger 

classes of learnen in leadinij by the piogiessi\e arrange¬ 

ment ot the lessons. CalciJtti Bchoo! Book 8*)ciet3's Press, 

1857. 

(2) Manual of Practnal Chemist/y. Pub. b} the Medical 

College, Calcutta, 1837. 

(3) ()ntolo(fy being a translation of Tatv'^a^vidya a Bengali 

work by D. N. Tagoie, Cal. Cential PiCbs, 1871. 

During the penod of formation ot the University of Calcutta, 

btudents had to prosecute their studies with the aid of books published 

and printed at London. The undernoted few books were read with 

inleicfat b> the piedecessois ot ‘Bialimo Family* who were btudents 

of this University and valuable notes wiitten by them along with 

tbeir signatures aie seen in the pages of these books :— 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

The Condnd of ih( Und( tstandnuf 
— by John Tjo<*ke (Size. 4ix2J Inch ), 1H18. 

The Students* Manual 
— by Bev. John Todd (Size : 5x3J Inch.), 1835. 

The Season and CastU oj indoletne 
-by James Thomson (Size: ii x 2J Inch.) 

MT)C(’(‘XTiVl. 

Don Quixote 
-by De La Mancha (Size: 4ix2icm.), 1809. 
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liMviag aside ibo contents of these books, if we make an analy¬ 
tical study on size, printing, type face, binding, design, etc. from tte 

diffearent dates of publications, the evolution of the physical aspect 

of the book, t.e., the history of book production, as a whole, ooald 

be understood. 

The printiijg press came into use for the hrst time in Calcutta 

in the last quarter of the 18th century. Printers snd publishers had 

to face opposition both from socalled society and the (lovernment for 

printing was not in the first instance recognised as a medium for the 

diffusion of knowledge. Ignoring these obstacles, the late Amritalal 

Brahmo printed and published some hooks and Journals from his 

printing press, viz * Standard Press* of Akrur Dutt Lane, Calcutta. 

A few pages of these cenlury-oll publications in English and Bengali 

were also exhibited. Tn the capacity of prinier and publisher of the 

book entitled *Srprcc/ic^f ^1/ the Marquis of Lansdowne, Viceroy and 

Governor General of India. 1888-94, Amritalal Brahmo wrote in 1895 

the preface as follows r • 

"... It goes without saying that, with the spread of education, 

with the growing political aspirations of the people with the military 

activity of a great European power on the North-W(st Frontier 

Province, with the growth of expenditure in every department of 

administration and with the ever-falhng Bupee, the task of governing 

India is becoming moie and more difficult every day. The speeches 

will afford an interesting study as to how Lord Lansdowne tried to 

cope with the numerous and growing difficulties . . . These are some 

of the considetations that have actuated the publisher to undertake 

the publication.*’ The letter of appreciation fiom the then Viceroy’s 

Palace, 'Belvedere*, Calcutta stuit to Amritalal Brahmo in 1905 was 

also displayed along with the opinions of Newspapers : 

The Hindoo Patriot—‘ The publisher has done a public service 

by bilnging out Lord Lansdowne’s speeches and we aie sure the 

public will accord to him that patronage which his venture will entitle 

to.” 

The Ktuilishmau - "The book is well bound and c.irefully edited 

and shoul.l tirove valuable as a bo>k of rtfercnce in tlie study of 

Indian affairs.” 

A Bengali Journal, viz. Uania Podhini printed from ‘Standard 

Press’ in 1893 levealed the elegancy of early type faces ia Bengali, 

Sanskrit and English. If we compare Bengali and Sanskrit types of 

to-day with types used in Bama Bodhini, we will find that no anbg- 
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iftntial improvement has yet been attained in respeet of Sneness and 

variety of the type faoee. 

The original M.B Diploma awarded to Buddynath Brotno 

(Baidyanatb Brahmo) in ]R47 from the Medical College of Bengal 

established in was an interesting item among the exhibits. The 

diploma is in parchment and carry the golden seal of the Examiner 

of Bengal Government and signatures of all the professors of (he 

Medical College. A comparative study of this diploma with the 

certificates awarded now will show the various changes which the 

University of Calcutta has efTected in respect of form, seal, size and 

colour of paper. It is found from Vol. I Hundred Yeats of the 

Calcutta University that Dr. Buidyanath Biahmo’s nuine is associated 

with introduction of vaccination system in Calcutta. 

At the bottom of this diploma, the Entrance (Certificates of his 

son and grandson, Babu Ainrita Lai Brahmo and Asutosh Brahnlo 

were exhibited with two original seals of the University of Calcutta. 

The University seal was imprinted in the white entrance certificate 

of 1899 but in 187:5-74 certificate there was no seal and it was in 

blue paper of 7'^ x in size. 

Thanks are due to the Calcutta University for organising such 

a unique display of rare and antiquarian books which help to open the 

windows of the dark past and make known the unknown. Exhibitions 

of this type, if organised from time to time, will prove to be a liaison 

between the past and the present. 



HOW YOUR CHILDREN BEHAVE 

Prof. P. N. Choubbk, M.A. (Phil.;, M.A. (Psyohology). 

The term "problem children” is used in abnormal psychology, 

child psychology and mental hygiene. It stands for some misdeeds 

done by children of certain ages. Clinical observation shows that 

from early childhood to the age of twelve children showing some 

abnormal and antisocial behaviour are known as "problem children." 

It is a hard task indeed, to bring up and to deal with them at home 

and in the school. So, many parent.^, nurses and teachers are looking 

to the psychologist for proper guidance of such children Modern 

researche.s show that the knowledge of Applied Psychology can con¬ 

tribute something of real value in the handling of the "problem 

children” and in the training of the normal children so that they do 

not develop delinquency and criminality in the long run. “Problem 

children” upto the age of twelve are left to be managed at home. 

There are a few psychologists and psychological clinics in India that 

gi\e advice to parents on the management of such "difficult children." 

Cognizable cases between the ages of seven and fifteen are generally 

dealt with lu Juvenile Courts and the punishment consists in removal 

to reformatories. These children are called delinquent children. Law 

does not lake any special consideration of young offenders above the 

age of fifteen upto twenty-one and such young offenders when con¬ 

victed are housed in ordinary jails or sometimes in Juvenile reforma¬ 

tories for tlie rectification of their antisocial behaviour. 

Misdeeds of “problem children" are of various sorts, e.g.^ stealing, 

cheating, runaway behaviour, sex misconduct, temper tantrums, 

enuresis, expression of violent aggression, nervousness, long-standing 

thnmb-sucking habit, jealousy of morbid type, stammering, lying, 

etc. Many a child gets into the habit of stealing because it is a part 

of the activity of the gaug with which the child happens to be asso¬ 

ciated. Stealing is a kind of game to “problem children." They 

are really "unhappy ciiildreii." Such children are not concerned 

about the things they steal or even what they may be exchanged for. 

Stealing and other forms of misbehaviour arc the vicw'ous manifes¬ 

tation of the unmastered tension due to mental conflict ; and the act 

of stealing gives some sort of temporary relief to problem cHIdrep 

and delinquent children. 

6-I946P-XJ 
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Receui rescarclies iu clinical psychology have eliown that there 

is close association, of a cause-effect variety, between the parental 

attitudes or family situation and the child's misbehaviour. There are 

definite evidences that stealing or runaway behaviour is due, wholly 

or in large part, to the family environment. If we have made a 

thorough investigation of the social and cultural situation, the school 

history, the health factor, a.s well as the family adjustment, we «haU 

be better able to determine the effect of each of these upon the be¬ 

haviour of *'problem children. ” It has been found that parental 

attitudes of over indulgence is Uigely responsible for the devciopmeut 

of misconduct in children. Ho it has been said by an eminent p-sycho- 

logist that “there are no problem childien, only problem parents.” 

Now we shall try to show how and why a child becomes a 

“problem child” ; and it is of special interest to psycluatnsts and 

social workers. Stealing is a real ps3cho’.ogical problem, for often 

the child is unconscious of his underlying motives. It has been found 

by psycho-analytical investigations that almost all types oi misbe¬ 

haviour shown by “pioblem dii drm” aie as-ociahd with ."ome nienta! 

conflict, especially ihmo concein<‘d with sex. The misdeel]•^ of 

'.'problem cluldreu” in.i> be the danger signals ot peisonaliij dis¬ 

orders which, like physicil disordeis may leqmre wise luindling and 

guidance if permanent damage is to i)e avoided. 

Of late the s^cio-pcycdiiatric aspect ol abnormal and antisocial 

behaviour of children has been drawing the attention ol sociologists, 

social psychologists, child psychologists and ps>cho analysts If we 

believe that delinquency is iho failure of tlx* individual to adjust to 

society, we should concentrate all oin efforts on promoting that ad¬ 

justment. If we behove tlial delinquence is a social malady, then 

every measure taken to raise the level of society must leduce its 

incidence. Home modern psychiatiisls and res^^aichers are of opinion 

that the early childhood environment is solely responsible for develop¬ 

ment of delinqucn« y in children. They work on the asmmption that 

the BOfial, moial, cultural, economic and the hereditary factors all 

combine to influen<*e the iaimW i:le and through it predispose the 

child to show abnoiina! and anlisocial behaviour. Children are the 

product of their environment, and their failure is said to be the 

failure of society at large. Hence efforts are made through ihe acti¬ 

vities of social workers and by the education of parents to bring about 

a healthier atmosphere at home so that the "problem child*’may be 

redeemed. In suitable cases psychological treatment is also under¬ 

taken to remedy the harm already done to the child. Delinquent acts 
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are sometimes done by young children during the confusion period 

following an epileptic attack. In such cases proper physical and 

mental treatment is advised. 

I like to conclude this paper by citing one or two case histories 

which are perhaps typical; 

Take the case of a boy who was the only child of his parents* 

In school he was ail alon? well-up in studies. But at the age of nine 

troubles begun. He developed a tendency of lying and stealing. 

Then in a school examination he did miserably. This drew the 

attention of his father who ufiet an investigation came to learn that 

bis son was for sometime playing trut>ril and staying away from his 

classes. 

The father was a man with strict idea? about discipline. He 

immediately engaged a tutor with the hope of mending the boy’s 

behaviour. But the re'^ult was quite unexpected. The boy refrained 

from attending school at all. Being overwhelmed with agony the 

father brought his smu to a psychologist. The p^ycholoj^ist tested the 

boy’s intelligence and ioiind it much higher than the ave^'age. He 

proscribed for the boy a new environment, free both from strict disci¬ 

pline and pampering. 
Accordingly, tlio tathci tent Jiis son to the house of a maternal 

uncle, w’ho was a cousidoiatc and affectionate person. The uncle gave 

the boy some painting colour and a bru^h in order to divert his 

attention towards a healthy hobby. The hoy found much interest 

in the painting material.^ and began to draw whatever came into his 

mind. 
In the meantime lii^ falhei brought a horse. The boy heard of 

this and insisted on being taken to Ins father's house. The father 

brought him back to his house and allowed him ride the horse* 

Biding was an exhilarating experience for him. After a few days 

the boy became so much enamoured of the horse that he devoted much 

of his time in feeding and taking care of it. All his delinquent 

tendencies disappeared. This ca.-e hisfoiy reminds us of the boyhood 

days of Sir Winston Churchill. Sir Winston relate.^ vividly in his 

autobiography how his father’s horse helped his young mind acquire 

poise, swiftness and courage. 

Here iB another case liii^tory—Dr. Berkele> Hill was for some¬ 

time the Superintendent of Mental Hospital m Ranchi. Once a 

delinquent boy was brought to him. The doctor examined the boy 
and tiiooght that lack of sympathy and love at home was the cause 

of his problem behaviour. He took special interest in this case and 
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kept the young delinquent at his own house. He used to take out 

the boy with him for walks, told him interesting stories, laughed and 

cut jokes with him. The tension was relaxed and the boy began to 

disclose his mind to the sympathetic doctor. 

One day Dr. Beikeley Hill’s gold watch was found missing. 

All evidence of the circumstances pointed to the boy as the culprit. 

The Doctor kept completely silent about the matter. He went on 

pouring more and more love and affection on the emotionally starved 

boy. He began to spend more lime in the boy’s company. He was 

determined to reach the hidden recess of the mind from where sprang 

the boy’s anti-sccial behaviour. In course of a talk the boy confessed 

that he had stolen the watch and broken it open. He could not 

explain why he had done so, but returned the broken watch to the 

doctor. 

Through patient and persistent psychoanalysis the doctor came 

across a strange story. When the boy was veiy young his mother 

was carrying'Eonie months. There was some change in the mother’s 

attitude to her son. The mother, who was preparing for a second 

child-birth, could not naturally pay as much attention to the son as 

she had done before. But the more the mother shifted her centre of 

affection, the more the boy clung to her. The boy would often put 

his ears on the belly of bis mother. He tried to listen to the throbb¬ 

ing of the baby in the womb. 

“What is in your belly, mothei?” the boy would often ask the 

mother. The mother felt disconcerted at such a question and would 

every time drive him out of the room. The mystery in the boy’s 

mind deepened and after sometime lie found a new little member 

added to their family. This little brother of his displaced him in 

’maternal love and care. The relation between the faint throbbing 

in his mother’s womb and loss of maternal love remained completely 

mysterious to him So, whenever he haftpens to hear the ticking 

sound of a watch he breaks it open only to find out what lies in it. 

It remains only to be said that the hoy was completely cured of 

his delinquent behaviour. 



HISTORY OF! MANIRUR 

Jyotibmax Box 

Leclurer, D, Af. College, Imphil 

The First ANato-BaRMBSs War (1824-26) and Gambhir Sinoh 

Though the Euglish had cd nniercial intercourse with Burma since 

the 17th century, their political relationship with that country began 

to grow a century later. By the middle of the 18th century when 

the paramount power of India fell into their hands and their empire 

extended in the eastern side up to the furthest limits of Chittagong, 

Sylhet and Goaipara districts, the Empire of Alaungpaya gradually 

bringing Pegu, Tenasserim and Arakan within its fold touched the 

border of the British frontier district of Chittagong. Conflict is 

inevitable when the two ribing imperialist powers meet in (be common 

frontier.* After the conquest of Arakan by Burn^a, large numbers 

of Arakanese for fear of oppression crossed the border and took asy* 

luin in Chittagong. The Government of Burma demanded total 

expulsion of all these Arakanese, and threatened war, if the demand 

was not met. Lord Wellesley, however, refused on * Grounds of 

humanity* to consider expulsion. The imminent outbreak of hostili¬ 

ties was prevented by the mission of Symes.^ In the meantime 

fresh relugees from Arakan entered Chittagong and began to make 

inroads into Burmese territories from their new base. This rendered 

the Anglo-Bnrmese relations more strained. Tn 1718 when the 

English were engaged in suppressing the Pinduris, Boduwpaya, the 

emperor of Burma, sent a letter to Lord Hastings "'demanding the 

surrender of Chittagong. Dacca and Kassimbazar which in medieval 

times paid tribute to the ruler of Arakan”. When Hastings received 

this letter the Pindari menace was over, “The Governor General 

returned it to the Burmese King with the comment that it was per¬ 

haps a forgery.*** On receipt of such reply Burma would have 

immediately declared war. But the death of Bodawpaya at that 

moment, defeat of the Burmese forces at Siam, and on the other hand, 

the success of their opponent against the Marathas (1817-J8) and 

the Pindaris made the Government of Burma pau.se. 
# 

In 1817 the Burmese army taking advantage oi the internal disren- 

siouB in Assam entered that country and placed their nominee Chandra 
Kantn Siugha on the throne. But sliortly after the Burmese 

had withdrawn the party opposed to Chandra Eanta went on 
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against him and finally dislodged him. The Burmese were informed 

of the turn of the events and they at once despatched a strong contin¬ 

gent under the comoiand of Ala mingyi. Chandra Kanta joined with 

him and was raised to the throne under Burmese suzerainty. But 

he was not long to enjoy the friendship and protection of the Burmese. 

He scented danger and fied to Gauhati. Chandra Kania then became 

determined to oust the Bttrtnese from Assam. The Burmese forces 

again poured into Assam in 1821 under Minginaba Banduia, who 

defeated and drove out Chandra KaDta^ 

The occupation of Manipur by Burma in J818 has already been 

narrated in the previous chapter. Goviuda Chandra, the Baja of 

Cachar deposed by the princes of Manipur might have been nego¬ 

tiating with the Burmese authorities at that time. The British 

district GoaJpara became the \ictim of Burmese raid.-*. Lord Amherst 

wrote, "There is nothing now to juevent them from sacking Dacca 

and plundering all the adjoining districts**. In 182:1 the Buimese 

occupied the island of Shahpun near Chittagong from the Biitisb. 

Next year Ram Singlia JI, the Raja of Jaintia, was called upon to pay , 

his homage to the emperor of Burma being also the sovereign of 

Assam. The British asked the Burmese not to enter into Jaintia. 

The Burmease paid no heed to it and soon maiclud into (‘icharand 

Jaintia, No teriitor^ was then left out^de tiie eastern frontier of 

British India, to be conquered by Riirina'. 

Bodawpaja died in i8J9, and he was succeeded by lua giaiidsoji 

Bagyidaw. The new monarch living in the mid&t of sycophants 

failed at times to measure accurately his own strength or that of his 

adversaries. "With absolute ignorance of international affairb king 

Bagyidaw attributed to himself omnipotence of invincibility; in his 

opinion which was confirmed by Mingimalia Bandula, the English 

were mere traders and they could be easily subdued by his Assamese 

levies, and his redoubtable Burinan ( omrnanders might rest in peace 

behind the shadow of the golden throne" The British success in 

India was attributed tu the incornpetency of the Hindus ; the British 

army would experience different results when they would have to deal 

with the Burinons who were not Hindus. The impoverished coffers 

caused by a futile war with the British was proposed to be repleni¬ 

shed by the plunder of Calcutta. "The Burmans had conqueied the 
4 

jjhins, the Singphos, the Manipuries and the Afisamese ; and after 

such a series of triumphs their victoiy over the British was a foregone 

conclusion. After the conquest of Calcutta King Bagyidaw proposed 

to much to England, the occupation of which would be signalised by 
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However provoking might be tbe activities of the Barma&Si Hie 

British tried up to the last moment to avoid war. Neither tbe condi¬ 

tion in India nor the attitude of the British Parliament was in favoar 

of their entering into a large-scale warfare. But when the Burmese 

became so much detr^rmined to invade the British territories and drag 

them to war, Lord Amherst, the then Governor-General of India, 

finally on the '24th February, 1824, declared formal war against. 

Burma. 

The princes of Manipur were eagerly waiting for this mo neat. 

When the war actually broke out the British Government realised the 

importance of Cachar and Manipur, Moreover, the co-operation of the 

local people was necessary to conduct any operation in that direction. 

It was under these cirenmbtanoes that the British Government had to 

, change its indifferent attitude towards those deposed rulers of Cachar 

and Manipur and open talks for alliance. A frealy of subordinate 

alliance was concluded with Gobinla Chandra, \>y which the 
• 

Briti^'h Government ncreed to aecvSpt him as the ruler of Cachar. 

Himultnneonsly, the British accepted the re-^ponsibility of protecting 

Jaintia^ In th^* meantime the BritiMj forces beirsn iheir operations 

and by October, 1821, they be<*ame successful in driving away 

the Burmese from Jainiia and Cachar. But Manipur and the Brah¬ 

maputra Valley reinajne.l still under Hunneoe occujaMon'*. 

After the expulsion of the Buimese fro n Cachar the British 

otficers called together the three brothers, Chaurajit, Mai*]!!, and 

Gambhir Singh and proposed llie following arrangements : ''Chauia- 

jit to he Bajha, with Marpt Jubarojah suicessoi and Gainblm Singh 

Senapat' or General in-Chicl. * It is said that f hauiajit and Marjit 

on account of age refused to accept this arrangement. Accordingly 

Gambhir Singh was made Baja and Nai Singh, a grcat-giandson of 

Gharib Niwaz was made Scnajiati. Clmurajit rec**iving a monthly 

l^ension of Bs. 10<)/- from the British government went to Nabadwip. 

Sinilarlv, Mar|it uKo not a pa isioii of R-. l»)0 - per month anl settled 

in Sylliet. 11c du*d at lUliighat, a pla* c iii tlien part of 

Sylhe\’* 

When Ihe Burmese army retreated from Cachar but were stiil in 

occupation of Manipur, a large BriM-^h at my of 0,000 strong under 

Brig.-General Suldham came to Cacliar fiom Dacca to enter into 

Manipur and invade Burma. But through the jungles and swaoapa 

they could not advance further than tbe Jiri river. Camels brought 
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for carrying baggages were found to be useless in that area. Lossel 

due to diseases were so heavy that the army had finally to be witib* 

drawn from that area. 

David Scott was already carrying on negotiations with Gaubhir 

Singh to have effective co-operation from him. Gambbir Singh 

expressed his willingness to advance into Manipur with 500 men 

who later on constituted the Manipur Levy. After the agreement 

with the British regarding the future political set-up of Manipur, 

Gambbir Singh and Nar Singl) with Iheir men went to Badarpur 

camp to receive military training. Expenses of training and equip¬ 

ments of this Manipur Levy were entirely borne by the British 

Goveininent, 

Before October, 1B24 the Burmese had a force of ten thousand 

strong at Dudpatii near Silchar. Their sudden disappearance from 

that stronghold apparently seems to be very strange, specially when 

the roads were still inuddy and swamps not dried up, offering an 

extremely difficult field for the British forces to advance. 

But a look into the general plan of the British operation will 

help to understand the mystery. The British forces simultaneously 

began their operation by land in the (1) Assam front. C2) Arakan 

front and through the sea in the (*) Rangoon front. The object 

in the Rangoon front was to keep a large Burmese force engaged. 

At the beginning of the war in the Assam and Arakan front, the 

British forces were successful in keeping their enemy at bay, but 

they failed to make much headway due to lack of supplies and 

geographical barriers. In Ihe Rangoon front also the achievements 

were negligible. Go the other hand, the hill tribes of Assam 

oppressed by the Burmese began to rise against them. At this time 

Chandra Kanta, the deposed ruler of Assam, again laid hisjfeet in the 

Burmese trap and was imprisoned at Jorhat. Still the conditions 

for the Burmese did not improve. Discontents and risings always 

haunted them The BunTiene general Mingimaha Ban.lula was 

faced with a grave situation due to shortage of supplies. He handed 

over the charge of Assam to a governor and hiniseU went hack to 

Burma withdrawing major portion of hi» forces. It was probably 

for this reason the Burmese forces were found lo disappear overnight 

from Caebar in 1824. 

Mingimaha Bandula after leturning from Burma proceeded to 

attack Bengal through Arakan, A British force was defeated by him 

at a place called Ramu. But almost at the same time be wae called 

upon*to resist the advance of Archibald Campbell iq the Hangoou 
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frost. At thift stage the aggressive policy of Bnttom came to as esd. 

After that, all bailies fought by Burma were purely detaisive. Is 

December, 1824, Misgiraaba Bandula appeared with his fo(rces ^before 

Rangoon but was driven 40 miles north to Donabew. In Aprils 1895 

he was finally defeated'and killed by Campbell. Prome, the capital 

of Southern Burma fell to the British. Thereupon the war entered 

its last phase. The emperor of Burma pame down from his dream* 

land to negotiate peace with the British. 

The liberaiion of Manipur from the Burmese occupation is 

intimately connected with the let Anglo-Bormese War. The brief 

summary of tliat war in different fronts given above will help the 

reader to understand tlie circunisLanccs which favoured Gambbir 

Singh to achievs his object. When Suldhaiu’s forces failing to enter 

Manipur withdrew from that area after leaving two Binall contingents 

at Sylhet, Gambliir Bmgh sought permission to enter into Manipur 

with his men. In the meantime the major portion of the Burmese 

forceshaving been withdrawn from ilie Assam front, the chances of 

severe resistance from the Burmese side became few; Hence the 

permission sought by Gambliir Singh to move was easily obtained.” 

On the 17th May. 1825, Gambbir Singh with 500 Manipuri 

soldiers marched for Manipur from Sylbet and reached Banskandi 

within 7 days. Lieutenant Pemberton, a British Officer, also accom¬ 

panied him. From Banskandi they marched along the muddy road 

for HO miles. Beyond that there stood in front of them steep ranges 

stretching from north to south. Gambbir Singh with his men, after 

crossing iniuinierahle hurdles reached the western border of the 

Manipur valley on the 10th June, 1825. On his arrival the Burmese 

forces fell back at Undra, 10 miles uway from Impbal. After occupy¬ 

ing Imphal, Gamhhir Singh marched to Undra aud found that the 

Burmese bad already left. By the eud of June, he returned to 

Sylbet leaving behind only 300 soldiers to defend Manipur 

On December 18, 162), Ganibhir Singh, having obtained some 

reinforcements (1,500 muskets aud requisite number of mem” 

returned to Manipur. Ho was accompanied by Captain Grant. At 

that lime, there were still HOO or 409 Burmese soldier-s in (ho Kubo 

valley. But hhorliy they left that place leaving the valley solely 

under the protection of 500 local people. Gambbir Singh sent his 

troops there early in January, 1826. The Raja of Sumjoo collected 

about 700 men in the Tammu stockade to resist the advance of 

Gambhir Singh’s troops. Thereupon Gambbir Singh and Captain 

Grant arrived at the scene and pnt them to flight. The sqdden 

7-1046P-X1 
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disappearance of the Raja of Sntnjoo wag partly due to the impresBion 

hat a British battalion had entered Manipur, Captain Grant 

expected that such an impression would cause some alarm at the 

Burmese Capital and create a diversion in favour of the British 

army operating in the Delta. Another stockade on the right bank 
A 

of the Ningtbi river also fell into their hands. Captain Grant reported ; 

The activity, judgement apd skill, he (i.e , Gambhir 8ingb> has 

displayed on this occasion, has proved the justice of the opinion 

previously entertained of his merits. The steady gallantry which, 

without the usual aid of canon could force a brave enemy to evacuate 

a strongly fortified position, is a very satisfactory illustration of the 

character of his followers.” 

On February 1, 1826, Gambhir Singh arrived on the western 

bank of the Ningthi aiul found the entire area deserted The in¬ 

habitants had made a hurried retrent leaving their cattle behind and 

allowing the Manipur prisoners to escape. Even ibe land on the 

opposite side of the river was deserted.^' It was then the last stage 
I 

of the war. 

After the defeat and death of Miiigiinaba Baudula at Doiiabew in 

April, 1825, the prospect of the wai became clear to the emperor 

Bangydaw. Yet in order to have a better bargain he was advised by his 

ministeis to continue the vvai during the rainy season. Campbell spent 

the rainy season at Prome. The Burmeae forces failing to make any 

profit out of the season only whiled away then time. In the month of 

Anpnst when the tky again became cle»*r Bangydaw at last showed 

his eagerness lor peace But the seveie teiru'^ offered by the British 

were not acceptable to him. His forces were still roving in Assam, 

Manipur and North Burma. He was not ready to be cowed so easily. 

Fighting recommenced. For the last tune the Burmese guns thun¬ 

dered for a while and were fitjally silenced. In the meantime Gambhir 

Singh occupied Manipur and his forces proceeded to Ava, the western 

bank of the Ningthi river on the Ist February, 1826. Ava was not 

far off. Campbell also advancing northward occupied Yandaboo, a 

town within 45 miles lioin Ava. All chances of defence through 

resistance vanished m the air. The war came to a close by the 

treaty of Yandaboo signed on the 24th February, 1826.** 

Gambhir Singh's title to the throne of Manipur was recognised 

by the treaty. But there was still some confusion about the nature 

of bis sovereignty. It was stated in the Article (II), “ His majesty the 

King of Ava renounced aiJ claims upon and will abstain from all future 

intsKerence with the principality of Assam and its dependencies and 
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also witL the contiguous petty states of Cachar and Jynteea, With 

regard lo MunniporSi it is stipulated, that should Gatnbhir Singh 

desire to return to^ that country, he shall be recognised by the Sing 

of Ava as Bsjah thereof•’* It was not clarified whether Gaxnbhir 

Singh should he treated as the sovereign ruler of ^^anipur or a vassal 

king under Burma. From the British standpoint it was not safe to 

allow Manipur to remain a dependency of Burma because the exist¬ 

ence of Burmese hold on Manipur would expose the Sylhel frontier 

to the danger which had precipitated the war in 1824. The question 

was discussed by the suprems government and even referred to the 

court of Directors. "Major Burney, Resident at Ava, was directed to 

report to Calcutta the sentiments of the Burmese Ministers on this 

delicate subject. But fortunately they did not demand suzerainty 

over Manipur. On one point however they persistenly refused to 

make any concession. During the military operations Gambhir Singh 

bad succeeded in occupying not only Manipur proper but also the 

Kabaw valley inhabited by the Shans. The Burmese government 

refused to agree to the inclubion ot the Eabaw valley in Gambhir 
• 

Singh’s dominions, claiming that it was au integral part of the 

Burmese Empire, Within a few weeks of the conclusion of the treaty 

of Yandaboo some Buniiese troops crosbdd the river Ningthi and entered 

the disputed valley, but they soon retired into the Burmese territory 

of their own accord. Instead of renewing hostilities Gambhir Singh 

submitted the matter to the decision of the British government. The 

authorities in Calcutta supported the claim of Gambhir Singh untiJ^ 

in 1832, Major Burney submitted a confidential report in favour of the 

Burmese claim. In bis letter dated July 5, 18o2, be pointed out that 

the disputed valley had been in possession of the Burmese Kings since 

1370 A.D. and that for 12 years prior to the outbreak of the late war 

the Burmese had enjoyed uninterrupted possession." Accordingly 

Lord William Bentinck decided to return the valley to Burma.** 

The government of India wrote to its Resident at Ava on March 16, 

1833, "...the supreme government still adheres to the opinion that the 

Ningthee formed the proper boundary between Ava and Manipur ; 

but that in consideration for his Majesty’s (i.e. Burmese kings) 

feelings and wishes and in the spirit of amity and goodwill subsisting 

between the two countries, the supreme government consenlB to the 

restoration of the Kul>o valley to Ava, and to the establishment of the 

boundary line at the foot of the Yoomadoung hills’*. The transfer of 

the valley took place on January 9, 1834. Gambhir Singh accepted 

the deciaiou with reluctance. In order to compensate Manipus for 
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tbii loBB Ihe goTerDoaeDt ot India agreed to give tbe Huja a stipend of 

Bb« 500/- per month, which continued till tbe integration of the state 

with tbe Indian Union. 

There are reasons to doubt the authenticity of Major Burney’s 

report. It is found in the history of Assam written by Gait that in 14"5 

the king of Manipur along with the king of Pong invaded Ehuxnbat 

and establihhed his aulhoiity over tbe Kubo valley. According 

to Major-General Sir James Jolinstowo (who was a political agent in 

Manipur for a long time), soraetimefi the rulers of Manipur “held a 

considerable territory cast of the Cliindwin river in subjection, at 

other times only the Kubo valley, a strip of territory, inhabited not 

liy Bmine^e, but by Shans and lying between Manipur proper and 

Chindwin, Again they were driven baolc into Manipur proper. For 

the greater part of the last centniy (ISth century) the Kubo valley 

ucqucsfionably belonged to Manipur and it was never in any sense a 

Burmese province, being, when not nndci Manipui, a feudatory of 

the gieat Shan kingdom of Pong.®'’ In view of the chequered 

history of Burma it is difficult to believe that “the valley had been 

in possession of the Biirinebe kings since l.'jTO A.D **, as stated by 

Major Burney. The Puranas ol Manipur als > refer to the valley as 

a part of the kingdom of Manipui. In fact, the liver Ningthi forms 

tbe geogiaphical boundary of Manipui in the eastern side and tbe 

political boundaiy also should lia\e coincided with tliat. The reiwt 

of Major Burney regarding the Kubo valley wa.*- probably iuBuenced 

by his desire to gain popularity in ihe Burmese court. William 

Bentinck also, it seems, preferred to please the powerful Burmese ally 

by conceding to their demand at the cost of Manipur. But neither 

Gambhir Singh nor his descendants willingly acquiesced in tbe 

cession of wha.t they considered to be tiieir ancestral territory. It is 

heard that when the decision of the government of India was 

communicated to ailing Gambhir Singh in his palace, he became 

extremely mortified and on that very day breathed lus last. 

By a treaty executed at Jiadarpur on March 6, J824 Goviiida 

Chandra had been recognised as the protected ruler of Cacher.** 

Gambhir Singh who ruled over Manipur for sonic time nourished the 

desire of annexing that kingdom to Manipur. 

It may be recalled here that Gambhir Singh after coming 

from Manipur to Caebar served in ihe army of Govinda Chandra 

for some tima on a monthly salary of Hs 60.*“ At the end 

of ihe ADglo»Burinesa.,War, Gambhir Singh, having been placed on 
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the throne of Maaipor decided to take his revenge. One day in ApriU 

1830 Qovinda Ohaodra ,wat aeBasBinated at his secret instigation.** 

Several claimants at once pat forward their claim over Cacbar. But 

the most serious claim was that of Gambbir'Singh, who applied for 
a lease of Cachar for 20 years on an annual tribute of Rs 15,000. Hift 

claim was supported by Captain Grant, Commissions of Manipur^ 

but seriously opposed by Captain Jenkins and Lieutenant Pemberton, 

who pointed out that it would be dangerous to entrust the defence 

of Cachar to the weak ruler of Manipur, Lord Wiliiarn Bentinck 

decided in favour of annexation. A hilly tract in the eastern part of 

Cachar was given to Gambbir Singh, the plains were annexed on 

August 14, 1832 and formed a dibtrict.** 

Successive Burmese invasions on Manipur for the last 60 years 

came to a close with the termination of the First Anglo-Burmese War. 

' Burma at last had to renounce her claim over Manipur. But dnally 

when they left the country, the number of the adult male population 

in the valley did not exceed 300.*' A large number of people had been 

killed in action or earned into captivity or hod S^d tor safety to the 

Surma Valley Colonies of Manipuri refugees grew up in different 

parts of Cachar, Sylhet and Tripura Many went as far as Dacca 

for "safety. Agriculture and cottage induRtries of Manipur were 

completely ruined. Fields were covered with jungles. The valley 

presented a very desolate and gltiomy appearance. Gambhir Singh 

and Nar Singh had to begin everything from the start. The image 

of Govindaji was brought back from Sylhet and reinstalled in the 

palace-temple. The hill tribeR who became independent during the 

war were again brought under the rule of the Manipur (fovernmeat. 

Normal life within the state was gradually restored Agriculture and 

industry were revived. Population began to increa^. (lambhir Singh 

built a new palare on n bill iop at Langthabal three miles and a half 

south of the old palace. .V long canal also was evcavafced for boat-race 

in front of the new palace. The rulers of Manipur used it for their 

residence till 1844. But later on it was badly damaged by two 

successive earthquakes of 1860 and 1880. The ruin^ of that palace 

may still he seen in that area. 
Formerly the kings of Manipur had their hv\.i\ extended even 

over the interior of Naga hills. This is evident from the Manipuri 

names of many Naga villages in that region. But during the period 

of the decadence, just before and during (he Burmese war of 181S-26, 
whatever influence Manipur had w^l^ gone. In 1832, captain Jenkins 

and Pemberton escorted by Oumlhir Singh and his troops thread 
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passage ibrough the hills with a view to finding oot a practicable 

route up to Assam. They went e»a Faptongmei and Samagudtingf to 

Mohong and Deljood. At that time Qambhir Singh re-asserted the 

authority of Manipur over that area and reduced to submission several 

villages including Kohima, the largest of them. At Eohima he stood 

upon a stone and had his footprints set up in a prominent position, 

together with an upright stone having carved figures (dragon insignia) 

and an inscription. The Nagas greatly respected this stone and 

cleaned it from time to time. They opened large trade with Manipur 

and whenever a Manipiiri visited a Naga village he was treated as an 

honoured guest, at a time when a British subject could not venture 

into the interior without risk of being murdered. 

Even till the Naga Hill compaign of 1879-80 the Nagas regarded 

Manipur as the stronger power of the two (Manipur and British) 

In 1833 when the Angamis started giving troubles to the British, 

Gambhir Singh with his forces accompanied by Lt. Gordon, Adjutant 

of the Manipur Levy, again subdued Kohima and other Augami 

villages and exacfed tributes.^” As a result of the repeated expeditions 

many Nagas began to learn Manipuri. Had there been no British 

administration and European inissionaL-y activities the peopls of these 

areas might have gradually accepted the Manipuri culture. 

Gambhir Singh had no children for a long time. After his death 

the Bucceshion of Nar Singh was almost n certainty. Sut a few years 

before Lis death in 1831 prince CLandrakirti was bom. Nar Singh 

did not at all feel disappointed. He bad no hankering for the throne. 

Jn the year 1839 on the 9th January Gambhir Singh died in his 

langtbsbal Palace.”* 

Gambhir Singh restored Manipur from the Burmese with British 

help. For that be was always grateful to the British and helped 

them according to his capacity, to tide over any difficulty in this 

frontier. But in view of this it roust not be construed that he accep¬ 

ted the throne of Manipur as a vassal of the British. Tn his treaty 

with the British Government in 1633 (which will be discussed in the 

next chapter) there is no clause showing his sovereignty in any way 

curtailed. It is found in the StatisticAl irconnt of Manipur 

written by Mr. Brown in 1873 that ‘*on the conclnsion of the Burmese 

war by the treaty of the yendabo in 1826, Manipur was declared 

independent/' Hence Manipur during the time of Gambhir Singh 

should not be ranked with other native states of India. There were 

reasons for the British also to remain grateful to Gambhir Singh. 

Had they not received the timely help from this brave son of Manipur 
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it would have boea impossible for them to launch an attack on Ara 

throngb Manipur and bring the war to conolusion, as early, in 1820/* 
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INDIANS IN SOUTH AFRICA: BEGINNINGS 
OF BITTERNESS (1880-1900) 

Prof. Sudtivnsubimal Mookerji, M A, 
Head of the Department of Ht^tory^ KhaUa College^ Amnhar 

‘^There is only one reason foi the original introduction of Indians 

from India to what is now cilied the Union of South Africa—the 

'.esire of the Natal Colonists of those days to exploit the Potential 

wealth of the coastal districts . . . The ultimate end of this policy was 

clear from the outset. The coolie was to be welcomed as a permanent 

settler of the colony and as a contributor to its prosperity . . , His 

coming amply justified the predictions of those who favoured it.” 

—Jan H. Hofmeyr, Deputy Prime Minister of South Africa. 

"If our history proves anything—it is this—that however we may 

regard our Asiatic problem, the fact that it came into existence is due 

to the Europeans and to the Europeans alone , . . the self-interest of 

the Europeans brought the Indians to the South.” 

—Jan H. Hofmejr, Deputy Prime Minister of Son^h Africa. 

"Political and economic flavery exists within the British Empire 

and indeed it is not au over-statement of fact ii it is said, as it is often 

said by many responsible British leaders, that the Biilish Empire is the 

greatest of the Slave empires of llie vvorll . . . Racial discrimination 

and hostile cla<»s legislation against the interests of Asiatic and Negro 

labourers by the whites is bonietlnng akin to legalised peonage and 

slavery." 

—Dr. T, N. Das iii ihe Modtrn Review (December, 1927) 

"Mr. Gandhi, yon are preaching to tire converted, it is not vices 

of Indians that Emopeaus in thiscounti^ feir but their vittueH”.—Sir 

Lionel Curtis. 

The Union of South Africa Unic Van Sitid as the Boers 

call it—a member of the Coiuinonwealth of Nations, was constituted 

in 1910 following the Act of Union passed by the British Parliament 

in 1909. It is an amalgam of four provinces Natal, the Capa province, 

the Transvaal and the Orange Free State. The first two were British 

Colonies whereas the laet two independent Boer re; ubiics before 
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Union. BriiiBh influence is rUIi strong—but diiuitUBbing—iu the fir^t 

two. Boer influence holdn nway in the third and the fourth. The 

Union, excluding the contested area of South-West Africa, covers 

about 470,000 square miles. ]t is, in other words, about the size of 

France Germany and Italy put tof^ether. 

The Union has a total population of 12,640,375 divided into 

different racial groups as follows :— 

1. Africans 85,00,000 (approx.) 

2. Europeans 26,00,000 (approx.) 

3. Coiouredp 10,00,000 (approx.) 

4. Indians 4.10,000 (approx.) 

-K Capo Malaya 40,000 (approx.) 

The European iii the is ihu-, outnumbered by a ratio of 

, about 4 to 1 The ratios hotweon European^ and non-Europeans are 

moie extreme nil o\er Africa , “but nowheie has the disparity between 

the numbers of biat k" anl whito'i produced such turmoil, anguish and 

strain.’* * This tension is duo in the main to the radial policy of the 

Governinont of Sonili Africa, which rules out all ideas of racial 

partnership. Ficld-Maishal Siiuits, onn of the greatest South Africans 

that ever lived, jn^titie*' fiolicy in the following words—The native 

Africans “have not llie inner toughness and persistence of the 

European^, nor tlu^se sociril and moral incentives wliich have built up 

Euroiiean civilization in a cMinfiaratively short period But they have 

a teinpcranient whi. h suits luolhor Africa. . . . 

“Nothing could ho wor^^e for Africa than the application of a 

policy, the object or tendency of which would be to destroy the bans 

of this Afiicaii type, to de-Africanize the African and turn him 

cither into a beast of tlie field or into a pseudo-African - . . 

“ . . , . the British Empire does not stand for assimilation of its 

peoples into a coramon type, it do*s not. ‘'land for standardization, but 

for the fullebt (and) freest development of its peoples along their own 

specific lines This principle applies not only to its European, but 

also to its Asiatic and African constituents.” ■' 
The European settlers in South Africa are divided into two nonc- 

too-friondly groups the Afrikaners and the Br.tons. The former 

number 1.5 niiliion in round figures and arc mostly descended from 

the Dutch, Flemish, French Huguenot and German settlers. The 

latter, who number a little more than a million 1,100,000 in round 

figures—are, on the other hand of British descent, Afrikans, the local 

Insi h* Africa by John truntber, p. 44i. 
Africa and Boioe World Problema by Jan Cbri^tiaa Soauts* 

fi- lfl4fiP-XT 
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language derived from Dutch, is the princip.il lanijuago of the former. 

En^li'^U is the principal language of the latter. Tlio (wo groups are 

separated 'hiot only by their background and language, but by bitterly 

intense emotional, economic and political diffeionces.* 

South Africa, as noted above, is no believer in racial partnership. 

It denies the most elementary rights and privileges to nearly ten 

million of its black and brown citizens. Its racial policy is, in fact, a 

challenge to the conscience of civilized humanity. We are, however, 

concerned here with the policy of the Government of the Union of 

Booth Africa to the South African citizens of Indian origin. 

The Indian problem in South Africa, if it is a problem at all, is 

the creation of the Government and the European settlers of Natal. 

Haifa century before the formation of the Union of South Africa, 

Natal, then a crown colony, had invited Inlian labour to work on her 

mines and plantations. 

Natal, in the thirties and forties of the 19th century, says E. A. 

Walker, “was .exuberant. First wool displaced ivory at the head of 

the list of exports, and coflfee and cotton made a good modest footing : 

but soon sugar became king in the tropical coast-belt and in the 

Legislative Council (of Natal). And with sugar-cane Indian coolies." * 

The Zulus of Natal, accustomed to a leisurely pastoral life that 

they were, were not suitable for work on the sugar-cane plantations. 

The Planters thought of importing convict labour fioin England. The 

settlers addressed a petition to Queen Victoria in 1855 for the 

necessary permission. The request was, however, turned down. The 

scheme of importing destitute children from England for work in 

the fields ol Natal loo came to nought (1859).'' 

The Government of India were first requested in Marcli, 1856, 

to send Indian labourers. The Governor-General in Council turned 

down the ^eque^t on January *2. 1857, ‘'as no useful purpose" was to 

be "gained b^ aulhoiising such emigration". The refusal of the 

Government of Indii to ex^iort labour to Natal was followed by an 

unsuccessful attempt to utilize local Aliicun luhunr by raising the 

hut-tax from 7 sb. to 11 sli. per annum. A local company imported 

a few Chinese labourers. But they had to be sent home before long. 

The Government of India were approached again. The Governor- 

General-in-Council wrote in his despatch under date March 81, 1856, 

''After a careful consideration of the subject we have come to the 

* iDiide Africa bj Jobs Oaothar p. 444. 
^ A History of South Africa, p. 4. 
f For attempts to get labourers from various sources vide BegiuBlng of Emigration to 

'UaSI by Tqbtl Narain in tbi> India QuaHerly (Vul. XI, No. I), pp. $1-56. 
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coDcluBion that if the colony agrees to the rules ivhich Ke have 

considered sufficient in regard to other colonies it will be unjust to it 

and to Indian labourers not to allow them to go to the colony if they 

can be prevailed upon by legitimate offers to do so.” * 

The Government of Natal then passed two ordinances ”autho- 

rizing and regulating the immigration of Indian labourers”. The 

ordinances were followed by Legislative enactments in 1859. Law 13 

of 1859 dealt with the import of coolies from territories East of the 

Cape of Good Hope, not in India. Ijsw 14 of 1859 authorized the 

Government of Natal to import labour from India. Law 15 of 1859 

enabled private individuals to iutrodiice at their own expanse immi¬ 

grants from India. The laws obtained Royal assent in October, 1859. 

These Acts of the Natal legislature were foiled by legislation by the 

Government of India. Act No. XXXllT of 1860 passed by tbe 

Qovernnient of India on July '21, 1860 permitted the emigration of 

Indian labourers to Nata*, The Act came into effect on August 7 of 

tbe same year. 

, The first batch of Indian labourers to Natal sailed from Madras 

by R. 8. Truro on October 13, I860. They landed at port Natal on 

November 16, 1860, after a voyage of thirty-four days. They included 

a statutory proportion of women and were imported at the public 

expense of Natal. The labourers, on iheir airival, were allotted to 

different emplo}erH for three years—later extended to ti\e years by 

Law No. 17 (Natal), 1864,—under indenture. The indenture sjstem, 

BB P. S. Joshi puls it—‘'was an invention of the British brain to 

substitute it tor forced lalniur and 8lavcr\. The indentured ‘coolies' 

were half-slaves, bound over body and soul )>} a hundteii and one 

inhuman regulations”.* An indentuied tahouter was to leceive a 

wag© of 10 shillings a month in the first year of indenture with free 

board and bed. The wages were to use to 12 -^hilJings in (he ihitd 

year. On the expiry of the third }ear, the laiioiiier had to serve a 

fourth year of indenture either under Itw old master or under any 

other employer. He might serve a fifth year of indenture, if ho liked. 

He was however given the option to compound at the rate of 

jC 2-10 shs. a year for tbe fourth and the fifth At the end of 

the five-year period, the labourer could Jive and work freely. He was 

then entitled either to a free passage homo or to ciown laud m Natal 

in lieu of the free passage. To Gandhiji’s words “They were under 

no obligation to labour after tbe e.xp ry of Ibat penod (of j }ears/ and 

® Home iPublic) Ltlttru tu Point No. 11 of daU'u Murth 31,1^^5S. 
^ Vcrdic*t on South Afric*, p. 43. 
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were entitled to work ae free laboureib or (to) trade in Nataly and 

eettle theie, if they wished.** ® The tieedonr) of the lodenlure-expired 

coolies was in practice resiiicted and hanipeied in a thousand ways 

and one. An indenture-expired coolie had to obtain a pass if he 

wanted to go fiom one place to anothei If he luajiied and desiied 

that the mainage should be lecognised as legally valid by the Natalian 

authorities, be had to registei the uiainage with the Protector of 

Indian Immigrants He was subjected to a number of other rebtnc- 

tions besides. 

C. W. M. Gell points out—*‘lt i-* also cleu fioin Bishop Ferguson 

Devie's pamphlet ® that Natal did not gtt Indians on teims which the 

Europeans altogethei appiovtd But, in faci if the> wanted Indian 

labour, they had no choice ju the niattei ol tciins, loi those were 

imposed by the Government ol India as the condilious on which alone 

It wdb prepared to sanction indcntmcd emulation Tne evideiue of 

this IS the coirespondence hetwicn the tio\eiiinif nts of Nilal and 

India which pieceded the opeiiuv ol loolu imiiiit^i itiyn, the t^xt ot 

Law 14 of 1859 and the Inithti as&inance foi tho piupei peiloiinance 

of the terms which the Natal Government had to ^i\e lo iht Govern¬ 

ment of India before the lattci pcinutled the ic-.ump*ion ol enu^iation 

in 1874. There weie some in tiio-e di}s in Natal—and more 

particulaily at the time ot Mic Wiag^ C oin nis'.ion Itn yeais latei, 

who believed, as others like to beheve todav, tint Natal got its Indians 

on the undeibtandmg that (hc\ must le cntei indent me on tlie e\puj 

of Iheir contracts oi immediately letuin to India Maii> Fmopeans, 

then, as to-day, feared Indian economic co npciiUon, though a tew 

saw that it might be in the imeie N of the (onunuujt> as a 

whole. But the Goveinniont (i India coiiiioiitcd Natal cither 

with the cessation oi Indian nun viauon oi witii ahovviUg, tiie Indian 

to choose at the end of his five )eais iiideiitiiic to leinain lu 

South Airica or a fiee passage. Tlnoii^huiit tins eaiiy period 

the benefits occuiiing (accimng ?) liom Indian libom wcie so 

obvious and immense that Indian nniuigralion was wekoined almost 

(unanimousl>* despite its (from a Buiopean lacial point of view; atten¬ 

dant disadvantages.^' 

The indenture system had in the opinion of late G K. Gokhale, 

BIX principal features The indentured leciuit bound himself to go to a 

distant, unknown land. He had to work lot any employer to whom be 

^ Baivogtaba lu Sooth Africa bj Maliatina Gaodbi, p 42. 
* Early H'stoTy of the Indiana in Natal. 

10 The Creation uf a HiafoiK Myth quoted in (be Modern Hemtt (D((eii]|>er 1962) 
pp 4S3-Sl,from the Indian Opinion. ' 
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might be assigned and had do choice iu the matter. He bad to live on 

the employex'a e&late aod could not icave the estate without a special 

permit He had to do any work Le was asked to do, however difficult 

and unpleasant it might be. The indentured labourer could not volun¬ 

tarily withdraw from the contract during the period of his indenture. 

He bad thus no means of escape from the hardships of indenture, 

however intolerable they might be. He bound himself to accept arbi¬ 

trarily fixed wages—10 Bhillings a month plus free board and bed in 

the first year of the indenture rising to 12 shillings a month plus free 

board and bed in the third year—throughout the period of contract. 

The wages given to him were invariably lower than those paid to free 

labourers around him. Indentured labourers were at the same time 

placed under a special law which imposed on them a '‘criminal liabi¬ 

lity fur the most trivial olIenceK of negligence or carelessness liable to 

‘imprisonment with hard labour."" "Such a system", Gokhale pointed 

out, by whatever name it may be called, "must really border on the 

servile." The system "was responsible for increaMug the rate of 

suicide from ten to twelve times what it was amoug tliose classes in 

India trom whom the indentured were drawn.’’ 

Section ol ol the Act II, 1S70 (Natal) provided for a free grant 

of land to the indenturo-cxpired Indians if they commuted their right 

to a free return passage to India. Not a few took advantage of the 

law and accepted free grants of land instead of a free return passage 

to India. Of these, "hOiiie remained iu employment, others esta¬ 

blished themselvca on the land or became traders or interested them¬ 

selves in some other enterprise." 

The Indians, it must be noted beie, did not force their way into 

Natal against the will of ioiiabitanis. Large sums of public money 

were K[)ent on their travellim* expenses Tiio Governraeut of Natal 

actually "undertook to pay lro:n pul>iic funds 10,000 a year towards 

the cost ol the transpoit of these immigrants, an arrangement which 

certainly uppeats to involve an iueqnilahle subsidy to a particular class 

of empio}erB. But the fact that it continue! for over thirty years is a 

certain proof of the anxiety of the colony of Natal to secure Indian 

labour." *•* fiacli batch of indentured immigrants had, by statute, to 

include a certain proportion of women. The Government of Natal had 

"specifically undertaken" that once the immigrants had worked out 

th^ir indentures, "they should be free to engage in any ordinary occu- 

Vide Veidicl on South Africa by V, 8. Joslii, i>. 4-1. 

ibid., pp, 48-44 (quoted). 

NaUl'i Indiau problem by Mabel Palmer, p. 8. 
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patioD and sbouid not be subject to any discriininaiury legihlatioo.” 

The Government of Naial should have foreseen that such conditions 

would inevitably produce a permanent Indian population in tlie colony. 

They did not realise the consequences of their policy and have been 

tr}iog to evade them “as soon as they became irksoiiite’*. 

The labourers were followed by traders from India and Mauritius 

and by Indians of other professions, whereas the mussorindiBn 

labourers were low-cast Madrasis, the traders, who followed, were 

mostly from Gujrat and Kathiawar and had a higher social standing. 

It Was these latter, who piinoipally pushed over the Hrakensburg 

into the Transvaal Indian traders in Natal gradually became a perma¬ 

nent factor in the economic life of the colony. They often did well in 

South Africa and became comparatively wealthy,'* An increasing 

number of ex-indentnred Indian labourers began to settle down as free 

labourers in Natal on the expiry of their indentures. If began to 

dawn on the Natal Europeans that the Indians in Natal were not a 

merely migrant labour force, that they were in Natal to stay. 

The stay of the Indians in Natal was, in fact, a great boon to the 

colony. The Wragg Commission observed in 1866—“We are conteni 

to place on record our stiong opinion, based on much ob ervation, that 

the presence of these Indians had been much beneficial to the whole 

colony and that it would be uDwi^e, if not uiijui^t, to legislate to tlieii 

prejudice.” Sir J. Leige Hulelt, an ex-Prime Mini^ter ol Natal said 

in 2903 ; “The condition of the colony (of Natal) before the imporla- 

tioD of Indian Labour was one of gloom, it was one that then and 

there threatened to extinguisli the vitality of the countiy audit was 

only by the Government assisting the importation of labour ihul the 

country at once began to revive. 

The coast had been turned into one of the mont prospetuus parts 

of SouUi Africa. They could not find m the whole ol the Cape and 

Transvaal what could be found on the coast of Natal—10,0- (» acres of 

Land in one croi)—and that was entnely due to tie iiiipoitation of 

Indians . .Durban was absolutely hmll up by the Indian population.*’ 

Ibid. 

Kuropean writer* oti Afriia's Indian grieraliy attribute tbc auco^ih 
of tbe Indian traders partially lu tlieir lower slandurd of living and sniiie (jiiesiioiiabte prac¬ 
tices. (■’/. •‘Probably they (Tndiftii (radios' did not ffellhat intensp sciirc of suprrtority to 
tbe native wluob aoinaled tbe white man, and weie nioie willing to luat llu m with ounrtesy 
tod contiderslion. But part of tt eir succim was mtaiuly duo to tlicir lowi r alar dart! (f 
lifiDg and one is Uinpled to wonder whether they al«o took ad\sDta|te of the native by undue 
credit facilities or direct moneydiodiiig, a di velopriient wbicli might bi‘ ev|)eeted under lb*' 
cirnimstaDcea." Natal’s Indian Problem by Mabil Ualiurr, p. U. 

tbe opiDJOD expressed in the above paragraph is highly oonlroversial and it is very difli* 
cult to say whethei and how far it is true. 
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The Indian traders set up retail businesB forihe benefit of Indianis 

settled in Natal and other place's in Soutli Africa. They did well on 

the whole. The prosperity of free Indians and Indian traders fright* 

ened the Europeans. Sysleuiatic atteiupiR were made by them (the 

Europeans) from the eighties to curtail the rights of the free Indians 

and to stop further Indian immigration. Attempts were made to 

prevent the rise of a class of free Indians, which might compete with 

the Europeans on terms of equality and also with the natives in 

certain cases. The emergence of educated professional classes *'exteD- 

ded the frontiers of the struggle from the economic to the political 

arena." Sir Thonuih Hyslop frankly summed up the European 

attitude when he said, "We want Indians as indentured labourers bnt 

not as free men." It should however be admitted in fairness to the 

Euroi)ean coinronnity that it was afiaid of the Indians for reasons 

more than one. These were the fear of an unfair economic competio 

tion by Indian^*, of {>oiitical domiiiation by Indians created by the rise 

of professional classes, of racial juxtaposition and of racial uiter-mixture 

due to a grave disparity in the numbers of Indian men and women. 

Last but not least, there was and there is still the feeling of collective 

superiority of the South .Vfrican Boer and English settlers over all col¬ 

oured races—Black and Brown alike.’' To sum up, “The socio-cultural 

differences duo to divergences in race, religion, language and civilisa¬ 

tion, among Indiana, Europeans and the indigenous cominunitiep 

complicated the above issues and further widened the psychological 

cleavages .... economic, political and racial considerations in their 

turn led to statutory restrictions on Indian immigiation and settle¬ 

ment, on acquisition, occupation and alienation of land, on trading and 

other professions, and on the recognition of Hindu and Muslim per¬ 

sonal law of mairiage, inheritance and divorce. Adequate educational 

facilities were denied and the elementary rights of frauchUe and 

reprcbontaiion were denied or lestricted. Added to all these were 

the innumerable inherent probleuid of labour as so many manifesta- 

iions of the general question of capital versus labour. The surprising 

diversity of the problems ranges from Pailiameniary representation 

to ceremonial cremation | 

Right after right was taken sway from tlie Indians in contraven¬ 

tion of the letter and spirit of the condition on which the Government 

of Netal had obtained the Government of India’s consent to the emigrs- 

W Vt4e ladiaDi Ovirw«», 1888-1949, hy C. sSoDdipi, p. 7. 
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tion of Fiidiaii liibourers. “Beginning from IS05 measurcK were taken 

with the Pole object of reducing persons of Asian origin to position of 

permanent inforiority vis a-vis European.” 

The year 1880 witnessed the beginnings of anti-Indian bitleiness 

in South Africa. The Government of Natal was requested by the 

English Settlers to impose restrictions upon the indenture-freed 

Indians who chose to settle down in Natal. Some suggeated that 

the Indian labourers be sent hack to India on the expiry ot their 

term of indenture. Others advocated the imposition of a poll- 

tax upon them An anti-Indian agitation, which came into exist¬ 

ence abont this time, steadily grew in volume and intensity. It 

became so vehement that a Commission—tlie Wragg Conmiission'— 

had to be appointed in 1833” to enquire into the truth or other¬ 

wise of the anti-Indian allegations.” R'^prosentative Englishmen 

examined by the Commission were of opinion that the Indians 

were very helpful to the Colony of Natal and i(s European 

settlers. Sir ,Henry Binns, one of the witnetses, declared—“Were 

coolie immigration to be permanently stopped.in a vfry 

short time after such stoppage tliere would cease to be as much 

employment for Europeans, as there is now. Tropical cultivation 

never has been and never will be carried on without Indian labour- 

ers.” Sir J. Leige Huiett whom we have quoted once before told 

the Commission—“The free Indians, at present in the Colony, are an 

immense benefit being largely engaged in agricultural pur^aits. I do 

not think the competition of the free Indians has interfered in the 

slightest degree with the development of tl»e country by English 

Settlers.”®* The findings of the CoTumission were in favour of the 

Indians, who were praised for their “commendable industry” in agri¬ 

culture. “In fairness to the free India,” the (.'onimi.ssion reporfed 

•'we must observe that the competition (of Iniiiin with Europeans) 

is legitimate in its nature, and it certainly been welcomed by the 

general community. There can be no doubt that Natal ds admirably 

suited, whether as a temporary or a permanent borne, to Indian immi¬ 

grants. We are impres‘sed with the necessity, at a time when the 

colony is labouring under a depression of the most serious nature, of 

BO moving that its agricultural development shall not be restrained. 

We are anxious not to imperil the interests of those persons, who 

have been induced, by an abundant and continuous supply of Indian 

Spotlight oo South Afric* (Ooveromeat cf ludin ^'Q^lication), p. /!, 

Quoted in Verdict on South Africe by P. S. Joebi, p. 49. 

n /bid. 
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lab )ta'j fco invest tlnar rMpit.il in Ur^^e indu-slries of undoubted benefit 

toibewli>l<^ Ci>!ony. 'Llie Connnie^ion obRerved further that to 

Jepislaie a^^ainst the free Indians “would be unwise, if not unjust/' 

Matters in tlio South African Republic (the Trausvaal) had been 

taking an evil turn for the Indians in the meanwhile. Many of the 

free Indians, who had followed (he indentured labourerK into Natal, 

had pushed farther inland into ihe South African Republic to explore 

new fields for trade and had bettled down as merchants, traders, 

hawkers and manual labourers of variou-N categories. The Indians, 

it sliould be borne in mind, could lawfully enter, live and trade freely 

in tlie rransvaal. Article 11 of the London Convention of 1884 

bctwcci. Ilci Majo<ty’ta (iovernuieut and the South African Republic 

laid down “All peisons otlict than nalivoR conforming thcin.seJves 

to the laws ol (he South African Republic (a) will have full liberty 

'with tlieir families to onior, travv'l or le^ide in any [»art of tlie South 

African Repui>!ic . (I>) will lie entitled to hire or possess houses, 

tnanufa<*turing warehous**s, shops and premises ; (c) may carry on 

their coinmeice citlier in person or by any agent-^ whom they think 

fit to cmplo\ ; (d) will not be subject in respect of tlieir commerce 

or industry t) any t:i\e- whether general or local other than (hose 

whicli an* or nuiy be impose 1 u »on Burglnns of the said Republic." 

The above urtu-lc. it may be noted, is in accord with Article 4 

of the Quern's Proclamation ^November 1, 1858/ ismed on the occa- 

Hon of (lie tniisfcr of India fiom the East India Company to the 

( rown in 185^^- Article 1 I of (lie London Convention is in (act, 

a confirmation on the inlet naMonal phui** of the spirit underlying the 

said Article of th ^ (Jueen's Pr iclamiMon whicli runs a? follows — 

“We hold oiirselvo' bound (t) the natives of our Indian territories by 

the Mime obl'gmon-? of duty wlii-di bind us to all our other subjects ; 

and the.-e oblig*it!on^ by the blo->sing of Almighty God we shall faith¬ 

fully and <‘on.Muentiously fulfil." 

The Indian '^eltlei ^ in the Routli African Republic soon hoeame an 

eyesore to the Boeis, who sought to gel rid of the “unw.inted" intruders 

by all means within llicir piwer. The hands of the Republican 

Government were strenglhened by a European ai^itation against 

“the threatened invasion of Asiatics such as alread} has commenced 

in Pretoria", The agitators pointed out the danger to the European 

coiTjmuoity of allowing the.>e Asians lO settle in the centre of the 

townships owing to their “negli* t of sanitary iiieasuros and loathsoioe 

a IhuL 

9_i*(i6r—\i 
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inode of liviiif*” and urged that they Khouhi he “i'-ulatod within tiieir 

own locations quite sepanUod from the wliile population’*. 

Sir Mercules Jtoberthon, the linliah High (^oinnnssiouer in the 

South African Republic, recoiuiuende 1 to Ihe Colonial Office in January, 

188o, tlnit Aiticle 14 of the London Convention isee above) should 

be so amended as to deny tlie rights guaranteed by the said Article to 

the Africans, the Indians and the ‘'(’iiinesc Coolie imiiiigrants*’. 

L>rd Derby, the Hecietary of the Slate lor Colonies, agrer^d. 

The ainendiueut was followed l)y Law 3 of IbK'j. It innH)bed a 

number of humiliating and discriminatory dl^al)lllties u|)on the Indians, 

among otheis, and reads as follows :— 

1. ‘'This law afijdies to persons belonging to any of the aborigi* 

nal ia<*("s(f Asja, intliuhni* iherciinder the so-called coolies 

(ncIndians), Arabs, Malays and iMaliornmedan subjects 

of the Turkish blinpire. 

2. With respect to persons reierred (o in settion 1, the following 

piqvisioiis shall be in foi<*e— 

0/) The^ should not ac(nme Mtizenshiii in the fionth 

African Republic: 

ih) Tliey shall not be oxMieis of l:ii){i(‘d properl}' in llie 

[vepubhe. Tins piovisioii has no retro^peetui- elfecf : 

(c) Those who eettle in the Republic with the object of 

trading etc. shall liave to be inscribed in i i^iii^ici, to be 

specially kept by the Landiosts of the lespective districts, 

according to tlie model to be presciib<Ml by the Coveinmont. 

A sum of t‘*2o is payable with flio legi-trition to be cITecicd within 

eight days aftci arrival—punihlunent m default will he j fine \arying 

from C 10 to L' lOtt and in delauit impi isoinneut loi not Ilian 

foul teen days and not nio*e than siv \oais. 

Those settled in the Itepublic* hefoie the law l>tco:nert operative 

are to he registcicd Ailhoiii payment. 

(d) The Govci'nrueiU stiall i'a\e ill * iigiit to assign to them 

special streets, wards, and locaMons loi habit ition. 

This provision shall not ajiply to ilioi-e wlio reside with their 

masters in whose service they aie.** 

The Indians protested against the Law. Sir Hercules Robertson 

advised Her Majesty’s Government to acquiesce in the Law, I‘as 

it appeared necessary for the protection of public health”. The latter 

declared in J686 that they would not raise any objection to anti-Asian 

legislation. 
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Ijaw III of 1685 was certainly a flagrant violation both of the 

letter and the spirit of the original London convention and the Queen’s 

Procluniatiou. Its only redeeming feature fioin the Indian point of 

view was that it recognised the right of Indians to settle in the 

Transvaal for purposes of trade.®’ 

The Law was amended by an Ordinance of the South African 

Republican Government in i8S7. Articles (b) and {d) of Section 2 

of the said law were umonded as follows : 

Section 2, Article (b)—'"They shall not be owneis of landed 

property in the Republic excei>t in those streets, wards and 

locations that the Government for sanitar'v ptirpOhCs shall 

assign to them.” 

Section 2, Arliclti (d)—'*The Governmeni shall Iiave the right for 

sanitar} purjxjscs to a>sign to them special streets, wards 

and locations for haljitation”. 

'^Sanitary />«r//ovf.v'*, were iiuwever, a caiuoudige. The motive 

behind Ijaw ill, as well as the Ordinance oi^lSST, was in 

reality an economic one. A petiiu»n to the Pro^idoat of the South 

African Reiuililic Uorn the European imuz'MI' oi the Republic about 

this time ciuifirins the above ^nspuion Tliej'etiiion sa\s, inter aha— 

”Wc tirnil) belicse that tlie aydation against Indians owes its 

origin imt !<» then habits as regards .•'anitalion bm to trade jealousy, 

because owing to tlieii Irugfii and teinperatt> liabii-J, they bavj been 

able to keep dtiwn the prices of n-nei^-^aiies oi lil’\ and have theretore 

been an inestimai>ii’boon to the poor iii'-s'.. ot the •society in the 

Static.” Vintiier lepicsentation ot ih ’ i*bii *pea:t' to the R'-publican 

(ioveriiiuont |)oiiite(i tint—tbit they i\''\):m'ed in the Indian.-, “a 

peaceful and law-abiding and lb Tidoie d 'siral)'** t li--. [i*o[de. 1\» 

the poor they .u'e a varitai)io blessing im-'niH h i-. by il.en keen cnin- 

petition thev keep down t!u‘ [ai-'O-of the me s-aries. wdneb ibev can 

do owing to their tlir.fl> and tempeialt‘ b ibiis". it was pointed out 

further that the wiilidrawa! ol the Indian- Iroin iIk Hepuhlic would 

cause not a little hard^lii[> to ih** hairopiMn^, specially llii>-e who 

lived far away from the eenires oi husine-s as tht'V depended u(ioii 

the Indians for thosiipplyof llieir dail\ waui-. The repivsenlaiion 

concluded with an appeal to the (lovcrnineni not to do an\thine that 

might “scare away the Indians frotn the Transvaa”*. Tlic Govern¬ 

ment however ignored the representation and the sage eoim^el it gave. 

*** “ it appoaiH tli.ii indiatis wen* poniMO* i! n ' « nlv e* t,i 1. Uul I imiA (uit-iAe 

locatious. Tlioy won* alliwod ii’ao m nwn eni'ciy i uUnJe 1 nti. ii. n ii. tiiinal 
Koropean tmato' Hoport nf ll)*‘ Aciatic luijiiity (’* miniilee, i9iil. 
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The Press, the organ of the Transvaal Govi-rnmeiit was of opinion 

that the Indians were the canker eating into the very vitals of the 

community. It also expressed the fear tliai the Europeans might 

catch contagion from the Indians many of whom were alleged to be 

suffering from leprosy and syphilis. 

Expert medical opinion goes to show tliat the segregation of 

Indians for sanitary purposes was wholly unwarranted. H. Prior Vale, 

B.A., M.B., B.C iCantab.l, a medical practitioner with five years* 

practice in Pretoria in ISOo anti with coiisidcrahn piaclice among 

Indians, observed in course of a staltMUtuit that he hail found the 

Indians '^generally cleanly in theii persons, and Iree from the peihonal 

diseases due to diet of carclc>.'' Iiahits. Their dwellings are generally 

clean and sanitation is goneiaity attendel to hy them .... the 

lowest class Indian lives better and in b tter habitation and with 

more regard to tauitai> mciisure". then tlu- lovosl elas^ white. 

Generally, in iny opinion, it is impo'^^ll)Ie I) object to the In lian on 

sanitary grounds, provided alwa_\s ihe iii.'-pectioii of ilu* -,aiiitai\ 

authorities is made as strict!} and regulaily for the Indian as far tlie 

white/*®* C. P. Spink, M R.C.S , L.K C' .\ tIj)ndon), a Medical 

practitioner of Johannesburg, (>bs» ived in ISUo thd Indijn lesider.ee-^ 

were quite up to the mark fiom a sanitary and ii^gieuic p(aiu of Mew 

and might be safely inhabited by any Kuiopi*an. lie said lurilier, 

“I have resided in India .... tlieii hahiialioris here are far superior 

to those of their native countiy ’*®' Anotlici medical practitKiiicr, Mr. 

Namacher, M.D., etc. obsersed in 18!).'/ that the IxMUn* class oflr.diaiis 

at Johannesburg'*are as clean in their habits and doiuestie life as 

white people of the same standing’*.®*’ 

Conunereial rivalry, wc le-iu-rate, lay at the io>t of anti-liuhau 

feeling and agitation. The Indian tradem i)y liieii economic and 

temperate habits were able to reduce the pr.ces of iiecessani s. This 

(lid not suit the European busincs.smen. who woiihl makt* very large 

profit?. InJiH4^-iciiders weie, almost all, toeniaileis. Tht^fr habits 

were simple and they weic content to make sniah profits. This 's 

why the European ineicaiitile comimmity was hostile to them. 

(To be continued) 
■ 

** Quoted ia the iietitioo HubiuiUid to LonI Itipou h} the liiitidh InUun* Jii the u 
African Republic in 1U96. 

« Ibid, 

w Ibid. 
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iJviJENDUA Nath Guhacuaudhuki 

Mother India produced a galaxy of great men in the nineteenth 

century. Many of the luminaries are no more in this world! Of 

them, Avinns Chandra GuhaJ will be enshrined for centuries to come 

in the sweet remembrances of countless countrymen moved and 

thrilled by the soul.stirring strains and life-giving messages of him ! 

Born at RumchaDdrapur in the district of Barii^al in East Bengal 

on 2*2nd March, 1875, with a silver spoon in mouth, Aviuaii Chandra 

was llie son of late Svarup Chandra Gnha who was a very distioguiehed 

lawyer of Barisal Bar at his time. SvaiTip (Muindra worked like a 

prince in hib legal profession. He cr>mmanded esteem and compelled 

respotd. As English is the Court language now% so Persian was the 

Court language in Pre-British & Early-British days. .The proficiency 

.ot certain unui in Eastern Classics (/.c. in .1 nib/V, Pcrvmu), both 

written iSc spoken, is a theme of wonder to many Muslims themselves. 

15ast has produced many .such eloquent, and impressive speakers in 

Eastern Classics: among them Svarup Chandra’s is a household word 

certainly to conjure with in liis days, whoso eloquent, powerful and 

melIifluou> organ-\oice in the com.-e of liis legal arguments in Persian 

language, >iill seern^ to he ringing anl lingi'riug in the “fretted 

vaults” of the law courts of Barisal. He became a past-master in the 

art of elociuion in Arahir, Ptrsian ^ Urdu, and was honoured with 

the btirnamc of “^^un•-h^^ /.#. a learned person (in An/biV, “Ailama” 

—profound scholar, fronit/uuf meaning Itarning, knowledge). For 

significance of *Munshi\ '^ee “ Hindn-^ihan Standard *. Late City 

Edition, Caicntla, February 5, p. t, col. 4; see “ S\arup 

Cdiajidra Guha—A Itiographical Study”, “Barisal Hitaislii’*, Vol. 

IjYU, Nos. 7-8, lU, 14-15, 17-22, 25. P,Mt)—kept iu llic National 

Library, Holvedeie, Calcutta—27, Cali No. IGU. D. 5*2. 

A villas Chandra’a early education began in his ijati\e village 

Pdthnidld and Vernacular school and later on into the seventh clasa 

■*' Meuj'oirn (‘WArz; -wuiz), fw» (F. »u*wtnr«, m , mtuiuranduui* fr. f., 
iDOUtor^, fr. Xj, An aceouol of sou eihmi? ilcemoil noteworthy: a biogrephy | 
* record (d inTeetigntion* of aiu fuiijtK‘1; e»s»y ou Isurued ^ubjict specisUy studied by 
\Aiter. (f. F me’moiK mssc., tpec. use of mr*m >ir# fern. Memory . 

+ From Greek po/ui#t3r (/»o?a.ro]y. + kift5f li-arned men from id-know; cf. eidenei, to 
know, Leiiu ndi'f*', Sauskiu lud, Loglish iri^, (oi-Miiitor, s pereoo rf greet end varied 
learDuig; tnao of varied JcorDiiig, greet soboler. 

} **Tbe Dime tbet made ibe men, iiomortel eud beet. 
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of the Banzai ZiJJa School in at the age ol 10. He lost his 

father \vhen be was only 7 ^eaiM old. He was br>nght up in a 

Bengali home under fervent care, supervisioti aiul affectionate eyes 

of his eldest paternal uncle wiio was nominated in the Will of Svuifip 

Chandca as Executor of the Zainindarl Estate and other piopeities 

left b) liiiu to luB Eon, Avmas Chandra, \vinas Chandra’s lather 

was the youngest of the five biolhois. All liis paternal uncles wen' 

men of letters, well-veised in Eastern Cla'^sics and w'cro protmnent 

men in their days. Tlic sons of his eldest paternal uncle weie 

•choJaiB of the Cakutta rniveiMt} and wcie veil known in the field 

of public activities, in legal I lofessiou and in the high offices of the 

State service. All his coumus were older than he The> tuloiel 

Avinas Chandra in Ins school dci}s. No private luioi was enijilo^ed 

for him It was in this envnonnient that Avina-^ ('Iiandia was 

cradled. Uis mother Duiganidni wa.- a Aen good natuied, (k\otcd 

and careful motlier, unlike tliO'-e who would spoil thcii clnldi m with 

loo much affection and loo much licence, with lln |)ic*“idmg angel 

of his mother to guide him, Avinas C liandia was ncnei m want ui 

inspiration, example and ad\ice; under these l'app> auspicfs began 

and progressed the insliuctiou and cducaiic'ii cd ilic fuluie iiiteiiect- 

ual giaut, the heio of noble works and siu'*d\ nidependonce in ilu* 

most imprees'onable ,>eaiB ot Avinas C'h India’s earl} litc and no 

wonder, be was advancing, in ins studies, l*\ leap-^ and iiounds 

Avinas Cbaidra did not fail to pay due le&peit .ind devtti n to his 

parents, supenois, all Ihroughoui lus life 111.^ piomising eaicei ol 

future grealness was obsei\ed by all with great inieiest He showed 

biilliant lesults all along at clas.s examinatKins. ifis answei pajei^ 

were lead in the class by the leachei^. Jle had le.iint Latin (llie 

language ol the ancient Womans m Euiojie a c*!assi<* langiMge ol tlio 

Westl fioiii the cleig\men ol tin Ba|tisi Mis^ir)ii (Mniii'li, whde a 

student ol the 4tli class of ihe 1 ool. He w.is philoliiblic He lead 

the ftandaid woiks on \aiied mbju-isoi English and l^engah ' riters 

from the School Libiary and fiom the Baiisil Public Idbiaiv as w’ell. 

He was far in advance of Ins fellow bietliien, and was capable of 

sound and profound thinking on man> senou/i subjects and bad an 

abiding taste for serious httraluie. He rnained Jhabhat Kamiui, 

aged ]0 years, in the }ear 1890 on May 'A (VaiKakha *20, ]21»* y.), 

under the guardittij-slup of bis elder fii^t coupiii**, i.c, the sons of Ins 
f 

oldest paternal uncle. Prabhai Kamini was an educated lady wliose 

et se^q^ 
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educution wab done at home and afler her inarriage under the guidance 

of Jier iiusband. Hlie wa^ an able house-wife, a good cook, whose sweet¬ 

ness of naltire, suavity in manner, strength in character, impressed 

the mind of everybody. Hhe was llie luotlier ot educated sons and 

accoiiipliBhed daughtcis. His marriage was celebrated with great pomp 

and splendour. His married life was one of much conjugal love and 

respect till the last days of his life. He inarned in the luncb-esteeiued 

KuHn family of (blblia iu Barisa], daughter of Syaina Cbarapa Ghosh, 

the School-Inspector of his age. He got full marks in Sanskrit 

e&say wiiling at the Test exaniiDation. He came out with laurels at 

the Entrance Examination in the First Divifiou in 1891 at the age of 

1.*), securing a EirM-grade scholarship of Rs.‘20 [ler inonrb, standing 

tenth and won “T. P. Dcsilva Medal’* (Gold) for proficiency in 

English and ‘^Barisal-KaHipui I'nzc” presented by Pratap Chandra 

'Mukhopadhyaya (a Govt. Pensioner, Editor, “Kaslpur Nivasi'*, 

liarisal) for proficiency in Sanskiit* from the Barisal Zilla School, and 

joined the F.A, class ot the Presidency College. He was a philomath, 

besides other sulijects of iiis F. A. course. He made* his mark at all • 
class examinations theic. In the Annual Examination of the First 

year cla^•^, he secured almost full matks in English hitherto unknown 

tomuity. Prof. il. M. Percival. M.A., a polymath and the most 

distinguished amongst the Professors of English and History (including 

Political Economy), later on offg. Principal (1900), read in the class 

the answer papers of .Vviiias Chandra with delight and auiazeioent. 

Avinas Chandra always preferred English editions of the prescribed 

texts, because of their terse aunotalions. He passed bis F.A. Examina* 

tion in the First Pivis^m in 189;i, aocuriog a Second-grade scholarship 

of its. '.^0 per month, standing eleventh, and look his B A. degree iu 

Honours in Sanskrit from the same college in 1895, standing First in 

(he F.ivl Divi-ion iu the list of which he wai> the unique figure. He 

llie first man to earn sucli distinction among the whole Vangaja 

KaynUha community of Bengal. He achiexed the said distinction in 

his district as well. He secured very high marks iu all the papers in 

Saiibkpt and he wrote in Dcvafwgarl characters. In the Second 

Honour Paper, Avinas Chandra answered the question No. 5, in 

Sanskrit Poetry in Anustttbha meter, the subject being the translation 

of Mrs. Felicia Dorothea Hemans’s famous poem “Ca»abianca”, 

stanzas I & TI, into Sanskrit. He had done it admirably although the 

* Seo Kft4lpor NivftAirA Biipgralia **, Pitt I, ISS®, p. 10, Wde Letter No. 368 of Moj 
7, aiven by Tileut-minl-Governor of Bengil (1807-90). 8«r 8teu»rt Colvin Bnyley, 

K.C.S J..'(M R. ssrr, Vol, xxxm, ‘J, p. la. lOSO, r.r. •* Vi*1u?o Vritu»i'\ 
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Saiibki'ifc prosody was not proscribed as a text-book llien. In tho 

Fourth Honour I'aper in Sanskrit Grammar, he showed an uncommon 

talent in obtaining almost full marks in that paper. While he was 

subsequently reading in the Sanskrit (iollege, Pandit Hara Jhasad 

Sastri, M.A. (later on Mahainahopadhyaya Dr. Haia Prasad 

Saetri, C.l.Pj,, M.A., D.Litt ) who was then a Professor of 

Sanskrit in the Piesidency College, said in glowing terniEf in 

the midst of the students and the professors about the answers 

given in the said paper by Avinas Chandra, thus—“Generally, the 

HindusthanI slndentB spcured high marks in I’aninian Grammar, hut 

lo! this year a Bengali student, some Guha, sec ured high matkh in 

that paper answering all the questions wonderfully". He won 

“Radha Kauta Deb Memorial Medal" (Gold) lor proficit-ncy in 

Sanskrit at the B.A. rOxaniiualion He at fiibt took Flonours Course 

in both English and Sanskrit, The former was given up, the latter 

was retained. So long he retained Honours in Enghsli, he secured 

very high marks too in tliat subject in class examinations wliiih again 

wondered the teacheis and the taught. While reading in the B.A. 

class, Avinas C-liaudra once gave a lucid exposition of the term 

“Observation" (Locke’s, “Conduct of the rndeistauding"—Kd. by 

Thomas Fowler, D.D. Third Edition, Oxford, 1890, p. ’>G,, thus— 

“The usual meaning of observation is attention to a phenomenon as 

it presents itself to us naturally, as distinguished from experiment 

in which we ourselves airange the ciromnstances and conditions under 

which a phenomenon is to be observed. ***** ,i,ay mean either 

(1) look upon ail as pure matters of fact ; oi bolter (*2) look uiM>n all 

aa materials for future knowledge, l)ut not bmJt up by oh^. into 

knowledge. History, in fir., mean*, 'investigation’." This was 

highly eulogi&ed by ail. He compohed a Sanskrit |>oem “Capeta 

Malinee" in three verses in Mdlinrf mitvr in honour of the Goddess 

of Learning, which revealed his learning in San.'^krit. Tins versi¬ 

fication was published in a Sanskrit Journal (The writer regrets 

that he could not lecollect the name of the journal. He will be 

thankful if any person gives full informations about the publications of 

the poem in question as well as other comixisitionB which are unknown, 

either in published, un-published, manuscript or in preparation forms). 

He secured a scholarship of Rd 2o per month known as “Maharaja 

Durgft Charana Law Scholarship", while he was reading in tl^e 

Sanskrit College, Calcutta. His knowledge of Mugdkabodha Grammar 

of Vopadeva too, was unusual. He passed bis M.A. Examination in 

Sanskrit m 1896, standing First in the First Division and won 
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^'UuiverMly Gold Medal’* aud *'Sondinam Priae*' oontaiutng bocAb 

worth Hh, 100 from the Uoiversity of Calcutta for proficioocy in 

8anak]:it. This time, too, he got very high marks io each paper 

and thenceforth he was well-known in academic circlen for his versatile 

and profound seholarsliip. It is to be noted here that Avina4 Chandra 

stood first in Sanskrit auiong the whole Kdyustka community of Bengal, 

since the introduction of the M.A. Exaiuiaation without Honours in 

1885 by the University of Calcutta Graduates—Honours in Arts, 

M.A.” was begun in J86o and it was retained up to 1884 by the Calcjtta 

University;. Since then, Avinab Chandra was the first man to bold 

the distinction of being First in Class I at the M.A. Examination 

in Sanskiit in the district of Rakarganj in East Bengal and he was 

the second man of being First in Class T at the M.A. Examinations 

in tlie tame distuct. He was the second man also, who achieved 

the unique distinction of being Fust in First Division in Sanskpt 

Irom the Piesidenc} College in 1805 at the B.A. Examination in the 

University of Calcutta, bince ‘’Graduates—B A. Honours” Course 

was btorted in 1885 by the University, An aneedfite is prevalent 

about Avindb Chandra’s strong desiro for hearing Indian Classical 

Music fiotn a very well-known musician of India. No doubt it was 

a strange ocLurrence. The night hefoie Avina4 Cf^andra’s M.A« 

Examination, he discarded his text-books and went to bear Indian 

Classical Music in the house of late Silnaih Das, a distinguished 

Vnkil of High Court, Caleutta (a public thoroughfare by the name of 

“Silnnth Das Lane”, off Wellington Street, Calcutta—12, cherishes 

liis memory), on the occa<sion of Jagaddhutrl Pnja. Unexpectedly, 

the nocturnal adventuie in the fuaihs stood the joung Aviuas Chandra 

111 good stead. When the lesnit of the M.A Examination was out, 

he stood first with very high marks to Ins credit. He attributed 

hiB success to the ma^-ter-hand musician of India. It calls atten¬ 

tion of the readers to a fact akin to an event in the life of late Sir 

Deva Prasad Sarvadhikfiri, who, writing hia 39tb Century reminis- 

cenoep, made a reference to a traxelhng Shakespeaiian Company, 

performing the drama under canvas. He was a student then and 

not the Vice-Chancellor of Calcutta University, which he became 

later. The boy Sarvadhikari was appearing at Ins Entrance Examina¬ 

tion. The night before hiR English examinaiion, the truant school¬ 

boy gave up his text-books aud went to willies'^ a Shakespearian play 

on the Maidan of Calcutta, Unexpectedly, the night enterprise in 

theatrical woild stood the young cxanmiec in good stead. When the 

result of the examination was out, he topped the list,. He 

30-11)4 )P- XI 
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aUributed his soeceAs to Shakesj^ieare.* Avinai^ Chandra was very 

regular in his studiCb and gifted with h singularly retentive 

memory. Even after a long time he could reproduce verbaLiin et 

Utterativi what he had read. He iOok to medicine and got himself 

admitted into the Medical College in 1897 and lie studied there for 

about 3 years. In the Medical College examinations too, lie showed 

brilliant results and for this be received all liis tuition fefes as a 

'reward* being added to the scholarship in the Annual Exaininatioa 

of the First year class. He wa'^ the recipient of ‘ Medical College of 

Bengal Medal** (Gold), Session ]S9S-lb90, for proficiency in Che¬ 

mistry at the Second year class Annual Examination In all exami¬ 

nations of the Second year cliss. he occupied \er3 high places as 

well.t His proficiency in Physiology, 55oolog\, Mateiia Medica, etc , 

extorted great admiration fioui the TVofesi-ois oi ihe respecti\e 

subjects. Avinas Chandra cave up the medical studies owing to 

partiality shown against him by the then Principal Snrgii. T.t.-Col. 

G. Bomfoid, M.D., I AF.S., in the matter of College examination, 

while he was a student ot the Second >ear chisc, and took to law in 

ihe Metropolitan Institution and passed llie B. L. Examination m 

1903 with credit. While attending law le<tures in the College, he 

displayed considerable proficiency in the subject*^ theie ako. Ho was an 

article clerk to Mr. Pam Charana Milra, iM A , B.J. . Senior Govt 

Pleader, High C3ouit (1899-1021), Calcutta. He was enrolled as a 

Vakeel + of the High Court on April Jl, 1 tOi and later on, an 

Advocates (Ordinary Oiiginal Junsdiction) on ‘^nd July, I92H and 

retired from practice in July, 19t^9 

Out of the money he iocei\ed from the Unlvel^It\ ol Calcutta 

in "Sonatnani Prize,’* Avinai^ Chandra purchased u good mimiier of 

books on musical science that made lus ftiends curioii.-i. To them, 

Avina^ Chandra replied ennlingly,‘‘I ha\e a mind to acquue know¬ 

ledge in musical scieice.” He was philomusKul or philhaimoojc, 

a great lover of Indian ClasMcal Mu‘-ic,a ma^,s/ro (an Italian word, 

meaning a great niusicai coniposeu. a ntnuoisintir (one who know^ 

* '‘Advinca,'* Oclcutta, Ssturday, April 12, ]0^2, p 2, col. B; p 8, col. 1. 

f Free toiliost i t, refond of fees at the eod of the let year and ''OovuromaDt 8ti 
pandiary, Jafiior** for Be. per month; Do., at the Second year cUae. Iteoipianta oi 
‘^ProieeUnr'e Prize*' in ADatoiaj. 

t From At. ^atoka* (of* (tt signifying 'bands o^er*; one to whom law-euitaaio 
banded over ter doing oeedfal on behalf of clients, ia Vakeel, In Arabie, Qod is also Vakeef, 
bfri«af Uving beings surrender nnto Him. Per, VaWI-i murifa*a. At, leakil da* *wa 
Fny, PlAadAf, 

S One who pleads the cause of another, esp in a Court of law in Scotland and France. 
profesyiooal pdeader, in Coarta of justice. O, Fr. aeocat- Xi. advocatus- odeoca'rc,. a'inm- 
ad, to, roreVe, to call: to call in (another to lielp as in a lawsuit or in sicknessi. 
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a subject well ; a critical jtidge in art, tnu&icB, Ac. Prom Fr. 

confioit^e^Ij cognosaere, to l(uow), and had a profoond koowlcdga 

of it. He was a good player on the Setar, Tabald ^modification of 

the ancient Trilantri devised by Airilr Khasru, Tabald and Bmya, bdng 

invented by him jis well, after dividing tlie Pdkhawaj into two 

parts), etc. He could prepare musical notation (smralipi) in both 

Knglibb and Bengali in a masterly manner. He had a desire to put 

Sdmans of the Sdina Veda in the Bengali musical notation, but it 

was not fulfilled owing to his sad demise. * Avinas Chandra began 

his studies in musical science, while he was reading in the Medical 

College. Well-known and high-caiibre rnusiciaos of India sang 

Ciassical music and they played on musical instruments and stringed 

lustrnments on the occasion of marriages and other ceremonieb in 

the family at Ramehandrapur. They were themselves thankful for 

having recej\ed such a good connomsdir as Avinas Chandra and they 

very much regarded him. The} delighted Avinas Chaudia by playing 

music JO Fi&ghRfhfinls of high order on ('lassical music. No doubt, 

hie love of iun.‘5ic was very laudable and great. He received many 

iiiviiations Irom musical organisations oi Calcutta and he attended 

those functions Sometimes, he acted as judge in musical competi¬ 

tions and his judgment was accurate and to the point and was 

absolutely free from ptrtialuv. Musical soirees were occasionally 

held in C’aicutla. where he formerly residetl Fiieiuls paid their 

occasional visits to AMnns ( handiu and .lmu^cd themt-elve'-in his 

bouse by singing ClaBsicnl music. Musical l)o<'k8 of the Western and 

the Eastern (ountries alKumd m AviniK ( haiulia’s library of rare 

collections 

Avina^ Chandra had a line tj^-to in (Ooken He was polyphagous. 

lie used to take daiiv meals deliciou^lv with lii'.own choice subsetvienl 
• « 

to the piebeivation of health and mind. I'ci he mil} believed in the 

dictum im sttna in corf>oT< Mmc He was fond of teasung the guests, 

Iriends, relatives, acquaintar.ces whene\er otcii^ioits aro'^e and that in 

a very grand style. All were done out of hi" own accord and the 

directions ho ga\e to cooks. Sometimes the (ooks wondered at him 

for his valuable directions which weio even unknown to them, beast- 

ing the men sumptuously with different vaiicties oi palHlable cooked 

food and sweets was his great pleasure and enjoyment, lie was always 

utieative to the invitees on the occasions I)iiring hm student life, he 

need to dwell in hired houfces with servants and cooks surrounded by 

"Aa«nce,** April 12.1962. p, 2, col. 8; p. 3,col. 1. 
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friends and relatives. Even in the professional life and after> the 

house of Avinas Chandra turned into a Xodging-houae' where many 

men other than relatives, friends, ucqaaintances and others, lived and 

had their messing with the family of Avinas Chandra. This shows 

the man in his true perspective and throws a dood of light on his 

noble character. 

Avinas Chandra carried on studies and had no love for fucre. 

He refused to be booked with more briefs than were necessary for 

his plain-living and high-thinking. His legal opinion couched in “Is 

marriage of an adopted son with a sagotra of his natural father 

prohibited?” [See C.L.J. (7 & 8). 1951, pp. 5n—12n ; Do. (11), 

1951, pp. 13n—19n], is illnsinssinio in the Hindu Law. Fine in 

advocacy, deep in euoyclojiaedic knowledge of Iifceiature, philology, 

history, philosophy, law, &c.. he was adored in the High Court from 

all quarters. His inode of del2\eniig legal addrossea before the court in 

OxonjUTi (f. Oxom't/, latinized lonu oi 0x( it ford, Oxford —An.—of 

or belonging to Oxford) accentuation added gieal admiration to 

all. Dr. Rash Behaii Ghosh, the greatest Indian Jurist of modern 

times, who was also one of the most brilliant men, and an eminent 

leader of the present generation, extolled Avmai? Chandra for his 

acumen in legal matters and highly culogi^^ed him for his correct 

pronunciation in English and his chaste and elegant manner of writing 

English and his selection of words in the right way and in the 

right place. Late Ai^vini Kunulr Dutt of Baiisal, classmates, 

colleagues, friends, admirers, students and clienteles, because 

of their regards tow aids Avinas Chandra for his profound learning, 

akill and talent in law, bad a great expectation of his elevation to the 

Bench, the most exalted positun that the children of the soil could 

aspire to, but for various reasons, the expectation of A^vini Kumar 

and others could not be iiilfilled. His iorenstc ubilit}^ should be read 

with interest amongst olhcis fioni the following cases which appeared 

in difleient Law Joiiinals of India: 4 Cr. Jj.J. 433 ; I.L.R. 37 Calc. 

863 : 20 Ind, Cas. 899 ; (54 Jnd. Cas. 518 ; 21 C.W.N. 8G0 (L.P.) ; 

24 C.L.J. 40 (L.P.) : A.l.R. 192] (’aicutia 800 ; A.I.R. 1923 Calcutta 

13; 7 R. C. 461. Ind. Jhil. Cal. Judges and lawyers often sought valu¬ 

able opinion from Avinas Cbandia in the matter of legal intelligence 

and they accepted his opinion as tiue, authentic and bonafide. He 

possessed tlie rare combination of varied knowledge, and mastery of 

legal principles and hip addresses were ad tern, d droite and 

copia verbornni. He was a legalist. He often uttered in tlu' 

deliberation among his friends the ever-inemorable words “Fear 
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God and no lad’\ which Bre frequeut among the common people of 

England. The maxim ''firmness, impartiality and integnijr, in f^r 

of God end without fear of man” (XU I C.W.N., 85, CCXXIX, 

Notea) a*la foregoing adage is looked up to by the English judges in 

the juridical realm. He was regular in attending the Court, rarely 

kept himself away from there. He made the Bar Association, High 

Court, a place of culture and learning. The following letters speak 
for themselves: 

fir ^ ^ 

* • ♦ WlWIf Ipil WH l Wlft LibraryJt Hi enHIt 

wm fiftn amre ^ i fkn^ fiiN fiif wiM Ifdk 

HiHHif I wriif snR preserve 

Hit rnJt Matthew’ f verse (i) Greek Test ament (^) Vulgate 

i(H (^) Luther German translation dviT snft I ^ atmosphere fit 

ffir 
wlwlHITOt HSiiiqiiaiHt 

Bj. Avinas C'bandra Guha, 

Advocate, 

The true perspective oi the man echoes in the epistles below : 

“I heard very often from Pandit Haraprasad about your father. 

I was his pupil for 2 years 1897-1898. I know how lovingly he spoke 

about him. * • ♦ • His humility about his learning. He was the 

example, ftm I He was never obstinate in his manners. 

Yet he was always ready to give aid h> appreciating questions. He 

was held in esteem by Brajalal Sasttr. Often on the table we dis¬ 

cussed questions on Hindu Bastras. He was always up-to date in 

that respect 

viftnai 
nfitHiei I 

« • • • «n6t Ml ft» ai? ^ Wt SnKI-iif 
Mliwr? I Librarj^l Sif *m RT >nf— 

* Borne portioue of Uio letter. 
f B.L. Adv«x»itc, High Court, Cftlcutts fDete of enraluuut—10-4-1907). . 
t Neretjdra NS'h Beth, B.L., DhareiariNcda. Advocftte. High Coort, OeloQUa (CBti 

of eDrolment- 16-4-1904; died -14-10-19481, e liierator, a critic, m life-loDg 
•offerer for the eau4c of omaaoipatioD of India from the Brilub role; wboee orUieieai 
**(lovermnentiof India Act, 1935. A Repeel—Wiiit it Metne?** (Sobmitted to^HiaHopiif 
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•WtH ftww I fiH*r fW*r ‘walking encyclopaedia’* WflT 

• WRWT ff(r, ^ifiT finsz i feft aifir 

^44NM \ «nf«r, wmnttt wr 

^ $1^1? iwtaw opr ^^ 

Vlftk vM I America, Germany m ik 

^ fto «n ^nfwT %f nvm yifaq firPr 

^rroirn ijur f^ ^ jt5> ^ ftfSr 
I Anatomy? ^ m TO ^ ^ Opr 

^ Anatoiijy?> first Medical College d% ari^sf | m ftin^ 

Off ^hfif 1%v ; ft >n!30» ft ftor, ft •wnft^^n* ^ ft® ^ ^ 
iN®fr«nw*rrj • • * ♦ 

9qF®i®T®j9) 

vhnitwsjr t 

Avina^ Chandra was elected President of tl>e Hav Association, 

High Court, C&lcutta, in Ho succeeded Golap Chandra 

Sarkar, Sastri, M.A., B.Tj., at whose feet Avinas Chandra had learnt 

Hindu Law in College and in legal careers, as an authoritj^J on 

Hindu Law. He was presented by fiastri a copy of "Dayatattva 

of Raghunandana’* (English translation with Original text—Second 

Edition, Calcutta, 1004) with blessings from him. Many outstanding 

authors, Bcholars of the land and abroad honoured Avinas C'handia 

by making presentation ol then books with their be"! regards unto 
him. Only two persons in the High Court could interpret correctly 

the texts of the Smritis from the original, the first being Golap 

Chandra, and the next Avinas Chandra. He had the Vcdic, 

the Sffwrtti, the Purdnic literal ures at fingei-onds D. F. 

Mulla’s version of Hindu Law is veracious. It is t'rrbmu sat t^apieuit. 

He speaks quite fittingly, thus—“There ih peihaps no branch of 

law more difficult to sliuly and coinpiehend tlian llie Hindu fjaw. 

SecreUtyi Government of ind>a on tlio I9th M<irrli, ruU4(4l a great BOUAalion amt ng 
tbe pS0t>lS« f%i8 was read by Avioas Cliandra at! tint iigliout. Nowhere did he 
raise any diasentient toire against the acattiug reniaiks inade hy (he critic. It wa<« 
pnblidied in "The Catcolta Law Journar', Vol LXIII, Notes Portion, pp. I0-4S. The 
Mtor wee wrltteji lo tbe writer of this article by late Aeth, thtae aie the ewerpta. Bee 
"BariWl HitaiaM’*# Vol. LVI, Nos 33, 34, 394d. s iAvinris Chandra Ouha—A Bavaot. 

*' * See Gafig& Nfitha Jba, If.A., t) Litt., Manu Sniriti, Vol 1, Parti, CalcOtta, 1930, 
Prefatory Note, vi, for tbe term, 

f Letter written to tbe writer of this article, a portion 6.L , Advocate, High Court,* 
OalGiUta (Date of enrolment-6-7-1909; died-‘14-13-1948), eminent criniinal praoti* 

t loner* 

t Pereon wboee opinion is aooepted, 'cap. expert in (on) a subject Prom Kr. 
a«terite% from h. auctoritatem, 
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* * * * Of ^1*5 topics of Hindu Law there ie n)oe more intricate 

than that of woman’s pcculiain, technically cailad Btrldhann,'*—— 

Principles of Hindu Law, Third Etitiou, 1910, Preface to the First 
Ed., vii. 

Sir A'huioh‘1 Mookerjee very inucli appreciated Avin^ Chandra^s 

vast learning. At his desire, Avina^ Chandra was appointed a 

Professor of Hindu Law in the University Ijaw College, Calcutta, in 

1916. Later on, lie lectured on Constitutional Law as well to the 

students. He comtriauded encomiums from all quarters in the dis¬ 

charge of his prolcfesorial duties. His wide range of study and depth 

of learning, espec-ally of arts, politics, etc., were universally 

acknowledged. He was really a miracle of learning. Speakin^ 

of Avinuh Chandra’s erudition Dr. S. C. Bagchi, TjL.B., 

ohserved, “Profes-^oi* (4uha dire'ted my attention to the German 

aiithorilies on the Vedie literature *injted in tlie lectures ; he has 

o 

read the proofs ol the Sui'-knt portion of the third lecture and J am 

sure that lus knowledge of Sanskrit has made this pottion quite free 

•from any error’* (See “Junslio Personality of Hindu Deities’*, 

Foreword, VI, Asutoah Mookerjee Leetnre.s, IDdl, Univeisity of Cal¬ 

cutta). Avinas Chandra won great popularity in the University 

jjaw College (See “The Calcutta University Law College Magazine *, 

Vol. VriL January, 1938, No. 1, "Editorial Notes”). He was 

legu'ar in his class-work, seldom absented himself from the College. 

Ilis loving-kindness towards the students was immense. He retired 

tiom service in July, 1937. He was appointed Examiner and Paper- 

setter in Arts and Law examination^ of the Utiiversity of Calcutta. 

He was offered the post.s of “Tagore Law Professorship’’ and “Dean 

of the Facull\ ol Law” in the Universities of Calcutta and Dacca, 

hilt he relus^>d all tlie covetalile j>o.sis with tliaiiks to the respective 

aiitlHiniieK lor want of lime. 

A\infis (Jhandra was known as an Alhnna (piofound scholar),* 

a pol>math, ft man of vast reading and erudition and a great linguist. 

He received great ovation and recognition in the educ.ited cindes 

throughout the land and abroad. He was a Classicist, t He knew 

^ * Ijctrued periioi, ppr«ou veiBji lo literature thU of aa.!ieat Grerce and li'me. 
From AF cncolrr (School,‘cr refa^h. Oo LL Acho/aro (‘ar), L \chofa G.r. <c7j»/r*. 

i L^tin aud Greek echolor *CiA9«icUm'—eUsBical schota** Uhip); of cla’^alcal cdocaticn; 
(-I'm) a Latin or Grf>ek idum.'C aasio«'la derivul froii tUeLutm *Claa!iieu<i' (of the 6rit 
alale). The Rouiann were divided into cU leey, tho^e in ih) Ant l>*inp cdtloJ 'ClaisiM* The 
n'ord 'GUaiiici' lO the pait, was meant *the oh*) ces' prcducU of literature of uuc'eat 
and Botue.' 'Ciasiics,* now-a-dajs, include Gieek, ILnoao, and modern writtia of the first 
rank, or their worke of intrinsic viloe and etcellenoe. *0laasuot' one versed lo the olaaidMi. 
Gfisthe's * Faust" is a claisic of a very high order in Gorman language, so aim “Abhiiftfiiii* 
Sak intalam" of Kftlidisa in Sanskrit. 
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many moiorn and ancient languages no less than a score and fire of 

the West and the Bist, Hi was a Vedio scholar. Hie Vedio studies 

were profound and exiensive. His wis intenliou to write easay for 

“Dwaraka Nalh Pal Vedic Competition Piize” (See Cal. Gaz., Aug. 9, 

1022; Part IB), but it was not fulfilled owing to liis illness. The 

subjects for es'ay for the “Dwuraka Nath Pal Vedic Competition 

Prize’* for^^the year 1924 were under seven headp. The * com¬ 

petition was limitei to Hindu inhabit in's of Bengal, Bihar and 

Orissa, and Assam ; irrespective of caste or age. The subjects were 

on V$dic research work He possessei a very big library of 

precious books worth several thousands of rupees on different 

languages and on varied subjects. He collected the books not only 

frona India, but from places oiilsi !e India, especially Iroin Germany, 

America, Egypt and England. In his teens, while a student of the 

Second year (^892-93) FA. Class of the Presidency College, his first 

literary production saw the light. His firsi poem “Vars'i geeti" in 

Bengali and subsequently, his many pjcm^ and review^ on books 

and Vedic article were published in the “Navyabhaiata*' between 

1299 BS to 1323 B.S . and in the “Bhiratr* iii 1309 BS, 

which spread his reputation as a writer, critic of high order 

far and wide He was a polyhistor, anl even if he haJ never 

written any poetry, his criticisms in the “Navyabhlrata" (1307- 

1310, 1817, 1325 B.S.) would style him to be ranked as one of 

the greatest critics of Bengal. He was a «far of the fint magnitude 

in the firmament of letters. He was one of the most suggestive of 

critics. Young men, especially hterators, flocked to hear his talks 

and they gained by his rich and wonderful mine of knowledge. 

They set store on Avina^ Chandra’s deep lore in lite-ary matters. 

Alas, the poetic career of Avlna^ Cbaudra was too short as the flight 

of a meteor. In almost su years like the English poet Samuel 

Taylor Coleridge (1772-1834), Avina& Chandra had presented to the 

literary world a body of poems in tlie ‘‘Navyabharahi’* (1299 B 8. 

to 1304 B.S.) many of which may rank with the very greatest in 

the realm of poetry. These will retain their glory and charm so 

long as the Bengali language and literature endure. The style of 

Avin&rf Chandra has an austere majesty that extorts respectful awe 

from all. He was marked as a poet by originality, insight, grace, deft 

subtlety of thought, and charm of diction. His poetry abounded, 

in a series of vivid pictures, with his keen sensibility to the spiritual 

aspects of the universe, his sense of mystery and woOder. Yet he 

had given to all these things an air of probability by a wealth of 
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vivid and lifelike details by placing the scene of action in an age long 

gone by, far away from the world of man. Avinij Chandra's deep 

enchanting voice charmed all even when he was a student at School 

and Colleges. He was a voracious reader, studying day and 

night. His student life did not end with his academic career, but he 

bad been a student all along. Like a Yogin he had devoted his life 

to (he pursuit of knowledge, and learning was the sole business of his 

life. He bud no other business or interests than to acquire know* 

ledge. He was interested in a bewildering variety of subjects—in 

classics, medicine, sociology, aesthetics, and so forth. He studied 

all these subjects both intensively and extensively and kept himself 

thoroughly conversant with the latest advancement in them. Hia 

industry in these respects was indefatigable. This was a rare achieve¬ 

ment in this modern of specialisation. He tried to be a specialist 

in every department. His ambition and eagerness were to know more 

and more about more and more and they remained in him till his last 

breath had ceased—"Light, more Light ! Light is Divine! 

Light is life ! A Living example ! A Shining Light I An 

embodiment of true culture, true Learinug—that was in Avinas 

Chandra I” So also, the last words of Goethe were *Mehr licht!’ It is 

a matter of groat regret that Avina^ Chandra did not leave behind him 

any work worthy of his great learning, excepting a few poems, articles, 

criticisms, etc., refened to elsewhere which are almost all that remain 

of him. He who might have enriched the literary world by sheaves 

of knowledge has given only a few morsels. His friends, admirers, 

pupils, relatives, acquaintances, often asked him the reason for 

this ; the reply that he gave reveals not only' the encyclopaedic sweep 

of his great intellect, but also, hib intellectual integrity and 

modesty of character. He was a polyglot. He used to read 

the oiigiiial works (>n all topics of all subjects in Greek, Latin, 

French, German in the matter of Western civilization and culture 

and in Saii'^krit, S.uiskritic languages, Arabic, Persian, Hebrew, Urdu 

for Eastern civilization and culture, leaving aside the renderings of 

them. Hib ])ronunciation and intonation were exemplary. They 

remained in him unimpaired to the last of his life. The Classical 

languages of the West and Iho East, excepting Persian, were self- 

taught by Avina6 Chandra. Jle had learut Persian from an eminent 

Mauivi of Calcutta Madraesah. He was very much pleased at the 

leaning of Avina^ Chandra. One day, in course of study, Mauivi 

8ahab in an ecstasy of joy, said to Avina^ Chandra, ‘ Well, why 

then, are you keeping me as your teacher of Persian? Like hia 

J1-1946V-XI 
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father Munshi Svarup Gbandra, Avioa^ Chandra had great erudition 

in Peraian language—"Be was envied by moat Peraiana IhemBeUea, 

for hifl vast knowledge and unrivalled command over Persian language 

and deep erudition in Persian culture” (See Avinai^ Chandra’s "Verb- 

inflexions in Persian”}. The Hon’ble Justice Sir Zyihadur Pahlin 

Zkhid Suhrawardy, Kt., M.A., B.Tj , Barrister-at-Law, Late Judge, 

High Court, Calcutta, Maulvi Wahed Ho's^ain, B.L , Advociio, High 

Court, and olher Persian scholars sliared the same view about 

Avinas Ch. He w’as an Arabist too. He studied the Arabic 

language Ihrongb the medium of French (fe German languages. 

Observing on the Arabic language. Maulvi A'hnmd Ullam, Late Arabic 

Senior Scholar of the Calcutta Madras^ah, opined. * u 

classic language as the Arabic—whicli varies so widely in its cons¬ 

truction from all other languages of the worl 1.”—{From a Irttrr, 

Calcutta, The 3nd March, ISS2, opening para.: The centip place of the 

Arabic language was in the middle and the norlhern portions of Arnhin 

(Nezd province and Syria). From these places th' Arabs as wel! li¬ 

the Arabic laiigudge had tpread out on all sides. The fiace ol the 

oldest Arabic is found in an inscri]>tion being dated 4th Century. 

Before that, no Arabic composition could be obtained. See Bahr-iil 

Uloom Maulana Obaidullah-cl-obaidi SuhrawarJy’s "An essay on tin* 

Arabic language and literature,” 1K7;1 ; Qoran Sirlpha, 4ih edition, 

1343 B.S., Calcutta, Preface, 1292 B.S., lendered into Bengali frotn the 

Original by Bhai Girib Chandra Sen). Such is the Arabic language. It 

is one of the most diiBcult langnages of the world. People say ‘Greak 

to any one.' Why not ‘Arabic?’ fn [ndia, Daiiiluluin at Daoband. 

about 90 miles from Delhi, is a well-known inditiition in Muslim 

theology and Arabic culture and language Ah for the Sanskrilic 

language Pali, Aviurif5 Chandra attracted the attention of Mahainaho- 

padhyaya Dr. Satin Chandra Vidyahhusani, M A , Pii.l)., M.B..\.S., 

F.A.S.B., Late Principal, Bansknt College, (’alcntta, who wa- 

coneidered to be the best spirit in tlio ocean of Learning of l*ali 

Tibetan languages. Bven a veteran ncholar of his eminence sfioko 

about Avinas Chandra’s great learning in Pali, lluis—"As regards 

Pali, I have to learn many things which are unknown to me, still to 

many, from Avinas Babu.” He was homo mnltarum Utterarum. 

He left a Sanskrit composition in verse where he discussed that the 

Kdyasthas were noibing but twice born, because they possess r/ofrav 

which are not possible for the Sudras and, as for some reason or other 

the ceremony of investiture with the sacred thread has ceased to 

continue in them they are known to be Sudras at present. Sudra^ 
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are not forbidJen to the study of the Vedas, And he has conolusively 

proved the same from the lexis of the Vedas, the views of the com¬ 

mentators of the Ewt thereof and the exegesis of the Western scho¬ 

lars. That what he has written down will be held in great esteem 

among the scholars in the realm of Indian History & Culture and 

his name will retain a niche in the temple of fame as a scholar of 

outstanding merit. Written in elegant style embellished with melo¬ 

dious 3drddtllavikridita mrtrr all throughout, the composition resem¬ 
bles no less than the composition of the renaissance period of the 

Kdoya literature of the Sanskrit language. A very distinguished 

(‘diicitionist valued him by tliis significant epithet—‘‘Compared to his 

deptli of learning all oiir Univers'*^y professors, elu''ationists of the 
country aio as mere chii Ir^ ii ITc is more learned than all of us put 
logether I” 

Of late, Avin.K Chandra’.- artu lo- on T# —“Paijanya**— 

The Calcutta Uevi#*w, August, I'doS ; marriage of 

an adopted son wnh a Niryu/r/of Ins mlur li lather proliihited?”— 

'*'’^,C L.J., 19.51, j)|). .In—-rill, I'll—I,111 ; “l^loiiiscite’*—University 

Law College Maga/ n \ Cah iPt.i, Vol. XK, 1959-51 ; “Minlrpri rules 

ot Interpiotatioii’*—D) , Vo». XXII. Mircli, 1951 . “Athenian Law 

A C.ustoin”—Univciviiy t'ollege of Livv MuMzino, Calcutta, \^)!. 

XXIir, Man’ll, 1955 ; Siginfii aiu-e ilv* State’*—Th‘* Calcutta 

Review, AugURl, 195t> : //ivtmiri/—“Successive Strata of the Popu¬ 

lation of E-igland’*—Vid^fi.sagar (’ollega Magazine, Vol XXX. Winter 

Xnmber, 1952 ; “Chithi”—Maiidira, Pousi, IHGl : Vidyasagar College 

Patrika, Jyaistha, ; Mt«'cJlancous mattrrs—Invitation Letter 

cornpo.scd in Sanskrit “Sri Sri Mahrunlyn Vijayate*’ (Sanskrit 

ffithd +)—Kayaslha-Samuj, Sravana, 1311 ; “Tararahasya-tantra,” 3, 

2.3, 8 (/LieiVnt if* Modtrn dhydn): translation from Sanskrit into 

English—Baribal HitaisT, Vol. LIII, No. .50, 3351 B S. : Compilator 

of the hymus of the Goddess Sarasvati from the Rigveda; Do., 

WnWTi yift, aiyiw, umum from the Kv., Vs.. Ts., Nirukta; Do., 

• Tie invitation letter in Sinskrit vers? lo tha leirncd BrShiiianaa (.n puraiiance of 

the custoin prevalrnt 111 the Ilitidii society fiom tiin* in» n'iiicrisl) on [ho o'casion of th'^ 

■^rfirfli ceremony of S^uinisiindin Guha CInudhuronT wai e mpoHiI hy Avin.!- Chandra in 

a very beautiful language nnJ stylo in SdrdJU’artki'dittt metir moiuorabla work 

was performed with great e/iat and inucb oojla lu 
- 5?’iidiy. <V*ober ‘JO. 193-2 (Srd A'drfika, 

J329B.5.)atl<aiucliaDdrapur in ihi* disiiict of IhniAuI in Ea^t IVnga’. ft)ttu.&tond*i\ 

was Aviotda Chendra'e eldest patoniel auut. 
f Githi in the ?tigveda usually means only song.’ ’verse,’ Ui^e Gdiu-Maedonell & 

Keith’s Vadic Index of Namea and Subjocta, Vol. I, LioQdo.n, 1912, P- 221; ^g?ed»—VIII, 
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On Old Indian Poetics (Alamkara: hibliog,); Philo$ophical— 

“Schwegler on Hume”—The Calcutta Iteview, December, 1955 ; 

Musical composition—”Rag Vasanta—Tala Tetala” : Sangita— 

Vijnan Pravesika, dyaiatha—A'sada, 1301 ; ”Rag Sindhu-Vairavi— 

Tala Tetala” : Do., Kartika—Agrabayana, 1361 ; “Rag Chhayanat— 

Thumri” : Do., Agrabayana, 1362 ; “Ragmala—Jayajayantl, Bliupali, 

Iman-Kalyan” : Do., Jyaistha, 1363 (Sanskrit); “Mia Mallar—Tala 

Teoda” ; Do., A'eada, 1364, are published. Others are awaiting 

publication in various journals. He had a mind to write two volu¬ 

minous books on cultural topics, but being snatched away from 

his sphere of activities by the cruel hand of death, his desire remained 

a desire for ever.—“Death opens the gate of Fame, and shuts 

the gate of Envy after it.”—Tristram Shandy, Vol. V, Ch 3. 

He corrected many manuscripts, theses, articles, addresses, 

papers, pamphlets, memoranda, legal drafts (such as, deed of gift, 

endowment, etc.) on various matters, coming from personages and 

places of importance at home and abroad. Sir A'b'itosa Mookerjee, 

the great educationist, the Juris ConAw/tuv (Juris con-ull), the chief 

architect of the Calcutta University, entrusted to Avinas Chandra in 

bringing out a ren'sed edition of Vyavahara-Matrika of Jimfilavahana 

(In memoirs of the As. Soc. of Bengal, Vol. IH, No 5), but it could 

not be done for preoccupations being followed by the lamentable death 

of Avina^ Chandra.—“Death . . • openlh the gate to good fame, and 

extinguisheth envy”.—Becon, Essays : Of Death. 

Avina4 Chandra was a man of born genius. His unique com¬ 

bination of all the various aspects of genius gave him the true 

epithet—“the Man”. His genius shone forth, of comse in its 

greatest brightness, in the course of his practice at the High Court, 

Calcutta, Genius is of no age, nor of any locality. Had he been 

born in any other age or in any other clime, or, had he adopted 

any other profession, his outstanding merits and personality would 

Lave left their marks on them. Of Avinas Chandra it may truly be 

said nullum quod tetigit non ornavit—nothing did he touch which 

he did not adorn. His was a full and varied career, giving acquain¬ 

tance with everything that can broaden, deepen, strengthen or 

sharpen the mind. He like Goethe scorned knowledge that does not 

lead to action: “men ought to know that in the theatre of human 

life it is only for Gods and angels to be spectators”. * 

82, 1; 71, 14; 98, 9; IX, 99,4; (idtHA, 1,167, 6; IX, 11, 4. Gdtu—I,■l6l, 2; 11,90, 
5; m.4,4; IV,4,6; V,87,6; X,20,4; 122,2, 
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What a wonderful personality was that of Avinas Chandra ! 

His personal magnetism acted like a charm upjn people wherever he 

went. He was a strong-built man who lived in the world of lofty 

thoughts and deepest convictions. He had no craze for worldly 

honours. Nor did he care for the frowns or favours from anybody. 

All honours came to him unsought and unsolicited but in recognition 

of his vu'! erudition, profound scholarship and ideal character. 

He was a thinker of the highest order, a piercing seer into the 

unknowu future, a philosopher whose utterings were in cadenced 

words. His great reputation rested on solid structure. He hated 

self*propaganda, self couceit, self-esteem, self-feeling and always lived 

a life of plain-living and high thinking. He was a good oonver- 

sationaliht, grave in demeanour, hut full of jollity. He was so jolly 

green. His was geniality in bis smiles and his sense of humour in 

h'is utterances. He was a hcl esprit. Face is the index of mind, so the 

gift of humour of eminent per.^ons reveals their inner trait of character 

tot as Thomas Caii>lc fruiy said. “Tiie essence of humour is 

sensibility ; warm, tender fellow-feeling with all forms of existence.” 
• _ 

(Essays: On Richter.) And Avinas Chandra bad that in plenty. 

He was accessil)]d to all. rich and poor, high and low alike. He was 

first and foreino<;t a gonthMunn in true sense of Ihe word as Samuel 

puts it, “It is a grand old trauie, that of gentleman, and has been 

recognised us a rank and power in all stages of society. To possess 

this character is a dignity of itself, commanding the instinctive hom¬ 

age of every generous niiiid.” He was (i<l /xLremum a nationalist in 

every walk of life. He was a quiet and unassuming man. His so 

much learning was concealed behind a closed exteiior. His motto 

seemed to be one lived best by the hidden life—beno visit qui bene 

latuit. The eight fold qualities of the learned given below, are 

perhaps applicable to Avinas Chandra : 

gywT mmnfi 

—vn < 
He was a loving father to his sous and daughters and gave them as 

much opportunity to be with him as was possible in the circum- 

stances. He was of course, always forgiving, bearing no ill-feeling, 

malice, grudge or whatsoever, though be was a very severe task* 

master. He was suaviter in modo, fortiier in re. He ^ras extremely 
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a tolerant man. His was a sympathetic heart and he was helpful to 

ail. His mind was full of the milk of human kindness and love for 

one and all. He gave away bis money liberally to those poor students, 

who came to him for help and it was from the money that he received 

as scholarships in the College lil'e. He made provisions for the benefit 

of the people by establishing charitable institution, thoroughfares, etc., 

in bis village, town, sub-divisioiis of the district of Brlquirtjanj after (he 

name of his illustrious father Svarup Chandra Cluha Chaudhuri, His 

self-sacrifices and works for the people were a beacon liffht to many, 

specially in his family and native district. He was an orthodox A 'rya 

by religion, Kayastha by caste, peiforining religiou.s riles properly 

throughout life and a pious man to the very core of his heart, enjoying 

life *in unreprovcil pleasures free*. He was not a so-called Puritan or a 

Purist mo*ahst or a Samltauist, uoi any other‘ist*. He is to the 

younger generation an inspiration, an ideal, an example to follow, 

to mould and to enliven. He is dead but in the words of Late 

Sarojini Naidu—‘'his inti^eiishable genius will shine through the ages 

in undimmed bea*ut} and splendoui." A man of this kind has a 

lasting rcEort in the boi-oins of ail, never to decay and never to be 

iorgotten! Avina;^ Chandra always recalls to our mind the famous 

lines of Goethe : 

Wonacli f'OlI man am Ende iiaclilen? 

Die welt zii keuiitu und niclit /u veraciueii.” 

The Guha family of llaiuchandrapur to wlncli Avina.s Chandra 

belongs, is treated to be the abode of both the Goddess of Wealth 

and the Goddess of Learning, living conj<»inlIy willi eacli other in 

peace and harmony: 

^ II 

WTOI Wlfif! jpr: u” 

—|fir I 

Those who come in contact with the memliers of llie family of Avina(5 

Chandra (a family which is considered as one of the most respectable* 

families in Bengal, its status being in llie society very august) will 

certainly testify that they have possessed in them in a marked degree 

the supreme attributes of sweetness, sociability and light which, as 
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Matthew Arnold remarked, surely constitute the very essence of true 

culture.* 
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VoL. II (81) 

Janakivallabha BHATTACHAKYrA, M.A.* Ph.D., Sankkyatiftha 

ThB hypothesis that DBFORMBD WOftDS ARB BTBRNAL IS NOT TBNABLB 

Now, the defenders of the eteroality of deformed wordn come 

forward and bold a brief for their hypothesis. They argae in the 

following manner. The critics should put forward direct proofs in 

order to establish the late growth of unchaste words spoken by the 

uncultured people. The origin of words like gavl etc. is surely traced 

to inadvertance and such other defects. Hence they cannot enjoy 

the same exalted position as the chaste words, m., go etc, do. 

The critics ^ay in reply that they will give the proper answer in 

no time and their wish will be fulfilled. The great thinkers who 

hold that deformed words such as gavl etc. have been current in this 

country from eternity are asked to solve the above-mentioned rational 

doubt. They should {x>nder over it. The chable words 'basia\ 

‘pSni’ and *kara* are synonyms. Is the word ‘gavi’ is a synonyms 

of the word‘go* in the same sense? or, is the word 'gavl' is the 

perverted form of the word ‘go’ owing to some possible defects either 

in the reception or in the pronunciation of the latter one. It is not 

rational to think that many synonymous woids denote a single object. 

If the raison d*etre of the said statement is asked, an answer is as 

follows. The canon of the philosophy of grammar is this that a 

single word donotes a single object. What leads to formulate the 

canon is this that if it is accepted tlien the relation of denotation 

holding between a word and its meaning is easy to establish. Again, 

one is to face a lot of tronblcH if the relation of denotation holds 

betvreen many words and a single object. If a word exclusively de¬ 

notes a single object then a word and its meaning remain unaltered for 

ever. They will never falsify each otlier. This word denotes only 

this object. This object is denoted by ibis word only. Thus, this 

canon Is justifiable. But if many words signify a single object then 

the object may not be denoted by a particular word since there asc 

many other words to denote the said object though the said word does 

not denote the said object* Hence, if the hypothesis that many 

words denote a particular object is accepted then tliere is a chance for 
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masrepreoentstioD. Again, if Anoibar bjrpotheftis thal a w<3td ddnbtes 

many meanings is accepted then a ward has a hir obaiice of misre- 

preseoting its meaning since the said word points to meanings other 

than the known one. Hence, any hypothesis which embodies the 

bread! of the above rule may be a menace to the understanding of 

the true meaning of a word. 

All the synonyms each as 'hasta*, ^kara’, 'ptni* etc. denote a 

single object. A few stray cases like this donot illnstrate the viola¬ 

tion of the said rule. Bach of the words such as 'aksih*, *padih\ 

etc. do not come under any rule. As they are exceptional 

oases 80 one is oompelied to admit that a single word denotes different 

meanings This rale is quite accidental. But the initial rule is ea^ 

and straight. It conveys that one word has got a single denotation 

only. In other words, a word stands for a single object. Now, if 

one admits that the words'go',‘gavT* and other deformed ones are 

synonyms then the above rule does not hold good since every chaste 

word has its corresponding deformed word. Hence^ it yields place 

- to another rule. The breach of the initial rule is due to some defects 

in the speaker such as inadvertence etc. It hin been said before that 

the deformed words such as giv! etc. do not enjoy the same elevated 

position in language as the chaste words such as 'go* etc. do because 

of tbeir defective origin. 

Moreover, the power of denotatiou belonging to a word is very 

subtle. It is neither perceived nor inferred. It is revealed only by 

iiieans of presumption. IT presumption is too weak to reveal it, no 

other sources of knowledge can illuminate it. Again, if presumption 

is indirectly eetablisiied then words like *go* etc. cannot gather suffi¬ 

cient strength from presumption to coinnninicatc their meanings. Tlius 

we see that words such as 'go* etc. {Hissess the power of denotation by 

means of which they convey thefr meanings such as the real cow 

etc. The said power of denotation does not belong to deformed words 

such ss 'givf* etc. Why has the age-long tradition of the expert 

grammarians been broken by the nncultured rustic? In othtr words, 

why do not the uncultored perroos imitate the practice of the cultured 

ones if chaste words are only competent enough to convey their mean¬ 

ings? An answer to this question is this:—tlie use of chaste words 

b»B been superseded by that of vulgar words just as the commnnication 

bf one's intention by means of the winking of an eye and the aiguaU 

giten by bands, etc. has yielded place to the use of words of 

the lower caste non-Aryans. Does not the power of denotation^ belfolig 

to 4be winking of an eye or to words and sentences, spoken by l&o 
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lower castes? We stick to tbe view that they do not possess the 

power of denotation. If this is true, why do they convey their sense? 

We say that they have got no innate power of conveying their sense. 

As they have got no stable character so tbe innate power of denotation 

does not belong to them. These hints or words convey meanings 

on the strength of convention arbitrarily set up by the pe.iple who 

Qsethero. The power of denotation as proposed by the Naiyiyikas 

has a noivereal significanco. This power of denotation has been set 

up by God and has been in vogue since tbe first day of creation. It 

is cognate with the innate power of denotation advocated by the 

Mimansakas. It should not be compared with the conventional power 

of denotation tbe range of application of which is very limited. The 

innate power of denotation or such power as has been introduced by 

God belongs only to words like‘go’ etc. but not to deformed words 

such as gavi etc. Owing to the similarity of letters belonging to words 

*go' and ‘gavI’ when the word ‘gavI’ is pronounced it revives 

the memory of the word ‘go’ and thus conveys the meaning of the 

word ‘go’ recalled in our mind. 

How do such persons as are ignorant of words like ‘go* etc. 

remember them? Which is the sure means of leaniiog them? A 

special study is the sure way of their access. Which science is to 

be studied? The study of grammar is called abhiyoga, which is 

necessary for this purpose. One has got repeatedly to study the 

science of grammar and closely to observe the illustrations cited in it. 

The complete acquisition of the science of grammar is known as its 

special study. By such study one acquires innumerable chaste words 

which are worthy of being used by the cultured persona. Such 

acquibition of chaste words helps him to detect tbe nature of 

unchaste words used by the iincullured ladies and the majority of 

rustic people because of their dissimilarity. But our objector has 

said that the number of chaste words is so vasle that none can get 

them by heart by hundreds of divine years. We do not share tbe 

view of our objector. Tradition says, “The science of grammar 

which has been formulated by Panini and elaborated by tbe two 

other sages of great repute teaches rules well tested by them. These 

rules give such a faultless analysis of words that they stand above 

all defecls such as defects of being too wide or too narrow.'* As the 

Vedas dietinguisb virtue from vice, as the incamstion of God drasfs 

distinctions between truth and falsehood, as the codes of BtWes 

differentiate between good and evil, as the instmetions of Mann and 

others* discrinunate between edible and non-edible as an oath points 
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out tbe difference of purity from impority, so grammar sbows the 

(listinctioo between chaeto and ancbaste worda. Every body is 

acquainted with the tratb of tbe above statement No body can 

deny its tinitb. The truth of the said statement may be easily 

verified even today. It is a well-known fact that there is a gulf of 

difference between tbe speech of persons well versed in the science 

of grammar and that of other persons snch as the uncultured rustic. 

Thus owing to tbe absence of training the employment of deformed 

words may owe its existence to ignorance. We shall make gratui¬ 

tous assumptions if we hold that the power of denotation uniformly 

belongs to chaste and deformed \rords. If we learn by heart tbe 

science of grammar, we can easily discern the difference between 

chaste and unchaste words. There is a standing rule that chaste 

words are denotative but unchaste words are not. Hence, we are in 

a position to conclude that all charges, levelled against our hypothesis 

by our objectors, are refuted. One objection still lemains unanswered. 

It is this that there is no source of valid knowledge ^hich points to 
the chastity of a word. 

The chastity of a word is not a perceptible property. There is 

no mark which helps to infer it. The authoritative works do not 

reveal it. Therefore, the hypothesis of chastity is full of defects. 

Trk Chastity of a Woiid is Fit to hr Pkiu'rivfu with 

THK Aid ok thk Authoritviivk Wouks 

There is another verse which contnidicts the findings of the 

al)0V6 verse. It says: The chastity of a word is a perceptible 

property. There is a mark which points to tlic exislonco of chastity. 

The authoritative works reveal it. Therefore, the hy^wthesis of 

rliastity is not defective. 

As wc visuali.se the purity of water not conta ninated by a piece 

of floating hair etc. so the auditory ^lerception of the chastity of a 

word its proper accent, the actual order of its constituent letters 

and such other properties are correctly presented to our conscious¬ 

ness. This awareness is neither indecisive nor contradicted by 

another true judgment nor is produced by a defective sense-organ 

ears. Tbe ascertainment of the truth of the said auditory 

pdl'oeptioD is nothing bat the clear and distinct auditory perception 

of a word which is a colietion of letters. When we jndge a piece of 

*ioditoty perception as untrue the perception possesses a coiitrery 

character. The defects which invalidate its truth have been ekaotlj 
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defined. Hence, we hold that the chaetity or the uncbastjrty of a word 

ia directly cognised by oar sense-organ. 

The objectors come forward with a pertinent question which ia 

as follows; If the chastity or the uucliastity of a word bad been 

directly perceived with oar ordinary sense-organ then persons whose 

intellect has not developed under the tutelage of grammatical .train¬ 

ing would have been directly acquainted with the said properties 

(chastity or unchastity) of a word. But it is a fact that such persons 

do not perceive the chastity or the unchastity of a word only with 

their ears. Therefore, the chastity or the unchastity of a word is not 

a perceptible property. 

The upholders of the above hypothesis contend that the said 

objection does not hold good. The complete statement of our 

hypothesis is this that the said property is grasped by our auditory 

sense-organ if it receives the aid of instructions from a sound 

grammarian* In other words, though our naked ears cannot detect 

it yet our trained ears are competent enough to do it. This is 

what we admit. Similarly, we cannot deny that Brabinana- 

hood is perceptible since it is perceived with our eyes which 

have improved under the instructioin of the Saslras. Some 

logicians have advanced arguments in favour of our hypothesis 

If one goes up the peak of a mountain and sees an object below 

from the top of the mountain, then one cannot say that the raid 

perception has not been rightly designated. Or, if the truth of 

determinate perception is established, verbalised perceptions have 

been also proved to be true. Let us cite another well-known parallel 

case of perception. Suppose, a man sees a jack-fruit tree in front 

of him for the first time. An experienced man who is conversant 

with the name of this tree comes there aud initiates him into its 

name. He teaches him that the name of this tree is 'Panasa* (jack- 

fruit tree). He remembers the word of the experienced man and 

sees the tree. His eyes in co-operation with the memory of the said 

name produce a piece of verbalihed knowledge in the form '*Tbis 1:3 

a jack-fruit tree.** Thus when one acquires the relation of denotation 

holding between a name and the object named a piece of verbalised 

knowledge of the above description is unavoidable. The author of 

the Nyaya-sutra realises that this piece of verbal knowledge is of 

course perceptual. But this is not the only form of perception* • In 

order to give a clear expression to his view be adds the word 'avyapa 

defya* to the definition of perception which has been recorded in his 

s&tra. The initial perception which arises from Ibe sense-object- 
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cootttot oilly in oaHed ^ndetercniatle peroeptton^ It is not mrbslised. 

When one oommuaicates hts psrceptaal knowledge lo others it ie 

always verbalised. The memory of the word (the above name)i 

instracted by an experienced person, and the eyes jointly produce the 

second perception that this is a jack-fruit tree. This is an inslanoe 

of visual perception. This is the account of the above logicians. 

Similarly, m the present ease the auditory sense-organ, accompanied 

by tbe inutmction imparted by a person Welt versed in grammar, 

grasps directly the chastity or unobastity of a word. Hence, tbe 

above properties of a word are perceptible bat not otlierwise. The 

abovd logicians have also cited other ways of determining Brahman- 

hood at th sight of a man. In a country where the moral code is 

well maintained by the efficient administration of an influential king 

tbe good conduct of a person reveals that be is a Brahman. A king 

ably governs a particular country in accordance with the code of 

Mann and other distinguished law givers. Owing to tlie personal 

influence of the king there are persons who ob^rve the duties of their 

caste and different stages of life. Nobody belonging to a lower 

caste, can |>OBe as a member of a higher caste, patting on the garb 

of a member of a higher caste and adopt a higher profession in that 

state. Daring the reign of such a king if wo notice the good conduct 

of a particular pt^rson, we at once iccoimse his Brahmanhood. This 

recognition is direct. Similarly, when we notice that some persona 

have applied iheluselve^ lo a work, hearing a distinct word we gather 

the sense of the word from their activities. We also remember the 

rules of grammar and find out tbe formaiion cf a word. We find out 

its root and suffix. In the case of a verb we notice such an 

inflexion as represents iis cla&s-character. With regard lo the 

Hiructnre of a word we also take into oonsideratioii other points, viz , 

the dropping uf a letter, the super-addition of a letter, tbe super- 

kcbsioii of a letter or a syllable by another letter or syllable and such 

other points All these things constitute the infallible rign of tbe 

(hustity of a word ora sentence. If the said infallible mark is 

present in a word and the word conveys a meaning then we rightly infer 

that the word is chaste. The anthoritative work, vi>., Vedic and 

Smfti Literature instructs us to use chaste words such as madbu 

(honey) etc. during the observance of a sacrificial rite so that the 

io|titutor of a sacrifice surely derives tbe result of the said saerifioe, 

v/s., heavenly bliss since tbe use of chaste words during the perfof* 

inanoe of a sacrifice is beneficial to a sacrifice. The fiastras iDstroct 

that if a learned person usee unchaste words during tbe performMce 
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of a rite then he commits a sin which hiudexs the completion of a 

rite. They also bear evidence to the existence of the language of the 

common people who use non*8anBkritic words (unchaste words). 

NoWt an objector opposes the above view and holds that if the 

nature of unchaste words is previously determined like kalaSja (a kind 

of fruit or the meat of a dear, killed by a poisoned arrow) then an 

injunction or a prohibition has room for working upon it. But the 

Sastras say nothing abont the nature of unchaste words. It is not 

also proper to think that the nature of unchaste words is implied by 

an injunction. This point has been stated before. The upholders 

* of the hypotheses iu question meet with this objection. They hold 

that there is an element of truth in the above objection. But it is 

also a truism that Vedic literature and Dharma Sastras furnish us 

with instructions on virtuous and vicious deeds. From the above 

statement it is implied that one should use chaste words and avoid 

the use of unchaste words. But it is also a bounden duty for a 

dutiful man to ascertain the nature of ohaste and unchaste words since 

the injunction *or the prohibition presupposes the definite knowledge 

of such words. Such knowledge is also true. It cannot be disregard-' 

ed since an injunction requires it. Or another solution of the above 

problem is possible. Panini has quoted a passage from the Smrii 

Sastra as an authoritative one. On the strength of its validity a 

Yedic injunction when enjoins the use of chaste words as the basis 

of the said Smrti passage may be assumed. 

We have no access to a Vedic injunction which enjoins the sip¬ 

ping of water before the commencement of a religious deed. But 

Smrti woiks furni«^h us with this instruction. We postulate a Vedic 

injunction as the basis of the ’instruction, given by the Smrti works. 

Therefore, the vainlity of the hypothetical Vedic injunction should not 

be challenged. Therefore, the chastity of a word comes within the 

province of the Sastras. A person, skilled in the use of language, 

uses unalloyed ohaste words. Good speeches, delivered by such a 

person^ consist of the faultless order of letters. Their style is elegant 

and vigorous. They command applause from the learned scholars. 

They are a class in themselves. But the utterances of the rustic 

people consists of ill-chosen letters which mar the development of 

feelings or sentiments. They, being very harsh, irritate the mind of 

the audience. Everybody has direct experience of difference between 

the speech of a learned man and that of a vulgar person. With the 

aid of a grammar only we are in a position to ascertain the purity of 

the faultless speech of a learned person. Therefore, the distiuctioo 
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belwoAn obaste and nncharte words is not basolsss. Tho Vedic paa* 

sages such as **A BrAhma^a sboald not speak tbe language of the very 

low-caste people and sboald not also use deformed^words since a 
deformed word is us good as a word of the base people**, being inter¬ 

preted, point to tbe efficacy of employing chaste words. 

The objector has raised a point which runs thns: There is an 

injunction that one should speak chaste words. It is regulative in its 

character. There is also a prohibition that one should not speak un¬ 
chaste words. Such a prohibition is meaningless. Therefore, the 

said Vedic passage carries no weight. This point is not forceful. If 

there is an injunction that one should drink w)ter and if there is a 

prohibition that one should not drink fire then the said prohibition 

becomes absurd since it has no scope. But the above prohibition is 

not of that character. The objector may argue that the very injunc¬ 

tion that one should use chaste words implies that one should not nse 

unchaste words. Therefore such a prohibition is absolutely unneces¬ 

sary. The reply to it is as follows. As the non-Aryans have no status 

in the society of the Aryans so unchaste words have po place in the 

classical language (t.e., Sanskrit Language). Therefore they are not 

worthy of being used. But our experience says that the unchaste 

words correctly convey their sense. Therefore, the use of unchaste 

words has a possibility. So tbe above prohibition is signicant. 

Though all worldly transactions may he conducted alike by chaste and 

unchaste word-» yet the use of chaste words is conducive to merit.- 

This injunction stands on the same footing with another injunction 

that one should take his meal, facing the East. There injunctions 

serve no worldly interest. Their goal is merit. 

As a line of distinction has not been drawn between chaste and 

unchaste words so one apprehends that it is an impossible feat to teach 

all chaste words since one has got to instruct them one by one. This 

objection which has been raised before lias been solved. We have 

elaborately proved tlni the true nature of a chaste word is both per¬ 

ceived and inferred. As a chaste woid is recognised so rules may be 

easily prescribed conceining chaste words. Thus all sophism which 

centres round the deiiDition of the chastity of a word stands refuted. 

We have said that a word is chaste if it obeys the rules of grammar 

and conveys a meaning. The chastity is a universal. It belongs to 

all homogeneous words just like the universal of cowness. Or, it is 

no4 a universal. It is the common property of all chaste words like 

pacakatva—the common property ail cooks. Though the chastity of a 
word is a common property yet it acts as a differentia. The net 

ia-1946F-Xl 
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result of this assumption is this that all our transactions with all ^aste 

wards are made by iLeans of it The chastity of a ward is a common 

property shared by all chaste words. Hence, it connotes all homo¬ 

geneous chaste words. 
Or, let expressiveness be equivalent to the chastity of a word. 

Let UB accept your suggestion. Though your suggestion is accepted 

yet the rule, “One should speak chaste words only*’ may be 

prescribed with impurity. Though an unchaste word does not convey 

a meaning, yet one may suspect that it has a meaning since on hear¬ 

ing it the basic chaste word is recalled to mind. This benefit of doubt 

may accelerate the use of unchaste words. The above rule will be 

fruitful fc-ince it will check the £X)ssib!e use of unchaste words. As the 

above rule imposes restriction, it, tiuly speaking, amounts to a negative 

rule since its main function is to dissuade persons from using unchaste 

words. Thus a regulative rule is de facLo a negative rule (pun 

samkhyu vidfai). Shall we hold that the rule in question has double 

functions? Our solution to this problem is lias that if a rnle lies 

double characters, no serious defect defaces it. Let us discuss another 

objection. If an injunctive statement holds out a piomise of leward 

then it is to be treated as a recommendatory statement since it has no 

independent voice. If one follows a recommendatory statement, he 

acquires no merit. If one does not follow it, he commits no sin. 

Thus, the rule which governs the use of chjste woids and dissuades 

one from the use of unchaste words deserves to be neglected. This is 

the sum and substance of the above objection. But it does not stand 
to reason. 

(To be continued) 



ISlebietDfii anb i^otuesi of 
Towards the Unlfloatlon of the FalthBy Staphanos Ntfmalendu Oho9k 

LectureSj 1954-55—By George Peirigo Conger, Ph.D. Univereity of 
CnJcutta, 1957. Price Bo. 6. 

The book under review compriBOB the Stephanos Nirmalendu Ghosh 
Lectures for 1954-55 and consists of eight chapters. In the first chapter 
the author attempts a brief historical account of the religions as well as 
an autobiographical sketch of himself. In the other chapters he treats of 
such themes as intellect and intuition, monism and monotheism, matter 
and spirit, Avatnras and pi phets, faith and works, this world and another 
world. The discubsiou thioughoiit the book is rather laboured and there 
lb nd coatmutt) of thought. Some chapters are even riddled with 
contradictions. 

in the disuusbioQ on intellect and intuition, tor instauce, the author 
maintains that intellect anJ intuition are iucommensurable and that 
intuition is nulonoinous (pp. 23, 20), He, again, says that intuition is to 
be tested by empiricism, rutionnhsin, and pragmatism. What, then, 
happens to the autonomy of intuition ? He further says, *'This is the way 
to a true intcgralism, with intuition open to mtellectual critioism and 
witli mtclleol leading t) intuitional fultilment, wherein full rounded 
experience, socmliy tested, gradual]} mmimi/es and ideally eliminates 
the errors of wliicii philosophies and religious have been guilty" (p. 26), 
But this goes ill with his statement "intuition must be recognized and 
accorded status though it eludes intellect and need not be caught in its 
net" (p. 26). And, what is worse, "What is needed in the problem of 
mtcllcct and intuition", says he, "is to find a thought or concept which, 

communicable enough, can serve, so to speak, as the radius of an intuition, 
bO «,hat one man may reproduce for himself the intuition ol another’* 
fp. 27). But the problem remains: How conned the two—intuition and 
intellect? 

On page 28 the author says, "We said that typically the religions 
which in outgrowing polytheism have developed in regions east of Iran are 
in principle monistic, interpreting all Reality as of one sort or kind— 
whether as we say spiritual, as in India, or more natural, as in China— 

while other religions which have developed in Iran and west ol Iran, 
especially Judaism, Christianity and Islam, are dualisUc, emphasizing 
St l^st a temporary contrast between the one personal God and the world 
He has created." We aro really confused by this statement. Zionism, to 

sure, is the theory that there is one supicme Reality, while duaUam 
is the theory, according to which, there are two ultimate realities. How 
can one regard Judaism, Christianity and Islam as dualistic I wood#. 
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Aooording to these religions, there is one God who is the ultimote Beality 

and the world, as the author himself admits, is His creation. 

Again, on page 29 he says that Hegel, existentialists, and Vedantists 

regard ftas '*the most general and all-inclusivo concept." There are 

Vedantists like dahkara and Bamanuja. What Vedilnttsts, then, does the 

author refer to? On the other hand, according to Hegel, as we know, beinff 

is the least and, for that reason, the most imperfect conception of Reality. 

A confused or coufusing statement like that cited above we may have 

from a beginner in the philosophical studies, not from a Stephanos 

Nirmalendu Lecturer. In like manner, the author makes a mess of 

monism and monotheism, matter and spirit, Avataras and prophets, 

faith and works. In the chapters ho discubses things that have no 

bearing upon the themes under consideration. In the chapter on matter 

and spirit, for instance, he discuases the proofs for the existence of god. 

Sometimes some problems are stated, badly stated indeed, and no solu¬ 

tion of them is attempted. According to Uic author, "matter and spirit 

are not opposites," He says, "We have seeu how the traditional views 

of matter have in recent years been modified, and how traditional 

spiritisms have been rendered more and more dubious. There should 

now be not merely u revised estimate of matter, but a view which wilt see 

true spirit as indigenous to it" (p. 55). Needless to say that our view of 

matter has been changed by modern scientific researches. We now 

regard matter in terms of energy. For us matter has thus become very 

subtle. But, as we see, there is still a gulf between matter and spirit. 

Sometimes, again, the author deviates from the theme under discussion. 

In one context in the chapter on matter and spirit, he says, "Thus the 

experimental empiricism of the Western scientists, interpreted in terms 

of microcosmio epltomization, may lead in orderly evolution to the 

experiential empiricism of the Indian sages" (p. 61). But bow? If the 

phrase "experiential empiricism of the Indian sages" means anything, 

it means the supreme spiritual experiences of the sages, who in their 

experiences, transcended the empirical world. The experimental empiri¬ 

cism of the Western scientists, on the other hand, obviously means the 

empirical study of the empirical things by sensuous means. How bring the 

empirical study cf things by the scientists into line with the supersensuous 

realization of the Supreme by the sages? In the author’s viewi "spirit is 

matter at its best, matter refined and purified, as it is m the integrations 

and differentiations of personalities in the great religious groups." An 

overzealous materialist could be proud of this statement. For, according 

"'to materialism, oonsciousnoss or spirit, as we call it, is nothing but 

matter in its subtlety and oomplexit). That he is matter-minde4 the 

author exhibits when he says, "The day is coming for new insights into 

the world around us, to see that the sciences are interpreting a universe 

whichi without supernatural supplements or idealistic transformations, 
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•ontaiDB within it resourcOB for raligioQ*' (p.50)* fie quotes ihe Imte Sir 

Jagadish Chandra Bose as saying **I have built this laborstoory as a 

temple.*' And the author himself says. *'The universe of soiende *^18 like 

a great temple; worship, however, in suoh a temple will require some 
revisions of traditional theologies" (p. 59). Sir Jagadish obviously used 

the term 'temple* only as a figure of speech. Prof, Conger, however, 
means that the universe of science is literally a temple and that the 
pursuit of scientific knowledge is religion. It seems that Prof. Conger 

has written only some annotations on Julian Huxley's Religion 

Revelation^ wherein ho says, "There is no revelation concerned in it 

(religion) more than the revelation concerned in scientific discovery, no 

different kind of inspiration in the Bible than that in Shelley's poetry.'- 

What, then, happens to the religions? 

On page 118 Prof. Conger says, "It should be axiomatic that no 

unification of faiths can leave out one sixth of mankind. Let us not 

forget the millions of men and women and children in the Soviet countries, 

many of whom have advanced beyond us in their distrust of superstitions 
and whose passion for social justice with dedication to the common good, 

though wo think it has sometimes lod them to extremes and has engen¬ 

dered political hostilities, still stands ideally before us. We have argued 

that with the advance of naturalism and new understanding of its religious 

resources, materialism should be revalued .. Thus the Soviet 

system, so often regarded as irretrievably hostile to religion, may turn 

out to be principally liostilc only to theology and sometimes in spite of 

itself to be one expression of u new type of religion" (p. 119). In so 

many words, then, IVJ. Conger says that naturalism or materialism is a 

religion, religion, according to him, being adjustment to the universe* 

In that case, indeed, we cannot stop with materialism. Exuberant sexual 
love is, theoc the religion of the youth; drinking and getting drunk is 

ihe religion of the drunkards; for they assuredly think they are in 

their ways best adjusted to the world. The question, however, remains:, 

How can we be actually or factually adjusted to ihe universe? Prof. 

Conger does not touch even the fringe of ibis problem. He neverihe* 

less speaks of unification of the faiths (p. 121). But, if naturalism 
stands, the unification of the faiths is out ot the question; they can 

only be replaced by naturalism ur naturalistic religion, as he calls it. 

The publishers' blurb on the book is headed "A philosophy for the 
twenty-first century". 1 wonder, however, how could a bundle of 

contradictions and half-baked ideas that this book is make a philosophy 

for next century. 
Adhar Chandra Das 
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Amet Joyce: A Study In Teohniqne. By Dr. Bisir Gbatterjee, 
M.A. (Gal.), Ph.D. (Lond.). Published by Dasgupia & Go. Private Ltd., 
Calcutta 12; 1957. Pages 108. Price Rs. S'OO, Foreign 8.6d. 

This is the last volume in the auihor*B series of publications on the 

contemporary English novel. Hardly a prophet with a message in the 

contents of Lis works, Joyce is rightly studied as on experimenter in form, 

as one preoccupied with the technique, the style, and the medium*of 

fictional articulation. Through an analysis of technique the author seeks 

to interpret the aesthetic theory behind, with profuse illustrations from 

Joyce’s writings at different stages of clevelopmenl. Incomprehensible 

as Joyce appears to common leaders in his final effort ** to push language 

to its extreme, at the loss of its universal connotative value, they are 

helped by Dr. Chntlerjee's elucidation to find meaning in his works. In 
the confused mess of notations, phrases, data, images, situations they 

begin to discover a complicated book vihich has a key. 

Joyce is viewed os a medley of iofluenccB of Aquinas' philosophy, 

Freud’s psycho-analysis, Dujardin’s internal monologue, and Kierkegaard’s 
existentialism. The starting point of his art is the theory of Epiphany, 

** a showing forth ©f the mind by which one gives oneself away, ... a 

sudden spiritual manifestation, whether in the vulgarity of speech or of 

gesture or in a memorable phase of the mind itself " (Stephen 7/rro), 

Based on the cardinal principles ofroK«ona«/?a,, uml ciuntae, 

that is, wholeness, symmetry, and radiance, " the luminous silent stasis 

of aesthetic pleasure", it achieves realism of the intensest kind in the 

representation of inner life. It (rabies Jo\cc to catch the incomplete, 

chaotic, and confusing flux of life on (he levels of the preconscious, sub¬ 
conscious, and unconbcious, and to "dump a huge (junntity of the 

raw material of life in the middle of the high way of modern English 

literature". The technical pattern becomes "the ccunlcrpnrt of the 

chaos of modern life itself". It is for the man of IclUrs to record these 
epiphanies with extreme care, bince these arc the most delicate and 

etanescent cf moments, though this ligid rccoiding of immediate percep¬ 

tion of reality tends to make a product of art rather dislostcful. Whether 

this obsoJute "truthfulness almost to a fault" is to be the ideal of the 

artist involves the fundamental question of the function of art as the 
representation of life. 

Epiphany as a new Jiterar} technique does away with the tiaditionol 

necessity of "pl(#t with style"; and its pitikbs nuthed gives the literary 
art the precision of physical bciences and the bubtleties of arts, from both 

of' which Joyce bos borrowed techniques. He has absorbed vitalism 

from philcsopby, free association from psycho-analysis, impresbioniem from* 

painting, and leii motif from music. Cine montage, close-up, fiash-back, 

fade-in, and fade-out are also freely used in unravelling thoughts. Here 

is fl specimen irom Vlyeses of compressed associative writing; **8indbad 
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the Sailor and Tiobad the Tailor and Jhibad the Jailor and Winbad the 
Wbolor and Ninbad the Nailer and Finbad the Failer and Binbad the 
Bailer and Piubad the Pailer and Minbad the Mailer and Hinbad the 
Hailer and Binbad the Bailer nnd Dinbad tbe Kailer and Vinbadthe 
Quailer and Ljnbad tbe Yailer and Xinbad the Phthailer/^ And this 
from Finna^ona Wake loads language with symphonic qualities: “The 

fall (bababadalgbaraghtakarQmiaarro-nukonnbroantoDnerronnthunntrovarr- 
hounawnskawntoohooboordeoenthurnuk 1) *' 

As a self-oonsciouB nrtiat Joyce endeavours to confer on language a 
complete autonomy aq an integrating ngent, effecting syntliesia of imme- 
diato perception through old devices like poetic cadence, metaphor, 
apostrophe, and verbal variation of sound, ns much as through new tricks 

like piny on etymology and multiple accretions of meaning. Language 
imitates life nnd acquires a distinct structural rhythm. Tbe vitality of 
Joyce's language experiments is shown in the boldness of his spelling 
lr,g. Voiac, Kislios, Somewbit, Snptimber, Beausome) as also in the 

freedom of his compound-formalion abolishing hyphen and dove-tailing 
words naturally {e.g. nocolourod, suddenrise, coalsmoke, tbusness). His 
successful reproduction of the whole cycle of the evolution of English 
prose stylo from Anglo-Saxon to American slang in describing Mrs. Purefoy 
delivering a child in the Oxen of the Sun episode in UhjMB is a further 
evidence. Joyce is of greater interest to the philologist than to the mere 
critic, and the potentiality of his experiments still awaits full prospecting. 

The interpreiatiens of Joycean technique by standard critics like 
Levin, Daicbe^, and Tnfroyce are so close!} woven as to make the volume 
lose freshness nt times, but then intollectual stuffing is a feature of much 
modern critical as well as creative literature. A succinct appreciatioD 
on the coverflap would have more ably introduced the book than the 
reprint in a Inirry of practically the entire preface. As a prestige publica¬ 
tion, the production lacks a standard in its ninke-up regarding the quality 
of paper, the narrow margin, the type font, and a fair sprinkling of errors 

in printing. 
The select bibliography including references to periodical reviews, 

will be of considerable help not only to reaenrehors in Joyce's works, but 

also to students of modern fiction, nay, of contemporary literature in 

general. 
K. La9IRI 



DbATB of ShBI BAVAFRAfiAD DaSODFTA 

We deeply mourn the death of 6hri Ramaprasad Daegapta whieh 

suddenly and unexpeotedly occurred towards the end of this month. 

Shri Dasgupta was University Lecturer in the Department of History 

for^ about twenty-three years and he endeared himself to his colleagues 

and students alike by his quiet and unostentatious manner, simplicity 

of character and genuine love for learning. The University teachers 

and students meeting in the University on the day following his death 

passed a resolution recording their sense of sorrow and loss on the 

sudden and unexpected demise of Professor Dasgupta. A copy of 

the resolution was sent to the members of the bereaved family. We 

convey our sincere condolence to Mrs. Dasgupta and her children. 

Death of Shkt Panchana^? Sinha 

We also mourn the loss of Shri Pancbanan Sinha who was the 

Principal of the Asutosh College and University Lecturer in the 

Department of Economics for many years. Principal Sinha was one 

of the last representatives of the old generation of teachers who 

adopted the teachers’ vocation seriously, earnestly and with all sincerity. 

Work—work for the good of the students entrusted to his care, was 

the ali-abfiorbing passion of his life. From morniog till late in the 

night, be was always present in the college premises to perform 

regularly and assiduously the duties of the Principal. His colleagues 

and students, all alike, cherish his inemoiy with love and affection. 

His indeed was a life which was lived for the well-being of his pupils 

and he has left an example which is wortliy of being followed. We 

send our condolence to the members of the bereaved family. 

UNiVRRsrry Lrchtrrs 

During the month a number of special lectures was delivered in 

the University in accordance with the ternis and conditions of various 

endowments and trusts. Prof. S. P. ChfUlerjee, ITirankumar Basu 

Memorial Lecturer for the year 195(i, delivered two lectiiies on “Theory 

of Continental Drift and Origin of the Himalayas". Dr. Subodh- 

chandra Seugupta, Saratchandra Chatterjee MemorialJ Lecturer for 

1956, delivered four lectures on "Michael Madhusudan Daita—Poet 

and Dramatist". Eazi Abdul Wadud spoke for four days on *‘Sarat- 

chandra and Bengali Fiction after him". Justice Dalip Singh SaDud| 

the first person of Indian descent to have been ^elected *to* the 

Oongrees of the U.S.A. gave a talk on "My 37 years of experience in 

fhe United states*’. 



'Notifications 
UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

NotiAcatioa 

No. C/1033/2 (Affl ) 

It is hereby Dotiru'd for general inform ition Miat in extension of the affilittion already 
•franUd* the B.B. College, B.bpiir, Howrah has been affiliated in the Osgree Course in Min* 
irg FiOginearing (B E. Mining) with effect from the session 1936-57, i.e. with periniasion 
Id prcsMiicaodidatci at the B E. Fart I exa nmitioo from 1953 an 1 mt earlier, m the third 
year tubjects from 1959 and not earlic**, an! at the Finil B. B. Part II (Mining) ezamina* 
tiuu from lOGI and not earlier. 

D. CHAKRAVARTI, 
Registrar, 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Nodficalioo 

C/2026;76/(Affi.) 

Ii IS hereby notified for general inforinnt ion that the Obstetric and Qyoaecological 
(h partii'ent of the Ni*ratan Sircsr Medical College and Hospital, Calcutta is rccognisrd aa a 
phice wlere service for si\ months will quaUfy a Howsu Surgeon fur admission to the D.G.O. 
K\4iiiinalioii. 

Feiiele House. D, CHAKIiAVARTI, 
Calcutta. Registrar, 

UNIVERSITY OP CALCUTTA 

Notificatioii 

No. C/407/44 (Affl.) 

It is hereby notified for general informatioo that in extension of the affiliation aiready* 
granted, the SeramptTe College has bo«n affiliated, in Alternative Bengali and Additional 
I’sper in Alternative Bengali tn tlie I.A. standard and in B-mgsli (Passi and Additional 
Rengoli VemaciiUr to the B-A. standard with effect froaj the'csjion 1957'56 i.e with per¬ 
mission to present candidates in the abovemamed subjects at the cxaininationH mentioned, 
from 1959 end not earlier. 

Senate Honee, U- CHAKRAVARTI, 
Calcutta 

The 2lat Aogoat, 1957 Registrar, 

UNIVERfllTT OP CALCUTTA 

NoUfleatioD 

No. C/397/46/»Affl.) 

It la hereby notified for general information that in extension of the affiliation already 
granted, the Narasioha Dutt College, Howrah has beeit affiliated in English. Bengali. 
Ueneral Boonomice, Indian Economics, Aooonntaacy, Business Organisation, Commercial 
Qoographyi Commercial Ijaw* Advanced Accountancy and Auditing, Banking and Burrency 

U-I946P—XI 
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to the B.Com. Biaadard with effect from ihe sessiOQ 1967*63 t\e. with permiBBion to present 
oandidatea in the aboTe*named subjeota at the examinations mentioned, from 1959 end not 
earlier. 

Senate ItoiiBe, D* CHAKRAVAHTI, 
CaYcntta 

The 22nd August, 1957, negi$lrar. 

DNIVETISTTY OP CALCUTTA 

Notification 

No. C/2008/68 (Affl.) 

It IB hereby notified for general information that in extoDsion of the affiliation already 
granted, the Shri Sliikshnyatan College, Calcutta has been affiliated to the I.A. standard, 
m Alternative Bengali and 'Additional Pepor in Alternative Bengali with effect from tlie 
Beesion 1958*69 t e nith permission to ptesent candidates in the above*namad aubjecta at the 
esaminationB mentioned, from 1960 and not earlier. 

Senate House, H. CHAKUAVARTI, 
Calcutta Jiegisirar, 

!rhe22Dd November, 1957. 

UNIVEUSITV OP CALCUTTA 

NotifiratioO 

No CM2.V141 fAffl ) 

It is hereby notified fur gvoeral infi rination that the Ntihngrsni Hira Lai Paul Cullegt, 
Hnffhli has b'’en affiliated to the T A. atandnrl in Enel**!!! Bingali Vernacii'ar Ijog'o. His¬ 
tory, Civh a. Ccmniercinl Otogrophv. C m.M'orcial Anlhmetio nn i IVoV-Lreping and Mallu • 
maties with (.ffect fmn tie ]9o7 5^ f n'itli )•( riiiiMion to prcMnt candidates id 
the ahovc-nained sul']<ct<) at the i Miuinations tncntiomd, from 1979 and not earlier. 

r. cHAKaAVAim, 

UNlVmtSlTY OP CALCUTTA 

Notificatinn. 

No. C/020/110 (Affl.) 

It IB hertby notified for general infoimation that the Riabra B’dliancbandra Baj 
College, Hngbli has been affiliated to the I.A. fllandaid, in English, Bengali, Vernaciilur, 
History, Logic, Civics, Com Geography, Com. Aril h A Book-keeping with effect trom the 
session 1057-68 i.e., with perniioaitm to present candidates in the above-nsmed subjects at 
the examinations mentioned, from 1959 aud not earlier. 

Senate Honse, 
Calcutta. 

The 18tb August, 10.57. 

D. CHAKRAVARTI, 

Registrnr^ 

UNIVERSITY OF CALCUTTA 

Notification. 

No. C/402/69 (Affl.) 

It is hereby notified for general information that in extension of the affiliation already 
panted, the Girls’ College, Howrah has been affiliated to the B.A. (Honoors) standard. 
ID History with effect from the session 1067*68 i.e., with perinission to present candidates 
in the above-named subjecls at the examinations mentioned, from 1959 and not earlier. 

X), CHAEBAVABTI, 

Begirtrar. 
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CASTE IN THE VEDAS 

B\S\NTAKUM\U (’HATTOPADHtAYA 

It IS generally believed that in the Vedas there .is no evidence 

of the caste system, ot, if theie was caste, it was determined not by 

birth but by piofes^ioii, tho-^e who officiated as priests being called 

Biahmanas, those who weie kings or warriors being called Ksatriyas 

and so on. An attoiiipi will be made lu this article to show that 

there is clear evideiK^e of the existence of the caste in the Rqveda 

SflHihifd, and that the caste was determined not by profession, but 

by birth. 

It IS well known that in Rgvcda Samhtid (10.90.12)* the four 

castes are referred to. “The Brahmanas were His mouth. The 

arms were made Rijanyas (Ksatriyas). The Vaiiyas were His thighs, 

with His feet the Sudras were created.*’ It is contended that much 

weight cannot be attached to this verse as verses ot the 10th Mandala 

of the Rgvcda Saihhitd were composed at a nauch later period than 

the date of composition of the other portions and that the language of 

this verse is undoubtedly of a much later date. Indeed the siiggebtion 

has been made that this verse is an interpolation. Further its inter¬ 

pretation as given above has been challenged. 

First, about interpretation. There can be no dou)>t that the 

interpretation as given above U the correct one. Sayana in bis 

iw: i 

^ ew ulai: vut « 
—SaMtitd, ]0.90-12< 
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/^mmentary on the above verse after giving the above interpretation 

observes in support of it: ^'The origin of the 13rahuiana etc. from 

the mouth etc. is ciearly stated by the Vedas in the seventh Kan^a of 

ihe Yajurveda Samhiia/’ Suyana then quotes the opening words of 

Krsna Yajurveda Samhitd (7.1.1). The following is a translation of 

the relevant portions of the passage referred to.® “Prajapati wished 

to be born (as many). From the mouth He created (some objects)/, . 

Among men the Biahtnanas (were created from HU mouth). • . 

Hence they are the foremost (objects). . . Because they were created 

from His mouth. . . From His heart and arms fifteen objects were 

created. . . Among men the Ksatriyas (were created from His heart 

and arras). . . Hence they are poweiful. Because they wore created 

out of strength. Fioni middle portion seventeen objects were 

created. . . Among men the Vai^yas (were created from His middle 

portion). Hence they are more wealthy than others. Fiom His 

feet twenty-one objects were created. . . Among men the Sudras 

were created from His feet. Hence the Sudra is not entitled to 

perform a sacrifice/* \almlki says, ‘"The Brahmanjs were created 

out of hiB rnoulh, tbe Ksatriyas out of Lib hcait, the Vaisyas out of 

his thighs and the Sudras out of his feet. The Vtdas Aar/s* so** 

iRdwdyam 3.14.30).'* 

In the MahahhCtraiit, Santipar\a (72.1, o) it has been stated that 

the Brahmana, the Ksatnya, the A'aiiCya and the Sudia were created 

out of the mouth, the arms, the thigh and the feet of the Brahma.* 

Manu says, "For the improvement of the world Bralitna created the 

Brahmanas, the Ksatiiyas, the Vaii^yas and the Sudras out of His 

* firsH ^ 

^ I 7t 

I 

qvr: vaffftv ••(TuuT i 
—Kr^nayajiirifdiya Taiiiinya SaihJnla, 7 1.1, 

wiw^r: vrmi: i 

^j?n: n 

— Va/miXi lidmdyana, 3.14.30. 

wlfwt w^e 5«i ^« 

vnt ftPrP^: 11 
— Mahdbhdrata, fiftntiparTSt 73.4.6. 
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mouth, arni^'p thighs and feet” (Manu 1.31).' The Srtmadbiuujava- 

tarn sayS) ”From the mouth, tho hands, the thighs and the feet of 

the Supreme Being were created the lour castes and the four a^ramas” 

(11.6.2).• It will thus be seen that the verse (Ryveda Sarihhitd 

10,90.12) has been interpreted in the same way in the Yajurveda, the 

Mjanusamhitd, the Udvidyam the Mahdbhdra'a and tha Srlmadbhd^ 

(javatam. There should not, thetefore, be any doubt about its correct 

interpretation. As regards Ihe question whetlier the verso is an 

interpolation it may be observed that the same verse occuis not only 

in the ^gteda Samlnid but also in otlicr Vedas. Thus it occurs in the 

3ukla Yajurveda Hamhdd (31.1 11) and also (with very slight verbal 

alteratiou) in the Atharmivcda bnmiuid As the Vedas were 

transmitted by tho month by several preceptors to Be\eial disciples 

at the same tune it would have been very didicidt to make an 

interpolation It would have been still more dirdcult to interpolate 

the verse in two other Veda^. Further, it is most unlikely that the 

iuterpoialed verso would receive recognition in the most prominent 

religious book?, c.g,, the li nnaytina, the MahdbfidratUf ihe Manu* 

samhitd, the Bhdgavatam, etc. It should, therefore, be concluded 

that it is a genuine veise of the Vedas. 

As regards the objection that the 10th ^landala of the jRgreda 

Sadihiid w’as of later date i( may be observed that theie is mention 

of castes in other [xn-tions of the 7? fveda Snmhitd which are acknow¬ 

ledged to be of older datc^. Thu'» Rgceda Samhttd (8.36.16, 17 

and 18)* contain prayer.s to tlio As\inl Jvninarab to be propitious to 
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the Br&hmanas, the Ksatriyas and the Vai^yas. Rgveda Sarhhitd 

(6.75.10)* eay's, **May the Bralunanas who perform Bncrifices protect 

US.’* Rgveda Samhitd (7.103.7 and refer to Brabmanas chanting 

hymns in sacrifices. Rgveda Samhitd (4.5i>.9)“ refers to the gift 

of wealth to poor Brahmanas. (lucidentully it may be observed thet 

the numerous references to the duty of making gifts to Brahmanas 

found in the Satapatha Brdhmaiias etc. are supported by the Rgveda 

Sarhhitd), Bt/ceda fi'amft/fd (1.4‘2.1,^^ 5.09.J 8.2.J.8'*) refer to the 

Ksathya caste. Thus there are refereneeb to the caste in those 

portions of the/2(/t?eda S'/Iwhich are considered to be of the 

oldest date, rtz., Mandalas 2 to 7. It is needless to say that the 

references quoted above are not eshau&ti\e, and that there are many 

other references to the caste besides tho^c quoted above. For an 

exhaustive list one should refer to the nuinoroub references quoted 

in the Index of the Rifvcda SamhiiJ for the w’ords Brahma, 

Btdhmanaf Ksatra, Ksatriya, Rdjanya, and al&n us derivatives and 

also to compound, words containing these words. 

iTTn^re: ^ \ 

—eda Samhila 6.75.10. 

*'Oh BrahinaniiBi you are h\e cui fatbeia you peifurm aaenheea, ycu prepare 

Soma,—do protect us May the earth and the heaven which are fiec from sin, bo good 

to OBr 

May the ged Puaa pn lect us frem sin. 

— Rgteda Saihhttd 7 108.7, 

e1*niT5t HTW^W Tiift ^ 

^rrwvTR: an 
— RqiPda Samhttd 7 103.8. 

The frogs croakcJ like Biahina];ias chantin? bvmns m sa 'ririccs. 

** «!qr?T uffT 'em m i 

xm tm: ii 
—^Jptjcda 5a»hlii<fi 4 60.9. 

That king can wm the wealth of bis opponents and other persona who gives money 

to poor Brabmanas. The gods protect him. 

** xr%* 
--Rgveda SaMtia 4.42.1. 

**X have two kingdoms; One in earth and one in hcaveOf I who am a Ksatriya". 

*■ lit ilWe etc, 
^^gveda SaMitd 6,69.1 

^ .wnuTitT Pr 9 nf^ 
^Qgveda Saihhitd 6136.8. 
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We ehoulfl now examine the question whetlier there is anything 

in the Rgvcda Samhita to indicate whether the caste should be deter¬ 

mined by birth or by ptofession. On tliis question there is a prevailing 

opinion that those who actually woikcd as priests or teachers of the 

Velas or at least regularly recited the Vedas were called Bralimanas. 

Tbftt this theory is not correct would appear from the Rgneda Sarhhitd 

(8.92.30)** which refers to a Biilhmaua who spends his time idly. 

The verse uses the word Uuulraii whicli Sayana explains to mean one 

who wants to lead an idie life, who does not believe in the Vedas and 

has given up performint' saciificcs and other duties. As such a 

person has been called a Brahmana it is clear tliat the ca^te did not 

depend upon tlie performan ce of the duties prescribed fur a Briihmana. 

Again we find in the Rtjvcda SatitkiLa (2.43.2)‘® reference to the 

sou of a Brahmana chanting the Vedas in sacrifices. This verse 

makes it clear that caste is hereditary and that the sou of a Brahmana 

is employed for the performance of the work of a Brahmana, 

It would thus appear that there are references to various castes 

-in many portions of the Vedas including those that were composed 

in the earliest times, that caste did not depend upon the performance 

cf some particular woik, but was determined by birth. 

Before concluding this article it seems necessary to refer to a 

passage the Rgveda Siimhilil (viz., 9.112.3)'^ which is sometimes 

quoted in support of the theory that caste is not determined by birth. 

It may be translated thus : “1 am a composer of Ved'c verses. My 

father is a physician. My mother grinds corn on the stone. We 

try to earn money in various ways, like cows in a cowshed. Oh 

ihw: II 

—J^gteda SMmhttd 8.92.80* 

Ob Todrai do rot be like ad idie Br&hm&Qa ivbo does uot perforin BacriSceQ etc. 

Drink Soma mixed laitb milk and be glad. 

^Rgreda Sathhid 2.43.2. 

Ob bird, yon are einging at tbe Udgftta priest aioga Sama, as the sen of a Br&hma^a 

recitea in aacrificea. 

iTflt *nn 

•iwifWt CT 

—$tv«da 5aifcktM 9.119.11^ 
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Soma, Bow for ludra." Here it is not stated that the father and 

the eon belonged to different castes. To argue that the father must 

have belonged to a separate caste, Vaidya (not a Brabmaua) because 

caste was determined by profession is Ho beg the question*. The 

point for decision being whether caste should be determined by 

profession or birth, it cannot be assumed that caste was deteriqined 

by profession. Moreover, the Rgveda Samhitd (10 97.7 and 22) refer to 

physicians who are Biahmanas by caste making it clear that physi¬ 

cians might be Brahmanas. Even now there aie many Vaidyas 

(physicians of the Indian school of Medicine) who are Brahmanas 

by caste. Hence Rgveda Samhitd (9 112.3) referred to above does 

not show that father and son might have belonged to dilTcrent castes. 



INDIANS IN SOUTH AFRICA—BEGINNINGS 
OF BITTERNESS (1880-1900) 

Prof. Suuhangsd Bimal Mookbrjeb 

Khalta CoUe^et AmtUsar 

II 

The Indians in the South African Republic requested the Govern- 

ment in June, 1888, to exempt them from the operation of the law 

which ordered that ‘Kaffirs* should not be in streets after nine in 

the evouing. The request was turned down. A few months later 

in August, 1888, the High Court decided in the case of Ismail 

Huliemau and Co., that Asiatics could carry on business only in 

locations. Tlio Indians felt uneasy. They lodged a protest to 

Her Majesty's (lOvernment against ilie judgment and the dispute was 

Tiubmitted to arbitration. Mr. Mellius de Villiers, the Chief Justice 

of the Orange Free State was appointed arbitrator. He upheld the 

decision of the High (Jourt and obsoived that “ the South African 

Republic was entitled to give full foice and effect to Law 3 of 1885, 

subject to the sole and exclusive interpretation in the ordinary course 

by the tribunals of the country.’* 

The Volksruad passed a resolution in September, 1893, authoris* 

ing itself to devise ways and means to enforce compliance with Law 

3 of 1885* A Commission, appointed in August, 1895, to investigate 

the question of the administration of the said law, recommended 

iliat Law 3 of 18S5 should be immediately applied and ligorously 

maintained. The recommendation was adopted by the Volksraad by 

a resolution in November, 1896. 

Law 3 of 1890 forbade mixed marriages, i.e., maniages between 

whites and non-whites. The Law, needless to say, affected the 

Indians along with all other non-Europeana in the South African 

Republic. An Indian trader, Yakub Hajee Mohammed, sued the 

(Joverninent in August, 1808, for a declaration of rights in course of 

an appeal before the High (''ourt agajiist the refusal of a tr4de licence 

in Church Street, Pretoria, The Court upheld the action of the 

(loVernment, 

Law 15 of 1808 laid down that no coloured person might be * 

a licence-holder, or in any way connected with the working of the 
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digging." Section 130 of the Law prohibited a European who alone 

could acquire a leasehold iu a stand, from transferring or Bubletiing 

tha right to a coloured person, permitting him to reside on or occupy 

ground under such right. Section 131 laid dovtn that no coloured 

person should be permitted to reside on proclaimed land in the 

mining district of Witwatererand except in bazars, locations, mining 

compounds and such other places as the Miuing Commissioners might 

set apart. 

The Orange Free State outdid the South African Republic by 

passing a law in 1801, which prohibited an Arab, a Chinaman, a 

coolie or any other coloured person from Asia from carrying on 

business or forming in the Orange Free Stale. Indian business 

houses were forced to close down after the expiry of a]_twelve month 

peiiod ending on September Jl, 1891, and the Incian mercantile 

community was packed out without any compensation wharever.*^ 

The malicious propaganda again‘^t the Indians, begun before 

the enactment of the above law, however continued. It was con¬ 

tended, for exainple, "As these men (/.c., Indians) enter the State 

without wives or female lelatives the result is obvious. Their religion 

teaches them to consider all women as Soulless and Christians as 

natural preys." 

Natal, which had first invited Die Indians to South Africa, was 

not to lay behind the South African Republic and tJie Orange Free 

State.. The Natal Advertiser in its issue of 15. 9. 93, after showing 

that "the real coolie" was indispensable to South African economy, 

declared: " The sooner steps are taken to suppress, and, if possible, 

to compel the Indian tiader the better. These latter are the real 

canker that is eating into the very vitals of the community." 

The Indians in Natal were fast growing in number on the 

EuropcfiDB in 1891. Two-thirds of them wcie free men. Some had 

Municipal and Parliament.aiy franchise.^** The European colonists 

were frightened by the increasing numbers and growing prosperity 

of the Indian settlers. The majority of the European settlers, 

observes the Wragg Commission, "weie strongly opi)ORed to the 

presence of fiee Indians as rivals either in agricultural or commercial 

pursuits". The Governor of Natal therefore proposed that the 

^ Tbia, however, does not agree in alt details with the following: ".paaacd a 
law prohibiting any Aeiatic from trading or farming and the IndiaoK sttiled there we^e 
forihtcith deported without any cc*xnpeQfa(ion.**~Our Countrymen Abroad by Kymari 
Muknl Mukherjee, p. 193. 

(ireen Book, No. 1.1694. p. 80 presented to the O F. B. Volksratd. 
*• A Hietory of South Africa by E. A. Wa’ker, p. 523. 
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Indians be compelled to return to India on the expiry of the period 

of indenture. The propof-al was not accepted by the rioverninent of 

India. The Government of Natal next proposed that the period of 

indenture be extended. The Government of India, however^ did not 

agree. The pro()osal, tliey contended, would deprive tlie Indian 

immigrant of the option of returning home on the completion of the 

5 year period of indenture. The proposal, the (rovernment of India 

argued further, would prevent the Indian immigrant from making 

the best use of the second five years of his stay in Natal. The reader 

will please note that under the existing law the indentured Indian 

immigrant had (o complete this period to eirn the privilege of a free 

return pa=sage to India. Iteturn home after the first five years would, 

therefore, deprive the Tiulian lahonrer^- of the right of a free return 

passage. 

The first step to keep down the number of Indian settlers in 

Natal by preventing future settlement was taken by an Act of 189J, 

which repealed Hcclion ol of Act II of 1870. The Section offered 

Oown land to the Indian labourer at the cud of ten years after arrival 

in Natal Natal, which was granted eeT-governinent in 1893, sent 

tlip 15imis-Masan Deputation to the Government of India in the same 

>ear. The Deputatioi: requested the Government of India to agree 

to tlie compulsory letiiin of Indian labourers from Natal on completion 

of their period of indenture. The Government of India told the Depu¬ 

tation that they (/.c., the Government of India) would not object to 

the insertion of a condition in all future contracts that the labourers 

must return to India on the expiry of the last terms of their indenture 

"provided that failure to fulfil this condition should not constitute a 

criminal offence*’. 

The Governinent of India themselves did not know how to compel 

tlie indenture-expired labourers to return to India. They wrote to the 

Secretary of State for India. “We believe however that refusals to 

return will probably be rare, that they may be reduced to a minimum 

by imposing a tax on residence of Indian immigrants in the colony®®. 

The latter, however, pointed out in his reply that the initiative in the 

matter should come from the Government of Natal and that the 

Government of India should not proposa or approve the imposition of 

a tjx on Indian immigrants for residence in Natal. He suggested at 

the same time what he thought to be a simple and more effective 

method to compel the indentured labourer to contribute from his 

The Government of India De^patcht dtted 22ud May, 1891. 

fl-1946P—XII 
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earningB a certain proportion of the cost of the return passage and to 

provide for the forfeiture of such contribution in the event of not 

returning within some reasonable period. The India Office rightly 

‘‘apprehended the possible imposition of a special tax on emigrants 

choosing to remain in the colony (Natal), contrary to the terms of 

their undertaking, as also the extension of such special tax iq free 

Indians who went to the colony, at their own expense and without 

conditions, for purposes of trade'**”. Thp Colonial Office however wrote 

that “such a tax would be in effect a penalty for enforcing contracts 

voluntarily made by the coolies in India and might be justified on the 

ground, but that it would not follow that the allowance of such a 

measure would preclude disallowance of u law iin|X)sing a special tax 

on free Indian emigrants to NataP*. 

Because the Government of India insisted on immunity from 

criminal prosecution of the indenture expired Indians, who 8la>'ed back 

in Natal, the Binns-Mason Deputation recommended a residence-tax 

on them. TIiq Natal Legislative Assembly accepted tin* lecoramenda- 

tion and passed Act of 189o. The Act modified the Indian Emi¬ 

gration Act 2j oI 1691 in some important respects. Section 110 of 

the latter provided tor a full passage back home to an Indian labourer 

who had spent ten years in Natal and had completed five years of 

service, if he applied within twelve months after ihe expiry of lii^ 

indenture. Section 114 provided for the forteiture of this privilege 

under certain circumstances. Section l-’l of Act 17, however, nul- 

lifiec both the sections under reference. The Act, no doubt, provided 

for a free return passage to India; but disallowed the grace period ot 

twelve months granted under section 110 of Act 25 of 1891. An ex- 

indentured Indian was allowed to stay in Natal whether ho took out 

a licence or not. Section 6 of Act 17 proposed a licence-fee of C 2 j 

per annum. The Government of India, however, objected and the 

fee was fixed at I: II per annum. Every ex-indentured Indian above 

16—if a man—and above 12—if a woman had to pay the fee if he or 

she wanted a licence to stay in Natal. 

The imposition of a licence-fee of C 3 a year bordered on the 

barbarous. Indian wages weie still very low. They were kept down 

by the continuing influx of fresh indentured iuiiuigrauts at an initial 

wage of ten shillings a month. The imiiost drove not a few Indians 

** Indians Overseas 1838-1949. by C. Konrlapi, p 23 
W Selection of pavers regarding th^ Indian problem in South ^/rifo/or fhc ti?r o/ 

the Opvemment of India delegates 0920), p. 21, Deep itch No. lOiO, J. and P. dated 4lU 
July, 1894. 
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io lives of sorrow and dishonour- Sir Liege Huletf, an ox-Prime 

Minister, declared on the floor of the Natal legislature that it (the 

licence-fee) had the effect of driving many Indian women to lives of 

shame. The late G. K. Gokhale remarked, "This cruel impost caused 

enormous suffering, resulted in breakinsr up families, and driving men 

to crime and women to a life of shame.** 

A redeeming feature—perhaps the only one—of Act I7of!l895, was 

that it recognised the right of ox-indentured labourers to stay in Natal 

even if he or she did not obtain a licence for the purpose. Those who 

did not take licence could not be forcibly sent back to India. Nor did 

the Act make any provision for penalising them. Ex-indentured 

Indians could not therefore bo directly forced back to India. But the 

Act provided that each fresh Indian immigrant entering Natal under 

an^ indentiue should agree either to return to Indii on the expiry of 

his indenture or to re-enter into a contract for woik on hire. 

The grant of scif-£?ovoniment to Natal in l-SO’l has been referred 

to above. This Wfis (be signal, as it were, of flinring .wide open the 

flood-gates ot anti-Iudiiui activities of the Government of Natal. The 

helpless Indian community was deprived of many of the rights and 

privileges it enjoycJ under the Old regime Tin' first session of the 

Eir.sl Parliament of self governing Natal passed a Bill depriving all 

Asian imimgrants of ih#^ Parliaincnlary franchise so long enjoved by 

them. The Bill was submitted to the Colonial Office for Royal assent 

(1894). 

A new star hud in the meanwhile appeared on the South African 

horizon. It grew and grew in brilliance from day to day till at la.-?t 

it became a beacon for humanity at large, a symlnl of hop^' for the 

down-trodden, disinheiited and Rubrnerged humanity all over the world* 

^Mohandas Karanichand CJandhi, a young Indian Barrister—India's 

Bapu of future years—was at (Lis time in South Africa on a purely 

professional call. He discovered the Bill by accident at the farewell 

]iL.rly in Durban on the eve of his departure for India. At the 

farewell entertainment held by Dadu Abdulla in iii} lunour , writes 

Gandhiji, "some one put a copy of the Natal Merciirrv into my hands. 

I read it and found that the detailed report of the pioceedings of the 

Natal Legislative Council contained a few lines on ‘Indian Franchise . 

Tl^ local government was about to introduce a, Bill to disfianchise 

Indians.road out the report to the traders and others present 

and explained the situation as well as 1 could, suggesting that Indians 

should strenuously resist this attack upon their rights. They agread 
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but declared that they could not fight the battle themselves and there- 
fore urged me to stay on. The same night 1 drew up a position to 
be presented to the Legislative Council. A telegiam was sent to the 
Government requesting them to delay the proceedings. A committee 
was formed with Sheth Abdulla Haji Adam as Chairman and the 
telegram was sent in his name. The further reading of the Bill was 
postponed for two days. The position was tlie first ever sent by 
Indians to a South African Legislature. It was South African Indians’ 
first experience of such a inode of procedure and a new thrill of 
enthusiasm passed through the community. Meetings were held 
everyday. The requisite funds were soon oversnbscnbed. Within 
a month a memorial with 10,000 sigiuturc'^ \v;i& forwarded to Lord 
Bipon and the immediate task 1 had set before myself was accomxihsh- 

Mahatma Gandhi founded the Natal Indian Coniiioss at tins 

time (1894). The Natal Legislative Council ignored the Indian re¬ 
presentation and as noted above, passed the rianclnse Bill and sent 
it for Her Majesty’s approval. Maliatma Gandhi’s efloits, however,^ 

did not go in vain, Joseph CliambciJain, Her M ijeatyV Secrelniy 
of Stale for Colonies, refused to advi'^e Ito^al absent to the Bill, llis 
letter to the Prime Minister of Natal will be lead with inUrcsl. 

“Electors of impoilant constituencies in Gieat Bii'ain have considered 
Indian gentlemen worthy not nieiely to exercise the Iranchiso, but 
to represent them in the HouhC ol Commons. I desiie, liowcver, to 
guard myeelf from the supposition that 1 regard this question meiely 

from the point of view afforded by tlie experience of this country, 
and that I have nut paid due ivgaicl lo Jocal eonsideialionfi. It is 
manifestly the intention and dcsiie of vour Oovnnment that the 
destinies of the colony of Natal shall conhniic lo be shaped by the 
Anglo-Saxon race; and that the possibilit} of an^ preponderant influx 
of the Asiatic voteri* should be averted .... Hut the Bill under con¬ 

sideration involves in a common disability all natives ol India without 

exception, and provides no machinery by which an Indian can free 

himself from this disability, whatever his intelligence, his education 

or his state in the country, and to assent to this measuie would be 
to put an affront on the people of India such as no British Parliament 
could be a party to”/* 

® Satyagraha m SuuiJi Africa by U. K, Qaudhi, Tart 1, Chapter, VI. 

M Quoted in Indians Abroad Directory by 8. Waiz, p. 478. Also in Kerrftcf on Soaib 
A friea 1^ 1’. 8» Joahi, pp. 64-66. 
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The Bill, modified on the advice of Chamberlain, was re-introduced 

in the Natal lepslature in 1896. Sir John BobiftBon, the mover of the 

Bill sainmed it up in the following wjrds : “This Bill will disqualify 

all persona who are precluded by vijtue of their experience from 

the exercise of the high piivilege of citizenship*’- The Bill was an 

improvement upon its predecessor inasmuch as it left the ‘ dctor 

open for the admission of Indians to the J'arliamentary franchise 

as soon as India become a self-governing dominion”.Even 

before the acquisition of self-govern nent by India, the Governor of 

Natal might make exceptions in the cases of tho^e Indian settlers 

whose names were already on the Voleio’ Noll and who were 'otherwise 

qualified and competent'. The Bill, pa.^^ed hy ihe Natal legislature, 

received Royal assent in due course and was placed on the statute- 

book as ihe Franchise Act, 189G, (Act 8, Ib^C). A liaudful of Indians, 

whose name.s were on the Voters* Roll at the time, continued to enjoy 

parliamentary ftanchiae even after the passing of the Act. But no 

Indian, who was not already a voter in 1890, could acquire parliamen¬ 

tary franchii-e in future. 
• 

While Natal hecanie more and more anti-Indian. Ten-ion in 

Natal went on mounting in consequence. In the closing years of tho 

19lh century, the Indian poimlatiou in the colony was almost equal 

in number to the Eiiropean. The number of free or 'passenger’ 

Indians bad been on (lie inciease lor sonic lime. The European 

settlers fell unesay and the smouldering fire of fear and hatred finally 

burst out in anti Indian liots in 1897. Mabatiua Gandhi had come 

back to India in the middio of 1890. He utilised his stay in India 

by meeting prominent national leaders and by addressing a number 

of public meetings. He had also publibhod a pamphlet on the Indian 

question in South Africa. Indians at home were thus acqrainted 

with the grievances of tbeir compatriots abroad. Iiuorrett repoits of 

Mahatma Gandhi's activities reached Natal and England. The 

Reuter cabled to Natal that Gandhi liad made European Natal appear 

in India “as black as his own face *. The latter become fuiious. 

The Indian settlers wanted Gandbiji to be back in their midst. 

A cable to this effect reached him while lie was in Calcutta. He 

responded to the call and immediately sailed for Durban with bis 

family. Two ships—S. S. Courland and S. S. Naderi—steamed into 

{lie port of Durban on tlie 18lh or 19t[i of December, 1896, with* about 

800 Indian immigrants on board. Half of them were bound for the 

** Indian* OverMeat, 1S88'1949, b; 0» Kosdapi, p. S86. 
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Transvaal Gandbiji and faiuily were on S. B. Courland. Gandhiji, 

it must be noted, had nothing to do with the inunigranta. Pia arrival 

BimuUaneously with them was a coincidence pure and simple. 

There had been cases of plague at Bombay at the lime the ships 

weighed anchors. They were therefore put under quarantine for 

five days. But the quarantine order liad more than health reasons 

behind it and the passengers were not allowed to disembark on the 

expiry of the period of quarantine. 

The European residents of Durban bad been in the meanwhile 

agitating for the repatriation of the passcngeis on board the Naderi 

and the Courland and their agitation was one of the roasona for ti»e 

quarantine order. The Europeans were holding monster meetings 

everyday. As Gandhiji puts it", “.]3urban had become the 

scene of an unequal duel. On one side there was a handful of poor 

Indians and a few of their English friends, and on the other were 

ranged the white men, strong in arms, in numbers, in education and 

in wealth. They had also the backing of the state, for the Natal 

Government openfy helped them. Mr. Ilany Escon-be, who was 

the most influential of the members of the (Natal'. Cabinet, openly 

took part in their meetings.” 

Gandhiji was the real target of the attack. There were two 
charges against him— 

(u) that during bis stay in ludiu in 1800, he 1 ad indulged in 

unmerited condemnation of the Natal Europeans; 

(b) “that with a view to Swamping Natal with Indians he had 

specially brought the two shiploads of passengers to settle there.*' 

The quarantine of the Courland and the Naderi, as noted above, 

was not due to reasons of heallli alone. It reall\ souglit to forte 

the passengers aboard the slearacrs to return to India l)y iniitnid- 

aling them or Dada Abdulla and Co., the propiietois of the Com land 

and the agents of the proprietors of the Naderi. The passengers 

were threatened with dire consequences, if they landed—“If you 

do not go back, you will surely be pushed into the sea. But if you 

consent to return, you may even get your 2>es6age money back.” 

To make a long story short, the Indian passengers were at last 

allowed to disembark on January i:j, 1807. Gandhiji and family 

were advised by Mr. Escombe to land at dusk, when the Port 

Superintendent would escort them to their destination. On the. 

M The Stom of My Experimente ioiih Truth by M. K. Oandlii <rhoenix PrMs. 
London, Edition), Pt. Ill, p. 168. 

^ Ibid, (qooted). 
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advice of Mr. Laughton, a Durban lawyer and an old friend, Qapdhiji 

decided otherwiae. His wife and children were sent to the house of 

hifi friend and client, Mr Rustomji, (landhiji h'mself landed at about 

4-30 p.m. in the Company of Mr. Laughton and proceeded on foot 

to Mr. Ruetomji’s place about two miles from the port. 

Let Gandhiji Fay what followed : ** As soon as we landed, some 

youngsters recognited ire and shouted Trandhi’ Gandhi’. About 

half a dozen men rublied to the spot and joined in the shouting. Mr. 

Laughton feared that the crowd might swell and hailed a rickshaw 

. . . Ihit the youngsters . . frighUned the iickshaw boy out of his 

life and he took to his heels. As we went ahead, the crowd continued 

to swell, until it became impossible to proceed farther. They first 

caught hold of Mr. Laughton and separated us. 

Then they | cited me with stones, brickbats and rotten eggs, 

some one snatched awav my turban, while others began to batter and 

kick me, T fainted and f*aiight hold of the front railings of a house 

and stood iheie to get my breath. But it was^mposMble. They 

' came upon me l)o\ipg and battering. The wife of the Polico Super¬ 

intendent, who knew* me, happened to be passing by. The brave 

lady came up, ofened her paiurol though there was no sun then, and 

strod betwetn the crowd and me. This checked the fury of the 

mob, as it was ditficuit for them to deliver blows on me without 

harming Mrs. Alexander the wife of the Police Superintendent). 

‘‘ Meanwhile an Indian \ouih who witnessed the incident had run 

to tlie Police station. The Police Sui^erintendent Mr Alexander, 

sent a posse of men to ring me louud and Chcoit me safely to my desti¬ 

nation. They anived in tinic.”^'* and took liim first to the police 

station, which lay on tlie way to Rustomji's hou^e. Mr. Alexander 

suggcbtcd that Gandhiji shouM lake shelter in the police btation. 

The latter however expressed his desire to prccetd to Rustoniji's 

place. IFe thanked the Alexandere and said that his assailants would 

certainly ‘qui(*t down’ when they realized their mistakes and that 

lie had trust in tlieii sense of fairness ” 

Et-corted by a police force, Gandhiji safely reached the house 

of Mr. Rustomji. lie had bruises all over, but no abrasions 

except in one place. Dr J^adiboijor, Iho shij'*s doctor who was 

present on the spot, rendered tho best possible help. ” 

European lowdies got scent and surrounded Rustoniji's house 

before long and demanded the surrender of Gandhi. The presence 

Ibid., vp. ico-oi. 
*9 Ibid. P in 
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of mind of Mr. Alexander, who had arrived there in the mean¬ 

while, Baved ihe situation and averted what might have been a 

horrible catastrophe. He sent Gandhiji to the police station in the 

uniform of an Indian police constable. The mob dispersed after 

making suie that Gandhiji was not in the house.*® Humanity with 

gratefully remember the Alexanders for all time to come. Nrftal 

Indians recognised their sei vices by presenting tuitably engraved gold ' 

watches to them. 

The British Government infouned the Goveniinent of Natal that 

the assailants of Gandhi should be prosecuted. Gandhiji, on his part, 

surprised all-friends and foes alike-by issuing a statement the tension 

prevailing in Natal and by refusing to initiate legal proceedings against 

bis assailants. A ‘coolie’ from enslaved India spoke in the voice and 

accents of the eon of Man! The new star had risen well above the 

horizon. 

Gandhiji next tried to acquaint the Biitish public with the South 

African Indian question. He wrote to Dadabhai Naoroji, M.P., 

Sir William Wedderbiiro. Sir Wiliiain Hunter and Sir Maneberjee 

Bhabnagri and to various depailnients of the Biitish Government. 

The steam-roller of racialism set in motion h} the Government of 

Natal moved on in the meanwhile. The disfianchiserneiit of Indians 

was followed by Act 1 of 1897, which prohibited immigration into 

Natal except on certain conditions. All fresh immigrants had to pass 

a prescribed dictation test in a European language. Each such immi¬ 

grant had further to be in possession of a specified amount of money 

at the time of his or her entry into Natal The right of free entry 

into South Africa granted by the London Convention of I8H4 was thus 

nullified by Act 1 of 1897, which was approved by Her Majesty's 

Government. The Secretary of State for India however wrote at the 

time of the promulgation of the FiI^t Immigration Restriction Ordi¬ 

nance by the Goveinmert of Natal in 1897 that it could be accepted 

only if **it is applied equally to iinmigiants from all countries and is 

not based on differences of race and colour”. He however blessed the 

prohibition of immigration in principle in his despatch of2lgt July, 

1897 in the following woids : “We regret the necessity for restrictions 

which exclude the British Indian subjects from South Africa, but 

accept the prohibition of further immigration in order to secure thf 

fair treatment of those who are lawfully settled there. We are there- 

« VidtSaljiagrahainfioutU Afixcahyyi.K, Gandhi (Pt. I Chapter If) acd tha 
Story 0/ Afy Expermenta v>dh Truth by M. K. Gandhi (Pho-»nir Preso, Tjondon Kdi-ion) Pt. 
Xlli pp. 160-63. 
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fore entitled to demand fair and ec^uitable treatment involving com¬ 

plete equality before the law for those Indians who have already been 

allowed to settle in Natal, or who might hereafter under the new 
immigration law be permitted to do so****. 

The Dealers’ Licence Act, 1897, (Act 18, 1897) sought to impose 

restrictions on Asian trade in Natal for the first time. It laid down 

that all traders—Asian and otherwise must obtain trade licences in 

future. The actual granting of licences however made all the 

difference. The Licensing Officer of tlio Durban Municipal Council 

admitted peihaps with a feeling of pride in 1921 : ‘*A European 

licences is granted as a matter of course, whereas an Indian licence 

ib refused as a matter of course, if it is a new one”*^. Act 18, it 

should be noted, governed the issue of licences in municipal areas only. 

Trade licences were withheld fio.u Uiose who failed to keep their 

books in English. Ijicenciiig Officers were appointed by Town 

Councils or Town Eoards to issue annual licences in boroughs and 

townships to wholesale and retail traders. These Officers bad the sole 

discretion of granting or refusing licenses. Appeals against their 

decisions did not lie in any court of law. Section G of the Act how¬ 

ever permitted appeals against the decisions of a Licensing Officer to 

the Town Council or tlic Town Eoard, which employed him or to a 

special board of three prisons appouUel by the Administrator. Rightly 

did tlie Secretary of State for India ob^-erve : “A law* which requires a 

licence to he taken for carrying on any wholesale or retail trade of 

whatever description and leaves it m the absolute discretion of one or 

two authorities to grant or refuse buoii liceuees as they think fit, un¬ 

fettered by any rule or principle, is without precedent, 

‘*Such law would obviously be open under any circumstances to 

grave abuse and the danger of its abuse is inevitably increased when 

it is liable to be use'd onl}* agaiu'^t out* socu'on of the population, and 

when tlie final decision on any queslion arising under it is entrusted 

to a Municipality or other local body****. The Secretary of State for 

India requested at the same time that the grounds on which licences 

might be refused should be specified in another Act, if the law in 

question was at all thought necessary. 

Act 18, 1897, was grossly abused. On appeal against refusal of 

licences in a number of cases, the Judges passed severe strictures on 

the licensing authorities. Chief Justice Sir Walter Wregg reaiar|^ed 

Quoted in Verdict on South Afftca by P. S. Jut>hi. p. 67. 
Quoted in Indians iti South AJrica by BbAskir Appa^aroy, p. 20. 

^ Confidential Memorandum submitted by (he Gorernmentef India Deputation to 
he Government of South Africa, May It, 1026, p. It para. 6. 

8—19461>—XII 
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in course of his judgment on the appeal of Somnath Mabaraj that a 

Licensing Officer should not be in the employ of a Town Council. Nor 

should he be, the Judge continued, in the confidence of the Council^^. 

The proceedings of the Town Council were quiphed by the learned 

Judge and the appeal was admitted. What struck one as being wrong 

in this case was*’, he observed, “that the copy of the record should^ be 

withheld. The application was made to the Council by the appellant 

for a copy of the record and the reasons why the licence had been 

refused. There was nothing wrong in the application. It was one, 

which, in the interests of justice, should have been granted. But it 

was refused. And when the appellanra counsel (Gandiiiji) camo 

before the Court, he was in the dark as to the record and he did not 

know what T»as operating in the mind of the Licensing Officer.”*’' 

The action of the Town Council was charactoiised by Sir Walter as 

**opprcssive'\ *Uinjtidiciar* and **unpropcr." 

The year 1898 was a bad one for the Indian traders in Natal. 

A large number of Indian licence-holden in Durban and New Castle 

were refused tbe renewals of their hcence<». The Chief Justice of 

Natal held that the Supreme Court had appellate jurisdiction over 

the decisions of the Town Councils in llicir cajjacity us licensing 

authorities. The Privy Council disagreed. Tiie Seciotary of State 

for Colonies observed that it was uniortunate thet ngmieved parties 

should be deprived of the right of appeal because there was a 

difference of opinion over the interpretation of a statute- Tic sugges¬ 

ted that the Government of Natal should issue a ciiculur to all local 

authorities that unless they exercised with “reaeonablo liberality” 

the powers given to them by Act 18 of 1897, the Act itself might be 

reconsidered. The Government of Natal agreed and circularised 

the local bodies accordingly. The circular had a salutory effect, albeit 

temporary. 

The Secretary of the State for Colonies wrote to the Government 

of Natal in May, 1899, that the dealers, who are refused licences, 

should be given the right of appeal to Natal Supreme Court. Emi¬ 

gration from India, he feared, might oiherwi'e slop.** Tbe Gevern- 

ment of India too wrote a similar letter to the Government of Natal 

one year later (July 1900), The Licensing authorities would not 

^however mend their ways. “In Durban”, writes Mr. L. E. Neame, 

*'tbe Act (Act 18, 1897) has been admittedly utilized in order to 

« Ibid., p. 40. 
Ibtd,, p, W. 

4 Ibid,f p. 54, LetUr do. 12901 d. May 20,1809. 
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prevent Indian merchants opeaiing up shops in particular streets. 

The Licensing ofBcer is the servant of a body of white shop-keepers. 

He .... can hardly be expected to sacrifice his appointment by 

opposing those who employ hiin.*’*^ 

The tables below show how Indians were discriminated against 

in the matter of issuing trade-licences : 

Licences Issued in Durban 

To Indians To NoD*lDdiaiiB 

1895-1908 11,705 20,472 

Number of Licensed Dealers in Satal 

Indians Non^Iodiana 

'1904 1,034 1,930 

1908 1,008 2,034 

In 1900, the Government of Natal ordered that adult children— 

male nnd female—of indenture expired Indian-^ must each pay an 

annual lax of i 3 for ftay in Natal. A similar tax, the reader may 

remember, had already been imposed on the parent*; of such children 

in 180.5. 

Thus ended the 19th cenlur> on the South African Scene and it 

closed oniiionsly foi the Indian Settler.". They had been pushed 

out of the Orange Flee Slate. Natal, which had invited Indians to 

South Africa less than fift\ ^pars ago and the South African Republic 

(the Transval) had reduced them to a position of perpetual ii feriority 

to the European settlors. They were given to understand that they 

were undeKirahle outlanders, unwanted interlopers. Greater hard¬ 

ships and more degrading humiliation awaited them. 

The Anti-Indian feeling of white South Africa is an amalgam, 

an outcome of economic competition, racial prejudice and fear 

complex, among others. Mr. Chainberlein wrote in 1895 : “I believe 

them (the Indian settlers) to be a peaceable, law-abiding and 

meritorious body of persons, and T can only hope that, even as 

matters stand, their undoubted industry and intelligence, and their 

indomitable perseverance, will suffice to overcome any obstacles which 

may now face them in the pursuit of their avocations”. 

The Indian trader was and ip disLked by his European Counter¬ 

part because there is a clash of interest between the two. The 

former is able to undersell* bis European rival partly because be 

<< The Aeiaiic Danger tn the ColonteB, p. 85. 
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speniis much less on bis living than tbe latter. Tbe Europeans cite 

this fact in support of their contention that the Indians have a low 

standard of living. The Indian, they say, can live "on the smell of 

an oil-rag.”** The Europeans seem to have foigotten that it is they 

who have created conditions to depress the Indian standard of lining. 

The doors of good, and necessarily expensive, hotels and restaurftnts 

are, for example, closed to Indians. They are compelled to pationise 

tbe inferior and cheaper ones in consequence. Their ‘‘disabilities 

compel (them) to practise economics which are so distasteful to them 

as to any other self-respecting citizen.*'*'* The Indians do not 

generally drink. But the lujuer bill of ihe aveiagc White S)uth 

African is a rather heavy one. Gambling at the races and alsowhere, 

expensive sports, and luxuries have inflated white wageb and a 

thousand extravagances and one enter into the high cost of living 

among the Europeans. 

“There is no greater cultivator of the land in tiie woiid than the 

Indian. There ^is no agriculturiht so patient. There is no agricul¬ 

turist more industnous and steady,^® But the wages paid to , 

him are scandalously low. 1'. ‘2-10 shs. a month was almost 

the maximum he could expect in 1927. The barracks or living 

quarters on the plantations were ^ery often unfit for human habita¬ 

tion, the white-wash on the outside being the only respectable thing 

about them. The low wages paid to them have rot been a little 

responsible for keeping down their standard of living. 

Mahatma Gandhi's masledy analysis of the genesis and niture 

of the anti-Indian feelings m Natal ir, well worth quoting ; “But 

the ludians gave more tlian had been expected of tlieru. They grew 

large quantities of vegetablcb. The^ introduced a number of Indian 

varieties and made it possible to grow the local varieties cheaper. 

They also introduced the mango. Nor did their enieiprise stop at 

agriculture. They entered trade. They purchased land for building, 

and many raised themselves from tlie status of labourers to that of 

owners of land and houses. Merchants from India followed them 

and settled there for trads. 

“The white traders were alarmed. When they first welcomed 

the Indian labourers, they had not reckoned with their busuiess skill. 

They might be tolerated as independent agriculturists, but their 

competition in trade could not be brooked. 

^ BMod Fiiher*s irticls in the Modern Review Q937j, 

» Ibid^ 
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"This BO^ei the seed of the eDtaganism to the Indians. Many 

other factors contributed to its growth. Our ditferent ways of living, 

our simplicity, our contentment with small gains, our indifference to 

the Laws of hygiene and sanitation, our slowness in keeping our 

surroundings clean and tidy, and our stinginess in keeping our 

houses in good repair all these combined with difference in religion, 

contributed to fan the Same of aniagonism. Thrpugh legislation this 

antagonism found its expression lu the disfranchising bill and the bill 

to impose a tax on the indentured Indians. Independent of legisla¬ 

tion a number of pinpricks had already been started. 

Mabel Palmer observes tliut European NatalV attitude and policy 

can be understood and even excused, if ue remember the position of 

the early settleih in the colony. They were a microscopic minority 

among an oveiwhelming majoniy of barbarians. “Segregation a 

hundred years ago”, she obaeives, “was piobably necessary if the 

standards of white civili/aliou wore to be preserved. The 

tragedy is that a iiolicy intended to prevent the Whites being pulled 

down to the level of the Bantu is now being applied to prevent brown 

* and black from rising 10 the standard of European civilization, and 

is indeed undermining White civilization itself in South Africa by 

basing it on the exploited labour of Semi-Servile classes.”®’ 

The Stiry of My ErpenmeHts ta'h Truth by M. K. GaP<1tu tPliocnix press, 
Lesdon, Kditkm , Pt. II, pp 1^J>'K) 

W Natal's Indian Problem, pp. 10-11. 



HISTORY OF MANIPUR 

JyoTiiiMOY Roy 

Lecturer, D. M, Coltegr Imphal 

Nar Singh (1834-DO) 

At the time of Gambhir Singh’s death in 1834, rrince Chandra 

Kiiti was only two years* old. Accordingly Nar Singh became the 

regent and took over the adiniui&tration of the country, lie gave 

ample proof of his leadership and heroism during the last war. But 

the suLcessive attempts of different aspirants lo the throne did not 

allow him to rule peacefully. The first occurred in 1838. In that 

year Tarring Komba, the eldest son of Rabino Chandi.i, made a raid 

with three hundred followers from Cachar. They were defeated and 

dispersed by Nar Singh’s foices. Tarring Komba was killed within 

a short period. Jogindro Smgh, the oldest son of Marjit, tiied to 

invade the country. But he and his brother were both kihed in the 

hills on their way to the valley. Tribhubanjit and Ram Singh, two 

sons of Cbourajit, also made a vain attempt to captuie the thione and 

were killed. In 1844 after an unsuccessful attempt when Maharani 

Kurnudini Devi, the mother of Chandra Kirti, kft with her son for 

Cachar, Nar Singh formally ascended the throne. The last attempt to 

dislodge him was made by Melai Rcmba and his brother, descendants 

of Raja Charairongba. They invaded the valley from Cachar. Nar 

Singh's forces defeated them. Mclai Romba s brother vtaa killed, and 

he himself was taken prisoner. “lie was executed by being put into 

a basket and fiung into the river. This was the last political execution 

up to 1873^ 

EEL.mONSHlP BETWEEN MANIPUR AND THE BRITISH GOVERNMENT 

After the death of Govinda Chandra, the ruler of Cachar, Gam¬ 

bhir Singh made an appeal to the British Government to give him 

that territory on lease. But why it was not given to him has already 

been discussed in the previous chapter. The boundary between Mani¬ 

pur State and the newly formed Cachar District still remained 

undefined. This and other petty incidents created misunderstanding 

between Manipur and British India* Finally the Governor-General 
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and Council communicated the following resolution to Oambbir Singh 

in 1833 — 

**Fini—The Raj'a will, agreeably to instructions received, without 

delay, remove his tbana from Chandrapur, and establish it on the 

eastern bank of the Jiri. 
• 

Second—The Raja will, in no way obstruct the trade carried on 

between the two countries by Bengalee and Manipuri merchants. He 

will not exact heavy duties, and he will make a monopoly of no 

articles of merchandise whatsover. 

The Raja will in no way prevent the Nagas inhabiting the 

Kala Naga and Naonjai ranges of hi\U from selling or barterting» 

ginger, cotton, popper, and every other article, the produce of their 

coniury, in the Plains of Kachar, at the Banskaudi and Oodherban 

Bazars as has been their custom 

Fourth—With regard to the road commencing from the eastern 

bank of the Giri, and continued ria Kala Naga and Kowpum as far as 

the valley of Manipur, after this road lias been finished, the Raja will 

keep it in repairs, so as to enable laden bullocks to pass during the 

cold and (liy seusoiir. Further, at the making of the road, if British 

officers he sent to examine or superintend the same, the Raja will 

agree to everything these officers may Migpesl. 

Fifth—With lefcrerico to the inteicouise already existing between 

the territories of the British Govt., and (hose of the Raja, if tlie inter¬ 

course he further extended, it will be well in every respect, and it will 

he highly advantageous to both the Raja and his country. In order, 

therefore, that this may speedily take place, the Raja at the requisition 

of the British Govt, will furnish a quota of Nagas to assist in the 

corislruclion of the road. 

Sixth—In tile event of tlie war with the Burmese, if the troops 

be sent to Manipur either to piotecl the country or to advance the 

Ningthi, the Raja, at the requisition of the British Govt, will provide 

hill porters to assist in transporting ammunitions and baggage of such 

troops. 

Seventh—In the event of anything happening on the eastern 

frontier of the Briiish Icrnloiies the Raja will, when lequired, assist 

the British Govt, with a portion of his troops. 

Eighth—The Raja will be answerable for all the ammunition he 

leoeives from the British Govt, and will, for the information of the 

British Govt, give in every month a statement of expenditure to the 

British officer attached to the levy.*' 
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To those danses it was added that ^'the two ranges of hills Eala 

Naga.and Noonjai, which are situated between the eastern 

and western bends of the Barak, we will give up all claim.give 

him the line of the Jiri and the western bend of the Barak as a boun¬ 

dary, provided the Raja agrees to the whole of what is written in this 

paper.*’ 

Maharaja Gainbhir Singh accepted those terms. All the provi¬ 

sions of the above treaty with the exception of the last remained in 

force*. The last one became inoperative when the British officer 

connected with the Manipur Jjevy was willidrawn. 

The terms of the above treaty speak of mainly economic and 

military alliance between Manipur and the British Government. 

The latter being more powerful might often have its will prevailed 

upon the former on common matters. 

But Manipur was uiidoubteadly free from any political bondage 

during the time of Ganibhir Singh and Nar Singh. Government of 

India was wise.enough to allow Manipur to exist as an independent 

state, between the two frontiers of the British and the Burmese. The- 

presence of Manipur levy, financed by the Briliiih Government 

and commanded by British officers, within the state may lead to 

some doubt. The circums'ances under which the Manipur Levy 

was raised have already been stated in the previous chapter. The 

necessity of Manipur Levy from the British side ended after the 

annexation of Cachar and conclusion of the Anglo-Manipur treaty of 

1883. It was retained one year more under British control for the 

prevention of any uprising in Manipur, which might follow the death 

of Ganibhir Singh. After one year when it was found that Nar Singh 

was capable of maintaining peace, the command and lesponsibilily of 

the Manipur lievy was handed over to the Manipur Governinent in 

1835"*. Major Grant, Commandant of the Jjevy. after handing over 

his charge left Manipur. Cupt, Gordon'who had been serving as 

adjutant since 1827, was appointed by the British Government as 

Political Agent in Manipur. Besides liiin another Brilibh Officer Capt. 

Pemberton was then serving in Manipur. He entered Manipur in 

1825 along with Ganibhir Bingh and since then he had been busy in 

collecting information about Manipur. In 1885, he was appointed by 

the British Government as Joint Commissioner in Manipui^, He was 

posted by the British Government “for pieservation of a friendly 

intercourse and as a medium of communication with the Manipur 

Government and as occasion may require, with the Burmese authori¬ 

ties on the frontier and more especially lo prevent border feuds, which 
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might Jead to ho&tilitieB between the Maniptiriee and the Burmese.'* * 

It is quite evident (hat the duty of the Political Agent in Manipur 

was like that of an Ambassador. Mr. Gordon remained as Political 

Agent in Manipur till bia death in 3844. He was succeeded by 

Mc-Culloch, As long as Nar Singh lived the Political Agent main¬ 

tained strict neutrality in the internal political affairs of Manipur. 

Their business also was not affected by occasional political uprisings.* 

CoNSPiRAcr OF Mahabani Kumudini Devi 

Maharani Kumudini Devi was the mother of Prince Chandra 

Kirli. When Gatnbhir Riugh died Chandra Kirti was only two 

years old. The Maharani always bad an apprehension lest the 

Kegent Nar Singh should finally usurp the throne.^ There was, of 
% 

course, no cause for such apprehension. The Maharani and her son 

were looked after with due honour. Debendra Singh a brother of 

Nar Singh was very much jealous of the power and prosperity of 

Nar Singh. But in view of the popularity enjoyed by’Nat Singh it 

was not possible for him to bring about his fall by a direct action. 

So he thought it beet to set the Maharani against the Regent. Some 

of his agents became successful in convincing her that Nar Singh 

would soon banibh or murder Chandia Kirti and formally ascend the 

throne. The Maharani who had already such suspicion in her mind, 

blindly fell into that trap.* She soon won over Thangal, Paosang, 

Manirimayum Nabin Singh. Nabin Singh suggested by Debendra 

Singh presented before the Maharani a plot to murder Nar Singh and 

got her approval. Debendra, however remained always behind the 

bcenc without involving himself directly in all tliese affairs. His idea 

was that if Nar Singh was killed be could easily occupy the throne 

by removing Chandra Kirti, But in case the plan failed Chandra 

Kirti with bis mother would surely be banished. He would, there- 

tore, remain safe, and after the death of Nar Singh there would be 

no difficulty in bis ascending tlJe throne. 

In 1844, one day while Nar Singh was deeply engaged in medita¬ 

tion in the temple of Govindaji, Nabin Singh, according to the 

preconceived plan went there to murder him. Fortunately Nar Singh 

could escape with his I*fe, though severely injured. Nabin Singh was 

caught and beheaded by the guards then and there.® According to 

the*treatyof 1833 a road was being constructed from Jirighat to 

Bishnupur with the co operation of the government of Manipur and 

Under the supervision of Capt Guthrie since 1837. The work con¬ 

tinued up to 1844 while Nar Singh was attacked by Nabin Singh* 

4-mop.xii 
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neither the political agent Capt. Gordon nor his assistant was in the 

valley. They had been away to visit the construction of (he new 

road. After the failure of that plot the Maharani with her son 

accompanied by Thangal and Paosang made her way to Cachar and 

placed herself and the son under the protection of the British. At 

the time of their flight they avoided the new road. So the Political 

Agent or his assistant did not meet them on the way.'^ Nar Singh 

“ Buspeqting the complicity of the Maharani in the attempt on his 

life did not hesitate to proclaim himself Raja, and although the 

British Government were not quite satisfied witli the arrangement it 

was allowed to pass.” 

Large Scale Entrance of Kukis in Manipur : 

The Kuki’s are a wandering race consisting of several tribes, 

different from the Manipuris and the Nagas. “ Their original home 

cannot be correctly ascertained, but there seem to be traces of them 

as far south as the Malaya Peninsula.” They were first heard of as 

Kokis, in Manipur between 1830 and 1840 ; though tribes of the 

same race had long been subject to the Raja of Manipur. The new 

immigrants begun to pour into the hill tracts of Manipur from the 

sooth, in large numbers driving away other inhabitants. Nar Singh 

had just then formally ascended the threno and there were still 

chances of intestine quarrels. Under these circumstances, it was 

not possible for him to cope with the situation. He sought the 

co-operation of the Political Agent Me, Cullocb. Mr. Me. Culloch 

noticed that the Kukis had been driven north by more powerful 

tribes and that their first object was to secure land for cultivation. 

As they arrived, he settled them down in different places on the 

exposed frontier. Me. Culloch advanced them large sums from his 

own pocket, assigning different duties to each chief’s followers. 

Some were taken into irregular troops. Thus within a short period 

thousands of fierce Kukis were settled down as peaceful subjects of 

Manipur. Me. Culloch’s success in tliis affair was highly appreciated 

—both by the government of Manipur and the British.*^ 

The MaharanCs Appeal to fhc British Government: 
♦ 

It has already been mentioned that the Maharani with prince 

Chandra Kirti, arriving at Cachar, placed themselves under the pro¬ 

tection of the British Government. A small guard of sepoys was 

appointed for their security. Por their support an allowance of 
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Rb. 100 was allowed to them from the Kubo conipeusation money. 

They stayed nearly five years at Cachar. During this period the 

Mabarani to restore the throne to Chandra Kirti made many appli¬ 

cations to the British Government. At that time they did not like 

to interfere in the internal affairs of Manipur and remained silent. 

The Maharani, thinking that the assistance of Capt. JenkinsJ Com¬ 

missioner of Assam might be useful for her cause, proceeded to 

Assam to consult with him. After she bad some correspondence with 

him, she was advised to refer the matter to the Political Agent of 

Manipur. Thus spending nearly a year in Assam she returned to 

Cachar, where she remained until the death of Nar Singh in i860.** 

Death of Nat Singh : 

' In the year 1850, Cholera broke out in the Manipur valley in 

epidemic form. Large numbers of people died of it. Maharaja Nar 

Singh was also attacked with it and was taken in its toll. Hjs 

brother, ** Debendia Singh, a man of less firmness and talent than 

^Nar Singh, assumed the Itaj, it is said in the Political Agent’s 

correspondence ol the lime, at the request of Nar Singh. According 

to the Manipuri authorities, Nar Singh was averse to his succeeding 

him desired the restoration of Clamhhir Singh’s eon Chandra Kirti 

Singh. He is said also to have exhorted his three sons to proceed to 

Cachar, and render cv^ry assistance in their power to further this 

end.” Debendra Singh, ho^^ever, did not lose a moment to capture 

the power as soon as Nar Hjngh d'fd. The three son^ of Nar Singh 

immediately fled to Cachar and were reported to be in communica¬ 

tion with the party of the Chandra Kirti Singh.*’ 

The anceslois of Brahmin community beating the titles of 

‘Brajamayum* and ‘Anoubam’ came to Manii nr during the time of 

Gambhir Singh, those of ‘Kulinmayum* and '(lobainmayum* came 

during the lime of Nar Singh. A certaiu Brahmin came fiom 

Shanfipur. He came to be known as Brajainayum since he worship¬ 

ped Gopalji. ‘Anaubnm’ came from a Brahmin family of Agartala. 

Kulinmayum came from a 'Kuhn* Bandopadhyaya family of JJaraha- 

nagar near Calcutta. ‘Gosainmayinn* also came from Shantipur 

from a Goswami family. Acharya Brahmin also came fi’om Khara- 

daha in Assam. In Manipur he came to be known as ‘Warilibam/ 

meaning story-teller.** 

Maharaja Nar Singh was a patron of Kirluii, The style of Kirtau 

known as ‘Nipa-palla’ was highly developed in his time. All the 
participants of this kirtan are males. They put on large turbaA 
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'mala* and large folded cloth. 'Dhop-znalla* which ia held at the 

time of Jhulon jatra was introduced at the time of Gambhir Singh 

and Nar Singh. The idea of that 'palla-kiitan* oiiginated from 

Thakur Kriahnadas Gobwami. The princeeses of the royal family 

need to participate in ‘Jala-keli* (devotional play in water) and 

‘Baslfeswari-palla'. Generally the prjnceFaes of Nar Singh'a family 

need to perform ^Jala-keli’ acting as Krishna and Badha and throw¬ 

ing water in each other’s body. The princesses of Jai Singh’s family 

preferred to play ‘Kasha* with Sri Krishna singing the songs of 

‘Kasheswari-palla’.” Nar Singh thus not belonging to the direct 

royal line enjoyed the warmth of his people's heart on account of 

his versatile qualities and contributions. Ills descendants also bear 

the title of Bajkumar. 
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THE BEAUTIFUL CITY OF VENICE 

D», Miss Indika Saukar 

Venice is a dream city for poets anJ artists. Its structure is 

fantastic. Its old history and artistic greatness have given the city 

a special importance. Irispite of the passing of time this city remains 

unique in the woild. The topographic position is very peculiar and 

stikes the eye of visitors, no matter if they are come by sea, land or 

air. 

The lagoon wliich Furrounds Venice is connected with the sea 

by means ol the Lklo-Canal and the Malamocco-Canal. Durin" 

spring and autumn, when Scirocco winds blow, then the usual water- 

level rises in the canals and some-times o\erflows the narrow laues. 

The people have tried to strengthen the basic structures of their 

houses b> using large planks of wood, in ordei to isoljite the walls. 

In the inodein age of leclmical advancement, we can still enter 

A'enetian homes by using the water-route. Tlie lagoon is not 

disturbed by the noise of the mainland. There are no cars in the 

centre cf the city and 5et it is a paradox, when we recall that it 

poseesses the biggest autogarage in Europe. We never see horses 

or coaches here. Instead of trams and aulobni>ea there are motor¬ 

boats and steam-boats known as ‘motoscafi’ and ‘vaporetti,* plying up 

and down the canals. The gondola with its gay gondoliers still 

remain the chief means of transportation in this city. 

A'euice is composed of one hundred islands. There are about 

one hundred and fifty canals and four hundred bridges. These groups 

of islands have given the city a kind of a pear-shape inteibected in 

the centre by the‘Canal Grande', There aie also about 2,500 small 

lanes. 

There is a stip of land on the East side known as the Lido. 

This is a famous summer resort and has a w’onderful beach for 

swimming. It forms a natural dam which protects the city from 

being wiped away by the sea. Venice is so charming that it always 

attracts visitors to this oasis of beauty and peace. But the city does 

not live on its ancient, historic and artistic past alone. The 

*VenetianB are conscious that it is not possible to live on memc^ies* 

So they have built up an industrial centre at Marghera and a trade 

centre at Mestre. The beautiful palaces, glorious ohonuments aiul 
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churches that decorate this city are surrounded on the outskirts by 

factories and industrial plants. Hence we see, that the world-wide 

reputation which Venetian commerce used to enjoy, still maintains 

its position up to this day. 

* HiSTomo GiiiMPSRS: 
« 

Daring the time of the Holy Eoman Empire, the lagoon ‘Veneta* 

was scantily inhabited by fishermen and farmers. With foreign 

invasioDB and pressure from without, the inhabitants receded more 

and more into the mainland. The Huns and the West Goths flocked 

into the country and formed new settlements there. Venice is 

supposed to have been built in the year 4-M. The Venetian people 

began to elect their rulers. The first Doge of Venice was Taola 

Lucio Anafeslo. 

Venice came under the influence of Byzantine' culture. Its 

importance grew and it formed a natural link between the Byzantine 

and the Holy Roman Empire. Its special geographical position 

favoured commercial expansion. Pirates were driven out of the 

Dalmatian coast. The Republic of Venice won great repute and 

enjoyed privileges. In 1177 it was able to play a diplomatic part in 

the reconciliation policj between Pope Alexander III and Baibaroasa. 

Political and historical greatness inspired the Venetians to join the 

fourth Crusade bound for the Holy Land. 

Venice gained in importance during the Cru'-ades. It took part 

in the conquest of Constantinople The island of Crete belonged to 

its possessions. At this epoch, it reached the zenitli of its glory. 

Venetian traders came to the shores of India and the Far East. 

Marco Polo went to China. All kinds of costly inateiials and 

precious metals were brought back from Ibe East. 

In the political field Venice changed from a deiiiocratic to an 

aristocratic government. Only nobles belonging to the higliest caste 

were allowed to govern the Republic. The rules and regulations 

of its regime were written down in the Golden Book in P29<. It 

became a rival to oilier Italian sea-ports, like for instance Genoa, 

and expanded its territory to the mainland. It soon included Treviso, 

Padua, Verona, Brescia and Bergamo under its jurisdiction. So its 

territory extended from the Swiss frontier up to the Adriatic Sea. 

Cyprus was won in 1489. Venice had to put up a hard fight in order^ 

to keep its possessions. Its position was weakened, when another 

route was discovered to India, v 'z., around the Cape of Good Hope. 

Gradually it lost its trade-monopoly with India and the Middle East. 
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The rise of Napoleon an'l tbo spread of his democratic ideas 

were a death blow to its aristocratic and conservative Q-overnment 

and lead to its fall. The whole province passed into the hands of 

the Austrians in 1806. But the love for freedom made every one fight 

bravely against foreign rulers. In 1866, Venice was re ctv^qnered 

and became a province of Italy. 

AnrHiiFCTURE : 

The architecture of Venice is manifold and its real charna lies 

in harmonious diversity. Due to its trade with the East and its 

connection witli the Byzantine Empire, it is not surprising that many 

,of its churches and palaces have oriental architecture The Basilica 

of Ran^ Marco is a typical example. Some other churches were 

influenced by Renaissance aichitecture. The bn*!iness-homes along 

the‘Canal Giando’, like the Fond ICO (lei Tnrcbi are also Byzantine 

in tbape. The monks of the Begging Older * brought Gothic 

architecture to Venice as seen in the chuich of Saint Peter and Paul, 

with its pillar-shaped steeples, this is different from the Byzantine 

churches with cupolas. 

The later Gothic architcctuie can be seen in the different palaces 

that give a ‘special significanco to the city. Hero we can mention 

the Ca d’oro and the Foscarc and Pinani Palaces. The Venetians 

loved this kind of architecture and this explains why the Renaissance 

came in vogue so much later. In the second half of the fifteenth 

century, wc find Lambardo Coducci and Rizzo constructing new 

palaces and (huichcs. The eastein part of the Dogen Palace, the 

Jjibraiy and the Vendramin and Friinani Palaces belong to this 

ejxicli. 

During the Middle Agep hculpiural woiks came from Byzantine, 

Artists made ielicf=( on church and palace-walis and chiselled designs 

out of stone. Ail forms of plastic came from the Orient, as is seen 

in the corner decorations of the Dogen Palace. At the time of the 

Ronaissance, Antonio Rizzo was tlie architect of tbe Dogen Palace. 

The figures of Adam and Eve were lus creations. Many of tbe 

frescos and reliefs in the Dogen Palace weie executed by Venetians 

• like Mantegna. Bellini was especially known for his new typ'e of 
Madonna figures. Tintoretto and Veronese made uses of tbe 

wonderful ^linn colour-schemes in their paintings that have become 

immortal. 
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Mosaic art also came from Byzantine. The decorationa of San 

Marco and the Domes of Murano and Torc^'llo beat testimony to this 

kind of art. 

The glass-blowing industry established on the island of Murano, 

and started in the middle of the thirteenth century is very famous. 

Venetian glass is btill much appreciated all over the world. Silk¬ 

weaving is also of a high standard. These rich silks and brocades 

did not only constitute the wearing-apparel of wealthy ladies, but 

were also used for export purposes. Even Venetian lace that had 

been in vogue during the Middle Ages has still retained its farmer 

popularity. The leather work of Venice is very well-known. 

Venetian furnitures belonging to the aristocratic society are. very 

beautiful. 

It is interesting to walk through the small lanes and look into 

fine shop-windows, displayed with lovely articles at night. Exquisite 

jewellery can be purchased here and gold is cheap as compared to 

other European cities The open air cafes on the fan Marco Square 

are filled with people. The proraeuade along the ‘Canal Grande* is 

crowded in the evenings, when people walk to and fro from one 

palace to another. There are a number of bridges on this promenade 

and everybody stops to see the famous Bridge of Siglis, adjoining the 

Dogen Palace. The prison-windows and the torture chambers of the 

Dogen Palace look on to the Bridge of Sighs. The promenade along 

the ‘Canal Grande’ leads to the Luna Park, which is the amusement 

centre of Venice. Here there are many nicrry-go-rounda and similar 

attractions for young and old. Tliere arc cald-lerraces and people sit 

here watching passers-by. 

The Bialto Bridge is huge and nionumental with many steps 

leading to the \op.^ It is situated in a congested part of the town 

and after walking through many narrow lanes, one is suddenly taken 

by Furprise, to see the huge bridge appearing before one's eyes. On 

either side of the biidge there is a large market-place, filled with 

hundreds of stalls. Everything can be bought here. It is an open- 

sir bazar and adds to the particularity of the city. Tt is fascinating 

to go shopping here. 

The people are friendly and care-free. The food is excellent 

with delicious gravies which are very palatable for the Indian taste. < 

It is a tourist town and one can find people from all over the world. 

Chinese, Japanese, Americans. Africans, Europeans, Indians mingle 

in the streets and make a gay picture. 
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Venice is a city with a charm of its own. It is nice to visit 

this city of bridges and canals in early spring and auininn. Then 

the climate is not too warm and there is a cool ocean breeze blowing 

over the city. On a warm, mild night, when the stars are ahining 

and the silvery moon is clear and bright then one shonld walk down 

to the square of San Marco apd gaze at the brilliant illuminai^on of 

lights all around. Whoever has seen Venice on snch a night will 

never forget it and it will remain one of the finest souvenirs for all 

times to come. 
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Moreover, an objection has been raised that it is an impossible 

feat to instruct all chaste words, one after anotlier, since chaste and 

unchaste words have not been properly defined. This objection has 

been met sime it has been elaborately stated before that the essence 

of chaste and unchaste word** is directly cognised or inferred. On the 

basis of essentia! property, regulative injunctions maybe easily 

framed. Hence all sophistical argiiincnls centering round the defi¬ 

nition of the chastity of a word have been silenced. The definition 

of a chaste word is this. A chaste word is such as obeys the rules of 

grammar and is expressive. Thus the chastity of a word is expressive¬ 

ness coupled with obedience to the rules of grammar. This common 

property behaves Itke a universal, C.J., the uuiveisal of cowness. It' 

belongs to all individuals coming under (he same class. Or, (haslity 

is not a universal. But it is a common property like the cs>ence of 

all cooks (pftrahatva). Though it is not .i universal yet it serves the 

durpose of a differentia, since the common property of all individuals 

belonging to a class is a distinguishing mark. The net result is that 

all general statements about chaste words may be made on the 

strength of this common property. In other words, generalisation of 

all chaste words is possible. 

Or, though we agree to your proposal that the chastity of a word 

is its expressiveness yet the rule, “One should use chaste words only*' 

deserves application. An objection iiia> be laised to this effect that as an 

unchaste word, being not expressive, has no chance to be used, what is 

the utility of the above rule? Though an unchaste word is not expres¬ 

sive yet the use of such words is not impossible. Let us take a hypo¬ 

thetical case. On hearing an unchaste word, a person may remember 

a chaste word. He may doubt whether the word conveys a sense or 

not. Relying on the benefit of this doubt the use of unchaste words 

may be in vogue. In order to do away with such poBsibilities, the 

above rule will be significant. Now, a new difficulty arises. A regu¬ 

lative injunction has both positive and negative imports. But in this 

case the import of the said injun'^tion is, truly speaking, negative. 

Thus jt is more of the nature of a parhamkhyd vidhi than that of a 
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niyama vuUd bince ita lunctioii is luiioly negative. Hetice, an injunc¬ 

tion is saddled with the functions of two distinct types of injunc¬ 

tions* The objectors think that it is objectionable to bold that an 

injunction discharges two functions. But our contention is that such 

functioning on the part of an injunction is not objectionable. 

Let us discuss another objection raised by our opponents. The 

purport of their crUicism is as follows :—The VeJic sentences which 

speak of the reward or the punishment of an action are means to an 

end. They enjoy no independence. Thus, they are only recom¬ 

mendatory in their character. As meiit or demerit has no connection 

with rites suggested by recomi jendatoiy sentences so one who employs 

either chaste or unchaste words acquires neither merit nor demerit 

thereby. This is the sum and substance of the above objection. But 

the above objection does not stand to reason. Though a recommen¬ 

datory sentence is not an end in itself yet It insists upon the restricted 

use of chaste words Now, if one follows it, he acquires merit. But 

the use of unchaste woids is a violation of injunction, i c., the above 

.rule. Hence, a peison who employs unchaste words commits a sin. 

The result ip tliat demerit accrues to him. Now, our opponents may 

criticise this solution. He may jioint out that the recommendatory 

sentence “Juhu m to be made up of leaves'* should hive also con¬ 

nection with merit or dement. In other words, if one follows the 

instruction, gi\C!i by tlie recommendatory sentence, he should acquire 

merit and if one docs not follow it, he should commit a sin. Our 

answer to this charge is this tint if such a con-equcnce happens, 

wherein lies a defect^ Let usclarilvthe siinlpoint oi tin Naiya- 

jikas. The Niiiyfi^ikis do not accept tlie division of the recommen¬ 

datory sentences into two chsses, r/: . fruitful and fruilless They 

have also shown that the co.istituent words of a recj ntnen idtory 

eentenco convey a discincl meaning and purpoit and dnfer tioin tl*o&c 

who believe in the hypotheses that there are fruitless roconiinendatoiy 

sentences in the explanation of these words. Tins point has been 

discussed before. L''t us stop here. Henco, the Naiy'iyikas hold that 

recommendatory sentences snch as *‘If a word is pioperly employed, 

it fulfils our desires iu ilie next world’* are fruitful. The above 

recommendatory senteuce, cited by ns, points to the study of the 

science of grammar, since if one does not go through grammar, he 

casi hardly use cliaste and correct words. Thus, the purport of llie 

above sentence is that one should read grainmac. Ills virtually an 

injunction. The other lecomrnendatory sentences should be inter¬ 

preted in this light. 
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Tbe opponents have also raised a question, '^Wbj has not 

FSnini, hitnself, the author of grammatical sutras, mentioned (be 

utility of the Btndy of grammar”. Such an objection does not land us 

in difficulty, since the people of all over India from the Himalayan 

region jup to the Cape Comorin know very well (hat grammar is ancil¬ 

lary to the Vedas. If the Vadas are useless then let them ^hd are 

ignorant of the Vedas be blessed. All Vcdic acts ^hich yield tangible 

and transcendental results vrill be given up. The baser persons 

who fall outside tbe pale of four castes will win a victory over us. 

Now, let UB turn our attention to the other aspect of tbe problem. 

If the study of tbe Vedas is fruitful, the Vedas along with their 

ancillary sciences serve our purpose. The accessory sciences have 

got no distinct utility to materialise. There is no need of assuming 

any separate mission which they fulfil. Nobody cares to expect a 

distinct fruit from the Prayd^a sacrifice since a PrayiljO sacrifice is 

subordinate to the DarSa^Purnavidsa sacrifice. As Panini, the 

author of graipnoatical sutras, is aware of the character of the science 

of grammar, he has made no mention of its utility. 

But the commentators on tbe Sutras of Panini have shown tbe 

principal utility of grammar and other utilities which follow from 

it in order to promote the interest of their audience. Hence, nobody 

should be taken to task. 

Now, the objectors may put questions, viz., “How lias grammar 

become ancillary to the Vedas? What benefit do the Vedas derive 

from grammar? But these are very trifling questions The questions 

like the above ones do not stand to reason since either the Vedaa 

and their ancillary sciences are eternal or they have been composed 

by God. Now, we should prove how Panini, Pingala, Para^ra, 

etc. are designated as authors of several sciences. They are so called 

because they have composed them either concisely or elaborately. 

But really speaking, the meaning of the Vedas and its knowledge 

stand on the same footing with the Vedas. They are either eternal 

or owe their existence to God. Hence, nobody should be taken 

to task on this issue. The sources of knowledge which comprise 

the Vedas And their ancillary sciences within them are counted to be 

fourteen iu number. 

Tbe aouroes of knowledge are fourteen in number. They 

lure as follows : **The four Vedas, six ancillary sciences, Mfmaihsft, 

the extensive science of logic, the Puranas and tbe codes 

of Xiaw (Dbatmaffistras) constitute tbe sources of knowledge. 

Many* sophistical arguments have been put forward against tbe re* 
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iliiemfnt of words. They simply exliibit verbosity but do not staod 

upon the solid rock of reality. The objectors have said beforot 

^'Which word falls outside the range of chaste words? What is 

the refinement of a word?" In order to avoid all these problems 

we do not subscribe to the liypothesis that the science of gjtammar 

owes its existence to the usages of the authoritative persons. We 

have already stated that the science of grammar is co-eternal with 

the Vedas. Though the science of grammar is eternal yet it might 

have been taken up by an ignorant person io the obscure past and 

might have been passing through the circle of ignorant persons. 

Thus the science of grammar has a little significance. In order to 

meet this possible objection we hold that the science of grammar 

is based upon the usages of the cultured persons as the smiti literature 

is based upon the Vedas. This literature prescribes such duties as 

have been enjoined by the Vedas and does never prescribe such 

ones as have been enjoined by books other than the Vedas. The 

words which have been taught by the science of grammar as chaste 

ones are seen to be used as such by the cultured persons; just as the 

teaching of the medical science that a sick person is cured of his 

malady taking rnyrobalan is conobora^ed by the practice of reliable 

persons. Panini has not composed the science of grammar having 

learnt it from the cultured personages. Caraka has not also composed 

his medical treatise, having ascertained the properties of various 

substances by means of the experimental iiiefhod since the beginning 

of the cultured persons cannot be traced out. Thus, the fallacy 

of a vicious circle is met. The science of grammar does not originate 

from the cultured persons. 

The objectors have pointed out many incorreci usages of the 

cultured persons. They have also referred to a list of unchaste words 

which have been used by the ancient sages. With regard to these 

illustrations tlie expert linguists have shown ihe line of defence. In 

order to restrain the unnecessary enlargement of this volume we 

cut short all these discussions. 

The objectors have found fault with the definitions of a verb 

and a non-inllocted word and with the rules which govern.case-endings 
4 

etc. Many erudite scholars have reviewed the said criticisms and 

given a fit reply to them. Now, it may be objected that these reviews 
%nay be re-examined and BO on, ad infinitum. In other words, no 

decision will be arrived at. The objection does not hold good, since 

the path which has been shown by the expert linguists is free from . 

disturbances created by the thieves in the shape of destructive cntkmu 
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If we follow tbe above line of defence then the other objections 

laised by our critics are also met with. The said objections are as 

follows: The treatise of grammar is incomplete since it does not 

contain a few words such as iobhd, cin^, mtctiya, ganeya, bhrdjianu, 

kdndiiika etc. The science of grammar falls short of the definitions 

of memory^ doubt, illusion, etc. These detects have been imagined 

by some critics. These objections have been throughly answered 

by tbe grammarians themselves in their own works. 

The Butra of Brhaspati is no sutra at all. It is not worth 

considering. He has demonstrated bis vain scholarship by advancing 

a few sophistical arguments which have besu manufactured by his 

pure imagination. We need not enter into the contents of his argu¬ 

ments since they are simply annoying. 

In fine, tbe science of grammar is stainless by its very nature 

and is elegant. It cannot be soiled if one throws the dust of slander 

at it. 

The Study of Grammar is Compuisouy 

The science of grammar should be studied by all siucd it is the 

purest of all sciences and is held in esteem by all persons. It is a 

means to four human ends. One who wishes to realise them should 

study it. Moreover, one who intends to obtain rnaslery o\er polished 

language should study it. 

Water is purer than the earth, ^'erscs of the Vedas are purer 

than water. The great sages have stated that the science of grammar 

occupies a similar place amoug the three Vedas, viz , tbe Samaveda, 

the Yajurveda and the 9gveda. 

It has also been said to eulogise the science ol grammar. The 

persons who ha\e sanctified their inouih (tongue) by studying grammar 

are gods but not men. They aie gods who, having a&suined the 

forms ot human beings, stalk on this earth. 

It is belter to be born as mute whales in the miry deep water 

than to be born as men whose speech is not refined by the study of 

giammar. 

Manu, also, has said in bis own work that a scholar who is well- 

Versed in the science of grammar and a scholar who is wellup in tbe 

Mimansa system purify their lineage. He says that be, who cun 

analyse a word, and he, who can correctly interpret the Vedic* 

sentences employed in sacrifices, sanctify their lineage. 

Puspadanta has also said to this effect. I have been cursed by 

the gdd'desB Durga. As a result of it my citizenship from the city 
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of Siva has been cancelled. Wretched as I atn I lead the of a 

captive. If J am to be born in the next life on this dirty earth full 

of misericB then 1 may sec the tight of day in such a place where 

my ears are filled up with the charming utterances of grammarians— 

utterances which are as clean as the flow of nulk-emittiag sprays 
of sweet nectar. • 

Those who have closely studied the science of grammar and 

obtained ma&teiy over refined language may have an easy access 

to the Vedic woids which have diverse forms. Other persons also 

may llioroughly understand the meaning of the Vedas with the aid 

of the Vcdic lexicon (Niruktai which is intimately connected with 

the Vedas. Ifow is it that the Vedas shall not be the source of 

valid knowhd^-e*^ In other words, is there any sense in rlie objection 
that the Vedas will leniain lor ever a sealed l>ook? 

The Vcdic collection and the science of grammar do not mutually 

depend upon each other. One (an independently learn the science 
of grammar. If he acquires proficiency in language he can clearly 

understand (lie mtaning of the Vedie texts. Thufe, the charge of 

mutual dependence is answered. 

Those who li,ive not swerved an inch from the proper line of 

oxpiebsion and remain devoted to the Vedas have held the science of 

grammar in e.steem. How can the eteinal science of grammar which 

has been recognised by Palaujali, the celebrated teacher, enjoy the 

same statuB with the grammar of rustic words? 

Thk CoN(U'DiN(. Portion 

The barbarians ha\e an access to a few loopholes. They have 

proclaimed loud!} lie falsity of the eternal Sfistras and heaped con¬ 

tumely on them by means of demonic language. We have refuted 

all their charges. The truth of the Vedas lemams unshaken. 

In fine, we have discussed the four tources of valid knowledge, 

vim., perception, inference, comparison and verbal testimony in 

accordance with the traditional point of view. T^et those who will 

act upon these sources of valid knowledge realise their ends of life. 

The sixth chapter of Nyayamiaujatl ends here. 

The logical portion of Nya\a-manjari ends heie. 

» 
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The principle of identity has been variously formulated. From the 
point of view of logical operations most of the formulations arc, however, 
worthless,—worthless not because the formulations arc incorrect or the 
underlying principle is untrue, but because these formulations are logically 
sterile. By characterising them ns logically sterile wo mean to say that 
they are not capable} of any deductive developmjnt, which is useful for 
logical operations. It is true that most logicians pay liberal tributes to 
the principle of identity. But the principle is mostly represented as an 
idle member of the dignified trinity of traditional logic. Of the many 
enunciations consider, for instance, the one put forward by Bradley who ■ 
following Sigwart says that ** Truth is at all times true ** or *' once true 
always true, onco false always false. Truth is not only independent of 
n e, but it docs not depend upon change and chance. \o alteration in 
space or time, no possible difference of any event or context, can make 
truth falsehood. Jf that which I say is really true, then it stands for 
ever Ignoring the question of time unnecessarily® introduced m the 
above formulation, Bradley’s enunciation may more simply be restated 
as “if p, then p” and '^if -p, then -p“, where “p“ signifies any pro¬ 
position and “not p“. In other words, the identity principle is 
interpreted as a principle of propositional determination i,e. as a state¬ 
ment of the defining mark of “proposition”. Thus anything is a pro¬ 
position that may bo cither true or false, but not both. The above 
formulation is certainly useful as indicating a principle of propositional 
deterzninatiOD, as a formula expressive of the unambiguity of the act of 
judgment. Again, it cannot be questioned that, however formulated, 

the identity principle is a necessary condition of sound reasoning, that we 
cannot start to state and reason unless we initially pay our regards to 
this dignitary of traditional logic. But, it may bo asked, is this all that 
jnay be said in favour of this principle ? 

^ Bradley : The Pnnciplee of Logic (II edo-) Vol. 1, chap. V, sec. 5. , 
* The concept of time is here not only uoneoeasary, it also douda the notion of identity. 

It if perfaap* worth noting, parentbeiieelly, that to remove a po^-sibte confusion in this 
cooneciiOD, Bosanqnet intronuoes the distinciion **betweeu the time of predication and the 
time in/predieaHon." See his Logic (II edn.) vol. I, sec. I, iii. 
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It IB not neoosBury to considor other foraau}atioDB of which eome* it ia ^ 

true, are lesB objectionable than otber3. For Bradley's enunciation is the 
type of most of the formulations of the identity principle which, ihereforei 

are as barren ns Bradley's. We have 8r*id that tnoei formulations are 

barren. *'MoBt" has been used with a view to making some notable 

exceptions e the formulations of Leibniz and Boole.^ Freed faom the 

metaphysical implications, Leibniz's formulation comes to the statement: 

x^y when and only when everything that may he said about one of the 

things, X or y, may also be said about the other. We are not, in the 

present paper, concerned with the merits of the formulation of Leibniz. 

Tt may, however, bo incidentally noted that by Leibniz’s formulation 

may be justified tbo rule of substitution and the properties of reflexivity, 

symmetry and transitivity of the identity and equivalence relation. Bcole 

formiilntos the identify principle ns Tins foimula is not an idle 

jirinciple in llio Boolean sjBtem. Boole transforms this traditional law 

of thought to an active principle whieh determines the nature of logic as 

distinguished from other studies. In fnct, x* = a5 ia a corner stone of the 

Boolean system of logic. The most important thing about this formula¬ 

tion is that tliough the formula applies to all possible objects of thought, 

Mn Boole’s hands it has become an instrument that uniquely determines 

the chorncter of logic as distinguished from other deductive systems. 

Again, Bode's formulation makes th#» identity principle a firm base of 

the most important method of reasoning in the logic of classes. 

In what follows wo shall use the expressions: logic, Boolean logic, 

algebra of classes, class-calculus. Boolean algebra etc. as synonymous; 

similarly "algebra”, "ordinary algebra", "algebra of numbers" etc.* 

will be used as synonymous expressions. In section TT Boole’s symbolism 

will be explained, the moaning of x*=3r will be explained in section TIT, 

and section IV will show the importance of x*=a5 ns forming the basis of 

Ihe most important method of reasoning—the method of elimination of a 

certnm symbol from given piemisses. 

TT 

According to Boole, all t-he operations of verbal language, as an 

instrument of statement and reasoning, may be conducted by the follow¬ 

ing non-verbal symbols; 

(fl) literal symbols like t/, z etc, used to represent names of things; 

(b) signs of operations ns + , x etc. used to signify the processes by 

* Another notable exception i<i Tevons's role of sobstitution of similars. In his logio 
JevoDi takes identity as a fundsmental relattoo rs'^her than class ioclusim and excludon. 
Rut we have omitted Jevons’s forinnlation, for Jevons’s system is to a gr^st extent based on 
the aorks of Boole:—Jevous himself admits this : 'he forms of toy system may in fact be^ 
f'ashed by divesting hU (Boole's) «y6^ein of a mathemetical dress . . . P'tre Logic p. 3- 

Similaily the Kubsell-Whitehead formuUtitmof the identily principle closely follows 
beibnix's *'id«"ntity of indisoernihlos’* subjected to ceitain necessary rtstriclions.—Ffincipit 
lol. 1, p. 61. 

6—1916P—XII 
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T^bich names are combined or resolved so as to form new names; (c) the 

sign of identity, =, used to combine names so ns to form propositions. 

(o') A literal symbol is called a class-symbol wlion it is used to signify 

n class-name or, direcily, a class. Thus a: symbolises the class X, t/the 

cIbss Y etc. (c.p., the name man or the class signifiod by *‘mnn’'), (Mass- 

symbols^ are also called clerfivo symbols. For a class is, in Boolean 

terminology, the result of an act of clcf^tion of individuals according to* the 

presence or absence of an attribute or n set of nttributos. By “election”, 

it may be noted, Boole means what is meant by “selection**. If wo 

elect, for example, the X’s (say, men) we got the class X (man) which is 

lo be symbolised by t. That is, ilie symbol x in the given instance, 

represents indifferently either “man” or man. 

(f/): X, Y etc. may be regarded as the results of single acts of 

election; hence x, // elc. may be treated as roprcaentutives of what may 

be called simple classes. It should be noted that the notion of simpliedy 

is relative, a thing is more or less simple in rolatloii to another thing, a 

class is simple in relation to another class. Now, tlie results of single 

acts of election may be variously combined. Thus, a second act of 

election may be -perfoimod on an already elected class (we speak in¬ 

differently of electing individuals and electing class). Fur in&tauce, 

w'hen X is a class (say, white things) wo may, by a second act of election, 

get the X*s that are Y iy stands for, say, sheep) i.c., the class XY such 

that XY^'s are members of the class XY. Or, given the class V we may 

form the class YX by electing all Y’s that are X. 'J'lns newly elected 

class will be expi^sscd by y^x. The combination of two or more elective 

symbols x, y, etc. in the form xx//x etc. will, in other words, express 

the class of things to which the names signified by X, ;/, elc. are together 

applicable, i,e., the members of the class signified by x x ?/ are also members 

of the classes represented by x and y. The operation of combining two 

or more class-symbols, X, p, etc. in the form xxyxzx etc. is called 

logical myUipUcafwn and the expression xxyxzx etc. the logical prndurl 

of x,y,Zt etc. Now, it is a well-established convention in mathematics 

to omit the sign x when the elements between which it is to be used 

are variables (aNo when of two elements one is a variable). Thus, in the 

ordinary algebra we write ah instead of axb, Tn Boolean algebra too 

this practice is followed, i.r., the multiplication sign is replaced by the 

mere juxtaposition of symbols. E.g. for x xy wc shall agree to write xy. 

The symbol + is called the sign of aggregation or logical addition. 

^ It 83rmbolifleB “and"—the verbal sign of conjunction, and “or**—the verbal 

symbol for alternation. E.g. if x=men* and i/ = women, then x + i/=» 

“men end women’*» or “men or women". In translating + in the verbal 

language, + is to be replaced by “and** if it forms a part of the expression 

To each case i.c,, wbed » used botwocn an elcrfite nymb* 1 and s verbal 
ijmbfldf in to be read as “etandB for the aaiiie (or tbe clae^ Bignified by the nime)**. 
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used as the subject of a propositioni but “or** is to bo subsUtulod for 

“ + ** if this sign forms a part of tho expression for the predicate. E.g. 

in“x + i/ ore z**, “ +’* = *'and*'; but in “x is j/+ z*’, “ + *' = “or**. The 

expression X+2/is called the logical sum of a; and y; similarly, (x + i^) + » 

is the logical sum of {x + y) and z. It must be noted that two classes 

X and Y may be added if and only if tho classes are exclusive; if anything 

is XY then x + y is not intcrpretable. That is, in Boolean logic “and" 

and “or*’(i.c, +) are taken in the exclusive sjnse; the sign + may be 

put between two (or more) elective s>mbols when and only when the 

classes signified are exclusive. So ar + j*, y + y etc., or x + y when the 

classes X and Y overlap are generally unintcrpretable in Boolean logic. 

The operation of aggregating or collecting parts into wholes suggests 

the opposite operation of exclusion, exception or logical sabtraetton. The 

sign of exception is expressed in ordinary language by “except** e.g, “all 
% 

men except Asiatics*’ excludes Asiatics irom the class signified by “man**. 

In Bpolean logic the operation ol exception is expressed by the minus 

sign, —. 'ITius r — 1/repiesenfs the above expression when x = tnen and 

ly^Asiatics. It must be noted that exclusion presupposes inclusion, i.a,, 

any class Y may be subtracted from a class X when and only when Y is 

included in X. In other words, x~y implies x-j//; x~y is not interpret¬ 

able if xy is not equal to y. Comparing the three operations symbolised 

by “ + “ X’* and “ —** we ina> sum up thus: presupposes that 

the subtracted class is included in the ciass wherefrom the exclusion Is 

made, the elective symbols to bo combined by “ + ” mu'^l represent classes 

that are exclusive, and *‘x '’ or juxlapoailion may be used without any 

such restriction, i.r., the classes niultiplicd iiiav be inclusive or exclusive. 

It will be noticed that the inathcuiatical law of commutation for 

multiplication, = and lor addition. r + iy = j/+j‘, hold also when x, y 

etc. ore cloctivo symbols. Thus, v hilo bheep (riy) rrsboep that are white 

(i/x), man and \^ornl‘u {x+/yl = wonian and man (y + r). Again, elective 

symbols 8atisf> (be (]istributi\o law of multiplication over addition, 

z(j:-»-iy) = ;:x + iiy, and over subtraclif n, ^.^r-;yl = £x —^^y. E.g, let x= 

men, ?/ = women and .-European; then European men and women 

(;g(j..^y)) = Eiiropcnn-iiKn and Knropeun-wonKn xzx-^zy). Similarly, with 

the distributive law »f multiplication over subtraction. Elective svnibols 

also satisfy the law of association for addition, (i + (h + rc=(a + and 

for multiplication, «(hr) = (ah)r. 
(c'): The sign of identity, =. is used for the foiniation of propo¬ 

sition out of elective s.vmbols. Propobitions are not mere collodions 
ot verbal symbols. They assert certain relations between w'hat the verbal 

Symbols signify; when they do not assort, they aio possible assertions. 

In Aristotelian logic this relation is expressed by belongs to , fa 

predicated of'* and their negatives, and in traditional logic by “is**, 

gnd their negatives. Boole uses the identity sign, to repreMnt th# 
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aasertive tie between classes. That i8> ia Boolean 1 )gio propositions are 

treated as equotions e.p. *^the stars (x) ore the suns (2/) and planets («)" 

will be expressed in the Boolean system ns x = i/ + r. Incidentally, from 

xssy-^M follows x^z^y which is tho representation of'*the stars except 

the planets are the suns”. 

Wg are now in a position to introduce the principle ®* = ®. 

Ill 

We have seen that the combination of two elective symbols x and y 

in the form xy signihes the whole class of things to which the names 

represented by x and y are together applicable. Now, if two symbols 

signify the same class then their product will signify II10 class that either 

of them taken alone would signify. E.g, the verbal symbols man and 

featherless-bipeds severally signify the same claims. So if ar^^mcn, ya 

featherless bipeds, then iri/=x, or, As ® signifies what is signified 

by y we may, in tbe above oquat-on^, substitute x for y. And we have 

®a:=x or, following the practice of ordinary nlgebia of writing .c* for 

xz^ 

The above equation hab apparently no analogue in ordinary algebra. 

It states the principle that the result of a given act of election performed 

twice is the same as that of the same act performed once. That is, an 

elective symbol multiplied by itself ^ is identical with tbe symbol itself. 

Or what comes to the same thing, an idea repented twice is the same as 

the initial idea itself. Bepitition does not add anything to the idea, at 

least anything that is logically significant. ^Phus, if wo elect all X’s and 

then elect X'g from the class X for the second iimo the result is that of 
s 

the first act of election viz.^ the class X. This principle is not, however, 

peculiar to non-verbal symbols. Repititiou of a verbal symbol too neither 

heightens a quality nor strengthens an osaerlion e.g., “good, good man" 

means, for logical purposes, what la miMUj by “good man”. 

We have said that the equation x“ = x has no annloguo i.e., Is not 

interpretable, in the ordinary algebra. But this slal(*m.’nt is not, strictly 

speaking, true. For the equation j*’=x also holds in the algebra of 

numbers under cettain conditions; i( holds if and onI> if x admits of the 

value 0 or 1 (note that 0® = 0, l* = l). We may, then, conceive of an 

algebra in which the variables, odniit only of the values 0 and 1. Laws 

of such an algebra will be identical with those of the logic of which is 

an unique principle. The symbols 0 and 1, then, have a place and are 

interpretable in logic. The algebra of numbers will coincide with (the 

glgebra of) logic when and only when, the variables take only 0 and 1 

as their values. 

Tbe symbol U as used in ordinary algebra satisfies the law 

whatever number y may represent, Tbe question is: bow are we to 

^ ^or MnpUsvty w« ipeak iodiffercnllj of tnultiplyrng (or oddiag) oUmf s« well st of 
uoltiplyiag (or eodiDg) symbols. 
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interpret 0 if logic is to conform to the above law about 0 ? 'Ihe interpre¬ 

tation must obvioubly satisfy the condition that ihe cla^s signified by Oy 

is identical with the clas'i signified by 0; whatever class y mny represent. 

It will be immediately seen that in the algebra of logic, the condition 0y>* 

0 :b satisfied if and only if 0 is made to represent "nothing"—the empty 

nothing class, also called the null class. For, whatever c ass y ^nay re¬ 

present, the individuals, if any, that are common members of the Y-class 

and nothing class are identical with membors, if any, of tlic inthing class. 

Thus "nothing x man" = "nothing" or Oy (when y =* man) is empty; 

there are no elements which are simultaneously members of the class 

nothing and of the man-class. 

The symbol 1 ns used in the algebra of quantity satisfies the law 

whatever value y may taho. The question arises: what interpretation 

must be given to 1 if the above law is to hold m logic ? It is clear that 

whatever class y may signify the class signified by ly must be identical 

with the class represented by y. Now, the condition ly = y is satisfied 

in logic when and only when I is interpreted ns representing the universe 

or the universal class. Thus the members of the signified by "man x 

universe" or ly (where y = man) is identical with those of the class man 

i.e. ly = y. To sum up, 0 and 1 occupy a place in logic, and m the 

algebra of logic they arj to bo mlerproted as represent mg respectively the 

null and the univor'^al class. 
We must now introduce the o ncept ot contraiy or supplementary class. 

Two clusscB that are exclusive and together exhaust the universe arc called 

contrary or pppleincntary classes (n He that by "conirai} " Boole means that 

is meant, in the language of traditional >jgic, by "contradictory"). There 

is nothing which is at the same time a member of two contrary classes, 

i.e. xy = 0 where j and y represent two emtrary classes. Again, there 

is nothing outside the scope of the contrary classes X and Y taken together 

or "added"—hence the name supplementary; a class supplemented by its 

contrary exhausts the universe i.e.-c + y = 1 where x and y represent the 

contrary clashes X and Y. Wo know that jn Booleau logic the universe 

is represented by 1; we also know that tlie universe is the sum of any 

class X and its contraiy. sa}. Y. i.c. 1 = x i- y. Since the univcise divides 
itself between any two contrary classes, whtn any cla'^s X is taken away 

(i.e., subtraotcdi from the universa the remainder is obviously tJio contrary 

of X. So ihe contrary of any class X may be found by subtraHmg X from 
the universe. That is. if j is a class-symbol (l-x) will represent the con- 

trary class. 
From what is eaid above it follows that "a: + (l—x) — 1 . This 

Principle holds in logic as weU as in ordinary algebra. In logic this formula 
symbolioaUy expresses the truth that the contrary classes exhaust the 

univereo. It also follows that “ a:(l- «)= «'i’li'e « a principle of logic. 
It holda in the algebra of numbers if and only if the possible values ol tt 
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ere restricted to 0 and 1. In the algebra of classes this formula states 

the truth that contrary classos have between them no common members, 

that the determining properties of a class und those of its contrary cannot, 

at the same time, be predicated of the same thing, or ns Aristotio would 

put it, that it is impossible for an individual to have an attribute and also 

not to have it at the same time. Tn traditional logic and metaphysics^ this 

principle, expressed by Boole as = 0, is called the law of 

contradiction, Boole calls it the law of duality, Ihis principle is 

intuitively obvious and‘‘has been commonly regarded ns the fundamental 

axiom of metaphysics".* Boole, however, believes that it is "but 

the consequence of a Jaw of thought, mathematical in its form'* '— 

the consequence of j;*s=jr. The expresssion is the mathematical 

formulation of what is called, in traditional logic, the law of identity. 

The equation ir(l—a:J = 0 is, we have seen, the Boolean formulation of the 

traditional law of contradiction, while a:+ (l—a:) = l is Boole's mathemati¬ 

cal representation the principle called the law of excluded middle. The 

Boolean formulation of the above-mentioned trinity of traditional logic is 

repeated below: 
« 

Principle of Identity : = (p) 

Principle of Contradiction : x(l—x)=0 fp') 

Principle of Excluded Middle: a‘ + (l-x) = l (q) 

We shall ignore in this paper the relation of p or p' to q, and discuss 

only the relation of p and p'. For Boole claims that “the fundamciital 

axiom of metaphysics"—the contradiction principle—is a consequence of 

a:*=*x. It is indeed easy to deduce p' ns u consequence of p Since 

we have by transposition, a:—ar®-0 whence we get 3*(l--ar) = 0. It 

must, however, be noted that Boole emphasises only one side of the truth. 

It is true tbatp' is “but a consequence" of p; but it is equally true that 

that p may be deduced from p'. Thus 7(1—x) = 0, or, bj distrib ition, 

a; —«* = 0, or, by transposition, or x* = x (by Rxmmetr}). The 

deduction of p' from p and that of p from p' me for cempnribon lepeated 

below along with the axioms presupposed in these demonstrations. The 

symmetry of the two demonstrations maybe noted. First, the axioms 

(A'b) : 
Ai : xl=>x, and the distributive law of multiplication. 

: if two classes are equal, then their difference is equal to 0. 

A/: if the difference between two classes is 0, then the classes are 

equal (Aa' is the converse of A^ and conversely;. 

Now the demonstrations, “i’* is to be read as “implies." 

pip': p* i p: 
X* = X «(!—«)a=:0 

Boolu 1 Latc$ of Thought (Dover edition) p, 90. 

hid, p. 60, 
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/, 45-a!*=0 (by Aj) a:-«*ssO (by Aj) 

/• a:(l-®)=0 (by A|) x* = a! (by A,') 

We find, then, that the identity principle, p, implies the principle of con¬ 

tradiction, p', which implies the identity principle. In other words, p and 

p' are ooimplioant or equivalent principles; of them one is not fundamental 

and the other derivative. Boole cills p' the law oi duality, Bince p' 

coimplies p ("coimplics," it may bo noted^ indicates a symmetrical rela¬ 

tion^ we may apply thr name duality indifferently to a:* = a: or to x(l —x)ssO. 

A note on ‘*dualit>" must, nt this point, be added. We know that 

Boole colls 5r(l — a") = 0 the law of duality. But Jevons uses the name for 

the principle x + (l“X) = l, for the universe consists of the duality of any 

class X and its contrary 1 —X. Again, ‘‘duality** is also used in the modern 

logic and algebra to indicate a certain symmetry in the transformation of 

a formula in terms of 0, 1, + , x fand elective symbols). According to this 

usage of “duality** i.r., according to what in modern algebra is called the 

principle of duality, every formula in terms of 0, 1 etc., yields a “dual** 

formula paired with the first such that each member of the pair may be 

obtained from the other by interchanging 0 and 1, + and x (or juxta¬ 

position); —in this interchange ar, (1—x), p etc., and “ = *’must be left 

uncliangcd. Pirns x{l—x) = 0 gives by the above rule of substitution 

x + d —t)=1 which similarly gives x(l — ®J = 0. The above principle of 

duality holds m the Boolean logic with respect to p'and q. But consider 

By the principle of duality wo should have xx=z dl x-^x^x 

(df = ibth6 dual of). Tn Boolean algebra the duality of rx=sx is not^ 

liowcvor, allowed; for in Boolean sjstem x + x is not interpretable; + is 

permitted between elective symbols onl> when they signify classes that are 

exclusive. The duality of + and x and also of 1 and 0 in an algebra in 

which the variables may take only 0 and 1 as their possible values are 

shown below. 

(B)xx = x <n x + x=x (p) (p')l + l = l d/0x0=0(Pr 

(Q)x(l-x) = 0dJx^ (l-x):=l (g) {q')l+0=*ld/ lx0^0(Q') 

(B)(l-x)(l-x)=(l-x)df(l-x) + (l-x) = (l-x)(r)(r')0 + 0=:Od?lxl = l(KO 

II will bo noticed that P, Q and q represent respectively the principle 

of identity, contradiction and excluded middle. From the formulae in the 

extreme loft hand column we get the formulae in the second column by 

the relation of duality. Corresponding to P, Q and R wo get respectively 

F, Q' and R' when x = 0, and R', Q' and P' when x = l; again, correspon¬ 

ding to p, q and r we get respectively p*, g' and / when x = l and r', q' 

and p' when x—0. It is obvious that the formulae in the extreme left and 

&treme right hand columns all hold true n Boolean logic, for in this system 
♦ 

* P, p, P'l p' etc. are used for numberiug the formulae. P, p' etc. refer to the rNpeotiv# 
right-hand aide oxpreaiicna; p, P* etc. to the req^iective left-hand aide Sxprea^Ba. 
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multiplication lias unresiricied scopci the sign x is pcrmissiblo between 

elective symbols whether the classes signified are exclusive or inclusive. 

But p and r do not hold in Boole’s class-cnlculus; fur in Boolean system 

addition of x and ij in the form a; t-y is allowed when nnd only when jry=0. 

So x + x=r, or (1 —x) +(1 —x)=(l —x) is not always interpretable. Does 

r'hold in Boole's logic? It is a very difficult problem. It may bo said 

that t' does not hold true because 0 is not exclusive of 0 and exclusion is 

the precondition of addition. Ou the other hand, it may be argued that 

/ is permitted in Boolean algebra because x + i/is allowed when and only 

when xysaO; and 0x0 = 0, i.c., anj class symbol a x0=0, hence a+ 0 is 

interpretable Oct fl = 0 and we have 0x0=0 and 0-»-0=0), /.c., the dual of 

li'also holds true. Wehave said that x+x=x and (1 -x)+ (1-x) = (l-x) 

do not always hold; "not a!wa}8", because Iho) hold under cerluin condi¬ 

tions: when and only wlicn x in the former is 0 and in the latter 1. 

Whether the above argument in defence of the accoptibilily of 0 + 0 = 0 is 

accepted or not. Boole must accept the formula m his system of logic. 

For the principle of diminution of a given symbol from twp equations 

requires the addition of 0 to 0. (For the purpose of oliraination cf a term, 

c.y., the middle term of a syllogism, the premisses in the form V = 0. say, 

Vi=0 and Va = 0 are to be combined as Vi + Va = 0, So Boolean algebra 

must accept r' mentioned above. 

The property of x which permits the reduction of xx to x is 

called idempoience with respect to muUipMcation and that of x which 

permits the reduction of x t x to x is called idempoience with 

respect to addition. Multiplicative and additive idcnipotcnce are two 

varieties of the identity principle in its most generalised form. It 

will be recalled that in explaining x‘ = x wc said that an idea repeated 

twice is the same thing as the initial idea itself. In this statement the 

expression "repeated twice" is, however, ambiguous. It may mean 

multiplicatively repeated or additively repeated i.e, xx=x, or, x + x=x. 

We have seen that Boole accepts the first, but rejects the second, sense 

of "repetition". That is, Boole accepts idempotcnce with respect to 

multiplication and rejects idempotence with respect to addition except 

when X is 0. In other words, in Boolean system x* = x has no dual 

except when xisO. Specifically, 0xt)=0 is true without its dual holding 

true, Ox 1=0 and its dual are both true, nnd also 1 X l=sl and its dual are 

true. We must, then, restrict the application of "duality" generally to 

the relation of x(l-x) = 0 to x + (l“x) = l, or to the relation of Q' and R' 

Respectively to q' nnd r'. 

IV 

We have explained above ^le Boolean formulation of the identity 

prinoiple. We may now proceed to show the immense importanoo oi the 

identit'y principle as formulated by Boole. It will be admitted that logic 
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js concerned znostly with reasoning or implication,’ and most of tbo 

forma of reasoning proceeds by the elimination of a given term from the 

premisses. So the elimination of given ionns from premisses (and 

implicants) is the most important method for deducing conclusions (and 

implicates). We shall see that the basis of the method of elimination n 

the identity (or contradiction) principle. But let us first explain in some 

detail the terra e/tw/naf/«n and introduce what Boole calls the method of 
elimination. 

In reasoning, e«pecinllv when reasoning contains more premisses 

than one, some elements (/.r. terms) of the given premisses are required 

not to reappear in the conclusion; some one term, at least, of the given 

premisses is to be eliminated it a concIiiRinn is to be drawn. Thus the 

•middle term of the traditional syllogism is to be eliminated in the con¬ 

clusion. Again, Biippoac that x^tfzw and siippooe that we want to 

obtain from it a description of the b\ inbol ?/'“ not in terms of al/other 

symbols contained in the equation but in term? of some of them, say, in 

terms ^f x and z only. This requires the elimination of the symbol w 

m the above equation Tt is supposed that elimination requires two 

premisses wherefrom a ceifnin term is to be etiminc^ted. From this 

.premisses and the beMof that elimination is the necessary condition of 

reasoning it is deduerd that s\llopiBm is the t\pe of all reasoning. But 

this is not correct. T'or lonsoning need not involve two premisses, nor 

does it reqniie alwa\R the elimination of some elements contained fn 

the given datum, r 7.. the immediate inference of traditional logic and 

the Boolean anahtsis of single prepositions, nor again, does elimination 

necespnrily require two promi«8eB for equations). From a single premiss 

any number of symbnls may be eliminated and from a number of equa¬ 

tions a single symbol mn\ be eliminated. The method of elimination 

shows an important point of difference between the alcfebra of class and 

that of numbers. Tn the ordinary nigebra we may eliminate one symbol 

from two equations, two symbols from three equations i.c. n — 1 symbols 

from a set of n equations. Here a fixed relation exists between the 

number of equations and that of the symbols that may be eliminated. 

But no such fixed relation holds in logic between the number of equations 

and the number of terms that may be eliminated. Tn logic from a single 

equation on indefinite number of symbols may be eliminated and cen- 

vorsely from an indefinite number of equations a single symbol may be 

eliminated. This difference between logic and algebra is due to the 

unique law of duality to wliich the symbols of logic are subject. We are 

• ResiODkDg and implication differ in mmy important reapaota But what m am 
mua to aay appliei indifferently to both of them. So we ignore tbair diffetcDcc and 
thsinaa if •‘reatoaiog’* and ‘•iinpliraiioo’* weri equivalent expressiooa. And we absll 
aometimvf uae ‘*rea^niD|?*\ so iietimej "implication'* 

* Strictly ipeaWng. the dawiption not of the aymbnl y but of what y aignifiM. Bnk 
for liiupUcity we ignore this diatiDf*tion« 

7^191 IP-XII 
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going fco introduce the Boolean method of elimination. We shnll discuss 

the method of eliminnMon from Ring!© equations, Tlie same method 

holds for sets of equations. For the premi^Hcs of tlio form V, =0, Va=0 

etc. may be added logcther in tho form of a single equation, V,+V3™0. 

So the method of elimination discussed below indifferently applies to 

single <^quationB as well ns to sets of equations. 
• 

The rule for eliminating any symbol from n given equation ma> be 

formulated thus: Bring, if necessary, the terms of ilio equation to the 

first side (in the form V=iO), g vo to tho symbol to be eliminated the 

values 1 and 0 successively, and multiply the resulting equations together. 

Consider, for instance, the equation, ?y = vj* which represents, saj, all men 

are mortal, (where y = men, a* = inortaIs and v is the mvlefinito symbol 

signifying "some”). Suppose wo want to eliminate tho symbol v and 

interpret the result. Bringing the terms of the equation to tho first side 

we have 7/-ra:=0. When u = l, the C([untion bcc imcs y-T-=0{i); and 

when u = 0, the equation becomes y/ = 0 (</). iMultiplxing together tho 

resulting equations (i) and (/i) we hav(‘ ;/((/-3')=0, or p-j/r-O (noting 

that 2/“ = 2/)i or ?y(l—£r) = 0 (by tho rule of dislrihutionl. The last equation 

is the result of* the required elimination. It s\mbolically stales that 

y that are not X do not exist; in the above contMctc example, that men ' 

who are not mortal do not exist, or that theie are no iinmorlul men. 

Consider the oft-quoted syllogism "all men are mortal, and Sociatea 

is a man, therefore Socrates le mortal ”, Suppose tin* premisses are 

given, we are required to deduce a conclupion In eliinmnting men (the 

distinction her ween "man” and "men” may be i^non^d). Lot 2 = mnn, 

i/=mortal and = Socrates. Note that jt signifies an individual and not 

a class. But this does not matter if we remember that r Ayrnboli es an 

individual. As in traditional logic singular propositions are treated 

as universal propositions just so X may be regarded as a class symbol ?,c., 

X may bo said to signify a singlo-memhered class. We may, then, 

represent the first premiss as -7/)=.0 (all men arc mortal, or, immortal 

men do not exist), and the second premiss as x(l~z) = 0. Tho two 

equations may bo reduced to the single equation s>{i~y)+x I —z)^0. 

We are required to eliminate z from this equation and interpret tho 

result. When « = 1, the equation bcccmos fl —?/)“() (i) and when s=sO 

it becomes x“0 {it). Multiplying (i) and (/i) we got ®(l-i/) = 0 which, 

translated in verbal language, states that Socratos is mortal. Consider 

the syllogistic premisses of the forms all M are P, and no S are M (AE 

mood in fig- 3). They may be represented respectively as «(1 —y) = 0 

end sc**=0 (when x = S, i/i=P and « = M). Adding the premissos we have 

x* + s(l —y)—0. Suppose WG aie required to draw conclusion from this 

e4uati0n by eliminating the symbol z. When s=l, the equation becomes 

a? + (l-2f)*=0 and when the equation becomes 0=*0. Multiplying 
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these reaulls we ^et 0 which indioatoa that AE Jq iig. 1 is an invalid 

mood. 

The elimination uf any symbol z from any equation involving js is to 

be effected, we have seen, by successively changing in that equation x 

into 1 and 0 and multiplying the two resulting (quations together. 

Is the principle undorlying this rule valid*^ If so, what is tlie*prtof of 

its validity? We shall see presently that the p*inciple is valid by virtue 

of the tautology or —r)=0. Eut before we attempt to prove 

the validity of the metliod of elimination we must introduce the notion 

of expansion in the Roolonn system. Again, the notion of expansion is 

related to the concept of function which must introduced first. 

Any algebraic expression tli.it invoUes n symbol, say, a; is called a 

function of x. And the notali n for expressing the function of x is /(r). 

Similarly, an algobrio expres'uon that involves two o** more symbols a:, y, 

etc. is called a funclion of r, //, etc. and may be expressed as f{x^ y, etc.). 

Consider, for iu'-tance, pr). Ft indifforf ntly represents any of the follow- 
« 

1 *1“ J X w 
ing functions i, 1-®. etc. Similarly, r + j/, y._Oy‘ 

instances of / y), Kow if m any function / r) we change r into 1 the 

result will be expressed b\ the notation fMj, and when r in fix) is changed 

into 0 the result will be crpiesacd ns/‘(f)). Thus, when/fr) represents the 

function 
a ^ X a 1 • 
-— . /(H exnre®&t*s tlie lesnlt (wo get it by substituting 1 
<i~2r a—2 

for x) and f{0) cxnr^^s-as —. 
0 

Any function f(i) in nbicb •> is an otedivo symbol or a symbol sus¬ 

ceptible of thft values 0 and 1 is s-iid to bn cxpnnlod when it is reduced 

to the form 0 r i-hfl — r) (/I nnd /> being cocfVi'^ionts 1. 0 etc.)—a and b 

being so determined ns to nnkc lh'» result oqu'vdent to the function 

from which it is derived.*’ Thus llio < xpin^ion of [(r) is f(l)r +/■(0)(1 —a*), 

Similarly, f(l-.r,-f{t»)r + f(l)(l - r) the n^ht-hand side expiessiou being 

the expansion of/'I — r). r being an eleelive symbol admits of the valne 

Oorl. Note thet for each of thos’'Milu'^'t the expansion + ”^) 

of/(r' (or the expansion /(0)t+ — x) of f{l — r) assumes the same 

value ns the function ;(>) (or the function f(l—ar). W’e are now in a 

position to prove the validity of the principle iindarlying the method of 

elimination and to show thereby the importance of the identity (or con¬ 

tradiction) principle. It will be useful to note the following symbolism 

that we are going to use in the proposed proof. 

/(a-)* the function of a*, any algebric expression involving x, 

/(I) = what f[x) becomes when x is changed into 1. 

/(0) = what fix) becomes when x is changed 

Laws of Thought (Dover) p. 73. 
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Theorem: If/(a:)sO be any logical equatioa iavolving the elective 

Bymbol X, with or without other elective sycnbols then will the equation 

f(l)/(0)=0 be true indepeudently of the interpretation of x; and it will 

be the result of the elimination of x from the equation /(x)^(l. 

Proof: Expanding the first member of /(x)=0 we have 

/(l)a!+/(0)(l-x)=0 or /(l)x+/(0)-/^0)x=0 

or </(l)-/(0)}x+/(0)=0 or {/(D-/(0)}x=-/(O) 

- -/(O^ _ = m (.) 
/(3)-/(0) -{/(0)-/(l)r /(0)-/(l) ^ 

or (1-.)=-^ =- jni. mi-fw m-m 
We have now obtained the values of x and (1 —x). We know that the 

equation x(l-x) = 0 is a tautology. Substituting the values of x and 

(1-x), u, and in this valid equntion, a(l-x)=0, we obtain 

_f(0L J_fJl). 1=0 or 
f(0)-f{l) I /(O)-/{])/ 

/(0)/{l)=0 or /(i;/(0)=0 

mf(i) -o 

inuFfW 

(for if -=0, thenf=0). 
y 

It will be noticed tliat the above proof of (he propobition *'if/(x)=(), 

then /(l)/(0) =0" is really based on the piineiplo of duality. For tlie 

elimination of x is really effected by the tautology xfl—x)=0. In the above 

demonstration we have first determined the values of x and (1-x) from 

the expansion of/(x) = 0 and then put these values in the valid formula 

x(l-x)^0 which is coimplicant to a'"-r. So the elimination is really 

effected between /(x)=0 and xfl-x)=0. It may, then, be said that the 

most fundamental method of reasoning and deduction of implicotes in 

the logic of terms is based on the lioolean formulation of the identity 

principle, x*=x, which, therefore, is not merely an idle necessary-condi¬ 

tion of sound reasoning, but an active principle of the logic of classes. 

0. Boole; The Laue of Tkonnhi, obapters IT, III, V, VII and VIIL 



VIRGINIA WOOLF 

S. rilBMA 

Ouce in her diary—phe left at her death 2G volumes of it—she 

made a rather a curious note ; “I’m the hare, a long way ahead of 

my critics.” It sounds a conceited remark. Actually it is no more 

than a just observation. It teems as tliough, as during her life, after 

her death alto, Mrs. Virginia Woolf would prove to be a hare “a long 

way ahead of her critics”, for ever eluding their attempts to grasp, 
^ categorize or anatomize her. In short, even more than other novel¬ 

ists, Mrs. Woolf demands humility from her critics—humility and 

sensitive awareness—just as sliu herself approached life with these 

qualities. 

It is perhaps convenient to study her separately as a novelist, 

aa an essayist, and a^ a personality and an influence. She was no 

doubt all of a piece, and the ‘elements* were subtly mixed in her, 

and to dissect the substance is to miss the essence, or destroy the 

harmony. But there are advantages in (he facet-by-facet study, so 

long as the unity of the whole is not forgotten. 

A few words first about her life. Virginia and Venefsa were 

the talented daughters of tlie great Victoiian biographer and critic. 

Sir Leslie Stephen Educated at home, they fully participated in 

the currenlB of Victorian thought, and Greek literature aud clabsical 

music gave a particular strength and quality to their cultural equip¬ 

ment. In the opening years of the ‘20th century they made friends 

with the Cambridge friends of iheir brother*^, Adrian and Thoby, and 

so in time the now ctdebratod 'Bloomsbury (Ironp’ acquired a dis¬ 

tinctive habitation and a name. Lytton Stachey was its brain, and 

Virginia Woolf the soul of Bloomsbury: but some of the others, 
Venessa and her husband Clive Bell the artist, E. M. Forster the 

novelist, John Maynard Keynes the economist, Leonerd Woolf whom 

Virginia presently married, were hardly less disiinguished. They 

met, talked, surveyed mankind from China to Peru, cultivated beauty 

in its diverse manifestations, and cherished personal relationships. 

*The high priest was the Cambridge philosopher, 0. E. Moore, Their 

pet aversions were hypocrisy and vulgarity. As the years passed, 

the ‘Bloomsbury Group* developed something of the coterie apint^ 

and it was said in derision that, shorn of its highbrow ptetensiOMi it 
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waB really a mutual admiration society. But; ibis was the language 

of jealousy and detraction, and had little to justify it. 

In 19ir>, three years after her marriage, Virginia Wolf published 

her first novel. The Voyage Out. Her broiher-in-law, Clive Bell, 

classed |ier soon afterwards with great novelists like Dostoevsky and 

Conrad—but the achievement was yet to come- In the course of an 

active career extending over a period of 25 years, the wrote about 

a dozen novels, the more important of which may be grouped as 

under : 

First Teriod : The Voyage Out (1015) 

Night and Day (1030) 

* Jacob's Room (1922) 

Second Teriod : Mrs. Dalhiray (102,5) 

To the Lighthouse (1927) 

Third Period : The. Waves (1031) 

• The Years (1937) 

A critic has remarked that the novels of the fir^t period deal with 

love and freedom, those of the second period with marriage and 

truth, and of the third period with the world and reality. But this 

is misleading, for all her novels are preo'^cupied with essential reality 

of the human adventure on the eaitli, which naluraliy involves explo¬ 

ration into the nature of love, freedom and tiulh. The emphasis 

varies from novel to novel, there h a deepening, an increasing com¬ 

prehension, but it is a difference in degree, not kind. 

Even in her eerWeBi noveU—Thr Vnyutie Out, Ntglii and Day— 

conventional in form though they appear to he, Mrs, Woolf tends to 

minimise incident and maximise the role of conv r.'.ation. In The 

Voyage Out, Terence realizes tlie fulfilment of liis love for Rachel 

only when he dies. There is perhaps a reflection of her early home 

life, its intellectual play# in Mrs. Woolf’s ViVy/it uuJ Diiy, while its 

hero and heroine, Ralph and Kathenoe, in their game of hide and 

seek recall Shakespeare’s Benedick and Beatrice. That love is a 

mystery, even a gift of giace, and not a syllogiblic deduction is not 

seen by these profesFed anti-romantics. It was the shock of the 

outrage on Hero that galvanised Benedick and Beatrice into an aware- 

of their Jove, but Mrs. Woolf provides for no such shock treats 

ment to her Ralph and Katherine. 

Meantime, the work of Proust in France and of Dorothy Richard¬ 

son and James Joyce in England was opening new vistas of explore- 
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tion of coDBciousnesfl, and Virginia Woolf was fascinated. Jacob’s 

Room tells the life history of a certain Cornish widow’s son, Jacob, 

from childhood—through schooldays, Cambridge, London and the war 

years in Greece—to liis death in battle. The sight of litter in Jacob’s 

room starts a chain of memory and reverie in the old mother, consci- 

ousnesb is extended in space and time, and Jacob’s life-story istcovered 

as in a full circle. It is a human story,—not narrated, but as it were 

projected on a screen—impression follows impression, Jacob grows, 

Jacob dies. Only bis old shoes remain—the crowning mockery I 

Mrs, Dalloway, the next novel, was obviously inspired by the 

theme of Kathtrinc Mansfield’s The Garden Party (1922) and owed 

much to James Joyce’s r/^A5cif fI922), In the former, the death of 

a young man at the front gale chills the piogresa of a garden party. 

, The little girl. Lauia, makes an attempt to seize the truth about 

"the inexplicable marvel of life"—but it is the craziness of life alone 

Ihat'Btiikes the insensitive. Tn Mrs, Dalloway too there is a party: 

and at the other end of London there is a suicide. The links 

between the 2 woildb of life and death are moie tenuous here than in 

Katherine Mansfield’s story, but they are all the saioe. Clarissa 

Dalloway has heaid of Septimus Warren Smith’s death—and there 

is death in her heart. To feel hke a human being, distance is no 

bar : a Sir William H^ad^ha\v will be insensitive even when tragedy 

Ftareb him in the face, but Clari^ba cannot but feel diiTerently. Death 

somewhere is death everywhere. Isolation is already death,—and 

perhaps death may be a release ! Mrs. Woolf suggests with a mar* 

vellons economy of feuggesticn the filiations between man and man, 

which we may deny only at the risk of spiritual death. For insinu¬ 

ating tliib ambrosial truth, Mrs. Woolf found the Joycean method of 

limitation in space and time (Dublin, one day) very useful: she too 

concentrated on a day in June in London, the Big Ben keeping t<rne 

efficiently. Mrs. Woolf however is more selective than Joyce, she 

condenses impressions wheie Jo}ce elaborates them, and she avoids 

Joyce’s lingnibtic aberrations and, too, his coarseness and his occa¬ 

sional revolting naturalism. Where he gains in massiveness and 

power, she scores by her balance and reticence“*the iitbeness and 

nimbleness of a hare. 
In her next novel, To tho Htjhthousa, the scene shifts to the 

house of Mr. and Mrs. llamsay in the Hebrides. Two points of 

•time—2 days separated by ten years—are juxtaposed : it is the sanae 

room, the Lighthouse yonder is unchanged, and yet change 

there has been in tiie human landscape. Hid Mrs. Woolf put some* 
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Hiiug of hersdf into Mrs. Ramsay 9 It seems probable. Like Mrs. 

Dalloway, like Mrs. Woolf herself, Mrs. Bnuisay too is a dedicated 

practitioner of the difficult art of Jiving. How to be oDeseU—and 

yet merge unobtrusively with one’s surroundings? How to weave 

the strands of human relutionshipK into a silken fabric, soft and 

soothingiand serene? The Lighthouse is surely a symbol; but symbol 

of what? Of the ecstasy of transcendence? Of the promise of 

beatitude ? To the lighthouse is an adventure in consciousness and 

scores by reason of its integrity no Jess than its beauty. 

After Orlando, a four de force which sketched the history of a 

character who starts life as un Elizabethan boy and ends as a 20th 

century young Ijdy, Mrs. Woolf published in 1931 The Waves, 

probably her giealest achievement in the ‘stream of-conpciousness* 

genre. The title is significant. The technique draws from the life 

ot the sea—its tuihidity and movement, its riches and its profundities, 

its ceaseless ebb and flow. It is the htory of 3 boy's and 3 girls — 

their jouineyings through life, at first togetlier, presently pursuing 

diverse paths, bubthey are all the time members of one another, they 

are entangled in obscure curreufs, they even meet once in a way. 

The task of surveying the complicated relationships of ihe group is 

given to Bertram, wliose long monologue holds a position somewhat 

analogous to that of Mrs, Bloom’s in Ulysses, Compared liowever 

to the turbidity, the involved floUam and jetsam of the latter, 

Bertram's monologue is transparently clear and as pure and refresh- 

ing as spring water, with a inurmer as of water flowing over little 

pebbles, the sentences come upon us, and their meaning winds its 

way to the heart. No. no : human life is no hard rocky substance, 

though often it seems to be such ; touch it, and the hardness dis¬ 

appears and currents are started, they widen more and more, and 

seem to comprehend all and everything. Beneath the apparent 

solidity there is the real flux—the unceasing ebb and flow, the rhythm 

which is also the unchanging Beal. The line of development of Mrs. 

Woolf's work reached its natural point of movement in The Wave^. 

Here she bad at last succeeded in conveying the whole rhythm of 

lifei the baflling flux, the endless interplay of things on one another. 

It is as though we have been permitted to isolate a piece of bard 

matter and really see it as a universe of electrons and protons charged 

with blinding velocities. 

Although Mrs. Woolf considered The Waves to be “far and* 

away the greatest of ber works", it is not difficult to stake ibis 

clabn with more weight of reason for its successor, The Years, She 
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worked on it for 6 years, casting and recasting it> and she wrote 

under a pressure—the pressure of ber artistic conscience. When it 

was over she almost wished to burn it, but her husband persuaded 

her to publish it. Here at last she had achieved the fusion of out¬ 

ward form and inner life—formal pattern and Huid rhythm—hard 

atom and the whizz of the electronic flights. The four dimensions 

of human experience—I: the not-I ; and the outer and the inner— 

are here held in delicate balance, and clarity and comprehension are 

wedded to truth and appropiiatenesfl. The Years is solid, but it is 

also life—and us logic doesn’t obscure its vast reserves of meaning. 

As a novelist, Virginia Woolf's work is remarkable for two 

reasons: her iiigh seriousness and utter integrity as an artist, and 

her individiiaU almost 'poetic’ prn.-e style. She not only wished to 

tell a story, but aho to render the movements in the mind and heart 

of her claracters. Not what people teemed to‘do*, but w'hat they 

thought—or felt—was the main thing. She thus [lenetrated below 

the surface and tried to mark the cnrreiils of the gross-currents—to 

• adjust her moorings in the world invisible—to make soundings— 

to plumb the rteptlis. It was exciting, it was aiso exhausting—and 

the customary clarities seemed to grow hazy or disappear altogether. 

But it wap not clarity that she was after, but truth—the whole truth 

if possible—and nothing but the truth. Once tear the veils away, 

once dive deep into the sea that is life, and rhe individual is seen in 

his isolation: isolation even when he is in the centre of the crowd. 

On the other hand, at another level of consciousness, this viperous 

sense of isolation is seen to be nought, the interconnectedness of 

individual and places is seen to bo a leality, and the visible and the 

invisible—the 1 and the no/-i—are also seen to be but aspects of the 

whole, which alone has reality. One catches a gleam of the truth, 

but soon the earth-crust obscures the truth: and one must persevere 

again. Death is there always, the permanent challenge: and to be 

able to see life even beyond death is the whole arc of our destiny. 

Mrs. Woolf doesn’t falsify life—but neither does she turn away her 

face from the possibility of hope. She is a courageous, aud alone 

a conscientious artist. 
While it is usual to class Mrs. Woolf with Proust, Joyce and 

Dorothy Richardson, she is less involved and obscure than the first 

fcwo and she is more radiant than the last. ‘Stream of ConscKJua. 

ness’, in so far as it is a modern technique, is her aervant, not het 

master; and it gives her work a tantalising phospboresoence with- 

out quite destroying the groundwork of logic and clarity. No doobb 

8—1M0P—XII 
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the bimple pattern of plotting is here absent. Now in Karnatak music 

we are familiar with Kritis with their pallavi-anupallavi-charonain 

division, and we are also familiar with the alapaiia of a particular 

raga. If the former corresponds to a Jane Austen novel, Mrs. Wooirs 

The Wavea may be compared io musical improvif^ation round a central 

theme. This too is music,—in some respects music that is continually 

in touch with the soul. A high imaginative attention is called for in 

the artist, and no Jess from the sahtidaya, the ttudent. But the 

rewards are immense. 

The elusivenesB of Mrs. Woolf's art as a novelist—its explora¬ 

tion of infinity within a seemingly limited range (Jane Austen's ‘a 

bit of ivory* again), its pursuit of complexities and contradictions 

with a view to inferring the veiled harmony, its fieice integrity of 

spirit in the unwearying search for the ‘essence’ or the incandescent 

truth about life—is properly matched hy ihe facination and adequacy 

of her prose style. It is said Mrs. Woolf revised her writing again 

and again till she^got the right rhythms and was sure of the light 

effects. No crudity, or slipsbodness here, no heaviness, no sloppi¬ 

ness, no wooliiness ; it is a feminine style, with lights playing over it, 

with jerks, with seductive long-drawn-out ihythins, with sharp cries 

too and e^en suggestive silences. “Easy reading, haid wiitmg”, 

said Mr. Montague, explaining the secret of good wiiting, and this 

particularly applies to Mrs. Woolf's style. The one supreme virtue 

of prose is appropriateness, and Mrs. Woolf's style is always appro¬ 

priate to the mood, the person, the occasion. How well she can 

make a point or evoke a scene! Look upon this picture and that 

she says^ and we can aee them both, separated though they be by 

25 years ; words here are charged with magic, and they hold us as it 

were in a spell. 

It is this sheer mastery of style that partly at least account for 

Mrs. Woolf's phenomenal achievement as an essayist and as a critic. 

“Very personal, written in beautiful prose, and creative” : so Sir 

Hugh Walpole once referred to Mrs. Woolf's collection of essays, 

Tfea Common Reader, coupling it with the essays of Lyttou Straohey 

and Logan Pearsall Smith. Although Mrs. Woolf declared that 

“journalism embalmed as literature is unreadable”, this obviously 

doesn't apply to the many biographical and critical essays which, 

first written journalistically, have since been publised in volume form! 

Here two biographies, Flush (biography of Elizabeth Barrett Brown- 

ing% dog) and Rogeir Fry, her talks to women students in Cambridge, 

A Boom of One’tf Oion, the 2 series of The Common Reader, The 
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Moment and The Death of a Moth^ nofc to mention her diary ^nd 

her letters, contain some of tbe finest and most enjoyable prose of our 

time. Always, whether she is writing about a person or a book, her 

feminine intuition seizes the quint|B8eDtial quality while her ^Blooms* 

bury* training helps her to present it to our gaze with all the aids 

of intellectual analysis and cultural distinction. Her subjects range 

from Chaucer, Montaigne, Ford and Defoe to Dostoevsky, Conrad, 

]). H* Lawrence and Sinclair Ijewjs, from Greek to modem American 

Liteiature, from titans in letters to literary eccentrics. And especially 

is she illuminating when she tries to assess the work of a Jane Austen 

or a George Eliot, or when she tries to probe the personality of 

a Miss Pilkington or a Miss Mitford. She is on the whole more 

generous with the weak than vitli the strong, the comparative failures 

than with the resounding successes. “It is the fact”, she says in 

one of her essays, “that one likes people in spite of their faults, and 

then Jikes the faults because they are theirs, that makes one distrust 

criticism, lind wake, after attempting it, in horror at dead of night ** 

But while this ns an example of Mrs. Woolf’s self-criticism, it cannot 

be said that in her judgmont on the claFsics she has been ever swayed 

by too much prejudice or unsplacod sympathy. She could be harsh 

towards some of her contemporaries—Mr. Bennett and Mr. Wells 

and Mr. Galsworthy, for example—hut as a critic of literature she 

is aieliablc and stimulating guide, and in\ariably sends us back to 

the objects of her enthubiasm. 

As a personality and as influence, Mrs. Woolf is even more diffi¬ 

cult to evaluate than as a novelist or as an essayist or critic. Of her 

perhaps more Ilian of almost any other contein[)orary writer it could 

be said that it is her personality tliat gives the distinctive tone, 

the stir of fascination, to her work. In her life two elements strove 

for mastery : the rosl for hfe and the peipetual invasion of death. 

As one of lier critics puts it, “Her art is tragic—she understands ail 

shades of giief—life passes before her under the perpetual menace of 

death, which robs even while it lulfiils.she is in love with life— 

It's you I embrace, you I draw to me—adorable world I’* The 

world is adorable no doubt and attracts us, but is it :he flame attiac- 

ting the moth, attracting and destroying it? Mrs Woolf, hypersen¬ 

sitive and superlatively intelligent, was neverthless a prey to nerves ; 

like Charles Lamb she had a neivoos breakdown while still young, 

tfnd the possible recurrence of the tragedy never failed to agonize 

her. Tbe borderland between life and death, seemed very thin to 

her, and the coneciousneBs of this gave that glow and edge to her 
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writing which so completely OTecwhelms her readers. Although her 

sympathies were wide ranging and although she could mix with the 

male of the species with quiet self-confidence and indeed with the 

distinctive charm that her beauty and her rich intellectual gifts gave 

her, she could not fail to raise her voice—at times shrill—against all 

the pervasions and arrogant assumptions of a society largely man* 

made and man-dominated. The chief occupations of man seemed to 

her to be shedding blood, making money, giving orders and wearing 

uniforms. She would have nothing to do with this false facade that 

passes for civilization ; like Lysistraia, said E. M. Forster, Mrs. Woolf 

withdrew. A Room of One's Own is Mrs. Woolf's eloquent indict¬ 

ment on man, and her exhortation to woman to awake, arise and claim 

her just heritage. 

Of course too much should uot be made of the Meminist* side 

of Mrs. Virginia Woolf, for she was primarily a humanist and only 

secondarily a ‘feminist* with a difference. She has said that in all 

human beings there are two sides, the mabculiue and the feminine, 

and the proportipn, the tensions between tliern alone, vary from 

individual to individual. Virginia Woolf was feminine to her ‘finger¬ 

tips’ but to this was grafted a singular ma&caline intellectual vigour 

and will power, and it is this unique combination of qualities that 

made her so charming a personality on the 20th century British 

literary scene as well so striking a force, so potent an influence in 

contemporary life and letters. Other women waters there have been 

who have made an impact on their contemporaries by the force of 

their personality. But Mrs. Woolf combined in herself both the 

qualities that made a Jane Auf^ten or a George Eliot and the force of 

personality that made a Madam Du Dnffand. It was a dual role that 

called for a terrific expenditure of intellectual and psychic energy, 

and in the end she broke under the strain. We are still at the begin¬ 

ning of our attempts to gauge her work an 1 estimate her influence. 

But now or later, however we may try to sum up her achievement 

or catalogue her qualities, she will continue to elude her critics ; she is 

the bare, always a long way ahead of her critics. 
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TOWARDS INTERPRETING THE SHAKES¬ 
PEARIAN COMIC TECHNIQUE 

D. C. Btbwas 

A. C. College, Jalpaiguri 

The critical platitude that in Shakeppeare there is essentially 

no difference between a comedy and a tragedy from the point of view 

of dramatic technique remains to be challenged. Even a critic like 

Stoll says that Romeo and Juiiet iniglit have been a comedy, and A 

Midsummer Night's Dream, a tragedy, with but a slight alteration. 

But is it indeed so simple as that? Admitted that to the time-worn 

musical method of comic repetiMon and variation, successfully employ, 

ed by the Italian renaissance comedians and later brought to perfec- 

tion byMoliere, Shakespeare was not much inclined. He had however 

fitrajed into it, very sparingly though; so does a wild warbler deviate 

into a cbance symphony. Critics are only too prdne to attribute it 

to an intellectual incapacity in Shakespcaie, euphemistically called 

his concrclenebb of thougiit, 6}nthetic genius, as if the last word on 

the co nic technique is the ‘musical method’ ! Music as an art-form 

has certainly stretched itself out to a fuller perfection than painting, 

sculpture or any other visual art, which being loss abstract necessitates 

a higher degree of verisiinilitudo. But not necessarily therefore 

should the ‘musical method' itself be preferred. What is popularly 

known as ‘dramatic illusion’ is so much more than a device of the 

spoken word. Moreover, if representational truth be a defect in art, 

Shakespeare’s tragedies are as much, if not more, inartistic as his 

comedies. Hut, as a matter of fact, aesthetic appeal enhanced by 

recognition with familiar experience is aHo based on abstract qualities, 

The point is this that Shakespeare’s genius has been so bafHing that 

critics are so much more eager to impose a pattern on him than to 

interpret him according to the standard he Lab himself set. Even 

80, the method of sizing up a genius—if this platitude be jiardonable 

— by a common yardstick is ever futile, if not dangerous. 

The artistic processes involved in the 'musical method* are repeti* 

tioDB and variations which resemble those in music. A motif, a 

^device or a situation is thus repeated. These imply a measure of 

artificiality and abstraction. Sbakeapeare's vein is unabstracted 

comedy where the characters are so much more than mere sources 

of mirth to the audience. It is^ on the other band, in the, 'widest 
1 
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ootninoDalty spread* among all ^Deluding the players. The audience 

of Shakespeare laughs in sympathy or by contagion rather than in 

condescension or derisiou. The farce, on the other hand, lends itself 

easily to the mechanical musical method and presupposes a degree 

of oversimplification and artificiality. Whether Shakespeare was 

averse to it on grounds of its artificiality, or incapable of it, is more 

than we can ascertain with certitude. But the fact remains* that 

this prolific comedian wrote only two full-fledged farces, viz , T/ia 

Comedy of Errors and The Merry Wives of Windsor, The latter 

though written later, to please his Sovereign's fancy and not his own, 

shows that be was definitely not in his elements here. It is unim¬ 

pressive reading, and here he has only marred his divine Falstaff. 

For The Comedy of Errors Shakespeare is indebted to various sources, 

mainly to Plautus, but the matter that he has invented for his purpose 

—and that is indeed far more important than what he has incorporat¬ 

ed from the original—viz,, the discovery of the wife in a moving 

scene, the study of Adriana’s jealous love, etc. lift the play far above 

the farcical. The pang of the doomed Aegeon with which the play 

opens even elevates it to the rank of a species of comedy, not infre¬ 

quent among his own plays, that of a painful situation ending happily. 

So he discarded the farce early though he had begun it, might be, 

because neither the story nor the characters would conform to truth. 

Instances are numerous in Shakespeaie of the story being fantastic 

and unreal, though the clinracters are real. In such cases Shakes¬ 

peare's sense of practical business Jed him so much to charge the 

situations with humanity as not to betray belief. Bui a farce would 

not admit of the complexities of intellect and emotion in a character. 

Though he found the farce either inti actable or unsuitable the 

farcical element is so plentiful in his plays as lo obtrude itself even 

in the region of tragedy. Ijife itself is an irrational syntliesis like 

that 1 Nonetheless Shakespeare's art is not a dupe of life bo ns to 

violate the logic of Art. So supreme is the craftsman's command 

over his tool that even the farcical element in a tragedy is made to 

yield sometimes a contrary effect. So, it ib the difference in emphasis 

partly inherent in the situation itself and partly acquired from its 

peculiar setting that determines the motif to be either comic or tragic. 

'' Just as a flash of painful smile readily fading out even in the contorts 

of the face may heighten the encircling gloom, so laughter may also 

like a summer gale scatter out the clouds. Does not the drunken* 

frivolity of the Porter in Macbeth as De Quincey first pointed it out, 

fling back on the scene of murder a peculiar awfulness? It is not 
' * 
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because of Dogberry and Verges id Muc/? i4DO haviog the secret of 

Hero's betrayal that dissipates the dismal atmosphere of the Church 
scene, but more truly perhaps due to their rendering a more potent 

magic—the magic of smile. It is the integrated vision depending on 

the grouping of moods, their correlation, relative emphasis, atmosphere 

that makes a lot of difference not only in the degree but also even 
in the character of response 

All plastic arts presuppose a structural design, and most of all, 

a drama that has to take into account the stage, the players, the 

limitation of lime—‘‘The two hours’ traffic of our stage/' and also 

the perceptive range of the audience, etc. The varied sources of 

Bhakespeare’p plays, even considering only those so far identified, 

fcometiiues numbering even six or seven for a single play, point to a 

synthetising intellect. May it not therefore be presumed that be 

planned a.whole play related to the imaginative response? In fact, 

Ills use of the comical or even farcical elements also betrays some 

conscious artistic design. It is no careless dovetailing or casual affair. 

Frail though the materials are jn themselves sometimes as thin as the 

prattles of Speed and Lanneo, Launcalot and old Gobbo, the two 

Dromi( 8, etc. they aie neither a matter of thoughtless scatlering nor 

quite so insignificant in their contexts as when isolated from there. 

Besides either setting, keeping up or intensifying the comic tone these 

may serve even graver purposes. Sometimes they act as coiinterguards 

against a play's downward tiend to mundanity, and even oontrarily, 

against its flight to a mere fantasy. Sometimes again these supply 

the atmosphere, occasions for lovely songs, low language of the so< 

called Wordsworthians living nearest to the earth, and incidentally 

the most unforgettable comic characters, WIiat a God's plenty is 

even here ! A veiy significant fact that has scarcely received any 

notice is that these little touches which give life to the plays are, like 

the mysterious and bardly perceptible breath of life, Shakespeare's 

own creations and no ingenious source-hunter has yet succeeded in 

tracing iliem to others. The farcical element is more or less 

supernumerary to the main story, and makes a comparatively earlier 

appearance in the early comedies. But as the comic art perfects 

itself, it tends towards complexities, the farcical superficies becoming 

more and more integrated, and both situations and characters gfkin 

in plausibility. Thus the so-called farcicality itself becomes three 

dimensional, neatly interwoven with the main plot by a variety of 

strands, and the mouthpieces no more remain merely as such bat 

attain a measure of self-importance as human beings. In ettd(y 
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plays it; eervoR only the comic motif, as in The Comedy of Errors 

(he DromioB duplicate the main plot in order to intensify the farcical 

tone and are called into action as soon as ibeir masters. Speed and 

Launce either singly or in combination set quite early in Tteo 

Oentle^en of Verona a merry mood which the love-versus-friend- 

ship theme definitely lacks Sly is the butt in the 'induction* of 

The Taming of the «Si/ircw and Graniio the earliest victim of the 

shrew tamer's Churlishness comes on the stage in tiie second scene. 

But even in A Mid Summer Night*s Dream Shakespeare’s earliest 

masterpiece the Quince-Bottom episode attains the nature of a sub¬ 

plot spread out in ditTerent scenes, and its function is not merely 

vicarious, the main plot having been in the meanliine set to the 

comic tune by the magic juice. Moreover, the incomparable Bottom 

like the spirit of comedy itself remains fundamentally sensible in (he 

midst of a mad whirligig of romance and wears an ass’s head to talk 

sense to the mortal’s and immortals alike. Tn the mature comedies 

the subsidiary csmical element is sometimes deferred till the plot has 

' taken a definite tuin towards an inevitable complication. The Gobbo- 

scenes in The Merchant of Ven^cc follow the signing of Sh}lock*8 

bond, and the introduction of the braggart boorish moor in the 

parallel plot of the ca&ket-choofaing. There is an annoying suspense 

at the uncertainty of Poitia’s fate, and nore so, at Antoni )’s pro¬ 

vocative challenge to Shylock as 'lend it rathei to thine enemy 

So the Gobbo-scenes serve the purpose of dissipating the solemnity. 

The Dogberry-Verges scene comes later still and does the same 

purpose but much more effectively. Kenneth Muir’s view—‘ As the 

play was to be a comedy, Sbakespeaie had to inform the audience 

before the church-scenu that Don John's Villainy would come to light, 

and for this purpose he created Dogberry’ gives only a partial 

justification. The purely technical service he renders to ihe plot 

might have been done by another character, and much better, in the 

fitness of things, by Beatrice. So the assignation of this function 

to Dogberry is only a technical plea. He renders a much more 

serious service to the play by supplying it with a very well-timed 

gaiety when the situation has become intolerably painful. The very 

telling mode of unconscious self-victimization as a butt of ridicule 

^oomes as a welcome suromergale to relieve the sultry cloudiness of 

the situation. Never is the repetitive device* so instantaneousfy 

effective as here, though once again in Act II Sc. 5 lines 70 74 of 

Tujielfth Night Shakespeare uses it. 

Comrade. Away! Yon are an asa, yon are an are. 
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Dogberry. Dot>l thou not suspect any place? ... 0 that he 

were hero to write me down an ass! but masters, 

remember that J am an ass—though it be not written 

<lowii, }et foiget not that I am an ass . . . Oh that 

I Iiiul beiMi writ down an ass! 

The three middle comedies need be separately treated because of 

tbeii affinitie.'' in respect of lechnif[ue. and moie pariiculaily because 

thcA are for the fame ground dilferciit fiom ail olherp. The match¬ 

less trio (J ■* }Vo( 7wA^ It: Mmh .\{to, Ticeffih Xiifltl) is each in its 
central choul aitnned to the comic, and the subsidiary plot like t!ie 

second stung playing up in vibrational unison accentuates the tone, 
or HOinetiine^ simply keeps up the undertone In Twelfth Sufki the 

boisterous subplot runs paiallel to ?he main episode heightening by 

the clinker and revel!y oi *(’akcs and Ale’ the comicality inherent 

in the mum situation. The art ol comic Juxtaposition is here very 

suhtiv effected While the lovers me almost each sigliing for the 

wronR perv/m. tlip inoiij Ran" ol Sir Toby is parodying the aauie 
llieni" at the exjion^e ol M.ilvolio When the subploMtseli is earr-ed 

' to a painliil euf-s Fe'-te doe's ilie husines.s ot evaporating it in 

clowni'-li piattles. > oining m between Miirli id" and Twelfth 
\t:lht. Is Yon Lih( It lucks, tIK* boisterous elemi'iil of a comedy— 

’ tlie Uonips-of Doglicrry and the romp's of Sir Toliy The principal 
comic situation of t!ic pl.u arisi-s however fiom Ro^almd’.s disgiiisse. 

Though 'she IS jikI onie—as when '•he swoon-, away at Oliver’s hand- 

111" in the blood-stained handkerchief ol Orlanilo to her, on the verge 
ordisclosing bet sell. Shakespeare does not exploit the comic poten¬ 

tialities of the situation to the fullest, as Ben .Tonsoii or Lyly would 

have done. Howe^er, hemg in Us csntral situation directly posed 
under the comic glare the need for enMionmenlal adjustment U even 

less here than iu its companion pieces. The play s actions being 

over in the first act Touchstone’s role as a meiry Jester end.s there, 
and in the forest of Arden he becomes a half brother to the cynical 

•laqiies. The two together piovide scope lor the suhtle technique of 

comic Juxtaiiosition liencciovth. 
In Twellth Sight the meeting of Viola and Olivia is not certainly 

on the same level with that of Orlando and Jtosaliud from the point 
of view of the potential comicality. Viola is in a dubious situation 

being engaged as an emissary in a love "iii. which should ,t prosper 

?,ill ruin her own h.ppiness Naturally she has not her heart in 
the work. Neverthelo-s being encouraged bv Oavia s churlishness 

she unmuzzles her wit, but with the result that she falls into an 

0-1946P-XT1 
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unforeseen difficulty. So she kas to put a restraint upon her natural 

gaiety, and make herself as sr*arce as possible. So the central 

situation of the play does not yield its maximum result, not at any 

rate, to the extent its counterpart in As You Like It does. Bosalind 

being sure of Orlando is brimming over with hilarity the natural 

outlet of which is her sparkling wit, Viola has still n long upstt;eam 

journey before her, and both the wind and the wave are against her. 

The Sir Toby-Malvolio subplot is therefore an artistic necessity for 

the purpose of accentuating the comic tone. Much Ado also provides 

for a centrally comic situation, for the Benedick-Beatrice episode 

has been so much toned up as to throw the Hero Claudio atfair into 

the shade. In fact. Prouty e.xplain8 in his recent remarkable book 

Sources of Much Ado About Xoihing that Shakespeare purposely 

made the Hero-Claudio episode a glaiiiouilesb marriage of convenience 

in order that the complementary anecdote may push up to prominence. 

But at a later point in the story the vilification of lleio adds a new 

strand to the story complicating the whole issue in so hornhle a mess 

as to silence all daughter, and against its lingerim^ long on the brink 

of tragic suspense Dogberry and Verges piovule, and they reinetalc 

the comic Muse on the play's high comic pedestal. 

The process of integration of the comical snperuumaranes, coeval 

with Shakespeare’s progression in the comic plane, is illustrative ol 

his subtle artistry in utilizing a situation for a variety of purposes. 

Thus the Quince-Bottom episode introducing an atmosphere of low 

comedy gives a sense of ‘solidarity’ to the general fairy (ale nature 

of the play. Moreover, Bottom in his derisiveness is a distant 

cousin of Touchstone, though he is more an intuitionist than an 

intelleclualist. The (Tobbo-scenes serve the incidental purpose ol 

stressing the unpopularity of Sbylock, and the inexcusable foppishness 

of Bassanio. They also contribute lo a sense of realism as against 

the unreality of Shylock’s bond, and the Jjord of Belmont’s will. 

A similar purpose is served also by Stephano.TrincuIo scenes in 

Tho Tempest. The observation of tlie joint editors of the New 

Shakespeare edition may be quoted in this connection. 

“ Few have remarked how admirably significant as a set ofl to 

Caliban is Stephano, type of his predestined conquerors, the tarrj, 

racy, absolute British seaman, staggering through the isle of magic 

with a bottle .... It is hard to overestimate the solidarity oJ 

Stephano, and the value it gives to the whole fairy picture’*. 

Furthermore, the Caiiban-Stephano conspiracy is a burlesque of the 
t 
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tyranny of power-lust, besides providrtig a topical joke at the con¬ 

temporary craze for fashions in dress in the manner of Autolycua. 

Even the characters coane to be two-dimensional and gradually 

develop a complex tissue of motives and desires. Whereas Launce, 

Speed, Qruiuio and the Dromios are types of abstraction rehembling 

the portraits of Ben Jonson, even Lanncelot Gobbo is not a mere 

buffoon poking fun at his ‘ true.begotten father* and by trying 

confusion with him ' raise the waters in his eyes He has not only 

a conscience, * a kind of hard conscience ' that counsels him to stick 

on to Sliylock but uUo a kind of heart too tliat feels. But he is only 

a precursor ol the host of unmoilals who are even more finely drawn, 

and certainly more unforgettable than the so-called heroes and 

heroines of the comedies and even the English histories, 

A supreine1> bignificant fact of Shakespeare's excellence as a 

Comic artist has been little noticed. It is his superb witchery in bO 

projecting the comical, be it a character or a bituation, that the total 

vision of the play becomes atonce comically chaig^d. It is indeed 

'the wav of pointing to the comical that constitutes the heart of the 

comic method. In cartoon and caricature the artist isolates the comic 

trait and then distorts it by exaggeiation He is thus more at home 

in sketch} profiles than in rounded oil ^wtraits. A measure of 

simplification and llattening down is advantageous to the comic artist 

too. Only a superb comic artist like C hancer can draw a full face 

of the Miller in all its life-like details and then pointing to the wart 

on the nose with * a toft of herys reed as the. bruslles of sowes erys ' 

reduces it to sheer comicality or b} a siibtie hint at the nasal tone 

of the prioress, ‘ euluned in her nofco ful sonielj * converts her 

reverence, piety, etc. into a laughable affectation. So it is the comic 

perspective that is so much more difficult of attainment than a 

mechanical adbeicnce to any aesthetic theory. But Shakespeare 

may be said to have achieved this miracle through the medium of 

some irresistibly comical characters or situations. These eclipse the 

so-called principal characters and incidents, create a comical bias in 

the readers or the audience, and even determine the comic vision of 

the plays Is not Bottom more important to our vision of A Mid 

tSunimcr Nitjhi's Dream than Theseus or Dogberry fai more memor¬ 

able than either Claudio or even Benedick? It is the same inexplic¬ 

able comic process as in Chaucer, the art of projecting the wart 

on the miller's face, the only difference being that Chaucer bad to 

deal with a face or a character and Shakespeare bad to grapple with 

* the subtle organism of a whole play^ with its medley of motiveii 
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variety of situationa and characters, etc. That be succeeded in 

keeping the reader's attention focuseed on the esfienlial comicality, 

the reader’s or the andienee’s final imprespion is the best testimony. 

So the comic technique of Shakespeare consipts in his subtle, almost 

inexplicable art of subordinating surne(iij)es a serious story to a comic 

underflol or to a few farcical touches in a character. It is Valstalf, 

' the roast Mannigtree ox with the pudding in his belly * that 

triumphs over grave Henry and rash Hotspur, nnl only in the reader’s 

sympathy but also even in the iinpres.sionistic lesfionse. This indeed 

is the subtle magic of Sliake.cpcare’s ait as a c<jmedian. 

The method of coniic empliasifi willioui its corielatives of isola. 

tion, distortion or any deliberate artifice wliatpoever is a Inumpliunt 

artistic achievement indeed! It is the niiiacle of a man of genius 

and is as inscrutable as the voice of nature. Sliakcspeare does not 

usually disfigure life to laugh at it. Hather he laughs at life, laughs 

with life and laughs it into beauty. Even ibo prophet of rian vital 

will only rarely discover a refonnaiive zeal m his laughters. Tt is 

just an amused acceptance of the imperfections inherent in ninu—hia 

pathetic combination of the God-Iikc and the beastl}—“how like a 

god .... the paragon of animals .... the quintessence of dust!” 

Th(‘ common methods of esageeration, \erbjil and anecdotal 

repetitions Fo as to con\ey llic impression of tlic incdianical inelastic¬ 

ity and unhmnan auloniaiism, parody, iiony, |uxtii]josition are onlj 

a few of the ideniiJied comic iechni<|ues of Shakespeare. Tiiebc arc 

scattered in the pages of his plays with a [irodigal profusion. Hovv 

supremely effective is the technhpieof the hurlestiue I The ^ublimit\ 

of romantic love, and rationalitm dc-cend to the ludicrous in Titania'- 

violent passion for the assy inonstor. and the liead's lioinilv 

on reason. Does not the ro\al expeditionary party of Stcpliuno and 

Caliban wallow in the miry jk>o1? It is ( haucer’s technique again : 

** liLit for to speken of his conscience 

She was so charitable and so pitou^ 

She wolde wepe if that she .siiigh a mous 

Kaught in a trappe, if it were deed or bledde ” 

Thus if Shakespeare does not coiiforro to any set pattern he iilustraics 

' a myriad In fact, his genius is like Proteus changeful and clubive. 

Nonetheless, nothing i.s more cei tain about him than that he has 

bis unique grip on the fundamentnlp. of the comedy no less than ke 

bason those of the tragedy. But the modern craze for pattern- 

study makes the worship so much greater than the god as even to 

incline to a denial of the divinity should it prove intractable ! 
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P. H. tJASnii, I’H.l). 
Untci isSity of SauQor 

7. There aio the 

jjaiticulais. according 

of ii jitiitii iilar ohj* ct . 

‘dravyavadijis' or the be!ie\er^ in the bare 

to whom 11 word denotes only llie piopcrties 

l)ia>yadburiiia padHi lhas ui diav^e Miiviiriba ihjate 

dra\\adhHrmaMa,\ud diav\ani aiah earvailha isyate.*' ' 

The* piojH'itiea ol un object are ^rouped j’eneraily under qualit^s 

action, nuiiiher and gender' ; and thcpe properties are atsociated with 

each particular word or object through the mind. 

“ Tathfi luainapi Jutnadino mtikh^am Jalim 

jhliidadhati kccid, U[iHraiitatti anya iti tnata 

di.iVNc 'in -rim\am ' ** « # 

A won! gi\e^ I ie«* to "uine knowledge having a ^pe(•lli^ tonn whnli 

agices witli that of the object conctrued * '1 lie healing of the word 

ctor brings lortb the definite torm oi the objtt t before the mind. 

In other words, the object an intellectual unage, ' an intellectual 

or mental thing, for meaning oiiginate^* from the intellect’’ and 

levealrt the object an inlolk-ctuiil or mental imago.' And this 

linage may or may not agiee with any external object. Hence do 

the lUiddhists aiguc that Hie validity of a unixersal ifr open to doubt: 

and hkewi&e doubtful is the reality oi a piirlieulav that is permanent. 

t III la 

* ptst^ayyam^Ou yuviday'* J!a\\a ahaniiat.iial? {^jno’ithu drawti iUpeyA 

liliidhiyatc" tliftuiu*.i )> 

•* J6/d. 

^ *'Ann praoiti riipuiii )ain piftkliyulam al'rimi vidiili kcciJ luiaiit tu 

diftvyaUoDa piacuk^atc*’. fVoKimi'Uthyamt 111. IVU. 
5 *'\'y&vrtfakur& biiddln •oiiiiiT*''!.’\a4 iikiiin 'iia ilatenm I’lav^aui iti p''asanKti(! 

• iikturn" tHelftiijA}. 

*'l5«udd]iattliabya \uc)JtTanr*- 
’ "Pabdad ucearirftd vaUft!avail Imddbir ulpadyato ni t%d nkaraaja aabdirtbalvami 

iia biuldlialii . Sb by fikuru bab>o'atu, na sftbda vftcjBtva»>a ua kacit kvatih 

(HelftiQja ou IIT« lUl. 
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As a result the fujiction of a ^ord is only to discnuiinate betweeu 

tilings, and this is called ‘ apoha*. 

“ Atad vyavrttir apohah padartha iti ksana 

bhanga vadinah" 

• 

Thus th‘e word vow has ihe inherent power of distinguishing or 

diiferentialing a cow from all non-cows. It is in this light that 

Yaska observea that names are given by words, for the words cons¬ 

titute the easiest possible method of removing douhtb and vagueness; 

ihe\ ensure accuracy ; 

“ Anlyastvac ca sabdena sanjna kaianaai vyavahara- 

rtbaui Joke.” * 

But for some Buddhists, the words denote neither positive nor nega¬ 

tive objects. It is true that by the negation, rejection, or exclusion, 

we arrive at llie positive meaning. Yet the nature of meaning lies 

in the simultaneous cognition of the positive and the negative 

aspects. 

But how can we conceive ol a negative denotation without first 

having a positive one*? For. all negation presupposes, and is based 

on atfirmuiioD “ And yet when wc examine the origin of the concept 

called universal, we find that wc arrive at the universal cow by group¬ 

ing together all cows and by excluding all non-tows at the same 

time. We proceed by distinguishing one object from another, and 

in this process we resort both to afiiriiiatiou and negation. And every 

word denotes something positive, and this positive factoi is not ex¬ 

hausted by its distinction from others." And when Dignaga obseives 

that the word denotes or conveys a negation, lie implies that the 

denotation of a word is jiositive in appearance and negative by im¬ 

plication, for negation is its formative tind determining principle. 

The negative implication makes the import of a woid significant, 

and this emphasises the iio&itive purport.* Thus in Buddhist logic, 

a word gives rise to a conceptual image in the mind of the individual. 

This image is taken to be an external reality which exists indepen¬ 

dent of the mind. The denotation of a word, therefore, means the 

i 1.2. Cf. Vdkyapadiyam, 1.126: "iRdTaad ftblijoiftpttUu tarfani mtu 

Tibbafyate**. PuQyAr&ja Biya ; "Abhioiypanot vsHtSiiam ftmftDlkftr&oftm vibbigo 'pi 

vytkrts evety srtbab.'* 
* Nyiiyatdrttka, on 2.2 05 

3 Ny&yakandalit pp. 817-21. 
* Beo Jdyayuvmika, pp. 328-20 tod Sydyavarlika-Uiparya-tika* p. 402. 
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6voc&tion of thiR couceptuol imftgft which cbarscteriscs KCTeral in¬ 
dividuals. 

The Buddhists hold that only the bare particulars are real, and 

these are immediately apprehended. The universal is a fiction of 

the mind since it can never be an object of perception like {he bare 

particulars. This universal can be no other than the hature which 

is common to a whole class of objects, and the knowledge of such a 

universal pre&upi)0se-5 that of all its particulars. In such a case the 

apprehension of the universal is mediated by the apprehension of 

the particulars : and a mediated experience does not give real know¬ 

ledge. The universal, therefore, is a puie form of mediate apprehen¬ 

sion h.iving no rpai existence in the world.' 

' Tf tlie universal exists, and if it is different from the particulars 

there are many difticiilties to he overcome. Any two things to be 

different Irom one anotlier nmst at lea4 occupy different places. 

But the unnersal is not cognised as extended in space, nor is it per¬ 

ceived as distinct Irom the object. If It is said that the universal 

exists in the particular, does it exist in each particular*^ It so. is 

ii. the entire universal or only a part thereof that exists in* each? 

If it exists in its entirety, it cannot exist in two particulars at the 

same time. Nor ran we think of the parts of the universal. Further, 

the universal cannot exist in all the particulars but only in those 

which are relative to it. If it e\i«-is e\ervwhere it cannot escape 

from being perceived since e'>'*c is ptrripi. If it is said that it exists 

everywhere but only certain particulars manifest it, they must reveal 

it properl\. A lamp, for instance, manifests some objects but these 

objects are not jierceived in the lamp. Tf the particular is like the 

lamp, its universal will fall outside of it. And in reality we have 

only bare particulars {svalaksatuts) given in perception. On the 

other hand, we have conceptual images, which are mental fabrica¬ 

tions and wliicli are superimposed on svaiuk'ninas. The former is 

determined by the principle of anitrrfiu and is subjective. The 

latter is characterised by vydortta. As Randle observes; “The 

iloctiino of *apoha* is inseparable from the theory of 'svalaksana*. 

Exclusion of what is otlier is the ground of the practical notion of 

sameness of character in things whicli are absolutely diverse in 

cJturacter. According to the Bauddbas *sar\am prtliak —the atomistic 

^•incipie which finds expression in the doctrine of 'svalaksana’ 

1 : VikslpSUramStraiu i&mftayftai, alikatuva." 
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or ‘ksana’—there cannot be any pcfeitive resemblance in reals. A cow 

is like a cow in virtue of what both are not’*.' 

But t\ cow can be apprehended as distinct from the non-cow only 

when one has understood the nature of the cow and that of the non¬ 

cow. And when one comprehends the nature of the cow by moans of 

a positive predication, the universal ceases to be negative in character." 

Moreover, similarity assumes the resemblance of certain common 

parts in the objects cognised. Rut the syllable in the case of wordh 

IS an undifferentiated whole, where there could be no Fimilarity.’* 

At the same time there can he a similarity between two objects only 

when they are two, in which case they mur^t also differ from one 

another. The perception of the object, therefore, involves both these 

olemeuts. On the one hand, the imiversal assimilates the particulars, 

while the particulars on the other exclude one another. And as 

long as we ignore the element of difference, we cannot offer ii satis¬ 

factory explanation ol ilie relation between the nniver.^al ami the 

particular. 

A word is oifiployed will* a variety of lneaning^. and one o( these 

must be the primary meaning The Buukliyu and the Buddhists 

hold that a word denotes a partkiilar {njakti}. As against these, the 

Mimansakas consider the universals to he the im{X>rt of the words. 

The Grammarians combine these two views. The Jaina ihinkeis 

take the differentia or the pattern or the form (akrti) as the import 

ol a word. The Nyiiya ihinkepN accept all these three as constituting 

the import of words/ 

The particular is an object limited b\ space and time, and having 

certain specific qualities, so that it can be cognised. As the Nydija 

.Sfntra defines it, “Vyaktir guna visesasrayo murtih.’*" It is a mani 

fest form {murli) that can be cognised by the senses; and it is deter¬ 

mined or limited by the primary and secondary qualities. It is 

such an individual that is often connoted by a word in popular usage 

In ordinary speech 'the cow’ does not .^tand for its univers'-tl at all, 

since the universal cow is single and as such cannot be specified as 

ibis or that. Moreover, if words do not mean particulars, and siuct' 

^ Indian Logic in Early Schffol, p. 
* SMradiptkd, p. 104 ; "Ago vySvfUim hi pniirjJla uvadvAm prnfbiinaru eva gHiiti 

pratyeCavyHb.Gaar gstir j(i ca vidhi lOpnni auiiiiiayam avugaioya miuam Icathiin 
nivfUi ifipain itakyam angikartiim*'. 

3 * Avayava KAniaaya yogatmakatvfit ^Adfs^aara, vari^nnHiu ca[iiviiyavBt>ul Ub^d , 
p 142). 

4 ' Go ^ahdasys hi pratvak^a iiddba vyakiy AkfU kriya gupft ly aitli<>|u prayujyamfi- 
naaya j&tir artbatifaoa vaidika.b praiipinoA. Vyakiib aaokMyildibhib- TTbhayam vaiyo- 
karapaip. Avayava aamitb&o&kMya ikyur atiutAditihib- Tntayain api oaiyAyikaili".— 
Virarapa Pramaya Samgraba, p 161. 

* ff- 2.3.6S. 
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we uge a word to refer to a particular object it follows that words 

cannot directly mean particular at all; and all meaning, in so far as 

it refers to an object, will turn out to be indirect, secondary and 
inferential. 

This view is open serious objections. A. word does not mean 

any one particular but only the particulars of a certain class.* When 

we speak of the cow, we do not mean a particular cow only, but a 

particular cow as participating in the genus or universal cow.^ A 

word, therefore, refers to a particular object because of the appreciation 

or connec tion of the particular with ihe primary meaning. A word 

does not and cannot denote merely the particular apart from its 

universal ; and we have to admit that there must be and is a close 

co-operation or association (.9a/iararaya) between tlie universal and 

the particular. And Vats>ayana observes: “Tatrayam sahacaranad 

yogad va jati j^abdo vyaktau prayuj\ata ili’*.‘ Hence the individua¬ 

listic theory is nna'ceptable. 

8, There is another view which speaks of forms or configura¬ 

tions. The Jaina thinker^ hold th.it a word denotefe tlie specific form 

or pattern of the objects. The pattern js the ppecific arrangement 

or collection of tlie parts, indicating or revealing the univerbal as 

embodied in a specific way. Form, therefore, constitutes the differ¬ 

entia of the numbois of a class, and a word must primanU mean this 

form. 

But the form by itself does not constitute the nature of a thing. 

The clay model of a cow has the form of a cow, and we do not mean 

this clay model by the word coic. Moreover, the word cow has a 

meaning which refers not merely to the form of the cow, but also to 

the particular cow. The pattern and the particular have no separable 

existence. VMsyayana, therefore bays : 

“Na oiivayava vyuhasya ja*ya yogah Kasya tarhi? Nijata- 

vayava vyuhasya dravyasya. Tabiuan nakrtih padarthah.'* * 

And when different individuals are grouped under one genus by virtue 

of a principle which inheres in them thus assimilating them to one 

class and differentiating them from other classes, sotneihing like a 

universal appears to he neces.psary for thought and hfs. Moreover, 

when we coguise different particular cows we are aware of some 

similarity or identity even ; and this can be explanu'd satisfactorily 

* r/. Sutra»t S 2.68, 59. 
> On 5at’o,2 2 61. 

3 ()o Ny^ya SHirot 2.2.CJ. 

l0-1046P-Xri 
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only when we admit of a univerBai element attached to, or inherent 

in, the particulare: 

** Tasmad ekasya bhinnesu ya vrttie tan nibandbanah 

sS.inanya tobdah sattadav ekadhikaranena va*’ ^ 

And tbi^ universal element is not something which we are adding to 

the object, but it is something objective and latent in the object 

concerned. 

The theory of the Jalnas recognizes the existence of common 

characters or similarities among the particulars, and these similarities 

are the real universal. In the language of Stout, the universal is the 

distributive unity of a class.’' Stout warns us not to analyse ibis 

unity, since such an aDalysis leads to a vicious circle. The universal, 

therefoie, is not beyond the particulars; nor can it be in the parti¬ 

culars, since what is in the particulars is itself a particular, [t is a 

character, quality, or relation. It constitutes the priiiciple of siiniiari- 

ty amongst appaiently dissimilar particulars. This similarity is vital 

to the claBsification, and is arrived at by the mind from an observation 

of the discrete particulars. Thus this universal is not only objective, 

but is also an object of thought; for it is no class-essence. Conse¬ 

quently the universal is multiform, non-eternal, and limited, having 

an objective existence in the similarity of many particulars. 

Thus the object of knowledge is both unlveisul and particular, 

for it is characterised by similarity and specific features as well.* 

The similarity is said to be twofold. On the other hand, there is 'tiryak 

samanya* which refers to similar modihcalions arising lO the object, 

as, for example; the dewlap in the cows. On the other band, 

there is 'urdhatva samanya* which constituteB the personal 

identity of the object.^ Thus in the former case the universal 

requires a plurality of particulars, while in the latter case the universal 

dispenses with the many particulars. But Farthasarathl accepts only 

the former as the universal since the particular dbarmin in the 

latter is self-identical.* In other words, without a repetition of 

siiniiai' objects, there can be no universal. 

Perception as assimilative establishes the real existence of the 

universal as common to the particulars. And at the same time we 

> ^tokavdrtika : Akniva^a, 12. 
* Proceedings of the British Academy, Volmoe X, pp 4, ff, 8e^ hiH AM}yiU' 

Psychologs, Book 11, Chapter X. 
3 *'8SffiBDjra viBeffttioft." 
* M&^ikyaaandi: Pank^SmuXrka ‘^tUra, p. 5 ; '*Badr4a pari^Bmaf tiryak"; parKparu 

rimtayipi dravyau) Qrdhvaift.** 
^ Sactradipikd, p. 93. **Rkaamianeva dsradatle ynv&yain vrddho 'yam, kr'to'ydni 

U n% tatra fitir aDgikrtyate.’* 
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also cognise the differences between one particular and another. These 

are two distinct conditions. For instance, colour and taste are 

simultaneously cognised and yet are distinct, since two different senses • 
cognise them. And even if the same sense organ were to cognise 

two things, it does not mean that the two things are identical. The 

distinction between the cognition of the universal as assimilative 

and of (he particular as exclusive is real. This difference in the 

two cognitions proves that the one object differs from the other. 

Moreover, an object can be experienced or cognised only when it is 

real or existh; and the cognised universal cannot be a case of illuBioii. 

Otherwise even the particulars will ha\e to lose their reality.* The 

facts of experience thus tell us that there is no universal other than 

likeness or similarity which refers to certain common properties 

'between the inenihpis of a class This similarity is specific to every 

class. It exists in the many and therefore it u not one. It has a 

beginning'and an end. It is limited spatially and temporally.^ 

Kainaniija accept'- the same position when he denies the reality 

of a nniversal other than 'likeness* which manifests itself as the 

greatest mnnber of Muiilarities among the particulars. This is 

closer to Mill's doctrine of natural kinds, according to which the 

members of *1 cla?^ exhibit llu greatest number of lesemblances 

among them, and aUo the greatest nnmbei of differences from the 

ummbers of another class. And Riimauuja tells us that there is no 

identity of name even among the members of the same clabs; and 

as such the membcis agree with one another not because of a single 

Mikenesfi' pervading them oil, but because of a different ‘likeness*. 

And this common character is nor apprehended immediately.'’ 

But is siuiilarit\ the only criterion in assimilating an object to 

a genus? Similarity has no existence apart from universality. 

a likeness coiii-tituled by the configuration or arrangement of the 

parts can nevei give the clue to the abiding nature of a universal, 

which nature is apprehended by ug. On the contrary, similarity is a 

direct consequence of the nature of the universal. 

However, Aristotle too seems to have maintained that things 

universal arc only similar. There is no one beauty, but many things 

that are beautiful, and so it is wilh every class of things in common.”* 

If Fo why do \vc say ‘ This /.f a cow * and not ‘ This likr a cow *? 
I 

* PrabhAcaodra : Pnifurya Kama^a pp, Kl.'IS". 

1 Ibid.t pp. 130-40. 

3 Oo Veddnta S&tro, 1. 1.1. 
* T. Caas; Tlic Decc/ppnicnl of .iriatot'e (Aftnd, ^oi 84,p, 33). 
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Tbe Jaina thinker might reply that here we superimpose (adhydropa) 

identity or similarity; but it is not a couviiicing answer. And how 

do we know that there is agreement between the common characters 

ot similar objects? It cannot be duo to some oilier common ciiaracter,' 

for this Will lead to an infinite regress. If we speak of a thing as 

partaking of a form, we are only using a metaphor which does not 

explain the mystery involved. For, the form or pattern as a whole 

cannot be in each of the things. Nor can only a part of the form 

be in each thing. Many things can be said to paitake of one form 

because this bears the same relation to it. But what is this same¬ 

ness of relation? Whether the relation be external or internal, 

the relation between tbe universal and the particular appears self¬ 

contradictory. Sameness will make the particular a copy or image 

of the form. A copy, if it is like the original, will reduce the original 

to the level of a copy. If it is uniike, then it cannot be a copy. 

Moreover, any two copies of the same species too are alike one 

another; and we cannot make a particular tbe copy of another 

particular. 

The universal is that principle which is said to run tlirnugh the 

particulars. The universal effects through f-iinilorily and continuity. 

It is an invisible or suprasensible principle devoid of any connection 

with tbe partienlar and yet affecting the panieular. But a particular 

can be affected by another particular only.* Further a univei.^al which 

thrives upon biniilanfy fails to accouni for the differences between 

the members of the same class and for the differences of values and 

purposes subsisting among the particulars. Nor can we explain the 

universal as something unconnected with the jiarticnlar, since the 

idea of a universal is based upon some relation. Whether the uni¬ 

versal is like or unlike the particular, we take it for granted that 

tbe universal is more real and unchai ging. As a consequence, the 

particular cannot have the (-arne unchanging or permanent reality. 

To this extent Plato is justified in investing his Ideas with Reality. 

And the many particulars cannot then have the .‘^ume leality, though 

they too are real in a sense. 

The argiimeuts of tbe ^akritivadins* are ba^ed on the view that 

all the members of a class exhibit the same universal element. 

What is this same element? Is the nature or essence of all cows. 

t eri Hirfa; kbX'i/a : **Asuvrlta praiyaja ktra^km ikmftnyaai 

iti Oft Ukai9am, akaiserya buys kkryotp^tteb tay& Ud ckatUdftntaraid ca Tyabbickr&t 

I * • . (p. X079}. 
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for iuj»tance, OUG and ihe saiiie? If Ik), the difference between the 

universal and the particular will vanish : 

Sarvatra svabha\aByaikah}a auirupanat. 

Nnupane va jati svikaia vaiyarthyat.” * 

One common word, or one eoiniiion element, will become bigdificunt 

and necessary, thus rendering redundant the multiplicity of 

instances. But the disparate pnitieulars pel into relation with 

the homogeneous univei>al because of the cau-e-, that pi\e ribe 

to the foniier. The uni\ei*'ul is necessaiv for including the different 

])articulai's of a class. In otliei winds, differences arc vital to the 

nature of the manifestation of the iinivtrsal." And tlie particulars 

aio different though the universal is </ne, Ihcie i" no bare identity. 

And ‘'ince the nature ol the uianifestaiion differs fiom particular to 

particular because of the medimu of the purticiilar. we do not ha\e 

the same univeiva! tor the members of all the specie® 

9. The particular has a definite form and specific paiticular 

.(jualities or attributes. 

Nakrti vyakt\ apcksitva] jat\ ai>luv\iikleh Iho iiniveisal has 

mo rxisteiue apart Irom the pniticular and from it- form, tor the 

uunei-al i- manifested onlv through the paiticulai, which w rexealcd 

lo us and is iherefon cOL'iii-abh-. As null lli^ pailicular ifc the 

medium whore the unncr-al mainlest^ HmmI in a lorm siiecitic to 

all the particulars of the class ' The foim r r MkiTj’ 

the palteined arrangement ol the primary quivlUies. It is the iiiediiim 

Ol form of all expiesMon or utterance, and is iinaiiabiy assoaiited 

with all objects. It differentiates one class from * he other class of 

objects. cr the univeibal is the general notion or idea in 

winch all the objects of a class partuipate. 

* ‘ ?am a ua pra t a \ a * i uka Ja 11h. 

We conceive of the unit^eisal cow apdrt tram the purticular cow: and 

this makes the univer^aI oh,cctivo. Tl.e form is conjoined to the 

pailicular, and it may reveal the universal too But the object o 

perception is primarilv the pdrlinildi and the word is to denote this 

^ p. 3'‘4 

2 Ndjr/rfldipiia, p. lU : "Vyaklibbedo 
Cll **Bvauj Mil vyakli bbt.de t&uiioyAm, 
l/hd.). 

Ij i3inau>am ntniSoam Ubhatc, uanjalb# ^ 
tad abba’ at tfi oSili s&u inyam ' akUTyam 

^ Nydua Sdirat 3.9 tii. 
* “Vyakty ftkyn j6t«ya« lu padaitbab-** '3 2.05' 

^ Sydya 5flira, 2.3.6H. 
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iiloDe. According to Uddyotakfti^ it is through “Sainavaya** or iii- 

hereut relation that the univereal permeates Us particulars, and there¬ 

fore the univeisal is the essence of the oxisteuts of a particular class. It 

gives Ub a comprehensive knowledge of its {particulars. A word, there¬ 

fore, conve3> knowledge of a particular as belonging to a specific 

genus/and as having a differentia known as form. And in "the 
Muktavail we read : 

“Jatiman sabdarthah. saktir Jaty akjrti vi^i^ta 

vyaktan visrainyati.” 

Thus a word denotes a particular having a specific form and participa¬ 

ting in or revealing the universal. 

yakly akrti jukte'py apraeungat proksauadinain 

mrdgavake jaiih.” * 

A particular deprived of its participation in the universal cun never 

be the denotation of any word.* But words, as popular usage eiidurses 

it, denote particulars. It ir irom this b'und{)oint alone that Viicaspati 

in examining the negative statement observes that a word denotes 

the universal which universal enibiaces all the {>articulars wherever 

and whenever they may bo found; and us bik-Ii it denotes alt the 

particulars of the clas*'.* And since the word lias only one piiinary 

meaning we cannot say that it directly means tlio nuivcrsal and indi¬ 

rectly the particular. But the meaning of a word is a synthebis 

of the universal, particulai, and form of the object denoted. Consequ¬ 

ently, if only one of these factors is enphasised in popular usage, 

it only means that the other two are not lelevant to the purpobc 
ou hand. 

The word, therefore, denotes a particular as qualifed both b\ 

the univeisal and the pattern or form. It ib “Jaty akrti vi^ista 

vyakti”.^ There are thus three aspects to the problem. One is 

the pictorial aspect called up by the word. Then it denotes the 

individual and the universal. As Dr. L. S. Stebbing observes : “The 

demonstrative symbol means its denotation, tliat is, it stands for the 

object denoted, whereas the descriptive phrase means the pro{>ertieb 

■ and not the objects denoted**.’ That is, a word is a significant 

symbol or sign, and it acquires a meaning only when it is “consci- 

1 NyHya Sfttra. 2 2 6S. 
> drsvyam&trsm jitja vio&bhidbgjat^.,** fVltitySyiDa ou 2.2.60). 
^ Kydyacaritka tdiparyafika, on 2 2.68. 
^ Cf. Muktdtatl, pp 370'1 : tat Isj jity Skrti vj^iaU lat tad vyakti bodbanup* 

apattya IralpynmaDi dNktir j&ty Skrti vidifta vyakfto vilrsatyatlti." 
^ MKa§rn iniroduetton to LogiCt p. 600. 
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ously designed to stand for somelhihg,” As Ogden and Richards 

observe: “it is only when a thinker mikesuseofthemthatthoy 

stand for anything, or, in one sense, have ‘meaning’.* It is on this 

principle that new words, scientific or technical or otherwise, are 

coined; and these words stand as signs or symbols for the objects of 

knowledge. And according to Russell; “meaning is a characteristic 

of signs and ‘signs’ are sensible or iinaginal phenomena which 

canse actions appropriate, not to ihemselveB, but to something else 

with which they are associated.The whole essenco of the 

practical efficacy of ‘thought* consists in sensitiveness to signs 

••••••• The effects of words os ^igDs are piodigions, while their 

intrinsic interest as sensible occuriences on their owu account is 

UHUall} very slight.= Meaning has nothing to do with the object 

directly. It only comes (o he associated indirect!) with ilie object 

of tiionght or perception. And Slebbing, therefore, observes : “A 

hearer understands a word used liy a speaker when he is refeired to 
that which tlie npoaker intended to indicate to him'*.'* 

But what IS intention? And how is it different' from the con¬ 

text ? tTainiiiii observes that the order of word- is dependent upon 

man s will. But no amount of willing can attor the existing order 

of the syllables in the word God as h»ng as we want to preserve the 

meaning ol the word God. l-father it is tlie order in which one 

employs the words that may he said to be dependent on his will. 

But even then, grammatical syntax which is a systematisation of 

pi^pular usage, that controls this order. And as it J>as been made 

clear in the earlier chapter, if a word is not vitally and intensely 

related to the object it becomes meaningless and useless. Consequ¬ 

ently the meaning communicated by the words depends upon the 

nature of words and the nature of objects, both being {)owerfully 

influenced by the intention of the speaker. Yet ibe personal intention 

cannot run counter to the objectivity of a word and of its sense. 

Coming back to the problem we have to consider how we ap¬ 

prehend the univetsals. The object of perception is a seusiious 

presentation which is a particular, and we lognisc it. That it em¬ 

bodies a universal something we make out or inter, and not perceive. 

This inference comes to us aa wo remember tlie pas* obje*'ts and 

associate them, directly or indirectly, with the pi'f'sonted datum; 

^ MetniDg of MeftDlnii. 

s JlfM, No. 116,pp 402 08. 

* Logie in Ptaeiice^ p. 66. 

^ 1.1.36 : **Loke MroniyAmanlt prayoga Mmnikariiah ayHl '* 
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and lha inference here is a Idgical noceRsity of thought. Thai 

is, the universal is a mental idea or concept. Let ub look 

closer and consider the particulars of a class, the cows. All 

the cows are said to be enlivened by a permanent universal; the power 

or nature of each cow represents the universal element which must be 

common to all the particulars. But nre nil cows essentially like one 

another in their nature, power, value, or purpose? A rigid and mi- 

aherable principle like the universal must root out all fundamental 

differences of temperament, character, and outlook. And such an 

eternal p'lnciple cannot also admit of differences even if these are 

brought about by the variations of time and place. Thus it follows 

that the universal has no objective existence, for it is an intellectual 

construction of a living mind. 

Moreover, tlie universal does not [possess a form, or qualities, oj' 

verbal associations. But the object we cognise ha.s all these p.'operties, 

and thus appears lobe characteristically distinct from its universal. 

Tf the universal were to have the same features as the individual, it 

cannot be distinguished from tiie other. .And if both are presented. 

as one unit or whole, the universal must he a fact of immediate expe- 
« 

rience, in which case we liave to admit that the universals are rooted 

in objective reality. Does tliis prove that the> are eterna: and are 

immanent in the varied particulais of the cias-i? What can be the 

relation between these two? Jt might be said, aa some thinkers of the 

Nav}a Nyaya did, (Lai a word denotes an individual as determined 

by the universal. As the Dinakail puts it. 

“ Navyas tu samsthanannpasthitav api gotvudina gavady 

anvaya bodhaj jati visista vyaktav eva i$aklih, 

samsthane ca prthag ova f^akiih vyutpaiti vaicitryacca 

samsthana vyakyor eka padarthayor api parasparam 

anvaya bodhat. Sautraiii padartha ily eka vacaoam tu 

jati vyaktyor eka iakti iabhayaivetyahnh.''* 

Here the form or the pattern is j^iven up, for in a verbal cognition we 

are presumed to be understanding both the univerbal and the particular. 

The universal is eternal, while the individual is anything but eternal. 

Then the cognition of the impermanent and discrete particulars cannot 

give rise to the cognition of the universal. 

Consider the words Ihing and object. These are assuredly uni- 

'■ On MuklUrall ,pp. :i70*71. 
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versals and we need not go in after a thingness or objectness; for to 

explain the word thing we shall be then courting a still more difficult 

and vague word. And without taking recourse to such a process, and 

without having any factual basis for such concepts as 'thing* and ‘non- 

being*, wo do refer to particulars by a common term or concept. Thus 

even when there are four varieties of non-being, we do not pc^tulate 

a universal for non-being; and we apply the generic concept of a nesl 

even in an unreal case like that of the "mare's nest". We take it for 

granted that we caunot speak of a universal with reference to a nega¬ 

tion. But how can we explain the concept of non-being? It is said 

(hat from the idea of being we derive the idea of non-being, in which 

case one universal is said to be capable of yielding many concepts. 

And for these concepts then we do not require the objective existence 

of,discrete paiticulars. Hence the concept has no objectivity and with 

this the universal too fails to have any objectivity. 

The Tniver^al is characterised by continuity and identity. In 

such a ease action cannot he a universal sinc^ the action of one is not 

the self-identical action of anotlier. And there can -be no universal 

•‘cookness* even, since when he is uot cooking the individual fails to 

participate in the nature of that universal and thus breaks the conti¬ 

nuity of the universal.* In other words, the universal to be universal 

must be present or immanent in an object Ihioughoui, for the parti¬ 

cular object is its medium of expression. And this does not appear 

to be borne out by fa<*tfa always. Moreover, we first experience or 

cognise a pailicular. We then assimilate it to other particulars follow¬ 

ing the laws of asmeiatiou. This gives rise to a generic idea and then 

we name it. This name is the universal. Hence the universalis 

something directly derived from the objects, but indirectly through the 

o[>eration of the mind and the will, since it has a pragmatic value ; 

" Bhedajnane saticcha hi sanketakarane tatah 

tat krtis tac chrutiiS casya abhogas tan matis tatah 

anvaya vyativkabbyam idam eva viniscitam 

samartham karanam tasyam anyesara anavasthuih."* 

Proceeding in this way we mentally arrive at the notiops of ‘jati’ 

and'akrti*. In this process association plays a prominent role, and 

the particulars are not so much united as gathered together. Kven 

granting that they are really united by an underlying principle, how 

1 * Pftcikidi Aftbdin&oi upidhi parttva bit 

* Taitvatavgrahay 773-74. 

11— 

UaiM” {Citsukhi, p. 164), 
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are the particulars united under a universal or a geiiuB? If the uni- 

veraal is the result of the unity of their causes, then no onet says 

drfJhara, can unite the same pai*ticn1ar produced by different causes; 

thus fire produced by the friction of wood'has to be intrinsically 

different from the fire produced by something else. The Baraeness of 

effects too cannot unite the particulars into one class, for both thepows 

and the buffaloes yield milk; and yet they belong to two different 

groups. This unity, therefore, mast be sought in a universal.* But 

Sridhara ignores the fact that there is an intrinsic difference between 

tlie two fires and between the two varieties of milk because of the intri¬ 

nsic differences between their causes. 

* Nydifa Kanduli, p. 818; *'kiu) rft ?«d5 aka lielut \id ekatvam, bhiODak&raga piabka- 

vy&ktin&fn ekatvam na syafi.Eka kirya^vftd rkatve ca var;§tiySn&fii apv 

ekatvftpattel^.*' 

(To he. (‘ontinucd) 



THE BASIC TEACHINGS OF HINDUISM* 

Da. Matilal Das, M.A , B.L., Ph.D, 

FniENDS of the New World! The loost important thing we have 

to do is to run our own lives. Eveiy one has the duty to develop 

hib talents, his knowledge, his iiudcistanding in order to contribute 

to the work ot the world in some way. Our beliefs aie the coruer- 

htone of our daily li\iiig. Tliej foint us the way to a fuller, richer 

and happier life. 

liindii religion anil culture can show us this way for self untold- 

nieot and as such every intellectual man in the face of the globe 

should turn hit uttenUon to a work-a-day knowledge of the Hindu 

faith, for among all the races of the world, the li\ing centre of Hindu 

life is spiritual and religion is a reality to every Hindu seeker. 

The West is buiely proud ol its lolty achieveuients in science 

and technology. But we shall not forget that materialism has only 

increased the skill of mind and hand. The arts, crafts and sciences 

ot our glorious century does not give us any knowledge of the innei 

self of man. 

The result is obvious. We are sick ot body and heart. Materia] 

knowledge has not bestowed us happiness and joy. It has rot made 

118 houebt and truthiul, it has not given us security, moral courage 

and spiritual enlightenment. 

An ancient prayer of the Hindus w’as—lead us Iroiu untruth to 

the heaven of truth, carry us to the laud ol illumination from the 

world of darkuesb and make us immortal out of death. 

This prayer contains tlie quintessence of Hindu culture. The 

great initiates of the ancient Hindu faith realised that man is divine 

in origin and the goal of human life is to release into manifeatation 

the bpiritual values in man The quest for truth and freedom is the 

eternal quest. And in this quest, our seers ceme to realite that the 

spiritual entity, the ultimate reality behind the phenomena is an 

essence of auanda, bliss or joy In order to realise this, one must 

have spiritual sen^e or intuition. Our n uterial senses are unable to 

unravel the inner harmony, the great mystery of life. With this 

spiritual awakeiiingi one of the noblest sages in ancient India pro- 

* Iieotut»Jelivcrcdtothe8tudeDUof neligiou at th% Colambii Univenitj, New 

Vork, oa tbe 22od NoT«iuberi 1054. 
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claimed with joy and vigour :•*'Listen, O Listen I Ye men of the 

universe, ye are all sons of immortality, ye abide in a glorions temple 

which is the tabernacle of the Godhead. I have known that great 

sun-lit personality who is beyond all darkness and who is the greatest 

power. By knowing him and him alone, ye can tiaiucnd the ocean 

of death.” 

These brave spekers were courageous people. They proclaimed 

with conviction that man is one unto God and it is because of the 

veil of ignorance that we cannot feel our Divinity In the divine 

play of the Lord, one must so play that he can see that he is the 

eternally perfect being—that he comes out of bliss, lives in bliss and 

dies in bliss. 

One who accepts this gospel of unity of man and God will find 

no evil in the world. His entire outlook on life is chonged. There 

is really no death nor disease. Every indication of discord, of in 

adequacy, of fear or frustration is merely a false impression and is 

engendered by the belief that man lives in matter and is conditioned 

by it. 

Man is to live in the consciousness of divine love, Love which 

for ever embraces, enfolds and upholds man. This is the injunction 

given in the oldest of the Upanishads. It Ba}s Envelope 

everything whatever there is in this world with the hivine Essence. 

Enjoy but through the gateway of renunciation and covet no 

earthly wealth. One who lives in the joy of (icd lives in bright 

thoughts which can only reflect pence, goodwill towards man, health 

and holiness. 

The wayfarers in the path of religion must, therefore, realM 

the nothingness of material life and intelligence and the laightv 

actuality of the all pervading power of the Supreme whom in India 

we call by the name Brahma. The science of this spiritual realisa- 

tioD is brahmavidya. To the hungry and to the sick we inuBt 

proclaim this gospel. We mn^t discard sense testimony and under¬ 

stand that God is Life, the principle of immoitBl good unfolding 

throughout eternity. This Brahmavidya is not the exclusive property 

of the Indians. Our wisest seers were the most calbolic-spiritcd 

human beings. They wanted to give this immortal science to every¬ 

body on-earth, we must make the whole wozld Aryan and tell all 

human beings that the real man includes tenderness, joy, peac^ 

perfection, beauty» harmony, goodness, reality, substauce—in short, 

all the qualities of spirit. To accept this spiritual fact, is to realise 

an outpoming of blessings. Tbe constant acknowledgment that the 
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real man reHecta God's all-iuciuoiveness brings greater and greater 

peace and love, harmony and joy in human experience. 

Before I proceed further, 1 must tell you that the Hindu way 

of life is not one of mere asceticism The negation of life is 

not the true Hinduism as many most wiongJy believe. It is a 

inisrepresetitation to declare that the Indian culture, that the Hindu 

dhurma denies all value to liie, detaches from all earthly interests 

and insist on the nothingness of the life of the moment. The four¬ 

fold aims of life consists of desire and enjoyment, mateiial advance¬ 

ment, ethical conduct and spiritual libeiation. Fullness of lile n ust 

precede the surpa«.eical of life in the limitless joj of Maksha. Tt is 

with this vigour, it is with this spiiit that the Vedic bards pray ; 

** I shall live f<jr hundred autumns, I shall grow for hundred ye^rs. 

r shall look and see, I shall love and enjoy, I shall develop and learn 

all these jears. I shall ascend higher and higher—nay not for 

hundred years l)ut lor more than tliat.** This period ot long life 

should be one of iiiMpid activity and ceaseless endeavouis after the 

higher and nobler ideals of life. 

In tiie Aitareva Brabmana, \vc find that clanou-call to move- 

mei't. Tlie [ioct fnmits to the radiant sun in the and enioins us 

to work continuously hk*^ the sun foi he that works attains joy and 

peace. Tlie Hindu ifliaion accordingly a leligion of progress. 

As Srct Atirubindu said •' "It is time ttiat this parrot talk about the 

uDpraciicai, metaphysical quietistic unti vita) character of Indian 

civilizaiion should cease and give place to a true and understanding 

estimate." With the above in mind, 1 shall telJ you that our stress 

all through the centuries was on the spiritual \ tiuea. The Hindu 

always thinks that the sptiiluai life is a nobler thing than the life 

of external [wwer aud enjoyment. Let us not be carried away by 

wrong uotioDh of Sankara's d/ut/urarfu. rbi*' world is not a reality 

in contraet with the absolute viewpoint, but it is a reality for all 

practical purposes. The lofty lihisiomsm of Sankara should not 

make yuiu think that wo Hindus liavo no legaid for inornl values, 

ethical conduct and the right effoit. The whole Inetoryr of India 

would prove that Indian spiritual culture was never a tired quietism 

on a conventional asceticism but a hi,ih effort ol the human mind 

to go beyond the life of desire and vital satisfaction and arrive at the 

^ summit of spiritual calm, greatness, strength, illumination, divine 

realisation, settled peace and bliss. But the damaging accusation 

that Indian culture depresses the vita! force, paralyses the will, gives 

no inventive nor initiative to human life is false* Oor spirituality is 
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true'to the kindred points of beavei^ and home and merges together 

the perfection of the worldly life with the perfection of divine joy. 

But once you accept the proposition that men must divinise himself, 

the question is natural to ask bow are we going lo do that. This is the 

real issue in spiritual life. Hinduism is fully conscious of this fact. 

It says that creeds and dogmas have no real values. BeligiOn 

is true ill the degree we have of actual spiritual experience. Bealisa- 

lion is Ihe be-all and end-all of all religious pursuils. Those who 

have made the journey are unanitiioiis in their verdict that man attains 

the same goal and enjoys the same i>eace and bliss in the supreme 

by whatever path a man may go. Because of tliis view, we are the 

most catholic in our outlook. India bus a medley of religious creeds 

and sects but there was never any bloodshed over it. In very recent 

times, Paramubunsa Painkrishna, the groat Guiu of Swaini Viveka- 

uanda illustrates this in his only life. He followed the highest than 

all the known religions of the world and came to the conclusion that 

all the paths lead to the same spirihial kources. You know that of 

all the great religions of the world, Hinduism is a religion which has 

no founder. We say that religion is eternal and it bo^ heen theie 

since the very beginning. Dhurma is one with this eternal law— 

whom the Vedic seers termed Rta, the cosmic order. Tlie English 

word right conies from the same root as lita, 

Man lives in the world of matter, subject to death and the much 

falsehood of morla) existence. To rise beyond (his death, to become 

one of the immortals, man must turn from the region of disorder to 

the region of eteinal Rio, This is what is iniiei illumination. It 

is what the Rishis mean when they ask us to turn from the falsehood 

to the (ruth, to battle with darkness and couquer the superb light. 

The whole past of India is a glorious example of vast and unparalleled 

search for and experiment with the highest spiritual trurhs. The 

seekers in this noble mission were broadminded men. They had no 

prejudice nor any bigotry and welcomed every new approach, every 

new allure to the realisation of the supreme beatitude, of the many 

ways of spiritual aitainnients, the four are the recognised paths—they 

are the path of knowledge, the path of action, the [iath of love, and 

tbiB path of Yoga. These paths are not exclusive and separate paths, 

they blend together, they meet together and develop into a unified 

whole the more we travel in the path. 

AH these paths take it for granted that the spirit is the truth of 

our being. Oor life should be a growth and evolution in the fullness 

and joy of the supreme, whom vve call Brahma in India. We roust 
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have the true vision of seJf. Cfiir actions and our efforts are for a 

cosmic seuee and feeling, a cosmic idea, will, love and delight into 

which we can relax the limited, ignorant suffering ego. The Bhaga- 

mt Gita, the Divine song makes it clear that the disinterested work 

ia the way to health, wealth and peace, if we look into the inner¬ 

most recesses of oar individual, social, national and international 

activities, we shall find at once that the guiding face of all our actions 

are greed and lust, selfish aggrandisement and personal gaius. This is 

what we call our economic life. But this philosophy of greed is the 
cause of nil the worries and cares, all the battles and ware of the 

world. He that eats for himself takes no food but devours sin 

—this was said by a great seer in the Hiqreda, 
\Vc must have a new outlook, a new birth and a new orientation. 

Let Us be moved by the spirit of love and live a life of love. If we 

do St), we shntl have harmony and joy. There will be no discord, 
no war and no division of nations. Let us not exalt the illusion of 

evil, including war, to the point where we make it real. 
This what is called sacrifice in the Hindu religion. Our life 

^hould’be dedicated life. We should not live for our own pett> selves. 

We should be confcious of cosmic unity, and we should love. XVe 
should live for (iod and surrender ourselves wholly to the dhine will. 

Here action blends with love. The spiritual man is under 

the divine directive to be pi-odi:cti\e, to expand and incren^e good by 

leflecting God's goodness and power. 
This is man’s primal and eternal lunct'on, and to this end he 

has been given extraordinary authority, dominion over the whole 

earth. i n a* 
It is this spiritual process which enables us to manifest Gods 

ix>wer and carry .on His mWmn here on earth. The move we accom- 

plish the divine purpose, the more we attain knowledge, I e moie 
y,e underMand and appreciate that man is the sp.ntnal and perf^t 

Ukeneas of God, hU fnnetion in this t.orld is to manifest tins d.vmny 
that lies dormant in him. The tnore have true knowledge, the 

more we are released from the captivity of matenal sense, the more 
we attain spintnaHreedom. with J.mno wc are .oosed fron. the bon 

,.f tyranny and tine, where the hlindness of .gnorance and enor 

prevailed, we get the light and joy of spiritual percephon. Th^ 

drive towards the transcendental, eternal and infinite, an e m 

of man into a conscious soul and power of that 

and creative joy have been the engrossing motive 
the sustaining force of Hinduism, and the guiding force of Hltadn 
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cuKure. The path of Yoga is an auxiliary process. It enjoins and 

prescribes certain exercises which are beneficial to the seeker in his 

upward journey. Divine mind supplies man with unlimited intelli¬ 

gence and perfection. God has given energy, infinite capacity, un- 

exhaustive strength. We aie to take 'this hidden source of energy. 

We are‘to unfold the richest possibilities of development in comm¬ 

union with the divine principle. The more wc lake to yogio disci¬ 

pline, the more we are provided with inspiration and spiritual 

assurance. 

All these paths are trodden paths. Countless seers and sages iiave 

walked along them and testified a^- to the (ruth and value of ihem. 

We need therefore have no doubts in the matter. 

One should point out the path of absolute surrender to ihe will of 

God. The v7ifa, that glorious book which contains the quintessence of 

Hindu spirituality within the short space of seven hundred slokas end 

with the unmistakable call of Srikrishna to Arjuna to eive up all other 

standards of conducts and devote luinself heart and soul to the siipreiiie 

l)eing. 
4 

But one should not forget that this path of sui render is not a path 

slrewii with roses. Arjuna was asked to fight ruthlessly in the 

hattie-field of Kurukshetta. Even Jesus the Piince of Peace and 

Love says : ‘‘Think not that F am come to send peace on enith ; £ 

came not to send peace but a sword" (Mathew U> : 34). It is lor this 

reason that king Rukman asked for tribulations and sorrows lest he 

forgets his love in God. 

Peace is less to be desired than suffering. In peace we become 

complacent with earthly conditions. Trials and tribiilaticns awaken 

UB to cast the anchor of our hope beyond matter and to seek reality 

in the spiritual fountainhead of love, joy and harmony. The sword 

of the spirit must be wielded for the sake of righteousness. The 

glor}' of God must be established here on earth at the sacrifice of our 

peaceful life in fighting with the dark forces of evil. Evil has no 

existence in reality. True salvation takes place right whore wo are 

and it operates in our human experiences lifting us out of mortal 

irallties into the realization and recognition of the allness of spirit. 

True Jnana and true Bhakti aud true Karuna is the recognition that 

man is already free that the salvation is here and now in the ex¬ 

perience of our oneness with infinite power, love and joy. * 

Xe bright inteilectuais, hark the message of ancient India and 

nejoiee. ^ The power and plentiraore of America should inaugurate 
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the herald of a new dawn if it is unUed with the spiritual heritage of 
India. 

Realise with receptive hearta and reverent moods that spirituality 

is the real power in the universe. In the hurry and bustle of your 

great dynamic life, listen to the still small voice of Mother India 

which is spreading over continent and ocean to the globe’s semotest 

bound, l^niess yon build the edifice of the mighty American demo¬ 

cracy on the solid foundation of spirituality, it would be an evil day for 

tiie world. 

We proclaim to you the mystery of our esteemed Brahmavidya. 

Hark, realise that you are all Divine beings. God is gentle and 

loving, for the consciousness of His own infinitude is the most power¬ 

ful armour He has. He has no need to the aggressive or combative. 

Jjet us realise (he infinite nature of all being and in proportion to 

our understanding of the divine nature of all being we would 

become gentle and more peaceful. Love is never defensive—it 

depends its own by being inhaiic. God does not have to do any¬ 

thing, He only has to be. But that being is infinite activity, (lerpetual 

unfoldrueni. 

Mahatma Gandhi is the highest modern example of the excellence 

of Hindu culture He put forth the forces of soul, the armaments of 

love for winning the freedom of India and he succeeded. It is a 

matter of regret that he did not live to put his great Idealism in the 

field of International politics. 

You young hopefuUof the richest and most powerful nation on the 

earth, my fervent appeal to you today is that if we want to build the 

(Ueam-woild of love and peace, we must apply the soul forces in our 

fight with communism and through love and love alone, we must strive 

for the creation of a new, a better, a richer and a happier world. 

12-1946P-Xn 



Bebtetotf anb Bottcesi of Poobs 
Bp660h6t of T. T. Krishflamaohari—(The Publications Division, 

Ministry Information and Broadcasting, Government of India. Bs. 2*00). 

The Speeches of India’s Finance Minister made in Parliament during 

the last Budget discussiooB throw an authoritative light on general govern* 

ment policy in economic matters, problems connected with the Second 

Five Year Plan^ particularly as regards financing the Plan, the structure 

and objectives of taxation and the problem of foreign exchange. This 

collection also includes the annual speech to the Associated Chambers of 

Commerce in December 19dG^ giving a general review of economic policy. 

Mr. Krishnamachari said: **Basioally, the attempt is to reconstruct the 

tax structure in this country. If that is being an interventionist, I 

plead guilty to being an interventionist. Yet nobody can do anything so 

far as the large mass of people like the people of this country are con¬ 

cerned without being an interventionist. At the same time I disclaim all 

ideas of arrogating to myself the position of Providence. In fact I dislike 

anybody who thinks that be can order the lives of their people for all 

time to come, and begin preaching with a series of '’donts”. 

Autonomous organisations, which plead for full autonomy in regard to 

their actions, have no place unless their autonomy is geared to the Plan 

objeotivos”. T. T. 's speeches are always lucid and always provocative. 

SaNTOSH KumaH (’HATTKR.JEK 

Toward a Mon Demoontlo Social Order—by Wendell Ibomns 

(Published by Exposition Press of New York : price $ 2'fiO). 

Mr. Wendell Thomas makes a diagnosis and suggests a cure. The 

same sin of violence that has ravaged human life in the family and 

the neighbourhood has ravaged it in wider areas where it is known as 

*'imperialism**. Modern nationalism has been imperialistic, so that world 

society has been something less than human. The League of Nations 

and the United Nations have been attempted to mitigate the evils of out 

subhuman state without daring to transform civilization into a truly 

human society by establishing a world federation. Mr. Thomas makes 

a case for a reorganised democracy, both political and economic, A demo¬ 

cracy "requires a residential landholding community, broadly religious, 

as a foundation.It requires the assignment of land to individual 

owners for good use, plus a system of money based on labour, and a way 

of protecting the consumer from exploitation, while using capital creatively 

in a world fellowship of nations." He explains his scheme of a new and 

deeper democracy—calling for a more active participation of the people 
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and increased opportunities for co-operation and productive living. 

believe that in a genuine democracy, government will be decentralist— 

that is. will spring from people living together in their local or neighbour¬ 

hood relations. In a true democracy the people of a local commu¬ 

nity would, in town-meeting fashion, govern themselves.*' There is 

a Gandhian touch about the whole scheme. An interesting book. . 

Santosh Kumar Ciiattkrjee 

The Fundamentals of Hinduism: A Phllosophioal study—By Dr. Satis- 

chandra Cbatterjef. 'SI,A , Ph.D.; Dasgupta & Co.. Ltd., Calcutta. Price 
Bs. 3/8&B8.4/8. 

The book under review is written by an eminent scholar and as such 

it bears the impress of an analytic mind so rare amongst the common run 

of ^ writers on religion and allied topics. The author takes Hinduism to 

bo identical with Hindu religion and it means, according to the author, 

both the Hindu way of thinking and the Hindu way of life. The scope 

ol the subject has been dcfintid in the first chapter and in subsequent 

chapters such topics the nature of God, the conception of self, the 

theory of the world, the Law of Karma and rebirth and such other allied 

topics IvnvG been thoroughly disoussed. The nge-old tenets of Hinduism, 

its doctrines and beliefs, its philosophical speculations and metaphysical 

bases ha\o been nnulysed nnU developed iu the light of modern luetapbx- 

sics. It must be admitted on all hands that Hinduism contains the most 

important elements of Indian cultuic. In the volume under review the 

author has presentt d tlio fundamental principles and doctrines of Hindu 

religion set against its philosophical background. It has been rightly said 

that a fuller upprcciatjon of Hindu religion needs a better understanding 

of Hindu philosophy. Without u grasp of the ideas of Hindu philosophy, 

Hindu religion would look full of dogmas and superstition.^, and the signi¬ 

ficance of the manifold beliefs and L>ctivities would go unnoticed. The 

author has done a singular service to the cause of Hindu culture and 

Hindu religion by orienting the fundamental elements of the Hindu reli¬ 

gion in the light ol western thought. People who are not acquainted with 

the culture of India would better appreciate Hindu religion if and when 

such books are consulted. 

The book has been divided in twelve chapters and it presents a 

detailed picture of Hindu view of life and the beyond, AH the important 

schools of Indian thought have been brought in to illustrate sufb topics 

as the Hindu concepts of Bondage and Liberation, the status of the 

world, etc. A critical estimate of Varmsiama Dharma has made th<j 

^book interesting. The fourfold olnssification of Hindu Society is a con¬ 

troversial institution and it has received proper attention from the author. 

We congratulate him for bringing out such a learned volume on a topic 

which needs an expert's attention. Post-mdopendent India stands on 
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a different footing and all the pronouncements on our culture and dharma 

must be authoritative. Dr. Ohiitterjee has done a fine job in acooinpli- 

shing the self-appointed task which men of his standing alone could accom¬ 

plish. His penetrating insight into the nature of Hindu religion has found 

the truth in it. To illustrate our point we would refer to his treatment 

of the fourfold path of liberation, vie,, Baja, Juana, Bhakti and Kacma 

Yoga. All these paths, although apparently different, Imve an underlying 

core of unity so difficult to be ascertained by the man in the street. The 

author points out: "While the paths are different, the self realised through 

them is the same. In Baja Yoga, the final state of ^amadfai reveals the 

self as pure consciousness which is self-centred and self-shining. In Karma 

Yoga also the self is realised as the pure subject winch is above all affoc- 

tioDB and affiictioas of the mind-body and the selfisli desires and mteresis 

of the ego in man. Bhakti yoga also ends in the surrender of man's 

egoism and the recognition of his self as pure conseiousticss which js in 

communion with the divine consciousnebs. So also in Juana Yoga the 

self is realised as pure oonsciousnesb which is the same as the $l>viue con¬ 

sciousness and bliss." We recommend this book to all wbo care to 

know what Hinduijmi really is, as purged of the narrow sectarianism so 

frequently taking the place of the Sanatana Dbatinu. 

SiDHIR KlMAR NaMII 



nNiVEUriiTY Lectures 

The Hon’ble U. Nu, Prime Minister of the Union of Burma and 

Kainala Tjecturer of the University for 1943, delivered a course of 

four lectureK on BnddhiRro in tliia month in the Senate Hall of 

the University. The distin'^uished lecturer s]K)ke on ‘Buddha’. 

U)hainuia‘, ‘Sangha’ and ‘Buddhism after Buddha’s death’. The 

lectures attracted a large audience every day and they were highly 

appreciated. The \i8it of the Prime Minister of Burma to the Unj- 

Vi^i’sity created a great deal ot interest. 

Sri Gopendranalh Dah, M.A.t LL.B. Sir Charuchandni (rboeh 

Memorial Lecturer for 1953, delivered a course o( three lectures on 

‘Concept of Equality in the eye of Law’ in the Darbhaiiga Hall of 

tlie University, 

Professor Jj. Dudley Suimp of the University of London deli- 

\eied a highly interesting nubiic Jecture on‘Jjand and People: Geo¬ 

graphers contribution to National Planning’. In this lecture, the 

Speaker drew {loiated attention to the problem ot population in the 

world and its impact on food The lecturer said that the area of 

available land for agriculture and production of food was shrinking 

m this age of industrial civilisation and it was high time that more 

attention was paid to the problem of food in National Planning. Tlie 

contribution of Geographers to this held of investigation would be 

of immense value. 

Professor E. G. Bichatdson. Head of the Department of Physics, 

King’s College New Castle-on-Tyne, Durham University, England, 

delivered a course of three lectures on Electro-Acoustics and Ultra¬ 
sonics at the Lecture Hall ol the Institute of Radio Physict^ 
|.od Electronics in the University. The lectures were thought- 

provoking and they bad an appreciative audience. 



^otificatton:& 

CALCUTTA UNIVERSITY 

Xotificition 

The Vice Ohaucellcr ond Syodicate have been pleased to award tb^ Mebereja Hri 
J. M. Tagore Medals fur 1939 to (he uDder^ineotjoned caodidates from your collegr 

1. Sri P. Q. Gbosh Maharaja Sn J. M. Taf'ore Gold Medal. 

2. „ Manoratijan Batu Maharaja Sri J. M Tegoro Silver Medal (a gold* 
rimmed silver medal oat of the value of the medaU. 

The medals will be presented to the eandidates at the ensuing Convocat’oo tt^ be held 
in Janaary nest. The medallists conceroed may kindly be informed accordingly and 
requested to write to the itegistrar of this University for their Admit Card<i for admission to 
the ConvoretioD pendal. 

Further J am to request you to be so good as to let this oftice know imuiediately the 
full name of Pri P. G. Ghoih and home and present addresses of both the candidates 

This may please treats as very urgent. 

SenaUHuuse, B. B. BANEKJEE, - 

The 2nd December, 1957. Asst. Controller of Examinaiions. 

notification of the CNIVEUSTTV of BOMBAY 

No. Ex S^W'OflJo? 

It le hereby notified that the undermeotioued candidates who are fr/uod guilty of having 
piaetised unfair means at the University Exsminations held in March and April 1937 aic 
declared to have failed at the respective examination, and to have forfeited tl eir claims to 
exemptions, if any, earned by them at tho examinationn held this year and that they are 
further debarred from anpeartog at any University or College Examination before the dales 
ir entioned against their respective names ;— 

Seal No. Name College 

INTEBMEDIATE ARTS EXAMlNATKiN 

210 Bane. Harischsndra Sitaram Kiehiochand Chellaram College 

247 Ghaudbari, Sitchidacand Jai Bind College 
Gajanan. 

1096 Majitbiai Varjivaudas Hari* Do 
das. 

2629 Nanavati. Kiran Dbanvant- Siddhirth College (f Aits and let January, 196'1 
lal lienee. 

5(86 MircAandani Han Mulehand J'ai Hind College lat January, 1969 

INTERMEDIATE SCIENCE EXAMINATION 

685 Goealia, Kiahore Vanravan* Siddfaartb College of ArU and let January* I960 
dae Science. 

1669 Kbania, Narotaui Jairaj KiabinobandObellarara College Do. 

4138 Bbaqdari, Ved Sagar Bombay College Do* 

Date up to which 
deberied. 

Isl Januaiy, 1960 

1st January, 1959 

Do. 
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B,A. KXAMIJ^TION ’ 

395 'lirof, Pimof Sauaji ilaon College Iff January, I960 

Bombay. 

Tbe lOlh September, 1957 
T. V. chidambaran. 

University Registrar, 

PAN’JAB UNIVEnaiTY fCHANDIG^HH. 

ll it notified that— 

U<il Subject to the approval of the Senate and GovemmcDt a third dais M.A. Itaa b<*eii 
allowed cne chance to improve hie ctaaa in the same aubjt'Ct, within .1 period of two years of 
biB having Brat obtained third oiaM and that bisrestiH will be declared ooiy if he tniprove*! 
his class. 

(b) Persons who have alieady passed the M.A. evaimnation, nnder the old scheme, in 
Hrd Divisuiu, can re-appcar. for purpoaea of improving iheit division, up to I960. If they 
appear in 1066 or l960. they can appear id tiie old schen.e or the new scheme, as they like, 
but alter that they shall have to first pass M.A. Part 1 and (hen M.A Part IT examioatjoos. 

' (cl Persons who have obtained third division ou the combined revolt of M.A Part I 
and Part II shall re appear in both the parts if they %\ish to improve their division. This 
will mean that even if a person baa obtained second class msrk'«, in one of the two parts, ha 
»heil ha\e to re*appiar in that pait also. 

• 

(d) M A PAHniination under old scheme baa been extended up to 3959 both for the 
category cent lined in (h/ above acd for faihd candidates. 

Sete: - iVruj'SsioD to ra*appeir in ihe exaimoatinn for purposes of impruvitig the class 
doce not m^an that private candidates shall not have to aatisfv the lequirtHunts of the regu* 
iiitiont laid down for ^nch cindiiates. 

2 The folluwiu^' peisoDs have been declared as not fit and proper persens to te 
admitted to any future <‘vaiQinsiion ot this OiMversity for the reasons noted against each. 

(a) Gian Biogh • o Shri Nibal Bmgh, who produced a copy of bopui certificate of bis 
having passed the Matriculatiou Examination of the Panjab rmrersity, Lahore, in 1997, 
(under Itoll Nu 90362). 

(b) Harish Cbandei a'oSbii Jvoti Prasbad, who obtained a duplicate copy of the 
Matriculaticn Certificate on the basis of a false statement of having fiasscd the said exami¬ 
nation from Panjab University, Lahore, in 194(>. 

Chandigarh (Capital). J. K, AONIHOTRI, 

Dated October 9, 1967. Bcpulrar. 

UTKAL UNnfRRBWY 

Notification No. EC'613 

In accordance with Blindiug Onier No. 29 of the Syndicate tlie following candidatea 
who took recourae to unfair means at the Supplementary Tnieimediate and Degree Exaujiua- 
tiona of 1967 are penalised as noted agaiott each. 

Poll No. Name Tnatitntiou Penallica imi>oied 

intermediate in science 

IH9 Sri Darv.aula lUinaobandra Vikram Dev College, 
Bao. S/o Sri Dnrvasula Jeyport-. 
Kameawara Kao, Bhupaii 
Street, Jaypore, Diat. 
Koraput. 

ReauH for 1957 Supple < 
ineitary Examination ia 
canoelled and he ia debar* 
red from appearing at any 
of (be examinationa pmr 
to tbe Annual examioa* 
lion ot 1969 
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BACHELOR OT BCIENCE 
• 

444 Sri Kikuoja Bibari Pujari. Ravensbaw College, 
S/o Sri Rajib lioehtD Cottaek- 
Pajaii, Jiarnapara. P.O. 
A Diet. Sambalpur. 

Uoiversity Office, CaHeck» 
The 8rd September, 1U57. 

AGRA OJ^IiTERSITl 

NotiBratlon No. OF/17 1957 

It is hereby notified that tbe Supplementary Examination of 1957 in ihe cuse oi follow* 
iog candidari* hai been c8Dcell/*d and their have further been debarred tioiu appearing at any 
ExaiitiDBtioD of the University in I95sQ, as they used or attempted to use Unfairmeans at *he 
SupplemenUry Exoniiuation of 1957. 

Examination Roll No. Enrolment 
Xo 

Name of eandidaie College or Centro 

B.A. Part J Sl379t? A5f.‘<878 Ainar Neth Sharmn Meeiut Ctdiegf, 
Meet ut. * 

B A. Part 1 S18883 A568456 Ouvind Ballabh Bhatl ' Do. 

B.A, Part If Sl'3644 
• 

A557136 Sbyam tjal Jain (Student 
ol J. V. Jain College, 
Sibaranpuil 

Do. 

B.Sc. Paitll S2125 

Senate House, 
Agra 

August 28tb 1957. 

A549262 Ramesh Chandia Chatur- 
v»»di 

L. P. 

D. A V. Coilegi 
Kanpiji. 

MATHUR, D.Sc. 
(Cnpl.) 

JietjiHirnr, 

[DEC. 

Ueenlt for 1957 Supple¬ 
mentary Exaroinstion ii 
cancelled and he it debar¬ 
red from appearing at any 
of tbe examinationa prior 
to tbe Aonnal exatninatioo 
of 1959. 

Illegible, 
FicgMrar. 

T-NIVERSITY OF SAUGAH 

Xotificalion No. Ex 57 

1. It is notified for luformatioti that the following candidates who appeared at thi 
various Exam'nationa of the University of Saugar held in Marcb-Aptil, 1937, have been 
found guilty of using or attempti g to use unfair nieaus at these examinationa and have, 
therefore, been debarred from appeariug at (he Uoiversit\ Kxauiiuation duting the period 
mintioned agaiosl their namea 

Roll EnroP 
No. lueni 

No. 
Name of Candidate Examination Inatituiion 

Year for 
which 

debarred. 

964 \V/734 Km. Shipra Gupla D/o Dr. 
Hari Narayan Gupta, Dudba- 
para, Raipur. M P. 

l.A. Woineo candidate 195d 

190 B/11613 Bam Kumar Uubey S/o Sbn 
Kemadbio Dubey. Petition 
Y'riter. Hetta, M.P. 

Do. MsLakoabal Maha* 
vidyalaya, Jabalpur. 

Do. 

475 B/8349 Tnlok Singh Grewal C/o Sbn 
Qurdeo Singb Qrewa], Nar* 
bida-Pan, Raipur. H.P. 

I.Sc. Ex-aludent Do. 

694 B/11777 Lakahman Kumar Satpatbi 
S/o Sbri Jaideva Satpatbi, 
M.L A.. Vili. A P. 0. Tosh- 
gaon. Diet Raipnr, M.P. 

Do. Science College, Rai* 
pIT. 

Do. 

839 B/11896 Kamts Pieaad Singh 8/o 8hri 
Bail Math Siugb. M.B.S.. 
Kbairaiia, Jabalpur, M.P, 

Do. Mahakoabel Mahe- 
vidyalaya. Jabgipur. 

Do. 
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266 B/13080 Da^M CbaamU 8/o Sait. LCom. 
Bittiya Bai O^oraiia, 
Bombay B*/.ar, Kbandwa, 

lina B/6060 Navin Cbanlra Upadhyav, BA 
8/o Shri P. N. Upadbyavt 
Jawaharganj, Khandwa, 
M.P. 

129 B/l)486 Hewa Sbanker Awosthi S/o B.Coin. 
Shri Deo Uiilta Awaathi. Pt, I. 
Oy. 8. P. Hanlta), Jabaipuri 
M.P. 

8. N, College, Do. 
Kbandwa. 

Ex-atodaot Do. 

tl. 8. I'ollegp, Jabal' Do. 
pur. 

12 D^l<>78>> Kowal Kumar BhaHa 8 u Pre- 
LaU Oeah Miter Bhalla. Engineer- 
Piem Xagai, Jabalpiii, ing. 
^11P. 

Govt. Polv Ttch, 
Jabalpur. 

l')o8 k 
IW') 

23 B'1.1737 Naiinihal Oboveia, dOB.Tbea* D.» 
Ire Hoad. Jabalpur Cantf. 
M 1» 

l>3 B/15031 Sureab Kuuiai Sharnia S o Kiial Dip. 
Shri Giidhatilal Bbarnia. to Kngg. 
1185. Wripht Town, Jabal* 
put • M 1^. 

Ufil B'13765 Narendei Singh Hlo Shu I A. 
S. Piaia Singh Surajgan}. 
Itairti Dittit Hosbatigabad, 
M I* 

Do. 

Do. 

Sariuada Mahi- 
vidyala>a, Hoshau* 
gtbad 

rJ5^ 

.V</<‘~Tbe Houltiiiif ExamioatioDa held in 1957 ha>e been cancelled lu all tbejiiH 
caaca. 

2, The Beau 11 cf KxainiiiaiiOD held in lOu uf the foPowjug candidate ba^ btcit can* 
celled fur breach of oxamiriatjon lulca :— 

•J'J B 1499^ Anwar Ahmad S .. Sbii N ,or Final S. V. Poly Tech. 
Abuiad, Near the House i«f Diploma to Bbopoi 
Kari Haaao. Ahmad Vaktl, Afecfa. 
opp. Titak Park. Quoba Fngg. 
Scheme, Bhopal. M.P 

Sngai. ISHWAB CHANDBA. 

Daud the 13[h Angnat, 1957. /.Vcn? cur. 

PANJAB UNIVERSITY ICHANPIQARH) 

NotiGcation. 

It ia hereby ootifiod that — 

(1) The foilowiug pciaoua have been disqualified as noted below 

(fl Bnidev Siugl. Goraya aon of Sbri Bbagat Singh (Boll No. 46996 Matrioulfllion 
Examination 1957) has been disqualified for four years,/.c., If67,1963, B69 and 19fl0 for 
imparsunatioD. 

(ti) Mobitder Sinpb R,o Shri Amar Singh (Boll Nc 67f4, Intcrmediaio Rxamination, 
Apiil, 1967) who iinper«onated Baldcv Singh has been disqualified for five yaera (1957 to 
P.W1 j. 

(lift BbagwunSaiup 8,0 Sbri Abah Rsj. KbadafalRa MaD'Ka-Cfaowk Jodhpur, who 
obtained a duplicote copy of the Matriculation Certificntn on ibe baais cf a falw ata^ement 
of having paated the aaid exainination from Panjab University Laboie. in 1946. ha4 
been d^ared aa not a fit and prci^er persoD to be admifed to any future examination of 
t]4a Univoraity. 

(in) Bagbbir Singh a/o Shri Gulab Singh wh-> obUined a duplicate copy of tbe 
HatrieuUtion Geitificate on the basia of a falao atateniont of having passed the Raid 
examination from the Panjab University, Lahore, in 1939. has been disqualified from 
appearing In any future examination of this Uoiveraity. 

13*19i6P-Xrj 
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(t>) TiUk Bft] t/o Pt, SuDd«r Dtii» nrho tampered with the dapllcate copy of the 
Matriculation Certifieata tBoU No. 80914, 1947), hat been dooUred ai not a fit and x>ropcr 
peraoa to ba admitted to any futaca examination of tbia Univeieity. 

(II) The UniTersilj M.So. Tech, Department is being aiiiftid to Chandigarh and 
admiaaioDS to tbia class wili be made next year. 

Chandigarh—8 
Dated September 10 1957 

J. Jt. AGNIHOTia, 
Iiegi$trar 

Notiflcatioo No. EC /660 

UTKAL UNIVERSITY 

Dated Cuttack, the 90lb Bepteoiber, 1957. 

In apoordauca with Standing Orrd^r No. 9S of the Sjndieate the following candidates 
who took recourse to unfair means at the Supplementary Intermediate Examination of lO*)? 
•re penaiiaed aa noted against each. 

Boll No. Name. Institution, Ceneliiaa imposed. 

INTERMEDIATE IN SCIENCE 

Bri Nepal Chandra M.P.C. College, 
Banerjee, S/o Sri Baripada. 
Shaebadbar Banerjce, 
Lai Bazar P.O. Bari- 
pada. Dt. Mayurbhanj. 

Bri Oopal* Chandra Das, Do 
S/o Bri Priyanath 
Daa, L'll Bnzar, P.O. 
Baripada, Dt. Mayur- 
bbanj. 

University Office, Cuttack, 
The 20th September. 1057. 

Result for 1057 Supp'e neiitary 
Examinatioo is caocclled and 
be ia debarred from appearing 
at any ot the cxaminstioos 
prior to the Supplementary 
examination of 1958. 

Hegtifrar 

PATNA UNIVEHSITY 

The uodennentioned caudidatea aie debaned from appearing at nny Universiiy 
examination for tbe period noted agaioit their uaincs as they were found guilty of using 
unfair means at the Intermediate and Master exaininatioDs in Aita of 1057. 

61. Centra. No and Reg. No. and Candidates Period of 
No. Examination. College. Name. puniabtnenl. 

1 Senate Hall Roll Pat No. 517 260-1966 Karunanand Debarred fiom 
M.A. Geography Depit. Das. appearing at any 

Patna UDiveraity. Uuivereity Exam¬ 
ination prior to the 
M.A. ExaminetioDi 
1961. 

2 Senate Hall Roll Pat. No. 600 6501-51 Arif Raza. Do. 
^^.A. Geography Deptt. 

Patna University. 

8 Senate Half Roll Pat. No. 610 1646-59 AtuI Narayan, Do. 
M A. Geography Deptt.. Jamnar. 

Patna Univereity. 

4 Magadh Mabila Roll Pat. No. S32 1172-66 Babita Ghosh Debarred from 
Collage, Patna T.A. Magadh Mahila appearing at any 

Collage. University Exam¬ 
ination prior to 
tfaa Su^lamcn- 
tary examination 
of 1058. 
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8ECONDAHY KCHOOIi CBRTIFIOATB EXAMINATION BOAUP 

No B-Vl-tiii) of 1957. 

** *^*'^^^ *^** ondtraienIjoDed cftudidAfVb who haie boen 
foiitd guilfj of bivinp pracliied onfoir roeaui it tbo R 8.C. Examinolion of Ootobar 1966, 
ate canoellcU and tbe caodidafea are fnrthar debartfd from appeanog at B.R C. EianiiDa- 
tioa, aa ahown agaioat ihcir raapcctiTe namea. Three candidatea bare alao forfeited (heir 
riaima to exemptions, if any earned by them under the existing Regulations 

Examinatii-n Real Name of Candidate Name of Pcbool. Dcbaried up to. 
No. ftod Cf^otra. 

B-Pi)39/IUtDagin FihagWdt, Gaou Bbiwe Appeared aa a Tcacfaar 90!h June 
Oandidatr. 

B-80I2/Ratnsgiri Cbaxan. Sbi\arani Appeared aa a Teacher 3(rth June lybb. 
Paibatrio Candidate 

D H6^1Jagalkot Hirematli, lUtbayya S. M SbaJa, Auiingadh 3oih June 106b. 
Baaayya 

1) 87/Bagalkvt Bfimath, Sanb'ay>a Kbaagatesb High 3(»lh Jiiue 1068 
' Kotreyya Fchool, Tahkol 

rofija—1, (itb July 1957 M. V. DEfeHFANDE 
Secretary 

^ S. C, E>8txiiDatioD Board. 

SKt UNDABY school certificate EaKAMINAllON BOARD 

No B-VI—(it) of 1957 

It la bereb\ ootibed that the rcsiilta of tbe urdermeotioned candidate*, wtio have been 
found guilty of havin'^ praMiaed uofaii meaua at the b.6 C E'^aniiDatun of Marcb» 10671 

are cancelled and the candidates are further debarred fr'>n) appearing at ihe 6 SC 
BveiPiDatiou befoie the n^nth and year menticnej against their leapec ive oamea. These 
uaiididaeea ha>e also forfeited then claiiua to c^en]pt}ons if any earned by them under tbe 
cxiatiDg Hegulatioua * • 

Evauiinatiou Boat N uie of eat didttc. 
No. and Centre. 

A 1078/Andbcn bhah, Bbogilal Tokar 
chand. 

V'502 >/Bombay Modi, Borendralal Tri- 
bhovandaa. 

A HOU/Dadar Hakbsngi, Alliiniya 
Fajirinabamad. 

A Ii788/Dailar NelwaUt Bakiitu Giilaui 
buaam. 

A-17l94/Gbatkop8r Jo*hi, Maheudtakuniai 
Mitbanlal, 

A 18065/Andbeti Kalaulkar, Eaiu'akar 
Ratnebaodra. 

A-lMtlB/Bombay Bbatl, Aabmukuinar 
* ChimaDtal. 

A*20l06/Boijabiy Shah, Hanvadan Uaiiah* 
ohandra. 

Namsef B( bool Debarred up to. 

Tbe Malad Central lat January 1959. 
School and Bal* 
Mandir, MalaC 

Bbarda New High l>o. 
School, Bombay. 

B. £ L. Night High 30tb June l95b 
School, Woni, 
Bombay, 18. 

Appealed aa a Pu\ate lat Jaoiiarv 1050 
Candidate. 

Sbri V. C. Ourubul Do. 
High School, Gbai* 
kopar. 

K M. Bbatt High Oc. 
SibooU Pare I 
Bombay, 12. 

Apt oared aa a Pnrate Do. 
Cindidate. 

Bai LiU^ati (K. L. 0.> Do. 
Hindu High School, 
Bombay 4, 
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A-20107/Bombff} 

A-22880/Dadar 

B-3275/Dliulia 

B-28661 / Bai aiuati 

B-24S22/Ja]garn 

B-25149/Kolbapur 

B-27924 / SaDgamner 

B-20112/Ulha<inngar 

C*076/A1itjiedabad 

C-Ib32/Abuiudab id 

C'1846/Abiucdabad 

C-4S97/Abu]edabad 

C-11576/Biliiuora 

C-llG60^Bilimoia 

C-13241 / rumhay 

C-lU827/Godbr» 

C-lb6l2/NavBari 

€-18935/PaldDpur 

C-l8936/PaIaDpar 

C-22135/Bajhof 

C-236G3/6iuat 
«* 

C-3847u/Afaiuedabad 

C-28C99/ A bmadabad 

THE CALCUTTA REVIEW 

6bab» JayaoiiUl Bat^lal Baaargate High School 
Bombay 1. 

Baxi, Diliprai Bantao- App ared aa a PrivAtc 
lao. Candidate. 

[dec. 
% 

Do. 

Do. 

Marat' le i Madb u kar 
Baburao. 

Salve* Hari Sbripali 

Pdlil, Kamrao Kondu 

Powar Babasabeb Dattu 

A narthe* *T ay want 
RajaraiD- 

Harysni, Sunder Sugno- 
uial. 

Patel, Chaudrakauti 
Pulabhai. 

Bhatt, Jayaut Laxiui- 
shankar. 

\howala* Jeni Saifnddiu 

Tahilramaoi* Gordliau 
Visbindaa. 

Sbah. Pramodchandra 
Maobarlal. 

Taudel. Maoubbai 
Jivaobboi. 

Patel, Kameib S-'inabbai 

Tabawala, Taaaddu- 
khuasin Talebbbai. 

Rana* Praviolal Chba- 
ganlal. 

Ptribar, Haoaraj 
Dbulaji. 

Parlbar, IJauaia} 
Hanroop. 

Jivrajaiji, Pragji Bavji 

Bbab* Nalinkumar 
Cbuni'al. 

Cbriatiau* Milton 
Hiralal. 

Bbab. Navinchandra 
Obaoabyiinlil. 

J. B City High Bebool, 
Dbulia 

8. J. V'idyalaya Dhond 
(District Pcona) 

Appeared an a Ptivate 
Oandiiiate 

Cbbatrepstii Kajarani 
High School* Knaaba- 
Bavda (District Kolha¬ 
pur). 

Appeared an a Private 
Candidale, 

Apt>€ared as a Privste 
Candidate. 

Democratic High 
Scbooli Baipur Gate* 
Ahmt'dabsd. 

8b«1b* C. N. Vidya- 
laya* Ellis Bridge, 
Abmedabad 6. 

Municipal Girl's High 
School, Abmedabad. 

The Sindh Academy 
Shantinaaar, Wadcj* 
Abmedabad 13. 

D. C. O. Sarvajanik 
High ^h-^l, Pardi 
(District Surat). 

J. .1. Mcfata Sarvajauilt 
High Sbbrol. Btli- 
iQora. 

Nar High School, Mar 
(Di trict Kaira). 

M. Y. High Sch(K>l. 
Dobad (Pancli'iiiahalf) 

Sbeth, K. N. Jain 
Barvajatik High 
School Navttari. 

Indian Railway Hiiib 
School, Abn-l^oad, 

Indian Railway High 
Sebooi* Abu Hoad. 

Alfred High School, 
Bajkot. 

Sbeth, B. G, A. Saiva- 
janik Hipb School and 
B H. Middle Bebool* 
Vapi (DUtrict Borat). 

Tutorial High Scbooli 
3* Gates* Abmedabad. 

City Ebgh Sehool, 
Saranpur, Dolatkhana, 
Abm^abed. 

Do. 

Do. • 

Do. 

Do. 

Do 

Do, 

Do. 

Do. 

Do 

Do. 

Du. 

30tb Judo 1958, 

1st .lauuary 1959. 

1st January 1959. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 

Do. 
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C-2IW33/Ahmedbbal Hhah, Haaiiiuali Gopi^ 
dae. 

Appeared at a Prirale 
Candidaic. t 

}>o. 

C -20437 / Ahmt daba d Shahf Kint Vadilal Oohgani Municipal 
High School Ucbgum 
(District Aliinedabad). 

Do. 

C 2Uii7/Abiiicdahad Shah, Ptavin AJuicbeiid Dehyaiu Mniiicipal 
High SchctJ Ik'hgaiu. 

Do 

0 'JOlbl/Ahuiedtibid Sbiili, (Inni'a OovlndUl Bbedi, J. U. SonawaU 
High School. Mobiua- 
dabad fDietiict Kaira) 

• Do, 

(' 32]S0/liilin ii« Paiel, Nicbhabhai 
Fdkirbbai 

K. V, S. High School, 
GaudeM iDistricS 
Sural). 

Do. 

0-330^'.)/ Ca lull'll Haiia, Sbaoiilal Obaiial Caiobajr High School, 
Cambay. 

Do. 

C-332ij r.abhoi Shall, Kaoiklal Giidbat- 
111. 

Appeared as a Prtvale 
Ciindidaii 

Do 

rooii»i -I. CiMi July, lil57. 
« 

M. V. DESHPANDK, 
Seciefar), 

S. S. C. Kxamiiiatioii Branl. 

INIVERSITY OV KAJASTHAN 

7\(.tification 

I he f >llt>wiug caodidalo*} had ie*t(>rted lo unfair meana a? ihe Htph ScbcH'l Kxaiiiinatit>Q 
T «eir exaimnaiiou had therefore f-te*'cancelled aud they arc fjrthcr debarred from 

a'piM army at any cxainmatiou rf tlit* Univcraily lo he held m tlic ycni^ nob d aguin&t ench. 

No. 
Ih II 
w. 

Nani^ cf candidito 

1 • ‘IHO Kanbvalai 
•> I4lh A ictor Kinainu ] 

0073 Mall P.iin 
i 6171 Haiiif All 

5 (Jftifi \bdul Uafuoi 
0 7106 Patch hingh 
7 7*206 Haii Siogb 
R llOOl (^yanendra Kumar Gupta 
ft 11923 Vudiaiiibbar Slngb 

10 110*21 Viiibou Da\al Ubargava 

11 18161 Khuhi Lai Gaiir 

12 11106 Tek Chund Mobar 

in 14181 Kamal Nxyan AgarwiI 

11 14581 Cbundra Dull a 

16 15382 Mobaii Lai 

in 17005 Vaukat llamaa Sujgh 

17 26614 Mahendra Prakaah Matbuc 

Jaipur, 

Bated 18th July 1067. 

Name of XnstitntioD tt place of Ycarf^t f(<r 
leeideiue. which 

Pinatc (Jaipui) 

debaripd. 

lOjh 
Do Ih*. 

I'rnate (hikai) Dv. 
Daibar Inter. Cdircc. K'^ban* Do. 

irarh. 

Duibai High Srh<>o!, Mikiaui Di>. 

PrivaU* (Nagaui) Vi: 

Prieate (Jaipm) Dn 

S. K. Inter. College Sikar Do. 

Bbri Motilal Intel. College Jbun- Dn 
jiiuou. 

Do. Do. 

Fateb High Schcul. Udaipur Do. 

Govt. High School, Fatebnagij Do 

Go\t. High School* Bbilwaia D(. 

Govt. High School, Bancia Do. 

Govf. High School, Deogarb Man- Dr. 
daiia 

Mabatuia Gandhi High School. Dr.. 
Jodhpur. 

T^rivate (Jbalawsr' Do. 

K. l>. VABBIA. 

lieptairer. 
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ANDHRA tTNUTBUSlTY 

Proceedtngt of the Syndicate, 

No. B:*31S8/67 

M'tltoir, July# 31. 

Order 

The reiulU of the following caodidotes who have bteo found guilty of raeorting to 
unfeir rreans at the University K.\amiuatioDa held ui Marcb-April. 1967, they are debarred 
from appearing for any ot *.he University Bxominatious for the periods noted against 
each. 

8. 

No. 
Name ul the candidate £\aniioat)oii Registor 

No. 
Period of luetuatiou 

J hf. Kribhoaniuiti lutorinediate 11112 Dt barred for one year and per¬ 
mitted to Bit for the Unnei- 
Ally Examination lohebeid 
in Marcb-Apnl 1958 or 
ilicieaftT. 

2 Ksaa Sorojiiii Maine Illation 137 D barred foi one and half years 
and permitted to sit for tlie 
Umveraity ExamiDatioo to 
be held in September, 1958 
or thereaitcr. 

3 D. Lingappa « Do. 7J8 Do. 
4 Y. Lutber Paul Sastry Do. 729 Dm 

5 B. Mauikya HedUi Intermediate 863 Do 
6 Aviila Santhosh Kumat Du. 2532 Dr 
7 SamnKta Sakuutala Do. 7553 Do- 
8 Marnpudi Mohana Uao Do. 9441 Do. 

9 Anieetti &i\a llao Do. 12669 Do. 

10 T. V. Siibba Rao B.A. 3003 Do. 

11 K. Barasji Bao I o. 3302 Do 

VValtair, 

Datt d the 31bt July 1957 

K. V. OOPAliASWAWV, 
ftegistrar. 

EKl VENKATESWAHA UMVERHITV 

No. 4161-8/67 

Tbe reeulte of the follo^^iDg candidates* who have been found guilty of resorting to 
unfair means at the UniTe^aity Kxamioatioce held in March-Apnl, 1957, are cancelled, and 
(hey are debarred'from appearing for any of the University ExauiinatioDS for one ycai. as 
noted against each rf tlidii. 

Name of the candidate Evannntition Kegjslt>r 
Numhei. 

Pei iod 

D. Namppu, Goveruiuent 
Alts College* Auantepur. 

Intermediate 260 Debarred for one }ear and 
permitted to sit for tbe 
Uoivertity examination to 
be held in September, 1968 
or thereafter. 

Y. Bamanjuiu, Goveroinent 
Arts College. Aoantapur. 

Do. 297 Do. 

V. Kondt Beddv, Govern¬ 
ment Arts College* 
Anantapur. 

Do. 446 Do. 

K. Navasimbutu, Osniucia 
Culiege, KurO'Kd. 

Du. 1U8 Du. 
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6. B. Lakabmi Reddy, Os* 
mania College Kuroool. 

Do. 

ti. C. Pattabhiraniaiah, Os* 
mania College, Kurnoot. 

Do. 

7. A. Krishna Muriby, Os* 
mania College, Kumool- 

Do. 

H. D. Oiri Rdo, Osinania Col* 
lege. Knrnool. 

Do. 

9. V. 8. Rajan, B. T. College 
Madanapalle. 

Do. 

10. M. Siibbi Reddy, B. T. 
Cjlleget Madanapalle, 

Do 

11 Krishnaiali, B. Venkata* 
gtii Rsja's CoHego, 
Nellore. 

Do. 

13. Ramauappa Chettv, C. 8ii 
Venkateswarii College, 
Tirupaii. 

D.. 

i:i. 
a 

Y. Nagurafa Redd\, Sri 
Venkate*wsra College, 
'J'inipati. 

Do, 

U V. B Naravaii .Murthv, 
Sri Veiikateswara Col* 
lege. Tirupsti. 

Du. 

10. K- Kamad«>8a, Sti Veil* 
ksUswara CoUego, Tiru- 
pdti. 

D... 

ill. Mo^aiuitnd Khadcr Hus* B A 
* «tiDi OimaniQ 0 

Kuniool 

(lift Jn>> 10>7 

1341 Do. 

im Do. 

1333 Dj. 

147G Do. 

• 
171rt Do. 

10*13 Do. 

1*117 Du 

37.11 i>0. 

2703 Do. 

27tHI Do. 

■27 i3 Do. 

• 

IGI Do, 

Illegible 

I*.*!, fieghirai. 

SIU VBNKATKSWAttA rXIVEHf^JTY. 

Tjiupaiii 

No. 1101-n,57. 29.7.1957. 

SiiT (’hhiMkonda fteddf. candidale with Regnter Number 313 of ihe Tniermediate 
EMinioattoD held in Maieh-April. 1957. who appeered for the Interroediate Examination 
at Governniem Arts College, Anantapur, had been found guilty of *o 
iiieana and also of assaulting au Assistant Superintendent at the latter s residence for 
detecting and repuinng nga»nat him to the Chief Bupermtendent. 

2 Hu result at. the Intermediate K-xamination hat be«n cancelled end he is perman- 
piitlv debarred from appearing for any of the UniTersity Examinations in future. 

{T\y Oidei) 

n. pi:bba ray 
liVQittrar, 

GUJARAT UNIVERSITV 

No. Bxam./A/ 4438.7 of 1957. 
Office of the Gujarai Uuiversity» 
Ahmedahsd. Di : 26th July 1967^ 

It «h.reb> noUaed .hat the 
• of h„ia, Jtacuced un ..r »o.a. .b,;, PuiiB. to 

are dooinred to have failed at the e the examination held (hU year or in any previona 
at an, tTnW.r.i.v or Colie,, ex- 

aminatioo liefore the dales inenlioned ugamst the r res|uetive names . 

» 
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« 

Name ‘ College 
• 

Debaired up t( 

iuU Aria. 

Jovlii Jajknmar Natveilal* 6.B. Gaide College. 
Navatri. 

30.0-1909. 

Jut. Sc'ieure. 
• 

1497 I'lfcl Maganbbai Raloliliat. M.T.B. College, 
Snvat 

3t)-6-105 4, 

179:1 Patti Hesinnkhlal CiinJa- 
hhai. 

M.R. (laida College, 
Xo^inii. 

30.0-195'^. 

Int C’oiiinu ice. 

7:i;* Makke Oanpatlal Kalidas. .^ii K P College if 
Couniierre, Siuat. 

OO.f>.l95;i. 

li A. 

1901 Dimui Haiiali Duhyubhai. £^.11 (latdd College. 
Xav^ari 

11 S<. 

127 Dalai Kajnikaot Ririiaiiial Ij 1) Aria A M.U Sc. 
Intt. Abntednbad 

« 
It Phartii. 

21 Patel KiUhnakam GovinJlal. L.M College of PIimi. 
tiiacy Miinedabnd. 

;ii»-G Pios. 

Illegible, 
/?# tjiKtrnf. 
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